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WINTER HUNS. Competitors' Experiences.

THE
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OTCHtlYCLE
Largest Circulation. y''/'^^3«^-3 Founded 1903.

^o. 406. Vol. 9. THURSDAY, JANUARY 5th. I9I1.
REGI'^TERE^ AS ^ new -PAPER FO ": ^ - ^ -J S" ' I g -

i n N IN THE UNITED 1/IM^DOM.
Price Id.

P<thIi«K-.d weekly.

Our Reputation for Value and Satis-faction

for fair dealing and free expert advice ensures real and
satisfactory bargains to every buyer. Tell us your
wants. We can supply them. To get the latest igii
motor cycle in exchange for your present machine at
smallest cost simply fill up form below and post it to

WAUCHOPE'S
Motor Excha.ne'c Mart,

9, SHOE LANE FLEET, ST., LONDON, E.C.
Utmost value in all exchanges guaranteed.

PARTICULARS OF I9IO OR iCHI NEW
MOTOR CYCLE REnQlREp.

Maftc

Moiid ....

l°mtton

Forks ...

Gear .._

Saddle ..

Belt

lyres

Bxtrai ..

PAliTICLLAkS OK MV PRESi:XT
AfACMINC.

Mcikc

Horse Power ..

Date 0/ Miin/'c

Condiiion

Size of ufhccis

Forks

Gear

Isniticn

Same
,

Addres':

mh Mi
With or without passengers arc a great preventive ol

h. n".,.? ,
°" ^"^^^ "' =°°*>' ""'Is. ana should

He flited to every Motor Cycle.

\\'ri;c To-dny.

MILLS-FULFORD, COVENTRY.

while
pmbolvinu* ths hivhi-st

porfpfltion in coii^iniption. also emi>o<Iy
iho mo-tt nuiuoroiH inlentoJ featu'-s
(j[ my SiJroar on iliu mnrkoc. Kvcry
LMi(fntiai lor comfort, -iin-tJiLonJ >^fi'ty

{i incliidi'd — lioiico tho MONT-
GOMKRV i3 nnlvor-al'y reearJcl as
" Th.: Mn.^t' rplooe" In Sidocara. LUt
fr .- - MONX^OMKU.' i CO.,
CuVKMliV.

THE HAPPY MEDIUM AT LAST.
THE NEW 25-3 H.P.

AR N O
RELIABILITY, COMTOHT,
SPEED and POWER, com-
binej with LIGEl'NESS and
ELEGANCE.

BALL CEARING ENGINE

ppiid for Twists of thist
'~ '

aiiii our oth.T Moa.;li.

ARNO MOTOR CO., LTD., GOSFORD STREET. COVENTRY.

HOLDTITE PATCHES STICK FAST
A3 LONG AS THE TYRES LAST.

rtOUOTlTE PATCA^es
• • (SURRIDGE'S PATENT) ^O

Sampleiv with boolilet, post free 6AARE THE EST-
»<B—HOTTER THE TYRE TIGHTER THE RATCH

R. SURRIDGE, 58, GEORGE STREET, CAMBERWELL, S.E.
Agent lor S. Africa—J.Van Zwictcn, Cnioa MolorWorle, 56-62, Skinner St. , Pretoria

A.C.U. HILL-CLIMB.

4 bANK. ^1 X'
;. KICK^^AM, is*. O ^
W. W. DOUGLAS. 2nd

cJisqualified for ridiii-; iiii luivl'l.)

BRADFORD M.C.C. - - - E. KICKHAM 1st a^ain.
I\i' .aiain dvl faster time than any of th-' othir liyhtut-ights, in spit-.' of

Itn'ir llein:; oe'lal assisted.

DOUGUAS BROTHERS, Kins-swood. BRISTOL..
LONDON: 336. GOSWELL ROAD, EC

Telephone: jcdo City. Telephone. vVorl<? . 51, Kingswood, Bristol.

OiOR CYCL.ISTS
should join

THE A.A. & M.U.

Unequalled Advantages.
SUBSCRIPTION 10 6 PER ANNUM.

15/6 paid now covers Membership to 30th April, 1912.
Full particulars on appUcation to tha Secretary. Caxtoa House, Westminster. London. S.W.

FREE LEGAL DEFENCE.
ROAD PATROLS.

HANDBOOK. CHEAP INSURANCE.
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See that you get

GENUINE DAVISON PETROL GAUGES
on your machine.

The Gauge with the important features
Patented—with 8 years' experience behind it
and every one backed by the name.

The " just as good " cheap imitation rubbish is
coming. You need not bother about the "just
as good " Tanks at present—There aren't any.
The Tapless Pump, Hinged Stoppers and other
Davison Adjuncts would be glad of your notice.

A. DAVISON, 163, Arlini^ton Rd., Camden Town, LONDON, N.W.

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR
was much in evidence at the recent Olympia Show, when no less than QS% of the total

number of machines fitted with Speed Indicators had the Cowey on the handle-bar.

BRITISH MADE
AND GUARANTEED
AGAINST REPAIR
CHARGES FOR
12 MONTHS.

Note the clear, open
dial (actual si2e) which
is attached to the
handle-bar, and can be
read at a glance.

With so many speed
limits in force a reliable
indicator is a necessity.

Instruments built on
Centrifugal or Magnetic
principles cannot possibly
give satisfaction on a
motor bicycle, and only
end on disappointment
and failure. ,

The COWEY is

POSITIVE throu?ho>it,
and is therefore reliable
always.

The hand is perfectly
steady at all speeds, a
feature wHich is abso-
lutely impossible in any
other indicator.

CAN BE FITTED TO
ANY TYPE OF
SPRING FORK AND
TO THE RIGHT OR
LEFT HAND SIDE
OF WHEEL AS
DESIRED.

PRICE COMPLETE

£4 4s.
Registering from 5-40 or

IO-50 MP.H., WITH
MILEAGE RECORDER.

as illustrated.

Call or write lor a copy

of our Cycle Indicator

Booklet, which will inter-

est you.

THE COWEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
1, ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

THE SADDLE THAT
It v\:is Shown side by side along with all

the leading makes mounted on stands.

Everyone who tried them found out the
tremendous difference and declartd that
the XL'ALL was far superior to any of

the much advetiised saddles.

The comfort of the an.itomical seat w.ts a com-
plete surprise. The adjustable springing pleased
all. The low position, ils lightness, ~its freedom '

from bouncin'^, its parallermotion- etc., etc.,

captured A SHOAL OF ORDERS and our entire
stock was sold in two days. We have now con-
siderably increased ourotitpu and will e,\ecijte all

orders in rotation as received. I-f anyone is not
satisfied that this saddle is not superior to any
other make, we will return the whole of the
money paid in 3 da>'S with pleasure.

XL'ALL CO., 8, Moseley St., Birmingham.

ASTOUNDED
XL'ALL

EVERYONE AT OLYMPIA
was the

'ack Unpnddod.
-15/-

Best finish, plated
Unpadded.

18 6

Pftdiled Basil top, 25/-
Best PiL'skiii top,

30-

The Hon. Secretary ol the
BirminghamMotor CydeClub
wcites ; I have now ridden
this saddle soi^ie 2,500 miles,

and 1 must say it is, lam sure,

the mosf comfortable saddle
on the market I find the
action of Ihe saddle is quite

different to any other 1 have ridden,
inasmuch that one can ride over the
bumpiest roads without bo'incinij' at
all. The saddle appears to keap in the
same horizonlal plane as it were,
whilst the machine itself is bumpin?
iia'aad out of the ruts in the road.
"You can make what use you like of
this letter, as I feel H my dutv in the
interests of motor cycling to make
known the virtues vour saddle.

Yours faithfully,

R. VERNON C. BROOK.

ill a?nivcrivg these advert iscments it is desirable to Tnentnm ''The Motor Cycle.'



Lessons from the Winter Trials.

MANY are the lessons which may be deduced
from the five winter reliability trials held

in the North, South, East and West of Eng-
land last week. One thing in particular

has been demonstrated in no inconclusive

manner, and that is that the motor cycle can be relied

upKJn as an all-weather machine in spite of the

carping statements of the sceptical to the contrar)',

and there is every likelihood that the industry

generally will materially benefit by the advertisement
and the fillip which has been gi\en to the motor cycle

by the complete success of all five trials. Grease
there was in abundance, but the modern low-built

machine provides no terrors in its skidding propensities.

There is, however, still room for improvement in

stability and more eflScient non-skid tyres, as also in

mudguarding. The standard forms of mudguards
and ordinary mudflaps for the magneto were proved
to be inadequate in keeping machine and rider clean,

and many competitors, expecting trouble, had wisely

contrived larger mud screens of all sorts of designs

and in all positions. Several of these devices un-

doubtedly proved really excellent. It may be obser\'ed

that practically every machine had side extensions to

the front mudguards, some the whole length of the

guard, and it was noticeable that a goodly numl)er

had fitted belt guards around the engine pulley.

Last but not least the variably-geared machine
scored another triumph. A number of riders failed

on hills owing to misjudging the gradients in the

dark, others were afraid to "rush" the hill owing
to the grease, but the change-speeders were prepared
for all sorts of conditions and crawled uphill and
round comers comfortablv.

The A.C.U. 51= Membership Scheme.

iN
the -issue of December 22nd we published a

brief account of the Auto Cycle Union Councrl

meeting at which was approved and passed tb •

scheme by which motor cyclists may beconi •

members of the A.C.U. and obtain certaiii

advantages for an annual subscription of 5s. This

decision was gratifying to us, as we first suggested

an exactly similar scheme in April, 1908, and briefly

referred to the fact in " Current Chat " of December
22nd.

If our advice had been followed at that time, the

A.C.U. might have had a very much larger member-
ship than it now possesses ; in fact, it would have had
two years' .start of rivals who are preparing to give

motor cyclists the same benefits and terms that it has

so tardily acknowledged as being the only course. We
quote from T/ie Motur Cycle of April 2gth, 1908:

" The fee we suggest for unattached riders to

obtain certain advantages, such as touring facilities,

legal advice, the right to exhibit the A.C.U. badge,

etc., but not free registration for competitions, admis-

sion to papers and discussions at the Club, the use of

the Club room, or the copy of Th^ Journal or hand-

book, is five shillings.

"The executive of the A.C.U. might be led to

think that any scheme for unattached riders would

upset the affiliation scheme, but there is no reason

why it should do so if the unattached rider is given

to understand by documents or otherwise that he is

not having the same advantages as an affiliated

member of a provincial club, and the fact that he is

not a member of a provincial club causes him to pay

slightly more for the advantages he receives from the

A.C.U."
AI3
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MAGNETO POSITION.
, A Critical Review of Current Practice.

It would be rather interesting to know
exactly what reasons have led motor cycle

designers to adopt the particular posi-

tions of the magneto which are charac-

teristic of their machines. What are the
circumstances which dictate these posi-

tions? Is it a question of ease and cheap-
ness of production, that is, easy casting
land little or no "assembling"? Is it a
'genuine desire to make the motor cyclist's

path rosy by putting the magneto where
it is difficult to get at and fiddle with?
Is it an equally genuine desire to put it

where he is literally invited to
tinker with it? Or is it, we wonder,
just a commonsense intention of getting
it into a situation which is at once ex-
jpedient, clean, accessible, and free from
the likelihood of any kind of trouble ?

|If it be the latter, then there is an
.extraordinary diversity of opinion—

a

diversity so far reaching that if any
[single position be right, many others are
so widely different from it that they mtist
be wrong. Tot homines, quot sententioe,

Fig. 1. Scott and Clyno.

says the sage, and it ' follows that all

'

cannot be right. In reviewing magneto
position in a general way, as we propose
to do by dealing with a few specific and
representative cases, we are going to steer
clear of contentious argument Ijy the
simple expedient of leaving the decision
as to who is right and who is wrong in
the hands of our readers. First of all,
therefore, we will try to see what is
the theoretically ideal position for the
magneto by considering exactly what to
avoid.

As to wear of the moving parts,
practically every self-respecting machine
is irreproachable, the general design
being such that, short of being literally

ii4

smothered with mud or sprinkled with
dust, the bearings and contact breaker
remain almost entirely unaffected. Al-
though the machine is of itself practi-
cally hermetically sealed in its case,
there should be no relaxation of precau-

Fig. 2. Indian.

tions against the entry of dirt in any
form, hence it is a desirable thing to get
the magneto in a position where it is

unassailed by mud and dust, and not
only so, but if possible to provide it

with an additional cover. The function
of the latter is primarily to keep off

wet and, secondarily, to keep the machine
clean, though most salesmen reverse the
order of these points. So long as high
tension terminals are exposed to the
elements leakage is always liable to
occur, for nothing is so hard as to keep
rain off any part of a motor cycle. A
makeshift arrangement in this connection
is not infrequently used, and consists of
the simple process of smothering the h.t.

magneto terminals with vaseline or other
thick grease. This is all very well in
its way, but a point that is "frequently
forgotten is that grease plays havoc
with the rubber insulation of the h.t.
cables. We are mentioning this fact be-

Fig. 3. Rex.

Fig. i. Douglas.

inch each side, you realise that there is

not much room for this wear to take
place without any adverse effect being
felt.

So much for mud, dust, and water. A
good magneto cover, such as is fitted to the
B.S.A., Ariel, Singer, Rudge-Whitworth,
and others, will obviate the difficulty in
almost any position that the instrument
gets relegated to.

^
Now let us see what

other undesirable circumstances are to be
avoiaed. .

,

First and foremost comes heat, yet
how many designers have given this" a
moment's thought? That a magneto will

continue merrily to spark in some of the
positions it finds itself m on a motor
cycle is, in our opinion, a most extra-
ordinary testimonial to the all-round efP.-

cause it is the reason why one of oui

machines recently developed an unaccount-
able and almost untraceable misfire. The
moral, of course, is to wipe the grease

away as soon as heavy rain is over.

Keep the Magneto Dry.
Now there is another reason why the
ordeal by water should be avoided like
the plague, and this is that water is

really the one thing that can get worked
in to the ball bearings of the armature
shaft. The magneto manufactuTers are
wise to advise users to oil their machines
very infrequently, but unfortunately most
riders take the superlative too wide,
and are afraid to oil the bearings at
all. This is where water comes in—and
it is really surprising how very small a
drop of water needs to be to rust up a
dry ball race. The result of that rusting
is that inappreciable wear takes place,
but when you remember that the arma-
ture only clears the pole-pieces of the
magneto by about a hundredth of an
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Magneto Position.
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ciency of the machine under adverse con-
ditions. But not all magnetos will stand
bad treatment in this way, and we can

Pj^^^pi^li

I Fii. 5. Sing r and Humber.

call to mind at least one make of motor
cycle which used to suffer extremely
badly in this respect, for the insulation

on the unfortunate little superheated
magneto would invariably go out on
strike aftej a long non-stop run, and
then it was a case of all hands to the

pumps, or rather all feet to the pedals,

to get going again. Furthermore, this

particular magneto could not . be even
distantly considered without undoing a
handful of tiny little screws. But things

are changed now. Still, it cannot be
denied that to bake a magneto is to

send out a general invitation to trouble.

The ideal temperature for the machine
is stone cold, so if a covering can be
fitted care should be taken to prevent it

becoming an oven.

I

Short Wires Desirable.
The next point to consider is the

proximity of the magneto to the crank-
chamber, and this has a bearing not only
on the magneto drive, but also upon
the length of the high tension leads to

the plug. Those leads should be as short
as possible to guard against the possi-

bility of their flapping about and wear-
ing away the insulation, and, further,

they should be kept well clear of the
ribs on the cylinder casting. But the

Fi;. 6. Bit. In tanii

.

principal reason for keeping the machine
somewhere neai the crank chamber is

to reduce as far as possible back lash in

the transmission. The greater the
number of links in the chain or the
greater the number of idle pinions
the greater is the unavoidable back lash;

and the worse the back lash is to start

with the quicker it becomes appreciable,
for the load on the magneto transmission
in a single-cylinder motoi cycle is the
worst possible, being intermittent at
both endSj and the periods of full and
light load do not synchronise.

-

Next, we require to guard the mag-
neto against petrol. A flooding car-

buretter dribbling on to the magneto
directly underneath is a thing to be
avoided almost as n"uch as anything, for

petrol has a wonderful capacity for

cleaning oil off bearings just when it is

least wanted to, and petrol is a very
difficult thing to keep out in spite of its

volatility. It will pour through a crack
that would be wat>-rproof for years, and,
like most thin oils, it " climbs."
As to accessibility, so long as the con-

tact breaker covei and the h.t. terminal
are moderately get-at-able, nothing more
is required, for the magneto in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred does not

cause the least trouble. If more motor
cyclists would adopt the plan of taking
the magneto entirely for granted a lot

Fig. 7. EnDcld.

of trouble would bo avoided. Look at it

by all means, but look at everything
also twice or three times before paying
it any attention, unless the symptoms
point directly and unmistakably touards it.

The Mounting Platform.
Lastly, the magneto iiiu.^l be bedded

down securely and rigidly. It is a
heavy piece of mechanism, subject to a

good deal of vibration, both from road
and engine, and driven intermittently
and at a high speed, consequently no
platform can be too strong for it.

Turning now to the sketches reprc-

dnced of different examples, they are
practically self-explanatory, at all events
t(^ anybody who has a rough idea of

the general design of the respective
machines.

Fig. 1 is the Scott idea, the only dis-

advantage of wlrich is the fact that the

magneto is driven through two chains
comprising no less than 112 links. When
the engine is running fast all the
lag can be taken up with the spark-
ad ,'ance lever, but when it is pulling
slowly there must be a certain amount of

lag. This i^tate of affairs would be,

of course, far worse with a magneto
driven at half-engine speed. As it is

driven at engine speed on the Scott the
trouble is not \-ery perceptible.

Fig. 8. Ariel and B.S.A. (Magneto enclosed.)

Fig. 2 represents the single-cylinder

Indian arrangement. The magneto i.s

driven by a train of four enclosed spur
pinio:is. It is bedded down to the crank
chamber in front of the engine.

Tlie Rex design is shown in fig. 3.

This is another gear driven magneto, and
it is out of the way of mud and dust.

It is atti died to a special frame
bracket behind the engine.

The magneto on the Douglas, fig. 4, is

bolted down on to the crank chamber
between the horizontal cylinders. On
the single-geared model it fits into a
cavity let into the tank, and a small
spark advance lever fixed to the contact-
breaker becomes, therefore, quite handy.
'J'he drive is by enclosed gearing direct

from the crankshaft.

In fig, 5, the magneto is provided with
a special platform ca.st on to the front

of the crank chamber.
The Bat position is one of the most

characteristic. Driven by a couple of

trains of enclosed bevel gearing and a
vertical shaft, the magneto is housed in a
cavity in (he petrol tank, and thus has an
almost ideal pusition. The sketch shows
how its bed is made, an integral part of

the lower horizontal tube of the cycle

frame. The long vertical shaft gives a
springy diive to the armature which is in

every way excellent. One of the most
characteristic magneto positions is to be

Fig. 9. N.S.U.

.M7
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found on the new Royal Enfield light-

weight twin, in which the machine is

placed in a fore and aft position, and
driven by a bevel gearshaft from the

camshaft, which applies to the rear

cylinder ; it is thoroughly accessible,

and well out of harm's way. On the

single-geared model the magneto is in

a similar position,, but placed upside

down. The sketch fig. 7 illustrates the

starting handle claw fitted to the two-

speed chain-driven counter-shaft.

The magneto on the Ariel machines,

fig. 8, is covered in with a dust and
wet-proof papier-mache case. Its posi-

^^^mU ss.SZfUi

LOWHRWG THE COMPRESSION
RATIO.

S^aS. A few engines turned out
in 1907, 1908, and 1909 possessed a
compression ratio which was uncom-
fortably high for ordinary purposes.
Any owner of such an engme who can
afford to sacrifice a proportion of his
engine power may easily convert such
engines to a lower compression ratio.

He must be prepared to sacrifice a
certain percentage of his speed on the
flat and of his hill-climbing power,
though the latter is negligible, as the
engine will keep on climbing at low
speeds much longer with a lowered
compression (viith the high compres-
sion such engines knock badly as soon
as the speed drops). Generally speak-
ing, the advantages of the lowered
compression are that the engine becomes
more flexible, and loses its tendency to

knock, besides starting more amenably.
To lower the compression, remove

the cylinder, and cut a paper pattern
of the cylinder baseplate as accurately
as possible, taking particular pains to

mark the size and position of the holes

through which the four securing bolts

pass. Take the pattern to a tinsmith,

and get him to make a dozen duplicates

of the pattern in sheet tin. In the first

test insert enough of these tin washers
between the crankcase and the cj'linder

to raise the cylinder one-eighth of an
inch ; the number may be varied in

subsequent tests until a compression

ratio is attained which seems ideal for

the country in which the machine is

used. When the engine is tested with
the washers in position, the valve tap-

pets will also need varying, so that,

however high the cylinder is packed,
there is just a bare clearance between
the stem of each valve and its tappet.

This is the most tiresome part of tha
conversion. The last time I made an
experiment of this sort I cut half a
dozen discs of tin of varying thick-

nesses, each about the size of half a

crown, nicked their edges, and bent
them so that they served as caps for

the tappets during the experiments.

When tl>3 best compression ratio had
been found, I had new teppets turned
to the exact length required. Of
course, if the engine has adjustable
tappets, this point presents no diifi-

tion in front of the engine and over the
silencer is similar to that of the
Triumph and many others. Most
makers who adopt this position rely

upon a large mndflap to protect the
magneto. In. the case of the B.S.A.
machine it is completely enclosed in an
aluminium case. It is a shade close to

the silencer. An enclosed chain drive
is used.

The N.S.U. machines have the mag-
neto fixed on to a platform cast as part
of the crank chamber behind the cylin-

der. In this machine a chain drive is

also used. A number of manufacturers
utilise the space at the rear of the

cylinder, carrying the magneto machine
vertical, including the P. and M.,
Rover, Arno, V.S., Premier, Wanderer,
single-cylinder Moto-Reve, etc.

Several other magneto positions have
not been illustrated, as they differ

in detail only from the examples we
have dealt with. The Corah, the

Ariel Hghtweight, and 2^ h.p. F.N.
have the magneto on the top of the
change speed gear box behind the

engine. The four-cylinder F.N. and
T.A.C. machines have it in front of the

engine, direct driven from the crank-

shaft, and use a separate high-tension

distributer.

f^^]lotcfif6ydUl^

culty. When the final adjustment is

decided upon, the cylinder must be
removed once more with an eye to

stopping oil from leaking out through
the washers. A smearing of fish glue
or seccotine is as good as anything.
It the hill-climbing powers of the engine
are seriously impaired by the altera-

tion, it should be remembered that the
converted engine will now take a very
low gear without overheating.

IMPROVISED FOOTEESTS.
ZS-^^. Not infrequently in the

course of a tour a tumble will " carry
away" both footrests J'nfl the problem
then is how to dispose' of one's feet.

Yon are indisposed to spend several
shillings on a mechanical rig up, and
you may not procure spares from the
makers without some delay. Any
straight stick

—

e,<j., half a broom handle—can be made to serve admirably with
the aid of a few feet of twine or copper
wire. Lash it amidships to the front
down-tube of the frame at a suitable
height, and tie stays to each end of
it from the steering head and the front
crank case lug. It can then only move
in the direction of swaying sideways,
and jfour feet, one on each end, will
hold it steady in that plane ; in fact,

"The Automobile Engineer

"

published on the FIRST THURSDAY of

each month, price sixpence net, is a high
class technical journal, devoted to the theory

and practice of automobile construction.

Special features are criticism of current

design, -instructive articles on works prac-.

tice, interesting correspondence on technical

subjects, automobile patents, etc. Obtainable

from all newsagents & bookstalls. Publish j(1

from 20, Tudor Street, London, _E.C.

it is as comfortable as the standard
bar.

METAL CABLE CLIPS.

S50i A good many makers
restrain the slack of the high-tension
cable by threading it through a small
metal clip fastened to the lower tube
of the frame. This is all very well
when the cable is new, and its rubber
is absolutely sparkproof, but when the
cable begins to perish a trifle a per-
centage of the current will escape back
to earth, and the day will come when
it provides a complete fliort circuit.

Hence I make it a. rule always to fit

a stout rubber pad .Tt this Doint.

DRESSINO LEATHER CtUTCHES..
1351, Now that leather-faced

clutches are again , becoming fairly

common I make no excuse for repeating
an ancient hint with regard to dressing
leather. The makeshift rider has an
idea that any oil suits leatlier. ' As a
matter of fact mo.st oils contain a small
jreroentage of acid, and the acid harms
the leather as much as the other con-
stituents benefit it. In addition, leather
is far from porous, and the oil must
be given time to percolate into its

fibres. Only two ordinary commercial
oils are really ; suitable for leather
dressings, viz., castor and Collan, and
each should be given twenty-four hours
to incorporate itself with the leather.
Collan oil looks like a paste, and I
always thin it down under heat before
application. I find that a good rub-
bing with Collan oil, followed by
twenty-four hours rest, and a final

mopping off of all superfluous lubricant,
makes a leather clutch soft . in action
for a thousand miles, whereas a mere
squirt of castor oil works off in 100
miles.

:352, An ordinary adjustable
spanner may be utilised as a sparking
plug holder for testing spark by wedg
ing it between the bottom of the tanl
and the frame. Insert the sparking
plug in the jaws of the spanner, and
connict the high tension .wire in the
usual vay. If there is no room between
the tank and the frame the same results

will be. obtained by wedging the
Epanner between the radiating fins of
the engine, taking care that the wedg-
ing action is not too severe or the thin
radiators may become damaged.
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AS I have never before posed as a lightweight

enthusiast, I am glad of an opportunity to pay
my admiring testimony to the unparalleled and

magnificent de\'elopmeHt these machines have under-

gone during the past year. This article will consist

primarily of statistics, showing how the lightweight as

a type has emerged from the many searching trials

organised by the leading clubs during 1910, and will

conclude with a few deductions from the evidence thus

collected and arranged.

However useless the Quarterly Trials mav seem to

be from the standpoint of a test for established 334 h.p.

machines, the close inspection and strict marking they

afford provides a splendid test of any new type of

motor bicycle in the earlier stages of development, and
I shall commence with these trials, which afford most
suggestive evidence of the strength of the lightweight

movement.

Lightweight"? in the Quarterlies.

Me- PlT-

Coraplete chanica] Stops fcntago
Dale. Conditions. Entries. Non-

stops.
Ken-
stops.

on
Hills.

Retired Finished. of

Finish-
ers.

Ian. Awful 15 (0%) 5 5 I (7%) 14 93%
April Good 17 II (64%) 13 2 (0%) 17 100%
lulv Wet. windy 22 15 (68%) 19 (0%) 22 IOO»'o

Oct. Awful 15 3 (20%) 5
9

7 (47%) 8 ^3%

The next trials in order of severity are the long-

distance trials of a serai-social order, such as the

London to Edinburgh. In these Me have no precise

information as to the numh<»r of failures on hills (as

the hills are not observed) nor as to the number and
character of minor stoppages sustained ; but it is good
testimony if a machine manages to finish. It proves
that the engine has maintained its power, and given

very little trouble. The only seriously contested trial

of this nature during 1910 was the London-Edinburgh,
in which the lightweights put up a splendid show, as

follows:

Date. Conditions. Starters.

Cold Double 1

Medal. Gold Medal Retired. Finished.
Per-

centage.

May Good 22 17 8 5 17 77%

The two big trials of the year—the Scottish Six

Days and the A.C.U. End-to-end—were considerably

more severe than any road trial ever previously held in

England, the Scottish event in particular easily beating

all records for severity both of conditions and of route.

In
. each trial the lightweight acquired remarkable

credit, as follows:

Date.
Con-

ditionj Starters
Gold
Medal.

Silver

Medal.
Bronze
Medal. Retired Finished.

Per-
cent.ige.

Scottish

trials June
End-to-end

July

Severe

Mixed

4

11

2 (50%)

3 (27%)

2 (507,,)

3 (27%) I

(0%)

4 (36%)

4

7

100%

63%

In addition, we must remember the speed records set

up between Land's End and John-o'-Groat's. In July

Mr. Harold Cox covered the distance of 890 miles

(approximately) on a 1% h.p. Singer Moto-Velo in

57h. 26m. (figures which come midway between Silver's

time on a far more powerful Quadrant in 1903, and

Mills's time on a two-speeded Raleigh of double the

horse-power in 1904), but scarcely were these figures

recorded than Eli Clark on his 2}^ h.p. Douglas rode

from End-to-end in 39h. 40m.—a time far better than

an\ previous attempt, save only Ivan Hart-Davies's

sprint on a machine developing about 4J2 h.p.

The Year's Progress.

The foregoing figures are in reality a great deal

better than they look. In several of the trials the per-

centage of lightweight successes is sadly marred by the

inclusion of somewhat experimental and inferior

machines, hastily glued together, and entered for tasks

which no impartial judge could expect them to sur-

mount. It would have been invidious for me to com-
pile a catalogue of first-rate lightweights and construct

separate statistics showing only the prowess of half a

dozen leading and established makes. Had I

attempted this I could have shown almost a hundred
per cent, record in all trials for the five or six best

examples of the type. However, from the mixed
evidence given, we are amply justified in deducing the

following facts

:

(i.) A great number of sound lightweights are

being constructed; they vary from go lbs. to 130 lbs.

in weight, ready for the road, with a range of horse-

power from 1^4 to 3. They cost on an average ;£ 10

less than a standard medium-powered tourist machine
of equal quality.

(2.) Generally speaking, they can hold their own
with higher-powered machines at touring speeds, so

far as reliability is concerned.

(3.) Judging especially from the January and

October Quarterlies, they are far from being as

weatherproof as the 3^ h.p. type. In these two trials,

when the weather and road conditions were unspeak-

able, the lightweights nonstop percentages fell to

0% and 20%, though the percentage of finishers was

93% in January, when the conditions reached the limit

of severity, and 53% in October. In both these trials

everything was against hill-climbing, and in the

October trial the rain found out any weak points in the

transmission. We must, therefore, deduce that in this

respect the lightweight still evinces two marked defects.

It lacks the engine power to cope with heavy climbing

handicaps, and its transmission is not weatherproof.

A variably-geared drive, arranged to admit of a larger

engine pulley, is the obvious and inevitable remedy for

both weaknesses.
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The Lightweight in 1910.—

(4.) The lightweight is becoming very popular with

amateur riders. Classifying the entries, the medium-
powered, medium-weight machine is apparently more
popular 'than some of the flimsier machines.

(5.) As a fair weather, summer mount in ordinary

country the lightweight of any type is clearly already

the equal of its heavier and more costly competitors.

(6.) In respect of hill-climbing power, we have no
oflicial evidence to go upon other than the Quarterlies,

in which the hills are not really exacting. Taking per-

sonal observation into account, I should say that in

fair weather the lightweight is about equal to the

tourist types in climbing capacity, provided its rider

is not too heavy, and is prepared to give plenty of

l.p.a. Its slight actual inferiority in climbing is

balanced by the comparative ease Avith which it can be
restarted or' pushed in event of failure. This point

was clearly demonstrated in the Scottish Trials, where
all the machines, irrespective of horse-power, were
hard pressed on several hills. In bad weather it is

distinctly inferior as a hill-climber, and will remain
so until it is provided with a variable gear, and with

an engine pulley of more rational dimensions. A
narrow wet rubber belt canniot grip on a Avet pulley

little more than the size of a five-shilling piece,

M C C WINTER RUN. PREPARING TO LEAVE SALISBURY.
The two ladies in tiie competition miy be seen m tliis illustration. H. R. Purchase (2J h.p. A.J.S.) and A.C. Robbins (31 h.p. Humber and
On the left F. A. McNab and A. L. Omminey (Trump-Japsj. sidecar) restarting on the last stage ot the run.

>—• « •>—

<

, Another Rotary Valve Engine.
ROTARY valve engines are very much in the air

just now. The accompanying drawing is that

of a new type which has been patented by Mr.
W. H. Clegg, 136, Browhead Road, Burnley, and
differs from others described and illustrated in thi.;

journal. If these are carefully compared with the

drawing herewith the points of difference become
readily apparent. The heavy black lines in the

section denote the r-ri

rotary valve, the ^
•,—I—'—

,

gastight joints being

ensured by a
number of cohcen-
tric rings and
grooves which inter-

mesh with each,
o t fi e r. The in-

ventor claims that

this is a proved
system of ensuring

gastight joints, and
mentions as a com-
parison the ordinary
piston ring, which
depends upon the

perfect fit of the

ling in the groove to prevent leakage past the back
of the ring. In some cases the upper concentric

rings are provided with split rings like ordinary
piston rings, thereby ensuring a constant pifessure

Section ot a new rotary valve
engine.

against the walls of the groove in which they rotate.

The concentric rings, it will be noticed, are in some
instances deeper than others, the port or ports being

cut through the deep rings.

The method of rotating the valve is shown on the

right of the illustration. A vertical shaft driven off

the crankshaft of the engine and carrying a pinion C
on the top rotates the wheel D which is shown in

section and surrounds the valve. It will be noticed

that the number of tefeth' in the pinion C is half the

number of those in D, consequently the valve, when
driven off the engine-shaft, rotates at half the engine

speed, as is usual in the case of a four-stroke engine.

The top of the exterior portion of the rotating valve

has cast on it a number of cooling ribs, and, as these

rotate with the valve, they assist in cooling on the

principle of a fan. To hold the valve in position

the bridge piece F is psovided carrying a ball thrust

bearing and a coil spring which always keeps the

•i-alve on its seat. Although only one port is shown
in the sectional clrawing sent to us, the patent specifi-

cation of a similar engine, though water-cooled,

shows the exhaust and inlet ports arranged at an
angle of 90 degrees. There is no reason why an
air-cooled engine should not work perfectly well.

The only real difficulty in connection with all valves

of this description on air-cooled motors is whether
they can be kept sufficiently cool and lubricated to

enable the parts to rotate at high speed, keep gas-

ti2ht_, and prevent jamming or seizing.
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Our report of the above run, together with results and artists' impressions, were published in last week's issue.

One or two competitors have related their experiences which we publish, also some supplementary general news

concerning the first winter trial, which by general consent proved a most severe test of endurance.

HUGH GIBSON'S EXPERIENCES.
Gtcirge Wtay and I started in pouring raiu, and I

Ijreathed a prayer of thankfulntss that iliy belt was per-

fectly protected from the nnid. Lying on tlie road at various
points we saw a tin of oil, a pair of goggles, an electric

lamp, an acetylene lamp, a pair of overall trousers, a mackin-
tosh coat, a generator, front mudguard, cap. top of a gene-
rator, a tin of cai'bide, and many small objects unrecog-
nisable. Troubles began with generator tubing near
Basingstoke, and we came to a stop on the hill at West-
liourne Priors, but we had company, as we noticed
-several singles and two sidecar machines with two-sjjeed

gears also failed. I reached the top solo, and climbed up
the long drag approaching Salisbury in poOring rain and a

strong head wind. Wray hopped out on one hill, and I

drove on for two miles before noticing his absence, when I

returned and picked him up.
Though a clean ascent of the hill from Crevckcrnc was

made. I failed beyond the corner on Chard. I made up for

this a little later by taking niv passenger uj) Varcombe Hill

in great style—the hill T had dreaded all along. Next morn-

ing, as we descended in the daylight. I wondered how 1

had <lone it (or rather how the engine had done it).

On the return journey sideiar combinations were well d
the fore. OILson. with nn |)assenger and an 8 h.p. twin, cu'

ont the pace. I got ahead up to Basiugstoke, where I

stopped for petrol, and from there to the finish was a donr
struggle between fonr of us to reach Honnslow first. 011si>n

easily led. We just kept our nose in front, and reached

Hounslow at 5.50. being the Hrst passenger-carrying machine
to finish. Our gear was 5^ to 1. The machine weighed
195 lbs., sidecar 78 lbs., passenger and driver ISjst., and
spares, etc.. 24 lbs. We used a Stanley lin. belt, with :;

Stanley Jin. belt for low gear; R.O.M." tyres. F.B.S. and
Lucas lamps, and Carbic generator. Had the cold been
greater and the rain continuous I do not think twenty
riders would have finished.

ROY WALKER'S TALE OF THE RUN.
There was unite a miniature Babel in the yard 'if the

Bell Hotel at Hounslow on Boxing Day. Most of the old
liands had come pre])ared to the last detail, and had their
last meal before starling at their leisure. Having been fine

dl day. it started raining about 6.30 p.m., and .Jeremiahs
prophesied snow. There were also reports of 3ft. of flood

water oh the road at Wilton, and the burly McXab was
speedily chartered as a sort of Charon to ferry competitors
cUid machines across this miniature Sty.x.

We were off at last, though starting a fixed-gear machine
is no joke when one is loaded with heavy clothes and can
hardly get a foothold on the grease.

Luckily the rain did not last very long, and we had a

foretaste of what was coming west of Salisbury before we
got to Staines. Steering a straight course over the ruts
seemed almost impossible. Much the simplest way seemed
to be to get behind a man who knew the road and had a
good lamp pud to let him make the pace. Many of the
riders, including the uumeious Bradbury cojitingent, had

red gla.ss retiettors in tbei.' back number plates, and it was
quite amusing and rather disconcerting to see these dodging
about from side to side.

The roads improved when the gravelly stretches round
Bagsbot were reached, and there was quite a crowd to see

us at Sandhurst. Both the railway level crossings were
(pen, and so Hartford Bridge flats were reached without
delav. and here we met a strong head wind, whiih lasted

all the'wav to Exeter. There was no question of "blinding"
along this famous straight three miles; it took something
over one-third throttle to keep going at 25 m.p.h.
The new 3i h.p. Rndge-Whitworth had done a non-stoji

t I Basingstoke, where nearly everyone stopped for petrol.

The'time .schedule of just over 15 m.p.h. was a very mode^t
one on this easy section, always provided one had no
trouble, and nearly everyone was a long way before time.

The road was rather tricky after Basingstoke, and there

was a lot of "konking" on the hill after the cross roads at

Hnrstbonrne Priors, near WhitchurcV. Many new 19"
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H. F. Millar (5-6 li.p. 4-cyl. F.N.) passinj through Shaftesbury (229th mile).

Note the footboard screens.

iiiufleis had only been delivered to their owners a day or

two before, so th,e engines were not run in, and got hot
with the prolqnged running on a low geai

.

Tlie turnings at Andover woirld take some finding in the
dark without crowds to point the way, and the next obstacle

Avas. the miles of unrolled stones on Salisbury Plain, which
nearly proved my downfall on the return journey, and of

which more anon. W. Cooper, on his new T.T. Bradbury,
and F. A. iNIcNab, on his Brooklands Trmnp-J.A.P., were
among the first airivals at Salisbury, ahead of schedule
time. Tlie accommodation and catering at the Angel Hotel
were quite good, and a two hours' respite was very welcome.
It was grisly work turning out in the wee sma' hours
for the dreaded ninety miles to E.xeter. Wilton was practi-

cally luider water, but there was a narrow path available
between the floods. Soon after this, in a blinding storm,
about twenty riders lost their way, and went chasing round
and round some baronia} park. This seemed to have innu-
merable lodge gates and roads like a maze, as they always
brought us back to a steep, narrow, and skidsome hill with
a kind of triumphal arch half way up it. The idea that the
moderir 3^ h.p. single will climb any hill received a rude
shock hereabouts, and many of us envied the rider of the
two-speed Scott, which seemed rather to enjoy single-figure

gradients with hairpin bends and ploughed-field surfaces.

A. W. Brittain and A. V. Deaooo't on Bradburys arrivinj at

Salisbury on the return journey.

At the end of an hour we nearly fought about which
turning was the right one, but finally we struck the main
road, and had only to follow the telegraph wires. After
replenishing at Yeovil the real climbing commenced. The
Rudge took me up Crewkerne hill without ray recognising

it, but, like many others, I stuck on Chard on slowing ujj

at the fork in doubt as to which road to take, I was sogn
reassured by J, Holroyd and A, E. Catt, and took it flying

on going down for another shot. The next item was> Yar-
combe, which struck me as a far harder hill to tackle in the

dark than Chard, owing to the numerous sharp bends,
including the horseshoe curve, which brought me off as I

let her rip, thinking I was round it, I managed to hold

the machine up during its short career along a boulder-

strewn gutter, but strained an old football shoulder in doing
so. A "very waning moon rose hereabouts, and I finished

the last bit into Exeter by its light and that of a .small

electric lamp, as my acetylene plant struck work. The last

mile or so with its greasy tramlines was about the worst
on the whole run, aird the long-expected breakfast did not
seem up to much after our long fast.

The return journey was a contrast to some of the night-
mare experiences in the dark. The sun shone, and a strong
wind behind our backs tried to dry the roads, but made
them more treacherous than ever in ulaces, I think most

C. Cooke (3^ h.p. free engine Triumph) about to leave the
S-ali5bury control. He Tin most regularly throughout.

Almost a collision ! H. G. Bell (4 cyl. F.N.) just snatches his machinr
away as L. A. Bi-Jdeley (7 h.p. Indian and sidecar) starts oil.
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i-ideis went slower near Exeter, when they could see the

grease and ruts, than tbsy did in the dark. K. G. Bell's

four-cylinder F.N. was very fast and marvellously steady,

probably owing to its smooth torqn? and its low gear ; he

was about tba first arrival at Exeter. There v, efe a good

many failures on the hills again', especially at Shaftesbury,

and it was evident tliat many were feeling the grDsiling

they had received during the liight. Some of the big twins

with sicVscars v.«2nt at a yare paoe,- though the single-geared

ones had a rough time of it. Hugh Gibson's 3J>- h.p. single-

speed belt-driven Bradbury, which was minus pedals, went

magnificently ; the End-to-end sidecar record holder and

his lightweight passenger, George Wray. want some beating

as a sidecar team. Both this machine and George Brough's

had some very clever mud-shields and belt-guards. All

was plain sailing to Salisbury compared
_
with the night

journey, and most of us had nearly two hours for lunch.

V, The Final Stage.

The first man left for Loudon at 2.30 p.m., and all were

anxious to get home before lightiiig-up time. This left

about two and a half hours for over seventy miles. The roads

were awful both sides of Salisbury, Init everyone went at

a rare bat over the straight and luidulating stretch over the

downs, which was covered with patches of unrolled stones.

One of these gashed my back tyre light through the wall

from the tread to the beaded edge. I mended the hole in

the tube with a large Patchquick aud applied, a gaiter,

inside which seemed to hold all right. However, the tube

burst again in another place, and the tyre rolled right out

of the rim and jammed in the back stays while I was going
" all out." I managed .to pull up after knocking lumps out of

the banks on both sides of the road, and it certainly Inokcd

all up with my chances of finishing at all. A butt-ended

tube was fitted and bolstered up with surgical plaster

wrapped round and rounil it to support the weak place in

the cover. Luckily the bulge Just cleared the frame, aud

precarious progress was made to Basingstoke, after borrow-

ing an old cover from a good Samaritan in the shape of a

stranded sidecarist. This seemed to act as a mascot, and

the only way to carry it was round my neck, like a life-

belt. Av'hich elicited jeers from the yokels, who thought I

had got left in the "race," "It never rains but it jiriurs,"

and lamp troubles and frozen ruts made it ini]io.s.^;)ble to

reach Hounslow by 7 p.ni. It was enough to try the patience
of Job to be knocked out by a series of' troubles which were
in no way the fault of the machine itself after the coveted
gold medal seemed a certainty, always barring the unforeseen
mishaps which may prove anyone's undoing- I finally

reached Hounslow about half-past eight, afler a vain attempt
to make up time by a "blind" over the frozen ruts; this

nearly ended in an end-on collision with a big Daimler car
which, with its dazzling head lights, was travelling the othei
way at about 35 m.p.lir.

The Equipment Detailed-
I had a special magneto shield and another for the car-

buretter, and, never had a misfire -the whole way -or had
to open the tool kit for the mechanical pai-ts of the Rudge.
The swinging crank arrangement proved a boon and a
blessing, as it provided an alternative position tor ijie feet
ana enabled one to "rise in one's stirrups" over the bad
bumps. The spring forks proved most efficient, and were
quite free from any backlash in the steering, which may
have partly accounted for the freedom from skids, as T

found that a very lively bat was possible over the mott
appalling surfaces. The same Lyso belt was used througl •

out, and never slipped in the wet.
The question of clothing had been carefully considerec ,

and my kit consisted of one of the woollen Dunlop Balacla\ s

helmets, which are warm and light and do not give one "i

headache, I had a thick pair of shooting boots, silk socks
and long stockings over these, a pair of thick mackinto.sh
overall trousers, an immense quantity of underclothes, and
a long woollen waistcoat, with an old leather coal, two
silk mufflers, and an umbrella coat to put over the lot in

case of heavy rain. This little lot kept nie quite warm and
dry throughout, but everything was drenched with ptrspira-
l\on at the finish. Of course mackintoshes are non-porous
a'nd_ non-ventilating, so must be unhealthy on this account.
It is a pity some of the armchair critics' who do non-stops
every time—on paper—do not compete in these trials, and
they would be less fi'ee- with their caustic criticisms. It

is very easy to say " Why on earth didn't So and So get
through, and what made him stick on Shaftesbury Hill on
the return journey '/" but the only marvel was that such a
large percentage finished. When "all is said and done, the
best of machines and riders requ're a certain amount of
hick. Well, here's success to the next winler run.

By W. COOPER, WHO SET THE BALL ROLLING.
There is not the slightest doubt this event has caused a

great deal of enthusiasm among the sporting motor cyclists,

which was fully illustrated by the

number of spectators at the start, I

was one of the earliest starters, and so

fortunately had a clear road, but al-

though I have been over this route a

good many times in daylight, riding by

night is quite a different thing, which

I soon found out. When going through

Bagshot I was passed by a press repre-

sentative, and soon after missed my
way, but succeeded in arriving in

Basingstoke almost to schedule. The
roads now were getting in a very bumpy
and loo.se condition, which caused me
to lose my electric lamp. The first stop

at Salisbury was miide nKU'e welcome
by my meeting an old chum, Harry
Bell,

' who had arrived first, and
we both sat down and made short work
of a sumptuous supper. While taking
in supplies at this town (not for the
inner man), I had the unplea.sant expe-

rience of having the attendant pour
lubricating oil into my petrol tank, but
this difficulty was soon overcome with
the help of my old friends Harold Co.x

and S. C. Ferryman, who had ridden
over from Birmingham.

After leaving Yeovil I saw several
competitors in trouble, including the
weather-proof rider A. E. Catt, who
was struggling with tyre trouble. There
is no Question Chard and Yarcombe

W. Cooper, who
winter run in tlie

" The Motor Cycle."

proved bugbears to many of the riders, and I nmsl admit
that, mcsting these hills in the dark and on a heavy

road, it is little to be surprised at, \

noticed Roy Walker, to whom I gave a
hearty cheer, was also in trouble. Leav-
ing Bagshot, I overtook several other
competitors, and was pleased to see the
way Hugh Gibson and George Wiay
climbed 'Yarccmibe, as -they had a fixed
gear aud sidecar. Another creditable
performance, I consider, was Dear, on
his li h,p. Wanderer,
For the return journey from E.xeter

the weather turned out very fine, but
unfortunately the w-ind veered round In

the north, and blew very strongly from
this direction all tlie way home. Bell
and I took the lead into Shaftesbury,
where, on the hill, a number of specta-
tors gave us a hearty cheer, and, after

some further trying roads to Salisbury,
we received a good reception and wel-
come dinner. After leaving Salisbury
it was a very pleasant ride across the
plain, but on reaching Basingstoke we
encountered ruts and grease again, and-
a number of competitors complained of

side-slip. At Bagshot I replenished with
petrol, and, in company with two other

competitors, finished the ride, once more
in the dark, to Hounslow, where we
received a welcome bv Messrs. R. Head
and F. J. Jenkins. My 1911 Bradbury,
which was only delivered a day or two
before the run. save ;-o trouble. '

Drst proposed a 24 hour
correspondence columns of
Photographed at Salisbury,
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E. W. Brighten (8 h.p. Chatei-Lea and sidecar)

approaching Chard.
F. C. Dee (5 h.p. V.S.) entering the County Hotel

at Salisbury.

HOW SAM WRIGHT FARED.

L. A. Baddeley (7 h.p. Indian and sidecar)

at daybreak.

I started from Coventry at 2 p.m. on Boxing Daj', intend-
ing to ride to Hounslow, then complete the twenty-four liours

run of the M.C.C, returning home immediately at the con-

clusion of that event by road. I duly reached Hounslow
after a fine run in ample time for the start, and "was at once
struck by the ' cheery mood of the competitors a.«sembled

;

in fact, a more jovial set of fellows I never met. Few
complained of cold, and I fancy many had prepared for more
severe weather. What struck me more than anything on
the run was that most of the competitors had very noisy
machines; I fancy some of them had been busy making holes

in the silencer. The darkness, to my mind, rendered the test

so severe. It is a great strain to have one's nerves at the
highest tension, all the time keeping a sharp look-out for

obstacles. I exj^erienced no trouble except that I came to

an abrupt stop in attempting to climb a bank, owing to

l)eing dazzled by the lights of the Thames car. W. H.
Wells, one of the passengers, had to extricate me from the

ditch. The grease was very sticky, and I saw many sliding

about. I passed several on Chard Hill in trouble, ani I

tliink it is safe to say that only one or tvio single-geared

machines got up at all through misjudging the gradient in

the dark. We were all glad when dawji broke, ten miles

From Exeter. Many of. the competitors had two lamps and
two generators. I relied upon one good lamp and generator,

which sufficed.

After breakfast at Exeter I restarted in company with

J. R. Haswell, but had only got four miles when I noticed

something wrong with my front Avheel, and, dismountir.g. I

found a number of balls broken in the front hub. Returning
to Exeter in company \Yith Holroyd, who had suffered con-

tinual tyre troubles, I made a tour of the city to find a

motor agent, and, having at last obtained the requisite

balls, dismounted the wheel and htted them. When I finally

left Exeter I was two and a half hours behind time ! Xatnr-
ally. I lo.?t no time, and with the engine pulling sjilendidly

and the roads having dried with the cold wind and frost I

was fast reducing the distance separating me from the string.

At Salisbury I learned -that the last competitor had left

ten minutes before I arrived. This was cheering news ; in

fact, so cheering I decided to forego lunch and continue.
Another fifty miles, and I at last began to overhaul the
stragglers. All seemed anxious to co'rer as many miles
as possible before darkness came on. with the result
that the pace over the Salisbury Plains was somewhat warm,
but my two-speed Humber easily held its own. At Basing-
stoke I came upon some of the riders lighting up, so I

dismounted and did likewise. We had now only thirty-six
miles to cover, and, all going well, I finished at Hounslow
with plenty of time to spare. I was impressed with the
absence of lamp troubles generally, but I passed a number
tyre repairing. My only troubles were in connection with
(he h.uh already mentioned and a broken mudguard stay.
Re-mounting, I rode to Euston. deciding to complete the
return joniney to Coventry by train, as I was quite satis-

fied with 430 miles on end.

50 GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.
Journey CoMrLETEO within Twenty-

Fotin. HouRB.

Vv'. Cooper (3g Bradbury).
H. Karslake (4 Dreadnought).
C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph).
L. A. Baddeley (7 twin Indian and sc).

H. G. Bell (5 four-cylinder F.N.).

Eli Clark (2| twin Douglas).

A. J. Stevens (2i A..J.S.).

.1. Stevens [2k A.J.S.).

V. Olsson (8 twin Oxted-J.A.P. and sc).

V. C. Dee (5 twin V.S.).

A. Hill {3J, Rudge-Whitworth).
S. Webb (34 Bradbury).
H. A. Cooper (3-i Bradbury).
W. F. Guiver (3-^ Kerrv-Abingdon).
F. Thomas (6-7 twin Ci.'O.K.).

.1. W. Woodhouse (3J, Calthorpe).

R. 0. Clark (2i F.N.).

A. .T. Snroston (5 twin Rex).

OFFICIAL RESULTS.
L. Brovne (3i Bradbury).
H. Gibson (3| Bradbury and sidecar).

H. F. Millar (5-6 four-cylinder F.N.).

E. W. Brighten (8 twin'Chater-Lea and
sidecar.

A. V. Dea-cock (3i Bradbnrv).

A. W. Brittain (3j Bradbur'v).

C. Patteson (25- twin Moto-Reve).
W. Hornsby (4 Cheviot).

D. Ellis (3^- Calthorpe).

E. B. Ware (8 twin Ch iter Lea and
G.
W
A.
A.
R.
F.

G.

sc.).-

Brough (3J Brongh).
Watson (7-9 twin Chater-Lea and sc.)

.J. Jloorhouse (3^ Rex).
Baker White (4~ Trump-J.A.P.).
G. ilnndy (3i Triumph).
A. McNab (3i Trump-J.A.P.).
Griffith (2? twin Jloto-Beve).

J. R. Brown (3^ Lincoln Elk).

H. R. Purchase (24 A.J.S.),

H. F. S. Morgan (8 twin Jlorgan Run-
about).

J. R. Haswell (Z^ Triumph).
S. Wright (3i two-speed Huniher).
G. W. England (2| twin Moto-Reve).
H. Greaves (25- twin Enfield).

B. C. North (3^ Ariel).

C. B. Duberly (3i Ariel).

H. Collins (8 twin Bat).

N. C. Dear (14 Wanderer).
A. E. Catt (3i Triumph).
A. C. Tefesdale (3i Ariel).

S. Sawder (3^ Premier).
W. L. Hemy (3 twin Wanderer).

5 SILVER MEDAL WINNERS.
Journey Completed within ^THrETv

Hours.

A. C. Robbins (3^ two-speed Humber
and sidecar).

E. Kickham (2| twin DoneUis).
Roy W.Walker (3^ Rudge-Whitworth).
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M.C.C. London-Exeter Winter Run.-

II

SOME PERSONAL PARS.
W. Cooper wa^ the iirst man oS on his new T.T. Brad-

bury, and lost his way after Salisbury going down. He was
upbraided by his companions in misfortune, who thought he
was on intimate terms with every puddle and stone on the
road. His machine had an attack of "Konkitis" liereabouts,

and he was late at Exeter, where his loud demands for break-
fast at once if not sooner caused some merriment. However,
he went great guns afterwards.

There is not tlie slightest doubt that tlie Winter Eun will

be an annual event, for everybody seemed most enthusiastic
over it.

Holroyd punctured at Blackwater, and put in a new butt
ender, which immediately blew out at the ends through
faulty fitting. Got going after a repair, but was reported
in trouble near Honiton, and found asleep on the roadside.

He ultimately reanhejl Exeter about 9.30 a.m. and retired.

E. B. Dickson, on trying to mount his Indian at Yeovil
on the outward journey, missed the pedal and fell over
tlie machine. He bent one crank right up and broke the
front footrest, which forms one of the engine lugs. He
pluckily went on to Exeter, where he decided to return by
train. He. also reported the clutch burnt out and machine
skidding badly, which he thought was partly due to the front

wheel having been rebuilt out of centre with the huh.

A number of generators, lamps, belts, etc., were shaken
o£E machines, especially between Hounslow and Salisbury,

several losing the lower half of the generator only. Nobody
appeared anxious to stop and retrieve anything.

MacNab (who—as well as the other Trump riders—relied

upon one Hellesen dry cell) broke his belt several times,

and ultimately borrowed one from another competitor at

Salisbury. He climbed Shaftesbury Hill very fast.

Bell practically led the field from Salisbury to Exeter,
arriving after a non-stop run at the former city at 10.9.

At 5.30 a.m. at Exeter he had to wake up the people jit the
Bude Hotel. The checker, who was sleeping in the hotel,

threw open the window in great alarm on hearing Bell's

hooter, and on finding a competitor ru.shed baik for his

watch to take the time.

The last ten miles into Exeter was by far the worst of

the whole route—and pot-holey. Fortunately, day broke
immediately before this stretch was reached.

Three ladies, Mrs. Robbins, Mrs. Watson, and Jlrs.

Brighten, accompanied their husbands in sidecars, and
showed the greatest enthusiasm over the run. Mrs. Brighten
also accompanied her husband on the London-Edinburgh
Run Jast year.

Three End-to-end record holders—A. .7. Moorhnu.se. Hugh
Gibson, and Eli Clark—were among the successful competi-

tors. The specially large front mudguard on the latter's

machine proved wonderfully efficient, and received universal

praise.

The Wanderer moto' cycles performed most creditably.

Two were entered and both got gold medals. The li h.p.

ritlden by N. C. Dear was the smallest engine in the trial,

and, we are assuied, went through without a mechanical
stop, and took every hill but one on both the outward and
homeward journbys without pedal assistance. The 3 h.p.

Wanderer ridden by W. L. Hemy is also said to have made
a non-stop run.

Karslake's Dreadnought had a wide metal screen from
the bead right down under the engine and footboards, which
proved most efficient. His machine also had the most
perfect lighting arrangements—an F.R.S. 19<-1 head lamp
with back door and two generators, a Cox-Walker double
electric head light, and a swivel inspection lamp on the valve

side of engine. The rider also carried an inspection lamp
fixed round his waist. These were all run off a large Siemens
drv battery fixed on the carrier.

A patch of unrolled stones at Wilton caused many a hear!
flutter. Many similar patches were encountered on Salisbury
Pla.in. but as they were scattered about riders could dodge
them.

Two riders at least had no food at Exeter, for they were
met by riders who had completed the first five miles of the
veturn journey.

The 23 h.p. Enfield, successfully ridden by H. Greaves.'
was one of the new two-speed chain driven twins which made
t-heir d&tit at Olympia.

Riders found some difficulty in passing each other on
account of the headgear worn, which prevented a hooter

from being heard, and naturally competitors kept as much as

possible to the middle of the road.

W. H. Eire (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar) was nio.st unfortu-

nate. At Bagshot, fourteen miles from the goal, he was
forced to retire with a seized piston, cau.^ed b^' Ixokeii

piston rings.

H. A. Thompson, who drov; an 8 h.p. GruwsUy Cycar
with .T.A.P. engine, got to Sherbourne, near Yeovil, with-

out trouble, when an old chain fitted temporarily g.ave

trouble. He awaited daylieht to effect a repair, but lost

.so much time that he turned round and drove back, reaching

town, after a good run, before dark.

We are asked to acknowledge the good work of F. Hans-
ford for directing riders at Crewkerne in the night, and
checking them at Windwistle, al.so to the Automobile Asso-

ciation for having six men out with lamps at various points.

The marking at Shaftesbury (in the hands of the Central

Garage) %vas very effective.

J. Robertson Brown rude a Lincoln Elk, which he luul tried

for only ten miles previtiusly. It was, moreover, his first com-

l^etition, hut he climbed Chard without pedalling, except for

the last thirty yards. Yafconibe Hill was taken without a

falter. He w.is before time at every control, and had seven-

teen minutes to spare at the finish.

George Brough did not ride his 3^ h.p. single, as he had

sprained his ankle some time pnvinusly. He got through on

a borrowed 5 h.p. twin Brough and sidecar, in spite of trouble

with the two-speed gear and losing a bolt from the front side-

car clip, which caused the sidecar to sag dangerously. He
had rigged up a very clever metal belt .shield, and an origin*!

pair of handle-bar muffs.

R. C. Owen-Wells, B.A., writes that he failed simply

because he did not know how to vtighten the spring clutch

of his P. and M.—an adjustment he now finds easy. He
only took delivery of the machine two days before the run.

Mr! Owen-Wells and his passenger did get to E.xeter, and

returned as far as Basingstoke by 7.15 p.m.. but gave up

there, as the gold medal was impossible.

A. C. Robbins, who is a keen amateur rider of a 5Ji h.p.

two-speed Humber, made the journey with Mrs. Robbins
as passenger in the sidecar. This machine <:1 imbed all the

hills they met, travelling for miles on the low gear, and on

no occasion whatever was it necessary to £<ied the passenger.

as Mr. Robbins informs us was the case with at least one

single-geared machine and passenger attachment. Unfor-

tunately, on his way back he lost his way, and was so niucli

delaved that he took 25^ hours to cover the distance

A. L. Ommanney, who was riding a 3^ h.p. Trunip-.I.A.P..

was unfortunate enough to fail to win a gold medal through

breaking a belt fastener at Egham, only seven miles from

Hounslow. To add insult to injury, the breakage occurred

exactly opposite a garage, in the window of which were both

fasteners and belts. Owing to the fact that it was a

holiday, Mr. Ommanney was unable to get anyone to open

this shop nor any other garage in Egham, although it w'as

only about 7 p.m.
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The Year's Motor Cycle Records.
It has teen our custom in previous years to publish a list of motor cycle records in the beginning of the new

year, and below we give those which still stand and those which have been altered during 1910. It is v/jrthy of

notice that none of the old Continental records have been changed during last year, and only one British record for

any size of machine, viz., the mile flying start, which now stands to the credit of C. R. Collier. The class records

have undergone many changes, principally in classes A, D, and E, whilst the alterations in British records for 76 x 76

mm. engines are all flying start records from two to five miles in distance. For this list we owe an acknowledgment

to Mr.. F. Straight, Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, from whose record book the figures have been obtained.

1910 BRITISH RECORDS.

Dis-
tance

kilos.
Its.

Iss.

mis.
lf.s.

5(s.

Iss.

2
3
4
5

10 [

20
30
10
50
60
70
80
90

100
160
200
300

hrs.
1

2
3
4
5
6

12
18
24

i II. Cissac

12

3
- 4

li)

21
31 544
42 37 i

48 25!
11 28?
23 12?
34 569
50 59*
39 4!
58 56
5 545
6 28

mis. yds.
68 1380

118
165

719
936

194 1320
24.5

294
471
611

640
800
784
330

775 1340

Track-

Blackpool

("'. Pi. Collier
j

Bvooklands
I ;. A. Barnes

j
Caniiiug Town

II. t'issao
i

Blackpool
(.'. l\. Collier

1
Canning Toivn

II. V. Colver
H. A. Collier

Brooldands
Canning Toma

II. V. Colver
j

Brooklands
II. Martin Canning Town

H. A. Collier

C. R. Collier
n. V. CoU-er
H. llartin

11. A. Collier

Brooklands

Canning Town

Date.

July 27, "05

Aug. 17. '10

,Tuly 14. 'OS
.July 27, '05

June 4. ''06

April 16, '06

May 28, .'OS

Oct. 11, '06

Oct. 9, '09

June 27, '06

Oct. 9, '09

Feb. 15, '09

May 5-6, '09

Oct. 8, '08

Oct. 9, '09

Nov. 22, '09

Feb. 15, '09

May 5-6, '09

1910 CONTINENTAL RECORDS.

Dis-
tance.

kilos.
Its.

51s.
lOl's.

lS8.

2ss.
3ss.
4ss.
5ss.

lOss.
20ss.

-30ss.
40ss.
50ss.
60ss.
70ss.
80ss.
90ss.

lOOss.

mis.
Its.

Iss.

hrs.
1
2
3
4
5
6

12
•1

tl

English
Equivalent

;. yds.
1093?
18S{
376i

1093i
427*

1521
8545
1S8J
3761
753J

1130
1506ii
1231
500
876;

1253.
1630
2465

kils. metre
1 609
1 609

mis. yds.
63 1078
77 . 754
H4 1326
146 1364
184 636
220 529
434 425
56 1685
59 801

Time.

25t
45 i
49}
331

Holder.

1 6?
1 413
2 17
2 52*

34 J

1 1 21?
17 14
23 Sr
29 If
34 57 f
40 641
46 .T 1

!

52 45?
58 38 i

56*
53J

kils . m.
102 368
12.1 600
ISJ 666
236 200
296 666
354 430
698 900
91 665
94 73

J. Giuppone

J. Olieslagers

J. Giuppone

Ostend
Salon Road

Pare des Princes
Antwerp

A. Anzani
H. Cissac

J. Giuppone
A. Anzani

R. Til 0111as
A. Pernette

Date.

July 14, '06

Sept. 18, '06-

Sept. 2, '06
June 24. '09

Pare des Princes Dec. 9, 'Oi

Vel d'Hiver.
Dourdan

Paris

Dec. 23, 'OS
Oct. 8, '05

Dec. 9, '05

July 13, 'Oa

Mar. 10, 'OS

Pending an agreement between the A.C.U. and .F.A.M., all world's records are in abeyance. *Third of a litre. TUnder 110 lbs.

1910 BRITISH CLASS RECORDS.
(At Brooklands.)

Class A. (Maximum Capacity, 275 c.c.)

Distance and Time. Holder. Date.

1 kilo. fs. 42.47s.
1 mile . Im. 9.38s.
1 liour 36 mis. 350 yds.

W. Chitty

W. Smith '. '. '. '. '.

'.

Aug. 17,

May 19,

10

•09

Class B. (Maximum Capacity, 350 c.c.)

1 kilo. (s. 32.76s. H. Martin Aug. 17, '10

1 mile 54.57s. ,, ... .

50 nules Ih. 23m. 51s. F. W. Dayi'cll . . (let. 9. '09

1 hour 47 nils. 1,206 yds. .. Aug. 18, 09

Class C. (Maximum Capacity, 500 c.c .)

1 kilo ts. 34.403s. H. H. Bowen
[
July 14, '09

1 mile 56.002s. »i ,,

5J miles 49m. 59 ss. O.C. Godfi-ey .. Nov. 24, '09

100 miles lb. 50m. 22s. J. Marshall . . . . June ^2 10
1 hour • 69 mis. 1,350 yds. 0. C. Godfrey .

.

Nov. 24, 09

CL-ASS D. (Maximun Capacity, 750 c.c .)

1 kilo fs. 29.78s. F. H. Amott .

.

Aug. 17, 10

1 mile 49.26s. iF. U. -Aruott . .

"1 J. T. Bashall . .

"

50 miles 45m. 4.5.8s. S. A.M.Whitham June 22 '1(1

100 miles Ih. 37m. 13.8s. J. T. Bashall . . ,,

1 hour 62 mis. 1.300 yds. ,,

Class E. (Maximum Capacity, 1,000 c. =.)

1 kilo fs. 26.35s. C. E. Collier Aug. 17. '10

1 mile 43.57s. ,, -

50 miles 48m. 25s. H. T. Colver Oct. 9, '09

100 miles Ih. 39m. 4Js.
1 hom- 68 mis. 1,380 yds. C.R. Collier Oct. 8. '0 8

British Records for Motor Bicycles with a bore and stroke of

76 X 76 mm., or equivalent.

Dis-
tance. ' Time. Holder. Track. Date.

mis. m. s.

Ifs 1 2 C. R. Collier Canning Town Aug. 10, '07

2 2 10 H. Martin May 11, '10
3 3 14i ,, ,, ,,

4 4 19; ,, ,,

5 5 26
Iss 1 16i C. E. Bennett ,, Aug. 10, '07

5 5 40 J

9 10 llj H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08
10 11 241 C. E. Bennett Cannins Town AuR-. 10, '07

15 10 591 H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08
20 22 58 C^. E. Bennett Canning Town Aug. 10, '07
24 27 9 H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08
30 33 .48?
40 47 12

1

C. R. Collier C'anning Town July 13, '07
45 60 56? 11. \. Colver Stadium Auc. •;2. 'US
50 58 31 E C. 1!. Collier Canning Town Julv 13, '07

51 57 48 11. V. Colver Stadium jVug. 22, 'OS

hr. mis. yds.
1 52 1650 H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

The list of motor cycle records accepted in the U.S.A.
and existing at the end of last year has not yet reached
us, but we are in communication with the Federation of

American Motor Cyclists on the matter, and the tabulated

list as approved by the governing body of motor cycling in

America will be published as eoon as it is received.
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The London Centre Quarterly Trial Course.
Starling Point : Croydon. Luncheon Stop : Hastings. Three Severe Hills included.

ON the last day of the old year a special committee,
appointed by the Auto Cycle Union was driven
round the course chosen for the London Centre
Quarterly Trial, which is to take place on Saturday,

the 21st inst. This committee consisted of ilessrs. J. AY. G.
Brooker, H. G. Cove, E. M. P. Boileau. and V. Hart, who,
accompanied by ilr. H. J. Densham, a former member of

the A.CD. Committee, surveyed carefully the whole route.

At a previous meeting a fairly stiff course south of London
was selected, but the first difficulty which presented itself

was that of discovering a good starting point near London,
at which a good hotel was situated. It was decided, liuw-

ever, provisionaDy to select the Swan and Sugar Loaf at
Croydon, which is quite near the end of the ten mile limit,

Croydon the Starting Point
Leaving the starting point, the competitors follow the

well-laid tramlines to Purley, an 1 at the first road fork beai- to
the left, and then to the left again entering the main Lewes
road. This is followed till Warlingham Station is reached,
where a sharp turn to the left is taken under a railway
bridge, and round to the right. As the corner is on a severe
up grade, and is followed by a long and rather steep hill,

the pieking up powers of the engines will be well tested.

On reaching the top of the hiil the men pvoce:d to Warling-
ham, where they turn to the right and follow the sign-
posts to Westerham, entering that village after descending
a long declivity. The entrance to the village is dangerous
by reason of the sharp corners, and care must be exercised.
In the viOage the men turn to the left, and, passing the
station, ascend the far-fame i Wes-terham f-Ii!l. Leaving the
summit they turn to the right and follow the signposts and
A.C.U. arrows to Duntoii (ireen, wlure the mani 'Hastings
road is joined. Thereafter all is plain sailing, and the
road is unmistakable through Sevenoaks to Tonbridi»e. On
leaving this town a church is seen on the right, and oppo-
site is an inconspicuous signpost indicating the road to
Hastings.

At St. John's Cross beyond Robertsbridge the left-hand
fork is taken, and Hastings "s reached by a fine road,
including one steep hill. The approach to the town is bad,
owing to paving, etc., on the tramlines. Lunch will be
in readiness at the Queen's Hotel, facing the sea.

Route for the Return Journey.
Leaving Hastings, the men follow the tramlines along

the parade and make their way to Xinfield. All is straight-
forward for some mi'es. and the road is an easy ( ne. but
care must be taken not to miss the turnings in Gardner
Street, by Hailsham Union, and especially in East Hoathly.
From this point on to Hartfield the road becomes more
hilly, and is exceedingly pretty. It is, in fact, part of the
route followed in the 'first .'\,C.U. 1.000 .Miles Trials in

1903, and the steepest acclivity on this section is Crock-
ham Hill, up which the left-hand road is taken, which
conducts the men to Limpsfield. Here they turn to the
left, and, skirting the village, bear right, pass O.xted
Station, then under the railw.ay take the first turning on
the right and under the line again. This is a byroad which
begins to make its gradient felt, and is the commencement
of Chalk rit Hill, one of the severest hills to be found
near London. Its one corner is not too stiff, but the
gradient is probably 1 in 5, and the surface is not too

smooth. It is, however, smoother than Sutton Bank, but
the surface is apt to be greasy, and if the weather con-

ditions are such as to render the ascent unsafe the men
will be sent up Titsey Hill.

The three ascents of Warlingham, West«rhani, and Chalk
Pit must be ascended to the satisfaction of the officials

before a t'lAec can claim a first-class certificate. At the

top of Chalk Pit Hill the men turn to the right, au;l a;

the end of the road turn very sharply to the left, joining

the Warlir.gham-Sanderstead road traversed in the morn-
ing. They, however, go straight on, bearing to the left by
Sanderstead and descending direct into Croydon,

Route selecled (or the Quarterly Trials on the 21st inst.

N.B.—The distances are approximate only.

The new course is certainly much stiller than the old
one, and should fulfil the purpose for which it is intended,
while makers are advi.-^'d not to treat it too lightly. Parts
of the route are difficult to find, and it is to be hoped that
as the road has been carefully surveyed all the principal
turnings will be marked. Competitors, however, are
expected to read the road directions carefully and to

acquaint themselves with the route on good maps. In
cases of doubt at cross roads, riders should note the signposts
and compare the directions with the route cards.

EXETER AND DISTRICT M.CC WINTER TRIAL.
The above club held a winter reliability trial on December

26th over a circular course, comprising a varied assortment

of Devonshire roads at their worst. The weather left

something to be desired, and the surface of the roads was
execrable. In some parts it was almost impossible to hold

up the machine, and some rather bad side-slips were suffered

by one or two of the competitors. The course was Exeter- ^
Teignmouth - Torquay - Newton - Chudleigh - Exeter, a circuit

which had to be covered twice.

Out of a possible 100 marks the survivors scored as

follows : .T. Milner , 96 ; S. Saunders, 94 ; T. Trinaman, 91

;

A. Tucker. 89; J. Birdsall, 80; B. Rae, 76; R. Williamson,
74; and E. P.abington. 69.

During the first round a timed hill-climb was held over one
and a quarter miles of Slialdon HiP, Unfortunately, the

official timing apparatus broke down, and no reliance can be
placed on the accredited times. The order of finishing

was : S. Saunders (3^ h.p. clutch Triumph), T. Trinaman
(7-9 h.p. Bat), J. Milner (3i h.p. Triumph). A. Tucker (3^

h.p. Triumph), R. Williamson (2| h.p. Moto-Reve), E.

Babington (3i h.p. Bat), B. Rae (2^ h.p. Douglas), and J.

Birdsal (2i h.p. Moto-Reve).
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(Greenwich!

5th 5.4 p.m.

7th ... 5.6 „
9th 5.9 „

nth ...^ .. 5.12 „

M.CC. 24 HOURS' WINTER RUN:
COMPETITORS' EXPERIENCES.

THE YEAR'S RECORDS.

MAGNETO POSITION.

Good Advice.

When a strange noise is heaivl

investigate it at once, it may be due

to an empty oil tank.—7V(e Bicycling

World and Motor Cycle lievxew,

U.S.A.

The A.A. and M.U. Amalgamation.

An e.xtraordinary general meeting of

the Motor Union will be held at the

Hotel Cecil (Medici IU)om), on Tues-

day next, the 10th Lnst., at 12.i0 p.m..

lor the purpose of approving the action

of the General Committee in recom-

mending that the new rules of the A.A.

and M.U. be adopted in lieu of the

existing rules.

Advantages of Amalgamation.

Members of the M.U. are entitled

to a rebate of one guinea on the two

guineas subscription of the A.A. and

M.U. for three years. Pending an

exchange of badges the present M.U.
badge will be recognised by the

patrols. The Autocar will continue to

publish a page of A.A. and M.U. notes

weekly. The car membership stands at

23,000, and the motor <'ycle member-

ship at 3,000.

The Challenge to Dutch Motor Cyclists.

It will be remembered that a fort-

night ago W. Cooper and W. Pratt

issued a sporting challenge through

The Motor Cycle to Dutch motor

cyclists to visit Holland and compete

in a reliability trial. The hon. sec. of

the Dutch M.CC—A. Citroen, who,

by the way, rides a twin Matchless-

J.A.P.—^lias - replied favourably, and

his letter is published in our corre-

epondence pages this week. It is lo

be hoped that an international com-

petition will be the outcome.

Winner of Baron de Forest's £4^000
Prize.

Mr. T. Sopwith, whose prowess in

aviation has recently brought him into

public gaze, is an old motor cyclist,

though old in experience but not in

years. His first appearance in open

competition wa.s at the first A.C.U.
Tricar Trials, which started from Hat-

field in November, 1904. For several

years afterwards he was a keen motor
cycle rider, and rode countless makes
of machines, Rexes, Bats, F.N,'s, a

Sj h.p. twin-cylinder Peugeot, and
several others we do not recollect. In

time to come it will be said of aviatois

even as it is now of automobilifts, that

to be really proficient one must gradu-

ate upon a motor cycle.

~,.i±u;><t'kj?SSSteiH££&^.&OQSut^

LONDON-EXETER-LONDON WINTER RUN.

A. G. Leek (3^ h.p. Brownl at Salisbury, on the
return journey.

^
Arthur J. Moorhouse riding liis End-to-end

3i h.p. Hex. He was among the M.CC. gold
medal winners.

Five Reliability Trials Last Week.
There were in all five winter reli-

ability trials last week, viz. :

1. M.CC. 24 hours run to Exeter.
2. N.W. London M.CC. 12 hours

rmi to Gloucester and back.
3. Sheffield and Hallamshire M.CC

12 hours run to Bridlington.
4. Harrogate and District M.CC

run to Saltburn and Whitby.
5. Exeter and District M.CC. tour

in Devonshire.
The results of three event* were

given in our last issue. Tliis week we
jiublish the official results of all five

events, some competitors' experiences,
and numerous illustrations.

Exhaust Gas to Warm Handle-bars.
No one suggested using a by-pass

from the exhaust pipe to warm the
handle-bars in the recent winter runs.

An American contemporary illustrates

a device which it calls "Muffler Aids
to Winter '\Varmth" (not patented),

where the rider is depicted riding a
twin-cylinder machine with a vertically

arranged exhaust pipe standing well

above the top of the tank ; at its

extremity is a silencer with the final

exit of the gases impinging on the
rider's chest. Two branch pipes from
the central one are led to each
extremity of the bars, and small

silencers direct a stream of hot gas on
to the hands. The sketch is, of course,

a skit, but by-passes from the water
circulation have been used to waim
the' steering wheel of a car, notably

R. W. Coan's device. Why not wavm
the handle-bars of a motor cycle in the

same way by a suitabl.y ari'anged

.exhaust hy-pa?s?

New Speed Limits in Sussex.
Tlie R.A.C. announces that the

application of the West Sussex
County Council for ten mile speed
limits has been granted in regard to

the following roads : So much of

Nepcote Lane as extends from its

junction with the main road from
Horsham to Worthing at a point near
the Gun Inn to its junction with the
Cross Lane at Smithy Pound ; and
the Cross Lane aforesaid, extending
from its junction with Nepcote Lane
at Smithy Pound to its junction with
the aforesaid main road at a point near
the Ti'iangle. Lower Shoreham Road :

So much as extends from a point
situate fifty yards west of its junction

with Victoria Eoad to its junction with
Whiterock Road ; ; nd ^o much as

extends from a point in Fishergate
Terrace to its junction with Mill Road.
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An Interesting Article for Next Issue.

So many competitors in the winter
trials having sent us an account of

their experiences, we are obliged to

hold over till next week an illustratea

article of special mudguarding devices

and novel fitments on competitor's

machines in the M.C.C. twenty-four
hour run to Exeter and back.

New Quarterly Trials Course.

For the first Quarterly Trials of 1911

to be held in the Metropolitan Centre

on the 28Lh inst., a new course embrac-
ing three stiff climbs has been selected.

The start is from Croydon, and the

luncheon interval at Hastings. A map
of the new course and further details

will be found on page 13.

Westerham.
The picturesque old-world Kentish

village nestling at the foot of the

precipitous hill eo well-known to

motor cyclists, which will be ascended

by the competitors in the first Quarterly

Trials of the year, is famous as being
the birthplace of General James Wolfe,
the hero of Quebec, who first saw the

light in Westerham Vicarage on Jan.

2nd, 1727. A statue to his memory
was unveiled on Jlonday last, Jan.

2nd, the 184th anniversary of his birth,

by Ivord Itoberts. Tlie competitors in

the Quarterly Trials wUl .probably be

marshalled round this monument pre-

paratory to ascending tlie hill.

Ninfield.

Another interesting village on the

new Quarterly Trials course is that of

Ninfield. As the competitors enter it

after leaving the precincts of Bexhill,

they will observe (I.e., thote who are

observant) a little green on the left,

under the trees on which some ancient

stocks in a wonderfully good state of

preservation may be discerned.

An American Invasioi.

Jake De Itosier, America's leadiu?

profcs.-^ional, is coming to England thi

y.ear to compete in the Tourist Troph,

Kace, and will also attempt to impruv.

upon certain records at Brooklands.

De Itosier is the big chief of the India .

racing camp, and is having a 32 h.p.

racing machine built with a four-

cylinder engine with the object of

capturing world's speed records. The
engine is iu reality a 32 h.p. Indian
iut-ended for use on aeroplanes.

Regarding the T.T. Kace which is

the chief object of his visit, De Rosier

revealed to an American press repre

sentative an ingenious system for ma't-

ing himself thoroughly at home on the

course. He intends to go over tli'

course for the first few times at night

picking his way as best he can, after

which ho will take trials over the

course in daylight, just to familiaris.'

himself with the principal long distance
landmarks.
"There is nothing like going over

a ditiicult course at night for the first

few times," he explains. '" because one
concentrates the whole attentirn on the
course itself instead of gazing at the
ecenery. After making the trip once
or twice at night, every inch of it is

thoroughly familiar when one comes to
take a daylight ride on it, and it is

as easy to remember as the alphabet."

The Hour Record.

Gordon Dalziel informs us that he is

about to make an attempt on the
hour single-cylinder record at Brook-
land with A. G. Miller at an early
date. Both riders will be mounted on
3^ h.p. T.T. Premiers. How this
one hour record is coveted I

FUTURE EVENTS.

Jan. —Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

,, II—M.C.C. Annual General Meeting at
the Inns of Court Hotel.

„ 28—A.C.U. Quarterly Trials (Metropolitan
centre).

Feb. 6-11—Auto-Cycle Union Lamp Trial.

„ 8-II—Motor Cycle Show at Leicester.

,1 l6—M.C.C. Smoking Concert.

Mar. iS—M.C.C Opening Run.
Apr. 14-17—M.C.C. London - Land's End Trial

and Easter Tour.

,. 22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
centre).

May -M.C C. Hill Climb.

-Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill C'imb.

New Zealand Competifions.

the Britisli-made Norton motor cyi-l»

has been very much to the fore in

New Zealand, having lately won three
hili-climbs. The first was on Augu.--t

6th, at Saddle Hill, when JlcUonald
beat all comers. There were fifteen

starters. On September 9th, at

Tiinaru, the only Norton entered won
firtt prize out of seventeen starters.

On September 24th, at the Olago
Club's competition, Jolmstone, on a 1209
Nortun. was first in the trade class and
made fastest time, and McDonald on a

similar machine was first and fastest of

the piivate owners.

Motor Cycles for Road Surveyors.

Beilishiie County Council, to enable
the snb hi^'nvay surveyors to tiavel
at lea.-:l filly miles a day, compared
with twenty-five miles a day on
ordinary bicycles, has decided to pro-
vide Ihem with motor cycles. Already
it may be observed, motor cycles are
largely u.-ed by road surveyors in

different parts of the country.

The Year's Records.

from the list of motor cycle records
(xiftiog on December 31st, 1910, and
published in this issue, it will be seen
that there is practically a new list of

British class records compared with
19C9,

HiU-cUmb in N.S.W.

An open hill-climbing contest, pro-

moted by the ilotor Cycle Club of

New South Wales, took place on
the Watson's Bay hill, a stiff grade
about half a mile in length, and in-

cluding two bad corners. 'The handi-
caps were framed by Mr. H, W.
l-ilmer. Result: First round: Esdaile

(3^ h.p, Triumjih), 4s., beat Islip (3^-

h.p. Buchet), 12s. ; Warner (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 3s., beat .Millar (3^ h.p.

L..\I.C.!, 5s,; Reynolds (3^ h,p.

Triumph), 3s., beat Skinner (3^ h.p.

Kcrry-Abiugdon), scr. ; Levi (3^ h.p.

Kerrv-Abingdou), scr,, beat Long-
worth (3i h,p, 'Trinmph). 3s. Second
round : Reynolds (3^ h.p. Triumph).
3s,, beat Warner (3^ h.p. Triumph),
3s, ; Levi (3i h.p. Kcrry-Abingilun),'
scr,, beat Esdaile (3i h,p. Triumph),
3;. Final: A. Levi (3^ h.p. Kcrry-
.\hingdon), scr., beat W. W, Reynolds
(32 h.p. Triumph), 3s. 'the winner's
time was 59 4-5s., and the second Ini.

One of the entrants, Lucas, on a 3^
h,p. L.M.C., had the bad luck to
I uckle liis front wheel in a trial run.
He hit a p'isl at one of the corners,

\. hich was difiicult to negotiate at speed.

OPEN AIR RINKIKG AT WEST. HFFE-ON-SEA.
T.^e Council of this popular seaside resort have unwittini^ly provided residents and visitors with

an admirable open-air rink. The roadway on the front having a fine Tarmac surface, and very
smooth, has been converted into a fashionable rink, and skaters may be seen in lar^e numbers,
daily taking their pleasant exercise. There is a stretch of hall-a-mile for those who are desirous of

testing their speed ; which should tempt roller skaters and motor cyclists to settle little differences.
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Mersey M.C.

, A smoking concert and cinematograph entertainment is

to be held at headquarters, St. George's Restaurant, Red-
cross Street. Liverpool, on Thursday next, the 12th inst., at

8 p.m. Members are invited to bring any motoring friendsj

and the club will welcome all local motor cyclists who are
interested.

Burnley Victoria M. and C.C.

The above club had its annual dinner in the Hall Inn,
when there was a large gathering of motor cyclists. The
prizes wliich liad been won during the season were presented
by ilr. W. Holt. A series of very interesting lantern slides

were much enjoyed by the members. Musical items were
interspersed with the proceedings.

Glasgow M.C.C.

This club has decided to foregather at a dinner to take
place during this month, when the prizes won during the
year will be presented. Hitherto the club has held an
annual smoking concert, but it is hoped that members will

turn up in full force and make the first annual dinner a

thorough success. Arrangements are being pushed forwai'd

for a lecture on a subject of interest to motor cyclists, and
this will be held in February. These two functions will

give intending members a chance of meeting present
members of the club.

Proposed North Middlesex M.C.C.

Yesterday evening the inaugural meeting of the above
club was to be held at the Swan and Pyramid Hotel, High
Road, N. Finch ley, with a view to forming a motor cycle

club to be named as above. The support of a number of

motor cyclists had been promised, and it was confidently
expected that the club would become un fait accompli. A
ladies' section is to be included, and it is intended to

affiliate the club to the A.C.U. The promoters are Messrs.
R. D. Bennett, W. S. Bennett, D. G. Blakey hon. sec. pro
tern.. W. A. Brown, A. V. Deacock, H. C. Mills, C. L.

Sanger, and G. Sanger. The Earl of Ronaldshay, M.P., has
been invited to accept the post of president.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.
The aimual dinner was held on Wednesday, December

21st, at the Wear Valley Hotel, Bishop Auckland, when a
very good number of members and friends were present.

Mr. T. W. Craig, the chairman of the club, presided. After
the loyal toast had been honoured. I\lr. W. Harding pro-

posed " The Club," which was responded to by Mr. R. B.
Thompson, the secretary, and also Messrs, W. Swan and
H. Parkin, captains of the club.

The Secretary announced that the last year's membership
had been increased from 80 to 134. Several successful com-
petitions had been held during the year, and competition
would be very keen this year, as several valuable prizes
had been presented. Mr. C. W. Smith, Darlington, had
kindly given a handsome silver cup to be awarded as an
aggregate prize, and, among other prizes promised, the
Triumph Cycle Co. had kindly presented a gold medal and
the Rex Co. a silver cigarette case.

Mr. N. Dewhurst, hon. solicitor to the club, proposed
"The Successful Competitors in 1910." which was responded
to by several of those present. "Our Visitors" was pro-
posed by Jlr. J. Jeckell.

A splendid musical programme was very ably rendered
at intervals during the evening, and Mr. S. F. Hill was
cordially thanked for the manner in which he successfully
conducted the musical entertainment.
The annual ball is fixed for Friday, the 20th inst., at

the King's Head Hotel, Darlington.

Durham and District M.C.C.

This club will hold its annual general nieeting at the Klaek

Horse Hotel, Chester-le-Street, on Saturday ne.xt, at 6.30 p.m.

The chief business will be the election of new officers and
committee, and the reports read by the secretary, treasurer,

and auditors on last year's proceedings.

Liverpool A. C.C.

The above club will hold a general meeting at the Bee-

Hotel, St. John's Lane, at 8 p.m., on Monday, the 9th

inst. Business : To elect a committee, arrange fixtures,

and enrol new members. The subscription is now 5s. and
entrance fee Is. Prospective members are cordially invited

to attend. Further particulars may be had from Mr. A. J.

Jenkins, hon. secretary, 38, Irvine Street, Edge Hill, Liver-
'

pool.

Bristol B. and M.C.

A dinner was held at the New Inn, Warmley Hill, Bristol,

at which eighteen sat down, eight being members of the
B.B. and M-.C.

A presentation was made to P. Grout, hon. sec. of the
motor section of the above club, on Friday, December 30th,
in the shape of a cup given by Messrs. Douglas Bros., foi'

the best performance by a private owner in the A.C.U.
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial of July last. The cup,
a very fine one (made in Bristol), was presented by Eli Clark,
of End-to-end lightweight record fame, on behalf of the
donors, and he paid a fitting tribute to the recipient's sport-

ing character in the world of wheels.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

Following is a list of winter fixtures.

J-4MT1.4BY.

Friday, 6th.—Breakdown competition, headquarters, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 18th.—Annual dinner, Holborn Restaurant,

6.30 p.m.
Friday, 27th.—Annual general meeting, headquarters, 8 p.m.

Febru.vby.
Saturday, 4th.—Inter-team trial with Surrey JLC.C. for

the Marians Cup.
Friday, 10th.—Flying billiard handicap, headquarters, 8 p.m.
Friday, 17th.—Lecture by Mr. Bennett on "Magnetos."

headquarters, 8 p.m.

M-^itCH.

Friday, 3rd.—Lecture by Mr. J. W. G. Biooker on " Lubri
cation," headquarters, 8 p.m. (This date is only
provisional.)

Opening run (date not yet fixed).

As will be noticed, the date of the Inter-team Trial with
the, Surrey M.C.C. has been altered to the 4th prox.

Motor C/cling Club, Ltd.

The hon. secretary's report, to be presented at the annual
general meeting of the M.C.C, to be held at the Inns of

Court Hotel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., on Wednesday
next, the 11th inst., at 5.30 p.m.. shows that there are
now 342 members on the books. One hvmdred and twelve
members and friends attended the ninth annual dinner. The
balance in hand on the year's working amounts to £118
7s. 3d., the total amount of assets over liabilities being £145
17s. Id. The amount received in entry fees for M.C.C.
competitions during 1910 was no less than £237 13s. 8d.
Other business at the meeting is to elect officers and

members of executive and to appoint an auditor or auditors.
A smoking concert will follow the business of the meet-

ing (which wiU be brief). Members and friends are invited;
there is no charge for admi.ssinn.
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The N.W. London Club's Gloucester Run.
BY ONE OF THE COMPETITORS.

AT 7.31, on a bitterly cold morning, at Jack Straw's

Castle, Hampsteaa, the first two men were given

. the word to go, both having sidecars and passen-

gers. I started off alone at 7.36. My- twin was mis-

tii'ing at first owing, I thought, to a cold 'carburetter. It

was still missing at Stanmore, so I thought I would in-

vestigate. Everything seemed all right, so I went on until

the top of the hill before Rickmansworth. Here an inspira-

tion struck me. I took out the back plug and opened out

the points. This did the trick all right, and 1 shot off

again in fine style. Th^ roads were dry and hard, though

the cold was intense, and I noticed ice on top of the

generator of my lamp. Leaving Amersham we proceeded

up tlie winding slope towards High Wycombe. There is a

xeiy steep descent into High Wycomlie with a bad turn

at "the bottoin into the main Oxford road; care had to be

taken, as the .streets were very greasy. Soon after this I

'i\ertiiok Phillips, with his V.S' and sidecar, going well. At

the bottom of Dashwood I stopped to warm up a bil- and

smoked a pipe. Soon Phillips came along, and w-ent up

well on the low gear. Then came Rowden with his Bat

and sidecar, which took the gradient in fine style. I took

it " all out " myself, and was very pleased with the run-

ning of my machine, a 1911 Bat. and only ten days old.

Move mi.sHring again at the top, and I_ found the plug

points had joined themselves up again.

Oxford Welcomes with Oxo.
This remedied, I proceeded at a fair pace towards O.\ford.

where -R. A. Bishop, a well-known member of the Oxford
Jl.G.C, directed me to the Jlorris garage. Here hot Oxo
was awaiting the competitors, and was, indeed, welcome.

Others came in very soon, cold, but very cheery. Williams
was reported to have been in trouble with his Cbater-Lea

J. A. P. and sidecar, and no one had heard what had hap-
pened to Pooley and the Piemiei-. Gwyinie said he took

Dashwood "all out" on his 7 h.p. Indian, and showed me
the maximum hand of his speed indicator. It was two-
thirds of the way round tlie dial, and the indicator is

calibrated to eiglity miles an liouv. Simpson turned up
as everyone was leaving and reported trouble with _ his

carburetter. By 10.55 everyone hacF left the garage for

the second stage" of the journey. Competitm-s for the sjiecial

prize had to make a non-stop from Oxford to Gloucester.

Greasy Road—"Concerted" SKid.
Soon after leaving the former town largr iialclns of grease

were encountered, and some four miles out three of us

had what I might call a "concerted skid." Frankel, who
\':is in front, -^ki'l'lnd -.IT liis ']^riinii[ih. 1 put my br;ik'> f^u

and did likewise, and Asling completed the trio. No damage
was done except -the breaking of Asling's pedal and the
crumpling up of my footboard. Here we were passed by
Simpson, whose 7 h.p. V.S. was going at a fine pace.

High Wind, but Better Going from Cirencester.
.Just before entering Fairford we came upon a meet of

foxhounds, and the language of some of the huntsmen was
not -very polite. However, all went well, although . the
surface on the descent into Fairford was fearful. From
there the road was greasy all the way to Cirencester. This
town was we.ll marked, with the N.W.L.M.C.C. arrows, so

that no one could go wrong. Leaving Cirencester the road
was fine and dry, but the wind was terrific, and cut like a

knife. I opened the throttle a bit and put my head right

down so as to keep as warm as possible. Arriving at the

top of Birdlip Hill, I dismounted, and found the surface
was in good coi.dition. I took the descent very gingerly,

and was soon at the New Inn, Gloucester. Shortly after-

wards other competitors came in, most of them almost dead
on time. An excellent lunch was provided, which was
thoroughly enjoyed by all. At 1.50 Simpson arrived, stating

he had had tyre and other troubles all the way down. At
lunch PJiillips said that he liad had to come down to his low-

gear on top of tlie hiUs for a short time owing to the
terrific wind. Sidecar passengers also found the high wind
very strong and cold.

Observations on Birdiip.
We were soon away again on the road lor Birdlip. J

got to the top very c_oinfortal;)ly, and ivaited for the others,

Gwynne came along lirst at a tremendous speed. I thought
he would not clear the bank at the top.'but he just managed
to do it. Phillips, on the low gear, made an excellent

climb, and Rowden came next witli an empty sidecar. He
was complaining of a slipping clutch, and was unable to

open the engine out at all. I watched several more com-
petitors come up on single-cylinder madiinps. Rose pedalled
hard all the way up the last part. Richter stood on the
pedals for the last fifty yards and heaved his mac^iine up
by main force. Asling got his Triumph within ten yards
of the top : he was unable to pedal owing to the breakage
before described. King-Smith rode his F,\. very nearly
to the top, dismounted, and ran alongside. The run over
the Downs was fine, as the wind was now behind us. and
Cirencester was reached well up to time. Here I found the
Mors car, which was to have participated in the trial, but
had had an accident before arriving at Jack Straw's Caslle.

A comfortable run to Oxford was made over very greasy
V'ltfls, nnrl hf-re T found Wil1i:ims, wlio sn'd In^ bnd pii^b"<l

NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C. TWELVE HOURS' RUN TO GLOUCESTER AND BACK.
W. 0. Oldman (3i Zenitli-Gradua and sidscar) starting from R. Wellbyc-King (7 h.p, V,S. and sidecan and W. Knislit 31 Triumpli

Han^"':*'*'*'' about to leave Jack Straw's Castle, Hampstead.
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The N.W. London Club's Gloucester Run

—

his machine and the sidecar the last two miles and a half

into the town on the outward journey. He had burnt out

Jiis clutch and broken two exhaust valves, which he could

not replace. Soon Gwynne came in, ^ind was off again

very shortly. I started off with my lamp burning brightly,

although I knew the generator was half empty. At High

Wycombe I changed over on to the reserve generator, and

set out up the long hill on to the Amersham Koad.

It was a very dark night, but luckily I had been over the

road several times before, and did not miss the way. From

\mersham I started on the last lap. and found the road

10 Rickniansworth very twisty. I came off round one comm-

and completed the destruction of my footboard, but did

not hurt myself. All went well for the rest of the

iourney, and I rode steadily from Stanmore, arriving at,

liampstead about 7.20. Here t found Pooley. who said he had

run out of petrol, and although he had cigiialled to the drivers

of several cars none of them w'ould stop for him. Ber-

iandina Avas also there. Ho had had tyre troubles and

withdrew at Oxford. Very soon Phillips came in a few-

minutes late, also King-Smith.
, ,

„• 1

Then followed Rose, and, after ten minutes, Frankel. Rich-

ter. and Asling. Mo one had heard anything of Rowden or

Gwynne, but people were complaining about missing the

route, so that this may have been the cause of their tardy

appearance. I waited until 8.45. but saw no one else except

Owen and Westacott, and then went home, after a most

enjoyable day. My twin gave me no trouble except for ll>?

misfiring in the first fifteen miles, and I shortened the be'l

cjnce by taking out a Stanley hook.

TABULATED RESULTS—OFFICIAL.

Mins. early or late at controls.

Kame ol Itider, H.P.,
and Jlacliine.

Ox-
lord.

Glou-
cester

Ox-
tord.

Hamp-
stead.- Award.

tA. S. Pliillips (7 V.S. & s.c.) .

.

tHal Hill (8 Bat) •36

•10

•15

•16

1
•IS
u

10

in

4

•12
13
•1

2
1

•1

•1

11;

•4
37
1

•1

74

4

29
1

•3

30
•2

•4

•4

•10

•1

•3

31

8

IC
13
19

25

30

30

32

40

Cup and
special
prize.

E. D. Rose (3 .'. Triumph 1 .-. . .

tS. Kins Smith (5-(i F.N.)
tG. Rowden (S Bat & s.c.)

to. B. Owen (3 t Swift Ariel) .

.

H. Frankel (31 Triumph)

O.-lliehter (s; Triumpli)

G. E. Purchase (3i Bradbury)
E. Gwynne (7 Indian)
C. Simpson (7 V.S.)
S. H. Aslins (3A Triumph)

tE. Westacott (.?* Triumph)

W. C. Knight {3 i Triumph) .

.

('up
Cup

Silver in.

\-slH>i'i:i|

prize
silver
medal
Silver
medal

iron/,
nedal
3rou/ .

mccia

The foUo-ning: retired : C. Williams (S Chater-J.A.P. s.c.), II. J.
Pooiey t31 Premier). H. Herlniidiiia (7 V.S. and s.e.), K. Wclby
Kill}? {7 V.S. and s.e.). W. O. OUlinun (Zenith and s.c.). and A. W.
Louglilin (5 Sarolea and t-.c,).

Times marked • indicate that competitor arrived so many
minntts before ids sehedule time. Other lignres indicate minutes late.

t Non-stop. The special prizes are given for nearest to schedule,
and inclnding a uon-stop Oxford to Glo\iccster.

Harrogate Club's Winter Trial in Yorkshire.

AN interesting winter icliability tri;il took jihu-e 0:1

Tuesday, December 27th. 'J'hc com^e wa- 150 miles

in length, and ran from Harrogate lo Saltburn.

thence by the coa.it road to Whitby, from there over

to Pickering by the well-known an. I stiff ascent "Uliie

Bank," and on to ilaltoii. ^'ork. and home.

At the start the weather was fair and roads .splendid,

but from Thirsk to Saltburn they were covered with frozen

.-now, making sideslips very common. From Saltburn to

Whitby the road.-; were in a deplorable condition, exceed-

ingly iiilly and all mud. After the hour allowed for lunch

at NVhitb'y. tracks were made over the moors to Pickering;

it Blue liauk Hill one or two riders (who got as far) were

•een to be in dilHculties, and afterwards the famous " Hell

Corner" found .some more of the riders laboriously- pushin"

:ip their machines Fiom litre to near Pickering the road
was fairly respectable except for the deep snowdrift.s- into

ihich the competitors kept continually running, a-i.l then

'ntor the frozei; roads made riding at any tpeed an under-

taking of some danger. From Malton to York more snow
it least six inches deep. Belts refused to grip, boots were
vorn through as they were being continually used as make
believe jockey pulleys, and the riders dared not stop owing

to inability to .start the machines again on the treacherous
roiids. After leaving York roads in good order were again
encountered, and the last section of the ride enjoyed.
Of twelve entrants ten faced the starter, and only two

arrived home in the time limil. having completed one, if

not the most arduous ride ever held by a Northern club.
The list of riders and their machines is appended :

1. T. C. Atkinson t3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), lost no marks,
only trouble belt slip.

2. H. W. Fortune (3i h.p. Triumph), lost six marks,
belt slip and failure on hill.

.7. A. Tiiidall Oj h.p. Triumph), bad skid and belt trouble.
\V. B. Atkinson (3i h.p. Triumph), belt trouble, skid.

E. Barret (3i h.)!.' I.T. Tiiumph), belt trouble, and lost

way in snowstorm.
F. Mackay (5 h.p. Ilex and sidecar), five houre late, loet

way and burst a tyre

W. E. Grange (7-9 h.p. ]lcx and sidecar), arrived home
next day, lost way in snowstorm, ran out of petrol.

Jim Mackay (3^- h.p. Rex), belt trouble and broken pulley.

J. E. Brooke (3^ li.p. Triumph), front wheel game loost;

alter forty miles, so retired. ' -

a. S. Sayner (3J h.p. Brown), retired, tyre troubles.

Qronp ol compctaors unj liciils. 0.ily two rilers completsi
the course within the limj limit

The only passenjer motor cycles enieuJ.
siorra ani llnishsi vj

Eoiti ml lost In a snow
late. •
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FUK inis run, -whicn took place on Tuesday, the 27tli

lilt., seventeen starters turned out, and of these nine

succeeded in finishing. The route was from Sheffield

to Bridlington and. back, a distance of 170 miles.

On the outward jo\irney the competitors liad to drive

through two blizzards, and from JIarket Weighton onwards
through snowf to the depth uf four or five inches. It is not

to be wondered at that under these exceptionally trying con-

ditions there were several retirements, and the greatest praise

is du£ to those hardy riders who succeeded in battling their

way as far as Bridlington.

Only one rider succeeded in doing this without loss of

marks', viz., J. A. Stacey, on a single-geared Triumph and
sidecar. He had as passenger his wife, f.nd his was cer-

tainly the most striking and plucky performance of the day.

Unfortunately he afterwards lost mark j through the break-

ing of a throttle wire.

Messrs a, Tmvpi J. Beeston, and C. Dickinson, all

riding twin Rex macliines with sidecars, withdrew on account

of punctures and magneto troubles.

At Bridlington the morning dawned bright and frosty, but

between 8 and 11.30 showers of sleet and rain, with a strong

cold wind made things as wretched as they could possibly

be, and the little knot of spectators who had assembled at

the Brunswick Hotel to welcome and check the Sheffield

riders had almost given up hope of seeing any of them, when
just before noon a faint " pop pop " was heard rtjund the street

corner, and Messrs. Haslam and Bellamy leached the car

which held a large control sign, kindly placed there by Jlr.

J. W. F. Tranmer, who had charge of ihe cliecking arraufe-

raents. He was assisted by Messrs. T. S. Webster aiid J. H.
Crickmore, and Mr. Rennard, of the Brunswick Hotel, who
rendered invaluable assistance in feeding the icy cold riders,

and going out two miles with ^Ir. Tranmer to relieve a

stranded competitor who had run out uf petrol within sight

of Bridlington Bay.
The two first arrivals were soon followed by Jlessrs. A. T.

Smith (3^- h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ; F. Dover (3i'h.n. Triumph);
Cross (3^- h.p. Triumph); Vale (2| h.p. Griffon), broken
pedal: Roper (5 h.p. Rex), front mudguard broken through
sideslip, and who \\ent back to Sheffie'd b\ tiam E\eis

(3^- h.p. Precision) ; W. Swift {2J h.p. Douglas) : Black-
burn (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua) : .J. Ardern (3^- h.p. Brad-
bury) ; and two sidecars, Messrs. Durant and Turner-
(passenger), ^3^- h.p. .J. A. P.) ; and Mr. and Mrs. Stacey (3-^

h.p. Triumph, single geared). The last named had lost no
time at any of the controls on the outward journey, and the

lady's plucky ride was greatly admired by the crowd which
had gathered round the Brunswick Hotel. .Many of the
riders were covered from head to foot with a mixture of snow
and water, and in some cases were wet through although pro-

tected with overalls.

The performances of the Zenith-Gradua machines, which
are new to the East Riding of Yorks.. were greatly admired,
and it was the general opinion that a few trials of this

description would do more to bring before the public the good
points of tire motor cycle than any summer trials.

W. Evers lost his Avay and finished late, and R. Black-
burn ran into a ditch, but finished. R. Dover suffered a

bad sideslip, which delayed him considerably.
The run generally evoked a- good deal of sporting com-

ment on the part of the public along the route, and was
considered a great success by all those who participated in

it. One thing that was highly appreciated by all the riders

was the generous liberality of the proprietors of Oxo , who
served out a supply of their stimulating beverage at Selby.

The final result was :

Pk;zf,s.

1. J. Haslam, 3-i h.p. Zenith-Gradua.
2. C. Bellamy. '3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua.
3. J. Smith. 3| h.p. Zenith-Gradua.
4. T. Durant, 3^ h.p. J.A.P. and sidecar.

*5. J. Ardern, 3^ h.p. Bradbury.

Sri.vni! JIedai.i.tsts.

6. .T. Stacey, 3A- h.p. Triumph and sidecar.

7. W. Swift, 2|"h.p. Douglas.
8. R. Blackburn, 3i- h.p. Zenith-Gradua.
9. F. Dover, 3-^- h.p. Triumph.

*Would have been bracketed first but for an arithmetical
error in calculating time by which he lost ten minutes and
ten marks

C. BoUamy and J. Haslam (3; Zsnith Graauas
arrive, beinj checked by }. W. F. Tranmer .Scarlioroush "M.C.C.:

AT THE BRIDLINGTON CONTROL,
(hs first competitors to W.-Vale (2; h.p. Griflon) ; F. Dover (3. h.p. Triumph' ; W. Roper (5 h'.y.

Rex) ; T. W. Durant and Turner i3J J.A.P. and Eidecar).
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Magnetos Behind the Cylinder.

The statements current to the effect that placing

the magneto abaft the cylinder affects the steering

adversely are sheer twaddle. Correct steering is the

Slim total of many factors, and the effect that the abaft

magneto position may have can only be tested by try-

ing both positions on the same machine.. It is, of

course, true that some machines with magnetos astern

Steer better- than others with the magneto forward,

and uice cersd, but it is absurd to conclude that the

magneto position is the sole or even the dominant
factoi:.

Magneto position may produce tremendous modifica-

tions in the steering, althougn the device weighs but a

few pounds, just as an ounce weight may lower one
side of a large weighing scale totalling many
]:ounds; for the position of the magneto may just alter

the distribution of the weight between the rear and
front: wheels.

If an actual case of this sort e.xists, ani.1 the effect

1)11 the steering is bad, a siight alteration of the frame

lube lengths will correct matters. In no case can the

new position affect the steering enough for the results

to be perceptible in touring work, whereas for track

purposes it does not matter in the least where the

magneto is placed. The sole conceivable disadvant-

age of the new position from a touring standpoint Ls

the raising of the centre of gravity, and this again is

a udiculous contention.' A high postion of the magneto
11(1 more induces side-slips than a full petrol tank docs;

and those who prattle of such dangers would keep the

petrol low in their tanks over greasy roads, if they

were logical.

Taxation Concessions.
There is no likelihood of any further concessions in

respect of taxation being granted to any special pro-

fessions, and hence there is small prolit or sense in

continuing the discussion; but several clergy ask me
to state that they have no desire for fa\ours in this

direction. The few motor cycling clergy are mostly

curates, and no curate can afford to ride a motor bicycle

unless he has private means. Those who have privair

inci Miles desire no concessions.

While nobody grudges the medicos their rebate, ii

is curious this particular profession should- have

received the favour, for the budding medico is better

paid than most men are at the outset of a profession.

A young doctor of my acquaintance, who only

possesses the cheapest diploma available, has just

accepted his first nost at a salary of ^i.^o a year, and
all found. We must suppose the principle of the

rebate is that the doctor has- little time for pleasure

riding, ;uirl that the Treasury- do not desire to ta.x

vehicles employed almost solelv for professionaf pur-

poses. If a music hall artist desires a rebate, he has
iiierelv to restrain his trips to business iinr.nevs, and

to pamt on his tank " The Green-eyed Hottentot, c/o

Messrs. Jones, Strand, W.C.," in letters an inch high,

whereupon his licence fee is remitted. [The Act says

that the machine must be constructed soiely for the

purpose of carrying goods.

—

Ed.]

Private Riders and the A.C.U.
Several correspondents are slow to realise the-

peculiar positicti of the A.C.U. , witness the Rev. R.

Measures's complaint that the A.C.U. does not organ

ise sufficient competitions for private owners.

To begin with, every competition is expensive t(

organise. Hence a few entries at a large fee or numc
ous entries at a small fee are essential to solveiv/..

The A.C.U. cuts its coat according to its cloth,

accorduig to the habit of all sensible men ; and finding

numerous entries are not obtainable, charges com-
parati\-elv high fees to the few entrants whom it can-

command.
Secmidlv, we are always butting our heails against

tlie old difficulty of testing the bond fides of the private

rider, a auestion that never has been perfectly solved

in any branch of sport, and ne\cr will be until the

millennium.

Thirdly, small locdl clubs are in the best position

both to attract private owner entries, and to verify the

Jy)n/i fides of their entrants.

Fourthly, manv of the social clubs recent the pre-

sence of private owner events in the A.C.U. pro-

gramme, and jirefer that the governing body should
fonfinc itself to the general welfare of ihe pastime. It is

for these excellent reasons that the A.C.U. does not

in\ade every provincial centre, and run private owners'
(iinipelitio-is all over the country at a deail l"s;.

t=r

J

THE LONDON-EXETER WINTER RUN.
The team of Moto-Reve riders who completed the run within schedule

time—C. Palteson, G. Griffiths, and G. England. The twin engines are the
new SS'l-c.c. 50 x S5 mm.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Undergeared Pulleys.

[5243.]—I notice that some makers who are fitting geared
engii>e puUejs at the same time reduce the size of their

belt rims. Tliis in my opinion is a mistake. The larger

ihe belt rim, the larger the engine pulley, or the higher
the speed ratio between engine shaft and pulley. Both of

which appear to me to be distinct advantages. I am not
aware of any objection to the belt rim of usual size, there-
fore why the apparent defect in design? R.H.B.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
[5244.]—Can you inform us if it is a fact that certain

competitors in the M.C.C. London to Exeter trial, riding
machines fitted with sidecars, left their passengers behind at

Salisbury and proceeded alone to Exeter, taking up their

passengers on the return journey, and obtaining full marks?
vVe are particularly interested in this question, the three riders

of Chater Lea No. 7 machines having carried their passengers
through the entire journey, and we cannot luiderstand how
certain other riders passed the checkers without their

passengers. CHATER LEA LTD.
[We cannot definitely answer the question raised, hence
publish the letter.

—

Ed.]

Motor Cyclists look to your Policies.

[5245.]—The writer of letter 5204 appears to have been
somewhat unfortunate in his. choice of an insurance company,
as my experience in this respect has been much pleasanter.

In March last I took out a personal accident policy with
the Railwaj' Passengers' Insurance Co. at ordinary rate, and
within three months found it necessary to make a claim of

.about £15 as the result of a motor cycle accident. This was
settled with such promptitude and fairness, that I feel sure
" FN 761 " would be well advised to transfer his patronage
to this company.
Of course, I need hardly say that my policy excludes injury

resulting from racing. R. ERNEST TURNBULL.

[5246.]—With reference to the letter in your issue of

December 22nd. above the initials "FN 761," in connection
with motor cyclists' accident insurance policies, you will be
interested to knov/ that the Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation, Ltd., issue policies without any exclusions as
regards motor cycling, and without charging an additional
premium for this particular risk. The moral is, of course, to
insure with a corporation whose policies are free of such
restriction:. JAS. A. WELLS,

Secretary at Reading, Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation.

Reply to the Challenge to Dutch Motor Cyclists.

[5247.]— I like the idea suggested by W. Cooper ani W.
Pratt in the issue of December 22ncl, but would like to
point out that I alone cannot promise a 1911 Reliability
Trial for English and Dutch motor cyclists. I think that
a visit of only one day is rather short, and should prefer
a two or three days' tour, enabling us to show our visitors
the prettiest spots in Holland, and at all events our cele-

brated Isle of Marken.
We all know here that the English motor cycles are very

reliable, and I believe that Dutch motor cyclists will prefer
the idea I suggest in this letter.

This week the Dutch M.C.C. is holding a council meeting,
and I shall be only too pleased to bring forward the pro-
posed visit and to communicate the decision as soon as

- possible.

I wish you all a happv New Year '

A. CITROEN, KZN.
Amsterdam. Hon. Sec. Dutch M.C.C.

The Suggested Route for M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
[5248.]— I have read with interest the correspondence

appearing in The Motor Cycle regarding the suggested routes
for the M.C.C. London to Edinburgh run. As a northern
motor cyclist knowing the ruir from Bowes to Brough (having
been over the course;half a- dozen 'times recently), I should
Irketo ask your correspondent " 5128 " if he can vouch ior the

condition of the roads when the trial takes place, June 3rd,

1911. I presume he intends competitors to get into the " street
"

via Boroughbridge. If this is the case, what a poor chance
a competitor stands of gettmg any replacements or atten-

tion between Boroughbridge and Penrith, whereas should
the old course be retained there are York, Thirsk, Easingwold,
Northallerton, Darlington, Nevvcastle-.on-Tyne—all good towns
for attention and replacements. Also there is a main line

train service at any of the afore-mentioned towns, which is

an important factor should a competitor be taken ill or
breakdown. As to police traps, I have certainly been in

those between Penrith and_ Edinburgh, but not in Durham or

Northumberland—the police in these districts have evidentiv
something else to attend to, C. W. SMITH.

'

An Engineer's Suggestions for the T.T. Race.

[5249.]—I would like to offer the following suggestions
as an improvement on the present regulations for the
Tourist Trophy Race?

1. Have an open class, allowing any size or kind of

engine, but fix a petrol consumption limit. Marks to be
awarded according to amount of petrol remaining uncon-
sumed at the finish as well as speed.

2. Weigh the tyres (outer covers) before and after the
race, and allow marks according to the wear as shown by
the difference in weights.

3. In the lightweight class fix the nmximum weight of

the machine at, say, 110 lbs., and award marks as in the
open class. If a tie the prize to go to the lighter machine.

In this way if forty completed the course the maximum
marks would be 40 for speed, 40 for minimum petrol con- -

sumption, 40 for minimum wear on tyres, giving a total

of 120 marks. Thus the first prize would go to the best
combination (rider and machine), and it would also put
single and multi-cylinders, four and two-cycle engines,

chain and belt drivers, all on the same basis. I certainly

think it is time the tyres themselves were taken into

account, and marks awarded under this heading would also

show the advantages (if any) of multi-cylinder and belt

drive over singles and chain drive.

It would also encourage spring frames. Of course these
suggestions could be improved and enlarged upon, but it

would be interesting to hear what other readers of The
Motor Cycle have to say. D.E.J.

Transmission tor the Colonies.

[5250.]—I notice that " Ixion " in his Occasional Com-
ments of December 1st requests the assistance of " some
colonial authority " on the question of the most suitable form
of transmission for the colonies.

Having only been in Canada for the short period of a little

less than a year, I regret that my ideas cannot be classed

as those of an authority ; but, as a keen observer of things
from a motor cycling point of view, and as one who has
ridden for many years on English roads and for a short while
on those of Canada, I trust my opinions will not be
abpolntelv valueless.

The point which struck me most for^jiblyin " Ixion's " com-
ments was that he, in common with many others in the old

country, seems to infer that "the colonies" are a place or

country in some particular and definite location. That sucb
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is not the case he is of course aware, and on reflection will

appreciate that the "wildly contradictory instructions" he
complains of are not as unreasonable as they may at first

appear.
For instance, while rubber belts may, and do, form an

excellent medium for transmission in this section of the

Dominion, it does not necessarily follow that they can be safely

recommended for, say, the tropica! heat in parts of India.

Neither should one deduce that, because a chain gives

excellent service in a rainy territory like British Columbia,
the same happy result \yill be obtained in some dry and
parched di.strict of Australia.

Now it appears to me that for anybody to say that this

or that form of drive is the one most suited "for the
colonies " is simply a confession of either ignorance or lacli

of due and sutKcient consideration.
' When one recalls the fact that these aforesaid colonies

extend almost from pole to pole, embrace roads of every
composition and condition, and experience every conceivable
variation of climate and temperature, and yet, in England,
where riding conditions are practically identical all over the
country, the fiercest of controversies has been maintained on
this very subject of transmission, and even now is still a

debatable point, as is proved by the variety of drives employed
by the different manufacturers : I say, taking all the.fC facis,

one can only co,^le to tjie conclusion that the best advice a
. colonial in any part of the empire can receive is that
obtained from a brother motor cyclist in the locality ; this

coupled with his own commonsense should be the guide in
making a decision on this or any other point in connection
with the machine best suited to his refiuirements.

Let it not be hastily supposed from these remarks that the
efforts of "Ixiou," and other kindly spirit.*, to per.^uade
British manufacturers to give the colonial market the atten-
tion it deserves, are not appreciated ; far from this being the
case, it is devoutly to be wished that they will continue to
drive home those points which are ab.'olutely essential to a
machine intended for colonial work, i.e., scientific springing
fore and aft, high clearance, and good margin of strength
throughout, etc. BEN H. BRAMBLE.

Toronto, Canada.

Gear Variation by Slipping a Clutch.

[5251.]—I am somewhat surprised at " Lxion's " state-

ment, under the above heading, which appeared in your issue

of December 22nd, that, " No motor cycle possesses so flexible

a clutch as the HeleShaw, and at present it is impossible to

fit a motor cycle with an infinitely variable gear by any form
of slipping device."

,

It is evident that " Ixion " did not examine the free engine
clutch, which was not only- shown in detail, but fitted on all

Indian machines at the Olympia Show. '

This clutch is of the multiple disc type, somewhat after the
Hele-Shaw principle, with the exception that four discs of

Raybestos are interposed with five steel plates, all of which
are held in adjustable contact by compressed coil springs.

This construction does not need lubrication, avoids all stick-

ing, and will not burn out however much it is slipped,' so

that it practically acts as a change speed gear, or, to quote
the makers, " a gear with a thousand speeds, for so wide is

its scope of action and so sensitive is it in operation that an
infinite range of speeds, mav.Vie obtained from the highest to

the lowest balancing . ,.!,,..,. and the clutch holds to any
position in which ;'. may be set without the aid of any stop
or lock."

My own experience, after having ridden a 7 h.p. Indian
with the free engine clutch and sidecar attached, is that the
Hendee Co.'s claims are entirely correct.

I have driven through the thickest London traffic with
the clutch slipping for over twenty minutes at a time. 1 also

find that I can let out the clutch on the steepest hills, allow

the combination to come to a dead stop, and then by gently

engaging the clutch with the most convenient hand lever, the
machine will pick up as smoothly as one can possibly imagine
until the drive is absolutely direct, and, mind you, this with
a 4 to 1 gear.

It appears to me that for ordinary use with a sidecar the

Indian clutch is all that one can desire, and it is my fum
opinion that one firm at least have effectually solved the
problem of infinite gear variation by a slipping clutch.

ERNEST FRASETTI.
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Tandem Seat Attachments.

[5252.]—I have noticed in your columns of late a dis-

cussion about passenger motor cycles. I have never seen

any allusion made to tandem attachments by adding an extra

seat on the two wheels only, and I am sending herewith a

sketch showing how I rigged up one for my machine, which,

by the way, is a 5 h.p. Indian. It has plenty of extra

power for carrying a passenger, and I might add that it

has never jibbed on a hill yet. It is not fitted with any
two-speed gear.

These tandem attachments are quite common in the States,

and to see the fellows starting out on Sunday mornings with

a lady on behind is not an unusual sight. The riding is very

comfortable on one of these attachments, as the position is

about the same as on the other seat. The steering is not

any more difficult ; in fact, one does not notice the difference

at all, except possibly in turning a sharp corner or riding in

Rear seat tandem attachment referred to in ttiis letter.

deep sand. Therefore, it does not tire one to drive with a

passenger aboard, and without a passenger it is the same as

an ordinary motor cycle.

The sketch gives "a general idea of attaching this extra

seat. You will note it is so arranged as not to interfere with

the rear wheel adjustment or the stand.

Atlanta, U.S A. G. B. SISSON.

[There have been numerous references to rear tandem attach-

ments in the past, and although similar attachments have

been placed on the market, this method of carrying a

passenger has not found favour in England.—En.]

The Motor CyclQ Business in France.

[5233.]—Jlr. K. G. Nye in his letter No. 5206 gives

his impressions on the state of the motor cycle business in

France. Though he has a pretty fair view of the matter

1 think he is not quite right.

Will you allow an old and still enthusiastic rider of

over ten years standing, over fifty years old, to say "a

word on the question?

When I started motor cycle riding it was on the old-

fashioned De Dion tricyfcle. "Next, I got a little Zedel motor

bicycle,' surface carburetter and twisted round belt. The
motor was not bad at all, but the round belt ga\e endless

troubles. Later on ' I got another machine with n'.o.i.v.

engine; with it. overheating w-as the rule, so I exchanged

it for a twin 22 h.p., which went pretty well, but was

not a good hill-climber. We—I and a friend—have toured

on two similar machines through the South of France md
the Alps, some 1,600 miles each time, but we had all sorts

of troubles, such as oily contact breakers, slipping belts,

choked carburetters, pushing machines up hills half climbed,

etc. A simila;- tale could be told by many motor bicyclists

of yore, and it was enough to deter the would-be rider

from the pastime, and explains the discredit of the motor

bicycle in France and the scarcity of riders. Conunercial

A27



travellers and doctors tried to use the machines, but soon
gave it up on account of their lack of reliability.

Frenchmen do not ride much during the winter, and
seldom at night. The reason is because French manufac-
turers do not make their machines for use in bad weather.
Usually they are unprovided with non-skid tyres, and special
winter garments are not easily procurable ; also special

motor bicycle lamps are not currently made.
There are few manufacturers in France, and as a rule

their productions are not made in a sufficiently practical
way ; the fittings are not easily accessible, and the machines
are not made to be dismantled easily on the noad as many
foreign ones are, so that the smallest breakdown takes too
much time to overcome. Back-wheel puncture repairing on
the road is not easily done unless one is provided with
spare butt-ended tubes, or a stand, which few makers pro-
vide. Moreover, on French machines the saddle is too
high from the ground.
The men of moderate means, spoken of by Mr. R. G.

Nye, are not scarce ; on the contrary they are legion, and
for the present they prefer cars, small or second-hand

;

but if our makers would offer them a good reliable, flexible,

comfortable, and clean machine of moderate weight, neither
a toy nor a monster, at a reasonable price, it would have
a great sale, and the little mount might return to favour.

We have some foreign .makes on sale, such as the Moto-
Reve, with twisted round belt; Motosacoche, lightly built;

the Wanderer, N.S.U.," and F.N. (which is in good favour).

English makes are almost unknown or too dear. A machine
such as the Douglas, or others like it, would, I think, find

a ready sale here. I must say, however, that the would-be
purchaser fears difficulties in getting spare parts when
wanted ; also the high custom duties and other expenses
amounting to about £8 for a heavy machine do not facili-

tate business, but they may be partly discarded.

I and a few friends have decided to try English-made
motor bicycles this year ; they are likely to attract notice

among fellow-members of our clubs.

Tours, France. GEO. G. BELLNOT.

[5254.]—I should like to add a few remarks concerning
Mr. Nye's letter on the motor cycle business in France.
The French police regulations do not enforce the carrying

of number-plates as in England. All that is necessary is

the purchase of a email metal band on which should be en-

graved the owner's name and address. This is clipped to

any part of the tubing, and can be procured at most of

the tobacconists' shops on payment of twelve francs.

I have also often remarked with surprise the scarcity of

motor cycles in the French capital. The Paris streets tor

the past two or three years have certainly been in a very
.,bad state, and the traffic badly managed, so that it makes
riding a very unpleasant matter. But I should say that

the main fault lies with the makers. On your side I notice

the manufacturers make a speciality of putting machines on
the market fit for " la grande route," and tor town traffic.

On this side there are few, if any, who construct a machine
with free engine and clutch.

The motor cycle acquired a rather bad reputation in

France some years ago, and the saying " Give a dog a bad
name" can be suitably applied here. This bad impression
still prevails with persons not "in the know," and the only
salvation for the trade as expressed by many of my friends
connected with the various motor cycle clubs in this country,
is a periodical on the lines of your excellent journal. The
Motor Cycle. We still live in hopes, however.
There is no doubt of the existence of the man of mode-

rate means in this country, for is not France the country
par excellence of the petit rentier? What he wants is a
machine that will go, and not always leave him en panne,
or in the lurch on the road. It is only his ignorance of the
worthiness of the present-day motor cycle which is keeping
him back, and, as already stated, the motor cycle would
be encouraged and fostered by the medium of a well-

organised motor cycle journal.

Lyons, France. E. J. SCHILLING.

Cost oJ Running a Motor Cycle.

[5255.]—On reading in your paper the cost of running
a, motor cycle, I thought my experience would be interest-

ing to some of your readers. It is kept for two years, by
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paying my bills halt-yearly and buying everything from
the same man, and at the end of the second year I sold

the motor cycle (for a new one), so I know exactly how
much to deduct for depreciation in value.

Cost of machine £48
Price of machine when sold 23 10

Loss on same
426 gallons of petrol
Oil

Tubes, belts, tyres, solution, patches,
repairs to machine, etc

Sundries, such as mud shields, clothing,
tools, etc.

Licences ... ... ... ..;

Total

If petrol is allowed at eighty miles to the gallon, it

works out at .64d. per mile, or 34.C80 miles in two years,

and this through all sorts of weather, summer and winter,

and along country and by-roads mostly, which explains the
heavy expenditurs on tyres and new parts.

Why cannot the Triumph Cycle Co. make an all-weather

machine, all black and stronger all through, and style it

"The Colonial"?
One reads a lot about skidding in winter. This is the

third winter tor me to ride eveni day and I have not had
a skid yet, but I do get a lot of trouble with everything that

is rubber on my motor cycle, viz., punctures in the tyres

and belt troubles. CC 194

£24 10
25 7

3 2
6

6

31 9

8 13
2

6

£96 2 6

Needed Improvements.

[5256.]—In answer to "Cantilever's." letter (No. 5202),

December 15th, " Friend Sykes " is the owner in both cases.

The A.S.L. is still inmy possession, and is not for sale. The
Indian is for sale. The A.S.L. was advertised for sale

through an error of my clerk, and though applications have
been made for its sale, I will not part with it. The 200
miles to which he has referred was a careless estimate of the
same clerk, and the 1.000 miles is an under-estimate of mine.
I suppose I must have covered upwards of 1,500 miles it

everything was carefully reckoned.
With regard to " Cantilever's " advice that I should specify

Druid spring forks and a Rex cantilever saddle-pillar, I have
little to say. If he cares to accept my advice, he will per-

haps hold his tongue until he knows what he is talking about.
Tlip finest steel springs invented cannot be compared to aii

springs. They are like comparing the boneshaker of old with
the modern pneumatic bicycle. Before he again tries his

hand at letter writing let him spend a few weeks in careful

tests of cantilever seats and steel spring forks and the same
time in riding an air sprung machine.

I'l rnnrlnoioii. dear "Cantilever," I *• --' — 1> v-.^i- \^^
proved interesting. FRIEND SYKES.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"Disgusted" writes complaining that the proprietor of

a West End garage refused to supply less than two
gallons of petrol on Thursday last. He had brought his

machine by rail from Brighton with empty tanks, and was
prepared to buy a gallon, but finally had to pay for two,
although he only used one. His obvious course is to report

the circumstances to the R.A.C. and A.C.U., the official

appointment to which this garage holds.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
REPLIES TO THE QUERIES BELOW SHOULD BE ADDRESSED

c/o THE EDITOR, AND WILL BE FORWARDED DIRECT TO
THE QUERIST.

"C.C. 194.-" A good make of waterproof coat. The
P. and M. after 25,000 miles use, particularly regarding the
behaviour of chains in all weathers.

" M.D." (Huntley). 34 h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar.

Is the combination suitable and capable of taking average
hills on main roads'? Is tyre wear excessive? Total weight
of driver and passenger 22 stones.

"B. and W." (Warwicks.). The F.R.S. back rest. "Pri-

vate readers' opinions wanted.
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Amount of Oil in Crank Case.

I recently drained the oil

from the crank case of my 1909

3i h.p. Rex Tonrist. I should

be obliged to you if you could

tell . me what amount of oil

in pumpluls should be injected to

replace same?—B.J.R.

Three pumpfuls would be a suitable

amount, but err, if anything, on the

side of over-lubrication. A new piston

costs a good deal more than a gallon

of oil.

Passenger Altachments.

Can you tell me if there is

on the market any reliable

coupling for motor bicycle and
a lady's ordinary machine? If

there is more Uian one
pattern, could you give the points in

favour or against each? How would
this coupling compare with a .side-

car in safety .' Also, how would it

compare with sidecar generally?

—

Rev. S.G.
There are at present on the market
two patterns, the Unite and the Ariel

couplings. Although, of course, more
e.xpensive, we should say that a side-

car would bo infinitely safer and more
comfortable for the passenger, and
would be less difficult to attach or

detach when it is desired to use the

bicycle as a solo mount.

Loss ct Power on Hills.

I have a 2,1 h.p. Peogeot,^ about 1905 pattern. I have
^ replaced Longuemare carbu-
-LJ retter with Amac. Originally

had plain coil but now has
trembler. The machine starts well,

and is fast on the level but loses

power on hills and needs assistance.

The cam raises the exhaust valve

^-in. only, and I think the engine
overheats somewhat. Can you help

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Fitting a Sidecar Attachment.

X wiiii to fit a sidecar to

my 1909 two-speed Humfaer.
The best and easiest place to

fix the rear clip is about six

inches from the centre of the
rear spindle, as it would then be
clear of the gear, but I am told this

would affect the steering and wear
the tyres very quickly. Is this

correct? The clip might be taken
further bade, but this would entail

making a special thin clip and alter-

ing of the high gear control rod and
the centre of the sidecar a.xle would
still be three inches from the centre

?v^i. .ii<j u.u.^v,^ «..., of the rear spindle. Would this do
coupling for mc'.or bicycle and ^way with the dilficulties mentioned,

if not what do you advise?—W.D.

We do not think that fixing the reai
clip six inches from the centre of the
ppindle would cause undue wear of tho
tyres, but one of the most prominent
sidecar makers informed us fome tinio

ago that he found if the axle of tho
sidecar wheel was exactly opposite the
rear wheel spindle of the bicycle it

improved the steering of the combina-
tion. If you refer to the drawing of

the 1911 Montgomery sidecar, page
1063, November 3rd, you will see how
your difficulty has been overcome by
at Ici-: . "lii .1. ,' ' A V.

A Qucst;on of Gear Ratio.

I have lately bought an
Ariel-De Dion converted tri-

cycle to quad car (two-seater)

in excellent condition, weight
all on 4 cwts. exactly. Engine

De' Dion 80 x 80 mm., say 3 h.p.,

with two-speed gear, high 7 to 1,

low 9 to 1, water-cooled head, chain

driven, with differential gear. Do
you consider same capable of talking

self and passenger along ordinary
give and take roads? Total weight
as under : Jlachine 4 cwts., self 2
cwts., passenger 1^ cwt., total 7^
cwts. For myself I have my doubts,

but I kno*v the machine has been
running with passenger.

—

Oazs, m
DouuT.

The machine should take you almost
anywhere, at a slow speed of course,

provided it is properly tuned up and
in good running order. It is all a
question of gear ratio, and you may
have to drop slightly lower than 7 to 1

for the top gear. However, should you
find the pace with two up intolerable,

you have the option of dispensing with
the passenger's seat. The type of

engine you possess was most efficient,

and would run for long stretches with-

out overheating with a very low gear,

I
'li ".'.: _^ to llio low ojinpression.

me ?

—

Peugisut.

Have you'ecamined the exhaust valve
cam? If you have, and you found
that it is worn you had better get a

new one from the makers of the

engine. ^h\. is not sufficient lift, and
a freer e<:it for the exhaust ga^es would,'
of course, allow the engine to keep
cooler in running. A restricted valve

opening is the most common cause of

overheating and loss of power. Also

see that the exhaust valve spring is

sufficiently strong You omit to men-
tion the gear and your weight. The
ratio of gearing is, of course, most
important in nill-climbLng.

NEW MODEL FORWARD LIGHTWEIGHT.

The 2J h.p. twin-cylinder engine has m.o.l.v. and the bore and st'oke are 56x70 mm. The control,

Includin; the .magneto advance, is by levers on tho handle-bar. Tha makers. The Forward Cycle Co.,

claim lor it extreme silence and maximum stability.
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poor Compression. Moisture on the Carburetter.

I have a 3^ h.p, Quadiant,
^Tl a.o.i.v. , 1905. I have just

^ had new piston and rings

-iJ fitted, and it has done about
five hundred miles. But the

compression seems to vary. Some-
times 1 can stand on the pedal for

a minute or more, and perhaps the
• next time I test it only for two or

three seconds. The rings are plain

ones, i.e., just sawn through at the

joint. Valves have just been
ground, and all joints are tight. I

do not test it when the piston is

gummed up with oil, but just after

running a second or two on the

stand. Also can you tell me if this

is right? When the maclune is

running the carburetter (B. and B.,

1909) is wet with petrol all over the

top where the controlling wu-es

enter and down the sides as well.

I do about seventy or eighty miles

to the gaJlon. How many miles per

gallon ought I to be able to do? There
must be considerable waste of petrol

if the carburetter is wet on top

like this.—F.G.R.

Without actually examining the

machine it is difficult to account for the

loss of compression, but we should be
inclined to think that there is

a crack in the exhaust valve

seating, or the valve stem is bent,

preventing the head of the valve

making a gas tight joint all round the
seating. Perhaps after a little further

running, the rings will be in a better

condition, and the compression will

improve. Are you sure that the car-

buretter is wet with petrol as the

moisture may be due to condensation?
If it is due to moisture in the air con-

densed on carburetter you should fit

a warming pipe from the cylinder to

the carburetter. It just depends how
far the carburetter is placed from the
cylinder and if in an exposed position.

You might try fitting a slightly smaller

jet. The machine should do about
eighty or ninety miles to the gallon.

Magnetos and Slow Running.

I have a single-cj'linder motor
cycle with dual ignition, but I

cannot start the engine on
magneto at all. The machine
has to be started on the accu-

mulator, but runs beautifully on the
magneto when started. Kindly let

me know what is wrong. Also let

me know the proper way of timing
engine and magneto.—D.P.J.

To start the engine with magneto
ignition it is necessary for the sparking
plug points to be separated about -ioin ;

in other words, roughly speaking, as

close together as possible without
touching. The contact breaker points
must be quite clean and breaking
sharply. Also exclude as much air as

possible from the carburetter. Some-
times in cold weather it is even neces-

sary to restrict the fixed air supply by
means of a shutter or other device.

Secondly, to advance the magneto
almost to its fullest limit. As regards
timing, we refer you to previous hints
in these columns, to " Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them," and to

the magneto makers' booklet.

JANUARY 5th, igii.

READERS' REPLIES.
Half Compression Device for Easy Starting.

,

I notice two enquiries, signed
|

"R.L.R." and "G.K;E.," asking about
a half-compression device for easy
starting and slow running. I have \

worked out an idea, and have just
j

fitted same to my machine. It answers i

MOTOR CYCLIST v. ROLLER SKATER.
At the Premier Sltating Rink, Chesterlieid, Lawrence Smith (3| Bradbury) raced Godfrey Heath,

the rinli cup holder (also a motor cyclisti, over a distance of J mile, i.e., twelve laps. Smith won
by a couple of yards. Other races of a similar nature are to be held at the sauie rink.

A. Ball valve.

B. Cap to retain bafl.

H. 1/32 holes in cap.
(;.- Union.
D. Tap and tube attached to frame
E. Cylinder.

P. Screwed plug in cylinder.

capitally on the stand, but have not
yet had an opportunity to try it on
the road. The arrangement is very
simple, consisting of a plug screwed in

top of cylinder, a l-16in. bore brass

pipe screwed into the plug, and led

to any convenient part of frame,
where it is connected by union joint

to a small tap with a non-return ball

\alve in the top. This is clipped to

frame tube, so that the tap can be
manipulated from saddle. With tap i

tlosed the drive is, of course, as usual.

W ith this arrangement I can start the
engine without touching exhaust valve
lifter. The operation is as follows

:

On the suction stroke the engine takes
a full charge of gas, the ball valve
pi eventing any air being drawn in,

and on the compression stroke enough
charge escapes through the valve to

allow engine to turn over. On the
filing stroke a little more of the ex-

ploded charge escapes, making the
diive very easy. The accompanying
sketch will explain the idea.—T.
CtEU.VDY.

A Licence Claim.

A Doctor changes from Car to Motor Cycle
and regains Licence Fee.

With regard to the query of mine
and your leply, which you published on
November 24th. -n motor licence, I

should like to tell you that the authori-

ties have at last made up their minds
to grant me a free licence and have re-

funded me 10s. 5d. This is practically

what your legal adviser said was my
due. With thanks to you,

—

Medicus
Perplexu-s.
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New Quarterly Trials Rules.

THE regulations for the A.C.U. (London Centre)

Quarterly Trials are now before us, and a few
criticisms concerning them will be of interest.

In the first place, there will be no markings.

The machines will be expected to fulfil certain

requirements and to e.xecute a certain task. Those that

do so will gain a first class certificate, and those that

do not will get a certificate on which details as to what
they have done will be recorded. This certainly

simplifies matters, and is an arrangement which should

work well.

As regards the necessary- equipment with which a

machine must be provided to gain the highest award,

it is stat-ed, among other things, that a free engine or

variable gear must be fitted in all trials after that held

on 28th inst. This is a point which will evoke dis-

content in certain directions, chiefly from amateur
entrants. As nearly all prominent makers fit either or

both of these de\'ices, no hardship will devolve upon
them, but the pri\-ate owner who is a fixed gear enthu-

siast will undoubtedly grumble.

Now he must bear in mind that the A.C.U.,. while

gladly welcoming the private owner, does not run

these trials solely for his benefit. Its object is to

improve the modern motor bicycle, and to render it

suitable for young and old alike. And just as in the

past the A.C.U. has improved the modem mount by
insisting that ample sized t\Tes, wide mudguards, stands

and luggage carriers, good silencers, and other neces-

sary adjuncts must be fitted, so it is wisely determined
to continue this good work.

For many years there have been variable gears, but

comparatively few of these have been extensively

exploited, and to test to the uttermost all those that

are on the market this rule has been drawn up. It is

a step which will call for criticism, but it is the right

one, and we admire the boldness and enterprise of the

Union in attempting to carry it out.

As regards the hill tests, for the first' time the com-

petitors will be required to ascend the hills with hot

engines as in touring. We have urged this rule time

after time, and it is undoubtedly as it should be.

We are glad to see that an aggregate cup- is again

being offered, and below we give the conditions under

which it will be awarded. At the end of the year a

silver cup will be awarded to the driven of the machine
which has ascended the timed hills closest lo the set

skindaid. subject to his having obtained four first class

certificates. The following will be the standards:

For passenger machines, 15 m.p.h. ; for rnachines with

engines not exceeding 300 c.c, 1-5 m.p.h. ; for machines

with engines above 300 c.c, 20 m.p.h. Now, unfortu-

nately, this favours the variably geared machine unduly.

It practically compels the use of the change-speed gear,

and gives the machine no credit for a top speed climb

even if it is capable of it. We look upon this in some
ways as a retrograde step, as it favours the rider

mounted on a machine which is barely capable of the

stanilard speed, but who happens to be more expert

than his fellow competitors in gauging the correct

speed at -which he is travelling. All machines must

climh the test hills to gain the Ai certificate, but they

should be made to do so at their best speed. Far
better would it be, in our opinion, to base the award

on the best formula performances on all the test hills

throughout the year. Then would the prize be given

to the machine which was best on merit, and not to

the rider who is the most skilful judge of speed.

All
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Wind, Weather, and Darkness:

How Riders in Winter Trials Set About
Conquering Adverse Conditions.

the
one

IN
one sense the winter trials have been
nndoubtedly a fine testimonial to the

strength and reliability of the motor
cycle, but there is another aspect ot

question which cannot fail to lead

to the conclusion that, although the

motor cycle is persistently claimed to be
2)3 r excellence an all-weather machine, in

reality, unless it is provided with special

fittings to keep off mud, etc., it is very
tar short of this desirable consummation.
Those manufacturers who fondly imagine

Fi5t. 1. An effective but somewhat unsijhtly

mackintosh mud shield fitted to a Bradbury.

that they are marketing a machine that

is capable of going anywhere in any
weather would have had their opinions

badly shaken if they had paid a visit to

the Bell Hotel, Hounslow, on the nights

of December 25th and 27th last. Here
was to be seen, in concrete form, a

wonderful collection of riders' opinions as

to the weather-proofness of their mounts,
and if these opinions are to be trusted (and

they generalljf are when it is a real case

of practising what one preaches) hardly
any make ot modern motor cycle is to be

considered capable of doing twenty-four

hours' winter plugging, mostly through

the dark, with any degree of comfort to
the rider, without several additional mud-
guarding devices, which are not standard-
ised by the makers.

rig. 3.—Sledge shaped foot protectors which
were used on H. i. liiilUr's four-cylinder F.N.

ThiSj we think, is a fair conclusion, in

vis-.v of the fact that about 9j% of the
motor cycles engaged in the M.C.C. run
had furnished their machines with some
additional, and, appareiitiy, badly needfd,
form, ot mudguard, to protect either the
rider, the engine, or the transmission.
A notable proportion, also, found it

necessary, or advisable, to introduce a
shield to protect the carburetter alike
from mud splashings (which might work
their way in and spoil the action of the
devices for controlling air and gas), and
from cold air. frost, or snow. The ques-
tion asked natural!}' is, can a machine be
described as an all-weather one if it is

without such devices, and if so, why?

Fit. 2.—Leather side extensions fitted to the

front guird of Alan Hill'i Budje-Whilworth.

Til. 4.—A special belt guard made from a strip

ot leather and stitched witn lino copper wire to

the reir mudguard of A. Baker White's Trump-
Jap.

True it is that the carburetter shields

were decidedly in the minority, and to

all appearances did not produce any
material advantages, but the fact that
expert riders ot long experience con-

sidered them worth fitting is extremely
instructive.

A Strong Hint.
With scarcely any exception every rider

showed his tender regard for the be!t

drive bj' making special efforts to show
that the builder of the machine was evi-

dently unaware that belts do not drive at

their best when smothered in mud and
wet. It will be a pity if manufacturers
in general allow this strong hint to escape
them.
Lamp manufacturers, too, might have

acquired some useful information on Box-

ing Night if they had taken the' trouble
to look in at Hounslow. Scarcely a rider

had sufficient confidence in any make oi

lamp to rely upon it and it alone.

Practically every machine was fitted with
two separate and independent head
lamps, generally involving four genera-

tors, whilst one rider even had five, but
one of them was rigged up for use in

case of roadside repairs having to be
done. As may be imagined, the genera-

tors looked like so many glittering fruits

growing on a tree, which literally

sprouted accessories of every kind.

The general result, therefore, was that

the machines one and all exhibited them-

Fig. 5.—The neat and effective Moto-Reve
magneto and belt guird arrangement which is

to be offered to all purchasers of these machines
at a moderate extra cost.

selves in the worst possible light.

Smothered with a maze of projecting

parts, and disfigured with hastily con-

structed flaps and the like, every one
looked like some complex mechanism
which had been taken out of its case and
very badly handled in the process. This
state of affairs is rather disappointing,

considering that the motor cycle of to-

day is the product of over fifteen years

of development, and it is not, therefore,

surprising to find the opinion expressed

that but for the magneto, the spray car-

buretter, and handle-bar control, the

standard machine of to-day is outwardly
little changed from its six or seven year
old brother. At least one can complain
with some justice that it is very little

more weather-proof, if any, yet the wicked
old English climate remains as villainous

as ever it was.

Fig. 6.—The footboards of J. W. Woodhouss's
Caltnorpe were provided with toe-i^uards.

,

What with the bustle, the darkness,

and the rain of Boxing Night, in the
yard of the Bell, making sketches of

details was not the easiest thing in tha
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Wind, Weather, and Darkness.

—

world, but the accompanying ones, al-

though rough, may indicate the lines

along "which riders evidently expect

H^S^ILE

Fig. 7.—A smart illuminating idea. The two
small lamps gave a splendid light, and were fed

by independent generators fitted on the handle-bar..

manufacturers to develop the weather-
proofing of their machines. It is, of

course, quite impossible to describe
everything of this kind, but the appended
sketches are thoroughly representative.

Some of the Weather=proofing
Devices.

Fig. 1 is a most effective mud-shield
fitted to a Bradbury machine—as effec-

tive, in fact, as it is ugly. It was made
of mackintosh cloth stretched from a

cross piece clipped to the diagonal frame
tube, carried thence to a second cross

piece just in front of the forward pair

of footrests. and then brought round to

a third depending from the rear foot-

rests, and finally terminating in a
" skirt." which was allowed to come
down close to the road.

1
Fig. 2 represents a leather mudguard

rigged up on a Rudge-Whitworth. The
Bemi-circular side-curtains were made of

black leather fixed into the permanent
mudguard with copper wire. , At the

Fig. 8,—A simple method of illuminating the
route oard. This was fitted to H. F. Millar's

F.N.

back were two mudflaps of large propor-

tions, the upper one being upside down.
The sledge-like footboard shields were

to be seen on a four-cylinder F.N. The
extensions were apparently made out of

stiff linoleum, and seemed to answer
their pm'pose admirably without robbing
the rider's feet of their freedom in any
way.
A. Baker-White's Trump-Jap was

furnished with a special belt guard on
the back wheel, consisting of a strip of

stiff leather held down to the fixed metal
guard with stitches of copper wire. This
guard would to a certain extent keep
rain off the belt, but it might cause more
mud than usual to be thrown thereon by
the back tyre.

Cleverly Arranged Mudguards.
Fig. 5 shows the neat and effective

Moto-Eeve arrangement which will be
incorporated in the machine as a stan-

dard fitment at a slight extra cost. It

comprised a combined guard for

the belt and belt pulleys, and a
separate one for the magneto which
was continued to form an under-
ehield running completely under the
engine. The last-named was hinged as

ehown, and the rear end of the belt
guard attached to the three-cornered
spare petrol tank placed under and be-

hind the saddle-pillar. It will be seen
that this attachment in no way inter-

fered with the accessibility of any part
of the machine, and it Was one of the
few which did not detract from the
general appearance. The existing attach-
ments on the engine, etc., were used in

every case for supporting these cleverly

arranged guards.

Fig. 9. A more elaborate arrangement for
ligbtiDg a route card.

The footboards on J. W. Woodhouse's
Calthorpe were furnished with the neat
toe-guards ilhistrated in fig. 6. This
idea is not so good as fig. 3, as it pre-
vents the foot being slid off the board
sideways and involves its being lifted
clear.

F. A. McNab'e double head lamp
notion is shown in sketch No. 7. The
two small lens-mirror lamps appeared to
give a tremendous amount of light,
though if one had been focussed for long-
distance work and the other for short a
still better effect might have been
obtained. The figure also shows how
the independent generators were fitted

to the handlebar.
H. F. Millar, whose F.N. was pro-

vided with the footguards indicated in

fig. 3, arranged his route card and its

electric illuminator as in fig. 8. The
card was clipped to the handle-bar and
leant against the head lamp. In con-
trast to this notion Alan Hill's Rudge-

Fig. 10.—Transparent
carburetter protector on
C. C. Cooke's Triumph.

Whitworth was rigged:^ up as shown in

fig. 9, in which the- card was clipped to

the top bar. The little self-contained

electric inspection lamps shown in these

Fig. 11.—C. C. Cooke's control lever cover.

Fig. 12.—Another and somewhat neater car-

buretter shield on R. 0. Clark's 2J h.p. F.N.

Note how the shield is cut to fit snugly around
the radiators.

two figures were extremely popular, and
were used on a large number of machines
to illuminate speedometers, watches, and
route cards.

Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate two instances

of the ingenuity of C. C. Cooke. The
first is a neat celluloid shield to the

handle-bar control, which is designed to

keep out wet and grit from the quadrant,
and also to a certain extent to keep the

fingers dry. The second is a celluloid

covering to protect the carburetter, a

second function being to direct a stream
of hot air on to the spraying and float

chambers. Mica would be a better

material in this case, as in the event ol

a fire back through the carburetter the

celluloid would probably ignite. Such .i

fitment would be valued for summer
riding.

A Snug Carburetter Cover.
A similar sort of carburetter shield

was fitted to U. 0. Clark's 2^ h.p. ehaft-

driven F.N. (fig. 12.) Tin "was used in

this case, atnd the shield was specially

serrated so as to fit snugly against the

cylinder fins. In this way the carbu-

retter was kept very cosy indeed, and, as

a matter of fact, the

little shield was by
no means ugly. Fear
that frost might
cause trouble with
a separate acetylene
generator led to the

device shown in fig.

13 being employed
upon S. Sawers's

3i h.p. Premier.
The cover was
mackintosh cloth

tied round the
generator as shown,
and left sufficiently

loose at the top to
allow the tap to be'

twiddled through
the fabric. Some
such cover misKt be ^'^- 1^.—A generator.ucu covei mignr oe

..^osy" made of mackin-
used on all separate tosh cloth. This ingeni-

generators with ad- ous device was fitted to

vantage, if onlv for S.Sawers'3j h.p. Premier

+!,« „,?..„.,„„ { 1 „„ *'"' would be useful at
the piarpose of keep-

^i, ^i^^s to keep the
ing them clean. generator clean.
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THE U.H. MAGNETO.

JANUARY i2lh, igii.

QUITE an interesting magneto, which is rapidly

becoming popular among motor cycle manufac-

turers, is the U.H., sold by Messrs. G. A.

Claus and Co., 83, Mortimer Street, W.
The magneto possesses numerous interesting features.

The end plates, base plate, and the top casing are

cast in one with

the pole shoes, so

that, as there is

no need to have
joining screws,

there is no loss of

magnetism and the

machine is. con-

siderably more effi-

cient. This method
of manufacture
also tends to ren-

der the magneto
almost entirely

waterproof, and its

success on the three A.J.S. machines in the trying

London to Exeter run is a proof that the makers'

attempts in this direction have been successful.

The contact breaker stands far enough out from the

end of the armature to allow the rider to see that the

points break properly when the cover is off, and the

accompanying illustrations show the peculiar construc-

tion of the contact breaker, which differs from all

other types. It possesses the advantage of being very

accessible, and the neat system of springs causes the ~

movement of the platinum points to have practicallv

The U.H. magneto with base phte, armature
tunnel, ^c, cast in one piece.

a parallel motion. The contact breaker cover springs

into position by the aid of two balls, which are pressed

outward by two springs. The condenser is accessible,

being reached by merely removing four screws.

The n.H. contact breaker with special tool (or setting platinum contacts

by rotating the notched rinj at the back of contact breaker body.

The armature runs on ball bearings, and the spaces

between the balls being packed with vaseline render

further lubrication unnecessary for some considerable

time. These are the chief points in which the U.H.
magneto differs from other makes. In all other

respects it works on accepted lines. It is moreover
well made and well finished.

The tool shown in the illustration, depicting the

contact breaker, serves to remove the nut holding the

contact breaker and to adjust the platinum points by
moving the notched disc shown behind the contact

breaker base plate. The movement of this disc brings

the fixed platinum point nearer to, or farther away
from, the one which moves.

At the present time the U.H. magneto is fitted to

Roc, Wolf, and A.J.S. motor cycles.

The

Warner speedometer

wita

"snail" gear t.ansmission

<-

THE LATEST SPEEDOnETER DRIVE.

THE Warner Instrument Co., Wisconsin, U.S.A.,
are responsible for a new motor cycle speedo-
meter driven by what they term a " snail

'

' gear.

The accompanying line drawing shows the instru-

ment fitted to an Indian. The large gear wheel bolted

to the steering wheel of the bicycle is provided with
long spiral grooves, which allow the small driving

pinion a certain range of movement without coming
out of gear. This amount of movement is greater than
the vertical play of the spring fork ; the gear wheels
will, therefore, always remain in mesh regardless of

the state of the road surface. Another advantage of

the "snail" gear is its silence in comparison with
gears of the spur or bevel type. The speedometer is

operated by means of magnetism as follows : A ring

magnet mounted on ball bearings is driven by a

flexible shaft. This revolving magnet effects a pull

on a balanced floating aluminium dial, the degree of

drag being in proportion to the speed of the magnet,
while a hair spring acts as a brake against the magnetic
pull.

,
The amount of rotation indicates miles per

hour on a scale attached to the dial. In addition to

indicating speed, mileage is recorded by means of a

Veeder odometer w'hich registers up to 10,000 miles

with a 100 miles trip attachment. Speed and distance

may be ascertained by night, a small electric light with

nickelled reflector being fitted. Of course, in the case

of magneto ignited machines, this necessitates a small
battery being carried. The makers of Warner car

speedometers in this country are the Electric Ordnance
and Accessories Co., Birmingham.
A14
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fe
Frame Design.

Nobody need be alarmed about alleged weaknesses

in the 1911 motor .bicycle frames which possess bent

top tubes. It is true that these tubes are normally

in compression, and that straight tubes would be

stronger. But motor cycle frames—like pedal cycle

frames—are all constructed with enormous reserves

of strength. The best pedal cycle frames have a

reserve of strength amounting to, perhaps, as much as

500% m excess of the demands to be expected in

normal use, and the same is true of motor cycle

frames.

In many years' experience I have only encountered

two troubles with motor cycle frames. The first was
front fork fracture, due to crystallisation; this danger

exists with the best tubing and the best designs, but

need not be dreaded until the machine has done a lot

of work, probably 100,000 miles ; in practice it may be

met by fitting a new front fork if a machine is kept

beyond the third year. The second was a frame frac-

ture, due to a bad design throwing too heavy a strain

upon a pair of brazed lugs ; and such designs are no
longer mads.

I have never known a clean break of a comparatively

new tube, due to weakness of the tubing or errors in

design. The bent top tubes figuring on many stands

at Olympia are enormously stronger than actual neces-

sity demands. Moreover, I think the bend is juslifiable.

It is difficult by any alternative design to obtain a

shorter leg reach between saddle and ground than

3oin., and this is longer than many diminuiive riders

approve. The bend permits of a lower saddle posi-

tion than any parallel tube alternative, and the only

mechanical expedient is to be found in the straight top

tube steeply sloped backwards, as on the old Zenith

frame.

Cycle Couplers.
It is possible that the cycle coupler may be revived,

as it is a cheap and light alternative to the detachable
sidecar. Quite' a number of readers have sent me
enquiries about such devices of late, and a paragraph
relating to my experiences with them mav be interest-

ing. The advantages are obvious. The coupled cycle

seldom needs buying—sweetheart has one of her own,
and the tiebars cost not more than -£^^, which is not

half the price of a medium grade sidecar.

The combination is considerably lighter than a side-

car, and can be attached to low-powered motor cycles,

which would curl up badly on hills if loaded with a

sidecar, while the passenger can use her pedals on
steep hills, and almost propel her own weight. Start-

ing, too, is simple and easy.

On the other hand, i]4m, push cycle tyres and light

practically springless saddles possess little if any com-
fort at motor cycling speeds. There is an entire

absence of protection from mud, wind, and weather
generally.

Worst of all, the steering trouble is very real. All

the cycle couplers I have tried leave the passenger
the power to interfere with the steering, and in emer-

gencies, particularly when one has had little or no

practice with the combination, one has to shout " Don't

steer I

'

' Even then the average girl usually forgets

simply to use her handle-bar as a support for her wrists,

and what is really wanted is a special bicycle with a

dummy non-steering bar, and an ultra-high pedalling

gear or malti-speed hub.

Winter Reliability Trials.

Thanks to the weather, the Christmas reliability

trials, at any rate in the South, failed to answer their

purpose. Several competitors assure me that, though

they encountered lots of delays, they were able to

secure their gold medals without trouble, owing to the

low speed average demanded. One rider in particular

lost several hours, through various delays, both pneu-

matic and mechanical, but finished dead on time. The
absence of intermediate checks and his own ability as

a "greasy rider" enabled him to ride at 30 m.p.h.

for prolonged distances, and thus cover in each sub-

sequent hour the distance for which two hours were

allotted. He and others assert that an 18 m.p.h. or

20 m.p.h. schedule is desirable. I beg to differ from
them. Another winter the presence of deep snow m'ight

make a 15 m.p.h. S(::hedule impossibly exacting.

These runs are partly sociable, partly educative,

partly testing. In some .seasons they will be simple

enough, as they wore this year, for any rider who can

handle a machine deftly on grease. In no sea.son will

they be as easy as the London to Edinburgh, and they

will teach many men to become winter riders.

Many a timid man hesitates to venture out on a long

lonely winter ride, but' the same rider will enter when
he is sure of the company of fifty others, and the ease

with which they negotiate trcarherous surfaces will

inspire him.

A HAPPY QUARTETTE.

Sons and daughters of W. L. Jardine, Midlothian.
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FORCED INDUCTION.
IN

course of conversation with a prominent manu-
facturer at the Sliow_, he gave it as his opinion

that we should see forced induction and forced

lubrication on racing motor cycles this year. An
account, therefore, of some experiments which have

been carried out with forced induction may be of

interest to motor cyclists.

There are, generally speaking, two different ways of

forcing the charge of petrol gas into the engine. The
most simple, and that most generally used, consists of

a large cone-shaped funnel fixed to the main air ii'take

of the carburetter and projecting in the direction of

the machine's travel; the draught, increasing with the

speed of the machine, blows through the carburetter

and forces the mixture into the induction pipe. This

works well on those carburetters w'hich draw most of

their air supply through one opening, e.g., the semi-

automatic Amac. The second way is to fit a fan, driven

by the engine and arranged to blow air through the

carburetter at a high velocity.

Advantages Explained.

Three benefits whicli follow the adoption of forced

induction are

:

(i.) The removing of negative pressure, the charge

being always ready mixed in the induction pipe.

(2.) Increase of compression with speed of engine.

(3.) A cooler running engine, the forced charge

scavenging the cylinder.

For the removal of negative pressure a wind scoop

will give sufficient draught, but to raise the compres-

sion appreciably a powerful high speed fan must be

employed. It may not be obvious how compression

can be raised by forcing the charge, but this is clear

when we consider that the charge is admitted ;it a

higher pressure than the atmosphere the faster the fan

runs, but is still compressed in the same ratio whether

the fan is fitted or not.

For running with forced induction the inlet valve

should open much earlier than usual (see valve

diagram, fig. 4), in order that the first part of the

forced- incoming charge should blow out the residue

of exhaust gas left in the combustion space when the

piston is at the top of its stroke. This gives an appreci-

ably more efficient and cooler running engine.

The apparatus can be arranged in several different

ways. In fig. i we have a centrifugal fan driven by a

pulley fitted to the driving sprocket for the magneto.
The fan is blowing air into a 191 1 semi-automatic

Amac carburetter. (This carburetter is very suitable,

as nearly all the air is drawn through one opening.)

A reservoir working on the principle of the modern
gasometer is fitted between carburetter and engine,

into which the gas is blown and stored until the inlet

valve opens. (For the purpose of experiment

the writer would suggest that a football bladder be

used.) The fan should run at about 2,000 revolutions

per minute, and should have close fitting blades.

Fig. 2 shows another arrangement. The intake of

the fan is fixed on the carburetter, and sucks mixture

through it,

thoroughly stirs up
the charge, and de-

livers it, under pres-

sure, to the cylin-

der. This arrange-

ment has not yet

been tested by the

writer.

Fig. 3 shows an
arrangement which,

combined with an
air scoop as de-

scribed at the begin-

ning of this article,

should give very

good results. Air
mider slight pres-

sure is forced into the carburetter. The mi.xture

is then thoroughly threshed up by a small fan as

shown, and should be very finely divided when
it enters the cylinders. This arrangement is being

tested by a prominent Scottish motor cyclist on his

7-9 h. p. Rex.
Care should be taken when fitting a fan, as in fig. i,

to see that the pulleys are fitted in line. The con-

Fig. 4.—Valve diagram for use with
forced induction. Tiiis sliows timing of

valves for quicltly opening valves only ; for
slow opening the amount of lead on both
valves should be increased.

THREE DIFFERENT METHODS OF USING FORCED FEED ON MOTOR
CYCLE ENGINES BY MEANS OF A CENTRIFUGAL FAN.

Fig. 1.—A centrifugal fan, driven by a pulley
fitted on the magneto driving sprocket, is here
sliown blowing air into a 19i< 4m.ic carburetter.

Fig. 2.—Another arrangement of the
fan for forced induction. The fan intike
is fitted on the carburetter and the mixture
is sucked through it.

Fig. 3.—This device is being tested

by a prominent Scottish motor cyclist

on his 7 h.p. twin Rex. F. Fan. CC.
Carburetter.
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Forcei In^luction.—
nection from fan to carburetter can easily be made of

some flexible material if the fan and carburetter intake

do not register correctly. Any carburetter can be

ma-de suitable by connecting bottom air and adjustable

air by means of piping, being always careful that the

bends are not so sharp as to cause eddies. The fan

can be driven by cheap belting as used on fretwork

machines.

How Forced Induction Affects Control.

Readers who start experimenting with forced induc-

tion must not be surprised to find the control a little

strange. A perfect mixture can easily be obtained

when running all out, but at slow speeds the control

is not, as a rule, at all easy. This, of course, depends

to some considerable extent on the design of the car-

buretter. Probably a machine which before could be
throttled down perfectly will refuse to run under
20 m.p.h., as in the modern handle-bar controlled car-

buretter the throttle and air slides are held down by
springs which were not intended to work against

pressure.

It is surprising that, although forced induction has
been used most successfully for car racing, it has
never, so far as the writer is aware, aided any motor
cyclist to record honours. Probably the reason for

this is the craze for lightness and short wheelbase.
Looking at some track racers it seems difficult to find

room for the carburetter, much less a fan and gas bag!
W.M.B.

->—•••-<-

AUTO CYCLE UNION NEWS.
The New Quaeteely Trial CotrRSE.—At a recent com-

mittee meeting of the Auto Cycle Union a vote of thanks was
passed to Messrs. E. M. P. Boileau, J. W. G. Brooker, H.

G. Cove, and Victor Hart for their assistance in surveying

the course for the January trial. Messrs. H. G. Cove and

V). K, Hall were appointed judges for all the Quarterly

Trials.

Ru.v.^BOUTS.—A resolution wag passed to the effect that

this Union does not eater for four-wheeled vehicles.

Permit.s.—A permit was granted to the Midland Centre to

run an open hill-climb on Wenlock Edge on Saturday,

July 15th.

Grease on Tramway Linea.

A.C.U. Solicitor's OriNiox.—The attention of theA.C.U.

was recently called to the nefarious practice indulged in by
certain tramway companies in spreading grease on the rails

at sharp corners, thereby endangering the lives of motor

cyclists and others. Concerning this question, Mr. G. D.

Dean, solicitor to the Auto Cycle Union, has written as

follov;s :
" If tramway companies place grease on their tram-

lines and it can be clearly shown as the result that through

grease being placed there damage is sustained by a motor
cyclist, or his motor cycle, he would in jny view have an
undoubted remedy against the tramway company for the

damage so sustained. I do not, however, know of any Act
under which police court proceedings could be taken against

the tramway company in a criminal court, unless it were for

the obstrnction of the highway."
AcaDBXT TO A Member ov the A.C.U. Committee.—We

regret to learn that Mr. E. P. Hawkins, who represents the
private members on the A.C.U. Committee, has broken his
leg, and an operation has been necessary. A vote of sym-
pathy was passed in his favour at a recent committee
meeting.

Resion-^tion from Committee.—Mr. H. A. Wildy has,
through pressure of work, been compelled to resign his seat
on the A.C.U. committee. He represented the Coventry
and \A'arwickehire Motor Club.
AFFiLuvnoN.—The North Canterbury (New Zealand)

Motor Cycli.sts' Club has been af«liat<>d to the A.C.U. This
is the first occasion on which a colonial club has become
affiliated to the governing body, and its application was
most cordially accepted.

Annual Dinnt r.

CFT.vxnE OF D.vfe.—^The annual dinner will be held at the
Waldorf Hotel. The dale announced in the R.A.C.
Journal was given as Thursd.ay, Januarv 26th, but we
understand that the secretary of'the A.C.U. has been in-
structed to select a Saturday in January for the occasion if

it can be arranged; Unfortunately H.S.H. the Duke of
Teck, the A.C.U. president, is nnalile to take the chair, and
Mr. Robert Todd, the chairman, will fill the position.

LAMP TRIALS AT BROOKLANDS.
Several lamp manufacturers have asked us for a set of

rules governing the A.C.U. Lamp Trials at Brooklands on

Thursday, February 8th. We are now in a position to give

the general lines upon which these trials will be carried out :

1. A practical riding test with lamp lighted for two

hours.

2. The lamps will then be tested photometrically for in-

tensity of central rays, side illumination, and illumination

of back ravs.

fjoTE.—Adjustments in respect to height will not be

permitted in the course of the trial, but the angle of

elevation can be varied for the photometric te.sts.

3. At the conclusion of the photometric tests, a further

two hours' riding te.=t will take j/lace, less the time occu-

pied in the photometric tests. The total time of burning

will be exactly four hours.

Note.—The judges may, at their discretion, take

further photometric or other tests at the end of the

riding test.

4. Adjustments of any kind whatever will not be per-

mitted to the lamp or generator after the official start.

5 Utility of combination will be taken into considera-

tion in awarding marks.

6. The price of the lamp, etc., will not be taken into

consideration in awarding marks.

7. JIanufacturcrs may not enter more than two lamps of

the same type.

8. Each entry mutt be for a complete lamp and gene-
rator (acetylene, electric, or oil).

9. Entrance fee two guineas jjer lamp.

10. Entries clo.se Saturday. 28th .January, to the Secre-
tary A.C.U., 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W. -

11. Each entrant to provide a motor bicycle, and also
a driver for same.

Note.—Each machine must be driven at an average
speed of twenty-five miles per hour throughout the test.

12. Each lamp will be weighed complete, together with
its supply of carbide, oil, or electric accumulators, as the
case may be.

13. In awarding marks the judges will take into con-
sideration—weight for ilhrm-.nation, ease of cleaning, facility
for charging and recharging generators, absence of liability
to rattle, fewness of parts, quality of hinges, clasps sup-
porting sockete, etc., and general method of assembling the
lamp. '.

14. The Auto Cycle Union will supply a definite quantity
of carbide, which must be used for the trial. Entrants of

lamps using oil, electricity, or dissolved acetylene, must pro-
vide their own supplies. * '

15. All lamps must be delivered at the judges' enclosure,
at Brooklands Track, by 3 p.m. on Thursday, 9th February.
1911, and representatives of entrants must be ready to start

on their motor bicycles at 4.30 p.m.
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SPORTSMAN OR POTTERER ?
A REPLY TO "IXION."

THERE have always been found reactionaries to

oppose mechanical progress of any sort, and
to base their opposition on the danger, the

unreliability, and the complication of the new inven-

tion, but 1 must confess that I have never until now
found one who would object to improvements simply

because they do away with the dangerous, the unreli-

able, and the complicated. Yet, in effect, this is the

line that " Ixion " takes up.

Personally, I must admit at once that I am a

"potterer," but I cannot conceive why I may not be

both a potterer and a sportsman. I bought an expen-

sive bicycle—a 5 h.p. Indian—a short time ago, after

riding a lightweight, with the intention of getting a

machine which would not break down. I was success-

ful, and I have no desire to push it up hills, nor have

I any enthusiasm for making amateur repairs at incon-

venient times. If I have, as " Ixion " says, a machine
which "is cheap to run, comfortable to sit on in all

weathers, keeps itself clean, climbs all hills without a

falter, is fast on dry roads, but slow at all costs when
grease is out, and starts from my doorstep without fuss

or obstinacy," that is all I want, and I certainly take

no more than a casual interest in what races it has won
or lost. I want to know what my bicycle will do for

me, not what a specially tuned-up mount will do for

an infinitely more skilled and experienced trade rider.

What conceivable pleasure, profit, or honour there can
be in having a motor bicycle which makes one unspeak-
ably dirty, is positively dangerous in grease, will not
start easily, and is generally unreliable (for this is, in

effect, what " Ixion " asks for), I cannot imagine.

Why I have a Motor Cycle.
Like most people, presumably, I run a motor bicycle

not to gain the experience of a mechanic or the exercise

of a cart-horse, but for excitement and to get " there
and back " with speed and certainty. I do not want
to make repairs, I do not want to be held up on the

road, nor do I want to run, fooiish and unnecessary

risks. I want to know enough about the engine to deal

with ordinary mishaps, but I should never tune it up
myself if someone else would do it comparatively
cheaply and with infinitely greater skill than I am
ever likely to possess.

My ideal is a motor bicycle as perfect and as reliable

as possible, and I should- therefore welcome—sup-

posing them quite efficient—a two-speed gear, a free

engine, automatic carburation, fore and aft springing,

weather-proof ignition, and automatic lubrication. With
all deference to the greater experience of "Ixion," I

cannot see why it is more " sporting " to pump oil into

an engine than to let the engine pump it in for itself,

or to be held up and clean a magneto which you could

as easily have had cleaned before the start. Nor can I

imagine why one should not eliminate vibration and be

as comfortable as possible without becoming, ipso

facto, a " potterer."

"Playing to the Gallery."

Indeed, this practice of courting difficulties in order

to overcome them seems to me, so far from being

sportsmanlike, to be on a par with the action of a

fielder who waits till the last moment before he runs in

for a catch, and thus makes it much harder. Such
behaviour, "Ixion" will remember, is sometimes

known as " playing to the gallery." Nowadays a motor

cyclist is not necessarily a hero, nor should he aspire

to be so considered just because he conquers terrors

which he might have avoided.

In conclusion, I would add that if I ever happen to

meet " Ixion" I shall be pleased to "potter" with

him as fast and as far as he likes, in any weather and

over any roads, in spite of the fact that I do not share

his affection for what most rational people consider

the obvious drawbacks of the motor cycle, but rather

endeavour to protect myself against them.

Desmond Young.

DEPRECIATION AND REPAIRS £10 PER ANNUM.

MR. R. 0. MITCHELL, of Messrs. Dougfas and Oliver,

30, Higfi Hblborn. W.C., has just devised an
attractive sclume wKich wifl undoubtedly appeal

to many motor cyclists, particularly those who
wish to IvHow definitely before purchasing a motor cycle

exactly what depreciation and repairs will cost. The firm

undertakes to supply machines of high reputation, to main-
tain them for one year, and at the expiration of that period
to allow the original price e.xpended, less £10. By stating

that it will maintain the machines it supplies, the firm means
that it will garage free of charge in the Metropolis all mounts
belonging to London residents should they so desire it, and
to keep in running order all motor bicycles purchased, to
execute all repairs necessitated either by ordinary wear and
tear or by defects in manufacture, excepting to tyres and
belts and to those necessitated by damage caused by collision

or unfair usage.

Very often the owner of a motor bicycle experiences a
breakage, which he ascribes to a defect in manufacture, but
for which the manufacturer disclaims all responsibility, com-
pelling the owner or his agent to pay the full price for the
A20

repair or the replacement of the broken parts. Now, in a

case of this kind Messrs. Douglas and Oliver will replace the

detective part or carry out the repair at once, without any
question or delay. It will thus be seen that tire scheme will

prove a great convenience to all purchasers, who are abso-

lutely certain if they avail themselves of it, as to how much
their depreciation and repairs expenses will amount to.

Moreover, if at the expiration of the year the purchaser

is so satisfied with his mount that he does not desire to

change, the time of the contract may be extended to another

year, at the end of which the original price less £20 will ho
allowed. The sanie facilities will also be offered to pur-

chasers of second-hand machines, and it the above scheme is

successful it will be extended to the provinces.

The scheme is under the care of an astute business man
in Mr. Mitchell. Up to the present he has been best known
to our readers as managing director of the Rom Tyre Co.

Messrs. Douglas, and Olu'er, who have just declared a
further interim dividend of 5% (being at the rate of 20% per
annum), will shortly open a depot in Geneva, a city in which
large numbers of motor cycles are used.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to Ihe Editor, " Tue Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor aireel, E.C., and stiould De accompanied by the writer's full nane snd afldresi

Passenger Motor Cycles—Wny Net Steam?
[5257.]—Regarding the disctission on four-wheeled

passenger runabouts, can any reader explain why a light

runabout driven by steam on the principle of the Comptori
steam car made by the David Smith Co., London, has not
been proposed, a^s it seems to me that it would have fewer
parts and be quite as efficient? AMATEUE.

Motor Cyclists Look to your Policies.

[5258.]^Referring to the recent letters re the matter
of personal accident policies, including motor cycling, J may
say that I took this matter up with the chief companies
years ago and arranged with them that all my personal
accident and sickness "policies included motoring.
. As showing the necessity of motor cyclists being insured
themselves, as well as their machines, I may say two of my
claims tlijs week are—1, for fatal accident to motor cyclist

£250 ; and 2, complete smash up of 5 h.p. motor cycle
through a sideslip, claim £65.
When one considers the low premiums it is a wonder that

any motor cyclist runs the risks himself.

EBNEST J. BASS.

Magnetos Behind the Cylinders.

[5259.]—I, in common with others, have been very
amused at the statement made by a few motor cycli-sts, that
the magneto at the back of the cylinder affects the steering.

How people can be led to make such silly statements is

beyond my, no doubt limited, range of imagination.
Undoubtedly, tiiese gentlemen would evidently prefer to

carry a magneto or a similar weight on the lamp bracket
instead of on the carrier ; also I have no doubt that
they would not wear a heavy coat for fear of hitting some-
thing through the faulty steering of their machine. I do not
think that the weight of even a pa.-^seng.^r on the carrier
makes much difference to the steering. 1 have myself found
little or no alteration whatever aft;r the first quarter of
a mile.

These statements really cannot be made with any serious-
ness, although I notice that they were made at a lecture,
which rather points to the fact that those who made them
really believed them. I think you .should send them your
book " ilotor Cycles and How to Manage Them."

MOTOSACOCHE. LIMITED.
O.-iltORSK L. DE LlSS.\.

Further Reply to the Challenge to Dutch Motor Cyclists.

[5260.]—Confirming my letter of 23rd ult. to the -Editor
of Tlic Motnr Ciide. [published on page 22 of the last

issue.

—

Ed.] I beg to inform readers that at the last council
meeting of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club it was staled that
onr 1911 programme is already "too much overloaded, so (liat

we are unable to organise a 1911 reliability trial for English
and Dutch motor cyclists.

In any case the D.M.C.C. will organise an official club run
to the Isle of Man; there I hope to meet my English motor
brothers and to talk over a 1912 reliability run for teams of
twelve riders, as suggested in Tht Motor 'Cycle of 29th ult.,
and organised by an official English motor cycle club.

Personally, I "shall do my utmost to further the visit of
English motor tourists and shall be pleased to keep them
company here and to help them as much as possible.

I am very glad to note that there is a great interest in
England in the doings of Continental riders, and can assure
you of the same feeling on this side regarding the English
motor cyclists.

"Wishing all my English motor friends a happy 1911.
A. CITROEN KZN., "

Amsterdam. Hon. sec, Dutch M.C.C.

Single aears and Sidecsrs.

[5251.]—In your report of the London-Exeter Winter
Run you state that several of the single-geared sidecars were
in difficulties on the severe hiUs, Gibson's Bradbury being a
notable exception.

Is it not a fact that the exception was the only single-

geared sidecar in the run? I should take it so from the list

of entries.

This would appear to be rather a showing-up for the two-
speed gear in this case. We are always having the necessity

of two-speed gears for passenger work rammed down our
throats, so that it is refreshing to note that one single-

speeder, and that of 3i h.p., at least can hold its own.
STNOLE SPEED.

["Single Speed" shotild bear in mind that Hugh Gibson is

an expert rider. On some hills that he can climb with

a single gear the average touring rider would fail. All

the same Mr. Gibson himself admits having had to shed

his passenger on more than one occasion.

—

Ed.]

A Roller Blind Mud Screen.

[5262.]—In answer to 'Cantilever's" letter [Xo. 5202]

and its accompanying illustration of a detachable weather
guard, I heartily agree

with the writer of the

letter as to the usefulness
of this form of guard, as

I have used one since

early in 1908, when I

obtained provisional pro-

tection for a screen

carried on a spring
roller and extending
down in front of the
cycle.

As a matter of possible

interest I enclose a small
print showing one form of this guard fitted to a pedal cycle.

ALBERT F. COATES.

Winter Equipment.
[5263.]—1 notice that you intend to devote space to

descriptions of various London-Exeter competitors' equip-

ment. The equipment of the machine I used in the above
event, roughly, consisted of the following : The front wheel
I had blocked entirely by means of removable aluminium
side plat«s. The back wheel was encased in this manner on
one side, and on the belt rim side I fitted a similar case

which stood at the back side of the rim which is separate
from wheel. Thus the belt rim was isolated completely from
any dirt the wheel might throw on to it. But, in my
humble opinion, the sides of the wheel are not the source

whence all dirt is thrown on to the belt. I found by a series

of experiments that the real offending point in this respect is

at the bottom of the wheel where it engages with the road.

I therefore fitted a shield which extended from the back
mudguard stay to a point about lOin. further than the
radius of the back wheel. To prove the effectiveness of this

device, I might say that in the first twenty miles of the
journey, when the roads were really wet, we were constantly

passing competitors with their engines roaring away and the

machine at a standstill, while we were buzzing along merrily
on the top gear.

The handle-bar muffs which you referred to last week were
made locally of stout leather 19in. wide at the large end,

tapered to fit a jin. handle-bar, and lined with sheep's wool.

The advantage of stiff leather over the ordinary kind of muff
can be appreciated when one has continual rain to encoimter.

As for comfort, they are the last word, and gloves are never-
required. GEORGE BROUGH.
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Quads—A Warning.

[5264.]—Tlw apparently growing fashion for four-wheeled

motor " sulkies " leads riie to utter a word of warning to

designers, based upon my experience with "quads" for two,

to wit, that a light four-wheeler will be far more tricky in

its steering than a three-wheeler of similar wheelbase.

The old " quads " steered beautifully with a passenger in

front, but when the driver was solus there was insufficient

weight upon the front wheels to ensure the adhesion to the

road necessary for good steering. On a quad without a front

passenger 1 have slithered and gyrated all over a road in a

dangerous fashion, whereas the same machine wbsn converted

to a tricvcle would steer perfectly, because the single front

wheel bore all the w<;ight that had otherwise been divided

between two wheels, and thus could cut through the mud
and grip the hard road beneath. The greater the speed of

these machines the greater the risk of insufficient adhesion.

Designers of such vehicles should therefore aim at placing

plenty of weight forward. A. J. WILSON.

The State of our Highways.

[5265.]—! understand that the flints shown in the

accompan\!iis plml/igraDh (taken on December 27th) were

laid onK a uitv or two before Christmas, and are on a

good hard-surfaced road unlighted at night. My front tyre

I

J ^ ^fti Wti^*

Loose Dir.ts on the Andover-Saliobury road.

was gashed and burst in the M.C.C. Hounslow-E.xeter trial,

and the tyre is a -total loss. Is there no redress? Is this

road improvement or road obstruction in return for our 3d.

per gallon petrol tax, plus 20s., plus 5s., plus 5s.?
"^

H. W. TURNER.

[5266.]—I have seen in your sister paper The Autocar
the. complaint of several motorists re "stones on the high-

way," but although an old reader of your valued weekly,

I have seen no .similar complaints from motor cyclists,

although it concerns us quite as much as it does car owners.

I think we motor cyclists should bring a little pressure to

bear on some responsible body to have this matter a little

more ventilated, as we are paying for what we are not re-

ceiving, i.e., improved roads. If you will bear with me
I will give a few instances in the Bristol district.

About a month ago Red Lion Hill, Knowle, was com-
pletely strewn, as a result of the frost, with small sharp

Hints,' over which I had to ride. Sandy grit would have
answered the purpose equally as well, but on the suburban
roads around, these flints averaging the size of a thumb
nail, are the rule.' As I ruminated on this I wondered
whether it was I or the horse owner that was paying the

increased taxes, as there is never a bit of sand about when
the roads are greasy for motors.

On the direct Portishead-Bristol Road on the night of

November 30th, which was foggy and greasy, I ran over
three large patches of newly-laid stone, which will be rolled

in by the traffic, as in other years (I have never seen a

steam roller on this road). The time was 5.30, and in the

course of my journey I met many flocks of sheep and herds
of cattle, and several unligiited vehicles.

To return to the roads in the Bristol district, and ah--.

Bath. The road from Bath to Coombe Down has a tram

way running up it, which is formed with one cobble stona

on the outside cf the rail and one inside, and the re.^t is

macadam, and there is a double track in places. The
macadam has retired from the tram rails and cobble stories

to a depth of two inches, and in some cases more, and be-

tween the rails about every hundred yards I have dis-

covered a hole, which I should judge in the dark to be

three or four inches deep. How reasonable people think
j

traffic can use this witli safety considering its greasy nature :

is a mystery to me, as is also the fact that as yet I have
,

not heard of an accident. In the Kingswood district of

Bristol for 150 yards at a time, the trannvay is above the

macadam from l^in. to Sjin. , but this is no worse than it

has been the last four years during the winter, but unfor- .

tunately I have to use it night and morn. I am a com-
mercial traveller who uses his motor cycle and pedal cycles

to the extent of 12,000 miles per ajnnum. What we motor-

ists want is a law that shall compel the authorities to repair

any road over ten feet wide one half at a time, and to place a

blue light at each end of the patch all night. Roads ten feet

and under to be completely rolled before being left for the

night. All cattle drovers to be compelled to carry a green
light, showing at front and back of the drove, as we all

recognise the red light as a tail light, and the different

colours would help us to distinguish what- we were
approaching. Every corporation or borough council

allowing any tram company to have their tramlines more
than threequarters of an inch above the macadam to be fined

£10 for each -offence, and also if they allow any tram com-
pany to leave less than seven feet absolutely clear of their

nuisances, including vehicles; even if only for a minute,
day or night, and it obstructs another vehicle, a like

amount. This would call for a very small amount of the

Road Board's funds, and could be carried out at once, so

that we could all share a little of the benefits for which
we are paying, and not likely to receive in any great

measure for some years. L. B. JEFFERIS.

Frame Design and Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

[5267.]—With reference to letter No. 5224 on tlie.

question of frame design, we notice that the writer refers

to the unusually low saddle position obtained with the

horizontal seat-pillar tube on the P. and M., and we
sliould like to point out the reasons which enable us to

obtain this extremely low position without the use of

a dropped top tube. When the engine is set vertically

in the frame the bottom of the crank case should cleai

the ground by six inches, there should be sufficient clear-

ance between the top of the cj'linder and the middle frame
tube to enable the cylinder to be easily removed, and the

space between the two frame tubes must be large enough t<

enable the front steering tube to be of reasonable length.

It is impossible to fulfil all these conditions and have
the saddle well down in the angle formed by the frame
and the back mudguard without the use of a dropped top
tube. The method, however, of building the engine into

the frame in an inclined position, as on the P. and M.,
permits of a ground clearanoe of eight inches underneath
the crank case, and as the engine swings down there is no

need to leave any clearance between the top of the cylinder

and the frame tube.

We should also, if you can spare us the space. iiKe to

refer to Mr. G. Pirie's article on the cost of running .f?!

motor cycle. We have received dozens of letters iron

'

all over the country referring to the abnormal expenditur
involved in Blr. Pirie's case, but it must not be forgotte'

that Mr. Pirie apparently ran his machine year in an
year out, regardless of weather, and probably had veryi

little opportunity for keeping it in tune. Any rider will

admit that to cover 10,000 miles in a .year with sidecar]

is working a machine unusually hard.
It must also not be forgotten that Mr. Pir'ie must

have been extremely unfortunate with tyres for these to
have cost him £10 diring the distance, and that in the
total expenditure is included an item of £8 for deprecia-

tion, £2 17s. 2d. for interest on capital, and £2 for a

cycle shed, none of which items can be fairly included in

running expenses.

PHELON AND MOORE, LTD.,
B. M.iKi.iNS, director.
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[5268.]—I enclose herewith running costs of 2| h.p

Kerry. You might think it worth while to publish them

for "Shy but Willing's " benefit:

Running Costs.

2| h.p. Kerry, accumulator and plain coil

;

2.200 miles, during summer months.

Machine cost (lamp and tools included) ...

Petrol (about eighty miles per gallon)

Oil

Licences
Engine repairs ...

Ignition repairs and accumulator charging

Tyres

Total

Machine was sold for

Total expenditure (or .8d. per mile) ...

distauce run

£8 10

1 10

10

1 10

1 15

1 5
n

15 5

8

£7 5

N.S.U.

[5269.]—Regarding letter No. 5255 in the last issue,

will " CC 194" please give some detailed items of his ex-

penditure of £51 9s. on tubes, tyres, repair.s, etc., and of

his expenditure of £8 13s. 6d. on sundries? His tyre ex-

penditure is understood in view of the big mileage, but the

expenses on sundries seem excessive for two years.

His yearly mileage works out at 17,000, and the cost of

lubricating oil fo'r this distance as £1 lis. 3d. Now if the

ost of the oil is 4s. per gallon, he can only have used eight

gallons, and if we allow 1,000 m.p.g. of oil (a very liberal

estimate) the number of miles he ran witli oil in his crank-

case is 8,000 ; in other words he ran 9,000 miles without oil

—truly a wonderful performance!
Will " CC 194" please explain this apparent incongruity?

A.K.

M.C.C. Twenty-four Hours' Winter Run.

[5270.]—I was surprised to see Messr.s. Chater Lea's

letter re leaving passenger at Salisbury. Who the culprits

are I do not know, but I wish to say that I took my
passenger right through to Exeter, as, of course, I cai'

easily prove. HUGH GIBSON.
.

[5271.]--In reply to the letter from Jlessrs. Ohater-Lta

Titd., about the sidecars in London-Exeter Run. I checked

tlie competitors between Chard and Grewkeme on return

journey, and I ouly saw one sidecar without passenger ; the

seat was full of spares.

I have tlie opinion that motor cyclists play the game too

well to adopt such methods to gain an award.
I directed them through Crewkerne on outward journey,

and could distinctly see most of the passengers.

FRkNK HANSFORD, A.C.U. .\nd M.U.

[5272.]— I have read with interest the various accounts
of the above 24 hours' winter trial, but beyond Mr. Roy
Walker's very favourable remarks as to hill-climbing cap-

abilities of the Scott, I have seen no reference to Mr. .J. E.

Raine's performance. As one interested in the Scott I am
curious to know the reason of Jlr. Raine's failure to finish

the journey. Perhaps someone can enlighten me.
INTERESTED.

Zh h.p. Single-cylinder Roadsters at Olympia.

[5273.]—Jlr. R. W. Cook [letter No. 5242] makes the

remark that at the recent Olympia E.xhibition every spring
iV.rk shown was an eyesore, ami says, moreover, that the
modern .-ipring fork only partially eliminates vibration.

Now. while admitting that no sprnig fork will absolutely
deaden all traces of vibration on rough roads at high speeds,
1 must strongly protest against the extravagant phrase that
every spring fork shown was an eyesore.

In what way do the symmetrical lines of the Druid.
Triumph, or Rudge-WhitWDrth forks offend the eye of Mr.
Cook? The makers of the Druid fork specialise in the
manufacture of motor cycle front springing devices, and
have produced a fork which has given great satisfaction to
all practical touring users, and I think it only fair to the
jjiakers, with whom I have no connection, to" take excep-
tion to such a strange remark as "every spring fork shown
at Olympia was an eyesore."

37

Mr. Cook also says that the diamond frame is dangerous
to difmount from in a hurry. Now can he design a frame
one can fall off quicker or with more comfort than from
the scientifically correct diamond? R. BAMFORD.

Rear Seat Attachment preferred to Sidecar.

[5274.]—No doubt some of your readers would like

my experience with a lady on the carrier seat of a motoi
bicycle. You will see by the illustration the fittings

are home made, and an air cushion is fitted, which absorbs
vibration. I ride all weathers with m.v wife, who prefers

this seat to her side carriage, and the additional weight
certainly does seem to prevent side-slip. We covered
seventy-nine miles on Monday, 25th December, and the

Rear seat aliachmenl relcrrcd lo in Idler No. 5274. The special liomc-rigged

mudguards on this machine are not without interest to winter riders.

roads from Manchester to Whaley Bridge were very dirty.

From the Bridge to Buxton the roads were ideal, although

the wind was very strong. I certainly prefer driving with

my passenger on the carrier, and lunning expenses are less.

If any of your readers would like details I will be pleased

to forward same through TIf Motor Ci/clu.

W. H. MORGAN.

Sportsman or Potterer ?

[5275.]— The article by " Ixion " witli this title m your

issue of December 29th is of great interest to the bulk of

your readers, who, as you know, are many of them most
interested in the competition side of motor cycling.

Ixion " has discovered that the motor cycle is not merely
a toy for hoys, but also that it is the most efficient, speedy,

and cheap means of progression for the " potterer." If by
the potterer. he means the man who has gone a little past
propelling himself with his legs for long distances against

head winds, up steep hills, and over heavy roads, I agree
with him. There is hope yet for the ruling body that it,

too, may appreciate this fact, and endeavour by its com-
petitions so to favour the development of the motor bicycle

that those persons who specially require aids to progression
may be able to avail themselves of the speediest and cheapest
individual method of progression in the world.
When the day comes (as it must do v'eiy speedily, probably

within a year or two) when machines are built of moderate
horse-power, which are safe on any roads, and keep the rider
dry, clean, and warm, there is no doubt that "Ixion," too,

will discard iiis 5 h.p. Gatling gun, which takes him along
too fast for the law on the flat, and if the road be at all

treacherous is apt to side-slip him into the ditch round the
first bad bend on his daily hill.

I have read his article carefully, and I, per-sonally, fail to
see the sportsmanship in using a piece of machinery" unsuited
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for ihe woi"k it has to do. It is not claimed by any sane
engineer that 5 h.p. is required to carry a burden of 2^ to 3

cwt., and yet this is as far as the single-speed motor bicycle
has got. I am quite aware, that so-called 3^ h.p. machmes
do wonders, but not when developing il, h.p. Now, it is not
denied tliat tlie modern single speed is a "wonderful machine,
but the limit of fle.xibility of the poppet valve air-cooled

engine is about reached. To the outsider, it looks almost idle

to expect the most unflexible power producer, namely, the
petrol engine, to become more flexible. It may be urged that
I am hopelessly prejudiced in favour of two-speeded light-

weights, but this is not so. I, like " Ixion," want my
machine as light as I can get it with safety, and if he can
get 150 lbs. to carry himself and a 5 h.p. engine, I shall

want much less to carry a 3 h.p.
Moreover, I want my machine to take me where the 150

lbs. 5 h.p. will never get. On a recent JMonday I rode my
two-speed (weight all on 133 lbs. and self over 15 stones) with
no pedals up a hill of 1 in 8 (mainly mud and loose stones),

over a mile and a quarter of gallops over the Downs, up a

2ft. grass bank and over another threequarters of a mile of

Downs to a cottage, from door to door iive and a half miles,
in twenty-three minutes, with my legs tucked comfortably
behind the leg-guards and a big leather-lined great coat
down to my knees. On the same machine, without pedals,

I rode to Bristol and back on Wednesday after 12 midday,
a distance of 112 miles, starting off out of my village up the
hill which Mr. Catt so graphically described as a " miniature
Birdlip."

I have gone through the pleasures of motor cycling so

touchingly alluded to by "Ixion." One winter's day in 1904
I retimed an engine in a snowstorm, two miles from any-
where, with the bits in my lap, sitting over the engine like a

hen to keep the snow out wliat time I fiddled in the cylin-

der. These days are gone, happily, and now we are to be
called " potterers " because we prefer comfort, cleanliness,
efficiency, and safety, to riding machines whose noise and
speed are to-day keeping thousands out of the ranks of motor
cycling.

A last word about quadcars. During the time after the
shows motor cycling is apt to be slack, and various subjects
which at other times are crowded out come upon the tapis,

Chief among them is the four-wheeled motor cycle. I cannot
understand The Motor Cycle being at all in favour of a two-
track four-wheeler. Van Hooydonk tried it, and if he could
not make it a success, who can? No man has had a longer
experience. We know what wonderful people the Americans
are, and yet the Bigmobile et sui generis are not a bit like

the enthusiastic pictures one sees of racing quadcars over-
taking motor bicyclists.

No, no ; the single tracker is the machine. As " Ixion
"

describes it, the " two-wheeled perpetual motion perambu-
lator," and if we do not see it at the next show—" free
engine, two-speed gear, one kick type of starting, automatic'
carburation, automatic lubrication, ghastly cumbersome mud-
guarding, weather-proofed ignition, no nicks and corners for

dust, no oilstains, fore and aft springing "—I for one shall

be very much surprised.

.. ., .---^ CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.
[We cannot agree with our eon'esfoondent's contention

that we favour two-track four-wheelers except as light

passenger vehicles. We publish any praiseworthy designs
which we consider especially likely to interest motor
cyclists, but, generally speaking, we regard vehicles of

tills type as altogether a different proposition to the motor
bicycle.

—

Ed.]

Cleaning and Overhauling a Motor Cycle.

[5276.]—I wonder how many of your readers smiled over
the very excellent hints on cleaning and overhauling a motor
cycle by Rex ! Keen man. Rex ! Also, obviously, a

man of leisure. He cleans his machine after every ride.

Really, it looks as if he spent the whole of his time off the

machine in woi'king on the machine; i.e., he is not a

married man. Of course, so much care is an excellent thing
for the motor cycle, which ought to last its rider for at

least ten years at a very small outlay of cash, but those who,
lilce myself, are very much engaged in bn.siness, in the course

nf which they have to ride their machines every day under
all circumstances of weather and over all kinds of roads,

would very soon be knocked out of the running if they had
to spend two or three hours every evening in cleaning. I

live (perforce) five miles from my office, and my office hours
are supposed to be from 9.30 a.m. tiU 6 p.m., and are, a£

a matter of fact, as much longer aa may be necessary to

finish work in hand I suppose, on the average, I get home
each evening at 7.15 I am one of the noble army of Bene-
dicts, and I am very fond of golf and all field sports. Do
I clean my machine after every ride? What do you think?
No, sir 1 I buy a new machine every second year, and can

always be sure of getting best price for my old one because

I put my faith in that oil which "Rex" so objects to. My
engine comes down about once in a 1,000 miles to have the

deposit removed and the valves attended to, and at such

times the machine gets a good clean up, and is afterwards

greased practically all over. Then it runs another 1,000

in all weathers before it is touched again, and tliereafter

cleans up very little short of "as new" owing to the grease

despised by "Rex." SCENE SHIFTER.

Gear Variation by Slipping a Clutch.

[5277.]—I was much interested in the letter from Mr.
Ernest Frasetti, re gear variation by slipping a clutch. Will

this gentleman kindly say whether the free engine clutch as

fitted to the Triumph could be used in the way he mentions,

as, if so, the variable gear problem is about solved?

ARTHUR H. APPLETON.

The Motor Cycle Business in France.

[5278.]—In the interest of other motor cyclists intending

to ride in France, I beg to contradict Mr. Schilling's letter

[No. 5254] in your issue of January 5th.
- Besides the metal band referred to, motor cycles nmst
have number plates, as in England.

Full particulars are given in the Touring Club de France
Year Book—France Nord—page 483, 1910 edition.

For two years I have ridden a Triumph and sidecar, and
my number is "592 U8."
A short time ago I was stopped in the Avenue du Bois

de Boulogne because my number plate was not quite in the

proper position.

I quite agree, however, that what is needed in France
is a iournal like The Motor Cycle.

Paris.
'

H. E. SKEPPER.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"O.A.If.D." is desirous of obtaining the address of the

owner of a 5 h.p. Vindec Special motor bicycle and sidecar

which came into his possession in August last. The machine
has the word "Bluebeard" painted on the tank.

Reak Rtjd Lights. " Ixion' s " Suggestion'.—The Glen-
dower Motor Company write :

" We have noticed ' Ixion's
'

suggestion to the cycle trade, and would like to point

out that the Sparkbrook Mfg. Co. supply red reflex mirrors
fitted free of charge to their Grand, Royal, and National
models. These lights are fitted on to a very efficient

luggage carrier. We ourselves have supplied these mirrors

to purchasers of bicycles in the interests of both themselves
and motorists.

Mr. W. Disney Cox, the manager of the Croydon depot
of the Rover Co., Ltd., writes : "Referring to. 'Ixion's'
suggestion in your issue of the 29th ult. , that the big cycle

firms or their agents might present a red reflex mirror gratis

to every cash purchaser of their more expensive models, I

would like to draw your attention to tlie fact that the Rover
Co., Ltd., are fitting a Lea Reflex light to their first grade
models this year as part of the standard specification."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
REPLIES TO THE QUERIES BELOW SHOULD BE ADDRESSED

c/o THE EDITOR, AND WILL BE FORWARDED DIRECT TO
THE QUERIST.

"W.C.R." The Albion, J.A.P., and Mabon free engine
olutches.

"A.G.O. " (Northleach). 2| h.p.. Douglas, single speed,

particularly with regard to reliability, belt troubles, engine
wear, and hill-climbing on grease.

"H.H.C."_ (Derby). The 2^ h.p. Royal Enfield light-

weight, particularly with regard to hill-climbing, comfort,
and general reliability. Also a satisfactory long-life belt.

We would again remind our readers that those who wish
tor readers' experiences of various machines or accessories
should enclose a stamped and addressed envelope in which
the replies may be sent.
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New Regulations for the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

BELOW will be fuuiid a summary of the new regulatious

for the A.C.U. (London Ce"ntre) Quarterly Trials,

which will be held on Saturday, 28th January, under
the open competition rules of the Auto Cycle Union.

In cases where the old rules remain unaltered they are

omitted, only such important items as entry fees being
published in addition to new regulations.

Entries.—Any number of machines of each make will be
eligible for entry. Entries must be received by Saturday,
2Ist January, together with either of the following entry

fees: Manufacturers or agents, one guinea; members of the

A.C.U. or its affiliated clubs (private owners), half a guinea ;

non-members of the A.C.U. or its affiliated clubs, fifteen

shillings. Late entries will be received up to the first post

on Wednesday, January 25th, at double fees, and should be
sent to the Secretary, 18, Down .Street, Piccadilly, W.
The Start.—The competitors will be started at 9 a.m.

from the Swan and Sugarloaf Hotel, South Croydon, and
will be expected to accomplish the journev without any
stop other than as officially recorded. One hour's rest will

be allowed at the half-way point, Hastings, but no adjust
ments, etc., will be permitted.
The Cotxrse.—The course will be one of about 128 miles

in length, and will extend over a route from Croydon,
through Purley, Warlingham, Weslerham, Westerham "Hill.

Knockholt, Dunton Green, Sevenoaks, Tonbridge. Lamber-
hurst, Robertsbridge, St. .John's Cross to Hastings, return-
ing via Bexhill, Xinfield, Gardner's Cross, Horsebridge.
East Hoathly, Uckfield, Hartfield, Edenbridge, Linipstielti.

Chalk Pit Hill, Warlingham, Sandcrstead. and South Troy
don. A competitor may not leave the course under ixny

circumstances whatever, and will be penalised or disqualilieil
at the discretion of the judges if it is found he has done so.

Hill Test.—Times will be taken up We.sttrhani Hill and
Chalk Pit Hill. Competitors will be marshalled at a point
about two miles away, and re-started at regular interval.*
in the order of their arrival. Those failing to start when
called upon may lose all marks for that particular hill.

Passing will not be allowed between the re-start and tin'

foot of the hill, neither will any stop be permitted at the
foot of the hill. A minimum speed will be set, and every
machine will be expected to climb the hill at the speed set
for that particular class.

Journey.—The maximum running time for the journev
will be at the rate of eighteen miles per hour,
and the minimum twenty miles per hour.
On passenger motor cycles, competitors'

observers shall on no account observe
machines in which thev
are interested or belong-
ing to the firm that

C
A „ imia^.

nominated them. Every machine making a complete
officially recorded run without an involuntary stop, and
satisfies the judges as regards its fittings and equipment,
shall receive a first-class certificate. Other machines will

receive a certificate giving a record of their performance.
To qualify for a first-class certificate a machine must be

equipped with : 1. Free engine or variable gear (not enforced
in January trial). 2. Two brakes working independently.
3. Mudguards of ample dimensions. 4. Stand and luggage
carrier. 5. Efficient silencer, which does not exhaust directly
on to the road. 6. Magneto protected or placed in a shel-

tered position. 7. Tool bag of ample capacity. 8. Tyres of

standard size. 9. Lamp complete. 10. Spring front forks.

11. Lubricating oil capacity for lightweights, 1 pint, others
1 quart. In addition the machine must be reasonably clean

and the engine and crank case reasonably free from oil.

Enamel, finish, and weight will not be taken into account.
Si'Ei'r.\L Puizi;.—At the end of the year a silver cup will

be awarded to the driver of the machine which has ascended
the timed hills closest to the set standard, subject to his

having obtained ton'' first-class certificates. The following
will be the standards : For passenger machines, 15 m.p.h. :

for macliines not exceeding 300 c.c. 15 m.p.h. ; for machines
above 30 c.c. 20 m.p.h.

Notes.—Sanitary stops may only be made near Lamber-
hurst, on the outward journey, and Ashdown Forest, on the
return journey. The following is the definition of the
term " non-stop "

: Riders
of motor bicycles who dis-

mount on a" hill for the
purpose of running beside
their macliines. or drivers of
passens'cr machines who
^lHd llioir passengers,
will be recorded as
having stopped on
the said
hiU.

ort^'"«MrhU??in^2,''Q!i^rL'riS''T'1i''" ^h'' oIVk""";
"-'"PSIsKl ^^^ Warlingham. This hill has been selectad by the A.C.U. Committee as one

01 ine test mils in the Quarterly Trials on the 28lh inst ; it Ihe weather oondiUons on that due are ontavonrable. compeUlors wUl ascend litsey Hill.
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chah^

(Greenwich).

Jan. 12th 5.14 p.m.

„ 14th 5.17 „
,, 16th 5.?0 „
,, 18th 5.23 „

British v. Dutch Motor Cyclists.

Unfortunately, the proposed match
British v. Dutch motor cyclists is not to

be—at any rate this year. A further

letter received from the hon. sec. of

the Dutch M.C.C. is publi.shed in this

issue, giving the club's decision.

Interesting Selections by Amateurs.

Chas. E. Murphy is having a 3^ h.p.

T.T. L.M.C. this year, whilst G. W.
Hillyard, the well-known lawn tennis

player, has selected a Zenith-Gradua.
J. R. Haswell is changing from a

roadster to a T.T. Triumph, and will

;
ride in the Isle of Man Race.

Witham on the Warpath.

S. A. M. Witham informs ub that

he is willing to challenge Jake de

Rosier, the American professional,

who, as we have already mentioned,

_
is coming to ride in the T.T. Race.
Witham would ride his 5 h.p. T.T.

Bat-Jap, 666 c.c. He also intends

to try and lower the mile and kilo-

meter records flying and standing

starts on the same machine.

The Trial of Motor Cycle Lamps.
The general lines upon which the

A.G.U. lamp trial will be run at

Broo'flands on ' February 9th are

detailed in this issue, as also a

summary of the new regulations for the

Quarterl}' Trial on Saturday, the 28th
inst. It will be remembered that a

new course has been chosen for this

trial, a map of which appeared in The
Mutor Cycle last week. This week we
give a contour section and plan of the
steepest gradient selected, Chalk Pit

Hill.

The January Quarterly Trials

Owing to a printer's error in our
description of the January Quarterly
Trials course published last week, it

was stated that the trials were to be
Jield on the 21st. This is obviously
incorrect, as for some weeks in the list

of future events the 28th inst. is

given as the date. It is on the 21st
that the entries close at ordinary fees

;

entries will be accepted at double fees
up to the 25th inst.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
Last week a contributor mentioned

that the front footrest of the Indian
which was ridden by E. B. Dickson,
and got damaged in a fall, formed one
of the engine lugs. The Indian foot-
rests are separately atta-hed to the
frame in front of the engine.

2f^^^(^jM2^.^^^uni^<$ %
WINTER MUDGUARDING.

LAMP AND QUARTERLY TRIALS :

NEW REGULATIONS.
FORCED INDLCnON.

THREE YEARS' IMPORTS & EXPORTS.

Enterprise.
Every M.U. and'A.A. road patrol is

equipped with a reflex rear light.

Would that these useful fittings were
everywhere compulsory.

FUTURE EVENTS.
—Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

28—A.C.U. Quarterly Trials (Metropolitan
Croydon to Hastings and

—Auto Cycle Uniorx Lamp Trial
Erooklands.

8-11—Motor Cycle Show at Leicester.

^^— i^f C.C. Smoking Concert.

-M-C.C Opening Run.
8—Ciford M.C.C. Op3n Hill Climb.

14-17—M C.C. London - Land's End Trial
and Easter Tour.

22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
centre).

13-M.CC. Hill Climb.

27— Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.

V,
it

R. Ellis {i{ h.p. Calthorpe , captaiti ol the Hull and
East Riding A.C.C, a successlui competitor in the
winter trial of the M.C.C, and winner of two cups
and twelve medals in Northern competitions of 1910,

British Motor Cycles in the Antipodes.

The insidious hold that the American
big brother car is getting in Australia
is not being emulated by the Trans-
Pacific motor cycle trade. Years ago
(writes our Sydney correspondent)
we werL- used to seeing an occasional
Yankee two-wheeler, but—and the sales
have increased out of number—such an
event is now very rare.

A Better Test of Hill-climbing.

In connf tioii with the new aeries of
Quarterly Trials we are glad to
announce that the A.C.U. has at last

adopted our repeated lecoramendation
to send all competitors up the test hills

with " hot engines." In the past it

has been the A.C.U. practice to stop
the riders at the foot of the hill and
de.spatch them again singly, but it is

generally recognised that the true test
of a machine's hill-climbing capa-
bilities is whether it will climb a
steep hill on the run and with a hot
engine.

A New South African Club.

The Cape Peninsula Motor Cycle
Club was recently formed, and starts
with a membership of thirty-two. The
hon. sec, Mr. T. Widdowson, of Cape
Town, tells us in the course of an
interesting letter that the roads in his
district are muoh better than those in

the Transvaal. The average 3i h.p.
machine is amply powerful enough for
woriv at the Cape, notwithstanding
some severe climbs. Triumph, P. and
M., Humber, Re.x, Zenith-Gradua, and
F.N., he says, are the most popular
makes in the Cape Peninsula, and quite
a number of Scotts are on the way.
Sidecars are becoming popular.

Bullet Rewards Motor Cycle Speed.

Policemen as a rule never have been
noted for being on the job ahead of
time rt'hen bad y wanted, but a Chicago
bhiecoat with his mot<3r cycle upset
this time honoured tradition the other
day br responding to a burglar call

so quickly that he was. mistaken for
the culprit by the nervous occupant
of the house, who straightforward shot
him first and investigated afterwards.
When Arnold Jliller. 3008, Lake Park
Avenue, discovered burglars in his
house he sent in a " C-Q-D " (the
Marconi signal "I want assistance")
to the nearest police station, and
motor cycle officer W. (Jaynor I'esponded
so quickly that he got a bullet for his
celerity. Gaynor's wound was not
serious, and Miller was acquitted of

all blame
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B.J. Skinner ii» h.p. T.T. Kerry-Abin doni com-
peting in the N.S.W. hill-climbing competition

on Watson's Bay Hill, Sydney idescribed on page
15 of our last issuei, won by A. Levi riding a K.A.

Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

Last year's imports of motor cycles

reached a total of £99,248. British

exports during the same period were
valued at £161,130. For the tabu-

lated returns «oe page 43.

Leading Motor Cycle Clubs.

We recently aninjunced a sei'ii^s of

articles under the above heading, and
are glad to say that the lion, secretaries

of the various clubs have laUen up our
suggestion with .avidity. Next week
we shall coinnier.ce the series with the

BiHMiNfjH.AM .Motor Cv<xiv Cl.t7M.

Motor Cyclist in the Sea.

We read that \V. C. P. Dew, auc-

tioneer, h.is had a remaikable experi-

ence on Bangor Pier. He was riding

a motor bicycle, and when approaching
the pier head it is stated that he lost

control of the machine thiough the

brakes failing to act, and wa.s pitched

into the sea. Fortunalely, there was
high tide, and the fall was only al)out

12il. Despite a severe cut in his leg

Mr. Dew kept on swimming until

picked up by the Corporation ferry

steamer.

Ihe Badge of the A.A. and M.U.

The new badge of the Automobile
.\ssocialioii and "Motor Union, which

have now amal-
gamated, is de-
|)icted here-
with. As will

be seen. the
design is a C(mi-

bin.ation of the
badges hitherto

issued by the
t w o societies,

being in the
shape of the oM
M.U. badge
with the inter
laced letters of

the old A.A.
badge. I u-

dividual uiembeis of the old" M.U. will
be entitled lo e.'cchange tlieir M.I".
badges for the new badge free of cost.
After a date to be fixed by the com-
mittee, only the old A.A. "badge and
the new badge will be recognised by
fhe patrols.

A Sign of the Times.

One of the leading newspapers in

Ceylon has recently started a column
of motor cycling notes. The writer
who adopts the pseudonym of "The
Spark '

' deals first with the cost of

running a motor cycle.

Road Race in Nyasaland.

The annual competition for the

Sharpe Challenge Trophy was run
under the auspices of the Motor Union
of Nyasaland on October 20th last,

five riders starting. The wiinier was
A. H. Sabbatini, who w.is the only'

competitor to make a nou-stop run,

but our correspondent unfortunately

omits to mention the' make of motor
cycle he rode. The average speed of

the winner was 25 m.p.h.

The Ubiquitous Motor Cycle Thief.

After a temporary lull loi a lew

weeks we have another instance of the

theft of a motor bicycle. The machine
lost is the property of G. Pepjiercoru,

7, Devonshire Street. Islington, N. His
mount was a 1909 Triumph, registered

number LB 1653, engine niiniher 6C08,

frame number 140054. 1909 pattern
Bosch magneto, and A Wcju Clinchers.

We give here a brief account,
showing the manner m whicli the
machine was stolen, which may serve

as a warning. The thief called on the
owner on Thursday, the 29lh ult., in-

spected the nuichine. but did not
decide to puichnse it. The next day
Mr. Pepjiercoin received a postcard
asking him to bring the maihine to

280. High Road, Wood Green, which
•was signed K. Porter. It appears that
this individual had a letter sent to this

address, which i.s a shop bearing the
same n.ame as himself, and called for

it at eight o'clock. Mr. Peppercorn's
appointment was for eight o'clock, but
he did not arrive till an hour later, and
was surprised to meet the individual
about 200 yards from the shop.
"Porter" snggested that they slioiild

return, and on arriving at tlie simp ho
asked .Mr. Peppercorn to wait a minute
outside, and entered the premises by a
private door. In a few minutes he re-

appeared, and asked to be allowed to

W. W^ Reynolds ,19D9 Trmmphi, who was beaten
in the Ona! rountl of the N.S W. hill-climb. Time 60
sees, comp-red with the wi.mcr's 69 i sees.

have a trial spin. The owjier of the
machine waited half an hour and then
went into the shop, eventually dis-

covering that the mai' was no relation

to the person to whom the shop be-

longed, lie has not since been seen.

Journalistic Methods in U.S.A.

Our original article and illnstvalions

of motor cycles at the Paris Salon,
which appeared in the issue of

December 8th, has provided useful

data foi' an article in ThK Biryrlhuj
World of New York. No acknowledg-
ment is made to the source from whiclt

the information was obtained, yet the
illustrations liave l)een copied so faitli-

fully that our artist's initials .iie |ilaiiily

to be seon.

"Basic" Patent Covering Motor Cycles

.\ " basic " patent covering the con-

struction of all motor cycles is modestly
claimed by E. .T. Pennington, and the
announcement is made that he is

bringing a claim against the Hendee
Mfg. Co., of Spriiigfield, .Ma.ss., for

roughly £108,000. Pennington is not
unknown to sonii' of our i-cnders. He
wa.s at one time located in Coventry.
anil connected with the Great Hor.se-

less Carriage Co. (now part of thi;

Daimler Worke).

SCENE AT A HILL CLIMB IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
The compeution was at the South Head of Ihe entrance 10 Port Jackson. Al the foot of the

high clilt in the centre, the "Dunbar" was wrecked.
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Mr. and Mrs. Stacey on their Sih.p. single-geared Triumph and sidecar, winners
of a silver medal in the Shellleld and Hallamshire M.C.C. winter trial. The weather
encountered on this run was even worse than that experienced by the M.C.C.
members. Observe the mascot over the number plate—a Sheilteli blade.
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THE YEAR'S RECORDS.
Since we examined the A.C.U. ledger for the pur

poseof tabulating the year's' records, which were pub-
lished in last week's issue, the following additions have
been made

:

Distance and Time.

CLASS B.
2 hours 78 mis. 13-2 yds.

Holder.

F. W. Dayrell

CLASS C.
150 miles 2h. 51ra. 17Js.

2 lionrs 108 mis. 1,367 yds.
3 hours 158 m.ls. 5-18 yds.

CLASS
150 miles

2 lioiii'S

3 hours

D.
2h.

123 mis.
151 mis.

37m. lOJs.
50 yds.

1.545 yds.

CLASS E.
2 hours 118 mla. 710 yds.
3 hours 165 nils. 030 yds.

A. McNab
Lee Evans
A. MeNab

Date.

Oct. 9, 'OO

June 22, '10

Nov. 13, "09

June 22, '10

A. J. iioorhouse June 22, *10

J. T. Basliall Juno 22, '10

C. B. Franklin June 22, '10

H. V. C^olver
H. Martin

Oct. 9, '09

Not. 22, '09

1910 BRITISH CLASS RECORDS.
CLASS D.-^50 miles record, under the name ol S. A. JI.

VVitham, should be nioyed to the British record column, and
should take the place ot the entry under the name of H. V. Colver.

GEAR=DRIVEN MAGNETOS.
By some means, we referred to the N.S.IT. in last week's

issue, as having a chain drive for the magneto. This is not
."^o, gear drive is used fur the magneto on all models of N.S.U.
motor cycles.

CLUB NEWS.
Sutton Coldfield A.C.

a paper will be read at

by IVIr. J. L. Norton,
On Satm'day next, at 7.30 p.m

headquarters, the Royal Hotel,
A.I.M.E. »

Tile title of the lecture will be "Tuning up and the coriec-

tion of faults on a motor cycle engine."
A discussion will follow in which all members are invited

to take part.

Oxford M.C.C.

-\nopen hill-climb will be held on Saturday, April 8th, full

[jaiticulars of which will shcitly be published. All enquiries

respecting this event will be gladly answered by the trials

hi,n. sec, Mr. H. G. Hill, U, Market Place, Banbury.

Torbay and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held ;it the York Studio, Fleet Street, a new
club for tlie above district was successfully formed, and officers

elected for the ensuing year as follow : Messrs. H. Benny
(Paignton), captain ; Reg. HoUoway (Torquay) vice-captain

;

A. l^owell, hon. secretary; and W. Hardmg, hon. treasurer.

Twenty members were enrolled. The members present
represented Dartmouth, Paignton, Brixham, Teignmouth, Ivy-

bridge, and Torquay. Another general meeting will be held

the first Wednesday in February, at the York Studio, 37,

Fleet Street, at 8 p.m. Motor cyclists residing in the district

are cordially invited to attend.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A meeting was held at the Swan and Pyramids Hotel,

North Finchley, on Thursday, January 5th, at which this

club was successfully inaugurated. Mr. W. H. Browne
presided. Thirty-five members were enrolled, whilst

numerous promises of membership were received, making
the success of the venture beyond doubt. The Eaxl of

Ronald^hay, M.P., wrote wishing the club every success,

and consented to act as president. Dr." A. E. C. Dicken-
son, .Tohn Page, A. F. Fetch, and Edward White, were
elected vice-presidents, and the management committee are

Miss Berend, Messrs. R. D. Bennett, W. S. Bennett, D. G.
Blakey, W. H. Browne, J. M. Butterfield, A. Y. Deacock,
Gotdon Fletcher, H. 0. Mills, C. 0. Sanger, and G. Sanger.^-

Pleasure was expressed that the club proposed getting^

up competitions on new and novel lines, and that the club
would cater tor, not only the trade rider, but also largely
for the amateur rider, who had been at any rate somewliat

neglected. A strong feature in the club is to be the pi'o-

motion of motor cycling amongst ladies, either as sidecarists

or owners. The subscription was fixed at lOs. 6d. per annum,
lady members 5s., to include the provision of a button badge
and affiliation with the A.C.U. No entrance fees will be
charged. Mr. A. Victor Deacock will act as captain and
trials hon. secretary. Mr. H. C. Mills deputy-captain, Mr.
Chas. 0. Sanger treasurer, and Mr. D. Grey Blakey hon.
secretary.

S. Sawer, Sheffield's only representative in the M.C.C. 24 hours run to Exeter
and back, riding a latest mode' 3.' h.p. Premier with auxiliary exhaust He was
ahead of tima at all controls.
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Club News.—

Northamptonshiie BLO.O.

The above club is proniotmg the following events, and

members are asked to keep open the undermentioned dates

as well as to bring any interested friends they may know :

Tuesday (January 17th), Mr. W. G. McMinnies will give an

illustrated lantern lecture. January 26th (Thursday),

annual dinner and presentation of prizes ; the mayor (^ir.

S. Yarde) will probably present the prizes ; early application

for tickets should be made to the secretary, ilr. C. T. Under-

wood, 236, Wellingborough Road, Northampton. IMarch 2nd

(Thursday), annual general meeting. Furtliei- particulars of

the above will be posted to all members within a few days.

North-west London M.C.C.

The A.G.M. will be held at hea Icniarters on the 18th inst.

All members interested in the manngenient of the club should

make an effort to be present, and take the opportunity to

put forward suggestions for 1911.

Arrangements are well forward for an international hill-

climb with the Lyons M.C.C. The venue has not been
tinally decided upon, but Gaillon has been suggest<'d.

On February 3rd Mr. Harold Karslake will read a paper
before members, at headquarters, on "Competition Ividing."

There will be a discussion afterwards, and a very uistructive

evening should result in even better support of the club's

competitions during 1911.

An open class for quadcars and runabouts will be included
ill the annual Jxindon-Coventry twelve hours' competition
this vear.

Essex M.C.
The fifth annual dinner and distribution of prizes will be

. held on Saturday, 'the 21st inst., at the Hulborn Restaurant.
Mr. Stenson Cooke will occupy the chair, and a good musical
programme lias been arranged. Ladies are heartily invited.
The tickets are 5s. 6d. each.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

A wellatlcnded "Breakdown Competition" was held at

headquarters, the Crown and Sceptre Hotel, Streatham, on
the 6th iiut. The trial was held in camera, thus affording
the first and last competitor an equal chance, and each
individual test was limited to five minutes. The winner
proved to be G. F. Hunter, whose time was 4 rain. 20 sec.

He found the trouble to bo a bi'oken h.t. wii'e. As' he broke
the insulating rubber it was necessary to make some other
trouble. The magneto contact breaker was turned round
apart from the armature, and R. G. Jlundy succeeded in

making the engine rim in 4 min. 44 sec, but was unable to

tell what the trouble had been. Mr. W. Pratt informed the
assembled company afterwards that he had obtaiucd from
Mr. Bennett, of the Bosch Magneto Co., a punctured h.t.

carbon brush holder. C. E. Davies removed same and
replaced it, when the engine started, but as he was unable
to account for his inability to start the engine in the first

instance his perfoiTnaiice did not count. Messrs. J. H.
Jeffery (bun. secretary), R. G. Nye. and W. Pratt acted as

judges. At the close of this interesting compelitiim a hearty
vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Nye for his kindness in

placing a 1910 Clutch Triumph at the disposal of the
members.

THREE YEARS' IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
THE RAPIDLY GROWING TRADE IN MOTOR CYCLES.

THOUGH last month's imports of motor cycles

and i)arts showed a temporary falling off, the

year's total easily e.xceeds any previous 13uard

of Trade returns for a period of twelve months. As

for the Britisii exports, they show no sign of slackening

their ra])ld increase, and in two years the returns have-

almost trebled.

The Returns for December.
Dealing first ^vith the closing month of the old year,

the imports of foreign-built machines were reprc-Ji-m.-d

by the following figures:

Quantity. Value.

Month ended Slst December.
1908. 1909. 1910. 1908. 1909. 1910.

Motorcycles... 33 89 47 .. 909 2,786 1.541

Parts thereof — — — ... 3.788 2.444 3.148

£4.697 i35.230- £4.689

British Exports.

Our e.xports during the same month are greatly in

excess of the imports, as will be seen by the official

returns below taken from Board of Trade returns:

Quantity. . Value.
Month ended 31st December.

1908. 1909. 1910. 1908. 1909. 1910.

.VIotor cvcles ... 88 317 455 ... 3.513 11.424 13.792

Parts thereof — — — . . 1.910 5.538 5.804

£5.423 £16.962 £17.596

The Yearly Returns Compared.
Both imports and expurts show a considerable

advance in 1910. Although the number of foreign

motor cycles imported shows a slight decrease, the

value of parts has increased enormously. It will be

seen that three and four motor cycles are imported
every day of the year.

The Import Figures.
Quantity. Value.
Year ended December 31st.

1908. 1909. 1910. 1908. 1909. 1910.

Motor cycles 1,540 1,442 1,387 ... 36.258 41,036 44.297
Parts thereof — — — ... 29,182 29,416 54,951

£65.440 £70.452 £99.248

British Exports Trebled.
It was during 1908-9 tiiat British exports of motor

cycles overtook and passed the value of our imports
of the same species, and since then our exports have
never looked back, but continue to increase at a rapid

rate. On an average approximately nine motor cycles

are exported daily. The figures below represent the

exports of manufactures of the United Kingdom

:

Quantity. Value.

Year ended 31st December.
1908. 1909. 1910. 1908. 1909. 1910.

Motor cvcles 1.048 1.884 3.418 .. 37,206 69,141 122,447
Parts th"ereof — — — ... 20,148 36,294 38,683

£57.354 £105,435 £161.130

Re-exports.
In addition to the above returns, we have re-exported

from this country foreign-btiilt motor cycles and parts

as under

:

Quantity. Value.

Year ended 31st Deiember.
1908. 1909. 1910. 1908. . 1909. 1910.

Motor cvcles ... 62 92 91 ... 1.970 3.166 3.220
Parts thereof — — — ... 11.264 19,023 4.387

£13,234 £22,189 £7,607
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A POWERFUL MOUNT
THE imposing motor cycle illustrated below is a

twin-cylinder Matchless built specially to the

order of a South African rider, and was referred

to by a reader in our correspondence columns recently.

The motive poAver is an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, and the

transmission is by -;4in. chain. A Chater-Lea plate

clutch is carried on the engine-shaft, and a Chater-

Lea two-speed gear box, with handle starting, on the

bottom bracket. As will be seen, the chain is entirely

enclosed, which is considered essential for use in S.A.

The machine is fitted with every conceivable conveni-

ence. It will be noticed that an ordinary saddle is

provided for the driver, and on an exceptionally strong

FOR AFRICAN ROADS.
rear carrier a coach-built seat is momited, and between
the seat and the carrier a fiat spare petrol tank is fitted.

The driver's feet rest on footboards (although a pair of

footrests are fitted in front to enable a change of posi-

tion), and those of the passenger behind on specially

fitted footrests. 3in. Continental tyres should prove of

ample strength and ensure immunity from punctures.

The magneto is protected by a fibre case, and is

handle-bar controlled. Thorn catchers are fitted to

the front wheel, whilst in addition to an exhaust whistle

a three-note horn is carried. A watch and speedometer
on the handle-bar complete the equipment. The
wheelbase is 4ft. pin.

A luxurious 8 h.p. twin Matchless-Jap specially built to the order of a South African reader.

>—«©»_<

THE LONDON-EXETER-LONDON WINTER RUN.
The fii'st time a 1911 pattern 7 h.p. twin Rex has been

put to a severe test was in the London-Exeter winter run,
and it emerged with flying colours in the liands of A. J.

Spruston.

F. Smith was another who experienced hard luck in the
trial. His twin Clyno, he writes, ran perfectly in every
respect until within thirty miles of Hounslow. He then dis-

covered that the cup of the back hub had unscrewed and let

the balls out on to the road. Upon further examination he
found that the adjusting cup and locking ring^ had been
screwed with a right-hand thread instead of a left-hand, which
was the cause of the trouble. i\Ir. Smith adds :

" I am more
than ever convinced that we are on the right track with our
covered in chains and gears, the whole having proved a great
success under severe road conditions."

H. Gibson used a specially large mudguard on his front
wheel made of wood fibre, and was astonished at its effective-

ness. It was designed by his passenger, G. Wray, as also

the rear belt guard, which we illustrate. It proved useful in
two ways, preventing mud and water reaching the belt, and
also the latter from hurling mud on the rider's back.

The special belt guard (A) used by H. Gibson, which proved most
eHeotive. Observe also plattorm for generator on sidecar axle.
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New Twin-cylinder Hobart.

45

AT tlie time of the Olympia Show it may be
remembered that a new pattern Hobart twin

motor bicycle was announced, but unfortunately

there were unavoidable delays in the production of

the new model, and the machine
rould not be sho\vn as was origin-

ally intended.

It is now ready, and we are able

to reproduce a photograph of the

first specimen, which, it will be

seen, has a dropped frame enabling

a very low riding position. The
spring fork, tank, and other frame
details are practically identical

with the lightweight Handy Hobart
which was so successful during

last year.

The engine, which is of the twin-

cylinder V-type, has a bore and
stroke of 68 x 76 mm., and is rated

at 3^ h.p. Single cam wheels

are used to operate each pair of

valves, so reducing the number of

working parts, and rendering the

engine particularly efficient. The
magneto, which is neatly disposed

in front of tlie crank case but behind the front tulw.

Is gear driven. There are two separate exhaust pipes

and silencers. The sparking plugs are situated o\-ei

the iniet valves in the usual manner, while the carbu-

retter is placed between the cylinders. Lubrication .i;

by means of a constant feed pump fitted in front of the

The m.o.i.v. engine, showing parlitulaly ex lausl valve lifter mechanism.
The extra air levers on the caiouretter may also be observed.

Nrvi nioji'l ::\ h.p. Us n-ri hiiil.T lldbirt.

tank and in a sloping position. The rate of feed

can be varied by means of a needle valve.

The magneto con-

tact breaker is con-

trolled by a lever

im the handle-bar,

the other lever ope-

rating the throttle

of the carburetter,

whish is described

as of the semi-auto-

matic lyiH.', although
two CKtra air levers

are provided on the

carburetter itself

—

one to admit more
air in warm weather
and one to allow the

engine to draw ic

pure air when de-

scencluig long hills, in oihtr respects the machine
follows standard practice.

The new twin Hobart is primarily intended for

siflecar work, and is sent out equipped for the road

with stand, carrier, footrests, toolbags fitted at side of

carrier, and numlx:r plates, the rear plate being sup-

plied with a red reflector light.

Details ol foot applied belt rim brake
and slJCj support.

->-••«

THE PROPHETS ON 19U.
" Old Moore " is sensational. In his almanac for

191 1, and in the \ery first prediction, he says that a

new invention will cheapen motor car travel. Also,

that " tradesmen will have their hundred pound con-

vertible." The last reference is rather mystical, but

unt is inclined to bet that the astrologer is rather late

in the day as regards his invention. Motor cycle run-

abouts and quads are already out and about; so is the

Auto-wheel. In March he is rather depressing. He

foretells a glorious spring, and a bicycle invention

which " will sa\-e much foot labour—adju.stable pocket

engine." Like a good seer he does not go into details.

He leaves us to " imagination's airy wings," and water-

proof shops (no weather prophecy e\er came true).

The ninth of May is, he says, an evil day for travellers.

In June we are all to be seized with an inordinate

desire for travel—because, forsooth, then Venus is in

conjunction with Neptune.

A27
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A selection ot questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

vaddressed to the Editor, "The IVIotor Cfcle," go, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Wet Weather Trouble.

I am troubled by wet
weather. I have a magneto
cover, and in addition this is

well covered with American
cloth, so that it is almost im-

possible for wet to get into it. I

have also covered connections to

plugs with rubber, but I always come
to a stop in heavy rain, and the
most mysterious part is that my
carburetter seems to be sucked dry,

as though supply pipe were stopped.
This only happens in heavy rain.

Can you tell nie what may be the
matter?—W.J.

,

The trouble seems to be undoubtedly
due to the fact that you get water into
the carburetter. The only cure we
can suggest is to protect the carburet-
ter in some way, so that the ram does
not fall directly on it. There is also
a possibility of the needle valve get-
ting jammed by grit, thus preventing
the petrol from flowing.

What Shall I Buy ?

I ride a high-class motor
_| cycle, 3^ h.p., which is a

^ splendid machine, but when I
-AJ come to a long, heavy bank

cannot get to the top with-
out heavy pedalling, and even then
the engine will sometimes stop. I
am 14st. in weight which may
account for it. - I have a variable
pulley, which I always ride, about
as low as I can get it to save con-
tinually altering it, as I live in a
very hilly part of Northumberland.
Would a free engine be of any
assistance? I am. told.it would,
but have had no experience with
one. It would add about 10 lbs. , and
my idea, is that, as it adds weight,
it would make it worse to get up a
heavy bank than without it. Is a
1911 Triumph any improvement on
the'_ 1909 engine? Also, is a free
engine a great advantage without a
two-speed gear?

—

Motor Cyclist.
You appear to be geared low enough,
but the engine may be out of order
and require a thorough overhaul. Yes,
the 1911 engine referred to will climb
hills that the 1909 pattern will not,
and altogether it is a very much
improved motor. The advantages of
B free engine are that the machine
i^an be started from a standstill with-
out pedalling or running to mount.
With or without a two-speed gear it

is certainly an advantage.

A2"8

?

A Stoppage in the Petrol Supply.

My 1909 3i h.p. machine,
while giving great satisfaction

the past eighteen months, quite
recently developed a peculiar
jerkiness and lost the smooth

running of former times. Latterly
the following has developed : The
machine, while running quite well for

a hundred yards or so, suddenly slows
up as, if going to stop, and just as

quickly gets away again. With the
silencer open the explosions are quite
distinct when running normally, but
immediately the stopping sensation
is felt the explosions are muffied and
a, peculiar burring noise is heard.
while formerly I could run with air

lever well open, now air and throttle

must be on a line and knocking
takes place on hills.—L.C'.H,

It seems as if the carburetter passages
and petrol feed pipe require a thorough _

cleaning, as we feel sure your trouble
is merely due to a collection ot foreign
matter obstructing the flow of petrol.

To reduce the tendency to knock, take
down the engine and remove all carbon
deposit. -Also check over the strength
of the. valve springs ; to improve hill-

climbiuET

?

?

A. G. Butler |8 h.p. twin Minerva a.M sidecar^,

a meaal winner m the Southampton M.C. Com-
petition tor the Oakley Challenge Cup.

Overheated Crank Case.

I have a 1910 twin-cylinder

5 h.p. two-speed gear and side-

car and mechanically operated
inlet valves, and my "trouble is

that the crank case gets very
hot so that I cannot bear my hand
on it after a short run. I have had
new piston rings fitted, but still it is

the same. Do you think the fitting

of a cooling fan would stop the
trouble?—J.L.

You need not trouble about the craniv

case getting hot, unless the machine is

evidently losing power from over-heat
ing. If there are clear signs that there

is loss of conipressiori, and that the
charge is getting past the rings, it -is

time for you to worry. You, however,
say you have had a new piston and
rings fitted, so we do not think there

is any likelihood of this trouble having
occurred. The crank case apparently
is simply getting ho^ through con
duction, consequently ,a fan would bt

of little assistance.

An Elusive Obstruction in Carburetter.

I recently bought a 5 h.p.

twin second-hand, and it ran

very well at first, but has now
taken to slowing down and
eventually stopping altogethei'.

It will not go more than 200 yards.

The compression seems to be good,
as I can stand some time on tlie

pedal with, exhaust down. The mag-
neto cannot be at fault, as it gives
a good spark. I have cleaned the
carburetter, and it seems to get a

good supply of petrol. Being a
novice, I am quite at a loss to know
where to look for the source of thi.i

trouble.—J.G.H,
As soon as the machine shows signs
of stopping have you tried closing the
air? If the result brings about an
immediate increase in speed you may
be quite sure that there is something
obstructing the flow^ of petrol to the
carburetter. It is often possible to
have the carburetter seemingly quite
clear, and in some obscure corner
there is an obstruction which, with-
out warning, gets carried up near the
top of the jet, and after the machine
has been standing it flows back again
whence it came. Water in the car-
buretter would also bring about a simi-
lar result. Try and get the inlet valve
springs to have as nearly as possible
the same tension and the same amount
of opening.
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Popping in the Carburetter.

;>ly li h.p. motor cycle has

developed a trouble for which

I shall be glad if you can

suggest a remedy. It loses

power on hills, pops in the

carburetter, and heats the engine.

It does not answer to the throttle as

it should, and is difficult to start.

Compression is good, belt does not

slip, ignition seems all right (mag-

neto), and it is not for want of lubri-

cation. HavegrouTfj \a'vc.. ;ni ;.lr.eved

tension of automatic inlet valve

spring. I have also altered the level

of the float in the carburetter, .
and

at present it scenes to get the right

amount of petrol. It cannot be weak
mi.xturc. as lb? same popping occurs

when flooded, ''"he machine runs worse

with the throttle wide open -(almost to

the extent of stopping), goes along

.,he . ...1 .b"-' I'u'' ''''^ •" P"''
on hills. I have not taken the engine

down, but the combustion chamber
is cleaji and free from carbco deposit.

It is the loss of power and pojjping

that I cannot understand. If you
can put me on the ri<;iit r.racK to

rectifv the trouble I shall be much
obliged—E.H.

All the symptoms mentioned in your
letter point to carburetter trouble,' and
ue should be inclined to think that

there is a stoppage in the flow to the

carburetter, between the float chamber
and the jet. If the stoppage is where
we think it is flooding will make no

?

difference. It is also just possible that

one of the engine unions is not air-

tight, .and, consequently, the piston

is drawing in air on each suction'

stroke and so upsetting the mixture.

Test this by smearing oil or soapsuds
on the joints and watcii for tiny

bubbles wiieu standing or the pedal
against compression. .Another thing,

late closing of the inlei- '' eioiving to

too large an opening or too weak u
spring might cause popping.

Pitting of Magneto Contacts.

The platinum points on niv

1908 Bosch magneto get
pitted badly. The platinum
comfsoiT inlumris,and through
naving to file the.T' fl.ii eacli

time. I have .^.y little metal
left. 1 have i en sioppea twice on
the road in 900 miles, and found the

platinum raised on the points on
one fide. or the other and touching
the other ]K)int. After filing the

raised portion ofl, the engine fires

again. I have washed the cont.ict

breaker with petrol frequently. Can
you please say what is the cause of

this? Is the metal defective on the

points? It starts quite easily and
never misses.—W.W.

Platinum points should never be filed

unle.ss in an excessively bad condition.

but should be tapped with a light

hammer. This smooths them without
wasting the platinum, file trouble is

undoubtedly due to a bad condenser

connection. If the magneto 'is one ol

the older type with flat spring hold-

ing on ';he contact breaker cover, the

point of contact is the brass and steel

between the spring and the end of the

bracket to which it is attached, which
should be scrupulously cleaned. If,

after you have done this, the pitting

trouble still coniinues. %ye should re-

commend you to have the magnetc
overhauled by the makers.

READERS' REPLIES.
Generalor Tro'jbics.

Be "G.A.t-'.'s" trouble with acety-

lene generator in your Queries columns,
if he makes sure that the sleeve over

water tube in carbide chamber properly

cover.*?- slot in water tube, I am coa-

fident his trouble will cease.—L.VV.C.

Poor Compression.

Witli regard to your rep<y in issue of

December 15th, re poor compression in

i)ouglas and slots getting ail to one
side. Messrs. Douglas Bros, kindly

supplied me with a set of new rings,

the conipres.«ion is quite restored, and
the machine is pulling well. The old

lings do not seem worn comparing
Ihcm with the new. I notice, how-
ever, that the old rings are much
tliinier on tiie side that the slot is

made : I understand that rings should

be .somewhat thinner on that side, but
the difference is much more marked
on the old than on the new.—P. J'

H XMII.l'ON'.
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Motor Cycle Exhibits in Manchester.

J. W. Gourlay, King's Parade,
Fallowfield, Manchester, is exhibiting
motor cycles at the Japanese Exhibi-
tion now open in Manchester. The
exhibition will remain open until the
28th inst.

Extension of Scott Works.
Tlie Scott Engineering Co., Jlorn-

ington Works, Bradford, are enlarging
their premises and laying down special

additional machinery to increase the
out-put. At present they cannot take
full advantage of the demand for
their machines and have to refuse many
orders. They inform us that only a
few days agoi they received an enquiry
for 200 1912 models, which, of course,
they could not entertain. They have,
however, booked a few orders for 1912
patterns from private riders.

UseJul EcLuipment.
A couple of useful accessories lately

added to the Service Co. 's huge assort-

ment are a double twist post horn and
a Tinol soldering outfit put up in a
neat leather case. The former gives
off a deep resonant note, arid is a

Tinol soldering outfit in neat leather case.
^Service Co.)

mucli superior article to the average
motor cycle horn. The Tinol outlit

needs no further description. Its

handiness and convenience are already
well-known, and having been com-
pactly arranged in a small leather

case for attachment to any convenient
part should find a place on many
readers' machines.

Our Bookshelf.
"Automobile Law, Simply Ex-

plained," is the title of a very useful

sixpenny booklet issued by thi

publishers, Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, E.C. Its title is self-

explanatory, as it sets forth the law in

a plain straightforward and easily

understood way so far as it affects

motor vehicles of all types. There are

also useful tables giving the taxation

licences for various sizes of engines

and a very compact index.

British Oils on the Continent.

Continental tourists often mention in

articles and letters appearing in these

pages that British oils are difficult to

obtain abroad. They will be pleased to

hear that Price's Huile de Luxe is now
on sale in Switzerland, being stocked

by J. Hussey and Co., 6, Rue Pierre

Fatio, Geneva, who are the Swiss
agents for Triumph motor cycles.

Duties and freight make this oil more
expensive than Continental oils ;

^ never-

theless, the above named firm have
taken up the sale of it.

A30

Autogenous Welding.

Weldings, Ltd., Lionel Street, Bir-

mingham, have just issued a little

booklet on motor repairs. The firm are

autogenous welders, and from the
illustrations in the booklet appear
capable of repairing any portion of a

broken engine^, such as crank case,

cylinder, or crankshaft.

Agency Announcements.

Auto-Carriers, Ltd., West Norwood,
S.E., inform us that the arrangements
for an agency between themselves and
F. B. Goodchild and iCo., Ltd., for the

sale of the A.O. pleasure vehicles,

terminated on Deci>mber 31st last, and
all orders and enqiiiries should now be
sent direct to AutD-Carriers, Ltd., as

above. We also huar that Mr. G. N.
Higgs will shortly establish an agency
in the West End f>r A.C. tricars.

Trodfrey and Applebee, Ltd., have
opened new premises at 208, Great
Portland Street, W., where they will

hold agencies for several makes, and
sell both new and second-hand
machines.

Air-cooled Sparking Plugs.

Motor cyclists who take part in com-
petition work, where the greatest effi-

ciency is desired, will read with

interest that many of the competitors

in the Baron de Forest Cross-Channel

flight used the new Lodge self-cool-

ing sparking plug.
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Catalogues Received.

A well illustrated catalogue of the
B.S.A. motor bicycle is just to hand.
The list contains excellent half-tone
engravings of the complete bicycle and
many of the distinctive features of a

macliine which is bound to make its

mark in the motor cycling world.

Hints on riding a B.S.A. motor bicycle

form a feature of the booklet, which
will be sent post free from the
registered offices of the company, at

Small Heath, Birmingham.
The 1911 catalogue of Castle and

U.M.I, accessories is to hand. This
contains several items of interest to
motor cyclists, notably the Mea
magneto. Castle accumulators, L.M.
and Castle plugs, etc. The catalogue
is well illustrated, and can be obtained
from United Motor Industries, Ltd., at

45-46, Poland Street, W.
Bradburys have been very much to

the front again of late, which renders
their list of 1911 motor cycles of

special interest. The catalogue is well

illustrat«d, and contains, in addition to

illustrations of the roadster and speed
modeJls, the Bradbury sidecar, which is

A USEFUL REFINEMENT.

The Kerry Abingdon combined spare tube

and belt case fitted to the rear of the carrier.
"

The lid is screwed up with a neat thumb nut

in the centre.

Service Co.'s post-horn for motor cycles.

made in a department at the works
which has been running for some years

manufacturing invalid carriages, chil-

dren's mailcarts, etc. It will, there-

fore, be understood that in this class

of work Bradburys are able to com-
pete with any other firm in the manu-
facture of high-class sidecars. The
combination has a two-speed gear on
the engine-shaft operated by a handle
on the top tube.

Echoes of the Winter Run.
In the M.C.C. winter run the three

A.J.S. motor cycles which secured
gold medals were fitted with Hutchin-
son tyres. This reminds us that we
have just received the latest cata-

logue of these tyres from the Hutchin-
son Tyre Co., 70, Basinghall Street,

E.C. In it will be found prices and
IDarticulars of inner tubes, repair

outfits, repair bands, etc., while we
must not forget to mention a rubber
boot, specially made for motor
cyclists, which should appeal to- many
riders.

Harry G. Bell, whose performance
was mentioned last week, used 25 x
2^ wired-on Continental non-skids on
his 5 h.p. F.N.

Lycett's Rawido Belt Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham, advise us that, among
others, the following gold medal
^vinners used Lyso , rubber, belts

;

Vivian Olsson '(S h.p. Oxted-Jap and
.'idecav), and jNlessrs. Patteson,

Griffiths, and England (Moto-Reves).



The Trade and the Trials.

AT a meeting of members of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers ajid Traders' Union,
Ltd., held last week, several important
resolutions were passed which cannot fail to

have a very far-reaching effect on the events
promoted by the Auto Cycle Union during the current
year. The principal decision, in our opinion, is in

connection with the Quarterly Trials. As far back as
March, 1910, the Traders' Union passed a resolution
recommending that Quarterly Trials should be con-
lined to amateurs. This resolution was confirmed last

week, and it was also decided that members of the
Traders' Union do not support either directly or in-

directly any Quarterly Trials during 1911. The Traders'
Union view, as expressed by its secretary, Mr. A. Bed-
nell, is that some years ago, when the motor cycle could
not be 'relied upon to carry a rider 130 miles in a day
without many mechanical trouliles, the Quarterly Trial's

were pf benefit to the pastime, but the latest types of
machines have proved that much longer distances can
be covered not only in one day, but for several consecu-
tive days without inconvenience of any kind except
tyre punctures. The members of the Traders' Union
therefore think that the A.C.U. should foraiulate the
rules for the Quarterlies in such a manner that private
owners have a greater inducement to compete than
heretofore, thereby converting these events into more
sporting affairs. To explain further, the trade wishes
to see these particular trials a test of skill between
riders rather than a proof of the machines' reliabilitv.

We think it would have been better for all concerned
if the Traders' Union had met a little earlier to con-
firm the March resolution, and .issued, its decision
regarding the 191 1 Quarterly Trials last vear.

The A.C.U. is counting on the usual trade sup-

port on the 28th, and has formulated fresh rules,

found a new course and steeper hills. This month's
trial, therefore, bids fair to be a more severe test than

previous ones, particularly if the weather conditions

are unfavourable. The trade would have been right

in saying the Quarterly Trials serve no good pur-

ix>se, if it had added the words "in the summer."
The A.C.U. and other organisations are then busy
with other events, the roads are good, and the days
Icng. Under the latter conditions the trial is perhaps
too light a task of reliability. In the winter the con-

ditions are different; 130 miles in the day may then

become quite an arduous test, and interest is reviveil

at a time when matters are inclined to be a little dull.

Also one must not lose sight of the fact that the

Quarterly Trials are to be held in the North, South,

and Midlands this year, which should be a very much
greater incentive to private owners to support them.

Another important resolution passed at the same
meeting was that members of the Traders' Union do
not compete in the Senior T.T. if single and twin-

cylinder engines are allowed to compete in the same
race. The A.C.U. has three courses open—to fall

in with the trade view and ban the twins, to hold
the race without the trade support (almost an impos-
sible task), or to divide the senior event into two
classes (singles and t\\ans) as in the T.T. Race of 1908.

Doubtless the Traders' Union has good grounds
for deciding to withhold its support if singles and twins

are to race against one another, and we hope that by

the exercise of some diplomacy a compromise mav
be formulated which will not entail the absence tA'

many influential firms from an annual sporting event
which has been of the greatest good to the pastime.
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16,000 Miles with a 3i h.p. Sidecar.

NOTICE that readers
frequently a s k the
question whether a

^j4 h.p. sJngle-cylmder bi-

cycle with a fixed gear will

take a sidecar and two per-

sons over give - and - take

country, both for touring with

the necessary amount of

luggage and also for local

work.

Iti .'\yiil, J 908, I found myself the pi-oud

owner of a new single-geared Triumph and

a Mills-Fulford castor-wheel sidecar. The

former I selected on its proved reliability and the fact

tliat, studying the advertisement columns of The Motor

Cycle, it seemed to fetch an unusually high price

second-hand. The latter on account of the castor^

wheel, as I knew by experience the necessity of truing

up the fixed wiieel of a rigid sidecar accm-ately with

the bicvcle and the very great difficulty in doing so, and

] did 'not care for the flexible, or what I call the

" wobbly " type.

The iirst important consideration with this combiiia-

tion is to keep the engine tuned up always to give its

raaxinium available power. Used as a solo mount, it

has a \-ery large reserve of power that is seldom called

upon, so that it will carry a single passenger and

a\erage well over the legal limit with valves, etc., in

such a condition that it would not look at a sidecar

and thirty stones, including luggage, to say nothing

of hills and wind with one gear only available.

Remember you want the total horse-power most of

the time and ;it& running with your throttle much wider

open. In prictice I have found it necessary to grind

in ^alves, r<mo^'e carbon deposit from piston and

cylinder head, and generally tune up at least every

1,000 miles, and sometimes even more often.

I met a man last year in Warwickshire with a 1907

3j4 h.p. machine who had never ground in his exhaust

valve in two years—a thing impossible with a. sidecar.

Wind Resistance and Hills with a Fixed Gear
I am often asked, What pace can you average. and

what hills can you get up ? My reply to this is that

it depends more on the wind and the roads, most par-

ticularly the former, than on anything else, provided

always that the engine is properly tuned up. In this

connection nobody who has not tried it would believe

the enormous difference the wind makes to pace and
hill-climbing. I put the lowest average speed over,

say, a hundred miles against a head wind with

passenger and luggage at 14 to 15 m.p.h., and the

highest with wind on dry roads at, I must say it, " well

up to the legal limit," and the average at from 18 to

20 m.p.h-. actual running time. A really steep hill

on which one has to drop one's passenger naturally

pulls this down, but if you study your Contour Book
most of these can be avoided.

Now with regard to liills, I classify them under four

heads—those I can get up with a passenger
without pedalling, those with pedalling,

I hose I can get up light with luggage, and
)hose I cannot get up at all without both

J
assenger and myself pushing. The last

are not desirable, and I am glad to

say are not met with often except in

ihe wilds of Wales and -such places. J^ good
example of the first is Hindhead from London
to Portsmouth, and all hills having gradients of not

more than i in 20. The second class is represented by
the Hog's Back from Guildford, the hill between More-
ton - in - the - Marsh and Stow - on - the - Wold, Long
Compton Hill between Shipston-on-Stour and Wood-
stock, the hill from Bettw'S-y-Coed to Capel Curig and
the like, having gradients of not more than r in 12

' to 15. In the third class come Broadway Hill between

Evesham and Chipping Norton, Sunrising, arid Bvu'y

Hill near Arundel, and those with gradients from i to

9 to r to 10. In the last class Birdlip is a sufficient

example. In the first three classes of course short

but much steeper pitches, that can be rushed, are to

be surmounted more easily according to their length.

With regard to hills generally when touring, nearly

all those on which a passenger has to be dropped
can be avoided if one studies the road contour book
properly (a book which is indispensable to the side-

carist), and that without going very far out of the way
in point of mileage. It is surprising how very little

alternative routes to a place, say 100 miles away,

differ in distance. Suppose ' the sidecarist with a

,3j-2 h.p. engine wants to go from London to Birming-

ham; avoid Dashwood either by route Reading,
Oxford, Banbury, Warwick, or travel vid Aylesbury,

Buckingham, and Stony Stratford. Again, Worcester

to London, avoid Broadw'ay by Cheltenham route

with the gentle rise over the Cotswoias at Andovers-

Tfae writer, Mr. E. S. New, and his wife.
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ford with the grand road through \Vitney to Oxford.

In addition to the necessity of having the engine

tuned up to give its full power comes the all-

important consideration of driving in such a way as

to get the best possible results. Except on general

lines no one can teach this, it can only be acquired

by practice with each individual make of bicycle and
also each indixidual machine of that make. When
I first started, in spite of a fairly good knowledge of

driving different makes both of bicycles and cars, ]

could not get up many hills which after a few months
I was able to surmount with ease. When you con-

.sider that the whole matter resolves itself into the

q,uestion of the movement of the air and gas levers

relatively to one another correctly for each particular

hill in a very limited time, and within perhaps an

eighth of an inch, this can easily be understood, par-

tiinilarly as the slightest -mistake cannot often be

rectified before failure and perhaps an abruj)t stop.

^^(^CILIE 51

Fig. 2. The sidecar (lllings.

No More Pushing to Start.

For the first twelve moinhs 1 u.->l-iI a lixed viigine

jP'ulley.and-no clutch; after that I fitted a Mabon free

engine pulley and multiple disc clutch to the engine-

shaft. This I found at once was an inestimable

advantage in two very important respects, namely,
doing away entirely with, pushing the machine to

suirt. (This exercise, unless on a distinctly down
gradient, is, I maintain, a physical strain which is

decidedly bad for anyone, however athletic.) All

that is necessary is to put the machine up on the

stand, start the engine with the pedals, throw out

the clutch, push the machine off the stand, mount the

saddle, and yrddvnilij let the clutch ip, and do not
forget the gradually, for even this, simple as it

.sounds, needs practice with thirty stones on board.
It. also has a second almost as great advantage, and
that is in going round sharp corners and in traffic

one is able to slow graduallv down and stop if necessavv
without stopping the engine and pushing off again.

One of my chief objects in fitting the clutch was
to use it in place of a .second gear by letting it

partially slip and so get up hills hitherto quite

imijossible.

In this at first I was much disappointed, but once
again I found that practice affected the question even
more than before; the whole thing is a qus^stion of

touch and the necessary jjressure of the hand against

the strong spring of the clutch. It must be
remembered that while you are learning this j'oii

ha\-e at Jslie same time to be giving the same attention
referred to above to the contivDl levers, and also,

perhaps, in the case of a bad hill pedalling hard all

the while. Therefore, the novice must not be -dis-

heartened because his machine will not take him up
hills that the man after long practice is able to

conquer with apparent e.Tse.

Free Engine Clutch a Necessity.

I found after a month or two that it is quite

]50ssible to drive up a hill a long distance by slipping

the clutch after the point at which it would have been
iieces.sary without the clutch to drop my passenger,

this distance practically only being deteimined by the

considerations I had for overheating the engine.

For these reasons J would say that with a single-

geared machine a free engine clutch is almost a

necessity. At tiie same lime, one of its greatest

advantages is undoubtedly lost almost entirely if the

clutch is foot and not hand controlled, for two

reasons, the first being that diflicult as it is to train

your hand to feel the right amount of slip necessary,

it is impossible to get such a seasitive touch, if any,

through your boot, if indeed with the f-jot at all.

The second reason is that at the time you want to

take advantage of the help of slipping the clutch you
also want the lielp of pedalling, and unfortunately

you have not more tlian one pair of feet. I admit thar

this critici.sm of the pedal controlled free engine

bicycle only .ipplics to .sidecar work, as the rcser\<;

of power in the solo bicycle makes pedalling on hill?

practically unnecessary.

I maintain without hesitation that this combination

is the mi;si dillicult one to drive well and to get good
results from, and for.liiat reason T consider it the most
interesting aiifl sporting.

Some Details of Wear, Tear, and Cost.

Having now given a general idea of its possi-

bilities and limitations, I should like to give a few

details of the machine's wear and tear, cost, etc.

Of th.e Triumph bicycle I cannot possibly speak

too highly. I often felt =orry for the poor little machine
struggling .nlong in all weathers, several times in

snow-, besijcs mud and slash, cheerfully doing all the

time more than double the work for which it was
designed.

The type of ignition plug fitted at the time I

bought the machine used to fail and blow through

e\ery five hundred or a thousand miles, but after

fitting a Bosch plug I never knew I had such a thing

as a plug in the engine. It is in now and has run

about eight thousand miles.

The exhaust valve stems used to lose their heads

every two to three thousand miles, but this only

entailed a few moments' stop to put in a spare, wliich

seemed to run quite well enough to get to one's

destination without bothering to grind in on the road,

and in the 1910 machine which I have ixnv they are

much stronger. Excepting rare cases of grit or

water in the carburetter, this covers all engine trouble

on the road.

A13
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Fig. 3. The special generator bracket.

16,000 Miles with a 3J h.p. Sidecar.—
111 1909 I had the new piston with dome top and

higher compression fitted, and this undoubtedly gave

much more power. My wife and I often used to

remark when we had troubles with punctures or other

things, thank goodness whatever happens the engine

always runs cheerfullv.

With regard to

the machine, it

anust be- stated that

there is unquestion-

ably more vibra-

tion and strain on
the whole thing
w4th a sidecar than

without, though 1

do not find there

is more vibration to

the rider —- rather

the reverse. There
is no doubt the

weight of the side-

car and extra pas-

senger holds the

bicycle down when a bump is met, and so the shock

to the rider is minimised.

Where Vibration Tells.

The \\'eak spots are the front wheel spindle cones,

which had to be renewed about every three or four

thousand miles, more often in winter than in summer
owing to liquid mud getting in in spite of filling the hub
with grease. The spindle in the 1910 and 1911 models,
however, has been greatly improved in this respect.

The fork crown spindle, when going round a corner

too fast, is liable to break. I had four go, but I am
told this is a private trouble of my oww, and it is

peculiar to sidecar work owing to the side strain, and
the machine not being able to lean over as it is intended

to do. A strap round the forks will always enable
\ou to get home if you ha\-e no spare.

The large spring of the spring fork occasionally

broke on bad roads, but the machine can always be
ridden till a new one can be obtained, unless it breaks
as thoroughly as one of mine did once. I was riding

over the Cray Mountain in Wales, between Brecon and
Swansea, when I suddenly came round a corner on to

a chasm where the road should have been. It had
been completely washed away the day before by a

water spout, and I was on the rocks before I could
stop. The spring broke into about a dozen pieces and
flew in all directions, but luckily I had a spare.

With regard to spokes, those in the back wheel
must be heavier than is necessary for the bicycle by
itself, or one or two will have to be put in every

thousand miles. All makers are now fitting them much
thicker.

It is advisable to have steel liners in the tubes of

the bicycle to which the sidecar clips are clamped.
This, I believe, is usually done now. I had one back
fork break in the total distance, fortunately in

Coventry, and without suffering any damage; in fact

I ran into the works with it broken.

The Type of Sidecar.
I now get to the sidecar itself. I have tried various

types, but in my opinion the castor wheel type has
more advantages than any other. Over the flexible it

A14

has the advantage that it can be driven light or loaded

at-any speed down to a crawl and will always stand up.

Over the rigid with fixed wheel it has the great advan-

tage that you have not got to bother about lining up
the wheel with the bicycle, and there is no side drag
on the tyre; I shall have something to say about this

under tyres. The steering is perfectly easy and safe

round corners, while on a straight road you can take

your hands off the handle-bars when going at a fair

speed. ' I have never known anything approaching a

side-slip, either loaded or light, even on the limestone

grease in Derbyshire or South Wales, and a bad tram-

line has no effect upon it at all, or the bicycle. Owing
to its construction there is an enormous bending strain

on the tube running parallel with the wheel to the

head, and I had some trouble with this at first. In

this connection I must pay a very deserved tribute to

the makers," Messrs. Mills-Fulford, who replaced with-

out question, free of charge, the first frames which
developed this weakness, in , spite of the fact that I

had given them hard use over many thousand miles.

This trouble has now been entirely got over by putting

a liner inside the tube its full length. I am now in-

formed that a new improved type has been put on the

market, and I hope shortly to try it, I found no incon-

venience at all in driving on the side of a badly

cambered road with this rigid type. The attachment
of such a sidecar to a motor bicycle is the only abso-

lute preventive of side-slips under all road conditions

which I know of, and as I have got to the age when
a spill ceases to be an amusement I always keep mine
on whether I ha\-e a passenger or not.

Details of Equipment.
Vibration tq the passenger in a sidecar on bad roads

is a serious matter, and I have not yet seen any in

which the discomfort is properly guarded against ; the

cee spring and spring wlieel only partly do this. The
worst vibration does not come from, the sidecar wheel
itself so much as from the bumps which the bicycle

encounters. I believe this wall be almost entirely

o\'ercome by hanging the sidecar body on double D
shackles from the cee springs fore and aft, allowing

it to swing longitudinally-—a system which the makers
of my, sidecar have adopted.

Beginning with tyres, I selected 'the Palmer Cord

Fig. 4. Something like a horn !
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2j4!in. all round, and in this connecrion novices should

remember that these are made in two types—those

which fit the 2in. rims, such as are fitted to the Triumph
machine, and 'those made for 2 ^4 in. rims—and it is

important when ordering a sidecar to specify 2in. rim

to take 2 54^in. tyre, so that they can all be interchange-

able, and one spare cover only need be carried when
touring. I found these tyres wonderfully uniform in

wear. On the back or driving wheel of the bicycle 1

f^ot 2,000 miles, and after retreading a further 2,000,

and on the front wheel exactly double the distance, in

each case making the expense of upkeep, not counting

the original covers supplied with the machine, four

new covers and six retreads in 16,000 miles. On the

sidecar I ran one cover over 15,000 miles, having it

retreaded after 8,000 miles, and then only abandoned
it owing to a bad cut. This astonishing result I attri-

bute entirely to the castor wheel, and, of course, the

quality of the tyre. The same inner >tubes were used

throughout, with one spare carried. The total cost

of tyre maintenance worked out at almost exactly one

larthing per mile.

It is impossible to run several thousand miles wiiii-

out having to mend a number of punctures. One of

the first lessons to be learnt is to repair them your-

self; the average local man, I am sorry to say, is

worse than useless—you always have to repair the place

again soon after. I have tried a number of different

patches, etc., but I find that Michelin red patches

put on with Michelin rubber solution by far the best.

I must have put on nearly fifty, and 1 never had a

single one move. The patch can be put on in five

minutes, and I have mended some 4in. bursts in a

worn out tyre quite soundly and permanently on the

road.

Belts.

These varied very much indeed, \ery different results

being obtained with the same make—1 am speaking

of the rubber and canvas variety. The average mile-

age 1 find to be nearly 2,000 miles, some lasting a

much shorter distance, particularly in winter on flinty

roads, while others in summer ran nearly 3,000 miles:

these were J/^in. belts. The leading makers I fouml

fairly rea.sonable in their allowances for poor belts,

but there is very big room for improvement and reason-

able uniformity in Ijelts of this type.

With regard to leather belts, although I know a

number of men who still swear by them, my experi-

ence has been entirely the reverse. The type of

stone the roads are ma<le of in the district in which

most of one's mileage is done must affect the question,

but there is no doubt they are almost useless on

flinty or sandy roads. I purchased one of the best

known varieties and dressed it with the maker's own
dressing, with the result that until the dressing wore

off it slipped worse than a ruliber one in snow, and
when the dressing had worn off the driving surfaces

in a very few miles were so embedded with small

pieces of flint and stone as to niake a perfect emery
belt, and I had to have new flanges on my engine

pnllev within 200 miles of fitting it.

Fasteners.

There is still room for improvement in these. 1

prefer the hook type; it very seldom breaks, and
generally wears as long as a belt does. I believe that

any fastener which pulls through a rubber belt is

entirely the fault of the man who fits it, except with

belts in the last stages of decay.

Lamps and Lamp Brackets,
I only propose to deal with these as they apply to

the sidecar itself. The vibration on the sidecar

frame is much greater than on the bicj'cle head, and
all the lamps I have seen made for the purpose shake

to pieces or break their brackets and shake off. This

is attributable to weak brackets, and I must have

bought and discarded nearly a dozen, until I finally

made an immensely strong double lamp bracket to take

the lamp and separate generator {vide fig. 3). My
advice is, always carry two good lamps—it is not

always necessary to light both, but even the best and

most expensi\'e generators may let you down, and
then you have a spare.

Luggage.
Many sidecars are fitted with a platform on the

frame under the seat on which to carry luggage, so

that the whole of the vibration of the frame affects the

luggage, and things, however well packed, get badly

damaged on a long run. My plan is to strap a suit

3s. 5. Rear view showing ease Willi wliicli a spare cover may be carried.

case specially made to fit tightly to the underside of

the seat so that the luggage gets the benefit of the

cee springs. An extra bag can be carried across the

front of the foot of the car, leaving room for

passenger's feet below it, and a third if necessary on

tool and spares box on the carrier. In long tours a

spare cover fastens nicely outside the back of the

sidecar seat as illustrated above.

Spares and Tools.

I am one of those who believe in carrying plenty

of spares—one inner tube, one or two exhaust valves,

ditto sparking plugs, front fork spring, spare

spindles for all three wheels, and fork cro\vn head

spindle, magneto chain, an assortment of bolts, nuts,

balls, and sundries, and a few small magneto parts,

besides the ordinary roll of tools supplied, a decent

hammer, file, hand vice, centre punch, and a good

screwdriver. In this connection, has anyone ever

succeeded in extracting a belt fastener screw with

the screwdriver supplier! in the average tool roll? I

think not. I never met anyone who did not dis'.'.trd
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it at once and buy a decent tool to carry instead.

The reply may be that the former is flat to pack, but

so is a bit of copper wire, and this is the more useful

on the whole.

Clothes.

After trying all imaginable sorts of devices on the

. machine to keep the mud off and found them all a

failure on a long run in rain and dirty roads, good
overalls provide the only solution of this difficulty.

1 have found that the Burberry type is the best

and cheapest in the long run. Rubber mackintosh

stuff has a very short ^ life, splits and tears, is not

waterproof after six months, and is most unhealthy, as

; any pedalling or other work causes perspiration to

collect on the inside and the moisture cannot escape.

In winter you cannot wrap up too warmly. The
thickest, closest, all-wool homespun suit, with a warm
long Shetland wool waistcoat with sleeves, and a thick

• lined Burberry overcoat and trousers, are none . too

warm on a winter ',;ght. For the feet, felt and rubber

snow boots over thick boots, and for the hands. rabbit-

. skin mits over loose washleather gloves, and, what
is perhaps most essential of all in really cold weather,

a Jaeger wool helmet tucked inside the coat collar,

covering the ears. (The overall trousers should not

have legs only, but should come up well above the

waist.)

In summer any ordinarv walking clothes are enough.

For my passenger I had a special apron made, the

foot of which comes well over the front to keep the
wind from the feet. The upper part, which in fine

weather is folded inside, can in rain be brought right

up over the shoulders, with a place cut out for the

neck, and fastened down all round outside the chair,

thus making it perfectly rainproof. This was made to

my design by Messrs. Mills and Fulford, and I be!ie\e

they will now sujjply them to order.

Costs,

A careful estimate for the i6,ooo miles works out

as nearly as possible at ij^d. per mile, which includes

depreciation (I have just sold the bicycle for jQ^S),
licences, full value insurance with unlimited third party

risk—without which no one should run a motor of any
sort—^tyres, petrol, oil, spare parts, and replacements
and annual overhaul.

In conclusion, it will be seen that a sidecar com-
bination has very wide possibilities indeed and few
limitations, and is, I am quite convinced, the cheapest
vehicle to take two passengers. With a good three-

speed gear—if there is one, which I doubt—or, better

still, with a variable gear such as I am now trying,

and about which I may write later, the engine power
is, I believe, ample, and personally I do not believe

that the results to be obtained In slightly increased

speed by the use of high powered twin engines are at

all worth the extra worry and w'ork and .weight

entailed, to say nothing of the expense of running.

The gear I used throughout could not be reduced
below 6 to I, and was generally about 5 to 5 J^ to i.

A USEFUL MUDSHIELD.
We have had a mud-shield sent to us for trial, which

has been provisionally protected by Dr. J. Henry
Stormont, Tanworth-in-Arden, near Birmingham. Dr.

Stormont writes to say that he has been very much
interested in our remarks on mudguarding and the

results of the M.C.C. Winter Run, and as a result,

combined with the experience gained in the use of a

Dr. J. H. Stormont^s readily detachable muJ-sbietd.

motor cycle in an extensive country practice for about

five years, he has evolved the shield which we illustrate.

This shield fits all machines of the standard type
with magneto in front of crank case. The top strap

fastens over the lamp bracket or spring fork buttress,

the middle strap is passed round the front down tube
below the tank, and the bottom strap is attached to

the magneto stay rod or other convenient point. To
AlS

keep it stiff across the top, a metal bar is pushed
through lojps, which prevents the shield being curled

or blown backwards in a high wind or when travelling

fast. The square opening is, of course, to allow a

cold ciu'rent of air to impinge on the cvlinder. From
our own experience, gained Avith a somewhat similar

device, there is nothing more effective than a wide
shield of this kind. It prevents clogging, and keeps
the rider's legs, as also the engine and magneto clean.

FOUR-CYLINDER PIERCE.
The 6-7 h.p. Pierce four-cylinder motor bicycle-

an American production—is to be f-old in this country,

Mr. L. F. Jones, Wold Newton, Hunmanby, Yorks,
having taken up the sale of these machines. The
machine has shaft drive, large diameter frame tubes

Pierce four-cylinder two-speed sliaft-driven mactiine, for which English
agents have been appointed.

used as tanks, magneto ignition, spring forks, handle-
bar control, forced feed lubrication, a clutch, and two-
speed gear. Another model is a single-cylinder 5 h.p.

belt-driven machine with free engine. We understand
|

the machines are moderatelv priced.



\Jnder=geared Pulleys and Diameter of Belt
Rims.

Now that under - geared engine pulleys are

increasing in number, the question of the best

Jiameter for belt rims has been raised. Obviously
the larger the diameter of the belt rim and engine
pulley the greater will be the amount of contact area

between belt and pulley surfaces, and hence there is

much to be said in favour of retaining the largest

lielt rim available. On the other hand, certain com-
pensating advantages may be gained liy reducing the

diameter of the belt rim, as the belt is lifted higher
<iiit of the mud, and can be kept drier.

While it is true that most of the mud splashes are

ihrown out wide of the rear wheel, and at an angle
iif not more than 45 degrees with the ground. |)hoto-

graphs show that a wheel throws up a little fringe of
curved splashes which return on to the belt rim and
foul (he belt.

If the (.liameter of the belt rim is reduced the belt

is removed out of the range of these splashes, ar.d

ilic efficiency effect is the same as if the larger rim
liad been retained. Therefore little choice exists

Ix'tween the diverse practices; if anything, the small
rim is perhaps preferable.

Transmission for the Colonies.
Mr. Bramlilc's contention that the comprehensive

tprm " colonial " covers a wide range of varying con-
litions is, of course, amjjly true. If the demand
Were sufficiently large an up-to-date maker would
construct and list special Canadian. Australian,

Indian, and South African models, instead of, as at

present, timidly offering a single "colonial" model,
which cannot exhaust any individual rider's require-

ments. Fortunately, the common denominator of
" colonial " designs vastly exceeds the varying
firtors, and until the number of colonial buyers has
liecn multiplied by 10,000 a single "colonial " model
i^ all that the British industry can be expected to

provide, nor can such models prove for the moment
tremendously remunerative.

Mv real point is that a little more consultation

lii'tween the British trade and the more e.xperienced

rolonial riders would vastly improve the existing

"colonial'' models, admitting that these machines
are necessarily of a makeshift order.

At present British makers are exporting machines
to every colony which are often disqualified by some
letail of specilication from giving perfect satis-

faction. In other trades industrial societies and
agents are readv to supply expert information. FOr
instance, if I wish to embark my son in the fruit-grow-

ing industry in any British colony I can immeiiliately

acquire the most exactly detailed information about
his prospects and outfit. But if a novice desires to

take out a motor bicvcle to some remote corner of

the empire it is distinctly difficult for him to discover

which machine is best suited to the conditions under

which he will ride it; nor is the manufacturer

invariably in a position to help him.

It would assist manufacturers if the trade societies

were to collect a little information of a simple

character, e.g., that no motor cycle is serviceable in

Greenland, that rubber belts are "off" in Tim-

buctoo, that a four-inch ground clearance spells

disaster in Saskatchewan, etc.

Infinite Gear 'Variations by ine Clutch.

I perused Mr. Frasetti's letter [5251] with keen

interest. I dissected the new Indian clutch at

Olympia. and shall be astonished if a road trial cour

fimis quite all the claims Mr. Frasetti maWes for it.

On bot'i cars and motor cycles T ha^e often experi-

mented with splendid multiple disc clutches, afford-

ing an even larger projiortion of contact area to both

weight ami horsepower than the Indian device, and

not <jn" fif them could claim the potentiality of an

infinitely variable gi-ar beyond certain very reslricterl

limits.

Engineers do not regard this ideal as l>eing at

present within the scope of practical mechanics. I

do not suppose that the Hendee Company themselves

endorse Mr. Fra.settl's contention, for side by side

with the clutch they exlijbited a specially powerful

engine provided with a two-speed gear. If' Mr.

Frasetti can climb a long hill by slipping his clutch

TWO rOBTHER TYPES
OF SPRING forks:

Phatonien forks fltled to

Ihe Davis Double.

Right—The syslem of front

springing adopted on
Buck motor cycles.

after the engine has baulked with the clutch locked

he can do more with his sidecar than any of us have

yet accomplished with a solo free engine bicycle ; and

our Olympia encomiums on the excellent Indian

clutch were insultingly moderate.
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AMERICAN RECORDS IN 1910.
Below we publish a list of American records, amateur and professional, which have been broken during 1910.

We have not given the complete list of records accepted in the States, partly because no agreement has yet been

made between the Auto Cycle Union and Federation of American Motor Cyclists with regard to the recognition

of records in general. We may add that if all American claims are accepted, records standing to the credit of

British motor cyclists—excluding H. A. Collier's 24 hours' ride—number but four. Wake up England !

Ho

AMATEUR RECORDS.

Distance. Ider. jNIachine. Date. Time.'

1 mile 1\T. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9
m. s.

42s
2 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 1 25
3 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dee. 9 2 8

i miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 2 511
5 miles M. ,i. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 3 35s
6 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 i 19i
7 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 5 3s
8 miles M. ,1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 5 47J
9 miles JM. ,1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 6 30 J

30 miles M. .[. GraA es Merkel -Dec. 9 7 14
11 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 7 59 1-

12 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 8 431'
13 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 9 27s
11 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 10 llf
15 miles M. .). Graves Merkel Deo. 9 10 56*
16 miles M. ,1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 11 41i
17 miles -M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 12 25

J

18 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 13 9i
19 miles M. .1. Graves Merkel Deo. 9 13 54J
20 miles M. J. Graves Merkel Dec. 9 14 38!

PROFESSIONAL RECORDS.

1 mile Jacob DoEosicr ludiau Oct. 29 4U
2 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 26
3 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 2 95
4 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 2 53J
5 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 3 374
6 miles Jacob DcRo?ior Indian Oct. 29 4 221
7 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. .29 .

5 6f
8 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 5 5U
9 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 6 36 i

UPSET BY A DOG.

IN
the Rochdale County Court on the 6th inst., J.

Kelch, of Rochdale, sued P. G. Wilmot, of that

town, for ;£<) 6s. Mr. J. W. Calvert represented

the plaintiff; and Mr. J. Bright Clegg appeared for the

defendant.

The plaintiff's case was to the effect that on tlic-

moniing of Friday, September 30th, he was riding a'

motor cycle along Bury Road at the rate of about ten

miles an hour, and that when near defendant's house
a dog rushed into the road and seized him by the left

leg. The dog became entangled in the rear wheel
of the motor cycle, and plaintiff fell to the ground.
Plaintiff said the damages he suffered as a result of

the defendant's dog rushing at him amounted to ;^i8
4s., but he only claimed ^£,9 6s. because some of the

new things he had had to obtain were of benefit to him.

He had had to incur expenditure in medical attend-

ance, in having his motor cycle repaired, in obtaining

new clothes, in having an upper set of teeth, and he
had also lost some employment. Witnesses were called

on behalf of the plaintiff to show that the dog had
previously acted in a manner likely to inconvenience, if

not actually endanger, passers by.

The defence was that the dog, which was a Scotch
terrier, was of a quiet disposition.

In giving judgment for the amount claimed Judge
Bradbury said there was no substantial defence to the
claim. It was a most dangerous thing for dogs to rush
after vehicles. People should not keep dogs which
were a danger to passers-by. What was the good of
them ? The damages claimed were by no means com-
mensurate with the loss sustained by the plaintiff.

PROFESSIONAL RECORDS Continued).

Distance. Holder. Machine. Date. Time.

10 miles Jacob DeR-osier Indian Oct. 29
h. m. 6.

7 20}
11 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 8 6 2

12 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 8 53
13 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 9 35t
14 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 10 20i
15 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 11 5f
16 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 11 50s
17 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Deo. 9 12 34 s

18 miles F. B. Whittler Merkel Dec. 9 13 17
19 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Dec. 9 . 14 U
20 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Dec. 9 14 45i
21 miles. F. K. Wliittler Merkel Dec. 9 .15 291
22 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Dee. 9 16 13J
23 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Deo. 9 16 57?
24 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Deo. 9 17 42
25 miles F. E. Whittler Merkel Deo. 9 18 26s
30 miles F. B. Whittler Merkel Dec. 9 22 m
35 niiles F. E. Whittler Merkel Deo. 9 25 51
40 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 29 49 f
45 njiles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 33 33J
50 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 37 16*
55 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 41 OS
60 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian ,Oct. 29 44 45J
65 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 48 36e
70 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 52 22 J

75 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 56 13J
80 miles Jacob DoRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 35
85 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 3 55
90 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 7 441
95 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 11 33*

100 miles Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 1 15 24s
Time. Mis. Yds.
1 hour Jacob DeRosier Indian Oct. 29 79 1,540

and defendant was lucky to get off at this price. If

more had been claimed he should ha\e probably
a larger sum.allowed

J. W. Woodhouse, who, riding a 3.', h.p. Calthorpe, was successful in gaining
a gold medal in the M.C.C. London-Exeter and back run.
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R. Vernon C. Brook,
the present hoD. sec.

HISTORY OF THE BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.

FORJIED in March, 1903, the Bir-

mingham Club claims the distinc-

tion of being one of the earliest

motor cycle clubs in the kingdom.
On March 26th, 1903, Mr. J. R. Bedford
called a meeting of aU the motor cyclists

in the city and surroundings for the
purpose of starting a club having for its

object "the development and encourage-
ment of motor cycling, supplying to its

members a social club, and a centre of

information and advice on matters per-
taining to motor cycles." Some twenty
responded, and the club was successfully
launched, its headquarters being the
Colonnade Hotel in New Street.

Among the list of vice-presidents it is

interesting to note such names as the
toUowing : The late Marquis of Anglesey,
the late Hon. 0. S. Rolls, Mr. S. F.
Edge, Mr. Charles Jarrott, and Mr.
Charles Sangster.

Realising that it would be dangerous
io attempt too much in the first year
of their e.xistence, the club officials con-
tined themselves to a series of Saturday
afternoon runs to places strictly in the
near neighbourhood, and to the holding
't two competitions, the first of which
\vas in the form of a hill climlj on Rose
Hill. Rednal. The second competition
look the form of a 100 miles non-stop run.
and it is interesting to note that at this
•uvly stage in its existence the clu"b was
faced with, and settled favourablv. the
difficult question of Sunday competitions,
as nianv of the members were unable to
-spare the time required by competitions
on any other day

Approached by the A.C.C.
In September. 1903, the club was

appioached by the Auto Cycle Club,
now the Auto Cycle Union, with regard
lu some suggestions it wished to place

before the Local
tiovernment
Board regarding
motors in gene-
ral, and added
several sugges-
tions, w h i c li

were" embodied
in the report

. laid before the
^L.G.B.

In November
of the same year
a meeting "

of

automobile clubs
was held in

London to con-
sider the advisa-

H. W. Duke, captain. bility of form-

<.•

ing a federation of provincial automobile
clubs. This meeting was attended
by delegates from the leading clubs

in England, and is of particular

interest to all motorists as being the
first that was held in which motorists

united in order to act together in the
general interest of motoring.
Towards the end of the club's first year

its first captain, Mr. H. P. Barker, re-

signed, much to the sorrow of the mem-
bers, and Mr. J. Humphreys was elected

captain in his stead.

Shortly after Mr. Humphreys's elec-

tion it was decided to reduce the sub-
scription and entry fee to the club to
10s. 6d. and Ss. respectively to obtain
a larger membership. The end of the
first year saw the club, which started
with a membership of fifteen, rise to a
total of forty members, and with a
balance in hand of £11.
In the spring of 1904 the Birmingham

Club wrote to the A.C.C. on the suDJect
of affiliation, and made suggestions
thereon, but affiliation did not take
place until March, 1905.

Prosecuted for holding a 11111 =

clitnb.
In July, 1904, the club was prosecuted

for holding a motor cycle competition
on the highway, and it is amusing to
note that the competition took the form
of a hill climb uj) Hagley Hill, on the
Kidderminstin-Birmingham Road, a hill

which tlie motor cyclist of to-day would
hardly notice, .\niong other competitions
held in that year were a lady passenger
trial and a 100 miles non-stop trial, in

which the following machines took part

:

3 h.p. Smith's o' Saltley (winner); 2J,.

h.p. AUdavs (second); 2| h.n. Maxfield-
Astei; (third) ; and 2J h.p. Werner. The
50 miles lady passenger trial was .won on
a 3!j. h.'p. AUdays tricar. All
these machines, which one hardly hears
of to-day (except AUdays), were" among
the best of their type at that time.

In 1905 the Birmingham Club entered.
along with two other clubs, the Coventry
Motor Cycle Club and the Motor Cycling
Club, for T/ic Motor Cycle Challenge
Cup. The Jl.C.C. were the winners.
The fact that last year no fewer than
eighteen clubs took part in the competi-
tion shows how vastly more popidar the
pastime has become in the short space
of four years.

In May. 1907. the club decided to form
a library of touring maps, and at the same
time^ a sort of Advisory Board to deal with
touring and technical matters for the
general information of members. The
scheme is still in opei-ation, but unfor-

tunately is not taken advantage of as

much as the committee would like.

In June, 1907, Mr. H. R. Fowler, a

member of the club, won the twin class

in the T.T. race, and to celelbrate the

event a supper was held in his honour.
It may be noted, in passing, that last

year no fewer than six members of the

club entered for the T.T. race.

Li 1907 Jlr,. J. R. Bedford, the founder
and hon. secretary, before leaving Bir-

mingham and resigning his post, was
presented with a suitable illuminated
address and a purse of money.
Mr. E. W. Winckle was then appointed

hon. secretary and treasurer, with Mr.
R. Vernon C. Brook as trials hon. secre-

tary, and held office for twelve months
or so, when ill-health prevented him from
dealing with the increased duties of the
club. On his suggestion the joint posi-
tion of hon. secretary and treasurer was
split up, and that of trials hon. secretary
done away with. Jlr. Brook then be-
came hon. secretary, with Mr. WincWe
as hon. treasurer. 'The club has always
been to the front in matters affecting
the welfare of motor cyclists, whether
members or not, and has endeavoured to
further the question of lighting cattle
on the highways at night.

In 1908 migration was made to the
Imperial Hotel in Temple Street, where
the club still has its headquarters in all

comfort.

The club caters for its members in

various ways apart from competitions,
such as an Easter tour, week-end tours,
lectures, smoking concerts, etc. A Reli-

ability Trial to Land's End and back is

to be held at Wliitsuntide this year, which
will occupy three days.
The membership is now close on 100.

which this year
will probably be
increased now
that the club
is in a position

to offer - free

legal defence to

all of its mem
bers.

The entry fee

of 5s. includes a
silver button-
hole badge and
a rule and run
card case ; a
handle bar
badge may also

be obtained on
hire for a fee of

Is., whilst the
.. y^^^ s„,,s„'ip,jon is now

annual subscnp overdue." — E. W. Winckle,
tion is 10s. 6d. hon. treis.
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FROM the firm that produced a gear case for push
bicycles which gives easy access to the chain,

and in later .days produced the detachable

wire wheel for motor cars, the expert naturally expects

something in the way of a motor cycle moimt to which

a roadside repair will be a thing remote, and when
it does come, that the part requiring attention shall

be easy of access.

Let us examine in the light of the latest Rudge-
Whitworth motor bicycle how far this has been carried

out.

A Fe^v Hypothetical Troubles Considered.

Imagine the new owner has ridden his machine
several hundred miles without a puncture. At last

one of these bugbears occurs. The machine is pulled

back with the foot on the bar of the stand, which at

once springs into operation and supports the machine
with the wheel off the ground. Examination is rendered

easy by the bacTc part of the mudguard swinging up

out of the way ; this also lets the back wheel come out

If necessary. To remove the wheel only the two

spindle nuts have to be undone and the chain slipped

off the chain wheel (of course, the belt has to come
off). No brakes have to be disconnected, and there

is nothing whatever to hamper the instant withdrawal

of the wheel.

By the way, there is one incident that, except in the

hands of the most careful and experienced rider, may
take place at any time, and that is running out of

petrol. This generally happens equidistant from two

places, not less than five miles apart, at which petrol

To remove the rear wheel all that is necsssary is to un.lo two nuts
on the axle and slip off the chain aftd belt ; the wheel is then free to drop
out of the fork sIotF

can be obtained, and no machine of 3^^ h.p. is a

thing of joy to pedal or push a distance of even one

mile.

How has the difficulty been overcome ? By a metal

partition or dam placed across the tank. The con-

dition of things when the petrol no longer reaches

the carburetter is that in front of the dam there is a

reserve of petrol and nothing behind the dam. The
rider dismounts, lifts the front of the machine, and

some of the reserve petrol runs into the part behind

the dam, and a mile or two can then be covered. Even
if this fails before a petrol merchant is reached the

reserve supply is not exhausted.

With regard to engine accessibility, three nuts

release the dome carrying the inlet valve, and then

below it is the

exhaust valve ; the

rest is easy and
conventional, save

that the means of

keeping the exhaust

spring compressed
while the cotter is

withdrawn are some-

what simpler and
neater than current

practice.

If the lider sus-

pects that there is

an extensive sooty

deposit,- it is an-

extremely easy, job

to remove the cylinder.- Four holding-down nuls

release the cylinder, and aftei^ undoing one union

from tank to carburefter the cylinder is quite easy

to detach, fouls nothing, and disturbs no adjustments

whatever.

Then there is the tank. It is not often that on^
wishes to remove it, but if it is damaged in any way
it is nice, by undoing three clips and disconnecting

two unions, petrol and lubricating, to be able to take

the tank right out of the frame and get it repaired at

an adjacent tinsmitlr's. That is the reason why all

the fittings are on the same side of the tank ; nothing

projects upwards or downwards on one side to prevent

its withdrawal on the opposite side.

The machines at Olympia had no front wheel stand

;

this is a blemish as regards easy access to the front

tyre, which, we learn, will be rectified at an early date.

In conclusion, there is no company that attaches a

higher importance to accessibility than Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd. It is a right aim to make all parts so

that they never need attention, but to make them easy

of access when they do is a kind of wise modesty that

might reasonably be adopted by all.

The inlet valve, dome, pipe, etc., can all be

removed by undoing three nuts.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor. •The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull naiae and address.

A Lamp Lighting Wrinkle.

[5279.]—A u.seful tip occurred to me the other day for

lighting a lamp or pipe in a high wind. A sequence of

matches, half a dozen or more, are held side by side, with

each head just below the one above. The top one is struck,

and a flame lasting several seconds that cannot be blown
out is thus obtained. C. E. PEPPER.

Mending Cracks in the Petrol Pipe.

[5230.]—Riding along the other day, I noticed that

the petrol was leaking out of the pipe at a rapid rate. On
looking at the pipe I discovered that it had somehow worked
itself round, and had been rubbing against the chain of

the pedalling gear, and that a fairly large slit was cut in

the pipe. Looking over the machine, my eye fell on the

rubber tubing of the acetylene lamp. I cut a piece off and
forced it on to the pipe, with the result that the petrol

entirely stopped leaking, and so satisfactory did it prove
that 1 have not taken it off yet. OSMOND HILL.
[A crack or leakage in the vertical portion of the pipe can

be temporarily repaired in the manner described. If the

hole is in a horizontal part of the pipe the rubber will

soon perish.

—

Ed.]

New Quarterly Trials Coarse.

[5281.]—With regard to the Quarterly Trials route to

Hastings, I notice that in the map printed on page 13 of

The Motor Ci/rle the
Hailsham Workhouse is

indicated on the wrong
side of the road. The
workhouse is situated in

the angle where four
roads meet, as shown
herewith.
Horsebridge may be

reached from Gardner
Street by either the

road marked A or by B.

A is about 30C yards longer than B, but it is a better road,

and it avoids tour short hills and one rather nasty corner.

In any case the men thould note that they do not go

Ihrough Hailsham, which is about one and a half miles south

from the workhouse.
Hoping this may be of use to some of the prospective

competitors, H. B. .JEFFERY.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.

[5282.]—I have lately taken delivery of a late 1910 T.T.

Triumph, and I consider it a splendid machine for this

country. I went one day from here 4,800ft. above sea level

to Kandy, sixty-five miles, 1,500ft. elevation—a pretty good

drop—and along a very twisty road with seven fairly steep

gradients for Ceylon. ' I took it easy, and got there and
back in the day. One cannot average much more than 12-15

m.p.h. with comfort and safety in Ceylon owing to the sharp

bends in the roads, but the other day I came down from
Linvana U:> Lidula (twenty miles) in threequarters of an

hour, but should not care to attempt it again. There was
no traffic about, but it must strain the tyres a lot, and it

means racing as hard as possible along a straight piece of

road for perhaps 100 yards, then jamming on the brakes to

go round a right-angled bend or haiipin. I should say
18 m.p.h. could be safely averaged up hiU and about 12-15

down hill in Ceylon, and hope to teU you more about motor
cycling out here later.

A motor section to the Cej'lon Planters' Rifle Corps is just

being started, to consist of about twenty officers, X.C.O's.
and men.

,
U 32.

Efficiency of Silencers.

[5283.]

—

Apropos of Mr. Sam Wright's experiences of
the London to Exeter run we have read with interest his

remarks, and we make a suggestion for the quarterly or any
other long run, that all silcpi-ers should be examined, and
the area of inlet and outlet taken and cut outs "barred."
We feel certain that the result which would accrue from
these measures would go a very long way towards improving
the motor cycle, as there is no reason whatever why it

should not be as silent and efficient as the average modern
car. J. C. LYELL AND CO., LTD.

Water-cooling the Exhaust Valve Cap.

[5284.]—There is a simirlo method of avoiding overheat-

ing when climbing long steep hills (there are many in the
district of Ilkley) which I have never heard ol anyone
adopting, and have found extremely satisfactory in practice.

I have a round tank, ab.jjt Sin. diameter and Sin. long,

made out of an old biscuit tin, which I carry on the handle-
bar, and it is fitted with a filler and small outlet tap.

From the tap a pipe lead? to a point over the exhaust valve

cap. The tank is filled with water, and when necessary this

J3 allowed to run slowly on to the valve cap, a shield being
provided to prevent the water spilling over on to the cylin-

der itself. For solo work one tank full lasts about 150 miles

in very liilly country, and for passenger work about a third

of that distance.

The erigine is a White and Poppo, which has a large and
deep valve cap, and the machine has two speeds. The effect

of the water in keeping up the power of the engine during
a long climb is splendid. It must be remembered that the

water is all evaporated, and consequently a small quantity
absorbs a comparatively large amount of heat.

C. A. St. GEORGE MOORE.
[Bert Yat€6 used a similar device some years ago in track

competitions. We do not recommend its general adoption,

as despite the shield a cracked cylinder might easily be
the resnil of roM water coming in contact with a very hot
valve cap.

—

Ed]

Magneto Position.

[5285.]—With reference to the article in The Motor Cycle

on magneto position, we should like to point out that what
is now generally accepted to be the best position for fixing

the magneto, i.e., be-

hind the crank case,

was originated by this

company, and perhaps
owing to the longer ex-

perience gained by us

in this direction, the

magneto position of the

P. and M. otfers condi-

tions possessed by no
other. The inclined

position of the engine
enables the magneto to

be set upright whilst

retaining a very short

drive to the cog on the

two to one gear wheel shaft. The consequent neatness of the

oil-tight chain case is particularly noticeable. The magneto

is al* exceptionally high from the ground, which enables

the contact breaker "to be examined in comfort, and the whole

of the mechanism is so placed as to be entirely shielded by
the rider's legs, making a protective cover of any sort

entirely unnecessary under any conditions.

PHELON AND MOORE, LTD.,
W. Pbati', London Manager.
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The State of our Highways.

[5286.]—I was very interested to see H. W. Turner's

letter and photograph cf the unoUed flints which we
encountered outside Salisbury m the M.C.C. twenty-four

hours' run on Boxing D.iy. I consider these were a con-

siderable and quite unnecessary source of danger to the

competitors, who struck them at night on Salisbury Plain,

and they were impossible to dodge, as they were all over

the road, and being of the same colour they were almost
indistinguishable at legal limit speeds. The road did not

seem to want repairing, and instead of properly broken
granite, jagged flints, many of them as big as a man's fist,

were strewn haphazard all over the road in heaps. One
of these cut clean through the heavy non-skid back cover on
my Rudge-Whitworth on the return journey—about six

miles from anywhere. The gash extended from the tread

to the beaded edge, and looked as if a carving-knife had
been stuck through it. Surely the Road Board should move
in these matters. R.W.W.

Z\ h.p. Single-cylinder Roadsters at Olympia.

[5287.]—As an act of courtesy I am answering Mr. R.
Bamford's letter [5273] before receiving a reply from Mr.
B. H. Davies against whose statements my criticism was
levelled.

Your correspondent admits my contention that springing

devices are at present only partially effective, but objects

to my describing them as an eyesore. He instances the Druid
forks as a notable exception, but wisely refrains from includ-

ing half a score of others whose unsightly appearance must
be evident to even the most optimistic enthusiast.

Will Mr. Bamford think more kindly of me, upon remem-
bering that the adjective ugly has three degrees of comparison,
and that I am willing to admit that the positive one applies

to the forks he mentions?
With reference to the challenge to design a frame from

v/hich one can "fall off quicker" than is possible in the

case of the diamond : I throw up the sponge, the task is

beyond me, but if your correspondent requires a machine
that he can dismount from quickly and in safety, there are,

1 believe, several firms waiting to srppiv his wants.

R. WENT'WORTH COOK.

Gear Variation by Slipping a Clutch,

[5288.]—Lest your correspondent's (Mr. Frasetti) mistaken
notion as to the uti.ity of a clutch and its slip being con-

vertible into driving power should mislead others, allow
me to point out that, although a friction clutch is the best

medium to gather power from rest to normal set gear, it

is ridiculous in the extre.ne *o suppose that any permanent
intermediate ratio of ges^.r is maintained by any type of

slipping clutch. It is utterly impossible to retain or utilise

that power which is lost by slipping. The amount of slip

.and speed is governed by the horse-power one utilises. Thus,
the bigger the horse-power the bigger the latitude of .=;lip

—this, and nothing more. My practical experience with
clutches, extending over a period of ten years (during which
period thousands of clutches have passed through my
hands), entitles me to speak authoritatively on this point,

and the public should understand that a clutch per se is

-only the medium to accommodate power to the load.

The introduction of gears is of as much advantage as the
adoition of a clutch to a fixed gear machine, in such form
that both the power of the engine and the utility of the
clutch can be correctly employed.

ARTHUR W. WALL.

Needed Improvements.

[5289.]—I was pleased to see friend Sykes's reply to

my letter [No. 5202] in your issue of the 5th inst. , but at

the same time it caused me no little amusement.
Judging by the explanations offered I have come to the

-conclusion that the same unfortunate cleik upon whom he
lays the blame has had the painful duty of writing this

reply.

Friend Sykes says that the A.S.L. was advertised for sale

through an error on the part of his clerk, and also that the
distance ridden on that machine, viz., 200 miles, was a care-

less estimate of the same clerk. Does he think that any
intelligent person will accept this as an explanation? If the

A.S.L. was not intended for sale, why did the clerk (who
generally acts upon his master's orders) make an estimate
at all? Let him take the blame upon his own shoulders in-

stead of trying to put it on liis clerk.

Continuing, he says that the 1,000 miles was an under
estimate of his. I was surprised to see that he acknow-
ledged at least one mistake was caused by his own careless-

ness. Could he not have blamed the office boy for this?

Friend Sykes will now see his "careful reckoning" (that

he referred to) should have come before his letter and not
afterwards.
As to the advice he offers me, does he think that anybody

will care to accept his advice after reading his contradictory
letters?

I should like to point out to him that he has not replied

to the question in my last letter as to how many A.S.L. 'b

he has had. I should particularly like this question answer-
ing, as this may possibly once more alter his mileage.

W. A. ARMITAGE.

Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

[5290.]—For the benefit of "Shy but Willing" (5232), 1

give the cost of upkeep of my 1910 standard 3i h.p. Triumph.
The period over which it was used was from Marcli 25th to
September 3rd» The total mileage was 3,890 miles.

£ s. d. Rate per mile.

Petrol, 37 gallons (105 m.p.g.) ... 2 5 11 .. . .1419

Oil, 1-i- gallons 5 .. . .0154

Belt '
.

18 .. . .0555
Tyres (one new cover and tube
and repairs) 3 19 6 .. . .2452

Accessories (horn, plug, belt,

punch, etc.) 13 4 . . .0411
Engine repairs, valve, etc. 6 6 . . .0201
Cycle repairs (fork springs,

stand, etc) ... 11 3 .. , .0347

Total :.. £8 19 6 .. . .5511d.

The tyres should wear another 4.000 miles before being re-

placed. Licences are not included.

THEO. E. ROBERTS.

MOTOR
Alderman Rennard, of the Brunswick Hotel, Bri.llington. Mr. Rennard

is one of the oldest riders o! a motor cycle in BridlinUon. He started
riding in 1903, and during the summer can be seen riding his machine

—

a 2J h.p. Excelsior—almost daily. Although Mr. Rennard's weiiht is

21i St., the record for a motor cyclist, he does not require a clutch
model but mounts in the usuaL manner.
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Gear Variation by Slipping a (Jlutch. ^

[5291.]—In reply to Mr. Arthur H. Appleton, I regret

that 1 cannot give liim any intormation about the Triumph
clutch, my experience only relating to the Indian.

ERNEST FRASETTI.

Revenue Licences in " Clean " Counties.

[5292.]—Will you grant the privilege of asking through

the medium of your correspondence columns that all Metro-

politan motor cyclists should pay their motor cycle licences in

any postal money order office situated in a clean county.

Bedford, Suffolk, aiid Leicester may be cited as counties

in which no police traps have been reported for 1910, whilst

London with its twenty-three traps, twenty-seven in. Middle-

sex, and the scandalous total of sixty in the notorious and
vindictive county of Surrey, are districts in which every

licence holder for motor cycles, armorial bearings, dogs, etc.,

should avoid payment.
A most interesting article on this subject, giving a full

list of clean and unclean counties, appears in 'J'/te Auloi-ar of

January 14th, detailing instructions for payment, etc
W. H. BROWNE.

Sportsman or Potterer.

[5293.]—I was delighted to read Jlr. Desmond Young's
reply to " Ixion " in last week's issue.

I have had seven motor cycles, starting with two cliain-

driveu Hurabers in 1903, about the time your admirable
paper .-tarted, and I buy a new Triumph every year.

During the summer I can safely say that my motor bicycle

is the joy of my life ; I often ride 150 miles a day or more

—

yet I loathe "tinkering" with it. I have not the smallest

wi.sh to grind in my own valves, or mend my own punctures,

(hough perfectly capable of doing so. Is the owner of a big

car considered an incapable fool and a "Juggins" because

he employs a chauffeur (o do hi.s repairs for him ? Finally,

I have never ridden in a reliability trial, have never

witnessed a hill-climb, and never intend to do so. Do, give a
little space to us " potterers," for there are thousands on
thousands of us.

In conclusion, I am not in my second childhood, my age
is 28 years, and I also would love to go for a "potter"
wiih ""Ixion." FE462.

[5294.]—I should like to say a few words about "Ixion's"
remarks in your issue of December 29th, 1910.

I am a beginner and come within the category described

by "Ixion," whose remarks are partly contemptuous while
recognisiDg tliat my typo has come to stay.

My position is as follows : Tlie slavery of riding a push-
bicycle drove vtie to seek an easier mode of locomotion. 1 was
prepared to take a close interest in my machine, to endeavour
to understand the various mechanical parts, to give the
niiicliine every care, and to see that it was periodically over-

hauled and examined. Beyond small repairs when on tlie

road, such as punctures, choked nipples, and dirty plugs,
I rely on the initial efficiency of the machine and the over-
hauls I have spoken of.

I tlierefore invested in a new 3i h.p. free-engine Triimiph
some three months ago, and so far it has come up to my
expectations, although I have not covered much ground yet.

However, I cannot fail to notice when reading your pages
that even in the hands of experts far too many defects take
place, which must be remedied if the motor cycle is to become
;it all universal.

You will tKrliaps .allow me to make a personal explanation
in case my position might be misunderstood. I am a keen
f ruisiiig yachtsman, taking charge of my own craft in every
detail from fitting out to navigation, and endeavour to master
all details, but can hardly regard my motor with the same
feelings of affection as I do the yacht.
Apart from mechanical det-ails, which I am not competent

lu discuss, I think my machine is lacking in adequate mud-
guards for the front wheel, and the lamp is not proof against
strong winds. The mudguards as supplied by the firm are no
better than on an ordinary cycle, which in wet weather specks
line's clothing considerably. With tlie higher speed of a motor,
surely more protection is needed, and I have fitted two pieces
of canvas laced one on each side of the mudguard and secured
to tlie hub. This is cheaper than the sheet-iron device V"U
ilhistrattd some weeks ago, and can be removed for cleannig.
I have also adopted the suggestion of a friend and hung a

square piece of canvas (with a horizontal lath at top and
bottom) in front of the magneto fl:ip (so that the air has a free

How to the cylinder), aiicl reaching within an inch of the

ground. These two fittings keep a lot of mud off both rider

and cycle, besides saving the belt.

I read an article in your issue of December 29th re cleaning

a motor cycle, and feel it will be of help to nie, but here
again makers will have tu ste tliat machines are more weather-
proof. I find it takes tlirefe hours to clean a motor cycle, and
from what "Hex" says this must be done frequently. He
lays stress on keeping the spokes bright, particularly where
th;y join the hub. Jvow I have no objection to keeping my
motor clean, but think more attention should be given to

producing a machine whicli would be less liable to rust, and
smart looking at the same time.

lie one over so anxious it is more than difficult to clean the
spokes, particularly- those of the back wheel, which in my
case has a fitting for tlie brake as well as a belt drum.

SuflTicient attention does not seem to be devoted by manu-
facturers to producing a lamp for use in stormy weather. One
night this winter my lamp (made by a well-known firm)

wont out several times when riding against a fresh head wind
I had a piece of rag in my satchel, and fastening this round
the air holes got home safely.

It must not be forgotten that a motor bicycle enters into

rivahy with small cars. I am sometimes told by my friends

that a motor cycle ;s a selfish mount. It is true that a sidecar
does away with part of the objodion, but it is not everyone
who caros for tliis mode of locomotion.

Ill an 8 h.n. car you are independent of weather, whereas
I am afraid the majority of riders of a motor cycle would say
weather conditions do affect them.

I am writing as a member of a new class of motor cyclists,

and hope my impressions are of sufficient interest to your
readers to warrant publication. FR.XNK GILLILAND.

[5295.]—I have read with amazement and much amuse-
ment the extraordinary letters of Jles.srs. Desmond Young
and Chas. S. Pallerson, in which they attack "Ixion" in

a paroxysm of refined rage.

If the two gentlemen had only thought twice, they
would have saved a lot of ink, and we should have been
spared the pain of reading a largo amount of "twaddle,"'
backed up by some ineo.nprehensible and illogical state-

ments. Further, had Jlos.srs. Young and Patterson paused
for a few minutes and glanced at " Ixion's " articles for
the past twelve months, they would have discovered that
they, being blinded by prejudice, -wore, trying to kill their
best friend and champion.

" Ixion " being pretty tough-skinned, such an outburst
of impetuous indign.ation will only cause him to smile.

It is perhaps hardly fair to dub riders of lightweights
and two-speed gear machines " potterers."

I infer from Xir. Desmond Younj's remarks that, firstly,

he <hai'ges " Ixion with being a reactionary, and, secondly,
that the modern single-geared twin, or single, is danjerous
to drive on bad roads and is unreliable. Mr. Young, being
so ignorant of the reliability of motor cycles generally,
sh' uld read the i-eporls of the recent M.C.C. trial and other
ri'dcs of the same nature.
No one man has done more (during the last twelve months)

than " Ixion " to encourage the change-speed gear machine
and the lightweight, .and to crv out loud and often for the
improvements that Messrs. Young and Patterson require.
If this is Mr. Desmond Young's conception of a reactionary,
then there must be a kink somewhere in his top storey.
Should Jlr. Young ever meet " Ixion " on the road, he

is likely to be left pottering along in the rear, as a man
who lakes no interest in that delightful occupation known
as "tuning up" (but leaves such work in another man's
hands who has not the slightest interest in the machine)
will never obtain the last ounce of power that every
thorough-going, enthusiastic sportsman is so desirous of
doing.

Mr. Charles S. Patterson is afraid that we shall deem
him prejudiced. Well after his letter I think the indict-
ment will be carried unanimously. Mr. Patterson's defini-
tion of a single-geared 5 h.p. twin is a Oafling gun. Now
1 wonder if Mr. Desmond Young agrees with this definition
of his 5 h.p. Indian. I can remember se_eing an Indian
machine pass along one of our main streets recently, and
the exhaust was inaudible twenty feet away. (This on a

standard model.

1
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I wonder if Mr. Young agrees with Mr. Patterson that

hi^ 5 h\p. Indian is a piece of mechanism unfit for the road.

Mr. Patterson actually admits that the 5i h.p. single is

a "wonder," but he is very wide of the mark when he

says that we have reached the limit of tiexibility. Some
3^ h.p. engines develop 5 h.p., others about ?4 h.p. ; it all

depends primarily upon the rider. Quite recently a S^ h.p.

J. A. P. engine has developed nearly 7 h.p., and we have not

reached the limit yet This ultra-efficiency is the result

solely of the speed merchant, and yet we are told by Mr.
Patterson that the speed of motor cycles is keeping thou-

sands out of the ranks of motor cycling.

If forced induction is proved by racing men to render

the engine still mora efficient. Mr. Patterson and others

will be the ones to gain by the speed men s experiments.

But for speec events most of us would to-day be mounted
on a cumbersome 7 h.p. twin with two-speed gear, the

whole weighing some 300 lbs. or more, and we should be

vying as to who would be the first man to climb Sutton Bank
on top gear. The moral seems to be that " what is one

man's food is another mans poison.
'

After all, " Ixion did ask for the single-geared 150 lb.

twin to be placed in some obscure corner, and I now ask

th-e manufacturer also to put a cover over it marked
" dangerous," otherwise we may witness at the next
Olynipia Show a veritable Kilkenny fight, in which the

advocates of singles and twins, lightweights and heavy-

weights, two-speed gears and variable pulleys, and belts

and chains, will be engaged in a fight to the death, and

who can foretell the resultV Perhaps " Ixion," "if he lives

to tell the tale. HUGH GIBSON.

Passenger Motor Cycles. Why Not Steam ?

[5296.]—With reference to letter 5257, I think " Amateur
''

will find that the chief reasons acting against steam propul-

sion for four-wheeled passenger cycles are the following :

(1.) Brains and enterprise above the average are required

for the production of a light steamer.

(2.) An unreasoning and ignorant prejudice on the part

oE the larger number of motorists, carefully bolstered up by
manufacturers and those interested in the petrol car. Note
the careful means taken to exclude the steamer from hill-

climbs, reliability runs, etc.

(3.) The baneful influence of some of the early steam cars.

These were frequently sent out without such necessaries as

super-heaters, forced draught, return feed arrangements, etc.,

and naturally people were soon disgusted with them.
If I had the time and means I should certainly experiment

in this direction. H. E. RENDALL.

The M.C.C. Winter Run.
[5297.]—As I have a new two-speed Douglas on order, 1

naturally looked forward to seeing at least one being entered
for the M.C.C. winter run, but they were all standard models.

[ should have thought that the Douglas people would have
only been too pleased to have an opportunity to prove the
reliability and efficiency of their two-speed models, seeing that
other makers were not afraid to enter their two-speed light-

'veiglits in open competition. I, and I have no doubt other
prospective owners, would like to hear why Messrs. Douglas
I'ros. shirked entering a two-speed model.

F. W. ASHBY.
[We submitted a copy of the above letter to Messrs. Douglas
Brothers, and append their reply.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—We beg to thank you for your letter of the 11th inst.,

enclosing copy of letter, and for giving us an opportunitj' of

replying to same,
Mr, G, L, Fletcher entered a Douglas two-speed model in

the M,C,C. winter run, but, unfortunately, just before the
trial he met with an accident, which prevented him riding.

We should like to say that before putting our two-speed
luodel on the market we subjected it, to all the most severe
trials of 1910. The three two-speed machines that went
Ihriiugh the Six Days' Scottish Trial were successful in carry-
ing off the prize for the best team of three machines. Two of

these macliines siccessfully went through the A,C,U. Land's
End to ,John-o'-Groat's. and. although there was a total entry
of eighty-one, only three machines obtained full marks. One
of these w-as a tvi'o-speed Douglas, Further, our Mr. W.
W. Douglas, on a two-speed machine, was second in the
A.C.U. open hill-climb at Sutton Bank, but was disqualified

on the ground that it was not a machine as sold to the public,

it being a 1911 standard model E, which had not then been

offered for sale. No doubt you will remember that you rode

a Douglas two-speed machine from London to Bristol. Also

our Mr. Phillips called on you at Coventry when he was
giving one of these machines a thousand miles test in the most
vile weather, and you gave the machine a short trial, and
referred to it in the next issue of your esteemed paper.

We need hardly add that we should not risk our reputation

by putting on the market a new model without first subjecting

same to a most severe test, and we think the success the two-

speed machines have achieved in the various trials fully

justifies us in offering the machine to the public.

Douglas Bros.

A Mechanically Operated Scavenging Device.

[5298.]—In your issue of December 22nd you illustrated

a scavenging device w-hich has moved me to send you an

idea I had sorae_ months ago, and for which, added to the

ot'ier advantages, I claim timp'icity, besides which the

cylinder would be no longer than the standard.

The idea consists in bringing the piston up to within

l-16th of the cylinder head every other revolution. This
is done by an eccentric on the crank pin driven by 2 to

1 gearing. On the compression stroke (fig. 1) the piston

is in the normal position, but by the time the flywhee'

has done one revolution the eccentric has travelled to its

highest position (fig. 2).

A is a gear wheel fastened to the crank case and drillo'

for tire main shaft. B is another gear wheel meshing with
A, and connected by shaft C, through the flywheel, to gea'

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

wheel D. This drives the gear wheel E, which has~twice
the number of teeth, and revolves on the solid crank pin F,

carrving round with it the eccentric G.
T. PARKINSON.

[Although devices of this nature are very ingenious and
interesting, it may be useful information for our readers

if we point out that many makers of car engines, par-

ticularly racing engines, are chiefly concerned in getting

a full charge of gas inlo the cylinder, their contentioii

being that it Avill get out without mechanical aids such

ai the one described by our correspondent.

—

Ed.]

Magnetos behind the Cylinders.

[5299.]—A number of letters and articles, some humorous,
some writ "sour caustic," as Dan Leno would have said,

have appeared as a result of a report in your journal of

what I was said to have said at Jlr. H. G. Cove's paper
read before the Essex M.C. I hardly know whether to

feel annoyed at having been mis-reported, or pleased at

having brought to light so much native wit and ingeniously-

veiled self-advertisement.

I have been fathered with the statement that the centre

of gravity of a motor cycle, and. therefore, the steering,

is materially altered by placing the magneto behind the
engine. As' a matter of fact, during the discussion on the

paper I drew attention to the suggestion that had already
lieen made that the steering is unfavourably affected by
moving the magneto from in front to behind the engine.

If I recollect rightly, I remarked, or at least implied, that

I did not think there was anything in it, I do not think
that I have seen it suggested anywhere that if the magneto
is not in front the engine may be placed further forward
and the steering possibly improved.
What I am glad to see is a fashion setting in for putting

th^ rider more between the wheels than formerly. I have
alwavs maintained that " over the back wheel " is radicallv

wrong. • J. W. G. BROOKER.
'
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THE L.M. QUADCAR.
ANOTHER small and light quadcar has been

designed by Wm. M. Cunningham, of Clitheroe.

With the decline of the tandem form of tricar

1: is conside.ed ihat there is a big future for a t\vo-

,eater on the lines of a quad but specially strengthened.

In the runabout illustrated—it can hardly be de-

signated a car, for it is built on motor cycle lines

throughout—a 7 h.p. J. A. P. twin-cylinder air-cooled

engine is used, mounted in front, and driving through a

two-speed gear box with gears always in mesh and

.-perated by dog clutches. Transmission is by Renold

hnins to a differential on the back axle. There are

two compensating band brakes operated by a pedal.

The engine is fired by a Bosch magneto, and, it is

stated, can be started from the seat. The control of

the B. and B. carburetter is on the steering w'heel.

The frame and springing are of registered design, and
the wheelbase measures 8ft., and track 3ft. 3in. As
will be gathered from i.ur illustrations, the L.M.
i.juadcar apes its big brother car in every particular,

the torpedo body being unusual with this form of

vehicle. Its lightness will be appreciated when we

say that it can be lifted clear of the ground liy two

men.

Side and front views of the L.M. quadcar, a four-wheeler built on motor cycle lines.

THE A.A. AND M.U.
What it Proposes to do

THE meeting held at the Hotel Cecil on the 10th

inst. imbued us with the idea of seeking further

information regarding what the A.A. and M.U.
intends to do for motor cyclists. So a visit was paid
to Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, where lives the
luain that controls the whole organisation. We found
Mr. Stenson Cooke onlv too glad to expound his

scheme.
" Firstly, let me tell you," said he, " we exist, as

1 said at the M.C.C. dinner, solely to serve the interests

nt the individual, and not to interfere with the govern-
ing body."

" Tell us more,' we ventured.

"The subscription has been reduced from 12s. 6d.

lo I OS. 6d., which sum entitles motor cycle meml>ers
to enjoy the same privileges as car memliers. What
tliose are you know."

" We do know, but many of our readers raav not

share our knowledge."

"Well, you may say that these privileges include
free legal defence, touring facilities in Great Britain

and on the Continent, hotel arrangements, insurance

facilities, an excellent handbook, a badge which
obtains attention and politeness e\'er\ where, and last,

l>ut not least, the greatest attraction of all—the patrol

'organisation
" Touching the latter," continued our informant,

"our men are specially instructed to give motor cyclist

niembers the fullest attention, and it may interest you
to know that the patrols often get valuable assistance

from sporting motor cyclists—and motor cyclists are

sportsmen, vou know— b\ taking messages from one
5Cout to another.

AMALGAMATION.
for Motor Cyclists.

" Motor cycle meml)ors may al.so gel help from our
numerous provincial dejiots - in Manchester, Liverpool,

and Leeds (just opened); in Scotland. Glasgow and
Edinburgh; in Ireland, Dublin and Helfast; and in

France, Paris. .\i all these depots legal advice and
touring information can lie obtained, which latter is

not derived from maps, but from iiieii who have the
' sense of the road.'

" For example, one <if my staff, now in charge of a

branch office, contributed widely-read cycling notes for

a well-known Northern paper for twenty-five years.
" You may also be interested to know that we are

sjjecialiy looking after the interests of the riders for

whom you cater, in the wa\ of hotels and repairers.''

" Ha\e you made any other changes since the

amalgamation?" we asked.
" I have already mentioned that the subscription

formerly was 12s. 6d., now it is los. 6d."
" And do you not propose further to reduce this

sum ?
"

" Xo, ' replied Mr. Cooke ;
" we have no idea of doing

anything of the kind. We are prepared to give mem-
bers full \'alue for their money, and how \ve do this

I have already told you. Pemember, also, that motor
cyclists are well repre.sented on the committee. Finally,

Itt me emphasise the fart that we are not concerned
with trials and competitions ; in a word, we are

interested only in those trials and tribulations of the

motor cyclist which it is our pleasure to smooth over."

The buzzing of telephones and the entry of

sundry subordinates by this time proclaimed that

others than ourselves were demanding their share of

Mr. Stenson Cooke's valu;\ble time;
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CHAX^
(Tiil&^ TO j^

(Greenwich).

19th ... ... 5.23 p.m.
21st 5.26 „
23rd 5.29 „
25tli 5.32 „

American Governing Body.
The membersliip of the Federation

of /Vmerican Motor Cyclists numbered
5,700 at the end of last year.

An Old Hand.
Sam Wright, whose experience with

motor cycles dates ba-ck to the days of

the old Excelsior, has rejoined Humber,
Ltd., and may be expected to be to the
fore in motor cycle competitions
during the year. Wright was a

member of the first team to capture The
Motor Cycle, challenge cup when it was
competed for at Bicester.

W. Creyton About Again.

Acquaintances and friends of W.
Creyton will be pleased to hear that

he returned to his duties at the Triumph
Works last Monday. His medical
adviser has cautioned hini not to ride

a motor cycle for a time, but he is well
able to walk, and will, we hope, be
seen in the saddle again before long.

Result of the Hutchinson Competition.

The fortunate winner of the 5 h.p.

T.T. twin Matchless, which was offered

as the first prize in the competition
organised by the Hutclunson Tyre Co.,

70, Basinghall Street, E.G., is Mr. Hugh
J. Baty, of Gerrards Cross. The winners
of the five other prizes are : 2nd, G.
Murgitroyd, Leytonstone ; 3rd, F. Hoi
lingworth, Alfreton ; 4th, 0. Paul
Monckton, Oundle, Northants ; 5th, J.

J. Cookson, Saudbach, Cheshire: 5th,

G. Scott Maiden, Oxford. The winners
of the agents' prizes are : 1st, W.
vStewart, Belfast ; 2nd, R. Holt, Hey-
wood ; 3rd, W. E. Chew, INlanchester

;

4th, W. Kilby. Caterham Valley,
Surrey; 5th, divided between Hugh
Rae, West Hartlepool, and A. Spaul,
Norwich, It will be remembered that
the competition was to give the exact

figures of, or the nearest figures to, the
correct percentage of each of the sizes

of the tyres used by the competitors
and their friends in the competition.
The conipetition, therefore, automati-
cally decided itself by means of the
sizes supplied by the competitors. The
gentlemen who acted as judges for the
Hutchinson Tyre Co. on this occasion
were Mr. , F. Straight (A.C.U.) and
Mr. E. St. Clair Duncan (Cycle and
Motor Trader' Review). As is usual

in all competitions, some errors were
made by competitors in filling up their

forms. ' The presentation was made
personally by Mr. A. Mellauo, director

of the Hutchinson Co.

THE TRADE AND THE TRIALS.

FACTS ABOUT TWO-STROKE
ENGINES.

LEADING MOTOR CYCLE CLUBS.

Motor Cycle Show at Leicester.

Tiie Leicet^ter ^Sotor Cycle and Cycle
Show, which was so successful last year,
will be held again in the Association
Halls, London Road, Leicester,
February 8-11 next. The secretary (Mr.
H. E." Smith, 21, London Road,
Leicester) will be glad to hear from
the secretaries of motor cycle clubs in

the district who are proposing to hold
an official run to Leicester for the
Show.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Jan. 26—Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

,, 28—A.C.U. Quarterly Trials (Metropolitan
centre). Croydon to Hastings and
back.

Feb. 6-1 1—Auto Cycle Union Lamp Trial at

Brooklands.

,, 8-11—Motor Cycle Show at Leicester.

„ 16—M.C.C. Smoking Concert.

Mar. 18—M.C.C. Opening Run.

Apr. 8.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

„ 14-17.—M.C.C. London -Land's End Trial

and Easter Tour.

,, 22.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
centre}.

May 13—M.C.C. Hill Climb.

27—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.

End-to-end Lightweight Record. Pre-

sentation to Mr. Eli Clark.

On Friday evening Mr. W. Douglas,

of Bristol, entertained to dinner
numerous Bristol motor cyclists and
liiends, the occasion being the presen-

tation of a handsome gold watch (suit-

ably inscribed)

to
' Eli Clark

fo r creating
the End-to-end
twin light-

weight record
of 39h. 40m.
on a Douglas
motor cycle.

Mr. W. Dou-
glas presided,
and the com-
pany present
included the

recipient. Dr.
P a 1 1 e rs o n ,

Dr. Llewellvn,
Messrs. E. S. Hare, P. Grout, E. J.

Prosser, Kickham, Phillips, Wasley,
Blocksidge, Barter, Cuffe. Weekes, A.
Dpiiglas, and many others.

Ell Clark.

The occasion was a thoroughly en-

joyable one, tales of the road being
freely circulated, and incidents in a
memorable year recalled, while in
Jlessrs. Davies, Goodman, and Nor-
man were found three clever comedians
to vary a programme of song and mirth.
Messrs. Grout, Rhymes, and others also

contributed.
Dr. Llewellyn proposed "Our Host,"

and Mr. Douglas r«^:)lied in a speech
in which he gave an interesting account
of the development of the Douglas
motor cycle.

Mr. Douglas afterwards presented
the gold watch to Eli Clark, and de-

scribed the adventures on the memor-
able record ride.

Mr. Eli Clark responded, and in

turn presented Messrs. Ball, Phillips,

Haslam (SheflSeld), Wasley, Grout,
Thornhill, and W. W. Douglas
(helpers) with silver cigarette cases

as mementoes of the ride. Mr. Wasley
replied, and the other toasts were
"The Visitors," "The Motor Cycle,"
and the " Bristol Bicycle and Motor
Club."

Motor Cyclists for President's Guard.

During his trips by motor car about
the city of Washington, the American
President is accompanied by specially

picked men of the Washington police

force mounted on motor cycles. Two
further R.S. motor cycles have re-

centlv been ordered for the use of the
squad.

The American Invasion^

The manufacturers of the Thor motor
bicycle have advised us that their

machines will shortly be handled in

Great Britain and Ireland by an im-

portant firm of motor cycle dealers.

This makes the fourth make of

American motor bicycle to be exploited

in this country.

The Motor Cycle as a Means of

Improving the Health.

In the early days of the movement
it was by no means a rare occurrence for

a doctor to advise a rider to give up
his machine, as it might seriously affect

his heart. This was in the days of

sluggish starting unsprung motor
cycles. Quite recently we received a

letter from a correspondent, in which

he says, " I have a weak heart, which,

I am' thankful to say, has been greatly

benefited by the ridings and from which

I have had no serious trouble for the

last two years." What better testi-

monial can the motor cycle have?
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Cecil Rhodes (U h.p, Moto-Reve , winner of the
Victorian Motor Cycle Club's handicap hill-climb at

Frankstown, Vic. There were 32 competitors.

Summer Competition in Victoria.

Seventy membevs of the growing
|

Victorian Motor Cycle Club journeyed |

to Frankstown, Vic.—a distance of

twenty-si.x mile.s from Melbourne—on
Saturday, the 10th December, to

witness a liandicap hill-climbing com-
petition. The thermometer was in the

neighbourhood of 85°. The hill

abounded in twists ; it was a quarter of

a mile in length with an average
i

gradient of 1 in 6. Competitors—
|

thirty-two in number—were sent up the

hill in pairs, and the result was : 1.

Cecil Rhodes (li h.p. Moto-Reve)

:

2, Harry Jenkins (3i h.p. T.T.
Triumph).

Launceston Club's Reliability Trial.

Tile annual reliability trial of tlie

Launceston A.G. was to Hobart and
back, a journey of 260 miles. In the
motor cycle class nineteen competitors
started, and sixteen finished without
loss of marks. The winners of the
various classes were : Motor cvcles up
to 2^ h.p., R. B. Sutton (2/ F.N.);
motor cycles up to 4^ h.p. singles, C.
M. Dyer (3^- h.p. Royal Allard) ; motor
cvcles over 1^ h.p., twins, S. B. Sutton
(6 h.p. N.S.U.).

B.M.C.R.C. Meeting and Programme.
The enterprising British Motor Cycle

Racing Club will hold its annual
general meeting at the offices of the
B.A.R.C. Carlton House, Regent
Street. W., at 7 p.m., on Tuesday,
the 31st inst. The annual report and
balance-sheet, sent with the notice of

the meeting, shows the club's affairs

to be in a satisfactory state and indi-

cates the good work done by the club
in organising races at Brooklands
during 1910. The first members' meet-
ing will be held at Brooklands ou
Saturday, March 18th. at which the
following events will take place

:

2 p.m.. All Comers' Penaltv Handicap.
2.30 p.m. First Junior One Hour T.T.
Race. 3.45 p.m.. First Senior One
Hour T.T. Race.

Motor Cyclist Marshals Wanted.
As the new Quarterly Trial course is

rather a complicated one, numerous
helpers are needed by the Auto Cycle
Union to marshal the men and direct
them on to the right road at doubtful
corners Motor cyclists who can assist

the Union, and their assistance will

be heartily appreciated, should com-
municate with the A.C.U. secretary.

Selling the Old " Wheel."

Prospective Purchaser : Mechanical
oiler? Dealer : Finest you ever
saw, my boy (points to ordinary hand
pump). Just push this piston once in

a while, and by and by it becomes
second nature ; you don't have to think
about it—it becomes mechanical.

—

Motor Ct/cling, Chicago, U.S.A.

Quarterly Trial.

Entries for the Quarto! ly Trial on
the 28lh inst. received up to the time
of going to press were :

\V. Cooper (3i Bradbury).
A. J. Stevens and Co. (2^ A.J.S.).

A. J. Stevens and Co. (2^ A.J.S.).

Premier Cycle Co. (3i Premier).
Premier Cycle Co. (3i Premier).
Scott Eng. Co. (3i Scott).

Percy Butler (Dot).

A. J Luce (8 Bat).

H Greaves (2^ Enfield).

W. H. Islip (2^ Enfield).

J. W. Woodhouse (3^ Calthorpe).

A. C. Robbins (3i Humber).
H. S. F. Morgan (8 Morgan Runabout).
C. S. Burncy (5^ Rudge-\Vhitworth,
new engine starting device).

Alan Hill (3; Rudge-Whitworlh).
V. Surridge (3i Rudge-Whitworth).

Mr. R. G. Nye informs us that he
surveyed the whole of the new Trials

route per motor cycle on Tuesday last

week, and found the surface of the

by-roads atrocious. He adds that
if the roads are in the same condition

on the 28th the trial will be a very

exhaustive test for the single-geared
machines. *' One of the main difficul-

ties will arise in the competitors losing

their way, and I should like to pro-

pose that at the complex turnings

(after leaving Bexhill. for instance)

guides should be stationed to direct

competitors."
*
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Sequel to an Accident.

H. E. Davison, of Islington, has been
awarded £26 at the Westminster
County Court for damages to his motor
cycle. It appears that the plaintiff

stood his motor cycle by the kerb, and
a L.C.C. tramcar came along, also a
van travelling the same way ahead of

the car. The tram ran into the van
from behind, the force of the collision

causing the latter to crash into the
motor bicycle and " scrap " it.

T.T. Race.

Entries for the 1911 Tourist Trophy
Race number twenty-three up to date,
the names being as undernoted

:

C. R. Collier (holder).

W. O. Bentley.

A. J. Moorhouse.
W. H. Bashall.

J. T. Bashall.

A. B. T. Bashall.

Triumph Cycle Co. (two singles).

Blumfield, Ltd. (three machines).
Hendee Manfg. Co. (two twins).

F. A. McNab (two singles).

P. Brewster (one single, heavy ; one
lightweight).

C. E. Murphy (one single).

D. C. Boltou (one lightweight).

.1. L. Norton (one single).

Douglas Bros, (two lightweights).

Lever Action for Pedalling Gear.

Dr. J. II. Putter has sent us copies
of correspondence which has appeared
in The. C.T.C. Gazelle on the subject
of the substitution of lever action for
rotary to the piylalling axle of a motor
bicycle. This is an idea which has
occurred to many motor cyclists from
time to time, but no manufacturer has
up to now had the temerity to intro-
duce it. In the case of a machine
which only requires the pedals for

starting and never for assisting it up
hills, we think a lever action would
bo an advantage, because both levers

when at rest could be used as footrests.

An arrangement something on these
lines is used on the L.M.C. We
remember seeing a design for a motor
cycle on paper some years ago embody-
ing the lever pedalling device, but it

never got bej'ond the drawing board.

Group at the Derby and District M.C.C. hill-climb near Alsop-en-le-Dale. The winner, Geo. Brougb,
is in the centre, and the club's lad; member, wlio rides a Hobart, is seen at the extreme left
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Essex M.C.
All arrangements are now complete for the fiftli Annual

dinner, which is to be held on Saturday next, the 21st inst.,

at the Holborn Restaurant, W.C.

Walthamstow M.C.
~

The annual general meeting will be held at headquarters,
"The Rose and Crown," Hoe Street, Walthamstow, on
Wednesday next, the 25th inst., commencing at 8 p.m.

Cornwall M.C.C.

The first general meeting of the above club is to be held at

the Red Lion Hotel, Truro, on Saturday next, the 21st inst., at

6.30 p.m., to pass the rules and elect officials. All interested

are invited to attend or communicate with the hon. sec, Mr.
G. E. Vint, 5, Kimberley Place, Falmouth.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

On Wednesday evening last week, the first lecture in connec-
tion with the club's winter programme was delivered at the
King's Head Hotel, Darlington, by Mr. A. E. Bennett (Bosch
Magneto Co.), who gave his interesting lecture on magnetos,
before a good attendance of members and friends.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

The above club is holding the annual dinner at Sleeman's
Restaurant, Old Town Street, Plymouth, on, the 26th inst.

at 8 p.m. There will be a musical programme and distri-

bution of prizes which have been won during 1910. All

members and friends are invited. Club members and friends

tickets 2s. each ; non-members 2s. 6d. Tickets may be
obtained from Mr. Holmes, Vauxhall Street, Plymouth, or

Mr. Exelbyj 8, Lisson Grove, Mutley Plain, Plymouth.

Exeter and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting for the election of officers, and
. other business, will be held at 7 p.m. to-morrow (ITriday), al

the Exeter Garage Co.'s premises, Paris Street, Exeter..
The above club is holding a reliability trial on the 22nd inst.,

from Exeter to Penzance and back, a distance of 222 miles.

The trial will be ridden to a schedule of 18 m.p.h. There will
be an interval of 1 hr. 40 min. at Penzance. Competitors will

ride in pairs, the first pair being started from the Exeter Garage
Co.'s premises at 6 a.m. Riders will sign the checking
sheets at Taylor's Garage, Penzance.

Hkley and District M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at the Crescent Hotel, Ilkley,

on the 9th in-t. , when there was a good attendance. Mr.
W. Robinson occupied the chair. The officers were elected

as follows : President, Mr. T. Archer Pearce; vice-president,

Mr. F. H. Thompson; hon solicitor, Mr. J. Wickstead
Perkins ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. W. Puobinson, Leeds Road,
Ilkley; hon. secretary, Mr. J. Norman Longfield, Laurel
Bank. Ilkley ; committee, Messrs. Denison Wilson, J. Wick-
stead' Perkins, B. Piatt, W. H. Small, C. Thackay, and H.
Mooue.
-The subscription was fixed at 10s. 6d., of which 6s. 6d.

is due on January 1st, and 4s. on July 1st of each year. The
subscription includes affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union,
subject to acceptance by that body.

Newcastle M.C.

An-important step was taken at the annual meeting of the
above club on Tuesday evening last week. The club has
decided to give its allegiance no longer to the N.E.A.A., but
to become affiliated direct to the R.A.C. and A.O.U.
The financial statement of the honorary treasurer, Mr. A.

Parkin, showed an income amounting to £74 3s. 4d. At the
close of the year there was a credit balance of £4 2s. 3d.
The chairman of the club, Mr. Arthur J. Lucas, in moving

the adoption of the secretai-y'a report and balance sheet, com-
plimented Mr. Dunn upon the valuable work he had done.
Mr. Lucas also complimented Mr. Parkin upon the able

manner in which he had kept the accounts of the club.

Liverpool A.C.C.

A very successful breakdown competition was held on
Monday last at headquarters, the Bee Hotel. The results

were : 1, L. Mogridge, 53|s. Platinum points of magneto
screwed together. 2, — Jenkins, 60^*.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday next the club will hold its second smoking
concert of the season at the headquarters, the Imperial Hotel,
Temple Street, at 7 p.m. Well-known artistes have been
engaged. All motor cyclists will be heartily Avelcomed.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

One of the most interesting and instructive lectures given
under the auspices of this club took place on Saturday last.

Mr. Jas. L. Norton, A.I.M.E., filled the post of lec-

turer, and spoke to the members at length on the subject
of tuning up a motor cycle engine.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The A.G.M. was held at headquarters, St. James's Hotel,
Derby on Wednesday last week. At this, the first annual
gathering, the secretary presented his report and balance-
sheet, which was very satisfactory, the year's working show-
ing a balance in hand of £1 13s. 7d

It was decided to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Oxford M.C.C.

The annual dinner will take place on Tuesday, January 24th,

at the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford. Viscount Valentia, M.P., Sir

Robert BuckeU, and other well-known gentlemen will be
present. The prizes for the past year will be presented to

the winners. Tickets, 5s. each, may be obtained from the
hon, sec, Mr. W. A. JIathews, 6, St. Aldates, Oxford.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
The first annual general meeting was most successfully held

on Thursday last at headquarters, when the following officers

were elected : Chairman and captain. Dr. C. B. Moss-Blun-
dell; hon. -sec, Mr. E. G. Fowler; hon. treasurer, Mr. H.
Petty ; hon. solicitor, Mr. R. A. Loseby ; hon. auditor, Mr.
H. Fairfield ; vice-captains, Messrs. E. Laurence, -J. Law
rence, and C. Bailey ; committee, Messrs. J. Dignan, A. E.
Daws, W Edwards, W. Glover, E. Goodin, F. C. Poecher,
and G. H. Upton. A most satisfactory balance-sheet was
passed, showing a good profit on the year's working. At
the same meeting it was decided to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Scarborough and District M.C.
New premises comprising a clubroom and garage were

formally opened on Wednesday evening last week. In
celebration of the event a supper and smoking concert were
held. The alterations and furnishings have all been done
by the aid ol voluntary subscriptions, individual members
of the club having been very generous in this respect. At
the supper,, Mr. E. W. Eingrose. (chairman of the club)

presided, and- there were, also present, Mr. Tolfi'ee (secretary

of the Edinburgh M.C.C), Mr. H. Frain (secretary), Mr.
Wilson (assistant secretary). Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer, Mr.
1\ Webster, Mr. J. Whitfield, Mr. Gofton (Filey), Mr. J. E.
Truefitt (captain), Mr. C. Pugh. and Mr. T. Jackson.

After supper the Chairman declared the premises open, and
hoped that 1911 would be a- very prosperous year for motor-
ists. The proceedings were followed by a smoking concert.

The 1911 catalogue of Triumph motor cycles, just issued,

is a most interesting and useful brochure, consisting of

forty-four pages of reading matter, splendidly got up in

two colours on art paper. No rider need be unacquainted
with the mechanical details of his rhount with such an
instructive treatise for reference, for every vital part of

the four Triumph models is clearly illustrated and described

by lettered diagrams. Copies will be sent post free to

readers mentioning this journal on application to the
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
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On the Road with the New Enfield.
MOTOR cyiUtls, ucUial and piospectu e, wliu iubpccted

the chain-driven Royal Enfield motor bicycles at

Olympia have probably been awaiting a description

of ' an independent road trial at our hands. We
were lucky enough last week, when calling on the Enfield

Cvcle Co." at Redditch, to find a two-speed chain-driven

machine, which had been ridden about 2,000 miles on the

road, awaiting a trial : the engine of this same macliine

had done 5.000. the odd 3,000 being with both belt and

ihain transmission and, of course, a tixed gear.

We will first briefly mention one or two alterations that

have been made to the two-speed model since our Show
report was published on November 24th. The method of

operating the gear changing mechanism by means of chain

and chain wheels has been superseded by a horizontal handle

{(ipioii

Fig.. .„. 1.—Sectional plan antf

elevation ol the counter-shaft
geai'ntled to the chain-driven

Enneld.

denly to lest its

A. Counter-shaft. B. HoUow portion ol

counter-shaft on which box carryioi; clutches
and chain wheels is mounted. D. Expanding
clutch bands. H. Rings rarryinK expanding
bands. K. Adjustable cams. L. Block carr>--

npT adjustable cams. M. Pegs. P. Split rollers.

11 crauk and a vertical rod; this rod is coupled to the small
pinion which works the push rod through a rack by means
if a universal joint, and it is steadied at the top tube by

I bracket ; a half turn operates both gears and free engine,
ilin latter being obtained with the handle in mid position.
The gear, which has not hitherto been described in detail.

1- simple, having comparatively few parts. Reference to the
-actional sketches of the gear 'shows that it is of the chain-

> I liven counter-shaft type with internal expanding clutches.
' liich lock one or other of two chain wheels to the counter-
haft according to the gear ratio selected. The counter-
haft A runs in a ball-bearing made lilce the bottom bracket

"I a pedal crank axle, and is provided with an eccentric
luljnstment which enables the chains to be tightened as they
wear. On the engine-shaft are two chain pinions of dif-
itrent diameters, which transmit the power to the counter-
shaft, and keyed to the left side of the shaft is a box B
'arryins; the high and low speed chain wheels, and on the

light is a small chain pinion
which conveys tlie power to
the rear wheel.

-\s the high and low speed
chain wheels are revolved by
the engine one or other is

locked to the counter-shaft by
expanding the rings D D into
the drums E to which the
chain wheels are fixed. The
steel bands are carried on
drums H ; these are integral
with the box which is keyed
to the shaft.

To expand the bands cams
K formed on the sliding block
L force the pegs M against a
split roller P which spreads
the extremities of the steel
bands, and causes them to
yrip the drums connected to
the chain wheels.

The lateral movement of

the block is controlled by a

small pinion and a rack cut
on L and operated by the
before-mentioned vertical rod
and handle on top tube. The

cams are cut in lour places on K and of different depth, S"

that when one face is worn a higher cam can be substituted

by merely taking out K, turning it round, and replacing
it in a fresh position which is not so deep.
To absorb eogine shocks the engine chain pinions D fig.

2 are not rigidly connected to the crankshaft U. but arc

held between two Raybestos washers E E, and pressed tightly

against the pinion by metal washers B B and springs O.
llie springs are arranged all round the washers, and exert

an even pressure on the pinion. Any tendency to slip undtdy
can be regulated by the tension nut A; screwing it up
exerts a greater pressure on the washers and springs. The
whole device is carried on the flange C shown black in

the sketch of the spring clutch. Having explained the

mechanism of the two-speed gear and clutch, we will detail

our riding experience of this new model
on a winter afternoon with the roads
at their worst.

Starts at a Walking Pace-
Taking out the change-speed pattern

first, the easy way in which it started

could not fail to impress anyone. A
starting handle is fitted to the right

hand of the counter-shaft, but the
cnguie commenced to tire at a walkin;_
pace with the low gear engaged; if

necessary the change-speed handle can
be moved to the free engine position
and a start effected from a standstill.

We think, however, tliat most rider.^

would find the walking mount the more
simple alternative. On the road the
high gear was engaged rather sud-
capabilities, and the only difference

experienced was that the engine revolutions slaclcened and
the machine's speed increased, thereby showhig that there
is no undue strain thrown on the gear by sudden changes :

it worked quite smoothly and without noise.

The smoothness of running experienced with this machine
is in a great measure due to the spring clutch on the engine-

shaft, which worked perfectly, and rendered retardation al

corners and acceleration immediately after quite simple and
easy. On up grades the machine opened out beautifully.

and generally drove as if it were fitted with a belt.

After several miles of mud-plugeing, during which no
possible fault could be found with the machine (in fact, its

behasnour on thick grease was exemplary), it was suggested
we should turn off our route and tackle the ascent of

Woatheroak Bill, a short but extremely steep acclivity with

Fig 2.—Seciional elevation of ihe

Sli pping clutch on engine-shaft.

A. Adjusting nut.

mi. Steel washers.
r. Fixed fianse.

D. Chain pinion.

KK. Ravbestos wa; h-'.
ss Coil springs.
1'. Lockinc nut for fixed Han^f;,

u. En sine-shaft.
~

\\ Crank case.

Fig. 3.- New system of controHing the Enfield coanter-shaft gear.

J. Univeisal joint,

K. Operating rod.

M. Arm supporting ball thrus*'

High speed chain.

Low speed chain.

Low speed chain wheel.
High speed chain wheel.

Pinion-shaft for operating

rack of sliding block.

bearing.
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On the Road with the New Enfield.
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a reputed gradient of about 1 iu 5^ for a short distance. The
first attempt was a failure, owing to a slight adjustment
being reqiured to the cam which operated the clutches (the

gear had been in use for 2,000 miles). This delay took
about five minutes, and, descending, we were able to climb
the hill twice in rapid succession, about half way on. the
liigh and the remainder with the low gear in engagement.
The gear ratios are, high 63 to 1, low 8^ to 1.

Returning to the works, we tried the single-speed chain-

driven model, "and found it exactly the same as the two-
speed so far as the sweetness of transmission was concerned

;

it is constructed in just the same manner as the other

model with the exception of the change-speed gear on the
counter-shaft. The weights of the two models are given by
the makers as : single-speed 125 lbs., two-speed 130 lbs.
In conclusion, a few details of the equipment of the ne.v

models will not be superfluous, although they have appeared
before. The twin V-type engine is 54 x 75 mm. = 344 c.c.

The carburetter is a B. and B. handle-bar controlled; the
magneto is a Bosch fitted with a special device by which
the spark can be retarded without losing any of its intensity,
front and back wheel stand, luggage carrier, etc. Com-
fortable footboards are fitted to the two-speed model and
pedalling gear to the single-speeder, which accounts to some
extent for the similarity in the weights.

p
The A.C.C. Annual General Meeting.

(HE annual meeting of the M.C.C. was held at the
Inns of Court Hotel, Holborn, W.C, on Wednes-
day evening last week. Owing to the unavoidable
absence of the president of the club, Mr. Charles

Jarrott, the chair was filled by Mr. E. Perman. After the
minutes of the 1910 annual general meeting had been read
and approved, on the proposition of Mr. E. M. P. Boileau,
seconded by Mr. W. Cooper, the report and accounts were
adopted. Both report and balance-sheet sliowed the affairs

of the club to be in an eminently satisfactory state. Mr.
Pond then asked a question arising out of the accounts,

which was answered to the satisfaction of all those present.

The next business on the agenda was

The Election of Officers
for 1911. These are a.<i follows : President, Mr. Charles

Jarrott [A letter was read by Mr. Candler from Mr.
Jarrott, in which the latter apologised for his absence and
announced that he would give a cup for competition.

(Cheers)] ; vice-presidents, Messrs. S. F. Edge, A. Brown,
J. van Hooydonk, E. Perman, J. A. Jackson, R. C. Davis,
Harry Smith (tl.e last two were added to the list on
the proposition of Dr. C. Gibbons, seconded by Mr. E. M.
P. Boileau) ; captain, Mr. F. J. Jenkins ; hon. secretary,

Mr. A. Candler ; hon. treasurer, Mr. L. A. Baddeley. Mr.
W. Richards was' elected auditor. Mr. R. H. Head then
proposed two votes of thanks, firstly, to Mr. E. B. Dickson,
who had not only filled the office of captain for two years,

but had also carried through several trials with great

success, and, secondly, to Mr. R. C. Davis, who for so

long a time had with great credit performed the duties of

hon. treasurer, and was compelled to relinquish the post

through ill-health. Messrs. Davis and Dickson then replied.

i\Ir. Jenkins, in accepting the post of captain, said he
wanted the club's social events to be well patronised, and
called for four members who were not on the committee
to act as sub-captains and help him. At the moment, how-
ever, no volunteers were forthcoming. The next procedure
was the election of the committee. Messrs. Ilsley and Bsay
were elected scrutineers for the voting papers. During the

time the scrutineers were engaged in their duties some
discussion regarding the competitions ensued.

Suggestions for Competitions.
Mr. G. E. Roberts suggested that in the Team Trial for

The. Motor Cycle Challenge Cup watches and speedometers
should be barred. Mr. van Hooydonk, in reply, said he
thought it would be a good plan to allow the competitors to

retain their watches and speedometers, but to make the
men cover a certain distance unknown to them at a given
speed, a system which was most, successful in the club's last

speed-judging competition. Both Messrs. F. A. Hardy and
G. E. Roberts supported this theory. Mr. Hardy then
proposed a vote of thanks to the members of the 1910
committee for their services, which was carried nnanimousl)'.

Mr. Van Hooydonk asked for suggestions for a new form
of competition. Mr. Boileau suggested a trial for single-

geared sidecar combinations over the stiffest course which
could bo found, shedding of passengers to be forbidden.
(Laughter.)
Mr. B. Marians put forward the idea of holding a Re-

liability Trial and Hill Climb combined.
Mr. C. C. Cooke announced that Messrs. Phelon and Moore

had offered a cup for a competition between the Herts
Countv A.C. and the M.C.C.

Mr. Karslake then said he thought that a steep hill should
be included in the Petrol Consumption Trial course, so as
adequately to test carburetters.
Mr. Hardy suggested a holiday run extending over several

days, the competing machines to be placed under lock and
key at night.

The 1911 committee consists of Messrs. R. H. Head, H.
G. Bell, E. B. Dickson, S. H. Fry, E. Gwynne, J. van
Hooydonk, Dr. C. Gibbons, C. J. Seed, L. Vedy, B.
Marians, S. May, and W. H. Wells. The proceedings then
terminated.

Shortly after the conclusion of the meeting a smoking
concert was held. It was exceedingly well attended, and aii

excellent programme was provided.

&„ .Jr^^^J:^.?rwv^im̂ f

ANOTHER M.C.C. MEDAL WINNER.
E. B. Ware, who successfully drove an 8 h.p. Chater Lea and side-

car. This machine is fitted with the new Chater Lea twin engine, which
gave every satisfaction. Observe the assortment of head lights.

A.C.U. ANNUAL DINNER.
Owing to the difficulty of securing accommodation at the

Waldorf Hotel on a Saturday evening, the annual dinnei'
of the Auto Cycle Union will be held there on the date
originally fixed, viz., Thursday, 26th January, at 6.30 for

7 o'clock. Mr. Robert Todd,' the chairman of the Union.
wiU preside, and the speeches will be fcAv. A most in-

teresting musical programme has been arranged, and will
include such well-known artistes as iliss Dora Thorpe (songs
with 'cello). Miss Ruby Wilson, Messrs. Ernest Ward.
Arthur Melrose (from the Tivoli and London Pavilion), Mv.
Fred Russell (the ventriloquist from the Empire), j\lr. Fred
Curtis (humorist), and Mr. Patrick Playfair. Ladies are
invited to this dinner, and it is requested that early applica-
tion be made to the secretary, 18, Down Street. Piccadilly,
W., for tickets, which are 7s. 6d. each.
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Facts about Two-stroke Engines.
By B. H. DAVIES.

WE have all watched with the tenderest interest

the dehut and subsequent performances of

the two-stroke engine, especially as exempli-

fied on the Scott motor bicycle. The competition

records of last year and the Scott Co.'s order lx)ok

are eloquent testimonies to the fact that the two-stroke

engine has come to stay. But it is e\-ident that its

popularity has not yet touched the limits which might

reasonably be expected. These engines run so sweetly

and climb hills in such smooth, effortless fashion that

few motor cyclists would have been surprised to see

Scott practice forming the basis of many new models

at Olympia. The fact that only a mere handful of

two-stroke-engined machines figure in the rgn Buyers

Guide may be ascribed to two distinct causes, %vorking

in unison. The first is the innate conservatism of the

British temperamen.t, which is slow to accept what is

new without very c</mplete demonstration ; the second

is the fact that a roadworthy two-stroke engine is not

evolved in a fortnight, and few designers can claim

Mr. Scott's eight years of experience. At the risk of

crowding the Scott Co.'s order book to a slill more
gorged repletion, I propose to make a plain statement

of the facts about tlic two-stroke engine.

A Single Weakness.
To prove the high degree nf |)crfection already

attained by the engine, 1 need only cite one of its

achievements, namely, that it tied with the all-con-

quering Triumph in the c'ompclition for the champion
cup awarded on the results of the four quarterly trials

of last year. The two-stroke engine then .suffered from
a single weakness, which gave rise to several inter-

connected symptoms. It is ob\ious that an engine
in which double the normal number of explosions occur
is up against a very severe cooling problem ; and in

the 1910 model the means taken to dispose of this

excessive heat were tworfold. The two-stroke engine
was designed with a low compression, and it was pro-
\-ided with a water-cooled head for each cvlimler.

Frankly, these means were not adequate to cope with
all conditions. They prevented a clean engine from
overheating or knocking, but they permitted a heat
sufficient to carbonise tne grosser elements in the
lubricating oil. Carbonisation, moreover, has special
terrors on a two-stroke engine of the type described.
The carbon deposits accumulate round the exhaust
ports, which are cut in the cylinder walls near the foot
of the piston stroke. In time these deposits partiallv

choke the ports if they are not attended to, and by
obstructing the free exhaust, the burnt gases are
left behind, and have the same effect as raising the
compression ratio, thereby producing very serious over-
heating. Cleanliness is, of course, a complete cure,
and these ports may be scraped clean if the silencer be
removed, so that ob\iouslv the defpct may be ignored

by any rider who is willing to clean his engine

periodically.

However, a further difficulty arises in this connec-

tion. The explosive mixture for a two-stroke engine

of the type descril>ed is compressed- in' the crank

cases, and therefore two entirely separated crank

cases are necessary, and each must be separately

lubricated. At first the .system employed was a three-

way tap at the base of the pump, so that the rider

had to inject a charge into one crank case, then cross

over the tap and inject a charge into the other crank

case. Some riders found this dual system irritating,

and consequently twin valves were substituted, each

of equal strength, so that the feed ought to have

adjusted itself. In practice, any tiny variation in the

action of the two valves or freedom in the^ pipes

cau.sed one cylinder to receive: an excess of oil, the

other a deficiency, and hence the carbonisation diffi-

cultixis alluded to above were intensified. It will be
noticed thr-oughout the.se confessions that the design
was perfectly satisfactory in the hands of a rider who
was willing to clean his engine regularly, to be careful

in his lubrication methods, and to inspect hi.s crank
case levels and adjust his oil valves at intervals.

The Prevention of Carbonisation.

I am in a position to explain Iiow every user has
been insnred against these troubles in 191 1. To com-
mence with, the surplus heat has been efficiently dis-

posed of. This excess of heat (as compared with the
four-stroke engine) was never so great as to uiterfere

with riuining efficiency so long as the engine was kept
clean ; it simply produced rather rapid carbonisation,

and the maker's desire was to stop carbonisation, by
reducing the cylinder temperature to such a point that

rarlx)nisation in any rapid or aggravated form should
be impossible. Two expedients have been adopted.
The first is to substitute water-cooled cylinders for

the original water-cooled heads; the second to

exchange a radiator of inferior efficiency for a honey-
comb type of nearly double the cooling capacity-. The
result is that if Mr. Scott could rely on selling all his

machines to experts he could now venture to raise the

compression ratio of his engines by as much as twenty-
five per cent. But, in dread of the non-expert, he
remained content with a very slight increase, thus
allowing a much larger margin in the direction of
" foolproofing." The Scott engine will in future be
as immune from carbonisation troubles as the standard
four-stroke type. Further, the lubrication is now
entrusted to a remarkably simple mechanical oiler,

which will keep the oil level equally balanced in the
twin crank cases, and therefore the Scott is now in a
position to compete with its four-stroke rivals on its

simple merits—the attraction of its pleasant hum, its

smooth running, and its delightful hill-climbing style.

A2 7
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The iVIotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

?

An Errant Spark.

Will you kindly help me
out of the following difEculty :

I have a new motor cycle with

Fuller plain coi]. The spark

takes place at the high ten-

sion terminal on coil instead of plug.

The plug appears to be adjusted

about right.—A.B.

All you have to do is to find out to

what point the spark jumps from the

high tension terminal on the coil and

then insulate this point. If the coil

then works properly you have no

further cause to worry,, but if it is

still defective it should be sent io the

makers to be overhauled.

A Trembler and Plain Coil.

I have a Peugeot 2\ h.p.

motor bicycle with accumula-

tor and trembler coil. Think-

ing I might try dry batteries

and plain coil," a friend told

mo I should have to re-time the

oKgme. Is he correct, and, if so,

wha,t is the difference m mode of

(irocedure?—E.H.H.G.

You would have to re-time the engine

in a sense, but this would merely con-

sist of adjusting the contact breaker,

so that the spark takes place at

approximately the same time. The
difference between the two systems is

that with a trembler coil the spark

takes place at the moment the plati-

'num points make contact, and with

the plain coil at the moment contact

is broken.

Second-hand Motor Cycles.

Kindly tell me what make
of motor bicycle would fulfil

the following requirements

:

(1.) Very -quiet. (2.) Free
engine. (3.) Ability to go

along at, say, 20 m.p.h. even if the
road is slightly uphill with engine
running well in hand. (4.) Would it

be possible to obtain such a macliine

at from £15 to £20 second-himd?

—

C.M.W. .

There are a number of machines tally-

ing with your specification, but we
doubt i,f they can be bought so cheaply
second-hand as the price mentioned
in your letter. You may get a service

able lightweight machine at £20, but
certainly not of up to date design. If,

as we imagine, you are a novice, we
recommend- you to employ an experi-
eiK-ed motor cyclist to examine a
machine for you before buying it.

A2h

Current Consumption,

I have a 2§ h.p. engine on
^T] my jnotor cycle, and 1 think

^ the coil takes more current from
-iJ the accumulator than it should.

Would you kindly let me know
if the amount of current taken de-
pends wholly on the coil, or partly
on the contact breaker and partly
on the coil? The coil is a non-
trembler—T.D.

The current consumption is dependent
not only on the coil itself, but on the
adjustment of the contact breaker. If

the points are adjusted so that they
bear very firmly on one another the
consumption of current will be greater
than if they touch lightly. To get the
coil tested tor current consumption you
have to place an ammeter in circuit.

This should be an instrument giving a
delicate reading, and it should be
placed upon a table away from the
machine and connected to it by long
wires. If the motor is run at speed
you wall be able to take a reading (5f

the consumption.. Internal defects of

the accumulator are not imknown.

Blurred Spectacles.;

Can you tell me of any pre-

paration that will prevent raiTi

gathering on my spectacles, as

,

I am short-sighted, and always:
have to wear glasses? I have a

preparation called " Anti-mist," which
has to be rubbed on the glasses and
then rubbed off, but although it does
prevent mistiness, caused by sudden
changes of heat or cold, it does not
prevent the rain gathering on them.
I have also tried paraffin, but with-
out avail.—E.R.B.

A preparation is sold, by name Glass 0, by
i\[essrs. Brown Bi-os., Ltd. It is a white
paste, which should be applied to boHii
sides of the glasses and then rubbed off.

It effectuajly prevents the rain forming
in drops on the glasses. Or a little

glycerine (diluted with water) ruhb^'d
on the spectacles should also be effec-

tive. None of these preparations are
ab.solute cures, and the unfortunate
short-sighted motor cyclist must grin
and bear it. Considerable protection,
however, is afforded by using a cap
with a very large peak. '

'
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Loud Explosions.

Will you please give me the
cause and cure for loud ex-

plosions which seem to take
place in the silencer of my
motor cycle' The explosions

were almost nil three months ago,

but now the trouble gets worse if

anything. It occurs after I have
switched off and on again and
after dropping exhaust valve. It is

objectionable in traffic, and I would
like to overcome it.—W.H.

It is quite possible that the trouble
may be due to the exhaust valve lifter

wire having stretched slightly, and
not allowing the valve to be raised
high enough. Another tip, partially

close the throttle before using the
bwitcli.

A Mechanical or Lubrication Trouble,

My 4^- h.p. twin and side-

car ran and climbed faultlessly

for about fifty miles, but after

a stc^p for tea the front plug
got white hot and the engine

stopped. I removed e.xhaust pipe
and silencer, which did not make
much difference. '1 he two mechanical
valves were both working as usual,

and both had the full lift. The
back cylinder worked quite regu-
larly, and both cylinders fired quite
regularly till the front plug got

to wliite heat again. Kngine would
run a few miles down a slight

gradient without getting red hot by
keeping the throttle nearly closed,
liut as scon as I began to open thr>.tlle,

I could see the plug in the dark
gradually getting white hot.—T.M.

Unequal lubrication of the cylinders
seems to be your trouble, which is a

common complaint with old pattern
twins. In any case we should rec'om-

mend you to run the engine on the
stand fur a few minutes, and then
dismount the cylinder, carefully noting
if the front piston and cylinder are well

smeared with oil. The cylinder heads
and pistons must be clear of carbon
deposit for cool running. Try also

new valve springs and a plug the
points of which (jo not project too far

into the cvlinder.

I^j^S^OLl
Selecting a Motor Bicycle.

I am thinking of getting a
motor cycle, mainly for busi-
ness purposes, and I am told
that it is usually best to
commence with a second-hand

one to learn on. Is this your
opinion, and, if so, about 'how
much would a good second-hand one
cost? I may say I should prefer a
free engine, two-speed gear, and
h.b. control. Could you advise as
to any particular make of machine
to go in for? I may say that the
hills in my district are stiff.—S.S.

Yes, you may quite well begin on a
second- hand machine, but it is really
not necessary to do so. At one time
a raw novice could damage a motor
cycle by careless manipulation, but
the control has been rendered so
simple on present, day machines that
any tyro of average atiility finds no
difficulty in their management. A
good second-hand machine will cost
you £20 to £40, according to its

specification and equipment. We re-
gret we cannot recommend any par-
ticular make of machine.

Compression and Carton Deposit.

Would you mind telling me
how often it i.s necessary to
grind in the valves of a motor
<:Tcle engine ? It is a 1910
Premier which has vun

1.3!)0 miles. Also how often should
the carbon deposits be cleaned
off? The engine has not been
touched, but I don't think it is quite
so powerful as when new. Is it neces-
sary to take the engine to pieces to
clean it.—.-V.S.B.

)'ou only grind in the valves when it

is absolutely necessary, that is to say.
when the machine loses compression
to an appreciable extent, and loss ot
power may well be due to lo.«s of com-
pression. Usually, compression may
be restored by attention to the exhaust
valve only, as the inlet valve is sub-
ject-ed to less heat and is consequently
less liable to pitting. The carbon de-
posit should be removed when
symptoms of its accumulation render

7^

themselves evident. These symptoms
ara knocking on the slightest provoca-
tion, especially, when the engine i.-^

under load and picking up speed on
a hill. To clean off the carbon deposit
it is only necessary to dismount the
cylinder. You need not even remove
the crack case from the frame, merely
undo the cylinder connections, after-

wards the nuts of the holding down
bolts, and the cylinder may be lifted

off by the exercise of a little ing'..'nuity.

Conversion of Pedal Bicycle.

I am in' need of a motor
cycle, my home being eighty
miles away and rather too far

for an ordiiuirv cycle. 1 have
a good make of push cycle, a.id

would ;isk a few questions about
having it converted. (1.) Is it advis-

able to convert a bicj-cie into a motor
cycle ? (2.) If so. what parts would
be needed, and how much would they
cost ? (3.) Would it be necessary
to change the tyres ? I should like

to state that a li h.p. engine would
suit my requirements.—ScuscRiisKii.

No it is not advisable to convert a,

pedal cycle into a motor cycle, as thn
frame is usually too light. and
breakages are likely to occur. Furtlier-

more, a pedal cycle if ridden at motor
speeds is uncomfortable, and in addition
the tyres would bo far too light.

You would do better by purcha.sing a
lightweight motor cycle second-hand.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessoric;
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addre-sed c/o

j
The Editor.

! "J.E.D." (Hinckley).—Two stroke
• Scott motor bicycle, especially in re-

! gard to pace, hill-climbing, and reli-

( ability. Is the gear satisfactory?

I

"H.W.H." (Wolverhampton).—No. 7
Cha'er-Lea 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine and

I side 'a r.
' " E..M."(DubIin).—Albion and Mabou

clutches.

"E.L.S." (Southsea). — Single and
twin Premier.

CANADIAN RIDERS OF BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES.
It is. easy to see where the hu;e British exports we reierrel to last weak are landed. Our colonies, and especially New Zealand, Australia, South

Africa and Canada, receive many thousands ot, pounds worth of motor cycles every minth. The Triumph ridjrs in the illustration hail from Toronto
and purchased their mounts through the Tangent Cycle Co. ot that city.

.\29
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Motor Cycles in Fiji.

The Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coven-

try, inform us that they have just re-

ceived a large order for Sidettes iroiia^

Fiji. It is interesting to know that'

motor cycling is catching on in these

islands.

Orders Rolling la.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Oldham, are

among the firms manufacturing motor
cycles who find themselves exceptionally

busy. Orders are rolling in at a rate

far beyond expectations, and since the

closing of Olympia the necessary arrange-

ments have been made tov turn out

double tlie number of machines.

Sidecars in London.

Phelon and Jloore, Ltd., have been

appointed sole agents for London and
•district, for tlie well-known Mont-
gomery sidecars, and will hold a stock

of these machines at their showrooms,
12, Mortimer Street, W. This firm has

also bad a special model designed suitable

for P. arid M. machines whiuli is sold

at a moderate price.

Cigarettes Up-to-date.

^a.ilotor cycle cigarettes are the latest.

The other day Mr. George E. Crabbe,
wholesale and retail tobacconist,

8a. Wliite Hart Street, High Wycombe
(who is incidentally an enthusiastic

motor cyclist), kindly sent us a, box of

his motor cycle brand cigarett^es,

which included Premier, Rex, Triumph,
and Mi'evva Virginian and Egyptian
blend. We have much enjoyed the
fragrant weeds. Riders of motor
cycles can now be up to date to the
fingers end

!

Z.L. 3; h.p. Twin-cylinder Engine.

A compact* engine, powerful for its

weight, IS the twin-cylinder 3i h.p.

Zedel, which has a bore and stroke of

67 by 70 mm. It is claimed that this

engine with Bosch high tension mag-

neto and carburetter weighs 48 lbs.

35 h.p. V-type twin Z.L.

JANUARY igth, igii.

It will be observed from the illustra-

tion accompanying this description that

the inlet valves are automatically

operated. The makers do not hide
thie fact, pointing out that they have
proved by long experience and severe

tests that the suction type of valve !

gives better results on a higli speed
engine, provided that it is properly
ba'anced. The 3j h.p. model is the

only one manufactured with castiron

crank case, but it can be supplied if

desired with an aluminium case. . The
projection on the crank case is tlie-

covering for the bevel gear driving the

magneto. The latter can be placed
above the engine. A 9 h.p. Z.L. engine
for racing purposes can be produci'd

on a motor bicycle weighing complete
only 110 lbs., so that it would appear
easy to build up the 3^ h.p. twin into

a touring frame to weigh complete
about the same weight.

Chain Belt Improvements.
Readers will remember that a. few

j

weeks ago we published, a sketch and
particulars of a eliaiiiy belt made by
VV. Pollin, of Spalding, Lines. Mr.
Pollin has been making further experi-._

ments, and has found that it vei-y

much improves the flexibility of the

belt if the chain is inserted between
the two plies of leather instead of

being laid along the top of the belt,

as iti was originally made. Our sketch

is made from a section of the latest

pattern belts, which Mr. Pollin has

sent for onr inspection.

The latest WaU Auto-wheeL

Surrounding the wheel A is a tubular

framework B, which is pivoted at the

front to the cycle frame.
,

The frame-

work B carries a two-stroke engine

with the cylinder at C and compressor

at I), the latter drawing in carburetted

mixture throug'i a carburetter- E, re-

ceiving petrol from a tank F, which
forms the mudguard. The engine

crankshaft G is mounted in Jiea.rings

arranged on the tubular trasnswork,

and carries a flywheel at H and
planetary reducing gear of the simple

type illustrated, adapted to drive the

rear wheel hub J at a reduction of

PATENTS,
pinion carrier, constitutes a simple form

of clutch vjhich euaMes starting from
a standstill to be effected.—A. W.
Wall, No. 25,861, 1909.

speed when the brake drum K is held
by means of the brake band. This
brake band, by locking the planet

b
/
B

Si
i

Q

engaged externally at G by a brake
band and internally by an expanding
clutch, which is actuated by moving
tlis levers H about their pivots as the

cone K is moved to the right by means
of tire spring. When this takes place-

tlie clutch locks the drum F to the

belt pulley, and a solid or direct drive

is obtained. When the clutch is dis-

engaged, and the band brake aijplied

the pip'O" E is held stationary so that

A Pulley Two-speed Gear.

The engine crank spindle A has

bolted to it a sleeve B, whiclr carries a

driving bevel pinion C. This meshes
with planet pinions D attached to a

sleeve carried 6y the belt r pulley and
tii3 planet pinions engage a driven

pinion E, fixed to a drum F, the vari-

ous pidleys being mounted on ball bear

ings as illustrated. The drum F is

the belt pulley is driven through the
gjars CD at a reduced speed.—W. ],.

Poole, No. 29,510, 1909.
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The Quarterly Trials.

AS
may be rcidily imagined, our leaderette last

week detailing the action of the Traders'

Union with regard to the Quarterly Trials

caused a consitjerable stir among those who
are particularly interest^ed in these events, and

the future of such competitions was freely discussed
among motor cyclists and the trade. Our opinion, that

these trials are of service if held under unfavourable
weather conditions such as obtain at this period, has
been confirmed by the thirtv-two trade entries received

before the date for the closing of entries at

ordinary fees. The situation now is that the majority

of the members of the Traders' Union will iwt sup-

port ne.xt Saturday's Quarterly Trials, and they in-

clude practically all the most important and l;irgest

firms in the industry. There remains a minority of

makers who have taken up the manufacture of motor
cycles in more recent years, and who are anxious to

give their support at least to next Saturday's event,

but they may or may not persevere with the remaining
fixtures in April, June, and October.

We understand that in more than one instance

traders were willing to compete, but decided to abide

by the decision of the majority. -

The Traders' Union is of opinion thai no good pur-

pose is served by these trials, and that motor cycles

have proved their reliability in consecutive daily runs

of more than 130 miles.

That a motor cycle is now reliable is an accepted
fact, but that does not necessarily mean that it is

'perfect; and in formulaiing the rules for the

Quarterly Trials, so that the change-speed gear may be
improved by encouraeing it in these events, the A.C.U.

ttiMiiMMiMiittii^^

has certainly made a step in the right direction. Par-
ticularly does this rule ajjply to a winter trial, when
the road surfaces are heavy and greasy.

On dry roads exceptionally steep hills with sharp
comers can \x ridden in siifety, but the same acclivities

become risky, if not dangerous, under winter conditions,

because to cii.nb them with single-geared machines
they have to be rushed. If under such circumstances

single-geared machines fail while variably-geared ones

succeed, it does not prove that the former are unreli-

able, but it points to the fact thai the latter are nearer

perfection, wnich is the consummation we are all

striving to attain. That is one reason why we specially

favour these particular trials being helil in the winter;

the perfect motor cycle will be an all weather mount.

A point which may have been overlooked in the con-

duct of these trials in the past is that it has been the

practice of many makers to enter the same machine

time after lime, whereas if it were made compulsory to

compete each time with a different mount, it would
cause manufacturers to test publicly improvements

which are made periodically in almost every important

manufactory. In such manner the public would be

able to gauge the advantages or otherwise of any

alterations in detail as they were introduced. The
trade should also not lose sight of the advertisement

to be gained this year in particular by holding the

trials in different parts of the countc)- where there are

still numbers of prospective motor ryrli.sts waiting for

ocular proof and a little further demonstration before

making the final plunge. The sight of a number of

riders adhering to scheihile times and climbing all hills

en route without mechanical trouble is often a great

inducement to waverers, and creates a most favourable

impression.
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tainly as a rule a tedious kind

of undertaking, and it was to seek

some change from this mode of

travelling that I determined to

choose the motor cycle as means of

transport for at least part of the

way. I would ride across Mon-
golia to Lake Baikal, and if time permitted continue

right home on the same mount.' I had only four

months for the "whole European' journey, so it was
from the beginning questionable whether the whole
overland journey would be accomplished.

My machine is a^ four-cylinder F.N. (1909), on
uhich I had covered in China 300 miles (1 thought

this was .a fair trial, but was grievously mistaken),

iitted by Chinese carpenters with the following

fixtures: (i) A wooden board was fixed with Iron

frames and screws on the handle-bars, (2) a park-

saddle of extra hard wood was placed across the

middle over the toolbags, and (3) a large board
carrymg a Chinese pigskin box was screwed on the

luggage carrier at the back. All these boards had
their surfaces pierced with numerous ' holes, so

that I could strap or tie all kinds of odds and ends
firmly on to them. On the front boards over

the handle-bars I carried bedding and tent ; on the

pack sajddle tvi-o leather bags with carbide, spare
parts, waterproof coat, and knee-protectors; and on
the other side a leather valise with photographic
utensils, toilet things, reserve provisions, etc. On the

back carrier came petrol, oil, blow lamp, medicine
box, spare parts, and tools. Altogether the luggage

'

weighed over 100 lbs., but I had to throw away a good
deal later, as it was
certainly too heavy.

£stabtishment of
Pelrol Depots.
My first step was the

establishment of depots
of petrol and provisions

on the road from Kal-
gan across the desert

to Urga, a distance of

about 700 miles. For
•this job—which was no
joke—I chose a young
Chinese boy who had
been in my employ some
years. Upon asking
him, and pointing out
the nature of the under-
taking, he at once and
most cheerfully - agreed
to go.

AI4.

Map o£ route fo.Iowed by the author i

Lake Baikal vLi Kal;

This boy—named Chi-Chang-Fu

—

would endeavour to hire in Kalgan two
camels, and also engage a Mongol inter-

preter, and this little caravan would there-

upon travel across the Gobi desert follow-

ing the telegraph. At suitable distances

they would deposit petrol and provisions,
"'''* either at the three telegraph stations

or in Mongol tettts by the road. They would give the

Mongols red flags to , hoist aLove the tents, and also

mark flie name of the place, and especially the num-
ber on the telegraph pole which was nearest. On this

point I laid great stress. Chi-Chang-Fu would, upon
completion of,' this job, telegraph to me from Urga,
and then return post-haste to meet me in Kalgan with

all information regarding the depots and the road
itself.

The road from Pekin to Baikal can be di\ ided from
a motoring point of view into three parts : (i) Climbing
by an atrocious road up a steep rocky valley on to the

Mongolian tableland. (2) Then fairly good level

country from above Kalgan to near Urga. (3) Hilly

country north of Urga, bad sands, and morasses, before

reaching Baikal.

Colonel Anderson, of the British Legation Guards,
gave me valuable assistance and saw me off; Colonel
C. D. Bruce, Superintendent of Police, Shanghai, lent

me a splendid map (British Intelligence Department)
of Mongolia. My stores and eatables were all-British,

such as Bovril (used e\ery day) and Lazenby's soup
tablets.

After a busy time, greatly assisted by kind friends

in Pekin, and a short trial trip in the morning, I set

out from the Wagon-Lit Hotel in Pekin at 2.30 p.m.
on June 2nd, 1910. A
small crowd cheered
when the machine will-

ingly started with its

heavy burden. On the

good macadamised roads

in Pekin I began to ex-

perience early the curse

of the heavy luggage',

which would have
tempted a saint to use
sulphurous language.

Things began to drop
off, but this was only a
beginning. AVorse was
to follow.

The heat that after-

noon on the Pekin plain

was at its worst. I made
slow progress, often

mistaking the road to-

his Ion; journey from Pekin to
m and Urga.
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varcJd north-west, and landed finally in the dark

n a ditch with the back wheel self-locked. Not being

n good form, I gave up the job of ' lifting 3 cwts.

ut of the ditch, and set out on foot to call villagers

o help. With the aid of my acetylene lamp, these

indly villagers afterwards dragged the cycle over a

'earful road to the Railway Hotel in Nan-Kow, only

hirty miles from Pekin. Not a very successful begin-

ing ! And thoroughly exhausted did I feel after it.

Ascent to the Great Wall.

Nan-Kow means the southern mouth, and is the

pening of the valley that leads up to the point where

75

was terrible, looking intensely violet, and the peals of

thunder echoed thousandfold between the hills. Having
camped in a valley or gorge, I expected every minute
the dreaded shan-shin or mountain torrent to sweep
down on me, -this being a peculiar Chinese phenomenon
when the water comes down like a wall. Later the

gale rose to a hurricane, and ')lew^ both the machine and
tent over. I had to recovemioney and other belong-
ings by "minings" in the sand.

Feeling very sad and shaky, I proceeded to cross

over the pass and through the Old Wall, which is here
in good repair. Some American tourists photographed
me, and on learning of my plan kindly offered the

(1) Ttie stirt from Pekin i i uio presence ol
Col. Abbott Anderson* Commanaer BriiUli
Legation vjU.ird.

crossesthe Great Wall
Pa-Ta-Liiig.

Nu.uerous old towers, walls,

and other fortifications bear testi-

mony to the Chinaman's dread of
invasion from the Tartar and
Mongol hordes. This is the old
high road to Mongolia. A rail-

\vay has now been built along the
old road from Pekin to Kalgan.

I tried first to ride by the side
of this railway, but innumerable
bridges and tunnels .soon frus-

trated the attempt. I had then
to hire three coolies, who dragged
the machine with -ropes. The road
is not a road—it is a staircase.

^'et sometimes it loses all regu-
larity and becomes more like a
stone quariT.

0\er huge boulders and in deep
ruts poor " Fanny " (the F.N.)
had to bump her way forward, the
frame standing the test well, but
the tyres showed unpleasant signs
of wear on the sides.

The sun set when I was just below the high ridge
where the Great Wall runs across. I pitched my little

canvas tent, which was made so as to cover " Fanny "

and myself, but as ill luck would have it, a furious
thunderstorm broke over us in the night. The lightning

i''M-

(3) In f-e Kalp"! P"el. The Dutch Consul at Tientsin on
lc(t) with the writer anj Chinese owneis ol hotel. (4) Famous
gate at C.i--Yung-Kuan with inscriptions in several larguages.

travel on the Pekln-Kalgan
Rjilway. Dangerous orossiDg of a briugo

near Nankuw.

remark tnat " Vou must have the

heart of a lion! " But I felt very

far from a lion jusi then after such

a terrible night.

The road after crossing the Pa-

Ta-Ling, however, showed some
improve.nent, and 1 could mount
the machine occasionall), and also

use the path alongside the railway.

1 he latter alternative had, how-
ever, its drawbackj

Sometimes the path on the side

of the i>allasi got so narrow that

innumerable falls were the result.

Occasional!)
,
just when enjoying a

gooti spin, 1 would encounter a

bridge, and hail to cross this un-

aid'.^d b\ lifting the cycle— 3 cwts.

—on the line itself. Walking on
the sleepers, with the yawning
abyss between and on both sides,

and a high wind making
the whole cycle and myself
sway, was decidedly exciting.

People do not waste time
and money on hand-rails, planks,

or gangways in Chinese railway building, and 1 used
to detest these black stones which marked a briilge

in the distance.

Another ver) uncomfortable experience was that

the petrol consumption was proving abnormally high.
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Through Mongolia.—
I noticed this, and calculated with extreme misgivings

that under the circumstances my petrol depots in

the desert, which were reckoned at least doubly suffi-

cient, would hardly carry me through. I thought this

consumption was caused, by heavy luggage, which

was probably partly true, but after arriving in Kalgan

I found the other reason to be a clogged carburetter

gauze. It will be seen, however, that the petrol con-

sumption still continued to be very heavy.

The country gets very sterile and sandy near Hsiian-

Hua-Fu, the sand from the desert actually blowing in

huge waves over the city wall, forty feet high. Riding
against a terrible head wind, wdthout daring to use

At the gate in the real old Chinese wall

at Kalgan, the entrance into Mongolia.

The Europeans in Kalgan did their utmost to render

useful assistance, especially Mr., Brisher, of the British-

American Tobacco Co., who was indefatigable in his

efforts to meet my numerous demands.
A local fitter from the railway engine shops worked

for a day on the F.N., the innumerable falls from the

railway embankment necessitating various repairs, such

as straightening pedal spindles and handle-bars which
•were bent, fixing with bolts the luggage carrier at the

back, and so on. I myself took the carburetter to

pieces. The heavy petrol consumption was a cause of

grave anxiety to me, as it meant that there would be

scarcity during the desert Journey. I discovered that

only a few pinholes were left in the carburetter air

Boulder strewn road near Chu-Yung-Kuan ascending the Nankow Fass.

the goggles on the risky, narrow path high up on the

railway embankment, is not pleasurable.

Blue and brown all over my body, and bruised as

I was by many falls, I arrived at Kalgan on June 6th

at 9 p.m. The cyclometer, which in Pekin had stood

at 320 miles, now showed 45 r. The hotel at Kalgan
is not unlike an Italian ostina, with huge vines grow-

ing over the whole courtyard. Naturally, I did justice

to the refreshments and food to be had there.

I was very pleased to meet in Kalgan my servant,

Chi-Chang-Fu, who had arrived only a few days
before. He had accomplished his difficult task with

accuracy and dispatch, and presented me with a com-
plete list of names and places where he had deposited
petrol and stores in the desert. His Mongol inter-

preter gave me some useful sentences in his own
language, which I wrote down.

A16

A branch of the great

Chinese wall at Pa-Ta-Ling.

The Chinaman Chi-Chang-Foo at Hanor Ba, North ol Kalgan.

inlet gauze. This cleaned, I hoped that less petrol

would be used, and in this I was to some extent correct,

although the consumption was nearly double the quan-

tity I had originally calculated.

The Start Across the Desert.

After spending two days in Kalgan I set out on the'

serious part of the journey—across the desert. It

was like a ship leaving the safe harbour to sail over,

the boundless ocean. Chi-Chang-Fu accompanied
me up the Hanor-Ba, a very nasty rocky slope above
Kalgan, the last staircase up on to the Mongolian
tableland. I hired some men, and we all worked hard
pulling the heavily laden machine up the awful slope.

I admit I was nearly exhausted at the top, and could
only steer the machine badly when I began to use it

under engine power. The real old Great Wall passes
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Throujh Mongolia.—

here, a rampart built of stone brown with age ; in places

it is so dilapidated that a horse can be ridden across.

Before parting from my faithful servant I photographed

him with the motor cycle and the wall in the back-

ground.

I was now alone, with the next place of comparative

comfort and civilisation—Urga—nearly 800 miles off.

And a sorry start 1 had ; the road was stony, and 1 wa.s

so tired I could not control my machine. Falls

ensued, bruises, blue marks, bent pedals. These pro-

ceedings went on practically the remaining part of

that day, and in the evening, as a change, I ran into

deep sand, than which nothing is more cruel for a

motor cyclist. I was nearly dead with fatigue when I

ended that night in a kindly Chinese settler's home.

I admit frankly that next morning found me very

much depressed and down in the mouth. The previous

day's experiences were not encouraging, and. how
could I know that I should not have 700 miles of the

same sufferings in front of me.

But, as I found very often to be the case on this

journev, when the clouds were most dark, the sun

suddenly peeped through. This day—the loth of June

--I did some very nice spins on fairly good roads, and

ro sand was encountered. The green fields of the
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Chinese emigrants were left behind, and a green prairie

broken by low ridges took their place. The country

—although absolutely treeless—looked rather nice with

plenty of gre^en grass and wild flowers. But already

ii terrible lack of humanity made the land look desolate.

Poor " Fanny," with her enormous load, did not

like the ridges either, and failed very badly on the

slopes. I can't say that 1 particularly enjoyed the

heavy drudgery of pushing her up the heaviest

inclines, so to improve matters 1 loosened the exhaust

pipes and placed them outside the silencer. The
increase in power was remarkable, but the sound of

the exhaust was like a Maxim gun now.

Sometimes I met caravans of camels' loaded with

merchandise and guided by Mongols in bright red or

yellow garments. The roar of the exhaust made the

camels dance about very friskily. The Mongols were

interested, and some tried to race me, but in vain.

I was now approaching telegraph pole No. 1,538,

and was anxious to know how the Mongols had treated

my petrol depot, which should be in a tent near by

at a place named Bong-Hing. I found everything

O.K.—red flag hoisted and petrol can inside. So far

the Mongols had turned up trumps, but, of course, I

could not know how things would pan out further

north. (To lie continued next week.)

Improving Old Pattern Aachines.
By

THERE must be many among those who visited

the Motor Cycle Show at Olympia who, with

every desire to keep themselves up-to-date in

respect of their mounts, are yet compelled by their

means (or the lack of them) simply to look at and

long for one of the many excellent machines that

were shown. These men are saved much hard think-

ing, for the selection of a mount, unless one has

already a favourite make, is a matter for much con-

sideration among so much that is good. But there

are many ways in which the man of rather less than

moderate means can improve his trusty steed, and I

propose to outline briefly a few of them.

These may be roughly divided into the following

heads :

Improvements to carbiu'etter.

Improvements to engine.

Improvements in lubrication.

Improvements in transmission.

Improvements to cycle work.

Modernising the Carburetter.

By this I mean rather carburetter control than car-

buretter adjustment, which is too large a subject for

the present article. It is a simple matter to fit

handle-bar control to an old pattern carburetter

;

special fittings are made by Bowden Wires, Ltd., for

most standard carburetters which are easily attached

in a few minutes by anyone with a taste for

mechanical work, and in cases where the complete

sets of fittings are not made it is generally an easy

matter to fit the stop for the Bowden wire on some
part of the machine, whence the movement can be

made by means of the Bowden sliding tubes contain-

ing the take-off spring if space admits, or in other

cases a spring can be fitted to some convenient place

AURIGA.

on the side remote from the wire. The accompany-

ing sketch will show how this was done in the case

of a Royal Enfield lightweight. On this machine

the extra air lever can be left alone in most circum-

stances with quite satisfactory results, but the rider

who desires the utmost efSciency will not be satisfied

with this, and it is not always convenient to reach

down to move the lever on the last bit of a bad hill

(3-)

(4.)

(S-)

Home-rigged control ol the extra air supply.

when there is trafiSc about. On a Raleigh two-speed

motor cycle, which 1 rode a few years ago, I con-

nected the extra air lever to the advance spark lever

on the tank, allowing to each a certain amount of

individual movement, with very satisfactory results.

Engine Improvements.

These must of necessity be somewhat in the nature

of repairs. If there is too much play between the

exhaust valve stem and its tappet there will be loss

of power and unnecessary noise. In the absence of

adjustable tappets this can be remedied by putting a

small piece of sheet steel, cut to shape, over the end
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of the tappet, having three projections turned down
round tlie tappet to keep it in place. In some cases
" domes of silence "of a suitable size might be used,

but it would probably be necessary to hammer them
flat. A cap to keep dust and dirt out of the com-
pression tap (as is fitted on several machines) might

be made in much the same way. For this purpose

copper or brass will be suitable, and it can be tinned

with Galvanit powder.

Lubrication.
Lubrication can be made semi-automatic by means

of one of Best and Lloyd's pumps. The rider probably
knows already how many miles he can run to a pumpful
of oil. This pump is filled in the usual way through a

non-return valve, but the plunger is returned slowly by
means of an internal spring, and can be adjusted by a

needle valve to discharge its contents into the engine in

the required time ; then all the rider need do is to raise

the plunger from time to time. For fast running, the

valve should be slightly opened, and when the machine
is at rest, the tap should be closed. If any obstruction

should lodge in the valve, the rider will notice that

the plunger is not falling ; he can then open the valve

and the pump in the ordinary way. While on the

subject of lubrication, it should be menJ;ioned every

engine is not best suited by the same' oil. On taking

to one brand, after using an equally good and excellent

oil, I find the improvement in running most marked.
Riders would do well to experiment.

Transmission.
I do not propose to discuss- the merits of chain and

belt in this article, for the reader will prooably retain

whichever he has ; but it will at once occur to anyone
that the transmission may be greatly improved by the

addition of variable gears and pulleys. Of the latter

there are a great many on the market suitable for heavy
and medium weight machines, and Motosacoche, Ltd.,

supply one for lightweights.

»—

"
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The Fit^all two-speed gear, now made by- Messrs.

Lake and Elliot, can, it is claimed, be fitted without

any structural alterations, though it is usually necessary

to set the pedal crank out a little. The same remarks

apply to the N.S.U. engine-shaft gear. The Millennium

two-speed free engine hub can be built into the back

wheel of- most standard machines, with forks about

6y^\n. wide. This gear admits of pedal starting. In

the caseof lightvveights up to 3 h.p., the new Armstrong

Triplex three-speed hub should be a good thing. This

has a direct drive on the middle speed, giving a gear

ratio of about 7 to i, the top and bottom being re-

spectively 5 to I and 10 to i—a very good combina-

tion. The gears can.be changed with the utmost smooth-

ness, as a multiple plate clutch is incorporated in the

hub, which is very neat and complete. The clutch is

worked with a rocking lever by the right foot, and the

gear manipulated by a lever on the tank. Riders who
cannot afford a' variable gear will find a clutch such as

the Mabon add greatly to the convenience of their

mounts. The cleanliness of the machine can be greatly

improved by the addition of Bluemel celluloid side pieces

to the mudguards. Something similar should be fitted

to every machine, as nearly all can be impjoved by

a leather mud-flap, which, if sufficiently wide and deep,

keeps all splashes from the feet and engine. The tyres

should be carefully inspected, and all cuts filled with

tyre stopping, such as could be seen on many of the

accessory stands ; or, better still, a non-skid band

fitted.

For those who want to obtain the utmost efficiency

under all conditions, there is a little contrivance sold

by Messrs. A. H. Hunt and Co., which will enable

the rider to alter the timing of his magneto to suit

varying conditions with the aid of the fingers alone and
in a few seconds. New settings can be made without

fear of upsetting the original timing, as the instrument

is fitted with a Vernier scale, so that the magneto timing

can be advanced or retarded' in a moment and as easily

put back into its original position.

RE-ORGANISATION OF THE REX WORKS.
MANY readers may have wondered why they have

not obta:ined delivery of 191 1 pattern Rex
motor cycles ordered at the Show. The reason

is that Mr. W. "Williamson, the managing director of

the company, has been busy before and since the date

of the Show in re-organising the works and arranging

for an increased output. Several alterations have been

made in the design of the engines which have entailed

a greatly increased number of parts. For one thing,

the change in the position of the magneto, and the

alteration from chain to gear transmission has more
than trebled the number of gear wheels used. This
has necessitated laying down a number of gear cutting

machines, and more are on order which -will be in-

stalled very shortly. In addition, the whole of the

works has been sub-divided into sections and arranged
in such a manner that the production of the machines
is progressive from the time the raw material enters

the factory until it emerges in the form 'of the finished

article and is packed for delivery.

The viewing is now very complete, and no parts are
allowed to enter the finished stores until they have
passed the examiners, who test each machined portion
of the engine, gear, and free engine hub with special

A18

gauges. Mr. Williamson told us he had experienced

some difficulty in getting the internal cones of the

free engine hub properly ground, but by the estab-

lishment of the firm's own grinding plant this trouble

has now been overcome,, with the result that the clutch

works far more smoothly and can be slipped for some
considerable time without detriment. Oil has been

found unsuitable for this particular clutch, and grease

has been substituted with excellent results.

Arrangements are also being made for an extension

of the premises at Easter, when some old parts of the

works will be dismantled and the addition of a new
Aving will make for general cleanliness and improved
lighting.

In our tour round the various shops we noticed an

alteration to the Rex footboards. The new patterns

are made with a wood foundation covered with a sheet

of aluminium, on which are formed studs to give a

firm hold for the feet. They supersede the metal ones

Avith pedal rubbers which were exhibited at Olympia.
Finally, the firm has installed an electric lighting

plant, and just before we left we were able to see the

whole of the factory illuminated in a most efficient

manner by the new system.



A Sensational Accusation.
I feel a little nervous for having derided the .idea

hat the newer magneto positions affect the steering;

or last week I wandered into one of the best known
actories, and saw there an experimental frame, with

:he rear end of its top tube curved downwards to permit

lower saddle position.
" Hello,", quoth I, " you have given up making a

tish of that straight top tube?" "We've tried the

Iropped top tube," said the engineer, significantly,
' and we find the curved frame wags its tail on grease !

"

Phis gi\e3 me furiously to think. The frame cannot
'je inferior to the old type in longitudinal rigidity ; the

wheelbase length need not be interfered with; and why-
ever should a lower saddle position per se tend to de-

rease the factor of stability on greasy roads ? I am
inclined to fancy that I was not given the true rea.son

for this firm's adherence to. the straight top tube. But
it would be interesting to hear riders' experiences.

Personally, I rode ^% h.p. machines of both types

ast year, as also the year before, and failed to notice

that either showed any superior stability on grease.

But as a number of the newer firms are gleefully adopt-
ing the cur\ed top tube, any inherent deficiency had
best be exposed as .soon as possilile. If the designer

in question was speaking sincerely, I fancy the general

proportions of his frame, especially the wheelbase and
steering angle, must have undergone modification in the

alteration of the top tube lines.

Sportsman or Potterer?

I read Dr. Patterson's amusing criticisms of my
article with iutprest and enjoyment, but I fancy that he,

in company with many others, fails to realise how
cleverly the A.C.U. is catering for both the "sports-

man " and the " potterer." Sbme critics assert the
A.C.U. and other hill-climbs are acrobatic perform-
ances, and are calculated to infuse cold chills into the

marrows of the private rider. Quite so. The only
large class of amateurs who enter competitions are of

the sportsman -type, and crave these thrills. Thus the

freak hill-climbs obviously cater for the sporting riders.'

Moreover, they also cater for the potterers.

The sheer arduousness of a sprint up .Amnlree or
Willersey against the watch tends to develop a type of
machine which can climb these hills with a duffer

in the saddle, for few firms can rely on the services of

a Newsome or a Barnes or a Lee Evans.
Again, the A.C.U. has taken the bold and unpopular

step of limiting its quarterly trial gold medals to

machines provided with free engines and variable gears.

When I say " unpopular," I am thinking of the noisy

advertising type of rider who fills the bulk of the corre-

spondence columns, and lifts his voice at meetings, and
" grouses " at the start or finish of a trial. The vast

majority of motor cyclists want these fitments, and the

average club competition programme, inspired by the

A.C.U. example, is most cleverly catering for both

types at one and the same time.

I wonder what will happen to competitions in a year
or two, when every machine is sickenirvgly reliable, and

can climb any hill under any circumstances? I sup-

pose our trials will be relegated to speed work on
the track.

Cleaning the Motor Bicycle.

Our friend " Rex "
is evidently a man of leisure.

The average hard riding motor cyclist has no time to

spend on polishing up every tortuous nick with Selvyt

and a tin of fluid. Here is a tip for the busy rider who
wants his machine to look tolerably presentable when
the parting of the ways arrives, and a greedy army
of answers to a prepaid advertisement shower cheques
upon his doorstep.

'

When you receive your new machine, coat all metal

parts with vaseline or Rangoon jelly, and never cleanj

it at all till the day comes for the dispatch of the|

fateful three lines to the advertisement bureau. Then
mop it over with any old rag, and the deep strata of

filth will slide off with the grease, leaving the enamel
and plate glittering immaculate beneath.' To obtain an'

even coating for the grease, which is apt to present

a smeary appearance if applied in the ordinary- way,

mix a little petrol witli it, and apply about the consist-

ency of paint. As the petrol dries out it will leave

a perfectly even coating of grease, which is not at all

uiisiiihtlv.

A SILVER LNING.
A photaeraDhic iniDression, the end ol a wet da; In Cbeslilre.
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Is the Modern Motor Bicycle Perfect?
By B. H. DAVIES.

In 1907 the metallurgic .aspect of motor cycleONE of my articles on machines at the Show pro-

voked an amusingly pessimistic letter from Mr.

R. VVentworth Cook, who took exception to

my describing the machines of to-day as suflicien?ly

perfect for all practical purposes.

This correspondent reminds me of the matrimonial

idealist who decided to wait mitil the breed of women
had materially improved before taking to himself a

wife. He died a bachelor; and if Mr. Cook waits

for absolute final perfection in the motor cycle the

sniff of somebody else's exhaust will be his sole

experience of petrolic joys.

Perhaps at some future date under the Socialist

Utopia we shall all be presented with 5 h.p. twins

by the State, which will also indemnify us for all

fines and licence fees, mend our punctures, foot our
petrol bill, and so forth. The practical question is

whether it is better to await the materialisation of

such ideals or to make the best of the state of things

actually existing, when a motor cyclist must pay his

own expenses and be content with the snail-like 50
m.p.h. which are all he can coax out of a good 191

1

3^-^ h.p. mount.

1907 and 1911 Engines

—

A Comparison.
Mr. Cook's letter contained an innuendo which

may be taken seriously by the inexperienced and must
therefore be exposed. He implied that the 1911

,

engines were practically identical with the engines of

1907, because the broad outlines of design have
undergone little serious modification. I propose,

therefore, to mention a few of the improvements
which have equipped the average 191 1 engine witli

an efficiency exceeding that of 1907^ by as much as

50 per cent, in extreme instances, and by probably

25 per cent, in the patterns which were most
advanced in 1907.

In 1907 plain phosphor bronze crankshaft bearing
bushes were standard ; to-day ball bearing crank-
shafts are normal, and provide increased speed,
power, and flexibility.

In 1907 flywheels were turned from cast iron;
to-day the rims are composed of a weighty alloy wdth
excellent results.

In 1907 the average distribution gear consisted of
a cani and a pinion and a spindle, keyed, pinned, or
otherwise compounded of four or five separate pieces

;

to-day it is the rule to turn cam, pinion, and spindle
in one solid piece, with a great gain in reliability.

>—o

engineering was in its infancy. Especially were such

parts as piston rings and valves constructed of unsuit-

able metals, with the result that compression rapidly

became impaired in use. To-day most engineers are

aware of much better grades of metal for these parts.

In 1907 much doubt existed as to the proper
correlation of bore and stroke, valve area, compres-

• sion ratio, valve lift, and timing. To-day the

average engine is much better designed in these

respects, and again greater speed, power, and
flexibility are attained.

Machine Improvements.
The pinions possessed- rather coarse teeth, and really

delicate timing was often impossible. Further, the

cam design was faulty, so that though an adequate
valve lift was attained, the period of ma.ximum open-
ing was too small. To-day an increased number of

teeth per pinion permits of more accurate timing, the

friction and resistance have been reduced by com-
pound leverage, and the cam design has been
improved so that the period of maximum opening is

appreciably prolonged.

I need not enlarge upon the many detail improve-
ments in the fittings of the machine itself—the

delicacy of carburetter control, obtained by sub-

stituting handle-bar control and pistons or slides for

the old butterfly throttle, leaky sliding air ring and
ratchet tank levers; the ball bearing high-tension

magneto, as contrasted with the old coil and accumu-
lator, or low-tension magneto; the belt rim shoe

brake, which -has practically ousted all others; the

improvements in spring forks; the lower riding

position ; the free eiigines and ^'ariable gears ; the

larger tank stoppers ; the oil and petrol gauges ; the

reduced weights; the comfortable saddles ; .the con
venient tool and luggage bags; the improved stands

and carriers ; the more eastly removable wheels ; the

modern acetylene . lamp and
.
generator; the vast

increase in the reliability and convenience of every

single item which goes to make up the complicated
anatomy of the motor bicycle of to-day.

It is as idle as it is ridiculous to pretend that

motor bicycles have undergone little or no improv
ment. since 1907. And while we make these claims,

we may be as clamorous and as hopeful as Mr. Cook
for a glut of even more revolutionarv modifications

and innovations within the near future.

>«29--<—

WHERE A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS DANGEROUS.
Riders of brief experience who wish to execute

sundry repairs and adjustments to their motor
cycles should proceed cautiously and first obtain
the exact instructions before commencing operations,
or they may find themselves in the position of a reader
who applied to us for advice regarding a mysterious
noise in the engine. It appears that he was advised
by a friend to grind in the valve, but not reLeiving
explicit details as to how this operation should be per-
formed, he mixed some emery powder and oil, and
put it in the cylinder with the idea that it would assist

to grind the rings as well and restore 'ost compression.
To the mechanical mind it seems hard to believe

that anyone could be guilty of such ignorance
He has now scored the cylinder badly and a new one
is required. It seems almost needless to add that no,

foreign matter of any kind should ever be put in. the

cylinder, and it may be -added that not enough carej

is taken by the average experienced rider when grind
ing valves to prevent any of the abrasive compound
from entering the cylinder. A rag should be place:"

m the port before commencing to grind.
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FINDIxa PVNCTURES. '

SS3. It is a great mistake to

^tacb the -n-hole bead of the cov^r and
ithdraw the entire tube whenever a.

ae deflates on the road, yet many a

der makes this his habit. By daylight

Uft to the eye, and, sitting down near

le rear wheel, go carefully over tlie

hole of the tread until the cause of tlio

uncture is found. Then detach the

ad for about nine inches on each side

{\k puncture and repair.

Tliis restricted method is especially

jliKible in rain. Jt is usually [wssiblc

keep the tyre and tube perfectly dry

. spreading" a cape or mackmtosh
atket across the carrier and one's head

o act as a tent. If the whole tube is

thdrawn, the tube, th>> S"luticn. ai'd

c French chalk are all likely to be

iuaked, and the lepair will 1 ruij blv ( il.

If nothing can be fotmd slicking in the

•over the valve should be suspected

before tlie cover is detached. 'I lie v;,Ue

,s easily tested, of course, by nioistennig

is extremity and watching for bubbles.

A small puneture at night appears a

more furmidiible matter, but the jiin or

bit of wire can generally be felt if the

hand is passed lightly round the tyre,

not forgetting to feel the walls as well

as the tread. A portion of the tube

then being exposed, the exact situjitioii

of thf hole is eiisilv fotmd by e;ir if 'ho.

tyre be blown up as hard as prudent
and the car laid agamst the tuue. If

no hisping is audible the tubo should be
stretched and held close to the ear.

In the rare event of a hopeless burst

miles from any lyre stockist, one ox-

pedient is to stuff the cover tightly -with

glass, and proceed to the nearest hotel

or station at a strictly moderate pace.

SAFEGUARDS ON CREASE
25-4. Occasionally the nervous

tourist who never ndes in wet weather
near home may find hims<lf compelled to

tiaveise many miles of really dangerous
grease when he is holiday-making on
tour. If his tyres are worn down till

the non-skidding portions are useles."^ he

not infrequently becomes so nervous

after one or two skids that he is actually

afraid to proceed at all. He should

remember three facts. Tlie first is that

he is considerably more likely to skid if

he crawls along at a .'•nairs pace witli his

feet dangling. Skids are quite un-

common at a moderate speed of, say,

fifteen to twenty miles per hour on a
straight road, because the engine is then

turning smoothly, and the machine can
be steered straiglit without wapgling.

Secondly, it will assist considerab'y by
screwing out the adjustable pulley as

far as it will go and idjusting the belt

to suit. Machines with engines geared

low are far less likely to skid because
of the smooth, even poll. The belt

should be fairly slack. Therefore on a
M'et dav in Devon, or Somerset, or

Derbyshire gear down to 63 to 1.

Thirdly, he should instantly blow up
his tyres board hard, and keep on the

crown of the road as far as possible,
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dismounting whenever a cart threatens

to edge him into the gutter if he feels

nervous. A skid at moderate speeds

seldom hurts anyone, provided no other

vehicle runs over the recumbent rider.

IN CASE OF FAILURE ON A DAD
niTX.

3S5. Some duffers ivlio ride

clutuhless and fixed gear machines be-

have very foolishly when their machints

fail to climb a bad hill on tour. Riders

liave been known to do themselves an

injury by a series of hopeless attempts

to restjft, none of which carry them

n ore than a few y.irds. The first ess. n-

tiid is to cool tlie engine down thor-

oughly, the failure being partially duo

to a hot and tired engine. The second

is to realise that a little more dcsh

expended in a sicond attempt is likely

to produce success. It is generally a

single stiff knuckle or bid bend which

causes failure on a hill. 'Ihiiefore after

cooling the engine and. if p fisbl.', drop-

ping the gear, proceed down to the

foot again, and see that all the compr.s-

sion joints are tight. Put a spanner on

the sparking plug, compression tap, and

valve caps, and .squirt a little oil round

these joints, afterwards turning the

engine over compression and watching

for bubbles. With every joint gaslight,

a cool engine, and a low gear the

machine is certain to make a plucky

show on the hill, and as the criliciil

patch is neared and the engine labours

the rider should jump off and run along-

side, hopping on to the pedal or footreft

as the engine commences to g't away
again, but not tnking the saddle until

it is clear that the engine has the hill

at its mercy.

EEilOriNG A BENT EXHAUST
VALVE.

35s. A bent exhaust valve is

not an unknown occurrence, and pre-

sents ratlier a tough proposition for the

average amateur.

The most mechanical method of ex-

tracting such a valve is to remove tho

valve guide, which can then be threaded

off the valve stem, aftir which the valve

will easily slip out of tlie cylinder.

If the valve guide prove immovable,

as may well happen, the valve will have

to be straightened in silu before it can

be removed, and as its stem is not

designed to withstand hiavy side st esses

the slraiglitening is not very difficult.

It is desirable to save the guide and

^%doi^yduM
cylinder from undue abuse, and the chief

danger is that when the stem is hit the

valve may twist round, and so several

blows may be necessary before the stem

is roughly trued.

The bent valve should be placed so

that its stem points out at right angles

to the frame of the machine, and while

the valve is held tighl at this angle with

a pair of gas pliers a heavy blow should

be deliverid with a stone or screw-

hammer on its toe, after which it may
usually be coaxed out.

If. as is generally the case, the bend

occurs near the toe of the valve the

valve should be pushed up till it jams

in the guide and only the bent portion

protrudes below the guide. The guide

then acts as a vice, and holds the valve

so firmly that a single smart tap on tho

toe will knock it straiglit. Slight bends

in the valve stem are a frequent cause

of mysterious comprei^ion losses, as no

amount of grinding will make a bent

valve gaslight on its ."eating; hence a

valve stem should always be tested for

truth when the part is removed for

grinding. Many serious losses of com-

pnssion on prolonged rides are a.scrib-

able to this cause.

Two Useful Accessories.

A quickly detachable tank stopper is

being sold by the Aston Motor Acces-

Eorics Co.. Ltd.. Talford Street, Aston,

nirminpham. The filler ring B in tank

is provided with two keys or projections

C ; the stopper E (the sketch shows the

under-side) has two Hat springs A
riveted to it. These spiings are

curved upward at D and engage with

the keys or projections C. To lit the

stopper on the filler it is placed over

the hole in tl\.e filler cap and turned

half-round, when the springs A slide

over the keys C until the latter engage

with the recesses H in the springs.

The method of attachment is the .same

as the one used with success on the

Amac float chamber lid, and is one of

the neatest attachments of the kind we

have inspected up to date. A neat

tap for injecting petrol or paraffin into

the engine is also made by the same

•firm. This has been in use on many

machines this year with every satis-

faction. The tap has a cup on the top

which should be first filled with pai afibr.

When the tap is opened by turning the

handle the liquid finds its way into the

engine past a ball which serves to make

a gaslight joint when the handle is

screwed down again.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor street, B.C., and should be accompanied bj the writer's full nane and address.

Mudgnarding Devices.

[5300.]—I t-e^ in your issue of January 12th, 1911, you

illustrate a belt guard for motor cycles, and you give a Mr.

G. Wray as the designer. I should like to point out to you
that this is my patent—"Ananke" registered trade mark. No.

300,439, patent No. 9512. C. E. TIlOilPSON.

The Motor Cycle in France.

[5301.]—Referring to Uv. Skepper's letter [No. 5278]

ill your issue of January 12th, would this gentleman kindly

ftate whether he fits a sidecar to his Triumph or another

machine, and ako the make and cost of his sidecar?

I still ride my Triumph in Paris with the front plate

number as fitted by the makers, and never had a contra-

vention. L. DUE.
Ee Pvaincy (S. and 0.)

Sidecar Attachments and the Tax. The Position in a Nutshell.

[5302.]—There seems to be a lot of uncertainty in some
writers' minds as to whether a. sidecar attaclied to a motorcycle
is liable for an additional tax. Being large makers of thtse

handy -attachments we ourselves are often asked by our

customers if any further tax is payable, and over twelvemonths
ago we went completely into the matter, and the whole thing

lies in a " nutshell." If attaching a sidecar makes the motor
cycle into a four-wheeler (some sidecars have two wheels) the
extra tax has to be paid, but it attaching a sidecar makes the

motor cycle into a three-wheeler no additional tax is required,

unless the combined weight of sidecar and motor cycle is

3 cwts. or over. Therefore users of sidecars with only one
wheel (and these are in the majority) are exempt from any
further tax unless they reach the 3 cwt. liriiit.

FARRAR'S MOTOR EXCHANGE.

[5303.]—As a keen motor cyclist and sidecar driver, will

you allow me to make a sporting offer? 1 shall be pleased to
fight a test case on this point as solicitor for anyone who is

proceedetl against by his county council, and to charge him
only out-of-pocket payiuents. ' The point is of interest to me,
of course, and should no doubt be decided by the courts,

and it seems to me, from a cursory study of the point, that
no licence is necessary beyond the ordinary £1 licence.

G.R.T.

The State of our Highways.
[5304.]—Before leaving Manchester on the 17th inst. per

motor cycle via Rochdale, Todmorden, Hebden Bridge,
Keighley, and Bradford, through oceans of mud, but which,
thanks to Mabon's new variable gear, I came through O.K.,
I received a letter from Mr. Stcnson Cooke ?e unrolled

stones, saying that he had taken up this matter with the
Hampshire County Council, who say that the photograph
shows a section of the road 1^ miles over the border of

Hampshire County in Wiltshire.

Mr. Cooke further says, " I have received a letter from
the county surveyor of Hampshire, in which he states that
a reproduction of the photograph taken by you has been
published in books as relating to the methods of repairs of

roads in Hampshire, and he asks me to point out to you
that this is to him a somewhat serious matter."
Now I suppose this refers to th3 photograph in The Motor

Cycle of January 12th, and if so (the only one which I have
authorised) I Wish to thank you m.ost heartily for your part
in stirring things up. and if there is any action to be tahen
against me personally for sending this photograph to be
published I hope to have the backing of every one of the
fifty-one successful riders in the M;C.C. London-Exeter xuir

who are painfully made aware of—wdiat some county sur-

veyors may feel indignant for being shown up—a most dis-
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graceful state of the King's highways within their juris-

diction.
. ,

Mr. Stenson "Cooke says that he is communicating wilh

the Wiltshire County Council.

Mr. Harry G. Bell writes me that he was compelled to

push his machine over several yards of unrolled stones which
filled in the whole roadway from gutter to gutter (me too).

I took a photograph of this s|)ot, which includes the mile-

stone "London 68—rAndover 4," but as a steam roller was at'

work at the time I passed over this place, I have purposely

refrained Jrom making reference to this section, although I

did write Mr.- Stenson Cooke that "in more considerate com-
munities' a passage was left for current traffic."

I hope that some Englishman will take up this matter

and drive it home. H. W. TURNER.
[Our previous reference to ihis matter merely mentioned
the Andover-Salisbury Road, crediting neither the Hamp-^
shire nor the Wiltshire County Council with laying the'

unrolled stones. Local riders will- know which county is-

most at fault in this respect.

—

^Ed.]

Renewing Licences in "Clean" Counties.

[5305.]—The time has now arrived when we motor
cyclists are called upon to trip gaily to the nearest or some
other post office and present £1 to a grateful Government
in return for the privilege of keeping and using a bicycle

which goes without pedalling. In selecting the scene of

operations, viz., the post office aforementioned, let us pause
and consider where the money is going. The Essex County
Council have sent me (I suppose in common withiuy petrol

brothers) a notice teat^idly pointing out the money they

have lost owing to motorists and others taking out their

licences outside the county. Evidently the setting of police-

traps around Withani and other parts has its disadvan-

tages. SHAZBAZZIK.

Sportsman or Potterer?

[5306.]— If " Ixion " will look up the dictionary he will

notice that the definition of potterer is one who occupies

himself, in an inefficient manner, or one who pushes. Now
it seems to me that the owner of an unwieldy, noisy, and
over-powered machine such as. "Ixion" inclines his heart

to is far more likely to do the pushing and merit this oppro-
brious term than the rider of a fast, comfortable, and
efficient little lightweight.

Your contributor refers to the cleavage that is taking place

amongst motor cyclists, and it causes him to shed a silent

tear. He fears the extinction of the old brigade—here's to

them—who when their mounts became unmanageable en-

joyed recounting to a choice selection of kindred spirits

the hardihood and perseverance with which they overcame
their difficulties, the tale, you may be sure, not losing in the
telling,- ".Ixion," like the writer, has doubtless been pre-

sent when trouble in the shape of a disorganised engine or
refractory tyre lias been met with late on some lonely road,

and can probably recollect the "enjoyment" the occasion
gave rise to.

In the early days of the pastime (?) it was almost im-
possible to undertake a long ride without some mechanical
trouble, and we accepted this state of affairs as a necessary
evil, not because we were, or wanted to pose as, Spartans.
Some of us wished to experience the new sensation, with
others mercenary motives had weight. However, improve-
iTient rapidly came along—the machine was designed to suit

the rider instead of the. rider having to adapt himself to

the machine, consequently this led not so luiich to a cleav-

age in the existing ranks as to the introduction of tlie man
in the street who bad been waiting patiently but obser-
vantly. This man " Ixion '- slightingly designates the pottorer,
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but recognises in him the rider to whom the trade must
look to for support in the future, so "bites smiling."

I wonder if any survivor of the old " breed " took part

in the winter runs ; if eo, what were they doing upon such

unsportsmanlike looking machines fitted with every imagin-

able contrivance for ensuring warmth and cleanlinefs? Do
I blame them? Not a bit. It only proves it i.s po.=sible to

be a potterer (one who according to " Ixion " looks after

his own comfort) and at the same time a snortsman.
LIGHTWEIGHT.

[5307.]—In my letter [^bZ^S] published January 12th
occurred two printer's errors, one of them important,

namely, the substitution of "most" for "not" in the first

sentence, which should have mn :
" Are many of them vat

interested in the competition side of motor cycling?" If

the letter signed "Hugh Gibson" is au example of the

"sportsman" side, then I for one prefer to rest under the

.stigma of "potterer." If the A.C.U. or M.C.C. would
nuly organise a cross-country competition by field roads
across waste land, etc., the single-speed high horse-power
competition riders would soon have their eyes opened.
As it is, if any of these "sportsmen" like to come down

my way and bring their machines within the next week
'<T two, while we have plenty of clay and ruts, 1 will give

I hem a run across country of thirty miles and defy them
not to leave the saddle during the journey, abiding by the

same conditions myself, riding a 2? h.p. Douglas, and my
iwn weight being 15 stones. My machine is two years old,

and has' done 21.000 miles.

CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.
[" Ixion " will reply to the various criticisms of his article

iu the ne.'ct issue.—El).]

Passenger Motor Cycles.

[5308.]

—

\ reader a.^k.-; why has no British firm made
D runabout ou Plianomobile lines? In reply wo are for-

warding to you a photograph of a three-wheeled car which
we made at VValthamstow and later exhibited at the Agri-

Fassenger macliine relerred lo io letter No. &o03.

cultural Hall Motor Show (ilinor Hall) about 1904, but
(he demand at that time was not enough to continue manu-
facture. BREMER ENGINEERING CO.

Lamps and Ki^bt Ridirg.

[5309.]—Referring co your article on page 28 of your
issue of January 12th, under the heading of "A Strong
Hint," that in the London to Exeter run practically every
machine was fitted with two or more lamps and generatois,
this should not be taken as a criterion that the riders had not
sutHcient confidence in any make of lamp to rely u|x)n it

alone. As a competitor in this run I fitted two well-known
make.1 of lamps, both latest models, one being on the
handle bars. My idea was that in the event of a fall, a
not unlikely contmgency in view of the bad state of the
roads, and possible damage to one lamp, I should have

another to fall back on. As a matter of facit. this turned out
to be the case, and one of my lamps was put entirely out
of action. - You may draw your own couclusioas on the
plight I should have been in had I been without the other
la;iip.

I have done a good deal of riding this winter, and have
always used one lamp only, either my Lucas or Solar, both
of which I have found give a powerful light along the road
a considerable distance, and on the sides of the road, and
can always rely on whichever i may be carrying.

With regard to generators, I think most riders carried one
or more extra (according lo capacity) so that iu the event
of one being used up, tliere was no need for delay to recharge.

For ordinary riding 1 have found, and others will no
doubt agree, that one good class lamp is amply sufBcient.

WILFRED C. HE.MY.
[Letters couched in a similar strain have been received from
W. Cooper, C. C. Cooke, J. S. Holroyd, and H. Johnson
(Joseph Lucas, Ltd.), but the one published will suffice.

—

Kd.j

Forced laductisn.

[53l0.]—Rpfening to the article on " Forced Induction,"

I disagree with some of the assumptions made therein, and
should like to make a few coiiiments on it.

There is no advantage In increased compression brought
about in this way, since the engine must do work on the

fan to produce it, tfnd that work is not regained because the

gas is not expanded after the explosion to the extent it would
be if the compression were caused by the piston. In fact,

there is a considerable waste of energy due to the high pres-

sure in th: cylinder when the exhaust valve opens. This
arrangement is. in effect, diametvituilly opposite to that of the
Atkinson engine, winch has a low compre.s.sion and a long

expansion stroke. The oiuy advantage likely to be gained

is tha(. more power can be developed per c.c. of cylinder

volume, and higher speeds will be obtained. For this reason,

viz., a given cylinder will develop more heat with forced

induction, il docs not appear likely that the engine will be

cooler running, since the cooling surface per horse-power %vill

be less.

-Vgain, what is the advantage of compressing gas with a
pump, and then throttling down below atmospheric pres.sure?

For touring purposes the engine is seldom run with the

throttle fully open, and therefore the general utility of a

motor bicycle is not likely to be increased by the addition of

forced induction. CARNOT.

[5311.]—I have read with much interest the article on
" Forced Induction " which appeared in your i.'sue of the

ISlb. but I think that "scavenging" would have been a

more appropriate title. Let us take the headings as set

out unrior " .Advantages Explained."
1. "The removal of negative pressure, the charge being

always ready mixed in tho induction pipe."

Surely the advantages gained on this ground can be in

no way suflicient to warrant the fitting of a fan.

2. " Increase of compression with tpeed of engine."

It would be interesting to hear of any fan of a suitable

size for motor cycle work that would feed mixture, at any
considerable pressure, to a mo:lorn 3^ h.p. engine.

3. "A cooler running engine, the forced charge scavenging

the cylinder."
Here, to my mind, is the real reason for any increase in

power which has been noticed by "W.M.B." during hi?

experiments. In his article he said, " For running with

forced induction the inlet should open much earlier than

usual," and he shows a diagram with a 45° overlap for in-

let and exhaust.
Now if the experiments h,ad been made with true forced

indnction. this setting would not have been necessary in

or-icr to gain an i^creas" in power.

Scavenging by aid of the mixture and an overlap of 45°

will surely tend towards bnd popping back.

If anyone interested wi'l look un one of the standard

works on "Internal Combustion Engines" he will find

that the v.alve setting .advocated by " W.Al.B." corresponds

closely with the type used when special air scavenging
arrangements are made.

Referring again to heading 2, I do not think that the

compression wilt be raised, but a higher mean effective
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pressure will be obtained, due to the charge being purer,

richer, and cooler than under the ordinary arrangement.

For a case of true forced induction with its many advant-

ages, I think the Gore engine is a good example. K mo.st

interesting article on this engine appeared in The Autocar

for July 31st, 1909, and a study of the methods employed

bv Mr. Gore would well repay those interested.
^ R.M.S.M.

[5512.]—Refen-ing to the article in the issue of January

12t-h, I would like to say that I tried forced induction on an

old Minerva motor cycle some six years ago. This had an

automatic inlet valve and a Longuemare carburetter. I fitted

a funnel first, and not being satisfied, owing to trouble in

starting, I fitted a fan. This made a great deal of difference,

and required a lot of alterations to valves and level of petrol

in the carburetter. When I first fitted the fan, with the inlet

valve spring at the original tension, I found that the valve

was lifted off its seat before the exhaust stroke was com-

pleted, giving a very good scavenging effect, but causing

overheating, but on fitting a stronger spring to the inlet

valve, which equalised the pressure in the induction pipe,

this vanished.

I then noticed that a spray of wet vapour used to be blown

out of the hole in the induction pipe, used for priming pur-

poses. After a lot of alterations to the float chamber I found

West Australian motor cyclists. (See letter No. 5314.)

that about a quarter of an inch below the jet was the best

.level for the sjjirit. The result was easy starting, no lag of

inlet valve, no snorting on being sucked open ; in fact, ifc

was open before the exhaust closed. This was a success, but
at the expense of a lot of trouble. Then came a rather

serious collision, which put everything out of order and upset

me for a time, although I am keener than ever now on motor
cycling. VERD. J. GIBSON.

[5313.]—Referring to the article on "Forced Induc-
tion,' r believe that the petrol engine of the future will

have no carburetter at all—in any case not the two-stroke
type. My reasons for this view are as follow : The energy
consumed by a " blower " is less than that wliich the engine
has to do itself, when acting as a pump on the suction

stroke. A carburetter can easily be dispensed with when
the engine has to run at constant or nearly constant speed
and load, as, for instance, the aeroplane engines have to

do. The Antoinette and Wright engines ha.ve no carba-

retter, and there are two ways to increase the charge and
get a full charge into the cylinder. Firstly, petrol stands
under pressure and is forced through a jet, the engine
drawing in air and gas by the vacuum created on the
induction stroke. The other way, as in gas engine prac-
tice, where separate gas and air pumps are used, is to
force or pump air into the cylinder and let the jet (if

there be one) perform the function of an ejector. If either

gas or air can be controlled satisfactorily, there is no need

then for a carburetter, and looking through the above-

mentioned article, I find, and think, that "W.M.B." will

arrive at the same result. The mere fact that somebody
is branching out on a new line which you, Mr. Editor,

find worth while publishing is surely a step forward,

Berlin. R. RUDE.

The Motor Cycle in the Antipodes.

[5314.]—I am sending you a photograph showing three

motor cj'clists in cur fa.r away station country. The riders

are Messrs. Atldns, Frenilrn, and Lefroy, to whom motor
cycles, like "the Owl, the Pickwick, and Waveriey pen,"
are a boon and a blessing. Tedious journeys through the
country formerly took days, where now they take hours.

Sixty miles with a horse was a day's journej', but with the
motor cycle one does it comfortably in three hours.

These station people do apiweciate first-class workmanship.
Perth, W. Australia. P. W. ARMSTRONG.

Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

[5315.]—Seeing statements of running costs, I thought
the following particulars showing the cost of running three
Douglas motor cycles might be of interest to your readers.

As I keep a record of my -expenses and mileage, these figures

can be relied upon as absolutely correct. Most of the dis-

tances have been over the bad roads and hills of Gloucester-
shire and Somerset.

(1.) 1908 Douglas, run 4,489 miles, from ?ilay, 1908, until

September. 1909.

£ s. d.

Cost (new) with accessories 36 10
Sold, September, -1909, for 20 10

Depreciation .. 16
petrol, 46 gallons .. 2 12 6

Oil ... . 11
Licences .20
Tyres ..3 1 9
Various renewals, cleaning engine. etc. .. 112
Sundries, plugs, etc. .. 10
Belts .. 1 3

Total ..£27 7 6

This works out at 1.45d. per mile, or, omitting deprecia-

tion, just over id. per mile.

(2.) 1909 Douglas, purchased in September, 1909, second-

hand, and run 930 miles until February, 1910. Cost worked
out at one-third of a penny per mile, as the machine was sold

without loss.

(3.) 1910 Douglas, new March, 1910, and run to date
(January 7th, 19il), 5,190 miles,

£ s. d.

Cost with accessories ... ... ... 41 6

Petrol, 52 gallons

Oil ... : ... ... ' ...

Licences
Various repairs and renewals and engine

cleaning
Sundries, plugs, etc. ...

Belts (run 2,000 miles' each)

Total

This works out at .4d. per mile, or, reckoning depreciation

at, say, £10, total cost would be .9d. per m'ie.

No expenses were incurred under tyres, as the pair supplied I

"'ith the machine are still in use, and the rubber studs ara
|

not worn off. Only two punctures.
A. N. COTTERELL.

3 8
14 6

1 5

2

1 1 10

1 9

£9 11

[5316.]—With reference to letter No. 5367, I notice that I

Messrs. F'iielon and Moore consider 10,000 miles an ex-

1

ception.al]y hard season's work for a motor cycle. It may I

interest them to know that one of my machines ran 15.2711
miles between January 10th, 1910, and October 17th, 1910.

The big ends are slightly worn, but T hope to get another!
2,000 miles before having them rebu?>ied. The only replace-f
rneut in the engine was one piston ring, which I broke inl

'emoving for cleaning.
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With regard to the cost of running, I do not keep an account
If petrol and oil, but in addition to the four covers on the two
nachincs when I bought thcni, I have purchased six more
lovers, of which only one is now in first-class condition, iliat

s to say, I have worn out nine covers in 20,107 miles, the
otal nuieage for both machines daring 1910.
I also notice that Messrs. Phelon and Moore say that Mr.

?irie apparently ran his machine year in and year out rtgard-
ess of weather. What if he did? Are we supposed to travel

5y train when it rains or snows? Nobody has a gre;iter

•espect for the Phelon and Moore machine than myself—in

act, if I ever bought another single-eylindi'r, I think I should
3uy a Phelon and Moore, bat to imply that a machine should
have to consider either the weather or the roads is ridiculous.
r expect ilr. Pirie bought his machine for the same purpose
(hat I buy mine—to go anywhere in any wi,"ther.

THOMAS TRINAMAN.

16,000 Miles with a 31 h.p. Sidecar.

[5317.]—I have read with much pleasure the above very
interesting article in your issue of 19'.h inst. Perhaps Mr.
New would be kind enough to give a little information re-

garding engine lubrication under the conditions so totally

different from solo work. R. HOLFORD JONKS.

Steering Design.

[5318.]—As the writer of a letter on steering design some
time ago, I contendel, among other things, that positive
steering was i.ot a serious matter. .'\t the time I was eurp iscd
that none of your readers had anything to say on the subiect.
On October 20th, Mr. Douglas Le?chman rep'i d with an articio

on steering design. In this article he said he was of the
opinion that positive st<'er!np was dangerous. Now I

should like to hear what riders of the Wilkinson T.A.C. have
to say with regard to the steering of this machine.

WILLIAM HUTCHISON.

The Motor Cycle in France.

[5319.}—Referring to Mr. Skepper's remarks re my pre-
vious letter which appeared in your issue of the 5lh inst.,

I beg to say that he is quite correct, though the carrying
of plates is not rigorously enforced. Number-plates on
French machines are more or less a scarcity. Among:^t the
members of this club I may state that not one member
carries a number-plate of any description.

Lyons .Motor Cycle Club. R. J. SCHILLING.
P.S.— I find I made a mistake in one of my previous

letters when stating that the motor cycle tax was valid for
three years. This should have read one year.

[See also letter No. 5301.—Ed.]

An Old Boys' Ride.

[5320.]—On December 27th i went for my first winter's
run on a motor bicycle, there w.is a keen frost and the
roads were very hard. I had looked forward to it with
great curiosity, for I had heard of so many misadventures
caused by the frost that when the time came I felt half
afraid to start. I had changed the pedalling gear from 44
to 36. and fitted a dropped saddle-pillar and XL saddle,
which not only added to the comfort of riding, but brought
my short legs in reach of the ground. It was very cold,
but I had bought a warm suit of motor clothing at the
exhibition and an Arctic cap (thanks to your advice). I

took out the machine, wondering ii the petrol pipe or the
oil would freeze up fir.st. and if 1 should sjet back home in

time The petrol did not freeze up. and the oil did not
stick. I Kos soon in the country The sun wa* shining,
and my bicyc'e went flying along up hill and down, through
woods and fields, or over rivers, io highways or bylanes,
at 30 ni.p.h., now and then I stopped to look at .something,
and on again. Here the comfort of my reduced pedalling
gear came in 1 just put my fool over on the off pedal
and away it went \ free engine was " not in it

" for ease
of staiting. At the finish 1 felt life had a new sensation
and 1 wa. no longer old. I thanked Cod for life and health.
Now the ab-.ve is nr.t a very startling record ride, but

pleasure does not always lie in hill-climbs or twenty- four
hour runs ; they are very interesting, but not in everybody's
line. . T. ABLE.

Mechanically Operated Scavenging Devices.
[5321.]— I notice a letter in T/ie .Vulor Cycle in which

a scavenging device is illustrated. There was a boom in
scavenging devices in the early eighties, and the device
described is one which was patented, 1 think, by Mr.
Michael Longridge somewhere about 1886. The difficulty
seems to be that gears have to take the shocks of the
explosion and make a deal of noise. There are several
scavenging devices to be seen in South Kensington Jlixseum.

M.

An Experience with Various Accessories.

[5322.]—The following experience may prove of interest

to other motor cyclists who are now enjoying tyre trouble.

After ten months of tyre troubles in the shape of punctures

I inserted Firmax in both tubes in July last. I believe it

will burst butt-endcrs, but I have only tried crAlless.

Kisalt: Mileage by Cuwey since .July 2,200, including a
week of manoeuvres as a very energetic spectator, and a

6C0 miles tour.

Tyre trouble : One small burst in rear cover and tube

about a quarter of an inch in diameter. This Firmax plugged,

and I was able to proceed home, si.\ miles, at a moderate
pace.

.\ Whittle h.is eliminat-?d belt trouble, and an A.S.L.

pillar vibration, though in the last e.-se some kind of spring

footboards and handle-bars are also advisable.

The usual disclaimer holds good. T. D. MURRAY.

Sidecar Licences. The A.C.U. Solicitor's Views.

[532o.J— In regard to the taxation licence for sidecars,

as this matter, has already received the very careful con-

sideration of the .\uto Cycle Union, it may perhaps be of

interest to your readers to know what position this body has

taken up with regard to the question. In the first place, it

is necessary to point out that the question as to whether
an extra licence is required for sidecars is purely one of

law for decision by the Courts, and that any opinion ex-

pressed by the Treasury, or by the County Councils Asso-

ciation, or the Local Government Board as to the construc-

tion of the .Acts is not necessarily final and binding. The
Auto Cycle Union is advised by its solicitor that, where a

sidei-ar whii-h has only one wheel is affixed to a motor
bicyi-le, the combination of the two vehicles constitutes a

tricycle, and that, further, it only requires one licence, as

a motor tricycle, in respect of which the sum of £1 per

annum is payable. If any local authority endeavours to

enforce payment of an extra tax of 16s. for a one-wheeled

sidecar, the .Auto C.vcle Union is prepared to fight the case

and take it to the High Court for an authoritative decision.

The position, however, is different if two-wheeled side-

car is affixed, as the combined vehicle then becomes one of

four wheels, and cannot strictlv be defined as a tricycle.

F. STRAIGHT, Secretary A.C.U.

An Enthusiastic Owner's Tribute.

[5324.]—I have lately purchased a modern 3i h.p.

standard motor cycle, and though 200 miles have not yet been
covered on it. it is very easy to see what a vast improvement
in every way, especially in power and comfort, has been
made in l' ^ type of machine.

This. 1- course, is well known, but I do not think the
public fu y realise the cause of this great advance in all-

round efiiciency. Undoubtedly it is owing to the motor cycle

press, and to your journal, sir, in particular, which has
f(K'USsed public opinion on the achievements of individual

machines in the trials during the last eight years. It has to

a very large extent formed a motor c.yding public, and been
its mouthpiece in a very efficient manner. Having read The
Motor Cycle for the past seven years. I have been very
pleased at the way in which manufacturers have so quickly

adopted hints and tips therein contained, and catered for

riders' wants when expressed in prnu. What the actual
motor cycle would be without its guide, philo-sopher, and
friend 7^/ie ilolar f.';/rte 1 do not know.
One cannot conclude without a word of thanks to such

writers at B H. Davies. " Ixiim." and " Road Rider." who
very ably espouse the rider's cause, and help in no small way
to turn out belter machines year by year

J. P. SOWERBY.

[A number of letters are unavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]

A3

1
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THE OXFORD MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
Motor Cycling Club
prominent provincialTHE Oxford

is now a
club, and owes its origin to a

small group of ardent motor
:yclists who in the year 1905 formed a

semi-private club under the name of

"The Boanerges Motor Cycling Club,"

although usually known as " The Sons
of Thunder," which the title indicates.

Later it assumed the name of the
" Bocardo Motor Cycling- Club," and in

1909, as the membership had gradually

increased, it was justified in adopting the

name which it now holds with a view to

extending its influence and to create

interest in and new converts to the
pastime of motor cycling generally.
' Since then the membership has gradu-
ally increased, and now approaches a

total of one hundred. The club is

., affiliated to the Royal Automobile Club
and the Auto Cycle Union, and the
majority of the members fully appreciate
the benefits which these and other similar
governing bodies have obtained for

motorists, and some members have
received practical
illustration o f

the advantages
given, such as
"free legal de-
fence" and
"touring facili-

ties."

The year 1910
has in many ways
been

, an eventful
one for the club,

for at the com-
mencementof the
year the com-
mittee were so
encouraged b y
the increase of

membership that
they used every

endeavour to extend the attractions and
usefulness of the club.

A varied and interesting competition
programme was arranged, including inter-

club competitions, and on the whole it

was successful, yet it is the case with
this club, as it is with many others, that
competitions receive support by only a
small percentage of members.
The Oxford Motor Cycling Club was

also fortunate in obtaining the patronage

Mr. H. G. Hill, trials

hon. sec.

Mr. Harvey Du Cros, J.P., the president.

of Harvey du Cros, Esq., J.P., as presi-

dent, and other well-known motorists as
vice-presidents, and it may be men-
tioned here that the president has pre-
sented the club with a very handsome
Silver Challenge Cup.

This club has for the past three years
sent a team to compete in the M!C.C.

competition for The. Motor Cycle

Challenge Cup, being placed seventh

last year and the two preceding years

third.

Members of this club have taken an
active interest in connection with the

Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trials by
marking and patrolling part of the course.

The Oxford Motor Cycling Club ha;

been running on a 5s. subscription,

which . includes affiliation, and it

evident that, taking into consideration

the advantages offered by this club, the
subscription is v^ry moderate, and. in

fact, the question of raising the subscrip

tion will in the near future receive the

serious consideration of the committee,
as without sufficient funds the club i^

not justified in further launching out in

any particular way, which it would lili

to do,_ in the . interests of its members.
The future appears very hopeful fo:

this club, and the chief event for 191,'

will be the Open Hill Climb for Moto;
Cycles, to be held on Saturday, April 8th,

The Members' Competitions will agai

include Hill Climbing and Reliabil"

Competitions, and among the social run;

we may mention
a visit to How-
bery Park by
k i n d invitation

of the president,

and to Dedding-
ton bjf the, kind
invitation of a
vice =- president,
Dr. G. Horatio
Jones.

Full particulars
of the club may
be obtained from
Mr. W. A.
IWatthews, 6, St.

Aldgate's, 'Ox-
ford.

THE Essex Motor Club held "its

annual dinner at (he Holborn
Restaurant on Saturday evening
last. Mr. Stenson Cooke was in

the chair, and after proposing the toast
of "The King," said he was glad to
note the wonderful strides in the motor
icycle industry ; the principal motoring
'societies were making serious, love to
motor cyclists. He mentioned how Miss
Muriel Hind had been the leading spirit
in the club's chippled children's outing,
'and how shortly she would give them "a
itea this winter.

I
Mr. Harold Fuller (hon. secretary), in

reply, spoke of the 1910 events, and said
he had pleasure in announcing that Mr.

ESSEX n.C. ANNUAL DINNER.
S, J. Cummings would present gold,
silver, and bronze medals for a competi-
tion this year, if twenty entries were
received. (Cheers.)
Mr. A. G. Reynolds (hon. treasurer)

said that he thought the individual mem-
bers had not supported the executive
eufficiently well. The club had just
completed its third year, always a critical

perioa. There were, however, 111 good;
members. '

The prizes won in 1910 were then pre-
sented by Mrs. Stenson Cooke, after
which Mr. B. C. de W. Siffken proposed
the ladies, the visitors, and the press.
Among the visitors he noticed Mr. F.
Straight (secretary A.C.U.) Fifty per

cent, of the improvements in motor cycl
were due to the A.C.U. and the reiiiai

ing fifty per" cent, to the press. M
Siffken then made some very kind
marks about The Motor Cycle which v

should blush to publish.
Mr. Straight replied for the visitor

Mr. F. N. Wilde for the ladies, ;

Mr. E. M. P. Boileau (The Motor Cy,
for the press. _

Mr. 0. L._ Summers proposed "T
Chairman," and said hs could not he
mentioning the important pa-t taken
the cripples' outing by Mr. Stens
Cooke, who had sent thirteen or foi

teen cars, and had collected a sufficie

sum to pay for the children's meals.
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~) .\RE1-V ihree months ago, Mr.
J.

Iv. Starle}

,

"^ i!ie general manager of the Rover Co., Ltd.,

n-ientioneil to the writer that it was his firm's

mention to place a motor bicycle on the market.

Ve live in an age of wonders, but when that promised

[<.over (lulv materialised at Olympia the following

)iith, i.e., within six weeks of the

^l stroke being put on the drawing

oard (which included making a

atteni and casting the cylinder in

Rover Works), those in the know
uietly marvelled at the achieve

leni. Last week end we enjoyed

spin over tvpic-al winter rjads on':

e of these machines, and we would

lefv any exjjerienced rider to say

iliither ih<> 85 by 88mm. engine is

r rhe cuicoiiie of three years' con

iiiial experimenting and iniprovt

iKiit. instead of the three months
niatly to its credit. In a word,

he ;;i^ h.p. free engine Rover has

.iched the first flight at a single

Hind. Speed it does not lack, for

i m.p.h (by Cowey speedometer) i^

irely quirk travelling over roads not

ii);;efher drv. It is a glutton for

liilis, .ind with a 4^ to i gear takes

Siuncleigh (gradient i in 9) with-

ui slowing a perceptible tick. Its long wheelbase,

oniliined with the Druid fork and Brooks saddle,

account for its smooth ami steady running, and, above
11, it steers as a motor bicycle should do, that is,

regular bee line with hands off fht- bars.

Control Entirely from the Handle=bar.

An unusual feature of the Rover i> the li:uidlc bar

contrnlled silencer cut-out—^in fact. e\i-rvlhin'C on the

starling away Irom the Rover Works. Not me least

advantage of a Uvp eni^tno niactiiiie is Itiat a long
tieavy motor coat may be worn without dilllculty in

mounting.

machine is handle-bar controlled except the clutch.

On the left grip, the magneto control and cut-out levers

are affixed, B. and B. control being fitted to the right

grip in the usual manner, but with the levers opening

inwards. Personally, we inuch prefer the carburetter

levers arranged in this r^anner, for on a hill one can

gradually close the air lever as

necessary with the thumb, without
'"

losing a firm grip of the bar.

Altogether this complete system of

handle-bar control is as convenient

as one could desire, and, what is

nore. it renders driving doubly in-

iL' resting.

Reverting to the engine, this we
iiiund to be very flexible, and by no

ineans noisy with the cut-out closed ;

when open the engine emits that

crisp healthy bark so beloved of the

oinpeiition rider. The spring

'appets contribute in no small

measure to the silence of the val\e

gear. As regards general c:;uip

ment, front and rear wheel stands

satisfy the tourists' requirements,

the adjustable pulley is one which

is readily alterable, whilst the mag
neto is moiuited at the rear of the

cylinder on a platform cast en blur

with the crank case. This position has already been

laudeil to the skies, so we need but add that after

our trips over really treacherous and mu<ldy roads

there was hardly a speck of dirt on the magneto,

proving that the clainis for this screened position are

not altogether empty. N'o. the steering was not affected '.

If all the ri>ii Rovers are as good a.s the one

we sampled, there will be some enthusiastic owners

of the.se machines on the roads this year

xx^ .

If^^^^—^
\\ f(<:^^

^"""^^l^v/^^K^^y
BoTOf sUeocer out-out operated by

handle-bar control lever.
The handle-bar controlled magneto contact

breaker.

Adjustable ensrine pulley, the outer flange ol r
which is secu ed by the cone-shaped nut.
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uarterly Trial.
and General Notes

ri;g&aml'"mmaMi>Bi~:

THE following is a complete list of entries receiveLi

up to date for Saturday's trial. The start will

be at 9 a.m. from the Swan and Sugar Lxsaf

Hotel, South Croydon, the route is to Hastings and

back (as published on page 39, January 12th), and

the distance 128 miles. Times will be taken on

Westerham, and also on Chalk Pit or Titsey Hills.

A contour section of Chalk Pit Hill was given on the

same page as the route and regulations.

Co.,

(3i

m
Scott)

*W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
A. J. Stevens and Co.,

Ltd. (2i\4.J.S.)
A. J. Stevens and

Ltd. (2i A.J.S.)
Premier Cycle Co.
Premier)

Premier Cycle Co.
Premier)

Scott Eng. Co. (3:

*Percy Bntler (4 Dot)
»A. J. Luce (8 Bat)

H. Greaves (2| Enfield)

W. H. Is^lip (2| Enfield)

J. W. Woodhouse (3i Gal-

thorpe)

A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber)
H. F. E. Jlorgan ( Morgan
Runabout)

B. Alan Hill (3i Rudge-
Whitworth)

*E. ,B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea
and sc.)

*V. Armstrong (3^ Premier)
'Waiter Houghton (3^ Brad-

bury)
H. J. Pooley (3^- Premier)
James Cycle Co. (3^ James)
James Cycle Co. (3J, James)
Rudge - Whitworth. Ltd.

(3i Rndge)
Rudge - Whitworth, Ltd.

m Rudge)
*G. T. Gray (3^ Humber

and sc.)

*A. C. Husliinson (5 Vindec
and sc.)

Harry Reed (3i Dot)
B. J. Buclcman (4 Buck)

*G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
*V. Wilberforce (5 Indian)

*G. Grav (3^ Triumph)
*W. 0. b. Oldham (5 Viudec

Special)

Lake and Elliot, Ltd. (3i
Milleimium and sc.)

i\'Ioto-Reve

Reve)
iMulu-Reve

A. H. Hawkins (3^ Premier)
C. Bavley (3^ Clyde)
A. M, Flint (2J Plint)
h. C. iNewman {Z-^ Ivy-

I

Precision)

t
*H. Johnson (5^ Triumph)
'Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2J

Douglas)
"G. Patterson, jun. (2^ New

Hudson)
"H. G. Dixon (2^ New

Hudson)
*A. N. Cunnington (3^

Premier)
F. W. Arrow (3i Premier)
W. B. Gibb (21 Douglas)
*H. J. JL Hughes (3^

Premier and sc.)

Clyno Eng. Co. (5-6 Clyno
and sc.)

*F. H. Stevenson (8 Match
less and sc.)

Wilkinson T.A.C. Co. (7

Wilkinson T.A.C.)
Wilkinson T.A.C. Co. (7

Wilkinson T.A.C.)
G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C.

Sociable)

Forward Cycle Co. (2i
Forward)

*G. Hughes (3i P. and M
and sc.)

J. R. Brown (3A Lincoln
Elk)

*A. J. Atkings (5 A.C.
Sociable).

*E. C. Jaryis (3^ Triumph)
Auto Carriers, Ltd. (5-6

A.C. Sociable)
Auto Carriers, Ltd. (5-5

A.C. Sociable)

Auto Carriers, Ltd. (5-6

A.C. Sociable)

Auto Carriers, Ltd. (5-5

A.C. Mighty Atom)
Auto Carriers, Ltd. (S-6

A.C. Sociable)
•R. R. Spread (34, Trump

Jap)
*H. A. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
*Rex Miuidv (3^ Trimnph)
J. Davis (8 Davis Double)

*Priva.te owners.

Road Conditions on the Course.
At the beginning of this week, when we went over

the new (^luarterly Trials course, mud abounded in
the Surrey portions. The main road from Purley is

bad enough, but on leaving it to ascend the hill lead-

ROve)
Molo-Reve,
Reve)

Ltd.

Ltd.

Ltd.

Moto-

Moto-

Moto-

ing to Upper Warlingham, it becomes a (juagmire.

The whole of its surface from start to finish is bad,

but there is a slight improvement as far as the descent

to Westerham, which is tolerably good. The surface

on Westerli.nm is perfect. Hawley's Corner, where the

men turn oft .'or Knockholt, is rather a difficults", as

two roads converge, and join the main road at this

point. Competitors take the right fork.

Next com:'.j an e.xceedingly tricky piece ot road.

The condition is fair, but there is quite enough mud
to make the going unpleasant. At ihe ne.xt road fork

bear left, and a little further on turn left opposite

a sign-post to Knockholt. Immediately after this turn

sharp to the. right, an exceedingly difficult turn, which
requires great caution. Go straight through Knock-
holt, and at Knockholt Pound, the next village, go
straight on past the Horseshoes Inn, keeping little

green opposite on left, following the road to Dunton
Creen, where join the main rond.

Leaving the Bull Inn, Limpslield, competitors turn

left at the bottom of the hill, bear to the right about
threequarters of a mile further on, and pass twice

under the railway, then under another bridge, carrying

the same line, and then take the first turning on the

right, passing under the railway for the fourth time.

The approach to the hill, on an up grade all the way,
is in an appalling state. The road is a sea of mud,
ruts, and puddles, and is in very bad condition.

Competitors will receive word from the marshal ai

the Bull as to whether Chalk Pit or Titsey Hills willi

be ascended. If the latter, the right hand road at the|

bottom of the hill in the village will be taken.

:»-*#!j®ifflafflSfeM!* «*^ *WV9SW.r*5^^^&^C,JvSt^B

A. M. C.Ecott (3; li.p. Rudge-Whilworth) in lie Exeter M.C.C. run lo LaiiJ's
End am back on the 22pd inst. He retired at Bodmin owing to s skid.
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CVEBENT

(Greenwich^.

Jan. 26tli 5.54 p.m.

„ 28th ... 5.58 ..

,. 50th ... 5.44 ..

Feb. let 5.47 ..

Judges in the Lamp Trial.

Ihe judges in the A.C. L'. inolor

tycle lamp test to be held at Brook-
lands on Thursday, the 9th prox., will

be Messrs. C. C." Cooke. V. Hart, A.
Sharp, and J. F. Simmance.

Honister Pass HiU-climb.

Concerning Ihr Honister Pa.s^ hill-

•jlimb, which is being organised by
the Southport M.C.C we hear on
i-xcellent authority that the event is

arousing great interest, and that quite

1 number of riders have signified

iheir intention of rompeting.

The Trade and the T.T. Race.

We have definite information point
ing to the fact that the A.C.tJ. need
not hesitate to divide the Senior T.T.
into single and twin-cylinder classes

'in account ot the lick of a trophy.

The trade itself is willing to provide

a suitable prize for the winner of the

twin ciass if the .-^.C.U. falls in with
the recent trade suggestion that the

senior race be confined to single-cylin

iler machine.-: only.

The Threatened Sidecar Tax.

lJri.stol tiiieru; owners will be in-

lerest«d to know ;hat they are not
liable for the e.xtra r.ix which caused
trouble and threats of .' test cas<^ in

ilie latter part of 1910. Enquiry at

the Bristol Council House elicited

the l.ict that sidecars are not now
taken into account. The combination
is treatt-'l as a tricycle, though some
riders haO gone to the trouble of braz-
nig sideca;s on to their motor cycles
to avoid the threatened extra tax.

Saturday's Quarterly Trial.

the total number of entries received
up to the time -if going to press was
sixty-five. Thirty three of these are
trade entrants, twenty-eight are private
owners, and four are doubtful, i.e.,

the A.C.U. is not certain under
which heading they should be
riassilied.

The route cards of Saturday's trials

ha.ve just been issued. The start from
the Swan and Sugar-loaf Hotel. South
Croydon, will be at 9 a.m. The first

hill, le.iding to Upper Warlingham, will

he reached about twelve minutes later.

Westerham Villaije at about 9.55 a.m..

Hasiinijs between 12.15 and 12.50 u.in.

The men will stop one hour for lunch,

and LimpsKeld will be reached about
3.40 p.m.. Chalk Pit Hill being tliree

miles farther on. The first man is due
l):iik at South Croydon at about 4.16

p.m.

Sq

CHxri

A Long Ride.

The an ompanying plinlograph is

that of .\lr. Fred Dover, president
of the Shellield and Hallam-
shiie M.C.C.. who. as alieadv men-

F. Dover, wiio I, lo n :e rcun ; ihe coast.

tioned in '/'/if Molor C'l/rU. is con-
templating a " round the mast" ride
to jMove Ihe iella':ilitv (if ihe modi rn

FUTURE EVENTS.
Jan. 26— Auto Cycle Union Annu-rl Dinner

28— A.C.U. Cuaricrlir Trials Metropolitan
centre . CiordGn to Hastings and
be \i.

Feb. 6-ii--Auio Cycle Union Lamp Trial .ii

Brooklands.

S-ii- Motor Cycle Show at Leicester

16- M.C.C. Smok ng Concert.

Mar. 18- M.C.C. Open.ng Run.

Apr. 8.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

„ 14-17.—M.C.C. London -Lands End Trial
and Easter Tour.

22.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
centre .

May 13—M.C.C. Hill Climb.

27—Bristol B. & M.C.Open Hill Climb.

motor bii-yi:le. Mr. Dover expects to

be ready tn start aboitt the middle of

Mav. and will probably make Liver-

pool the starting and finishing point.

riding North from that city.

1?y^^^L.^%^«H^^
THROUGH MONGOLIA BY MOTOR

CYCLE I Illustrated).

Variable Gears and Sipping Clutches.

Leading Motor Cvcle Clubs:
The Oxford M.C.C.

SATURDAYS QUA.xTERLY TRIALS.

His mount will be a T.T. Roadster
Triumph, and he intends to cover from
200 to 500 miles per flay, according to

circunistanc.'s. He will make a start
each day between 4 a.m. and 8
a.m.. according to the time of arrival
the previous night, and will ride for

twelve hours, or longer if he feels lit

and well enough to continue, but the
average legal limit of speed will not
be e.\c>'edc(i. .\ personal account of the
rider's progie.'is will be published
exclusively in T/i<- Motor Cyih-. We
shall also seal Mr. Dover's machine at
his request, and verify the (lerform-
ance by means of checking cards, duly
signed and witnessed, which will be
[losted to (ho K.^itor daily.

Slide Valve Motor Cycle Engine.
^

Huniuiiis being current to the effect

that the Birmingham Small .-Vrnis Co..
Ltd., were about to introduce a B S A.
motor bicycle with an air-cooled slide
valve engine, we communicated with
the company, and they ask us to j;ive

an absolute denial W> the rumour.

A.C.U. Handbook.
The first meeting of the A.C.U.

Handbi.iuk Sub-commit lee was held on
Friday evening last. Ii was decideil
to proceed with the compilation of the
Handbook forthwith, and the following
list of contents was passid and ap-
proved :

A.C.U. rules. Competition rules.

Local Centre rules. Hill-climbing com-
petition rules, iti-.. Formula- for motor
cycle events. Cubical capacity table,

and Gear table.

The law affecting motor cycles, in-

cluding local ta.xation licences, speed
prohibitions and caution signs, a sum-
mary of the laws for \cliicles, byelaws
l"or e.xemptions. registration, and licens-

ing inl'orination.

List of affiliated clubs (with hon.
secretary's name and address and head-
ipiarters). Records, Simimary of 1910
events. Results for hill-climbs, and
Speed tables.

Directory of names of motor cycles
and motor cvcle manufacturers. Trophies
of the .\.(''.n.. Tournig informatinn.

Ferries in England and Wales and their
charges. Railway charges for motor
cvcles. and Customs fees and steamer
charges.

WTien loinpiled it shoidd be a really
useful publication, as it will be the
first official handbook published solely

for motor cyclists. It is proposed to
send it, ifpossible, to every member of

the A.C.U. free of charge.
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Exeter-Land's End-Exeter run. The first group oi seven competitors to reach Penzance.

The Hour Record.

As we closed down lor press, G. K.

Stanley was conteiiiplating an attack
on the hour sjiigie-cylinder record,

riding a 1911 pattern 3^- li.p. Singer,

He had given the necessary tw'enty-four
liunrs" notice to the A.C.U.

Solving the Luggage Problem.

An ingenious friend ^vlio toured frojn

tlie Midlands to the Soutli-west at

Christinas has, in his own opinion,
soh'ed the problem of the carriage of

luggage on a motor cycle. The weather
Ijeing cold he duplicated nearly all his

underclothing, and finally, to curtail

luggage space wore his pyjaina sleeping

suit over his jacket and under liis

nuickiiitosh overalls! Netdless to say
he created a mild diversion at a stopping
place en route when he absent miudtdly
unfastened his mackintosh.

Result o£ a Winter Reliability Trial.

On the 22ud inst. the E.xeter and
District M.C.G. held a reliability trial

-

to Penzance and back, a distance of

222 miles. Competitors, who rode in

pairs, had to adhere to a speed of 18
m.p,h. The start was at 6 a.m., lamps

. having to be lit for the first 40 miles
The roads were found to be in a \ei^
bad condition, and sideslips were fie

qnent. At Redruth the hon. secretai\

A. M. Scott, skidded on the tramlnie^
and • unfortunately put out liis knee.
lie pluokily continued to Land's End.
and turned with the intention of

finishing the rim, but had perforce to
retire at Bodmin, as riding had be-
come painful. There was a stop of

1 hr. 40 min. at Penzance, the riders
being checked at laylor's garage. B.
Rae (Douglas) retired on the return
journey owing, it is said, to a broken
crank pin. Those who arrived back at
E.xeter within schedule time, qualify-
ing for medals, were : S. Williams (3^ .

h.p. Triumph), D. Moffat (2? h.p.
Douglas) A. S. Western (3i h.p.
Kerry-Al ingdon and sidecaf). S.
Saunders (6^ h.p. Clutch-Triumph),
and E. Babington {3i h.p. Bat-Jap).
The following also finished : Saunders
(Triumnh). Milner (Bat), and Eendal!
(Triumph),

Hill-climb in Natal.

A recent liiil-climb in Natal resulted

in a double win for A. H. Christian oti a

3-^ h.p. Norton, who not only accom-
plished fastest time, but was first mi
formula also. The next five competil'HS
in order of ir.^rit v."ere : H. Arclu-r (32

Norton), R. 0. Atcherly (3-i Y.S.). O.

E. Brown (3^ Trinmph), F. Fabriaii (Sj

Wanderer), and G. S. Summerfield (3-^

V.S.) Electrical timing was used.

Launching of H.M.S. "Thunderer.".
On Febi-iaiy 1st the new Dread-

nought battleship, H.JLS. 7'hiiiidrrer.

will, be lauinlied at the Canning Tovvii

Shipbuilding Yards of the Thames
Ironworks and Shipbuilding t.'o.. Ltd.,
by ill's. Davidson. \\ilV of the Arch-
bishop of Canicr'. iiry. 11 is interest-

ing to note that .Mr'. A. F. Hills, the
well-known philanthropist, as well as
being chairman of the 'I'hanies Iron-'

"(uks. is also chairman of Zenith

JANUARY 26th, iqil.

iMotors, Ltd., which firm is arranging
to take a motor coach load of guests

fiom Trafalgar Square to the scene of

the launching on Wednesday.

The Gritting of Street Surfaces

A conference was held on the 20th

iiist., between the Institution . of

.\Iuiiicipal and County Engineers, as

lepresenting the road engineers, and
ine Koads Improvement Association

Incptd.), as representing the road
M ers on the question of the gritting

III London streets, ilr. Robert Todd
IS elected to the chair. Evidence

\vas given by the road users of the

damage caused to rubber tyres by the
gutting materials at - present used.

The ways and means of reducing
the damaging effect of gritting to a

iiuninium while maintaining a noii-

lipping surface for all types of traffic

ivcre fully discussed. Eventually a
lesfilution was passed setting out cer-

tain prinicples for dealing with the
difliculty which is to be submitted by
the delegates to their respective

organisations for confirmation, afler

which a further conference will be held.

Criiioism of the Quarterly Trialf

Course.

"Lightweight" (Croydon) writes:
"After completing the course for the
trials on Saturday, under the worst
conditions, including fog and darkness.
I have come to the conclusion that all

the correspondence re Chalk Pit Hill
is only in favour of giving the heavy
weight machines a walkover, that is

by sending them up Titsey Hill in

stead

"For this trial I think that the
A.C.U. is quite justified in includ-
ing Chalk Pit Hill in the course.

"On the other hand, it is abso-
lutely absurd to expect a lightweight
machine to average 15 m.p.li. up any
of the hills specified, and if the state

of the roads is the same on Saturday
as they were last week, then the 18-

20 m.p.li. average is also too lii'^li

The turning point at Penzance in the Exeter M.C.C. trial to Land's End and back at tha
beginniuj of the week. (See paragraph on this page).
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Glasgow M.C.C.

The first annual dinner and presentation of prizes will be
held on Februai-y 15th. Tickets, 4s., may be obtained from
Mr. A. Gordon Bostock, Students' Union, Glsagow Uni-
versity.

ShefSeld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

To-night {.January 26th) the club is holdir.g a whist drive,

at Hudson's Restaurant, Charles Street, commencing at
7.45 o'clock. The drive will be followed by a hot supper.

West Essex A.C.

The annual dinner of the above clul) will be liclil at tile

Liverpool Street Hotel on Saturday next, tlie 2Cth inst.

Mr. B. Foster Wickens,. the president, will take the chair,

and Mrs. Wickens will present the prizes.

Birminghain M.C.C.

The Land's End competition for tlie Lycett twenty guinea
challenge trophy and Austin cup, to be held at Whit.suntide,
is attracting many new members; nine were elected at the
last meeting. The smoking concert held on the, 21st inst.

was an unqualilied success. There was a record attendance
and a most excellent programme, thanks to Mr. S. K. Jones
(a member) who made all arrangements.

Finsbury Park C.C. (M.C. Section).

At the annual general meeting of the Finsbury Park
Cycling Club it was decided to form a motor cycle section.
Readers who are interested should communicate with the
assistant hon. sec, Mr. R. G. Barrett, 54. Florence Read,
.Stroud Green, N. The intention of the club is to f<irm a
social body not devoted solely to sporting events. Lady
members are especially welcome.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The programme for 1911 (subject to alteration) is as
follows: ....... .

February 11th.—Run to Leicester Motor CvcleShow.
April 14lh.—Richmond Meeting of Motor Cyclists.
April 17th (Easter Monday).—North Wales., ..

. May 6th.—Speed-judging Competition.
May 27th.—Petrol Consumption Trials.

June 5th.—Whitsuntide 100 .Miles Reliabilitv Trial.
June 31st.—Fast and Slow Hill Climb.
August 5th, 6th, and 7th.—Trial Run, Derby to Torquay

and Return.
Septeiiibei-:—Hill Climb.
It is hoped also to compete with the Leicester Club and

the Motor Cycling Club in theh- team trials.

Streatham and District M.C.C.
Tlie fust annual dinner of the Stroatliain and District

Motor Cycling Club was held at the Holborn Restaurant
on the 18th inst., when Mr. Julian Orde presided over a
large company. Amongst those present at Wednesday
night's gathering were iSIcssrs. H. P. E. Harding. F.
Straight, H. G. and F. Avers, R. Simmonds. R. G. Nye,
J. W. G. Brooker. W. Pratt. Percy Talbot, H. Hunter, R. H.
Gray, J. Austin, and the hon. sec, Mr. J. H. Jefferv.

In proposing the roast oi the Streatham and "District
M.C.G. the Chairman said he was pleased to hear the mem-
bership of the club, although it had only been in existence
a year, was sixty. They would be plea"sed to hear that a
letter had been received from the Army Council thanking
the club for the assistance it had rendered during the
manoeu\Tes last year. He hoped that the membership
would increase this year, and he could not help remarking
that tlio club owed its success to the excellent work of the
hon. secretary, iMr. Jeffery—(applause)—who had devoted a
great deal of his time to" promote the success of the club.
He had much pleasure in asking Mr. Jyftery to accept a

medal which the members desired to give him as a mark of

their aijpreciation of the way in which he had worked dur-
ing the year.

Mr. Jeffery, in responding, congratulated the club on its

succe.ss, of which he personally was very proud, and his

one wish and desire was to see the membership doubled,
and they would then be the strongest club in the Auto
Cycle Union.
"The Chairman" was proposed by Mr. W. Pratt, and

in responding .Mr. Orde intimated that he would give a

cup to be offered for competition in any way that the com-
mittee might wish.

During the evening the prizx's won at the various com-
petitions promoted by the club during the year were pre-

.•^enteJ to the successful competitors. An excellent pro-

gramme of music arranged by Mr. Percy Talbot followed

and was much enjoyed.

A lecture will be given at the club's headquarters, Crown
and Scoplro Hotel, Streatham Place, on the evening of

January 23rd.

Cornwall M.C.C.

The first genera! meeting was held at the Red Lion
Hotel, Truro, at 6.30 p.m., on the 21st inst. There was a
very satisfactory attendance, oflicials were appointed, rules

passed, and the agreement for alliliation to the A.C.U. was
authorised. The next meeting will bo in March.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section)

.

- J.; A meeting w.as held at the Spread Eagle, Lincoln, on the
19th inst., for the purpose of forming a motor cycle section

of the Lincolnshire A.C. A very large number attended, and
there seems every prospect of the newly-formed section being
most successful. The hon. sec. is Mr. W. Howell Quine,
Park Dale, St. Catherine's, Ijinculn.

Mersey M.C.

Jhe initi.al assembly of members of this club was in the
form of a social, which was most successful. The company
of fifty included .1 fair sprinkling of members of the Liver-

pool A. C.C. The cinematograph was provided free, and
operated by the hon. treasurer, and a lire-proof chamber was
erected to comply with Corporation regulations. The pictures

shown comprised views of the light car races on the Conti-

nent, aeroplane flights, motor boat races, and those two grand
.sporting events—the 1910 T.T. Race and the Sutton Bank
Hill-climb.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

This enterprising and successful club is endeavouring to

effect an amalgamation with the other clubs in the locality

so as to form one representative institution. The scheme
includes club premises and the formation of a small limited

company, the shares to be taken by founder members. The
Scottish capital contains a large number of enthusiastic riders,

and the proposed amalgamation should do good work in pro-

moting the social and sporting sides of the pastime.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

At a committee meeting last week .Mr. Bernard Jones, the
Drill Hall, Coventry, was appointed hon. secretary iri place
of Mr. Eric W. Walford, resigned, and Mr. Geoffrey Smith,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry, the trials hon. secretary.

These appointments will be confirmed at the annual general
meeting.
The following dates have been arranged for forthcoming

events

:

Tuesday, February 21st.—Annual dinner and prize dis-

tribution at St. Mary's Hall.

Friday. March 10th.—Annual general meeting. .

Saturday, March 11th.—Opening run.

Saturday, June 24th.—Annual Welsh run. Stopping place

for night, Aberystwyth.
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Club News.— _

Liverpool A.C.C.

A smoking concert lias been fixed for the 31st inst., when
all Liverpool motor cyclists are cordially invited, and will be
welcomed.

Newcastle M.C.

Mr. A. J. Hurst will deliver a lecture with limelight
illustrations entitled "A Scjimper through Holland" before
the members of the dub at the Literaiy and I'hilosophical
Society, Newcastle, on 3rd February at 8 p.m.

Cardiff EI. C.

The annual dinner of this club was held at the Whitehall
Rooms, Park Hotel, Cardiff, on the 19th inst., when Lord
Ninian Crichton Stewart, Ai.P., presiaed over a fashionable
gathering, which included a large number of well-known
public men and motorists, and several ladies.

In replying to the toast of " The City of Cardiff," elo-

quently proposed by Mr. F. C. Shackell, the Lord Mayor
testified to the considerate and careful driving of motorists m
the borough, and to the great beneiits Vvhich were derived
from the presence of motorists there. -

Mr. Councillor J. W. Courtis proposed the toast of
" Motoring," and, in referring to the fusion of the Automo-
bile Association and the Motor Unio;i, said he hoped that the
new body would devote its first attention to the heavy and
unfair taxes to which motorists were now being subjected.

Mr. Stenson Cooke, in responding, spoke of the large
income of the amalgamated bodies, and of the proportion
subscribed by the aluiiated, or, as he preferred to call them,
federated clubs. He said that the organisation did not
desire to govern motorists, but only to help and fight for

them, whether it be in Parliament or the Law Courts.

Lord Ninian Stewart then distributed the prizes won by
the members in the various competitions held during the
year, and. in responding to the toast of the club, paid a
"fitting and well-deserved tribute to the services of Mr.
Jotham, the hon. secretary.

An excellent programme of music was provided during
the evening by Mr. W.' A. J. Kelly's talented orchestra.

Surrey M.C.C.

The fourth annual general meeting of this club was held

at the Angel Hotel, Guildford, on Friday, the 20th inst.,

when the report and balance-sheet for the past year' were
presented and officers and committee for 1911 elected.

In presenting the annual report, the secretary drew atten-

tion to the gratifying increase of members and the satisfac-

tory financial co^.dition of the club. The club has in-hand a
balance of £8 14s.. and the balance-sheet shows a substantial
surplus over all liabilities.

Members are desired to note that Mr. A. E. Bennett, of

the Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., will give a lecture, illustrated

with lantern sides, on " Magneto E'ectric Ignition," at the
club's headquarters, on Friday, the 3rd prox., at 8.30 p.m.

iat~<-

A NEW VARIABLE GEAR.
MR. MABON, whose plate clutch has largely con-

tributed to the popularity of free engine devices,

has been engaged for a considerable period at his

works, 54, High Road, North Finchley, N., in

perfecting a variable gear which is simple, reliable, and
efficient, and can h^^ fitted to most standard models with-

out alteration. As will be seen by the illustration, the gear
is built up on two plates A and B, of which A is bolted

to the crank case and B is free to move radially about a
cent-ral bofs through which the engine-shaft runs. On the
engine shaft is l^eved the small sprocket.

DeuUs of the MaboD variable &ear.

Plate fixed to crank case.
Movable plate.

Belt pulley.
Lariie sprocket.
Small sprocket.
Arm on operating device

locked to irame.

G. Driving chain.

H. Operatin,!^ rod with quick
pitch thread.

J, Clip lastened to middle'
lube of trame.

K, Control rod union.

The movable plate B carries on a short oouiiter-shaft an
expanding belt pulley C. and another sprocket D slightly

larger than E. The belt pulley is provided with two inclined

planes, one of which is anchored to the frame of the machine
by means of the arm F. The gear is operated by means of

A34

the rod H, on which is a quick pitch thread which run*
through part of the long clip J attached to the middle tube
of the frame, and to a con/enient bolt on the engine crank
case. On the top of the control rod is a handle within easy

reach of the rider which moves the gear over its fullest

range in describing a semi-cii'cle. The movement of this

roi raises or lowers the movable p'atc, and at the same
time contracts and expands the pulley, thus altering the

gear and keeping the belt tension the same throughout. The
free engine position is obtained by expanding the pulley to

its utmost and allowing the belt to ride on a lco.=e rin^.

Pairs of sprockets, in two di'ferent sizes can be supplied,

giving gears between 4 and 6| to 1, and between 5 and 7|
td 1 respectively.

The fo'lowing are some of the advantages claimed. Though
the belt drive is slightly shortened, the pulley is of largo

diameter even on the lowest gear. The whole ratio can be
easily altered by changing the sprockets. There is no end
thrust on the engine

;

the control lever
handle can be raised

or lowered to suit the
convenience of the
driver. The gear can
be fitted to a number
of standard makes of

motor bicycles with
500 c.c. engines, and
is the ou'.come ot

much thought and
many careful road ex
periments.

Mr. Mabon has
lately Introduced a
slightly altered form
of his already excel
lent clutch which wil

be known as the
Export

_
Model. The

chief alteration is in

ttie driving media
nisra. In the former
models a fork was
employed, but in the
Expert Model the
withdrawal is effected

trolled by a long lever

The Mabon variable gear, with combined
chain and be. I transmission [or tilting to

standard pattern maciJnes without alteration.

by means of inclined planes con-
Anyone can fit this clutch with the

aid of a box spanner and a screwdriver, while the new with-
drawal mechanism works with the greatest ease owing to

the long leverage.
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Variable Gears & Slipping Clutches.

U D G I \ G from
frequent enqui-

ries and letters

in the columns of

this journal, there seems to be a good deal of mis-

apprehension among motor cyclists as to the correct

function of a variable gear and of a slipping clutch.

Some have even gone so far as to contend that a well

designed slipping clutch can perform the dual pur-

pose, rendering a variable gear unnecessary. This is

an exaggerated view.

The diagram below shows two sets of curves. The
full ones show the pull necessary to move a motor cycle

and rider weighing 300 lbs. at speeds up to forty miles

per hour (i) on the level, (2) on r in 20 gradient, and

(3) on I in 10 gradient.

The broken lines represent the mean pull on the

machine due to the engine power at various gear ratios

—

4» 4/^; 5) antl 8 to i. The values are for a high-class

500 c.c. engine.

It will be noticed that this curve, known as a
" torque " curve, rises to a maximum value, remains

almost steady, then falls away, slowly at first, then

very rapidly.

The part below the maximum value is known as the

unstable part of the curve, as any slowing down reduces

the pull if the resistance is nearly constant, as it is

when the speed is slow. This means that a slight in-

crease of resistance, or a slight fall in power developed,

starts the speed on a downward course, from which it

cannot recover. The energy stored by a heavy flywheel

may get over temporary increases in resistance, and
prevent this stoppiilg, but it cannot help the engine to
" pick up."

Surplus Engine Pull.

It will be noticed that for a 4 to i gear the pull is

safficient to overcome th(; resistance at all speeds
from 13 to 32 miles per hour up a hill i in 10, but

the critical point is at 25 m.p.h., at which speed
there is the largest surplus of pull over resistance.

This surplus pull causes the machine to pick up, and
if the hill were long and the engine did not overheat
the limit of 32 m.p.h. would be reached, but over-

heating would reduce the engine pull, and if th's

occurred at 32 m.p.h. the. machine would slow down
till the new- limit was reached. If, on the other
hand, overheating took place at the lower limit, the

engine would slow down, but the limit of speed would
rise. It is this difficulty of climbing hills slowly

which necessitates the use of variable gears and
slipping clutches.

By varying the gear to the other values shown
the critical speed is reduced, and at the same time

By JOHN L. MILLIGAN, B.Sc.

the pull of the engine is increased. There is less

chance of the engine stopping and there is more
surplus pull available. The maximum speed may
actually be raised in some cases by lowering the gear,

e.g., a machine geared 2 to i is not necessarily faster

on Brooklands than one geared 5 to i.

Limitations of a Slipping Clutch.

A slipping clutch has the same twisting moment on
its driving and driven shafts, neither more nor less,

and therefore the loss of power is the same percentage

as the loss of speed. If half the speed is slipped, then

half the horse-power is being Converted into heat in the

clutch.

By kee|)ing the engine rimning at a speed where its

pull is about the maximum, the clutch may be slipped

so that this pull is available at any speed up to the

engine speed, but no more than the engine pull is

available, llius if the engine (see diagram) with 4 to i

gear is being run at a speed corresponding to thirty

miles per hour, and the clutch slipped to allow the

machine to run at thirteen miles per hour, the avail-

able pull will be 58 lbs. instead of 39 lb». Further-

more, this 58 lbs. is at a stable velocity, the 39 lbs.

being a pull at an unstable velocity where a slight

falling off in the pull would be followed by the stoppage

of the machine.
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If a variable gear giving 4 and 5 to i ratios were

fitted, the available pull would be 58 lbs. also, but at

a speed not very stable, as it is on the wrong side of

the maximum.
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Variable Gears and Slipping Clntshes.—

By using a ratio of 8 to i, 116 lbs. pull is available at

thirteen miles per hour, which leaves a good margin

for a(»ce!erating, and, as it is approximately the

maximum pull, the engine can be slowed down with

some reasonable hope that it will not give up work.

By slipping the clutch with a 5 to- i gear, 72 lbs.

pull is available at thirteen miles per hour.

Heat. Generated by Slipping Clutches.

A change-speed gear with positive ratios, that is,

minus a clut-ch which permits slip, is of very little use

for climbing hills with traffic on them, and may even be

inferior to a single-geared machine with a friction

clutch. But when one considers the difficulty of

cooling the engine, even vv'ith the provision of large

radiating surfaces and well designed ribs, it is evident

that there is no clutch at present on the market which

is capable of being slipped for any considerable period

giving out, say, 50% of the power of the engine.

The amount of heat passing through the cylinder

walls and fins is about equal to the power delivered to

the shaft. If- the cooling arrangements of a modern
engine are necessary to dissipate this heat, the absence

of any provision^for cooling clutches (which, to be of

anv service as slipping clutches, must get rid_of, per-

haps, half the amount the cylinder disposes of) makes

one doubt if any clutch at present on the market is

capable of continuous- slipping for more than a minute.

But to make a clutch which would be really effective

as a slipping clutch for long hills, would require at

least as rnuch room and much more expense than a

proper variable gear with a clutch capable of slipping

for short periods to enable the engine to pick up.

Consequently it is difficult to see how any form of

slipping medium can displace the variable gear.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.
A SUGGESTED THREE-WHEELER.

By PRECENTAUR.

THERE is a market waiting for a new type of

self-contained passenger motor cycle. The side-

car, as all who have tried it are aware, is an

excellent combination, but a complete vehicle is pre-

ferred by many. Then it has one fault in common
with the tricar, not so serious perhaps in practice, but

always present—the drive is on one wheel. The
quadricycle or four-wheeled type is, in my opinion, put

out of court, as it is, for taxation purposes, a motor
car, and this leaves us only three wheels to deal with.

There may be possibilities in the tricycle with the front

wheel for driving and steering, but I am inclined to

think that the objections that apply to the rear wheel

of a tricar or sidecar would be found in full force on
a wheel which drives and steers also.

A Differential Gear Not Essent-al.

The machine, then, to which we must turn is a

tricycle with hoth rear wheels driven, and here we

"Precentaur's" suggested design of tbree-wheeled passenger motor cycle.

meet the supposed need for a differential gear, which
is an expensive item. However, that a differential gear

is not absolutely essential has been proved on racing

cars, and in the design which 1 propose to outline the

lack of this gear would prove no drawback.. If the

specification which follows is insufficient to enable

readers to form a mental picture of the vehicle, pos-.

sibly the accompanying sketches may assist towards
that end.

First, then, as to frame. This is a combination
of pressed steel (or channel steel) and tubing. The
A38

side members are of channel steel with tubular cross

members, this combination being one which is strong,

light, rigid enough to meet all requirements, and, if

made in sufficient quantity, cheap. Dumb-irons for the

rear springs are formed on the frame, and bushes are

inserted in the side members for the front shackles of

the springs. The springs are shackled at the forward
end only, and as the whole is to be light and low in

price no radius rods are fitted, nor are they necessary.

If desired, the channel steel side members may be
upswept at the rear, but with 26in. or 28in. wheels
this is not really necessary.

The side members converge towards the front and
are joined by a tubular cross stay ; a cross stay is fitted

at the rear end of the frame, and this may be either

tubular or of channel section. Other cross, stays, are

tubular, and are fitted in convenient positions for.

carrying the engine and counter-shaft.

Single Front Steering Wheel.
The single front steering wheel is carried in a spring

front fork of the usual type—say a Druid—and this

fork is similar in strength to that fitted to sidecar

machines. The ball head and upper frame are similar

in design and construction to the frame of a motor
bicycle, the tank being similar also if desired. It may
be found cheaper to fit the tank on a dashboard or

behind the. seats, so I will not dogmatise on this point.

Steering is by handle-bar,' of special design, or tiller

steering may be easily arranged. Controls are the

same as for a motor bicycle, a front brake, applied

to the rim or hub, being fitted to the front wheel.

The engine may be either a single cylinder or a twin,

power 4^ to 7 h.p. The usual system of attachment

to the frame is adopted, preference being given to some
attachment similar to that used on the Arno machines,
by which the engine and its fundamental parts may be
slid sidew^ays out of the frame.

The Method of Driving.

Now as regards transmission. Behind the engine

is a counter-shaft mounted on four ball bearings.

These bearings are mounted on a cradle plate that is
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Passenger Motor Cycles.
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bo'.fed to the frame, with provision made for sliding

it to, or from, the engine. On the engine-shaft are

t'.vo sprockets of different sizes, and on the counter-

shaft are two others, loosely mounted thereon, and
designed so that either may be locked to the counter-

shaft by means of dog clutches. One pair of

sprockets gives the high gear and the other the low
gear, and when one is clutched to the counter-shaft

the other is free- to run idly. An intermediate

position gives the neutral.

Flan, view ol the suggested design., with side-by-side seats.

The final drive from the counter-shaft to the rear

^v^.eels is by V belts, preferably of the Whittle type,

and as a reduction of the gear has been made
between the engine and counter-shaft the front

pulleys may be of extra' large size, say Sin. diameter,

or even larger. The size of the front pulley largely

depends on the gear reduction bstween the engine
and counter-shaft, say 2J2 to 1 for high gear and
4 to I for the low gear. The reduction between the

counter-shaft and rear wheels with 8in. pulleys is a
further 2j^ to i with igin. belt rims, giving a ratio

between engine and back wheel of sjj to i top and
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9J2 to I low gear, which could be raised or still

further reduced if desired. Each of the counter-

shaft pulleys is designed with a sliding flange, and
by means of cables these pulleys may be opened out

or closed, giving a reduction of gear until the belt

runs on a free ring at the bottom of the pulley and
a free engine is obtained. For starting a handle is

engaged with the counter-shaft end, the low gear
sprocket locked to the counter-shaft, and the belt

pulleys opened out to the full. The engine is then
started, the pulleys gradually closed up, the belts

take up the drive, and when the machine is on the

move the high speed dog clutch is engaged. The
adjustable pulleys are of)erated by a pedal, and
another pedal controls brakes acting on the belt rims.

• If desired a second pair of brake shoes mi^t be fitted

as reserve brakes, operated by a side hand lever.

Cost of Construction.

The body is on the lines of a two-seated car, and
a screen and hood can be easily fitted. With a
plainly constructed body, 2j4in. tyres, and 6 h.p.

twin engine, a three-wheeler might be built on the

Imes indicated to sell at about £fio ; with refinements

of body building, wind screen, hood, etc., perhaps
another ^10 might be added, while with a 4'/i h.p.

engine the price could be still further reduced. The
majority of the parts are standard and easily obtain-

able, the only e.xceptions being the adjustable pulleys

(which would have to be specially made, but should
not be a very expensive item), and the pressed

steel side members of the frame, which are not diffi-

cult to obtain. Mudguards and similar details are

not included in the sketches, their construction being

quite obvious and presenting no difficulty.

A NEW FORM OF PEDAL-STARTING GEAR.

Ax ingenious and effective form of .engine starting

gear is now being fitted to the free engine

model Rudge-Whitworth motor cycles, enabling

the engine to be started with a dig of the pedal with

tiie rear wheel resting on the ground. The device is

•rrfectly simple, consisting of a small conical friction

clutch on the camshaft which is worked by ordinary

chain and pedal gear. The component parts of the

device are clearly shown in fig. 2, the numbers on the

drawing corresponding to the way in which they fit

together on the camshaft. The clutch itself consists

of a fluted hardened cone on the end of the camshaft
^.hich engages with a corresponding tiered hole in

tiie centre of a buslv, also hardened. The bush is

thrown in and out of engagement with the camshaft

by the lateral movement of a two start square thread,

which forces the two tapered surfaces together with

sufficient contact friction to start the engine on the

fonvard stroke of the pedals. On the reverse stroke

the square thread disengages the clutch by unscrewing

the bush.

Fig. 3 shows another addition made to the clutch

model Rudge. It Is an alumiiwim guard to prevent

the rider's foot fouling the clutch mechanism. It also

serves the extra purpose of warding off mud and dirt

from the clutch mechanism, as also the driving belt.

A machine with the firtings described will be ridden

by C. -S. Burney in the Quanerly Trials on Saturday.

ill The pedalling gear and chain conneciel
direct to camshaft.

(2) The vnons parts ' the Hadge pedal
staninK- ctutch eear dismantled.

(3< Cover preventing the rider's heei'touchin;
the clutch, also rendetins the latter dirt proof.
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A selection o( questions of general interest received from readers and our replies tfiereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents ate urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

?

Registration. 8J b.p. Motor Cycles.

As an intending motor
cjulist I .should be much
obliged if you would ba so

kind as bo answer the follow-

uig question ; (1.) Could i

register my machine m any county
without actually going there my-
self or taking the machine ? If so,

where could I register so a.s to obtain

a .small number '' (2.) Ui> you think

a 3^ b.p. Calthorpe is an etScient

niaihine, or a good one for a

beginner? (3.) VXould the above
machine lake a sidecar up reason-

able hills without a two-speed, but
geared low?— B.G.

(1.) Vuu may register your machine
ill any county you like, and thw whole
affair may be carried out by letter. All

you have to do is to write to the clerk

of the county or bomugh council to

whiih you intend to apply. Small
numbers may be obtained in the follow-

ing Irish counties: Clare, U'lnegal,

Fennariiigh, Limerick, and Kings
County (2.) Although we have had
no pert^onaj experience with
the m:ii-liine in question, it

has proved its reliability

in competitions (3 ) A
change speed gear would be
practically indispensable if

you wish to do any serious

touring, though a good deal

of fun and enjoyment can
be got out of a single geaied

machine of this horse-power,

^

provided the passengers' weights are
not unduly high, and the district not
exceptionally hilly.

Suiting a Magneto to the Engine.

I intend turning my 5 h.p.
Peugeot-engined tricar int» a
bicycle, and would like to buy
a good second-hand magneto
for it. (1.) Will any kind do

for my 19C6 5 h.p. twin Peugeot?
Does it matter about angle of cylin-

ders? (2.) I noticed a second-hand
Ruthardt advertised the other day.
Would it do? (3.) What advice
can you give me 'in buying one?

—

CD.
(1.) It matters very much about the
angle of the cylinders, and in advertis-
ing for a magneto ynu should specially

?

stipulate for a magneto tor V type
twin, and the angle at which the cylinders
are set, which. is about ^5% in the case cf

the Peugeot. (2.) It depends whether
it is for a V-tj'pe twin similar to yours.

(3.) Obtain a good make, aiid have it

examined or reported upon by the
makers if you cannot see it in action.

Cure for Flocling Carburetter.

I have a If h.p. F.N. on
which I can only average about
eighty miles per gallon. On
the road the carburetter is

always Hooded and dripping.
Can you advise me how to remedy
this?—A.G.

Probably the needle valve requires to
be ground in. Any mechanic would
remedy this trouble "for you at a very
small cost. Or, if you prefer to cure i't

personally, obtain a small quantity of
crocus powder from a chemist and-
carefully grind the point into the seat-
ing until it prevents petrol leaking
through. Do not grind in more than
necessary, or it will necessitate the
level being altered also. Excessive
vibration of the needle would also cause
the trouble, and if our suggestion does
not effect a cure, you can solder a right
angle slip of tin on to the float chamber,
so that It allows the needle just rooin

to rise suflSciently to admit the
petrol, but net to jog up and down
continually. This is a frequent cure
for flooding and waste of petrol.
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A. V-''=a°<'«''m5?ntjJ"n a twin-cylinder Wanlerer, an which make of macnine ne was singularly sucresstul at Brooklands anj elsewhere duringisiu. ine wanderer is a motor cycle which deserves to be better known, for it is fast, an excellent hill-climber, and not unduly heavy.
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starting Difficulties.

My machine, 2% h.p. Jlinerva,
coil and accumulator ignition,

and fitted with an old-fashioned
Brown and Barlow (not H.B.
control) carburetter, is very

hard to start. I have to run it

]jerhaps 100 yards or more before
getting off. Ignition is nol at fault,

as I have examined plug, contact
breaker, etc. Would it be practicable
to plug up one of the main air holes
with cork, and if I did this would
tlie engine get too hot for want of
air?—M.McB.

If you fit a shutter to control the main
ail- supply on the carburetter and close
i>r partially close this before starting
you will cure the trouble. If the
carburetter is adju.sted rather on the
weak side the engine will not over-
heat if you reduce the air supply.

Grinrling Valves.

While trying to grind in my
exhaust valve with emery
powder. I notice that, in-

stead of turning it smoothly,
there are complete rings round

both valve and seat. Cffuld you
please advise me how to remedy
this? What sort of grinding powder
would you recommend me to use?

—

D.J.W."

It is a good idea to insert an old auto-
matic inlet valve spring underneath
the exhaust valve, so that wiicn you
ire grinding it •n you can release the
pressure from time to time, when the
valve will be lifted from its seating
by the action of the spring, and thus
prevent rings being formed. Better
than the grinding powder is Rich-
ford's grinding paste, sold by Messrs.
Riohford and Co., 153, Fleet Street,
K.C.

AUv.n ing anj Retarding Spark.

U./ Is it advisable to use
butt-ended tubes in both
wheels, or will one in the back
wheel be sufticient? (2.) With
regard to the question of ad-

vancing or retarding the spark, your
book, "Motor Cycles and How to
^Manage Them," "certainly tells one
\vhen to advance or retard the spark,
luit it does not say why one ought
to do it, nor wh.it is the result of
doing so, and it is these two points
that I want to cicarlv understand?

—

"

K.H.U.E.
1.) It would be better to have butt-
!nded tubes in both wheels. (2.) With
•egard to the effect of advancing the
park, it is fairly obvious that when the
ipark is retarded the explosion takes
)lace after the piston has reached thelo;>
)f the compression stroke, with the
esult that the compression is not at its

lighest, and. in consequence, the e.xplo-

iion is considerably weaker, and, as a
latural'result. the combustion is not so
perfect if the explosion is fired with the
•etai-ded spark as if the spark were
ully advanced. With the spark fully
idvanced the explosion takes place
mmediately before the highest degree
)f compression is reached—before,
jecause the charge takes an appreciable
ime to ignite. The result is that the
lighest degree of efficiency is obtained
mder these conditions.

?

Poor Compression.

I should be much obliged if

you could explain to me the
probable reason for the curious
behaviour of rny motor cycle
engine. When the engine is

all cold the compression is fairly
good, but after running a couple ot

minutes on the stand the compression
seems very poor, and the crank case
is too warm to touch. Might this be
a matter of the lubricating oil being
too thin, or is it more likely to be
n-orn rings? These latter, I may
say, seem quite bright and polished
all round. If new rings are required,
is it better to send piston and c-ylin-

der to a reb'able firm than to attempt
to fit them ni,vself?—R.JI.

Very likely the trouble is partly due
to the lubricating oil being too" thin.
It is naturally thicker when it is cold,
and gives rather a false idea of the
compression. Very often the trouble
you detail is accounted for by the valve
seatings or valve stems being out of
truth. Unless the crank case gets
excessively hot you need not trouble,
as the heat there may be only due to
conduction. If the engine is an old
one, and you seem to think that
a new piston and rings will be neces-
sary, it would be advisable to send the
piston, rings, and cylinder to a reliable
firm for attention. Regrinding the
cylinder {.•* not a novice's job. The
lifting of new rings, however, is quite
a simple matter. After removing the
old rings take three strips of tin and
place them round the cylinder at equal
intervals. You can 'then lead on the
rings gently without fear of breaking
them. Oil the piston and other parts
before replacing the cylinder.
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Anti-freezing Mixtures.

(1.) What is the most effec-

tive and economical way to__

keen cooling water from freezing
on a tricar? What proportion
of the medium should I want

to the gallon? (2.) Is fifty per cent,
castor ana fifty per cent, water-
cooled oil mixed better for a 6 h.p.
single-cylinder engine than all water-
cooled oil?—O.R

(1.; The most effective and economical
way is to let out the water in time of
frost. We always do this when using
a water-cooled machine in preference
to using an anti-freezing mixture.
However, a ten per cent, mixture of
glycerine is commonly used. (2.) We
should recommend you to uso tho best
qualify water-cooled oil.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of otheri with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor

"H.W." (Ascot). The T.A.C. four-
cylinder.

"K.B." (Nottingham). The Scott
(two stroke), particularly with regard
to reliability and engine difliculties

"X." (Nahan. Punjab) The Scott
two-stroko motor bicycle, also cost of
exporting, including all useful
accessories and spares?

"G.B.'" (Norwich). Mabon clutch
fitted to Triumph motor bicycle, parti-
cularly as to starting from standstill,
and riding in traffic.

" Mtdicus " (Bridge of Allan).
I>owen two wheeled sidecar, particularly
as regards comfort and ease of steering.

^S=^^^^^^^

Jfs^«iti

M
MOTOR CYCLE v. AEROPLANE IN U.S.A.

A tbriiling race between an aeroplane and L. S. Taylor on an Emblem motor cycle. The race
took place at the mile dirt uack at Columbus, Ohio, and tije motor cyclist deteatel the airman after
a tl rilling contest, which was greatly enjoyed by the spectators, who chcerel the contestants
fbroughouU
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A New Front Wbeel Stand.

Messrs. Price and Co., Rosebery
Avenue, the well-knuwn maiiufactiirers

of motor cycle stands, have lately

intrcidiiced a fron' wheel stand, work-
ing on the same lines as the Dkantes
rear stand. The legs are clipped
riMind the ends of the front forks, and
when the stand is out of action the

legs come level with the front wheel
rim. and are, in consequence, com-
pletely out of the way. To place the

stand in action it is only necessary to

pull the legs outwards and slide them
round until the lower of the two slots

in the quadrant is reached, into which
they drop and remain firmly in posi-

tion.

A Free Gilt

J. T. Cairns, 144, London Road, Pres-
ton, is making a free present of a Par-

ker headlight and separate generator to

every purchaser of a sidecar.

A Sidecar Catalogue.

Mills- Fulford, Crown Works, Coven-
try, have prepared an interest!

;

catalogue of Millford specialities, which
include the various patterns of side

cars, such as the Millford radial castoi

wheel sidecar, the ordinary castoi

wheel pattern, the spring wheel, and
the rigid sidecars. The booklet also

contains instructions for fitting.

A Motor Cycle Garage at Banbury.
Tile business which has been estab-

lished for twelve years by Messrs. H.
Coley and Co. has been purchased by
Wrench's Garage (The Electric and
Motor Co.), 3, Horsefair, Banbury.
Mr. H. A. Beard, who was formerly
the manager of Messrs. Coley and Co.,
will especially look after the interests
of motor cyclists.

M.M. Motor Cycles.

All 1911 M.M. motor bicycles, which
are handled by Messrs. .1. C. Lvel! and
Co., 113. Great Portland Street, W.,
will be fitted with free engine clutches.
The M..\l. clutch is contained in th'
engine pulley. It works on the prin
ciple of the internal expandmg. brake
The expanding brake is of steel, and is

lined with Raybestos material. It
is extremely simple, should work well,
and will stand any amount of slipping.
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Insurance.

Ernest J. Bass, the well-known
motor insurance broker, has moved
his country address to Bisl ^ - Stort-

ford, Herts, his city address b^Liig 12,

Poultry, E.G. His latest motor cycle

prospectuses should be seen by all

motor cyclists.

A Matchbox Cover.

All purchasers of . goods amounting

to 5s. from C. H. Kitchen, Eustoii

Road, Morecambe,
are handed a use-

ful little matchbox
cover intended to

protect the ordin-

ary household
matchbox from iji-

jury, and render
It more siglitly in appearance.

A Successful Tyre Co.

The R-om Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Ltd., 31, Brook Street, Holborn, E.G.,

inform us that their turnover for the

financial year is in excess of the pre-

vious year, and, despite the high
price of rubber prevalent during the
greater portion of 1909, a net

pront of £3.463 12s. 8i. has been
made, the whole of which amount has
been carried forward to the ensuing
vear.
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Bohemian Concert.

The third annual -Bohemian concert,

under the auspices of A. W. Garaage,

Ltd., will be held on Tuesday, February
7th, at the Holborn Restaurant. Mr.
A. W. Gamage will occupy the chair.

Ladies are specially invited.

Low-priced Footrests.

The accompanying illustration is thai

of a pair of footrests which have just

been introduced by Maude's Motor Mart,

136, Great Portland Street, W. As will

be seen, the footrests are extremely

simple, consisting of a clip for attach-

ment to the down tube and two tubular

extensions, the portions where the feet

rest being covered with fluted india-

rubber pipmg. and ends finished off with

plated caps. Riders owning machines

unprovided with footrests will find the

article illustrated a useful addition,

winch can be purchased at a very

moderate figure.

Footrests sold by Maude's Motor Mart.

A New Carburetter.

The success of the Solex carburetter

for motor cycles has led to iNlessrs. S.

VvoU and Co., of 138, Southwark
Street, Blackfriars Bridge, S.E., re-

ceiving numerous applications for sole

agencies in various districts in the

United Kingdom, and arrangements
have now been made whereby this firm

is in a position to entertain applica-

tions from garages and agents for the

sale and fitting of this promising car-

buretter. Further information can be
obtained from the above a_ddress.

A MOTOR SLEIG.l-Ca,a-ltloTJS Cl'CLE-CU Vl-AEROPLA.NE.

A wonderful assemblige of CDnst tueni pins of the virhus midlines above-nainel are embodied
in the new m:.tor sleigh illustr-ted. It was mide in t e Motor School r.t M-iinz, Germany, and is

driven by an air-cooled engine with aeroplane propeller attached and steered like a car.
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The Problem of the Runabout.
HERE has been a certain amount of talk lately

about a four-wheeled vehicle for one which

is to cost no more than a motor bicycle, i.s to

have more stability, and therefore to be free

from those possibilities of side-slip to which

two-wheeler is at present prone, .\foreover, it is

lie more comfortable, is more suitable for use in

w inter as the driver can he properly wrapped up.

However crude may be its design, it is a motor car

Mithin the meaning of the Act, but it apes to be a

motor cycle. It h;is wire \Yheels, belt dnve, nn air-

loled engine, its price is cut down to the uttemiost

i.nihing, and it has as few complications as possible

>i
' as to render it as unsuitable to be a go-anywhere-

\ou-please machine as anyone can imagine. For this

ivpe of machine there can never be much demand,
while motor bicycles, which fill the bill, are being

rapidly brought nearer to perfection.

With regard to the passenger machine, we who
live gone through the many stages of the self-

.ontained passenger motor cycle from its quad form

in 1900 to the tricar of 1907 have always thought

that for a passenger form of motor cycle there is a

future for a connecting link between the motor cycle

and the motor car, provided the link adopts the quad
form of seating. Apart from the legal aspect, it is

when all the wheels are sprung, a two-seated side In-

side body added, with other car features, that the

vehicle ceases to be a motor cycle and becomes a motor

car. The tricar at its zenith was positively driven, had a

uater-cooled engine, three-speed and reverse gear box,

md became so much a motor car that its price killed it.

The question now arises, is it possible with modern

improvements to overcome the old diflficullies which

the quad and tricar pioneers went through in the past ?

In the first place, on most of the designs which have

been brought to our notice the engine is air-cooled.

Our long experience teaches us that this works well for

a time, but owing to its hard work on high and low

gears the engine will wear out quickly, and needs to

lie taken down and cleaned much more frequently than

a bicycle motor.

Belt drive is fairly troublesome on sidecar combina-

tions, and how much more so on a heavier four-wheeled

runabout it is only possible to conjecture. It is true

that on some of these vehicles it is proposed to use

two belts. Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, one of the leading

motor cycle engineers in the pioneer days, tried the

experiment in 1903, and a couple of years later, in a

lecture before the Auto Cycle Union, mentioned that

in his early attempts to solve the transmission problem

on passenger vehicles he had first used one belt, had

found trouble with this, and in the first A.C.U. Trials

used two belts; then he found double trouble, so he

came to use a chain and found no trouble. However,

belts have changed for the better since that time, and

the double belt in the instance referred to drove on

one side of a single wheel. The double drive more

recently introduced is arranged on each side of the

vehicle', and the belts drive separate wheels. This now

leads one to suppose that a passenger vehicle which

has four wheels is equipped insufficiently if it be fitted

w'lh an air-cooled motor cycle engine, and therefore

water-cooling is desirable, if not absolutely necessary.

So also it would probably be better if chain-driven,

Chains, if properly protected and well lubricated, give

no trouble, and are a most efficient form of drive for

hard work. Now we come to the question of variable
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gearing. Such a form of change speed which neces-

sitates removing the belts from the normal on to a

smaller pulley at the foot of the hill which it may be

conjectured will need a low gear is hardly, in our

opinion at least, an ideal foma of varying the gear

ratio. With a positive drive a gear giving at least

two speeds is indispensable, as also is a good friction

clutch, while, of course, the connoisseur will state that

nothing less than three speeds will suit him,. To
reduce expense no differential is fitted. Consequently

the machine on which the power of the engine is

efficiently transmitted must drive only one ivheel.

This brings us back to the old tricar, with an extra

wheel to raise the tax from £^1 to two guineas, though,

of course, the four-wheeler has the advantage of

having all its tyres equally accessible. We started at

about /^75, but with the addition of mere necessaries

it has risen to about £,go ; add the very meanest of

"luxuries" and the price is ^100. Now a 6 h.p.

small car in good order will cost about £,60 second-

hand, so the motor cycle type of runabout with side

by side seats will have to be produced very cheaply

to compete with the second-hand small car.

The motor cycle runabout must possess two qualities

to be successful—firstly, it must be cheap; secondly,

it must be a go-anywhere machine.

Can it answer both these requirements ? It has never

been the policy of The Motor Cycle to decry enterprise,

but we do ask makers to consider carefully what they

are doing and the public what they are considering

buying, as at present we cannot see how the passenger

motor cycle -runabout in its present form will benefit

either. Made on die lines of the old quadri-

cycle, wdth a motor cycle saddle for the driver and a

light seat for the passenger in front, and so designed

that it did not cost xexy much more than a motor

bicycle and sidecar, we think there would be a certain

demand for it, but even then the number sold would
be necessarily limited, as its users would at once cry

out for more comfort.

SPORTSMAN OR POTTERER?

IN
The Motor Cycle of December 29th I wrote a

brief article in which I suggested to the trade

that the general public's ideal of a perfect motor

cycle was "a sort. of two-wheeled perpetual motion

perambulator." I appealed to the trade and to the

sporting type of dare-de\'il rider to greet the man who
worships this ideal as a man and a brother ; and 1

pleaded guilty to a sneaking fondness for a more
whimsical mount for my own personal riding.

In response a perfect storm of vituperation has

descended upon my devoted head, and curiously

enough the bulk of it comes from the very type of

rider whose interests I was voicing, as I have con-

sistently voiced them for eight years past. I suppose

my classification has struck him as odious. He claims

a more dignified title than that of "potterer." He
certainly has a right to a more stately title. Let him
christen himself a "rational tourist," if he prefers—

I

shall not object. The line of demarcation is not strong,

as literary vigour is compelled to represent.

No Hard and Fast Line.

Practically, neither potterers nor sportsmen exist,

as mutually exclusive classes. When I try Bashall's

latest road-eater, I am a " sportsman " ; when de Lissa

coaxes me to amble out on the newest Motosacoche, I

become for the nonce a " potterer "
; and possibly on

each occasion my mood is in lurid contrast with my
mount. The point is whether the rational touring

type or the tearaway semi-racer is to be encouraged.

Up till quite recent times motor cycling has been
the hobby of the individuals I described as sportsmen

;

that is of men who expected trouble, enjoyed trouble,

and were not discouraged by trouble. During this

period the industry has not been remarkably remunera-
tive to the makers or the agents.

Nowadays for the first time thousands of individuals

are taking up the pastime or are on the point of

entering it, who do not expect trouble, who will be
extremely aggravated if it comes their way, and who
will sell the machine and curse motor cycling roundly
if they encounter any serious trouble.
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"Ixion's" Rejoinder (o his Critics.

It cannot be pretended that the old Ideals \\\\\\

weather the change. The new motor cyclist demand.'

with no uncertain voice a two-wheeled, perpetual

motion perambulator, and we have got to give it tol

him ; when it materialises, it will closely resemble thcj

specification I sketched.

Ho^wr Not to Encourage the Tyro.
A subsidiary point in mv article was the attitude

adopted by the hardy enthusiasts of the past toward:^

this newcomer; and in pleading his cause I put mysellj

in the shoes of the old timers, and spoke witli

their lips.

At many a motor cycle meeting of the last two od

three years I have seen one of these non-sportinj

riders lingering timidly on the outskirts of a fringe oi

competition riders, treated as a fogey and a fool|

ignored, chaffed, and despised.

If he asks a 'question., from some he gets a cokj

stare and from others a shower of ridicule. If he joini

them in a club run, the majority race away from himi

and ask him where he has been dawxUing, when hf
finally arrives half an hour late for tea.

If he encounters trouble, they nearly all roar paa

him in a cloud of dust; and generally give him ever!

reason to think that some expert motor cyclists aif

bounders of the deepest dye.

There are exceptions, of course. Some of till

experienced riders father the timid or elderly no\icJ

teach him, ride with him, show him how to mend
puncture, grind a valve, trace a trouble, and so fortll

However, my club experience teaches me that tcl

often the type of rider who .will ere long represent til

majority is cold shouldered and made to feel rathj

out of it.

If I seemed for the moment to range myself with

persecutors, especially in quoting the opprobrious till

of "potterer," I was actually pleading for him asf
person with the strongest claims to the best that tl

camaraderie of the road can give, and with a right I

our deference, as being the person w"ho will so|

control both industry and pastmie.
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The writer.

[The first insta/meiU appeared last uvt-A.)

I had done 100 miles only

when rain came on (I was not

yet in the arid zone), and with it

innumerable troubles. Magneto te

minals got wet -and engine misfire

very badly, then the back tyre pun-j-

lured. Being only twelve miles

from the next depot at pole Pang-

Tse No. 3,033, name Kau-Bar, I

tried to bluff it out and ride home
on the deflated tyre. This played

havoc with the back wheel ; air tube got out and

wound itself to shreds on the back hub; the rim got.

.so dented that it held together only through a miracle.

Ves, it was a foolhardy attempt to ride like this at the

lieginning of the journey. After all, 1 could not

make Kau-Bar, but spent the night in a Mongol tent

.six miles away.

Xext day, June nth. was so bad that I nearly gave

up the whole attempt. I put a new air tube in the old

cover, but scarcely had I ridden ten miles before the

tube burst. I had now only one such tube left; if I

put in this one, there would be absolutely none in

reserve to use for the whole remaining pan right up to

Baikal. Things looked decidedly dark. Besides I

had never taken out the back wheel, and now this had to

iic done so as to put on the reserve tyre I had brought

with me. To do this out on the lonely road when one
doesn't know how, but is forced to refer to books anil

papers, and, to crown all, with a hurricane blowing

with squalls of rain, was not a cheering job. The
wind tried to blow away all the lighter part of my out-

lit, including the instructions for the back tyre chang-
ing. A kindly and intelligent Mongol came along, anil

we worked with grim determination on the hack wheel.

The back mudguaid had broken off its fastening, and
I threw it away now; nor did I fasten the liand brake

again—I was too weary to do it. There was no time

to take a meal, and I was fast getting thin on these

exertions. Mv yellow khaki suit with leather leggings

is blotched and streaky with oil and mud, and 1 can
.il ready fold it double in front; it is getting too wide,

and I am .shrinking! That .naiserable day- 1 did -only

ten miles in all.

Better going -with New Cover.

June 1 2th. Diary says: "Better now with new-

cover." This new tyre cover was a substanti.a] looking
(onstrurtion, with leather band "a la KenieUc'' and
steel-studded. But I had no spares left, and I was
obliged to start the desert journey absolutely reliant

upon the perishable articles fitted.

At noon I arrived at the telegrapii station. Pang-
Kiang or Ho-Ma-Hu, 160 miles from Kalgan. ancJ

was most kindly received by the Chinese telegraph

Clerk. Mr. Johnson, who kindly entered

in my diary date and hour of my arrival.

His wife, who is a very pretty little

woman, gave me some fine silver wire,

which proved useful in cleaning the

carburetter jet. Mr. J. gave me a sub-

stantial lunch (i la C'/iiitoixe.

The country was getting horribly

brown and sterile now. No more grass

or wild flowers, only a few blades

of hard grey-green weeds. The desert is near, ami

1 see the usual |)hcnomenon of Fata Morgana, and feel

the dryness of the atmosphere. It is not thirst, it is

a ])eculiar drying up of the body; the throat is parched,

anil the lips crack and bleed. From the desert the

wind carries sand which deposits on the southern

slopes. Can there be anything worse than sand for

the motorist? Vou try to bluff it by driving full speed

into it, but soon—perhaps in the middle—the wheels

are held fast as in glue and you have a fall. Then
it is impossible to start the engine; you cannot push

the cycle fast enough. The only way out is to get a

strap round your shoulders and drag inch by inch, the

wheels sinking ankle deep in the treacherous element.

I could at that time well imagine the labours of Polar

explorers dragging their sledges.

Crossing the Lonely Desert.

Right in the loneliness of the desert there lies a

great Lama temple named Hertu-Sume, a temple not

built at all in Chinese style, but with its white plain

walls slightly sloping inwards, and at the top a mag-

nificent broad relief in sculptured, blood-red brick,

with huge round brass plates polished and shining

like the sun. This I photographed, the priests looking

on suspiciously, and all avoiding the camera as if it

were the fiend.

That night I could not arrive at any depot of mine,

so 1 went far out of the way to reach some tents in the

distance. The poor Mongols, however, wxre terrified

at both man and machine, and although I proffered

silver in liig lumps, they threw it on the ground and

refu-sed shelter. I once thought of forcing entrance,

but would not scare the poor ignorant people, so I

made my way very disconsolately back to a well. I

pitched my tent, crept underneath beside the oil-

dripping engine, threw^ myself down just as I was, too

tired as usual to prepare any food.

Dire Difficulties and Welcome Chinese.

Monday, June 13th. Good start, but road after-

wards disappointing ; buinps and stones. Many scores

of antelopes came quite near. Graceful animals like

roe-deer.
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Through Mongolia.—

The road descends in a basin, a horrible devil's

cauldron, parched by the sun and glistening with a white

deposit of soda. How I longed to see the next depot,

pole Wu-Tse No. 1,950, name Yen-Pille. But, as

mentioned, the petrol consumption had always ex-

ceeded calculations, and now yesterday's passing,

through sandy patches, often at full throttle, had
simply run away with the all-important easence. Result,

petrol gave out right in. the middle of above-mentioned
place. The emergency petrol only lasted a few
minutes, and there T was, left

alone with a machine as dead
as a door nail. Luckily,

although I had not eate.n
much for several days, I had at

least had the precaution to fill

a. gallon can with water. Now
I was going to push the

3 cwts. of dead material ; I

did so, and I promised myself

a drink of water at every

The author's F.N. outside Mongol tents

evening I participated in athletic exercises whiclr the

young lads in the camp arranged. We did high jump,
tug-of-war, and vaulting over the huge piles of mer-

chandise which formed the camel loads. That night

I slept in the merchant's tent.

June 14th. A Mongol came in at three o'clock in

the pitch darkness, and made tea over a blazing, fire

of camel dung. Now that the Chinese were going tu

break camp they wanted to leave me in the lurch, but

I stuck to them like a leech, and had some of the lads

to help to push the motor some miles. Then when they

..aw I meant business, .an
Note the luggage carried, .^j^^^. Mongol came forward

and hitched a camel on to

the machine "with two . long

ropes. The ugly brute
looked out of the corner of

his eye, didn't like the job.

and began kicking o u t

furiously at the machine with
his long legs. But by and
by, .after a tiresome morn-

(2) Deep sand north of Pang Kiang. Men and women assist to pull.

(4) Rival desert travellers—motor cycle and camel cart.

telegraph pole passed. This worked well in the be-
ginning, but soon the oil clogged and the machine got

simply impossible to push. Weary and desperate, I

led it behind a little, hillock, where I left it, and began
to set out on fc-ot towards the next depot. But in the

scorching heat I did not enjoy this walk at all, and
started out on the side of the road towards a caravan
camp I saw in the distance. Here I encountered a

rather cool welcome, the Chinese looking suspiciously

at a lonely khaki-clad individual without any baggage
or provisions. When I got a Mongol with a horse and
rope to drag the cycle into camp, they became more
interested, and I spent the rest of the day in their

cnnip. The rest did me so much good that in the
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(3) Telegraph clerk, Mr. Johnson (Chinese) with his wife and friend

in Pang Kiang.

(S) Mongolians gathered round the motor cycle at Sair-Ussu, nirtlr

ot Udde.

ing, we arrived at Yen-Pille, and it was a rare

joy to catch sight of the big red can of peli

the bottle of stout, and the fine English tniH

of provisions, all looking so civilised herein the wilds

Here at Yen-Pille there are bogs and salty morasses
white' with incrustations. In 1907 one of the Pekiii

Paris cars got stuck here, so the people told me.

Udde the Middle of Mongolia.

For once I now had a fine spin ; the road was toKr
able, though the sterility of the land was completeJ
Here reigned only death and desolation. Thousand!
of corpses of horses, camels, and oxen lined the roatl

in all stages of decomposition, some with the fur stil
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hrough Mongolia.

—

n, some with white ribs that, glistened in the sun. I

aw a man, a Chinaman in blue clothes, lying there

Iso. I thought he was ill, so I wheeled up to him. But

16 had passed beyond human help, his body being

ready discoloured, and flies in swarms all round.

I was nearing the telegraph station Udde now, which

; just in the middle of Mongolia. The lubricating

was running short, but still that would not account

or the horrible grinding noise I heard from the back

ear. It was like a steel saw cutting iron rails, and

: would truly cut to the heart every motorist who
ikes his machine.

103

cogs stripped," and was pondering lugubriously ovei

the fact that here at Udde I was as far from anywhere
as I could possibly be.

I sat down and racked my brain for several minutes

to find some way out of it. Then set to work to take

off the gear case, when I found my supposition was
true, the cogs were stripped, but I saw that it was only

their tops that had come off. If I could make the cog

wheels come nearer to each other the thing would
perhaps work. Very much perhaps, but still . I

now recognised that the accident was not the fault

of the makers—it was that mudguard, which I had

thrown away, and whose fasteners had served as

(1) The Gobi desert is tar from level in places. The author's guide

—

the telegraph poles.

(3) A rest at Sair-Ussu. Observe the Tibetan lorked gun.

Udde is a terribly lonely place, some Chinese huts

clow a great black jagged rock, and no life all around.

^(.lor telegraph clerks, who must live here for years

!

spent a night with these unlucky people, who re-

ixed me kindly.

Next morning, June 15th, a.fter photographing my
losts, I set out again, the gear grinding hard as ever.

had got a new supply of oil, and injected it every-

where, but to no avail. At last, luckily near a caravan
:amp, the cycle came to a standstill, the engine tuni-

ng round, but the back W'heel was immovable. This was
. terrible shock to me. I thought an accident had
lappeiied which I could not possibly repair, viz., the

tripping of the cogs in the back gear. I was just

;oing back to the station to telegraph, "Finished;

(2) iDside a Mongol tent at Sair-Ussu (north of Udde). In the centre,

pot in which tea is boiled with a lire made of camel dung.

(4) The F.N. leaning against a skeleton of an animal, ol which
thousands lino the road.

washers to keep the cog wheels together. A handy

Mongol and myself now filed and bored washers for

all our worth for several hours until twelve noon,

when to my joy I saw^ the connection between power

and wheel was" established. I remunerated the good

Mongol and was off, and to my intense satisfaction

made a very nice spin of eighty-two miles that after-

noon to the ne.xt depot, Sair-Ussu. " Fanny," who
now was a reformed character, was taken into the tent

and pho'tographed. The country I had traversed con-

sisted of a series of flat, broad valleys, where the line

of telegraph poles can be seen to an enormous dis-

tance. Often one hundred poles in one valley (seven

poles to a li, or twenty-one to an English mile).

(To he concluded next week.)

A17
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Carbonisation and its Cure.
Riders are slowly realising that a tendency to car-

bonise oil is the Avorst fault of the modern motor
cycle engine. Eight years ago I ran a 3 h.p. air-

cooled engine of the De Dion type for about 5,000
miles without once removing tlie cylinder. Nor do
I reme.aiber that the engine efBciency became, vastly

diminished in this large mileage; I tuned up my
valves and ignition, and, if memory serves me aright,

the jigger climbed almost as well when I sold it as

when it was new. To-day I remove my cylinder e\'ei'y

1,000 to 1,500 miles.

A modern machuie woulil be far more reliable, and
should run 15,000 miles ^vithout ..liy sioppages except
for such minor items as sparking plugs, belts, tyres,

and e,\h".ust valves. But at least once in each 2.000
miles the cylinder would have to come off, for the
removal of carbonised deposits. It is true the modern
cylinder can be removed and replaced, including the
necessary scraping, within an hour, whereas it was
half a day's work at least to perform the same pro-
cess with the 1903 machine referred to; but these
attentions annoy busy men who have not the time to
devote to them, and makers should aim at the
elimination of carbon deposits.

It seems to me there are two main needs. The
lirst is the general adoption of a better lubrication
system; present systems swing a pendulum between
repletion and starvation, and the recurring periods
of repletion, when the crank case is swimming with
surplus lubricant, are largely responsible for the
deposits.

JNIuch more can be done in this direction than is

generally understood. Air-cooling is not the sole.

culprit. Tivo cars, each possessing water-cooled
engines, are housed near my residence ; one gets car-
bonised every 2,000 miles, the other every 15.000
miles; the difference is in the lubrication systenis.

Dust the Greatest Offender.
The other palliative lies in the screenino- of the

carburetter from dust. The 1903 machine°referred
to had a surface carburetter, with a " twin tap." as
-we used to cail it, on the top of the tank, just abaft
the steering head. Through this orifice and another
also on top of the tank all air was inhaled, and ow:ing
to the positions the air was practically dustless ; what
little dust was inhaled was deposited in the tank and
failed to reach the cylinder.

To-day, when carbon deposits are analysed, .'1 high
percentage of the fiUh is found to be road dust which
has been drawn into the engine via the carburetter.
Hence we stand in in-gent need of screened . car-
buretter air intakes, and few are the makers who
are working in this very obvious direction. Carbon
deposits are cynically accepted as an inevitable evil,

AlS

and boasts are made of the celerity w'itli Avhic

cylinder can be dismounted, whereas this job 01

not to be more than a hardy annual.- We migh
well scrap all the bars and bolts and locks in

houses and double the police force.

The Pseudo= Amateur.

Some motor cycling politicians are far n

sanguine than myself as to the possibilities of pui

ing the amateur department of the sport. For n

years past I have been engaged in organis

managing, and administering various sports from
amateur standpoint, and- each year only deepen
conviction that it is impossible to enforce a si

definition of amateurism.
Other branches of so-called am.ateur sport

simply honeycombed with secret professional!

although the administrators often _enjoy far u"

experience than the governors of motor cycling;

all the remedies prove failures when tested by ]i

tical experience. As a journalist I often rci i

information in confidence, which is practically un

the seal of confession, to use an ecclesiast

metaphor, and when I take my seat on a commi
my lips are sealed, . and the tale of facts whic

might unfold masquerades as a mere opinion

suspicion.

Within the last month instances have come to

knowledge of so-called "amateurs" being

machines for a particular trial, and if succes,

being presented with their mounts gratis, or

them at a purely nominal price. The trade are q
as much to blame as the shady pseudo-amateur.

If reform is insisted upon by the main body of

amateurs, i: must take one of two directions : ei

all distinctions must be jettisoned, or the ama
definition must be broadened, to include all ric

who do not actually subsist by motor cy<;ling.

Light Four-wheeled Runabouts.

It is interesting to note the prices of the -vari

quadcars that are appearing on the market. Cerl

French and American specifications are obtainable

prices m the neighbourhood of xJ'^°"-i)7° >

machines built with an eye to British fads and fan

are listed at a much higher figure, ranging from
to ;£ioo. As soon as ;£6o is e,"cceeded, these machj
have to compete witli such vehicles as a second-h
6 h.p. Rover, and the market open to them is th

fore limiited. A really extensive demand for s

designs is technically and financially impossible
the moment. By the way, I have been amused at
claims of recent designers of spider quads as to t

originality. Why they were with us tei"^ or ele\-en y
ago ! the ^60 motor car-cycle is xertainly an atl

tive proposition, but it is still a -.erv long wav off
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All lettsrs should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be acoompatded by the writer's lull name and adiresj.

16,000 Miles with a 3.V h.p. Sidecar.
[5325.]—III reply to Mr. R. Holford .Tones on the subject
engine lubrication, throughout the whole distance, winter

ind summer, I used nothing but Vacuum A oil, the amount
varying from half a panipful every seven miles to every ten

ilis according to tlie temperature, in addition, of course,
iving a little extra either before or after a, long steep hill.

E. S. NEW.

Colonial Requirements.
[5325.]—Being a con.stant reader and subscriber to your
luahle papei-, may I claim a little space in your columns
air the general grievances of a "home" but now a

colonial " motor cycli.st. (1.) A system of frame springing
ell as front fork is absolutely e.-sential. (2.) Beaded-

dge rims must be made heavier and stronger ; for instance,
have had three rims on back of my last season's Triumph.
) Engine clearance mn."t be at least 5in., and last (4) but

ot least, we really deserve a reasonable time for delivery.
iMy experience has been whilst out here (two and a half

ears) that a heavyweight with two-speed gear (not neces-
irily free engine alone) is much more comfortable and
ahle than a lightweight, which is tossed about so by the
ii|,'li road.s, the nature of which m.ikers know nothing, or

to know nothing. In this district we have a good
umber of machines, mostly Humbers and Triumphs, which
re tlie most popular both as solo and passenger machines.

F. T. KOCHESTER.

[5327.]—A few weeks ago I noticed that "Ixiorr" asked
opinions of colonial rideis on the type of m.ichine

(inired for colonial wiak, so send you mine, having done
fairly rough riding. What about a specification some-

iii'.i like this: Verv strong spring frame (Bat): Roc two-
^rcl gear (ab.solute!y essential) : largo petrol tanks. \% or
g.illons, with gauges, large fillers, and petrol filler or
:iinpr; reliable automatic lubrication; footboards fairly

ell forward (Re.v pattern) ; 2J.in. or even 23in. tyres, with
cinity bolts: extra strong runs with stout spokes: good
)ring forks (Ilruids work very well here) : plenty' of engine
eaiance ; strong and roomy caiTier ; easy access to top
piston ; fairly long handle-bars ; and the usual h.b. con-
1, adjustable pulley, <etc. Makers might produce, say.
ree models—a 3^ h.p., 5-6 h.p., and 7-8 h.p. Personally
prefer m.o.v.
Another point, and that is, as many nuts as possible to

: the same size, to eliminate carryiiig a whole workshop
loul. and makers should not be slow to put lock-nuts where
ere is the least probability of single nuts shaking loose.
I have lately been riding a two-speed Humber. and have
thing but praise for it. I have often thought, however,
Jw useful a couple or so more h.p. would be

!

One of my last rides was from Kimberley to Bloemfontein
id back, over 200 miles of " chronic " "roads, nearlv all
w gear work which eats up the petrol, and should one
m short of this there is no "' pusshing to the next village

"

South Africa ! My Humber, however, ran splendidly,
id I had not to touch a thing from start to finish on the
tor. the only invoUnitary stops being a couple of punc-

res (barbed wire from the fences).
If makers will not make a decent colonial machine, they
ight at least put thick rims and spokes on the ordinary
ount when ordered for tlie colonies. - J. SCOTT.
Kimberlev, South Africa.

Sportsman or Potterer?
[5328. ]—^Vhen I read letter 5307 from your forrespoiident
r. Chas. S. Patterson. I felt inclined to say "Bosh!" It
surely incomprehensible that a rider boasting a mileage of
.000 should say that a single-speed lightweight will have

an advantage over heavj' roads. In stating this, I may say
that I am not an enemy of lightweight machines in general
or the Douglas in particular; on the other hand, I think light-

weights are splendid, and the Douglas is one of the best of
its class. But what I want Mr. Patterson and others to
understand is that lightweights cease to become splendid as
soon as they enter into competition with heavyweights.
Of course, it is rather difficult to know what ilr. Patterson

reallv means when he talks of defying the single-speed lieavy-

weiglit rider to keep in the saddle, in his test ; lie may be
advertising a new brand of gum, or may have prior know-
ledge of an earthquake that is to take place in bis neighbour-
hood. Be that as it may, a recent Sunday provided me with
an incident not without its educational aspect. About half

a dozeu of us were out on a portion of the Quarterly Trials

route, the iiarty including a 2% h.p. Douglas, a few months
old. During our trip we had to go up a jirctty stiff bit, with
a very bad surface, and—the Douglas failed ! This in spite

of a very useful bit of work with the pedals. Xow, I do not
s.iy this was a bad performance for either rider or machine:
on the contrary, it was distinctly creditable to both that
they got up as far as they did, but I mention it to prove my
assertion that the lightweight, excellent though it is, is no
serious competitor to the standard 3^ h.p. machine.

I am afraid my leisure will not allow me to accept Mr.
Patterson's challenge ; however, my district is Surrey, and
if lie cares tocome over here witli his machine. I can travel se

a route that I defv him to follow. E. M. OLIVER.

Motor Cycling in Madras Presidency.

[5239.]—I send a photograph which may be of interest.

Most of the motor cyclists here lake in Tin' Mnlor Cyrlc,
and most interesting it is too. The photograph is taken

Start o( a speed-judging comFelitioii a Kadra .

at the start of a motor trial we had here during the recent
Christmas week of festivities. Tliough quite a. dozen motor
cyclists were here at the time, only four appeared for the
event, due no doubt to the fact that from Christmas Eve
to New Year's Day Waltair is the scene of miceasing
festivities. The trial was a speed judging test, the winner
being the competitor who travelled over a given course at

a speed nearest to twenty miles an hour. The com-
petitors were moimted on a Triumph, a four-cylinder F.N.,
a single-cylinder free engine F.N., and a Vindec Special
(mine). The roads in this district are good as Indian
roads go, and there are a large number of motor cycles in use.

The one drawback is the strong attraction the engine
explosions seem to have for cattle ; one sees them charging
down towards one often unpleasantly near.

Waltair, Madras. G. L. PETERS.
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Cost ol Running a Motor Cycle.

[5330.]—Below I give the cost of running a 21 h.p. shaft-

driven l.N. during the last eight months. I use the machine

ehieliy for business, and have to be out on it practically

every day, regardless of weather.

Cost of machine, £40. Miles ridden, 5,438.

Petrol, 44 gallons (123.6 miles

per gallon)

Lubricating oil

Repairs and renewals
Tyres (two) and inner tube (one)

CO'bide and batteries

Total...

Clothing, etc. ...

Licences and registration

Accessories
Depreciation and interest on

capital on bicycle and acces-

sories at 20% per annum ...

d. Cost per mile.

12 11

5 6

Total ..

£11 7

19 9

1 10

10

5 9 4

. £20 6 1

.1160

.0590

.1087

.2051

.0121

.5009

.0435

.0662

.0441

.2412

.8959

The account has been very carefully kept. The tyres are

almost new, and have not yet been punctured. The engine

has been somewhat out of tune lately, as I have not had a

chance to get it put right.

For the first 3,000 miles the petrol consumption worked
out at 139j miles per gallon. The shaft drive and two-speed

gear have been most satisfactory. I have not had to touch

either of them since I got the machine. Compared with belt

drive, the shaft not only saves very considerable expense,

but especially on the awfully muddy roads I have to ride on
at present relieves me of much worry and trouble, such as I

used to experience with my last belt-driven machine.

F. T. MARLEY.

Suggestions for Improving the Design oJ Motor Cycles.

[5331.]—Now that manufacturers are doing their best to

bring their machines in line with the requirements of motor
cyclists, seen by the various improvements on the motor
cycles exhibited at the late Show, would it be expecting too

much to ask them to try and incorporate all the various im-
provements in their next year's models, whilst retaining their

own characteristic features?

The following improvements one would like to see in next
year's models as standard fitments

:

(1.) The Xl-all moulded seat saddle—in my opinion the
best by far on the market.

(2.) A front wheel stand. The Triumph, Rover, Enfield,
etc., are fitted with stands. "Why not all?

(3.) Butt-ended air tubes for both wheels.

(4.) Tool-bags to have lock and key—a most necessary
precaution.

(5.) A second petrol tap in the tank to draw off petrol.

(6.) Magneto switch. Many may consider this un-
necessary.

(7.) Footboards.

(8.) A silent silencer with cut-out.

(9.) Casing for magneto like the one fitted by the B.S
Co. JNIud shields only half meet the case.

(10.) Valve tappets and springs as on Triumph.
(11.) Cover for valve springs. A very useful fitment f

wet and muddy weather.

(12.) Large petrol and oil filler caps. Gireat improveni'
shown at the Show in this respect.

(13.) Dustproof petrol injector tap.

(14.) A com.2}lete set of tools to include a box spanner
remove valve caps. At present one generally lias to purchi
an extra large size spanner that will not go into one's to
bag.

Surely, it would not be difficult to embody the above
pirovements in one m.achine.

At present I suppose one camrot expect too much in
way of spring frames {vide B.A.T.) and variable ge;

(vide Zenith), but one cannot help thinking that more mi,
be done in this direction.

The Austin valve remover deserves to be widely known,
it is what it is stated to be. It is cheap, and I have foi

it most efficient.

Jly card enclosed wiU show you that my only interest
the above is that of one who rides a motor cycle for pleasi

only.

AA 2623

I

Improving Old Pattern Machines.

[5332.]—I send you two rough photographs of

machine " Azwoz " and "Aziz." I do not think much
planation is necessary. The wheels are now 26in. in.su

of 28in., and the tank is 45in. smaller than before,
these two together, of course, make the machine consid
ably lower than it previously was. It runs splendidly
can climb infinitely better than it did. Altogether it

very decent little machine. The engine is a 2| h.p. Miiicrx

Below I give a list of old and new parts used. The fr:

was cut down considerably, and the front tube
straightened. You will notice the distance between
pedalling sprocket and the engine is greater in the
machine than in the new. This portion of the frame
shaped like a tuning fork, so it was an easy matter
reduce it 2in. at this point.

Old parts used were frame, engine, pedals, front li

and carrier.

New parts—carburetter, forks, handle-bars, brakes, sadi

back wheel complete, belt, tank, magneto, mudguards, fi

rests, and front wheel (less hub). TjTes are not absolut
new. I bought these complete at a very low figure.

Of course, I nee'd n.ot have had a new saddle or hani
bars, also the tank could liave been cut down, but as

previously had a compartment I did not much care ah
it. Then again, I was not compelled to Jiave new foi

but for the sake of appearance it was best. (They
Chater-Lea).

I recently made an absolute non-stop^—124 miles—wl
the roads were at their worst. I think it is most interest

to see what can be done in the way of improving old-patt

machines.
VEKK.

A rejuvenated motor cycle. The main parts and fittings used in tlie macliine sliown on tlie ieft were utilise* or the modernised mount.
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Is the Modern Motor Cycle Perfect?

[5333.]— I should I'ke to ask Mr. B. H. Davies with
reference to his article alleging the much greater efficienc}'

of the modem engine as compared with its like of a few
years ago, how it was that Woiidrick, riding a 6 h.p. Laurin
and Klement, in the 1905 International Cup lUice on the Con-
tinent, averaged over fifty-four miles per hour. Also, why
did Cliitty, in the Time Trials at Brooklands last year, use a
1906 Givaudan to make his world's record, and Collier a
1908 .J.A.P.? C. WATSON.

Exeter M.C.C. Trial and Sunday Competitions.

[5334.]— I have been glad to tee the recently-formed
club doing so well, but I think that it is a matter of regret
that it should support the holding of Sunday trials. If 1

recollect correctly, such trials were mooted near London,
but very rightly quashed.

I am not one who decries Sunday motor cycling—I use
my own mount frequently on that day—but I consider that
anything in the nature of an organised trial has the effect

of bringing down the disfavour of the general public on
the sport and pastime of motor cycling.

C. R. Kr.KRTOX POPE. Inst. A. E.

Variable Geais and Sl'pping Clntcbes.

[5535.
J— I was very iiitcrofted in reading the article

on "Variable Gears aijd Slipping Clutches" by Mr. J.

L. Milligan, B.Sc, in the laft issue of your paper, and
always welcome these instructive technical contributions.
lint is there not some slight error in the torque curves
"jiven by the author?

Surely in a high-clas.s 500 e.c. engine the torque or twist-

ing moment does not actually fall off so rapidly with a

slight decrease in speed. Theoretically the torque of an
engine (within limits) its the same whether the engine is

developing 10 h.p. at 1.000 revs, per minute or 1 h.p. at

100 revs, per minute.
Of course, I know that theory is not practice, and that

owing to heat losses, wire drawing, etc., etc.. an internal

combustion engine cannot hold its maximum torque at all

-fieedtJ. bnt is the reduction in torque as great as Mr.
Milligan would have us believe? According to his curves
for a motor cycle geared 8 to 1 running at a fpeed of ton

miles per hour the torque is given as 110 lbs., and at five

miles jjer hour only 60 lbs., thus a forty-five per cent, drop
in lbs. torque by halving engine speed, an mifortunate
engine indeed I

The ability of a motor cycle to climb any hill depends
(independent of speed) upon the available toique of its

engine. The speed at which the hill can be climbed depends
upon the h.p. developed ; thus slipping the clutch simply

means that we arc using more fuel to get more h.p., and
at the same time wasting that extra h.p. in heating up and
wear'ng away our clutch. .J. T. CFjATlKE.

Steam-propelled Motor Cycles.

[5336]—There has been a great deal of controversy re-

garding steam driven motor cycles, and up to the present

tliev have been condemned because of the required boiler.

I have had thirty years' e.xperienc^ in the management of

gas and steam engines, and a fair tussle with the present

petrol motor, and I must admit I like the old steam system,

as I find it the most reliable. This being so, I set myself the

task of overcoming this difficulty with the boiler, and after

several months' hard thinking, I venture to say I have solved

that problem.
Some of your readers may say I am, or have gone, mad (?).

However, if my system prove correct, I can promise your
readers a far. far cleaner balance-sheet than what I have read

in The ilolnr Cycle recently regarding the cost of running a
motor cycle.

First "of all we drop petrol, and then again batteries or

magneto for ignition, carburetter, wires, levers, sparking

plugs, and silencer. These are the cause (?) of all troubles,

iind we find ourselves with a steam engine about a quarter

the weight and size of the ordinary petrol engine of to-day

with e(|ual driving powei'. combined with simplicity and
reliability. This engine would run from torty down to two
miles per hour, and with perfect silence, and almost a clean

frame, and at the cost of about Is. per 100 mijes.

As I have said, the above has cost me a lot of thoughtful
labour, and I am at present modelling an engine on the lines
mentioned. If there is .inyone who would like to venture on
the idea I shall be pleased to communicate with him, as I
feel sure that steam will yet take the place of petrol.

' AN OLD ENGINEER.

A Suggested Title.

[5337.]—For a joint co-operative association a taking
title makes a talking point that gets a good gate. Touring
IS the most jxipular side of motoring, and, prior to
amalgamation, the Automobile Association and Motor Union
had each a touring department. "Touring" might, there-
fore, be appropriately and beneficially included in the com-
bined body's new title. Worked out correctly this would be.
I think, the Auto.nobile Touring Union or toiil court, the-
Auto-Touring Union. A still more taking title, perhaps.
would be the Auto-Touring Club. AMATEUR.

Dutch Touring Record.
[5338.]—I believe it will interest you to hear that the-

Dutch .M.C.C. has organised a Dutch touring record under
the following conditicms:

"
The matches for this record are open for members of the

Dutch M.C.C, and will be ridden by teams of two riders.

The winning team will be the one which has covered the
longest distance within twenty-four hours. The minimum
distance is 200 kilometres (about 124i miles), and the riders
will be checked every 100 kilometres' (about 62 miles). The
competition will remain open till .lanuary, 1912, and nice
silver Plaques d'Honneut will be made especially for this
purpose.

I believe the idea of a touring record for teams of two-
riders is unique, and we are sure that it will prove to be
a great success for the Dutch M.C.C. and for the popularity
of the motor cycle in Holland.
Amsterdam. A. CITROEN, Hon. Sec. Dutch M.C.C.

Scavenging Devices.

[5339.]—A few weeks ago you were kind enough to
publish particulars of a scavenging device designed by me.
Another design with the same object in view has been sent
you, and I notice you make the following remarks regarding
the question :

" Makers of engines are chiefly concerned in
getting a full charge of gas into the cylinder, their rnnlention
being' that it will get out without
mechanical aids. . . ."

Now. at the risk of being
troublesome. I should very much
like to ask how gas can possibly
get out of a combustion chamber
unless it be pushed out? If it

does get out, as you say, then it

follows that there is a vacuum in

the combustion chamber between
the exhaust and the indurtinn
strokes—a condition of things
which no maker or anvone else is

likely to claim actualfy occurs.

Then also, complete scavenging
is surely likely to assist very con-

siderably in '' getting the full

charge of gas into the cylinder," which is much desired.

May I take this opportunity of putting before you a rough
sketch of a modified form of the device previously submitted
to you [letter 5213, December 22nd]. In this the scavenging
pistcm is double-ended ; the space above simply contains air

at atmospheric pressure. This air on compression and com-
bustion strokes is compressed into a very small space, and
acts as a powerful spring, causing the piston to descend and
clear the combustion chamber on the exhaust valve rising.

I regret I am not in a position to experiment before writing

to you. Should any reader more fortunately situated desire

to take the matter up I should be glad to communicate with

him.
"

R. H. CHURLEY.
[In our editorial footnote we desired to convey the impression

that makers did not look upon complete scavenging as so
important as complete charging of the cylinder.--F'o.]

[.•V nnnibp'' of letters are crowded out owing to being received

late.—Ed.]
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QUARTERLY TRIALS :

Croydon to Hastings and Back.

Tabulated Results.

THE PROBLEM OF THE LIGHT
RUNABOUT. -

A NEW MAGNETO.

The Lamp Trials.

The A.C.U. lump trials to be held
at Brooklands next week have not
attracted so many entries as was
anticipated. Only three lamps had
been, entered up to the time of closing

for press, although the final date for

acceptance is Saturday next, the 4th
inst. The entries con.-fisted of two
C.A.V. and one Seabrook Solar head-
light. It is to be hoped that good
j^upport will be forthcoming, as the
resnlt is sure to be most instructive

to one and all.

Ten Miles Speed Limits.

There have been three recent local

inquiries into applications tor ten miles
.speed limits, the first one relating to

an e.xtension of the limit already exist-

ing at Hampstead, another for a ten
miles limit over practically every main
street in the Borough of ChathaJii, and
a third relating to a length of road ui

and adjoining the village of Glau-Con-
way, which is on the load running
along the east side of the Conway
\'alley from Llanrwst to Colwyu Bay
and Llandudno. The solicitor of ihe

R.A.C. was present at all these

inquiries, and was able to bring evi-

dence in opposition so far as was neces-

Results of Harrogate Gymkhana.
The results of the gymkhana organ-

ised by the Harrogate and District
M.C.C., and held on Wednesday last
week at the Dragoii Road Skating
Rink, were :

Foot and Wheel Race.—1. W. E.
Grange (24- h.p. Singer) : 2, F. Mackay
(5 h.p. Rex).
Ring and Bucket Race.—1, J. .Mackay

(3J h.p. Rex); 2, A. B. Hughes (3^
T.T. Trirmrph).

Obstacle Race.—1, H. W. Fortune (2

h.p. Motosacoche) ; 2, A. B. Hughes
(5^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

Tilting at the Rings.—1, H. W.
Fortune (2 h.p. ilotosacoche) ; 2. W.
B. Atkinson (3^- h.p. Triumph).

-Musical Chairs.—1, F. Jlackav (5 h.p.

Rex) ; 2, W. Grange (2^ h.p. Singer).

Ring Picking.—1, A. B. Hughes

m T. T. Triumph) : 2, J. Mackav
m h.p. R-ex).

The Problem o£ the Light Four-wheeler

The illustrations in this issue of

two light four-wheeled runabouts or

quads—the De Dion and the Robinet

—

will come as a surprise to thousands
of our readers. Wlrilst some people
have imagined that this type of vehicle

is new, we have had dozens of designs

submitted to us in years gone by, aiul

QUARrEBLY TRIAL.—G. N. H;_;is ,A.C, sociable) climbins Titse.v, the last ot the hill-climbing tests.

probably the forenmner of the light
spider type of quad was the one
driven by Mr. Charles Jarrott in 1900.
Let us hope that these facts will

dispose of the claim that the light

quad is in any sense a novelty.

Acceleration Test at Brooklands.
On Monday, C. S. Burney rode his

Rudge motor bicycle on which he had
competed in the Quarterly Trials to

Brooklands. There the machine was
officially timed by the Brooklands
A.R.C., and it was found that in an
acceleration test the R.W. attained
a speed of thirty-eight miles an hour in

a distance of 180 yards. The time
from start to finish was fifteen seconds.
The combined weight of rider anri

machine was 378 lbs.

Important Auto Cycle Union News.
The A.C.U. Competitions Snb-coni

mittee has made the following recom-
mendations which will be put before
the General Committee to-day :

Six D.\ys' Trials.—That' the six

days' trials be held from a centre in

Yorkshire, preferably Harrogate, but
if that town be unsuitable, from York.
The trial to start and finish at the
centre selected.

Permits.—Permits have been granted
to the Herts County A.C. (motor
cycle section) for the Harrogate Tntei

-

club Team Trial, in conjunction witli

which will be held a competition for

lady competitors, for which T/ir Mnlm-
Cycle, has presented a silver rup. on
Friday, April 14th. Open hill-climbs

on April 15th and Jlay 6th respec-

tively, and a series of open speed
trials on May 27th.

Inter-club Gh.impionshxp.—It is

recommended that this competition be
run off in one day (without eliminat-

ing trials) on July 8th.

INTEEN.4TI0NAI, RaCE MeEIINC,
JuuE 10th.—The following programme
has been suggested : One lap open
scratch race for machines with engines
up to 345 CO. for Automotor Challenge
Cup. One lap passenger motor cycle

handicap for machines with engines up
to 1,000 c.c, to be run in two heats.

Four lap open scratch race for

machines with engines up to 1,000 c.c.

tor Motor Car Journal Challenge Cup.
One hour scratch race for machines
with single-cylinder engines up to 500
c.c. or twins up to 585 c.c. It is sug-

gested that a gold medal be given to

the first private owner not in the first

three.

International SO kilometre race for

machines with engines up to 1.000 c.c.
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FUTURE EVENTS.
9—Auto Cycle Union Lamp Trial a

Brooklands.

-Motor Cycle Show at Leicester

M.C.C. Smoking Concert

-M.C.C. Opening Run.
-Meeting at Brooklands,

-Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

—M.C.C. London - Land's End Trial
and Easter Tour.

—Herts. County ,\. '. Harrogate
Tour and Open Hill Climb near
Harrogate.

—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial Yorkshire
centre).

—M.C.C. Hill Climb.

—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.

C.T.C. President.

His Grace the Duke (jf Portland hat
been elected president of the Cyclists
Touring flub for tho current year.

The Rover Redivivus.

Lest it should be imagined froiir out
remarks in last week's issue concern-
ing the new Rover, that the Rover
Co., Ltd.. has had but a short ex
perience of motor cycles in general,
we may remind readers that the com-
pany have been in the motor cycle

business before, and that there are a

thotisand or two Rover motor cycles

on the roads in various parts of the
country.

The Hutchinson Tyre Competition.

1 he iiutchiiLson Tyre Co. have
asked us to point out that a slight

error ha.s occurred in stating thai

the lifth and si.xth agents' prizes were
divided between Messrs. Hugh Rae.
West Hartlepool, and A. Spaul.
NorwicJi. 'I'he second, third, and
fourth prizes were divided between
Messrs. R. Holt, W. E. Chew, \V.

Kilby. Hugh Kae, and A. Spaul.

The T.T. Motor Cycle Course.

It is ruiuuured that no ear race will

take place in the Isie of Man this
year, therefore nothing will prevent
the motor c^-cle races being held on
the 4in. course with the e.\ception
of the question of the cost to the
.•i.C.U.. which, we understand, will
be at least £800 for one dav and
£1,000 fur two days.
The increased cost is necessitated on

account of the greater length of the
course and the large number of special
constables who will be required to
guard it.

The Isle of Man Highway Board
met last week, but have "deferred
their decision pending an interview
with the Governor.
Apart from anv other reasons, we

hope the wishes "of the Isle of Mart
aulhurities will receive every con
sideration, as they, after all" mad,:
both motor car and motor cycle road
racing oossible bv inviting the
organisers to the island to run races
"hen it was, and is, impossible to hold
them anywhere else.

An Original Form of Barter.

Most dealers in motor cars and
motor cycles receive offers of the most
e.xtraordinary objects in exchange for
the«e articles, but the instance reported
by Messrs. H, Taylor and Co.. of Store
Street, Tottenham Court Road, last

week, will probably take the pro-

verbial biscuit. In exchange for a
motor cycle with a sidecar a villa in

Surrey was offered, and, of course,

had to be refused as it is hardly neces-

sary to say thai Messrs. Taylor's pre-

mises are not exactly adapted for the
accommodation of country villa-s.

Opinion of Rear Seat Attachment.

.Mr. Hughes and nis lady passenger.

Mis- Tonilin, were quite a feature of

thr Quarterly Trial with their two-
seated P. and M. motor cycle. Rear
saddle attachments are by no means
new, though extremely uncommon.
The lady occupied the rear saddle, and
hung on to Jlr. Hughes in front,

whilst her feet were most snugly
ensconced .in special fur-lined muffs
attached to the footboards. The ex-
tra large mudguard and the attach-
ment of the saddle should be noted.
.Miss Tomlin, who expressed the
opinion that this method of riding was
more sporting and comfortable than
lounging in a sidecar, wore a decidedly
prepossessing divided skirt, which
enabled her to adopt the astride posi-
tion with great elegance and grace

—

not to snv charm.

Details o( the rear passenger attachment and
mudguardin^ on G. Hugh!s's P. & M. (See

accompanying paragraph.)

Finding Faults in Motor Cycles.

The result of the Liverpool " break
down " competition was given last
week, but it may be opportune to
add a postscript for the sake of
L..M.C. members in other of these
practical contests, and for other clubs.
There was some hesitancy amongst a
number of those present to tackle the
competition job. Experienced riders
of motor cycles will have no fear of
course ; but novices perchance feel
that their ignorance of motor cycle
mechanics, rather than their kuow-
Jedge, will be revealed. That spirit
should be overcome. These clubroom
tests are not to give any man a chance
of eclipsing another, bilt to encourage
and instruct one and all. Other club.-
might take note.

quarterly trial.—G. Hnglies and his passenger, Miss Tomlin, mounted on a P & M . with rear
seat attachment. This outDt was much admired.
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Eighth Annual Dinner of the A.C.U.
THE eighth annual dinner of the Auto Cycle Union

was held at the Waldorf Hotel, Aldwych, W.C., on
Thursday last, the 25th ult. There was a very
fair attendance, and for the first time in the Union's

history ladies were invited. Few of the fair sex, however,
graced the company with their presence.

After the loyal toasts, proposed by the Chairman, the

toast of the Auto Cycle Union was proposed by Mr. J. K.
Starley. On rising, Mr. Starley said that he understood

that the speeches were to be few and short. He congratu-

lated the A.C.U. on the splendid entries received for the

Quarterly Trials, and referred to th© support the Union had
received in the various 1910 Trials, comparing the entry of

sixty-six this year with seventy-two last year, and pointing

out that this particular number (sixty-six) exceeded the

average of sixty-two entries for the four Quarterly Trials in

1910.

Mr. Starley also referred briefly to the success of the

Tourist Trophy Race, Six Days Trials, Sutton Bank Hill-

climb, and the race meeting held for the first time at Brook-
lands, in which an aeroplane and motor cycle competed
against each other for the first time. He was glad to note

that the motor cycle won. He mentioned also how the
Union was willing to test the legality of taxing sidecar

attachments if any motor cyclist were proceeded against for

refusing to take out a separate licence for a sidecar.

The toast was responded to by the chairman, Mr. Robert
Todd, who, when replying, said he was glad to see ladies

present, and hoped to see many more on future occasions.

The Trade and the Trials.
Touching the Quarterly Trials and the manufacturers, he

said that certain makers were content to rest on their

laurels and were anxious to stay out of the Quarterly Trials,

and it was human nature for them to try and knock away
the ladder from those younger manufacturers who desired to

enter. The Auto Cycle Union, on the other hand, was
anxious to encourage new makers, and competitions were
undoubtedly excellent. He wished to see the Auto Cycle
Union go ahead with them. (Applause.) He referred to

the good work done by the committee, the result of which
was not evident if the work went well, but if it did not
people heard about it. He spoke of the excellent work done
by Messrs. H. G. Cove. .T W. G. Brooker, Archibald SharjD.

WELL-KNOWN PERSONAGES AT THE A.C.U. DINNER LAST WEEK.
H. Wells. (3) H. H. Collier, sen. (4) A. George Reynolds pleads guilty. (5) Miss Ruby Wilson sings. (8) J. K.

(7) The smiling chairman, Robert Todd. (8) W. Worby Beaumont responds to the toast of " The
110) H. Massac buist proposes " The R.A.C. and Afflliated Clubs." dl) F. Straight

(13) Miss Dora Thorpe plays the 'cello and sings.

ll) T. H. Tessier. (2) W.
Starley proposes " The Auto Cycle Union. _
R.A.C. and Afflliated Clubs." (9) Arthur Melrose whistles. ,.., ...

(12) Fred Rassell and Coster Joe entertain
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U. K. Hall, and other members, not forgetting Mr. A. G.
li^eyiiolds. He mentioned how the Auto Cycle Union was
endeavouring to persuade the authorities that a three-wheeler

was a tricycle. Someone, however, suggested that the

powers that be shouM be persuaded that four wheels made
a tricycle, but that, he feared, was beyond the Auto Cycle
Union. (Laughter.) Mr. Todd then referred to a very
appreciative letter he had received from a member who had
benefited under the Free Legal Defence Scheme, who said

that every motor cyclist should become, through the Union,
an asi^ociate of the Koyal Automobile Club.

Presentation to Mr. A. G. Reynolds.
The prizes were then pre.^ented by the Chairman, and

during this part of the proceedings special mention must be
made of the kettle and two entrie dishes which were pre-

sented to Mr. A. G. Reynolds by the Union as a token of

the estimable work he had done in connection with the motor
cycle movement during his long years of office as judge and
official.

Mr. Reynolds, on being called upon to make a speech, spoke
;it some length on the incidents which had led him first of

all to compete in an Auto Cycle Union Six Days' Trial and
thou act as judge.

Mr. H. Massac Buist then proposed the " Royal Automobile
Mild .\ffiliated Clubs," making the speech of the evening.

He referred to the Royal Automobile Club as the "Parliament
Club of Motorists," which specially endeavoured to study its

associates as well as its members. It was now in the position

of being the Club with the largest revenue and membcrshij)
and the smallest floor space. The new premises in Pall Mail
would be a monument to this establishment of motorism.
The speaker then referred to the suite of rooms set aside for

the associates, to which motor cyclists would be particularly

^^(^ILB III

welcome. The Royal Automobile Club had always supported
the Union, and was always absolutely at one with it.

Mr. Worby Beaumont, in reply, mentioned that he had
been invited by Mr. Straight to attend, as Mr. J. W. Orde
was absent in Berlin. He referred to the splendid manner in
which Mr. Massac Buist had put forward the claims of tho
Royal Automobile Club and its associates as the parliam-jnt
of automobilism. He mentioned how the Royal Automo-
bile Club had always acted for the benefit of auto-
mobilism and tho country in general. The Royal
Automobile Club was the greatest possible benefit to the
travelling motorist. He must also mention that the Auto
Cycle Union was the best known body aiHliated to the R.A.C.
Mr. Worby Beaumont then referred at some length to his
admiration of the courage displayed by motor cyclists in
their various rides, both on the track and on the road.
The task of proposing the toast of "The Chairman" fell

to Mr. Victor Hart, who said that it was his pleasing duty
to propose the toast of the evening. He referred to the hard
work put in by Mr. Robert Todd in the interests of the
Union, and mentioned how it was to his able guidance that
the Union had been sf^red at various times througli troubled
waters. Thanks to his energies, the Auto Cvc'.e Union
remained the only body which looked solely after the interests

of motor cyclists and 4he two or three-wheelers. He hoped
that for many years the chair would be held by Mr. Todd.
The Chairman, in reply, said that the work he had done

had been truly a labour of love, and he thanked the last

speaker for the very flattering terms in which bis small
efforts had been appreciated.
Interspersed with the speeches was a most excellent musical

entertainment, and the thanks of those present are due to

Mr. F. Straight, the secretary, for tho admirable selection of

artistes whose efforts rendered the evening a most enjoyable
one.

M.C.U.I. (ULSTER CENTREt SECOND QUARTERLY TRIAL.
This event took place last Saturday under the auspice.-

of the above centre, and attracted an entry of fourteen riders,

the slartinK point being Fortwilliani Park, about two miles
from the centre of the city of Belfast. The route was by
the familiar coast road to Cushendall and back, and presented
no difficulties as regards riding to time, mile posts being
placed over the whole course. Checking stations weri'

iiianged at Larnc, Carnlough. and Cushendall (lunch). At
I lie latter place each rider was obliged to slop for one hour.
Repairs or adjustments were allowed during the trial, except

'A liile the machines were in control at Cushendall. Ten marks
vere allowed for each checking station, and one mark
I'dui ted for each minute early or late after the liist minute.
The first prize was presented by the president (Mr. IX. G.

r.indsay). who accompanied the riders and took great interest
in the competition. Gold medals will also be awarded to all

liders securing ninety-five per cent, of full marks in any

three of the trials, and .<ilver medals for eighty-five per cent.

Total marks gained.
W. J. Chambers (2i h.p. A.J.S.) 60
B. D. Capper (Triumph) 60
C. W. Grosan (Triumph) 60
L, W. McKisack (Triumph) 60
J. Stewart (Triumph) 60
D. H. O'Flaherty (Triumph) 58

J. J. Kcnnedyand .M. J. Lindsay (Triumphs) did not finish.

In addition to the ordinary controls there were two " sur-

prise" checks, and the rider who was closest to schedule at

these [joints will be declared the winner of tho day's trial.

At the time of going to press these figures were not loiowii,

so the actual winner cannot be announced in this issue.

The run throughout was most successful, and all the riders

who finished, except one, secured the maximum number of
marks for the distance—ninety-five miles.

A riFVFP PF'-'r-»' ry PPOPT'KC pr^D.

Th D h- * n .1
Irom " Th,i Mil.,/ C'(''U- hi; .261'' ly.Hi

ine Kooinet nuaa-car (a Franoh make) is now four or flvo years old, bui it remains one or the best solutions of tlio light four-wheeled passenger motor cycle.
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THE MEA MAGNETO.
ONE of the most interesting magnetos yet placed on

the market is the "Mea." This emanates from
Stuttgart, the " Home of the Magneto," and is

handled in this country by the United Motor
Industries, Ltd., 45, Poland Street, W., whose manager,
Mr. A. Hoffmann, is a keen motor cyclist, and has been
connected with the industry from its infancy.

The outward appearance of the machine shows the mag-
neto to be different from any other at present made. It stands

l)ut 3^in. in height, but otherwise its dimensions and weight

are the same as other magneto machines.
Internally it works on the same principle as other mag-

netos, but the magnet is bell-shaped, and through it the

armature runs horizontally. At the end of the magnet the

contact breaker is attached so that the contact breaker and
magnet are moved together when the spark is advanced or

retarded, the object being to maintain the maximum posi-

tion wherever the contact breaker may be set, so that as

good a spark may be obtained at starting with the spark

letarded as when" it is fully advanced, thus obviating any
possibility of damage from pre-ignition.

In a recent test made with a "Mea" magneto it was
found that a good spark was obtained at 150 r.p.m. at all

positions of the contact breaker.

Both ends of the armature run on ball bearings, and

means are provided for lubricating these. The spark gap

is situated on the top of the instrument, and through it

runs the high tension terminal D, which collects the current

from the slip ring A. If the two screws on each side of

the S]3ark gap cover are removed the high tension collector

Ijrush B and the smaller brush C caii be taken out for

examination. The small brush C serves the purpose of

forming an easy path for the current tnrough the armature,

and if it were not there the electricity would have to pass

through the greasy ball bearings.

The condenser is carried at the end of the armature and

between it and the slip ring.

The contact breaker departs somewhat from standard

practice ; the moving platinum point is carried on a hori-

zontal circular spring A, and is pressed outward by a

steatite roller C making contact with a steel cam on the

end plate.

This magneto machine possesses the advantages of being

compact, dustproof, and absolutely waterproof, while tlje

maintenance of a good spark in whatever may be the posi-

tion of the contact breaker, and the increased range of

advance, namely, 45°, as against about 30° of the average
magneto, renders the machine most suitable for motor cycles.

The L.M. plug, also sold by the United Motor Industries,

is suitable for use with the Mea magneto. It has no washer
between the upper portion and the plug shell. Instead there

is a gastight- cone joint, which, unlike a washer, cannot

deteriorate, but totally prevents any leakage. These plug.-i

are provided with a twice baked porcelain insulator, specially

designed to stand the heat of an air-cooled engine. We have
used these plugs for many years with great success.

L. M. plug witb
blue porcelain. It

wUl be noticed tliat

no waslier is used be-
tween the two main
portions of the plug,
the cone joint A being
perfectly gastight.

Details ol the Mea magneto.

Spark gap, cover, and high-tension

terminal.

-Slip ring.

-Carbon brush to H.T. terminal.

-Carbon brush, forniing a path for the
current through the armature.

—High-tension terminal.

-Spark gap chamber cover.

-Lubricator. '

Contact breaker.

A.—Circular spring.

B.—Platinum point holder.

C.—Steatite roller, which, coming into con-

tact with cam on end plate, raises the

circular spring, causing the points to

separate.

The AI Mea magneto

complete. The lower

illustration is of the

a r mature and bell-

shaped magneto.

THE ORIGIN OF JOHN 0' GROAT'S HOUSE.
There is probably no individual whose name is so uiii

versally recognised, concerning whose personality so little

is known, as the obsciu-e individual John of Groat, or the

domicile named after him.
A correspondent in the Inverness Highland Times gives

a version culled from the "Statistical Account of Scotland.
1793," wherein it is stated that three brothers. Malcolm.
Gavin, and John de Groat, came north bearing a letter from
James IV. commending them to the countenance and pro-

tection of liis loving subjects in Caithness. They acquired

some land, and in the fulness of time there came to be

eight proprietors bearing the name of Groat. Then a ques-

tion of precedence arose which the chronicler hints had every
appearance of culminating in a fight. The question was
which of them had the right of "taking the door and sittii;L;

at the head of the table." However, John de Groat, wlin

was proprietor of tlie ferry, assured them that if tlie neigh-

bours got wind that the house of Groat was divided against

itself they would annex their property, pledged himself to

settle the question of seniority to their entire satisfaction.

Ere the next annual gathering came round the astute
ferryman built an octagonal house with eight doors and win-
dows in which he placed an octagonal table, and on the
festive occasion he desired each of his seven kinsmen to enter
by his own door ^nd sit at the head of the table This was
.lohn-o' -Groat's house, in witness whereof

—

"The particulars above-mentioned were communicated to

Mr. John Sutherland of Wester, above fifty years ago by
his father, who was then advanced in life, and who had seen

the letter wrote by James IV. in the possession of George
Groat of Warse. The remains of the oak table ha\e been seen
by many now living."
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J. S. Fulton, vice-caplain, who was
(ormerly secretary.

A. ^ordOD Bosiock. the present

non. sec.

THE GLASGOW M.C.C. — A PIONEER SCOTTISH ORGANISATION.
THERE is some doubt as to whether

this was the first motor cycle club

to be established in Scotland, but

if not actually the first, it was a

very close second. It owed its founda-

tion to Mr. H. While Stevens, who in

1902-3 was an enthusiastic rider .of an
Excelsior motor cycle, and who was the

first secretary. With him was associated

Mr. J. F. brad ford, who was the first

president.

During the first two years of the club's

existence the objects were more social

than competitive, but in 1904. when the
post of secretary was taken by Mr. J. .S.

Fulton, a start was made, and two hill

climbs were organised. These spring and
autumn climbs have been carried out each
succeeding year, and are extremely popu-
lar. The first climb was held at

Stockieniuir and the second at Lennox-
town, both hills now being judged be-

neath the notice of the modern motor
cyclist.

The spring hill climb in 1906 attracted
an entry of over fifty riders—a record
entry for .Scotland at the time, and beat-
ing many Southern clubs.

These climbs are always interesting,
and some very fine work has been seen

at P e e s w e e p ,

notably in the
spring' hill climb
of 1910. when A.
G. Bostock, on a

3i h.p. Bat-Jap.
took the hill at

over forty - si.x

miles an hour,
setting up a

record for single-

cylinder motor
bicycles w h i c h
has not yet been
beaten.1). S. Baddeley, president.

Another hill that brings out the abili-

ties of the members is Stoneymoulin, a

rough track with a gradient of over 1

in 5, intersected by deep gullies, which
on the day of the competition are bridged
by narrow strips of turf. This " brae

"

is a favourite at present, but, like

Peesweep. will probably be passed over
by the club in favour of something more
severe.

In 1907 the Glasgow M.C.C. co-

operated with the Dunedin M.C.C.
(now Edinburgh M.C.C.) in running a 12
hours' reliability trial, which was a great
success, and was repeated the next
year.

In 1908 and 1909 the club competed in

the inter club contest for the Hamilton
Shield, and for the last two years has
taken part in the competition for the
Dobson trophy, but without success; in

one instance the team was only robbed
of victory by a puncture in the last half-

mile.

The Growing Membership.
In 1905 the membership w as 22 ; i i

1904, 25; in 1905, 37; in 1906. 52; in

1909 the members totalled nearly 60.
and at present there are more members
than at any previous period. In 19C9
the club took the momentous step—for

a Scottish club—of holding half of the
weekly runs on Sundays, and thi.s seems
to have worked well.

Last winter the club held a social, at

which a paper was read by one of the
members : the function was open to all

motor cyclists, and was much appre-
ciated. A similar meeting will be
arranged during the present session.

The riding programme for 19''-0 in-

cluded two club tours, spring and
autumn hill climbs (open), a twelve
hours' reliability trial, petrol consumption

trial, and lle.xibility and speed-judging

contests, all of w&ich were well sup-

ported. For 1911 a programme of great

attractiveness is being prepared.

A Hard Working Official.

Of the original members there remain

only three, these being Messrs. Fulton,

.Jennings, and Sinclair. Mr. J. S. Fulton

was for five years hon. secretary, and

has done more work for the club than

any other member. On his resignation

of the secretaryship the members marked
their appreciation of his efforts by
presenting him with a gold watch. For
the past two years he has acted as vice-

captain.

The president is Mr. D. S. Baddeley,

a rider who possesses no fewer than six

London-Edinburgh gold medals, and who
invariably makes a good show in hill

climbs on his powerful twin. The motor
cycles he rides invariably bear his own
name, but he has used .T.A.P.. Peugeot,

and N.S.U. engines. The captain. Mi'.

William Deans, is one of Glasgow's
oldest motor cyclists, and is a regular

and successful competitor in club com-
petitions.

Mr. Gordon
Bostock. the hon
sec, has done
very well in Scot

tish competition.^ .

on road and track J 1

on his 3i h.p . (Jj*^
'

Bat. Among.'^l
the committer
Messrs Roberts.
Dickie, and Bilbe
may be mentioned
as willing workers
in all that will

further the club's -

"'

interests. Henry S. Bilbe.

\'

MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.
FOH some lime past a 5;onference has

been held between representatives

of the R.A.C. and Associated
Clubs, the A.A., the M.U., the

ISociety of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, etc., to discuss the inequalities

and injustices of the existing taxation
of motor cars and motor cycles. It is

the idea of the conference proper that
if adequate representation were made to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the
various injustices under which motorists
suffer something might be done to

ameliorate the existing conditions.
Nine resolutions were agreed to, and

these will ba submitted to the next

meeting of the R.A.C. Genefal Com-
mittee.

The first resolution reads as follows :

"That in the opinion of this conference
no sufficient reason can be shown on
general principles for any additional
taxation on motor vehicles."

Resolution 5 reads :

" That in respect of motor cycles and
motor attachments of not more than
2 h.p. there should be a tax of 10s. per

machine."
The conference expressed the opinion

that £1 per annum is an unfair tax

on motor cycles of 2 h.p. and under, and
pointed out that the reduction of the tax

by one half for the smaller horse-power
would leave untouched the majority of
the motor bicycles in regular use.

Resolution 7 is "That quarterly
licences should be granted at one-third
of the annual charge."
A majority recommendation that

carriage licences be increased 50% is one
which all motor cyclists will agree is fair,
particularly when'it is taken into account
that a li h.p. motor bicycle does no
more harm to the roads than a pedal
bicycle, and yet it« owner if r-alled upon
to pay 5s. more per annum in taxation
than a two-wheeled trap drawn by a horse
and carrying four people.
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THE FORTHCOMING LAAP TRIALS.
A Few Criticisms and Suggestions.

AS long ago as January, 1909, a paper on motor
cycle lamps was read before members of the

A.C.U. by a keen amateur, and published in

our issues for January 27th and February 3rd and loth

of that year. The author of that paper has good
grounds for feelings of self-congratulation, for the

lines he sketched out for the future development and
improvement of lamps have been faithfully and suc-

cessfully followed by most of the makers. Up to

that time the aim of all manufacturers had been

lightness at all cost, as the chief complaint had been

the breaking of lamp brackets. But in that paper

was openly preached for the first time the gospel of

the heavy, efficient, indestructible lamp and the plea

that makers would discard the ordinary type of

bracket and adopt a forked bracket attached to the

stem of the haiidle-bars. We believe there was then

(5n!v one lamp so turned out.

The paper referred to started the lamp makers off

on the right tack, and now there are many lamps

which entirely satisfy most of the tests applied in the

aforementioned paper. Accordingly the time has

come for some further tests to be applied and
lines indicated for future development and improve-

ment. Herein lies the value and scope of the lamp
trials to be held by the A.C.U. at Brooklands on
Thursday, February 9th.

And hereby arise one or two points for criticism

as regards the regulations laid down for the trials,

which were published in our issue for January 12th.

The Main Test.

The main test, or what will prove to be the main
test, is that the generators are to provide gas for

four hours continuously. Why? Motor cycles are

seldom ridden for four hours at a stretch at night,

even if they carry enough petrol for the mileage.

There is little hardship in having to re-charge a

generator at the end of every three hours, when most
riders would be glad to stretch their legs and the

majority would think about filling up the petrol tank.

So it seems rather a hardship that a lamp which gives

a grand light, is easy to refill, easy to clean, and light

to carry, may quite possibly be placed lower in the

list of awards than one which is loathsome to clean,

a nuisance to refill, and has various other objection-

able features, but has a generator with an enormous
carbide .container, and therefore fulfils the primary
test in these trials.

The lamp we want is one which will give us as

much light as we require with as little trouble as

possible. This means that the points to go for are

simplicity of cleaning and refilling, plain exteriors,

short outside tubing, ease for separating the generator

from the lamp {i.e., something better than having to

push the tubing on and off a nipple), very strong con-

struction, yet as light and as sightly as possible, and
the generator easily accessible while riding and easily

taken off the machine.
In all these respects the small, simple lamp is

pwstulated, and we fully approve of the type which
has now been evolved, in which a strong, plain, lens-

mirror head light is carried on a bracket attached to

the handle-bars, and a generator is carried on a back

extension of the same bracket, or a separate vertical

bracket on the top tube.

With the above conditions granted, the amount of

carbide carried depends on the size of the carbide

container. We feel that the maker should be left

to design this. If it is too small, his customers will

complain, but if it is merely enlarged to conform to

an arbitrary condition laid down by the A.C.U.
judges, the general appearance will suffer, and, what
is more important, the bottom of it will come as low

as to foul the tank fillers or the top tube unless the

handle-bars are raised.

The Photometric Test.
As regards the other regulations, they are obviously

drafted on the lines of the car-lamp trials carried out

by the R.A.C. about tsvo years ago. The photometric
test is the most interesting, though it is as well to

realise that this can only be comparative: it is prac-

tically impossible to make it absolute. The system
employed will probably be an electric lamp, lighted

by an accumulator battery of known trustworthiness,

and enclosed in a lightproof box with a few openings
in front covered with semi-opaque paper.

By moving the whole apparatus nearer to, or further

from, the lamp under test, a point is found for each
lamp at which its light exactly equals that of the
standard in the box. (The idea is that nearer the
tested lamp the light of the standard will make the
openings in the box appear dark, but further away
the standard will outshine the tested light and make
the openings appear bright; there is only a space of

about a foot within which error is possible, granted
the reliability of the standard.)

A Few Points for Competitors.
For success in this test, makers will be well advised

to rig up a makeshift photometer and try various
lamps against it. A slight difference in the working
of the lens, or the angle of the flame to the lens, or
the distance of the flame from the lens, or the size

of the orifice in the burner, or the type of burner itself,

or a hundred and one other details, may make one
lamp give a decidedly better light than another.
By taking this trouble competitors will at least know

that they are entering their two best lamps.
In the R.A.C. trials, after the photometric test of

the main, central beam, the judges moved the photo-
meter a predetermined distance to each side (sup])osed
to represent the situation of a ditch when going round
a corner) and there held a further test. This is appa-
rently to be done in the coming trials, though the
test is almost better carried 'out by the eye ! What
is wanted is just enough light to see the ditch without
enough to blind people at the side of the road. The
soft rays not projected by the main lens, especially
when this is at the back of the flame, are quite enough
for this purpose.

Therefore we would submit to the A.C.U. judges
that they should not look for a birj light in this side
test, but for the smallest light which will overcome
the standard at a predetermined distance. What this
di.stance is depends entirely on the strength of the
standard

: the more powerful it is, the further it should
be taken for these side tests.
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Reading and Distiict M.C.C.
A general meetnig will be held at headquarters, the

White Hart Hotel, Oxford Street, at 9 p.m., Friday, Feb.
rd, to elect officers and arrange a programme for 1911.

York County M.C.C.
The A.G.M. will be held at 8 p.m. to-morrow (Friday), at

jadquarteis, the Grand Central Hotel, Briggate, Leeds.
l'io.'=pective members are cordially invited to attend.

Suggested Club for Folkestone.
A few motor cyclists in the Folkestone district of Kent

re con.-;idering the formation of a club. It has been
uggested that the headquarters should be at Folkei-tonc.

idcrs iuteiested in club life in the district should writ*
' Mr. A. A. Cole, "Elmdale," Napier Gardens, Hythe,

Kent.

Lancashiie M.C.C.
This club held its annual dinner on Thursday last, at

atterall's Restaurant, Preston. There were about sixty-

ve members and friend.^ present. After dinner the company
(Ijourned to the scientific society's room, where the prizes

on during the past year were distributed. A cinemato-
raph exhibition was then held, at which films of the Tourist

frophy race and other events were shown. Altogether a

ery pleasant evening was spent.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.
The A.tJ.M. took place cm Thursday last at headquarters.

The finances of the club are in a sound condition, and in

noving tlie adoptiipu of the balance-sheet, the Cliairman
)ointed out that a suitable amount had been reserved for last

'ear's prizes. leaving a credit balance of £18 14s. 9d. On
riday, Feb. 10th. ;it 8 p.m., Mr. S. C. Perrynian will read

paper, at headquarters, entitled " Inns and Hostehies."
he annual iliiiiifr is fixed for Saturday. February 18th.

Lincolnshiie A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).
The above sectiou of the Lincolnshire A.C. has its o*\"n

fficers, finances. :ind organisation, and ia for all practical

lurposes a separate club. Working, however, with a strung
lub like the Liucohishire A.C, the members have many
dvantagea for a iiuminal subscription of 6s. They are
ffiliati'd to the A.C.I"., and can participate in the club com-
etitions, etc. Intending members should write to the hon.
ec, >Ir. W. Howt-II Quine. Parkdale St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

Exeter and District M.C.C.
At the A.G.M. at the club's new headquarters at the

!.\eter Garage Co.'s premises, Paris Street. Exeter, the
jUowing r.lticers were elected for 1911 : Captain and chair-
lan, J. Mihier, Newbridge. Upton Pyne, near Exeter;
ecretary. A. M. C. Scott, Dunsford, near Exeter; treasurer,
^. 0. Tucker, 27, Devon Square, Newton Abbot ; vice-
aptain, S. J. Saunders. The club decided to organise an
pen hill-climb under a libera! classification early in the
ummer, aud to avoid clashing the secretary woold be glad

receive the fixture lists of other clubs.

Westmoreland M.C.C.
At the annual meeting it was announced that the club
ad a balance of £4 13s. 8d. in hand at the bank. The
lembership was si-xty-two. Fourteen competitions had been
eld. The prospects for next year were decidedly bright,
'he annual open hill-climb on Shap Fell next Easter pro-
lised to exceed all expectations. Four gentlemen had
ffered £5 5s. each ; ako the Palmer Tyre Co. had offered
wo covers with air tubes. It was" proposed to have
t least four classes The committee had purchased,
t a cost of £10 10s.. a field telephone, consisting of two
istruments and three half-mile lengths of do.uble insulated
aterproof wire. The sum of £10 4s. has been subscribed
y members.

Bolton and District M.C.C.
At the annual general meeting Mr. Arthur Batten was

elected president and Mr. Stanley Groom chairman, ilr.

Arthur Richards accepted the honorary secretary's post for

another year, and Mr. Fislnrick that of captain. The club

has withdrawn from the A.C.U. and reduced the subscription

frojn 7s. 6d. to 5b.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

This is a new club which has recently been formed, and

the hon. secretary, Mr. Wra. Watt. 53. Sinclair Street,

Helensburgh, will be glad to hear from all motor cyclists

in the neighbourhood who may desire to avail themselves

of the advantages the club has to offer. A fixture card of

runs, competitions, etc., is in preparation. The ordinary

subscription is 5s. per annum.

Derby and District M.C.C.

On Saturday, the 18th inst., a winter trial run will be held,

the route being Derby to Buxton and return. Mr. Edgar
Russell has kindly offered a cup for this competition, to be

competed for aiuiually. The start will be at 3 p.m. from

the Five Lamps, Duffield Road. The name and address of

the secretary are Mr. A. Bennett. 13. Wilson Street.

Derby. Entry fee Is.

West Lancashiie M.C.C.

The first annual general meeting wa,s held on Wednesday
last week. The chair was occupied by Mr. G. Arthur
Gregson, who was unanimously reelected captain, ami Mr
Hugh Gibion vice-captain. It w is resolved that the rule

limiting membership to those residing within a radius of

twenty miles of Southport be cancelled, and that the name
of the club be altered to the West Lancashire Motor Cycle

Club. An insurance scheme was discussed by which
members would secure an advantage, and it would also be

an attraction to prospective members.
The proposed hill-climb on Honister l^ass was discussed

with much enthusiasm. Mr. R. Holiord Jones. 9, W'esl-

bourne Road. Birkdale, was re-elecl&l hon. secretary and
trea.= Mrcr. ami will be glad to hea. fron. intending members.

Streatham and District M.C.C. and Surrey M.C.C. Inter-team
Trial.

Tlie joint winter reliability trial for \[r. B. Marian's

Challenge Cup is to be held on Saturday next, the 4th

inst. Tlie start will take place at 8.30 a.m. at the King's
Head Hotel, Epsom. Each club will be represented by a

team of si.v riders. The winning team will be the one whose
members gain the greatest number of awards, a silver medal
counting for this performance as the equivalent of two
bronze medals. The route will be as follows : Epsom. Ewell,

Nork Park, Burgh Heath, Eeigate, Eedhill, Bletchinglcy,

Godstone (17^ miles), Oxted Road Corner, Oxted. Wester-
liam. Hawley's Corner. Keston, Addington, Sanderstead.
Sanderstead Road, Brighton Road, Purley, Caterham. and God-
stone (29j miles). This circuit is to be covered four time!*

in all, total 118 miles. After the mid-day halt the route

will be Bletchingley. Redhill. Eeigate. Burgh Heath. Nork
Park. Ewell. and Epsom (17^ miles), to be covered twice.

Total distance 153 miles. The restart will take place from the
Clayton Arms, Godstone, at 2 p.m., under the .=ame condi-

tions as the first start. Competitors will be required to

sign the checking sheet at Epsom. Any competitor who
makes a stop other than a traffic stop in this observed sec-

tion, or who fails to ascend Westerham to the satisfaction
of the judges, will be disqualified from receiving a silver

medal.
Mr. J. H. Jefferv. hon. sec. Streatham and District

M.C.C, 10. Daysbrook Road, Streatham, S.W.. will be
glad to hear from any reader who will be good enough to
assist by acting as an official in this competit'cv
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A few POINTS on the grey M-R[
THE MOST PRACTICAL LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLE OF 1911.

V^Ive""
'^*"*^^ '^"" CUT-OFP

LARGE STRONG INFLATOR.-
TANK HOLDS A FULL GALLo"
AND IS STRONGLY MADE

INJECTION TAP OVER COM
PRESSION TAP.

LARGE STRONG CONTROl FTT
TINGS.

LARGE COMFORTABLE EXTRA
LOW SADDLE -

,
LARGE RULERS WITH GAUZR
POT,—,

MUTA, r»=>; c„= „„ .^^"^ CARRIER AND BACK GUARD
, ^ ,

METAL CASE FOR SPARE^ARTS. DETACHABLE BY SLACKENINGAND BIG BORE DRAW OFF TAP a5?==-t J^-"'^ FOUR MUTS.

BOTH NUMBER
PLATES ARE
fROVIDED

STRONG TOOL BAG
WITH LOCK AND
SPLENDID SET OF
TOOLS IN ROLL

THE BEST

SPRING FORK
MADE

ENQASED FRONT MUDGUARD
INIJ SOLID LEATHER MUDFLAP

STRONG AND
-J WIDE MUDGUARD

AUTOMATIC
SPRING-UP STAND.

EAD ACCURATE BEL r

LIGNMENT

|(HAB.Dy-3|

ADIUSTABLE FOOTRESTS AND
ALUMINIUM AND RUBBER FOOT
PADS.

STRAIGHT BRAKE ROD
VERY POWERFUL BELT RIM
BRAKE IN THE RIGHT PLACE

FREEWHEEL INSIDE BACK HUB
COMPLETELY PROTECTED.

WEIGHT ON PEDLAL KEEPS IT
HORIZONTAL

I 'onstructed thioughout of the very finest material procurable, and finished in a iirst-ciags style. Complete Illustrated Catalogue I'^rei

MOTO-REVE CO., LIMITED, DEPT. A., ACTON VALE. LONDON, \«

4,000 miles and no Repairs.
One of the many testimonials received to the excellence of our machines.

Mr. J. N. Beatty, of "Hartington," Waterloo Gardens,' Belfast, writes

—

"Dear Sirs—I have pleasure in informing you that the 1910 -

Two-speed Humber jMotor Cycle, which I purchased in May
last tliroug^h your Belfast agent, Mr. Alexander, ha-^ given me
the greatest satisfaction. 1 have ridden it almost 4,000 miles,
and during that time no repairs of any kind have been neces-
sary, which I consider a splendid performance."

Prices from £37 upwards.

Full panicular.'i and lilnstrated Brochure post free froTn

HUMBER LTD., Coventry.
DEPOTS : London—32, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. ; 60-64, BromotonRd., S.W.

Manchester—31-33, Biacktriars Street

Southampton—27, London Road
Nottingham—Grey Fria- Gate,

AGENTS 'everywhere

/n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '^ The Motor Cycle.'
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3lub News.—

West Essex A.C.

The motor cycle challenge cup has now been competed
for, the committee having accepted and passed the following
result: 1st, W. E. Gunnett (3^ h.p. Triumph), cup and
edal ; 2nd, A. M. Bowley (2| h.p. Douglas), rnedal.

.Although the roads were in wretched condition the com-
petitors rode very close to schedule times throughout the run.

Western District 11.0. (London).

A sub-committee has been appointed to discuss the pro-

gramme of runs and competitions for 1911. Their decision,

which will be awaited with great interest by all members,
will be placed before the committee at a raeeting to be held
at the new headquarters, 4, New Broadway, Ealing, W., at

8 p.m. on Friday, February 3rd. Members are reminded
that their subscription is now due, and should be sent to the
lion, sec, Mr. V. Armstrong, Eden Hall, Montpelier Road,
Ealing, W., who will also be pleased to forward particulars of

membership to any motor cyclist in the district on appli-

cation.

Cardiff M.C.
The annual meeting was held at the Park Hotel, Cardiff,

on Thursday last, Mr. G. A. Horner in the chair. The hon.
secretary's report and hon. treasurer's balance sheet were
placed ijefore the meeting and duly passed. The Chairman
remarked on the splendid work done during last year, and
the meeting then proceeded to the election of officers for this
year. Lord Ninian Crichton Stuart, M.P.. was elected pre-
iident, with six vice-presidents, and a strong committee of

welve with Mr. Albert Williams as chairman. The hon.
ports secretary is Mr. C. R. Pratt, 34, Taff Embankment,
Cardiff ; and hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr. H. B. Jotham,
Whitchurch, near Cardiff.

The club has been appointed the local centre of the Auto-
nobile Association and .Motor Union, the hon. secretary acting
IS local hon. correspondent of the amalgamated bodies.

Walthamstow M.C.

The fifth annual general meeting wae held last week at
leadquarters, the Rose and Crown, Hoe Street. Mr. Geo.
West occupied the chair, supported by the hon. sec, Mr.
J. W. Percival, and Mr. W. H. Applebee, captain. Thirty-
ve members were present. Early in the evening Mr. J.

Henbry formally presented the club with a silver cup. It

s a handsome trophy 40ozs. in weight and some eighteen
nches high, and is given unconditionally. He was thanked
ly the captain on behalf of the club. The minutes of the
ast A.G..M. were confirmed, and the annual report and
jalance sheet read. There was an available balance of

G24 10s. 9d. This did not include the oupe and prizee pre-
lented to the club. There are seventy affiliated members.
Messrs. A. J. Jackson and Alf. Eve, hon. auditors, said
hey had never examined books in better order, and the
;lub was to be congratulated on having euch an hon. secre-
ary. (Applause.) 'fhe following officers were elected for

1911 : President, Mr. L. Stanley Johnson ; vice-president,
Dr. Stanley Owen ; hon secretary and treasurer, .Mr.

1. W. Percival; captain, Mr. W. H. Applebee; vice-

aptain. Mr. W. S. Low; and a committee ot b\x. Mr. F.
W. Applebee will represent the club on the A.C.U., and
-Mr. H. ,J. Bea! was asked to continue his work as prese
iecretary. A vote of thanks was passed to the chairman
nd retiring officers.

Northants M.C.C.

The annual dinner at the Stag's Head, Northampton, on
Thursday last, under the chairmanship of the Mayor, Mr. S.

Yarde, was an enjoyable function. Several visitors were pre-
sent from Coventry, Nottingham, Paris, et<;. The Mayor
proposed the toast of the club, and touched upon Mr. A. E.
Gait's famous ridi He also pointed out that motorists had
a number of little grievances, and one in particular was
against certain drivers of slow, heavy vehicles, who persisted
in keeping to the middle of the roads. Another matter was
the application of the Road Board funds. He thought the
additional taxes on motors should be devoted to the improve-
ment of tlie road surfaces.

Tlie Hon. Secretary (Mr. C. T. Underwood) made an excel-

lent speech in reply, and referred to the successful rear the
club has had. He also said that at the last annua"! dinner
there were only sixteen members present ; this year there were
over fifty.

Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C.C.
The second winter whist drive and supper of the Sheffield

and HaUamshire M.C.C. was held at Hudson's Restaurant
on the 26th ult., when Mr. F. Dover presided over a large
company. Amongst those present were the men who have
brought the name of the Sheffield and HaUamshire Club well
before the judges of many open competitions of the country.
Mr. Sawer, gold medalist Loiidou-Exeter 24 hours' run,

and Mr. Dan Bradbury, speed, club record holder, and hon.
sec, were the JI.C.'s in chief.
Mr. E. Dover in presenting the prizes said the success of

the meeting had given him pleasure in announcing the next
drive would be at the same place in about three weeks time.

Oxford M.C.C.
The annual meeting of this club took place on Wednesday,

January 18th, at the Creamery Cafe, Oxford, Mr. H. A.
T. Packford presiding. The secretary stated in his report
for 1910 that the total membership of the club was eighty

-

seven, and the number of new members elected in 19i0
was forty-four. During the year the club were favoured with
visits by two well-known motorists, the Rev. B. H. Davies
and Mr. W. G. McMinnies, who read papers on " Aero-
planes " and the "Tourist Trophy Race" respectively; in

both cases the lectures were illustrated by lantern slides.

The secretary also pointed out to the members the valnabli'

advantage of "free legal defence" which the Auto Cycle
Union, to which this club is affiliated, had given during the
past year, whereby members are entitled to free legal

defence in any court in England and Wales under any sum-
mons arising out of the ownership of a motor car or motor
cycle, and that one member had already benefited under
this scheme. The trials secretary also gave an interesting
report of the competitions held during the season, and also

gave details of the open hill-climb arranged for April 8tli

next. The following officers were elected for the jjresenl

year: Captain, J. F. Salter; vice-captain, H. Braithwaite

;

hon. treasurer, F. G. Alden ; hon. secretary, W. A.
Matthews; hon. trials .secretary, H. G. Hill; hon. auditor.
Ernest T.iOwis, AC. A.

North-west London M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

the 18th ult., and was well attended. The officers for 1911
were elected, Mr. Victor Hart being again president and
Glynn Rowden captain, while G. H. Hollis and C. .\. Stern
remain the hon. treasurer and hon. .secretary respectively.
H. J. Pooley takes the place of H. V. Bate as vice-captain,
and on the committee C. Simpson and Hal Hill take the
places of H. J. Pooley and T. G. Blundell. The captain.
G. Rowden, gave a short rigume of the principal events for
this year. The opening run will he on Sunday, March 5th.
It is hoped that a number of members will attend the paper
on " Competition Riding," which will be read at headquarters
on February 3rd by H. Karslake, .V discussion will follow,
and also a " breakdown " competition.
The International event, in which the North-west London

M.C.C. and the M.C.C. de Lyons are to take part, is now
assuming a more definite shape than was conveyed in our
preliminary announcement a week or two ago.
As far as the N.W.L.M.C.C. is concerned, the event will

take place as a combined tour and competition. The tour
will extend over ten days or so, including the August Bank
Holiday, and as far as can be seen at present the route
taken will be by Southampton and Havre and by road to
Lynns, through .«ome of the most beautiful country and on
the best roads in France.
At Lyons a warm welcome has been promised by the

M.C.C. there, which has fallen in with the suggestions made
by the English club with the greatest cordiality. In the
case of the chief event of the year, the "Circuit de
Rhone," a special exception has been made by throwing it

open to the members of the N.W.L.M.C.C. in addition to
the members of the Lyons Club.

Various outings and excursions will be arranged, and it

is hoped that there will be a special series of speed events
in addition to the " Circuit."
The N.W.L. Club has offered a special cup for com-

petition in the form of an Inter-club Hill Climb.
Quite a satisfactory entry has been already promised as

regards the English club, and there seems every indication
that this first International inter-clnb event is going to be
enthusiastically supported.
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ACCESSORIES
A New Siren.

Messrs. Smith and Dorley, motor
accessory dealers, Ramillies Street,

Great Marlborough Street, W., have
just placed on the market a motor
cycle syren of excellent tone. The
device is driven off the front wheel of

the bicycle, and Is brought into action

by means of a Bowden lever. It

should appeal to those who do not find

the usual horn sufficiently loud.

An Ingenious Combination.

Our attention has been recently

called to the " Dirfrees " overboot

and legging, which is manufactured by
Messrs. Joseph Dawson, bootmakers,

23, London Wall, E.G., from the

design of Mr. L. A. Sandeman. It is

an overboot and legging combined, and
is made of leather throughout, fasten-

ing up the sides with patent clasp

fasteners, and has been designed to

provide in one article a complete pro-

tecting cover for the foot and leg of

the -wearer. It is made with a ser-

viceable leather sole and box-calf

uppers and leggings, or, if desired,

it may be purchased lined with fur

and with golosh uppers and leggings,

when it would be very warm. A pair

of these overboots should be especially

valuable to country doctors, since

they enable them to enter a sick room
perfectly clean and dry.

Business men will also find them
an advantage, as they can ride to their

customer's door, and after removing
the Dirfrees they can appear before a

client in a spick and span condition.

Loops are provided enabling the over-

boots to be hung over the handle-bars
till the owner returns. The accom-
panying illustrations render the nature
of the article perfectly clear. The
overboots can also be obtained from
DunhiUs, Ltd., Euston Road, N.W.

Improvements in Mudguarding.

The special mud-shield illustrated

has been designed by Messrs. Surridge

and Hayles. It will be seen from the

reproduction that it is of graceful form,

and is reminiscent of the front wing

Dirfrees overboot, wbich should appeal to medical
and habitual winter riders. .

Surridge's special mudshield and under screen.

of a motor car. It protects the rider's

legs and the magneto, and it does not
shield -the engine. It is fastened by

• thumb-screws and a clip on the down
tube of the motor cj'cle frame and by
a similar method on the bottom
bracket. The model illustrated is the
first yet constructed, but in future
types the hole will be rather shorter
and narrower, so as to give the rider

better protection and to protect the
magneto better. The shield may be

'^ obtained from Mr. R. Surridge. the
maker of " Holdtite " patches, 58,

I George Street, Camberwell. S.'E.

Rex 19H Catalogue.
The Rex 1911 catalogue was issued

last week. It is an interesting brochure
describing in detail the various model.?
or Rex motor cycles from the 2| h.p.

,'^ Junior to the 7 h.p. Speed King. The
mechanical features receive especial
attention, and the clear illustrations

should help considerably those keen
amateurs who prefer to do their own
adjustments. The list of sucf esses

during 1910 forms quite a formidable
total. Applications to the Rex Motor
ManufacTuring Ck)., Ltd., at Coventry,
for copies will receive prompt attention.

The Price ol Iridium.
Owing to the increased cost

iridium, Mr. J. E. Brown, 38, Herb
Road, Plumstead, S.W., has bi

compelled to raise the price of t

Jebron contacts.

Soldering Petrol Tanks.
Correspondents often write to us

garding the danger of soldering pet
tanks in which there may be
petrol vapour. Mentioning this mat
to Mr. A. Davison, the well-known ta

manufacturer, the other day, he
formed us that he is of the opini

that it is quite safe to repair the ta

with an ordinary soldering iron, t

temperature of which does not rea

red heat, but to attempt the repair w
a blow-lamp would be to court certi

disaster.

The All-in-one Case.
Messrs. Thomas Smith and Co.,

Windmill Street, Tottenham Coi
Road, W., have introduced a spec
hat case to be fastened on to the
carrier of a motor bicycle. The fi

was prompted to do this through let

5234 in our issue of the 29th Dece
ber. The hat case is a handsoi
and well-made article, and will cai

a bowler or straw hat. spare air tut

belt, folding Panama hat, boot-cle;

ing outfit, a shirt or sleeping suit, a

sundry odds and ends. It is wat
proof and dustproof. The case

made in waterproof canvas,

leather — the latter is natura
the more expensive. We - feel qu
sure that such an accessory 1:

been badly wanted for some yea
and have no doubt that Jlessrs. Ti

lor and Co., 21a, Store Street. Totfa

ham Court Road, where the cai

may be seen, will find a good dema
for them.

A correspondent recently aslied for a hat oas<

His wish has been gratified by the introduction (

Smuh's case, sold by H. lay lor and Co.

I
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CROYDOM -HASTiy^CS -CROYDOJ^

TilK weather 011 Saturday last was all that could be

desired, as the day broke tine and cloudless, and som
after tlie start the heat ol' the sun became quit-e appre-

ciable. Of the sixty-six entrants, W. Cooper was the

nnly one not to start, as his IJradbury was rendered hors de
'omhat in a practice spin on Chalk Pit Hill. Outside the
Swan and Sugar Loaf Hotd there is a convenient open space.

A bunch of competitors commencing the ascent of Warllngbam. There is

a right angte turn to the teft at the biti foot.

which soon alter 8 a.m. was packed with competitors, spcc-
lators. and ofliiial.'^. Many interesting machines were to be
seen. The Muigan runabout, with engine in front and the
petrol tank [jlai-ed conveniently behind, in an accessible

position, -which at the same time protects the knees of

the driver from the wind. Fletcher was there with his

Douglas, which l:oi-e the seals of the Scottish Six Days' and
tlie A.C.r. Land's End to John-o'-(!roat's Trial.=. The Xew
Hudson with cliain transmission, a neat aluminium carbu-

retter shield, and the Armstrong three-speed gear attracted

considerable attention. There was also to be seen the latest

pattern T.A.C., with improved front mudguard, luggage car-

rier, clutch stop, and a rew liit(li-ter.sion distributer which is

quite impervious to wet. The Clyno was also represented with
imclosed chains and the exhaust pipe carried right to the rear.

A new comer was the 2^ h.p. Plint, fitted with a little two-

stroke engine and carrying the magneto under the bottom
bracket. "Quite a novelty appeared on the scene just before

the start. This was a small machine (not competing in the

trial) fitted with a two-cylinder two-.stroke engine with' the

cylinders placed side by side. The driv^ was by chain to

liie counter-shaft and thence to the rear wheel by belt. A
gear box was carried on the bottom bracket.

30 OUT OF 65 COMPETITORS
ACCOMPLISH NON-STOP RUNS.

The start look place punctually at 9 a.m. The men were
marshalled up in numerical order, and sent off by Mr. C. A.
Smith in pairs at half-minute intervals. Previous to the start,

the two judges, Messrs. H. G. Cove and D. K. Hall examined
the machines

'Warlingham Hill—An Unpleasant Surprise.
From Croydon to the start the road surface was excellent,

but the competitors had an unpleasant surprise on striking

the foot of Warlingham liill. On turning otf the main road
and taking the sharp corner to the right, a steam roller was
seen looming in the distance, hard at work at the top of the
steepest portion. Despite these adverse conditions, and the
fact that the surface was mostly muddy and very grea.sy at

ihe top, the men did really well. The following, however,
were unfortunate enough to fail : H. Riddle (2j h.p. Forward),
H. Reed

(3J
h.p. Dot-Precision), G. Griffiths (2 h.p. M.R.),

.\. X. Cunnington (3^ h.p. I'remicr), H. J. M. Hughes (3i h.p.

Premier and sidecar), A. F. Plint (2i h.p. Plint. P.
Butler (4 h.p. Dot) arrived rather late at the hill. A really

splendid ascent was made by Philipp on his Scott. The
remainiiig competitors came up in goocl form. As Warlingham
Hill was not an observed test and did not rank in import-

ance with West-erham and the other timed hill, we do not

think it necessary to give a report of every man's performance.
Having watched a few of tlio men skilfully ncgolialo Ihe

corners and tackle the long and stiff gradient, we followed

the course to the top of Westerham Hill. It will be remem-
bered that the men had to start from the Wllage and take

the hill with hot engines, which is an innovation in .V.C. tj.

trials. We noticed Eli Clark busy niarshallinc the conipcti-

inrs. The surface nf the hill was in excellent condition,

nnd this, added to the fact that there was no wind, rendered

At the lop of Warlingham Hill. This ascent is only six miles fr,m the

start, and yet accounted for six failures. Who will still doubt thnt the trials

are needed in winter ?
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Eluarterly Trial.

Typical hill-climbing conditions. W. B. Gibb (2| h.p. two-speed Douglas;
milking good use of his low gear to pass the poor panting horses on the one
Id seven gradient of Westerham.

the conditions ideal. There was practically no traffic, but
two or three carts proved a nuisance, as their unfortunate
horses could only take the hill by easy stages, and to restart

they had to pull right across the road.
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The Performances on Westerham.

The following machines came up in good form : The two
A.J.S. machines, Philipp (Scott), Woodhouse (Calthorpe),

the Morgan runabout which came up in splendid style,

Robbins (Humber), Arter on the James, and his colleague

Pollock, Surridge (T.T. Rudge-Whitworth), Watkins (3i h.p.

Premier), Jones and Hawkins, who were similarly mounted,
Houghton (Bradbury), Armstrong (Premier), Hill (two-speed
Rudge-Whitworth), Wilberforce on the only Indian entered,

Fletcher (two-speed Douglas), Buckman (4 h.p. Buck)—his

first competition—Gray (3^ h.p. Triumph), Brown (Lincoln

Elk), Hawkins (Premier), Dixon (2^- h.p. New Hudson)—its

first appearance in public ; Gibb (2| h.p. Douglas), Clifford

Wilson and his colleague Oakley on T.A.G.'s (both on their

d&jut), Spread (Trump-Jap), Riddell (2\ h.p. Forward), H.
A. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury), Jarvis (Triumph), GreaA-es
(two-speed 2J h.p. Enfield), which was travelling well, Bailey
(Clyde), Johnson (Triumph), Newman (Ivy-Precision), Green-
hiU • (Douglas), Mundy (T.T. Triumph), Huskinson (Vindec
and sidecar). Ware (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar), Apple-
bee (Millennium, Lake and Elliot, and sidecar). Smith (Clyno
and sidecar). Davis on his Double which made excellent

practice on the hill, Higgs (A.C.), Portwine, who was simi

larly mounted, HiU, Stagg, Dixon, Mundy and Forbes, also

on A.C.'s.

The following came up well but appreciably more slowly
than the above, Arrow (iSj h.p. Premier), C. Burney (Eudge-
Whitworth). Gray (3^ h.p. Humber and sidecar), and
Atkings (5-6 h.p. A.C. sociable). The following pedalled ;

Islip '(2| h.p. Enfield) and Hodgetts di h.p. M.R.) Those
who were unfortunate enough to have to dismount were

—

Luce (8 h.p. Bat), who on remounting made short work of

the hill, Cunnington (3A h.p. Premier), Patt^erson (2J h.p.

Some ideaof ine large crowd ai Hastings may be gathered from (his plotograph talsen near the entrance to the Queen's Hotel.
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THE QUARTERLY TRIAL SEEN IN PICTURES.
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Quarterly Trial.-

%., -

V. WUberforce (Indian) at the steep corner on Wcsterham. it will be noticed that

he has adopted the method ot leaning machine inwards and body outwards.

M.R.), Griffiths (2| h.p. M.R.), Hughes (3i h.p. P. and M.
|

with passenger on rear carrier), Butler (4 h.p. Dot), and
Flint (2i h.p. Flint).

After Westerham the route continued over undulating

country, and several times those competitors who were
fortunate enough to possess free engines enjoyed a most
exhilarating coast down long gradual inclines. From the

.summit of a ridge of hills magnificent panoramic views were
obtained of the surrounding country. At Sevenoaks there

were small crowds to witness the competitors ascend the

long incline through the town. We noticed particularly,

among others, a Bat, the CTyno sidecar, a T.A.C., a two-

speed Douglas, and a Premier climbing in magnificent style.

Near Tonbridge we passed a Triumph rider repairing a belt

by the roadside, and a few miles further on Griffiths

(M.R.) apparently effecting some adjustment to the car-

buretter.

Arrival at Hastings.
A rise shortly before reaching Lamberhurst was rather

more than usually thick with grease, and we observed F.

W. Applebee (Sj h.p. Matchless and sidecar) come to a stand-

still three-parts of' the way up. We later overtook Greaves
(Enfield), Mundy (Triumph), Fletcher (Douglas), and the three
Rudge-Whitworths (ridden by C. S. Burney, V. J, Surridge,

and Alan-Hill) going splendidly. The little Enfield was
taking the hills in superb fashion. W. O. Oldham was
driving a two-year-old Vindec and sidecar, which would
do credit to any owner. The bicycle looked in spick and
span condition, and better than some machines only three
months old.

The going generally was very good, although the roads
were somew-hat narrow and treacherously greasy in parts.

Occasionally the sun would burst forth in all its glory,

making matters extremely pleasant. Probably the fact of

the conditions being so good overhead had the effect of

bringing out hundreds of spectators to cross roads, villages,

and hills of more than ordinary calibre. Anyway, certain

it is that public interest has never run so high in a Quar-
terly Trial. There was one more severe climb before reach-
ing Hastings, for although not steep, it is quite a mile in

length, and many were the " konks " towards the summit.
Through St. John's Cross, and then three or four miles of

tramlines until nearing the Queen's Hotel, where there was
an avenue of spectators to guide the riders. There was a
slight collision at the hotel entrance, two A.C. sociables and
the Davis Double butting one another.

At the luncheon table speculation was rife as to whether
Chalk Pit or Titsey Hill wor.'i have to be climbed, and quite
a number divulged the fact that they had specially low
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gears (mostly in the neighbourhood of 5^ to 1) m anticipa

tion 'hat Chalk Pit would be selected.

It might have been a Spring trial to judge by the

atmospheric conditions when the riders were despatched on

their homeward journey. For five miles the route hugged

the coastline until after passing through Bexhill, tiie now
familiar A.C.U. arrows pomted due north to Ninfield and
Gardner's Cross. The return run did not strike the writer

as being so severe as the first section ; at any rate, his two-

speed lightweight never called for its low gear until Crock
ham Hill was reached. The roads, however, were still heav.v

and greasy in parts, especially under trees, so that the

course was not so simple. Once again we passed Applebee,
who this time complained of his exhaust valve having
stretched, afterwards Higgs and Surridge going well.

The Soothing Cigarette.

We were much amused at a little incident we observed
Stanley Webb, who was a travelling marshal on his Brad
bury, stopped to light t-wo cigarettes, then hurriedly hopped
on again and caught up his friend H. A. Cooper, a com
petitor, and handed a cigarette to him. Wilson tried con-

clusions with a do^ on his three-speed T.A.C., but dexter
ously avoided a fall. Unfortunately, Wilson lost his run
stop certificate by his .stand falling down. Uckfield and
Hartfield were passed without incident, and we particularly
noticed an A.C. sociable climbing a long hill on top gear
with comparative ease. Soon after leaving Hartfield we
came upon W. S. Stagg, who in mistaking a turning and
endeavouring to regain the right road had knocked a lamp-
post over, and considerably damaged his A.C. The surfare

of Crockham Hill was in a heavy state, which ac"ounted
for one or two failures.

_,

While the competitors proceeded to Hastings the time-
keepers, Messrs. F. Straight and A. V. Ebblewhite repaired
to Limpsfield to work out the tiines, and later they and the
two judges, Messrs. D. K. Hall' and H. G. Cove, "and their
technical adviser. Mr. Archibald Sharp, inspected Chalk Pit
Hill, and eventually decided that the surface both approach
ing the hill and actually on it -\vas hardly rideable. But in

the morning, in the presence of Messrs. Straight and Ebble-
white, W. Douglas, -n'ho was watching the trials, made ai

absolutely clean ascent, even though he was impeded by the
car on which the two officials were travelling, and this fact

did much to render the exclusion of Chalk Pit by no means
a certainty, and many people thought it should have been
utilised.

The Second Hill Test.

Returning to Limpsfield the competitors stopped just for
sufficient time to allow them to get a cup of tea, provided by
The Motor Cycle, and were then sent singly on to Titsey
Hill. Here a goodly crowd, even greater than that at Wester
ham, had assembled to watch the competition. Among the
spectators was Colonel Holden, who is a vice-president of

the A.C.U., and one who is always anxious to do what he
can for the motor cycle movement. The majority of those
present assembled at the foot, where they were made to " tne

A eheck in Ashdown Forest on the return journey.
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Quarterly Trial

F. Philipp (two-stroke Scoll) ascending Crockhani Hill in good lorm.

the line" by Mf. Cooper and a polieeinan. The fulluwiiig
fum]jetitors climbed the lull in splendid form: H. F. S.
.M.Hi;aii (Morgan Runab(nit), the two A. i. S. machines.
iidiliii by A. J. and J. Stevens,. Luce (8 li.p. Hat), Philipp
(on the purring Scott), Armstrong (Proniipr), Patterson (New
Hudson), Hawkins (Premier). \\ ilberforce (5 h.p. Indian)—
the star performance—Surridgc and B. A. Hill (Riidge-
Whitworths). Robbins (Humbir). Bailey (Civile) in spile of
iieing impeded, B. Jones (Premier). (Ivav ('riininph), Wilson
(T.A.C.), Higgs and Portwine (A.C.). Hill, Dixon. .Mundy,
lAjrbes, and Atkings (on A.C.'s). Woodhon.'ie (Calthorpe").
()akley (T.A.C.), Gibb (Douglas). Huskinson (X'indec and
sidecar), Riddell (Forwaril . Di.xou (New Hndsnn). Biuknian
(Buck), Greenhill (Douglas), Bumey (Rudge-W hitv.orth).
• iarvis (Triumph), Arter (James), Greaves (EiiHeld). Bniwii
(Lincoln Elk), Cooper (Bradbury), Ware (Chater-Lea and
sidecar), Pollock (James), who fiad to pass a huge motor
ilolivery van, Davis (on his Double). .Johnson (Triumph).
Minidy (who was similarly moimled). Newman (Ivv-Pre-
ision). Smith (Clyno), and Stevenson (.\ratchless and sidecar).
The following disnwunttd : Houghton (Bradbury). Islip
(Enfield), who had broken a pedal and so could not assist
his machine, Spread (Tiump-.lap). who was impeded.
Watkins (Premier), Fletcher (Douglas), whose gear had slipped
into neutral, Cunnington (Premier), Reed ( ,t). Arrow
(I'remier). Grav (Humber and sidecar). Hodgetts (1^ Moto-
iJcve) pedalled, also Gritlilhs (2| JI.H.), while Butler

I
Dot) had to assist his machine. From the lop of Titsey Hill
the run back to Croydon was practically all on the down
grade. At Warlingham the police ;_ ipeared to be active.
Just on entering Croydi .i, Davis, whose Double had been
nnmnig magnificently, was pulled up by a broken petrol
pipe.

The new course was universally declared to be of a
thoroughly sporting nature ; it eire"d, perhaps, on the side
of easiness; it was also a trifle intricate, but, thanks to
excellent marking by the A.C.U., helped by willing local
motor cycling clubs, it was so well indicated that it was
almost impossible for competitors to lose their way. Those of
tlie trade who entered were glad, many of those who did
not were sorry—of this there "is no doubt^while the words,
ot the resolution "the Quarterly Trials serve no useful pur-
pose ' are clearly open to coritradiction when the results
:iie read. Here we have a trial held in magnificent weather.
HI which there are 65 starters. Of these only 30 show a
'lean sheet, 29 had trouble, and six retire,' and yet we are
asked to believe that these trials are not needed. Thus ended
the most snccessful quarterly the A.C.U. has ever held

Appreciations of the Organisation.
Undoubtedly the A.C.U. officials excelled thcicselves in the

organisation and marking of the route for Saturday's trial.
1 he two letters which we pulilisli briow voice the opinion
of the general body :

_
G. N. Higgs (Clapham Park) writes :

" As a competitor
in the trial I write to express mv great satisfaction and
appreciation of the way in which the whole thing was
managed and carried oni. In my oninion it was imiiossibl,'
for anyone to lose his way on the' coui-se (as it was eas\'
to do on former occasions), a.tid evei\thiiig as far as 1

personally was concerned went without" a hitch. I think
those who were respon.sible for • the management are to b;>

congratulated most highly, this trial being such a great,
improvement on the foinicr cimtests. when those responsible
were -so much blamed, aiul lighllv so too."

Victor Wilberforce (West Drayton) writes; •' As a coiii-

lietitnr in the Quarterly Trials, liiay I. thniugh the coluums
of Thr ilnlor Ci/'-l". express my a|)]n-eciation of the way the
A.C.U. had marked the ( (lurse with arrows. 1 had nut been
over the course before, but I had no difliculty in tiiuliiig the
way, and only had_to look ;i( the route card once."

C. S. Burn:y*s double
sparking plUT arrange-
ment controlled by a
throw over suilch. so
Itiat either plu^ coulj

be brought into action
without dismounting.

A neat sprin.; clip

device for securing

(he exhaust pipe on a

Rudge - Whilworth.
A still neater sianiard

lilting has now been
inlroduced.

rile thanks of the Union
. .

due to the follnwiiig U<v
kind assisUuice rendered in connection with the marshalling
and marking of the route: The I.ewe.s, Purlev and District,
Surrey, East Sussex, and Streatham and District .M.C.C.'s:
Messrs. R, G. Nye, H. B, Jefferv, and A. J. Sproston ; also
to the owners of the Cadillac and"Orvx cars, and the S.C.A.R.
car, which took :\[essrs. H. J. Densham and F. A. Hardv
over the course to verify the positions of the arrows.

(For tabulated list of provisional restills set- next pa»i' )

F. A. Hardy marshals ths nr'^t arrivals before despatching them tor Titsey Hil,,
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TABULATED RESULTS

THE LONDON CENTRE QUARTERLY TRIAL
(Subject to Confirmation.)

Rider, Machine, and h.p. Cyls. Dimensions. e.c. Remarifs.

tJ. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.) .

tA. J. Stevens {2i A.J.S.

F. Philipp (3; Scott) ...

tH. Greaves (2J Enfield)

J. W. Woodhou.se (3i Caltliorpe) . .

.

*A. ('. Robbins (3.1 Humber)
H. . S. Morgan (8 Morgan Runabout)
I'. A. Hill (3 J Rudge-Whitworth)

*V. Armstrong (3 J Premier)

A. D. Alter (3.V James)
V. J. Surridge"(3?, Rudge)
C. S. Blimey (3.i Rudge)
B. J. BucUman "(4 Buck)

*V. Wilberforce (5 Indian)

*A. H. Hawkins (3i Premier)

*H. G. Dixon (2.V Ngw Hudson)
H. Riddle (2^ Fo.-ward)

*Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2J Dougli

*H.
*C.

H.
*R.
H.

C. Jarvis (3i Triumph)
A. Cooper (3J Bradbury)
Bailey (3| Clyde) ....'.

C. Newman (3.y Ivy-Precision) .

.

Mundy (3 '. Triumph)
W. Oakley (7 T.A.C.)

*E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and sidecar)

F.. Dixon (.5-6 A.C. Sociable)

F. Hill (.5-6 A.C. Sociable)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno and sidecar) . .

,

G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

J. Portwme (5-6 A.C. Migbtv Atom) ,

J. MunJay (5-6 A.C. Miglity Atom) .

W. H. Watkins (3| Premie,)

B. Jones (3i Premier)

A. J. Luce (8 Bat)

tW. H. Islip (2J Ennelil)

W. Houghton (3.i Bradbury)
T. Pollock (3.V James) . .

.'

H. Reed (U Dot)
*G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas)

*G. Gray (3.V Triumph)
G. Griffith (2| M.R.)
H. Hodgetts (li M.R.)

*G. Patterson, jun. (2J New HiuLson) .

*A. N. Gunnington (3-^- Pieniier)

F. W. Arrow (31- Premier)

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
C. Wilsm (7 T.A.C.) . . .

."

J. R. Brown (3.V Lincoln-Elk)

F. W. Applebee (31- Millennium nd sidecar)'

J. Davis ( 8 Davis Double)
F. H. Stevenson (8 Matchless a"d sidecar)

*A. J. Atkings (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

*G. Hughes (3|- P. & M. (passenger on seat on
carrier)

*A. C. Huskinson (5 Vindcc and sidecar)

*G. T. Gray (31 Humber and sidecar) . . .

.

*R. R. Sp ead (3|- Trump-Jap)
*H. Johnson (31 Triumph)
*P. Butler (4 Dot)
A. Forbes (5-6 A.C. Socia le)

H. J. Pooley (31- Premier)
C. Patteson (2f M.R.)
A. F. Flint (21 Flint)

*W. 0. Oldman (5 Vindec and sidecar) . . .

.

*H. J. M. Hughes (31 Premier and sidecar)

W. S. Stagg (5-6 A.e. Sociable)

1

1

2

-stroke

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

4
2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

4
1

1

2

2

70 X 76
70 X 76
70 X 631

54 X 75

85x 88
S3x 90
85 X 85
85 X -88

85 X 88
86 X 96
85 X 88
85 X 88
90 X 95
70 X 83
85 X 88
70 X 76
56 X 66
60 X 60
85 X 88
87 X 87
85 X 85
85 X 88
85 X 88
60 X 60
85 X 85
90x102
90 X 102
76 x 82

90 X 102
90 X 102
90x102
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 85
54 X 75 ...

87 X 87
86 X 96
85 X 88

<30x 6)
85 X 88
50 X 85
85 X
70 X
85 X
85 X 88
00 X 61
60 X 60
85 X 88
85 X 85
85 X 85
85 X 85

90 X 102
82 X 88

75x 76
83 X 90
Sox 85
85 X 88
90 X 95
90 X 102
85 X 88
50 X 85
7Mx78
75 X 75
85 x 88
90 X 102

60
76
88

192
292
486

343
499
487
964
499
499
557
499
499
604
639
499
292
325
340
499
517
482
499
499
777
964
650
650
644
650
650
050
499
499
964
343
517
557
499
340
499
334
340
292
499
490
340
777
499
482
964
964

650
465

627
499
482
499
600
650
499
334
311
662
499
650

Non-stop. 1st on Westerham (L).

N.S. 3rd on We.steiham, t ok wrong turning (L).

N.S. 6th on Westerham (H).

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

4t'.i o Westerham (H).

-3rd on Westerham (H).

Traffic stop, Hastings.

1st on Westerham (H).

Traffic stop, Westerham.

2nd on Westerham (L).

Obstructed by car, Warlingham.
Impeded by cart, Warlingham.

2nd on Westerham (H).

5th on Westerham (H).

6th on Westerham (P).

5th on Westerham (P).

1st on Westerham (P).

2nd on Westerham (P).

4th on Westerham (P).

3rd on Westerhs^m (P).

Broke belt Titsey.'

Dismounted ( 'ruckham witliout stopping engine.

Stopped to get warm !

Skid and broke pedal, dismounted Titsev.

Traffic Uckfield, belt .slip Titsey.

Broke belt fastener.

Dismounted on four hills, olistructcd on one.

Gear slipped into neutral, Titsey.

Broke h.b.e. wire.

Dismounted Warlingham and Westerham, lost way.
Out of petrol, dismounted ('lockhara, Titscj' police stop
Float stu'cli near Westerham.
Traffic Warlingham, dismounted Westerham and Titsey.

Broke belt near Limpsfield.

Traffic Westerham. s oted plug.

Dropped stand.

Broke h.t. wire tluou h machine falling in liotel yard.

Several stops, exhaust valve stretched.

Broke petrol pipe entering Croydon.
1 hr. stop, choked petrol pipe near Westerham. ran out

of petrol neai' Hastings.

Lubrication 8 mis. from Hastings.

Sideslip, dismounted Westerham, Ciockham, and I'itsey

Impeded Westc:ham. tyie trouble, choked petrol pipe

Four hill stops.

Stopped Wai lingbam, Westerham, and Titsey.

Belt broken top of River HlU.

Several hill stops, geared too highly.

Tyre trouble.

Retired.

Retired, geared too highly.

Retired.

Retired.

Retired.

Retired, collided with lamp-post.

I

t Lightweight. * Private ov ner. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th on Westerham denote how nearly each rider placed
r.dhored to the required speed in the (L) lightweight, (H) heavyweight, and (P) pa'ssenger classes.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

An Ideal to be Allained.

Would you be kind enough
to inform mo whether it

would materially affect the

possibilities of an engine if the

foul gas could be completely
ejected after tho explosion stnjke

and a cool, pure charge .sucked in,

instead of the mixture of hot half-

burnt gas and petrol vapour, and if

this could be done without materially
increasing the bulk of metal'.'

—

T.E..T.

Naturally it would be ideal to expel
the burnt gas completely from the
cylinder, but up to the present time
no really successful method has been
found.

Two-speed Gear and Gear Ratios.

I ha\e a 6 h.p. N.S.U. twin,
— I 24in. wheels. I want a two'

> speed and free engine. I
-iJ always use it for passenger

work. The weight of passenger
and myself with tools is 24 st. Which
gear do you think will be the best
for touring at week-ends and holiday
times? Do you think 4^ to 1 for tho
level and 7 to 1 for the hills would
be all right? I suppose the N.S.U.
gear will be the best for my machine?
—P.W.

\'o\\ cannot do better than fit the gear
supplied by the makers of your machine,
as the fitticg of this would entail no
structural alterations. The gear ratios

you suggest, viz., 4^ and 7 to 1, would
suit excellently.

Too Much Speed.

My 4i h.p. fonr-cvlinder
'

I F.N. will not run with all

a four cj'linders firing evenly at

less than eighteen miles per
hour by speedometer. It has

a variable jet, Amac carburetter,
and central intake. The valve
springs all seem of equal tension,
and open at full about -im. Can you
tell me how I can make it i'un
slower?—F.L.

We should think n very likely that
the plugs you are using are not suit-
able for the machine. First of all, try
setting tho points as close together as
possible, and if this will not do try a
set of plugs the points of which pro-
ject a little way into the cylinder. If

tho adjustment and the new set of
plugs do not produce the necessary
nnprovemeut e.xperiment wiih tli"

carburetter.

Tyres and Stability in Grease.

1 have just received delivery
of a 1911 model of a well-

known make, fitted with nou-
skid tyres. Notwithstanding
the present rainy weather and

greasiness of roads, I decided to go
for a ride, but only went fourteen
miles out owing to the skidding of

machine ; but for snake twists I
never put up such a perforinanco
during my seven years of riding. The
machine did not lie over, but simply
describe<l a nice curve from tho
centre of the road to the side. This
the machine did four times going out
and twice reluming. I averaged 12-13

m.p.h. only. I do not think it has
anything to do svilli mo. but T put it.

down to the tyres. AVill you please

tell me what yo^^ think the best all-

weather non-skid?—W..T.S.B.

There is no " best " all-weather non-
skid, for what suits one type of road
will not suit another. For instance —
on country roads there is nothing to

beat the steel-studded tyre, but a steel-

studded tyre will not hold on ice, and
is likely to givfe trouble on stone setts

and dry wood paving. A rubber-
studded tyre holds everywhere except
on e.xccssively bad greasy country
roads, wood paving and stone setts,

and grips particularly well on ordinary
greasy roads, on dry wood paving, and
stone setts. A rubber and steel-studded
combination tyro is a very fair com
promise.

PROBLEM LIGHT FOUR-WHEELER.
Light quads and runabouts have b3en receiving more a'.tention since the decline cf the tricar, but it is

a fallacy for anyone to suppose that this type of vehicle is new. T.ne spider quad illustrated above is a
De Dion owned by Mr Charles Jarrott no less than ten years ago

A^7
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Power for Sidecar Work.

I should be much obliged if

nri you will answer the following

"JT query : Is it possible to run a
1

°
. sidecar ^^th a lightweight of

2| h.p. and two-speed gear

(Douglas, EnHeld, or Moto-Reve)? It

is not desired to run over hilly

country, but the roads in the district

are somewhat undulating. What is

the lowest horse-power which would
be serviceable in such a case ?

—

Lightweight.

It is possible to use a sidecar with so
small a power if the machine is used
in a fairly flat district. We should

not recommend any power lower
than 2|. In ordinary circumstances

3i h.p. is about the lowest. If a side-

car is fitted to a 2| h.p. it should be of

the lightest possible description, and a
heavyweight passenger should not be
attempted to be carried.

Peculiar Symptoms.

I have a 3^ h.p. Brown
"^^ with sidecar on the left side.

^ I have nothing to complain
_iJ about the running of the

machine, but there is a
peculiar thing occurs when I turn
a corner on the right hand side.

The engine stops immediately I
turn round. I have carried a four-

teen fitone passenger up an average
hill with ease, and have no trouble

whatever when on the flat. The
phenomenon only occurs when I turn

on the right hand side.—E. Chitson.

The symptoms are certainly peculiar,

and we are inclined to think either

that there is a damaged wire on the
machine which, when the machine is

leant over to the left, short circuits

against the adjoining piece of metal,

or that the tilting of the machine tends
to jam one of tlie control wires of the

carburetter or valve lifter, momentarily
stopping the eiiguie.

Conducting Exhaust to the Rear of Machine.

I am anxious to attach a
"^ pipe from the exhaust box of

Y\ my 1911 T.T. Triumph to
*

I the back stays in the en-

deavour to make it silent. (1.)

Could I use aluminium piping, and.
if not, what is the lightest material
you could suggest? (2.) Could you
recommend any special firm who
would make a neat and good job ?

Of course, it would be detachable
if necessary. (3) Do you consider
that this would make the machine
absolutely silent? Would there be
any back pressure?^—V.A.B.

(1.) Tne most suitable material for an
exhaust pipe is iron. We have fre-

quently seen fl.exible metallic tubing
used for the purpose you name, as,

owing to its flexibility, the pipe can
be directed into the most convenient
position. (2.) Any local engineer would
carry out the addition tor you ; no
special skill is required. (3.) A long pipe,
of not too small diameter, would
tend to decrease back pressure and
would lessen the noise of the exhaust,
especially to the rider, as the noise
would, be carried away to the rear of

the machnie, but it would not render
the exhaust absolutely silent.
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Improving Speed.

I have ground in the exhaust
valve of my machine, and it has
improved the speed a little.

Do you think a stronger spring

on the inlet valve would im-

prove speed? The machine does not
answer to the throttle ; in tact, when
I open the throttle wide the machine
seems to have less speed. It will not
take full air when the spark is fully

advanced. It is a Longuemare pat-

tern carburetter. Could you suggest
.any adjustment that would increase

the speed? Why does an engine get

hot after running it about a mile? I

give it oil about every ten miles. I

have cleaned all carbon deposit off

the top of the cylinder and piston
head, but this does not appear to

have improved matters.—N.F.

Certainly try a new inlet valve spring
;

it seems to be needed. We should
advise you to try a slightly larger jet,

or, as an alternative, slightly .w-eight

the- float to raise the petrol level and
note result. The engine should be
adjusted to take full air when the

"The Hutcmobile Engineer

"

published on the FIRST THURSDAY of

eacfi month, price sixpence net, is a high
class technical journal, devoted to the theory

and practice of automobile construction.

Special features are criticism of current

design, instructive articles on works prac-
tice, interesting correspondence on technical

subjects, automobile patents, etc. Obtainable

from all newsagents & bookstalls. Published

from 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

throttle is almost wide open. As re-

gards the overheating, we can only
suppose that the valve cams are worn.
Are you sure the exhaust valve is lift-

ing its original amount? This has an
important bearing on the temperature
of an engine.

Various Queries of Interest.

Does the average adjustable
pulley give a lower gear than
6j to 1? Would a gear, say,
of 65 to 1, be too low for my
2| h.p. F.N.? What ought

this machine to average in miles per
gallon of petrol? Do the F.N. people
sell a float to suit the specific gravity
of petrol sold now, as I have to puit

weights on mine at random, or else
the engine will misfire? I think 'that
has a lot to do with the excessive
consumption, but still the carburetter
does not flood. Have you ever
experienced a sort of swaying motion
on a motor bicycle, as if the machine
could not keep straight? What

, causes it, and how can I stop it?

If 2in. tyres were put on, would it

make the machine less liable to skid,
or would they be too narrow? Do
you know of any place where I might
get a second-hand pair of F.N. "or
Druid spring forks?—RIS 91.

The average adjustable pulley does not
give so low a gear as 63 to 1. Most
vary from 4 to 1 to 5| to 1. A 6| to 1
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under 13 stones. -The machine should
run about 80 to 100 miles to the gallon. ,

You would not have to weight the
float if you move the weight lower
down the ne-edle valve. (See instruc-

tions in- " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," on Carburetter Adjust-
ment.) IMovmg the weight allows the

float to be suited tc any quality of

petrol. Weighting the float of course -

lias the effect of raising the petrol

level. We should say that the swaying
motion is probably due to the fact that
the wheels are out of line. We have
experienced a similar trouble, and put
it down to wrong design of the steering

head. Tyres have also been known to

give the effect you describe. Two-inch
tyres would be less liable to skid, but
would puncture more readily and cause

more vibration. We do not know
where you can get second-hand spring

forks, except by watching closely our
miscellaneous advertisement columns.

Change Speed Gear for Passenger Work.

I should be pleased to have
^ri your advice on the following :

^ Which would you choose ot

_iJ the two for a sidecar to carry

twenty-three stones in weight,

a 3^ h.p. single-geared machine or

a 3^ h.p. two-speeder (£7 extra)?

Do you think I am expecting too

much for so small a power? I have
seen 3^ h.p.'s with sidecars but not

on hills, and I do not want to have
hard pedal assistance. If the above

is not powerful enough, what in

your opinion is the lowest h.p. to do
ordinary touring? I have had five

motor cycles, so I can keep the

engine in fair tune.—B.C.G.
For sidecar work we should emphatic-
ally recommend the two-speeder,

despite the extra initial cost. S^.h.p.

is none too much over ordinary roads,

especially considering your combined
weight, which is above the average.

Probablv careful choice of gears

will enable you to maintain a fair

average speed.

gear would -be too low if you weigh

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" G.D." (London). Would be glad

of users' opinions of A.S.L. motor
bicycles. Do the air springs keep in

order? Also opinions of Mabon cliitch.

'^R.R." (Guildford).^ Mills petrol

economiser.
"J.H.N." (Suffolk). 3i h.p. Midget

Bicar. with and without sidecar.

"S.V.W." (Malta). 2i h.p. F.N!,
and 2-| h.p. P. and M. Kghtweights,
particularly as regards cleanliness and
reliability.

"H. C. P." (Guildford). The
"Handy" sidecar coupler.

"C.F.S." (Bridge of Allan). Lowen
sidecar, particularly as regards pafsen-

ger's comfort and ease of steering.

"J.H.G." (Newbury). Motor cycles

for business purposes, particularly the

experiences of commercial travellers

with sidecar for carrying samples.
"S.K.B." (Altrincham). 8 h.p.

1910 Bat. Ease of starting, flexibility,

and consumption.
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Slide Valve Engines.

THE article publishetJ this n-eck on the possi-

bilities of th» slido valve engine dcaU with a
subject which will appeal strongly to motor
cyclists who are always interested in the latest

development in connection with the -machines
they ride. Although the arguments used in favour
of the slide valve engine are of absorbing interest,

we should like it to be clearlj understood that the
writers, are neoessarilj dealing with unsubstantiated
theory so far as the motor lycle slide valve engine is

concerned, and, in fact, it is quite impossible at the
present time to say what difficulties may arise with
the slide valve system when it is used on a single-

cylinder high-speed motor cycle engine. Indeed, the
slight trouble which exists at present -with vaive
springs and poppet valves may bs found to be infini-

tesimal when compared with drawbacks and difficulties

we know not of.

However, tlas interest in the subject is very great,

as is proved by the fact that w-e receive so many
designs of piston and slide valve engines. We there-

fore think our readers will be pleased to read a
fair criticism of tho two systems, so that they
may be prepared for eventualities if the motor cycle
slide valve engine should materialise. We further
desire to make it quite clear that whatever advantages
the slide valve possesses for motor cycles, and even if

it were a proved success to-day. it would be a long time
before machines fitted with it could be purchased, and
motor cyclists, being such practical people, would very
naturally wait to see how the new engines performed
on the road in competition before being convinced that
they were superior to the present-day engine, which is

a marvel of efficiency.

Success of the Winter Trial.

FROM all quarters api)reciations have reached us

of the manner in which the Auto Cycle Union
January Quarterly Trials were conducted. It is

strange that the A.C.U. should have sur-

passed itself in this instance in view of the-

action of a large section of the trade in refraining from
competing, but nevertheless the fact rcmauis. We have
already mentioned the extraordinary amount of interest

taken in the trial consequent upon a new route having
been selected. It is unfortunate that all manu-
facturers were not of accord in considering the question

of supporting the trials this year. It will be remem-
bered that the contention of the trade is that such
short distance trials are superfluous and prove nothing,

and, in fact, are an unfair reflex of the capabilities of

the modern motor cycle. However true such a con-

tention may be in regard to summer competitions,

there is no question of doubt that the trials are bene-

ficial and instructive over winter roads. This was our

view- of the matter in criticising the action of the trade

when first the decision was arrived at, and after witness-

ing the performances of the Quarterly Trials' com-
petitors and analysing the results, we are more than

ever convinced that the time is not yet ripe for manu-
. facturers to withdraw from trials. When the results

are analysed it is a proof that makers are adoptin;;

a too complacent attitude. Only ttventy-nine out of

sixty-five starters gained first-class certificates for non-

stop runs—truly a disappointing proportion. As was
expected, the test hills accounted for a number of

spoilt records, and there is no question of doubt that

the rule compelling competitors to attempt the climbs

on the run, that is, with hot engines, rendered the tests

a good deal more severe.
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The writer.

Previous insfahnents appeared in the issues

of January 26il: and February 2iid.

June i6th. My diaiy says:
"

firsL really splendid and succe;

day." Yes, after ail the hi

'breaking experiences of the

part of the journey, it was del:

ful to skip over the countiy,

telegraph poles rushing past

commendable regularity. Country

terribly empty, but ground good for

motoring, hard or covered with

small stones. I could tide just

as well at the side of the road. It should be noted that

when I am speaking about " tlie road " in -Mongolia
I mean only the track where. the camejs have gone,

no road-making having been done here. In places

the ground was covered by fine ved and yellow agate

stones. I photographed the cycle in a cheerful, idyllic

place between black rocks, with a human skull and
bones in the foreground. After loo miles excellent

run I stopped some time at my depot, Tao-Tse, No.

3,713, Charava, where I found petrol and everything

in excellent condition. Then off again at 4.30 p.m.
Country gets greener now, the desert is losing its sway,
and bustards, badgers, and antelopes reappear. It

was pretty to see the antelopes race with the cycle.

Some tried to cross in front, and got so near I could
have shot them with a revolver. A splendid run over
thirty miles of green plain brought nie to ' the depot
De-Li-Go at 8 p.m. The people in N. Mongolia seem to

be a slightly different race. The men wear high peaked
yellow hats or flat caps of long curly sheeps' fur, the

women fix up their hair like an elephant's ears at both

sides of the head. These "ears" are kept standing

right out by wooden sticks. They dress most gaudily

in red and blue silks.

The country got very hilly now, and I had hard
work pushing the machine up the worst slopes. For
a marvel, too, I saw pine trees, the first since leav-

ing Kalgan. The weather was cold, the wind from
Siberia freezing me to the bone, and all the hills were
glistening white with snow.

Intense Cold and Rain to Urga.

The next day, June 17th, was still intensely cold,

with a driving rain right against me ; I tried to put
on a good speed, but the rain-drops made the face
smart like whip-lashes. The machine lost power con-
siderably on account of the head wind, and although
now quite close to Urga, I could not make that place
that day. Stiffened by the cold Siberian wind I

landed in a Mongol tent in the dark, only ten miles
from Urga. The tent was uncommonly dirty, even as
Mongol standards go, but the inhabitants kindly as

usual. A sheep was killed and cooked in a big iron

pot; the old woman picked out a whole handful of
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meat with her fingers and offered it to me.

Although I could not quite recognise what

parts of the sheep's anatomy I was having,

I made a brave atlempt to eat some.

June i8th. The diary says: "Still bad

weather; cold head wind." I very soon

got \yithin sight of Urga. Square black

towers, Chinese fashion, to the west in

a' long va:lley below a fine pine-clad ridge.

As usual it was almost impossible to " get

there."- .
There; were morasses, stones,

and several knee-deep streams separating me from the

city, and I had to get men to carry or cart the motor

cycle over. These last three miles took me half a day.

Urga consists of jthree cities-^one temple city full of

Lama priests, one Chinese trading mart, and one

Russian settlement with a garrison of Cossacks and

consulate and bank. I found my depot in the latter

building, but learned to my regret that no depots had

been established north of Urga;. This meant that J

must arrange some fast transport to follow me if

possible. ^
. , . ^

' Here I met a Swede, Mr.. Larson, 'a great sporting-

looking fellow in khaki, with thin aquiline features.

He is the best known white man . amongst ' all the

Mongols. ' He kindly invited me to' stay with him, and

his advice w'as invaluable for the purpose of fitting out

the little transport caravan that was to follow me to

the North. With Mr. L. resided temporarily an Ameri-

can traveller, Mr. Cox, and we decided to keep com-

pany to Kiachta, he riding with some Mongols on fast

horses, which also carried my petrol.
'

' I rested two days in Urga and took numerous
photographs in this highly interesting place, where

the .marvellous mixture of all kinds of yellow and
white people provides worthy subjects for the camera.

The head of all Buddhists in Mongolia, the

"Huo-Fo," or living Buddha, upon learning of my
arrival from Mr. Larson, expressed a desire to see me,

and I rode over to his temple below the fine pine-

clad mountain south of Urga. The "god" was an
intelligent looking man of thirty odd years. He was
slightly afraid of the motor cycle, but wanted a car

\ ery badly..

Mr. Larson had by now fitted -us up splendidly

with tent, fur coat, "and good horses, and provided us

with two men.

Beautiful Country and Glorious Weather.

June 20th. Started at noon towards the North.

Very hilly country, occasional terrible slopes, covered
with huge stones and water running over them. The
Russians made a road here, but as usual it has been
allowed to run to seed, the territory being still Chinese,

but they do not care, as it is far from anywhere
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Tiirongh Mongolia.
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The country is rather fine and well watered ;
. lovely

green hills with pines, birches, and wild flowers com-
bined to form peaceful, pastoral scenes. The weather,

too, was glorious.

June 2 1 St. Good progress made, but I had to

lie in waiting for the horsemen nearly two-thirds of

the time, the motor cycle, of course, being so much the

faster. The American made a picturesque sight,

riding a white horse and wearing a bright red

sweater; this stood out. well against the green slopes.

The road did not follow the telegraph line now, and

'

the Mongols' advice was most useful. Country mildly

hilly, and larks sang day and night.

lost the pedals, and, having no other brake, the

machine ran headlong down over the rocks. Some-
times I. was above the handle-bars, sometimes over

^ the . luggage carrier, the ' bumps being such that 1

expected the whole frame to break asunder. At last

the whole toppled over with a deafening crash. The
Mongols shouted in their anxiety, and I fully

expected that the machine was in a thousand pieces.

But the good " Fanny " turned up a trump also this

time; it was orily the. rubber cushion, on the spring

fork thaS' had split • in two places by the terrible

shocks.

The engine was as good as ever, and I rode

merrily into a Mongol camp. There was a fairish

(1) Clerks at Udde telegraph station in the centre of Mongolia.

(2) At Deli-Go, near Chor telejrapi station. Tile Northern
Mongolian women wear a peculiar head dress.

June 22n(l. Reached about noon tlie Chara-CIol. a
fairly big river running east-west. The maciii.-c w.is

carried over on a ferry boat made of dug-out xjnormous
pine tree trunks. The horses swam across. Soon
we got into a large birch forest in a valley that

got very swampy; fearful hard work to push and
drag. Water was running everywhere, making the

ground treacherous. As usual, the machine fell on
its side many, times, and my poor camera was
squashed and broken badly, but I get it glued together
by Mongols the same night. We spent two or three

hours in that ascent through the swampy birch forest

before reaching the slope, then came an awfully steep,

rocky descent. I began to coast down this, but

(3) Chinese tra1in° estabiisnnient in Orga A Chinese merctuiDt.
two lUoniols, and the Swei.- Larson.

(4) An idyllic place in the desert

Stream to cross, so, putting on full speed, I lifted my
feet high, and, surrounded by water spouts, negotiated

it successfully. In another little river I was crossing

like this, a herd of sheep was walking before me.

The last few sheep were not over when I came on like a

tornado. I could not stop, of course, in the middle

of the stream, so I ran right into the posterior part of

an old ram. He got a teiTible impetus from behind

and was shoved o\-er the stream before he knew what

was going on.

To induce good feeling, I rode the motor chasing

some Mongol girls round their tents. They enjoyer^ this

hide-and-seek immensely, and I noticed their glisten-

ing teeth and saw bright black eyes look slyly^out
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Through Mongolia.—
from all corners in the camp, and all was fun and

laughter. Good quarters; hospitable, friendly

people.

June 23rd. Diary says :
" Slow but agreeable pro-

gress." Lovely air and temperature. I lie waiting

for horses most of the time, as the road is quite

intolerable.

June 24th. Country almost bare like middle

Mongolia. We cross to-day the large Tro river.

Here .ve find some machinery for the large go-Id

mines /urther to the east.

These mines are worked by

Russian capital and Chinese

labour, and very successfully,

too.

A lovely valley to the north,

luxurious wild flowers, red and

yellow lilies. I nearly ran

into a bog near Ibitsikh ; I

met here that treacherous

morass that Borghese men-

Baslcets to keep fuel (camel dung).

absorbed -by the manifold formalities necessary to

enter " holy Russia." Coming from the free and

easy life in the Oriental countries, I felt this par-

ticularly disagreeable, although the officials kindly

did their best to shorten proceedings. My introduc-

tion by letter from Pekin to the local Russo-Chinese

Bank was particularly useful.

June 26th. I wa,s off with full kit (very heavy) at

I p.m. Plenty of difficultiies. Lost in' pine wood,

stuck in morasses and deep sand, etc., almost as

bad as in the' GcW. Country is looking rather

bad with sparse population

of Buryats, a kind of

Russianised Mongol.

June 27th. Diary says:
" Most distressing day with

sand patches, slopes, river

crossings, greedy, disagree-

able Bury^ats, and. to crown

^ it all, no petrol to be had
""^l in Selenginsh, the next town."

I was now alone asain, and

(2) The horse market in Urga.

(4) The Kiver Chatan Gol, North of Urga.

tions in his diary over the Pekin-Paiis journey. This
ground looks quite hard and good, but if you step on
it the surface under you goes up and down like Avaves.

If your machine penetrates the crust you are in a

bad way.

Russia at Last.

Immediately north of Ibitsikh we enter a stately

pine forest, a, strange sensation when you come from
China and Mongolia. When coming out from this,

on the other side of a flat valley, you' see white
houses, churches with green cupolas and crosses that

shine golden in the sun. It is Russia; it is Kiachta

!

I had the last good spin in old China and w-as then
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(3) Beggng priests sellinj amulets, in Urja.

(5) About to cross a stream on an oxcart between Urga and Kiachta.

ha.d no convenient transport with me. I had to

telegiaph for petrol, and the waste of time was
awful. That petrol cost me 14 roubles '(28s.) for a

tankful.

This part of Siberia seems hopeless, no agricul-

ture, bleak, dry, and windy. Every other Russian
you meet is a soldier.

June 28th. I have a rather successful run north-

w'ards ; in the evening white churches and green roofs

appear on the other side of a big river, it is Verknie-

Udinsk, and the river is the Selenga. The screeching

of locomoti\'es is heard, and I recognised the great

Siberian railway. U is hard to " get there." I

land finally in a mor.TSS and am saved only by the
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assistance of a kind muschik, who nearly lost his

boots iri the atiempt, but gained a welcome reward
for his labours. In Verknie-Udinsk I got an awful
dinner in a Jew-restaurant (cosS >, roubles}. I had
perspired much while working through the morass:
now it got icily cold in the night ; result, bad cold
in the stomach, and I got very ill before morning. I
first swallowed all the chlorodyne (opium drops) I

had brought with me across Gobi; this did not help;

^^((fOLII i2g

I shipped the faithful " Fannv " into a boat, and our
common sufferings were ended. I had taken twentv-
eight days (inclusive of a rest of some five or six days)
from Pekin to Baikal. The F.N. was in good
form, but, unfortunately, time did not permit me to
continue, which was a pity, as the great high road
from Irkutsk towards the west is exceedingly fine.

I have only praise for the machine; the accidents
to it were entirely the fault of the rider and
his insufficient experience. The engine itself, when

In a pine forest near the Siberian frortier.
Mr. Cox, an American traveller, and iwo
Mongols follow on borscback. The author, Profes

four-

ior Erik Nystrom, and his

cylinJcr F.N.

On Russian territory. Arrival at Lalse Bailtal.

The fls ermen's boat in whica the F.N.
was shipped.

then I took the opposite, and drank castor oil in
large quantities. I had to be my own doctor,
nobody, of course, looking after me. The whole of
next day I was feeling shaky, but started in the even-
ing, wanting at all costs to get away from Verknie-
Udinsk. This was June 29th.

My Last Day.
June 30th. This is the last day. I made a rather

satisfactory run to Kubansk, 65 versts, and then on
the old "tract " or Siberian highway—now overgrown
and disused, and very bad for cycling—to Pasolsk
(40V.). At last I perceived the vast glittering
expanse of the Baikal lake, the high mountains barelv
sighted on the other shore. Our uoal was reached'.

it did not rain too hard, actually never failed, and
upon coming home to Europe again I used the

machine without any repair for hundreds of miles

just as it was when I reached Baikal. Yes, I

travelled .some way with a person on the carrier

behind, and the much-travelled " Fanny " even stood

this test brilliantly. And if it were necessary and
desirable to dedicate this article to anybody, I w'ould

do it to my brave little companion in joys and
.sorrows, who carried me so valiantly over prairie and
desert, over hills and through rivers—to the willing

little " Fanny," and no other.

Erik Nystrom.
Hellekis, Sweden.

••—f-

In the description

engine published last

cation of the pistons

designers have sent

us a sketch of the

method which they

propose to use
which we reproduce
herewith. Oil

grooves are shown
at J : these are

formed in the piston

valve and its casing,

and are fed by the

branch oil pipe H.
When the valve de-
scends the grooves
in the piston rings

AN AIR-COOLED PISTON VALVE ENGINE.
of Messrs. Smith's piston valve

week we pointed out that lubri-

presented some difficulty. The

System ot lubricating the valve.

would be opposite the groove in the valve casing.

Lubrication would also be assisted by a spiral groove

cut on the face of the valve A from the upper groove

to the base of A. Oil wells are provided at K, anc,

any surplus collecting in them would find its way up

the spiral groove on the face of the valve.

ONE ADVANTAGE OF MEMBERSHIP TO THE A.C.U.

Several members of the Auto Cycle Union have

recentlv availed themselves of the advantages of the

Legal Department, and obtained free legal advice and
assistance. In one case a member was summoned in

the Isle of Wight for driving his motor cycle in a

manner dangerous to the public, and also for not pro-

ducing his licence to a policeman when demanded.
The Portsmouth solicitor of the A.C.U. was instructed

to defend the member, and he succeeded in getting

both summonses dismissed.
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Possibilities of the

Slide Valve Engine.
BY THE GEMINI.

THE continued complaints of exhaust valve break-
ages on air-cooled motor cycle engines of ortho-
dox design naturally set one thinking of some

method of overcoming the difificulty. All kinds of
metals and alloys have been tried for valves, every con-
ceivable shape of cam and various tensions of valve
springs, hut still the defect is painfully obvious. Nor
is this trouble the only shortcoming of the modern
motor cycle engine, efficient and reliable as it ad-
mittedly is. This criticism is not intended as a plea
in favour of engines with pistons and slide valves, it is

rather a critical review of the failings of motor cycle
engines as we know them, placed side by side with
possible developments, and the advantages to be de-
rived from an air-cooled engine of the slide valve
type. We shall not, however, omit to point out theo-
retical deductions and probable complications which
may ensue from the use of the latter.

First and foremost, there are five chief claims made
by the manufacturers of the slide valve engine which
make it such an interesting proposition to motor
cyclists, and they are briefly:

(i.) Freedom from valve breakage.

(2.) Greater flexibility as defined by the wider
difference between high and low speed with a single

gear.

(3.) Rapid opening and closing of the valve ports.

(4.) Remarkable absence of and indifference to
carbon deposits.

(5.) External cleanliness owing to the enclosed
valves and operating mechanism.

Sleeve and Poppet Valve Engines Compared.
Considering each claim seriatim, and comparing the

possible conditions with those we. know to exist with
poppet valve engines, we find in claim No. i, "free-
dom from valve breakage," the raisoii d'etre for the
stir the Knight slide valve engine made when first

introduced, that is, the absence of valves in the
accepted or poppet sense of the word. Instead of
mushroom or poppet valves—admittedly the main
trouble of the modem air-cooled engine—and springs
which gradually lose their tension and affect the run-
ning, we have two concentric cylindrical sleeves fitting

inside the main cylinder. There is no valve box,
but ports on each side for the inlet and exhaust respec-
tively are cut in the walls of the cylinder. These ports
are opened and closed at the proper moments by corre-
sponding ports in the movable sleeves registering with
those of the main cylinder. The claim of greater
silence can at once be ruled out of court in consider-
ing the question of a motor cycle engine, for the
simple reason that what little noise the valve gear of
a motor cycle engine makes is drowned by the patter
of the exhaust. N^o. 1 then can be said to be a big
score for the slide valve engine in that: (i) The sleeve

AlS

valves should be the last thing to give way. (2) There

are no springs to lose their tension, and consequently

no variation in the time or speed of opening and

closing of the valves. (3) Burning of the valve and

its seat cannot cause any loss of compression.

It is the m.akers' claim that, there is less negative

work in operating the sleeves than in overcoming the

strength of two valve springs and raising the valve

head against extra pressure in the engine. This point,

however, is open to argument, and we do not neces-

sarily endorse the view. Poppet valve engine makers
maintain that reciprocating the comparatively heavy

sleeve valves more than counterbalances the resistance

offered by the springs and engine pressure, especially

as the recoil effect of the spring returns some per-

centage from the loss sustained by the resistance of

the spring.

Against the sleeve valve may be urged the fact that

should trouble, such as a seizure, be experienced, the

repair would not be one for the roadside, and would
entail considerably more expense than replacing a

broken poppet valve, apart from the consideration of

extra trouble, delay, and inconvenience.

Flexibility.

(3.) Greater flex.ihiUtij as defined hy the ii'lder

difference between high and low speed luith a single

gear.
^

This claim remains to be proved in practice, but

owes its origin to No. 3. With regard to slow pulling,

any advantage that may be gained in this respect is

probably quite as much due to slight leakage as

to the area of the valve ports or rapid action of

the valves. Incidentally, this slight leakage which
occurs at slow engine speeds enables a higher com-
pression to be used on a touring engine than would
otherwise be possible, with a consequent gain in speed
and efficiency.

In this connection it may be mentioned that the

first single-cylinder slide valve engine made is not
likely to be an improvement upon a first-class poppet
\alve engine of modern design on the score of flexi-

bility. If it is, it promises well for its future.

(3.) JRdpid opening and closing of the valve ports.

It is common knowledge that to get a fast rurming
cngin? the valves must open sharply, remain wide
open as long as possible, and close just as suddenly
as they opened. The sleeves of an engine such as
the Knight moving in contrary directions give the
necessary rapid opening and closing, and it would be
almost impossible to obtain the same rapidity of action
with poppet valves without the liability of regularly
snapping off the mushroom heads. It might be
arranged by specially shaped cams and extremely strong
valve springs, but, as has been pointed out, the result
would be a great likelihood of frequent valve troubles.
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Possibilities of the Slide Vaive Engine.
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which, after all, is what we are setting out to eliminate.

On the other hand, there is no definite proof that the

limiting factors of useful engine speed (by the term

useful is meant the limit speed at which an engine

ceases to give off its maximum power) are either valve

area or opening, or rapidity of action of the valves.

Absence of Carbon Deposits.

(J/..) Iiemarkahl& absence of and indifference to

cai-bon deposits.

The frequent necessity for removing the cylinder

of an air-cooled engine of orthodox design is

admittedly a great disadvantage. Here again the

sleeve valve engine scores, for we have the assurance

of engineering users of the Knight that it runs better

in its natural state, that is, after becoming dirty with

sooty deposits— just at the time, in fact, when an

DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE PORT OPENINGS
The solid bliclv portions represent
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and the absence of pockets or valve spaces conduces to

high efficiency. In passing, it may be added that the

combustion head of the Knight engine is more readily

detachable than the complete cylinder of an ordinary

engine, although it must be admitted that motor
cyclists generally have not hitherto taken kindly to

two-piece cylinders owing to the difficulty of making
the joints gas and oil tight after once or twice dis-

turbing the packing.

(3.) External cleanliriess owing to the enclosed

valves and operating mechanism.
On the score of cleanliness, there is a big margin

in favour of the enclosed valve system. The lack of

cleanliness of the modern motor cycle engine is pain-

fully obvious. Examine an engine but a month old

and the valve springs and tappets will be found to

be besmeared with a mixture of oil and dirt, particles

of which are being gradually worked into die crank

OF THE KNIGHT SLIDE VALVE ENGINE.
the port openings in the sleeves.

—Induction. The suction
stroKe almost comoletetl. The
inlet ports are wide open at
tiiis point. The outer sleeve

is travelling downwards and
the inner one upwards.

Fig. 2

—

Compression'. Tlic piston at
the lOp of the stroke. Both
the inlet and c.\haust ports in

the inner slee\ e are over the
broad ring in the cylinder
hc:id, eflL'ctually making a
compression tight chamber.

ordinary engine might begin to fall away in power.

It can safely be said that the Knight improves in

running up to the point of pre-ignition. Apart from
that, carbon deposits do not form nearly so readily,

as instance the Daimler engine test extending over

seven days, and afterwards 2,000 miles on Brook-

lands, when, after dismantling the engine, the

deposits on the piston were not so thick as would
form on an air-cooled touring motor cycle engine in

1,000 miles at a wide estimate, although this may
not be considered a fair comparison in view of the

divergent conditions. Why this is the case can be
explained to some extent. The Knight construction

of separately detachable combustion head enables the

inside to he machined smooth all over, as well as the

piston head. This prevents carbon fomiing quickly.

I'urther, the combustion space is spherical in shape,

Fig. 3—Firing. The piston is now Fig. 4 -F.xiiaust. The piston is now
at the bottom ol the firing just over the top dead centre

stroke, at which point the ex- ot exhauststroke. Theclosing

haust port opening is 5 mm. ot tlie exhaust port is accom-
deep. Both sleeves arc travel- plished by the outer sleeve

ling downwards. lia^elling downwards until

the upper edge of the poit
closes over the lower edge of

the exhaust chamber in the

cylinder casting.

case. Most of the oil has worked its way out of the

tappet guides and the flying dust and road grit adliere

to it with bulldog tenacity. A sleeve or piston valve

engine could be made to keep cleaner than any

engine with external moving parts. Almost as clean

a job could be obtained by completely encasing the

valves and tappets, but this might tend further to

increase valve troubles, by screening the valves from

natural cooling draughts.

Efficiency.

We have refrained from reference to the respective

efficiencies of the two types of engine we are consider-

ing, as no fairly comparative performances are avail-

able. No air-cooled motor cycle slide valve engine has

actually run so far as we are aware, but in the car world

the poppet valve engine remains at the head of affairs
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for speed on the flat and hill-climbing, as well as

horse^power brake tests for a given cylinder capacity.

Now we arrive at more elementary considerations.

Firstly, will an air-cooled slide valve engine be a

success without artificial aids to cooling ? Some
eminent designers say "Yes," others just as

emphatically say "No." At any rate, a water-cooled

head, we are convinced, would suffice even if the

wholly air-cooled cylinder were found to be wanting.

Secondly, how is the engine to be started ? This
difficulty will be got over by the provision of a

special form of compression release.

Thirdly, will the sleeves gum up so tightly after

cooling down that a re-start will be a tedious

process ? This should not be the case, provided
lubricating oil of a suitable consistency is used.

Possible Difficulties.

Other possible difficulties may be in connection
Avith the balance of a single-cylinder high-speed

engine, simply « because the sleeves are unbalanced.

Poppet valves are of light weight and consequently

almost a negligible quantity when considering the

question of balance, but sleeve valves are a great deal

heavier, so that the matter becomes a more difficult

proposition.

The design of the frame into which the engine may
be fitted must also receive special consideration.

FEBRUARY gth, igii.

The Knight construction is higher than an ordinary

cr.gine, and even at present only just sufficient .space

io left to enable the removal of the cylinder, leaving

the crank case in situ. One way of overcoming this

difficulty would be to provide more readily detach-

able engine fixings, or to swing the engine sideways

out of the frame. Otherwise an entirely new design

of frame would be needed for an engine of equal

bore and ,
stroke ratio. A short stroke might be

utilised, but it is found in motor cycle practice that

the shorter the stroke the hotter the engine becomes,

.so that a short stroke and low gear might swing the

pendulum to overheating.

In conclusion, it must be borne in mind that the

above considerations so far as sleeve valves go are

mainly theoretical deducti-ons not yet substantiated

in practice. We have no actual figures to go upon,

as no manufacturer has yet had the enterprise, or

perhaps we should say the opportunity, to make a

slide valve engine for testing purposes, but it cannot

be denied that it has so many points to recommend
it that it behoves up-to-date designers to investigate

its claims from -the special point of view of motor
cycle work, to keep abreast of the times. We ha^'e

not personally relinquished the subject of sleeve or

piston valve engines since the Knight was first intro-

duced into this country, nor shall we do so until the

common difficulties incidental to modern engines aj

abo\'e outlined are overcome.

->—••o—<-

A NEW SLIDE VALVE ENGINE.
WE have received a draAving and description of an

air-cooled engine for motor cycles which have
been sent by the Dome Valve Engine Co.

The sectional , illustrations will show that the

gas inlet and exhaust ports A are disposed laterally in

a domed cover B, which, bolted to a circular flange

on the upper end of the cylinder, encases the outside

surface of the cylinder head C and the interposed

dome valves D and E, acting as a "helmet." The
valves of the engine, therefore, reciprocate within the

annular space between the outer s-urface of the cylinder

head and the inner surface of their cover. The cylin-

der head is also provided with similar horizontal ports

for inlet and exhaust, above and below these ports

being a series of metal packing rings over which the

inner dome valve E slides for a short distance, the

outer cut-off dome valve D sliding over it in turn.

The valves are positively driven through a pair of side

rods F by a small crankshaft H, and short connecting

rods J, making one-half the revolutions of the main
shaft. This small crankshaft is turned by the main
shaft by spur gearing.

The dome vaJve tops are pierced with orifices, and
a small quarrtity of oil is maiDtained at a constant

level in the annular spaces K above arid below the

cylinder ports. It is, therefore, claimed that at every

down stroke of the valve a correctly proportioned

quantity of lubricant is automatically distributed all

over the working surfaces.

The inner dome valve slides downwards for its

ports to pass over the widest of the packing rings,

making a gas and oikight joint for compression and
explosion, ascending for exhaust and admission in co-

operation with the outer dome vah-e. It is claimed

that both the valves are in mechanical balance, and
it should be further noted that the gas pressure is held

by the inner dome valve solely, no strain being borne
by the valve cover.

The engine has been designed for air-cooling and
water-cooling, and in the latter form it should run satis-

factorily. When air-cooled we imagine the combustion
!:3r.d not being in direct contact wdth the radiator fins

v»"ould cause the metal of the head to get unduly hot.

The Dome—s. new air-cooled slide valve engine.

A. Inlet and exhaust ^.^rt orifices. F. Side rods.

B. "Domed cover H. Crankshaft driving sidejrods.

C. Combustion h. id. 1. Comaectinsi rods.

1). Outer d.ime slide valve. K. Annular spaces for lubricatin

E. Inner dome slide val\ ' oil.
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E. 3. Prosser, captain, E. S. Hare, third captain.

No. 4.-THE BRISTOL BICYCLE AND MOTOR CLUB.

THE above club, formed in 1876
with tlie title of the Bristol
Bicycle Club, is one of the
oldest in the United Kingdom.

The advent of the three-wheeler caused
an alteration in its name to the Bristol
Bicycle and Tricycle Club until the year
1904, when the formation of a motor
section led to the club's adoption of its
present title.

The first captain of the motor section
was Mr. Eli Clark, who as a rider of the
O.O.O. (grand old ordinarv) gained con-
siderable distinction. In 1904 ten
members competed in a hill climbing com-
petition, two members gained awards in
the Auto Cycle Club's 1.000 Miles Trial,
and one also gained a prize in an Open
Hill Climb.

'

In igo,"! Ibc club became affiliated In

the Auto Cycla
Club and Mot^ir
Union, and waa
under the cap-
taincy of Mr. K.
Slock. In this year
uo trials were run

1 which eleven
.lembers (incbid-

lug t-iiree on passen-
ger machines) out
of a total of twelve
made non-stops—

a

))erformance pro-

bably not eriuallcd

by any other club,
ilr. Clark also wonPhilip Grou., ihe present

taon. sev. tlie first gold medal

in the Passenger Class Trial promoted
by the Auto Cycle Club.

In 1906 Mr. E. S. Hare succeeded to
the captaincy of the motor section, and
in open events, viz.. Land's End to John-
o'-C!roat's Trial and Auto Cycle Club
Birdlip Hill Climb, three and four
members respectively competed. No club
competitions were held this year, but
several week-end runs, social gatherings,
etc., made up for the omission. One
member, however, cycled round England
611 a push bicvcle in seven davs.
In 1907 iMr. E. J. Prosser combined tho

dual oHices of captain and secretary, the
former office being held by him lip till

the present time. One penalty run was
held this year. The following year saw
tho club affiliated to tho new scheme of
the Auto Cycle Union, and there was no
falling off in the enthusiasm of members,
of whom one rode in the End to-end Trial
and another in the Plymouth Trial.

In 1909 a penalty riui with eleven
starters and a trial with thirteen starters
were held.

Tho year 1910 opened up well, a large
increase in membership having to bo
recorded. Tho club events included four
trials and a speed-judging competition,
together with a Twenty-four Hours Trial,

Bristol to Land's End and back. A team
was entered in the M.C.C. Trial at
Daventry and made non-stops, and there
is little doubt that the club would have
tied for first place but for the most
unfortunate mistake of Mr. Eli Clark,
who omitted to set his watch, and so

was penalised in tho first circuit.

A large number of members rode in

tho A.C.U. Six Days Trial. M.C.C.
London-Edinburgh, Scottish Six Days,
London-Land's Eud, and Irish End-to-

eud Trials.

Mr. Eli Clark succeeded in reducing

tho lightweight End to-end record by

17 hrs. 40 mins., whilst E. Kickhani

won tho lightweight classes in the

Sutton Bank and Bradford Hill Climbs.

1911 promises to bo a record year, as

the membership is still increasing, and

an Open Hill Climb, Twenty-four Hours
Trial, and four other penalty runs, etc.,

will bo held.

Mr. Philip Grout, of Warmley, Bristol,

has taken over the secretarial part of

Mr. Prosser's dual office, and ho will be
pleased to hear from those interested. ,

The club's headquarters for about

thirty years have
been" at the Full

Moon, North
Street, Bristol,

where the club

has a private
loom, billiar<l
room, garage, cic.

The subscrip-

tion is 10s. per
annum, plus 2s.

6d. entry fee,

together with
the A.C.U. affilia-

tion fee. A dull
Gazittc is issued

to members.
Eli Clark, flr^l c plain o(

motor secliou.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE B.M.C.R.C.

THE A.G.M. of the Bvitiih Mot^r
Cycle Racing Club was held at the
offices of the B.A.R.C, Carlton

House. Regent Street, S.W.,
on the evening of the 51st ult. Colonel
Holden, the president, was m the chair.

After the minutes of the last general
meeting were duly passed and signed,

the Chairman referred to the annual
report and balance-sheet of 1910. and
also to the sad loss the club had sus-

tained in the death of its patron. He
also referred to the increase of member-
ship, and mentioned that the fact of the
small number of members present that
evening show-ed that the position o£ the
club was a, very satisfactory one, since
if it were not. plenty of people would
attend to complain. (Laughter.)

The report and balance-sheet were
passed, and the -committee for 1911
elected : Jlessrs. A. V. Ebblewhite. \V.
H. Wells, F. A. McNab, H. H. ColUer,

and G. Furstir. Mr. T. \V. Lough-
borough was re-elected hon. sec. ; Mr. A.
G. Reynolds, hon. tre<is. ; and Mr. A.
Ross, hon. auditor.

The announcement was made that Mr.
F. A. Hardy had expressed his willing-

ness to act as honorary press secretary.

A Successful Racing Season.
Major Lindsay Llct'd then proposed a

vote of thanks to Colonel Hoklen. men-
tioning that the B.M.C.R.C. had had a
brilliant past, and he hoped that it

would have an equally brilliant future.

He referred to the large number of re-

cords and to the increasing speeds of

motor cycles. The club, he was con-
fident, had led to the improvement of

motor bicycles by mea is cf track racing,
even as motor Wcycles had been improved
by other institutions holding trials on
'the road. The club had certainly given
pleasure to the riders, brought benefit

io the manufacturers, and amusement to

the spectators who witnessed the races.

He referred to Col. Hold?"'3 long associa-

tion with the motor cycie movement.

An Early Motor Bicycle.
Colonel Holden, in reply, said that his

interests in motor cycle affairs were no
less in 1911 than they had been in 1894.

It might interest those present to hear
that one of his early motor bicycles had
been placed in the South Kensington
Museum at the request of the authori-

ties, and it will be shown in part section.

He thought a vote of thanks ought to

be passed to the honorarv secretary for

the excellent work he haj done.
^lr. W. H. Wells said that Major

Lloyd had unfortunatelv omitted to

mention the fact that tlie B..M.C.R.C.'

had given manufacturers the only oppor-

tunity ol testing the machines they

intended to enter for tne Tourist TiTjphy

Race by means of long distance competi-

tions on the track.
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f Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

Long experience has convinced me that the cost

of running a good motor bicycle is mainly within

the rider's control ; the expense of a bad machine is

problematical, and is often swollen by railway charges,

by repairs badly done and demanding periodical

repetition, etc. ; but then bad machines are few and far

between nowadays.
It must always be understood that the cost of

running a motor bicycle and the cost of motor cycling

should be treated separately. The heaviest expense

in which motor cycling Iras landed me has always

been the increased amount expended annually at

hotels. Since I took to the pastime, I have spent a

month in hotels for each day that I spent formerly,

and a sovereign instead of the nirnble threepenny

bit. This item can only be limited by a sternly

restricted programme and a food wallet.

The next heaviest item has been depreciation. This

. has hit me fairly hard at different times. The genuine
amateur who purchases a new machine each year pro-

bably drops ;£i5 per annum on depreciation, inclusive

of his accessories. This sum is reduced by running
a machine to destruction, in which event depreciation

charges need not occur once in five years.

The third heavy tax is avoided by the clever rider,

for it consi-sts of the fees charged by repairers for

overhauls, adjustments, mending punctures, grinding

valves, etc., which operations are performed at home
by the modem experienced owner. The lazy or

shiftless rider may easily expend j£^ a year on this

item alone.

Again, the inexperienced rider pays far more than
he need for such details as belts, tyres, sparking plugs,

chains, and so on, which repay careful treatment by
a prolonged life.

Petrol, oil, taxes, and a few minor replacements are

the sole inevitable expenditure, and they tot up to a
very insignificant sum, comparable only to the drinks
and smokes budget of an economical bachelor. I

sho.uld sum up my experience by saying that any
enthusiast can run a good motor bicycle on an outlay
of between ^£5 and ^10 a 3'ear, according to mile-
age, if

(a) He avoids hotels as far as possible.

(b) He learns to do his own repairs and adjust-

ments.

(c) He is content to keep a machine for several

years.

(d) He takes care of his tyres, belts, etc.

The. rider who can afford to spend a larger sum may
be correspondingly extravagant on any or all of the
above heads, and I have no doubt some of the keenest
men spend anything from ;£so-^ioo per annum on
the finest hobby in the world.
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Some Tiresome Nuts.

To save owners trouble I would instance some nul-

which usually require attention.

On various machines I have owned, certain nul^

have given me colossal trouble, and I have almost

despaired of adequately safeguarding them against

vibration. The first set are those employed to cliji

certain types of rear-wheel stand to the back forks.

Vibration seems to pile up at this point, and on pne
or two machines I have lost at least a dozen nuts in

a year. I ha.ve tried burring over the heads of the

pins; I have tried painting nut, bolt, and thread with

the ropiest old paint I could get, but without a\'ail.

Nowadays, when I find myself afflicted with such

a stand, I put a spring washer under each nut, screw

the old thing up dead tight wdth a huge spanner and
a two-foot screwdriver, and finally burr the end of

the bolt over with a big punch and hammer; after

which the nuts generally last a year.

The other nuts which figure as one of my pet

abominations are those used on certain chain-driven

machines, especially of the passenger type, for secur-

ing the rear sprocket to the flange.

I do not criticise the design, which affords a simple

method of raising or lowering the gear ratios by
bolting on a sprocket of different dimensions, but I

do assert that these sprockets have a most disconcert-

ing habit of working loose.

The procedure described above should be applied

in this instance also ; otherwise after a time several

bolts will be missing, and either the remainder will

shear, or the sprocket will slip put of line, and things

will begin to happen among the chains.

Chas W. Balke, who at Californii on the last day o( the old year covered two
miles in 1 min. 24? sees., ten miles in 7 min. 4,J Lees., and twenty m les in 14
min. llvsecs. These and intermediate distances are Ci-imed as worlu's
records. He rode the twin-cylinder Indian shown.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addi'essed lu the £.uitor, " Xae Moior Cycle," LO, laaor direct, E.G., aod snould be accompanied by Ibe writer's lull Dane znd address.

Easy Starting Devices.

[5340.]—Do any of your readeis know of this simple
device for easy starting? Place a steel ball in the cup of

the compression tap, and fit. a cover over the top so

as to prevent the hall being blown away, hut loose enough
to admit air. On opening the compression tap and pushing
the machine in the usual wav it will start quite easily.

The tap must, of course, be shut when the rider is in the
snddle. I may add that I have adopted this on my 3^ h.p.

Minerva with complete success. G.H.II.

Water Freezing in Acetylene Generators.

[5341.— I havo noticed that .<ieveral of your readers
have suffered from frozen generators this winter, and the
only antidote mentioned is to wrap the generator in a ccivt"-

ing of some sort. Up here we have some pretty severe frort^

nml my own generator has been completely frozen up—until

I used glycerine. Before filling up the generator with water
I add ten per cent, of glycerine and thoroughly mix. Th's
Ii;is entirely prevented the freezing up, and the glycerino
h:is had nn bad effect whatever on the generation of the gas.

Co. Durham. G. STEPHENSON, F.C.S.

The Use for a Differential Gear.

[5342.1—Tn th° i.ssue of .Jniiuarv 26' h I miticed that your
roi respondent "Precentaur" in his article on "Passerger
Miitor Cycles" proposed to dispense with a differertial gear
on tile ground that this was the practice on racing cars.

He has apparently failed to realise the reason of this in

ihn case of racing cars. The reason, T may say, is this;

When the driver of a racing n'achine wishes to turn a corner,
lie approaches it at a tremp-'dons soeed. and locks his

front wheels round completely, thus causing the driving wheels
to swing out. and they in their turn fall in with the row
changed direction of travel. I presume "Precertanr" does

not intend to subiect his lisht three-wheeler tn such drastic

treatment, and consequently he will find a. differertial gear
indispensable to a machine such as he intends to build.

F.C.T.

An Annreeiation.

[5343.]—Recently I decided to ride from London to

Liverpool on a twin Premier motor cycle with sidec.nr.

Tlie engine wat net working in its usual trusty and reaiilnr

manner, and on reaching Ather?tone I put it in the hands
of a mechanic and stayed there overnight. Tn the morn-
ing, as the fault could not be located, T returned to Coventry
and placed the machine in the hinds of the makers, at the
snme time (in my ignorance) giving them a little of mv
mind as regards the machine, for wliich T was nfterwar'ls

cxfremely ."^orry. as it turned ont the fault lay entirely on
mv side. The holes in the silencer were found to be i-oni-

ph'telv blocked np. end thev h.id to be re'lrilled. and 'n

nd'lition other matters relative to the care of the motor were
ff^cn to. During mv visit I saw over the works, ard nvst
f:iv that for thoroughness of workmanship and all that
mnkes for soundness and perfection of finish, it surely rests

v'it'i the Premier Cycle Co. My machine was put in .M
condition at a nominal cost, and when I received it it was
all that could he desired. This is only a small tribute to
til" sntisfnr-tion received in dealing with this comna^v and
is sent entirely of my own accord. E. STEEL.

Puncture-sealing Compounds. An Experience \vith Various
Accessories.

[5344.]—Referring to the iiot<.'s of Mr. T. D. Murray
.[5322] in a recent issue, we are, of course, pleased to learn
that Firmax gives this gentleman so much satisfaction, but
with regard to butt-ended tubes we stipulate in our booklet
on page 16 that " Firmax cannot be used for butted tubes,

because there can be no free circulation."
We may point out, however, that we thoroughly recom-

mend Firmax for such tubes as the Rich detachable or any
similar makes which would give free circulation.

FIRMA.X, LIMITED.

Cleaning the Motor Cycle.

[5345.]
—" Ixion's " tip in your issue of January 26th re

coating hubs, spoke heads, and other plated parts with
vaseline or Rangoon jelly is thoroughly sound and a great

time saver. I have carried out the plan on cycles and
motor cycles for the past fifteen years. 1 remember one
cycle of mine ran nearly 12.000 miles in all weathers in four

years, and the protective coating was not touched through-
out. On .selling the machine the grease was rubbed off and
the plating appeared as good as new.
As " Ixion " says, " the coating is not at all unsightly."

In a few hundred miles a fine dust has covered all the greaso

and the bright parts have all disappeared under a not
unpleasant brown coat, which resists wet and mud. One
certainly need never worry about rust.

J. W. G. BROOKER.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

[5346.]—.According to a paragraph in The A7itorar of th~

28th nit. and Th<- Mntm- Cyrt^ nf last week, T gather that

it is proposed that the R.A.C. .should approach the Chancellor

of the Exchequer on the oii^s'ton of the ta^-ition on motor

vehicles with a view to getting certain abatements made,
chief of which proposals from your renters' pi"':r f vcw i-

that the taxation on motor cycles of 2 h.p. and less should

be r^Hnrrtl to an a"*iu:>l m\'m'*"t of 10s.

There is also a sujeestion that the horse-power rating of

cars is grossly unjust (as undoubtedly it is) in the case of cars

of very early type, and that their antiquated tvpe and power
should be taken into account with a corresponding reduction

in taxation.

It is a great pity that advantage cannot be taken of the

opportunity now presented of drawing attention to the fact

that the present tax of £1 comes exceedingly hard to the

very many hundreds of your readers whose means will only

allow of their acouirins ancient mounts, which, while perhaps
giWng satisfaction to t^^eir respective owners, cause them to

pay an annual tax of 10% of their market vab'e. as apainst

the 2°^ paid by the fortunate man who can afford to have,

and does have, the best.

This complaint has already been voiced by several of your
correspondents, but as the ouestion of taxation is to be drawn
to the attention of the Chancellor. T venture to trouble you
with this further letter in the hope that the opportunity may
not be lost si?ht of.

Ancient mounts might very weU be included in the pro-

po.sed "10s." class, or the ori!?nnl 15s t:i\ r< verted to.

which is surely ample coupled with th»- petrol tax.

THOMAS A. VALE.
A2;
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Winter Riding in England and Canada.
[5347.]—Being a devoted reader o£ your widely read

magazine, and an enthusiastic motor cyclist, I noticed in

looking over the ' issue of January 5tli, an account
of the recent trip from London to Exeter and back. What
with tlie rain, greasy roads, etc., it must have been quite
an endurance test for the riders, also the machines. But
one thing I noticed very strongly was the Avay the riders
were dressed up for that trip. One would think that they
were riding to the North Pole and back. I have visited

England on two occasions in the last seven or eight years
during the winter months, and always noted how mild the
climate was compared with that in Canada. There
are still a few motor cyclists indulging in Toronto, but the
majority have put their machines away for the winter
months. The mercury has been hovering around zero for

about eight weeks now, sometimes dropping a few points
below, but they still keep on. Not one of these enthusiasts
is wrapped up like your illustrations show of the trip re-

ferred to. In Toroito the snow gets packed by continuous
traffic and freezes like a cake of ice, eo that riding is kept
up quite regularly. E.M.C.

* Toronto, Canada.
[Our correspondent forgets that the damp cold of England

is more penetrating than the dry cold of Canada. . In
addition, one has to be prepared for rapid changes in

weather in this climate.—En.]

Passenger Machines.

[5348.]—I should like to make a few comments on
" Precentaur's " suggestions for a passenger tricycle. I

quite agree with him that there is a market waiting for a
good motor tricycle ; in fact, I am part of the market, but
he says that a differential is not essential, as it has been
proved that racing cars can do without it. It seems to me
that this proves nothing except that racing cars can do
without it. It does not even prove that racing tricycles can
do without, but a touring tricycle most certainly cannot do
without, a differential or compensating gear of some sort,

and moreover it must be a very good and easy working
one. A tricycle will not take a corner as fast as a bicycle,

even when fitted with a differential, and to dispense with
it or rely on a makeshift would be asking for serious

trouble.

Suppose, for instance, you want to turn the machine round
in the road so as to reverse its direction. The inside wheel
Will revolve once while the outside wheel revolves over two
and a half times. No belt can be expected both to drive

the machine and slip enough to compensate for that.

I gather that " Precentaur " would be able to carry out
this manoeuvre by letting the belts down on to the free

ring of the pulleys and getting off and pushing the machine
round, but it could not be done by power or pedalling. This
by itself is not a very serious thing, but there is something
between turning round with full lock on and going straight,

and one could hardly be expected to put the engine out of

gear at every corner or bend. There is a very heavy side

strain on the front wheel of a tricycle, even though fitted

with a differential when taking a curve.

If "Precentaur" wishes to prove this let him get an old

type tricycle with the weight well behind, and try even a

moderate curve at 20 m.p.h. with the differential locked,

and see what happens.
To get round a bend on "Precentaur's" machine either

the belts or the tyres must slip. Tyre slip is not a thing
to be sought after, as apart from wear, when a tyre does slip,

it prefers to do it sideways, especially round corners. Belt

slip is an unknown quantity and depends on the tightness

of the belt and the weather, and a few other things, so

that an extra tight belt, a greasy road, a slight curve
banked on the wrong eide, and a speed of 20 m.p.h. would
most certainly mean a ghastly spill.

As to the rest of the construction, "Precentaur" suggests

that it should have an upper frame similar to a motor cycle.

This means that there would have to be a door on both
sides of the body which would add to the expense of con-

struction and detract from the strength. The engine, too,

in my opinion, should be perfectly open on the top, and
should lift free with magneto and carburetter complete by
removing two or three bolt~ and nuts. I don't see how
" Precentaur " is going to keep his engine cool without
cooling his passenger's legs to tjie same extent.

A23

The Pioc tricycle is remarkably sound on this point. To
my mind the three-wheeler that is going to get the market
and my order with it must be an absolutely all-weather

machine, and that .at once knocks the belt drive out of the

specification. It must either be chain-driven, or, better

still, shaft-driven.

If "Precentaur's two belts are not the same tension he
will be trying to drive the two ends of his solid back axle

at different .speeds, and so have a perpetual belt slip.

RALPH WIGKSTEED.

The January Quarterly Trials.

[5349.]—I should very much like to express appreciation,

through the medium of your valuable and instructive paper,

of the excellent manner in which the details of the Quarterly

Trials held on the 28th ult. were arranged by the A.C.U.
and assisting clubs.

I entered .my new unfinished A.C. Sociable in what was
my very first competition by the courtesy of the manufacturers,

Jlessrs. Auto Carriers, Ltd. I had only driven such a machine
two miles previously to the trials

I was greatly impressed by it all, and though the country
through which we passed was quite strange to me, I was
never in doubt as to the way owing to the efficient marking
by the A.C.L^. arrows and the kindness of officials and
spectators at the various bad turnings. A. J. ATKINGS.

[5350.]—The performances of many of the motor cycles

on Titsey Hill demonstrated very clearly the necessity fo

some form of slipping clutch or change-speed gear. The
manner in which some riders of single-geared and fixeil

engined mounts took the corner on the steep part of the

hill must have disappointed the non-motor cycling public

who happened to be there.

Most of the riders evidently guessed, and. I think, guessed

rightly, that if they did not take that corner in a manner
which approached driving to the common and their own
danger they would not get up the hill at all. If a motor
cycle cannot climb a hill like Titsey Hill without reckless

driving it cannot be described as an efficient touring machine.
Of course, there were some exceptions, several machines
taking the hill in a manner which would be likely to con-

vert the non-motor cycling public to the pleasure of motor
cycling.. The cause of the trouble is obvious, i.e.. the
gradient on the corner of the steep part of Titsey Hill was
such that most of the engines were incapable of taking the
corner at a slow or even niedumi engine epeed with a single

gear. The old complaint of extra complication has died out

in a great measure, and 1 think the principal reason why a

clutch with or without a change-speed gear is not standard
is the extra expense entailed. I think that the T.T. type
should not be encouraged to enter for reliability trials on
public roads.

There was one thing more I noticed which is open to

criticism, and that was the spectacle of riders in heavy
clothing pedalling or running alongside their machines until

they were exhau.sted. SLIPPING CLUTCH.

[5351.]—I note with great pleasure that the January
Quarterly Trials are recorded as a great success, and that
they aroused a greater amount of interest among the general

public than hitherto, even though they were to some extent
boycotted bv the trade,

i should like to take this opportunity of reminding yonr
readers that the proposal that the trials should in future be
held in four different parts of the country emanated in the
first place 'from the Midland Centre of the A.C.U., and
though at first coldly received by the governing body, was
eventually got through at a council meeting held in Notting-
liam last autumn.

It must be particularly gratifying to members of the iNIid-

land Centre that the trial was such a success, and it is to

be hoped that the future trials will be as sreat if not greater
successes. FOUR QUARTERS.

A Wonderful Engine.

[5352.]—I am a constant reader of 27ic Motor Ci/rle,

and - take a great interest in anything new in engines,
especially for motor cycles. My idea is a one-valve (over-
head) four-cycle engine, air-cooled ordinary cylinder, and
piston. The carburetter I would use is positive feed, and
so small that I could put it in my cheek and talk to any-
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body. Tbd cam for working the valve does not need to

be abrupt like other cams, as the valve does not need so

big a litt or as quii;k a movement.
This idea is the nearest to tne two-stioke I ever saw :

the only addition is the one-valve. It would be quite easy

to adopt a slide valve instead of the ordinary valve in the

cylinder head, as the motion is quite smooih. I have had
this engine running full speed with practically no noise. I

got the idea from an old .American inventor, who had the

engine made and ran it in his shop. He asked me to try

and develop it if I could, as he was too old and had not
the money. I am a thorough mechanic myself, and when I

saw it I thought it was the finest and simplest thing I

had seen.

If any firm would take an interest in such an engine I

would be very glad to communicate with them. It would
really be worth their trouble if it is a new thing. I might
say the fuel is not injected into the cylinder, and the
carburetter is a marvel in itself.

I have not gone into details or given a sketch of the
;ngiiie. as I have no protection as yet, and do not know
,he patent law's of this country.

FREDERICK M. WILSON.

£ s. d.

Cost ol Running a Motor Cycle.
[5355.]—Ob.«erving that the majority of your corie>|ni!i-

lunts under the above heading own single-cylinder machines.
I thought it would interest the others to observe the cost of

running a 1910 5-5 h.p. Bat. bought last February. The
total mileage from then till now is 1.851—not very "much. I

admit, but competitions account for a big percentage, and
.350 miles were run with rigid sidecar attached to the right-

hand side.

I have kept a daily log of mileage, cost, and amount of

petrol, accessories, licences, tyres, etc. The following are
therefore facts as far as my machine is concerned, lonse-

quentlv I will not occupy your valuable space by commenting
•in them much.

CAnrAL EXPBNDITIHE.
5-6 h.p. Bat
K.vira for enamelling whole of machine
French grey, handle-bar being the only
pa t plated ...

Two valves complete at 6s. 8d.

.T.A.P adjustable pulley. ...

Extra for Palmer , coitl' tyros and Rich
detachable tubes ... ... . ...

Oil pump, hinged tank stoppers, oil gauge,
and gauge filter for petrol...

Horn
Carriage ... —
Case of spare jets for B. and 15. carburetter
Watawata' spare belt

Cowey speedometer (S.H.)

Dust' coat
Lamp and generalnr (S.H.)

Goggles
Registration

58

1

13 4
12 6

2

17 6
5 6

18
2 6

1 7

5 4

16
12
1 6
5

Total-

RlXN'ING Exi'KNSES.
£

Back hub cup
Licences ... ... ... ... 1

Lubricating oil {one gallon,

three pints still in tin)

Petrol (28 gallons altogether) ,.. 1

Tyre (S.H., retread)

Carbide
Carborundum powder for valves
Competition fees "... ... ... 1

Cleaning machine (unnecessary
lu.'jury indulged in once) ...

Patches, solution, etc. ...

Belt fasterero anu punch, etc.

Plugs (S.H.) -

Felt to line tool bo.\

Spare glasses for goggles

£70 14 10

s. d. Cost per mile

4 ... .0258

5 ... .1612

4 6 ... .0290

3 11 ... .1542

15 ... .C967

1 6 ... .ergs

1 ... .0064

9 3 ... .1884

1 6 ... .0097

3 ... .CC26

4 ... .0258
2 ... .0129

1 ... .0064

6 ... .0032

Practically all my running was done between the months of

April and October inclusive.

One puncture only—in back wheel—due to good tyres
blown very hard, this being permissible by the excellent Bat
spring irame. Original back tyie still on ; ribs just visible

and no mo-re : good !or another 1,000, say. Front one re-

placed by smooth retieaded old cover. Thus, I have a split

new Palmer coi'd on hand.
Original Shamrock-Gloria belt and Matchless fastener in

excellent condition ; no cracks in belt. Has not yet broken
or pulled through ; shortened twice owing to wet weather
with sidecar attached. Watawata used occasionally for

racing. The tubes behaved beautifully and required pump-
ing very seldom.

Cylinders cleaned of deposit six times. Valves ground in

ditto—a little each time.

The lubricating oil consumption is very low—2,977 miles

to the gallon. I started with one gallon and have three pints

left. This is solely accounted for by the J. A. P. autoniati<'

lubricator;

The engil^3 gave every satisfaction, and no trouble whatso-

ever. The pulley is perfect. 1 adjust it with a 4in. King-
Dick spanner only. As for the spring frame and other special

features of the Bat n'.achine they aie nxire than can be

desired. I could eulogise my bicycle at great length, but
spaie forbids—if not your patience.

From the above it will he seen that I have a practically

new machine, the only things that account for lost money
being fuel and licences, practically all the other things being

.still on hand. The Bat won four firsts and one second, aud
has always been in the (iist three of a competition.

T. E. B. CHALMERS.

Engine Efficiency.

[5354. J—One hears a lot of talk nowadays about the

great improvement that has been made in engine construction,

and the mncli greater elliciency of the molcrn petrol engine

as compared with its prototype of 1905 or 1906, A friend

of mine has a 1905 or 1906. I am not sure which. Fafnir

motor cycle. 76 X 76 mm., called 3 h.p. by the makers, but

taking the 503 c.c. 3i h.p. engine of to-day as a basis it is

under 2i h.p. This motor cycle periodically takes my
• friend, his wife, and a sidecar down to Bii^hton and back,

,iveraging from eighteen to twenty miles per hour. The
machine is pedalless, and the only hill that stops him is

Handcross on the return journey, but bv dropping his

passenger at the bottom of the hill, the machine takes him-

self and sidecar up c.T-ily. W. BOOTH.

Total . £5 13 5 ... .75G9d.

Or less competition fees ... £4 4 2 .5426d.
Exeter M.C.C. Eeliabilily Kun to Penrsnce and back.—A. Western (3.1 h.p.

Kerry-Ablngdon and sidecar), one ot the survivors.
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The Perfect Tricar.

[5355.]—In a recent issue of 7'/ie Motor Cycle, I notice

Mr. B. H. Davies mentions tlie perfect tricar to fill tlie gap
between tlie sidecar and tlie cheapest light car.

Now I should like an opinion as to the requirements which
would constitute the perfect tricar, as I consider it would
help the inventor to know what to strive for. While wait-

ing for this opinion I will give mine.
In the first place, to get over the great drawback, side-

slip, it ought to have a front driving and steering wheel
combined, with attractive appearance, a foot brake to the
front wheel, and hand brakes to the two rear wheels, hand
steering wheel with control levers, variable gear, similar

to the Gradua, tyres easily removed, and driver and passenger

to sit side by side. Price about £65.
H. PALETHOEPE.

A Grumble Regarding Clubs.

[5356.]—May I put before you the position of myself and
what must also be the position of a very large percentage
of other motor cyclists.

About twelve months ago I became the possessor oi a

motor bicycle, and as I thought it was a good thing to

have some official organisation at my back. I looked round
for one to join. There was plenty of choice, and after

some time spent in perusing your reports of various clubs

and unions, I came to the conclusion that it would be better

to join a local club, and get the (to me) problematical ad-

vantage of its organisation, in addition to the A.C.U,,
instead of the A,C.U.'s backing only. 1 therefore joined a

local club.

Now all the advantage I have had so far has been to

receive each week the 7?,.4. C'. Journal, which is to me
absolutelv uninteresting, and also from time to time notices

of runs and' other matters arranged by the club. Of course,

I know I could go to the club rooms and race meetings,

but I do not care to race, and if I want company I can
always get friends to join me, which I like much better

than meeting a lot of mixed amateurs and professional

riders, who no doubt are excellent fellows, but whom I

do not know from Adam.
My point condensed is this: What advantage or benefit

do I get for my 10s. 6d, apart from the social side, which
I do not require? A N 32.'

[Our correspondent forgets free legal defence! One case

and the subscription is saved.

—

Ed.]

I

The Weatherproof Motor Cycle.

; [5357.]—I have followed with great interest the letters

of " Rex " and " Ixion " on that all-important question,

"how to keep the motor cycle clean." - -

" Ixion's " idea is effective, but after a ride on a dusty
day what does the machine look like?

I have been experimenting for the last few weeks with
"white hard spirit varnish," and find two coatings have
defied the weather of the last montli.

I see no reason why it should not be equally as effective

on the enamel;
I intend painting my machine all over with it at the

first opportunty I get, and will let you know how it works,

;

HUGH BACON,

[5358,]—I, have been interested in the various devices

put forward and the discussion on making the motor cycle

a more weather-proof vehicle.

One or two correspondents (and "Ixion," I believe) have
mentioned galvanising (electro) as a finish, and I thought
perhaps you would be interested in my experience with
this.

About three and a half years ago I sent a short piece of

steel cycle tube to Mr. Wainwright to be electro-galvanised,
and when this vi'as returned to me I threw it on to the
garden in a place that is always fairly wet, and left it

there for about five months. I think you will agree this

was a good test, but the galvanised surface, except for

being a little dull, was no worse, although the inside of the
tube (where there had been no deposit) was thick with rust.

After this I decided to have my ordinary cycle (wheels,
hubs, and everything) done, and after thr.- •• years' use in

all weathers it is little the worse, although some new parts
that have been added since (pedals, head clip, and ^ back

A32
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stay) are quite rusty already. I can confidently recommend
this process to any motor cyclist who wishes to defy rust.

It is a gifeat thing for the wheels, and rims especially, as
it prevents the bead of the tyres being rusted through
before the tyres are worn out. I had my motor cycle wheel
done last year, and have just taken off the back cover to
examine the beaded edge. It is Al. There is no chipping
like enamel.

I have no interest whatever in the process, but wish motor
cyclists generally to know of a good thing. A. ASTON.

Twin-cylinder Sociables.

[5359.]—I read in your account of the Quarterly Trials
that the A.C. Sociable put up a good performance on the
hills and generally behaved well throughout the whole dis-

tance travelled. Perhaps some of the competitors who
drove the A.C. will be able to tell me what the speed was
up, say, Westerham .aaid Titsey, and how these two hills

were taken.
I am rather interested in thes« machines, as I believe

that they are good all round, but I have always been of the
opinion that they are much under-powered, and on that
account have refrained from driving one until a more power-
ful engine was fitted,

I see no reason why the power should not be increased
to, say, 8 h,p,, and a twin engine fitted in place of the
present single ; this would make it much more flexible.

As the cylinders of the A.C. are fan-cooled the same
fystem of cooling could be carried out with the twin cylin-

ders. It would doubtless bo interesting to hear what others
have to say on this point.

Although I read that the A.C. will touch 40 on the level
it is a statement which I doubt, very much ; at all events,
a little extra power is often very accejitable, and it cannot
be said that there is much margin on a machine of this

weight fitted with a 5-6 h.p. engine.
I am sure that if only the makers were to market a more

powerful mount there are many drivers of high-powered
cycles and sidecars who would be only too pleased to make
a change if onlv on the grounds of the extra comfort to be
obtained in the A.C. ILIKUM.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
J. C. Prior writes in strong appreciation of the business

methods of the Hanover Rubber Co., the makers of the
Shamrock-Ciloria belts and Shamrock-Excelsior tyres. He
says, "I have had several business transactions with this

firm, and I could not wish for greater courtesy and prompti-
tude or more honourable. dealing than I have experienced at

their hands."

Dr. Charles S. Patterson, M.B., M,R.C.S., writes strongly
criticising the action of the A.C.U. executive in substituting
Titsey for Chalk Pit Hill in the Quarterly Trials. With
reference to the regulation regarding minimum speeds on the
hills he says :

" Surely the greatest drawback of the motor
cycle in the past has been that it could not climb hills

slowly. Chalk Pit Hill would have shown us if such a
machine is in existence."

A novel photograph ot the L.M. quadcar, which is being exhibited at the
Leicester Motor Cycle Show which opened yesterday and closes on Saturday,
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INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITIONS.

'1 would be [jeihaps egotistical to say thut the
leading article which recently ap-
peared under the above title in

The Motor Cycle had directly

brought about the competition
which is to take place this year
between the North-West London
M.C.C. and the Motorcycle Club
de Lyon. If our leaderette has
by any chance influenced the
members of the N.W.L. M.C.C. in

their praiseworthy endeavour to
revive international competition
we are glad, as by so doing they
will assist in their small way in

renientuig the enlente rordiale. The tour should be not only
I'lijoyable. but interesting to those who have never as yet
motor cycled on the Continent. Provided the members of

the club choo.se their route carefully, they will find excellent

ruads to ilieir destinatiun. one of which we know nearly
throughout the whole of its extent. Better than starling
from Havre would be Dieppe, which slightly shortens the sea

journey, and po.ssesses the advantage of allowing the men to

continue their journey in France for about fifty or sixty miles
the day of their arrival. We do not know if matters are

yet sufficiently advanced to have enabled the members of the
N.W T.M.C.C. to have worked out their route.

A Tentative Suggestion.
A route that our experience can commend would be the

lullowing : Dieppe or Havre to Rouen and TjOuviers. If the
journey is mafic from Diepfie, to Louviers ip a run of just

ullicient length to enable the competitors to reach there in

time for dinner. It is a typical old French town willi a

lorious cathedral in front of the Hotel dn ^^outon. The
iie.xt day Evreux is patsed, Dreux, and then Chartres, which
could be reached in time for lunch. The road is uninter-
p-sting for the whole of this journey, being over the great
'lin of Centra] Fi'aiice. Chartres, however, possesses the

must magnificent cathedral in the whole of Europe, the
liiantie.'; of which have to be seen to be fully realised.

Crleans is a comfortable ride, and could be reached by ten

time. The roads from Louviers so far are respectably good.
and members may perhaps be tempted to turn the competi-
tion into a race, so straight are they. Orleans itself is a
fini' old town with a beautiful cathedral, also well worth a
visit. If time can be spared it will be worth running down
the Valley of the L<iire and visiting the Chateaux of Cham-
tmrd and Blois. which i-au be comfortably covered in the morn-
ini^. In so doing the outward journey may be made on one
side of the river, and the return journey on the other. This

is merely a plea.-^ant suggested digression, enabling Orleans
to be the resting place for the second night.
From Orleans the river should be kept on the right-hand

side, and there is an excellent i-oad with a very tolerably
good surface through Oien. Cosne. La Charite to Nevers

—

a town where the tliird night could be spent, and at whicli
there is excellent hotel accommodation. From Nevert on to

Decize through Charolles the conditions of the country coin

pletely alter. It becomes more hilly and consequently
more interesting. Through Digoin on througli Charolle.s Ui

Macon perceptibly steep hills are encountered, but, and
we speak of two years ago, the surface was perfectly
magnificent. At Digoin the l^ire is left and at Macon is

joined the Saone, the Rhone's most important triliutiiry

It is said that from the bridge of thirteen arches, whicli

cro.i^es the river, a view of .\lonl Blanc may be obtained.
but, of course, for this the weather must be exceptionally

clear. It is now possible to reach Lyon, which is but

seventy kilometre,s distant, either by Villefranche <n-

Trevoux. Villefranche wa.s a town founded in the twelfth

century by Humbert IV.. an ag'.' in which it was the custom
for a feudal lord, wlien he set U|) a new town, to endeavour
to attract settlers by granting them various privileges, heme
the name of "Free Town"—Villefranche. One of those

gi-anted by Humbert was that to all who became burghers
he would let land at a moderate sum, and allow them
to beat their wives as much as they chose without fear or

penalty provided death did not ensue.

In Lyon there is much to see, so much that any reference

to it here would be quite out of place. The situation of the

town is important, as it stands .at the confluence of twc
rivers, the Saone and Rhone, and at the gate of the Alps.

Lyon to Chamonix.
A tour may be made from it eastward ever so little, ao<l

the rider strikes first the gentle undulations of the .Tiira,

pretty wooded country traversed by good roads, which are

reminiscent in places of the scenery through Cheddar Gorge
only on a larger scale. Take but a day's run to Annegy. and
there are the glories of the Swiss Laki- District, though
still in French territory. Forty-five miles further on is

Ch.amrmix. nestling at the foot of the grandest monarch of

the Alps. Truly here is a country for a holiday ! There
are talks of speed trials and hill climbs. On the journey to

Lyon the rider will probably have had his (111 of speed,

but hills would not have overpowered him. t^ould he but

spare the time, he should tackle the Little St. Rernard
Pass, the foot of which is about 134 miles from Lyom
This is a mountain pass, about sixteen miles in extent, rising

in zig-zags from the bottom of a valley, it would seem,

almost to the sky: a real test for a motor cycle engine.

AMERICAN CHAMPION'S VISIT TO ENGLAND.
We read in The Motor Cycle Illuslratr^d. of New York, that

Jake De Rosier will leave for England about March 15th.
After riding in England it is his intention to make a racing
tour of Scotland. France, Germany, Italy, and then possibly
go on to Australia.

T.T. ENTRIES.
I'he following additional entries have been received for the

International Tourist Trophy Race to be held on .lune 28th,
bringing the total to twenty-nine:

'!. Brough (one machine).
'. -A. Carvill (3^ h.p. Triumph).
•L R. Alexander (4 h.p. Indian).
P. Butler (one machine).
Scott Engineering Co. (two machines).
S. A. M. Witham (one machine).

F .ur lightweights are among the total numbef.

THE ALCYON MOTOR CYCLE IN ENGLAND.
Many of our readers know the French-made motor bicycle

the Alcyon. which has been described and illustrated in

our reports of French contests and the exhibits at the Paris
Salon. Messieurs Gentil et Cie.. 39, Rue Gamier. Neuilly-
sur-Seine. who are the makers of this machine, will shortly

be represented in England. The necessary business arrange-

ments are in the hands of M. A. Chantala, 55. Rue Renne-
quin, Paris.

A SPECIAL SPRING NUMBER
of "The Motor Cycle" will be published on

March 23rd. This issue will contain many
interesting features, particulars of which

^11 be annonnced at a later date.
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Proposed County Club ior Hampshire.
A meeting of representatives of the

various Hampshire M.C.C.'s and all

riders interested will be held at Win-
chester next Tuesday, the 14th inst..

at 6 p.m., at the Royal Hotel

-

Stolen Motor Cycles.

Ernest P. Terry, 112, Govper
Street, VV.C, mforri't ns that en Mon-
day, the 30th ult., his motor bicycle

was stolen by means of a trick. The
inachuie in question was a 3^ h.p.

I'remier, 1910 model. Registered No.

L.B. 2,664, engine No. 5,517, bicycle

No. 5,540. We would again advise

on; readers on no account to allow

prospective purchasers to have a trial

run on a machine which it is proposed
to sell unless a deposit is first made,
either with the owner, or some re-

sponsible third party.

IVIilitary Motor Cyclists.

The Kent Cyclist Battalion (Terri-

torial) is anxious to enlist a certain

juiiiioer of motor cyclists. The bat-

talion headquarters are at Tonbridge.
and there are companies at Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, Bromley, Chatham,
Maidstone, Canterbury, Ashford

.

Ramsgate, and Folkestone.

Recruits would have to conform to

the Territorial yegulatiTis, but would
use motor cycles instead of push
cycles at camp and jn all outdoor
parades. A special allowance is made
for petrol and upkeep of motor cycles.

'I'hose wishing to join should apply to

the Ad.iutant, Kent Cyclist Battalion.

Tonbridge, or to the officer command
ing the nearest local company.

Quartesly Trials Mems.
A. J. Luce, of Windsor, writes that

he made a clean ascent of Westerham
on his 8 h.p. Bat. His only stop was
before reaching Warlingham to get

warm and put on an extra scarf. Truly
a vexatious reason for losing a non-

stop certificate. Mr. Luce is a pri-

vate owner, and his 8 h.p. Bat is the

eighth motor cycle he has owned. He
confirms Mr. Wilberforce's letter of

last week j^s regards the excellent

marking of the course and marshalling.

Gordon L. . Fletcher explains that

the reason of his failure on Titsey was
due to the gear operating lever slip-

ping into neutral. When the engine
suddenly raced he imagined it was
due to a broken belt, but observing
the real trouble on dismounting, ancl

without stopping the engine, he en-
gaged the low gear and his little

Douglas sailed merrily to the summit.
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According to the programme the
driver of the P. and M. with rear
tandem attachment was G. W.
Hughes, but his correct name is

Hugo. We are told that his P. and
M. is a 1909 model, which in the ordi-
nary course of events will take an
extra passenger up Westerham.

Leicester Motor Cycle Show.
Yesterday (Wednesday) the second

Leicester Cycle and Motor Cycle Ex-
hibition was opened at the Association
Halls, East Street. The following
makes of motor cycles are represented :

Bat and sidecar. Triumph.
A.J.S
Singer.

(Jampion.
Ariel.

Bradbury.
M.R.
Rex.
N.S.D.
T.A.C. and sc

Qu.tDC.^RS AND Rl X.\BO0T.S.

.Morgan. Bedelia. L.M.
Besides the above motor cycles,

tyres are being exhibited by W. and
A. Bates; Ltd., and the Leicester
Rubber Co. , as well as accessories and
sundries.

Motor Cycle Show in Oxford.

, A motor cycle show is being pro-
moted for Oxford. It will be held in

the new club rooms at Morris's garage,
Holywell, from February 24th to
March 4th. The organising secretary
is Mr. R. S. Bishop

Hohart.
Rudge-Whitworth.
Eufield.

Douglas.
New Hudson.
Zenith-Giadua.
Matchless.
Kerry-Abingdon.

H. Creaves on the two-sppeJ and Ir-je enKins
- 2;^ h.p. Royal Enfield, who obtained a flrst-class

eertilicate in the Quarterlv Trial.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE SLIDE VALVE
ENGINE.

THROUGH MONGOLIA (Conclusion).

Surrey v. Streatham Club Inter-team Trial.

QUARTERLY TRIALS : Official Awards.

Honister Pass Again Climbed.

In view of the discussion re the
Honister Pass climb, a few members of

the Westmorland M.C.C. rode over
there last week-end with a view of

climbing it by the much-discussed
"old road." Two, we are told, were
successful. Jack Braithwaite, of Stave-
ley, on a 3^ h.p. siirgle-geared, pedal
less, single-cylinder motor cycle of his
own make, and George Braithwaite, of

Kendal, on a 3| h.p. Zenith-Gradua.
The climb was witnessed by Messrs.
Thomson, Hutchinson, Braithwaite
(B.), H. B. Harrison (assistant secre-
tary of the club), anJ most of the
inhabitants of SeatoUer, which is at the
foot of the pass.

Features o£ Leading American Motor
Cycles.

Several novel devices wei-e introduced
on 1911 pattern American motor cycles
at the New York Show- last month.
For instance, the Merkel gas throttle
and oil feed are inter-connected so
that more oil is fed to the engme as
the throttle is further opened.. The
Reliance has a pressure fed oiling
system, compressed air is forced into
the oil tank from the crank case.
The oil pipe reaches nearly to the
bottom of the tank, and the air
pressure on the surface of the oil forces
the latter out past a regulating valve
which feeds the oil as required. The
Detroit lias a spare tin for oil and
petrol cunningly concealed in the top
of an enlarged portion of the seat tube.
The saddle is hinged and lifts up to
remove or replace the tins,

A Long Push and the Cause,

An incident which should prove in
sti'uctive to novices occurred the other
day at Stoneleigh, near Coventry, A
motor cyclist, who, unfortunately, was
ignorant of the working and construc-
tion of his mount, encountered a friend,
and after a mutual inspection and trial

of each other's mounts they resumed
their respective journeys, the one
towards Coventry and the other
towards Southam. The latter (the
novice) had not proceeded tar when his
engine stopped. He could not diagnose
the cause, and he was afraid to tamper
with the mechanism, so he pushed his
machine home all the way to Southam,
and asked a friend who was more con-
versant with the mechanism than him-
self to look at it. The cause of the
stoppage was found to be that the
petrol tap had been turned off during
the conversation. Tableau

!
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.pril a Busy Month,

Four open hill-climbing competitions
re down for decision during April,

'here is the Oxford M.C'.C. climb on
ipril 8th, the Westmorland M.C.C.
nd Herts County A.C. events on
Caster Monday, and the Bristol B. and
I.e. competition on the 29th. On the
2nd April the A.C.U. second quarterly

rial of 1911 will he held in the York-
hire centre, starting from Harrogate.

U-British Mounts for the T.T.

H. Rem Fowler and S. C. Perry-
an (two prominent Birmingham com-
etition riders) will ride T.T. Ariels

the race next June and all other lead-

ig competitions in the Jlidlands thi.s

eai'. Fowler, we hear, will use a
pecial one lever Brow-n and Barlow
arburetter with variable jet. This
ew pattern carburetter was illustrated

lid described in the Patents page on
)6cember 29th last. The T.T. Ariels
ill be all-British, having Simms
lagnetos.

lie Trade and the T.T.

At the last meeting of the C. and
[.C.T.U. the following resolution was
assed among others: "That members
: this Union do not compete in the
eavyweight Tourist Trophy Race if

oth single and twin-cylinder engines
e included." The Auto Cycle Union
is replied to this by the "following :

In view of the fact that orders have
ready been placed by some entrants

their machines, the committee
'grets that it is now too late to make
ich an alteration with regard to the
,ce."

le Prince Henry Cup Tour.

Particulars of this tour, which is a
iendly and social match between the
nperial Automobile Club of Germanv
id the R.A.C. of Great Britain, have

been published by the latter, and
oni them we extract," for the informa-
on and guidance of motor cyclists who
ay be interested, that the route in
ngland and Scotland, starling on
onday. .July lOlh, will be from
)uthampton to Leamington, Learning-

to Harrogate, Harrogate to New-
stle-on-Tyne. Newcastle-on-Tyne to
dinburgh, Edinburgh to \Yind"ermere.
'indermere to Shrewsbury. Shrews-
117 to Cheltenham, and Cheltenham
London. Friday. .July 14th, will be

lent at Edinburgh, and Sunday. .July
ith, at Windermere.

lunch of H.M.S. "Thunderer."
The launch of the world's greatest
ittleship H.JLS. Thunderer on the
t inst. wore quite a motor cycle as-
!Ct, as thanks to the courtesy of
essrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd., the fo'llow-

g well-known motor cyclists and trade
embers were enabled "to be present;
'essrs. F. Straight, W. G. Bower, F.

• Barnes, A. G. Reynolds, R G
ye, 0. C. Godfrey, "G. Mann, W.
'oper, F. A. Hardy", J. A. Prestwich,
.d A. Pennmgton. ilr. Arnold F.
Ills, chairman of the Thames Iron-
orks and Shipbuilding Co.. and also
anman of Zenith Motors, Ltd., who
r years has been bound hand and foot
the merciless grip of paralysis, made

an impressive speech after the launch,
from his invalid chair. Speaking of
the keenness displayed in the building
of the Thunderer, he mentioned that
it had been difficult at times to get the
men to leave off work. Keenness, he
said, was predominant, in their works,
and in the motor department, where
the men had been preparmg the Thames
car for attacks upon record, they were
so enthusiastic that thev were quite
loth to leave their tasks."

FUTURE EVENTS.
9—Auto Cvcle Union Lamp Trial at

Brooklands.

8-11—Motor Cycle Show at Leicester.
16—M.C.C. Smoking Concert.
18—M.C.C. Opening Run.
18—B.MC.R.C. first 19:1 meeting at

Brooklands.
25—Meetmg at Brooklands.
8—Oxford M C.C. Open Hill Climb.

t-17—M.C.C. London-Lands End Trial
and Easter Tour.

4-17—Herts County A C. Harrogate Tour
and Open Hill Climb near Harrogate.

17—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill Climb
on Shap Fell.

22~A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
Centre). Starting from Harrogate.

29~Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.

Apr.

A Link with the Past.

Probably there is no more useful
milestone remaining near London than
the venerable and well-preserved stone
standing at Hi^h Street, Beckenham. at
the junction ot the Wickham-Bromley
roaas. The original Roman numerals
and lettering remain, and distances and

direction to London Bridge, Croj'don
Market Place, Bromley Market Place,
Wickham, etc., are given. Laid in
1743, it has twice been restored^in
1847 and 1887.
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A Reader's Suggestion.

The Federation of American ?i!otoi
Cyclists, which is the name of the
organisation in the United States con-
trolling the pastime of motor cycling,
has adopted the following scheme for
propaganding its objects among
American motor cyclists. The scheme
is to supply every manufacturer of
motor cycles in the United States witli
envelopes containing circulars describ-
ing the benefits of memborslup in the
F.A.INL These envelopes contain all
the printed matter relating to the
federation, and by an arrangement
with American manufacturers it is
placed in the toolbag of every machine
sent out. A reader suggests that the
A.C.U. should endeavour to secure the
kind offices of British manufacturers
m the same manner. What has the
A.C.U. to say ?

A.C.U. Decisions.

The items published in last week's
issue of The Motor Cycle under the
heading "Important Auto Cycle Union
News," have been agreed "to by the
General Committee. The chief Items,
It will be remembered, included the
decision to hold the six days' trials
from a centre either Harrogate or
York, the granting of permits to the
Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Sec-
tion), and the drawing up of pro-
gramme of the International Race
-Meeting, June 10th.

Membership.

The 5s. scheme of membership has
met with great success, as a large
number of applications have been
received.

Affiliations.

The following clubs have become
affiliated to the governing body : The
Mersey Jlotor Club, the Putney and
District, the North Middlesex, and the
Derby and District Motor Cycle Clubs.

Permit.

A permit has been granted to the
Westmorland M.C.C. to hold an open
hill-climb on Shap Fell on Eastei-
Jfonday. The classes are detailed on
our Club News page.

Fixtures.

Annual general meeting, Thursday.
-March 23rd. at 7.30 p.m. It is hope'd
that this will be held in the new R.A.C.
premises. Annual general meeting of
private members, Thursday, March
2nd, at 6 p.m. General committee,
7 p.m.

Hedge Trimming.
The Roads Improvement Association

is supporting the Tiverton Rural Di.s

trict Council and its officers in their
efforts to deal with those farmers and
land-owners who refuse to trim their
hedges in the interests of the safety
of road travellers and the general
public. The Council has now resolved,
at its last meeting, to prosecute thir-
teen defaulters. All road users will
heartily endorse the Council's decision,
as not only do overhanging hedges
prevent the proper drying-out of the
surface of the road, but also expose
all forms of traffic upon the highway
to unnecessary danger. '
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Surrey v. Streatham Club's Team Trial.

A group ol compeiltors on the fop of Westerham Hill. Some are engaged in raising their gear_ratios

after lowering them for the ascent of the liill.

SATURDAY last broke rather diill when, at an early
hour, members of the Streatham and District and
iSurrey ilotor Cycle Clubs started from Kpsom to
compete for the cup presented by Mr. B. Marians.

The thaw on Friday completely upset the roads. From a
state of perfection rarely attained at this time of the year
they degenerated into such a quagmire of grease and dirt

that none but the most ardent motor cyclist would venture
out upon them.
Those who started from the King's Head, Epsom, were

the following: F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua). W.
Pratt m h.p. P. and M.), S. T. Tessier (8 h.p. Bat), K. G.
Nye (3^ h.p. Triumph), E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater Lea and
sidecar), P. F. Hunter (8 h.p. Zenith Gradua and sidecar)

representing the Streatham and District M.C.C., and F. ,A.

Two sidecarists having a friendly dust-up on the road between Godstone and
Westerham. The leading combination is E. B. Ware's Chater-Lea, and behind
him are the Bros. Hunter in their 8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua.

McNab (4 h.p. Trump-Jap), A. J. Luce (8 h.p. Bat), A. L|
Ommaney (4 h.p. Trump-Jap), A. Baker White (4 h.p

Trump-Jap), C. E. Gammon (3j h.p. Triumph), and A. N
Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.G. Sociable), represented the Surrey JLC.C

Other riders competing jointly in the reliability trial were

C. J. Feeney (3^ h.p. Triumph), J. H. Jeffei'y (5i h.p

Zenith Gradua tricycle), P. Mitchell (four-cylinder F.N.
A. S. Bright (2^ h.p. New Hudson), H. A. Johnson (3^ h.p

Triumph), R. Surridge (3^ h.p. Bradbury). R. Mundy (3,

h.p. Triumph), W. 0. Oldman (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua). C
E. Davies (5-6 h.p. Rex and sidecar), D. R. Greig (3^ h.p

Precision), and J. Davy (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

The Start.

The start took place at 8.30 a.m., and at the outset th

appalling state of the roads made itself soon apparent. Th
route lay through EavcII, North Park, Burgh Heath. Rei

gate, Redhill, Bletchingley, to CTOdstone. The steep ascen

out of Redhill was found to be very trying owing to thi

lieavy nature of the surface and called for more than oui

dismount. But the sect'on from Godstone to the top o

Westerham was the one that really mattered, as between th

two latter points the men were forbidden to dismount, au(

the performances on Westerham Hill were careful!

observed.
From the summit the route was on to Kc'ton and througl

Vddington, Sanderstead, Purley, Caterham, and back ti

Godstone. The last portion was covered four times in all

t^\ ice before lunch and twice after.

Ascent of Westerham.
The first ascent of Westerham Hill proved the uirdoin,

of several—Ommaney, Nye, Surridge, White, Grey, am
Mitchell failed, while Jeffery gave up at Godstone an(

hel)3ed the other officials at the corner in that village wher
Die men turned on to the Westerham Road.

As regards the performances on the hill, Barnes made i

fine ascent, while Tessier, Ware, Hunter, Luce, Johnson

Davy, Mundy, and Higgs made excellent performances

Pratt, Oldman, Davies, and CJammon also came up in goo(

form. JNIcNab had had his fill, as his machine was far to(

highly geared, so he retired, and on his way back to God

stone" suffered a puncture, while Surridge also said he hac

had enough, declaring he would finish the first round anc

then retire. Nve's machine suffered in the same way a;

McNab's, but after the gear had be«n twice lowered h(

came up in good form on his third attempt.

On the next round Ommaney, Greig, and White dis

mounted, but good performances were made by Nye

Barnes, Gammon, Tessier, Pratt, Hunter, Ware, Higgs
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Surrey v. Streatham Club's Team Trial.-

An awkward corner in Weslerham villagf. Tli? riilrr d.picted is A. S BrIghCI
(21 h.p. New Hudson, Armstrong Triplex ituee-speed gear/. p.1

Davy, Davies, Mundy, Feeny, and Johnsuii. Briglit
came up well, but pedalled. The fiist part of the observed
section was quite stiff, as there are a succession of sharp
steep hills, the severity of which was intensified by the shock-
ing road surface, while the culminating point \va.s Wester-
ham, which had to be climbed four times in all. At the
completion of the second round the men drove straight into
the yard of the Clayton Arms, Godstone, and in the hotel an
excellent luncli was served.

The Streatham team was intact, but the Surrey men had
lust heavily. McNah. Ommaney. and Luce were all in
trouble, ^Vhite had had enough, and there was talk of aban-
doning the trial, but after further discussion it was decided
:n finish it after lunch. The Messrs. Avrcs carefnllv

.:«©!^R3r*

observed the performances on Westerham on the fourth
round. Tessier, Barnes, Pratt, Mundy, Greig, Higgs. Bright.
Ware, and Davies, all came up in good form, but Hunter's
sidecar combination made a really splendid performance. It
was quite a fine sight to see the two brothers swinging round
the bends, a few years ago unclimbable with a sidecar
attachment. Nye. Ommaney. and Gammon dismounted,
while Feeney came up with a kiiucking engine. At the end
of the third round Davy's engine was making weird noises,
owing to a loose connecting lod bearing, but he turned up
smiling again on the fourth round, and satisfactorilv climbed
the hill.

As the fourth round was completed the men turned off

at Godstone. and returned to the starting point bv Bletch-
ingley. Redhill. Reigate, North Park, and Ewell.

Streatham Team wins the Marians Cup.
All six members of the Streatham team. F. \V. Barnes (3i

h.p. Zenith). W. Pratt (3^ h.p. P. and .M.). S. T. Tessier
(8 h.p. Bat). R. G. Nye (3; h.p. Triumph). E. B. Ware
(8 h.p. Chater Lea and sidecar), and G. F. Hunter (8 h.p.
Zenith and sidecar), finished within schedule time, thus
winning the cup and qualifying for a medal. Of the Surrev
.M.C.C., A. L. Ommaney (4 h.p. Truniji-.Tap). C. E. Gani-
mon (3i h.p. Triumph)." and G. N. Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.C.
Sociable) finished, all qualifving-for a medal. Of the others,
of the Streatham Club. A. S. Bright (2J, h.p. New Hudson).
H. A. .Johnson (3i h.p. Triumphl. R. .\Iundv (3.!, h.p.
Triumph), and "U". "O. Oldman (3^ h.p. Zeiiitli) linlshcd :

and of the Surrey M.C.C.. C. J. Feeney (3^ h.p. Triumph)
finished. D. R. Greig (3i h.p. Precision) arrived forty
minutes too early, and was disqualified. Of the twenty-five
who started, fourteen arrived within schedule time.

TROUBLE CAUSED BY DAMP FIBRE.
Several instances have come to our notice lately of mis-

firing or total ce.'^sation of firing, which can be traced to
binding of the locking arm on the contact breaker of Bosch
and Simms high tension magnetos. The rocker or bell
crank lever has a stud which fits into a fibre-lined hole in
the contact breaker plate, and in damp weather, or when
oil gets on the fibre, it causes the latter to swell just suffi-

ciently to prevent the rocker working freely. The obvious
remedy is to emery cloth the stud aiid remove all rust, and
very slightly enlarge the hole in the fibre by means of a
reamer or rat tail file.

The lanoluon st4p at Godstone. An animated scenejn the yard of Ye Clayton Arms.
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JANUARY QUARTERLY TRIALS.
OFFICIAL

THE following riders made non-stop runs in the

A.C.U. January Quarterly Trials, held on the

28th ult., over the course Croydon-Hastings-

Croydon, and have been awarded first-class certificates.

Below will also be found the official hill-climb results

en the two test hills, Westerham and Titsey.

First=class Certificates.
C. S. Buriiey (3^ Rudge-

i

Whitworth)
*V. Wilberforce (5 Indian)
*A. H. Hawkins (3^ Premier)
*H. G. Dixon (2^ New

Hudson)
Howard Riddell (2i Forward)
*E. C. Jarvis (3J- Triumph)
*H. A. Cooper (i^ Bradburv)
*Cyril Bailey (3^ Clyde)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-

Precision)

*Rex Mundy (3-J, Triumph)
*Rev. E. P.' Greenhill (2|

Douglas)

Non<stops
J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

F. Philipp (3| Scott)

H. Greaves (2| Enfield)

J. W. Woodhouss (3i
Calthorpe)

*A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber)
B. Alan Hill (3^ Rudge-
Whitworth)

*V. Armstrong (3J,- Premier)

A. D. Arter (3^ James)
V. J. Surridge (3^ Rudge-
Whitworth)

H. W. Oakley (7 Wilkinson
T.A.C.)

B. J. Bucknian (4 Buck)

Passenger MAcnrNES.
*E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea

and sc.)

E. Dixon (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

F. Hill (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno and sc.

G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C.
Sociable)

J. Portwine (5-6 A.C.
Mighty Atom)

J. Munday (5-6 A.C. :\Ughty

Atom)
* Denotes private owner.

HilUclimb Results.
Order of merit on Westerham Hill, giving variations

from standard times:

Extract from rules :
" At the end of the year a silver

cup will be awarded to the driver of the machine
which has ascended the timed hills closest to the

standard, subject to his having obtained four first-

class certificates. The following will be the standards

:

" For machines not exceeding 300 c.c, fifteen miles

an hour.
" For machines above 300 c.c, twenty miles an hour.

"For passenger machines, fifteen miles an hour."
LrOHTWEIGHTS. M. S.

J. Stevens (2^ h.p. A.J.S.) 17|-

H. G. Dixon (2^ h.p. New Hudson) 34

Other Motor Bicycles.
C. S. Burney (3i h.p. Rudge) 1

C. Bailey (3i h.p. Clyde) 7-i

A. C. Robbins (31 h.p. Humber) ... ... 8-J

J. W. Woodhouse (3i h.p. Calthorpe) ... 9|
H. W. Oakley (7 h.p. T.A.C.) 13

F. Philipp (3'| h.p. Scott) 18|
V. J. Surridge (3^ h.p. Rudge) 26|
B. A. Hill (3i h.p. Rudge) 27-L

W. H. Watkins (3^ h.p. Premier) 30|
Rex Mundy (3i h.p. Triumph) 30f
H. Greaves (2| h.p. Enfield) 31-^

A. D. Arter (3i h.p. James) 31-f
V. Armstrong (3^ h.p. Premier) ... ... 32-|

B. J. Buckman (4 h.p. Buck) .0 32|
V. Wilberforce (5 h.p. Indian) 35
H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision) ... 39
A. J. Luce (3i h.p. Premier) 46f
H. A. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 53^

Passenger Machines.
F. Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sc.) 26-L

G. N. Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) ... 29|
J. Munday (5-6 n.p. A.C. Mighty Atom) ... 40-1

J. Portwine (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) ... 40|
E. Di.xon (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) 44-|

E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater Lea and sc.) ... 44|
F. Hill (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) 1

2-i

. 10

. 0-t

. 4i.

. 5-^

• li
. 19^
. 19|
• 19|

23^
. 24-^

. 28

. 29|

. 30-t
• 31-^

. 33-^

. 36

. 361

. 361

• 1 1|

. 19|

57g
. 58

• 1 31
• 1 20i

1 21|
. 1 29?

. Twenty
gained 01

AWARDS.
Titsey Hill.

Lightweights.
J. Stevens (2i h.p. A.J.S.)
H. Q. Dixon (2^ h.p. New Hudson) ...

Other Motor Bicycles.

C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge)
J. W. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Calthorpe)...
H. W. Oakley (7 h.p. T.A.C.)
C. Bailey (3i h.p. Clyde)
A. C. Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber)
B. A. Hill (3i h.p. Rudge)
V. Wilberforce (5 h.p. Indian)
Rex JIundy (3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. Philipp (3| h.p. Scott)

A. H. Hawkins (3^ h.p, ]?remier)
V. Armstrong (3^ h.p. Premier)
H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision)

H. A. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
B. J. Buckman (4 h.p. Buck)
A. D. Arter (3-^ h.p. James) ...

H. Greaves (2^ h.p. Enfield)

V. J. Surridge (3^ h.p. Rudge)
E. C. Jarvis (3^ h.p. Triumph)

Passenger Machines.
F. Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sc.) ...

E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater Lea and sc.)

G. N. Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) ...

E. Dixon (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

J. Portwine (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable) ...

F. HiU (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable)

J. Munday (5-6 h.p. Mighty Atom), ...

Statistics.

Sixty-five started out of sixty-six entrants,

nine gained first-class certificates, thirty

dinary certificates, and six retired.

The 8 h.p. Morgan runabout missed a first-class

certificate through not being equipped with magneto
ignition.

The Judges' Report.
The first of the series of quarterly trials for this

year was held on Saturday, the 28th January, over

a new course, starting from Croydon, and proceeding
via Westerham and Tonbridge to Hastings, returning

by way of Uckfield and Limpsfield.

The course, about 127 miles, was in a very fair con-

dition considering the time of year, the chief obstacles

being a few patches of unrolled stones on .some of the

roads, these, however, not in sufficient quantities

seriously to impede competitors.

Ther:, were two timed hills, and one observed, the

latter being at Warlingham, and the two fonner at

Westerham and Titsey. It had originally been
intended to make Chalk Pit Hill one of the timed
ascents, but it was in the opinion of the judges in

an unsafe condition, the approach and the greater

part of the hill being a mass of sticky mud. Some
competitor.s might possibly have negotiated it suc-

cessfully, but, in any case, the ascent would have

been more in the nature of a trial of tlie rider's skill

than a test of the merits of the machine.

There were sixty-six entrants, only one of whom
failed to start, on account of an accident two days

previously. Fourteen of these rode lightweight motor
bicycles, thirty-three heavies, one a three-wheeled

runabout, and eighteen passenger machines of various

types.

Considejring the fairly easy nature of the course,

and the splendid weather, the results are somewhat
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January Quarterly Trials.—

disappuintirig. Only twenty-nine machines have been
awarded firsl-class certificates, thirty competitors having

made involuntary stops of one sort or another, and
six machines retired for various reasons.

One entr)-, the Morgan Kunabout. would have
received a first-class certificate, but it was found, unl'or-

tunitely, that it did not comply with the conditions

laid down in the rules, being fitted with accumulator
ignition, whereas magneto ignition is compulsory.

Magnetos were found to be in most cases well

protected from wet and dirt, but in one or two instances

a little more care would have been advantageous;
and on one machine the terminals were perilously

near the driving chain.

Al the conclusion of the trials it was observed that

the majority of crank cases were very clean—in .some

cases extraordinarily so—and it is evident that makers
have lately paid more attention to this subject.

Various types of mudguards were fitted, but no
example of any distinct advance on former trials.

There were several machines entered which were
newcomers to the trials, notably the 7 h.p. T.A.C.,
two of which took part, and both would have received

first-class certificates but for the fact that one suffered

a slight accident to the stand, which caused a stop-

page of a moment. The other one was successful

in obtaining the award.
Other machines which took part for the first time

in the Quarterly Trials, and receixed first-class certifi-

cates, were the Calthorpe, Rudge-Whitw'orth, New
Hud.son, Buck, Forward, and Ivy-Precision.

The tables showing the order of merit of com-
petitors on the two test hills are very interesting;

it will be seen that in both cases the same riders

came nearest to standard time.

The work of the judges was considerably lightened

by the splendid, enthusiasm shown by the many
' marshals and observers on the route, whose reports

\xfre invaluable.

. ,
I
H. ("iiLLARD Cove.

JU'iges
I Doug, .^s K. Hall.

IS THE VERTICAL
BEFORE Mr. Pratt's letter [No. 5285] appeared

in Th€ Motor C'l/cle, some cogitations arising

from an inspection of one of the best motor
bicycles at the Paris Show had convinced me that it

is a very open question whether the vertical position

of the cylinder is the best. There is a good deal to be

said for sloping a single cylinder like the front cylinder

of a V twdn, say, parallel to the down tube. True
the front cylinder of a twin is liable to be under-

lubricated, but that is not due to the sloping, but to

the fact that the rear cylinder gets the first pull at the

oil and takes a good deal more tlian its share. This

would not be the case with a sloped single cylinder.

The position has been well tried—and retained—on

the Motosacoche, the single Moto-Reve, and a number
of other light machines, besides the Phelon and Moore
and Scott, and there seems no reason why it should

not be equally free from trouble in the case of ordinary

3^/^ h.p. tourist machines.

The engine could be held more securely than at

present, as it would be quite easy to carry a stay from

the top of the head to the down tube, and this would

be specially advantageous in the too numerous cases

in which the pull of the belt tends to rock the motor
in its cradle, owing to the fact that the chain stays lie

in a plane passing considerably above the axis of the

crankshaft instead of through it.

The Cooling Question.
Again, cooling should be promoted, as the top of

the combustion head would be more directly presented

to the draught and a straight exhaust pipe can be

used. Further, in its inclined position the cylinder

would take up less vertical space, and its removal and
replacement could be more easily effected without

removing the engine as a whole from the machine, as

it would not be obstructed by the tube under the tank.

Indeed, it should be possible to get a little more
ground clearance or a little more tank depth, or both,

without interfering with the detachment of the cylin-

der. There would be more room to get at the sparkitig

plug, and there would be no risk of the plug shorting
to the frame as at present. But perhaps the most
nrnrtical advantages of all are in connection with the

CYLINDER BEST?
magneto position. Behind the cylinder is a very

desirable position, as it is both higl-.er and drier than
in front, but it is by no means ea.sy to find a place
behind the vertical motor that does not involve corre-

sponding troubles and defects.

If the magneto is to be kept near enough to the valve

gear to secure a short spur wheel or chain ilrive, it

has either to be placed under the carburetter, where
there is a risk of setting the machine on fire from
dripping petrol or vapour becoming ignited, or the

carburetter has to be set some inciics further back and
a correspondingly longer inlet pipe employed, though
this latter may not be a serious disadvantage. But il

the cylinder is sloped forward the carburetter can still

be coupled up short to the inlet port, as it •an Ixj

brought in front of the magneto.
One can seldom make alterations, let alone improve-

ments, without introducing certain disadvantages, but

the question is, would these disadvantages outweigh
the advantages I have mentioned? Engineer.

L Dew pattern Ctiater-Lea sidecar. Tlie tiandsome cane body has the latest torpedo
type front—a wind-cutting design which promises to become popular
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UNFOETUNATELY only four ejitries have been
received for the A.C.XJ. Lamp Trials, which were
due to talce pla-ce to-da}' (Ihursday), at Broolvlands.

Tlie entries are ; C. A. Vandervell and Co. (two

O.A.V. electric head lights), Seabrook Bros, (one Solar
acetylene), and l\otax IMotor Accessories Co. (one Hotax
acetylene). Owing to the small number of entries, it was
decided on Tuesday to abandon the trial. We ajipend an
illustration and description of an electric head light, two of

which were entered by Vandervells.
It will be noticed that the exterior is smooth and free

from ]5rojections. This is a great feature, as it renders the

cleaning of the la,mp an easy matter. Another great point

i.s the reflector, which is the outcome of many experiments

and much research. It is constructed of a very hard close-

grained metal coated with pure silver, and has an optically

true surface. Messr.«. VaLidervell and Co. have taken great

pains to render their lamps optically correct, and the result

of their scientific researches has been to produce an electric

lamp which gives a rnagniticent light.

The new type of lamp holder has a plug connection and

bayonet fitting combined. This ensures good contact, and
as the adapter has to be turned every time the plug is in-

serted the contacts are always kept clean. The adapter is

fitted with a new armoured cable which is better than flexible

wire both as regards appearance and durability. The lamp
gives an excellent light with a four volt bulb, but with an

eight volt lamp and battery it should satisfy the most exact-

ing motor cycle rider.

Large v. Small Generators.

Ixion " writes: "I quite agree with our special con-

tributor's criticism upon the regulations under which the

A.C'.U. penalises small generators in their proposed lamp
trial. Two heads are better than one, and I personally

have always preferred two cheap, small, shoddy generators

to one large and costly sample. I have yet to unearth' a

h\a generator which is quite as efficient on its last half-

charge as on its first half-charge, and for many years past

my practice on all prolonged and important night rides

has been to carry a brace of small or medium-sized genera
tors. It either fails or becomes exhausted the other is

always available for instant use without the annoyance of

having to clear out a mass of sodden sludge or trace a
minute blockage in the water system. I have often had
occasion to congratulate myself on this practice. Sometimes
a generator falls off and is damaged. Sometimes a water
valve becomes deranged, and drowns pU the carbide be-

neath it. Sometimes a genei-ator becomes exhausted. Under
all these circumstances I can proceed without delay, probably
without even dismounting ; and if repairs and" overhauls
are inevitable, there is a chance of performing them with
the lamp burning instead of in darkness. I am all against
carrying a full-sized automobile generator on a bicycle, and
T know many car generators which will not last for four
hours."

C.A.V. electric headlieht entered lor to-day's A.C.U. lamp trials, whioli

bave been abandoned owing to lack of entries.

Coventry and Warwickshire M C.

Tickets for the annual dinner, to be held on Tuesday,

the 21st inst.. at St. .Mary's Hall, Coventry, are now ready.

The charo-e is 7s. each, and apjilication should be made to

Mr. Eri^'^A•. Walford. 19. Hertf;,r(l Street. Coventry.

B.M.C.R.C. Monthly Race Meeting at Brooklands.

The following are the dates of the race meetings at Brook-

lands which ha\e been arranged by the British Motor Cycle

Racino- Club : April 26th (Wednesday), May 17th (Wednes

day). June 7th (Wednesday), July 26th (Wednesday). August

26th' (Saturday), and September 23rd (Saturday).

Bombay M. and A.C.C.

A club which will be known as the Bombay Motor and

Aiito Cycle Club has been founded in Bombay with the

object of promotnig and developing motoring and motor

cyclinc in Western "India. It is intended to run the club

on the lines of mutual help and sociability, and eventually

to oro-anise competitions. It is proposed to affiliate to the

governing bodv in England. The membership at present

fa thirty; entrance fee 6s. 8d. ;
subscription, 2s. 8d. a

month.
' Mr. W. J McCanlis, stores department. B.B.

and C.I. Railwav. Parel. Bombay, has informed us .of the

founding of this club.

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting is to be held at headquartei.s

on Wednesday, February 15th. In consequence of IWr. H.
Collins having resigned, another secretary will be elected

in his stead. Other officers will be elected at this meeting,
and all members are requested to attend.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The annual ball will take place to-morrow (Friday) at

the Co-operative Hall, dancing to commence at 8.30 p.m.

A novelty is being introduced in the shapt c' a presentation

brooch for each lady. The design of the brooch depicts Sir

Bibendum, of Michelin tyre fame. On the 28th inst. the

annual hot-pot supper will be held at headquarters.

Lewes M.C.C.

The first annual general meeting of the above club was
held at the White Hart Hotel. Lewes. The chair was
occupied by Mr. Stanley Langridge. The following officers

were elected for 1911 : Captain and chairman, Mr. Stanley
Langridge; treasurer, Mr. S. C Sharpe ; hon secretary. ^Ir.

A. L. Russell.

The committee is preparing an active programme for 1911,

and intending members should write to the hon secretary,

Mr. A. L. Russell, Saxthorpe. Lewes,
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Club News.

—

Cardiff M.C.
This club will hold a whist drive and dance on Wednes-

day, the 22nd inst., and on Wednesday, March Ist, Mr.
W. G. McMinnies will deliver a lecture.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.
The above club was formed in Yeovil on the 28th ult.,

fifteen members being enrolled at once. Prospective mem-
bers should communicate with the hon. sees., P. W. Moffat

and C. Williams, 4, Silver Street, Yeovil. The subscrip-

tion is 5s., and the entrance fee 2s. 6d. It has been decided

to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Worcestershire M.C.C.
The annual dinner will be held on Saturday, February

18th, at " Hop Market Hotel," Worcester (headquarters),

at 7.30 p.m. All motor cyclists in the district are cordially

invited to attend. Tickets and all information can be
obtained of the hon. sec., Mr. Ernest W. Cooke, Foregate
Press, Worcester.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The annual general meeting was held at tlie Euston Hotel,

N.W., on Tuesday, the 31st ult., when the motor cycle

section was well represented. Among the other business, a
new scheme of membership was formulated, to cater for motor
cyclists in the county who do not care to take an active part
in the competitions promoted by the club. Under this motor
cyclists may become associates of the club for a period of one
year at a fee of 5s., and among other advantages associates

will enjoy the full benefits of the A.C.U. affiliation scheme.
The first annual diuner and presentation of -prizes will

ake place on the 16th inst. at 8 p.m. at the Pea Hen Hotel,
Albans. An interesting programme is being arranged.

Walthamstow M.C.
The new committee met on Wednesday, February 1st, at

leadquarters, the Rose and Crown, Hne Street. Mr. George
West occupied the chair, supported by the captain and hon.
iec, Messrs. VV. H. Applebee and J. W. Percival. A silver

was offered by the chairman for an inter-club event,

nd it was proposed that the hou. sec. be asked to arrange
competition. Mr. W. H. Applebee proposed a

ote of thanks to Mr. West for his donation. INlany valuable
rophies are now possessed by this club. The opening run is

in April 2nd.
.Mr. W. H. Applebee seconded Mr. J. H. Kerr that the

tandard (200 miles) rides for the silver cups presented by
he club should start on April 1st and be withdrawn after

)ctober 1st.

A lantern lecture will be held at headquarters on JIarch
nd, and a hearty welcome is extended to visitor.",. The same
emark also holds good for the club supper on March 16th.
Members who wish to support the Woodford meet should
rite to Mr. J. W. Percival, 13, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

Bristol B. and M.C.
The above club will hold an Open Hill Climb on Saturday,
liril 29th, within a radius of fifteen miles of Bristol, under
..C.U. rules. The events will be as follows:
1. Lightweight class.—Engine capacity, 340 c.c. ; weight,

30 lbs.

2. Touring class.—^Engine capacity, 500 c c. for
ylinder and 750 c.c. for multi-cylinder machines.

)t.

500 c.c. for

single-

single-

for

for

single-

single-

3. Touring class.—Engine capacity,
ylinder (fixed geared machines).
4. Ladies' class.

5. Racing class.—For engines of 1,000 c.c.

6. Passenger class.—For engines of i.OOO c.c.

7. Racing class.—For engines of 500 c.c,
ylinder machines.

Club event.—Engine capacity, 500 c.c.

lylinder or multi-cylinder for solo machines, and 1.000 c.c.
pr single-cylinder or multi-cylinder for passenger machines.
9. Amateur lightweight fcii,C.U. definition).—Engine

|apacity, 340 c.c. ; weight, 130 lbs.

No pedalling allowed in any event. Entries close Satur-
|ay (first post), April 22nd.
Entry fees : One event, 10s. 6d. ; two events, 18s. ; three

vents, £1 Is. ; extra events, Ss. each.

I

Prizes will be club's standard gold, silver, and bronze
pedals.

I For entry forms, apply Philip Grout, hon. secretary motor
fcction, RoseviUe, Warmley, uear Bristol.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
On Saturday last the committee were invited to tea at

Mr. J. R. Haswell's house at Crick, near Rugby. The party
motored over from Coventry about 3 p.m., and were joined

at Crick by a few of Mr. Haswell's Rugby friends. A most
enjoyable evening was spent. A vote of thanks was
accorded Jlr. and Mrs. Haswell for their kind hospitality.

Westmorland M.C.C.
An open Kill climbing competition will be held at Shap

Fell next Easter Monday, when the following classes will

be included : 1, lightweights ; 2, single-cylinders ; 3, twins.

A.C.U. rules, formula, and definitions used throughout. In
addition two classes are to be held for members only, viz.,

1, singles ; 2, twins. The telephone will be used, and correct

timing is assured.

Siittou Coldfleld A.C.
' To-morvow (Friday), at headquarters, Mr. S. C. Ferryman
has kindly consented to deliver a short lecture entitled " Inns
and Hostelries," in which ho will approach his subject from
both an architectural and historical point of view.

Not wishing the Midlands to feel in the background in the
way of promoting winter competitions of a sporting nature,

the Sutton Coldfield Automobile Club has decided to hold an
open reliability trial on Saturday, the 25th inst.,- subject to

a permit being granted by the A.C.U. A silver cup has
been kindly presented by jlr. F. S. Whitworth, which \vill

be known as the " Colmore Cup." to be awarded, together
with a gold medal, to the competitor making the best per-

formance throughout the trial. The captain, Mr. J. St.

.7ohn, 33, Fountain Road, Edgbaston, is acting as hon, sec.

for the trial.

Edinburgh M.C.C.
The Edinb'.irgh club will in due course announce proposals

for the 1911 Scottish trials which they hope to hold again

this summer. Last year the month chosen was June, and
the date proved a little too early for serious trade support.

.July will probably be chosen this year, and it is hoped
that a goodly measure of the trade as well as amateur support
will be given. The amalgam.ation scheme is proving popular,

and in a circular recently issued it is proposed to organise

a certain number of competitions annually, to provide a
convenient meeting place in a convenient locality, to endeavour
to encourage the social side by billiard handicaps, whist
drives, lectures, etc., and furtlier the interests of motor
cyclists in particular. Founder members will take a £1
share, and subsequent members will be required to pay an
entry fee. The subscription will be 10s. per annum.

Edinburgh Clubhouse Scheme.
The interim secretary. Percy E. Tolfree, 47, Falcon Avenue,

desires to have in hand all promises of support for the above
project by the 11th inst., so as to lay before the committee
some tangible warranty for the further development of the
scheme, otherwise a serious set-back may possibly be encoun-
tered, Mr, Tolfree states that there is a large amount of

growing enthusiasm -being shown amongst motor cj'clists and
friends in Edinburgh and district.

North-west London M.C.C.
On Friday last ilr. Harold Kar.^lake delivered a most

interesting lecture to about thirty-five members at head-
quarters. 'The lecture was entitled "Competition Riding,"
but i^tr. Karslake confined his remarks almost entirely to

the preparation fur competitions, dividing into heads as

follows : Reliability trials, non-stop trials, petrol consump-
tion, and hill-climbs. Many useful hints and tips were
gathered, and a short discussion followed the lecture.

A breahdown competition occupied t2ie remainder of the
evening, this being in the capable hands of Jlr. Karslake
and Mr. Fisher (the well-knowm agent of Hampstead), who
provided a 2i h.p. Grandex lightweight with J. A.P. a.i.v.

engine. The selection was a happy one, as the machine was
quite strange to all the competitors, and came in for much
admiration from the company afterwards.

The winner was found in F. Thomas, who located and
repaired the trouble and started the engine in -3 mins. SO
sees. A. J. Dreydel came next in merit, having just com-
pleted the re-adjustment in the 4 mins. maximum time. No
other competitor succeeded in restarting the engine in the

allotted time, though many were well on the way to a
solution when time was called.
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STABILITY.
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ff TXION " naively asks in The Motor Cycle of

I January 26th, " Why ever should a lower saddle

position jjer se tend to decrease the factor of

stability on greasy roads?" I don't fancy " Ixion
"

is as ignorant as he would have one think ; he is cute

enough to put his remark as a questioil instead of a

positive assertion, anyway. But if " Ixion " really

wants an answer, let him take a billiard cue, or even

a domestic broom, and try balancing it first light end
up and then the other way. He will see at once that

the higher the weight (or move properly the centre' of

gravity) is placed the easier it is to maintain the cue
or broom in its upright position.

It is just the same with the bicycle; the higher the

saddle position, the higher the rider is carried, and
the centre of gravity being raised, the balance is less

liable to be upset. It was just because the rider was
so high up on the old tall bicycle that that type of

machine was so free from side-slip. Of course, it had
little propensities of its own, which, on the principle

of de mortids nil. nhi bonum, need not be stated

more' bluntly thari in the tenns adopted by a recent

lecturer. He re-ferred to "The early cycle with a
direct drive to a wheel of large diameter and having
but small longitudinal stability!

"

Because a 'car with a low centre of gravity is less

liable to turn over tlian a high one, many people think

a low motof bicycle has the advantage in stability over'

others. They forget that, while a car has a wheelbase
or area affording positive support laterally of the

centre of gravity, the bicycle is maintained in unstable

equilibrium by balancing,' which, makes all the differ-

ence. One thing that incideritally lowers the centre

of gravity may be beneficial, bur not for that reaso

When a motor cyclist indulges in a side-slip he m
be Interested to know that in performing the evoluti(

which so entertains the bystanders, machine and ric

describe a curve round the centre of gravity.

Now if "Ixion" will take two dumbells of eqi

weight, but one having a long bar and the other

short one, and grasp each at the middle of the "bi

he will find that he can twist the wrist of the ha
holding . the short barred bell much easier than
can the other. The same applies to the motor bicycl

if the motor is set low its weight is carried at a co

paratively long distance from the centre of gravity, a

the machine is less liable to slip up than if the engi

were arranged higher up, because it would then

closer to the centre of gravity.

It is a sort of converse of flywheel effect. If

heavy rimmed flywheels of equal weight but of differ

diameters are rotated at the same speed, the larger

will be more effective than the other ; it will moi

disturbances tending to , make the speed of the sh

irregular better than the smaller wheel ; in short,

will be more difficult to stop. But, at the same tin

this larger Wheel will be niore difficult to start. So
say, the top tube is regarded as the shaft and the ri(

and machine as. the flywheel, the further the he
motor is put from the shaft the more difticirlt it will

for the disturbing influences to set the hum
mechanical flyw'heel rotating.

So far as that is^ concerned, the benefit could

obtained by fixing the engine the same distance abi

the top tube ; in fact, more, for the mere balanc

would-be facilitated. G. D. Leechman

A contrast not unfavourable to tie motor cveie. Steep hills have no terrors Cor the modern motor cyclist.
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Quarterly Trial

Machines.

I S might have been expected, a good
i many machines in the Quarterly
X Trials were specially fitted up in

various ways, but these were
tlier numerically so many nor was the
uitment so varied as in the London-
:eter run. The accompanying sketches
licate some of the principal fittings
at we noticed. It will be interesting
later years perhaps .to turn back to

ustrated notes such as this and see
lether the use of such details has any
rmanent bearing on the design of the

liine, for that these arrangements

,
Fig. 1.

necessary argues that very few
esent day mounts are sent out from
factory adequately equipped even for

;entury run in our variable climate.

A Three Gallon TanK.
?ig. 1 is a view of the gargantuan
trol tank fitted to a Lincoln Elk

I bine. The rider e.xpected to run-out
J home on one filling, and well he

Fjg. 2.

;ht do BO, for the tank's capacity was
less than three gallons.

Fig. 2 represents a very neat little
aluminium mudguard, fitted behind the
carburetter on the 2; h.p. New Hudson
machines. This adequately ' prevented
any mud or dust getting thrown on to the
float chamber, or adjacent to the air

Fig- 3-

ports, and should liave a beneficial effect
on engme wear, for, as is well-known, a
really appreciable quantity of grit ia
frequently drawn with the gas into the
cylinder.

U. Gray's (No. 27) Triumph was pro-
vided with a chamois leather kneo grip
as indicated in fig. 3. This had a hole
cut out of the top so as not to obstruct
a view of the petrol level.

Double SparKing Plugs.
Eiuney-s Rudge-Whitworth was equipped

witn two sparking plugs controlled hv a
throw-over switch, the latter being of "the
ordinary low-tension pattern, but bein-
nearly all screws, it fs likelv to conve?
shocks unless well covered with insulating
tape. The idea was illustrated last, week

(page 121). The same machine had alsc
a most sensible rear mudguard (fig. 4),
which is detachable for tyre inspection
or repair.

The only Red Indian in the trial was
furnished with an extra torpedo-type
petrol tank (fig. 5) connected up direct to
the main tank. The extra tank appeared to
have been made out of an oil tin, but was
painted red to match the machine, and
really looked quite well. Behind this
tank was a neat little tool box, the lid of
which served as a table for the route
card.

A. J. Luce's twin Bat was fitted with
the monstrous raudflap shown in fig. 6.

This, in conjunction with the effective

Fig. 6.

front wheel guard should keep the ridet
clean in any weather. It %vill be noticed
that a sensible sized hole is cut in the flap
to allow a draught to impinge on the
cylinder heads.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents ate urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

?

Advantages of a Two-Speed Gear.

Assuming that I purchase
(second-hand) a standard pat-

tern Triumph motor cycle for

use with a sidecar, if I fit it

with the 1911 pattern Millen-

nium two-speed gear, will this give

me two speeds, free engine, and
handle starting, and will it be suit-

. able for sidecar work on ordinary
road*?—A.O.C.

The fitting of the two-speed gear will

give all the advantages suggested in

your letter except that of handle start-

ing, but what is equally good, it allows

yiiu to start the engine by means of the

pedals when the gear is in neutral.

This is quicker and as good as any
system of starting.

A Cracked Exhaust Valve Seating.

1_ have discovered a minute
crack in the exhaust valve

seating of one of the cylinders

of ray 1909 pattern 7 h.p. V.S.-

Peugeot twin. Will you kindly

inform me (a) if this can be mended,
also (b) will it affect the running,

and (c) is there need to have it

remedied at once, or will it be safe to

run the machine as it is?—G.G.
Unless the machine is losing power you

had better not worry. It may last

some considerable time ; on the othei

hand, the crack may extend on any
ride, (a.) Unfortunately, the crack is

in such a position that it cannot be

repaired, (b.) If, eventually, the crack

gets larger and compression is lost, we
fear that the only remedy is a new
cylinder.

Engine. Improvements.

I have seen it stated in

The Motor Ci/ole recently that

engines for 1911 of the same
size as 1910 engines are about
five miles per hour fastti

I have a 1910 engine, and should

like very much to know how this

result has been obtained.—J.T.

The result has been obtained by a

combination of improvements. If it is

your idea to embody the improvements
m your 1910 engine this may be im-

possible, as such alterations as lighter

pistons and heavier flywheels enter

into the question. We cannot tell you
actually how -the results referred to

were obtained—it is simply a questioi'

of continual experiment. Alteration in

the compression, timing, setting of the
valves, etc., would produce these re-

sults, to say nothing of alteration to

the design of the cams, etc.
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Removing a Timing Wheel.

Will you kindly inform me
on the following : (1.) How
do you take the half-time
wheel off the shaft of a 1910
Bradbury? I want to strip

the flywheels to take the connect-
ing rod out. I have tried all ways,
but find it impossible to move the
screw. (2.) I have fitted an exhaust
whistle, but cannot make it answer.
It makes a slight noise, but no
whistle. Can you tell me the likely

cause?—S.S.

(1.) To get the wheel off the screw
must be removed somehow, and if it

cannot be removed in the ordinary
way you had better drill it out. Then
get two levers at the back of the tim-
ing wheel, one at the top and the
other at the bottom, and prise it off.

If it is very tightly fixed considerable
force may be required. (2.) The
trouble may be due to the fact that
the particular whistle you have is not
suitable for the pressure of the ex-

haust gases of your engine.

THE QUADRANT POWER UNIT, showin? pecniiir
disposiiion ot the valves and the simple gear drive for

cam wheels and magneto. The exhaust v^Ive is at the
side and inlet vaivs at the rear. A cle n crank case has
always been a good point of the Quadrant.

Valve Timing.

The big end of my 3^ h,

single-cylinder engine havi;

seized I had a new bush fittei

and since then my engine w
not climb hills. I have timi

it so that it fires (when retarded) j

as the piston -is turning over t
top of firing stroke. The e:

haust valve I think closes too 60o|

as it opens when the piston is

the bottom and remains open un
the piston gets about two-thir
way up. Nearly on the top
valve is on its seating. Shou
not the valve be open when t

piston gets to the top?—R.
You should set the valve eo that it

closed by, the time the piston reach
the top of the stroke. You may 1

your engine with the valve timed
trifle later. It would be worth tryin

The trouble may be that the new bu
is rather too tight a fit and retar
the engine. This will be a poi

worth verifying.

Eeboring Cylinders.

I am at present in troul

with my 3^ h.p. F.N. engir
It u^ed to run very reliat

but without much power
examined cylinder and fou

it badly scored, and also that pistj

was too loose a fit. I got cylim
rebored and new piston and rir

fitted, but found when I open tl

throttle the least bit it respo:

for a few seconds and then a strar

bouncing noise takes place in engi
and in a few yards the machine st

(the engine gets rather hot). I h:

an idea that the oil is not getting
on to the cylinder walls very
owing to a sort of tin covering
top of crank case with just a fl

holes in it to let oil pass (1 am g
ing it lots of oil). The engine seef

to labour considerably. I would
greatly obliged if you could a-dvl

me in the matter.—J.Y.C.
It looks as if the piston is rather a ti(

fit in the cylinder. What you 1

better do is to dismount the eng|

and again examine the interior of

cylinder and see if this is really

case, but, before taking any eeri'

steps, it would be as well to rem^

the baffle plate and see that some
reaches the cylinder. It is prob.

you will find the gudgeon pin lo^

Reboring is a job which requires

care, and should only bo trusted;

first-class repairers.
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Sluggish Starting. Free Engine Clutch.

My magneto motor cycle

—

^ a twin Rex—is ratlier' diffi-

^ cult to' start after standing a
little time. The gear is about
3i to 1. Would water-cooled

)il be more serviceable, or -vould
jad results attend the use of it?
Jould you please give me the benefit
if your experience of different
nakes of clutches?—P.E.J.
u had better be content with an
rooled oil, although an admixture
50% water-cooled oil would be a
id experiment. By far the best
11 IS to inject paraffin or petrol if
engme is difficult to start. The

iistrnent of the carburetter is also
uitant. If no choke tube is fitted
your carburetter, we should recom-
iid you to fit one during the cold
•lier. This would render starting
1. As regards the clutch, we

uld recommend you to fit the clutch
'e by the makers of your machine.

Retiming Engine. A Charging Query.

Kindly say regarding re-
timing of mv Motosacoche
engin£^(l.) In what positim
should the piston be in the
cylinder when the spark is

lily advanced? (2.) About how long
lould it take to charge an exhau-sted
tt-eiity hours accumulator off a single
00 volts 16 c.p. lamp with one of
amage's adaptors, i.e., the lamp
light and the accumulator being on
le single lamp circuit? (3.) Is^gas
igine oil suitable for this engine?—
JL.

With the piston dead on top of
ipiession stroke, and the ignition
r fully retarded the platinum points
-lid be ju.st about to break. If yuu
My this rule you can arrive at "the
tion of the piston when tlie spark
:ully advanced bv advancing the
tion lever to the fullest extent and

noting where the points break
measure the position of the piston

lugh the sparking plug or compres-
tap holes. (2.) It is somewhat

ittul It you could get an
usted accumulator to cliarge
at all with onlv half an
ere passing. which ]'

the amount that would be passed by
a single 100 volt 16 c.p. lamp.
It is usual to charge an accu-
mulator battery of this size at about
two amperes. Theoretically, the time
taken to charge should be forty ho-are,
but an adapter such as you mention is
never used for charging up from zero,
only for freshening up a battery which
has been discharged to, say, 3.6 volts.
(3.) Gas engine oil is not 'suitable for
your engirte, nor is it wise to use any
kinds of doubtful luTaricant. It pays to
buy the best.

Choice of a Sidecar.

I should be glad if you
would give me your advice as
to the choice of a sidecar
attachment between a rigid or
a castor wheel. Is a castor

wheel as free from sideslip as a
rigid? Also, which is the best for
steering iu traffic and taking cor-
ners? Up to the present I have
never driven a * sidecar, and feel
somewhat nervous, as it appears to
me that there is a great risk in
taking corners with a rigid pattern.—B.A..J. -

There is no doubt that the rigid type
of sidecar is the most effective against
sideslip, and it would steer almost as
well as any other type. However, for
taldng corners probably the castor
v.heel sidecar might be a little better.
Naturally when a corner is taken at a
high speed willi a rigid sidecar there
IS a risk of overturning, especially so
when tliere is no passenger, but if the
corners are taken at a reasonable speed
there is no d.nKrer whatever.

Meaning of Synchronised Ignition.

Please explain to me wdiat is

?' meant by " synchronised igui-

^
tion." I have seen the expres-

I—
I

sion several times lately in
The Motor Ci/cle. As it seems

an important adjustment, I should be
glad to know how to ascertain if the
Ignition of my twin-cylinder Lagonda
tricar is synchronised.—A.L.L.S.

Synchronised ignition means that the
sparks at the plugs of a twin, or other
nuilti-cyhnder engine, take place at
exactly the same time relative to the
position of the piston in the cylinder-.
In the case of battery ignited engines
using a trembler coil and make and
break or wipe contact maker, it is quite
possible for the spark to occur earlier
m one cylinder than it does in the
other, either through bad adjustment
of the contact breaker or the trembler
screw on the coil. The usual method
employed for synchronising the ignition
on a twin-cylinder V-type engine is
to run each cylinder sep'arately. short-
ing one cylinder while the other is
running. The slowest cylinder can
th6n be tuned up to the fastest.

K-XPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessoriej
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"Simpiicitaa." 1911 T.A.C.
If "Undecided" will send his name

and address and a stamped and
addressed envelope his letter of tl.o
26tli ult. shall receive attention.
"Dubious" (Chatham). 2'^ L.p. F.N.

two-speed lightweight.
"W.W." (Salford). Millennium Fit-

•ill__t"'0-speed gear, also Alabon clutch.
"F.G." (Londonderry). Michelin

steel studded tyres,
particularly with regard
to stability on various
surfaces.

" Anti L.C." (Berk-
hampst<;ad). 1910 pat-
tern 21 h.p. twin
Douglas. What is the
cost of upkeep ? Ama-
teurs' replies wanted.

/

/-^

l"nt°tb^^r'i;•,s''o™'n^;'?^?^;;i„^^^ ^^^^-'-^ »",.- t,u,-c n,,.. ,„jia„. Mr. 0. H . rom recently told our N.w Yor. co re-
Jer would come . ^^^^l^^'^mL'^^^l^l^^^^S^'Ztl^iS^Ii'i^ unloreseen occurraa, De
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The Warner Speedometer.
'Die Kleutrif: ai]<) Oviliiaiue Acces-

sories Co., Ltd., 'Birmingham, inform
Its lliat at jn-eseiil tliuy are nnable
to supply the Warner speedometer
witli "snail" gear Iransmis.iion
illu.slrated in the issue of Jannary 12tli.

Detachable Side Mudguards. _

']'he_ .cnccess of many of the mud-
gnariling devices used in the Winter
Trials has induced manufacturers of
acce.seories tu turn their attention to
thf ealo of suitable articles of this
nature. The latest to reach us is from
C. W. Bluemel and Bros., Wolston,
near Coventry, whose detachable side

WT UNDER

WNT FORK

Bluemel's side guards.

muaguards for motor cycle front

wheels have been provisiotially patented.
Ea.se of attaclrment and detachment is

important, not only because it makes
these guards suitable for almost
any type of' motor cycle, but also

because they can be quickly removed
for cleaning purposes. They are
fastened to the beaded edges of the
mudguards by means of spring clips

which are sprung on to the bead, they
are then further tightened by means,
of screws so as to be quite secure.

The guards aie not in one piece, but
in pairs for the lower and upper parts

of. the wheel as illustrated above. If

too long, they can easily be reduced
elightly by cutting away the end of

the shield near the front forks, i.e.,

at the joint. It may also be necessary
ito cut away a small piece from
the beaded c<lge of the side guards
'in order to clip the mudguard
istays. The price of a complete set is

Very ren.-<iniibU', and made in thin

sheet steel, and cuau'ieliad to suit tire

machine, they do not detract from- its

appearance.

Belts in Canada.
Messrs. 0. and W tlrmerod, Roch-

dale, the makers of Watawata belting,

have rerej\cd an advice from their

Toronto agents. Messrs. the Tangent
Cycle Co., that they have given in-

structions that all .niutur cycles sent
out to theni froiri this side are to be
fitted witii tins popular leather belt.

'
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Tflotor Cycle Insurance Policies.
The premium for the P.lj. Dread-

nought policy for motor cycles of any
horte-power has been further reduced.
P.B. stands for Percy ButJer and Co.,

65, King Street, Manchester, from
whom full particulars can be obtained.

Catalogues Received.
The new iiuage motor bicycles are

fully illustrated and described in the
Cyclists' Encyclopaedia, which is the
title cf the catalogue of Rudge-Whit-
worth cycles and motor cycles. It is

sent post free to all who apply to

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of Messrs. Fuller and Sons, Wick
Lane, Bow, E. In it are listed the
well-known Fuller dry cells and the
Fuller charging battery. The latter

is a well-tried article, and has been
on the market for some time.

Another catalogue is that of the
Juno motor cycles and accessories

from the iN'ietropolitan Machinists Co.,

Ltd.-, 248-250, -Bishopsgate, E.G.

Motor Cyclists' Clothing.
The Para Rubber Co., John Bright

Street, Birmingham, are putting a silk

waterproof cap cover on the market.
This can be carried in the waistcoat
pocket and stretched over a tweed cap
when required, keeping the latter dry
in wet weather and obviating to some
extent the necessity of carrying a sou'-

wester. The same iirin are also making

FEBRUARY gth, igii.

up coloured oilskins, yellow, gre(
brown, and black, and have a n
treble-breasted tweed-lined coat.

A Neat Trouser Guard.
Mr. J. B. Dall, Ladybank, Fife, 1

just applied tor a patent for a troui
guard which will fit most 3^ h
single-cylinder machines. The patt(
illustrated is made specially
Triumphs, and is ea.sily fitted "by
moving the carburetter and the copj
washer which lies next to the inlet po
The guard is about the thickness of t

washer, and takes its place.- Otl
patterns are made to suit Amac a
B. and B. carburetters. It is claim
that the guard entirely prevei

Show n:^ the latest pattern Macm clutch wit'.i atljusiiRlt

puUey, together with the new operaiing mechanism.

Ball's trou.er protector.

trousers or overalls from being scorcl

against the hot combustion head-

frequent trouble when the feet

resting on the footrests.

A Proiected New Company.
The Roc Gear Co. is the title o

new concern which may shortly

established to deal solely with

gear, department of A. W. Wall, Lt

Birmingham. Contrary to the be

which appears to exist in cert

minds, their tricycle runabout is i

in competition with the 4 h.p. sinj

cylinder and 5-6 h.p.. twin-cylin

Roc motor bicycles with t\vo-sp

gear, which can still be supplied

short notice.

Exchanges at your own Door.

Jlr. R. G. Nye, 69, Leather La
E.C., has made arrangements
•visit, on a motor cycle, intending p
chasers of new or second-hand raachi

and those requiring to effect the
change of their present mou
within a range of sixty miles roi

London free of any charge,
machines which Mr. Nye will use
this purpose will be two Nye mo
bicycles fitted with .J.A.P. and I

cision engines respectively. The cl

object of the scheme is to- relieve nic

cyclists of the trouble and expense
sending tbeir mounts up to town
valuation.

l\Iessrs. Nye and Co. will <

twelve gold medals to the t\v

private owners of twelve motor c

clubs who put up the best perforinan

in open hill climbs during the y
The decision of tlie- awards is to

left exclusively to the various ch

committees. Secreta'ries are inviteu

af,ij., and send particulass of ll

clubs' events.



Motor Cycle Taxation.

IN
the issue of February 2ncl \v« called attention to

the resolutions agreed to by the conJerenoe which
met to discuss the inequalities and injustices of
the existing taxation of motor cars and motor
cycles. If the committees of the R.A.C., A.A.,

and M.U., decide to adopt these resolutions without
alteration we think they will be doing motor cyclists

a certain amount of injustice. The fourth resolution
certainly ought to apply to motor bicycles as well as
to cars. The wording of No. 4 is " That it be sought
t<j obtain a reduction of, say, 50 per cent, in respect
of cars four years old and oxer." No. 5, already
quoted, is " That in respect of motor cycles and motor
attachments of not more than 2 h.p. there should be
a tax of los. per machine." Now the present tax
for the smallest cars is two guineas, and that for any
motor bkycle is one pound. Anyone will readily
see that if resolution 4 passes the committees, the

Chancellor will be asked to tax small cars only one
shilling more than motor cycles of over 2 h.p. It is

all very welt for the committees to say in their recom-
mendations that the proposed reduction in regard to
motor cycles under 2 h.p. will represent a reasonable
concession to the poorer users; doubtless in passing
this resolution the conference thought it was doing
Its best in the interests of motor cyclists, but it should
have known that the poorer motor cyclists ride
machines of over 2 h.p. in much the same proportion
as they ride those of under 2 h.p. Mercifully we
lave been spared from formulae in connection with
notor cycle taxation, therefore why introdure it?

However, the points we wish particularly to
mphasise are that the 50 per cent, reduction it is

ought to obtain in the case of cars four years old

should apply equally to motor cycles of the same age,

and that the 2 horse-power delinition is not high
enough. The los. tax would be ample for new motor
cycles up to, say, 500 c.c.

"The Motor Cycle" Buyers' Guide of November
loth shows that there are only about ten makes of

motor cycles fitted with engines of 2 h.p. and under,

and there are over 75 other makes exceeding 2 h.p.

Without casting any reflection upon the representa-

ti\es of the R.A.C., M.U., and A. A., -who formed
the conference, we consider motor cyclists' interests

would have been better served if representatives of

the A.C.U. had been asked to form a section of

the conference instead of leaving the motor cyclists'

case in the hands of the R.A.C. Members of the

A.C.U. wIk) are thoroughly in touch with the motor
cycle movement could have explained to those

members of the conference who are not so completely
ail, fait with motor cycle matters the inadequacy of

their proposals. It is not too late now to make
alterations to the resolutions, as they have all to be
confirmed by the executives of the R.A.C. and M.U.
and A. A., and we still hope that the motor cyclists'

case will be more strongly advocated in the resolu-

tions it is proposed to place before Mr. Lloyd
George. We have repeatedly argued that the maxi-

mum tax on motor cycles should never have exceeded
the amount paid on a two-wheeled horse-drawn
vehicle, which is 153. We base our contention on
the amount of damage done to roads by iron-shod

wheels and iron hoofs compared with pneumatic-

tyred wheels, when even the 15s. tax appears
excessive. But to plac-e new two-wheeled motor
cycles weighing a hundredweight on the same footing

as second-hand cars of 6 or 7 ovts. is surely unjust.
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A Aemorable Afternoon's Ride.
By B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS

•^?-.-^r^s^»r~ -^y^.-.,a«

1 was a gloriously .fine

autumn day, sunn y,

cloudless, and warm,
and there were we buried

away in a little Hampshire
village, pining for the sea,

miles away. True, there was
the sidecar, ready, as usual,

for its day's round. If only we could turn

the handle of our Roc gear and set that twin

Peugeot buzzing towards the coast.

Well, the temptation was too great; at eleven o'clock

neither I, nor my passenger, nor indeed "Poor Joe
"

(the motor) himself, was ready for the ride in the

remotest degree, yet by noon we had packed our

necessaries and were on the way. There is something
nice about the modern motor cycle, like the fire

engine, it is ever ready for a sudden turn-out. Our
combination got no more attention than a casual

glance at petrol and oil gauges, and another, even
more casual, at tyres, belts and nuts, before we
headed for Petersfield, on the main Portsmouth road,

and put our noses towards Butser Hill. The going

was good to Horndean, whence we made, for the. old

town of Chichester. One would judge from the map
that the way from Chichester to Bognor was quite easy,

but we found the way out of the cathedral city intri-

cate and badly sign-posted. -

- A Penetrating Pin.

At Bognor, after sending off an unlucky telegram

of thirteen words to book rooms, I found the back
lyre flat. Further search revealed a- stray pin intro-

duced vertically and for its entire length into my
driving cover. Removal of the intruder and repair

caused fifteen minutes' delay—the first of its sort for

six or seven months, thanks to my Bates's tyres.

In any limited experience of these matters I

think pins make the most irritating punctures,

because a pin Avill perforate the thickest and best

tube in four or fi\e places may-
hap, and the chances are that your
repair patch will miss one of these

invisible holes. So it was in my
case. After pumping up the tyre

hard we went on our way rejoicing

until an ominous bump told me that

the rim was hitting the ground. I

decided to join that class which takes

the most pains and re-pump. Every
ten minutes after that did I re-pump
the tyre, and as we were on the I'oad

till midnight I have calculated that I

gave six times ten times forty strokes,

and that it took about 2^4 hours of

our time. My pectorals next morning
confirmed the fact!

I he Sussex roads were horrible—at
all events, those we traversed—wind-
ing, twisting, and bumpy; at some of

the corners the appearance was as if a
cart load of stones had been scattered broadcast.
To add insult to injury, we' had to pay a shilling in

toll money (at Littlehampton and Shoreham) for

using these vile tracks. Between Worthing and Hove
I really thought our back rim would ' be dented
irreparably, and the beauties of the tramlined road
are not enlranced by the numerous motor 'buses, vans,
and traction engines of this commercial region.

Brighton to Hastings.

We were glad, then, to reach the magnificent sea-

front of Brighton and ride in comfort once more.
After tea we went inland to Lewes, and were thank-

ful to follow wide and smooth tarred roads. Petrol

was dearer in Lewes than elsewhere—^(Why does the
price vary so at different places on the same day?)—
and after this we had an evening ride to Polegate
and Hastings.

This seemed a long stretch; the absente of the
sun and the rising mists contrasted gloomily with the

brightness of the first part of the day. At .Ninfield,

while inflating for about the fortieth time, a jolly

old countryman directed us on our way, and after

commenting on the vagaries of motor tyres alluded to

his own sad case, for he found he was' getting short

of breath lately. He was \ery much impressed with
our boldness in trying io reach Folkestone that

e\ening.

Leaving him behind in the dark we got forward
till we saw the welcome lights—and unwelcome trams
—of Hastings. Luck seemed against our getting out

of this town, at all events with despatch. It was
about nine o'clock, and most of the hard-worked
shopkeepers had retired for the night, including th-

garage folk. If a garage luere c-p&n it did not sell

the particular brand of oil or carbide we preferred

We resorted to the oft-tried advice

and asked a policeman. He -knew
of no garage, but there was a motor
shop up Ore way (subtle difference).

Thither we repaired, and, of course,

it was shiit—(Does Hastings spend
all its time in bed?)—but, joy o:

joys, the proprietor chanced to bf

hard by, and on his neck we fell, foi

we were in dire want of lubricant.

Once m.ore on our way, by th

time we reached Winchelsea we were

going through a thick, danip fog, and
glad was I to have remembered th<

hill and arch there, for it might havi

meant an accident under those con-

ditions had I been a stranger to th-
The start

A typical Hampshire village.
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A Memorable Afternoon's Ride.
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road. Ten miles an hour was all we could hope for

when gomg, and this average was still further lowered

by that wretched leaking puncture, all hopes of

jepair vanishing after darkness and fog had set in.

VVc dodged the toll-gate at Rye, since it was left

open, and soon after had two narrow escapes from
running into walls or signposts in the fog. Between
Dymchurch and Hythe the fog was at its thickest, and
the only vehicle that met us w'as another dismal side-

car pufiing on its solitary way blindly through the

midnight gloom.
Hythe and Sandgate were cleajer, and the motor

sevned glad of a little rope to show how well it could
pull us all up the hill into Folkestone. Here we
were, then, at our intended destination, with every-

body in bed and a flat tyre.

Another friendly " bobby " (they can be friendly

to motor cyclists sometimes) told us of a place where
we could stable the motor, and after that we soon
found a haven of rest for ourselves. No sooner was
my head on the pillow than I was dreaming of the

Portsmouth to Folkestone record that I had broken
—about 120 miles in i2 hours!
Ne.vt day, having eased my

nind by covering over that

;lusive pinhole of the day bc-

01 e, I was able to par-

take_ of some of the seaside pleasures midst
brilliant sunshine. The following morning, being
Thursday, was devoted to a perusal of The Motor
Cycle while basking on the beach, now and then
sparing a glance for the disporting bathers—mixed.
Friday was rather dull to begin with, or else I think
we might have been tempted to start our homeward
ride.

Saturday, however, saw us on our way back,
reluctant to leave the sunny sea, and diis time we
took good care to leave it and not follow the coast.
Our journey was over some of the best made roads of
Kent, for we kepi to the main London road right up
to Mailing, where we turned left for Sevenoaks, and
so on through Redhill, Reigate, Dorking (sooted plug
changed here) to Guildford, and here we again joined
the main Ix)ndon-Portsmouth road. The Surrey
roads are hilly, but, nevertheless, preferable to the
flat, winding, loose-surface tracks of the Sussex coast,
and in spite of the hills and two mile low gear grind
up the Hindhead we doubled our outward average.
Yet to those who live near any of the places men-
tioned I caji thoroughly recommend this circuit for

a pleasant week-end ride, with
one piece of advice: If your
tyre should go down, see to-it

there and then—you'll save
time.

L-ia:,:

A

(l.j UuiiD^s sea Iront, (2.) At Dymchurch.

•I

ji
(3.j The winliog road to Dymchurch.
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M.C.C. PROGRAMME FOR 1911.

*T^ HE programme of principal fixtures of the Motor

I Cycling Club during 1911 is as undemoted.
The hill-climbs and brake tests in Devonshire

lext August are quite a new departure.

April I St.—Opening run to Brighton.

April 14th-
1 7th.—Easter tour.

April i4th-i7th.—London-Land's End-London Trial

;or valuable cup, presented by the President, open to

notor bicycles only. Gold medals for all meritorious

performances.

May ijth.—Members' hill-climb.

May 27th.
—

" Albert Brown " Trophy Trial for cars.

June 2nd-3rd.—London to Edinburgh twenty-four
or special return journey gold medal. Open to all

o all types of motor cvcles and cars driven by members.
June 2nd, .^rd, 5th.—London-Edinburgh-London

or special return journey, gold medal. Open io all

\ pes of motor cvcles and cars. driven by members.

June 2nd, 3rd, 5th.—London-Edinbmgh-London
for Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup (to be won
three times). Open to motor bicycles only.

June 17th.—Liter-team trial for Tlie Motor Cycle

Challenge Cup. For teams of six riders from recog-

nised clubs. Motor cycles only.

July ist.— 100 miles non-stop run for silver medals.

Open to all types of motor cycles and cars driven by

members.

July 8th.—Brooklands. Programme later.

July 15th.—Petrol consumption trial.

August 5th-7th.—Hill-climbs and brake tests in

Devonshire.

September 2nd.—Members' hill-climb.

September 30th.—Speed judging competition.

October 2gth.—Closing run.

December 26th-27th.—-London - ExeVer - London
twenty-four hours' trial.
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MY IDEAL nOTOR CYCLE. By R. RUDE.

An ambitious yet simple design of four-cylinder V-type two-stroke engine witli

scavenging device.

SOME years ago I tried io solve the weight ques-

tion, and set myself the difficult task, of find-

ing how the weight of the petrol engine could

be reduced. What we would all like would be a
machine as powerful as a ^j4 h.p., weighing loo lbs.

to 120 lbs., and yet as smooth running and noiseless

as the four-cylinder F.N.
To build a lighter machine the weight of the engine

should be reduced. Now a twin-cylinder engine of

0° ,0°

2 leo

Fig. 1—Firing diagram
o{ a two cylinjer V-type
four strolte en",ine at 90"

with single crank.

360

Fig. 2—Four cylinders
V-type, four stroke at
90 with double cranks
at 180'.

5
360°

Fi:;. 3—Four cylinders

V-type, two stroke at

80 with cranks at ISO .

2 to 3 h.p. with enclosed flywheels will weigh about

40 to 45 lbs. against the 7,^2 h.p. single of 56 to 60 lbs.,

aiKi there is at least 20 lbs. of dead weight in the rims

"of the flywheels in the case of the single-cylinder

and 15 lbs. in the twin, whereas if an outside flywheel

is employed there is not more than 6 lbs. dead weight

in the rim for the required flywheel effect.

Can this dead weight be eliminated ? To solve this

problem we have to consider the function of the fly-

wheel. Therein is stored a certain amount of kinetic

energy which is given out as soon as the speed of the

revolutions drops. The larger and heavier the fly-

wheel, the greater the flywheel effect at a given speed.

Uneven Firing.

The light V twin with outside flywheel seemed to me
for a long while a good step forward in the direction

of tlie ideal. Why I finally abandoned it Avill soon be

clear. I designed a twin-cylinder of 65 mm. by

75 mm. bore and stroke, 500 c.c. capacity, to give

4 h.p., the cylinders being spaced at an angle of

90°, which led to the engine being hung in the frame
as shown in the illustration of the complete machine
(see next page). However, I found an objection to this

design, and that was uneven firing which takes place
at o" — (360° + 90°) — 720°. (See fig. i.)

Next came a four-cylinder V engine with small

cylinders of 54 by 56 mm. of the same output, but I

was still troubled with uneven firing. To render this

question of uneven firing clear to all, I append dia-

grams fig. I and fig. 2, which should help considerably.

The circle represents two revolutions, i.e., 720°, and
the best way to understand the cycle of operations is

to keep the following facts in mind :

(i.) The angle of the cylinders is always repre-

sented in the diagram.

(2.) The crank throw is also shown.

(3.) Explosions may occur at 0° or 360", i.e., 1

can turn the crank through 360" (a complete circle),

firing either at 0° or 360"", at 90° or 450°.

Fig. I shows a V twin-cylinder, where firing takes

place at 0°— (360° -t- 90°)— 720°.

Fig. 2 shows a four-cylinder double V type with

cylinders at an angle of 90°' and having a double
crank at 180°. Uneven firing takes place here also,

the firing points being at 0° — 180"^ — 270° — 450'^

— 720°-

Fig. 3 shows another possibility, viz., if we alter|

the diagram to that of a two-stroke engine there are now
four even explosions during one revolution, each at

90° apart. The torque is then equal to that of an|

eight-cylinder four-stroke engine, where only one-sixty-

seventh of the flywheel effect of a single-cylinder is re-

quired. In this manner the dead weight of the big fly-l

w-heels is practically eliminated. Ignition provides no
difficulties in these days of reliable magnetos, and I will

ARRANGEMENT OF INLET & SCAVENGING PIPES (see next page).

Fi^ 4—Enlarged section ol top ol Fig. 5—Enlarged section of

cylinder and piston. petrol piston, jet, etc.

A. Petrol piston control from B. Petrol inlet.

handle-bar. C. Scavenging charge from
B. Petrol inlet. crank case.

C. Scavenging charge Irom E. Partition in inlet port.

crank case. F. Scavenging charge en ter-

D. Pure air inlet from blower. mg cylinder.

G. Carburetted air entering
cylinder.

Figs. 6 and 7—Automatic lubrication system fitted to the author*s

" Ideal " two-stroke engine.

now pass on and describe some of the advantages

possessed by such a tiny two-stroke engine.

There are no valves or gear wheels, the piston and

deflecter performing the duties of the valves by covering

and opening suitably arranged slots in the cylinde:

A18
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Ty Ideal Motor Cyclj.
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rails. The crank case is a clean casting, about 5in.

liameter and quite symmetrical. The total weight of

he engine, giving 4 to 6 h.p. at 1,500 to 2,000 r.p.m.,

hould not exceed 25 lbs., and when mounted in a

ight strong frame should form an ideal mount for

olo or passenger w^ork.

Figs. 8 and 9— Part sectional views of the " (deal " Iwo-strolie tour cylinler

engine showing pistons, connecting roii, crankshafts, central fiywheel, transfer

pitjes, etc.

Before describing my engine in detail 1 should like

point out some of the essential operations of a two-

roke engine, and the means employed to overcome

e general defects common to this type.

(i.) Induction and e.xhaust have to be completed

a very limited lime.

(2.) The ports are small and limited by the dia-

leter and length of cylinder.

(3.) Scavenging with pure air is much desired, but

ften involves complicalion. such as special valves,

unips, etc.

(4.) Crank case compression is a weak point.

(5.) Also oil mixing with the fresh charge.

(6.) Carbonisation on top of piston, sooting plugs,

id clogging up inlet and outlet ports.

(7.) The deflecter is a necessary evil, and it canfiot

e correctly shaped for high and low speeds; therefore

(8.) Fuel is wasted or residuals left in cylinder

hich ignite the fresh charge.

(0.) Output is thereby reduced.

(10.) Tiie chief carburetter trouble is that regula-

on of the mixture is diflicnlt at slow speeds.

How far the most important defects are overcome

11 be clear at once.

Two and Four-slroKe Engines Compared.
Nearly everyone is conversant with the cycles of a

ur-stroke engine. The lime for inducing and expell-

g the gas always extends over the whole length of a

troke, or, expressed in degrees, the exhaust valve

pens at 220° to 245°, the inlet valve at 180° to 220°.

n a two-stroke engine, if the inlet port, which is cut

iwer down the cylinder and opens later, is assumed
I have half the length of the exhaust port and a

a:rimum lead of 60°, then the expulsion of the burnt

ases has to be completed within 120°, and the fresh

harge taken in in 60°. That is, in 50% and 30% less

ran the corresponding time of a four-stroke.

The ports must, therefore, be made as large as

ossible. Here a small cylinder is of great advantage,

'he jiorts are comparatively larger, and cooling of

ic cylinder is better, on account of its relativelv

larger surface exposed to the air as well as of the

vertical stays which have to be left in the ports.

To increase the quantity of charge and drive it

through the ports at a higher velocity than the engine

can induce it, several methods have been tried, in

gas engine practice stepped pistons and correspond-

ingly shaped cylinders or separate pumps for gas and
air are in use. I propose to employ a rotary blower,

like a Sirocco ventilator, for driving out the exhaust

and driving in a fresh charge. This blower is mounted
on the shaft and forces air into all four cylinders.

It is important, and should be noted, that when the

inlet pons are uncovered, as a rule, the fresh gas is

sucke3 in, and if there are residuals in the cylinder

which are still burning, the new charge may be ignited

and wasted, or a blow back to the carburetter or the

'-'ank case may occur. Now by means of this blower

r is an easy matter to scavenge with ])ure air, so that

as soon as the inlet ports open only air is forced in atid

the exhaust dri\en out.

Function of the Division in Inlet Port.

By placing a division in the inlet ports (see C, fig. 4)

it is possible to retard the entry of fresh gas until all

residuals are driven out.

If a two-stroke engine without forced induction can

give an output of 30 to 50% more than a four-stroke,

there is no rca.'son why an increase of 50 to 75% should

not be possible with forced induction and perfect

scavenging. An output of 4 to 6 h.p. at not more than

2,000 r.p.m. is all we want. The magneto has to

run at twice the engine speed.

Details of the "Ideal" Engine.

The cylinders are made of thin steel castings with

cooling ribs on standard lines, bolted down to tiie

crank case. The pockets for the sparking plugs have

only a small opening which prevents sooting up.

Around the inlet and exhau.st ports dovetails are

made, into which the joints of the transfer pipes and

exhaust pipes can easily be secured.

The design of the pistons is unusual. They are

machined inside and outside, the connecting rods being

pivoted on a pin secured in a special seat, which is

screwed into the top of the piston. Only one piston

ring is provided. The crank case is a steel casting,

and has two symmetrical halves. Although a thin

casting, it is strong and rigid on account of its com-

pactness. Lugs are provided for attachment to the

What the "Ideal" machine will loots like when completed. Note ih: patented

method ot suspending the engine, and the magneto position. The lour-oylindcr

engine is drawn in proportion to the other parts o! the machine.
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My Ideal Motor Cycle.—
frame members, and to take the stay rods for the

footboards.

The crankshaft consists of three parts, the two
cranks proper, with the shafts and bobweights and the

flywheel in the middle, to which. they are secured.

This flywheel separates the two halves of the crank
case, and has grooves turned in its periphery. Rings
which fit the grooves ensure compression in whichever
half it may be required. It must be understood that,

although a blower is employed, the compression and
suction in the crank case are still utilised, and will

assist the blower. A partition is. also employed in the

upper half of each side to separate the piston from the

crank case, and to prevent too much oil spray being
forced up. It is, unnece.3sary to draw attention to the

good properties of this arrangement of engine and
crankshaft as regards balance.

Ball bearings are provided for the crankshaft, and
a cover plate and special gland keep the bearings oil

and compression tight.

Carburation.—There is no carburetter, no mixing
valve or float control. Each inlet port has a hori-

zontal partition in the centre, allowing the scavenging
charge to enter the top half, the inrush of air via the

lower half taking w-ith it^the petrol from jet B.

Reference to figs. 4 and 5 shows that each cylinder

is provided with a jet tube in which slides a miniature
piston. Small grooves and holes in the piston register-

with similar holes in the petrol admission pipe B, and
by moving the piston up or down the petrol enters

thiough two or more orifices, flows down the piston

and through the jet.

A single le\'er on the handle-bar controls two of

these pistons, so that there are two levers on the bar,

FEBRUARY i6th, igii.

one for the front and one for the rear pair of cylinders.

It is, therefore, possible to run on one pair of cylin

ders if deemed desirable. It may here be repeated

that no petrol enters the crank case. As soon as the

bottom of the piston on its upward stroke has passed

the lower inlet ports D, pure air rushes in from the

blower, the descending piston compresses it in the

crank case, and through the transfer pipe C it enters

the cylinder. No petrol mixes with the air until the

division in C is reached.

Ingenious System of Lubrication.

Lubrication is a most important item, especially ir

a two-stroke engine. In my design the main suppl)

is by drip feed, which can be regulated and set. Foi

lubricating the cylinder walls part of the compressior

in the crank case is utilised. In the base of each half

of the crank case is a horizontal pipe .with non-returr

valve. This pipe is led into the other .half of the

crank case and vice versa (see figs. 6 and 7). The
oil which collects in the case is forced by the com
pression in one half of the crank case through a double

jet into the other half of the crank case. The jet;

through which the oil spray is blown are fitted so tha

they direct the oil on to, the connecting rod big end;

(see- fig. 6). A little oil will naturally be forcec

through the transfer pipe into the cylinder, but as

there is a partition between cylinder and crank case

the amount will be small and cannot interfere with the

proper running of the engine.

The engine is being built now, and as soon as it i:

finished I intend, with the Editor's permission, to give

an account of its behaviour on the road. In the mean
time, the .sketch will give an idea of what my " ideal

'

v.ill look like.

->—^0 «>"-<—

HINTS ON COMPETITION RIDING.

AT a meeting of the North-West London M.C.C.
on the 3rd inst., Mr. Harold Karslake read a

most interesting paper on the subject of " Com-
petition Riding." Below we give a few excerpts which
cannot fail to interest competition riders.

. Dealing with reliability trials, Mr. Karslake in-

stanced what he considered one of the rhost difficult

objects in view, and that is the. running to schedule
time. The best system, he considered, is to start at a

slightly greater speed than that set for the trial until

half a minute is in hand, and then try to maintain this

position as nearly as possible. The reason for doing
so is that it is very much easier to waste time than to

make it up, and it will be found in practice that this

extra bit in hand will always enable the rider to get

very nearly on time at a check.

On approaching a town of any size it is advisable to

get from one to two minutes ahead because of the low
speed which is almost invariably necessary when enter-

ing and leaving a town with any amount of traffic.

,
Passing on to the subject of hill-climbs, a form of

competition in which the experienced rider has a very

great advantage over the comparative novice, the com-
petitor should assure himself of the absolute efficiency

of the power unit. As regards carburetter adjustments,
the fitting of a larger jet, raising the level of the petrol

in the float chamber, and providing more air both
below and above the jet are usual, but it is not gener-

A20

ally known that the single jet as fitted- to the Brow
and Barlow and similar carburetters can be enlargee^jj

in two ways. The top can be closed and two or threi

holes made in it, or the top closed and two or mon
knife edge slits made on the edge top. Experience

shows that either of these systems gives a better result

than simply enlarging the single hole.

In petrol consumption trials the engine compressior

must be perfect ; the exhaust valve lifter must work
as high as possible, and the inside of the exhaust bo^

and pipe must be quite clean. The usual touring jet i

best -in the carburetter, but the level of petrol must

be at least one-eighth of an inch down from the top

of the jet, and if a control to the air below the jet i

fitted, the le^'el of petrol can be even lower. Another
very important matter is lubricating oil, and the be.5t

water-cooled oil should be used if the day is not

exceptionally hot. In that case mix equal quantities

of air and water-cooled oil, and it is as well to remem-
ber that as' much oil may be used as possible. Then
there is the question of carrying extra petrol if the

tank is not thought to be large enough. The only

satisfactory way of doing this is to have a spare tank

fixed on the top tube above the tank and a tap from it

to turn into the main tank.

In his final words of advice, the writer- of the paper

exhorted competitors to give officials as little trouble

as possible.
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No. 3.-THE GREAT YARMOUTH AND DISTRICT MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.
^|n»HLS organisation was first started
I in February, 1906, when a few
X motor cyclists met in Yarmouth to

form a club, the moving spirit

jeirig Mr. F. Worts, who was backed up
Ur. T. W. L. Beales and Dr. II. K.

ayo. At this meeting it was decided
alfiliate to the Auto Cycle Club,

nd the afliliation was continued until

e er.d of 1908, when it was thought
at it would be better to cancel it as it

SI made tlie ditfcrence between a solvent
nd insolvent club. At this meeting Mr.

Worts was elected lion, sec, which
OS', he held until the end of 1907, spend-

a great deal of time in influencing
lotor cyclists to join the club. At the
nd of the first year he had got together
irty-thiee members. Dr iieales was
ected president, remaining with the club
ntil the end of 1909, when he gave up
'le motor cycle for a car, his reUrement
eing a great loss to the club.

LfigOS, Dr. V. \\. Blake became lion.

X.. in which position he acted for two
ears, but had to resign owing to pressure

other business, and also the increase
work in connection with the club, which

as growing larger every year and held
lore competitions.
In 1910, Jlr. II. Collins was elected lion.

cretary, and Jlr. R. H. Williams
sistant hon. sec. The vacancy created

tlie resignation of Dr. Beales was
lied by Dr. II. H. Mavo, wlio made an

f

excellent president, turning up at all

competitions and looking aft-er things
everywhere ; he also presented a silver

cup for tlie 200 miles reliability trial

won by Dr. Blake, and he has also
offered another for the same event this

year.

For the current year Dr. Mayo will

stUl remain president, and Mr. II. Collins

hon. sec, while Mr. K. li. Williams will

be trials hon. sec. The club now has
forty-five active members, and hopes that
the sporting programme will result in a
considerable increase in membevship. The
entrance fee is 5s. and the annual subscrip-
tion 53.

The annual general meeting and dinner
will be held in Norwich this month.

Performances in the Team Trial.
The club was first rcpre.sonled in com-

petitions in 1907 at Uaventry in jfVie

Motor Ciji-h Challenge Cup Trials, and
found the hills too steep for some of the
machines, but in 1908 it secured second
place. This is the best perfdrniance up
to the present since the first attempt in

1907, and the club hopes to come out on
top in 1911, as another team will be
sent over with its now famous mascots
the Yarmouth bloater, which should bring
better luck than was experienced in 1909
and 1910, when the team was dogged by
misfortune before arriving at Daventry.
No less than fourteen of the nieml ers

rode over to take part in, or to see, the

event, some of the Yarmouth men riding

160 miles each way to see the trial.

Members have competed more or less

successfully in the London to Edinburgh
and back, and London to Exeter and
back, four riders obtaining gold medals.

Mr, K. O. Clark has distinguished himself

at Brooklands, the Stadium, and the Isle

of Man. Two members formed parte of

the M.U. motor cyclists at the mililjuy

manccuvres, and it is hoped that many
more will a^^sist at the manccuvres tliis

year, as they are to be held in the

Ea^te^n Counties. -(

The club has been gradually increasing

its competitions each year, and last year
held a hill-climb, a 200 miles reliability

trial, an eliminating trial for the M.C:C.
Cup Trials, gymkhar.a and race meeting,

the latter being over a course in Guntoa
Park, Norfolf':, whicii was kindly lentr to

the club by Colonel tlia Hon. C. Ilarbord.

The season KlO was closed by a dinner
and prize distribution held at Yarmouth
in October, when the various cups and
prizes were presented to the members who
liad been successful in the conipetitioos.

The club proposes for its 1911 pro-

gramme to hold a hill-climb, a 200 miles

reliabilit}- trial, a gymkhana, and a racd

meeting, also to send a team to Daventry
for the M.C.C. trials. At least half a
dozen cups have been offered for the
various events.

YARMODTH CLUB OFFICIALS, ALL ACTIVE MOTOR CYCLISTS.
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Swaying Sensation when Riding.

A qivJi'y in the issue of P'ebruary 2nd recalls an

experience I have several times encountered, but

have never previously seen alluded to in print. On
rare occasions a motor bicycle will refuse to travel

straight forward steadily. The sensation is extremely

disconcerting, reminding the unlucky victim of the

imeasy motion of the ocean, and if the pace be

increased is exceedingly likely to produce a tumble,

while it prevents steering with confidence at any speed.

When analysed it is found that the machine is

reluctant to keep vertical, but sways from side to side,

or "rolls," while its track follows suit, and leaves a

volute mark on the road.

My own experiences are ascribable to three causes.

The commonest consists of using tyres of rather deep
'

section (from tread to rim) in an undeir-inflated con-

dition, and is removed by inflating the tyres board

hard.

The second consists of a strained frame, and the

symptoms may be chronic and without a new frame
quite incurable on machines which have sustained

several heavy falls.

The third instance I have only suffered from on a

single occasion, many years ago, and as far as I could

make out at the time it appeared to be a form of mild
but continuous sideslip.

I was riding an old 2
-J^ h.p. Humber, which

steered perfectly both before and after the ride

alluded to. Passing through Wiltshire, a thunder-

storm damped the summer roads, and as they dried

they were smeared with a thin film of the greasiest

grease. Till the roads dried my machine "rolled"
or "swayed ' as described, and my most determined
efforts' "were helpless' to keep it upright or steer it

straight. Presently I ran on to dry roads, and the

machine recovered.

The tyres in use were 2in. by 28in. Clipchers with

the ribs worn off, and I ha^e never had a similar

experience with another machine or on anv other

occasion.

Ho^v to Test the Lightweight.
I think practised riders are agreed that, the out-

standing weakness of the genuine lightweights in the

past has been a certain inability to maintain their

fower. Of course, no high-speed engine subjected

to the deleterious dustcloud can hope- to maintain its

power unimpau'ed for prolonged periods, but it has
been complained—and I think witlr truth and justice
-—that many of the smaller engines lose power much
more quickly than the larga^ types.

If this contention is just, the organisers of trials

ought to pay special attention to this point during

1911. The obvious method would be to seal every
viriable item of the mechanism, time the machine up
a tremendous hill, run it 1,000 miles, and then tinie

it tip the same hill again, penalising those engines

which evinced a gross depreciation in speed.
There are valid practical objections to such a

course; we do not expect any machine ""^ rz" 1,000

A41 .,.,

miles in a dusty trial without dismantling its car-

buretter, and such brief stoppages ought not to be

penalised. But could not the A.C.U. organise a

lightweight trial to cover, say, 250 miles, and test

the engines for power maintenance before and after

the run? Even this simple test would, I am sure,

show surprising results, and be most instructive.

Greasing the Ne'vi' Machine.
Several correspondents wholly miss the point of my

ancient tip about smearing the plated parts of a new
mount with Rangoon jelly or vaseline diluted with

petrol. They say "it must look beastly." Well, I

am not saying it looks remarkably spick and spaii

after a few dusty or muddy rides.

The idea is simply a resource for the rider who can-

not spare the time to keep his machine clean ; if, he

doesn't grease it, the irregular cleaning will ruin the

enamel and plating ; if he greases it, at the end of

the season a single clean will make it equal to new

—

brighter and better than the machine which has been

polished up twice a week throtighout the summer.
Even the man Avho never breathes on his machine,

and keeps twenty different grades of selvyt on his

garage pegs, will do well to em.play the tip before a

mudlarking rim. It saves a lot of elbow grease.

Winter Trials.

The next innovation will be a six days' trial in mid-
^vinter—scarcely a kid glove undertaking. Yet such
events will soon be necessary.

We are all " talking at " the small business man,
who is molish or mulish enough to cling to a horse

and trap for his thirty mile round. We tell him to get

a motor cycle, and so sa\'e half his travelling expenses
or alternatively double his turnover by covering a larger

area. This implies that he qait use a motor bicycle all

the year round.

When we come nearer home, and inspect our own
performances, we find that a select band of crack
riders make a tremendous fuss because they get to

Exeter, Gloucester, or Harrogate by. schedule time.

E\idently those who are the most expert riders do not

regard it as an ideal mount for all weathers.

The small professional man notices this, and
observes that he wall have to retain his horse and
trap W'hen he buys a motor bicycle ; the double meiunje

does not appeal to him, and he does not see precisely

where the economy is to come in. Wherefore let us

remember, we are not asked to make the motor bicycle

capable of negotiating deep snowdrifts, which can stop

a horse and trap ; the commercial motor cyclist must
be prepared to liire. a pony and trap perhaps six davs
in each winter.

All we have to do is to produce motor cycles capable
of satisfactorily facing all conditions bar deep snow

;

and several makes practically attain this ideal alreadv.

All honour to the stalwarts of Exeter, by all. means;
but I know several quite middle-aged " knights of the

road" _w'ho perform equally stern tasks weekly all

through the winter and think nothing of it.
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Variable Gears and Slipping Clutches.

5370.]—Referring to Jlr. Clarke's criticism [letter 5335] on
article on vaiiable gears and slipping clutches, I think lie

in error in sayyig tliat the torque is theroetlcally the same
speeds. Owing to the cooling of the gases durir g

pie.-sion and expansion, the torque falls off as the speed
Is, and tlie figures I gave represent about the usual for

ngine of the motor cycle type. Perhaps the higher
ucs of tlie torque are on the large side As these values
for an engine with very large flywheels which would

ble full compression to be used at low speeds, they err
the large side for low speeds for engines fitted with the
al small flywheels, as sucli engines require to have ttieir

pression pressure reduced by throttling to erable them
run slowly at all. JOHN L. MJLLLIGAN, B.Sc.

Staggered Cylinders.

S571.] — Seeing the number of multi - cylinder nuitur
les on the roads nowadays, I have often llioiight that
way in which the cylinders are arranged must tend to

rheating. Having come in contact with numerous riders
four-cylinder machines, they all complain of their rear
nder overheating.
low on the above mentioned machines the cylinders are

a straight lino from front to back. Therefore, tlie first

nder naturally gets the full force of air on the front half

nder, whereas the other three only get side currents,
e or lefs, therefore overheating.
ow if the first cylinder were to be tilted one and a half

es to the right, the second one and a half to the left,

so on, there would bo much more through draught, aJid

rally not such a great tendency to overheating. As
be seen, this would only make three inches dirference

ridth. Difficulties would arise in the cam operation,
they could easily be overcome. FRANK EEED.

]-

Another Design of Mad and Wind Shield.

[5373.]—I have recently patented a mud and wind shield
for motor cycles, and thought the enclosed sketcii might be
of interest to your readers.

This sliield has been tried by an experienced rider and has
proved most satisfactory, both for mud and wind protection,

at the .same lime the cylinder is kept perfectly cool.

The front portion B, which is torpedo shaped, can be
made of any suitable material, and is fixed in any manner
that the sliape of the frame, etc., will permit.
Hinged to B at C C on either side are wings A A held in

position by springs, in such a manner that a slight touch
fiom the foot of the rider will open them clear pf the
machine, the object being to enable the rider readily to

Design o( mud and windshield.

A. Wins liinfied and sprung lo B al CC. B. Front fixed portion.

D. Aperture in B for admission of air to cylinder.

dismount. It does not interfere with mounting in the

slightest, and can bo ridden solo or with sidecar- attacli-

ment. This shield is not yet en the market, but will

probably be .so shortly. CECIL H. GREEN.

Sunday Competitions.

[5374.]—Mr. Egertoii Pope resuscitates under the above

heading an old and long-disputed question—^a question,

moreover, to which it is nowadays impossible to find a uni-

versally satisfa.-;lory solution.

I am in agreement with your correspondent to the extent

that I acknowledge there are many and sound arguments
against Sunday competitions, but what can a provincial club,

especially a young club, do?
\Vhen"a cliib has a membership roll of 300 or 400, like the

M.C.C.. then the executive can do without Sunday trials, for

on whatever day of the week the trial is held it can

from its vast membership confidently rely on a good and
representative entry. But to get a satisfactory muster for a

fifteen hours' event the small provincial club must fall back
upon a Sunday fixture, or content itself with an entry of

half-a-dozen.
Again, such an event as a long distance reliability trial

is far less obtrusive to the Sabbath-keeping public than would
be a hill-climb or a paperchase, and that for reasons too

obvious to call for mention here. To the man in the street

the long-distance trial is no more than an informal club run ;

in fact, in the case of the trial under notice a club run would
have been far more conspicuous.

\2 7
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In defends of the trial organised by my club on the 22iid

ult., let 1116 explain that it was run over one of the most
deserted roads in the country ; the schedule was 18 m.p.li.

;

and competitors were started at irregular intervals, in some
cases thirty minutes, in no case less than ten minutes. The
competitors had all left Exeter by 5.30 a.m., and the first

man was not scheduled to return until 8 p.m.
Except for the fact that the men ran for a definite object

and that medals were awarded, it must, in common fairness,

be owned that the trial in no way thrust itself before the

notice of the public, and was run on lines that could offend
no one's scruples or sensibilities.

ARTHUR M. C. SCOTT,
Secretary Exeter and District IM.C.C.

Steam-propelled Motor Cycles.

[5375.]—It might interest those steam enthusiasts whose
letters have appeared recently to know that such a machine
was in existence about twenty years ago at Newark (N.J.).

Being the first motor vehicle I had seen or heard of, it

interested me greatly. It was a high bicycle shod with the

usual "solids," and appeared a practical machine within
limits. STEPHEN DE SAVE.

[5375.]—I was much interested in "An Old Engineer's"
letter in your issue of February 2nd. If he can really pro-,

duce a machine such as he describes let me offer my con-

:

gratulations. I should be one of the first to buy one, for

although the modern motor cycle is so greatly improved
there are still many troubles we could well do without. I

sincerely trust we shall hear more on this subject in the near
future. I do not quite know what sort of help " An Old
Engineer " requires, but it I can be of any small service to

him I should be pleased. C.H.C.

[5377.]—I, too, am a great steam enthusiast, and am
sure that a good steam motor cycle could now be made.
Think of the tremendous advantage steam would have over
the petrol bicycle. As "Old Engineer" says, and I agree
with him. there would be no electrical parts, no carburetters,

and a host of other appliances, all of which make the motor
cycle less reliable and also add to the cost. Again, there
would be no two or three-speed gears and no free engine
required. One would only have to put one's leg over the
saddle, open the valve, and glide away ; hills would be no
obstacle, not even with a sidecar. In conclusion, I would
like "Old Engineer" to send me all particulars., and I also

would like to see more of the steam motor cycle in your
esteemed columns. MARK McADAM.

[5378.]—Lately, in your valuable paper, I have read a

good deal of correspondence on the subject of steam-propelled
motor cycles, chiefly from people who seem fired with enthu-
siasm about the idea. Most of them bewail the fact that
they lack the means and opportunity of experimenting in

this direction ; all of them claim enormous advantages for

this system over the more usual form of propulsion, citing

the performances of the steam car as examples of what can
be done by their proposed method.
In the first place, these steam- enthusiasts seem to have lost

sight of the one great indisputable advantage of the internal

combustion engine over the steam engine, viz., the fact of its

heat-producing plant being self-contained, instead of being
entirely external and separate as in the steam engine. This
one tact, apart from the well-known superiority of the
thermal efficiency of the internal combustion engine over the
£team, is sufficient to damn their scheme from the 'oeginning.

If this fundamental advantage of the internal combustion
engine over the steam is not apparent and recognised, why
is the steam-propelled motor car in a minority on the roads
nowadays? Why are marine engineers attempting to adapt
the internal combustion engine to the propulsion of the
largest vessels? The steam engine had forty years start of

the internal combustion engine. It was nearing its zenith of

perfection before the gas engine was invented.
Granted that the steam car possesses all the advantages

clain>pd for it—lightness, ease of control, flexibility, lightness
on tyres, etc.—yet, if one looks at the successful driver of a
steam car, one sses him to be both an enthusiast and an
e,\'pert, as he neeli to be to get good results from the com-
plicated mechanis.i on his car. What is the keynote of the

A2S

theme the best designers and most capable engineers are
hammering out in the drawing offices and worshops every
day toward the perfection of the gas engine?—" Simplicity,

simplicity, simplicity," in every little detail.

The demand is for a fool-proof machine, and to this end
the efforts of the best brains are now being directed.

To descend to details. Your correspondent, " An Old
Engineer " [No. 5335] remarks that he proposes to drop
petrol, ignition appliances, pins, levers, silencer, etc. But,
on the other hand, he must take up paraffin, or some other

unpleasant oil as fuel, various jets and burners for burning
it, considerable lengths of piping to connect his boiler and
engine, and, above all, a bulky condenser, as the law does
not allow him to exhaust into the atmosphere. And if he is

going to do away with v.'ires and levers, then I can only

suppose that he is going to control his machine, in its from
forty to two miles per hour gait, by some process of mental
telepathy, in which case I and your readers may confidently

look forward to such a triumjih of mind over matter as will

set the world by the ears.

No, sir. Steam as a means of propulsion for light road
vehicles is dead. Its epitaph—"It lacked simplicitv."

jR51.

A Fast Touring Machine.

[5379.]—I have pleasure in sending a photograph showing
my 5 h.p. T.T. J.A. P. fast touring machine which I had made
to my own instructions and design. A few particulars may
be of interest to your readers.

It has twin belts, and runs on 24in. road wheels ; it is

also fitted with an Elliott speed indicator, musical horn, and
two separate lamps. Another special arrangement is the

petrol and oil, which are fed under pressure.

I have designed the machine so that it is only necessary
to remove three bolts to take away the engine, M'hich is, I

think, very advanttigeous. The petrol and oil pipes are all

connected with spring catches. I have had it geared up to

65 ni.p.h., and I carry a spare cover and. tubes as well as a
too! bag.

5 h.p. J.A P. with pressure-fed petrol and o 1 supplies. {See accom-
panying lettT).

In designing this machine I had to consider the technical

perfection of the apparatus which is included ; also I included

the lightest material possible.

The lamps I use are of the Siemen's "Onswatt" metal
filament make, which are run off an accumulator. The rcsulf

has been very satisfactory indeed.

I consider, therefore, that my machine is of the very latest

design and embodies all the new and recent improvements,
I shall be pleased to send any of your readers further particu-

lars if they write me. SHALTO D. M. WILSON,

Scavenging Devices.

[5380.]—I cannot see how the automatic scavengiiiE

device described by Mr. R. H. Churley [letter 5539]

February 2nd, can present any possibilities. Mr. Churley
rightly points out that complete scavenging . means
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mcrease of power, but is this increase greater than the loss

of power necessary to compress the air behind the scavenging
piston ?

By a simple calculation it can be shown that with a
standard 34 h.p. engine fitted with the scavenging device
a great deal of power, perhaps as much as j h.p., is required
for compressing air in scavenging cylinder. By a full charge
Mr. Churley seems to understand that required to fill clear-

ance volume, besides what is ordinarily understood by cubical
capacity.

He points out that at the beginning of induction stroke this

clearance space is full of burnt gases, and as a remedy he
iills this spac«, all except the valve chamber, with a piston

;

or can he expect that during the induction stroke the

scavenging piston moves up, compressing the air in the
scavenging cylinder, in spite of the fact that tlie pressure in

the power cylinder is less than tliat of atmosphere?
A. BURNS LAWSON.

SEP

A Rule of the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[5381.]—We are unfortunate in having failed to obtain
first-class certificate in the Hastings trial owing to a

misapprehension on our part. We did not understand that it

was absolutely essential that the machines entered should be
fitted with nagneto. All our niacliines that are on the market
re fitted with magneto, but unfortunately, owing to a delay
n the delivery of the magneto, the runabout entered for this

rial was not so fitted. In respect of liill-climbiiig and non-
stop run our runabout behaved perfectly.

SiORGAN AXD CO.

Cost o! Running a Motor Cycle.

[5382.]—Your admirable paper is to my persona! know-
edge perused by a goodly proportion of the motor cyclists of

he future, and undoubtedly a large number of these are
leterred from enlistment into the ranks of practical riders by
n exaggerated idea of the cost of maintenance of a motor
;ycle.

1 think yon will agree with me that I am qualified to

itempt to remove this idea when I tell you candidly that I

ave owned and driven three different motor cycles during
he last four years on a weekly pocket allowance of 10s. per
veek ; in fact, the allowance during part of this time was
nly 8s. per week.
Enough for the preamble. Having sold my old machine I

itudled your advertisement columns aliout twelve niiinths

igu and went to inspect various machines. My old machine
old for £10, and I had made up my mind to encroach upon
apital to the further extent of £20, and I finally came across

advertisement of one of the desired make, a 19C9
i'riuniph, only four months old, in January, 1910, for £57.
purchased that machine for £33, including lamp and every-
hing essential, and it had nnt been, above 500 miles. That
s the way to buy cheaply ; this is the way to run cheaply.
In summer f know from test that I can get 120 miles to

he gallon (I only weigh 8i stones), but taking an average of
00 miles to the gallon, and I never waste any of this valu-
ble spirit ; in fact, I run it out of the tank if the machine
s to stand by.

Petrol. 7,000 miles, co.st

Tvubricating oil ...

Mew belt after 4,000 miles
Licences

Total

Average for 7,000 miles about a farthing per mile.

'If course, there is depreciation, but I can (ruarantee that
1 I sold the machine now I should not lose £5 for this, and
en then it would average less than id. per mile, and for
'•ut 1.200 miles of this I have had a cvclist in tow. I
iintain that my S'.nall expenses in tyres, belts, and break-

'
-^ are accounted for bv the fact that I do not " scrap,"

Hit potter at a comfortable twenty or just over. My own
.vres with changing over from back to front have". done
Itogether about 7,600 miles^ and thev are not vet done for,

PENUP.TOUS HEDONIST,
P.S.—I want a riding companion in Birmingham, and shall
e glad to hear from any reader who thinks. my speed and
•ants would suit.

£ s. d.

3 10
15

12 1

1 5

£6 2 1

ib3

[5383,]—I am a rider of a four-cylinder F.N. and have a

fancy for a single-cylinder 2^ h.p. two-speed. I shall be
greatly obliged if your correspondent, Mr, F. T. Marley
[5330], will give his weight, I think the detailed account
of his expenditure shows good results, but is I weigh 14 st.

and live in a hilly district am I expecting too much from a
lightweight? I hope to see Mr, Marley's reply published.

J. W. HINDS.

Twin-cylinder Sociables.

[5384.]—I believe I was the only private owner to drive
an \.C in the Quarterly Trials, and should therefore like

to inform " liikum " that I quite appreciate his remarks
re twin-cylinder sociables. I suggested to the makers be-
fore my machine was finished how nice a 7-9 h.p. twin
engine would be. Their reply was, " Why do you want
more power when the present unit will take you anywhere?"
Quite so. But I have had a 3^ h.p. motor cycle, and I
have h.ad a 7-9 h.p. My experience is that the knowledge
of a great reserve of power is a comfort in itself.

The llexibility of the A.C. engine is marvellous. Some
engines I have had when they began to die on a hill their

death was very sudden. Not so with the A.C. It fights

right up to its last gasp. Possibly it may be owing to the
ilywheels. I think it was about three years ago Uiat a
letter of mine appeared in The Motor CycU advocating a

flywheel on each side of the crank case.

.•V.S regards " Ilikum's " remarks about tho A.C. touching
40 m.p.h.. I am perfectly willing to demonstrate that proof

to him if he cares to come to East Liss, Hants.
-My A.C. will go anywhere. There is not a hill I know

of that it will not climb with two up, and although my
mouth waters sometimes for a little more power, I would
not swap it for any other passenger machine I know of.

A. J. ATKINGS.

Is the Vertical Cylinder Best?

[5385.]—I nm naturally somewhat interested in this con-

troversy on account of the inclined position of the cylinder

of the 4 h.p. Indian. Here we have a variation from the
forward position mentioned by " Engineer," inasmuch as the
Indian single-cylinder slants backwards. I remember quite

well some years ago asking Mr. Hedstrom why it was that

he inclined the cylindt-r instead of setting it vertical, also

why he inclined it towards the rear.

His answer was that he had several reasons for doing this,

the first and most important being that when the cylinder

was set in the vertical position the piston had an inclination

to give off a peculiar metallic ring, caused by slight rocking.

He admitted, however, that this had been overcome by many
m.inufaclurers bv fitting a ring at the bottom of the piston.

With the cylinder set at an incline this metallic noise was
found to be entirely absent.

Apart from this, the inclined position allowed of a much
lower frame, ample tank room, and also allowed the

cvlinder to be re.'noved without taking the engine out of the

frame. The particular reason the cylinder was inclined

backwards was in order to make the machine symmetrical
by making it lie parallel with the seat-pillar tube.

In regard to cooling, I quite admit that an engine placed

with the head pointing somewhat forwards presents more
cooling surface on the combustion head, but the manu-
facturers of the Indian have adopted the practice, which I

often wonder is not recognised by other manufacturers as

possessing a great advantage—that is, they run the exhaust

pipe out of the rear of the combustion head so that the heat
which is generated in this part does not have to circulate

through the whole combustion head before it is carried away
by the cool air coming froom the front,

"This method of leading away the exhaust at the rear un-

doubtedly accounts for the fact that such a thing as a

broken or burnt exhaust valve on a single-cylinder Indian is

almost unheard of. W. H. WELLS..

The Problem of the Runabout.

[5386.]—With the many "revivals" which have appeared
as new designs, it is ratlier curious that the old "Eureka"
has not heen re-discovered. I had one some ten vears ago,

and thought very well of i'., at the time. It certainly appears

a better design than some shown recently.

As you may remember, it was somewhat on Phanomobile
lines, but much lighter, simpler, and had four wheels. It

A3I
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j.ossesspd two distinct adwntages—air cooling could be

siic(;ess(ully employed, and there was sufficient weight on tbe

front wheels to make it steer well. But after all, why four

wheels.' The ouLstanding advantages of the type—the

sociable position, protection from dirt and weather, the

possibility of driving in ordinary attire, combined with those

of the cvcle proper—appear (on paper anyway) to be possessed

by the •Davis Double." STEPHEN DE SAVE.
[The Eureka was a four-wheeled motor cycle which

took part in the 1,000 miles trial of 1900. They had
front steering and front driving through gears, and were
provided with a change of speed. Their riders suffered

many troubles, and although they did not complete the

journey they were warmly commende<l for their pluck in

adhering to a difficult task.

—

Ed.]

[5387.]—With reference to your article in the issue ot

February 2nd, " The Problem of the Runabout," we think in

ju.stice to this type of machine we must put the case for it

forward from the )X)int of view of actual users as distinct

tiom the view of one who has obviously not had
practical experience of their capabilities. The design and
construction, which are novel and simple, are not really so

jrude as you indicate. The writer of this letter was the first

person of English nationality to try machines of this type in

this country, and he was immediately impressed with their

capacities and potentialities.

\We have not experienced any belt troubles, and our only

fear of trouble in this direction is that they may wear out.

This, however, is a common fault with the transmission of a
motor vehicle ; even sliding gears of tbe Panhard type will

not last for ever. If part of the transmission is by chain,

although it works perfectly in practice, we consider it would
be better done by a simple shaft and bevel gear, still leaving
the final transmission by twin belts.

It is sometimes doubtful whether a complication is always
an improvement. As an example, the multiple disc clutch

with its attendant number of complications and increased
number of parts is not any more effective, in our opinion,

than the old leather faced cone clutch as used by Panhard.
We consider the runabout type of machine, which has had

a large amount of thought and experiment bestowed upon it,

to be as far in advance of the old chain-driven tricar as is

the modern motor bicvcle in advance of that of six years
ago.

'

L. N. PALMER AND CO.

Twin-cylinder Sociables.

[5388.]— In reply to " Ilikum "—with whose twm-de-
plvme I entirely agree—may I say that he is mistaken in

eupposing that the 5-5 h.p. A.C. Sociable is under-powered.
I have driven one of these little cars since last July, in all

weathers, and over some of the hilliest country in Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex, and I have always found the power
ample. For instance, the hill at Warlingham that unseated
so many riders in the last Quarterly Trial, I climbed a few
days ago with three up, and with nearly half throttle in

hand.' As for speed, I have done 35 m.p.h. by speedometer,
and my A'.C: is geared 4^ to 1. On a 4 to 1 gear and a
good road '40 m'.p:h. should be easily touched. In adding
the usual disclaimer I would Jike to state that eo far I have
spent nothing on repairs or renewals, and my only road
stop was'caused'by a sooted plug. Tyres are unpunctnred
(touch wood) and practically like new. ME 2.

[See also letter No. 5384 on previous page.

—

Ed.] '

Possibilities of the Slide Valve Engine.

[5389.]— I must congratulate you, • upon '

,
the ex-

,

cellent manner in which your conti-ibutors ".The Gemini ",,

have 'dealt with the possibilities of the slide:valve engine,

and . although I endorse their contentions as a. whole, there'
are a few points with which I should like to deal, and for-

which I crave the hospitality of your columns." -
. ,

In the first place, do you not consider that too much is

n.ade of the valve breakage__trouble? True it is that valves
do sometimes break, but how often ? -

'I should like to point out that practically the only, work
whl-'h "is lost in operating the sleeves^is that required to
overcome the very slight friction set up by the two well-oiled

surfaces of the sleeves ; the rest of the work is returned
to the eccentric shaft as the end of the sleeve-stroke is

approached. It is also well to bear in rnind that the sleeves

at times travel in the same direction as the piston.

FEBRUARY i6th, igii.

The unbalanced force of the additional reciprocating parts
is very slight, since they only travel at half engine speed
and since the stroke is somewhat less than one inch. I
am sorry that the old bogey of engine seizure has once more
been brought out against this type of engine, as I thought
that its immunity had been satisfactorily demonstrated. It

lias been suggested that engines of the slide and poppet
valve lype should be drained of alloil and run until they
seized. I am of opinion that the poppet valve engine would
be the more readily placed /Mrs de combat ; in all proba-
bility the Knight engine would start away again as fresh

as ever after a slight injection of paraffin through the spark-
plug hole.

One point cot touched upon by your contributors is the
tendency ot the mushroom valves to bounce from their cam
contours at anything like high speed ; the Knight system,
of course, cannot vary one hair's breadth at any speed.
The cylinder head does not need to be a gas-tight joint—

the rings in the dome ot the head serve that purpose. I
might here remark that the small studs for securing the
head to the cylinder are apt to crystallise and break off

when the nuts are tightened down, even with water-cooled
heads and cylinders, so that this trouble might consequently
be expected to assume significant proportions with a cylinder
dependent upon air cooling.

_
I vfould suggest that the engine be inclined in a way

similar to that practised by Rlessrs. Phelon and Moore,
thus giving the head every chance to cool. Personally I
think that a slide-valve air-cooled engine is quite feasible
if the engine is placed in a good position and the ribs are
made deep enough. Would it not be possible to make the head
of

'
some good conductor, such as copper, and lined with a

cast-iron shell on the inner side?

SOITTER JOHNNY.

T. Bullus (3.', P. and M.) holder of the Dvson shield (Bradford M.C.C.), Leeds
to Edinburgh cup (Leeds M.C.C.), N.S.U. cup (Bradford M.C.C.), and numerous
gold medals.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will R. Crawshaw, who wrote from a Glasgow hotel re-

garding the letter signed " An Old Engineer," send his

present address?

W. H. Morgan, whose carrier seat was recently illus-

trated in our letters columns, writes to say that "he ha.-j

not had time to reply to aU the enquiries he received . from
readers as yet.

A nmnber of letters are unavoidably held over owing to

their having been received late.

—

Ed.
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MOTOR CYCLE SHOW AT LEICESTER.
THE second show at Leicester, held

in the halls of the Leicester
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, opened on Wednesday last

week with a record exhibit, mostly
through the local trade, and remained
open until Saturday. All except two of
the motor cycles exhibited have been

The motion of the sidecar wheel is

checked by two cushion and two check
springs enclosed in telescopic tubes. The
tension of the springs is adjustable.

Zenith - Gradua, Matchless, Douglas,
Enfield, and New Hudson. (Agents,
Paskell's, Ltd.)
Campion with J.A.P. or Peugeot

engines, and Roc two-speed gears, also
S^-h.p. Singers. (Mr. Saunders.)

Ariel 3^ h.p. single and variably geared
machines. (H. Lines.)

Triumph free engine and T.T. roadster
models. (C. Williams.)

A.J.S. and Calthorpe. (W. H.
Chapman.)

Clvde. single and two-speeds. (G. H.
Wait.)

Leicester sijecar attachment with extensloB
for carrying petrol can or spares,

dealt with in our Olympia Show numbers,
so that only a passing reference is needed.
The two exceptions—the Curry and the
Campion—embody no special points of
design, Ihe foi'mer being constructed on
standard lines throughout, with Druid forks
and J.A.P. engine, whilst the Campion
had a Peut^eot engine and Roc two-speed
gear, :,iul in this form is primarily in-

tended for sidecar work. It will be seen
liom the list on this page that practically
the only leading mount not represented was
the 1911 Pieniier with auxiliary exhaust.
It so happened we were able to ftiake up
the deficiency, as we journeyed lo Leicester
on a machine of this make. Practically all

the leading makes of motor cycles were
represented, those on view including:
Bradbuiy, Rex motor bicycles and Rex

Sidette. M'oto-Reve, Bat with P and M.
gear and Morrison's spring wheel sidecar
(shown by W. J. Glover and Co.. Ltd.'

^__^ ^ ^
The system ot springing adopted on the

TJV.C. sidecar is exactly the same as on the
bicycle wheels.

F.N. four-cylinder and Leicester side-
car, also various accessories, including Dr.
Stormont's and Eli Clarke's inud-shTelds.
Two good points of the sidecar are illus-

trated. 'I'here is plenty of leg room in
the body, or a child's seat may be fitted if

desiied. and the mudguard stav biacket
is separate from the axle and damped to
the side i uhc. (Leicester Motor Exchange.)

Rudge-Whitworth free engine and direct
driven. (Per Mr. Simpson.)
Kerry-Abingdon. (T. H. Wathes and

Co.)

Wilkinson T.A.C. and sidecar, with all
wheels sprung on laminated springs. In

A good po.nt of the Leicester sidecar. The
mudguard stays are atuched to the side tube, ren-
dering the wheel readily removable.

the new models the engine has been set
further back, the driving-shalt shortened,
and 3 specially adapted Amac carburetter
with central induction tilted. Handle-
bars are now fitted as standard.
Curry-Jap. (Curry and Co.)
Much interest ' centred around the

exhibits of the Bodelia, the Morgan, and
the L..M. The former was driven down
by road from London with its single gear
and 4 h.'x engine. A 7 h.p. twin J.A.P.
engine n.ay be fitted to order.
Among the tyre companies exhibiting

were: W, and A, Bates, Ltd., the
Hutchinson Co,, and the Leicester Rubber
Co. Accessories were scattered over the

Details of the rear wheel springing of the Morgan runabout. Tbe laminated springs are
relieved of side stresses by the tubular radius rods. The change speed, brake and control
'evers will also be noticed.

Monison's spring wheel sidecar. Spiral
springs are enclosed in tbe telescopic tubes
shown.

different stands, except for the exhibit
of the Utopian Cycle and Motor Cycle
Works, who showed the Autob switch
and magneto cut-out, and a roomy sidecar
built up of Chater-Lea fittings through-
out.

We gathered that business on the
whole was fair, and the attendance up
to last year. Local shows are more the
means of stimulating interest among new
converts, and also giving the opportunity
to motor cyclists of examining and com
paring the machines they fancy side by
side. The benefits of such exhibitions,
either directly or indirectly to the manu-
facturer, are often felt afterwards
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'The Motor Cycle ' Index.

A complete index of the contents oJ

The. Motor Cycle for the sLx months

ended December 29th, 1910, is now
ready. Copies may be obtained from

our publishing office, 20, Tudor Street,

E.G., price 3d. each.

A.C.U. at Manchestjr Show.

The Auto Cycle Union will be

represented at the IWanchester Show,

and full particulars of the new five

shilling membership scheme may be

obtained at the Royal Automobile

Club stand, No. 569.

Honister Pass.

Tlie secretary of the Westmoreland

M.C.C. informs us that Honister was

climbed on Friday, Februarji^Srd, by

L. S. Parker, of Kendal, on a

1910 Scott, and that his performance

can be vouched for by Mr. Johns, of

Keswick, and quite a number of resi-

dents in the neighbourhood.

Police Activity in Worcestershire.

Motor cycUsts in the neighbourhood

of Bromsgrove (Worcestershire) should

ride with caution. Three cases of driv-

ing to the public danger resulted m
fines at Bromsgrove last week. J. H.

Slaughter was fined 40s. and costs,

Leonard Newey £5 and costs, W.

J. Henderson £3 and costs. The

chairman, Major Wiggin, said the

Bromsgrove district was infested by

trial cars and motor cycles, which were

a nuisance. The roads were not mad-

for the purpose of testing cars to tin

danger of the public, and the bend

were determined to stop the practice.

In future offences the fines would 1"

doubled.

Carnival in the Antipodes.

The novel e.xpedient of holding motoi

cycle races on a horse racing track

was tried at Wagga Wagga (N.S.W.,

Australia) early in the New Year.

Two races, one of 2| miles and the

otter of 10 miles, drew a number ol

entries, with the following result

:

1. J. E. Lucas (Triumph).

2. P. Collins (J.A.P.).

Time. 3 rain. 32 sec;;.

The ten miles event was won by:
1. S. Ralston (Triumph).

2. P. Collins (J.A.P.).

Time, 12 min. 22| sees.

A relay race ^vas won by S. Brun
skill, and a five-mile event by W. E.

M'Carthy.
During the afternoon T. W. Green,

a well-kno^vn amateur, attempted to

Tuiie io l\g6.t I^npc5'

Feb. 16th
,

„ 18th

„ 20th

„ 22nd

6.13 p.m.
6.17 p.m.
6.21 p.m.
6.24 p.m.

set up a mile record on his 5 h.p.

twin Matchless-Jap. In practice
during the morning he had covered a
mile inside a minute, but the best he
could do in the afternoon was a mile
in 61^ sees.

Another Match—Roller Skater v. Motor
Cyclist.

At the Grimsby skating rink
recently, A. K. Plaistow riding a

1911 pattern 2 h.p Humber light-

weight beat a roller skater by about
forty yai'ds in a mile race. Time 3m.
Is. The match was the outcome of a
challenge.

Grants from the Road Board,

The recently constituted Road Board
has just issued a list of grants which
it has made to the authorities of

various comities for the improvement
of roads. It must be understood that
in all cases no grant has been made
unless the local authorities themselves
were willing and agreed to spend a
sum which the Road Board thought
adequate for the proper maintenance
of the highways in the respective dis-

tricts. The total amounts allocated
to the various counties are : Lanca-
shire, £35,500; Carnarvonshire,
£3,000; Lincoln (Lindsey), £10.150;
Bedfordshire, £390 : Nottinghamshire,
£10,000 ; Buckinghamshire, £5,000

;

Kent, £20,000. Total. £84.040.

<SpcciaJl ^e^faies

NOVEL TWO-STROKE V TYPE ENGINE.

THE MOTOR CYCLE STEAMER.

HINTS ON COMPETITION RIDING,

LEICESTER MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.

Over Eighty-Jour Miles in an Hour

!

A cablegram announces that on the

8th inst., at San Francisco, California.

Jake De Rosier, riding an Indian,

covered 84 miles 135 yards in one hour
on the new half-mile circular board

track there.

Hill-climbing.

With the fine weather and roads

there was almost a summer turn out

on the Sevenoaks and Maidstone roads

at the week-end. At Westerham.
Cudliam, and other test hills several

trials were made, and one motor
cyclist carried a passenger scaling six-

teen stones on his machine. At Bird-

lip a contingent of nine Rudge riders

was seen. Several made clean ascents,

one rider scaling over sixteen stones.

Suggested New Roads.

The London Traffic Branch of the

Board of Trade has issued a most com-
prehensive report on traffic in the
London district, showing that now is

the time to start a great scheme of road
imprc)vement. One hundred miles of

new roads are projected and twenty-five

and a half miles of improvements to

old roads. The following four new
roads are thought to be the most impor-
tant ; Hackney to Romford, 13 miles :

Paddington to Uxbridge, 13 miles

;

Knightsbridge to Chertsey. 10 miles

:

Brentford to Tottenham. 18;! mi]e,=.

A corner in the Leicester Motor Cycle Show held in the Y.M.C.A. buildings (see previous lage.
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Herts A.C. Ladies' Tour to Harrogate.

The following ladies will in all

probability assist in connection with

the Herts" County A.C. Ladies' Com-
petition for The. Motor Cycle, cup :

Miss Behrend, Mrs. De Lissa, and
Miss M. Hind.

Coventry Riders Fined.

Several motor cyclists' in the employ

of Coventry manufacturers were sum-
moned and fined last week for driving

to the common danger on Stoneleigh

Hill, Warwickshire. Midland riders are

advised to exercise caution on this

hill, also in the district of Warwick
nnd Leamington.

German Motor Cycle Corps.

Representatives of the German
War Office and the Association of

German Motor Cyclists met last week
to discuss the question of the formation
of a motor cycle corps. It is proposed
that this body of motor cyclists should
be formed on the lines of the German
Volunteer Automobile Corps, their

duties to consist of despatch carrying
and patrolling over long distances.

Hedge Trimming.
The decision of the Tiverton Rural

District Council to prosecute thirteen

defaulters who have refused to trim
their hedges in the interest of the
safety of road travellers and the general
pulilic is being supported by the Roads
Improvement Association, and will

doubtless be commended by motor
cyclists as well as car owners, as over-
hanging hedges not only prevent the
proper drying of the road surface, but
also expose all forms of traffic to un-
necessary danger.

January Imports and Exports.

Imports of motor cycles and parts
during last month compared with the
corresponding months of the two pre-
ceding year are represented by the
figures below :

Quantity.
1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles—
24 120 116

Value.
£629 £3,676 £3,603

Parts thereof

—

£2,184 £3,888 £3,503

£2,813 £7,564 £7.106

£4,504 £10,985 £23,699

The Shap Fell Climb.

The secretary of the Westmorland
M.C.C, which club is responsible for

this climb, informs us that the prizes

offered are valuable, and should influ-

ence intending competitors. For light-

weights, twins, and two-speed and
variably geared machines, the prizes are
valued at five guineas each, whilst for

single cylinders a pair of Palmer
tyres and tubes will be given. A gold
medal will be presented by Zenith
Motors, Ltd.. for the fastest time of

the day. There are also additional
prizes contingent upon the number of

entries received.

Usual Jump in British Exports.

Last month's exports of Britisli-

n.iide motor cycles and parts culled
from Board of 'Trade returns are shown
lieneath :

Quantity.
1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

82
. 238 515

Value.
£2,461 £8,702 £18,804

Parts thereof

—

£2,043 £2,283 £4,895

Re-exports.

Foreign machines re-exported from
this country last month were valued
at £773.

Apr,

FUTURE EVENTS.
16—M.C.C. Smoking Concert.

25—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open Reliability
Trial.

18—M C.C. Opening Run.
18—B.MC.R.C. first 1911 meeting at

Brooklands.

23—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.

25—Meeting at Brooklands.

8—Oxford M C.C. Open Hill Climb.
14-17—M.C.C, London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Tour.

14-17—Herts County A C. Harrogate Tour
and Open Hill Climb near Harrogate.

17—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill Climb
on Shap Fell.

22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial Yorkshire
Centre). Starting from Harrogate.

29—Bristol B. & M.C, Open Hill Climb.

B.A.C. Taxation Conference.

We have dealt at length with the
proposals of the joint conference of the
principal automobile organisations in

our leading article on taxation. This
subject was the principal item of dis-

cussion at the general meeting of the
R.A.C. on the 9tli inst., when practically

every branch of the movement and
alDiost every district of the country
were represented. There is to be an-

other meeting of the conference to con-

sider the views of the various bodies
represent-ed upon it, and to settle the
manner in which the final recommenda-
tions shall be laid before the Chancellor
of the Exchequer.

American Champion's Visit to England.

Although, as we mentioned in lasf

week's issue, Jacob de Rosier may
leave the States for England next

month, it must not be imagined that he
is bringing that wonderful 32 h,p.

motor with him. Indeed there is con-
siderable mystery attached to it. Our
New York correspondent recently had a

personal talk with Mr, Hendee and
Mr. Hedstrom, and the facts of the
case are these : De Rosier was at the
Indian factory, and saw one of the
32 h.p. aeroplane engines, and desired

they would mount it in a frame and let

him make some records, and there the

matter ended I The main object of De
Rosier's visit is to ride in the T.T.
Race, but it is hoped that he will

compete in the Auto Cycle Union
international race meeting to he held

on June 10th at Brooklands.

An Attempt on the Two Hours' Record.

K A. McNab made a gallant

attempt on the two hours' record at

Brooklands Track last Saturday riding

hie 4 h.p. Trump-Jap. He started

about half-past twelve and began reel-

ing off the laps in splendid form. His
best time for the lap was 2m. 55s. After
about one and a half hour's running
the machine fell off in power con-

siderably, and McNab stopped to in-

vestigate matters. After a second
attempt he found ' himself forced to

give up owing to both piston rings

being broken. His time for the fifty

miles was 56m. 30.7s., and the distance
covered in one hour was 53 miles 415
yards. McKab v^ill try wider piston

rings, and hopes to make another
attempt this week. Major Lindsay
Lloyd took the times by aid of the

electrical timing apparatus.

F. A. McNAB'S ATTEMPT ON THE HODR RECORD LAST SATURDAY.
UcNab and some o( bis assistants, Baker-Wtute, Spread, and Stuart, all on Tramp-Japs.
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An Organization Provi

Tariff for Repairs Thr

LIFE MEMBERSHIP TICKET OF 5/-

ENTITLES YOU TO—
(1) Free Garage throughout the United King=

dom while on Tour or in the Town or District
w^here you Permanently Reside.

. . This is being effected by the appointment of suitable Agents in every
Town of the United Kingdom, who, on production of a Membership Ticket,

will be pleased to provide Garage Accommodation absolutely free of charge.

Only Agents are appointed who have the necessary facilities to execute repairs

efficiently, and generally afford Members such services as may reasonably be
required, except in Villages, where very often garage accommodation only is

possible, no repairers being available.

(2) Standard Prices for Repairs by reliable
Repairers.

. . A difficulty so often experienced is to ascertain the exact charge that will be
made for repairs of different descriptions. In this connection the Company has
prepared a list of standard charges based on a moderate scale for all likely re-

pairs, which will be issued to each member so that he will know definitely what
charge will be made by the Agent in whatever district he may be. When a

charge for an unspecified repair is considered excessive, the Company will take up
the matter, and if the complaint is reasonable, the excess charge will be refunded

(3) Reduced Cost of Accessories, etc.
. . The Company for various reasons, is often in a position to obtain such articles

as, for instance. Clothing, Lamps, Horns, Plugs, Tools, etc., etc, at extraordinarily

low prices. Such articles will be offered to Members, who will be able to purchase
through any one of the Company's appointed Agents throughout the United King-
dom, or from the Company direct. The very fully equipped Accessory Department,
to be opened shortly, will be at the service of Members, who can obtain any article

listed in the catalogue at very special prices ; but it must be understood that this

does not apply to proprietary articles or to those the manufacturers of which
have a price maintenance scheme in force.

(4) Advantageous Terms for obtaining Second=
hand Motor Cycles.

. . The Company's position in the trade enables it to obtain high-class second-
hand machines on particularly advantageous terms. Members will have the

benefit of these facilities, and w^ill be able to purchase machines either direct from
the Company or from any of the Company's Agents throughout the United King-
dom, to whom the machines will be sent at the request of Members.

(5) Loans arranged on Motor Cycles.
. . For the convenience of Members, the Company will, when requested, grant
loans on the security of Motor Cycles.

I

DOUGLAS i

Department has

pleasure in invit

ticket of life me

5/- only, which

pounds per anni

R.

J.

G.

I

BANKERS: Land

SECRETARY & H.

LIST OF AGE>
names, addresses, et

be supplied to ever;

THE ORIGINA
at the nominal sum
the advantages of b'

selves to issue furthi

time will be worth n

To the Secretary,

DOUGLA
Dear Sir

dated Fe

Ticket, fc

Name (in full)

DOUGLAS <a OLIVER Ld. *
90 e 91, HIGH HOLBORN (near Kingsway) LONDON. W.C.

CoNDs Agency, B'ham.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to jnention " The Motor Cycle,'
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le Garage °"J Standard

the United Kingdom

, whose Motor Cycle

triking success, have

Cyclist to take up a

3rganization, costing

g to them of many

MOTOR CYCLISTS in becoming members will form
a powerfully collective body competent to effectually deal with
any questions affecting their interests ; and in this connection a

Committee of Members is in course of formation, and the

following gentlemen have consented to act subject to. their

election at a Meeting of Members to be held shortly, viz.

:

W. COOPER, "Helmcroft," Pinner Road, Harrow.

C. C. COOKE. North Mimms, Hatfield, Herts.

A. H. COLLIVER, "Chaulden," Bo.xnioor.

he Members of the Board of the Company are:

176, Piccadilly, St. James, W. (Chai[man of the Rom Tyre & Rubber Co. Ltd.)

" Rivermead," Wargrave, Henley=on=Thames.

BrooKe Street, Holborn, London, E.C.

iapital nf i\)t ffinmpamj is £50,U00
ank Ltd., Rosebery Avenue, E.C. SOLICITORS:
Horstead, 90-91, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Wainwright, Pollock & Co. 1, Church Court,

Clement's Lane, London, E.C.

is in course of issue giving
vn or district. Ttie List will

:nted from time to time.

or Life Membership is placed
clists may avail themselves of
the Board do not bind them-
which in the course of a short
iscription.

THE USUAL DRAWBACKS to Societies solely dependent upon
Subscriptions for the fulfilment of their programme are, as is well known, a
lack of adequate funds and influence. The difficulties, however, are
overcome in the Organization now established, as it has the backing and
influence of Douglas & Oliver Ltd., who are paying substantial dividends to

shareholders.

APPLICATIONS for Life Membership should be made on the accom-
panying Form, and forwarded to the Secretary as early as possible.

APPLICATION FORM.

LTD., 90 6 91, High Holborn, London, W.C.

self 0/ the advantages of Membership, as advertised in " The Motor Cvcte,"

se enrol my name as a Member, and forward to me a Life Membership

being payment for same.

.^'

Address
,i>\e^.e

.->

.<^^..*^\-v^'^,v^::av^:«.<^'
>^ ve- c

Date 1911

vV O^

.^'>:>>^^^->
^<^'^o ^e ^xv-^-

In answering this advertittment it is desirable to mention " Tht Motor Cydt."
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fl Motorcyclist's Mercedes.
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f\ TRIAL
OF THE

T. A.C.

Clifford WHson on the 6-7 h.p. T.A.C. he rode in the Quarter^ Trial, and which was afterwards handed over to us.

OF late little has been heard of the four-cylinder

T.A.C.—the car on two wheels—and, judging

from the number of queries we receive from
readers at home and abroad as to its merits, the per-

formances of the two machines of this make in - the

January quarterly trials must have been watched very

eagerly. It is now common knowledge that they

acquitted themselves in first-rate style, accomplishing

non-stop runs except for a stand dropping down on
one of them. A separate department has recently

been set aside in the Wilkinson Sword Co.'s works for

the manufacture of T.A.C. 's, so that more is likely

to be heard of these machines in the future.

A week or so ago we were accorded a trial of the

identical mount Clifford Wilson rode in the quarterly

trial, and must say that we enjoyed our novel experi-

ence. The 6-7 h.p. T.A.C. is an intensely fascinating

machine, but not exactly an ideal mount for the

novice. At least so we thought when we were being

introduced one by one to the array of control levers,

but after all it may have been strangeness that gave
rise to such an impression, for after a 100 miles' run

our bewilderment had vanished, and we felt quite

accustomed to the control of the machine.

Easy Starting with Geared=up Lever.

A sharp pull of the starting lever, and the engine

readily responded with a 2.000 r.p.m. buzz, the speed
being kept down by judicious use of the handle-bar

magneto cut-out. Having taken our seat, the clutch

was disengaged, and the gear lever put in the third

speed notch, and away the T.A.C. glided with all

the ease and grace of a lordly car. Again the clutch

was eased and the second gear engaged without diffi-

culty, likewise the high ratio of ^% to i. All the

time the machine was speedily gathering way there

was a noticeable absence of effort or fuss so charac-

teristic of a four-cylinder engine. At first the steer-

ing seemed heavy, the machine showing a decide

inclination to make for the right, consequently ^i

kept the engine well in hand at first, but eventuall

after a spin of thirty miles or so, we succumbed
the temptation of tasting the delights of speed. Ho
comfortable the T.A.C. really is! This can readi

be imagined when one considers the laminate

springs provided fore and aft, the luxury of tl

upholstered bucket seat, and the even torque of tl

four-cylinder engine. Would that every motor bicyc

were as comfortable as this one ! The riding positi(

is extremely low, so low, in fact, that, coupled wi

the unusual appearance of the machine, a crowd
curious sightseers can be guaranteed to gather whe
ever a stop is made, while the rising generati(

simply shriek with delight as the T.A.C. rider fi

past. We had a similar experience with our A.(

"Mighty Atom"—rather a peculiar coincidence tl

names being so similar.

The long footboards, inclined at the front, pern

of a change of position, so that one need not j

cramped on a ride, however long. The accelerate

powers of the machine are wonderful, the thrott

and air levers can be opened with one fell swo(

when the engine rapidly gathers way from a co

parative crawl to a speed not far short of a mile

minute. The sensation of riding this rakish 6

with its armchairlike riding position is altogeth

different from any t\vin or single-cvlinder machi
There is a keen rush of wind in one's face, and tl

is all, for the purr of the exhaust is only ji

audible, the gases being swept to the rear by a pi

under the footboard.

Silent Valve Gear.

The exhaust valve lifter is particularly sweet

action, there being a total absence of valve clatter

descending hills with the lever raised. The worm dri
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Motor Cyclist's Mercedes.

—

ems to be thoroughly satisfactory, is silent, has a

ean exterior appearance, and is unlikely to give

ouble.

The mudgarding of the T.A.C. struck us as being

jtter carried out than on any machine we have ridden,

will be seen from the illustration of the complete
achine that the front wheel is half enclosed, effec-

i'ely preventing mud splashes reaching the front- of

le machine, even if the wide footboards were non-

:istent. To prevent oil splashes reaching the rider's

gs or the hot cylinders burning his trousers large

lards are provided which serve their purpose admir-

)ly. The encasing of the engine is rcinipleted by a

;at under pan. The petrol compartment is over the

ick wheel, and we must say that we were quite

tonished at the low consuaipiion. Our previous

:perience with four-cylinder machines of various

akes has left us with a pronounced impression of a

irsty appetite, but liie 60 x 60 mm. T.A.C. w'ith its

and B. carburetter can boast nearly ninety miles

the gallon. This economical result can be ex-

ained to some extent when we mention "that the auto-

jtir inlet valves are adjusted to open but a single

llimetre.

ANOTHER TROUSER SHIELD.
The photographs reproduced below are those of a
Dvisionally patented trouser shield which is made
d sold by H. Holt and Co., 68a, Regent Street,

amington. The illustrations are practically self-

planatory, but they only show one kind of clip for

achment to carburetter and exhaust pipe. Tele-

)pic and lipped clips are also supplied, the former
use when no round shoulders are available on the

The trouser guar J referred to iu the accompanytni letterpress.

Iiurrtter. when the clips arc slijiped over the cylinder

inns ami secured by the exhaust pipe rrut and the

iiiKik-r. Ihe " lipped " clips have projecting
iguis drilled for small screw's. and are for use when
shield is required to fit an old pattern engine. If

-ssure is put upon the shield by the rider's leg it will

Mig back into its natural position. The shields are
'le of strong sheet metal, fniished nickel-plated or
irnetal, and jirompt delivery can be made.

As regards braking power, we had not opportunities

of trying the retarding effect of the brakes in trafiiC: as

our brief run was confined to the main Holyhead Road,
but Wilson, who kindly piloted us through the city,

seemed to experience not the slightest difficulty in

negotiating the intricate traffic of the Metropolis.

Ordinary Hills on 2nd and 3rd Speeds.

Fast hill-climbing is the chief delight of the

average motor cyclist, and the sensation of glid-

ing up gradients on top gear to the musi£ of a well-

tuued four-cylinder engine was indeed splendid. All

ordinary hills can be climbed without changing, but

on the second gear of 5 J/2 to i the speed is by no
means slow. The first gear we found no use for, but

it should bring hills of the calibre of Chalk Pit and
Amulree within the capacity of the T..\.C. Our
riding experience has left us with an excellent impres-

sion of the qualities of this ambitious design of motor
bicycle, and on returning the machine to the firm's

representative we half whispered, " Oh for a lighter,

shorter, and less powerful mount with such comfort

!

which expression brought forth the retort that a lighter

model on the same lines, but with shorter wheelbase,

is already in its chrysalis stage.

i~<

NOVEL DESIGN OF EXHAUST VALVE.
.\n exhaust valve for which great claims are made

has been provisionally protected by Mr. William Smith,

2, Black Bull. Broughton. near Preston. Our illustra-

tion shows that the jioint aimed at is to protect that

portion of the valve stem which is

subjected to a stream of hot exhaust

gases. This is done by casting a

sleeve on the valve head, wiiich

forms a cavity overlapping the gu'de

three-eighths of an inch. .-Vnother

claim for the same device is that it

protects the stem from cold air

which is drawn into the exhaust

port through the guide.

We must say that the claims are

hardly substantiated in theory,

altimugh we are assured in practice

that the valve has entirely elimi-

nated the trouble of valve breakages

on several .machines. The disad-

vantages, in our opinion, are, that

the stem is greatly increased in size at a point where

it should be as small as ])ossible to allow free egress

of exhaust, and the larger body of metal should retain

the heat longer than a thin stem. Any tendency there

may be to induce cold air via the guide should tend

to keep the stem cool, although this w-ill only take place

to any extent if the stem and guide are unduly worn.

It must be understood that our criticism is l>nsed

purely on theory, as we have had no opporiunivy

of trving one of the valves, and it is quite reaswiiablo

to believe that the advantage of keeping the stem cool

overcomes the disadvantages mentioned.

HE MOTOR CYCLE"

'ECIAL SPRING NUMBER
will be published on Thursday, March 23rd. Special features will

be introduced, and the illustrationa will be numerous and original.
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SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL.
This trial (anncwnced in these pages last week) being the

first of its kind to be promoted by a Midland Club, takes
place on February 25th (Saturday), and is already creating
a great deal of interest. The competition is for the Colmore
Cup, kindly presented by Mr. F. S. Whitworth, which will

be awarded to the competitor making the best pei'formance
throughout the day, whilst silver medals will be awarded to
all those making non-stops. The course is about 125 miles in

length, a €tart being made from a point on the outskirts of

Birmingham at 9.30 a.m. Some well-known Midland test

hills will have to be negotiated, such as Edge Hills, Rose
Hill, Warmington, and Sun Rising, while the two latter will

have to be descended as well as ascended. The luncheon stop
will be made at Banbury. -

The rules and regulations, are now quite ready, and will be
sent, together with entry forms, on application to Mr. James
St. John. 33, Fountain Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham
Entrance fee for members is 5s. ; non -members, 7s. 6d.

->—•••—<-

PREMIER FREE ENGINE HUB CLUTCH.
The line section is of the free engine device used on

1911 pattern Premier motor cycles. It will be seen that

around the ordinary hub there is a shell (spoked to which
is the road wheel) running on ball bearings mounted on the

former. Anchored to this shell are four hardened steel

plates, and frictional contact between the hub proper and

the shell is obtained by expanding the three-section phosphor
bronze inner member outwards. The belt rim is. of course,

mounted on the hub proper. To obtain the maximum amount
of frictional surface the inner member has V-shaped grooves.

The cone which expands the clutch is held in engagement
by a strong spring. When this is released by the actuating

rod; which works through the centre of the spindle, the

clutch members are positively drawn out of engagement,
allowing the belt rim to run perfectly free on ball bearings.

A Bowden lever on the handle-bar is used to operate the

clutch, which method of control has the advantage of allow-

ing the rider to use both feet to steady himself in starting

from a standstill, or even in slightly assisting the engime

to pick up the load. The Premier clutch allows of a very

graduiJ engagement ; in fact, if the clutch lever be released

suddenly, the plates are found to take up the drive gradually
and with an absence of shock or jar.

mm i

->—^e.s_

CLUB NEWS.
Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

Members assembled in large numbers at the annual
general meeting at Ye Olde Castle Hotel, Cambridge, on
the 5th inst., and the interest and enthusiasm displayed

augurs well for future success. The club is a comparatively
young One, but has now nearly seventy members.

Oxford M.C.C.

The membership has now reached 100, thirteen having been
elected during the past two weeks. To celebrate this, a

musical evening will be held at Morris's Garage, Holywell,

on Tuesday next, the 21st inst., to be preceded by a breakdown
competition at "7.30 p.m. The first road competition this

season will be a members' hill-climb on March 11th.

Scarborough and District M.C.

On Wednesday next, the 22nd inst., at 7.30 p.m., Mr.
J. h. Norton has kindly consented to deliver a lecture to

the members on " Four and Two-stroke Motors Compared."
The annual general meeting and prize distribution is fixed

for the 28th inst., at 8 p.m., in the new club rooms, 38b,-

Falsgrave, Scarborough. At the last committee meeting
twenty-four new members were elected, making the total

membership 100, an increase of sixty for the year. New
club quarters with a large garage have been taken, also

billiard and committee rooms, which are comfortably fur-

nished. The annual subscription is 7s. 6d.

York County M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held on the 3rd inst.,

when it was resolved that, in addition to the twenty-four

hours' run to Edinburgh and back, there should be a two
days' outing to the same city, the idea being to start early

on Saturday morning from Leeds, arriving in Edinburgh in

the afternoon, and to start for home again next day, the

machines meanwhile to be sealed.

It was also decided to have a club night at headquarters

on the first Friday in each month at 8 p.m. The chief

officials elected for the year were : President, Dr. M.
Hughes ; vice-presidents. Dr. Deane (Dewsbury) and Dr.

Money (South Kirkby) ; trials hon. secretary, Mr. H.
Wilkinson ; hon. solicitor, Mr. F. Stewart Watts (Dews-

bury) : hon. secretary and treasurer. Mr. ''V, E, .\squith.

Scottish Border M.C C.

A general meeting will be held on Saturday next, the 18t

inst., in the small hall. Municipal Buildings, Hawick, a

4 o'clock. Prospective members are asked to coumiunicat
with the hon. sec, Tom Gillies, Hawick, before that date
The subscription for this year is 5s.

A Suggested Club for Suffolk.

Mr. T. Percival Powell, 3, Princes Road, Felixstowe, i

of the opinion that there is need for a motor cycle club in tE

Ipswich district. He suggests calling the club "The Ips-wic

andJ)istrict Motor Cycle Club." Motor cyclists living in twT
locality who are interested are requested to write him.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A general meeting was held on Friday last to considel

the refounding of this club, the old club having died-

natural death. The chairman, Mr. J. M. Oakey, havhi
announced the birth of the new club, the meeting proceede
to the election of officers. The following were elected

President, Mr. J. M. Oakey; secretary, Mr. R. C.

Gardner ; treasurer, Mr. J. W. Cox ; committee, Messrs

N. Gray, C W. Bower, I. C. Maxwell, and G. B.

McBain. The club proposes to affiliate with the A.C.U
and to hold a fifty miles reliability trial on February 22n(

and a hill-climh towards the end of term. The sul

scription to the club was fixed at 2s. 6d. per term, with a

entranc-e' fee of 2s. 6d.

Lincolnshire A.C (Motor Cycle Section).

A meeting of the above section of the Lincolnshire Auti

mobile Club was held at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Lincoh

on the 8th inst., the business being the election of membe;
and committee, and consideration of programme. Tl

attendance was large, members journeying from all part

Twenty-eight members were enrolled. A hill-climb was decide

upon as the opening event of the year, to take place on East(

Monday, and Waddington Hill (about four miles from Lincol:

was chosen as the venue. Suggestions lor other interestii

events were then discussed, and there is every prospect of

most successful season's work being carried out. All wisliii

to join should communicate with the hon. sec., Mr. ^^

Howell Quine. Park Dnle. St. Cnthevines Lincoln
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!lub News.

—

Redditch and District M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held to-day (Thursday), at

p.m., at the Unicorn Hotel

Derby and District M.C.C.

A supper and smoking concert will be held at head-
[uarters, St. .James Hotel, on Wednesday next, 22nd inst.

I'ickets 2s. 6d. each.

Motor Cycle Club for Southend-on-Sea.

A new club is being formed for riders in the district of

!oulhend-on-Sea. Prospective members should apply to the

[on. sec., H. W. Miller, Pembroke Ixidge, Heygate
i.venne. Southend-on-Sea. It is proposed to affiliate to

he A.C.U.

New Motor Cycle Club in Brighton.

A meeting will be held at the King and Queen Hotel,

larlborough Place, Brighton, at 8.30 p.m., on Tuesday,
he 21st inst., to consider the formation of a motor cycle

lub. The chief objects of the club ate to be affiliation to

he A.C.U., the holding of competitions, and to foster the
|iort and safeguard the interests of motor cyclists generally.

11 interested in the formation of such a club should not
ail to attend the meeting.

Winchester and District M.C.C.

The A.G.M. was held at the Royal Hotel, Winchester,
n the 7th inst., when a large number of members attended,

good number of interesting events w-ere arranged for

his year. The question of the formation of a Hampshire
onnly Club, by the amalgamation of the clubs now exist-

ig in the district, was di.^cussed. A meeting of repi'esenta-

ves of the clubs in Hants was fixed to take place at

16 Pioyal Hotel, Winchester, hist Tuesday evening.

Torbay and District M.C.C.

A number of enthusiastic members met for the first

Ifiiial quarterly meeting at headquarters^ A programme of

xturt's for the season was adopted. Among other events

f interest, it is proposed to hold in the summer, motor
oi'ts and gymkhana in Torquay, and a West of England

leet of motor cyclists. Five new mcmbei's were eniolled.

he secretary is Nir. A. Powell, 37, Fleet Street. -The open-
ig meet will take phue on tlio 19th inst., at 11 o'clock, at

le recreation ground entrance,

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

This club held a very enjoyable and instructive evening

I Thursday, February 9th, when an impromptu debate was
Id on various subjects submitted by members present,

liich were drawn from a hat, and the drawer had five

iiuilcs in which to answer the question. The questions

)vercd a wide field of enquiry, and gave plenty of scope

r animated discussion. The Harrogate and District Auto-
obile Club and the Harrogate and District M.C.C. are

5lding a combined demonstration and illustrated lecture on
internal combustion engines as applied to motor vehicles

id cycles" on Thursday. February 23rd, to which motor
"clists in the district are invited, provided they write the
an. sec. as to their intentions previous to the date.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
Tlie annual general meeting was held at headquarters, the
elbeck Hotel, on Saturday, February 4th. The- chairman
Ir. .J. Elliott Littlewood) presided, and, after the report

II the year's work had been read a.io confirmed, the
leetiiig proceeded to the election of officers as follows

:

resident. Lord Henry Bentinck ; vice-presidents. Captain
. A. iMnrrison. Captain R. H. Bagnall Wild, R.E., Messrs.
[arold H. Bowden, F. W. Johnson, Joseph Truman, G.
laude Cuthbert. and Dr. Adam Fulton ; hon. solicitor, Mr,
!. A. Young; captain, Mr. George Brough ; vice-captains,
lessrs. Reginald Massey and A. E. Lole ; lion, secretary,
Ir. .John King, assistant hon. secretary, Mr. B. H. Tatham

;

on. treasurer. Mr. Charles H. Sewell ; hon. auditors. Mr.
. Bertram Hibbert and Mr. J. Simmonds. The committee
msists of ten.

A vote of sympathy to Mr. C. A. A. Spring, the ex-hon.
^cretary, in his long-continued illness, was carried unani-
lously, the members also expressing their wishes for his
edy recoverv. A hearty vote of thanks was tendered to
letiring officers. •

Liverpool A.C.C.
A meeting wiU be held iiii the ;i7th in^t., at the Bee Hot«I,

Liverpool, at 8 p.m. The committee will be pleased to pee
any motor cyclists who are interested.

Cork and District M.C.C.
At the annual general meeting of this club a number of

competitions were arranged for this year, chief amongst which
are the following : March i7th, reliability trial. Killai iiey

and back ; April 14th, spee.i-judging and consumption trials
;

April 17th, reliabihty trial, Gangane Barra and back ; May
24th, hill-climb ; June 5th, reliability trial, Waterlord and
back; June 22nd, reliability trial, Goleen and back; July
2nd, hill-climb; August 7th, reliability trial, Limerick and
back ; August 27th, hill-climb. At the meeting at which
these events were fixed the new officers for the season '^ere

elected. Mr. R. S. Russell, 4, Prince's Street, Cork, was
appointed hon, sec, and Mr. L. Dobbin, jun., hon. treasurer.

Motor Cycling Club.

'The opening run to Brighton is on Saturday, April 1st.

Headquarters at Old Ship Hotel. Dinner has been fixed for

7 p.m., after which the gold and silver medals won by the
successful competitors in the London-Exeter and back winter
competition will be presented by the president. A special

medal of a new and appropriate design is being specially

struck by order of the committee. A concert has been
arranged, and Mr. .J. Van Hooydonk wiU present lantern

pictures of interesting and amusing events of club life.

Next day a press photograph will be taken at 11 a.m. ; also

a special photograph of the Exeter run survivors. Lunch at

1.50 p.m. at Burford Bridge, near Dorking. As the sleeping

accommodation at the Old Ship is limited, early application

for bedrooms should be made to the captain, F. J. Jenkins,
35, Loveday Road, Ealing.

Exeter and District M.C.C
Henceforth the club will elect its capt-ain every month.

The captain will select his vice-captain. Ca]itain and vice-

captain will, as heretofore, sit on the executive committee.
Unless he be re-elected, or unless he already be a member
of the committee as elected at the A.G.M. in January, the
captain will vacate his seat on the committee at the expira-
tion of his term of office.

Henceforth tho cnmmitlee will meet at 6.15 p.m. on the
last Friday in every month.
There will bo an informal genera! meeting at 6.15 p.m. on

the first Friday in every month. Accordingly the committee
will meet on the 24th inst., and the informal general meet-
ing will be held on March 2nd. Members who were ab.ssnt

from the A.G.M. on January 20th will notice that the club's

new headquarters are at the Exeter Garage Co. 's premises,''

Paris Street, Exeter. The club is selecting a team of nine
riders to meet the Bristol B. and M.C. at Taunton on
Saturday next, the 13th inst.

An old 3; h.p. Bex which has pulled a silecar up the hills around ShelDeld (or

the last six years. The scene is Door Moor Inn, a favourite meeting place 0!

ShelDeld motor cyclists.

A3J
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamied addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Easy Starting. Horse Power [or Sidecar Work.

(1.) Kindly tell me of any
method of easy starting for a

Zenith-Gradua. (2.) I would
be glad to know which h.p.

you would advise for sidecar

work, Bat-Jap, with P. and M. gear,

5-6 or 7-8? Total load, ISst. Would ihe
7-8 h.p. be much more expensive
for running, petrol, and tyres, and
would the ordinary motor cycle

licence (£1 Is.) cover the 7-8 h.p.

machine, as I see the limit for

smallest car is 65 h.p.?

—

Lazy.

(1.) Lover the gear almost to the limit

and walk alongside, when there will be
no difficulty in starting if all is in

order, owing to the comparatively high
engine revolutions. (2.) Unless you
are proposing to tour in excessively

hilly country a 5-6 h.p. engine should
be large enough for your weights.
Although faster, the larger engine
would cost a good deal more as regards
petrol, tyres, etc. The one guinea
licence would cover either of the com
binations, as they are motor cycles

within the meaning of the Act.

Claim [or Damages by Owner of a Cog.

Whilst out riding my Tri-

umph I had the misfortune to

lun partially over a small dog,
and, of course, at the same
time, narrowly missed a nasty

fall in consequence. I was at the
time only proceeding at nine or ten
miles an hour (speedometer on handle-
bar) round a fairly sharp curve in a
country lane. Whilst on this curve
a small terrier dog rushed out at me

—

the usual every day occurrence !—and
as it was a case of myself or the dog
—well, he lost ! I managed to keep
the cycle going (so did not go over
the animal, but really pushed it out
of my track), and thinking I had
been lucky in not coming off worse,
proceeded on my journey. The owner
has written claiming damages and
all expenses he may incur in connec-
tion with the matter. Has he any
legal claim against me?—F.J.K.C.

,
Our legal adviser states that " the
owner of the dog has no claim against
the motor cyclist unless it can be
proved that he was riding negligently,
which does not appear to have been
the case. On the other side the law
as to the liability of the owner of the
dog to pay any damage sustained by
the motor cyclist is in a rather doubtful

A34

state at present, but it is fairly clear

that he would not be liable unless he
knew of the mischievous propensities of

the particular dog, and not then if the
motor cyclist could by riding carefully
have avoided the collision."

N£W Piston Rings.

Some few months ago 1

thought it advisable to fit two
new (not three) piston rings

to my four-year old machine,
and these, with one old one,

improved compression considerably.
IMany times since all three rings
have succeeded in getting their opea-
ii:gs well nigh together, thus redac-
iiig compression almost half, and
making steep hills rather difficult to
surmount. I have just taken off

the cylinder, partly removed the
piston rings, and in the piston ring
grooves rubbed a mi.xture of very
thick motor (gear box) grease mixed

with a very small portion of fines)

black lead. Will you advise mi
whether this is a safe mixture anc

likeiy to stop the trouble, or whethe
you would suggest having the ring!

pinned?—J.M.L.
The trouble is doubtless caused by th

grooves in the piston not having beei

turned to suit the new rings. Yoc
must understand that when the ring;

wear, the grooves wear also, and thej

do not wear parallel from top 1<

bottom of the groove. What yoi

ought to have done with your pistoi

was to have had the giooves turnec
out and new rings fitted slightly widci
than thfe old ones. We are afia:d tlial

the mixture you speak about wil

interfere with the proper expan.sion ot

the rings which is necessary to retain
good compression. If there is rooir

you can certainly have the lings

pinned, but we should recommend the
piston to be altered as stated.

THE WIZARD INN, CHESHIRE.
Those riders who frequent the district round about AlJerlv Edje will learn with regret that f^e licentM of

this house is to lapse in a few wcel(s. Situate amijst splendid woods, beautiful scenery, ir.teresiinj; civef
adjacent to places where some of the finest views of Cheshire can he obtained, anffhivini possessed a licence
for t e Est 200 years, no wonder it has become one of the most frequented and famous wajside hostelries
in the county.
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Auxiliary Exhaust Ports. Clutches. Small
Magnetos.

I shall be much obliged for

your advice: (i.) Is there any
serious objection to drilling

a cylinder to provide auxiliary

exhaust provided a proper

exhaust pipe is fitted? Is it de-

sirable to drill several small holes

rather than one large one? (2) Is

it permissible to use metal to metal

in an ordinary cone clutch? If so,

what metals are usually used? Would
metal to metal be likely to increase

the gripping power of the clutch,

which at present is fibre to metal?

(3.) Why are specially small mag-
netos practicable for lightweights?
Would. they not answer just as well

for higher powered machines instead

of using heavier jnagnct OS?

—

Medium
Power.

.) The chief objection is that the

lil escapes very rapidly, and drenches
he rider's legs and the whole of the '

nachine with oil. Another thing, the

ngine fires intermittently at slow
peeds, as the mixture is not regular
vithout some sort of automatic valve
s used on the 1911 Premier. It is

etter to have several holes, as one
arge hole may .weaken the cylinder

nless designed to suit it. (2.) It

vould hardly be permissible to use
metal to metal clutch with a

ingle gear unless it were enclosed,

ay, in the hub and ran in oil.

Vhy not try a leather to metal unless

he clutch is too small, when the best
vay would be to fit a good plate clutch.

3.) The disadvantage of small mag-
ets is that they render the machine
nore difficult to start. This, however,
3 hardl}' noticeable with a light-

veight, as such machines are geared
ower. and consequently make up for

ny loss in this respect by rotating

lie anviatine taster.

A Worn Chain.

I ride a 3^- h.p. two-speed,
chain-driven motor cycle with
sidecar, and occasionally, especi-

all}' in muddy weather, the

chain comes off. After replac-

ing and adjusting the chain, I am
troubled with bad running, and the
chain is abnormally tight in some
places and loose in others. The
machine does not run smoothly, and
fails on hills. After a time the chain

gradually works all right again. Can
anything be done to remedy the

trouble immediately after its occur-

rence?—T.F.B.

It looks very much as if the sprockets

and chains were badly worn and need

to be replaced. Of course, an excessive

amount of mud might cause the same
symptoms, and in this case all you can

do is to fit some sort of chain guard.

Horse Power. Litt of Exhaust Valve.

(1.) How do you work out^ the h.p. of an engine? Mine" has a bore of 80 mm'., stroke

_lJ 90 mm., and is a White and
Poppe. (2.) The exhaiist valve

only rises just over gin. I had a

new cam from the, makers, but this

. made no difference. Do you think

this opening enough?—T.H.

(1.) The horse-power quoted by makers
is me_rely nominal. Your engine

(which! by the way. is either 80 x 85

mm. or 85 X 85 mm.) was rated at

3i h.p. by the makers, but would
actually give nearer 5 h.p. if in proper

running order. A fairly reliable rule

for finding the brake horse-power of

an engine is to square the radius of

the cylinder in centimetres, multiply by
stroke in centimetres, and multiply by
the number of revolutions per minute,

say 1.800. Now divide the result by
1.000. again dividing the quotient bv
75. (2.) The exhaust ' M ' '

--^Z

does not seem to lift enough. Pro-

bably you have not detected that

there is too much clearance between
valve stem and tappet rod, which
would, of course, reduce lift of valve.

The usual lift is -fgin. to ^in., but
some makers prefer a small valve with
a big lift and some a large valve with
less lift.

Disad vantages ol the Shaft Drive.

I should be obliged if you
^T] could give advice as under:

^ (1.) What is the disadvantage
-iJ of a shaft-driven motor

bicycle? Its advantages are

obvious, but is it true that it is

liable to wear badly on rough roads,

etc. ? (2.) Does the system of a two-
speed gear such as the P. and M.
entail a great deal more detailed
cleaning and attention than the
enclosed gear such as fitted to the
Huniber? (3.) Is automatic lubrica-

tion trustworthy?—S.J.S.

(1.) In the case of a single or twin-
cylinder engine not provided with
some slipping medium snch as a clutch
or spring drive, the impulses of the
engine are felt more than with a belt
transmission. It is liable to wear out
the cover on the driving wheel slightly

quicker. It is not more liable to wear
on lough roads than smooth roads.
That is to say. not more liable to do
so than machines with other systems
of transmission. (2.) An unprotected
chain transmission would probably re-

qtiire slightly more cleaning than a
belt-drivei) machine with enclosed
gear in the rear hub. (3.) It depends
what type of automatic lubrication
you reter to. If it is automatic by
means of a gear-driven pump, then the
feed is entirely mechanical, but if it

depends on a drip feed, differences in
temperature affect the viscosity of the
oil, and the rider's attention is re-

quired so to regulate the needle valve
that a constant .ind regular flow of
oil is obtained.

The Ola style and the new.

EXTREMES. MEET.
One is a bicycle made in France 64 years ago, the other a 1911 Bradbjry.

EXPERTEXCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of olheri with various motor cycles or accessories
iTn^st enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"A.Y." (Leicester). Whittle belts
on a Triumph motor cycle.

"C.W." (Warrington). Mabon
clutch or Jldlennium gear fitted to
1908 Triumph.
"H.E.R." (Pentevedra). F.N. (four-

cylinder) with and without sidecar,

also F.N. two-speed gear.

"H.W.P." (Tottenham). Acetvlene
gas generators in which granulated car-

iiide is dropped into the water.

"E.H." (Harrogate). Lincoln Elk,

its climbing with a sidecar.

"F.M.L." (Birmingham). Decar-
bonisers. Are they effective on motor
cycle engines?
•F.S.' (Lymington). 5 h.p. 1910

Hex de Ltrxe, pa-ticularly as regards
reliability of engine and change-speed
reliability of engine and gear.

"A.F.S." (Swansea). L..M.C. variable

pulley and N.S:U. and Fit-all two-
speed gears with 3| h.p. sidecar.

"L.B. 3980." 4i h.p. Fafnir engine
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The Motor Cycle Steamer
IS IT A COMMERCIAL PROPOSITION?

LIKE many others I have read the articles and
opinions of readers in favour of steam pro-

pelled motor cycles with great interest, and as

a steam enthusiast who is continually giving this matter

his attention, I do not agree that a steam bicycle is im-

possible. The sidecar idea suggested some weeks ago by

one correspoiKient strikes me as being such a clumsy

way of: doing things that it could scarcely hope
to have a future. If one is going to have a non-

passenger-carrying three-wheeler, one would, in

my opinion, _ do better to add a wheel and the

trifling complication of a differential gear, and
obtain a two-seater quadricycie, in which case the

steam plant could be far better accommodated than

in the sidecar arrangement suggested. For instance,

large flexible steam
pipes would not be
necessary, and I am
s t r O' n g 1 y of the

opinion that if the

latter were used they

would give endless

trouble.

A Single Tracker
Possible.

But I look upon
the same correspon-

dent's contention

that a steam-driven

single tracker is out

of the question as a

distinct begging of

that very question,

and I would very much like to know why this arrange-

ment should be so impossible. Personally, I am con-

vinced that it is not only possible, but decidedly prac-

tical, the real questions at issue being whether there be

any demand for a steam bicycle, and whether, if such a

machme were marketed, its advantages, in the eyes

of the petrol engine user, would outweigh its dis-

advantages.

Taking the objections first, the principal ones seem to

be that the steam engine is inherently messy, that the

inevitable heat is inconvenient and difficult to get rid

of, and that sufficient water for anything like a long

run weighs a very considerable amount. The first

claim wants, I think, a little qualification, because
those who have had both steam and petrol experience

are practically agreed that a steam plant is no more
messy than a petrol engine, when both are treated with

equal care and understanding. As a matter of fact,

^ither can be made by careless handling as messy
as anything could very well be.

As to getting rid of the heat, surely this is an
imaginary disadvantage, since it is obvious that, so far

as the generator is concerned, it is heat that is wanted,
and the greatest possible care,should be taken, to retain

AVS

Suggested design for a steam-propelled motor cycle, particulars of which are given in the

accompanying article.

it in its entirety. The necessity for getting rid of the

products of combustion implies an inevitable waste
of heat ; but there is no reason whatever why this

egress should cause any more inconvenience than the

exhaust of a petrol engine.

I am not surprised that one reader should men-
tion thirty miles as the non-stop limit for the water
capacity of a steam bicycle, in view of the fact that he
suggests a fire-tube wet-steam boiler, which surely no
one would defend as a factor in a rational two-wheeler.
There would, of course, be a condenser, situated some-
where behind the rider. Its weight would be dis-

tinctly appreciable, but it is absolutely indispensable,
and would more than pay for its weight by reducing
the volume of water to be carried.

As to the advan-
tages of steam, these

can all be classed •

under one heading

—

flexibility—which, it

cannot be too
strongly emphasised;
cannot be possessed

even to the slightest

degree by any ex-

plosion engine as

we know it now.
Silence and smooth-
ness have also been,

mentioned, but any-

one who has ridden

a Scott motor cycle

will, I think, agree

that one can have as much as one, wants of either of

these without steam.

It has also been said that steam would do away
with carburetter troubles, but this is not really so,

as it is merely a case of exchanging one form of

carburetter for another, as the petrol or paraffin has

certainly to be " carburetted ". to supply the burner

flame, and as much delicate handling is required to

get economic fuel consumption in either case.

Not one of the opinions hitherto published have, I am
surprised to see, touched upon the real disadvantage

of steam as compared with the explosion engine,

namely, its inherent inefficienc}'. With steam one
loses energy at the burner through bad vaporisation,

at the boiler, at the engine, and at the condenser

through radiation of heat, and in the engine and pump
through friction. In the petrol engine energy is lost

in the form of bad carburation—but I doubt if the

best of burners is as efficient as a good modem car-

buretter—at the engine by radiation and by friction;

but the last two losses are incomparably smaller than

those in the steam engine. '

Hence the steam engine can never hope to be as

economical as , the explosion engine using the same
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Motor Cycle Steamer.—
1, because, whilst in both cases the chemical energy

the fuel is changed into the kinetic energy of the

ine, the steam plant accomplishes the transforma-

n in two steps against the other's one.

t is all very well to talk glibly about making steam

il one comes to the foot of a hill, and then rushing

it as if it did not exist, but this sort of thing

ans very heavy fuel consumption. A 5 h.p. steam

ine can easily be induced to give 10 h.p. by simply

bling the steam pressure, but the fuel consump-
1 is at least doubled, too.

hear somebody say that paraffin will, of course, be
id for fuel on the steam motor cycle. Why, then,

t not used on all steam cars if it be so much cheaper

i better? One can only sniff reminiscently, and
nit that the paraffin burner which is efficient with-

; being messy or smelly has not yet put in an •

)earance.

The Starting Difficulty.

\nd then, again, how about stoppages? One cbuld
turn the burner right " out " for a ten-minute call,

1 unless one did so one would have to keep a pilot

;ie going. Also with the steam bicycle it .would
be possible to take the machine out of the garage

i be sailing off in less than a minute. No, it would
;essitate at least a ten minutes delay for the steam
ige to go over.

ow 1 have said that I think a two-wheeler is i)rac-

ilile, but the reasons I have outlined above are

te sufficient to persuade me that it will ne\er be a

^cessful commercial proposition. Still 1 must justify

claim to practicability by making suggestions.

First of all I will mention that Professor S. P.
ngley drove his experimental aeroplane—practically

; first heavier-than-air machine to fly successfully

was a model of 15ft. spread, and flew a mile and
alf) with a i^ b.h.p. stearn engine, which complete
ighed only 7 lbs., 2 lbs. of which was fuel for a

of two minutes or so.

This engine had no condenser, of course, but was
hnroughly reliable little outfit, the working pres-

being 150 lbs., and the boiler a plain helically-

coiled steel tube. Now it is quite safe to say that a

5 h.p. plant complete with fuel for 100 miles run,

^vater and condenser, could be made at a less weight
than 100 lbs. , because the volume of water to be
carried would not need to be above a couple of gallons,

and the petrol would not have to exceed 2}4 gallons.

Hence we may assume that the whole machine need
not weigh more than 180 lbs. all on, which is, after

all, no heavier than a standard 500 c.c. petrol engined
motor bicycle. The engine would be a double-cylin-

der, single-acting, side-by-side type, with piston or

poppet valves, and with a bore and stroke of lY^m.
by 2in. It would have an enclosed crank chamber.
As the cranks would be at 180", th-ere would be a

dead centre, but an external mark indicating the posi-

tion of the cranks could easily be made, and before

opening the throttle the machine could be pushed along
an inch or so until the dead centre was passed.

\\'hy anyone should want a V type engine I

cannot say. Embodied in the engine would be a small

water pump. For the boiler 1 would suggest six long

horizontal helical coils of stt^el tube, with as many
long tongues of flame playing through them. If

arranged as shown in the sketch with the burner in

front and two side by side chimneys behind so as to

miss the tyre, the exhaust ga.ses would.be easily got

rid of. The engine might well be put in the old

Ormonde position, where the rider would help to screen

it from ihe draught, but it would have to be boxed in

as much as po.ssible. It would drive the back wheel

by a chain. The condenser might be slowed under
the footboards, which would be inclined as shown.

I am convinced that there is nothing impractical

in such a machine as I have outlined, and were I

blessed with a sufficiency of spare time and cash I

would certainly build it. But I would do so with the

full knowledge that if I were going to have a luxuriously

comfortable machine I should certainly have to pay for

it in fuel consumption. Anybody who has studied

the question at all deeply knows that the cost of run-

ning a steam propelled cycle would be much greater

than that of a petrol-driven machine, of equal power.

But it is a real pity that no experimental machines
have been constructed. W.G.A.

->-•••—<-

A 1911 TRUnP-JAP RACER.
HE machine illustrated is a 4 h.p. Trump-Jap,

fitted with overhead valves, auxiliary exhaust
ports, and ball bearing mainshaft bearings,

lit by F. A. McNab for racing during the year.

le tank has been made specially for long distances,

\ holds two and a half gallons of petrol and three-

arlers of a gallon of lubricating oil. The ignition

->y Hellesen dry batteries and plain coil. The weight
the machine is about 148 lbs. It is interesting to

te that the auxiliary exhaust ports have been fitted

th a:i aluminium cover, so that the machine can be
ed in Tourist Trophy competitions. This cover is- an
'light fit on the cylinder, and the engine is thus kept
rfectly clean. Another interesting feature is that
f handles are arranged so that the rider's hands are
front of the steering head. This, McNab has

uikI, t. -cndered the steering steady at all speeds.
the way, it is known that McNab has an eye on
Jtrey's one hour record, created on a T,y^ h.p. Rex
fir back as November, 1909, so we may hear of

the Trump being put through its paces very shortly. It

is worthy of note that, despite several onslaughts,

Godfrey's figures have stood for fifteen months.

4 h.p. Trumg-Jap which F. A. McNab uill use in racing events this year.

.•.24
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British KTade Bosch Magnetos.
The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., in-

form us that if at any time a motor
cyclist expr-«ssly desires an English-
made magne'io for competition pur-
poses, the company w«ould be happy
to supply one.

Lamps at the Manchester Show.
It is hoped to have a good display

ot F.R.S. lamps at the Manchester
Show, but it is not yet decided on
wlmse stand they will be exhibited.

Dunlop Belts in Competition.
The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Aston, Birmingham, have sent us a
list of successes achieved by users of

this belt. Although only recently
introduced, the Dunlop belts have
become very popular.

A Double Purpose Spanner.
. Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Ltd.,
113, Great Portland Street, W., have
taken up the sale of the Heming
spanner, which was illustrated in oiu'

issue of December 16th, 1910, page
1263. The spanner in question was
exhibited at the Paris Show. It

pofspsses the adva'-tage of bejrs capable
of being used on round tubes or nuts.

Sidecars at Popular Prices.
A seiviueable sidecar attachment sold

at a remarkably low figure is the cne
lately introduced^ by £. A. Gorton
and Co. The frames are of best weld-
less steel tubing, the axle l^i'n. x 14
gauge ; also the side member running
parallel with motor cycle is of 14
gauge : the other tubes are all 16 gauge.
The springs are high-grade spring steel

hardened - and tempered. All the
frames are tested with a special rust
preventive. A feature of the Gorton
eidecar is that the seat is brought well

forward, so that the passenger sits in

a line with the driver. The arrange-

ment is iound to simplify the steering

a« well as being more comlortable and
Tendering conversation an easy matter.

Gorton sidecars are madie in five

different models, all of the rigid pattern,

and an illustrated price list may ' be
obtained from the makers at Gosford
Street, Coventry.

Combined Seat and Back Rest.
The makers of the XFall anatomical

seat, whcvie address is 6-7, Mcseley
Street, Birmingham, have just intro-

duced an entirely new pattern combined
pan seat with a low ba<:k-rest. The
spiingwork and padding are identical

i@f®Si@€IUI

,^-^y
"^^tS^^

'^^^^
^^^

with that of the Xl'all saddle, the
novelty being the addition of'the back-
rest. This does not stand any higher
than an ordinary sized paicel that is

likely to be placed on the reari carrier,

so that the rider can easily clear the
projection^when, dismounting.
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Manchester Tiafle Appointment.
Mr. C. E. Kettle, a well-ki.ovvn Man-

chester motor cyclist and competition

rider has joined the firm of Lookers,
Ltd., Hardman Street Garage, Man-
chester, and will take charge of this

firm's motorcycle deiartr.'.er.t.

An Ingenious Tapless Oil Pump.
Mr. E. G- Middleton, of Coventry,

is the patentee, and Mesais. Rother-
ham and Sons, Ltd., also -of Co"venrry,

are the makers of a clever tapless oil

pump which is illustrated herewith.
The barrel of the pump communicates
with the oil in the tank by means of

Middleton's Oil Pump.

\. Barrel. B. Plunger. C. Oil leaving tank.
D. Oil entering barrel.

E. Oil leaving barrel on its way to thCAengine.

H. Leather non-return valve washer.

the holes C ; when the plunger is drawn
up the oil flows through the holes and
past the non-return leather valve. So
far this does not differ from other
tapless pumps, but once the oij is in

the barrel it cannot escape eitber back
to the tank or down the pipe into the
engine unless pressure is applied to

the handle. When the rider presses
on the handle the oil in the barrel

exerts a force on the top of the leather
valve, and tends to keep it firmly

closed, but the portion on which the
leather fits moves downwards by the

same pressure of the oil and opens a

conical valve just above_ it which
allows for the escape of the oil to the
crank case. The moment this pressure

is' released the conical valve closes by
aid of a spring, and the pump is ready
to receive a fresh charge via the
leather non-return valve. The idea is

extremely simple, and it is almost
impossible for it to get out of order.
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Catalogues Received.
An extremely well got up catalog

has reached us from Messrs. Phelon ai

Sloore, Ltd., 12, Mortimer Street,

It is printed in two colours, and
addition to the illustrations of the wel

known P. and M. motor cycles, tl|

catalogue contains carefully wiitt
driving instructions, separate illustr

tions of many of the working parts, a

instructions how to keep them in ord

Copies can be obtained on applicati

to the company at the above addrei
*' Hex 1911 Motor Cycle,? " forms tl

title of an interesting brochure to ha:

from the Rex Motor Mauufactuii
Co., Ltd. The booklet starts off wii

a formidable list of successes on 19!

pattern machines, chief of which m;

be mentioned 0. C. Godfrey's hoi

record, and A. J. Mcorhouse's End-t
end record, both ,

accomplished
single-cylinder models. All the ne

models are, of course, detailled in tl

catalogue, as well as the speci

mechanical features. .

The catalogue of the L.M.C. moti

cycles should be ot great interest, ta

ing into consideration the number 1

prominent riders who have orders

the new T.T. model. The li

describes and illustrates this ne

pattern which was so much admiri

at the show, also the already wel

known touring mounts with and witl

out the L.M.C. variable pulley. Copi
can be had post free from the Lloj

Motor Mfg. Co., 132, Monument Eoa<
Birmingham.
The makers of the Ariel have issue

a new catalogue giving full particula:

of their 1911 moc'iels. Sep.arate illust*

tions of the special points of .1:

machine, accompanied by a lucid di

scription of its advantages, are

feature of the booklet. The 3^ h
free engine model fitted with the firm

patent decompressor or easy-startin

device is so efficient that the makei
guarantee their machine will start at

wanting pace within three yard.

Several pages, some illustrated h

photographs reproduced from T)
Motor Cyda. are devoted to em
merating briefly some of the success!

of Ariel riders in competitions.

A Reversible Handle-bar Switch.
The switch we illustrate below is

new pattern . just introduced by th

AstOn Motor Accessories Co., Talfor

Street, Aston, Birmingham. Tl
sketch clearly depicts the raetho 1

construction and attachment to tli

bar, but the chief novelty lies in th

reversibility of the terminal connei

tion for the wire. This can be ii

sorted from either side, enabling tli

switch to be fitted on either end c

the bar. The push is made of eboniti

and the whole article is nicely finishes
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Rear Suspension.

WHILST the power of nearly all motor cycles

has risen steadily, and the spx^eds have
necessarily increased, it is astonishing that

so little has been done to insulate the

lider and the vital parts of the motor
ljic\c 1l against shocks from badly laid or worn roads.

We have heard the argument used against rear spring-

ing of the road wheel that when a motor cycle is so

fitted the vibration of the engine becomes more notice-

able. Whether this theory is correct or not, it would
lie diflicult to say without riding the same machine
with and without a rear sprung wheel. The fact

remains that present day motor cycles are capable of

very great speed, but on indifferent roads fast travel-

ling is not luxurious.

Under such circumstances a fairly heavy machine
liolds the road better than a light one, but if rear

springing were more general it is possible that weight

could be reduced in many parts which now have to

be made strong and heavy to withstand sudden
shocks, the worst of which are not felt by the rider

who has at least the buffer of good saddle springs

and padded saddle top to minimise their severity.

One of the chief objections against springing the

whole frame from a manufacturing point of view is

the added complication and difiiculty in making the

road wheels rise and fall vertically without a number
of joints which tend to throw the wheels out of align-

ment and detract from the strength of the frame.
Tliat a demand exists for some form of spring frame
or rear springing is exemplified by the success achieved
by some of the devices w'hich are desdribed elsewhere
in this issue We hope to see more attention paid to

the springing and comfort of motor cycles.

1911 a Sidecar Year.

FROM all districts we hear of the growing popu-
larity of the sidecar, and being comisant of the

vast increase in the number ot attachments
being made and sold, these facts would indicate

that 1911 is to be a sidecar year. It will cause
not a little consternation among some of our readers to

learn this, as the sidecar type of passenger carrying

motor cycle has been the subject of much criticism in

days gone by, especially in regard to its unmechanical
design. The sidecar has not worked its way to the front

without competition, as at one lime it, was greatly

outnumljered bv tricars and forecarriage attachments.

Vet it is not difficult to account for its popularity, for

the type has certain inherent advantages which must

appeal to every motor cyclist. First and foremost,

we may treat the sociability of its side by side seats

as its main recommendation, besides which there is

the ease of storage of the separately detachable units.

Another point w-hich cannot be under-estimated is

the fact that a sidecar combination is a double-pur-

pose motor \ehicle, for the owner may take a friend

to share his pleasures, or in the space of a few-

minutes remove the passenger attachment and have a

fast motor bicycle at his disposal. The two tracks

minimise the risk of tyre troubles besides rendering

the combination more comfortable to ride than a

tricar. Of late the tendency of design of motor

bicycles has been to increase their pow-er, ignoring

for the moment the vast increase in the number of

change-speed gears, and this has resulted in no small

measure to the success of the sidecar. Cheap to run,

easy to store, and with practically nothing to get out

of order, the hold already obtained by the sidecar is

not likely to be relaxed.

A13
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Rear Springing Devices

An article dealing with the design of spring forks, illustrated by line drawings, appeared in our issue of Dec. ist,

1910. Below we supplement it with an article on_ systems of springing the rear portion of a motor cycle, which, unfortu-
nately, are not so numerous as front springing devices.

IT
is a constant source of wonder to

the average rider, to judge from
opinions which have been expressed

by those interested in the motor
cycle, that, as regards the rider's com-
fort, the rear springing of machines of to-

day leaves a deal to be desiyad. During
the past six or seven years there has
been a slight improvement in comiort,

but if its source be traced, excluisive of

spring forks, this will be found to be
due largely to increased size of tyres and
better springing of saddles. It will be
seen that in this consideration the effect

Fig. 1

—

A.S.L. air spring suspension of rear wheel.

of the engine upon the rider is not
allowed to enter, the theme of the dis-
cussion concerning itself .solely with
road shocks.

In the motor car there are three shock
absorbers between the road and the
passenger. Firstly the tyre, upon which
is suspended the whole of the mechanism,
and whose function it is merely to round
off the sharp edges of road surface
shocks. Secondly, the laminated springs,
which suspend the major portion of the
chassis, engine, and body, and whose
function it is to transform shocks into
friction ; and thirdly the upholstering
springs, which enable a person to have
some movement relative to the car itself

without suffering discomfort.

Fig. 2- N.S.U. spiral

spring.

Of tl ese three shock absorbers, the
second is incomparably the most far-

reaching in its results, because it not
only ensures the comfort of the -passen-

gers, but in enabling the mechanism to
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be spring-suspended, thereby practically
relieves it of road shock, and in addi-
tion by carrying the weight of the car
elastically, prevents the tyres from un-
duly bouncing off the road, and in this

manner very greatly enhances their
effective liis.

A motor car can be run witn up-
holst-ered seats and solid tyres, but never
one without spring suspension above
the axles, which is common to such
vehicles as traction engines and some
forms of farm waggons, to say nothing
of railway locomotives. In spite of the
above facts the motor cycle engineer has
had infinite hesitation in adopting even
the crudest forms of rear mechanical
suspension, and has deliberately cast the
onus of administering to his customers'
comfort upon the saddle and tyre manu-
facturers.

A motor cycle is both light and fast,

and the shocks to which it is continually
submitted simply cannot be adequately
absorbed by the mere combination of

tyre and saddle which the average rider

of to-day has to put up with. To realise

just how much shock a tyre has to

absorb, let the rider do a mile of

ordinary road at twenty miles an hour
on a deflated tyre, and then another
mile on an inflated tyre but seated on
the carrier, by way of seeing what the

saddle springs have to do.

Principles of Springing Devices.

In considering rear springing devices

in the abstract it is easy to see that

(1) they must be true absorbers of

shocks, i.e., they must convert them into

friction and so dissipate them, (2) they
must not interfere with the transmission,

(3) they must have the least possible

effect upon the permanent wheelbase, and
(4) they must be of sufficiently small
weight to have no appreciable ill-effects

upon the total weight of the machhie.
Of these desiderata No. 3 is far and

a\i;ay the most difficult to realise in

practice, yet it is, unfortunately, by
no means the least important. As, the
matter may be somewhat obscure, all

that need be said is that if the wheel-
base be not constant a constant speed
of the machine will not mean a constant
peripheral speed of the tyre, but as the
inertia of the machine is infinitely

greater than that of the tyre, it is the
latter in its relation to the road which
will have to make good the'' difference.

If, therefore, the wheelbase lengthen
upon a shock being taken up, this means
that the speed of the back tyre will be
suddenly retarded or that of the front
suddenly accelerated. [n the first case,

the drive on the tyre from the engine
is constantly trying to accelerate it, so
that som.> slip must take place between

tyre and road, whilst in the latter case
the inertia of the tyre itself may easily
be sufficient in itself to promote this
slip. The result is, of course, in any
eventuality bad for the tyre.
In order perfectly to overcome this

diflSculty it is essential that both the
front and back eprjr.ging arrange-
ments must have a purely vertical

motion. This is -.arly easy to obtain
in the front, but the transmission offers,

a practical diflRcuUy at the back, for if

a belt or chain be used the motion of

Fig. 3—Wanderer with
enclosed springs.

the back wheel must of necessity be
along an arc of a -circle of which the
pulley or one of the sprockets provides
the centre.

^
With a shaft drive, how-

ever, the difficulty is easily overcome by
the use of a sliding joint at either end
of the propeller-shaft.
At best, then, back wheel suspension

must be a matter Jor compromise, but
as this very compsomise is successfully
effected in practically all modern cars
the problem is not a particularly subtle
one.

Fig. 4—Elliston an-J Fell system.

Now for the advantages of rear spring
mg. Putting the rider's comfort first

the next thing is the superiority ol

carrying sprung weight rather than un
sprung weight, and this is the mattei
which most affects the tyre life. Im
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portant as it is to keep the tyres rotat-

ing at as nearly a constant speed as

possible, it is even more important tliat

the driving tyre, upon which the engine

is continually endeavouring to exercise

its power of acceleration, should be

kept constantly in . contact with the

road surface. If the tyre is allowed to

jump from the road even momentarily
the engine commences to race it, whilst

the friction of the machine itself lends

to retard the motor cycle as a whole.

In consequence, when the tyre renews its

acquaintance with the road the relative

speed of tyre and road .surface is slightly

changed.
I'he inevitable result is tyre slip,

accompanied by unnecessary tyre wear.

The fact that 'the front tyre leaves the

road has, in view of the fact that it

is not driven, but merely rolls, a prac-

tically negligible effect, but it will only

do so with a rigid front fork or with a

spring fork of bad design.

At thirty miles per hour this effect

became largely exaggerated, whilst, in

addition, another effect became slightly

perceptible. At this speed "jumps"

Fig, 5—Bat saddle-pillar and (ootboard suspended

on springs.

The writer recently made some
rough observations upon this '"jumping"
phenomenon on a stretch of road which

had been treated with Tarmac. The
tread of his front tyre is dead smooth,

but that of the back (recently taken

from the front wheel) is sharply defined.

The road selected has the average

number and frequency ol pot-holes, and

the surface was at the time of the

experiment sufficiently "tacky" to pre-

serve tyre impressions very clearly.

At low speeds it was found impossible

to trace any signs of "jump." but at

fifteen miles an'honr they became quite

perceptible, and at twenty miles per

hour decidedly apparent. In some
cases this speed resulted in the back

tyre completely leaving the road for an

inch or two. but, generally speaking,

the result was that the tread print had
almost disappeared for a short distance

upon emerging from the pot-hole.

These holes were roughly about lain,

long and about lin. to Ijin. deep.

Fig. 6—Ariel spring seat pillar.

of a foot or more occurred, and at the
point where the tyre returned to the

road there were distinct indications of
tyre slip.

In other* words, the engine was now-

getting a chance to race when the load

was momentarily eased. At thirty-hve

miles an hour the evidences of tyre slip

were most easily perceptible ; after this

speed and up to lorty-Kve miles per

hour the " jumps ' got larger and the
" slips ' began to diminish.

This i.*! explainable by the fact that

at the high speeds the engine was prac-

tically going "all out, and therefore

could only increase its speed to a rela-

tively small amount. But the worse
the "jumps" became the worse was
the shock to the tyre on landing, and
at some places the marks showed that

the tyre had been not very far off com-
pletely Battened out.

A 3ft. Jump.
The largest jump at 45 m.p.h. was

about 3ft.. but it will be understood that

the distances given are really only half

an indication of what actually took place.

To be accurate, the jump should have
been measured from the point at which
the weight on the tyre, as shown by the

marks, was relaxed to the point at which
it was reasserted. At the same time
the load, it must be remembered, was
certainly not truly level between the pot-

holes.

When travelling along the inertia of

the machine tends to keep it on a per-

fectly straight course in the vertical

Fig. 7—T.A.C. laminated springs.

plane, and if a system of spring frame be

used it is just as if the weight of the

machine were carried by overhead rails

and the tyre were kept pressed upon the

road.

Of course, it is absurd to expect any
springing arrangements to keep the tyre

on the road over Ballig Bridge on a

T.T. machine, because jumps were last

year being made at this point which
cannot have been much less than 10ft.

or 12ft., and a good many machines were
momentarily several inches from the
ground—if one's eyes are to be trusted.

Pot-holes are very much more common
than Ballig Bridges, but they are only
Ballig Bridges in miniature all the
same, and if the little "jumps" can be
effectively obviated, an occasional big
" jump " will scarcely be grudged.
By way of illustrating the trend of

rear-springing design, sketches of a few
of the different types are given, together

with one or two instances which show
the difference between a motor cycle

frame where the road wheels are sprung
and a rear springing for the rider only.

In the latter case it w'ill be understood
that there is no advantage from the
point of view of tyre wear, as explained
in the foregoing paragraphs, but they
are excellent attempts to make up, as

far as the ri<ler's person is concerned,
the deficiency which exists consequent
upon relying upon tyres and saddle to
absorb shocks.

Fig. 1 is the A.S.L. device. The back
hub is supported upon short links, which
give it a pronounced radial motion. The

Fig. 8— Rex cantilsver spring seal pillar.

normal position of the link being hori-

zontal, however, this radial effect is

reduced to a minimum, and probably

only results in shortening the wheelbase

bv at most half an inch. Similarly, the

belt is effectively shortened and

lengthened alternately, but is probably

sufficiently elastic in itself to take up

this lost "motion without any trouble.

In any case this particular theoretical

disadvantage does not appear to count

for much in practice. In the N.S.U.

and Wanderer devices, figs. 2 and 3, the

rear chain stays are hinged at the point

where they nieet the main down tube,

and the back hub consequently moves
upon a large radius. The N.S.U. em-

ploys a single large coil spring, whilst

the Wanderer Iras two small pistons

working inside the rear 6tay tubes, these

pistons acting as air compressors in

both directions. The cylinders faic) are

sealed at both ends, and well packed

with grease, so that there is, in this

case, some considerable friction, which

damps any tendency the springs have to

set up a bouncing action.

The ElHston and Fell spring frame,

fig. 4, is of the same type as the above,

but is constructed upon different lines.

The long lever multiplies the motion

considerably, and in consequence the

compression springs, between which its

.M5
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loiiger end is held, maj" be made light

and sott ;n working. At the same time,

:t appears as though it might easily be

improved by introducing a certain

amount of additional friction into the

elide, which would not, one would think,

be a ditticult matter, ancJ' which would
doubtless improve a device which cer-

tainly has the great merits of neatness

and strength.

The rear suspension of the Wilkinson
T.A.C., which is somewhat similar to

the front fork illustrated in Tht Motor
Cycle, of December 1st, 1910, page 1201,

is designed on quite different lines, aad
appears to be highly efficient. It is, in

fact, conceived on car lines, and emploa's

four quarter elliptic laminated springs,

two on each side of the hub, the latter

being supported in rods joining the free

extremities of these springs. Nothing,
admittedly, is perfect that is made by

^^((fCILE

man, bub to suggest any improvement
upon the T.A.C. vear suspension would,
in the writer's opinion, be a difficult

matter, as far as its suspension func-

tions are concerned. The question of

brake fitting must, however, not be for-

gotten, and the T.A.C. device only lends
Itself to use with a band-type brake. We
offer no criticism of the latter—indeed,

it is quite possibly the best, but the fact

that the brake construction is so re-

stricted cannot very well be claimed as

an advantage. It will have been realised

that no ditticulty attends the fitting of

brakes upon either tyre rim or belt rim
in the tliree previously mentioned
designs.

Turning now to fig. 5, this sketch re-

presents the Bat idea, which is one of,

if not the, oldest type of -rear springing
on the market. It is a very thorough
spring seat device with the additional
advantage of spring footboards. The

FEBRUARY 2 3rd. i gji.

construction is fairly obvious. The seat
and footboards are mounted on a simpia
sub-frame slung to the main frame by
means of links and suspended by plain
tension springs. This device undoubtedly
ensures the rider's comfort, and also
reduces, by the weight of his person, the
unsprung weight on the back tyre.

The same remarks as regards the- re-
duction of uusprung weight on rear tyre
apply to the Ariel seat-pillar arrange-
ment shown in fig. 5, and the Rex canti-
lever arrangement, fig. 7. In the Ariel
the weight is carried by tension springs
but a third spring is introduced to act
as a damper to the others. In the Rex
arrangement the saddle-pillar is hinged
to the top tube, and its movement is

contro'led by a compression spring
carried on a guide which fits in the
ordinary seat-pillar tube. This seat
springing is most comfortable, and well
worth the slight extra weight carried.

-> ^> e«

NOTED YORKSHIRE ACCLIVITIES.
No difficulty will be experienced in finding a

suitabJy severe course for the next quarterly

trials to be held in Yorkshire on April 22nd,

starting from Harrogate. The
district abounds Avith long,

gradual climbs more or less

severe. Below ve reproduce
illustrations of one or two noted

acclivities which possess good
surfaces, but, as may be said of

most Yorkshire climbs, the hills

are rather twisty, which should
provide a still better test of a

motor cycle's hill - climbing
capabilities. Particulars of the

photographs reproduced, show-
ing severe hills within easy

riding distance of Harrogate, one

or more of Avhich may be included in the quarterly

trials course, are as under :

(i.) Norwood Edge, looking down the hill.

{2.) Pot Bank (2 miles from
Harrogate). This hill is steep
and has two bend.s, one at the
foot and one about forty yards
u]). (l^ooking down the hill.)

(3.) IJndley Wood Reservoir
Hill (3 miles from Otley), a par-
ticularly severe gradient.

(4-) The first bend of Nor-
wood Edge, a hill over a mile in

length. It starts with a sharp
bend, followed by a stiff stretch
and another bend.

(5.) Second bend of Norwood
JEdge, looking up the hill.

Lid
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3. H. Hall, an early hard working ofllcial.

T
No. 6.-THE SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE CLUB

HE foundation of thLs club in for tl>e last three years to the M.C'.C.
the early part of 1904 was due team trials at Daventry, but ill-luck has
to the energies of a few pioneers, dogged their footsteps-^r rather wheel-
and at first consisted of five mem- marks—in this event. In 1908 the pas-

bers only. The- first president was
the late Mr. Arnold JIuir Wilson, the
famous Yorkshire solicitor, and its first

secretary Mr. J. Haslam. After a short
term of office, pressure of business com-
pelled Mr. Wilson to resign, and he was

senger combination failed. In 1909 'the
Jiassenger machine scored full marks, but
one of the solo machines went amiss,
whilst in 1910 the passenger combination
picked up a nail at the seventeeth mile.
However, the club will continue to be

energy and generous assistance the club
soon grew to be one of influence, and in

1908 had 100

succeeded by Mr. J. H. Hall, to whoso represented in the competition, and hopes
._j . , , , j^^. ]jg[(jp lyplj jf, jiig future.

A specially successful and interesting
competition is the club bogey hill-climb

members, and originated by the present secretary. Tliis

was reputed to takes the form of a monthly hill-climb,

be the largest in wliicli each competitor may make four

motor cycle club timed ascents of the hill during the month,
in the p'loWnces. and these ascents may be made at any
Mr. Hall's re- time upon two days' notice being given to

moval (o Lon- Hie timekeeper. A competitor makes one
don for business ascent of the hill, gets his time entered
reasons made it on his card, spends another day or two
impo.ssible for "tuning up," makes another ascent, and
him to continue so on, so that he has always some coni-

to be president, petition to interest him and to keep him
and his place busy improving the running of his ma-

chine. The winner each month receives
a guinea prize, and every comJ5elitor who
beats bogey time receives a club silver
spoon. This competition has had the
etfcct of transforming peaceful " potterers

"

into really skilful competition riders, as
interest is maintained throughout the
Tear.

W. Hill, ireasurer.

was filled bv
Mr. F. Dover,
in whom the
club lias a pre-

sident second to

[no otiier. Himself a keen rider, he brings

to his office the knowledge of a successful

business man. Well known as a rider in

A.C.U. competitions like the End-to-end,
he is likely to come still more to the front

in view of his projected twenty-eight days'

coast ride in May.

A Change in the Secretaryship.

In 1909 Mr. T. F. Turner replaced Mr.
Haslam as secretary, and in 1910 was
succeeded by Mr. Daniel Bradbury, who
still holds the olKce, and to him several

new features in the club are due.

The club has always souglit to foster

the competitive spirit, and competitions
have always occupied a foremost place in

the club programme. Each year has had
its hill-climbs, speed-judging competitions,
and reliability trials. Una of the old ex-
members (ilr. W. Barber) in 1906 won
the club hill-clinib on a machine entirely
of his own manufacture. The engine was
made by himself from his own patterns,
and even the wheel hubs were turned by
him from the solid metal. In the End-to-
en'J trials and the 1,000 miles the club
has two consistent performers—Messrs. F.
Dover and J. Haslam, both of whom hold
A.C.U. gold and silver medals for these
events. The club has also sent a team

Trials more Severe Nowadays.
In the early days the reliability trials

most often took the form of non-stop runs
of eighty or ninety miles. Then Brid-
lington and back was tried, but for the
last two years the trial has taken tlie
form of a Sheffield to Holyhead and back
run (384 mil^, with two hours' rest at
Holyhead. The club's only important
trophy (the Hutton Shield^ is* awarded for
this event.

This year the club has been amongst
the few holding winter reliability runs.
This was held on December 27tli to Brid-
lington and back (170 miles), and proved

a very severe trial, half the journey being

through six inches of snow, and inter-

mittent snowstorms.
During the winter the club members

are kept together by means of whist drives

and lectures, the club having been very

fortunate in securing the services of Mr.
.)as. Ij. Norton as lecturer for the last

three years.

Tills year one or two innovations are

being discussed. A joint meet with
the Derbyshire Pennine Club is thought
of. when the
Pennine Club
may demonstrate
some of the
wonders of the
old Derbyshire
lead mines.
An eminent

lecturer will also

discourse to the
club on the sub-
ject of the old
British and Ro-
man remains and
forts, on Mam
lor. Derbyshire,

the lecture to bo
given on the
spot.

Prospective members of the club will

be gladly furnished with particulars of

membership on application to the hon.

secretary, 5, Fulmer Road, Endcliffe,

ShelTield.

Daniel Bradbury, bon. sec.

S. Sawer, captain. J. Haslam, flrst secretary.

AOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
The M.C'.C. has decided to make the

Mermaid Hotel, Yeovil, the headquarters
for the Easter tour. Yeovil is on the

route of the London-Land's End and
back competition for the .Jarrott Cup, and
is situated in easy reach of many charm-
ing and interesting seaside resorts, the

famous Cheddar Gorge, and many other

places of interest.

Early application for bedrooms should

be made to the captain, Mr. F. J.

.Jenkins, 35, Loveday Road, Ealing, W.
ilr. Charles Jarrott, president of the

M.C.C., has very kindly promised to

attend the opening run to Brighton on
April 1st,- when he will present the gold

and silver medals won in the winter run
to Exeter and back. This is a new
departure for the if.C.G. In previous
years all awards have been presented at

the annual dinner held early in Decem-
ber, birt the committee felt that it was
unfair to keep the happy winners of this

strenuous competition waiting so long
for their medals.

AI7
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An Invaluable Magneto Tip.

I rescue the following invaluable magneto tip from
an obscure corner of a recent issue, where it perhaps
escaped many careless eyes. A number of the " in-

soluble " magneto troubles which are referred to highly

salaried experts are ascribable to an item which many
owners never consider.

The moving arm on the contact breakers of the

Bosch, Simms, and some other high tension magnetos
is pivoted in a fibre bush by a short steel stud. To
avoid lateral rocking, this stud has to be a fairly tight

fit in its fibre socket, and if either the stud becomes
rusted, or the fibre swollen by damp, the contact

breaker arm may stick.

The trouble is particularly frequent in bad weather,

or when a, machine has been laid by in a damp
atmosphere for some weeks or months, and is rather

elusive. Its nature is invisible until the dustcap has
been removed, and very frequently the arm is freed by
a touch of the fingers when the contact breaker is

being examined. Then the cover is replaced, and ere

long the mishap is repeated.

It is easily remedied by polishing the steel stud

with emery cloth, or by very gingerly enlarging the

hole in the fibre with the aid of a rat-tail file. I

plead guilty to having been bafified by this, mishap for the

space of an hour in my salad days, during which hour
the rain fell in sheets.

Cheap, Light, Passenger Vehicles.

Though fools rush in where angels fear to tread, I

have just enough sense not to dogmatise about the

design of light passenger outfits ; but I think experience

does justify one criticism of many amateur designs

which aim at the ;£'6o tricar or sociable.

Many such designs attempt to save about ^£15 by
eliminating the automobile type of gear box, and sub-

stituting some cheap and simple variable pulley device.

All these variable pulleys suffer from a certain fixed

disadvantage in passenger work, i.e., that the

emergency gear is rather high in ratio

—

6% to i is

about the lowest procurable in ordinary specifications.

Such a limit demands a high percentage of pow'er to

weight, say, from 6 h.p. to 8 h.p. to 3 cwts. or there-

abouts, if really bad hills are to be climbed with

certainty.

Furthermore, the best belts soon give up the ghost

under these exacting conditions. Given a dry road and
a clear rush, a 5 h.p. tricar or sidecar geared 6J-^ to r

should swoop up any main road hill at a good bat,

provided the engine is in tune. But when the engine

is out of tune, the hill partially blocked by traffic or

clogged with mud, the wind contrary, etc., etc., the

outfit cannot get up.

Hence the man who does not want the bother of

continually keeping his engine in Brooklands tune and
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yet desires to climb bad hills under all conditions

must have a gear box of the car type, affording a really

low emergency ratio ; or, alternatively, he must have a

chain-driven machine. I have not infrequently failed

on such hills as Gore and Rectory with a low gear of

8, 9, or 10 to I (chain driven) on a 5-7 h.p. sidecar

outfit, simply because I have not had time to keep my
engine in proper tune. The duffer or the busy man
wants a very low emergency gear, and this necessitates

a rather costly specification.

Easily Detachable Wheels.
I am delighted to see that several firms are paying

genuine attention to the perfection of detachability in

their wheels. I have suffered untold annoyance in

the past from ignorant design of these details.

What with ver}- stiff forks that had to be sprung
apart and would not spring, with designs that affected

bearing adjustment, or necessitated the removal nf

about a hundred small clips, screws, bracKcis, and
twiddly bits, with loose hinged rear forks and chain

stays that would not come back into register, the

removal of a wheel used to be a hideous nuisance.

Most of us like to have our wheels out now and
again. We use heavier tyres for summer touring and
Avinter work than we require for isolated rides; we use

a pair of light wheels and .sprint tyres in the standard
roadster class (at our club hill-climb, of course) ; we
perhaps have a prejudice against slip-jointed tubes, and
cannot put in a new endless wdthout removing the

wheel, and so forth. Let us insist on front wheel
stands and drop out wheels on all machines.

Stability.

Mr. G. D. Leechman rather exaggerates the effect

a low'ering of saddle position has upon the stability

of a motor bicycle and its rider. . He uses the domestic
broom as an analogy, and remarks that it is far easier

to balance the broom vertically with the bristle end
uppermost than vice versd. In • this analogy a mass
equal to perhaps five-sixths of the total w'eight is

raised from the ground level of the balancing plane to

its summit, *-6-, the centre of gravity is raised by
about six feet.

In the actual case under consideration the variation

in stability effected by dropping the rear end of the

top tube of the motor bicycle, a mass representing from

a half to a third of the total weight is dropped two
inches.

That even this slight adjustment affects Stability

fractionally is indubitable ; but can it affect stability

to the degree alleged? Can it appreciably increase the

frequency or magnitude of side-slips? Can it have as

much influence as the amount of petrol in the tank?
I believe the engineer who pretended to adhere to> the

straight top tube on this sole ground was, to nut it

vulgarly, talking through his hat.
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A Week-end on a Two-speed Douglas.
How well we can re-

call, in the winter

of 1905, a Mr.

Barter calling at our office

with an ordinary pedal

bicycle strengthened in

various parts, mounted into

which was a wonderfully

clever twin-cylinder hori-

zontally opposed engine of

his own design. That
machine was the forerunner

of the present-day Douglas.

In its earliest form it was
christened the Fee, and it was left with the staff of

this journal for trial. Weighing altogether about

75 lbs., it attracted a good deal of attention, and

earned the plaudits of many engineers who examined

it. Our trials, however, were not altogether free from

trouble, for the current distributer with which the

engine was. fitted was not without blemish, neither was

the round belt drive with jockey pulley ideal, and the

horizontal valves in the cylinder were found to make
the engine somewhat erratic in the power given off.

Later it was re-designed and named the Fairy, and a

number were . sold, but

what was wanted to

maJie the machine a .suc-

cess—and we openly ex-

pressed this opinion at

the time—were vertically

placed inlet valves, a

magneto, and direct V-
belt drive.

How Mr. Douglas
came to meet Mr. Bar-

ter we know not, but the

next we heard of this

wonderful little F6e-cuni-

Fairy was a letter from
Douglas Bros., general engineers and ironfounders, of

Bristol, informing us that they had taken up the

manufacture of the machine under their own name,
and, most important of all, had adopted all the

improvements outlined above. We need go no
further with this brief history, for we all know the.

success the Douglas has attained in the comparatively

short period of four years, but ^v^ll pass on to the

latest creation of the company-—the two-speed and
free engine Douglas and its performances on the road.

Douglas Bros. have
earned a name for

thoroughness, and in every

way it is deserved. We had
an example of this right

from the commencement of

our' trial. The little

machine was delivered to

us for test equipped in

every detail, with horn,

and • lamp, and generator

charged. Not a tool,

valve, belt fastener, or
plug was missing from the

The complete gear box showing large belt pulley and chain from engine.
On right, the gear wheels and dog-clutch mechanism.

The gear changing lever on top

tube. Tr.e miiway stop is tha

neutral position.
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Operating mocbanism for the vertically-placed exhaust valves, showiU;
screw adjustment provided

spares, and even a knife

for shortening the belt and
a puncture repair outfit

Avere included. This is

not a trivial matter by any
means. In the course of a
year the staff of The Motor
Ci/cle are favoured with

many types of motor cycles

for trial purposes, some of

them more or less inade-

quately equipped. The
writer of these notes has a

list of forty-two different

motor cycles he rode during last year, but cannot
recall that any of them were sent out so complete

and free from worry to the user as the Douglas was.

Our test of what is probably the lightest two-speed

twin on the market consisted of a week-end run of

^•^60 miles, and what the two-speed Douglas cannot

do we were unable to

find out in this distance.

Hills of the calibre

of Xetherhall Gardens,
^Vesterham, Crockham,
River Hill, Titsey, are

all taken in their stride

on the low gear of 8 to

1-5 and all ordinary

gradients on top (5

to i).

We. may here throw
out a hint in changing
down on steep gradients,

and that is to engage the

low gear before allowing

the engine to slow down
tco much. On two
occasions after tackling

steep climbs with a hot

engine we delayed chang-
ing until too late and
the engine refused to

pick up, but so long as the revolutions w'cre kept

high no difficulty was experienced. The capabilities

of the 2.;'4 h.p. Dougtas would .surprise many riders of

heavyweights. It is some months since we rode a

twin lightweight, and the manner in which the hori-

zontal twin tackled single figure gradients came as a

revelation. And so silently and comfortably for the

rider too, thanks to the

even firing and efficient

spring fork.

Two Easy Methods of
Starling.

Starting may be either

by a geared up handle per-

manently attached to the

gear box, or by engaging

the low gear and waJking

alongside. We personally

preferred the latter method,

but both are quite simple

and easy even for riders of

The carburetter air and throttle

piitons removed by unfastening the
milled screw holding the yoke.



Two-speed Douglas.

—

advanced years. Heavy
roads were the order

of the day during the

greater part of the test,

and this served further

to improve our opinion

of this little mount,
for side-slip is almost

unknowai. For high

average speeds over win-

ter roads the Douglas
would take some beat-

ing. As a proof that

the large driving pulley

is kinder to the belt,

we made no adjust-

ment at all. Change of gear is easily effected either

by easing the clutch or merely raising the exhaust

valve lifter. Fifty miles of London tra'ffic prompt us

to suggest to the Douglas designers that the clutch

pedal would be much nwre conveniently placed on

the right footboard. There is the pedal brake

on the left-hand side which at present it is impossible

to use in traffic owing to the foot being on the clutch

pedal. In such cases one has to rely solely on the

front lim brake. Another point—why, oh, why is the

carburetter jet a fixture ? If Mr. Douglas had seen us

Tne molel E Douglas wiln two-speed gear, free engine clutch, an! handle starting.
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- dismantling the car-,

buretter three times in

a single run, all be-'

cause we could not
probe the inner recesses'

of the jet, we venture
to suggest ' that he'

would have taken com-'
passion and altered his

patterns forthwith. Yet
we are told by riders

that it is very very

seldom the jet gets

stopped up.

Ill all other respects

the Douglas has left us

with a very great
respect for its capabilities. Twenty-two m.p.h.
average on a long run understates its powers, and with
such great economy withal. For instance, we averaged
rro miles to the gallon, oil consumed was less than
one quart, and the back tyre was hardly scratched.

The nicely fitted parts told their tale in the end,
for the crank case and gear box were conspicuously
clean at the end of our run, whilst the appearance of

the machine as a whole was a striking testimony to the
mudguarding arrangements and a proof of the efifi*

cacy of long, wide footboards.

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C. 191 1 PROGRAMME.
AN EVENT FOR. AMATEURS v. PROFESSIONALS.

ON Saturday, May 13th, the committee of the

Coventry and Warwickshire M.G-. has decided

to promote a trade versus amateur 'aial, the

results in the amateur section automatically to form

an eliminating trial for the M.C.C. Team Trial for

Tlie Motor Cycle challenge cup. This competition

should prove one of the most interesting of the year,

for the Coventry club, being in the centre of the

industry, has the finest professional riders of the day
in its ranks, whilst there is no dearth of really

experienced amateurs. Last year the Coventry club
, won both the M.C.C. and A.C.U. inter-club cham-
pionships with a perfect score, and amateurs w-ere

included in each team. At present it is not proposed
to limit the number of entries. The contest will be a

reliability run over a severe course.

Other important events decided upon are

:

Saturday, June 24th.—Annual Welsh run. Destina-
tion, Aberystwyth.

Saturday, July 15th.—^Twelve hours reliability trial

to Bath and back, via Cotswold Hills, for champion-
ship of the club. Awafd, fifty-guinea ('hallenge cup.

Saturday, September 9th.—^Annual open hill-climb.

Besides the above, other competitions of a minor
order will be held, and teams will again be entered for

the M.C.C. and A.C.U. inter-club championship trials

-.^^l-Ai^ !

A DANGER SPOT IN THE EAST RIDING.
Hull Bridge, Beverley, a real danger spot. Happily its removal has recently been decided upon, the East Riding County Council having passed a scheme for

a new bridge. It is quite impossible for anyone riding up this bridge to be aware of anything coming up the other side till quite near the top. Note the narrow
space left by the car. This brids^e is on the main road from Beverley to Hornsea, Bridlington, and Holderness, and there is no other way of crossing the river

Hull {except by ferry) for eight miles in either direction.
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TESTS OF REFLEX LIGHTS.

THE Expert and Technical Committee of the

R.A.C. has issued ks report on sQme tests

made of Reflex rear lights. As these red

warning reflectors are gaining fa\!Our among motor
cyclists, we give below extracts fsom the report

:

Experiments were made with two of the Lea-Francis

"reflex lights," a large size with a l^ns of 2jin. diameter,

and a small size with a lens of l^in. diameter. The experi-

ments were made upon a very dark night, and there was a

slight haze.

A 15 h.p. car was used. There were two acetylene head
lamps which had no specially concentrated central beam.
Observations were ma<le from the driving seat of the car

and looking through the glass screen.
,

A red " reflex " light of the smaller size was held in front

of the car, with the lens facing the car. at a distance of fifty

yards. At this distance the white coJIar of the assistant

holding the "reflex light" could just be distinguished, while

at sixty yards he was quite invisible.

The red gleam of the "reflex light" showed brightly at

si.xty yards. The " »a6ex light" was tl>cn car.'.^d 160- yards

away from the car, and held facing the car. At this distance

the red light was clearly visible. Similar experiments were
carried out with the larger size "reflex light," which was
also di.stinctly visible.

The "light" was raised and lowered and carried to and fro

over the road without being lost tO view. The experiments

show that the "lights" are easily visible at about three
times the distance at which a man on the road would be seen.

Further experiments were subsequently carried out with a
view to comparing three "reflex lights" of different manu-
facture. The three lights were those known as the Lea-
Francis, Phillips's Enday, and Lucas's.

It was found that, when the "reflex lights" were placed
side by side ISi'n. from the ground, and a car having two
parabolic electric head lamps was driven towards them, the
toilowing were the distances at which the " lights " were first

distinguished: Lea-I rancis, 130 yards; Lucas's, 90 yards;
Kiillips's Enday, 50 yards.

In addition to the "lights," a piece of white paper, 3in.

S(|uare, was held up. This was distinguished at 60 yards.

The committee is of opinion that the "reflex lights" are

well adapted for use, in lieu of tail lamps, on bicycles and
other vehicles, and that they render such vehicles visible at

a much greater distance than that at which an unlighted

veliicle could be seen without their aid.

The committee recommends that the "reflex lights" be

fixed to the back of vehicles, at heights between 2ft. and 6ft.

above the roadway ; further, that they be firmly fixed so

as to point horizontally, without swivel or other means of

adjustment.
For distinguishing road signs, the committee is of opinion

that the " lights " are eminently suitable for the purpose,

but that the colour red should be restricted to use as tail Ianip.s

for bicycles, farm carls, etc.. in order to avoid confusion.

,/'
/

A FROSTY DAY. A snap in Cheshire. Dunham Hill, Allrincham, on Ihe Chester Road.

HERTS. COUNTY A.C. (Motor Cycle Section) ANNUAL DINNER.

THE annual dinner of tlie enterprising motor cycle section

of the above club was held at the i?ea Hen Hotel. St.

Albans, on Thursday last. Mr. Charles Wheeler,
M.Inst.A.E.. presided. After the loyal toasts had

been proposed by the Chairman, Mr. \\ . Cooper proposed
"I'he Ladies," and he said he hoped to sec an ever-increas-

ing number of them at the club's events.

'lo this toast Mrs, C. C. Cooke, wife of the honorary
secretary, replied in suitable terms.

Captain Seymour, in proposing the toast of "The Visi-

tor?," said last year the club had about fourteen members,
and now he was happy to say its membership exceeded
that number by about a hundred.
"The Press" was propo.sed by Mr. W. Pratt, who laid

great emphasis on the importance of motor cyclists ha\-ing

a clubhouse in London.
]Mr. E. M. P. Boileau and Mr. \V. G. XfcMinnies re-

sponded, the latter mentioning that Mr. Pratt had promised
ten guineas to guarantors. '

The Chairman, having briefly referred to the club's com-
petitions, mentioning especially the Amateur v. Trade contest.

The Club" was proposed by Mr. F. Straight (secretary

the A.C.U.). who referred in glowing terms to the success

of the club's various competitions, and spoke in a verj'

appreciative manner of the admirable work done by the

club's energetic hon. secretary.

Mr. C. C. Cooke, in reply, said that the motor cycle

section of the Herts Club was the largest body afliliated to

the A.C.U., and the Herts County Club was the largest

local club in the kingdom. Touching new events, he men-

tioned the competition for ladies for which The Motor
I'l/dn had presented a cup, and expected that the speed trial

aiid Amateur v. "Trade competitions would be well supported.

Dr. Upcott Gill proposed "The Chairman," to which ilr.

Charles Wheeler suitably replied.

The prizes were then presented by ^frs. AV. H. Leese,

and her first duty was to present Mr. C. C. Cooke^ with a

portrait of himself. At a later stage in the evening Mr.

Wheeler mentioned the splendid work that Jfr. G. ,F.

Carter had done for the club, in recognition of which, a

cup was presented to him. Mrs. Leese was then presented

with the club's gold medal, and the evening concluded.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the tfliioc, "TUe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full nane and address.

Winter Reliability Trials.

[5390.]—The Surrey c. tatreatham trials was certainly

instructive. Imagine the rider of a "touring'.' machine

having to dismount on a little hill like the one leading out

of Redhill ! .

I am sorry to see the trade deserting the Quarterly Trials.

Would not the recent trial have been made still more inter.?3t-

ing by providing a compulsory stop on Titsey or Westerham
for all machines with free engines?

As I am one of tliose riders who strongly object to trouble

and would like a two-wheeled perpetual motion peran.bulator,

perhaps you will permit me to sign myself POTTERER.

The Use o! a Differential Gear,

[5391.]—Letters 6342 and 5348 prove what every engineer

who has studied the light motor vehicle knows, viz.,

"that where more than one driving wheel is used a differential

gear is necessary."
:\Iany makeshifts have been devised to take the place of

the differential gear, but with ill success. Probably the

worst device is the slipping belt dodge repeatedly shown on
illustrations of runabouts. What is the objection to the

differential gear?
The only objection seems " cost." This objection has been

removed, and a differential gear can be designed and manu-
factured for a single chain, or a belt drive giving a solid or

through live axle, the co.?t of which does not exceed that

of a double slipping belt drive with stub axles.

W. E. BURGESS.

Special Colonial Requirements.
[5392.]—As a regular reader of your valuable paper,

will you allow me to confirm letter No. 5164, December 8th,

1910, where the writer advises motor cycle manufacturers to

use stronger-beaded edge rims. I strongly advise this. I

possess a 1910 Humber, and the roads up here are atrocious.

Another small item is— if the mudguards could be allowed
about an inch and a half more space from the wheel it

would allow us to travel in the rainy weather. I made an
attempt to ride to Bulawayo about three weeks ago, and
got half way, when down came the rain. I was obliged

to leave my motor cycle where it was, as it was impossible to

move it on account of the mud clogging between the wheels
and the mudguards, and I had to walk eighteen miles.

I should like to state that these are the details which
should be seen to, to improv* motor cycles, not the increas-

ing of cylinder capacity or changing handle-bars to improve
looks. My Humber is a 3i h.p. two-speed, and is capable
of carrying me up any of tfie hills, which is saying a lot.

Bulawayo. CHARLES "E. LOWE.
[Several makers already supply machines for colonial use
with stronger rims.

—

Ed.]

Ty.'es and Sideslip.

[5393.]—^The danger of side-slip on greasy tramlines and
stone setts is' ever with us—I should, therefore, be glad
to put on record a recent experience.

On Saturday, February 4th, I liad occasion to ride my
motor cycle from the neighbourhood of the Alexandra
Palace to Amersham. I left London at about 7 p.m. in a
drizzling rain and had some six or seven miles of tramlines,

covered with the very worst type of "grease" (half thawed
mud thickly churned up) to go through before reaching the

open road, and in addition a low fog, penetrating rain, and
bitter cold. The Kempshall tyre on the back wheel held

A26

the road in a marvellous fashion both on the appallingly

greasy tramlines and later down the almost unrideable slopes

from Bushey Heath to Watford, -where even pedal njdiiti

were wheeling their machines for fear of side-sli2J.

I traversed the twenty-seven miles in Ih. 27m., and at

no time was I in the least anxious about keeping the machine
up. CHAS. S. LAKE, A.M.I.M.E.

Motor Cycle Taxation.
[5394.]—At the committee meeting of the A.A. and M.U.

on February 7th the resolutions of the Conference were undei

consideration. A resolution was unanimously passed that

Clause 4 should apply to motor cycles as well as cars. A
member of the Conference who was present stated that Irs

impression was that this v/as the intention of the Conference.

I think you may rest assured that before the resolutions are

submitted to the Chancellor, Clause 4 will be so amended
as to make it quite clear that it applies to all motor vehicles.

(REV.) F. W. HASSARD-SHORT, M.A.

[5395.]—I am sure your correspondent Mr. .T. A. Vale,

whose letter appears in your issue of the 9th inst., and other

readers of your paper, will be glad to know that the

question he raises has engaged the earnest attention of the

committee of the Automobile Association and the Motor
Union, and that the association has suggested that the

resolution of the conference in regard to abatements on second-

hand cars shall be altered in such a manner as to provide

for a reduction of 50% of the tax in respect of both cars

and motor .cycles which are four years old and over.

I think there is little doubt that it was the intention of

the conference that this provision should apply to motor
cycles as well as to cars, and that the conference will consider

it desirable to make this clear.

STENSON COOKE, secretary A.A. and M.U.

[5396.]—Attention has recently been called to the injustice

of the owner of a l^ h.p. motor cycle or of a cheap second-

hand machine paying £1 per annum, whereas the owner of a

trap carrying four persons only pays 15s. I would remind
your readers that tliis is putting the case too mildly. The
motor cyclist has his 5s. driving licence to pay, not to

mention his initial registration fee of 5s. There is also the

petrol tax to be considered. Surely there is nothing in the

annals of British taxation more iniquitous. As, I pay both

for a trap and a motor cycle, I cannot well be accused of

being biassed. , ,
' E 125.

[In the article of February 2nd, page 113, we referred to

the annual tax of £1 only, although it is quite true

that for the first year motor cyclists pay 30s., when the

registration fee and driving licence are included.

—

Eb.J

[5397.]^-! have read with interest the articles and
letters on this subject. They show that the motor cyclist

is alive to the fact that he is overcharged for the use

of the roads.

Regarding concessions for the clergy, I think the motor
cyclist of something less than moderate means who has
to maJce an old crock do for several years is more in need
of concessions than either clergymen or doctors. The
comparison of a 1^ h.p. motor cycle and a horse and trap

in your taxation article of F-ebruary 2nd is wrong, as

the motorist in the first year pays twice as much in

licences as the trap owner, and is then hit below the
belt by the petrol tax—the biggest injustice of all. I have
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written to the JI.P. for this district (Bristol) and pointed out

the injustice of taxing any motor cycle under 3 cwts. at a

higher rate than a horse and trap, and allowing that
luxury of luxuries the saddle horse to escape scot free.

In a courteous reply he promised to bring the matter before
the Chancellor's notice.

If motor cyclists will take the matter up on similar

lines we may yet obtain concessions for all by a reduction

of these greedy taxes, which are levied for the sole reason

of getting at and fleecing the motorist because he is a
newcomer on the roads. A. A.

Sidecar Licences. A Reader Recovers 15s. Paid.
[5598.]—I wrote you last November on the above subject,

and must thank you for the trouble you took in the matter.

I had then already paid the extra 15s. demanded, but thanks
to the letter from the Treasury which you published, and
.also to the paragraph re the prosecution of a motor cyclist

at Haverfordwest, I was successful in getting the amount
refunded to me without trouble. I had quite intended writing
to you before this, and must apologise for not having dor e so.

Again thanking you sincerely, AB 1152.

Easy Starting Devices.

[5399.] -Be letter 5340, I have a similar device fitted to

my 1909 Triumph—can be home-made in an hour—and is

e.Ktremely efficient. My machine fires regularly at four miles

per hour.

I wish to fit an extra silencer to my motor, using the present
box as an expansion chamber, and putting the new silencer

under the bottom bracket; final exit by two tubes each side

of rear wheel. I should like to know if any of your readers
have experimented in this direction. I find that my easy
sjarting " half compression " arrangement is splendid when
used in conjunction with a Mabon clutch, as the machine
can be started with a single push of the pedal.

I should like to add a note of appreciation for the many
tips I have picked up in your paper. Also, if any reader
is in doubt about a clutch, have a Mabon—it is simply
perfect. I will add the usual disclaimer.

MARSHALL THOMAS.

The Problem cf the Runabout.
[5400.]—I always read The Motor Ci/rh with interest,

but I was specially interested in your leaderette on quadri-

cycles, as 1 am one of those who are trying to discover the

jiiissing link between the motor bicycle and the motor car.

I quite agree with you that for four wheels belt driving

nmst be unsuitable. It is a mistake to imagine that the

slipping of the belts will supply the place of a differei,tial.

Also no makeshift contrivance for changing gear can be

tolerated.

In regard to air cooling, there is no doubt that if the

machine is to weigh something like half a ton air cooling

will not be entirely satisfactory : but if a quadcar be designed

which weighs but little more than a bicycle and sidecar, ex-

perience seems to show that satisfactory results may be

obtained.
It' will no doubt be difficult to construct a satisfactory

m.achine for less than £90, and you suggest that at this price

purchasers will favour a second-hand small car, such as a

6 h.p. Rover. Possibly, but the " quad " would have very

great advantages over the second-hand car.

In thi' first place, it is sim(jler and verv much lighter; in

fact, lightness is really the crux of the proTilem. 1 believe it

is possible to construct a " quad " carrying two weighing little

owr 3 cwts. If this is so, the expense of upkeep of the quad
would be vastly less than that of the second-hand car. Again,

the small second-hand is as a ru'e, to say the least, not fast.

There is no reason why a light " quad " should not be almost

as fast as my runabout tricar, the speed of which on the

hills you were good enough to commend in your account of

the recent Quarterly Trials.

Again, a second-hand car has lost part of its life and
usefulness. Taking the life of a car at six years, a new car

at £90 is as economical in the long run as a two-year old

car at £60.
Over a motor bicycle the quad has great advantages in

safety and comfort. It has also advantages over a tricar if a
passenger is carried, because in a tandem the length of wheel-
base is excessive, and in most three-wheeled sociables there
is a tendency to tip. I believe, therefore, that there is a future

for the quad, but it must be safe, speedy, thoroughly service-
able, able to pass satisfactorily the severest tests, comfort-
able, cheap, costing less than £100, above all light, weighing
under 4 cwts.

I am not without hope that such a machine may be pro-
duced before verv long, possibly at Malvern.

H. F. S. MORGAX.

A Lady's Appreciation of her Motor Cycle.
[5401.]—I enclose a photograph which probably may

interest those of your lady readers who aj-e would-be" riders,
but are doubtful of their powers, and of the risks of motor
cycling. I have read your paper for months past, and
naturally have been tempted to take to the sport. The photo-
graph sKows me on my son's 1911 Scott, which I find very
easy to understand, and it runs beautifully. The Scott is ah
ideal machuie for a lady, as it is so easiiy started from the
saddle with one smart push down with the foot, and glides
away slow'ly when the gear is engaged to the great admira-
tion of those who have watched the rider. The first time I

The wril-T, .'ilrs. L. K. C'J :,',,->i.i '.
i
'! .-m v.iiii sijocar.

went out, I rode over ten miles with my son in the sidecar

to instruct me how to work the levers, of which at first there

seemed to be a great supertiuity, but I soon found there were
only three all easy to understand. Another good feature

which will appeal to ladies is the cleanliness of the Scott,

and there is no need to worry about lubrication owing to

the drip feed. I hope before long many ladies will be
enjoying the pleasures afforded b^the motor cycle.

(MRS.) L. K. COLEiLAX JIACKIE.

A Sileat Motor Cycle.

[5102.]—An absolutely silent motor bicycle and sidecar

passed me on Sunday, the 12th inst., about 3.15 p.m., on
the North Road just about Pinchley Cemetery, going to-

wards London. It would be very interesting indeed to know
the make or type of silencer, and if home-made, the

particulars. The machine had a sidecar built up very close

to the bicycle, and the passenger was resting his arm on
what looked like a slipper-shaped spare tank at the back of

the bicycle. The machine was painted grey and had a long

outlet pipe projecting from what appeared to be a large square

silencer. The machine passed me so rapidly and silently

that it was impossible to catch the full details. Any particu-

lars the rider of the machine in question can give will, I am
sure, be very interesting to your readers in general as well

as myself. AX 57.

A29
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Twin-cylinder Sociables.

[5403.]—I read "Ilikum's" letter [5359], and can assure

him that for ordinary touring purposes the A.C. 5-5 h.p.

engine gives ample ,.ower.

1 have had a three-seater of th/s make since last April,

and I have yet to find a hill it cannot climb with full load.

My gears are 5 to 1 and 13^ to 1, which I find more useful

than the standard gears. Even with the 5 to 1 gear it

comfortably reaches 25 m.p.h. by Stewart speedometer,f V
,^,^ FEEDK. HUNT.

[5404.]—It is, perhaps, not surprising that a non-user

should consider an engine of 90 mm. x 102 mm. somewhat

inadequate for a two-seated vehicle with a substantial coach-

built body, but then he does not know the " A.C." engine,

and perhaps does not make due allowance for the extreme

efficiency of the transmission, which is by a single chain

direct from engine-shaft to rear wheel.

Your correspondent doubts if the "A.C' will do forty

miles on the level, but he need not remain in doubt, because

if he will give us the opportunity we shall be pleased at

any time, when the roads are in fair condition, to give him

a run with standard gear of 4^-1 that will set his doubts

at rest, and, if he likes, in the same programme we will

include the> much-discussed Chalk Pit Hill, which will no

doubt satisfy him that the machine is not over-geared for

all-round w-ork.

One word more about hill-climbing. Owing to the speed

restriction of twentv miles per hour in the Quarterlies and

the prospect of Chalk Pit Hill at the end of the day's work,

the " A.C." team was geared 5-1 instead of 45-I, and was

therefore somewhat handicapped in the matter of speed on

hills. As a matter of fact, the eight vehicles entered had

all climbed Chalk Pit Hill on two previous occasions—once

when the road was frozen hard, and later, after a thaw, with

a 5-1 gear when the road was about as soft as it could

possibly be. AUTO-CARRIERS, LTD.

[5405.]—Referring to letter 5369, I should like to express

complete agreement with " Ilikum " in the demand for a

more powerful or twin-cylinder A.C. tricar.

This machine seems to have struck the happy medium
between the ponderous car-like three-wheelers of a few years

past and the under-engined, comfortless vehicle which pre-

ceded them. Let us now ask the makers to fit either a larger

engine with heavier flywheels, or a twin-cylinder one. This

with a few minor improvements such as front wheel brakes

(which are not yet, I believe standard) would complete an

excellent turn-out. Personally, I prefer the tandem-seated

pattern, for the driver and passenger are still sufficiently

near for reasonable conversation, but it would be very inter-

esting to have user's experiences as to the two varieties of

design, especially in regard to back wheel skids and steering

control at high speed.

After all, the makers have the market almost to them-
selves, and should well be able to produce a tricar which should

equal the small car on the level when the surface is fair (and

it is upon irregular road surface that the three-wheeler fails),

and with its reserve engine power, beat it up the hill. The
price, of course, should not be raised too near car level.

PROS?ECTIVE.

Is the Vertical Cylinder Best ?

[5405.]—With reference to "Engineer's" letter in the

issue of February 9th, I am afraid that I cannot agree that

an inclined cylinder obtains such efficient lubrication as a

vertical one. I owned two inclined cylinder machines a few
years ago, and found that the lower part of the cylinder

always obtained more lubrication than the upper part, and
unless some radical alteration takes 'place in lubricating

methods the same drawbacks will recur. Doubtless, an in-

clined cylinder could be made in such a way that lubrication

would be as effective as in a vertical one.

"Engineer" do^ s not like the present day chain stays,

which lie in a plane above the axis of the crankshaft.
Neither does anyone else who has studied the subject. But
the manufacturers turn out machines, and the public pur-

chase. Why alter?

I am afraid the head of an inclined cylinder would lie too

near the front mudguard to benefit as much from the so-

called cooling draught as the head of the vertical cylinder of

standard type, unless the whole engine's position was raised

«ijp
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sufficiently to bring the cylinder head level with the top of

the front wheel, in which case we should be harking back
to a practice discarded years ago, except for ultra light-

weights.

There is no difficulty in designing a machine combining a
sufficient ground clearance and also enough room between the
top of the cylinder and the tank for all requirements, as wit-

ness the Triumph and Bradbury and others.

I have never understood the objection to a long inlet pipe

tor touring purposes as distinct from T.T. machines. With
a long inlet my experience has been that valve heads are

much less likely to drop off owing to the more regular and
gaseous nature of the mixture as against streams of solid

petrol and draughts of air compressed in the twenty-fifth part

of a second, which is the probable result of using a very
short inlet pipe at speed. C. A. FORBES.

[5407.]
—" Engineer " appears to have covered practically

all the points which my firm claim with regard to their

inclined engine, and I am also glad to notice that he draws
particular attention to the cooling question, which no doubt
is a great advantage for a two-speed geared machine, and
especially for driving in London traffic.

There is, however, one point wliich he omitted to mention,
and that is, the equal distribution of weight. This I consider
a very big point. With some machines when going at speed,

the front wheel jumps off the ground, but with the engine
in the inclined position an equal weight is placed on the front,

and moreover, I think the tendency of side-slip from the front

wheel is lessened. W. PRATT,
London manager Phelon and Moom;, Ltd.

THREE GENERATIONS.
A family pjriy snapped in Cheshire on their 5 h.p. twin Chater-Lea Peugett

an.t siiecar.

Tauless Oil Pumps.
[5408.]—The iUnstration on page 176 of Mr. Middleton'-s

patent oil pump, is similar to that of Eex patent No. 29.528,
December 17th, 1909, which has now lapsed,

THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD.,
W . WiLLI.VMSOX.

Staggered Cylinders.
[5409.]—I notice that Jlr. Frank Reed in his letter [5371]

alleges that four-cylinder air-cooled engines suffer from over-

heating owing to the cylinders being placed in line.

This is a fallacy one often hears mentioned. As you are

aware, our factory has turned out many thousands of four-

cylinder motor cycles, and the greater part of these have
pasised through my hands, and in no case has a complaint
ever reached me of the rear cylinder overheating. I have
ridden a four-cylinder machine daily for the last five years,

and my experience, like that of every other user, is that the

warmer the engine gets the more power is developed. In

this respect the four-cylinder engine is quite contrary to the

modern high-compression single-cylinder engine.
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I'our correspondent's statement that numerous riders of

four-cylinder machines have complained of the fault in ques-

tion appears to me like pure invention.

It is quite clear to me that Mr. Reed has never grasped
the simple working of a four-cylinder engine or he would
not have brought forward his absurd suggestion of staggered
cylinders. Such an engine could not be fired properly by
means of a magneto; it would not be properly hiliricated,

ind would lose its even torque—one of the chief advantages
of the four-cylinder engine. The crankshaft of such an engine
wculd be most expensive to manufacture, and make the
machine also commercially impossible.

W. GRELINGER,
Proprietor of the F.X. Jlotor Agency.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[5410.]—I am pleased to see that you consider the time
"not yet ripe" when manufacturers fhould withdraw

from the trials. The January trials prove this up to the hilt,

for in that test, machines driven by riders whom last year

I saw tearing up Sutton Bank at great speed, actually failed

to surmount Warlingham, to say nothing of the test hills.

If experts fail, wliat of the ordinary touring rider, the

man who buys a machine for riding from place to place and
does not care for the job of pu.«hing up hills—will the results

of (rials such as this inspire him with confideuce in his

mfiiint? Let us hope that the manufacturers will see the

shortsightedness of their policy and be out for a good
advertisement in the April trial, for machines that survive

the Yorkshire test will of a surety be in demand.
YORKSHIRE MAN.

Variable Pulleys.

[5411.]—I am send

ng you a photograph
a variably-gearc!

lley (similar to Mr.
.Mabon's) in a rough
state. I am send-

ing it to show you
that I had this idea

months ago. but.

bein," only in a small

way, I could not get

on with it so fast as

I should have liked

have free engine,

but it is not shown in

the photograph.
M.PARKINSON.

An early variable pulley. (See letter

No. 5411.1

Mainteaaiice of Power
on tifjhtvveights.

[5412.}—We read
I a recent issue,

n d e r " Occasional
i; m in 6 n t s ,

' ' by
I.xion," that h e

tales that genuine
iglitweights suffer
rom loss of power
fter use. It is quite
ivident that " I.xion

"

as not had lengthy
se of a Motosacoche,
?hich does not lose its power, as stated. No one would be
nore gratified than ourselves if the suggestion he puts for-
\ard is carried into effect, viz., to seal valves, cylinders, and
arburetter on lightweights before sending them through a
engthy trial.

It may interest you to know that during the A.C.U.
1,000 miles and Scottish six days' trials. whe:i other machines
(light and heavy) had their cylinders off to clean away
arbon and valves ground in daily, the Motosacoche was
lever once touched in this respect. This should go to prove
hat " Ixion's " statement is not altogether correct—anyhow
lot where the Motosacoche is concerned. Nothing would
lease us more than a regulation prohibiting carbon cleaning
nd valve grinding. It may also interest you to know that
ce have never replaced nor do we know of" a jolitary broken
xhaust valve on a Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE. LTD.

[5413.]—"Ixion's" remarks on the maintenance of tune
in lightweights is, I venture to think, quite aprojjos. My
own experience, after riding a 5-6 h.p., a 3i h.p.. and a
well-known lightweight, coincides with the experience of
which " Ixion " speaks, and I am looking, forward to the
delivery of my new 3i h.p. with variable gear eagerly.
The lightweight is a Splendid little machine, but everything
naturally being on the small side—piston rings, valves," valv'e
springs, etc.—causes a much more frequent "running down"
than on its biggir brother, arid anyone who has continually
lidden alongside (or attempted so to do) a good 3^ h.p".

month in and out. as I have done, must have experienced
it. Of course, at a regular 20 m.p.h. bat out and home there
i.s not much effort required on the engine and working parts,
but let the lightweight hang on to the Isest of his (engine's)
ability for a run of eight or ten hours on a. give and take
road where traps are unknown and the blessed open
country' abounds, and do this twice a week for a month,
besides the odd short journeys in between, and my experi-
ence has been that you want a lot of carbon deposit remov-
ing, valves touching up, inlet valve springs renewing, etc.,

by the end of the month, if you don't want always to be
coming in when the loast has" got cold, whilst the" 3i h.p.
keeps on its way rejoicing, seeming to like it better the
farther it goes, and an overhaul twice during the season is

all that is required. HAXf;Er,-ON.

Swaying Sensation when Riding.
[5414.]—Referring to "Ixion's" remarks on the swaying

sensations he has e.xperienced on several occasions, he
instances three reasons as probable causes, but fails to make
any remark as to what I consider to be the commonest and
most simple cause, i.e., lack of oil in tlie .steering head,
that is a-ssuniing the hall races are not adjusted loo Mghlly.

I have encountered this trouble on two occasions, aiid on
two different machines, and have found the cure in both
cases to be a little oil. D. G. WILLIAMS.

A Disclaimer.
[54)5.]—On looking through my copy of T/(e Molar Ci/rle

I find my name figuring very ivoniiuently in an advertise-
ment of Messrs. Douglas and Oliver. I do not know this
firm or anyone connected witli it, and I have vi'ver been
asked by them if they might use my name. In fact, I have
never had any communication on the mafter until after the
issue of your paper.

I shall be glad if you will kindly drop my name out. The
firm may be all right, but I have never before lent my
name to anything of the kind, and I will not begin now',

I 'have written Messrs. Douglas and Oliver in the same
strain as above. Thanking vou in anticipation,

C. C. COOKE.
[We have also received letters in reference to the capital

of Dougla.'; and Oliver. Ltd., and our correspondents'
stale that, although this was given as £30,000 in the
advertisement that appeared in T7ie Moli/r Ciirjp. the
actual paid up capital, as filed at Somerset House, is

approximately "£1,070, which is largely absorbed in pre-

liminary expenses. One writer asks, under the circum-
stances, what guarantee life members have of enjoying the

advantages promised "for life." This statement that the
capital given is "nominal" and not "actual," together
with the foregoing letter, compels us to ask Douglas and
Oliver, Ltd.. thoroughly to explain their position.

—

Ed.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Two suggestions regarding the Sutton Coldfield A.C.

reliability run were received too late for insertion last

week. .-Xs the event takes place next Saturday, we publish
only a short summary of each letter.—En.

" JIudplngger " suggests that as the road conditions may
be very 1 ad. special mai-ks should be awarded for serviceable

and neatly-designed mudguarding devices.

"Royal Borough" thinks that, under winter conditions
and bad roads, it is asking rather a lot from both com-
petitors and machines alike to make a good and non-stop
performance in a trial over the course decided on.

Two or three readers have written pointing out_a slip

in the inscription to the old French bone-shaker, illustrated

on page 173 last week. The date of its manufacture was,
of course, about forty-four years ago, not sixty-four years,
as stated.
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Time \o li^fit IampJ"

Feb. 23rd

„ 2Sth
,, 27tli

Mar. 1st

6.26 p.m.
6.30 „
6.33 „
6.38 „

The Latest—A Nitro-glycerine Engine.

We hear that the latest development

of the explosion motor is the introdiic-

sion of nitro-glycerine as the explo-

sive agent. We also understand that

a motor bicycle has already been con-

structed witli an engine which em-

ploys this chemical as the propelling

force, and we know that not only t!ie

constr.inor but several friends of his

have actually ridden the machine.

The Club Championship Trials.

The commit'ee of the Coventry and

Warwickshire i!.C. has written, per its

secretary, to the A.C.U. and Jl.C.C.

recommending that the present timing

methods in the inter-club team trials

should be aboUshed. urging that if the

predominating factor governing tiie

award be the riding to filths of seconds

the competitions cease to become tests

of motor cycles and the skill of their

riders, but a test of the accuracy ol

watches and clocks pure and simple.

Many will agree \\'ith this view.

Unusual Test at Cudham.

A party of motor cyclists, including

members of the A.C.'U. and various

southern clubs, carried out a run round

some of the steep hills in Kent at the

weekend. The famous Cudham
Church hill, with hot engines, proved

a gcod test, and the undoing of more

than one as also did Hog Trough.

Attack on Hog Trough.

Delightful spring like conditions

improved , the conditions at Hog
Tro..;gh. The surface was also in

better trim, and with an entire absence

of any traffic some very smart climbs

were registered. Triumphs, R.W.'s,

and Bradburys being to the fore. The

latest ^ill ""find," branching off the

Westerham Road, provided yet

another opportunity of the hill-climbing

abilities of rider and machine. The

two-speeders were at a distinct advan-

tage, as an awkw-ard bend precludes

the hill being taken at any
^
speed.

The onlv single-geared machine to

climb this hill was a Triumph geared

6 to 1, owned by a Mr. Grey.

District Trials—A Suggestion.

A suggestion reaches us from a

reader who desires to remain anony

mous that the A.C.U. should recognise

the Northern League in connection

with the quarterly trials, that it

should al.'^o assist in the formation of

similar organisations throughout the

country and make the district

quarterlies into a team competition,
tire district associations to assist in
providing the prizes. The occasion of
the Yorkshire trial is suggested as a

FUTURE EVENTS.
Feb. 25—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open Reliability

Trial.
Mar. 18—BM.C.R.C. first 1911 nieeting at

Brocklands.
23—.I.e. U. Annual General Meeting.
rS—Meeting at Brocklands.

Apr, I—M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.
8—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hi'.l Climb.

,, 14-17—M.C.C London-Land's End Trial
and Easter Tour.

,. 14-17—Herts County A.C. Harrogate Tour
and Open Hill Climb.

17—Westmorland M.C.C. Ooen Hill Climb
on Shap Fell.

22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
Centre}. Starting frcm Harrof ate.

29—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.
May 6—Herts. County AC. Open Hill Climb

suitable time to inaugurate the scheme.
We think the A.C.U. 's reply to this

would be that the rules and arrange-

REAR SPRINGING DEVICES.

1911—A SIDECAR YEAR.

FORTHCOMING COMPETITIONS.

DISCUSSIONS ON IMPORTANT TOPICS.

ments tor this year's quarterly trials

cannot very well be changed.

Nothing New under the Sun.

The London manager of the
Maschiuenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg,
makers of gas engines, informs us that
the protected exhaust valve descri^-ed

and illustrated on page 169 last week
is identical with the sleeved valve
fitted to their gas engines for the past
three and a half years. Tlie firm are
also makers of the famous Diesel heavy
oil engines.

Yorkshire Centre Quarterly Trials.

The writer of " Notes on the Road "

in the Yorkshire Observer points out
that the A.C.U. should not on any
account miss the opportunity of send-

ing the competitors in the Quarterly
Trials up Arkengarthdale and past
the county's highest inn. Tan Hill.

whi'ch is l,72iit. above sea level.

The Buttertubs Pass is also recom-
mended as a severe trial. Strong
nerves are wanted, so the writer says,

for on one side of the track the moor
rises up sharply, whilst on the other
side the hill drops sharply from the
edge of the track to the depths below.
This should attract motor cyclists.

A sample of the beautiful country roads abounding in the neigbourhood of Redditch—the home
of tne Enfield.

,i/i.;
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A Month Hence.

The eighth annual Spring Number of

The Motor Cycle will make its

appearance on March 23rd. It will be
an enlarged issue containing special
articles and illustrations of absorbinc
interest. Next week we shall oi.t-

liiie its principal contents.

Inter-club Competition at Sutton Bank.
The following clubs will take part in

the Herts County open inter-club hill-

..limb on Sutton Bank on Easter Satur-
day : Herts County, North-West London
-M.G.C, North Middlesex M.C.C., Har-
rogate and District JI.C.C, and the
Bradford M.C.C. A challenge cup will
be offered for the winners of a North v.

South match. As most of the leading
riders from the South will be taking
part, some excellent ascents should be
witnessed.

An Unlighted Road Obstruction.

A case of interest to motor cyclists
and cyclists was recently decided "at the
Watford County Court, wlien the plain-
tiff, a cyclist, secured £22 17s. special
and general damages from the proprie-
tor of a furniture van which was left
standing in the road with r.o rear light
at Hunton Bridge, on October 3dlh.
1910. A lamp was attached to the
front of the stationary van, but the
Judge decided that this" was insufficient
under the circumstances of the case.

The April Quarterly Trials Course.

The selection of a suitable cour.-.i

in Yorkshire for the A.C.U. Spring
Quarterly Trial is having the Union's
serious attention. A really stiff route
will be found which will easily surpass
the .January course in severity. No
titone will bo left unturned to make
the trial even a greater success than
that held on the 28th ult. A map of
the route will be published in tnese
pages as soon as it has been finally
.selected by the committee.

peed Limits.

The legal department of the R.A.C.
has observed that the Road Board
has rnade grants to various County
Councils in respect of dangerous
corners, etc., which were the chief
easons for the imposition of some
if the existing ten and five mile
imits. The department is accordinglv
n communication with the various
jounty Councils with a view to
btaining the removal of these limits
vhen the necessary works have been
ffeeted for which the grants have
icen made by the Road Board.

olice Traps Again.
Police traps were very much in evi-

lence on the Great North Road last
veek-end, no fewer than three working
between High Barnet and Hatlield—
he first, from High Barnet Church
lirough the High Street to the turn
ng on the St. Alban's Road, measur-

^
ng 220 yards (ten miles limit) ; the
econd one between Barnet and Potters
!ar, starting from the top of the hill,
Juke of York Inn; the third one in
he village of Potters Bar. starting at
he cross-roads. The timekeepers were
ressed as pedal cyclists, and were, we
egret, very fortunate in their under-
ikmg.

Miss. L. Berend and her new grey monnt—

a

3} li.p. free engine Brougli. Tliis lady is a most
lUsely oompelltor lor The Motor Cycle Cup in
the Herts. County A.C. tonr to Harrogate.

Direction Posts.

^
The General Committee of the

li.A.C, having had their attention
drawn to the lack of direction posts
and the decaying numbers upon them
in many places, have decided to ask
the associated clubs to approach the
local authorities in their areas who
are responsible for the erection and
maintenance of these posts with the
object of securing the provision of
new posts where required and the
adequate repair and re-lettering of
existing posts where necessary. Oppor-
tunity will be taken in these cases of
urging upon tne .luthorities the desira-
bility of repeating the direction on

191

both sides of an arm, and, in cases
where the post has more than one arm
at .-ifferent angles of placing them at
varj'ing heights, so that the passer-by
may have no difficulty in reading the
signs thus separately distinguished.

For Hill-climbing Enthusiasts.
A correspondent writes that hs would

like to see a hill-climb on Killhope
Hill, near Alston, Cumberland, or on
the hill leading from Riding Mill to
Shotley Bridge. Particulars concern-
ing these hills from local motor cyclists
would be of interest to our readers.

The C.T.C. Programme.
The C.T.C. programme for 1911 is a

full one. Motor cyclists are being
strenuously catered for, and the new-
insurance scheme has caught on. Last
year new Customs facilities and further
steamship concessions were secured.
These will probably be extended in the
near future, and the legal defence of
members of this old organisation is
being vigorously continued.

Godfrey and the Indian Tribe.

0. C. Godfrey, the motor cycle
hour single-cylinder record holder,
informed a ' correspondent last wetk
that he will be the first claimed rider
for the Indian camp this year during
all record attempts and speed work
at Brooklands. G. Lee Evans is re-
tiring from racing, and may onlv
compete in the A.C.U. Six Day.s'
Trial this \ear.

Interest in Miss Berend's New Machine.
Seeing a little crowd gathered around

a motor cycle in the Upper Street.
Islington, on Wednesday afternoon
last week, a representative of this
journal was much surprised to find it
was Miss Lottie Berend and G.
Brough just arriving from Notting-
ham. The former had been to take
delivery of her new free engine Brough.
which our informant characterised as
one of the smartest and neatest ladies'
motor cycles he has seen, weighing
only 140 lbs. for 3^ h.p. Miss Berend
had wonderful control over the
machine, taking G Brough for a
ride on the carrier. We illustrate the
niachino hnir,-.

V»lve 51 Berend's new motor cvcle, which is>ne of tho sturdiest and mo5t praclica]
looking ladies* moon^ we have seen.
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THE VILLIERS HUB CLUTCH.
WE reproduce herewith two sketches which illus-

trate the working and construction of the

Villiers clutch hub, a sample of which we
had an opportunity of inspecting a few days ago. The
principal claims for this new device are, first of all,

its long life and immunity from damage due to care-

less handling; secondly, its positive action combined
with a progressive and silky engagement ; thirdly, its

simplicity (there are no parts which present any
likelihood of getting out of order) ; and, fourthly, its

compactness. This last point is illustrated by the

fact that it measures only 3^in. in diameter, and
occupies the position of the usual rear wheel hub.

The belt rim is attached by eight tubular spokes to

a drum at one end cf the hub, the axle of which is

fixed and bored at one end to receive the actuating pin.

The clutch surfaces themselves consist of a series of

half tubes—^that is to sa\ , they are semi-circular in

section. These are alternately
. phosplx)r bronze and

steel, and are likewise alternately connected up, one
set to the belt-rim drum and the ctlu-r set to the shell

of the hub (to which the road wheel is spoked) by

Fig. 1—The expanding mechanism.

means of lugs attached to the plates which repose in

slots cut in the. end plates of the shell.

In order to engage the clutch the half tubes are

expanded outwards against the inner periphery or liner

of the hub shell (which is of phosphor bronze keyed
into position on the shell itself), and so press against

one another.

This operation is accomplished by a stiff spring

which actuates a cone mounted on the axle, the cone

expanding four ca?*: steel fillets which press against

the innermost pair of half tubes. The disposition of

these is set forth in the second sketch, the steel half

tubes being represented by solid black and the

phosphor bronze ones by white. This figure also shows
how they are split.

A Gradual Engagement
The clutch surfaces run in oil, and there is therefore

a complete absence of " snatch
'

' in the engagement
Further, it is the

spring acting on the

cone which engages
the clutch, and
therefore it cannot

possibly be harsh,

unless from neglect

in lubricating, and,

in fact, the foot can

be suddenly re-

iTioved from the

operating pedal
without causing any

jar on letting in the

clutch suddenly.

Fig. I s h o w s

the expamding
mechanism.' The
actuating rod passes

inside the axle, and
is secured to a cross-

head working in a

slot. Between this

crossheadand the cone is a ball thrust washer. In thi:

figure only two expanding fillets, which work on tht

inclined plane principle, are shown. The clutch hul

is throughout excellently constructed, and has passe(

through its tests highly satisfactorily. It is made b;

the Villers Gear Co., of Blakenhall, Wolverhampton

-<

Fig. 2—Hub shell showing the steel half

tubes (solid blacii) and the phosphor
bronze tubes ^while).

THE FOOL AND THE FOOLPROOF AACHINE.
By "IXION."

A CANNY Scots engineer takes objection to some
recent remarks of mine upon the desirability

of the foolproof perpetual motion two-wheeled
perambulator. His point is that foolproof motor
cycles are undesirable, and he sends me an interesting

report of a debate at the Association of Electrical

Engineers. Mr. W. A. Wilson there contended that

the principle of " foolproofing " should not be unduly

extended.

He asserted that tliere are two classes of fools.

The first type of fool is the person who is " invincibly

ignorant," and would never learn sense even if an

archangel stood constantly at his right hand. The
second type of fool is the person who might become
wise, if he would take the trouble to educate himself.

According to Mr. Wilson, the first type of fool

should apparently be squeezed out of the engineering

world as rapidly as possible, and there is no need,

therefore, to foolproof machinery for his benefit.

The second type of fool is represented as less hopeless

and in his interests the foolproof machine is to b

deprecated, because it does not provide education. M
correspondent concludes that by similar reasoning th

foolproof motor cycle is a mistake.

It is all a question of the purpose for which mote
cycles are made, sold, and bought. Do they exist t'

educate the unmechanical public in things mechanical

or do they exist to provide a cheap means of reliabl

locomotion ?

By the reasoning employed above, nobody should 1

allowed to travel on the Scotch express unless he

qualified to drive or stoke its^engine, and maiden aunt

should be forbidden to use taxicabs until they kno

how to fasten a Stepney wheel. The motor cycl

has several excuses to offer for its existence, but its rea

justification is that it provides cheap and reliabl

locomotion. From this standpoint, the more it can h

foolproofed the better.
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THE 1911 TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Aanx Authorities' Decision does not affect tfie Fiftti Annual Motor Cycle Race.

Singles v. Twins.

"*HERE has been for some time talk of a " 3-

iiich " motor car race in the Isle of Man this

year, but the Royal Automobile Club did not

lit to issue a permit, and in consequence

Island authorities have decided to let the matter

,[1 for the time being. It is practically cer-

1, however, that this decision will in iw way affect

holding of the Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle Race

—

t\ent which has been called the " Motor Cyclist's

rl.v," and is considered to be the chief sporting

•ni in the motor cyclist's year. At the present time

re is still some doubt as to what form the final

angements will take. Even the course has not yet

•n fixed upon. The A.C.U. has wisely settled upon

course utilised by the cars in the 4-inch race in

g, as this__ would prove the finest test of motor

,ile engine's ever organised, but the Manx High-

Board has not yet come to any decision as to

ether it will sanction the use of this course. One
the most important reasons for the inclusion of the

d over the mountain is that it will test the cooling

the engines in a manner never before attempted.

1 it is the cooling of motor cycle engines which

ds a great deal more attention at the hands of

igners. Motor cyclists in England do so little

untain work that the subject is one which has been

lewhat neglected by manufacturers, but those

love the beauties of mountain scenery in the four

itries which make up the United Kingdom, among
Alps, in India, Ceylon, and other countries

ri' the pa.stime may be enjoyed, are fully aware

>-•

in Army olBcer at<Belnchistan, who, since last August, hqs ridden his 1910
umph 2,000 miles, but never once has the engine tailed or given him the

;htest trouble. Incidentally he mentions that the Dunlop tyres and Derma-
e belt have lasted splendidly.

how iiadi\' improvements are needed to overcome the

overheating propensities of air-cooled engines.

Are Small Twins Wanted ?

Another interesting feature of the race is ihe dead-

lock between the A.C.U. and tiie trade as to whether

twins are to be included or not. There is but one

Tourist Trophy, and the A.C.U. has endeavoured to

level up twins and singles so that both shall have an

equal chance. But many manufacturers who are

members of the C. and M.C.M.T.U. are of the opinion

that a^ twin-cylinder engine of the capacity decided

upon (585 cubic centimetres)' would not command
a ready sale. They also object to the methods em-
ployed for arriving at a fixed cubical capacity for

twin-cylinder engines, and argue that howe\er rare-

fully the formula is worked the race between a single-

cylinder engine of 500 c.c. and a twin of 585 c.c.

can only result in a rough and ready handi-

cap. Now there are many supporters of the

multi-cylinder motor cycle, and the views of in-

dividual users would at the present time be welcomed.

Our correspondence columns are open to those who
wish to air their views, and some interesting discus-

sions might well be introduced on tiiis subje'ct. Mean-
while entries are rolling in, and the race will doubtless

be a great success. The fact that the race will be

held in July will enable a large number of riders to

visit the sporting little island who.se generous House
of Keys legalises the only motor cycle road race

which it is possible for us islanders to hold.

SATURDAY'S RELIABILITY TRIAL IN THE MIDLANDS.

The course for the Sutton Coldfield A.C. open
reliability trial, to take place on Saturday next, is

given below. The start is at 9.30 a.m. from the Gun
Barrels Hotel. Bristol Road, Birmingham, and the

route vid Selly Oak, Rose Hill, Bromsgrove, Alcester,

Stratford, Siinrising Hill, down Edge Hill, up
Warmington, to Banbury (lunch Red Lion Hotel),

returning by the .=ame route to Alcester, and then

ilirect Birmingham Road to tram terminus, Alcester

Lane's end. The schedule speed is 19 m.p.h. The
mles are a commendable departure from the stereo-

typed form. Each competitor will be given 200

marks as maximum, and marks w^ill be deducted for

minutes early or late at controls, and for any failures

on hills or involuntar)- stops. Difficulty in starting

will entail a loss up to five marks, whilst a limit of

ten may be deducted for machine or rider finishing

in an unreasonably dirty, muddy, or oily condition.

The first award is the Colmore Cup and a gold

medal, w^hilst silver medals will be presented to all

making non-stop runs within .schedule time. There

are alreadv a good number of entries.

J^OTOT^CLE Eighth Annual Spring Number

will apf>ear on

Thursday, March 23rd.
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NORTHERN LEAGUE OF AOTOR CYCLISTS.
A council meeting of the Northern League will be

held on Saturday, March 4th, at the Old George
Hotel, York, at 6 p.m. prompt. Members of the

council are asked to note this date and endeavour to

attend the meeting, as important business will be trans-

acted, one item of which will be the drafting of th

official programme of events to be held during th

year. Secretaries are invited to send any suggestio

as to the League's programme to the trials secretai

any time before the date of the meeting.

->-••«

THE RICHAOND MEET, 19U.
The secretary of the Northern League of Motor

Cycle Clubs will be glad to hear from any motor
cyclists residing in Richmond (Yorks.) or neighbour-

hood who would kindly help the officials of the

League to carry out this year's programme. It is

expected that visitors to this the fifth annual meeting

of motor cyclists will be larger than ever before.

Help will be gladly welcomed, as it is hoped to mak
this year's programme very attractive and th

meet another record one. Between four and fl\

hundred attended last year. Offers of assistance shoul

be addressed to Mr. Geoffrey W. Liddle, 367, Lii

thorpe Road, Middlesbrough (local hon. secretai

for this meet).

A CURIOUS LICENSING CASE.

A READER of The Motor Cycle took out a local

taxation licence to keep a motor car in the

early part of last year. The car was sold in

April, but a motor cycle was purchased in October.

Now our correspondent was of the opinion, and

rightly so, that the motor car licence, costing two

guineas, entitled him to keep a motor cycle, the

licence for which at the time was ^Qi. He took the

car licence to the Post Office and asked the officials

to exchange it for a motor cycle licertGe. This they

would not do, but referred the applicant to the

Finance Committee, who eventually replied to the

effect that he was liable to pay duty in respect of his

motor bicycle. This he refused to do, was sum-

moned, and fined los. and ^2 costs.

Now, on May 2nd, 1910, we received a letter from

-

the Comptroller of the L.C.C., local taxation

licences branch, that in similar circumstances " tl

licence would cover one vehicle only the rate of du
in respect of which does not exceed two guineas
There seems to be no doubt, therefore, as it is on
reasonable to suppose, that a motor car licen

entitles the holder (if the motor car be sold) to kee

one motor cycle. But the unfortunate part of o
friend's case was that his licence expired on Ju
31st last year^ when the Finance Act came into fore

and therefore was null and void at the time he ask(

permission to keep his motor cycle under it. Tl
point certainly appears to have escaped the applicant

memory. We have put this case before the A.C.I
solicitor, and he is of the opinion that had t

applicant put the circumstances of the case clear

and accurately before the Finance . Committee,
request Avould probably have been granted.

^>~mm*

A VARIABLE COMPRESSION DEVICE.

VARIOUS devices have been submitted to us

from time to time for varying the compression

ratio of motor cycle engines. These usually

take the form of some method of increasing and de-

creasing the combustion space by means of a movable

combustion head, etc. The latest device, and one

which we do not think has been attempted before,

takes the form of an eccentric gudgeon pin. When
the compression ratio is to be varied the piston is

placed at the bottom of its stroke. The plug A in

cylinder wall is taken out and a key inserted in the

square hole in the end of the gudgeon pin C. End
pressure causes the gudgeon pin to move inwards and

causes the studs D, which are milled on each end of

the gudgeon pin, to move out of the slots provided

in the piston. The gudgeon pin is now turned

round in the piston lugs, and according to the posi-

tion in which it is left the piston is raised ~or lowered

relative to the centre of the small end of the connect-

ing rod.^ Several slots are provided, so that inter-

mediate positions are obtainable. When end pressure

on the gudgeon pin is released it is automatically

forced back into the working position by the pressure

of a spring (denoted by a thick black line) which en-

circles the piston and works in a groove turned to

receive it. The device has been provisionally pr

tected by Mr. Geo. Tagg, Ashfieid Foundry, Ne^
castle. Staffs. The patentee's ingenuity is to be high
commended, but as there is a great tendency f

gudgeon pins to hammer themseb.-es loose, unless he

Sectional elevation and plan of G. Tagg's variable compression device,

.\. Screw plug. B. Key. C. Eccentric gudgeon pin.
D. Studs on gudgeon pin.

rigidly by a taper or set screws, we imagine that tl

gudgeon pin, if left sufficiently free to be turned by a

of the key, would very soon cause a rattle.
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Derby Club's Winter Reliability Trial.
Sixteen entries were received for this event, whicli was
eld last week-end to Buxton and back. At the start 100
larks were allowed, four being deducted for each minute
sfore or after schedule time. The time allowance was as

lUows : Derby to Matlock, 1 hour; Derby to Buxton. 2^
ours; Derby to Ashbourne, 3^- hours; Derby out and home,
hours. . Fine weather was e.xperienced till near the end
the run, but a strong wind was blowing against the

ders, especially on Taddingtcjn Hill. Some fun had been
cpected on the limestone roads round Buxton and district.

lit the effect of the high wind was that the roads were in

onderfiilly good condition considering the time of the year.

A Home-made Lightweight.
Russell's performance on his Ij h.p. Russell (own make
gine and bicycle) was considered really good, as although
was a case of getting up Taddington as best he could

ving to the high wind, and being twenty minutes behind at
jxton, he was only five minutes behind time on arrival at
erby. the little engine having purred along in the finest
vie on none too easy roads. Taylor, on the Rudge. lost
le through missing the check "at Buxton, and Clarke
radbury) dropped some minutes by stopping to give petrol
another competitor who had run out of the precious fluid.

W. H. Orme, on the Humber. had various lamp troubles.
d also a collision with a dog in riding through Brailsford
the dark. The dog. as is usual, got tlie best of the fray,
me suflfering some few cuts and bruises. His machine

was also considerably damaged. The performance of A. Ains-
worth w-ith the Peugeot and sidecar was very good, he
being only one minute late at Ashbourne, and the finish,
through mistaking the time. The positions were as follows

:

Official Results.
Minutes lost.

Mutlov-k Buxton A^ibljourne Derh?
1. G. Brough m Brough) ... ... ... ...

2. A. Ains^^•orth~ (7 Peugeot
and sidecar) ... ... 1 1

3. A. E. Mitcham (3^ H.iM.-
Jap) 1 ... ... li ... A

4. E. V. Clarke (3^^ Bradburv) i ... 2 ... i... 5
4. V. .Jobson (3^- Bradbury) .".. ... 7i ... § ...

4. A. B. Clay (3i Bradbury) 1 ... 3 ... ... 4
5. Dr. F. A. Sharpe(3i P.&M.) ... 5 ... 1^ ... 2
6. G. H. Tavlor (3i Rudge) ... 2 ... 3 ... 2i ... 3
7. S. Webster (^' Bradbury) 1 ... 2i ... li ... 9
8. Edgar Russell (1^ Russell)... ... 20 ... 16 ... 5

"

9. W. H. Orme (3^ Humber) ... 5 ... 13 ... 22 ... 32
10. .J. Barlow (8 Chater-Lea

and sidecar) ... ... — ... — ...— ... —
•J. Barlow experienced trouble, and drove no further th.in

-\^hbollrne—his home.
The best thanks of the club are due to Messrs. R. W.

Deane. C. S. Burney, and G. Smith, checkers at Matlock and
Buxlori. and the Rev. R. H. Bond, who undertook the check
at Ashhourne.

->-•••—
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BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. LANDS END TRIAL.
The arrangements for the Whitsuntide trial to T-and's End
d back for the Lycett trophy are rapidly neafing coniple-

It is proposed to run the competition as a reliability

al. with a minimum of checks, from Birmingham to Land's
d and back, taking absolutely the shortest and most direct
ite Hid Gloucester. Bristol. Taunton, and Laiu-eston. The
edule time for standard machines will be about fourteen
urs each way. and for lightweights about two hours longer,
ere will be no controls, and all food, petrol, etc.. will have
be obtained in running time. The winner will be found
the competitor who runs nearest to schedule time in two
;ret checks, the section on the outward journey being
tween Bodmin and Redruth, and on the return journey

between Worcester and Birmingham. The outward journey
will be on the Saturday before Whit-Sunday and the
return journey on Whit-ilonday.
Forms of application for membership of the club will be

forwardp<l on application to Mr. S. C. Ferryman, 29. Albert
Street, Birmingham, who has the preliminary arrangements in

hand pending the appointment of a special trials hon. sec. for

this event.

The following entries have already been received ; R. W.
Duke (captain) (3i h.p. Zenith), S. C. Ferryman (vice-

captain) (3i h.p. Ariel). P, Brewster (3J h.p. Norton), J. L.

Norton (3^ h.p. Norton). Harold Cox. A. Douglas Arter ii'^

h.p. James), and S. K. Jones (3J h.p. L.M.C.).

BROOKLANDS FIRST 1911 MEETING.
n addition to seven events for cars and one Hying rom-

tition, to be held at Brooklands on Saturday. March 25th,
motor cycle events are included in the programme.

itails :

he FIRST 65 M.P.H. MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.—
r all clas^ies of motor bicycles whose observed speeds have
; exceeded 65 miles an hour for a Brooklands flying lap,
in the case of cycles which have not competed before,
ich are not likely, in the opinion of the handicappers. to
;eed this speed. Starters barred. Entrants to state on
iir entry forms whether or not their engines are furnished
h drilled cylinders or auxiliary exhaust ports. Distance
)ut 53 miles.

THE THIRD 70 M.P.H. MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.
For all classes of motor bicycles whose observed speeds
'B exceeded 60 miles an hour for a Brooklands flying lap.
which are likely, in the opinion of the handicappers, to
ceed this speed. Starters barred. Entrants to state on
ir entry forms whether or not their engines are furnished
th drilled cylinders or. auxiliary exhaust ports. Distance
)ut 8i miles.
Tn ^ach ca-ie the entrant of the winner to receive 10 sovs.
up at option ; the entrant of the second 5 sovs. or cup
>|)tion

; and the entrant of the third 3 sovs. or cup at
on.

-wenty-five entries, or the race may be void at the option
the executive; or, if not void, the number and value of
prizes may be reduced. •

fo close March 15th, 1911, at 12 noon. Entrance,
6d. p.p.

B.M.C.R.C. FIRST 1911 MEMBERS' MEETING.
The programme of events for the meeting on Saturday,

March 18tti. at Brooklands, is as under :

2.0 p.m. ALL CO.MEKS' PENALTY HANDICAP, for

motor cycles of any type and fitted with any size of engine.
Distance about 8 miles (3 laps). The handicapping will be
based on the results of a trial run. riders who.«e time in the
race differs by more than five seconds per lap from that in

the trial run being disqualified. Entrv fee, 2s. 6d.

2.70 p.m. THE FIRST JUNIOR ONE HOFR
TOURIST TROPHY RACE, for lightweight motor cycles
complying with the 1911 T.T. regulations except that purely
touring accessories, such as mudguards or toolbags may be
removed. Entry fee, 5s

3.45 p.m. THE FIRST SENIOR ONE HOUR
TOURIST TROPHY" RACE, for heavyweight motor cycles

complying, with the 1911 T.T. regulations except that purely

touring accessories, such as mudguards or toolbags, may be

removed. Entry fee. 5s.

Starters will be allowed in each event. Entries close last

post, Saturday, >Iarch 11th, to the honorary secretary, T. W.
Loughborough. Highcliffe, Shooters Hill, Kent.

At the annual general meeting of the Scottish Cyclists'

Union, to be held at the Royal Hotel, Dundee, on Saturday,

the 25th inst., a motion has been placed on the agenda
which reaas : "That no person engaged in the motor cycle

trade be appointed judge or handicapper for motor cj'cle

competitions." The Motor Cycle Sub-committee of the

S.C.U. will, we understand, submit a recommendation
opposing the motion.
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Derby and District M.C.C.

The balance sheet of the above club on last year's working
shows that the i-eceipts amounted to iG18 lis. 4d., and
expenses £15 2s.

Southend-on-Sea M.C.C.

The above club was duly formed at a meeting last week,
named as above, the annual subserii^tion to be 7s. 6d.
Headquarters are the Alexandra Hotel, Southend-on-Sea.
Competitions will be a feature of the club's programme.
This evening (Thursday) at 8.30 a further meeting will be
held at headquarters. All local riders are invited.

High Wycombe and District M.C.C.

A club has been formed in High Wycombe called the
High Wycombe and District Motor Cycle Club. There are
already twenty members. It is proposed to hold several

competitions during the year, and a cup has already been
promised for a 100 miles reliability trial to be held in July.
Any motor cyclist in the district can learn all particulars
on applying to the lion, sec, R. Pugh, 242, Desboro' Road,
High Wycombe.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Mr. B. H. Davies has kindly consented to act as judge
in the Amateur v. Trade Trial on May 20th. No entrance
fee will be charged for this event, as an amount sufficient

to cover all expenses was subscribed privately during the

annual dinner on Thursday last. Lady motor cyclists wish-
ing to take part in the Harrogate tour for "The Motor Cycle

"

Cup will oblige by communicating with Mrs. C. C. Cooke,
North Mimms, Hatfield.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

The A.G.M. was held on the 16tli inst., when the hon.
secretary, Mr. R. B. Tliompson, reported an increase in mem-
bership from eighty-two to 130, of whom 102 are motor
cj'clists.

The club has received a handsome silver challenge cup frovn

Mr. C, W. Smith, to be awarded as an aggregate piize in

1911 competitions, a gold maltese cross from an old Auckland
boy, now in Warton, New Zealand, a gold medal from the

Triumph Cycle Co., and a silver cigarette case from the
Rex Motor Mfg. Co. The treasurer reported a balance in

hand of £12 15s.

Norfolk M.C.C. (Great Yarmouth).

The dual function of the A.G.M. and dinner took place
last week at the Cafe Royal, Great Yarmouth, under the
presidency of Mr. H. ,R. CuUey. It was agreed that in

future the name of the club should be the Norfolk ilotor
Cycle Club (Great Yarmouth), the bracketed name to be
retained for one year. The ofiicers for the year were elected

or re-elected as follow : President, Dr. Mayo ; vice-president,

Mr. H. R. Culley ; captain, Mr, R. 0. Clark ; hon. secre-

tary, Mr. R. H. Williams; hon. auditor, Mr. W. J. C.
Thorold. The old committee were re-elected,' with Messrs.
Lacey, CoUins, and Master to fill vacancies.

Glasgow M.C.C.

This club held its first annual dinner at the Corn Exchange
Restaurant, Glasgow, on Thursday last, when Mr. John
Gow, one ot Glasgow's veteran cyclists, and a recent convert
to the motor cycle, presided over a company of fifty-seven.

The prizes won in last season's competitions were presented
during the evening, and a really excellent musical pro-
gramme was provided. Speeches were few and brief, but
there was a general feeling that the club should endeavour to
obtain a more representative membership. The premier
Scottish club at the moment is undoubtedly the Edinburgh
M.C.C. but with some new blood and an energetic pro-
gramme it is hoped that the Glasgow Club will at least hold
its own. The first annual dinner was an undoubted success,

and the arrangements reflected great credit on Mr. A. Gordon
Bnstock, the popular hon. sec.

I,

11

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A very enjoyable entertainment was provided the other nigh

in the form of a smoking concert and distribution of prize!

by the president. Dr. W. H. Coates. The annual genera
meeting will be held on March 1st next, when all moto:

cyclists will be welcomed.

Jocker-Bill M.C.

The above club is holding a hill-climb at a secret venue 01

March 4th. The opening run on Saturday to Newcastle wa;

followed by a dinner. A team of three members will probabh
enter for the London-Edinburgh run.

West Essex A.C.

One of the chief features of the West Essex A.C. annau
dinner wa-s the very excellent and artistic programme, whicf

contained pictures of all the best known officials of the club

a list of the prizes won during 1910, and reproduction

from photogiaphs of various events, both during last yea

and during the club's existence. The programme is furthe

enlightened by some excellent sketches by Mr. W. Jeremy

North Middlesex M.C.C.

This newly-formed club, which now boasts of a membershi]
of over forty, is holding a Bohemian concert at Beale'

Assembly Rooms, Holloway Road, N., on March 4th, at 7.30

for the purpose of enabling members and propective mem
bers to become acquainted with one another. A very attrac

tive programme has been arranged, and several " artistes

exceptional talent have promised to support the ventur(

Tickets and all information can be obtained of the hon. sec.

D. Grey Blakey, Heathfield, Highgate, N.

Durham and District M.C.C.

A faultfinding competition has been arranged to take plac

on March 1st, at headquarters, Neville's Cross Hotel, Dur
ham, at 7 p.m. There will be a run to the Northern niee

of motor cyclists at Richmond on Good Friday. A reliabilit;

triaT is also being arranged tor Easter Monday, and will in

elude a timed ascent of Killhope from Wearhead. Gold
silver, and bronze medals will be awarded. All motor cyclist

in the district are cordially invited to attend the above, am
any new members wi.^hifig to join should communicate
the hon. sec, R. W. Holmes, Dunster House, Durham.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

An enthusiastic meet of the above club was held in th

Court Room, Hawick. The hon. secretary, Tom Gillies

reported a membership of fifty-four up to date. Capt. Fyf
Jaraieson was elected hon. president, and R. Scott Nobl
hon. vice-president. Rev, John Gordon, a well-known loca

enthusiast, was unanimously elected captain for 1911, Messrs

Tom Scott and Wm. Johnstone, vice-captains ; John Martin

assistant secretary. An interesting programme of competi

tions was drawn up, including a twelve hours' reliabilit

trial and several hill-climbs. The hon. secretary, whos
address is 83, High Street, Hawick, will be pleased to liea

from others interested in the movement.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

On Friday last, the 17th inst., many members of th

above club gathered at headquarters. Crown and Sceptr

Hotel, Streatham Hill, to hear a lecture on Magnetos, ^
Mr. A. Bennett. After the lecture a discussion was opened
and Messrs. Hunter, Sherwell, Feesey, Mundy, Ayers, Pratt

Johnston, and others asked for enlightenment on knott;

points, all of which Jlr. Bennett very lucidly explained. Th
club is forging ahead rapidly, many new members cominj

up for election at every meeting. On March 3rd, at 8 p.m.

at headquarters, Mr. J. W. G. Brooker will give a lectur

on "Lubrication," and on March 17th Mr. A. E. Bennet
(late R.A.C. examiner) will deliver a lecture on " Elec

tricity and Magnetism " at the same time and place. Pros

pective members are heartily welcome
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Dublin and District M.C.C.

the annual general meeting of this club very satisfactory

rts were presented by the hon. officers, the treasurer

iting a bank balance of £10 after the discharge of all

lities. Mr. F. J. Walker, 9, Grafton Street, who has dis-

ged the duties of hon. sec. since the departure of ilr.

ibers from Dublin, was permanently appointed to that

ion.

nidey and District M.C.C.

the 3rd prox. there will be a " breakdown competition "

eadquarters, the prizes being some useful motor cycle

;sorie.s, presented lay Messrs. Denby and Co., of Ilkley.

,he same night there will be a smoking concert. April
is the date of the club's opening run, the venue being
mond, to attend the meeting of Northern motor cycle

Purley and District M.C.C.

feature of the 1911 programme is to be a large number
rapetitions, as three cups have been put up for compel i-

by the club president, Mr. S. F. Edge. One of these
etitions is to take the form of a long distance reliability

e A.G.M. was held last week at Wilson's Oriental Cafe,
don. The following officers were elected for the year :

tary. Mr. E. M. Oliver; captain, Jlr. W. G. Fowler;
laptain, Mr. W. Borer; treasurer, Mr. D. H. Ebbutt

;

littee, Messrs. S. J. Tayler, H. S. Brett, L. F. Ebbutt,
ugliby, and A. I. Rinnnton.

SCENES AT THE FIRST HILL-CLIMB OF THE CAPE
PENINSULA MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.

Burnley A.C.

The motor section of the Murnley Victoria iMotor and Cycle
Club has been reformed under the above title. The first

general meeting was held at the Yorkshire Hotel, ('U the

22nd ult., at 7.45 p.m.

A Suggested South East London Club.

Mr. V. Edwards, 9, Honor Oak Park, I.x)ndon, S.E.,

informs us that he is anxious t-o found a motor cycle club

for riders living in Forest Hill, Sydenham, Peckham, Catford,

and the surounding districts. Those interested are requested

to correspond with him at the above address.

Halifax and District M.C.C.

There was a large gathering of members at the general

meeting of the above club on Wednesday, February 8th, at

headquarters, the Old Cock Hotel, Halifax. After the

accounts of the club for the past year bad been piassed and
the new officers elected, Mr. Youngman. the retiring hon.

sec. in his annual report, referred to the better attendances

at both the meetings and runs and to the generous help

which trade members bad given by coming forward with
special prizes. The name and address of the new hon. sec.

is Mr. Francis E. Jackson, 42, Commercial Street, Halifax.

NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C. v. HERTS. COUNTY A.C.

The Harrogate Tour at Easter.

This tour will start from the Red Lion, Hatfield, on Fri-

day, April 14th. The route will be via Biggleswade, Peter-

borough, Lincoln, Slealord, and Uoncaster, and next day a

hill-climb will take place near Harrogate. On Monday the

return journey will be made over the same route.

Apart from the competition with the Herts County Club, a

hill-climb will be arranged between the North-West
London Motor Cycle Club and the Harrogate M.C.C.
The teams of the N.W.L. and Herts County will consist of

twelve riders, the Service Cup being presented to the club

whose team (the nine best individual performances taken into

account) scores the mcst marks. The marking will be thus :

100 for the outward journey, 100 for the homeward, and 50

for the hill-climb.

As regards the N.W. London M.C.C. the awards will be

:

A gold medal for 93% of the marks ; a silver medal for 88%
of the marks ; a bronze medal for arriving at destinations

within one hour of schedule lime. There will also be a

special prize presented for the best individual performance

by a member.

.... "^

I Thornton '31 h.p. Bradbury* at the
_ line. He was the winner, beating
Horsla'l i3J h.p. Triumphi by two-Dflhs

second.

climb was held on the 21st
Ion the Groote Schuur estate,
ised by the Cape Peninsula

Tho hill, is 1,500 yards
The winner, J. Thornton,
3^ h.p. Bradbury, his time

Im 44|s. The .second and third
Tcde Triumphs, their names

R. B. Horsfall and D. A. Pirie.
following also competed : A.
as (5^ h.p. Triumph), A. Keyzer
p. Scott), B. Kuhn (3i h.p.

T. Widdowson (3^ h.p.
er). and B, Versfeld (3i h.p.
i il.) This competition was the
iganised by the club, and proved
;it success. At the foot of the hill. Competitors discussing tlieir chances.
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IN
The Motor Cycle of February 9th two corre-

spondents refer to points connected with my sug-

gested design for a light two-seated tricycle.

"F.C.T." may perhaps be surprised to learn that

a light four-wheeler with central chain drive, live axle,

and no differential Avas built in South London some
five years ago. After it had been driven over two
thousand miles the owner informed me that in driving

it was impossible to detect tlie absence cf the differ-

erjtiaK I had a short run on it as a passenger, and
its behaviour at corners appeared in no way different

from that of other four-wheeled vehicles, while I was
assured that it was not hard on tyres.

This, of course, is opposed to theory and practice,

but I. can put " F.C.T." into communication with the

engineer who fitted the axle in accordance with the

owner's orders. At the time the. engineer in question

was doubtful as to the success of the experiment, but

apparently it worked out all right, for when I last

heard of it, it was still running.

Then as to skidding round corners after the style of

racing _aiS, I can assure "F.C.T." that a sidecar

can be skidded round a right-angle turn at speeds of

20 m.p.h. and upwards. I have frequently done this

myself, mth Jjie chair •outside, but, owing to the

peculiarities of sidecar construction I take no liberties

when the chair is_ inside the bend.

Certain hill-climbing sidecar experts can skid round
bends in^ either direction ; they have my respectful

admiration, but I cannot hope fo emulate them. Still,

a tricjicle on the lines I suggest would be at least as

safe on corners as a sidecar with the chair outside,

and that is quite safe at all reasonable speeds.

The Dead Axle Drive Explained.

Much, of the foregoing also replies to Mr. Ralph
vVickstecd's letter [5348], but he has apparently mis-

understood the design sugges'ted for the back axle.

In my design the axle is " dead," the t"wo rear wheels

rimning on ball bearings exactly the same as those of

a trailer. Thus in order to obtain the nece^iary small

amount of slip one belt would be required to overrun

slightly on the front pulley, which, in practice, it would
very readily do. As soon as the outside wheel begins

to accelerate, the belt tends to OA'eiTun the front pulley,

the rear wheel becoming the driver, and the front

pulley, if it were free to do so, would be driven, but

although the speed of the front pulley cannot be

accelerated it continues io revolve at the same speed

as its fellow, which drives the inside Avheel, and Mr.
Wicksteed will readily understand that it is not a very

difficult matter to proilix;e a little slip on a small

pulley, bearing in mind that the pull on the belt is
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suddenly changed from the upper to the under
and that the belt is merely required to accelerate

slightly round a small pulley which is already run

fast.

Tyre slip, whether rotative or sideways, would 1

but for practical purposes may be left out" of

argument, and for very severe bends I cannot See

valid objection to opening the pulley grooves, \v

would then, fill the place of a clutch. Would
Wicksteed object to declutching" on a car

negotiating hairpin bends ? . .

Further, I can refer him a,lso.Jo the small

wheeler with solid Jive axle and chain drive previc

referred to.

Turning in the Road.
Turning in the road width should be possible i

roadvvav were wide enough for a car to turn wi

reversing ; if not I certainly should not make a 1

ship of it, but open up the pulleys and push it re

No doubt this would be unnecessary, for as the

became slacker one would drive and the other

and though the engine might race, still we wouF
surmise, get round under power.

A point that should not be overlooked in conn'

with tricycles is the tremendous lock which a

steering wheel gives. This, in itself a reconim
tion, renders a tricycle dangerous in the hands o|

unused to the type, who is apt to try to take o
at sharp angles and speeds that would be unsai

a bicycle.

Finally, where expense is no object, by all

include a difi^erential gear and chain or shaft

but if cheapness is wanted some of the alterr

such as belt drive, will enable the differential gi

be dispensed with.

Lightness of Frame and Body.
As regards frame and body work, the latter si

be' as light as possible; a scuttle dash might be

by stretching patent leather over a frame, andj

metal doors or leather flaps might fill in. the

The front of the body would, of course, haj

aperture for the air to reach the cylinder, -and
proved too cooling for the passengers it wo
necessary to make a through passage for thi

Possibly, howe\'er, the air, after passing ovi

engine, would warm the riders instead of cooling

but it could not be less ccmfoirtable than 'a

bicvcle with a Cameron or Miller mud shiel

they are considered fairly cosy for a two-wheel

At the worst, footboards and two aprons woul

both driver and passenger the same protection

sidecar passenger now enjovs alone.

W
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STABILITY.
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-IG.l. FIG 2. FIG 3

re of gravity of machine and rider can be assumed

at X, the centre of the circle B.

B moves out of the vertical (fig. 2), its weight

Ig downwards through the centre of gravity of B will

1 to bring B to the ground. Now to bring the whole

\m into equilibrium again all that remains to be

is to bring C into such a position that the centre

Iravity of B is directly over C—the point of sus-

|ion of the system. So far so good. Mr. Leechman
bring point C under X [centre of gravity of B]

lull is well.

lis can very easilv be done with a broom, but in

base of a motor cycle C cannot be suddenly moved

his article, Mr. G. D. Leechman shows us the

higher the centre of gravity of a motor cycle is

situated the easier it is to maintain the system in

librium.
^

ou can, however, look at it from another point of

, as the following shows.

is quite true that it is easier to balance a broom

the heavier end uppermost, but one must not

_et that in practice it is hardly correct to liken a

or cycle to a broom, for the road takes the place

he hand, and, since it is impossible to move the

1, the machine itself must be moved to obtain the

;ssary righting effect.

uppose in the figure shown (i) B represents ^ the

r and machine, and C represents the road. The
]

because the friction between the road and tyre will

prevent you doing this in a direct manner, but in-

directly the whole machine may be swerved into the

required position, provided the machine be travelling

so fast that it—C—can .be moved in an exceedingly

short space of time.

Under touring conditions -this swerving action must

take an appreciable time, and it can be easily seen

that this mode of balancing the machine will requne

great " knack " on the part of the rider.

What is wanted- is a machine which will balance

itself with the smallest possible outsfde aid. This

can only be done by bringing the centre of gravity

of the system X nearer and nearer to the point of

suspension C, for when X is at C, B would remain in.

anv position in which it were placed.

if X be placed below the centre of suspension C it

can be seen that the whole system will remain in

equilibrium under the action of gravity (fig. 3).

Now, if we apply this to the motor cycle, it can all

be summed up by saying if we could place the centre

of gravity of rider and machine below its centre of

suspension—that is, the contact of tyre and road—the

whole system would be automatically stable, and would

require no effort on the part of the rider to maintain

the system in balance..

But we cannot do this, and therefore our next best

thing to do is to get as near to the above ideal as

possible; that is, to place the centre of gravity of

machine and rider as near to its centre of suspension

as possible, or, in other words, to place the centre

of gravity of machine and rider as low as possible.

I think this will show that your contributor, Mr.

Leechman is wrong in assuming that a high saddln

position gives a greater factor of safety on a greasy

road than a low saddle position, under practical con-

ditions. Although it is true that the longer the broom
handle is the easier it is to maintain it in a vertical

position, yet I think this is niahily due to the resistance

of the long handle to motion caused by the movement

of it through the air. C.L.W.

f^^m

^i^^^:^
S8K'̂

^^^^
WiRr

A DANGEROUS tINLIGHTED GATE NEAR BEVERLEY.
is situated on tlie Beverley-Yorit Road at the entrance to Beverley Westwood and is closed all day and night between May and January. No light is pla«ej

|J gate, despite the tact that all trafflc from Hull and Beverley goes down this the only main road to th3 North. The gate has been the subicct ol much
,Jyance and danger to motorists for many years, but being the property o( the Beverley pasture masters, who will not bear the expense ot railing in the

^Jwood Common [or many miles, its removal has not been sanctioned. Many accidents have been caused by it not being lijhted, ana several cars nive

Sl right through it.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AIJ queries should b

addressed to the Editor,' "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or nc

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, an
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing leg;

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questior

bearing on technical subierts.

Non-slipping Transmission.

I have lately taken to riding

^_| a Scott chain-driven machine,

^ having previously used belts.

-iJ It has been suggested to me
that, in case the engine seized

or stopped suddenly from any other
reason, there would be nothing to

slip, and I should he shot over in

front. This has rather alarmed me.
Can you tell me whether, in such a

contingency, a chain might snap, or

the gear slip sufficiently to avoid a
bad accident? This possibility does
not seem to alarm, riders of other
chain-driven machines, and I do not
remember ha ing heard of such an
occurrence. Would ser-zure be sudden,
or gradual, and wliat would be the
preliminary signs?

—

0>iain Drfve.
In tlie case of engine seizure two
things might happen—(1) a chain might
break, and (2) whichever of the two-
speed clutches was in engagement
would slip. It is quite possible for a
seizure to be sudden. Very often these
accidents are not attended by any seri-

ous results. Only last May an engine
i-eized temrjovarily while we were rid-

ing a machine at over thirty miles an
hour, and beyond the skidding ot the
back wheel, nothing happened.

Does a Switch Injure a Magneto ?

Does a switch injure a

^ri magneto, or is it not fitted

^ to 1911 Triumph for fear ot

-iJ novices injuring engine ?

—

E.F.A.
No, a switch is not injurious to the
magneto, -otherwise magneto makers
"would not leave a special terminal to

which the switch wire might be fitted.

All it does is to send the current to
earth without going through the high-
tension wire.

Driving from Sidecar,

Is it practicable to drive

?' from sidecar seat? As you are

aware, the driving control of
-^ most machines is on the right

handle-bar. Can this be com-
fortably reached from sidecar seat?

Would the arrangement not be steer-

able or comfortable if I carried about
28 lbs. (or a little more) ballast in

the sidecar? What type of sidecar

do you recommend—rigid or other?
Are the 'cheap sidecars advertised
really good?—A.S.G.

There is nothing to prevent the control

being moved over to the left-hand side

if you wish to drive the machine from
the -sidecar. Yes; it youicarry -28 lbs.

Sjiuc- Zenilh-Gradua ri.iers ai Brooklaiids on the illtl inst. who were making use oi the lest lull Ireelv.

From left to right—F. W. Barnes, P. B. and J. C. Joubert de ia Ferte, and W. Weaiherhilt.

of ballast in the sidecar the st
would be better than if you dr<

empty. Either a rigid or castor
sidecar would be best. Natura
sidecar sold at £3 10s. would
so good as one sold at doubl
money, but tliey are good value.

Castor Oil for Lubrication

I shall be glad if yo^ inform me if there ii

^ serious risk in using cas'

-fJ to lubricate a Douglas
cycle engine? I have

told that it is liable to gu
rings. Would this cause any d
to the engine? Ako does it gf

particles of carbon at higl
peratures which would be li

score the cylinders? I notici

used for aeroplane engines,
far as - my own experiment;
gone I find it gives excellent
in hill-climbs.

—

Hedlet Pric:
To use pure castor oil occ;

would not hurt the engini

frequent use would make the
very sticky indeed, and casi

attacks phosphor bronze, so t
use would not be good for tlr

ings. It is true that the oil h
successful on special occasn
aeroplane engines, but only
engines which are cleaned eveii

they are used.

Overheating.

My machine is

twin Phanomen wit|
speeds, and I have
with it overheating!
running only a short

(eight to ten miles). The
sion is perfect, and the

have no play. The valves
right, and the only explanatl
I can think of is that therl
fan. I have taken this oj
know of no other motor cycll

has a fan. The plugs are al
and the machine has not seef

service. Would you kindly
solving this diificulty?—P.J.I

Is the engine timed correctly

timing of the spark is liable

overheating. Otherwise ive c|

think that excessive carbon
are the cause of the trouble,

be a choked silencer. A cool

should not be necessary for sol

but with a passenger attf

might be an advantage.
effect of new valve springs if|

ones have become weak.
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Sidecar Tax.

Is it necessary to take out a^ licence for a side-carriage as

^ well as a cycle, and should there
-Li be a number plate on the back

of it?—T. E. Gaebatt.
H question is one about which there
been some doubt. Our advice to you

to take out an ordinary motor cycle
nee at the cost of £1, i.e., of
u'se, provided the combination of
Je and side-carnage has not more
n three wheels, and does not
igh more than 3 cvvts. unladen,
u will see by the correspondence
umns in our issue of Jan 26th that
Auto Cycle Union is prepared

fight the case on behalf of anyone
the local taxation authorities en-
.vour to enforce payment of an extra
.

for a one-wheeled sidecar.

Two-speed Gear for a Heavyweight.

I am going to put a 4 h.p.
J. A. P. engine in a .frame, ana
should be grateful for your
advice on the following
points : (1.) I am twenty

tones. Should I be more satisfac-
irily situated with a two-speed
ear? I intend anyhow to have a
ee engine. (2.) Would a 4 h.p.
.A. P. take a two-speed without
eing liable to overheating? (3.)

'o you think the Millennium two-
)eed gear and free engine a really
itisfactory one?—P.L.
Considering your weight we should
ainly advise a two-speed gear. (2.)
engine would not be likely to over-
provided, of course, all was in

•. On the low gear it is possible
hrottle down so that the engine
ains comparatively cool. You
lid specify the side by side valve

.J. A. P. (3.) The two-speed gear
tioned is excellently made, and '^

have no hesitation in recommend
it.

Sparking at Contact Breaker.

Is it correct for a spark to

^ be seen passing between tho
? platinum points of the con-
'-i tact breaker? With the dust

cover removed from my mag-
(Gianoli) sometimes a spark

isses regularly, and at other times
les not, and I find that when it
•es not the spark at the points of
e sparking plug is more intense,
find, as a rule, that the spark at
magneto is seen only when the

ring which keeps cover in position,
d into which one end of the arma-
re-shaft fits, is not in position.
>es it harm the magneto or plugs
put the plug (connected up, of

urse) on the top of the tank, and
th the dust cover of magneto re
3ved, to pedal hard and compare
e sparking of the two? I may say
at the plugs spark with the" first
rn of the pedals.—S.F.C.
far as we can remember, the con-
on to the condenser on the Gianoli
leto was through the dust cover
the contact breaker, consequently
us cover is removed there is ex-
ve sparking at the platinum
ts.

_
It 13 necessary to keep- these

ections—that is, the cover and
sprmg holding it on—clean. It
not harm the magneto at all to

to

place the plug on the tank and to
pedal the machine to test the spark-
ing. All you need worry about is the
spark at the plug. There should be
no sparkmg at all at the contact
breaker, so it is best to keep the cover
on, otherwise the platinum points
will become pitted.

Weak Explosions. Tension of Valve Springs.

(1.) ily engine is a new 3
h.p. Sarolea with mechanically
operated valves. B. ani.B. 1910
carburetter, and gives splendid
power, but on starting the

engine the first few e-xplosions are
always very weak. Whv is this? I
may say that the engine will take
more air than I can give it with full
throttle. Is the jet too big, or the
petrol level too low or high? (2.)
There is a considerable blow back
into the carburetter. Is this common
to all engines? (3.) I was recently
advised to weaken the inlet valve
valve spring, as when a screwdriver
is pushed up against the bottom of
the valve, presumably having tho
same effect as weakening the spring,
the engine runs considerably faster.
Is this correct, or should the inlet
and exhaust springs be of equal ten-
sion as they are at, present ?—CLha!lc.

(1.) The first explosions are usually
weak because the machine is not yet
warmed up, besides which the correct
mixture is not found immediately on
starting. If the engine seems aa if it
will take more air it will be worth
while enlarging the extra air inlet. Do
not interfere with the jet until vou have
tried the effect of more air. (2.) Thisis
probably due to too weak an inlet valve
spring. A vei-y slight blow back is

common to all engines. (3.) There is no
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hard and fast rule on this point. Some
engines run better with the exhaust
valve spring the stronger of the two,
others vice versa. It depends largely
on the timing of the valves and of the
shape of the cams. If your engine is
of the side by side m.o.v. tvpe, press-
ing downwards on the valve cup
would show that a stronger spring is
required if an increase of speed results.

READER'S REPLY.
Cracked Exnausi Vaivs Seatings.

_^
I notice in the issue of the 9th that

"G.G." has a cracked exhaust valve
seating. I experienced tJie same in my
twin Antoine, and I have had it
successfully repaired by the Autogenous
Welding Co., Essex Place, Chiswick,
W.—A. J. HrcK.s.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"K.ilcB." (Battersea Park). 3^
h.p. Lincoln Elk, especially with regard
to wear and hill-climbing.

•' S.H.G." (London). 5 h.p. Rex Sidelte.
" Yelnats " (Cudworth). .Malxin

clutch on 1908 Triumph and sidecar.
"Dubious." 3 or 3i h.p. Lincoln

Elk, as regards quality and reliability.
"J.B.F." (Coventry). Two-stroke air

cooled engines, also "handbooks devoted
solely to this type of engine.

'• E.A." (Kilmaeolm. N.B.) Tlie A.C.
Sociable in a hillv district.

"W.P." (Oxford). Garages in Eal-
ing or West London where motor
cycles are cleaned and stored.
"R.J.S." Nottingham). Name of

composition for removing deposit.

Ln^trif^I'M'
•"• *"'' "•.'^."s- li^s temporarily abandoned the chain drive and two-speed gear, andseen trying his new mount last week at Engelburg, where, by the way, his team won third prize in

Bobsleigh Race.

was
the

A4I
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Change of Address.

Messrs. Hunt's Stores, Ltd., dealers

in all kinds of motor cycle accessories,

late of Newgate Street, have moved to

larger and more commodious premises

at 117, Long Acre, W.C.

A Grease Eemover.
" Cleaneasy " is the name of a

g "ease-removing compound for the

hands which is made by the Clean-

easy Co., Wheathampstead, Herts,

and sold in convenient sized tins.

It not only instantly removes grease

but also stains ari.sing from paint, rust,

etc., and it is claimed that it leaves

the hands perfectly clean, soft, and

smooth.

A Valve Spring Tightener.

Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a,

Store Street, Tottenham Court Eoad,
W.C, have lately

placed on the

market a device

known as
" Prynne's valve

spring tension
adjuster." It con-

sists merely of

a threaded tube
which is slipped

over the bottom
of the exhaust
valve, and is pro-

vided with a nut
and lock nut

which butt
against the bot-

tom , of the valve

spring. The de-

vice takes the
place of the ordi-

nary valve cap,

and is held in

position by the

existing pm or

cotter.

The idea of its

working will be
seen by the ac-

companying illus-

tration, in which
it is shown

Prynne's valve spring

ailjuslsr nited to ii Rex
valve,

A. Threaded portion

slipped over bottom of

valve stem, held in

position by collar at B.

C and D. Nut and
lock nut.

attached to a standard Bex valve. The

model shown is only a rough one but

the device in its enished state will be

made much smaller, lighter, and

have a finer thread for the adjustment.

The object of the device is to enable

the valve spring to be tightened when

it has become weak.

Clincher Sales Arrangements.

The increasing demand for Clincher

tyres has necessitated the organisation

of a tyre sales department which has

been established at Bedford Chambers

Covent Garden, London, W C. All

communications respecting Clincher

tyres sh-ould be addressed there,

although the company is still retaining

the West End showrooms at 1, Long

Acre.

Fitall Gears in London.

London readers should note that a

Lake and Elliot Fitall two-speed gear

is now alway.s on view at Mr. G. H.

Smith's depot, 14a. Great Marlborough

Street, Oxford Street, W., and can be

seen any week-day up to 6 p.m.,

excepting Saturday.
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A Denial.
Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart wish us

emphatically to deny a rumour that

their Halifax depot is about to be

closed.

A Clothing Catalogue.
An illustrated list of motor cycle

clothing has reached us from the

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. Those
readers in want of waterproof jackets

and overalls could not do better than
apply for a copy to Manor Mills,

Salford Street, Aston, Birmingham.
The Dunlop belt and a new fastener

are also listed.

Second-hand Motor Cycles.
The spring is the time of year when

motor cycles change hands more than
at any other, and consequently any
advice which may help the novice to

purchase a sound second-hand mount
is especially welcome. "Motor Cycles

and How to Manage Them," which
may be obtained price Is. 2d. post free

from The Motor Cycle offices, 20, Tudor
Street, E.C., has given excellent advice

•for the past eight years on this

important question, and those in need
of reliable information on this subject,

and all else that appertains to the

sport and pastime, should apply for

a copy.

An Adjustable Mud Shield.

A further design of mud and weather
shield has been sent us by E. M. Pear-
son and Co., 2, Listergate, Nottingham.
It is found to be very effective, and
differs from other designs in that it

can be adjusted as to its width to suit

the cooling of the engine. It is claimed
that overalls are unnecessary with this

shield, and that it does not slow the
machine.
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A Long-lived Battery.

A weU-known motor cycling med
man has recently expressed himself

be delighted with the longevity
Helleseu "Flight" battery, which
has had in use nearly three years,

was fitted on a motor cycle for tl

months, when it v\'as accident
dropped. It was then put to w
the bells in his house, which it

for two years, and is now conne(
to a flashlight in the owner's )

room.

A New Repair Outfit.
A repair outfit which has I

specially prepared for motor cycl

use is the one illustrated below,
made by the County Chemical
Ltd., Bradford Street, Birmingh
The roller is provided with a

A roll tyre repair outfit.

A B & C. Receptacles for rubber solutio

French chalk, and canvas.

spring which keeps it closed '

rolled up. There are sep,

receptacles for solution, frencli cl

and canvas, and a . compartment
patclies. Among its advantages

compactness and freedom from ratt

It also occupies less room than ordi

outfits packed in tin boxes.

A New Non-skid.
" Midland " rubber - studded

claim the attention of motor eye

We have received a cover for trial

Pearson's mud and weather shield.

Midland lubher-stulded motor cycle coJ

poses, and propose to fit it to ol

our machines and report on its r

viour at a later stage. Midland I

are made in 26 x 2in. and 2jiii|

tions, and -of light and heavy wef

Three rows of cucular rubber stuij

formed on the tread. The heav_

tern has a substantial thicknel

rubber, which should result inf

mileage. It may not be gen

known that the Midland Rnbbe]|

Ltd., Ryland Street, Birminghau
market an excellent form of butt-|

inner tube.



open Reliability Trials.
T will be remembered that early last month th,e

Sutton Coldfield A.C. announced an open relia-

bility trial for motor cycles, to take place on

Saturday last. As it was the wish of the club to

have a winter trial, the rules and regulations were

d rather hurriedly, so that the competition could

;e place in February. Me.uiwhile the committee

plied to the governing body—the Auto Cycle Union

or a peiTTiit to held the event, but last week the

cials were very much astonished to learn that the

Z'U. had not as yet sanctioned an open reliatjilily

1 and did not intend to make a beginning at this

e. Here was a dilemma. The organising club

fortv entries in hand, and was loth to cancel them,

ecialiy as the response hau proved so gratifying,

ntually a method of carrying out the trial was
overed in spite of difficulties, and at the same
e an escape from the impending sword of Damocles
he shape of the displeasure of the A.C.U. which

atened every competitor's devoted head. The
ision arrived at was the election of every entrant a
resident member of the club, which luckily it was

sible to do imder its published rules, and so what
:ht have caused much heart-burning has been
thed over, presumably to the satisfaction of all

cerned. Whilst w^e do not \\ish to be considered
ty of partisanship, we cannot refrain from remark-
that the attitude of the A.C.U. towards a mie day
bility trial is somewhat difficult to justify. The
tion in a nutshell is this : with the rapid increase

ijiotor cycles in tlie Midlands, motor cyclists—both
teur and professional—are arLxious for" an occa-
al open event, as it introduces a healthy stimulus

t^competition ; the A.C.U. is too busy itself to

organise a trial in every district, and yet arbitrarily

puts obstacles in the w^ay of other clubs who can and

will undertake these trials independently. In this con-

nection it is not without interest to observe that quite

a number of well-known manufacturers entered for

Saturday's trial, even some who refrained from taking

part in the January Quarterly Trial—an indication

which would serve further to strengthen the view that it

behoves the governing body to cater more regularly for

different districts or issue permits for open reliability

trials of at least one dav's duration.

A National Council.

AT
the annual dinner of the Coventry and War-

wickshire M.C. last week, Mr. Julian Orde,

secretary of the R.A.C., explained the pol-'cy

of a National Council Avhich is now in progress

of formation. The council will consist of

representatives of all the motoring organisations,

including the Auto Cycle Union, and is to meet when-

ever deemed advisable to discuss important questions

arising in connecrion with motor vehicles of all descrip-

tions. OiKe the question, whatever it is, has been

thoroughly threshed out in the National Council and

agreed to by the various bodies, the decision or resolu-

tion will carry far more weight coming from a com-

bination of ail motorists than it would ever do from

one section alone. We have in the past found fault

with both the Auto Cycle Union and Motor Union for

acting independently in connecrion with motor cycle

legislarion to the disadvantage of the pastime, and are

therefore particularly pleased to hear that in future

there will be no possibility of dissension, and that a

united front will be presented either for or against any

quesdon affecting motor cyclists' interests as a whole.
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A PARTY of

three — the

writer and
his wife, together

with a friend

—

started off, early

one morning last

July, for the wilds

of Devon. Leav-

ing Batley, we sped

along in fine style

through Hudders-
field, over the vile

roads to Slaith-

waite, and climbed

the three miles of

Standedge Hill at

20 m.p.h., thanks

to the assistance of a following wind. By starting early

we avoided the heavy traffic of Huddersfield and Man-
chester. Even at 7.30 a.m., our time of passing through

Manchester, the traffic was well astir, and it needed

a little care to dodge the heavy drays that were con-

stantly emerging from the various yards.

Fourteen Miles of Tramlines.

However, we eventually found ourselves on the Stret-

ford Road for Altrincham, and soon passed through

this town, leaving the tramlines after traversing a

stretch of about fourteen miles.

y Our first stop was at a country hostelry outside

Altrincham, where we breakfasted, and on consulting

my odonieter I found we had done exactly fifty miles

in 2h. ism.—not bad going with sidecar, passenger,

and three heavy

packages. After a-

stroll round the

gardens and samp-

ling the fruit, we
were again flying

along before the

breeze, which

helped us finely.

We were doing the

legal limit with

ease, and the sur-

face of the road

being all we could

wish, the going

was delightful.

Our next objective

was Shrewsbury,

and avoiding Ches-

ter we turned for

Tarporley and on
to the pretty rural

village of Whit-
church. The
scenery hereabouts
was delightful and

h\1

A picturesque obstruction.

River Wye from Symonds Yat.

many stops w

made to admire

views from
higher points of

country. Reach
Shrewsbury at

[p.m. in nice t

for lunch,
basked in the s

shine for awl

outside the to'

and then mar
tour of the po
of interest. It

plea sing
county town,

upon a hill

washed by
Severn on three sides; the view from the Engl

bridge is much to be admired. Replenish

our petrol tanlis, we again set out, special

being needed in descending the winding hill to

bridge, and then turning sharp to the right we folloA\

the course of the river for a few miles. The road \

in fine condition, and we were careering along thro'

richly-wooded country bathed in brilliant sunshine

Hereford, where we intended to stay the first ni[

The first puncture occurred opposite Dorrington P
Office—a little isolated cottage on the roadside—^but

this occasion the puncture was not troublesome,

was soon mended. From here the road rises stea

to Church Stretton with several slight hills, and
a long descent of fifteen miles brought us to LudL
where there is a fairly steep ascent to the town, follo\\

by a danger
descent tlirough

old gateway to

bridge, but af

this a first - cl

road took us

to Wooierton a

through ly

minster to He
ford, which co

pleted the fi

d.ay's journey—

r

miles of unalloy

enjoyment.

Beau'ies of th
Wye Valley

The next mcrni
was spent par

in the cathedi

and partly

the banks of t

beautiful R i v 1

Wye. A. late stJ

was made at

a.m. for the vail

'Of the Wye, ai

il

i
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n the Wilds of North Devon.

—

uch praised as this valley is, I do not consider

Jie glowing descriptions at all exaggerated. The
ides of the valley are very steep, and mostly were

vooded down to the river's edge. The pretty village

f Symonds Yat built upon the hillside seemed to be

he tit-bit of the lot, and loth we were to leave it, but

ve desired to reach Bristol on the second day, although

n this we were disappointed. Monmouth was the next

oint of interest, and after a short inspection of this

listorical old place we set out for Chepstow, but the

owering skies did not tend to increase our confidence

the day holding out fine, so we turned off by a

ountry lane for a short cut to the Gloucester road,

nd found ourselves faced with a hill of about i in 5
hich needed every ounce of power. Perseverance

on the day, however,

dough my passenger had
traverse it afoot, and
one particular bit I had

erforce to jump off to

How the engine to pick

p. At the very moment
'e reached the top the

louds broke and the rain

escended, causing us

urriedly to seek shelter

1 an old cart shed. The
eather showed no sign

f clearing, so we asked
)r refreshment at one of

le cottages near by, and
ere accommodated in a

lost kindly manner. After

)ur hours' confinement in

lis little cot the rain

ill descended, so, don-
ng overalls and macin-

sh coats, we set out for

loucester, some twenty

Jd miles distant. The
)ad lay through the

orest of Dean, the most
tensive wood I have ever

:en, and it was a great

ity that the elements pre-

nted us from fully

ijoying the beauty of

e surroundings. Our
othes sodden with. rain,

e eventually arrived at Gloucester, and decided to

end the night there.

Next mornuig broke very dull indeed, and we feared
ore rain was coming, but after mid-day the sky cleared

nely and the sun shone for the remainder of the day.

'he magnificent undulating road to Bristol has a fine

rface, and as we rode along I noticed that different

ad materials were being tested, each section being
lown by a board fixed at the roadside giving the date
making and the nature of material. Evidently in

e West they are trying to solve the dust problem.

Busy Bristol.

Bristol, the largest town in the West of England,
loubled us not a little, and a good deal of time was
pent in getting through its busy streets. • We tarried

Ivvhile inspecting the extensive docks and admiring the

famous suspension bridge which connects the suburb
of Clifton with the opposite side of the river. Cross-

ing the dock bridge we took the lower road for

Weston-super-Mare, and again branching off at

Congresbury made for Highbridge and on towards
Bridgwater.

The scenery hereabouts was prettier and the country
getting more hilly, and some exceedingly fine views

were obtained from the higher ground. After tea at

Bridgwater we went on to Minehead, the first place of

any importance on the coast, and found it most
pleasantly situated, with lovely views, and a choice of

accommodation is offered that few resorts can equal.

One can either stay at sea level, or a little above, or

again well up on a sharp hill. Choosing the sea level,

we found comfortable apartments, and spent the

evening listening to the

local pierrots on the

promenade.

The Lynn Country a
Devonian S'witzerland.

Next day opened out
fine and bright, and our
objective not being far

distant, albeit requiring

some heavy work, we
made rather a late start,

somewhat loth to leave the

nliflfs of Minehead. Our
route was through some
delightful scenery, and at

Headon Cross we stayed

awhile to enjoy the beauti-

ful view, obtained both
up and down the valley.

AJiother four miles and
we arrived at Porlock,

and dismounted to take

a look at the famous
Porlock Hill before at-

tempting its ascent. This

hill, which boasts of

a gradient of i in 5 and
I in 4%, quite puts my
county test hill—Sutton

Bank—into second place.

Porlock at its west end is

about 1 20ft. above sea

level, and in the first mile
Lynmouth. Manor House and Counlisbury HUl.

^ ^^^-^ ^£ gg^fj^ jg gj,-

countered, and at Whetstone an altitude of 1,217ft. is

reached.

An Exciting Ride.

Realismg that no 3J^ h.p. motor on earth could take

a sidecar with passenger up this climb, I availed

myself of a private road which winds up through a

private estate, for which a charge of 6d. is made, and

a more exciting ride I have never, experienced. The
road is made through a wood, and on the outside edge

falls down a sheer precipice the whole way ; the least

mistake in steering or engine manipulation, and over

the edge the lot w'ould go with its occupants to certain

death. Before setting out on this particular tour I

sought the advice of the Motor Union, which advised

me not to essay the task of taking a sidecar from Mine-

head to Lynmouth, but I have risked the ride, and

A13
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In the Wilds of North Devon.

—

whilst the surface and gradients cannot possibly be
' worse, there is reward at every point in the magnificent

scenery. Arriving at -the summit, we are on the edge
of the uiDJands of Exmoor which extend westward as

far as Countisbury. We are still high up on the pui/ple

moss when the Devon boundary is reached, and from
here opens out a lovely view of Glenthome—a cbawn-
ing spot on the shore.

Amongst the combes and the hills are many glimpses

of the turbulent Lyn. The descent of Countisbury Hill

. needed every ounce of eiifort on both brakes, and now
and then the additional bralce

of engine compression, along with

passenger disnwunted, to keep the

machine in hand, and a« we
reached the bottom the stage

coach, which traverses this stretch

daily, was starting out for Miine-

head, and it required all the

strength of the six horses to draw
•it up empty. This Countisbury
-Hill is given in Gall and Inglis's

Contour Book as the most
dangerous in the country, but the
views of the rocky Devon coast

obtained therefrom are

worth a little risk.

MARCH 2nd, igii.

spots only accessible on ponies or on foot, and in Xh\
course of the day visited the " Valley of Rocks," on|
of the wonders of Devon of which Southey speakl
with enthusiasm, saying that it made him feel for thi
first time the " sublimity of solitude." The pile ol
stones known as the " Devil's Cheesewring " marks thf
whereabouts of the abode of Mother Weldrum, men!
tioned in the seventh chapter of " Lorna Doone " al
having been visited by John Ridd, the hero of thj
entrancing romance of Lorna Doone.

Watersmeet.
Here the waters of the East Lyn meet the wate-fl"

of the Combe Park, and the spo

is described as the " prettiest greel

spot ori earth." Nor does it beli|

its title. Leaving by the Waters

meet Road down to the river pathl

the rock strewn slopes on each sidj

golden with furze, we were con

pensated for the heavy rain whici

had driven us indoors the previou

night -by seeing a large volume

water coming down the valley anJ

the river, therefore, under the ver

best circumstances. Not a dozei|

yards of the walk up tha

valley is without its wateij

fall or deep pool. Neve|

A little divsrsion

A stop fot iuncli at Cleeve, near Bristol.

Lynmouth and Lynton.
" Lynton's lone village peering o'er the deep,
Where no stern glance or noisy throng intrudes
To mar the sacred magic of the scene."

i Lynmouth to me is Bettws-y-Coed, Bedgellert, and
Land's End all rolled into one, combining mountain
scenery, river scenery, and seascape all blended into

one glorious picture. The village occujiies fhe Itottom

|of a narrow valley overhung by precijjitons heights ; the
lEast and West Lyns unite their crystal waters a couple
'of hundred yards from the shore, and enter the sen,

even at low water, without any of the unsightly appear-
ances commonly exhibited at such places when the tide
lis out. The shore consists of rocks and boulders, and
a.* yet this rural retreat is unspoiled to any extent by
the company promoter and the conventionalities of the
seaside resort. One day we, in a moment of weakness,
decided to explore Exmoor in native fashion—that is,

astride an Exmoor pony. In this cancer we saw maii>

at Watersmeet, Lynmoulh.

A halt on Exmoor. Snapped at (he top of Porlock Hill.

I

shall I forget that picturesque ravine to the junctiori

! of the waters, which in its upper reaches is almoslj

' -Vnine in its character.

Exmoor, the Home of the Wild Red Deer.

Our d.ay of departure broke dull and gloomy, an

the low-hanging clouds threatened rain, but the wine

had luckily veered round to nie west and gave u;

useful help up the i,6oo feet we bad to ciunb. Refer-

ence to wind assistance may surprise some readers

who think that a motor cyclist can afford to ignore

rude Boreas, and so he can to a great extent when

solus, but with a sidecar which presents a very wide

frontage to the air, the wind resistance is a matter of

moment. My friend on his Triumph easily scored,

but the two-speed P. and M. with its sidecar and extri

passenger stuck manfully to its heavy task.

This article, by Mr. Horace H. Mann, will he coU'

eluded in ottr nexiissue.-^Ed. -
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S. Johnson, president, W. Musgrave, hon. secretary.

No. 7.-BRADFORD MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.
HIS club was founded during the

autumn of 1906 by about a dozen
local motor cyclists, one or two
of whom are still acting officials

;he club. From the date of its incep-
the club has never looked back, the

obership having steadily increased
a year to year until it has reached its

lent magnitude of 120 members. Since
formation the Bradford Club has
,ys been a staunch supporter of the
'.U. Competitions were first organised
he spring of 1907, and the original
:ramme has been gradually enlarged

year by year,
and the follow-

ing complete se-

lection of events
now comprises
the competitions
organised during
a single season.
The Bradford-
Keswick and
back 200 mile
twelve-hour run,
clcsed to mem-
bers, constitutes
a trip into
beautiful Lake-
land, whilst the
two 24 - hour
runs, viz., Brad-

-London and back and Bradford-
burgh and back, are trials of a
arduous nature. One or both of

e latter are run as open events, and
club is one of the few which pro-
s special classes for passenger vehicles
also for teams of three solo riders.

couragement for the Novice.
le of the features of most of these
s is the encouragement of the novice
by suitably handicapping the more

:rienced an 1 ba.ter mounted expo-
s of the sport, and so equalising
;ers both in reliability and hiU-
bing tests.

jmpetitions, for which trophies are
apart, are run specially for novices,
ious reliability trial gold medallists
g debarred from entering. Also in
long distance trials, such as the
ford-Edinburgh and back and the
ford-London and back, novices are
a predetermined number of points
over those who have previously
gold medals in reliability trials,

her point which might be empha-
is the adoption of sealed courses in

8' i of the reliability trials.
ssenger trials are specially organised
the development and encouragement
lassenger-carrying vehicles, and the

elix Scriven, a former
trials hon. sec.

course selected in the past year for
this trial wg-s one likely to bring about
improvements in the design of any vehicle
on the road.

Reliability trials are run for teams of
three riders, the team to include not
more than one gold medallist.
The club has been very fortunate in

being able to render the checking of the
long-distance trials more efficient by the
hearty assistance of various clubs situated
on the more distant parts of the route
traversed.

This club claims to have been the first

to organise an open climb specially for

the amateur on a standard machine,
and, in fact, to have appointed a com-
mittee of scrutineers to examine and
classify, if need be, the machines entered.
It is intended to organise annually an
open hill climb on these lines, and the
executive is not discouraged by the fact
that the value of its efforts in the last

open climb was seriously diminished by
the unfortunate errors of the timekeepers
engaged by the club, by which a re-run
of the event was necessitated in con-
junction with the A.C.U.'s open event
at Sutton Bank at the latter end of

September.

Members in Competitions.
The club prides itself on having many

prominent motor cyclists amongst its

members. Messrs. T. G. BuUus, C.
Sydney, and F. Scriven are consistent
performers in reliability trials, and gene-
rally succeed in gaining the best
schedules in competitions, whilst the
latter, when his official duties permit
may often be seen in the saddle doing
well at hill climbs. Again, Messrs.
Harry D. Shaw and Jack Scriven are

H. D. Shaw, trials hon. sec. and a successfulj
compelJIion rider.

well known for their proficiency in hill

climbs and speed events, the former
holding the record for Sutton Bank and
the latter having put up a very good
performance in the T.T. Race in com-
pany with Messrs. Eric S. Myers and F.

Philipp, two weU-kn>wn exponents of the
locally-built "Scott" machine.
The success of the club is due in a

great measure to the hard-working
officials, and in particular to the ex-

cellent ecrvices of Mes.«rs. S. Johnson and
W. Musgrave, respectively president and
hon. secretary.

The latest step

the club has
taken as a means
of bringing to-

gether its numer-
ous members is

the establish-

ment of

newly - «]

club pn I

which are
vcniently

ated in

centre of
city, and
proved an
precedented suc-

cess, some of the members proving
adepts at billiards in the less strenuous
periods of the motor cyclists' year.
The leading club officials aie : Mr. S.

Johnson (president), who is occasionally to
be seen in competitions, but, fortunately
for the club, devotes most of his time
to originating ideas for the running and
management of competitions ; Mr. W.
Musgrave (lion, secretary), whose ser-

vices in that capacity are indispensable

;

JNIr. T. G. Bullus (hon. treasurer), a keen
competitor, who, when at liberty, makes
an art of checking; Mr. H. D. Shaw
(trials hon. secretary), who spends all (?)

fees as fast as they come in, and suc-
ceeded Mr. F. Scriven, who did much
hard work as trials secretary, but had to

retire owing to business.

Bullus, hen. treas.

M.C.C. LAND'S END TRIAL.
At the last committee meeting of the

M.C.C. llie rules for the London to
Land's End and back competition for the
Jarrott Cup were discussed. It was
decided to include sidecars, and Messrs.
Gwynne and Seed kindly offered to pre-

sent a cup for the best performance by
the driver of a sidecar. Owing to the
roughness of the roads from Penzance
to Land's End it was decided to take
the times on the outward journey at

Penzance. The start will be from Kew
Bridge at 3.30 a.m., April 15th.
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Artistic Outline in Mudshields.
I think the designer of the wind shield illustrated

on page 16 1 in our issue of February 16th can claim

one advantage at least over many of his competitors,

and that is he has not sacrificed beauty of outline.

His shield has the artistic contours of a high-class

torpedo car bxly, and should therefore enjoy a special

popularity.

The days are ne.qr at hand when makers will con-

sider listing such shields as standard options in their

regular catalogues, and by a study of graceful aspects,

and the use of less heavy colourings than black, we
should finally atram really weatherproof machines
which are not disfigured by their efficient mudguards.
More power to Mr. Green's elbow.

Loss of PoTver with Light^veights.

That there are two sides to every question was
significantly illustrated by two letters on p. 189 last

week criticising my statements on the above question;
the first letter denounced me, the second applauded
me-

1 specially excepted certain of the best lightweights

from this defect, but it is obvious that any engine
which is only just equal to its load when its maximum
efficiency is available "feels" a loss of power more
seriously than a larger engine which has about 2 h.p.

in reserve so long as it is kept in tune.

For this reason the vital factor in the selection of a
lightweight machine is to spot all probable leakages
of power. For this reason I am very strongly of the

opinion that a genuine 80 lbs. lightweight should con-
tent itself with a single-cylinder, because the delicate

parts can be more sturdily constructed in single than
in duplicate. Of course, a miniature twin, developing
2 h.p. or so at full revolutions, is a perfect dream
when it is running " just so "

; but it is a stiff problem
for the designer to evolve an engine of this kind which
is both substantial and accessible. When we reach a
weight limit of 110-120 lbs. the desiderata can be
secured without confining oneself to a single cylinder.

c. Colonial Needs.

I have just received a budget of correspoiiLence from
over the seas relating to my notes of December ist

last, and it shows that The Motor Cycle is read and
the motor cycle employed in some very queer places.

I fancied I knew a little geography, but without the

aid of the postage stamps I must admit I should have
had no idea from which hemisphere many of the
letters came—-the addresses are quaint and unpro-
nounceable to a degree.

The sole point of unanimity in this hetereogeneous
budget is the vituperation hurled at our spring forks.

•All my foreign correspondents agree that they are

entirely inadequate to the rough roads of "new"
m8
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countries. It is asserted with one voice that tl

average colonial repair shop is stacked with broki

f(jrks and girders, and that the bouncing of these for

during their short life is aggravating to a dcgrc

Evidently shipping models require stronger tubing

the forks, and stronger sprmgs than are fitted f

home use.

As regards transmission there is no certain voic

Personal fads and varying local conditions evident

affect the verdict, and probably a good sample of ai

transmission will win adherents, just as is the case

home.
One letter from Australia is interesting. The writ

described a type of belt which is entirely unkno\
here, and is a combination of our two leading line

being known as " rubberised leather." It is construct!

of hide, the surfaces of which are impregnated wi

rubber, so as to combine the toughness of leather wi

the clean surface and non-slipping advantages
rubber. The rider in question claims that these be
are regularly in use for 3,000 to 4,000 miles befc

being worn out.

Infinitely Variable Gears Barred.

Some preliminary hill-climbing regulations make
abundantly evident that the barring of infiniti

variable gears, which was a feature of the tail end
last year's competitions, "will be continued durmg t

present year.

My personal opinion is that, if the riders in a

locality shrink from taking a whopping at tire han
of the expanding pulley brigade, they are possit

justified in barring these hill-speed champions fr

their local sprint events. But I must take stro

exception to the method by which certain clu

approach their cunning plan of elimination.

It is one thing to say " The X machines
barred from this class !

" The maker of' the X—
machine gets a more certiain advertisement from t

exclusion than he would from competing, and I

grievance is balanced on the commercial if not on t

sporting side. But it is surely playing the game rati

low to. frame a lengthy and verbose para-graph of C(

ditions relating to two-speeded and three-speed
machines, the nett effect of which is to debar f

infinitely variable gear.

If the promoters are afraid that the presence
the X machines will reduce their entry by fright

ing away other trade entries, let them say so, and
the matter take its course. Such procedure is fra

and outspoken. But to wrap up a somewhat cowan
proviso in a mist of timid verbosity is scarcely spoi

manship. Sportsmen must regret that all our h

climbs are not run on the old and characteristics

English " let-'em-all-come-and-Old-Nick-take-the-hin

most " principle.
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of the earliest members o£ the

cycle industry was Mr. A. C.

ion, 163, Arlington Road, Camden
N.W., and when we first re-

jer him he was constructing his

motor bicycle. Ever since those

he has devoted his attention solely

manufacture of adjuncts and acces-

|i_^^a ffrt^^

Paraffin tube tor twin-cylincier machines.

which add to the rider's conveni-

and to the efficiency of the machine,
various articJes illustrated are a

that Mr. Daviton keeps tlioroughly

-date. A careful rider knows that

far better to inject paraffin into the
der than petrol, as the former is

the petrol from being completely used
up without warning. As soon as the
level of the upper pipe is reached the
engine begins to show signs of failing,

and the • tap may bo turned to another
position to allow the last drop in the

petrol tank to bo used.

Yet another useful device is the out-

let strainer, which screws into the same
collar as the usual petrol tap, and the

tap in • turn will screw into the lower
portion of the strainer.

The illustration of the tapless oil

pump and gravity drip feed lubricator

Another Detachable Fastener.
A simple type of fastener is now

being eold by the Dunlop Rubber Co.,*

Ltd., Aston, Birmingham. It is of the
hook type, and is of substantial propor-

tions.
" The spiked nuts into which the

Davison's liandle-bar box.

Ily efficient in freeing the piston

!, and is not such a powerful dis-

•nt of oil. IMr. Davison has, in con-

ence, introduced a special paraffin

with two outlets purposely designed
twin-cylinder machines. The outlet

pipes are of copper,

and they may be
bent to come into
contact with both
compression taps.
The container is de-

signed to clip on to
the lower horizontal
tube of the machine.

Another useful fit-

ting, which will not
perish like leather,

is a handle-bar box,
constructed of metal,
designed to fit the
curve of the bars,

whilst still another
adjunct is the Davi-
son " warning " tap.

It is not exactly a
novelty, but it is an
exceedingly useful
device, preventing

Davison's drip leed gravity lubricator and
auxiliary tapless pump.

shows the front part of a special tank

which Mr. Davison has lately brou.^ht

out for a No. 9 Chater-Lea fr.ime. 1 he

lubrication is, of course, mainly effected

through the drip-feed lubricator, but the

pump is added as a standby. Mr. Davi-

son expresses it as his opinion that the

gravity lubricator is more reliable than

the suction tj'pe.

A Two=note Exhaust Whistle.
Brown Bros..

Ltd., Newman
Street, Oxford
Street, W., have
just introduced a
double note ex-

haust whistle for

motor cycles,

which may be
easily fitted to

the .silencer end
of most motor
cycles. As will

be seen by the

illustration, it is

operated by the

foot. Owing to xhe Brown two-note whistle,

the double note
the warning given is musical as' well as

penetrating, and compels attention.

Dunlop hook fastener,

holding screws fit assist in equalising the

strain on the end of the belt. This type

of fastener is readily det.achable, but

there are no small parts to get lost.

A First=aid Case.
A perfectly flat metal case, occupying

no more room than the ordinary cigar

case, can now be obtained from Bur-
roughs, Wellcome and Co., containing

all the requisites for first aid treatment.

It is known as the Tabloid First Aid
No. 710, and is just the thing for motor
cyclists.

A com b i n e d
silencer, e.xhaust

whistle and cut-

out has just been
placed on the
market by Mr.
G. A 1 d ington,

337, H a y d n's

Park Road, Wim-
b le d on , S.\Y.

Mr. A 1 d i ngton
informs us that

several motor
cyclists have con-

sulted him re-

garding the fit-

ting of exhaust
whistles to their

present silencers,

and having found,

some difficulty in

ac c om modatiug
standard types of

existing silencer.s.

he has introducc/l

the article whivh
we illustrate.

Adiington's combined
silencer and exhaust

whistle.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd.. l)a>'»j

joined the cojninitteo of the " All UnliiNh

Shopping Week " to be held this month,
and will make a %fiecial show of all-'

British motor' accef.'iories. rioniinent

amongst these wdll be the Simms magneto.

A2I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to (he Editor, " The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full nane and addres

Motor Cycle Taxation.
[5416.]—I quite agree with your leaderette regarding

motor cycle taxation, but I think motor cyclists take things
much too quietly, and do not agitate enough. I feel sure
that many more would take up the pastime if the ta.x were
not so heavy.
Wishing your paper every success in 1911, CD.

Motor Cycling in Canada.
[5417.]—As a constant reader of your valuable paper, I

wish to say for the benefit of others that, although machines
are ridden here with the thermometer as much as 40 ^F.
below zero, oil or gasolene gives no trouble whatever.

I have never seen enough cold to freeze gasolene, or prevent
proper vaporation of same, if the machine were not left stand-
ing outside over half an hour. Tiiis applies to all good motor
cycles.

^
CHEER UP.

Winnipeg.

Puncture Sealing Compounds.
[5418.]—Referring to the correspondence in recent issues

under the above heading, ilessrs. Firmax, Ltd., and Mr. T.
D. Murray will be glad to hear that my experience in connec-
tion with a butt-ended tube is quite different from that indi-

cated in their letters..

The modus operandi is quite simple. After pumping in

the preparation and inflating the air tube, the wheel should
be gently revolved 'to and fro, and the Firmax will readily
find its way into all the crevices that there may be, and tyre
troubles are no more. H. ELITHORN.

A Neat Weather-proof Map Holder.
[5419.]—The following is the description of a weather-proof

route map holder I have made, which may interest your
readers

:

The casing, which is of sheet brass, is 6^in. long by 3|in.

broad, and is made in two parts, the lower being clipped to

a crossbar between the handle-bars of the machine, and the
upper part, which contains the maps, is made easily detach-
able from the lower
part.

The maps as required

are rolled on to a spool

at one end and stretched
across the face of the
casing to a spool at the
other end, and the
maps can be reeled off

as required in either
duection.
The strip maps, which

I have of necessity to

make myself, are traced
off a suitably scaled
map on to tracing
paper, and as 10ft. of

map can be rolled on
to the spools, I can get
a continuous length of map equal to about 500 miles of route,
which is a great boon when touring.

I also place arrows at intervals along the map, pointing
north, so that I can tell how the land lies, and also mark off

all known police traps and speed limited areas, which can be
seen at a glance. X 1789.

Trouble Caused by Damp Fibre.
[5420.]—I had this trouble recently, my machine ref

to start one morning. I soon located the trouble,
being in a hurry, got out my spare contact breaker,
to find it in the same condition. Is this a. new
which has cropped up, as I have never experiencf

with any other machine, and have not found it ttieniion
" Hints and Tips " ? Your paragraph mentioned the re

but no way of avoiding the difficulty, as an all-we;

machine ought to be damp-proof. POTTER"
[There is no other way of avoiding the trouble thai

storing the machine in a dry place. See " Ixii

comments last week.

—

Ed.]

A Dastardly Action.
[5421.]—The unfortunate incident experienced by ill

H. Tessier in the last End-to-end Trials will no doubtl
be fresh in the minds of your readers. I should like t(

further attention to a similar case just reported to me.
A gentleman in this town (Sheffield) recently had his

cycle engine completely overhauled and rebushed by thi

whose works I am in charge of, after which, to us(

customer's words, the machine ran better than ever bi

and was running perfectly up to Saturday night, the 4t]

The following day, Sunday, the owner of the machiil
question was out for a spin with several friends, when,
out warning, and in spite of oiling, the engine became!
clanked, and finally pulled up abruptly. Tie machini
returned to my firm's works for exarnination, upon whi
was soon noticed that something unusual had taken
and on opening the crank case a quantity of flinty

was fomid in the oil, which, on being carefully separatee

washed and dried, proved to be sharp sand and grit—ab|

small cupful. Even the timing gear was partially clo

One can only assume that some evil-disposed psrson,

dently much in need of a more lucrative occupation, had]
very busy indeed, and as a result of his handiwork, si

this catch his eye, it might interest him to hear thaj

engine is as badly damaged as my firm's reputation
have been had it been under different circumstances.

Fortunately, such occurrences are uncommon, or othel

it would be unsafe to leave a machine for any length of

unattended. The machine in question was a twin Rex.
C. WIGHTJI

Twin-cylinder Sociables.
[5422.]—As I have been thmking of getting or

the A.C. sociables, I read with much interest the letter
" Ilihum " in The Motor Oyrle of February 9th, ant

following Saturday I got a friend of mine to take m
my first ride in his A.C.
We started from my office in London with tramlines

grease galore, and I was surprised at the way the little

v.-ent through it all at a splendid pace, and the flexi

was wonderful, but what will interest " Ihkum " and
others, I expect, will be lO hear that we raced up Hinc
on top speed, my friend and I weighing together
twenty-four stones, and we never changed down for an
all the way from London.
Why ever some people want to carry double weight

so much extra power I don't kn<iw The extra cost of

to drive a two-cylinder machine is surely a considerati

most of us, besides double expenses in many other waj
I may say that after one ride, I have decided to buy an

sociable, and hope to have it shortly. A BUILDI
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[5423.]—Seeing correspondence respecting the A.Ci pas-
iiger machines m your columns, 1 would like to know the
,3ui]0iis of your readers respecting the oil for the engine.
he makers advise oil for air-cooled engines. A fnend of
niie_ strongly recommends me to use water-cooled, such as
rice s Motorme C. If anyone has used the latter I would
;
much obliged for any e.xperiences. My friend tells me

lat By using water-cooled oil the engine runs better starts
",sier. and soots up much less than with air-cooled oil Is

'" '°- LB 1088.-

[5424.]—! am much obliged to Sir. Atkings for hi» renlv
. my letter with reference to the A.C., but he does not
y anything about the speed with two up up Westerham

I i'-J',"'
'le drov^ in the Quarterly Trials. I should

.
glad It he would tell me what the combined weight ot

mselt and passenger was, arid also what was the maxi-um speed ot the A.C. up the two hills referred to. I am
raid trom what I have seen that with the present power
is machine IS slow up hills, and I am sure that no
le requires the climbing of any hill to be drawn out with
e foot on the low speed pedal all the time; this is a very
dious process and the tension for a short distance very
iickly makes itself felt.

'

I for one want to get over the climbing of hills as nuicklv
possible, aiKl if a twin engine of about 8 h.p. were fitted
ose who wanted to potter up could do so, and those, lik.:
csell, who hhe to get over the ground as quickly as possible
>uld have the necessary power to do it with.
In spite of what your other correspondent 'says, I main-
n that a twin-cylinder engine would give a more flexible
ive—at present, judging from what I have seen, very
cessary

;
if it is now easy to accelerate it would be better

il with the twin engine. ILIKUM

How to Avoid Tyre and Rear Wheel Troubles.
:5425.]—I enclose you a photograph of my machine and
ecar, which I have just had taken, showing the specially
it back wheel to my 5 h.p. V.S. I found that the spokes
the standard 1910 model were not strong enough to stand

! strain of the Mar, so the makers built me a very heavyiked wheel. I had a voiturette cover and inner tube, witli

A V.S. and sidecar fitted with a specially strong driving wheel referred to
in accompanying letter.

tlons'l'h?'^ ^""f^ °? i^^''''^^'
'=°^«^- '"'ith these pre-

^^se RH '^°S'^^'?
tl^e least trouble with punctures or

,d tk-e^hl 1
"^

''i*^'?^"'
^""^ g'^-''" i" t'^^ back hublid gne the apove their consideration

.wetter ri^h^^^f'^r'"* Z "'" Q,""terlies ,rith a choked

r nt ifnil 1 ^h '*'"^' ^"'^ '°=' ^° °^"<^h time bv not

le^o lirfn'Jf r/''''
'*"' ^ ^""^ "« ^'^""^^ °f matchingolhei competitors. W, 0. OLDMAN
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rc.Ao(. 11, ^^^ ^°'°' ''ycle Steamer.
LOt^b.J— 1 have pleasure in penning mv first letter ofcomment to you after readint; your valuable paper for

years I think other readers wiU agree wild me that "An
Uld Engineer should be given every c^icouragement, and
not discouraged, as the witer of letter 5378 does. He
even admits that steam cars possessed the little advantage
ot lightness, ease of control, "flexibility, and even lightnels
on tyres. *

Let the up-to-date motorist dwell on the latter item
alone, to say nothing of the former, and -a smile will
flicker across his face.

I, an old motorist, should delight to see "An Old
Jingineer bring out a steam motor bicycle. Then we
should see something in the way of all all-round change
which is good for everybody—sometimes,

riu '^- •'^ your, interesfing paper every success and "AnOld Liigineer" the same, S.W.W.

[5427.]—I am very glad to see a revival of interest in
the motor cycle steamer, and I hope we shall hear somemore opinions on the subject. A steam single tracker ha.-
already been described in The Molo,- Cycle, and in spite o(
very crude construction and design it apparently goes 1think the design published in the issue of February ICth isopen io criticism m many points.

I

^' ^^}^^ -Pn'*'"' '^"'^ ' -'^ situated that any petrol spilt isbound to tall on the generator.
I "

'

2 The water tank would be better placed underneath the
toot boards.

3. The condenser should be in front of the steering head
4. Ghain drive is undesirable, the engine can be placed

to one side and drive a shaft direct.
To compete with the petrol bicycle the steamer would

have to use paraflm, of course, and it is woi'th' while to note
Uiat the lollowing cars use paraffin: Turner, Rutherford.
Pearson-Co.'c, .Morns, Wliite (paraffin or petrol), Clarkstx,
(steam bus), and Sheppee.
The difficulty of stoppages has been over-rated. Whenonce the boiler is hot there is no more difficulty in lighting

wait
'""'' ''S'^''"g » ':^ndh, even after a two hours'

Referring to letter 5378, even if the thermal efficiency of
the steamer were half that of the internal combustion engine,
the fact that it uses fuel at less than half the price of pitrol
brings it in o_ the running again; also in many parts of theworld petrol is practically unobtainable.
The conditions under which a marine engine runs are

entirely different a£ it nearly always runs full speed in one
direction-the defects of the I.C.E. are not so obvious
bteam car owners certainly are enthusiastic—that is be-

cause they have got a good thing, and they know it. It is
ridiculous to say that steam car mechanism is complicated
the automatic burneis are only complicated to tho.-=e who
cannot take the trouble to understand them.

.JR 51 " is apparently unaware that the Stanlev ex-
hausts straight into the atmosphere, but as the steam is
superheated it is practicaUy invisible, and I have never
heard ol an owner being prosecuted.

H. E. KENDALL.

[5428.]—It is with the greatest pleasure and interest
'^='^1 ™5.d the article entitled "The Motor Cycle Steamer.''
oy U.Lt.A. Hitherto we have seldom been offered a
sensible summary of the difference between steam and the
internal combustion engine for cycle or car work

I for one hope "W.G.A." will give us careful details of
the generating plant he would propose to build under
the common circumstances he alludes to in his article

there is one ever present annoyance in steam outfits
that IS seldom touched upon. I refer to the disposal of
the lubricating oil after it has served its purpose in the
cylinders. '

This trouble alone has deterred manv from indulging in
the luxury of steam. I myself have seen as much nstwo gallons of oil taken from the water tank of a modern
steam car after two or three days' work.

If "W.G.A." would embody a steam turbine in his
design for a cycle steamer the difficulty might be over-
come. Failing this, however, the little ' steamer is bound
to be messy, if no worse.

I trust we may soon hear more from vour contributor
THOS. F. HUNT.
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Something Like a Smash.

[5429.] -I euciose a piiolograph of an accident which

iKiurred here (Guildford) a few days ago, one man being

killed

It appears that the driver was changing gear, and the gear

pin slipped out, and so the engine ran down hill "free.
"

Being a fairly long hill the driver turned the engine (which

had a lumber waggon with heavy iron wheels, a furniture

An effective smash op at Guildford.

\aa, and a heavy covered van behind it) into what he
thought was a banking, but which proved to be a high kerb
and stone wall. This happened at 11.30 at night, and shows
one of the dangers of the present system of allowing a huge
thing like this with three vans behind it on the high road,
and vet they grumble at poor little motor cycles

!

EDWARD COX.

Colonial Requirements.

[5430.]—I notice that in several recent numbers of

Tht Motor Cycle, you and your readers are discussing the
ideal machins for the colonies.

The writer is perhaps as well qualified as anyone to judge,
as he has been a keen motor cyclist for the last nine years,
and during that time has owned and ridden nine different
cycles a distance of about 70,000 miles in this district.

At present two machines are in use, a 5 h.p. Indian and
a two-speed Humber. The former is a little beauty, and
the only fault I have to find with it is the want of a low gear
for getting through heavy sand, and climbing hills which
cannot be climbed at more than eight or ten miles an hour
owing to bad surface.

The Humber is quite a success, and the gear fulfils a long-

felt want, but it is rather noisy for town work.
If Mr. Wells is amenable I hope when I reach home next

June to induce him to let me have a 5 h.p. Indian with a
foot-controlled two-speed gear, and if in addition he will

also fit a voiturett^ back wheel I shall return happy to

Rhodesia.
Beyond this I don't think any special modifications are

necessary for the colonies ; certainly high clearance is to be
avoided, as this elevates the centre of gravity and destroys
the balance in sand or on grease. A man who hits a stump
or a rock is a bad driver, and has only himself to blame.
H.e should steer better.

In conclusion, I can strongly recommend those of my
brother medicos in the colonies, if they have not already
done so, to use motor bicycles for their work ; they won't
go wrong if they order a machine of good repute. The
writer has also found it to be most economical to sell the
old machine at the end of the year and buy a new one.

One point. Jlachines for the j+ropics should be painted
white or cream. My Indian is green, and the other day
I had left it standing in the sun ut a place a few miles from
home, and I found about two pints of petrol had boiled

away. Dark-coloured paint attracts heat, and is often too

hot to bear the hand on. My De Dion car, which is cream-
coloured, is never hot, and the paint does not blister. I

have ordered the paint for my new Napier to be white.
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Paradoxical as it may seem, these colours always look cle.

out here, even when you come in f>om a .long and du^

run. F. E. APPLEYARD, M.B. Cantab.

Salisbury, Rhodesia.

Confusion oJ Names and Initials. A grumble.

[5431.]—After thirty years' pedalling many of us ha

taken to the motor cycle, and so to the purchase now a

again of a fresh mount. As a preliminary to purchase a

to clear our minds from a confusion of names and deta

we seek your paper. Confusion arises at once with t

bookstall boy, who insists on having the paper called

different names on different days. He denies, that it i

chameleon, and then adds a lot of other names—these h

for me. Still, I get the paper, and I -like it.

And now to the advertisements. Did I say confusic

Yea I worse confounded. When last I wanted a new mach
there were tlie names of certain makers which stood out

pioneers, and mostly so stand to-day. Only a few of tb

names had been abbreviated, first by their admirers a

subsequentlv bv the firms themselves : we recognised i

"C.A.T.," the'-D.O.G.." and the "C.O.C." These abl
viations or diminutives were, in fact, a compliment to

eminence or notoriety of the particular firm. Other fin

eqvrally worthy, resisted these affectionate sobriquets

stand "to their full trade title or good surname.
One result of this comijlimentary initialling has been

induce new firms to assume, of their own accord, init

instead of names, with the result that the public is a.'-l

to remember a machine as the "P.N.." the "'fS.X.U.."

"Y.M.C.," the "A.A,," the "A.B.," the "B.A.." or
" R.O.T.," etc. As one of those who keep a motor bic;

merely to ride it, I say that we do not remember tl

initials—we pass them by.

So we come back to the advertisement which mention
name we know: to3 know it, perhaps, on the road, perh

in your paper by reports of wearisome .tria'n, perhajis m?
by its advertisement of a plain specification and price—

point is that it is a name we know and not a jimibh

initials as hard to memorise as the plate number nf a i

awav car. FRANCIS POTTER ES'

A Neat Conversion.

[5432.]—I enclose a photograph of a 1905 Quadrant \

.surface cai'buretter, which I have altered and brongl

little more up to date, I had to have the frame cut d

by a practical man and new piston and rings fitted,

ajasa^BsgaEsgsiaa'aagisgagsEsgaMS^asagf'aita

Tlie converted 1905 Quadrant refenei to in tlie letter signed Novice.]

fitted all the other parts myself, including 1910 B,B,
carburetter, I am only able to ride -week-ends, I

manage to get out and home and reach the legal liii

I have had one very nice week-end ride, Smn'
ton. Dorchester, Bridport, Crewkerne, Yeovil, Shatter

Salisbury, Southampton, and did not touch the tu

which I think very good for a NOVK

Li
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The Ideal Motor Cycle.

133.]—Eegarding the article by Mr. R. Rude, " My
1 Motor Cycle, I liloe his idea e:^ceeding]y, but am
led at the suggestion to make a compression-tight

heel.

rely there- is some other way to accomplish the desired

1 refuse to believe it possible to make and retain

mpression-tight joint at the periphery of a five-inch

leel making, say, 2.tJUU revolutions per minute without

us loss of power—indeed so much so as to render the

n impracticable.
THOS. F. HUNT.

A Promising Home-made Lightweight.

34.]—I am sending you a photograph of my light-

ht motor cycle, made throughout by myself. The engine
ted with an outside flywheel, long bronze bushes, and
latic inlet valve. The bore and stroke of the cylinder

55 X 70 mm. I think this is about the smallest engine

E. RusseU's home-made lightweight.

le road, but is most powerful for its size. I can do
,.p.h. on the level, and climb all ordinary hills without
1 assistance. The ignition is Hellesen throughout, plain
and dry battery, one cell lasting for about 2,000 miles.

EDGAR RUSSELL.

An Explanation.

55.]—We note in a recent issue of your journal that
lave received a letter from Mr. Cooke stating that the
f his name in our advertisement was not authorised
mi.

reply, we beg to say that Mr. W. Cooper kindly con-
d to act as a member of the committee of the organisa-
and being, we undei'stand, intimately connected with
Cooke and. Mr. Colliver, suggested that both these
;men would, on his recommendation, be willing to
t a seat on the committee.
^ subsequently understood from Mr. Cooper that he
seen these gentlemen on the matter, and had submitted
lem full written particulars of the scheme, and he
ned us that they had given their consent to act. On
)t of Jlr. Cooper's information we inserted the names
ese gentlemen, together with, that of Mr. Cooper, in

dvertisement, and until we interview the latter gentle-
which we shall do as soon as possible, we are abso-

' at a loss to understand how this contretemps has

i further note your comment re the capital of the
any, and regret that it was not clearly stated in the
tisement that the capital was the registered capital
e company.
would, however, point out that the subscribed capital
not represent the financial strength of the company,
er does it affect the satisfactory working of the
lisation. Further, should any member find that the
irised aeents will not afford free garage or effect I'epairs
le standard tariff rates the company will return his
"iption upon receipt of the membership ticket.
may say we have endeavoured to get iu touch with

Mr. Cooper, but up to the time of writing this letter wdtb
out success owiuy to his rbsence from t^wn. >

DOUGL.\S AND OLIVER, LTD.
A. E. HoR.STE.\D, Secretary.

[.Messrs. Douglas and Oliver, Ltd., make it clear

in tho above letter that the £30.000 capital men-
tioned by them was merely the " registered " capital 01

the company and not the " subscribed " capital. With
regard to the reference to their financial strength, we ma\
say the financial strength of any company depends upoli

the capital siibscrihed. and is only varied 'by the accumu
lation of profits or losses. We notice iu their later

announcements that the wdiole of the facts as to capital
are set out, and it seems to us a pitv that this was not
done in the first place in order to disarm criticisui. We
have been shown a large number of applications received
by -Messrs. Douglas and Oliver, Ltd., from agents who
undertake to do repairs at certain scliedule rates and to

provide free garage, and we have no doubt that, if motor
cyclists consider the rates scheduled are attractive ami
subscribe, they will experience no difficulty m connection
with the repairs and garage. The capital question, so far

as this scheme is concerned, in our opinion, only affect.-

the ultimate permanence of the arrangement, and whether
it proves sufficient or not in the long run depends upon thi'

success of the scheme. We believe, after what we have
seen, that the intentions of the promoters are bona-fidc.
—Ei).]

A Week-end ou a Two-speed Douglas.
[5436:]—Your representative's experiences on the two-

speed Douglas have proved very interesting reading to mr
and will no doubt be to other lightweight enthusiasts. Youi
article, however, leads one to think that tlie various accessoricf
mentioned therein, such as lamp, horn, and spares (without
forgetting the belt knife), are part and parcel of the usual
eqmpnient sent out witli every Douglas macliine, and included
in the catalogue jirice, but I doubt very much if such is the
case, although mu.st liders are of the opinion that it should
be so, judging from the past correspondence in your columns.
When one takes into consideration the fact that an additional
£5 note practically has to be spent over and above the cost
of the machine itself, intending purchasers begin to wonder
where the initial expense will end, particillarly if they only
ride for pleasure, and not on business bent. " P.
[Our remarks were not intended to convey the idea that the
very complete equipment we referred to' was included with
every Douglas sent out. Regarding our suggestion of a
removable jet, Messrs. Douglas Bros, wi-ite that the reason
they ))refer not to fit a detachable jet is because trouble is

caused through the jet being broken off by screwing too
tightly, or when not screwed tight enough leakages occur'.

El..]

Tapless Oil Pumps.
[5437.]—There can be only one inference which the Rex

Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., wish your readers to dra%v from their
letter in your last issue, viz., that they had a prior patent
to that in ray name, and, having dropped it, anyone may
make or fit the oil pump. Please let me say in reply that
the Rex Co.'s patent wa.*: subsequent to mine. The writer's
patent is No. 21.815 of 1909. The Rex Co.'s patent is No.
29,528 of the same year. E. C. JIIDDLETON.

A Silent Motor Cycle.
[5438.]—Referring to letter No. 5402 in last week's issue.

the machine referred to passed me the same morning, but
w-ith open exhaust. It was driven in the Exeter run by a

Mr. Thompson, I believe, being almost the last machme
out from llounslow. ' SorTHCOM H MAY.
[Mr. H. A. Thompson drove an 8 h.p. Crowsley bicar with

J. A.P. engine in the Exeter run.—En.)

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. G. Gray (Orpington) wishes to thank those who

have been so kind as to ake enquiries in connection with
his accident, and to assure them that he is making good pro
gress towards recovery.

Brown and Barlow, Ltd., write: "May we ask you to

notify your readers not to accept from anyone carburetters
of our make which have had the rotation numbers filed off

the bottom of the float chamber."
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Time \o li^fit \^ps

Mar. 2ud
,, 4th
.. 6th
.. 9th

6.40 p.m.
6.44 p.m.
6.47 p.m.
6.52 p.m.

Machines in the Quarterly Trial.

We are asked to correct a rumour
that no single-geared machine will be
allowed to gain a first-class certificate

in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials. This

is not so. To gain a first-class certifi-

cate a competing motor bicycle must be
fitted either with a change speed gear

or a free engine clutch. This rule \Yas

made perfectly clear in Tlit Molvi-

Ci/ch- of January 12th

American Records Rejected.

Three, weeks ago we published a

photograph of C. W. Balke, an Ameri-
ca!' rider of an Indian, and some times

he claimed as world's records. The
F. A.M. has now resolved to reject the

times because of laxity and violation

of tli? rule.-i. After the trial the ergine

was measured, and found to exceed the

lim-. capacity, and then, after being

permitted to remain unsealed, was
again mea.snred, and found under size.

De Rosier's Wonderiul Ride.

The details of .Take De Rosier's record

ride on a 7 h.p. Indian last month form
most interesting reading. We have
already chronicled the news that he
covered 84 miles 135 yards in an hour,

and it seems likely that these and inter-

mediate figures will be accepted as

world's records in the States, as the
trial was officially sanctioned by the

F.A.M., and there were a number of

responsible supervising officials. De
Rosier selected the irew track at Los
Angeles (California) for his onslaught,

and but for running out of petrol at

the 93rd mile it is highly probable that

the 100 miles record would also have
been improved upon. We' give below
the figures as they were announced, and
it may be of interest to observe that

the previous best in an hour stood to

the credit of De Rosier with 79 miles

1.540 vards.

New records. Distance Old records.

M. s. M. s.

41i ... 1 mile .. 41i
3 29L ... 5 miles . . 3 37*

7 If ... 10 miles . . 7 201
10 35 ... 15 miles . .: 11 51
14 10 ... SO miles . . 14 45i
17 44| ... 25 miles . . 18 261
21 191 • 30 miles . • 22 6|
24 54? ... 35 miles . . 25 51

28 30| ... 40 miles . . 29 49|
32 61 .. 45 miles . . 33 331

35 41J .. 50 miles . .. 37 16i
54 75 miles .. 56 131

84 mis. 135 yds Ihour 79 mis. 1.540 vds.

92 mis. Ih, 6m. 35s. 90 mis. Ih. 7m. 4413.

Martin and the Tourist Trophy.
Harry Martin, the well known racing

motor cyclist, informs us that he is

;

preparhig 'to extend his business and

FUrURE EVENTS.

Mir. l8 -B.M.C.R.C first 1911 meeting at
Brooklands.

,, 23—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.
,, 2S-~M meting at Brooklan'ds.

Apr. 1 --M.C.C. ODening Run to Brighton.
,, I— O.f^rd M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.
,, I4-:7—M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Tour.
,, 14-17—Herts County A.C. Hirrogate Tour

and Open Inter-club Hill Climb at
SJtton Bink on Easter Saturday.

„ 17 -Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill
Climb on Shap Fell

„ 22 -A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
Centre). Startrng from Harrogate.

29 - Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.
Mty 6 -Herts. County A.C. Open HjII

Climb.
,, 27—Herts, County A.C. Open Speed

Trials.

to place uu the market a machine
which will be known as the " Martin."
For the Tourist Trophy Race he is

building up two " J^lart'in " machines,
one of which will be ridden bv a

IN THE WILDS OF NORTH DEVON
THE SIX DAYS AND QUARTER
TRIALS: MAfS OF THE SELECT

ROUTES.
'WINTER RELIABILITY TEST IN T

MIDLANDS.

private owner (David C. Boll

and the other by himself. E
machines will be entered in

jmiior class, and will be fitted \v

twin J.A.P. engines, 76 x 74 ni

Bosch magneto, Continental tvi

. Armstrong three-speed gear.

A.S.L. forks. Jlartin will also rid

machine fitted with J.A.P. engine
the senior class.

No Need for a Free Engine (?)

In the Derby Club's trial to Bux
last Saturday, a competitor, Ed
Russell, riding a 1^ h.p. light wei

of his own make (which is il

trated in our letters columns
week), demonstrated a novel
of starting his machine. Sit

across the saddle, he lifted the b
wheel cle;ir of the ground by gripj

hold of the saddle with one hand,
started the em^ine with a dig of
pedals. vSpeeding the engine up,
dropped the back wheel on to.-

ground and actually got away f:

the standstill without stopping
engine. ' Not vei-y good for the
tyre, we should sa,v ' By the
Mr. Russell is contemplating buil'

a similar engine for the T.T., bul

300 c c capacity. It has an out]

flywheel and a separate cjdindei

A sleigh fitted with a twin-cylinder V-type air-cooled motor cycle engine of 8 h.p.. The sleigh

driven by a screw-propeiler enclosed in a wire guard behind the driver's seat, and has attained
speed of 25 miles an hour. The desiiner is an engineer named J. Maurer who proposes to experane
with a similar arrangement for driving a runabout.
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imetliiiig Like a Hill.

Chalk Pit and Cudham hills have a
)rinidable rival Id the newly " dis-

jvered " acclivity named Salt Box
[ill, branching off from the direct

ondon-Weslerham road. It takes a

ell-tuned and pov/erful machine to

ake a clean ascent, and no passenger
lotor cycle has, so far as we know,
ttempted the feat.

le Personally Conducted HiU Tour.

B. Ma.i\ HiU writes that R. Sur-
dge, on a single-geared 3^ h.p.

lUdge-Whitworth, was the first to

ake a clean ascent of Salt Box Hill

; the above tour, which was described
, the last issue. He adds that his

vo-speed Rudge aleo made a clean

cent at the first attempt of every
ill encountered on this tour.

le April Quarterly Trial.

The course in Yorkshire selected for

e Spring Quarterly Trial on the
aturday following Eastertide will

sil_T eclipse in severity any course

et chosen. Besides Sutton Bank,
hich must be climbed "on the run,"
iveral other exceptionally severe

icenU are included. Successful

achines will certainly have to be of

16 go-anywhere kind.
We hope the A.C.U. has not selected

>o severe a course, but those who
ime through the test with a clean

eet will have good reason to he

oad of their performances.

istoric Ruins o- the Route.

The Quarterly Trials course decided

vm is not only severe but also most
teresting. Three famous Yorkshire
beys are passed—Rievaulx Abbey,
Bar Helmsley ; Whitby Abbey, which
n be seen on the top of the hill

posite the Royal Hotel, where
ncheon will be served ; and Byland
bbey, situated near Tontine Inn.

ovel Design of Tricar.

A member of our staff saw a new
rm of passenger three-wheeler on

Birmingham-Coventry Road at

week-end. The machine has a

ngle driving wheel, and the two
ssengers were seated tandem fashion,

e front one steering the machine by
eans of a wheel. The propelling
eucy is a twin-cylinder J. A. P.
igine driving through a chain-drive

d change-speed gear box. We have
ason to believe that the tricar is one
at has been built at the works of

e Bowden Brake Co., and readers
ay expect to hear n'ore of it anon.

e Six Days' Trials Course.

This week we are enabled to pub-
•sli the first complete map of the
aurse for the Six Days Trials which
'ill be held in August next. The
:ap and routes will be found on the
wo centre pages, and w'e take this
pportunity of pointing out that the
wny references to "hill-climbs" do
t mean that a timed hill-climb will
held at each, but merely that a

lection will be made from the
umerous steep hills which abound on

routes chosen. Nearly every hill
arked is of exceptional severity, and
> difficulty will be found in choosing
test hiU for each day's ride.

Our Eighth Annual Spring Number.
The principal contents of The Motor

Cycle eighth annual spring number to
appear on Thursday, March 23rd. will

be as under :

Ten Years' PnoGRE.ss in Motor
Cycle Design. Illustrated by valuable
old photographs of 1901 pattern motor
cycles to present day models.
Extremes Meet, iiy most enjoyable

and miserable motor cj'cle rides. By
B. H. Davies.

Sidecar Suggestions. By Miss
Beatrice Langston and P. W. Bischoff.

Preparing for hie Road. L seful

advice for novices taking up the pastime.
Illustrated by simple sketches.

Some Lesser Known Acclivities.
Descriptions and illustrations of formid-
able ascents in North, South, East, and
West.
Wild- FOWLING. A sportsman's use

for his motor cycle. . With exclusive
illustrations by our own photogi'apher.

Famillvb Motob Cycling Terms
Illustrated. By G. E. Shepheard.
Easteb Competitions. A brief re-

view of the motor cycle trials arranged
for Eastertide.

B.Jl.C.R.C. Brooklands JIeetlno.
A description of the previous Satur-
day's first 1911 meeting.

Numerous illustrations will be in-

cluded in this issue.

Death of Madame Longnemare.
We regret to have to announce the

death of Madame Longuemare, the
motlier of the inventors of the well-

known carburetter, at one time so
popular on motor bicycles. JIadame
L/onguemare took an active interest

in the business, and was often to be

seen in charge of a stand at the
shows in England some years ago.

She was ever a familiar figuic on
these occasions.

M.C.C. London-Land's End and Back.

'I he route for the above event, \yhich
will take pla-ce April 14-18tli, has been
slightly altered. Instead of following
the usual road, i-i'a Hakeliampton. Laun-
ceston, Bodmin, ridei-s will travel over
Dartmoor by .Moreton Hampstead. Two
Bridges, Tavistock, Liskeard, Truro,
Redruth, and Penzance to Land's
End. The Contour Road Book gives

the hills between Exeter and Moreton
Hampstead as very severe and nearly
all are marked dangerous.

Mileage of Dunlop Tyres.
At the annual dinner of the staff of

the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co., at the
Imperial Hotel, Birmingham, on
Saturday last. Mr. Harvey duCros, in

replying to the toast of " Our Guest,"
made a notable reference to the life

of t.he Dunlop tyre as established by
the splendid system of testing adopted
by the firm of W. and G. duCros in

connection with taxicabs. Since this

aystem was inaugurated in June,
1909, the mileage covered by Dunlop-
tyres which have passed through the

'test amounts to 92 million miles, and
the average mileage of each tyre works
out at about 9,000 miles. This is

magnificent testimony to their excel-

lence, and motor cyclists may reason-
ably e.xpect the same degree of quality
in 'the motor cvcle tvre.

215

The Six Days' Record.

A North-country amateur rider is,

we understand, about to attempt to
cover 2,134 miles in one week on a

2J h.p. motor bicycle, and thus beat
the long distance performance -^siab-

Ushed by A. E. Catt last November.

A.C.U. Decision re Road Records.

The question of officially recognising
long distance records recently came
before the A.C.U.. and it was decided
that the Union could not recognise such
trials in which the legal limit was
exceeded. In cases, however, in which
the legal limit was adhered to, the
Union Avould officially recognise the
performances, provided the entrant paid
the expenses of the time-keeping and
official observation.

Motor Cycle Show at Oxford.

The above show was opened on Fri-

day last, the 24th ult., at Morris
Garage. Oxford. The e.xhibit.« include

the following motor cycles : Matchless,
Indian, Triumph, Z.L., L.M.C.,
Singer, Calthorpe, M.M., Kerry-
Abingdon, F.N., Clyno, and Moto-
Reve. Mills-Fulford and Montgomery-
sidecars, tyres, belts, and tools are
also on view. In addition there is a
representative e.xhibit of well-known
motor spirits and lubricating oils.

The show ie open daily from 11 a.m.
until 9 p.m. until March 4th. The
organising secretary is R. A. Bishop.

A Gentle Hint.

Major Nott-Bower, the Chief Con-
stable of the North Riding of York-
shire, is a thorough sportsman, and
takes a keen interest in the Sutton
Bank Hill-climbs. Complaints, how-
ever, have reached him that motor
cyclists have been driving too fast and
too recklessly through Thirsk and the

village of Sutton on day.s previous to

the competitions. Riders who are
anxious to try this formidable hill are,

therefore, given the gentle hint to

drive with due caution in populous
places, or otherwise the Chief Constable
will be perfectly justified in taking
whatever steps he thinks fit.

Road Obstructions.

Mr. H. W. Turner, of Manchester^
writes that on the road from Middles-
brough to Yarm and Thirsk, last

month, he came across a single row
of stones placed along the left wheel
track. The exact spot was from Cra-

thorne to Trenholme Bar station. The-

stones were in a single row with in-

tervals between which were devoid of
stones. The samples sent us by Mr.
Turner are rough flints about Sin. by
2^10. by IJin., and it seems strange

that a similar occurrence was men-
tioned in The Molor Cycle about a.

year ago. On that occasion Mr. Turner
saw a man placing similar stones in

the same position at about 2.30

on a Saturday afternoon. As there

appears to be no apparent reason for

placing stones on the road in this
manner we would suggest that the
motoring organisations should mak&
enquiries into' the matter. A single

row of large stones cannot very well

be rolled into a hard road by passing
traffic, and they are extremely
dangerous to all load users.
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Derby and District M.C.C.

Over sixty members of this club were present at the first

annual dinner, which was held on the 22nd February, when
Mr. A. E. Green occupied the chair. After the distribution
of the prizes gained during the last year Uie Chairman jd re-

posed the toast of " Success to the Club," and referred to

the gi'eat increase in its members, seventy-five having
joined during the year.

Formation of a Motor Cycling Club.

The Swadlincote and District ilotor Cycle Club held its

initial meeting on February 20th, at Messrs. Curry's Cycle
Depot, Swadlincote. A fair number of enthusiasts from
Swadlincote, Woodville, and Nev.diall were present, and the
formation of the club was unanimously decided upon. A
committee was appointed, and the secretary of the club is

Mr. H. Hardwick, Rose Cottage, Newhall, Burton-on-Trent.

A Proposed Club Jor Newcastle, Staffs.

M^ny local suggestions have been made for the formation
of a motor cycle club in this district, and a meeting has
been called of those interested for March 9th, at the

Castle Hotel, at 7,30 p.m. All motor cyclists in the neigh-

bourhood are invited to come to thi£ meeting, and J\Ir. U.

T. Ashfcon, of 36, High Street, Newcastle, will be glad to

hear from anyone who would like to join this club, but who
will be unable to attend the meeting.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The seventh annual dinner, held in the historic St. Mary's
Hall, Coventry, proved a great success, eighty-four sitting

down to an excellent repast. Mr. John V. Pugh presided,

and amongst those present were Mr, J. W. Orde, secretary

of the K.A.C., who proposed "The Club," and made the

first official announcement regarding the formation of a

National Council of motorists which is dealt with in a

leadeiette this week. The president then presented the
prizes won during last year. Mr. V. A. Holroyd (chair-

man) thanked the prize donors for their generosity, and
Mr. F. Straight responding for the visitors mentioned that

he hoped to come to some .satisfactory arrangement between
the A.C.U. and C. and M.C.M. and T.U. respecting trials,

etc., if Mr. Alfred Bednell, the secretary of the latter body,

and he could meet. Mr. 11. W. Staner in pioposing the

toast of the president pointed out that Mr. Pugh often took

part in the club events on a motor cycle, leaving his car for

^ilficials, and he could not imagine anything more sporting

than that. The president replied suitably.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

An exceedingly instructive lecture was delivered

Thursday, the 25rd ult., before sixty members of the abo^

club by Mr. Jas. L. Norton, of Birmingham, on a corapariso

of the two and four stroke motors vi'ith a history of tl

former tvpes. The lecture was splendidly illustrated by meat

of cardboard working models. An interesting discussic

followed. Mr. Norton's self-sacrifice in lecturing wlie

unwell, and in defiance of doctor's orders, was very
appreciated.

North-Eastern Automobile Association.

The annual meeting of the North-Eastern Automobile Ass
ciation was held at the County Hotel, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Thursday night, the chairman. Major H. S. Streatfield. pr

siding over a good attendance.

The hon. sec. Mr. J. E. Hodgkin, M.I.E.E., Darlingto
presented the annual report to the committee, in which
was shown that the membership was now 848, the affiliati'

of the Newcastle and District Motor Club, Ltd., and
newly formed Durham and District Motor Club havii

resulted in a large influx of new members.

An Inter-team Trial.

The Bristol and Exeter Motor Cycle Clubs competed
an inter-trial run last Saturday. Each team of six men w
to ride at a schedule of 20 m.p.h., and all the 'team were
arrive at Taunton at once, each team being penalised
jjoiiits for every minute late or early, and the team losing t

smallest number of points to be declared winners, and t

losers to pay for dinner for themselves and the winning tea

The Exeter team unfortuaately did not adhere to the c(

ditions laid down, i.e., "all coming in at once," but cai

in at intervals of five minutes, and so were disqualifit

The Bristol team made a similar mif^take. one of their te;

running in front of the others and so letting the club dow
but it must be said that generally speaking the Exeter el

(lid best performance, as two of the Bri.-itol men retired
about half distance. The -wind and rain were very bad, a

there were many sideslips. The competing teams were :

Exeter.—J. Milner, S. Saunders, A. Tucker, and
Rcndall (3^ h.p. Triumphs). E. Babbington (3-^ h.p. B,

and L. Wilson (3^ h.p. Quadrant).
Bristol.—Philip Grout (8-10 h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap and sii

car), E. Kickhara, Clarke, Grace, and Wiltshire <2-| h,

Douglas), J. B. Kellar (3i h.p. Triumph), and H. Blo(
sidge (3i h.p. Rex). Wiltshire and Blocksidge retired
half-wav.

Exeter and 1

trict M.C.C.

Bristol B. & :

Inter-elub oo|

petition,

meeting at Tal

ton. The ma
bars of the Exj

team are asti

their motor cyl

and the Bril

team standing!

tween the Ex|

riders.
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Surrey M.C.C.

Triumph cup presenied to the Surrey
M.C.C. tor a reliability trial to Exeter

The illustration shows the handsome challenge cup pre

lented to the club by the Triumph Cycle Co., to be competpd
or in the club's annual re-

ability trial and will be

warded for the best single

ylinder machine. The event

kes place on June 15th and
4th, starting at 11 p.m. on
uesday aight. The course

ill be from Guildford to

eter and back.

Oxford M.O.C.

A breakdown competition
as held on the 21st ult. at

le Morris Garage, Oxford,
ach competitor had four
inutes to locate the fault,

ventually H. Braithwaite
•oved to be the winner,
iding that the magneto
lain wheel was loose on
mature spindle. The Rev.

Mansell Marry acted as
dge and Mr. "H. A. T. .,

ickford as timekeeper. After and ^ack

short explanation and
acussion on the fault and instructions how it might be
it right, light refreshments were served, followed bv a
asical evening. The next event in connection with this
lb will be a hill-climbing competition on March llth.
le open hill-climb is fixed for April 8th.

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.
rhe annual general meeting will be held at headquarters,
heen's Hotel, on Saturday next, at 7.45, when all local
pers are requested to attend.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C
The annual hot-pot supper and smoking concert, at the
bece Hotel, Darlington, was held on Wednesday. 22nd idt.,

ken over forty members and friends were present. Mr. .J.

tkell, captain of the club, presided. Following the repast,
chairman presented the prizes won in the 1910 com-

Ititions.

Proposed Club for Hereford and District.

/ith a view to the formation of a motor cycle club foi

Irefordshire all inteie?ted readers are invited' to attend :i

bvisional meeting to be held at the Mitro Hotel, Broao
leet, Hereford, at 7.30 p.m.. on Thursday. Jfarch 9th.
yhose wishing to attend are asked to send their namc.«

addresses to F. W, Carryer, c/o the Jlitre Hotel, ?[ere-

Id, who is acting as Hon, sec. pro lem.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.

Jlotor cyclists residing in the Willesden di.^trict are cordi-
invited to become members of the above club. The

Jdauartcrs are at the Rising Sun. Harle.^den Road, Willes
Green. The entrance fee is ?.s. 6d.. with an annual eub

Bption of 4.S. Runs are held every Sunday, leaving head
krters at 10 o'clock. On Thursday. iMarch 2nd, there will

J
a Cinderella dance at Linacre Hall, Willesden Green.

lending members should apply to Mr. J. C. Ball. hon. sec.
Chapter Road, Willesden Green, N.W.

Southampton and District M.C.
n important meeting of the members was held at the

h's headquarters. ''The Cowherds," the Avenue,
ithampton. on Wednesday evening, February 22nd, when
principal business was the question of the club's eo

rating in the formation of the new county club, to be
'ed the Hampshire County Jlotor Cycle Club. After
le discussion the resolution in favour of joining the
inty Club was passed unanimously, and it was announced
t the affiliation fees would be paid from the club funds
hout increasing the members' annual subscription.
t has been left to the Southampton Club to organise
combined opening run of the new County dub, which
take place or Good Friday, the destination being

op's Waltham.

Leicester and District M.C.C,

The opening run is to Biilesdon on the 19th inst., asaem
bling at Humberstone tram terminus at 2.30.

Walthamstow M.C.
The following fixtures have been arranged for March and

April. Lantern show to-night (Thursday). House supper.
March 16th Opening run, April 1st. Easter tour, April 5th.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

A lecture was given on Thursday evening, the 23rd ult.,

by Mr. S, F, Hill on " Internal Combustion Engines as

applied to Motor Vehicles and Cycles." The lecture, which
was interesting and well illustrated by slides of the leading
types of motor and aeroplane engines, proved too long tu

allow of discussion afterwards.

Herts County A. and A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A meeting of the Ladies' Committee responsible for the
ladies' trial to Harrogate on April 14th-17th, was held in

London on Thursday, February 23rd, when the preliminary
arrangements were made. It may be recalled that The Motor
Vydt has presented a silver cup, which will be won outright

by the lady making the best performance on the outward
and homeward journeys. In addition, and as an encourage-
ment to new comers, prizes will be offered for the completion
of single and double journeys respectively within one hour of

the respective schedule times.

The route will be froii Barnet by the Great North Road to

Peterborough, thence vid Lincoln, Sleaford, Gainsborough.
and Doiicaster to Harrogate. The entrance fee for the double
journey will be 10s. 6d., and for the single journey 6s. 5d.

Further particulars and entry forms may be obtained from
-Mrs.' C. C. Cooke, North Mimms, Hatfield".

With regard to the club's hill-climb on Sutton Bank on
Easter Saturday, the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. desires

to take part, and it is to be hoped that this can be satis-

factorily arranged, as it would be a splendid sight to see

six clubs competing against one another for supremacy on
this famous hill.

Midland Reliability Trial. Hearing the top of Warmlngtoii. included

in the outward run,
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FOUHTH DAY, August 17th.

Distance, 167:! Allies.

Acomb 19 J
Borougbbridge .

.

. . 36J
Greenhow Hill (hill-climb).
Grassington .. .. 671
Settle 87i
Kidstone Paas (hill-climb).
Boltou Bridge . . . . 138}
Kexgill Blubberhoufies.
Nonvood Edge (steep hills).
Harrogate . . . . 167}

FIFTH DAY, August 18th,

Distance, 191:; Miles.

Tadcaster 17
Ilkley ..41
Keighley Gate (hill-climb).
Heaton Woods iliill I in 4).

Fifth Day—(continued).

Milei
Haworih lateep hill I.

Colne 80
Settle 102
Skyreholme Moor (hill-cUmb).
BrowDstay Ridge (steep lilll).

Skellgill (steep tiill).

Masham .

.

•

.

151
ThiRk 170
Harrogato . . 191}

SIXTH DAY, August 19th,

Distance, 901 Miles.

Wetherby .

.

. . 13i
York
Market Weighton
Belby
Whitkirk
Harrogate

25)
3SJ
56 i

748
90}

'HOWDEN
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Except/ona//y Severe Cond/t/ons.

ORIGINALLY announced and intended as an
open event, the Sutton Coldfield A.C. winter
reliability trial was successfully carried out lasl

Saturday over a severe course rendered more arduous
by the typical February conditions that prevailed.

The A.C.U. refused to grant a permit for this event
on the ground that it would have been an innovation,
so instead of disappointing the entrants the organising
club enrolled them all members, to escape the A.C.U.
ban. We deal with the matter in a leaderette.
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The difficult course of approximately 120 miles.

The trial consisted of a run of about 120 miles,

embracing hills of the calibre of Rose Hill, Rednal,
and Sunrising, Edge, and Warmington, the three stiff

ascents on the famous range of Edge Hills that

formed the scene of a battle that we read of in our
history books. Such a severe course has hitherto been
unknown in rtiotor cycle trials with the possible

exception of the Scottish trials, and the roads being

covered with a thick coating of tacky mud of varying

consistencies, it will occasion no surprise to hear that

the non-stops were exceedingly few. More of these

trials in whiter would serve a useful purpose in

focussing attention on the best all-weather mount.

The chief award was the Colmore Cup, kindly pre-

sented by Mr. F. S. Whitworth, and a gold medal,

whilst silver medals were offered to all who made
non-stops.

Of 49 entrants, 46 duly lined up at the Gun
Barrels Hotel, Bristol Road, Birmingham, at 9.30

a.m. on Saturday last, and they were despatched

in pairs at half-minute intervals, as follows ;

geai'

.J. Woodhouse (3-^ ii.p. Precision), fixed gear.

Bert Yates (3^ h.p. Humber), two-speed gear.
Douglas Arter (3-J,- h.p. James), fixed gear.

J. J. Woodgate (3^ h.p. Singer), free engine,
Basil Jones (3^ h.p. Premier), free engine.
W. D. South (3| h.p. 1911 Scott), two-speed gear.

F. G. Edmond (3^ h.p. Humber), fixed gear.
H. D. Jones (4 h.p. Zenith-Gradua), variable ge
H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision-Brampton). ar
Sam Wright (3^ h.p. Humber), two-speed gear.

H. Greaves (2| h.p. Enfield), two-speed gear.

Jack Slaughter (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), fixed gear.

W. H. Eggerton (6 h.p. Zenith and sc), variable gear.

H. Rem Fowler (3^ h.p. Ariel), variable gear.

Geoffrey Smith (3^ h.p. Humber), two-speed gear.

T. Le Marquand (3^ h.p. Ivy), free engine.

James St. John (3^ h.p. Triumph), fixed gear.

Seymour Smith (3^ h.p. Norton), tixed gear.

VV. H. Lslip {2| h.p. Enfield), two-speed gear.

W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), two-speed gear.

C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge-Whitworth), free engine.

Phillip Brewster (3^ h.p. Norton), any gear.

E. H. Mills (3i h.p. James T.T.), fixed gear.

W. _H. Watkins (3^ h.p. Premier), free engine.

H. Goldman (5 h.p. Rex), two-speed gear.

R. W. Duke (3-^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), variable

J. Dudley (2^ h.p. Hobart), fixed gear.

P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas), two-speed gear.

Richard H. Viggers (2^ h.p. Enfield), fi.xed gear.

Harry Patterson (2^ h.p. New Hudson], three-speed gear.

C. Perryman (3^ h.p. Ariel), free engme.
H. J. Woodgate (34 h.p. Premier), free engine.

George Hill (3^ h.p. Ariel), free engine.

G. Patterson, jun. (2i h.p. New Hudson), three-speed gear

H. P. Purchase (2^ h.p. A.J.S.), two-speed gear.

gear.

Competitors crossing tli:) Avon at Stratford
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Midland Reliability Trial.

W. Duke (31 h. p. Zenith-Gradual and H. Goldman (5 h.p. Beij
passing the ruins of Edge HiJl Tower.

P.

W.
w.
H.
O.
G.
H.
K.

G.

J. Kvans tS^ li.p. Huniber). two-speed gear.

B. Gibl) (2* li.p. Douglas).
Nat. Goodman (3i li.p. Rudgc-Whitworth).
T. VValdeii (3^ h.p. 'Iriumph). free engine.

E. Stanley (iij h.p. Singer), free engine.

Lee Temple (1^ h.p. .\loto-Velo), ti.xed gear.

C. Pickering (2^ h.p. A.J.S.), two-speed gear.

. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sc), three speeds.

C. Peart (3i h.p. RiidgeWhitworth), single gear.

Hillis (T;T. Triumph), single gear.

G. H. 'J'ayTor (Rndge-Whitworth), single gear.

One of the non-starters, F. H. Stevenson (8 h.p.

Matchless and sidecar) left his machine at a Birming-

ham garage overnight with a request that it be cleane<l.

He sub.sequently called for it to find an attendant husv

with a hosepipe, regardless of the delicacy of the

mechanism. Two Iwurs later Mr. Stevenson had re-

assembled the magneto and the carburetter after having
{jerforce to disnwntle them to mop out tlx' water. He
caught up the competitors at Sunrising.

Once clear of the tramlines the going was good to
Sell}- Oak and Kose Hill, w'hich was in fair condition.
Here Geoffrey Smith, who was trying out a brand-new
two-speed Humber, was obliged to dismount near the
top owing to the change-speed plunger sticking and thus
refusing to release the high gear. 1 hrough Bromsgrove,
Crabb's Cross, Alcester, Stratford, and Ettington the
road is of an undulating nature, and, notwithstanding
the absence of direction arrows, the competitors had
little difficulty in following the course thanks to the
excellent route cards aiid timetable handed to each
entrant. .A.s was anticipated. Sunrising unseated a
goodly number, but no one expected that over fifty per
cent, would fail, tlespite the heavy roads. Undoubtedly
the fact of having to attempt the climb with hot engines
accounted for such a large percentage of failures. This
was further proved by tlie fact that one or two de-

scended the hill and successfully accounted for the
ascent at the second time of asking.

The Performances on Sunrising.

The fastest ascents of Sunrising were cleafly those
of G. E.' Stanley (3 J/4 h.p. Singer), -F. G. Edmond
(3/'2 li-P- Humber), and G. H. Taylm- (334 h.p. Rudge-
Whitworth)—all single-geared mounts, and K. W

.

Duke (3J3 h.p. Zenith-Graduu). Most of the change-
speed machines were al.so succes.si'ul. The following
failed: J. Woodhouse. D. Arler, Basil Jones, H. (".

.Newman, P. Brewster, T. le Marijuand, C. S.

Hmney. W. H. Islip, H. Rem Fowler. Jas. Si. John,
W. H. I'lggerton (belt slip|)ing), \V. H; Walkins, J.

J. W'oddgate, R. H. Viggers, Harry Patterson, S. C.
I'erryman, H. J. WVMjilgate, G. L. Temple. H. R.
Purchase, H. G. Pickering, and G. C. Peart.

J. H. Slaughter assisted liis machine near ihe
.summit with vigorous digs of his right foot on the

ground, whilst Seymour Smith and J. Oudlcy g<jt up
with [)edalling. George Temple marie a inosl plucky
attempt to climb the hill on his ij4 h.p. Moto-Velo.

Continuing along the summit of Edge Hills past

the old Round Tower, the hill leading to Kineton
was descended, and, skirting Gaydon. the main
W.irwick-Banburv road wa-s ioined. Hereabouts H.

The corapulson' stop at t^ie (ot*l of Warmingtan itill. Hereabouts tne roads were IbicKly coated with mud.
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Midland Beliability Trial.-

J. W. Woodhouse (Precision) and A. D. Ailer iJames) passing the Round
Tower on tlie summit ot Edge Hill.

C. Pickering, H. Jones, and H. T. Walden were passed
tyre repairing. At the foot of Warmington a thirty

minutes' halt was called, but all climbed the hill after

their engines had cooled down.
Entering Banbury a particularly treacherous stretch

of road was ei'icountered, whilst to make matters

worse a steam roller was at work. The Red Lion
Hotel reminded one of an A.C.U. quarterly trial.

Before restarting on the homeward journey in a

contrary direction to the outward run competitors

were not allowed to warm their engines on the stands,

but on receiving the word to go, ofScials were
stationed to note the ease with which the engines

started, and awarded marks accordingly. Before

Warmington the unlucky No. 13 (H. Greaves) was
passed with the rear tube out, and a few miles further

on P. Brewster was seen repairing his belt.

Edge Hill Too Steep for the Majority.

Edge Hill, generally considered to be the steepest

of the trio, accounted for still more spoilt records,

most who had failed on Sunrising having to dismount

and do some useful pushing, although Bumey, Arter,

and Slaughter this time reached the summit wfithout

difficulty. Again Stanley, Taylor, Edmond, and
Duke made excellent ascents, whilst W. D. South,

one of the few successful amateurs, made a creditable

climb on the low gear of his two-stroke machine.

This time W. W. . Douglas unfortunately changed
down badly and stopped his engine. He at once
restarted on the gradient and easily topped the ascent.

On a short by-road the competitors followed to Sun-

rising, there was a layer of loose flints, and one of these

"went clean through both sides of the inner tube of Bert

Yates's -machine, which was hard lines for him, as it

was stated at the luncheon table that Yates had been
running most nearly to the set standard. The descent

of Sunrising with its bad corner called for some care.

Near Stratford W. H. Islip did not belie his name and
•came over in the mud. Inckilv without hurting himself

or machine. At Alcester the riders followed the

direct Birmingham Road to the tram' terminus, but

en route were stopped at the foot of Gorcott Hill.

Between this point and the finish a secret check was
arranged to decide the winner in case of a tie. It

proved to be half a mile past the top of Gorcott, which
most competitors went up at a rare bat.

At the finish an enthusiastic band of officials

examined the machines as to their cleanliness or other-

wise, and worked imtil past midnight on the checking

sheets in order to issue the results promptly.

Official Results.
Only a round dozen made non-stops, and in most

cases they would ha\'e tied for first place had not

marks been lost for difficult starting at one or other of

the four controls.

1. W. D. SotjTh (1911 4 h. p. -two-speed Scott), Colmore
cup and gold medal (presented by Mr. F. S. Whitworth),
also gold medal offered for best performance of an amateur,
200 marks.

2. R. W. Dake (3i li.p. Zeuith-Giadua), 200 marks.
3. P. J. Evans (3-^ h.p. two-speed Humber), 200 marks.
It has been decided to make 'a special award of a gold

medal to each of these instead of silver medals for non-
stops. Three competitors hf^ving gained the maximum
number of 200 marks, tire positions had to he decided accord-
ing to performance in the secret check.
The check was one mile from the foot of Gorcott, and, theve-

fore, time at schedule rate of 19 m.p.h. should be 3m. 9s.

W. D. South was nearest with 3m. 5s.

R. W. Duke, second, 2m. 55s.

P. J. Evans, third, 2m. 38s.

Others making non-stops and gaining silver medals were r

4. Sam \A'right (3^ h.p. two-speed Humber). 199 marks.
5. J. H. Mills (3i h.p. T.T. .James). 199 marks, who also,

gains a silver medal for second best amateur.
6. P. Phillips (Douglas two-speed). 199 marks.
7. F. G. Edmond (3^ h.p. Humber). 198 marks.
8. E. B. Ware (8 h.]). Chater-Lea) and sidecar. 198 marks,
9. W. B. Gibb (two-speed Douglas), 196 marks.

10. G. E. Stanley (Singer free engine). 196 marks.
11. J. Slaugliter"(L.5I.'C.). 195 marks.
12. G. Taylor (Pudge Whitworth), 194 marks.

Much credit is due to Mr. James St. John for the

organisation of the trial, and to the willing officials,

including, among others, Messrs. Frank Burnett.

Howard Smith, H. G. Hill, P. Mosedale. F. S. Whit-

worth, aiTd A. Manning Lomax;

E. B. VV.ire (Sli.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar,) passing the observers on Ecige -

Hill, approximate gradient 1 in 7.
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Selection of the
April Quarterly Trials

Route.

THE course selected by the Auto Cycle Ifiuou lur the

SuriuK Quaiteiiv Trial was surveyed on baturdav lasi.

bv Mr. f. Straight and Mr. E. M. P. Boileaii who

w"ere accompanied, and very largely assisted, by

Messrs. H. ^Y. Fortune and T. Atl-nson, of the HarrugiUc

and District M.C.C. The course selected nviU excel in difii-

cnlties any vet selected for the Quarterly Inals. The head-

ouarters for" the Quarteily and Six Days' inals will be the

Clarendon, Harrogate", which has excellent garagtyiccoininoda-

lion. Leaving the hotel the men wi" ' ' "

the left, and " er negotiating the

level crossing at Starbeck, pri'-

ceed straight to Knaresborough

and Bonniglibridge ;
good roads

are traversed all the way. About
one and a half miles beyond
Knaresborough there is a turn

to the right where the signpo.st

))oints to Binonghbridge, which

may be easilv missed. At the

en-i of the vitlage the right-hand

road is taken, and thereafter en-

sues a splendid run to Thirsk.

In Dishforth an unexpected turn

to the right is taken. .After pro-

ceeding through Topcliffi'. Thirsk

is reached. After Thirsk the

somewhat rough road is uuniis-

(akabl to the foot of Sutton

Bank. Now intending competi-

tors .should bear in mind that to

attain a certificate this hill must
be climbed unassisted.-

ill take the first turn on
i

VIEWS OF THE APRIL QUARTERLY TRIALS COURSE,
HARROGATE-WHITBY-HAIIROGATE.

(1.) Lyltie Bank, a steep hill rising from Sandsend.

The surface at the moment of writing is rather rough, and
fresh stones have been laid on the offside of the trough.
Competitors, therefore, should gear and tune their machines
accordingly. When the summit has been reached the ixiad to
the right is taken, whicli is rough and rutty, and continues
thus till about two miles from Hehnsley. The Hambleton
Hotel is passed, and at the next fork the right-hand road
is taken, the village of Scawton is traversed, and next
ensues the descent of Scawton Bank, a precipitous declivity

—

half-way down the worst gradient (about 1 in 4 or 5) is a

stone guUey. Next follows the
stiff ascent of Rievaulx Bank.
About half a mile further ou a

turn to the right is taken, and
the telegraph poles are followed
to Helmsley. Bearing to the
right in Aislaby, the road is taken
to Pickering, the negotiation of

which needs care. After several
turnings have been taken, a sign-
post bearing the words "To
Whitby" is seen. This road,
which rapidly begins to ascend,
is taken, and there is a gradual
rise till an altitude of 800ft. is

attained. The surface for the
most part is gocjd, but in places
the road in the distance looks
absolutely grass-grown, but on
reaching it it is found to be of
comparatively good surface. Be-
fore reaching Saltergate Inn a
scveie hairpin (downhill) has to

(2.) A laii,'erou3 hill which the competitors descend near Saltergate
Inn, on the moors between Pickering and Whitby.

(4.) A stia and twisty ascent Irom Salthurn loreshore.

(3 and 5.) Further views of the tortuous rise from Saltburn. The
hill in the distance is the one which the competitors descend to the

foreshore
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be negotiated. About «ight mile.% from Saltergate Inn thf
summit (900ft.) is reached, and thereafter a rapid descent
ensues to Sleight, which culminates in Blue Bank, a
precipitous declivity.

After Kuswarp there is a very stiff hill, wfiich requires
careful negotiation. The route avoids Old Whitby, and
nearly brings the riders on to the front opposite the Royal
Hotel. Shortly after leaving Whitby a tollgate (Id.) has
to be passed, and thereafter ensues a somewhat twisty road,
the corners of which require care. After passing close
along the seashore at Sandsend, a bridge is crossed, and
on passing under the railway bridge to the left the steep
ascent up Lythe Bank is negotiated. The gradient is 1 in

4.5 at the outset, and there is no chance of a run. This
hill is nearly two miles long. The road is easy to follow,
as the telegraph poles show the way. After leaving Hinder-
well there is a steep hill leading down into: Dalehouse.
Opposite a signpost a sharp turn to the right is taken over a
bridge round to the right again, and up a terrific hill

(Dalehouse Bank), with no possibility of rushing it, which
will prove almost as severe a test as Lythe Bank. After
Loftus there is another severe hill. These and the other
ascents between Whitby and Saltburn are infinitely more
severe than Westerham, and are for the most part "longer.
This exceedingly arduous piece of road culminates in a zigzag
ascent of no mean severity into Saltburn. Guisborough is

neatly avoided, Stokesley is passed, and a rather winding
road is traversed to Thirsk. The day's work is finished bj
an easy run through Ripon to Ripley, and on to Harrogate
The total distance is 144 miles. The two test hills will b(

Sutton Bank and Lythe Bank.

THE GORDON RUNABOUT.

WE recently had the pleasure of a trial run on a new
runabout that is about to be placed upon the
market by Mr. Gordon Armstrong, proprietor of

the East Riding Garage and Engineering Works,
Beverley. It is built entirely on motor cycle lines, and
weighs complete only 3 cwts. The wheelbase is 8ft., and
the chassis is built oi steel tubing. The infinitely vari-

able gear permits of any
ratio between 4 to 1 and 9
to 1, whilst by the use of
the adjustable pulley on the
engine-shaft, which is incor-
porated in a ilabon clutch,
gears Of 6 to 1 and 11 to 1

may be used.
The transmission is by two

belts, one from the engine (a

5 h.p. J.A,P,) to an expand-
ing' pulley on the countershaft
and from another expanding
pulley to the back axle. By
sliding the counter-shaft back-
wards and forwards, and con-
tracting and expanding the
pulleys, the ratios are altered.

Three-quarter view ct the Gordon quadcar.

The back axle is ingeniously constructed to overcome the
absence of a differential. On one end of a solid shaft is

fixed one of the road wheels, and on the centre of the shaft
is attached halt of the belt pulley. The other half of the
belt pulley is attached to a tubular sleeve fitting ovor the
solid shaft and carrying at its extremity the other road
wheel. This pulley slipping arrangement allows one half

of the pulley to over-run the
other when turning corners
During our trial spin no
trouble from either gear or
differential was experienced,
although on leaving Beverley
a very severe hill was en-|

countered which was sur
mounted with ease by meansl
of the variable gear. Othe;
details of this construction
are the magneto carried r

front of the engine, and t\v

springing, ',vhich is on thi

principle of the Lancheste;
car. Pedal - operated front!

wheel internal expandinj
brakes are also fitted.

Soriion Qualcar. The power plant. The engine is a 6-7 h.p. twin J.A.P. Rear view showing the belt drive and specially constructed axle.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legnl

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Ignition o( a V-type Twin.

Kindly tell me—(1.) At what
angle thv^uld the blades (wipe)

be set on the contact of a 60^

V twin engine? (2.) Would a

plain coil and make and break

give better results than a trembler

and wipe?—N.VV.C.
(1.) The blades should be at 0°—210°.
(2.) You will get better results, that

is, greater speed and a reduced con-

sumption of current, from a plain coil

and make and break contact breaker.

N8W Piston Rings.

The piston rings on my 6-7

^1 h.p. twin are broken. I shall

^ feel obliged if you will inform
_LJ me whether I can replace these

cast iron rings with mild steel,

ones or phosphor bronze, and if so

which would prove the better of the

two? It is almost impossible to get

good cast iiou out here.—A. A.
Carnegie (Karachi).

You may use mild steel rings until

the proper rings have arrived from
England. You must, however, be

very careful about lubrication, as there

might be a tendency to seize until the

rings have become properly run in.

Phosphor bronze is quite out of the

question, as it would heat up too

quickly and the rings would lose their

springiness. There is nothing yet dis-

covered better than cast iron.

How to Remove a Pulley.

I should be much obliged
^T] to you if you would kindly

^ answer me the following
-iJ questions : (1.) What is the

best tiling to cure oil leaking
through the pulley-shaft bearing ?

(2.) The proper way to remove a pulley
from shaft. (3.) Would it be very
uncomfortable to have footboards
sloping in front? (4.) Are long heavy
machines more likely to skid than
light machines?—W. J. M.vNX.

(1.) To insert a felt washer. (2.) Get
three hard wood wedges, drive them
in gently at equal distances between
pulley and crank case, and give a tap
on end of shaft with a hammer. (3.)

Footboards would be an improvement,
and would make the • machine more
comfortable. (4.) Machines with a
medium length wheelbase are gener-
ally admitted to be steadier in grease
than machines with a short wheelbase.

Position of Silencer. Overheating.

I am at present getting a
good deal of fun out of an old
pattern chain driven machine,
and I should be glad if you
will kindly help me with your

advice on a few of the problems
which have presented themselves:

(1.) Can you tell me what is the
approved way of ciittirig ' out the
power of the engine when slowing
down temporarily on a motor cycle
with accumulator ignition? (2.)

AVhat advantages should I get from
converting from trembler coil to
plain coil and make and break
contact? (3.) On a long hill the
engine gets very hoi and dies away
altogether. Do you think the posi-
tion of the silencer has anything to

Booth's Motorics, Kei;hley Mills, Bedford Street
North, Halifax, are mariicling the above sijecar
attichmeot wiln child's seat in front. A good point
is that the extra seat is reversible.

do with this, as in my machine it

is right to windward of the engine,
where it must intercept the cold air
and cause only warm air to reach the
cvlinder ribs, and not so much of
that;—T.B.W.

(1.) The best way is to raise the
exhaust valve. If the lifter is so
adjusted that the valve is raised to
its fullest extent you will not get
silencer explosions." For controlling
the machine you should operate as
much as possible on the throttle. (2.)

You will get much greater efficiency
from the engine and more mileage out
of the accumulator. (3.) Yes, this
may certainly have something to do
with it. Also, if there is any back
pressure in the silencer this might be
the cause of the trouble.

?

n

Chain Transmission.

Is it possible to adapt a
motor cycle so that w-hcn using

a sidecar a chain drive may
be emploj'cd and when wanted
only for solo work a bolt drive

may be substituted? I am told tliat

a chain drive is best for passenger
work.—G.H.N.

It would be possible, but not worth
the trouble, and it would be far better

to have chain drive permanently.
There is no doubt tliat chain traneniis-

sion is more popular for passenger
work.

Flooded Carburetter.

I have a 19U B. and B.
carburetter on my machine,
and I iind that if I turn tlio

petrol tap on and wait abnut
half a minute and then start

the machine it will commence living

in about six yards. If, however, I

flood the carburetter by depressing
the small knob the engine is much
more trouble to start. I might
mention that the machine fires quite

regularly while running at all

speeds. Will yot: k'l.dly explain
this?—N.F.

Your carburetter is in that happy
state when it needs no flooding to

start. If, however, you flood the car-

buretter you cause it to give off too
strong a mixture, which is quite aa

bad for starting as one which is too
weak.

Fit of Piston Rings.

Will you kindly answer the
following questions: (1.) 'the

cause of plug sparking across
to tank space about § inch
causing engine to stop? (2.)

When is the right time to try com-
pression of engine, warm or cold?
(3.) Is 4-1000 pa.-t of an inch too
much in gap when fitting new rings?

(4.) When turni.ig new rings, how
much larger ' have the rings to be
left than the piston?—J. E.G.

(1.) When you are running fast the
current is quite capable of jumping
this distance. A cure would be to
fit a rubber cover over the sparking
plug terminal. (2.) You should try
the compression after the engine has
been running, 'when the oil has
worked up on to the piston. (3.) The
gap depends on fiz? of cylinder, say
]-54th inch. (4.) The rings should be
a good sliding fit in the cylinder.
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A Sulphated Accumulator.

I should be much obliged

if you could suggest a cure
for an accumulator, the plates

of which are elightly sul-

phated on the top?—H. A.
ElCHAEDS.

To cure sulphating of accumulators
sodium carbonate should be added to

the acid. The proper proportion is

about one ounce of carbonate to a

gallon of acid solution. To bring

accumulators to a good form again it

might be advisable to discharge them
through a lamp and charge them up
again once or twice.

Difllculty in Starting.

I have a Sj h.p. Eex, 1906

S
pattern, Longuemare car-

buretter, with which I have
a, great deal of trouble to

start, even in mild weather.

The contact breaker is adjusted

all right, and so is the coil. The
carburetter has just been thoroughly
cleaned, and it gets plenty of petrol.

Could you oblige me by giving a

remedy fcr this trouble ?—W.F.M.

The trouble is probably due to the

carburetter receiving too much air at

'Starting. If you fit a smaller sized

air adapter around the jet, or some
sort of shutter to exclud'e, or partially

exclude, the air from underneath the

jet at the moir.ent of starting, the

trouble would, we feel sure, be cured.

A Case ol Overheating.

I have a 2i h.p. machine,
date about 1906, with accu-
mulator and trembler coil,

gear 5^ to 1. My riding

weight is twelve stones, and
machine goes well on the level but
heats considerably after a few miles

and, then fails on moderate hills,

Blowing down and stopping. I run
with throttle nearly closed on level

and extra air two-thirds open
(F.N. carburetter). Cylinder is free

from deposit and compression and
firing good I give half a pumpful
of oil about evei-y six to eight miles,

but do not find much oil in crank
case after a run. Crank case does
not appear to leak. Exhaust valve

lifts about i^in., and spring is strong.

(1.) Do you think engine is doing
well, and that my weight is some-

what against it? (2.) Should I im-

prove matters by putting a smaller

puUcy on engine-shaft? Present
one is 4in. outside diamet-er.

—

OVERHOT.

The gear would seem to us to be
aoout right, although your weight is

fairly heavy for so small an engine. Still,

on level roads the engine should pull

well without overheating. We should
advise you to examine the exhaust
valve cam and eee if this is worn, as

it appears to us that the exhaust
valve should lift about ^in., and failure

to lift may be due to a worn cam or
shortened exhaust valve stem. At
present we should not recommend you
to alter the gear but to verify the
cams, as suggested. If alterations in

this direction do not improve matters
you might try lowering the gear. _

\26

?

Loss of Power.

I have a 2 h.p. De Dion
engine in a New Hudson
frame, and lately it has lacked

power at slow speeds and on
hills, although it stiU runs ex-

cellently when the speed can be
maintained. The engine never over-

heats, carburetter is all right, and
so is compression when tried on the

stand. Is the trouble likely to be
in (a) the lift, or (b) the spring

strength of (i.) the exhaust valve or

(ii.) the (automatic) inlet valve?

—

D. J. Bolton.

The lift of e.xhaust valve is probably
appreciably reduced by wear. The
only remedy is to fit a new cam. A
new spring would also doubtless im-

prove matters considerably ; also a new
spring and cap for inlet valve. We should
say that the exhaust valve spring has

lost its temper, particularly if it has
not been changed recently. Probably
the inlet valve through wear now opens
too much. That is why we recommend
a new cap as well as the spring.

OUT OF DATE SIGN POSTS.

(hmr«1 fv^

1

' :i^|
^,,..i

l:--

Until all finger posts are designed after the style of
the one in the left-hand illustration, we propose to
publish this illustration yearly. Why direction posts
should ever be tolerated by County Councils in which
the fingers obscure one another is beyond the com-
prehension of every common-sense road user.

Carburetter Obstruction.

I recently purchased a 1909

_| twin two-speed gear rated at

^ 5| h.p. with coach-built side-

-iJ car, but it does not seem to

have power enough for evem
our best roads about N. Devon
(Lynmouth district). It will not run
for any distance without a stop, say,

200 yards, but occasionally it will

take a spell and go for half a mile
fairly well. The magneto seems to

be working all right ; one cannot
detect any misfire when on the
stand ; it is quite easy to start, but
will not pull well on the road. The
carburetter seems to me at fault,

for at times the engine will take,
say, one-quarter opening extra air,

but at other times it will take no
air at all, will stop as soon as the
air lever is opened the least, when
taking no extra air ; it works a little

better with the main aiv partly
closed off. The jet diameter is, as
far as I can see, quite clear.' Gauzes
are all clean. Compression seems a
little indifferent, especially in front
cylinder, but I am looking to that.

If there is anytjiing you can suggest

as the cause of my trouble I shall

esteem it -a favour.—P. J. Kimmins.
There seems to be no doubt whatever
that the trouble is in the carburetter
or petrol pipe. There is evidently
some obstruction in either the petrol
pipe, jet, or one of the passages of

the carburetter, otherwise the machine
would never keep on stopping like

this. Occasionally a particle of foreign

matter gets into the tank and rests on
the petrol orifice, partially obstructing
the flow. If the engine is stopped as

soon as the flow ceases, the object
is washed away, ^nd at the next time
an attempt is made to start the
engine runs well until the flow again
makes the particle close the orifice.

This seems to us to be the cause of

your trouble.

Current Consumption.

Will you please tell me if^ you can help me in the foUow-
> ing difficulty? IMy motor cycle
-2J is an old pattern, accumulator

and trembler, make and break
contact, and current consumption is

rather high. I have recently had the
contact blade and screw Jebronised,
but it seems to make little differ-

ence. I have got a new dry battery,
thinking my old accumulator was at
fault, but it has not improved mat-
ters. I have also had all the wires
off and examined them, and they ail

appear perfect. I may say that it I

touch the blade and the brass portion
of the contact breaker together with
a piece of metal, such as a screw-
driver, there seems an exceKent
spark.

—

H;S.

The trouble seems to be due to the fact

that you have an extravagant coil,

which consumes far too much current.
This would absolutely preclude any
chance of your using a dry battery.
The only remedy is a good plain coil,

using your make and break, when you
could use a dry battery or accumulator
as you thought fit. This would render
the engine far more efficient than your
present system.

_ EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the ' replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"Carbonisk." Sheppey's or other
decarbonisers.

"P.J.F." (Bolton). Wilkinson
T.A.C with sidecar attachment.

"Doubtful" (Birmingham). N.S.U.
two-speed gear to 5^ h.p. engine.

"H.E.N.E." (Brockley). Millennium
fit-all gear for 3^ h.p. single-cyUnder
machine and sidecar.

"G.H." (Grimsby). Fit-All gear or

Mabon clutch and Whittle belt with
Triumph and sidecar.

" J.E.J. G." We cannot see our way
to reply to postcards. Our rules are

quite clear.

If " Motor Cyclist " will send his name
and address, also a stamped addressed

. envelope, we shall be happy to answer

his queries respecting a 3^ h.p. Minerva
and sidecar.

H



1911 Competitions.

LAST week we were enabled to publish maps of

the Spring Quarterly and Six Days' Trials,

and the reader who studies these and the

matter describing them will find that in

severity the routes eclipse anything ever yet

attempted. From a competitive standpoint this is

inevitable, since as the motor cycle develops so must

the tasks it has to perform in competition be made
more and more difficult, otherwise the competition

promoters would have great difficulty in separating

I
the wheat from the chaff and making their awards.

Our readers and ourselves are well aware of the

I capabilities of the modern motor cycle, and even the

1 man in the street now knows that the motor bicycle

of the present day is no longer a toy but a reliable

go-anywhere means of locomotion if—and it is, we

I
fear, a big //^—kept in proper tune.

The rider in any ordinary district in which excep-

Itional hills do not exist is quhe content with his mount.

lit climbs Westerham, Titsey, Sunrising, even Birdlip,

without a murmur, but let him take a holiday in

I
Devon or Scotland, and he will find his hopes dis-

lillusioned. Even in Yorkshire, that delightful county

IfuU of interest both historical and natural, he will

I
find hills which will either call for a dismount or a

[change of gear ratio according to the type and power
lof the machine ridden. Probably quite fifty per cent.

Irf the failures on hills may be traced to unfamiliarity,

Iwhich is a severe handicap, as it 'devolves upon the

Iraachine entirely to pull its owner out of a difficulty.

variation of the levers on a corner badly taken
loften spells failure, and more often than 'not when the

pngine is called upon to correct the driver's error it

Ivill not respond.

Now this is what difficult trials will cure; place

the course far enough away from the manufacturing

centres to make previous practising practically pro-

hibitive, and make the route diflicult enough, and

development in design will be effected.

The makers have their tasks set for rgn, and

those who perform them successfully will reap a rich

reward in 191 2.

The Machine of the Future.

TO
do what is required the two following items

require consideration : first, gearing to render

the machine capable of climbing anything and

everything to be found in the Contour Road
Book; secondly, a means of keeping the

engine cool under all conditions.

The machines in the Six Days' Trials will receive

such a gruelling that even with careful driving carbon

deposits will be heavy on the pistons and cylinder

heads before the test is completed. Means inust be

found to prevent this. The need of cleaning out

cylinders as frequently as every thousand miles must

be abolished, and a solution of the difficulty must be

found.

Not only have the two afore-mentioned trials been

greatly increased in .severity, but practically all other

important competitions in like manner. Latest

announcements make it practically certain that the

Four-inch course will be used for the Tourist Trophy

Race in the Isle of Man, and if this is so the machines

as a whole will have to display better form than they

have in the past. The ideal race would be for all

the entrants to finish, but some, of course, to be faster

than others. This is a wish which would mean a

miracle to enable it to be fulfilled.
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Only a limited number will finish ; some will retire

through mechanical breakdowns and some th»ough
inability to climb the mountain pass several times in

succession through their engines overlieating. Such
a state of affairs should not be allowed to con-
tinue. Hitherto motor

pral(@ciLE MARCH gth, igii.

clearly before all concerned what is expected of them.
Truly, those who accomplish all that has been pre-

pared in the way of competition during 1911 will

ultimately benefit by their achievement ; riders in

experience gained and makers by increased business.

cycles have been used by
enthusiasts who through
their enthusiasm, which
e\eryone so much ad-
mires, ha\e become ex-

perts, but in the near
future one maker more
astute than the rest \vi)I

build a machine which
will eclipse all othess in

reliability and efficiency,

and will, moreover,
maintain the latter prac-
tically indefinitely.

The object of this

article has been to place

FURTHER VIEWS ON THE APRIL QDARTEBLY TRIALS ROUTE.

4.16

(1.) Knaresborough. The flrst town after leaving Harrogate, on the banks of the Nidd.
(2.) One of the test hills. First bend of Lythe Bank, which rises from Sandsend. - (3.) Continuation of Lythc Bank.

(4.) Picturesque ruins of Whitbv Abbev. (5.) Blue Bank, near Whitby, from the summit of which a magnificent panoramic view is oltainabic
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OTOKCYCILS
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Starting out at

lo a.m., we made
up Watersmeet
Road for Simons
Bath, a distance of
about eight miles,

six of which were
on the low gear,

and at one parti-

cular bit all dis-

mounted.
Up this par-

ticular short rise,

which was almost
like climbing a
tree, our power
was a 2i% h-P-
engine, plus, two
men, two farm boys, and a girl, and it was " all on " to
reach the summit, where we found ourselves on the
top of Exmoor Forest, really a treeless waste
of moorland, with rugged and rocky hills extending
to about 20,000 acres. Some of the views we obtained
from the heights were not only wide but very beauti-
ful, that up the west end of the Doone Valley from
the second gate being delightful.

Across Exmoor to Bristol.

Across Exmoor we travelled along in fine style to
the village of Exe, where the villagers turned out to
see me climb the hill to Cutcombe, which my engine
mounted nicely with me walking beside it. Another
live miles and we were at Cutcombe, where we enter
the Exe Valley.; here wood and stream combine to
make a picture of indescribable beauty. The road
we traversed was fringed with countless varieties of
fern, and the hills on each side were clothed in
purple heather. A few miles of leisurely running
brought us into Dunster, where the old arched and
covered cloth market, standing in the centre of the
street, immediately arrested attention. After some
refreshment we left for Bridgwater, and there made
another halt of an hour to inspect this sweet and
clean town. This seaport, so-called, is on the River
Parrett, fifteen miles froiii the open sea, and is famed
as the site of the battle of Edgemoor, which \\as
fought in 1685 about five miles to the east of the
town, and was the last battle fought on English soil,

and practically finished Monmouth's rebellion.
Crossing the Mendip Hills, we stayed tlie night

at
_
Cleeve, a pretty village some nine miles from

Bristol, where we spent the e\'€ning playing cricket
with the village team. It was noon ere we started
the next day's ride, going t>?a. Ashton to Bristol. We
climbed the tortuous hill leading to the Suspension
B'':dge, got a bird's eye view of the floating harbour,
and away to the west the river between high hills.
Over the Durdham Downs, a. fine stretch of park
and, we struck for the main road, which we touched
t Filton. The next thirty-three miles (which we had

The firs' itislalmcnl appeared in our last isiue.

traveirsed at our
leisure on the out-

ward journey) was
a delightful run at

a little over the

unit through Patch-
way, R i d g w a y ,

Buck over. Stone,
and Whitminster,

to Gloucester.

The Cathedral
Country.

Afler inspecting

the cathedral, which
possesses one of the

largest bells and the

most beautiful
chimes in England,

we once more took on the open road for
Tewkesbury, but having left a waterproof cape at our
halting place of the previous' Sunday we deviated
from the main road to Worcester and went via Haw
Bridge, a most enjoyable saunter through real coun-
try lanes with excellent road surface. Nearing Haw-
Bridge my faithful steed showed signs of tiring and
eventually fizzled out altogether; an examination
showed that I was endeavouring to run on hot air,

evidently so intent had I been on sight-seeing
that I forgot to replenish the petrol at (Gloucester,
but a bulbful from my companion landed me to
Tewkesbury, where both engine and man were pro-
vided with food and drink. The quaint old town is

situated on the banks of the Severn, and after a
glance at the old abbey we pushed on towards
Worcester, the views of the Malvern Hills en route
being very fine. Reaching Worcester in the early
evening, the view of the cathedral as we approached
the city was most impressive. Worcester made the
third out of the four historic cathedrals of the
Marshes—^Gloucester, Worcester, and Hereford

—

that we had seen. These three, together with Chester,
possess features of far-reaching interest, both from a
historical and an antiquarian point of view. Here we
spent the night, and started the next morning in

threatening weather for Wolverhampton. Three
times we donned and doffed our overalls, and then
the weather cleared a little, but it flattered only to

deceive, as we found out later. The road from
Worcester to AVolverhampton is undulating, with a

splendid surface, and we came along at a nice pac€
through Hartlebury, Kidderminster, and Withington,
and climbed the slope to Wolverhampton.

An Impression of Wolverhampton.

Here after a diligent search, we found a garage to

supply our engines' spirit needs, the day being Sunday.
Wolverhampton is on the edge of the " Black

Coimtry," and it seemed thronged with urchins of the

gutter. Subsequently I found a possible reason for

this, as enquiry for refreshment at different hotels on
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in the Wilds of North Devon.

—

the borders of Wolverhampton elicited the same reply,

which was tantamount to refusal, and in each case the

place seemed to be swimming in beer. Never have I

got a worse impression of a town than I did of

Wolve-rhampton. However, at Cross Green we got a

kind welcome'and a Yorkshire smile from mine hostess,

who hailed from Leeds. We were supplied with a

first-class lunch in the Yorkshire style, and then sped

along to Stoke, the scenery being very fine asound the

Trent Valley. From Stoke we decided to make for

Derbyshire, via Leek, a route w'hich gave a fairly good
surface, with only average gradients, but nearing

OT©1>®€ILE MARCH gth, igii.

rain meanwhile coming down in torrents. It was
obviously impossible to turn out in such weather, and
the good people bade us make ourselves at heme, and
at some inconvenience they decided to find us sleep-

ing accommodation for the night. The rain continued

apparently till next morning, for when we awoke things

were much the same, and this being our last day of

leave it looked as if we were in for a soaking on our

final day, but happily about ten o'clock the cloud.s

lifted, and, starting in sunshine, we tumbled down
Axe Edge into Buxton.

The route now lay along some of the loveliest dales

in Derbyshire, and leaving Buxton, the classic inland

w-atering place, we traversed the beautiful Ashwood
Dale, and along Wye Dale up to Topley Pike, about

1,200 feet high. A five mile fall took us via Millers'

Dale 13 Monsal Dale, the scenery being most en-

trancing all the way to Ashford, thence to Bakewell,

and i'j(f Birchell Lodge to Baslow, where a stiff four

miles climb landed us at Owler Bar, on the grouse moors

once again. After eight miles of easy going through

Abbey Dale and busy Shefifield, with its filthy tram-

lines and bad setts, we struck the Penistone Road, and

had a good climb of about four miles to Wortley for

our final lunch. The country hereabouts is very

The writer and his friend at

Castle Rock, Lynton.

Blackshaw Moor we plunged down
a terrific descent with a horrible

curve, and then faced a precipitous

hill on which I had to shed my
passenger and -eventually myself.

It required all my breath, not to

blow my " parritch " with, but to

keep up with the motor as it pulled

up the mountain side. At the

summit we had reached an altitude

of 1,500 feet. AH around us were
the Derbyshire moors.

Whilst we were crossing this wild

moorland the wind came ravening

from the south-west, and brought
with it drenching rain. We stayed

prisoners in a cart shed for an hour before the

storm showed signs of clearing. Our request for

tea at the Moorland Inn near by resulted in the

discovery that the larder there was quite empty.

We were, however, recommended to a house about

half a mile aw^ay,, which proved a harbour of refuge

indeed. We left our mounts in the shed, and here

they were destined to spend the night as events

turned out. The house stood right away from:

the hillside, a mile to the east of the village of. Flash,

and whilst we had tea the hillsides and moorland were
enveloped in a fog, which obscured everything, and
for two hours clung persistently to the moors, the
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The Valley of Rocks, Lynton.

bleak and open. The concluding stages of our journeyl

through Ingbirchworth, Park Head, Huddersfield, andl

the familiar road to Batley and home need no|

comment.
Impressions of the Tour.

Doubtless many readers are curious as lo the

running expenses of a trip which covered 680 milesl

from start to finish. Eight and a half gallons ofl

petrol were consumed, which works out at about So

miles to the gallon. These are actual figures, and,]

considering the combined weight of the driver and
passenger—21 stones—the 80 lbs. of luggage, andl

then the terrors on the Devon coast, and the several!
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In the Wilds ol North Devon.—
acclivities which necessitated shedding both passenger

and driver, the consumption may be said to have
been very reasonable. A quart and a half of oil

sufficed for the engine—the excessive use of this is

explained by a lot of low gear ^vork which called for

extra oil to be safe—so that the total cost of petrol

and oil works out at less than a farthing per mile,

ignoring, of course, the wear and tear which would
obtain on any kind of vehicle. In the whole of our
wanderings there was not one mechanical stoppage.

Each morning the machines started with the first

push, and all we needed to attend to was the petrol

be begun without any plan whatever; always have a
motive in view, as without it a to.ur would be a hum-
drum sort of enjoyment. To neglftct carefully to

plan a tour and know beforehand something of
interest of the places to be visited leaves the tourist

merely a wayfarer and at the mercy of caprice and
circumstance. It has been said that one-half of the

enjoyment of a holiday consists in the anticipation

thereof. Realisation does not always come up to

anticipation, but there is a fascination in arranging
the details of a tour and the points to be observed
en routs. On this trip three of Bartholomew's
ordnance survey maps covered the districts "I wished

Malvern,

Worcestershire Beacon,

and Hill Path.

Unfo tunately, motor

vehicles are

not allowed on

this path.

supply. Puncture trouble was not at all severe, the
total for both machines being three. My mount was
a syi h.p. Phelon aixl Moore, 1910, fitted with two-
speed geatj 5 to I and 9 to i, Kempshall tyres, which
had previously carried me over 3,000 miles without
a puncture. The driving tyre was extra heavy 26 by

23^, and the steerer anti-skid 26 by 2^4 ; sidecar
Mills-Fulford radial castor wheel, which makes steer-

ing either to the right or left a very simple and easy
operation, and undoubtedly the method of springing
adds to the comfort of the passenger. The solo
naount which accompanied me was a 3}^ h.p.
Triumph free engine model, and this machine with
its expert rider astride climbed the fearful Porlock
kill.

General Observations.

It will be noticed that mileages from place to place
are seldom mentioned, for the simple reason that I

do not tour by my odometer but by scenery. In
ny cycling days I -seldom took heed of distances,
n the sense of mapping out a certain mileage to be
covered, and with the raoksr, where ,ten or twenty
miles are of little moment, I ignore them altogether.
It is not to one's enjoyment even on a motor to set
out to reach a specified place in a specified time, let

your motor rip along as you dare, where the surround-
ings are dull and uninteresting, but where scenery
abounds and splendid views are to be obtained stop
the engine and stay awhile to enjoy them to the full.

Of course I do not mean by this that a tour should

Homeward bound, Penistone Moor, near SbelBeld.

to traverse, and these are preferable to route books,

which are xery good, but they do not give the topo-

graphical information conveyed by a good map.
From a map the tourist knows his exact whereabouts

and his geographical situation, and this adds much
interest to the seasoned tourist. I was doubly grateful

to the ordnance map, in that it showed a way out of

Lynmouth (avoiding the payment of 7s. 6d. for my
turnout to be hauled out of the village by the cliff

railway) across Exmoor Forest, a road not marked in

any way in Gall and Inglis's Contour Book, but quite

pas.sable all the same, as we got across with all our

impedimenta. Possibly the reason this route is not

given is that the cyclist w-ould keep to the coast road

and could, of course, walk up either Lynton Hill or
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In the Wilds o£ North Devon.--
,

Couritisbury Hill, but to d->e motor cyclist, who would

have to push his little kyc up these hiils, it is

impossible.

Resting Places.

In our pilgrimage we stayed at seven different houses

and were only fleeced onte. Aft-er avoiding two pre-

tentious looking places, at the fnti'sh we got bitten, but

that hotel is marked in my notebook with a big black

maik. Oiu' next ventu.re was just as good au'l re;^3onable

as our first was outrageous. It is, of course, difficult to

know from a superficial survey whetlier a place is a

desirable haven for a night'.s rest or not, though after

a fair experience of touring one acquires a certain

intuitive sense of judging these plaires. Of temperance

hotels I regset to say my experience has been bitter,

the majority hav-ing not the least idea of catering for

the tourist. In jtidgiug your stopping places one word

of advice: beware of the r.iaiwgeress who is given to

excess in jewellerv and exotic hair. Vivid remem-

brances of this type compel rae to issue this warnhig.

>-

To the cyclist or motorist it may at once be admitted
that Devon is not an ideal country. Neither the

surface of the roads nor the gradients of the hills

admits of the hasty rush beloved by the scorching

fraternity. On the other hand, the genuine tourist

will find the attractions so numerous and so irresistible

that the longest holiday will be all too short, and he

will leave the land of junket and cream with a fixed

determination to return again at some future time.

Anyone Avho has never tasted the joys of the open
road has yet to live—^the road with its freedom,
freedom from conventionality, freedom from stiffness

and starch, freedom from the claims of city fashion and
seaside parade; it is indeed the only place where a

man feels he is his real self, where he can throAv aside

all make-believe and appreciate all that is best within

him. Go out Avith a fancied wrong, or sick at heart,

and the new surroundings, with the tonic of the air,

enable you to forget sorrows, cares, and failures. The
railway train for a holiday ! Pshaw ! It is prison

compared with the joys of the open road.

<i»0

STABILITY.
THERE seems to be a great deal of misconcep-

tion on this interesting subject. Mr. Leechman
conipares the balancing of a motor cycle to the

balaricir.g of a broom or billiard cue, and rightly

points out that this is much" easier to do when the

greater weight is at the top. The reason for this is

not—as "C.L.W." supposes—due in any way to the

action of the air upon the length of the shaft, but is

-as f<.illo\vs

:

If the hand could be kept in exactly the right posi-

tion and there were no other disturbing influences

the broom would stand up without any movement,

;and would, in fact, be in a state of unstable equili-

i-'rium. This eondition is unattainable in practice,

'<uid the centre of graxdty is constantly changing its

position, rendering a compensating movement of the

hand necessary.

.\'ow: the human hand is prone to error

—

humaniim
C'l vrrare—and a small error will entirely upset the

equilibrium if the centre of gravity be low. For

example, take a centre of gravity four inches above

the hand, then amovement <I two inches at the hand
will incline the rod at an angle of 30° and "over goes

the show," but if the centre of gravity "were four

feet above the hand, this angle, with the same move-

ment, would be only 2^°, which would cause the

rod to commence to fall but slowly and -would' give

ample time for the effect to be counteracted.

Tyres and their Effects on Skiddin".

.' The old high bicycle was \ery free from side-slip,

, partly for this reason perhaps, but, in my opinion, it

was largely a matter of tyres—the solid, tyres of those

^days cut through the mud better than pneumatics.

I quite agree with Mr. Leechman's inference from
dumb-bells and his remarks on flywheel effect until

_ I come to his last paragraph ; there he says that the

; same benefit would be obtained by fixing the engine

at an equal distance above the top tribe This is

wrong, for it would result only in raising the centre

of gravity to some point abo^^e the Sop tube and would
decrease the inertia of the base of the machine.

Up to the present we have considered only the

regaining of balance when side-siip occurs, and have
shown that this is easier when the centre of gravity is

high. A\'e now come to the more important question
of pre\enting side-slip,' and for this purpose it is best

to keep the weight low down. Here tiieory and
j^ractice are agreed. It is simply a matter of inertia

;

road friction and non-slipping treads come largely

into the whole matter of side-slip, but do not affect

the particular point I am now discussing-. We have a

body of moderate weight moving at a fair speed; the

>vheel strikes a rut or something on the road, which
tends to forc^ it sideways, and this it is much more
likely to do if the weight is so placed that the wheel
can slip without much displacement of the weight (or

mass). A heavy weight on a perfectly smooth surface

can be moved by an infinitely small force, but the

move will be gradual—the inertia of the mass offers

considerable resistance to any suddenly applied force

;

-this is the reason for the a.dvantag3 of low-built

machines. Also side-slips of this kind are less likely

to occur when the pace is high, as the momentum, and
consequently the inertia, is greater, but, on the other

hand, the result may be more disastrous. I do not

however, agree with "G.L.W." "that the centre of

gravity of machine and rider should be as near its

centre of suspension as possible."

A Question of Compromise.
The conclusion of the whole matter is that to pre-

Aent a machine being forced to slip by inequalities 6f|

the road a low-built machine is best, but if a slip ofl

a certain amount does occur balance is more easilyl

regained if the centre of gravity is not too low. Thel
question is one of compromise. On a smooth huti

slippery road I do not think there is much to choose,

nor is there anv difference in turning corners—thel
angle of inclination depends not upon the height nfl

the centre of gravity but upon the weight anl^ pace.

.So that each wheel may get a good grip cf the roadi

the weight should be fairly central.

AVRIGA.
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THE TURNER RUNABOUT.
LIGHT four-wheeled runabout is

being made by the Turner's
Motor Manufacturing Company,
of Wolverhampton, and is a

good illustration of our con-
tention that a four-wheeler

with any pretensions to com-
pleteness has very little in its

construction to connect it with
the motor cycle. Indeed, the

only excuse for connecting it

with motor cycling is that it has

an air-cooled engine and wire

wheels. We are not saying this with any idea, ot

disparaging runabouts, but by way of indicating how
difticult it is to find the line of demarcation between
the motor cycle and the motor car.

The Fan=cooled Engine.
Power is derived from a 9 h.p. J. A. P. engine,

85 mm. bore by 95 mm. stroke, mounted under a

bonnet which, for the sake of appearances is furnished

with a sham radiator consisting of a pierced metal

screen. Behind this screen are two large funnel-

shaped nozzles which direct the current of air directly

on to the cylinder heads. Between the engine and
the dashboard proper is fixed a dummy dashboard,
hidden under the bonnet, and in this is mounted a
large fan of special design which induces a verj' strong

draught past the cylinders and discharges into a

semi-circular box open at its bottom. The fan is a
^ery powerful affair indeed, having a diameter of

rlose on iff". 6in. and is fitted w-ith double blades.

It is driven at slightly over engine speed by means
of a round leather belt.

Directly behind the engine is a gear box giving two
forward speeds and a reverse and constructed upon
rather novel lines. A prolongation of the engine-

shaft forms the primary gearshaft, alongside of which
lies the secondary gearsliaft through which the drive

is taken to the back axle, and is, therefore, indirect

on all gears. The primary-shaft carries three pinions
integral with -it

, and these mesh with three larger

pinions on the secondary-shaft which run idly upon
it, but can be locked to it one at a time by means of

expanding metal-to-metal clutches actuated by a
specially profiled rod passing through the middle of

the primary-shaft. For the reverse an intermediate
pinion is introduced between the pinions on the
primary and secondary-shafts. A me-ans is provided
whereby the cluiches can be adjusted from the outside.

Worm»driven Back Axle.
The two forward speeds—and, of course, also the

clutch manipulation—are controlled by a side lever,

which has its neutral position (all clutches disengaged)
between the low and high gear positions. The reverse

is operated by a pedal, and forms an emergency brake.
Transmission is by a long propeller-shaft to the

The 9 h.p. air-cooled Turner runabout weighing complete, 6 cw(s.

System of inducin; a very strong draught past the cylindors.

worm-driven live axle, which i.s fitted with the

simplest possible form of differential, and rotating

outer sleeves on which the road wheels are free to

revolve whilst being actually driven by internal shafts

terminating in dog clutches.

Half-elliptic springs are used to the tubular front

axle, and quarter-elliptics to the back. The latter

-springs terminate in boxes carrying ball bearings in

which run the axle sleeves and to which short radius

rods are also pivoted.

Internal expanding metal-to-metal brakes are fitted

to the rear wheel hubs, and these are actuated by a

pedal, as is also the throttle.

The body and dashboard are of 'pressed steel,

nicely upholstered, and the latter embodies the petrol

and oil tanks, lubrication being on the J.A.P. drip

feed principle. The chassis is pressed steel.

Ignition is by coil and accumulator, though a mag-
neto can be fitted as an extra. 26in. by 2j4in.

tyres are fitted, and the vehicle, with a wheelbase of

6ft. gin., wheel track of 4ft., overall length of 8ft.

6in.. and width of 4ft. 6in., weighs complete 6 cwts.

We had an enjoyable little spin on the Turner run-

about, during which it showed a surprising turn of

speed—35 m.p.h. at least—and an ability to tackle

almost any hill on top. It was quite comfortable

as far as seating was concerned, but was by no means

as quiet as it might have been, though admittedly

the first experimental machine and one that had had

a good deal of knocking about.
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A.C.C. Eighth Team Trial.

IN
the following article Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, the

organising secretary of the trial, reviews the past

competitions, and gives particulars of some of the

more recent suggestions . which have been sent to him

for improving the event. He also invites clubs who
intend competing to forw^ard him suggestions for

furthering the popularity of the trial.

As is well-known, the above competition has become one
of the principal annual events, last j-ear's competition com
prising no less than eighteen teams from all parts of the

country. So far, the competition has been run on the same
lines as the first of the series, i.e., 100 miles non-stop run,

the aggregate scores of the riders of a team deciding the

winHers, and for several years no team succeeded in making
a full score.

However, as machines improved, reaching a stage not far

removed from perfection, my committee realised that in the
event of one or more teams scoring full marks, as regards
completing the distance, some other factor should be intro-

duced to determine the winner, and after considering the
question from every point of view, riding to schedule time,

i.e., the skill of the riders, was decided upon as the most
satisfactory.

Last year three clubs, the Coventry and Warwickshire
^I.O., Bristol B.M.C., and the Northampton M.C.C., each
had a full team of six completing the full 100 miles without
a single stop. The Coventry Club, however, rode nearest to

schedule time, and so won The Motor Cyde cup.

Various Suggestions for Improvement.
Although the trial has proved to be ' a successful and

enjoj'able function, naturally suggestions for improvement
offer themselves. In general the competition is considered
as too easy, now that it has been proved that three teams
can make a full score, and to make it more difficult the in-

clusion of one or more stiff hills has been suggested.

We must hot, however, forget that to, do this would give
an advantage to the higher powered machines, and it is not
desirable to run two different systems of markings in this
respectr—the competition being primarily for reliability and
regularity of running. Riding a full 100 miles without a

stop has been described as too long to be in the saddle, say,

5^ hours. In the early competitions an hour interval at half
distance was allowed for lunch. Sorry as I am to state it,

this led to abuse, and although any number of officials kept
a watchful eye on the machines to prevent tampering, there
were cases of iflachines being taken out of sight on the plea
that instructions were not understood.
Riding to schedule time is objected to by some as being

too irksome. True, it is not a nice job to keep an eye on
the watch and another on the milestones, but then something
must determine the winning team. The Coventry Club has
sent in a suggestion that no watches or speedome'ters should
be allowed. To this I can see the objection that a team
can have a man or men on the road to keep the competitors
posted by signs or otherwise of the time and distance

—

this may be prohibited, but the difficulty is to check
any infraction of such a rule, and to my mind a
rule that cannot easily be enforced is useless. 'If watches
and speedometers are objectionable, I thiidc the best way
to give all riders an equal chance would be to send them
oyer, to them, an unknown course of an unknown distance,
giving them an average time per mile to cover the course,
the distance being known to the timekeeper only. This
system %yas adopted in one of the Motor Cycling Club'sispee-d-
judging competitions and proved very satisfactory. Course

A.2(5

and distance being unknown, judgment alone can inform

the rider of his progress. .

Petrol consumption has been suggested as a means of

arriving at the winner. To empty and refill tanks and
measure the petrol of, say, 150 machines and to do it

correctly is, in my opinion, too big a job to attempt in a

single day's play, for play it is_ to the competitors and
officials alike, a fact which must not be lost sight of.

A Circular or Straightaway Course.
One more objection, and that is to the hitherto circular

course of twenty-five miles being covered four times. Riders

would, perhaps, prefer to go straight out and home—the

^ride would prove more interesting, and maybe some good
scenery could be enjoyed. There is much in this ; at the

same time I think that for once the riders, who after all

see a good deal of scenery in their year's riding, may well,

as it were, sacrifice themselves and ride for the honour of

the club and for that purpose only. Further, the large

number of willing helpers like to see something of the fun,

and it is by watching the competitors pass and repass the

timekeeper that spectators know how the teams are shaping.

Last year, after all the competitors were started at half-

minute intervals, the first man returned within a few
minutes after completing the first circuit. A large number of

spectators were present at the starting point, and any
number of motor cyclists on the course watched the teams
on their journey, and assisted in reporting the men who
fell out and the distances covered.

On a straightaway course it would be exfremely difficult

to ascertain the exact spot where a man may stop while
many more officials on the route would be necessary, and as

for interest nothing would be known until the finish of the

competition

Should Pedalling Chains be Removed ?
In my opinion the inter-clnb team trial should be looked

upon as a day's sport and nothing more. We cannot ask
club riders always to compete with the latest patterns or
very powerful, machines, nor can we ask them to mutilate
their machine, the suggestion having been made that pedal-

ling chains should be removed.
We want to make the event so that ;tny motor cyclist

with any type of machine that is reliable can compete, and
the crux of the whole matter is that a team of six riders

of one club shall, as a body, ride 100 miles to a uniform set

speed. So far every one of the team trials have been run
without a hitch. The whole of the labour in organising
and running the trial is honorary, and the day has hitherto
been looked upon as a holiday by competitors, officials, and
local residents alike.

_
Riders from North, South, East, and

West meet each other in friendly rivalry, which in itself

adds much to the enjoyment of all. Daventry has, of late

years, been chosen as the starting place. Being central it

equalises the distance the competing teams have to travel,

the roads are good, and the very great help that we receive

from the police will be difficult to equal in any other locality.

The M.C.C. Committee has again liononred me by en-

trusting me with the organisation of tiiis year's team trial.

I have set out, as far as possible, the pros and cons, of

any alteration in the way the competition has hitherto been
run. All that my committee wish is that this year's team
trial shall, if possible, surpass those of previous years.

Should any club wishing to enter a team have any sug-
gestions to offer, bearing in mind the above remarks, we
shall give them cur utmost consideration, the wish of the
officials and competitors alike being simple rules that caii

be enforced, and that are fair to all. Letters should be
addressed to me at Spring Villa, Iligh Road, North
Finchley, N. J. Van Hooydonk.
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RobBon Crosier, chairman of directors
Ernest Hawliins, secretary.

No. 8,-THE NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB, Ltd.
HE Newcastle and District Motor '

' "

Club, Ltd., was formed on the
30th March, ig06, and was then
styled the Newcastle and District

.otor Cycle Ciub. At the inaugural

r
;eeting twenty-two members were en-
lUed, and by the end of that year this
umber had been increased to eixty ; at
e end of 1907 the number had grown
ninety-one, and at the end of 1908 to

4, but after central headquarters had
een taken there was a much greater in-

i.x of new members, and tliere are now
per 300 names on the club register. The
eat need in the North for suitable
adquarte*-? was the subject of very
rious deliberation by- the olKceis uf

le club, and ultimately it was thought
St to form a limited company and take
dquarters in the centre of the town.
A large house was
inted and fitted out

first-class man-
complete with

smoke, dining, sitting, card, billiard rcoiiis

etc. The club is jilliliated to the
Noi'th-Eas-tern Automobile Association,
and through it to the A.C.U., R.A.C.,
and other governing bodies, and a scheme
of social amalgamation has just been
carried through whereby members of the
N.E.A.A. and other motor cycle clubs
atSliated to them residing outside a
radiu.o of ten miles from Newcastle have
full use of the club premises from a
.social standpoint, . but they are not
eligible to take part in competitions.
This scheme has proved veiy successful.
The club has been instrumental in

organising .several new forms of com-
petitions, and until 1910 it was the only
provincial motor cycle club holding an
event lasting longer than one d.-iv. The
Newcastle-Stranraer and back reliability

trial has been held for four years. This
club was instrumental in obt^iining permis-
sion to hold the A.C.U. hill-chmb at
Sutton Bank, and previous t-o last yoar
the arrangement and holding of this hill-

climb, with the exception of the timing,
had been carried out by the members. .,

Since 1906 the club has helped thc|

M.C.C. in the London to Edinburgh]
Run, and last year parked the machines
on its premises during the lunchtonl
interval and prepared and served 146
luncheons for the competitors.
The lecture room is large enough for

whist drives .tnd events of this nature, and
there is a well-lighted and commodious
garage at the back of the club premises
capable of holding from 150 to 200 motor
cvcles.

&nd writing room.

Front view ot clnb premises from Savile Place.

Biliiard room.

Cards and games room.
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Flaws in Existing Rear Springing Methods.
One serious defect exists in many of the best existent

devices. It is obviously of little value to spring the

rider's trunk, if his feet are carried on uninsulated

rests, which communicate unpleasant vibrations to the

trunk. As little Tommy said with genuine logic, if he
really had to have the cane, he didn't particularly care

whether he ha.d it oh the extremities or on the equator.

But if the footrests are slung directly under the

same carrier as the saddle springs, they come too close

up to suit tall riders, whereas if they are set in a more
forward position, the springing device generally ends
by being cumbrous,' complicated, costly, and ugly.

But it is not difficult to escape this dilemma. The
footrests will serve if they are "floating," whether
sprung or not. They may be sprung separately, or

they may be simply hung, so that some slight move-
ment up and down, to and frOj is possible.

Another solution is to employ quite lively metallic

springing of a simple character, and brake it bv the

sort of device known on cars as a " shock absorber.
'

'

This is the secret of the marked efficiency of the

Truffault fork, and I believe the principle has yet. to

be applied to the rear springing of a motor cycle.

One friend of mine uses a very simple device, by

which he swears. . His saddle pin consists of a solid

steel I,, fitting loosely into the hollow seat tube. At
the bottom of the tube is a long, strong spring. Two
straps from the saddle frame to the frame of the

machine restrict the action, and a double hook spring

from the saddle peak to a frame clip keeps the siddle

facing roughly in the right direction. The plan is a

trifle crude, but he says it works well on his rough

country roads.

One Big or Many Small Jets ?
' Many readers are interested in the advice of a well-

knowm competition rider in favour of sealing the end

of a standard jet, and making an "X " cut in it, or

drilling several tiny orifices, in lieu of boring out the

original hole, when an extra heavy flow of petrol is

desired. , The value of many wee holes, or of a very

narrow cross cut X, as opposed to a single big aper-

ture, is that the suction is thereby enabled to break

up the petrol properly, and a real " spray " is secured,

as against a solid fountain of spirit. The mixture is

then more homogeneous. This principle explains the

efficiency of the old Longuemare with the " rbse
"

jet, an efficiency which was often marred by wear on

throttle and air sleeves when they began to wear

loose. The jet was most inaccessible, and its in-

accessibility was more noticeable because it frequently

needed removing, as the hair-fine holes rapidly become
silted up with dirt. When it choked w-e had to imdo
several screws in the lid of the mixture chamber and

unscrew the jet with a small key such as fits the need

of the domestic clock. But we used it for years,

because of the efficiency of its jet stream.

A30

Nowadays jets are truly accessible—a small spanner

or a twist of the fingers, and lo, they jump out into

the palm of your hand ! This being so, I should like

to see a return to the rose jet, or other modification,

incorporating the multiple .orifice. With regard'' to

single hole jets, it does not pay to push a' wire, through

these holes too often, for the softest wire, is apt to

enlarge them when you only wish to clean them ; how-
ever, jets are cheap, and there is no hardship in

carrying a spare.

Hydraulic Rear Springing.

Nobody seems to have seriously experimented with

a. hydraulic rear springing device, though I have seen

the idea applied to automatic pulleys with fair success

The notion is that the saddle is mounted o.n a piston,

which works in a cylinder partly filled with oil, orl

other viscous liquid. From the base of this cylinder

a tube of narrow bore communicates with another

cylinder, and the bounce is softened by the squeezing

of the liquid through the narrow^ tube.

One of two points is essential to the working of suchl

a device. Some means must be adopted to cause
return action. If a really compressible liquid 1

employed, the device ^^er se will provide sufficien

elasticity. Othenvise the return action must be securei

by a mechanical device,, such as a spring piston in th

base of the second cylinder.

Offhand I should say it should be fairly easy

avoid leakage, but the packing of the joints is'obviousi

the prime difliculty.

A MOTOR CYCLE WITHOUT A NAME.
This machine, which has a 3i h.p. Precision'engine, was ridden by J. W. Wood-

house in the Midland Reliability Trial on the 25th ult. The tanii is specially

strengthened and lakes the place cf ff^e usual top tube, being electrically weldeJ

to the fore and aft portions of the frame.
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™eEDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Ul letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., aud should tie accompanied by the writer's fall name and address

A Suggested Motor Cycle Show in the North.

5439.]—A few friends and myself visited the Manchester
itor Show expecting to see a show of motor cycles, t.ut

re astonishe(J not to find a single one.- Is there to be a

tor cycle show in Manchester? If not, I feel sure it is

;reat mistake. There are thousands of motor cyclists in

North who had not the time to attend the Olympia Show
who would find time to go to Manchester again. If it

motor car manufacturers to have an exhibition in the

rth, then wliv not motor cycles?

C. B. ROBINSON.

Nitro-glycerine as a Motive Power.

5440.]— I note with interest the introduction of nitro

cerine as a motive power for motor cycles.

was not altogether surprised, as I myself have recently

de some investigation as to the application of explosives

this family as a motive power. It would no doubt be

interest to many readers as well as myself to know how
new motive power is effected, and if it is simpler,

aper, and as reliable and safe as petrol,

'itro-glycerine from its name denotes one of the nitrogen

ipounds, and with the decomposition of nitro-glycerini>

of the compounds evolved will belong to the oxides

nitrogen, probi^bly nitric acid. Now if the explosion

es place in a cylinder of an engine, as will probably be
case, I am curious to know the action of the decomposed
'o-glycerine on the cylinder and piston.

To doubt the gentleman who has carried on these expei'i-

its so successfully will give particulars and results in the

future; in anycase I should be pleased to communicate
1 him respecting this interesting subject.

W. F. ROBERTS.

Handicappers in Motor Cycle Races.

)441.]—At the annual general meeting of the Scottish

ilists' Union, held at Diuidee on the 25th ult., I had a

iion on the agenda, " That no person engaged in the motor

le trade be appointed judge or handicapper for motor

le competitions. This was met by a recommendation by

Motor Cycle Committee, "That no alteration be mjde in

present' method of appointing judges or

dicappers for motor cycle competitions." --'

read communications from the secretaries of

two West of Scotland M.C.C.'s, namely.
M.C.C. and Glasgow JI.C.C. approving

my motion, and also stated that leading

ttish motor cyclists had in private conversa-
1 with me condemned the present state of

lirs and eaTne.=!tlv desired the change. That
E.A.C.. S.A.A"., A.C.U.. etc.. had already

|'|ited this motion. That it implied no stigma
the trade. That the principle involved was

pilar to that of one of His' Majesty's judges
ying the bench when faced with a ca*'

pch involved his personal interest in tl

Ihtest degree. That although a Cabins
pister might not tender for a Government con
tt it did not mean that he could not do .=<>

leBtly, etc. That we motor cyclists came cap
Tiand to make the rerjuest, etc.
Ihere was practically no reply, and no notice

was taken 01 other bodies' decisions on the point. Result

—

Committee voted five for the amendment and four for mv
motion. JAMES S. GRANT.

'

A Week-end on a Two-speed Douglar.
[5442.]— I am interested to see, in your description of

the 360 mile run on the two-speed and clutch model Douglas,
that the fitting of the clutch pedal and brake pedal both
at one side has been, rightly, criticised by you, and that

you suggest transferring the clutch pedal to the opposite
side. As this would mean redesigning the gear box, how-
ever, I think a simpler plan wuld be to curve the brake
rod round just ahead of the engine flywheel, and carry it

under the front cylinder across to the opposite side. Then
the brake would be worked by the right foot and the clutch

pedal by tho left. I am sure the makers will see their way
to effect this trivial and inexpensive alteration, which will

result in an immense improvement in the manipulation in

traffic of what is, otherwise, a splendid machine.
Referring to the carburetter jet : cannot this be cleared

out, if required, with a fine wire by tb<> removal of a screw
in the base ? OILE.
[A stiff fine wire will no doubt clear the jet, but it adds

another spare to the toolbag.

—

Ed.]

Pitting Extra Silencer Pipes.

[5443.]—I fitted to my 1910 Triumph a long piece of liin.

weldless steel cycle tube from the centre of the original

silencer to near the right side of the back tyre. The end of

the tube was pressed flat, and no second chamber was found

necessary. Result, I found the engine kept cooler and ran

longer at full speed without tiring, and was fairly_ quiet.

The experiment was inexpensive and quite worth doing.

CYLENGTHS.

A Rakish Looking 'T.T. Movint.

[5444.]— I send you a photograph of my new T.T. Brough,

the saddle of which is only 26in. from the ground, and, owing
to the great rake of the steering it is possible to ride it

round corners at a fast rate. A great advantage of this

machine is that it is nearly impossible for it to skid.

J. W. COX.

.^"^

A very low buill T.T. Brough, buill lor J. W. Cox, treasurer ol Cambridge University M.C.C,
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Reflex Rear Lights. Tyres and Sideslip.

[5445.]—As a iiser of the Reflex rear light, I was pleased

that you published extracts of the report issued by the

Technical Committee of the R.A.C. on such lights.

I have both my machines fitted, the reflector being fixed in

the back number plate (such plates numbered, and lettered,

with reflector, can be obtained complete from a Coventry
firm). I adopted the reflector not from any apprehension

of being overtaken by horse-drawn traffic, but as a warning
and indication to the usually fast driven car that, coming up
behind, might, if not warned, occasion a rear collision. I

certainly hold the opinion that all vehicles at present exempt
from carrying a rear light should be compelled to have one
or more red reflectors as a safeguard to themselves, and an
indication to others. Push bicycles in particular, as they are

difficult if> discern ahead after night on dark roads. Mr.
Chas. S. Lalce's letter [No. 5393] on tyres and side-slip is

very interesting, and I congratulate him on having found a

tyre free from skidding propensities under most trying condi-

tions. Would Mr. Lake kindly state what pattern of tread

the cover had, that he found so satisfactory? as I note by
the Kempshall Co.'s advertisement that they give a choice

of two or tliree patterns. A really effective non-skid tyre

for heavy and lightweight machines is what I have been
looking for, but have not found either by experiment or

report. R.. G. LINDSAY.

Rear Springing Devices.

[5446.]—In the year 1906-7 the writer made some experi-

ments with rear wheel springing devices as well as with
the front wheel springs, and the most satisfactory results

obtained for front wheel springing was with the axle trailing

behind the front fork ends, while the rear wheel springing,

which allowed of no side play or whippiness, was with an
auxiliary fork playing between and pivoting between the

rigid frame forks as shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. Much lighter frame tubing is permissible when both
wheels are well sprung, and especially if a duplex frame
design is employed with joints and crossovers welded by
the oxy-acetylene process. No. 20 gauge D tubing may be

safely employed in the case of a 2 h.p. engine of good
design.

In January, 1910, my 1908 Triumph was operated upon,

and when it came out of the hospital it looked like the

accompanying photograph. A l^in. x gin. iron strap is

bent to form an auxiliary fork and holes bored to lighten

the weight.
The wheel axle fits in the ends of this fork, and rests on

ball bearing pivoting pins clamped or welded to the back
stays. Tlie crotch of the fork rests upon helical springs,

and an A.S.L. air-spring is interposed between the steel

springs.

Having ridden this same machine two years without and
one with rear springing, I may say that engine vibration

is not more noticeable with rear wheel springing, but if

supplementary springs are fitted to the front wheel then

the vibration of the engine is very noticeable.

With my rear wheel springing device the sensation is

much the same as when riding with a partially deflated
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tyre, only that the expected bump down on to the ri

never comes.
When taking a passenger upon the rear carrier the ;

spring is given about one pumpful of air to resist the add
weight, and the springing can be regulated to a nicety.
When using the machine for business journeys r

samples were badly chafed and vibrated to pieces. Nc
the r-ear wheel springing completely obviates this.

One great advantage of my method of rear wheel sprir
ing is that, excepting the amputation of the original r(

fork ends, and attaching the rear mudguard to the carri
no alteration to the original Triumph frame is necessary.
Not only is the machine much more comfortable, but

wear on the tyre is also lessened. I may add that I hi

applied for protection of many of my devices, and they i

probably be placed upon the market shortly.

H. W. TURNER

Stability.

[5447.]—In the discussion about stability in your cohin
everything is put down to either engine position or sadd
Personally, I think the chief factor is the position of t

handle-bars. I have ridden many motor cycles and ha
noticed that those with low and wide handle-bars are :

more steady in grease than those with high ones, either wi
or narrow.
For instance, I am now-riding a certain German moi

cycle with high bars. This I am almost afraid to ride
grease, it being nothing but one steady skid ! On a frieni
machine with low wide bars, grease has no effect at all !

both machines the engine clearance and footrests are ider
cal. Simply for this reason I am selling my German frie

and am buying a T.T. touring model, with low wide hand
bars.

If Mr. Leechman will put a rod through his broom-sti
about one-third from the heavy end, and then place the
of the rod on, say, chairs to represent wheels, I think th
the total stability will be better with the heavy end dov
wards, and so the lower one sits beneath the' supports
wheels the greater the stability.

Apologising for the length of this letter, ELSIE

A Strange Experience.
[5448.]—A few days ago I had the misfortune to hr

a breakdown at Hathersage, having run out ten miles fr

SheflSeld at night. My first thoughts were to get home
quickly as possible, the last train having gone. Thinkins
should be able to free wheel the best part of the way hoi
I started to push the cycle up the " Surprise." It wa
hard task, and I reached the top at midnight.

I trudged on to the Toad's Mouth, and then up the 1

to Fox House. Fatigued and hungry, I fell against
rocks, only to recover in a dazed condition and frozen
the bone. My lamp had gone out previously and
generator was frozen. Soon after I reached I

House, and made every effort to wake up the landlo

I shouted, hammered on the door, and blew the horn in

porch continuously. I also called up to the bedroom wind

I

Va^*

Illustrating H. W. Turner's letter No. 6446.

A spring-frame machine built early in 1907, but never finished, Mr. Turner's spring-frame mount. It was once a 1908 Triumph.

b
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lat I wanted food. The landlord's own dog barked, but
one appeared. While all this was going on a pedal

yrclist from Sheffield came to my assistance. He saw I

as exhausted, and said he would stand by me until I

icovered. We put the motor in a stable, and laid on the

oor. I slept and felt rested, but it was cold and damp,
nd I eventually decided to trudge to Sheffield.

The cyclist (he was a brick) walked part of the way back,
id then put me on his cycle to free-wheel home. How I

lached there I hardly know, but I remember falling off

nee. The cyclist then had to walk home to Bradwell.
It is with no desire to pose as a martyr that I tell you
e details of my experience, but to show you that it was

. a case of need that I called at Fox- House. I have since

iard that the landlord said " he never heard me," but the
ly cottager close by heard me.

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

Good Performance of a New Two-stroke Engine.

[5449.]—It may be of interest to you to know that the
h.p. Levis two-stroke lightweight motor cycle, which

IS snapped by your photographer on Edge Hill with " two
)
" on the 25th ult., was driven by Jlr. Howard Newey,
th Mr. W. H. Butterfield riding on the carrier, from Stech-
rd, Birmingham, at an average speed of sixteen miles per
ur, which, as you will understand, was a most creditable
rformance for so small an engine without pedalling gear,
pecially when taking into consideration the very heavy
te of the roads and strong head wind.

'he return journey was made with the same two riders
whose combined weight is over twenty stones, making a
1 distance covered of over seventy miles.
ad we been able to get a machine completed in

e, which we endeavoured to do, we feel that, after
above performance, the Levis would have made a very
' show in the Sutton Goldfield A.C. Reliability Trial.

HUGHES BUTTERFIELD BROS.

Twin-cyUnder Sociables.

5450.]—As an interested reader of Tht Motor Cycle
h some experience of single-cylinder machines, perhaps I

y be allowed a word re the above.
'our correspondent " Ilikum " doubts if forty miles per
ir can be got out of the A.C. Sociable with single-cylinder
ine; what would he say to forty-five miles per hour? I

e done this over timed stretches, and have never yet

met a hill I could not climb at a respectable speed with
two up. Most ordinary hills I can take on top gear.
With regard to air-cooling I have driven an "A.C." for

over 1,000 miles without the fans, and with such satisfactory
results that I do not intend to put them on again. In
addition I frequently run the engine for half an hour at a
time while the car is stationary, and can drive straight
away uphill. I should not, of course, recommend every
owner to do this unless the machine is well tuned up and
kept in tip-top condition, carburetter properly adjusted,
etc.

After trying several makes of carburetters, I have come
back to the original "A.C." standard automatic as supplied
with the ma :hire, as I find I cannot beat it.

J. MARSHALL.

[5451.]—I have been much interested lately by the
correspondence on the subject of a more powerful tricar on
similarlinesto the A.C. To my mind that subject and the other
prevalent topic of the "Problem of the Runabout" are closely
related. It seems strange that there should be so much talk
about differentials, with their weight and complication, and
unmechanical arrangements, such as slipping belts to take
their place, when the three-wheeled system with single driving
wheel and sociable seating has already proved itself so
efficient. However, I fully agree with " Ilikum "—reserve
power is always a good thing. How does this suit him : Two
stroke, two-cylinders, horizontal opposed twin, water-cooled,
and ralveless, giving 10 h.p., epicj-clic two-speed and reverse,
single chain transmission, sociable tricar design with
mechanical lubrication, the whole thing with equipment to
work out at about i395. I think that if this is the kind of
thing desired there is some chance that his needs, and those
of his sympathisers, may be satisfied before long.

MOTOREITOR.

[5452.]—The correspondence regarding A.C. Sociables
interests me as an owner of a Mighty Atom which I have
driven more than 6,000 miles in the Midlands, Yorkshire,
and Devonshire.

Myself and passenger weigh about twenty-two stones.

With the engine in excellent trim 1 can touch 37 m.p.h., can
climb any hill, and my best run was Birmingham to Tor-
quay (200 miles) in 9J running hours. I may, therefore, say
that I am a satisfied user.

I have, however, he following criticisms to offer :

1. The power of the engine tails off after running some
distance.

2. The fibre discs for driving fans wear unevenly and
become very noisy.

3. The low gear is much too low, and although the
machine will take two passengers up any hill the gear is

really much too low for average hills. An int€rmediate speed
is required.

I have considerably improved the running of the machine
by the addition of a hand-controlled air lever. I am now
water-jacketing the cylinder and removing the fans. This
will do away with objections Nos. 1 and 2.

Prospective customers need not hesitate to purchase, but
I quite agree with some of your correspondents that an
8 h.p. twin or a third speed would be welcomed by most
of us, much ai; we appreciate the wonderful flexibility of

the present engine. HIGH TENSION.

An Explanation.
[5453.]—With reference to the correspondence which

has appeared in your journal re Douglas and Oliver's

organisation scheme for motor cyclists, I should like to

pomt out to you that I spoke to Messrs. A. E. CoUiver and
C. C. Cooke at the committee meeting of the Herts County
(Motor Cycle Section) Club, held at St. Albans, on February
9th, explaining the scheme to both of these gentlemen, and
I can assure you they both agreed to act on the committee,
which I afterwards informed Messrs. Douglas and Oliver,

and was more than astonished to read Mr. C. C. Cooke's
letter of the 23rd ult.

I personally have no intention of withdrawing from the
committee, particularly as I consider the organisation will

be a great advantage to motor cyclists and fill a long-felt

need.
In fairness to myself I trust yon will kindly publish this

in your next issue. W. COOPER.
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The Quarterly Trial Course.
[5454.]—I note a mistake or t\vo has occurred in your

description of the Quarterly Trial course, and I thought you
would like to put them right.
Page 223, column 2, line 7, should read, " And at the next

fork the left-hand road," etc. Page 215, column 1, " Historic
ruins on the route," the name "Mount Grace Priory"
siiould be substituted in place of " Byland Abbey." By-
land Abbey is situate about five miles from the Hambleton
Hotel, near the toot of Wass Bank.
There are two more historical piles passed by competitors

ni the Quarterlies, " Guisborough Priory" and " Ripon
Minster." H. W. FORTUNE.

Kemovin^ Carbon Deposits.
[5455.]—Until such time as a substance capable of "de-

carbonising" road grit has been discovered I am content-
ing myself with a tool for the removal
thereof which may be worth describ-
ing. It consists of a piece of weaver's
or file card, and may be likened to a

brush with short steel bristles.

It is attached to the under-side of

a round block of wood, the top of

which is nicked to engage with a "l^'i'
^~~~

—

'- "^ '"^

screwdriver brace bit as roughly de
nicted in sketch. After the deposit in

cylinder head has been roughly scored

ttie card is dropped in and rotated by a brace. By making
the head of the cylinder smooth and clean I find that car-

bonising matter has less tendency to stay inside. Certainly

the machine takes air like a Bleriot after it.

RATEPAYER.

Infiniiely Variable Gears in Hill-climbs.

[5456.]—We are very glad to see that " Ixion " in his

'Occasional Comments " makes some caustic remarks on the

attitude of certain clubs in barring " X " machines.
This designation is perhaps as near as he likes to get at

present, but we think that it is now quite time that the

actual facts were made public.

The Bristol Club has organised a hill-climb for motor
cycles, and, instead of taking the course which would be to

say straight out that " Zenith-Gradua " standard touring

machines will not be allowed to compete against other tour-

ing machines, owing to the number of hill -climbs which they
won last season, it has so framed its rules that fixed

gears or two or three speed geared machines only can run in

the touring classes, which are decided on formula, and has
kindly extended its classes for racing machines to " vari-

able gears " as well. The racing classes are to be decided
on time alone.

We ourselves, as well as many owners of Zeniths, have pro-

tested against this very unfair classification, pointing out
that the rules can only operate against Zeniths and one other
make which is very little known in competition work, and
have pointed out to the Bristol Club's officials that since

they have included "variable gears" in the racing classes,

in addition to the others, they must have, with intention,

barred our machines.
If this club will give its real reasons for this action,

which we maintain it should phrase as above, we are satis-

fied, but the replies so far, first say that the club did not
intentionally bar our machines; secondly, that its rules were
framed "to suit the majority of the machines on the road "

;

and thirdly, that " only Zenith riders are complaining "
!

For ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.
W. G. Bower.

Maintenance of Power on Lightweights.
[5457.]—We read with much interest the portion of

" Ixion's " comments in your issue of the 15th ult., dealing
with the above question, but cannot quite understand how he
got the idea that "many of the smaller engines lose power
much more quickly than the larger types." It all depends upon
what he means by a small engine, and we feel sure that he
referred to the engines of about 1^ h.p., which have to be
driven at top notch to do any useful work at all on the level

road, to say nothing of climbing a "tremendous" hill. There
are lightweights and lightweights, and it is rather a damaging
statement to make (in a general way) when he says that the
lightweight engine is inferior to its big brother in maintaining
it? power.
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A heavyweight machine when driven hard for long periods
soon begins to get "tired" (as no doubt many of youi
readers know), and the lightweight is no better or worse ir

this respect. A 2^ h.p. machine such as the A.J.S. is quiti

capable of attahiing a speed of forty miles per hour on thi

road, thus proving that in the hands of a reasonable persoi

a lightweight of that type has some little reserve power fo

hill-climbing. If a lightweight engine is properly designei

(and it is much more difficult to design a successful lightweigh
engine than a heavyweight) we can see no reason why i

should not maintain its powers. As a proof of this, tin

writer would like to mention the fact that he personall

drove succesefully a lightweight machine fitted with one o

our engines through the 1,000 miles trial of 1909, and almos
at the finish of this long and arduous test climbed Birdli]) Hi'

in a manner T/te Motor Cycle described as " excellent," anc

it is vividly remembered how the writer saw riders of heavy
weight machines throwing water on their engines, at the foo

of the hill, for a reason well known to every motor cyclist

In our opinion the successful lightweight of the future will b

the happy medium between the too light lightweight and th

too heavy heavyweight, and we beg to say that sever;

machines of that type are now successfully on the market.
A. J. STEVENS AND CO., LTD.

pp. Albert J. Stevens
[The machine referred to by Mr. Stevens was a 3 h.p. Wol

Stevens 52 by 65 mm. twin-cylinder.

—

Ed.]

I

Variable Compression Devices.

[5458.]—To all who are striving for a greater efiicieuc

of the motor cycle engine, the device of Mr. G. Tagg
very interesting, and a step in the right direction.

What is required is a jneans of varying the compressi<

while the engine is running, operated while in the saddl

This can easily be arranged, and perhaps "Ixion" or son

other expert would say whether " variable compression

would dispense with a

"variable gear."

w. e. burgess.

K^ES

Direction Signposts,

[5459.]—We notice

in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle that you
illustrate " an out of

date signpost," and as

this is of considerable

interest to us, we ven-
ture to enclose herewith
an illustration of our
design of signposts.

We have for a num-
ber of years past made
these in very large
quantities ; in fact, we
have supplied about 200
to three different sur-

veyors in England
besides large numbers
to numerous other sur-

veyors.

We trust same will

be of interest.

W. RICHARDS
• AND SON.

[The matter of improv-
ing existing signposts
and A.C.U.—Ed.]

An up-to-date signpost uith lingets at
varying levels.

has been taken up by the R.aJ

Lubrication. A Bengal Reader's Suggestion.
[5450.]—One of the ditticulties of lubrication is to knl

how much oil one has in the crank case without drainj
the whole lot off. It would be a simple thing to fit a sn
tap at the oil level in the crank case from which any excl
of oil in th? crank case would flow out when the cock tm

turned on. T have not seen the idea mentioned on anyl
the motor cycles described in your paper. Of course, tl

must not be confised with inspection windows such as

fitted to the F.N. and some others.

Bengal. F. TRAFFORDl
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VARIABLE COMPRESSION DEVICE.
AN INTERNALLY SCREWED PISTON AND

MOVABLE GUDGEON.

VARIABLE compression devices appear to be

attracting the attention of inventors in no small

degree, as we have liad several submitted to us

recently. However, we think the most practical of all

so far- is the one we are about to describe. This is

being made by the Motor Components Co., Coventry,

and is called the Feather-

weight piston, an ordinary

85 mm. piston, weighing

17 ozs., with gudgeon pin

and locking screw. The
principle of construction

is made self-explanatory

by the accompanying
sketch, which shows a

part sectional elevation of

piston and gudgeon pin

and a plan of the gudgeon
and lugs and the ring to

which they are secured.

The ring and the lugs axe

formed in one piece, and
screwed on the outside,

and after the connecting

rod small end has been

tiireaded over the gudgeon
pin, and the latter fastened

by the cotter pin, the pis-

ton is screwed on over the

ring. It will be apparent

10 anyone that the further

I he piston is screwed on
to the ring the larger will

be the compression space.

To raise the compression the piston is screwed off and
washers of varying depth inserted at F. To prevent

the ring working back a locking arrangement is pro-

\ided at D ; this CKJnsists of a pin screwed through a

suitable projection on one of the lugs and entering one

of a series of holes drilled diagonally across the piston

wall. When the locking pin is screwed into the piston

the split ends expand, and the pin cannot turn back
mthout the aid of a spanner. A feature which might

escape notice unless particularly pointed out is that

the gudgeon pin ends cannot possibly touch the cylin-

der walls, as they are covered by the piston. This

device should meet with success, particularly from
competition riders and others who wish to experiment

with compression ratios to find the exact compression'

which suits their engine best for speed tests, consump-
tion trials, and hill-climbs, which necessitate special

tuning for the widely var\'ing conditions.

>—•••—<

THE SERVICE-A NEW MOTOR CYCLE.
A new motor cycle has been placed on the market

by the Service Co., Ltd., which will be known as the

Service. The frame is constructed on modern lines

and has the dropped tube which has now become so

popular. The motive power is. a 4 h.p. J.A. P.
engine, fired by Bosch magneto, while the Brown and
Barlow carburetter will be fitted on aU future models.
Both the latter and the magneto are controlled from

\'ariable Compression Piston.

Screwed ring.

Gudgeon pin.

Lugs.
Locking pin.

Split end of pin.

Removable washer.
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the handle-bar. Druid spring forks are fitted. The
rear brake is applied to the belt rim, and the pedal
which controls it is mounted on a stud which is

separate from the footrest. A Best and Lloyd semi-
automatic lubricator is fitted.

DATES OF THE T.T. RACES.
PERMISSION TO USE THE SNAEFELL COURSE.

KILOMETRE RACES ON THE DOUGLAS
PROMENADE.

THE Manx Highway Board on Wednesday last

week considered the application of the Auto-
Cycle Union for two days' motor cycle races

on the Snaefell course, the dates suggested being 28th
and 30th June. The Douglas Jubilee Committee
requested the Board not to fix the dates, because,
owing to the Coronation, it may be decided to cele-

'

brate the Jubilee, starting first w^eek in July. The
Board deferred their decision until Saturday for the

A.C.U. and the committee to confer as to the most
suitable dates. Owing to the banning of the motor car

race, the committee wish to make the motor cycle

races big events. The result of the meeting was that

Friday, 30th June, and Monday, 3rd July, were
selected for the Junior and Senior Tourist Trophy
Races.

The Jubilee Committee also intend holding a flying

kilometre race for motor cycles on the cement path
on Douglas Promenade, and suitable arrangements
are being made with the A.C.U.

F. Straight, secretary of the A.C.U., has received

ofEcial intimation from the !Manx authorities that per-

mission to use the four-inch course will be granted,

subject to the approval of the Tynwald Court.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION A.G.M. OF
PRIVATE MEMBERS.

The above meeting was held at 112, Piccadilly,
W., on Thursday last; Mr. Robert Todd in the
chair. The chief business was the election of dele-

gates on the General Council and the nomination of
councillors who shall be supported in the election of
the committee.

Under the item "Other business," Mr. Cove spoke
at some length on- the inadequacy of the accommoda-
tion in tlie associates' rooms in the new R.A.C.
building. These rooms, he understood, have to be
closed at 8 p.m. ; no food could be obtained except
light- refreshments, arid no alcoholic liquor could be
procured. The secretary's office was also hopelesslv
inadequate. He made a proposal to -the effect that
these matters should be rectified, which was seconded
by Mr. Pratt. There was considerable discussion on
the subject, and in the end Mr. Cove withdrew his

proposition, and left the matter in the hands of the

chairman, hoping he would do his best with the Royal
.A-Utomobile Club to secure some amelioration of the
hardships he had referred to.

J^OTOT^CLE Eighth Annual Spring Number
will appear on

Thursday, March 23rd.
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Time io ligfii I^npcS-

-Alar, 9th
.. nth
.. 13th
.. 15th

6.52 p.m.
6.56 p.m.
6.59 p.m.
7.3 p.m.

Our Eighth Spring Number.
The week after next, the annual spring

number of The, Motor Cycle will

appear. Although it will be an
enlarged issue, the price will be. one
peruiy as usual.

Sidecar Climbs a 1 in Z\ Gradient.

Hitherto, tests of hill-climbing of

Arthur Street, Edinburgh, have been
confined almost entirely to cars, but
last week a well-known motor cyclist

successfully attempted the feat.

Arthur Street is exceedingly steep, the
worst part, it is said, rising 1 in 3^.

Ernest Frasetti, the well-known music
hall artiste, is supposed to be the first

;sidecarist to climb the hill on a 7 h.p.

two-speed Indian and Mills-Fulford

spring wheel sidecar. But there was
no doubt about the engine jjroving

equal to the task, for besides a Mr.
Geoffrey in the sidecar, J. K.
Alexander was seated on" the back
carrier, a total weight of 35^ -stones.

The surface being rather slippery, cord
was tied round the driving wheel to

ensure a better grip, and a second
attempt was made with a fourth

passenger, a little boy being seated in

the foot of the sidecar, but the cord

wore out before they had got little

more than half-way up. The gradient
being so steep the stand was left to

trail, and «o acted as a spiag in c a^e

the engme stopped.

Shelsley Walsh Hill-cUmb.

On June 10th the Birmingham Motor
Cycle Club has arranged for an open
hill-climb at Shelsley Walsh, to be held
after the Midland Automobile Club car
climb, which is a popular annual event.
Shelsley Walsh is in private ground,
and the steepest gradient is 1 in 5.

Isle of Man Speed Limit Abohshed.
The Manx House of Keys has decided

to abolish the speed limit for motor
vehicles by a large majoritj', members
denouncing the limit as absurd and
useless This action followed the rejec
tion of a proposal to increase the limit
of fourteen miles to twenty. The
period of exemption of visitors from
the necessity of taking out -licences was
reduced from two months to one.

A Distinction vifithout a Difference.

Jlobor cyclists wlio may discover a

l»lice trap and are anxious to prevent
others from infringing the law with
respect to driving in excess of the
legal limit, should bear in mind that
if they give warning of the existence
of the trap they must be careful to
do so before an offence

,
is actuallj'

commenced, i.e., before the offender
has actually entered the measured dis-

tance. Although it is allowable to
warn a person not to commit an offence
against tlie law, it has recently been
decided in the courts that it is illegal

fo to «ain hmi when he ha"; once

%Ipc€iaJ ^e^faiej

1911 COMPETITIONS.
M.C.C. EIGHTH TEAM TRIAL:

Suggestions Invited.

THE T. T. RACES.
INTER-CLUB TOUR AND HILL

CLIMB AT EASTER.

commenced the infringement. "A
distinction without a difference"
to the layman, though constituting the
essence of criminalty to the legal mind

!

Another Audacious Theft.

A Jir. Flack, of 29, Davies Street,

W., has had his 1909 Triumph stolen

by a man who asked if he might run the

machine along to test the compression,

but hopped into the saddle inVnediately

the engine fired, and has not been seen
since. The engine number is 4860 and
the registration mark LN 7576. Mr.
Flack is insured with the A.A.

The Team Trial

With a view to furthering the popu-
larity of the M.C.C. team trial for The
Motor Cycle fifty guinea challenge cup,

the trials hon. s'ec, J. Van Hooydonk,
invites our readers to send him sugges-

tions for improvement of the rules.

For the last two years record entries

have been received. See page 234.

An All-round Sportsman.

An example worth copying by those

professional footballers who have a lot

of spare time and plenty of cash, go
ye and imitate that Triton amongst
footballers and cricketers. Jack Sharp.
This "double international" has cer-

tainly forsaken the football, but he is

finding glorious T'ecreation in golfing

and motor cycling. reveUing in the
latter with an aidoui that always
characterises him m the field.

E. FRASETTI CLIMBING ARTHUR STREET, EDINBURGH (see paragraph abovej.

1 tje steepest gradient, 1 in 3i. An attempt with four up which proved unsuccessful.

.
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lister Pass Climbed.

the presence of from fifty to one
dred spectators, Hugh Gibson has
n chmbed Honister Pass. He rode
jdalless Bradbury geared 6 to 1.

Zealand Trial

1 the North Canterbm-y il.C.C
mile reliabilitv trial between

Lstchurch and Dunedin, E. N.

"L?^ '^P' Triumph) won his class
985 points out of 1,000 possible,

he private owners' section S. F.
ett. also on a Triumph, won with
narks.

ing on the Continent.
E. Catt, the Jong distance motor
record holder, is at present tour-

the South of France and Italian
He is accompanied by W.

itt, another leading Northampton
r cyclist, and F. Gibbons (Not-
am) of London-Edinburgh fame.

Club HiU-climb on Easter Saturday.
ing to the trouble arising over
lermission to use Sutton Bank for
forth V. South hill climb on April
It has been decided to hold the

etition on a hill of equal severity
permission has already been
led. The venue \vin, however
pt secret until the night previous
e event.

!m Tricars.

paragraph in the last i.^.sue
ig to the novel form of passent^er
seen on the Coventrv-Birming-

Road has brought forth a letter
A. Morrison and Co., of

iter, who say that they con-
ed a 3^ h.p. tricar with seats
n fashion about seven years ago.
found a drawback in thi.« design
t the passenger cannot assist In
mg a corner which renders the
ne unsafe at speeds. As a real

of fact a sketch suggesting
form of passenger machine
•ed m The Motor Cycle of 1903.
ies not follow, however, that
Ejection outlined by Messrs.
on and Go. cannot be overcome
liable arrangement of seats and
distribution of the weight.

Wilding Still Winning.
enthusiastic Bat-Jap rider and

lion tennis player carried off the
lonsliip of Monte Carlo at the
-ennis tournament last week, win-
tlie open singles and also the
s with M. J. G. Eitchie as part-
It will be recalled that Mr.
ig recently wrote an article for
lumns entitled " To the Near East
itor Cyde and Sidecar."

sre Test Run
iplendid performance was accora-
a on Friday last by a 1911 P.
M. and sidecar driven by B.
M, with W. Cooper and e!
ne as passengers, total weight
)n€3. Starting from Jlortimer
, through the traffic of Baker
and St. John's Wood Road
machine climbed Fitzjohn's
e with three up. Descending
lU, it afterwards climbed the
aown test hiU of Netherhall
3S successfully with sidecar and
lenger from .standing start.

{j^^(^IL]l

Apr.

May

FUTURE EVENTS.
i8—B.M.C.R.C first 1911 meetine at

Brooklands.
23—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting
25—Meeting at Brooklands.
I—M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.
I—O.tford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

14-17—M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial
and Easter Tour.

14-17—Herts County A.C. Inter-club Tour,
Barnet to Harrogate and back, and
Open Hill Climb.

17—Westmorland MC.C. Open Hill
Climb on Shap Fell

22-A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
Centre). Starting from Harrogate.

29—Bristol B. &M.C. Open Hill Climb.
6—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill

Climb.
27—Herts. County A.C. Open Speed

Trials.

Lady Competitors Jor -'The Motor Cycle"
Cup.

Mrs. C. C. Cooke, who is anangins
the Herts County A.C. ladies' reli-
ability trial from Barnet to Harrogate
and back at Eastertide, .idvL^es us that
there are already five probable starters.
This competition being the first of its
Innd, Tlir. Motor Ci/ch has presented a
cup to be won outright bv the lady
riding most regularly throughout. In-
tending competitors should write Mrs.
Cooke for details at Rose Cottage,
North Mimras, Hatfield.
Amongst lady motor cyclists who

have already entered for the trial is
Mrs. Hardee, of Greenwich, whose
machine is a two-speed P. and M.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardee have motoi
cycled for over eight years, and on a
twin V.S. and sidecar" have toured in
many parts of England, Scotland, and
Wales. Mr. Hardee, who is an old
professional sculling champion, now
owns a Triumph, and accompanied by
his wife h,-is already made several long
runs this year. His wife, on the P.
and M., has climbed Westerham,
Titsey. Toys, etc. Mrs. Hardee aspires

Mrs. Hardee, a prospective competitor in the nrst
lady motor oyollsts* competition.

to being the first lady motor cyclist toehmb Chalk Pit and Salt Box, andshe considers this will be excellent
preparation for the Herts trial, thou-h
of course, the competitors will nothave such a severe climb to negotiate.

tM^i, lu^r, *,.
"^"'^ maclunl, and

tliinks that ladies require a powerfulengme and two speeds, and that an
ordinary walkmg skirt made divisible
with ta^steners is mo.-t suitable wear.

Miss Berend's Brough.
.Miss Berend—another entrant for thecup—has sent us the following particu-

larsof her machine, which we illus-
trated in our issue of the 23rd ult
the engine is a 3i h.p. Brough, 85 x
°° ""?

.
^t bas low compression and

easy fitting piston so as to facilitate
starting. There is a clutch of the
expanding type in the rear hub and an
internal expanding back brake. The
riding position is very low and com-
fortable, and Miss Berend informs us

,;

that the machine is one of the easiest
to manage she has yet possessed, since

;

It negotiates the traffic in a delightful
manner. This is the fourth motor

:

bicycle Miss Berend has owned The
' first was a Zenith bicar, which she

1

informs us. taught her much mechani-
'

^a' kiiowledge. and she then had two
-Aloto-Reves, 1909 and 1910 patterns.
Auto Cycle Union News.

.'^loiuKHSHip. — Uver one hundred
members were elected at a recent com-
mittee meeting of the Union
-Affiliation.—The following dubs

have been affiliated to the guvernine

f^^l\^,^y Lincolnshire AutomobiliUub (.Motor Cycle Section), the Ilklev
and District M.C.C, th?, Yeovil and
District M.C.C, the .Cornwall M.C C
and the Leicester and District M C c'
DlRECTIO-V SiGNPO.STLNG.—The Auto

Cycle Union has decided to circularise
its affiliated clubs with regard to ap-
proaching the local authorities with the
object of securing the provision of new
signposts where necessary, and the
maintenance and repair of existing ones
It IS also suggested that the authoritiei
should be urged to repeat the informa-
tion on either side of each direction
arm, and, in cases where the post bears 1more than one arm at different angles
to place the arms at varying heights
in order that each one separately may
be readily distinguished.
The A.C.U. and the Tbadb.—On

the occasion of the organisation of all
trials and competitions, it has been
decided that members of the Cycle and
-Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and
traders Union be invited to discuss
the regulations with the Auto Cycle
union Committee.
New Headquartebs. — The Auto

Cycle Union offices are now installed

i",,, S?^ R-A.C premises. Pall Mall
S. VV. Telephone, 500 Mayfair. Private
exchange, 73.

Restarting on 1 in 4,

-A. telegram from J. A. Prendergast
announces that he climbed Sutton
Bank four times on a free engine
Rudge last week-end, twice from
a standing start on the steepest
gradient. So far as we are aware, this
is the first time a single-geared
machine has restarted on the steep
stretch and complet-ed the climb.
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The Quarterly Trials and T.T. Races.
MANUFACTURERS' DECISIONS.

COUNCIL meeting of the Motor Cycle
Section of the C. and M.C.M. and
T.U., Ltd., was held in Coventry on
Friday last, when a letter was read
which had been received from the
Auto Cycle Union inviting the Traders'
Union to appoint a standing sub-com-
mittee to co-operate with the A.C.U.
when considering regulations concern-
ing open competitions promoted by the

A.C.U. The letter was fully discussed, and the action of

the A.C.U. was much appreciated by the Traders' Union,
with a result that a standing sub-committee has been
appointed as follows : Messrs. W. Douglas (Douglas Bros.,

Ltd.), F. Hulbert (Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.), W. H. Wells
(Hendee Mfg. Co., Ltd.), T. H. Tessier (The Bat Motor
Mfg. Co., Ltd.), and W. Williamson (Rex Motor Co., Ltd.)

In a letter which Mr. Alfred Bednell (secretary of the

Traders' Union) has addressed to Mr. F. Straight (secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union), he points out that the members
of the trade are quite unanimous in believing that such
co-operation as the above will remove all future misunder-
standing and enable the two bodies to work together har-

moniously.

Resolution regarding T.T. Race Rescinded.
The olive branch having been held out by the Auto Cycle

Union the trade have now decided to rescind the resolution

passed by a previous meeting that members should abstain
from the next Tourist Trophy Race unless twin cylinders

were barred in the Senior T.T. competition.
With regard to the Quarterly Trials resolution, and the

decision of the trade not to support future Quarterly Tria
it is not unreasonable to hope that the co-operation of 1

two bodies will ultimately find a solution of this di|Bcu'

However, the previous resolution that members will

support either directly or indirectly any Quarterly Ti

during 1911 was confirmed in spite of the fact that t

members representing well-known firms in the trade

not agree with the resolution and will compete.
With a view to clearing the air respecting trade ent

for other club trials we asked Mr. Bednell whether
members of the Traders' Union were at liberty to er

such trials if their riders were eligible. The secretai

reply was that the trade regarded the Auto Cycle Ur
Trials as the most important of the year, and the A.C
as the leading organisation in the pastime, and until

standing sub-committee was formed to confer with
A.C.U. concerning trials it was the opinion of the ma jo

of the members that they should abstain from entering

Quarterly Trials. At the same time, there was nothini

prevent members entering other club events.

The " Shamateur."
Incidentally, we were informed that the Traders' U

intends to do all in its power to prevent the " shamate
—Mr. B. H. Davies's apt title for the pseudo-amateur—ta

part in any competitions controlled by the A.C.U., and
already asked the governing body to call upon man
turers to guarantee that they are not subsidising any
about whom the A.C.U may have doubts; the rider

also be called upon to supply such information as will

that he is not infringing the definition of an amateur
as laid down by the Auto Cycle Union.

LUBRICATION.
SUMMARY OF A LECTURE BY MR. J. W. G. BROOKER.

LECTURE was given by Mr. J. W. G. Brooker before

the members of the Streatham^ and District M.C.C.
on Friday, March 3rd. Mr. H. P. E. Harding was in

the chair, and introduced Mr. Brooker to the meeting.

At the outset, Mr. Brooker pointed out that hot metal

surfaces strongly pressed together soon seize if the oil is too

light in body and of unsuitable composition. On the other

hand, too heavy an oil will entail unnecessary expenditure of

energy to keep the metal pieces moving, owing to the clog-

ging qualities. Too heavy an oil is also bad, as it tends to

excessive carbon deposit. According to the work required of

an engine so the thickness of the oil may vary. Fast work
with a hot engine will reduce the viscosity of even the

heaviest lubricant. With thick oil in a cool engine the piston

scrapes the oil into the comparatively cool combustion
chamber, where it remains, and gets roasted on to the sur-

face instead of being burnt up and ejected with the exhaust.

Comparing drip feed and pump lubrication, the lecturer

said that to the experienced rider the hand pump gives best

results. Firstly, drip feed varies with engine speed and not
with the load. For instance, when climbing a hill more oil

is needed, but actually less is supplied owing to the engine

speed falling off. Referring to the oil spray from crank case

to induction pipe, exclusive to Rex machines, it undoubtedly
affords extra lubrication for speed work. Showing an
example of the Indian mechanically operated pump, this

device attains the same end as the drip feed, but in a

different way. This, however, again is proportionate to the

number of engine revolutions and not the load.

Carbon deposit is more than ever a matter important to

motor cyclists. Ofttimes a slight lining of non-conductive

carbon in the cylinder is beneficial, as it retains more heat
in the cylinder for the work required. Also by retaining the

heat it raises the temperature of the charge when being com-
pressed, and it therefore does more work when, ignited. Of
course, this is useful to a certain point, but it can become a
curse. Excessive deposit over increases the heat of the com-
pressed charge, and when ignited it explodes instead of burn-

ing, hence knocking and " conking " on high compression
engines.

Castor oil withstands gi'eat pressure, and large variations

of temperature, still retaining its lubricating prbpej
Other conditions being favourable, such as balance and
ness of moving parts, the limit of piston speed is I

governed by the suitability of the lubricant.

Various samples of oils were shown and many firmsl

sundry exhibits of lubricating devices. Some clutches r

also shown, and the lecturer pointed out that it was ind

able to use too thin an oil in a clutch, as it tended!
harshness of action, more particularly as regards plate clif

There was a very large attendance, and several

raised interesting points in the discussion which ensue

Mr. Brooker dealt with all the points in a \

manner, and the meeting closed with a hearty vote of tl^

proposed by the Chairman.

NEW ADJUSTABLE LAMP BRACKET.
The Duco adjustable motor cycle lamp bracket for

I

on front fork girders is an article which will fill a loij

want—its chief advant-

age is that the lamp
can be tilted at any
angle. The bracket
is attached to a

screwed bar which
can be rotated in

tapped holes in the

clips, thereby enab-
ling the necessary
angle to be obtained.

To prevent it from
moving, locknuts A
are fitted each side of

the clips. The screwed
bar enables the most
delicate adjustment to

be obtained. This
bracket is sold by
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Newman Street, Ox-
ford Street, W.

A^

Adjustable lamp bracket, by Brown I
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Northern League of Motor Cyclists.
IMPORTANT MEETING AT YORK.

* HE first annual general meeting of this League was
held at York on Saturday last. The members sat

from 3 till 10.30 p.m. and then adjourned until

March 25th without concluding all the business on
agenda paper

In the absence of the chairman and vice-chairman, the
was taken by ilr, W. H. Fortune, the hon. solicitor,

[t was explained that, before calling this meeting, the
icials of the League had been awaiting proposals from
Auto Cycle Union with regard to a settlement of the

isent state of affairs to enable both bodies to work
rmoniously together. As nothing had been received from
t body, it was decided to continue the present successful

ague policy, and not surrender that freedom of action

it it has enjoyed in the past.

Confirmation of the Annual Report.
he annual report and results of the Garrowby and

.rrogate Team Trials were confirmed. The distribution

prizes won during 1910 was fi.xed to take place in the
wn Hall, Richmond, on Good Friday next.

number of letters relating to prizes and trophies were
the president of the League (Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer)

j

losing a cheque to provide the League with a handsome ,

allenge Cup. Other cups and donations towards the prize
|

d were also promised.

>—••

, Letters had been received from several outside clubs
asking for details, and it is anticipated that before Easter
the number of clubs in the League will be nearly doubled.
The election of officers for 1911 resulted in practically no

change. The name of Mr. T. S. Webster was added to the
list of vice-presidents.

The 1911 Programme. •

Good Friday (opening run), meeting in the mai'ket place
at Richmond, Yorkshire, at 11 a.m. Secretaries of clubs
taking part in the meet are requested to organise a com-
petition in tTie form of a road trial to take place on the way
to the meet and to finish at Richmond, arriving not later

than 11 a.m. Monster speed-judging contest (open to all

comers) to Reeth (ten miles), 1.30 to 2.30 p.m. lunch.
2.45 p.m., annual group photograph for The. Motor Cycle..

At 3 p.m. the prizes won during the morning will be dis-

tributed in the Town Hall.
April 17th (Easter Monday).—Meet at Scarborough. Hill

climo on Slaxton Brow, organised by the Scarborough and
District M.C.C.
The next meeting will be held at Leeds on March 25th.

when outside clubs will be cordially welcomed.
The secretary is Mr. T. H. F. Straker, 12, Percy Street,

Hull. Correspondence relating to competitions should be ad-
dressed to the trials sec, Mr. H. Frain, Snainton Yorkshire.

nter-club Tour to Harrogate and Open Hill-climb.
Five Clubs to take part in an Easter Competition.

THIS event was promoted last year by the Herts Club
with the idea of combining a holiday tour with a

reliability competition, and a trophy, given by the

Service Co.. was put up for the winning team. The
proved popular, though limited to two clubs, the trophy

;
won for the first time by the North-west London

3.C. This year the event will be run under very similar

ditions, though to increase the holiday aspect of the

it has been decided to abandon secret checks. The
te, also, has been altered to cut out the long uninterest-

stretch from Stamford to Retford, and to make it

sible to avoid the latter town with its vexatious ten-
I limit. Starting from Barnet competitors will proceed
Biggleswade to Norman Cross, turning to the right there
Peterborough, Sleaford. Lincoln, and Gainsborough, re-

ing the Great North Road at Bawtry. From this point

year's route to Harrogate will be followed,

nother innovation will be the inclusion of a special class

ladies, for though several ladies went through the tour

year, only one (Mrs. 0. C. Cooke) took part as a corn-

tor. This time, however, there will be a class for ladies,

]ks to The Motor Cycle, this journal having presented a

to be won outright.

The Competing Clubs.
he clubs which will take part in the tour are :

he North-west London M.C.C.
he North I\Iiddle«ex M.C.C.
he Harrogate and District M.C.C.
he Bradford M.C.C.
he Herts County A. and A.C.
n addition, the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. will

ably enter, so that the success of the event is assured.
he headquarters of the Herts Club at Harrogate will be
Clarendon Hotel. Intending entrants are advised to

te m good time to Mr. C. C. Cooke, who has just been
Harrogate to make final arrangements, in order that the
esfiary accommodation at other hotels may be secured.

competition is divided into two sections.

) Inter-club competition for teams of twelve riders,

prising the outward and homeward journeys.

) Inter-club open hill-climb. In addition, members of

peting clubs may enter for the run and qualify for a
e. Marks will be awarded as follows :

)0 for reliability on outward journey.
)0 for reliability on homeward journey.
)0 for hill-climb.

To gain a first-class award a competitor must secure
ninety-five per cent, in each of the three sections.

North V. South HilUclimb.
The following classes have been decided upon for the inter-

club hill-climb (North t;. South) on Easter Saturday :

Class 1 for teams. Each club able to nominate one team
only, and the teams to constitute one touring twin, two
T.T. model singles, two touring singles, and one lightweight.
The team securing the best aggregate result on formula to
be declared the winners.

Class 2. Fle.xibility trial for any single cylinder machine,
fixed gear, clutch, or two-speed, etc.

Class 3. For lightweights not to exceed 125 lbs. in weight,
and the c.c. not to exceed 325.

Class 4. For ordinary single-cylinder models up to

517 c.c.

Class 5. For ordinary twin-cylinder models up to 570 c.c.

(Classes 3, 4, and 5 on formula).

Class 6. For any single-cylinder machines.
Class 7. For any machines (classes 6 and 7 fastest time).

No pedalling allowed in any class. Cut-outs allowed, and
complete open exhausts in classes 6 and 7.

Entrv Feks. 5s. for teams (to be paid and teams nomi
nated by the various clubs). For the ordinary classes

2s. 6d. per class.

To give all the members of each team an opportunity to

earn full marks for the hill-climb the following novel method
has been devised for arriving at the marks to be given for

this part of the competition. All the results will be worked
out by the A.C.U. formula, the highest figure of merit in

any team being taken as the standard and awarded 100 per

cent. For every .075 or part of .075 below that standard
one per cent, will be deducted.
To qualify for the hill-climb all the Southern competitors

must make "the outward journev by road in comipetition.
>-••"•—(

B.M.C.R.C. FIRST 1911 MEMBERS' MEETING.
Entries for the meeting on the 18th inst. close on Satur-

day next. A gold medal will be presented to the winner
of "the All-comers' Handicap, silver and bronze medals to

second and third. A silver cup, presented by the Hendee
Mftf. Co., will be awarded the winner of the first senior

one hour T.T. race, and a silver cup, presented by Mr. A.

J. Wilson, to the winner of the first junior one hour T.T.

race. The B.M.C.R.C.'s gold and silver medals will be

awarded the second and third competitors respectively.
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Scarborough and District M.C.

The annual general meeting was held on February 28th

in the new club room, when a large number of members passed
the secretary's report for 1910. The membership of the club

is now well over 100, and the new club house has proved a

most attractive acquisition. After the election of officers and
committee the club rules were thoroughly revised.

Walthamstow M.C.

A large company much appreciated the lantern display

given on the 2nd inst. at the club's headquarters, the Rose
and Crown, Hoe Street. The subjects dealt with included the

Tourist Trophy Race, the Cheddar Tour, and the tour to

Loch Lomond. The club supper will be held at headquarters

on the 16th inst., and the tickets (2s. 6d.) can be obtained
from the secretary, 13, Church Hill, Waltliamstow.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The following fixtures have been arranged for this month :

Mar. 12th.—Opening run to Denbigh vid Birkenhead. Meet
Landing Stage, 9.30 a.m. for 10 a.m. boat.

,, 19th.^-Club run to Llangollen wo Birkenhead. Assemble
same time and place as above.

,, 26th.—Run to Buxton vid Warrington. Meet Abbey
Hotel, Broad Green. Leave 10.30 a.m.

Western District M.C.

The club's opening run proved very successful, and augurs
well for the year's prospects. Several entries have already

been received for the paperchase to be held on March 12th,

and intending entrants should notify as soon as possible the
hon. secretary, Mr. J. V. Armstrong, Eden Hall, Montpelier
Road, Ealing. On Saturday, March 11th, a run will be held

to Rickmansworth (Victoria Hotel), starting from the

meeting place at 3 p.m.

Ilkley and District M.C.C.

A breakdown competition was held at headquarters last

Friday. All the competitors failed to find out the first fault,

although they were allowed ten minutes in which to do so, so

the committee deranged the machine again in a simpler form,
the time allowed being five minutes. The machine used was
a 1909 Triumph. First breakdown—High tension wire short-

ing and thrffttle wire off lever. Second breakdown—Faulty
plug. Results : 1, P. Fairburn, time 3m. 335S. ; 2, D. Wil-
son, 4m. 25s. The prize was a lamp, given by Messrs. Denby
and Co., Ilkley.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

A lecture on " Internal Combustion Engines as applied

to Jlotor Vehicles and Cycles " was given by Mr. Sidnev
F. Hill, A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.I.A.E., at the" King's Head
Hotel, Darlington, last week, before about sixty members
and friends. The lecturer dealt very fully with the working
and comparison of the two and four cycle principle. With
the use of upwards of one hundred lantern slides, Mr Hill

very clearly illustrated the various points of his subject.

The club is to be congratulated on having amongst its

members so able a lecturer as Mr. Hill.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The club's annual dinner and social was held on February
22nd at the Packhorse Hotel, the president, Mr. A. R.
Batten, being in the chair. The speeches were specially

directed to the lack of vitality in the club, and much dis-

cussion took place as to the best means of infusing a little

more enthusiasm into members. There were between two
and three hundred motor cyclists in Bolton who would re-

spond to a vigorous and attractive programme properly

organised. Three medals were offered for competition, and
it was hoped that other motor cycle clubs would be willing

to negotiate for the arranging of the inter-club runs during the

coming spring and summer.

Oxford M.C.C.

The members' opening hiU-climb will be held on Sat
day at Irondown Hill, Oxon. There will be two classes

single-cylinde,' and multi-cylinder machines respective

and the club's headquarters for the day will be the Unicc
Hotel, Deddington.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The programme of competitions and motor cycle eve:

for 1911 is one of some magnitude, and the Birmingham
Land's End and back competition on June 3rd and '

should be particularly attractive to devotees of the spj

in the Midlands, as well as the Shelsley Walsh open
climb on June 10th. The programme has been well p|
duced on stout card suitable for hanging up, and will

,

sent to any motor cyclists or garages and hotels on apj
cation to the secretary enclosing two stamps for postage!

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

Members of the club have made full use of the le|

department during February, the club's hon. solicitor,

George E. Urry, having on two occasions obtained
dismissal of charges against members in the Bromsgr
Police Court for exceeding the speed limit. ,

Motorists in the district wishing to have full particul

of the club should write to the hon. secretary, How
Smith, The Dingle, Four Oaks, for a copy of the souvt

booklet containing many illustrations, together v

general information regarding the club's management.

Fleet and District M.C.C.

An extraordinary general meeting of the club was 1

at Fleet on the 1st inst. to consider the proposed amalga
tion scheme made by the Winchester Motor Cycling CI

The scheme was adopted, and the name of the central t

will be the Hampshire Motor Cycle Club. It is hoped t

the amalgamation will secure the advantages of a powe
central body without destroying the local interests of

individual clubs. The meeting also decided that an entra

fee of 2s. 6d. should in future be charged to new memb

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the Hull and East Ri'

Auto Cycle Club was held last week at its . headquart
the Grosvenor Hotel, when matters relating to the wel

of the club were fully discussed. Dr. Coates and i\Ir.

Ellis were re-elected president and captain respectively

a strong committee was also formed.
The nominal subscription of 5s. per annum ent:

members to all the advantages connected with the club

intending new members should send in their names to

J. Fletcher Walton, 6, May Street, Hull, the ne
appointed hon. secretary.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The club's annual meeting was held at the luxuriol

appointed club house, Saville Row, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Friday night, whfn there was a good attendance of

bers, and the annual report and balance sheet presentei

the secretary, Mr. Hawkins, was passed. It showed a sll

adverse balance on the year's working, but apart from
financial aspect the season had been a very successful

It was announced that the North-Eastern Autorai
Association had agreed to take fifty debenture sharei

the club, and had paid over to the club a sum of mone
return for which country members of the association w
have the free use of the club premises when in Newca
It had also been arranged that aflSliated members of

Newcastle and District Motor Club could join the N.E.i
as direct members at an annual subscription of one gu
for three years instead of two guineas. Thirty-three

members have already joined this year.

^
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—

Proposed Motor Cycle Club at Chesterfield.

lany local suggestions have been made for the formation of

iiotor cycle cluli in Chesterfield and district, and any who
y be interested a>e invited to attend a provisional meeting
be held at the Hotel Portland, Chesterfield, at 7.30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 15th. Tliose wishing to attend are
ed to send their names and addresses to Lawrence Smith,
o-seiriount," 23, Clarence Road, Chesterfield.

S.E. London M.C.C.

t is proposed shortly to conveiie a meeting to discuss
formation of this club. Will motor cyclists in the

;hbourhood of Forest Hill, Catford, Brockley, and Peckham,
dlv communicate their intention of attending such meet-
to Mr. V. Edwards, 9, Honor Oak Park, S.E., and in this

lection, also will those residing in Sydenham, Penge, and
;kenl]am, kindly comujimicate with Mr. A. E. Keitier, 35,
ighton Park Koad, Sydenham, S.E. , to enable theorganisers
iiake the necessary arrangements for holding this inaugural
iting.

Leeds M.C.C.

U a general meeting of this club last week the president,
Ilowland Winn, spoke very strongly concerning the

thy hitherto displayed by members towards the sport, and
'

only consented to act lor another year on condition of

ater sijjport in the working of the club. Several new
nbrrs were elected, and Jlr. .3. R. Kelly. 25, Bridge End,
ids Bridge, Leeds, was appointed' hon. sec. and treasurer,
ile F. 0. and F. K. Langton were elected joint trial hon.

The subscription is now 10s. a year without any
ranee fee.

North West London M.C.C.

'ixtnres' have been decided upon as under:
aturday, March 25th.—Paperchase.
atiirday, April 8th.—Petrol consumption trial.

'riday, April 14th, to Jlonday, April 17th.—Easter lour.
rrugute reliability trial for the Service Cup.
aturday, April 29th.—Flexibility hill-climb.

auirday. May 20th.—London'to Coventry reliability trial.

aturday, June 3rd.—Whitsun tour.

aturday, June 17th.—M.C.C. inter-team trials for The
tor Cijclt Cup.
aturday, June 24th.—Club l)ill-climb.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
o-morrow (Friday) the A.G.M. will be held at the DriU
II. Coventry, at 8.30 p.m.. when the secretary's report
treasurer's balance sheet will be received, and new olHcei-s

ted. On Saturday the opening run and speed judging
ipetition will be lield as before. Jlembers meet at the
dence of the president, Mr. John \. Pugh, J. P., at
Bs'.5y. Tea will be arranged at the Dun Cow. Dunchurch.
'here is a suggestion to enter a team in the Herts County
X open inler-cl'ib reliability trial and hill-climb at Suttcm
ik at Easter-tide. The feeling of members is being taken
tlie subject.

U7^

Westmorland M.C.C.
The Westmorland JI.C.C. and Cumberland M.C.C. are

having a joint hill-climb on Kirkstone Pass, near Amble-
side, on April 14th, starting at 2 p.m. Two classes, single
and twin-cylhider. Good prizes have been pravided, in-
cluding gold medals for fastest time.

Western District M.C. (London).

A most attractive programme has been arranged, and it is

hoped that members will show their appreciation of the com-
mittee's efforta to meet their requirements by supporting the
runs in a hearty manner. A special prize will be awarded
to any member who attends at least 50% of the fixtures.

Cambridge University M.C.C.
Tliis club held a reliability trial of forty-seven miles on

Wednesday, the 22nd ult., tlie route being": Cambridge to
Royston (thirteen mile.*), lioyston to Godmanchester (twenty
miles), Godmanchester to Cambridge (fourteen miles). T'nere
were control.^ at Royston and Godmanchester. Of twenty-six
.starters, fifteen made non-stop runs, the winner being H. G.
Rawlin.< (3i h.p. P. and M.) with non-slop run and correct
time. T. h.. Monckton (3^ h.p. Triumph), was second with
non-stop run, but half a minute early on the last section of
the route. The following also made non-stop runs: N. Gray
(Premier), W. Fox-Strangways (Bradbury), C. C. Guthrie
(four-cylinder F.N.), J. S. Parker (8 h.p." Bat and sidecar),
K. C. Farnsworth (Indian), J. P. Wills (Zenith-Gradua),
T. JL G. Chapman (Triumph), C. R.'McIver (Ariel). G. GUhui
(Douglas). A. W. L. Barlow (Douglas), H. H. King. E. S.

Brittain (Bradbury), and A. Drys.lalo (5-6 h.p. Matchless
and sidecar.

OXFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
This club will hold aji open hiU-climbing competition

under A.C.U. .rules on Saturday, April 8th, and for this

event special gold medahs. have been presented by tlio

Triumph Co.. the Service Co., Ltd., arid a silver cup by Mr.
W. R. Morris. Competitors will be classified as follows :

Class 1.—Junior T.T. machineB, single up to 300 e.c,
twins 340 c.c.

Class 2.—Standard touring lightweights, up to 130 lbs.

Class 3.—T.T. single-cylinder machines, up to 500 c.c.

Class 4.—T.T. twin-cylinder machines up to 670 c.c.

Class 5.—-Standard touring single-cylinder machines.
Class 6. —Standard" touring twin-cylindei' machines.
Cla.ss 7.—-Standard touring, single and twin, fitted with

variable gears.

Clas."* 8.—Any type of single or twin up to 1,000 c.c.

Clas 9.—Passenger machines.
Cla.sses 1, 3. 4, fastest time to win.
Classes 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, the cubical capacity being un-

limited the results will be decided on formula.
The competition will be held about thirty miles from

Ijoudon and about the fame distance from Oxford.
Entry forms and full details of this competition may be

obtained from the trials hon. sec., H. G. Hill, 11, Market
Place, Banburv. Entries close on the 25th inst.

Group uken before the $tarl of the Cambridge University Motor Cycle Club Beliabilily Trial, described in a paragraph abovo.

^^J
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters c ontaining legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Escape of Oil.

I have a 4 h.p. Roc, and
my trouble is oil blowing
through centre of the flywheel
axle. I have one ball air

release over timing gear case
which is lubricated from crank
chamber. Would it be safe to close

up end of axle?—W.F.C.
If you plug the hole in the hollow'
crankshaft you should fit another ball

air release valve. If oil comes out of

these connect a small pipe to the outlets

wliich \yould conduct the oil away on to
the ground.

Knocking.

I have been having a lot^ of trouble with knocking on
^ one cylinder (front. I think)
JJ of my 1910 7 h.p. V.S.,

which has run about 1,000
miles. It is a metallic knock, and
occurs when picking up and on hills.

Also it will not take as much air as
before the knocking started. I

ehould- be much obliged if you could
help me in any way.—H.G.

We can only think that the knocking
is due to pre-ignition, caused by the
use of an unsuitable sparking plug,
such as one the points of which pro-
ject too far into the cylinder. If our
surmise is not correct, when you A\f
mantle the engine you should note
^carefully whether any of the bearings
or gudgeon pin are loose, and also
that both pistons are being evenly
lubricated. Knocking is sometimes
caused by the spark timing being too far

advancecl.
Two-speed Gpars.

Will you kindly advise me
whether with a two-speed epi-

cyclic hub gear fitted to my
Triumph—(1.) I should get the
same speed and power from the

engine? (2.) Could I change on hills

with load (25 stones) I (3.) Is a gear
any trouble? (4.) What ratios would
you advise?—G.E.M.

(1.) We see no reason why you should
not get the same speed and power from
the engine when running on the high
"gear, minus the little extra friction
occasioned on the low speed with all

gears of the epicyclic type. (2.) You
can change the .gear anywhere irrespec-
tive of the load. (3.) A gear is reli-

able if the principle of construction is

sound. (4.) If you use a top gear, say,

4^ to 1, the low speed with the epi-
cyclic type of gear in action would
be 9 to 1.

A.34
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Too Much Air.

Kindly enlighten me as to
the cause of my machine not
starting on the road. It is a
1909 3i h.p. Peugeot, high-
tension magneto, automatic

inlet. After vigorous pedalling on
the stand it wiU go all right. I

have filed the platinum points, cleaned
the carbon on the distributer disc and
examined the wires. Also, why the
platinum points must be flat, and
how to get the machine to run
slowly ; it will run fast enough.

—

H.W.L.
The cause of- the sluggish starting is

Semper Fi.lelis.

due probably to the carburetter re-,

ceiving too much air at slow speeds.
(See the hints on Carburetter Adjust-
ment in " Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them.") A good contact is

not made unless the platinum points
are flat : there is also a tendency for
them to burn more easily. The fact
that the machine will not run slowly
confirms our theory that the carburetter
is getting too much air. Try fitting a
smaller choke tube to concentrate the
air around the jet.

?

Hub and Crank Case Lubrication.

Would you favour me with

few instructions : I use Hui
de-Luxe for nip engine. Coi

I not use this for both hul

steering head, etc., as bei

better than ordinary thin cycle

Would an oil gun measure quanti

.^o inject and foue in Huile de-Lu
(which is thicker, of course) bett

than a-squirt? I believe the parts ne

a teaspoonful of oil to back and fr<

hubs each 200 or 250 miles, and ste

ing head similar, other parts rati

less. Is the above about the ri^

amount of oil, and is Huile-de-Luxi
suitable oil for cycle bearings?
could be slightly heated to thin
could it not, to get it in? Ordin.

cycle oils seem so thin for a mol
cycle. I see makers advice re dr
ing crankcase and pouring a t

cupful of paraffin through the b
in the engine-shaft. Alter doing
should I pedal the engine rou

several times, with the oil drain p
in, or should the plug be out all

time, or in, while the paraffin

whirled round and out after to ;

off? Would three pumpsful of oil|

sufficient before using, again?
back tyre on my Triumph does
keep up many days—possibly va]

leakage. If so, would a new rubf

be the remedy? Can a valve I

from other causes than faulty rubh'

I have an endless tube, but in

event of replacement a butt-em
one would save much labour,

you recommend the Michelin b;

ended tube? Should the back
always be as hard as one can pi

it—quite boai'd hard.—A.L.M.

The oil you need for the hubs is Prii

special hub lubricant. The hub she:

be filled completely with "the lubrici

when it will need no more attentl

for a long time to come. The snppW
of the oil will send you full particuli

together with instructions, if you
them. The oil is first wanned
then injected out of an ordinary
can. No squirt or oil gun is iiec

sary. Yes ; you can quite well in,

oil through the hollow shaft, or, m

would be easier—as to get it

through this portion you would have
tilt up the machine—would be to

coiinect the union from the pump
the crank case, and pour the para

in through there. Then pedal
engine round until the paraffin is

splashed about, leave it for ft

u
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lutes, afterwards taking out the drain
ig. letting the paraiBn run out.
ree pumpsful of oil should be in-

ted liefore starting the engine after
s has been done. A new rubber
uld quite cure the trouble. Also
that the washers and valve a>e

nd. Why not try a detachable-ended
The make mentioned is quite

isfactory. They are quite easily
id; and are air-tight. The back
e need not be board hard for com-
table riding.

Di.TlcuIty in Starting.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1910 motor
cycle, J.A.P. engine, and after

? I allow it to cool I have great
difficulty in starting again. I
usually have to inject about

alf a wineglassful of petrol into the
j'linder before I can get up sufiicient
eed for it to fire, even when I have
on the stand. It runs splendidly
id pulls well once I get it going,
lit I feel there is something not
ght about it, and would be glad
your assistance in the matter.

—

.V.M.
do not say if the Jrouble is due

he congealing of the oil or merely
defective carburetter adjustment.
eems more likely to be the latter.
ing the winter months less air is

ired than in hot weather. If you
; off all the air at starting, flood
carburetter well, see that the

king plug points are -^m. apart,
advance the spark nearly fnlly (if

nelo) the machine should get away
lout difficulty. Do not inject so
h petrol at starting. It is liable to
e a seizure, and may even account
the engine being difficult to (Uwi.
a very small quantity of paraffin
ad of petrol.

An Alarming Incident.

I beg to place before you
the following details of an
occurrence with an 8 h.p.
motor cycle recently. A new-
8 h.p. machine was bought by

friend of mine a day or two ago.
t after charging up and starting
the first explosion set the whole
chine in a blazd. Putting things
;ether ourselves, we imagined that

explosion took place in one .

inder, but failed to ovei-come ;

npression on the other cylinder, :

1 the fired charge passed through
:

i re-opening inlet valve into the i

'buretter, setting it on fire.
;

len taking up the matter with :

i makers of the machine, they !

ite that they cannot at all \

:ount for it catching fire. Thev i

i never once had a .machine
\

ch fire in the whole of their :

leuence, and could only think i

t the carburetter had been
;

ided and there was a considerable
'

ount of loose petrol leaking from
buretter, but my friend said this
s not so as far as he could tell. Wo
imitted the matter to the makers, :

made the suggestion that gauze ^

nt be fitted between the inlet :

t and the inlet pipe, but they I
Ilea that that was superfluous

'

1 undesirable. The whole iuci-
t was disquieting, and we should
youi opiniou and advice.—G.B.

\\e are inclined to think that the
inlet valve of your engine must have
stuck m the guide and so allowed

- flame to pass into the carburetter. It
is most unusual for an accident of
this kind to take place, but it is
known to happen in factories occasion-
ally when machines are being tested.
It is a most difficult thing to explain

;

in fact, any manufacturer will tell
you that it is possible to have a blaze
of this kind without exactly knowing
why it has 'taken place. Of" course, if
the carburetter was over-flooded and
wet petrol was all about, the slightest
back flame along the inlet pipe would
cause a fire. If the mixture is too
weak and the charge burns slowly, it
has been known to travel along the
inlet pipe and set fire to the incoming
charge, but it seldom results in a
conflagration.

Adjustment o{ Valves.

I own a 1909 P. and M.
?'

I

(bought new), which has run
about 3,000 miles. The powerLU having fallen off slightly, I
removed valves, and " find

exhaust wants grinding. I wish to
enquire re inlet valve (a.i.v.). This
seems to have worn considerably.
The seating is all right, and has "a
side play of over /^in. in its guide

;

the guide, valve stem, and cotter
are all worn. The opening of valve
IS now something over -?^u\. instead
of the usual ^in. allowed. Does
either the side play or increased
amount of opening materiallv affect
the power? Same applies "

to cv-
hanst guide, which is a little worn.
1 have fitted now a new inlet valve,
but have not thought fit to scrap
the other.—S.J.P.

It does not so much matter about the
side play as about the increased
amount of opening. What vou .should
do now is to insert a washeV over the
collar of the valve, so that the open-
ing is restricted to the original
amount. Variation of the opening and
loss of tension of the spring con-
siderably affect the power. It would
be better to have the exhau.'^t valve
guide renlaced.

H9
Airsprings. Belt-drive, etc.

.(!•) What advantage have^ air springs over the present
>\ springs r^sed on motor bicycles?
•-^ (y.) Is a free engine and clutch

reliable for starting from the
kerb?

^
(3.) What- advantage has a

belt-driven machine over a chain-
driven one? (4.) Are studded covers
considered the best for motor
bicycles?—A.P.S.

(1.) Air is a more elastic medium than
metal springs for insulating the rider
from road vibration. (2.) A good free
engine clutch can be relied upon to
.start a single motor bicycle and
rider even on a fair gradient. (3.)

Belt transmission is more elastic and
softer in action than a rigid chain
drive, but chain drives fitted wi'.h
slipping clutches are almost as soft in
their action as a belt. (4.) Rubber-
studded covers are considered the best
all-round tyres for motor bicycles. They
do not slip on stone setts, whereas
steel-studded tyres, although quite the
best anti-skid devices for macadam
surfaces, will slip on stone setts.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the leplies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

••K.B." (Nottingham). N.A.B. seat-
pillar and P.R.S. 1911 lamp.
Quad" (Newport). L.iM.C. jUUo-

varia pulley. Is any trouble caused
through slackness of" belt when ths
lower ratios are in use?
"W.R.S." iKonnington). 3^ h.p.

Lincoln Elk. Condition and hill-climb-
ing capabilities after twelve months' use.

'• J. A," {E<;cles). 2i h.p. Roval Enfield
hglitweight. Reliability and "durability
of engine.

" P.Q." (Stratford-on-Avon). Wiied-
on tyres for touring purposes. Are tlicy
more difficult to detach, and can tliey
be recnmmendod for sidecar work?
"R.W." (IVIalvern). Do belt rims

spoked to the wheel rim ever give
trouble through breakage?
"G.S." (liford). Triumph single gear

with sidecar.

An awkward predicament Examining the licence.

-^3;
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Twin Norton Withdrawn.
Owing to pressure of orders, Norton

motor cycles are only to be made in

single-cylinder models for the time
being.

Similarity o£ Names.
Douglas Bros., of Bristol, request

ns to point out that they are in no
way connected with the firm of Douglas
and Oliver, Ltd.

A Valve Spring Tensioner.
The Jlotor Acces-

sories Depot, Broad
Street, Coventry,
send us an illustra-

tion of an adjustable
valve spring cup that
they have used on
their Condor engines
for the past twelve

Condor valve spring months. The sketch
tensioner. is self-explanatory.

New Varnishes.
Messrs. Conrad Wm. Schmidt, Strat-

ford, E., have introduced a varnish,
to which they have given the name of
"Antarnish." It is transparent, and
when applied to plating covers the
polished nickel with a thin, smooth
ekin, which keeps the article bright
and free from rust. It is unaffected
by heat or damp, and may be removed
with the aid of methylated spirits.

A black opaque varnish is also sold

which has exactly the same effect. It

Bets in about ten minutes and becomes
properly hard in an hour. The var-
nishes are sold by Messrs. A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., and the Service Co.,
Ltd.

A Simple Cnt-out Switch.
TheTingye cut-out switch fits on the

sparking plug terminal, and is of the
simplest description, consisting of four

parts—^the insulated handle, the
cut-out wire, spring, and clijo—and it is

practically impossible for anything to go
wrong with it. IMrned upwards or

downwards the coil spring and two
indentations on the clip prevent the wire

- Tlie Tingye cut-out switch. Left (on), tiglit (cB)

position.

moving tlrrough vibration.. In the case

of twin and four cylinders it is most
useful for tunirg up purposes, and even
riders of single-cylinder machines will

find it of service. The Tingye cut-out

switch is sold by Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.

A3S

A Quickly Detachable Filler Cap.
One of the simplest and most

practical quickly detachable HUer caps

has just been put on the market by
Rotherham and Sons, Ltd., Coventry.

Mounted on a hollow pin on the centre

of the cap is a slide carrying two spring

controlled levers. The top of the slide

extends through the cap and ends in a
push button. To lift off the cap all

that is necessary is to push the button

when the cap is free, and to replace it

Rotlierliam's new tank filler cap.

the button is pushed right down, the cap
dropped over the filler, and the button
released. The device is simplicity itself,

and the cap cannot be lost, as it is

attached to the filler by a short chain.

Rear Reflex Lights.
In the extracts from the report of

the Expert and Technical CommiMee
of the R.A.C. on " Tests of Reflex Rear
Lights," published on the 23rd ult.,

two of Lea's reflex lights were referred

to in the report as the Lea-Francis
reflex lights. Components, Ltd.,
Bijurnbrook, Birmingham, who are

the sole licensees of Lea's reflex lights

(referred to in the report as being
distmguishable at a distance of 130
yards), inform us that they have been
compelled to introduce, owing to the

public demand for cheapness, what
they have christened the " Substitute

"

light, which is sold at about half the

price of the original, but is admitted
by its makers to be practically worth-
less. When it is considered that the
patent reflex light is an expensive
thing to make on account of accurate
lenses and first-class workmanship, it

is astonishing that it can be sold at

Euch a low figure.

Catalogues Received.
The Bowden Allxim for 1911 is a

bulky volume and contains particulars,

prices, and illustrations of all the

Bowden accessories made by Bowden
Wire, Ltd., 37-41, Pratt Street,

Camden Town, N.W. Pages 13 to 40
are chiefly occupied with the Bowden
equipiuent for motor cycles. Jlotor
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cyclists wislring to convert lever an

»od control systems to the Bowde
mechanism can obtain a copy of th

catalogue on application to the abo
address.

An exceedingly well-got-up bookl

of Clyno single and twin-cylind

mu-or cycles has reached us from tl

mak.-rs. The testimonials reprinted

the brochure are evidence of tl

satisfa.'.tion the Clyno machine
giving. The inclusion of a priced li

of parts to the smallest detail at t

end of the book is a commendal
practice.

We are m receipt of the well ill

trated catalogue of Auto-Carriei
Ltd., which gives much useful inform
tion concerning the "A.C." trie:

The matter contained in the cat

logue is most useful to the purchasi

as it answers satijtfactorily a numl
of questions, such as—Is the vehicle

good hill-climber? petrol consumptic
control, protection of chains, suflici<

engine power, side-slip, wear
accessibility of back tyre, and co
fort. All these questions are answer
by users themselves, which is extremi
satisfactory.

A well illustrated large-sized ca

logue is to hand from the Quadr;
Motor Cycles, 45-53, Lawley Stre

Birmingham. This firm manufacti
three separate models—the 2 h.p., 1

34 h.p., and the 4 h.p. passenj

models. All are copiously illustrai

both as regards the complete machii
and details.

Scottish Tyre Depot.
So successful have the Hutchin:

tyr-es been in Scotland, that the fi

making them have opened a depot
60 and 62, West Regent St., Glasgi

Spare Petrol Tanks.
The small spare torpedo petrol t;

which we illustrate herewith is

production of the Belgrave Oa
Spring Vale, Bristol Street, Birr

ham, one of the partners in which
Mr. H. C. Pickering, a well-kn
Midland motor cj'clist. It is

vided with a good sized filler cap,

a tap and union connect it to

main petrol reservoir. The ha;

of the tap is wisely made to shut

when downwards. The tank is finis]

in several different colours to ra;

popular makes of machines, and is

^

1^1

Auxiliary petrol tank attacbed to top tub

at a reasonable price. Competitor
tlie M.C.C. and other non-stop com]
tions where the petrol tanks cai

be refilled will find this a useful art

At the same time it does not det

in any way from the general ai r

ance of the machine.
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The Trade and the Trials.

DX
[)age 2.44 of our last issue If w.ns mcnlionetJ
that the Tratiers' U.iion had confirmed its

decision not to support future quarterly trials.

The highly siicisessfiil Jaiuiaiy quarttiriy trials

proved that the trade was by no means unant-
oiis on the subject, as in these trials several well-

lown firms took part. To boycott the quarterlies

mpletely would be sheer injustice, as no newcomer,
rge or small, would have a chance of showing how
s machine behaved sufliciently early in the year to

of real use to him. Although the council of the
aders' Union have confirmed their decision, the lack
complete unanimity shown by the last trial and the

rision of two firms represented on the council to

ntinue to cornpete, is proof that the council were wi.se

content thems*^lves with a confirmation of the reso-

ion without making it compulsory for members to

stain. In other words, while they arc opposed to

nrterly trials they do not ban them.
We will now consider the trade point of \iew.

rstly, a one day's run was considered to \>e an
dequate test ; secondly, the course was said to lie

easy; tliirdly, the advantages gained did not
lify the exjienditure ; lastly, the element of chance
ilil not be eliminalcd. and the ri.sk of a competing
hinc being thrown, out by a trivial misadxenture
not worth taking,

lake the fir.sj objection and, the second, which;
rs closely upon it.. .The. Uxbridge-Banbury course'

; clearly Uyo eas>', but not sufficientlv so to allow
ry competitor to finish with a clean .shedt. In fine

ither the performance presented no real iliili-

ies, but in -wet weather, as was shown in October,
results were different, and it is not going too far to

say that more convincing proof is wanted of the go-
anywhere-iii-any-weather capaijilities of the average
motor cycle.

The selection of a stiffer course in the South
last January had the desired effect, and even
though the weather t'onditions were perfect for the

lime of year the percentage of failures was qtJite high

vnough. The third objection—the advantages gained
did not justify the expenditure—is of doubtful worth,
seeing that different courses are being selected for this

year's trials, and new fields are constantly being
opened uji and interest aroused as a result. Even
for those makers whose reputation is made the argu-

ment is not irrefutable, but to manufacturers of new
models and to newcomers into the business the

quarterly trials are undoubtedly of inestimable value.

The trade does not seem to have realised that the

buying public- regards the quarterly trials as of great

importance. The last objection is a sound one and
cannot be refuted. He who enters must take his

chance. Fortune is a fickle goddess, and the element
of luck can never be entirely ignored.

The new course selected for the spring quarterly

trial is a .severe one. embracing three or four noted

Yorkshire acclivities, and it is to be hoped that even
more members of the trade will compete in this event

than in the January one. Not only will the success-

ful competitors have just reason to be proud if they

get through, but they will receive a good training" for

the six day.s' trials in Augiist".

We sincerely hope that those who have not devoted

much thought to the matter will give it their most
careful consideration before deciding not to enter for

the spring quarterly trials to be held in Yorkshire on
.Satiinlav. .April r:;nJ.

All
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THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE.

WE wer? enabled to publish a fortnight ago a map
ot the route which- will be covered in the Auto
Cycle Union Six Days Trial, which will commence
on August 14th and terminate on the 19th. The

centre chosen is Harrogat",, which is admirably situated close

to the most attractive part of Yorkshire, near the most
populated portions of the county, and yet the route avoids

the large towns, York being traversed only three times in

the six days. l

Harrogate also possesses the advantage of possessing numer-
ous hotels, and is a town w'hich has little bad traffic, and
there are no tramlines.

As regards severity this course will easily excel any other

ever utilised by the Auto Cycle Union, as may be seen by
the number of times the words hill-climb appear in the

map. This does not necessarily mean that there will be a

timed hill-climb every day. but that the A.C.U. has a choice

from which it can easily make a selection.

First Day, August 14th, 1771 Miles.
This route becomes interesting after Thirsk—there is a

small amount of by-road to be traversed before Coxwold is

reached. The ruins of Byland Abbey are passed, and then

Wass Bank is ascended, a magnificent wooded ravine with

a maximum gradient of 1 in 4j. The surface towards the

top is rather rough. The road after Helmsley passes through
Pickering, where there is an ancient castle, and continues

over moorland lo Whitby, and near the latter town there

are splendid views of the sea. St. Hilda's Abbey is seen

on the cliffs. The coast ride to Saltburn will prove a try-

ing test. The contour road book refers to it as being beset

with a series of " impossible hills," Lythe liank, Sandsend,
being one of the most severe.

All is plain sailing through Guisborough right down to

Thir.5k, which is again traversed, and Sutton Bank is next

ascended. The road after Helmsley to Shillington is good,

but thereafter ensues a run across country to Borough-
bridge, whence a good road leads back to Harrogate. The
Quarterly Trials course covers most of the first day's route,

and will give those who enter an idea of what may be
e.xpected in the Six Days' Trial for five consecutive days.

Second Day, August 15th, 1701 Miles.
After Tanfield, picturesquely situated on the River Ure,

there is a stiff pull out of the village, while a little fiuther

on are the ruins of Jervaulx Abbey (ot Ivanhoe fame) and
Middleham Castle. From Reeth there is a gradual climb
up the Arkengarthdale Valley, with a stiff ascent at Arkle
Town. The country is desolate moorland.

After Kirkby Stephen and Appleby the road to Nateby
becomes rough, but improves after Moorcock Inn. The
scenery is excellent. Wild Boar Fell is on the right (2,323ft.)

and Shurnor Fell (2,346ft.) is on the left. Lammerside and
Pendragon Castles are by the roadside. After leaving

Aisgill, a few miles before reaching the JNloorcock Inn, the
road runs along the Midland line past the scene of the
recent railway disaster. At Redmire the old road over
Scarth Nick is grass-grown but rideable, gradient 1 in 4

to 1 in 5.

From Bedale to Boroughbridge and on to Harrogate there

are no further difficulties.

Third Day, August 16th, 200i Miles.
'This will be a long trying day. Several steep hills will be

included. Garrowby Hill, shortly after York, which, by the
way must be traversed twice in the day. while after Skipsea
right up to High Haw'sker the road skirts the coast. South
ot the latter place is Stoupe Brow, which is a severe ascent,

while the third stiff hill is Staxton Brow. Thereafter the
road 4>resents no difficulties.

Fourth Day, August 17th, 167i Miles.
On approaching Ripon a magnificent view of the cathedral

is seen. The road to Pateley over the moor is good, while
there is a steep ascent after, crossing the River Skell. The
famous ruins of Fountains Abbey are situated a few miles
lower down the river.

We are now in intensely interesting country. The fantastic

outline of the Brimham Rocks is to be seen on the hill on
the left. There is a^steep ascent and descent to Pateley Bridge,

AI2

The scenery is beautiful and the country—the home of Eugci

Aram—is famous for its caves, underground streams, ai

potholes (not the ordinary road variety with which the read

is familiar," but deep holes with underground streams pen

trating hundreds of feet into the earth).

The famous Greenhow Hill is over three miles in lengt

and has gradients of 1 in 5 in places. Near Grassington a

the famous Stump Cross Caves, which are said to extei

thirteen miles underground. The mountain views t

magnificent.

After the steep ascent out of Grassington the road is po^

but improves further on, while the scenery on to Sett

leaves nothing to be desired. From Settle on to Ribblehe

the road is rough and narrow, with steep hills and sudd

curves, and in the adjoining district potholes abound—

o

known as Gaping Gill is over 400ft. in depth.

From Hawes to Aysgarth the road is good, and there

fine scenery through the Wensleydale, After Kidstones t

road is rough for about 500 yards up to the summ
The gradient varies from 1 in 4 to 1 in 5. The scenery cc

tinues to be beautiful during the descent to Buckden. wh
the villages of Starbottom and Kettlewell are interesting,

are the overhanging cliffs at Kilnsey. Burnsall is said to

the prettiest village in Yorkshire. -

There is a long ascent out of Burnsall ending in a s

pull through a wood on the fell side ; the surface is excellei

The ruins of Barden are seen by the roadside, the Ri\

Wharfe is hidden from view in the Bolton woods, and
famous whirlpool, the Strid. is close below. From here

Bolton is the finest scenery in any of the Yorkshire dales

After the long descent to Bolton Abbey there is a striki

view of the Abbey ruins. The ancient priory of Bolton
said to have been built by Lady Alice Romille, in memc
of her son (" The Young Romilly " of Wordsworth's poe

who was accidentally drowned in the Wharfe in attempti

to cross the Strid during the chase.

The road to Blubberhouses is excellent, though it clin

for four miles to a height of 949ft. to the summit on K
Gill Moor. Then follows a long descent through a fir wt
ravine to Blubberhouses (Blue berry houses). Sharp turn

the right by the little church on the hill, with a sudden st(

ascent of 1 in 5, and about two miles further on anotl

stiff climb to the summit of Askwith Jloor, 897ft. Af
Otley, views of Lindley reservoir, where torpedoes are test

may he seen. Norwood Edge includes a gradient of 1 in

The road continues up a fairly stiff pull lo Harrogate.

Fifth Day, August 18th, 191i Miles.
After Tadcaster there is a fine road through Boston S

Ilkley is a village of great antiquity famous for its medici
wells. The next item of interest is a fine ascent over g<

roads for about two miles, to Rombald Moor, 1,247ft. (1

5 and 5). The descent into Airedale is rough, but the r<

from Moreton into Bingley and on to Saltaire is good.
Tramlines are encountered at Nab Wood. The ascent

Moorhead lane entails a sharp left-hand curve and a gradi
of 1 in 5, while a gradient of 1 in 4 is to be found in Hea
Woods, There is a precipitous descent to Haworth Stati

and a stiff pull up out of the latter village, the home of

Brontes. From Colne to Gisburn the road is fair.

Near Bolton,, Pendle hill on the left (1.831ft.) was
Facred'hill on which the priests offered sacrifices to Bl

long years ago. Settle is finely situated on the main r

to the. North. The road to Hellifield is good, and fartl

on more interesting country abounding in caves is ti'avers

Towards the end of the day the ascent from Appletreew
(1 in 5) and the beauties of Skyreholme Valley (1 in 6)

encountered, while Brownstay Ridge (1 in 5) is anot
steep climb. After Mashani nothing of interest occurs
Harrogate is reached.

Sixth Day, August 19th, 983 Miles.
This journey presents n<3 difficulties and is an easy ru

almost a "rest" after the arduous experiences of

previous five days. The beauties of the country, the sevei

of the test, and the fact that- it taps ^ district almost
known to Southern and Midland riders, should attia;

large entry. The Aulo Cycle Union deserves congratulal

on its selection, and owes its thanks to those who havi

iikstrumental in placing this course before them.
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URING the past year there has been a con-
siderable number of attempts to discover tlie

true value of motor cjxles for military puijioscs.
has generally taken the form of despa'tch riding,
r from one staff to another or from outlying patrols
eadquarters, and in every case those m'otor cycles

were used ha\e been of the ordinary standard
It would perhaps be interesting to inx'estigate

far this design of machine is likely to be of service
-tual warfare, and for this purpose it is necessary
amine the peculiar conditions under which such
lines will be required to operate, together with the
•
which have been taken to meet similar conditions
her arms of the service.

Interchangeability.
is essential that any military vehicle, whatever its

nay be, should have every part interchangeable
a similar part on a corresponding vehicle, and
this change should be made with the minimum
tity of tools, so that it behoves that part to fit in
ue engineering sense, that is to say, out of a corn-
set of spare parts the actual machine must be
d without any fonii of fitting being allowed,

is necessar)', because it is unlikely that the section
r \'ehicle will be in the neighbourhood when most
red, rendering it necessary to repair one damaged
ine with parts from another which may have been
ired useless previously. Moreover, this form of
r must be speedy, as it is under most circumstances
ssible to retuni a machine
repairing base,

regards the actual service
ements, there must be a
ity for travelling over
curable ground, fording

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.
A delacbmenl of M.O. motor cyclists ready to move ofl tor duty.

rivers in the absence of a bridge, and an
ability to withstand very rough usage coupled with
con:in\tal exposure to inclement weather. - Silence is

of great value should reconnoitring be considered, in
which case travelling awMy from the road ag<\in
becomes ncce.ssary, while in despatch carrying, steadi-
ness on a road which may be badly cut up by haavy
guns and transport i.s essential.

Under these two heads, the first is an unlikelv
employment for motor cycles, because a two-wheeled
vehicle is ufisuilable when off the road, even at its

best ; the necessary quietness is unlikely to be obtained
and great speed of no very certain \alue.

Despatch Riding^.-
The second duty, namely, despatch riding, is not

likely to be filled by the present form of motor bicycle,
because the difficulty in connection with a cut-up road,
more especially at night when no lights can be used,
is ver)' real, and such roads are inevitable in the rear
of an advancing force-. Again the necessity for leaving
the road crops up, as the officer to w'hom a message
may be sent will most probably be located in a
position away from the road, under which circum-
stances a machine weighing some 200 lbs. would have
to be pushed an uncertain distance by a rider who.sc
kit is far from light, which is not a pleasurable matter,
especially when occurring a number of times.

On mounted infantry lines there may be some liope
that motor cycles may be used, since fewer men need

be left to guard the machines,
and a stronger firing line,

dependent, of coiu'se. orr the

ability of the machines to.

traverse such country as mav
inten-ene before their position

Q

Tae lower illastrations siow groups waiting for despatches on llie occasion of last year's army mantouvrcs.
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is reached, while the bad roads wouhj interfere as

before.

All of these difficulties must be considered and
finally overcome before the formation of a motor cycle

mounted corps can be realised, and on the formation

of this arm rests the solution of the spare part difficulty,

since otherwise machines are not likely to be of the

same type and nianu'acture.

Peace and War Conditions.

It is an easy and; pleasant m.atter to use motor
cycles under peace conditions, but it is a \'ery different

thing when f.ctuaU" warfare is considered. Even in

peace manoeuvres there are moments when all is not

joy, such as pushing a machine across a field i of long

grass, or up part of a steep hill honeycombed with

rabbit holes- and strewn with sharp empty cartridges.

The suggestion that a machine and its rider should

betake themselves across a stream 'of unknown depth

because the only available bridge is officially "blown
up " is not likely to be received Avith undue inward
pleasure, yet in reality they would be as often called

upon to do so as guns and waggons have been in the

past when a bridge has actually been demolished.
Tt has been found necessary to desiLiii even the

lightest machine gun carriage in a special mam
capable of withstanding usage of the roughest descri

tion the abnormal stresses consequent thereon, and
construct it so that from a heap composed of the pa

of any two carriages one can be erected without ex-

fitting. In view of these facts, the suitability of 1

touring type oi mount is not very apparent.

Despatch Riders and Police WorK.
Some use might be discovered at the base of ope

tions for despatch riders or police work, because it

likely that the roads in such parts will have bi

repaired and suitable temporary bridges erected, ,tl

eliminating the need for any departure from the ro

Service conditions would seem best satisfied witl

machine which has been designed by men who poss

a knowledge of army vehicle design, as well as

necessary for the- motor cycle. But whatever co

may be formed of touring motor cyclists, their efficie

svill be considerably impaired should the niachii

differ in any feature of design.

In conclusion, it is necessary for a serxice macl
to be of use under all conditions of either road
H'eather, since a machine which may be used one
and useless another is totally unserviceable, how
i^reat its efficienrv mav be under favourable conditi

A MOONLIT LiiNDSCAPE. All impression ot an evening spin in March.

A NATIONAL MEMORIAL TO KING EDWARD.
THE older of our readers Avill remember the

National Cycle Show at the Crystal Palace, at

which many a motor cyclist served his novitiate

by taking a trial run on the Terrace. Apart from its

accessibility, the Crystal Palace was indeed a pleasant

])Iace in \yhich to hold the show. Many were the

interesting machines to be seen in those days.

We well remerhber the enthusiasm displayed o\er

such machines as the Phcenix Trimo in 1902, the rival

Phoenix TrJmo with the sidecar in 1903, the first

appearance of the four-cylinder F.N. ;and the tre-

mendous rush there was to ride it, the Auto-Fauteuil
(which was the prototype of the T.A.C.), and the

A1.1

Singer with engine and magneto in the back wl

The poor Crys^tal Palace is now in a sad way,!

a happy idea has been put forward to restore it f

worthy memorial to our late beIo\ed King, ani

preserve it and its magnificent grounds. It is fuf

proposed that a high speed electric railway shoull

constructed from town to reach the Palace wl

fifteen minutes. The author of the scheme isl

Right Hon. Lord Tenterden, the hon. treasurf

the Right Hon. the Earl of Kinnoull, andl

memorial oftices are at 26, Shaftesbury Avenuel

One guinea subscribers will receive a free life a(f

sion ticket.



No. 9.—EDINBURGH MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
HIS club is one of the oldest in

Scotland, being founded in 1905,
and is certainly the best known
and most enterprising north of

Tweed.
he club was started by a few keen
or cj'clists under the name of the
ledin XI.C.C., and in the first year

active life carried out only 'two
petitions—a hill climb and lOO" miles

n-liability trial (the first ever held
icMtland), which event created great
est, as upwards of twenty motor
ists started, the winner being the
Dan Pater.son. From this the club
never looked back. 'I'lie first year's

iber.-^liip was 16. and in

foniiwiuy year Llii> lumibcr
exactly doubled, and in

a!<aiu doubled, bringing
nu'iuber.^hip up to 66.

1938 the name of the-

was changed to Ediu-
;h .M.C.C. to give it a

> iiiiiru distinction. Diir-
llicse tw-o years Jlr. C.
II gor .carried out the
s (if secretary with con-
iilili' ability, and great

il I- due to him for mak-
tlir clnb a live one.
the following year .Mr.

n \\'atsi>u tfink up tlie by

now ui:hious work of secretary, and it

was in this year that the club organised the
much critici-sed but veiy successful Scottish

trials. These trials have now been held
for two consecutive years with con-

spicuous success ; the conditions are enor-

mously severe, whicli detract somewhat
from the entry, but add to the real value

of the event.

During 1909 the membership in-

creased to 96. and towards the end <if

the season the Trials Committee decided
to hold an open hill climb on Amulree—
a hill that had proved the undoing of

all the competitors in the first Scottish

trials. This event attracted the verv

Campbell McGregor,
one of the original founders.

R.J
trials

large entry of fifty, several wcU-kuuwu
English trade riders competing, and the

contest was carried out successfully under
adverse weather conditions.

In 1910 the trials .secretary of the

previous year. Mr. Percy Tolfree, was ap-

pointed to the dual office of secretary

and treasurer, being ably suppoiteU by
-Mr. R. .J. Ciood a.s trials secretary. The
president (Mr. Nurman Macniillan) has
now held the position for three consecn-

tive years, and he fills the office with

dignity and grace.

During the past year considerable lack

of interest has been" apparent in competi-

tions, doubtless due to the fact that a

large number of events have
been held by various other

clubs. The committee, with
several kindred spirits, detcr-

nniied uj)on the formation of

a social club. The acquisition

of suitable clidi premises
would largely encourage tlie

.social side of motor cycling

and greatly benefit the sport

by bringing niendjers together

moie frenueiitly. especially

dnriiig me winter months,
when motor cycle clubs arc

Msnally aisbanded—or pracli-

lallv so. The scheme is now
lakfng practical shape.

Good,
hon. sec.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN GERMANY.
A TEUTONS VIEW OF THE INDUSTRY AND

WTUTEH in a fieruian technical

weekly deals with the dwindling
interest nuinifested in motor

cycling as a sport and pastime in

iiany. notwithstanding that during the

decade, which may be saifl to cover

levelopment of the motor cycle from a

ticai standpoint, so numy improve-

ts have been effected hi this class of

ine, and that in England and the

ed States, for instance, the interest

eepening and widening. That motor
ng in Germany has lost the popu-

j which it erstwhile possessed for a

period is incontestable. Why ? Cannot
iiany produce macliines that in price.

;n, and f|U;ility. stand on an equality

some leading British makes? She
and d'jcs ijrocluce them, and only a

Jessly insular prejudice would answer
lie negative. As a matter of fact,

and is Germany's best customer for

motor cycle : witness the official trade
tics, which show that the British

;et absorbed one-sixth of the machines
rted by Germany in 1910. As the
lines are not at fault, an e.xplanatinu

of the decline must be sought elsewhere.

The writer finds the main reason in the

Teuton himself, " who, generally speaking,
wants much, and has little to spare for

taking lare of his motor cycle." Like Kip-
ling's Xlulholland, who ''wanted to preach
leligion, handsome and out of the wet,"
the German enthusiasm for the pleasures
of motor cycling fizzles out under its exac-
tions. Still, although the term " exac-
tions " may stand in one sense where an
American or Englishmati is concerned, it

lies open to objection in another, since

—

again fpioting the German writer—"an
Englishman loves liis machine, studies it

intently in all its details, and iiever grows
weary of it when lie has to hunt up the

causae of some mechanical trouble or

another." That remark holds good lor
• cars as well. In. a general way tlw German

lacks the sporting spirit of the English-

man, nor li.T;s he. we think, the Briton's

self-reliance and meclianica] ingenuity

—

three quidities moie or 'less indisyensable
fiU' tbs spread of motor cycling.

The German schoolboy cultivates no
sport worthy of the name ; while as to

PASTIME.

the " pastimes " of the German " Couleur-

iStudenten," the less said of them the

better : hence there is a sort of national

paralysis in the regioti of sport, the youths

being fathers to the men. Such condi-

tions prevailing in (Germany., great things,

as ii'gurds the popularisatiofi of motor
cycling, are not likely to result-even from

the recently fonned " Wissentscliaftlich-

technische "Ivommission zur Weiterent-

^vickelung des Kraftrades und seinec Verb-

reitung" (Scientific-technical Commission

for the Further Development of the Motor

Cycle aiKl its PoDularssati-qn), in which the

German W-nr Office is-, interested, and for

which the Gel man Mot-orfahrev-VereingUng

(Motorists' and Motor Cyclists' Associa-

tion) has voted £300 out of its present

funds. Of course, it is scarcely needful to

remark that the Gennaii War Oflice docs

not care a red cent about the development

of motor cycling jicr i<i> ; all Uie Office

is interested in are the potentialities of

the self-propelled macliine as an instru-

ment of war. and the probable net out-

come of the Commission's laboursw'ill be

a standai-d type of military machine.

A17
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More Colonial Demands.
The inundation of colonial letters continues, but on

the whole fails to illuminate many new points. One
novelty is a request for high footrests or footboards,

as low patterns are not infrequently struck- by boulders,

the sides of ruts, etc., and are carried away. The main
complaints have reference to the weakness of handle-

bars, forks, rims, spokes, saddles, and carriers.

The correspondent who dislikes a high clearance is

in a lonely minority. He asserts that a good steers-

man should be able to dodge the colonial substitute

for the upstanding brick ; but does one never ride at

night except in England ? Or is there a special

.

breed of head lamp across the seas which sheds its

brightest rays .six inches in front of the -wheel.
.

'' Most of my correspondents would prefer a greatly

increased ground clearance if they could obtain it

apart from too lofty a saddle position.

Strange Noises.
The average standard modern motor cycle is literally

silent when it is throttled down to a low speed.

Nothing is audible save the suck of the carburetter

and the fainf .clatter of the buffered valve tappets.

Hence a new type of query has arisen to bother us

"repairs by post" gentlemen of the press; quite a

common type of letter inv'ites me to analyse and rectify

" an almost inaudible creak,, occurring regularly at the

same point of the piston stroke when my engine is

running very slowly," etc., etc.

- The office boy remarks in consequence that my
temper is rapidly deteriorating. Howeverj I find five

nut of six such annoyances are ascribable to an old

magneto chain having worn out of pitch, so that new
chains, and in one case new sprockets, were necessary.

In another case the slight but haunting noise detected

by a \igilant owner proved to be due to a damaged
ball in the crankshaft races. This is refinement

indeed. I was quite relieved to open a letter from
some juvenile sportsman at Balham, containing the

information that he had run down a dyer's handcart
owing to the beastly silence of his engine, and could

I recommend an exhaust whistle which ivouJd hloir

'inith f.lw cut-out open? Perhaps some road-hog reader

can oblige ?

Tyre Troubles on Passenger Outfits.

,
I cannot help noticing how frequently a sequence of

tyre troubles deface the racy accounts of passenger
trips w'hich occasionally adorn our pages. My
passenger work has been gradually reduced to tlie

minimum of late years, and I must confess to being

a convinced soloist. But I keenly remember that in

my sidecar, quadcar, and tricar days the driving tyres

were re.sponsible for 75% of my delays, nor have I

forgotten how I eliminated the nuisance on a certain

4.% h.p. tricar of unhappy memory.
It was originally supplied with a light wheel carry-

A18

ing a so-called 2^in. double extra reinforced treai

In actual practice the sole difference between this ty

and a third rate sin. sample of the kind then standai

on motor bicycle rear w'heels was that it cost more an

burst sooner. After many expensive and exasperati

stoppages. I took the bull by the horns. I scrappt:-

the entire wheel, bought a strong rim from a ty

firm, had it built up into a new wheel with spokes
stout as Sandow's ankle, and ended by running tl

machine two years without a [luncture, and with h
one serious deflation.

Hence I can commend the advice gi\-en liy M
Oldman on page 211 in our issue of March 2nd.

is even a financial economy to fit a heavy passeng
outfit with a light car wheel and coxer ; but in t:

present confusion of tyre and rim sizes, it is best

fix on, a certain make of tyre, buy your rim from tl

tyre maker, and in futiu-e "use no other."

If the powers that be ever dispatch me to a foreij

country, T shall follow the same procedure with

solo mounts.

WARMINGTON HILL, a well-known Warwickshire test grade on the range (

Edge Hills. This photograph shows an instance where motor cyclists shoufl

drive considerately, especially on Sundays during the hours of Divine servicj

Loth as we are to admit it, a certain section of riders are most thoughtless in sucl
circumstances, and race along, sometimes with throttle and cut-out wide ope|
entirely disregardful of the proximity of churches.
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DETAILS OF THE STANDARD 3^ h.p. JAMES.E recently had an opportunitv of
examining a latest 3^ h.p. 'dia-
mond frame Jamea^_which is

likely to enhance the already
reputation its makers have for clean
n and fine finish. In common with
standard model machines, it has a

al engine, double top tube frame with

Ties engine showing gear-driven magneto.

between, but it comprises several
sting features which tend to lift it

of the ruck." First of all with
to the engine. This differs in two

d- particulars from the ordinary
having the staggered radiator fins

characterise all the James engines,
n addition, a quite individual mag-
Irive. The Bosch magneto is sup-
on a plqtforni, behind the cylin-

st integral with the crank chamber,
i driven by a ti-ain of pinions
:d within an L shaped aluminium
wliich also forms the cover of the
gear. For the purpose of removing

PRECISION ENGINE
VIJ years ago a patent detachable
motor cycle frame of the dia-
mond pattern wa.s devised by
Mr. Harry Eeod, of Manchester,

iker of the Dot motor cycles. By
itent method the front frame can
iiated from the rear portion with-
tuibiug the power unit. To enable
be done the chain stay-bridge and

are designed to be made in a single

, the T lug, etc., 'at the lower end
seat tube being held between the
plates by bolts. It is only natural
I'ith the development in design, it

ble for a designer unknowingly to
an idea which has been patented,
is was the case with the original
on unit.

rs^ F, E. Baker, Ltd., the makers
Precision, had unwittingly made
ngine plates and lugs in such a

..'. tl:-;'y iijfiipcrpri P.ecd'.« pi'.teiited

the magneto altogether, or altering the
uming, means are provided for gettin"
to the p-nioh on the magneto armature"
shaft, auU consist of a large cap which
screws into the cover over this pinion.

It may be urged that the magneto is a
trifle too close to the engine, and there-
tore liable to get rather hot during a
Jong uninterrupted run, but against this
must certainly be put the facts that it is
oertainly well sheltered and out of the
\vay of mud and dust.
The engine has a bore and stroke of

,

86 X 96 mm. respectively, and is fed by
.;v Brown and Barlow carburetter, which
is situated behind and to one side of the
magneto. A BluniHeld variable pulley is
httcd, and the lubrication is on the drip
teed principle by an inclined Best and
Lloyd pump contained in the forwa'-d
compartment of the tank.
The stand, which is of the usual " kick-

up •' variety, is most neatly fitted, special
lugs being attached to the chain stavs
for this purpose, which allow all parts of
the back wheel to be got at without
difficulty.

A decidedly neat and effective silencer
cut-out is fitted adjacent to the front
footrests. and within comfortable reach
of the rider's foot. The cut-out works on

James' silencer cul-out.
the ratchet principle, and each alternate
stroke of the pedal opens or closes the
cut-out apertures in the silencer end.s.
The pedal is loaded with a spring wliich
returns it always to its original position,

as is also the plunger-pawl. The only
criticism which we can offer against this
device is that there seems to be a large
rumber of holes and corners involved,
which, being unprotected, are liable to
collect dirt, and it would be an improve-
ment, we think, to fit the cut-out mecha-
nism on the inside of the silencer end
plate, and so protect it from dirt.
Another neat little fitting is that of a

small shield attached to the magneto end

Bolt shield protecting the contact breaker.

plate, in orcfer (o protect the contact
breaker journal from grit and wet thrown
off the belt, which passes in close
pro.ximity to it. This shield is made
of cast aluminium, and is fitted in a very
simple manner At the same time it
does not rob the contact breaker of any
of its accessibility.

Nicely finished "in blue-grey enamel, the
3^ h.p. James certainly has a most pleas-
ing and workmanlike appearance, which
should stand a lot of mudpUigging with-'
out looking too utterly unpresentable.
J he riding portion is most comfortable,
a change of position being provided by
employing two sets of rubber co\-ered
footrests.

The machine is the production of one
of the oldest and best makers of pedal
cycles, the James Cycle Co., Ltd., Gieet,
near Birmingham.

LUGS AND plates:
design referred to, and, having come to
an amicable- arrangement with the
patentee, have placed before us their
latest form of Precision engine plates
and lugs. Although originally these plates
were quite independent of the bracket or
rear stays, they permitted the separating
of the frame in the same manner as the
Dot design. TTie new design engine plates
are now counter bored, and pi eject-
ing trunnions are provided on the lugs, as
illustrated, consequently the frame cannot
be taken apart without disturbing the
power unit. The original desire, how-
ever, is in no way defeated by this altera-
tion, as bottom bracket and seat-tube lug
plates are still swivelling members, thus
meeting the requirements of local
assemblers, for whom Messrs. F. E. Baker
specially cater. We illustrate the latest
r!;'---! of euTine lugs and nlates wh-.b
will render our remarks quite clear.
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THE INTER-CLUB TEAA TRIAL.
A Reply to Mr. Hooydonk's

I
WAS particularly pleased to see

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk's article

inviting suggestions for the

M.C.C. seventh (not eighth as stated)

inter-club team trial for The. Motor
Cycle Cup, which is surely the finest

possible way of still further popu-
larising the event. - As one who has

taken part in the last fo.ur e\ents, may
1 express my views?

I think it is generally admitted that

in this year of grace the conditions are

too simple. Firstly, pedalling is per-

mitted ; secondly, the course is com-
paratively easy; and, thirdly the dis-

tance Is but lOo miles. If all these

considerations received attention in

framing the 191 r rules, and the con-

ditions made more severe, the com-
petition would, I feel sure, prove a

more representative championship trial.

I quite realise that all competitors are

not fortunate enough to posse::;s latest

model motor cycles, but surely one of these days we
shall have a rider pedal his machine to the finish

with his engine, firing e\ery si.f revolutions, and his

belt slipping abominably. Under present conditions

it is possible, but would .be distinctly unfair, for a

teaii finishing in .splendid order to be beaten by a team
whose members could not complete another .round

without a stop owing to some derangement which they

have managed to .o\ercome by vigorous use of the

pedals. Motor cj'cles incapable of climbing i in 10

without pedal assistance form a very small minority

nowadays,: so that they should not be considered so

seriously as they have been in the past.

The Timing Method.

Riding to a chronograph held I'y a qualified time-

keeper has been unfavourably criticised. Some com-
petitors carry two watches and make a fine art of the

regularity of running, other Jess fortunate competitors

may possess a watch which happens to gain or Idse a

minute or two during the trial—^result, loss of the

cup. If reliability is to remain the outstanding feature

of the trial, less importance should be attached to the

riding to split seconds, but, if timing is to continue to-,

decide the winner, it should be done by the com-
petitor's own watch. Either- of these alterations would
make the event far more enjoyable and relie\'e the

rider's mind of al^ig weight, but what I would urge still

11-ore is to start a little earlier, send the teams tying

for first place round- the course again, and let reli-

nldlity of the motor cycle alone prove the decidino
factor. I feel sure that the Bristol and Northamptorr-
shire teams would ha\'e preferred this method of detei~--

mining the winning team last year.

Of course, there is the chance that no competitor
would drop out on the extra circuit, and so as to

bring the trial to a definite conclusion, timing mig ht

well be employed on the final round. I am stron gly

against exact timekeeping being placed before reli-

ability, as to my mind it places too much of the onus
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Article in our last issue.

on the man, whereas the prolonge

trial would serve further to test tl

machine. The same remarks app
to the j)roposed speed judging te

and abolition of watches, which

do iwt favour.

A Longer and New Course
Suggested,

A change in the course would ce

tainly be welcomed, longer and ov

new ground, but if a short circul

route is again chosen, why not despat'

competitors in the revei^e direction

half distance ? This little departu

would relieve somewhat the tedio

process of encircling the same cour

until it becomes really boring, ai

would, moreover, necessitate a watc

ful eye on unknown hills in the couni

direction.

I entirely agree with keeping t

rules as simple as possible and ignori

petrol cons\iniption. I do, however, object to bei

made to carry a spare can of petrol round my ne

just because the. makers of my machine do not fit

tank large enough to make a hundred miles non-st

run beyond the possibility of doubf.

In conclusion may I suggest that the M.C.C. Co
mittee present gold medals to the winning team
future. Surely vanquishers of eighteen teams co

prising 108 riders are at least deserving of such

award along with a^ fifty guinea challenge cup.

Best luck to the competing teams, and let us h(

that for once, the Coventry and Warwickshire M.

and the Motor. Cycling Club- -winners in the ~

previous contests—will, this vear at any rate, be ov

thrown. Non-stop

Northern League 1911 Programme.

AT the general meeting of the Northern Leaj

at York, the following . fixtures were arran;

to take place on the dates/enumerated

:

April 14th (Good Friday).—Annual meeting

Northern motor cycle clubs at Richmond, Yor

April 17th (Easter Monday).—Hill-climb at Sta.x

Brow, organised bv the Scarborough and Dist:

M.C.C.
May iist.—Individual reliability trial. To start fr

York, and the distance not to be less than

miles over a most difficult course.

June roth.—Speed trials on a course to be cho

later.

August 5th.—Team hill-climb for The. Motor C'l

Challenge Cup. The venue,to be a steep hill

_ some part of Yorkshire.

September loth.—Team trials to be held ovei

course similar to that chosen for last year's C'

petition. The award will be the Pal;

Trophv, now held by the Harrogate and Dls

M.C.C.

r
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The Motor Cycle
AS SEEN THROUGH FRENCH SPECTACLES

This article is not a translation, but has been specially written for
" The Motor Cycle " by a Parisian motor cyclist.

cr notes on the question after

interest English readers,

has been stated, French- agent

FEW weeks
ago an
article

appeared in these

columns relating

to the motor c\cle

business in
France, in which
the writer jjointed

to the apathy of

the French to-

wards motor
cycles. Some
full consideration

certainly do
little indeed, if anything, to push the .sale of

wares. This applies to agents for French
lines as well as to vendors of English imports.

le " "
'

Paris Salon, the man in charge of the Terrot
would not let anybody walk in to look closelv at

UK hine. Of course, to touch the machine was
it tlic question. At one of the English stands, as

walking along, 1 was very glad, as I am a firm

XT ill English goods, to see a few people looking
iiiiidels displayed there.

The Attitude of the French Salesman.
people, apparently frightened by the reception

bail already had at other stands, were looking

,^l)ect, sometimes at the cycle, and then to the

1 charge, who stood, as firm and as dumb as a

l.fliind his machine, and his mind seemed to be
far indeed from his ljusines.s.

lined that little crowd, and was amused to hear
marks and guesses at the use of the different

For e.xample, " Fancy having such large springs

riy the lamp bracket! " This was too much for

nil being bold, having appreciated the kindness

\cndors at Olympia, I xer.'ured to explain to the

kevs how the sprmg fork woikcd. To explain

se of the levers on handle-bars, 1 was pointing

e air slide -which opens or covers the air holes

e carburetter, meanwhile moving the lever on
c-bar. But then the "awendant," waking from
reams, and resenting my intrusion, pushed hastily

iver back and said

:

ipu mu.st not touch, sir."

I'ell, well," I said, "it won't hurt, believe me."
es it will," said the man; "you must not

11 I tried to explain the rest of the machine to the

^sted listeners, but had not a chance of showing
the brakes or clutch mechanism worked,
len my audience and I left the stand, 1 jvas once
convinced of the verv unbusinesslike attitude of

'renchman by the observation, "These English

machines look all right, but,, then, how delicate! Did
you notice how the man there was anxious lest some-
thing Avould break on being moved? "

What a difference with the Olympia Show, where
all were welcome to touch the \ariotis pans, and move
the levers, and to ask for information!

The Motor Bicycle's Unpopularity and Why.
J'here is no queslio> of doubt that the motor

liicycle in Paris is not popular. I also believe that

e\cry man of moderate means who wouW in England
buy a motor cycle, contemplates in France the buying

of a car, even if he cannot afford to nin it more tlian

once every six weeks. A motor cycle would allow him
a fide every Sunday at very little cost, but it is not

"chic " enough. On his car he is admired, ,ind that

is all he wants

!

The Frenchman is still of the firm opinion that motor
cycles are not reliable, and that they are noisy and
dirty machines. This false opinion muxt be removed.

Of course, a paper devoted to motor cycling matters

would do a lot of good. There is no doubt that The
Motor Ci/cle has been a great help to make motor cycles

—English ones, 1 mean—-what they are. But I daresay

that such a paper would at present have no basis on

which to work and to li\e in France. Still I sincerely

believe—and hope—that a day will come, sooner, pei •

haps, than many could think, when The ^fotol• Cijrh

will have to print a French edition.

The T.T. models would sell among ihe thousands

of boys who go to school (in F" ranee much longer than

in England) until they arc at least eighteen or nineteen

years of age, while the F.E. or two-speed models

would find a ready sale amongst the soldiers (every

man has to serve two years in the ranks), for the owners

of motor cycles or cars have a good "start " over the

others—they get all the nice open-air work, and are

much more appreciated. And, after their two years, I

maintain that those who have been used to a motor
cycle, and cannot afford a car, would often get an

extra h.p. or two and a sidecar attachment.

The French Press and the Paris Salon.

Well, the Paris Salon was a great success, in spite

of the opinions expressed by a few English and other

papers, but the interest displayed in motor

cycles was practically nil. I had some difficulty in

finding any report of the M.C. show. Under the head-

ing "Pour la Motocyclette," I'Echo des Sports says:

" The public has been rightly surprised to note the

great fall of the motor cycle in the people's opinion,

precisely when in other countries, and especially in

England, this speedy and comparatively cheap means

of transport is constantly progressing. And yet we

have the finest roads in the world."

It continues that it is rather surprising to note that

this fall of the motor cycle coincides with the

-^25
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The Motor Cycle as seen through French Spectacles.

—

coming of impro-vements by which llie drawbacks of

these macliines disappear.
" We are far away aliead of- Uie liig motors of fi\-e

or six years ago. The monster bark of their exliaust

resounds only on the eclioes of the various tracks. At
last it is understood -that there is no need to be astride

a machine capable of doing sixty mites an hour. Half
that speed is sufficient, and comfort has at, last replaced

mere speedy- that real madness which induced demoniac
people to fly like thunder through the villages, terrify-

ing hens, ducks, children, policemen, and other poultry

of that sort.

•
,

." What is needed to make the motor cvcle a really

practical mount-?
" I. Reduction of power.
"2. Reduction of, vibration : almost as prejudicial

to. the machine as to the rider.

"3. To abolish the causes of breakdowns.'
r.i Well," all these conditions have been cleverly ful-

filled. Motor cvcles are now exactly what was asked

for by the pioneejs, and vet thev are on the decline

in France '

French Criticisms of the English Exhibits.

AV'iththe restriction that "it would be tedious to go
into the details of 'each machine" (English reader.s

«ould not think so), the Fclio des iSjiar/s courteously

begins the inspection of the English exhibits:

"The Triumph is very welT buiU and nice looking.

P^ngine with ball bearings, magneto ignition, and free

engine. 'Jdie Humber closely follows the former, and
alike is fitted with a fantastically complicated spring

fork. These two machines nicely finished sell on the

other side of the Channel like cakes. The Singer,

although well made, does not look so pleasant. We
do not agree with the position of the component parts.

.Spring frame to be noted—it is the interesting item of

the machine. The N.S.U. has but one fault, ft is

too well finished ; too much trouble has been taken in

its making; and it is too complicated. It is splendid

workmanship, but one needs at least lour hands to

handle it. The F.N. stilldoes good work, as also the

much appreciated Motosacoche and Moto-Reve. The
former literally crowds the streets in Geneva."
Again -I wid' quote :

" The ideal motorcycle should

be as follows: Very low frame witli a .strengthening

tube under tank, and sprung fore and aft. AMieels

26in. ])v 2in. 2 h.p. f,ir-cooled engine single, or, in

sfer
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prcterence, twin, on ball bearings, m.o.v., magne
igniuon, V belt dri\e \vith jockey pulley, very wi
mudguards with flaps and front extension, carrier a

stand combined, two brakes on back rim and on I
rim, and eiagine {i.e., carburetter and magneto) <

trolled from tdnh (!). Brakes and valve lifter ci

trolled from handle-bar." v

And Xht Echo des Sport.i ends by saying: "1
amateur may now choose among the various prod
tions the, one that follows most closely this specifi

tion." (Dear me ! 1 doji't \)am\i\)

Now these quotations are from the only article

the subject that I could find in the French press

do they not show ho^v poorly informed the Frenchr
are on tjie motor cvcle?

Why do they require the tank control of carluirej

and magneto ! It would simply make the hair of

Englishman rise with horror to read such thing:

their favourite paper. And a carrier aird stand c

liined, as. on. the machines of five years or more a|

That ideal_(?) specification does not include

brake nor even foot-rests.

By the by, the only French machine fitted

foot-rests at the Paris Show was the Peugeot,
the very first year this old firm—almost as cl

Humber—^makes a machine with foot-rests

also with a foot brake working on the belt rim.

I add that the brake is mounted direct on the foot-

and not on a special bracket.

Moreover, ivhat. is. most .funny and almost in

prehensible is that certain makes—Swiss or Germ
which sell in England with foot-rests, spring f

handle-bar control, etc., are sold here bare and nl

Sidecars—an English one and a French one—

|

to be seen for the first time in France.
Before ending, I wish to express the hope

English makers'will take the matter of catering fo|

French market into consideration, and will bring

to us this. sport, born in Paris and ^erv worth\ 1

stirring character of the French people.

If an English maker will run the risk of displJ

each of his models in a well-.situated ahoji, anc

take the steps permitting him to give an assuranc

• 1111/ spare part can be obtained from the Pan'-':

]3er return of post, he will sell his machines \ery

and if besides that he enters a T.T. model in the|

climbs and makes also attempts on track or

recorrls, and briiif/a flir re>'-ulfx before the j/iilili

will be well repaid, and in a short space of tiinl

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
MANX CORONATION PROGRAMME OF AMUSEMENTS.

AS announced last \veek, it has. now been settleil

that the T.T. motor cycle races be held

Friday. June 30th, and Mond.ay, July 3rd.

and the course is to be the one known as the " L'our

Inch " course, which starts from Douglas and runs

to Ballacraine, Glen Helen, Kirkmichael. Ramsey, and
over the mountains to Douglas, a distance of about

thirty-seven miles. These dates have been fixed

with the consent of the Douglas Jubilee Committee,
Avho have arranged an elaborate ten days' programme,
starting on Wednesday, June 28th, to celebrate the

Coronation of King George, and the jululee.of the

town or borough of Douglas. Motorists and their

friends visiting the Isle of Man at that time will find

A26

l)lenty of amusement. Every day there will

big event, such as a world's championship Marl
race, bowling, shooting, fishing, and tennis coif

tions, and two big musical events. _ In the ev^

there will be competitions for decorated motorsl

The Jubilee Committee have also under considej

the holding of a flying kilometre race for

cycles on the cenreiit path of the Douglas Promd
The distajice has been marked out, and, al.tj

not perfectly straight, is one which allows of

speed being attained. The competition will be dj

into classes, e.g., one open to twins competing
T.T. races, another for the singles and for the|

weights, and another for all comers.
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tters sbould be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., sod should be accompanied by the writer's toll cane and address

How to Eepair a Broken Petrol Pipe.
L.]—On the road the other day I found my petrol
oken off short under the carburetter union nipple,

g the lamp—a self-contained one, by the -way, so I

tubing—1 unsoldered the broken portion, and removed
the nipple, noticing it had been a slack fit. I then
thin tyre repair patch, and, moistening it to make it

jnished it into the nipple umbrella fashion, with the
pipe, which eventually cut its own hole.

about three tries I got it fairly secure, refitted (he
ied it up securely from the spiral to the tap so that
ight would not undo my joint, and was able to run a
les to the ne.xt town and get the pipe soldered, -but.
porary repair seem-ed quite good even then.

P.-VTCHOL.

Amateur's Design of Gear-driven Motor Cycle.
]—I enclose herewith a sketch of a new design for

cycles recently patented by me. It has tlie following
s: Low comfortable position, low centre of gravity

uently less danger from side-slipping), wheel steeling
' simple arrangement of my own), a clutch (the same
on a car), handle starting, and a pair of legs attached

Patented design ol low-built mooDl.

lall side hand lever, which can be brought into play
make the machine stand upright ; in fact, it is a

:ar on two wheels. J. HIRSt'HFELD.

Colonial Bequirements.
J—As a rider of about seven different motor cycles

rent overseas possessions, you will perhaps not be un-
to hear my views on certain points of motor cycle
ction that require modification for colonial conditions,
ice that with the advent of the hub two-speed gear, or
'uie clutch, taking as e.xamples of the former and the
the Premier aitd the Triimiph, a dummy belt rim
be provided on the tyre wheel. In my opinion, this
of braking is at fault. This dummy rim not only
dust and dirt, but makes the removal of the tyre

ngly difficult; it also interferes with the accessibility
alve. I have discarded mine, and have to rely on the
in brake. All back wheel speed or hub clutches must
and dut-proof. The back wheel hub is the dirtiest

II any macliine, and is bathed in dust or mud as the
ty be. The two machines mentioned are faultless in
pect.

ims of all machines that I have seen, except the F.X.

.

flimsy for colonial roads. Handle-bar spark control
solute necessity. It is often impossible to dab at lli--

lever on the rough and twisty corners that have to be nego-

tiated often on a bad gradient. I note that the Triumph
tank is hollowed out in front, and it is impossible for any
part of the front wheel forks to strike it even in extreme
turning movement. Jlost tanks not so constructed show
signs of repair when perhaps a mild fall lias resulted in a

smashed oil lank.
New Zealand. D. J. DRAKE, M.R.C.S.

[5454.]—I think " I.xion " deserves praise from every

colonial for the attention he gives him and the way he looks

after his interests.

I note that Mr. Bramble thinks that each colony should have
its own special model. Well, I disagree on that point. A
[jerfect motor bicycle should be able to go anywhere.
The chain drive gets a bad name out here, due to the dust,

liut wliyY Manufacturers would not tliink of sending cars out

liere fitted with an uncased belt drive, on account of the dust.

Tliey case the positive drive in, and when the same is done
on a motor cycle we shall be a little nearer the perfect machine.
Ask Mr. Wilding, of London to Constantinople fame.

It is hard to get a good colonial model because

makers find it has to be about two years ahead of the standard

pattern—that is, the colonial model must be able to "O lhroiiu;li

all sorts of weather, over bad roads, and be absolutety reliable.

Not what they call " reliable " at home.
Kegarding ground clearance. I think all machines can be

standard on that point, as we all require as much clearance

as we can get, especially as we " pott«rers " sometimes go
off the main road where i\ie " sijorlsnian "—or shall I call him
the "shaniateur"—fears to tread.

Uy the way, I am glad you are keeping The Motor Cycle

for motor cyclists only. I also think the detailed accounts <of

long tours made by your readers, especially the Continental

trips, will do much to encourage the "potterers."
Transvaal, S. A. S. HENDERSON.

The Motor Cycle Steamer.
[5-165.]—I have carefully read the letters referring to

the above, and would like "Old Engineer" to describe

his boiler in these columns. This is, of course, the main
point. Then, again, cannot some of your able correspondents

describe a suitable engine and al.so a paraffin vapour burner

to suit the boiler? These details would give us something

to work on and help to make the " steam motor cycle " aii

accomplished fact. The Wright Bros., the famous American

flying men, I believe made a successful steam motor cycle

seven or eight years ago. MARK McADAM.

[5466.]—The suggestion put forward by Mr. Thos. F.

Hunt [letter No. 5428] with regard to the adoption of a

steam turbine as the motive power of a cycle appears to

me to be nearer solving the problem of the light runabout

than any I have yet seen advocated.

It ma'y perhaps be of interest at least to some of your

readers to know that the idea of embodying the turbine in

motor car construction has already been mooted, and con-

sidered practicable (see patent No. 6087, a.d. 1907, of which

I am the holder) and I venture to . .=ay that could my
proposals be carried into effect, they would be found to be a

great advance in many respects on the present internal com-

bustion engine.
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The trouble (also mentioned by Jlr. Hunt) inkerent in the

present steam engine as applied to motor traction, of the

presence of lubricating oil in the water tank, is entirely

removed by the use of the turbine.

I may add that the reason my invention, has not been

worked is for lack of means. G. E. H. FEITH.

MARCH i6th, igi

[5467.]—I am sorry to state that I did not receive your

paper last week through some mistake of the newsagent, so

was not able to reply to those who are interested in steam-

driven motor cycles. First of all I would remind " J.R."

I am not bewailing the lack of means, nor yet of courtesy,

of which he seems to have very little. "J.R." states that

the internal combustion engine" has an advantage over the

steam engine. In what way can he prove that? With
steam we find tlie piston propelled almost the entire length

of every stroke, and the combustion engine receives one

explosion in every four strokes in comparison to steam.

Again, take the advantage in traffic. Few will run less

than six m.p.h. ; with, steam you could go so slowly that

it would be almost impossible to balance the machine.

Now "W.G.A." thinks it possible. That is more en-

couraging, but his design is rather bulky, if he will excuse

me saying so. My method is one tank only for water, with

a small, compartment for unpleasant oil or spirit; no silencer

and very small generator ; engine 2in. bore, 2{ stroke ; no
crank box ; flywheel on one side, driving gear the other

clamped to frame, inclined or -vertical. Exhaust steam is

used again to advantage, making engine silent and economi-

cal. The whole would weigh less than 100 lbs.

OLD ENGINEER. .

Cost oJ Running a Motor Cycle.

[5468.]—Having seen in your admirable paper the cost

of running motor cycles, the following may be interesting.

My machine, a 3^ h.p. Scott, one of the first made by
the Scott Engineering Co., I purchased in August, 1909.

As soon as I got the machine I fitted a lubricator to the

gearshaft and side chain covers. Early in 1910 I fitted

the machine with -a new radiator of the honeycomb type,

made by the Pendleton Radiator Co. The cost of the above
I have not added to running cost, as they are not repairs.

I have broken one connecting rod and piston, caused by
a broken roller, but that was repaired free at the same
time the gears were taken down, but they were all right, and
I personally have never had them down or adjusted them.

Total miles run for the, first twelve months taken from
my V-eeder cyclometer, 4,202.

Petrol (sixty-nine gallons) ... ...£3 17 11

Oil (same used all over) three ^gallons ... 6

Plugs, four Reliance to replace others not
broken but found inferior

Repair outfit and patches, not a'

Packing gauzes, washers, and
cloths

Licences '
...

Repair to back tyre

Carbide for lamp

£6 18 8i
= 2.52 miles for Id. or .39d. per mile.

Petrol averages 60.89 niiles per gallon, but on my holi-

days I did 923 miles on 13 gallons = 71 miles per gallon. The
first ride on the machine I used all the tanktul in about
fifty miles.

At tho end of twelve months I took my machine down
and examined everytliijig except the two-speed gear, which
I did not open out (I am an engineer). No wear to be
found on the cylinders or pistons, and rings a good tit in the
grooves. A lot of carbon to be found in the exhaust ports

;

one hole (three in each cylinder) was solid. The bearings
were easy but not slack. The two engine driving chains
required new ones, not that they were worn out. but the
high gear had lengthened more than the low, so if you tried

to adjust them one was tight and the other slack. Next
time the high gear chain wants renewing I shall fit the low
gear chain, just taken off, for the high gear.

The driving chain to back wheel was good ; one new link

was required for starting chain, so put <a new charn on. The
back tyre was also bad. Put new screws for the front fork
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rollers. These have been bid, as dirt got in and made
wear and rattle. This fault has now been made ligl

fixing twin rollers in the newer machines, and a

in. So that after twelve months I spent £3 13?. 2<

the machine. Tyre, £3; chains, etc., 13s. 2d.; and il

then as good as «ver.

If the cost of these repairs is added to the running
the mileage works out at 1.55 miles for one penny.

T have not put anything down for depreciation or in

on the cost of the machine. Over half my riding i.<

in town, and consists of short journeys of about half a

I have ordered a new machine with a request tha

petrol tank be made to hold about two gallons. I nj

how it is so many machines are made with a tank t<

about one and a half gallons, so that when you fill 1

have to pay for more petrol than you take, as a lot of

will not split a can. AK :

Apprficiation of a Lightweight.

[5469.]—There still seems to be a great deal nf doj
to the reliability of lightweights as a whole. In 1906.

America. I used to ride an Indian single-cylinder, chainl
which was called, I believe. IJ h.p. This machine s\as

with an extension over the back wheel, which caril

second saddle, in place of earner, and many miles

Tiie writer ol letter No. 5469 and his N.S.U. lit,httt eight.

ridden together with a companion over the roads o|

Island, which might be compared with the usual

roads here.

I went in for a 5^ h.p. about eighteen months agl

having a deal of riding to do over very bad roads f

niclny sharp turns, I found it a very awkward macl
manage, and after having a few narrow escapes on ij

traffic at corners, I decided to go back to a lower po|

I enclose photograph of my present machine—

a

lightweight with Whittle belt. ' I weigh 13 stones nivs^

often carry a vonnger brother, weighing 7 stones,

carrier. -It climbs hills of average 1 in 8 with ease.

I

which has three nasty bends in 200 yards. You Avilll

the hooter is fastened to the lamp bracket. Up tol

have done 1,600 miles on this machine, with one puni{

For anybody who has short journeys to run, and

content with 25 to 28 m.p.h. on good roads, lightwei^

best, in my opinion. The balance of the machine is

that during the frosty spells this winter when on tlJ

roads I have ridden miles with my hands in my po|

GEO. CARPENTER,
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A Rakish-looking T.T. Mount.
5470.]—Referring to the illustration of Mr. Cox's

racy-looking T.T. Brough, on page 237 of last week's
I'e, it will be interesting to know the diameter of the
eels. Apparently they are less than 26in., as the saddle,
ich is stated to be 26in. above the ground, is well above
tyres. OBSERVER.

Direction Posts.
5471.]—Ai a surveyor of highways and a motor cyclist

fas interested in the two illustrations given on page 226
March 2nd issue. The "new " idea had not occurred
me, but in future when directing posts in my district

renewal or replacement, I shall certainly adopt your
gestion. Thanking you for same and trusting that other
gestions will be brought forward, AF 234.
iiskeard, Cornwall.

Road Obstructions.
1472.]—With reference to the paragraph in your issue
the 2nd inst. headed " Road Obstructions," it might
Test you to know that, while staying in the neighbour-
d of Crathorne (between Yarm and Thirsk) last

istmas, I also noticed this nuisance. Although I had
ision to use this road not infrequently, I never saw a
m-roUer at work or any attempt being made to improve
surface of the road. It is curious to think that on a
n road obstructions of this nature should be allowed to
ain at all, and I hope that this matter will be further
istigated. I am an enthusiastic subscriber to your
•nal, every page of which I read with interest.

F. T. ROCHE.

The Roman Road to Edinburgh.
473.]—In The Motor Cycle for August 18tli, 1910, you
lished an article from ine entitled " The Roman Road
Edinburgh." I have just discovered that, in the sketch
which accompanies it, the distance from London to

ch Corner is, by a clerical error, given as 243 miles
lad of 234. This means that all the subsequent distances
too long by these same nine miles. So the total dis-

e from London to Edinburgh is only 373 miles, not
as given. Thus there is a very considerable saving by
use of this route as well as the far more pleasant
itions.

mentioned in the article that there was a possible

tion in the route between the Royal Oak and Harperley
:oing through Bishop Auckland instead of West Auck-
though I said at the time that I had not tried it. A
rider has very kindly informed me that my own route

uch the better, as it dodges a lot of mining districts.

P. W. BISCHOFF.

Passenger Machines and Differential Gears.

74.
J—Regardmg " Precentaur's " answer to my

;ism of his suggested three-wheeler, I am sorry I missed
point of the " dead " axle. With the slipping belt

ishift, " Precentaur " says that it would not be a very
:ult matter to procure the " small amount of slip " on
imall pulley which is already running fast."

)w he says this small pulley is to be Sin. diameter or

larger. I do not call that a small pulley ; it is, in fact,

ly half the diameter of the belt rim, and since the
ne speed is to be reduced 2A to 1 or 4 to 1 before it

to this pulley. I do not think it should be described as
running.
consider the light four-wheeler an absolutely different
lem from the three-wheeler, as in my opinion the chief

t in the construction of a tricycle is to get the right
ortion of its weight on the front wheel, so that it may
the road sufficiently and yet not be "front" heavy or
the driving wheels too light.

1 revert to the differential, "Precentaur" suggests that
belts, two adjustable pulleys (specially designed, I

nde), and connections and adjustment arrangements,
would be cheaper than a differential and shaft or chain

I wonder it there is a great deal in it. At any
one is a first-class job and the other is a doubtful

;shift.

ing an absolute all-weather rider, the belt (jrive. apart
anything else, condemns the whole design in my eyes.
Id rather have spur wheel drive.

RALPH WTCKSTEED.

a:

all

A Suggested Motor Cycle Show in the North.
[5475.]—I should very much like to see a motor cycl

show to be held in Manchester, as suggested by your corn
epondent in your issue of the 9th inst.

The recent show, although magnificent from the car owner'.-

point of view, was a keen disappointment to the motor
cyclist, as there was not a solitary model to be seen.

If we are not to have a show, I am sure it is a big

mistake, for we Lancashire men cannot afford the time to

visit either Olympia or the St-anley Shows, and Manchestei'

alone can boast its hundreds of enthusiasts in the greatest

of all sports.

Hoping to hear other readers' views on this subject, an<:

wishing your paper the success it well deserves,

ERIC H. COLLINSON.

The Organisation Scheme for Motor Cyclists.

[5476.]—With your permission I would like to replj- to

Mr. Cooper's letter [5453] re the above. I do remember Mr.
Cooper reading me some e.xtracts from what appeared to bi-

a circular ; but as I was busy at the time collecting m\
papers after a committee meeting, I did not pay much atten-

tion, but remember passing the remark, " It sounds all right."

To my knowledge that is all that passed about the matter.

As I stated in my previous letter, I had received no com-
munication from Messrs. Douglas and Oliver, and was not

aware that Mr. Cooper was their representtitive in the matter,

or I might have paid more attention to the extracts read.

Some mistake has evidently been made, but as Messrs.

Douglas and Oliver have written to me expressing thei

regrets the matter is now closed, as far as I am concerned.

C. C. COOKE.

Sharp Stone Splinters on Wood Pavements.
[5477.]— Is there no.w.iy of appealing to the good sense

I was going to say charity—of city corporations? I refe'

particularly to the showering of stone splinters over the wood
pavements of Birmingham.
As I am constantly riding backwards and forwards in the

city, I have to examine both tyres minutely at the end of

each day, and it is extremely rare that I do not extract three

or four knife-edged chips embedded in my tyres.

If the authorities would only employ these drastic measures

when the streets are frosty and really need something for the

sake of horses, I would forgive them; but to 6nd this Wue ruin

spread in one's path on a mild bright morning with tlie pave-

ments as dry as bones, is really rather hard on motor cyclists

of limited means.
If they must put down something, why not red sand, as

they used to in Birmingham? Perhaps this is more expensive,

but" surely the motor cyclist is taxed heavily enough to give

him a voice in the matter.

From other letters on this subject which have appeared

in Tour columns, Birmingham is not the only city thus

affliked.
" E ' 886.

Infinitely Variable Gears in Hill-climbs.

[5478.]—I must thank you for inserting so promptly mv
letter about the unfair treatment of our machines in hill-

climbing competitions, and I have now, unfortunately, to

bring forward another case of this sort.

In your issue of the 9th inst. you give the classes for the

Oxford M.C.C. open hill-climb. These classes are certainly

correct according to the entry forms sent out by the club,

but a supplementary regulation No. 17, which you do not

give, alters the aspect of the event.

This regulation is short and sweet, and reads as follows :

"Variable gears may be used in all classes except 5 and 6."

Now as classes 5 and 6 are for standard touring single and

twin-cylinder machines respectively (note " standard tour-

ing"), we claim that these classes should admit our stan-

dard touring machines, and the public would certainly

expect, from a first glance at the rules, and from the pro

gramme which is published, to see our machines figuring in

these classes, and it is only by a supplementary regulation,

pushed in at the bottom of the list, that our machines are

kept out.

Open hill-climbs have to receive the sanction of the A.C.U..

and it is not clear, in giving permits for these events, that

the A.C.U. see the whole of the programme, Including the

supplementary regulations.

The variable gear class was instituted to encourage the

development of the motor cycle, and at that time it was
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neceesary to make a separate class for variable gears, in

order to foster the perfection of a device to fulfil a crying
need.
We submit that the day for a separate variable gear class

IS past, and until the variably geared machines of our make
showed their efficiency on formula, there was never any
question of keeping any variable ' gear out of the standard
louring classes.

The Bristol Club has decided that a two or three-speed
gear is not a variable gear, and if this is so, the only
machines admitted to the variable gear class would be
machines with not more than three speeds.
This is not the ordinary acceptance of the term " vari-

able gear," and we think that it is high time that some
ilefinition of this term were laid down, particularly for events
which are styled open and have to receive a permit from
the A.C.U.
We claim that, if a class is- framed for "standard touring

machines," no club has any justification for keeping us from
competing in such a class, especially in an open event, un-
less it is willing to state its reason, and we maintain that
the reason is that it is afraid if it let our machines compete,
entries will be discouraged.
We shall be only too glad if the club can clear itself

from this charge. We know this to be the reason for a
similar action taken by at least two other clubs.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.
W. G. B0WT5II.

Twin-cylinder Sociables.

[5479.]—Having read several letters in your correspond-
ence columns with reference to the capabilities of the A.C.
engine, I should like, as the former owner of a tandem and
the present owner of a sociable, to give some of my experi-
ences with these machines.
As long as the engine is kept in reasonably good tune there

is plenty of power for all ordinary purposes, and, if the roads
are in anything like decent condition, it is quite easy to keep
up a 20 m.p.h. average. The engine is wonderfully good on
hills, and will go on pulling strongly on top gear when the
speed has fallen as low as 12 m.p.h., and this without any
thumping or knocking.
On the low gear it feels as if it would climb almost any

hill, though, as a matter of fact, I have not taken it up any-
thing steeper than 1 in 6. The fitting of an 8 h.p. twin
would, of course, enable one to keep up a higher average
speed, but it would in some measure detract from two of the
chief merits of the A.C, which are—(1) extreme simplicity,

and (2) wonderfully economical running.
With regard to the two types of machine, I consider the

sociable infinitely preferable to the tandem, as I find it more
comfortable and easier to steer. The only things which seem
to upset the steering when running fast over frozen ruts or a
quick succession of small potholes in the track of the rear
wheel.

I feel sure that if " Ilikum " invested in an A.C. he would
be absolutely satisfied with it. D. A. HIND.

The April Quarterly Trial.

[5480.]—I notice in The Motor Cycle of March 2nd, the
route selected for the next quarterlies is in Yorkshire, and
my object in writing this is to point out the fact that
unless the route is well marked, especially at the Scawton
Road and in Pickering, there is likely to be some misunder-
standing amongst the first batch (if they come in batches)
of competitors as to which road to follow ; also if any pro-
spective entrants read this (I have no doubt a good number
will) they must come prepared for some rough colonial-like
roads, the like of which abound in the North Riding of
Yorkshire.

Particular caution should be exercised in descending
Scawton Bank, as the stone-gulley mentioned in the published
route is highly dangerous.
Rievaulx Bank, too, will, I think, give the machines a

chance of showing what they are capable of as regards
hill -climbing, and incidentally show the skill of the riders, as
the hill will almost certainly he in a " skid-creme " condi-
tion.

I am quite awara of the fact that the entrants will know
what to expect, but nevertheless the writer thinks that

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
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Tyres and Sideslip.

[5481.]—Replying to your correspondent Mr. R,

Lindsay [5445], the Kempshall tyre which proved so efieci

against sideslip in the ride I wrote you about was of

kind described by the makers as their ribbed non-s

(e.xtra strong) pattern.

On two occasions subsequently I found the same t

a perfect safeguard against skidding, whilst riding on tr;

lines and roads thickly covered with grease. I h

no interest of a financial character in the Kempshall fi

CHAS. S. LAKI

Oily Sparking Plugs.
[5482.]—I was interested in reading the letter signed

W. 0. Oldman in your issue of March 2nd. Would
Oldman be kind enough to give us his experience of

V.S. engine, as I have had considerable trouble with

and sooty sparking plugs? I oil every eight miles,

suggested by the makers, and have to be constantly cleai

plugs to get a good spark. I have tried all the best oil
'^ ^ *^ HEAVY TWI-I

Paving in Halifax and District.

[5483.]—May I, through the medium of ^our valul

paper, draw attention to the wretched condition of the paJ
of the streets in Halifax and surrounding districts? r

I have just returned from a ride part of which was thrq

Hipperholme, Halifax, Sowerby Bridge, and Triangle,

stretch was one series of nerve-racking bumps and t^

over upstanding tramlines. The streets are very narrow, I

it is no exaggeration to state that one is frequently foi

by traflSc into holes Sin. deep.

These stormy passages have led me to the conclusion
" Ixion's " remarks anent the construction of machines!
the rough travelling of the colonies would apply equally f

to that of machines for the district under discussion. I

In conclusion, I would suggest that as a protest aga
this state of affairs motor cyclists find somewhere els|

pay their local taxation licences—some place where
get, at least, a little return for their money.
Wishing your paper every success,

G. "M. COLBECl

Motor Cycle Taxation.
[5484.]—I read the letters in your issue of the 23rd ull

iniquitous taxation of motor cycles with great interest.

Last summer I purchased for a few pounds a second-1

machine, which I myself overhauled, and got some consideJ

healthy pleasure from its use in the evenings and SatuI
afternoons, but I was forced to give it up this year on accT

of the tax.

Why should people who go abroad to spend their

on health or pleasure not be taxed, say, £50 for the I

week's absence, and £25 per week till their return?
would keep a great amount of money, now circulated abil

in our native land for the good of which some membej
Parliament are so desperately anxious. Ex M.S.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., write: '

in comparing the advantages of one big and many smalll
expresses the hope that ' makers would return to the rosJ
or other mbdification, incorporating the multiple ori
From this remark it might be judged that there is nof
carburetter on the market. In the 1910 non-automatic
the petrol enters through a single jet at the bottom ol
mixing chamber. After that the petrol enters the pi
mixing chamber through a special sprayer fitted acrosj

through air inlet. In other words, instead of the
,

entering the mixing chamber through one hole it do
through five, giving as good a mixture as it is practical!

obtain. As these spraying holes in no way regulata
quantity of petrol, there is no need for same to be smi
diameter ; as a matter of fact, each separate one is conJ
ably larger than the hole in the single nozzle at the bq
of the chamber—that is, all foreign matter in the petroll

will pass through the single nozzle is also sure to I

through the multiple sprayer." I

Will B. Taylor who wrote from Spencer Road, Asl
under-Lyne, kindly note that a letter addressed to hii

been returned marked "no such roaxl in Ashton-u|
Lvne" ?
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VALVE CHEST DESIGN.
N the spring of 1910 when the Eudge motor bicycle was
in course of preparation, and only existed in the

designers and draughtsmen's miads and on their drawing
boards, there were many discussions held between the seli-

iig and producing staffs a5 to the advisability of making an

:ngine with overhead inlet valve. Overhead valves were
isfavoured by one staff member because he had heard the

eads were prone to break off, and if they did break the head
ould get into the cylinder and cause serious damage.
Whilst this may be true regarding certain types of over

ead valves which are arranged directly over the piston

ead and unprovided with any pocket or means for

reventing a broken head from falling into the cylinder,

s quite safe to employ overhead valves if they are

obbed of this objectionable fault by so designing the com-
ustion head that in the event of breakage it is practically

mpossible for the valve to enter the cylinder. Now at the

ime the Rudge engine was first drawn out the shape of the

assage from the valve chamber to the cylinder was practi-

ally a- rectangle, i.e., 1.8in. x .8in., giving an area of 1.44

quare inches, while the diameter of the valve was 1.75in.

It was wisely argued by the works management that even
the valve heads could not enter the cvlindev manv riders

would say tliey could, because Budge practice differed from
standard practice. It was, therefore, deti led so to make the
valve chamber that even if a valve head broke oS it could
not possibly get through.

It was at once seen that, by altering 1 lie shape and still

keeping the large cross sectional a : a, the ma.\imura
dimension of the passage could be reduced to I.Tin., the
valve head being 1.751 n. With this alteration the conditions
are that even i. the head broke off it could not get into

the cylinder, because the diameter of the valve head is

greater than the biggest dimension of the passage.
The first illustration shows a section of the valve chamber

with both valves closed, showing also in section the pateni
protecting sleeve which keeps the exhaust valve cool ; note
also the large diameter of the stem near the top.

The second shows the same thing with the inlet valve
open, and the third with the exhaust valve open.

In the fourth both valves are open, viz., the condition
which obtains when running with the exhaust valve lifted.

The fifth ij that of the throat or passage between
the valve chamber and the cylinder with one of the
company's trademarks unrible to drop thro'igh. This trade
mark is exactly the same diameter as the inlet valve.

Sectional views of the Radge cylinder showing tlie stiape of tbe passage between the valve chamber and cylinder and valves in varloos positions.

SATURDAY'S B.A.C.R.C. AEETING.
Entries for the first 1911 meeting of the British Motor

!ycle Racing Club next Saturday are as under-noted :

2.0 iMi.—ALL-CO.MERS' PENALTY HANDICAP.
10.

2.

Name, cylinders, and make of machine.

J. Fowles (1 Whitgift)

A. Webster (1 Hobart)
C. S. Bnrney (1 Rudge-Whitworth)...
V. J. Surridge (1 Rudge-Whitworth)
F. McNab (1 Trump-.Jap)
Baker White (1 Trump-Jap)
J. Slaughter (1 L.M.C.)

B. Ware (1 Norton)
Maitland (1 Trump-Jap)
R. Haswell (1 Triumph)
G. Miller (1 Premier)
C. Godfrey (2 Indian)

L. T. Rhys (1 Triumph)
V. Stewart (1 Trump-.Jap)
S. Holroyd (1 Moto.=acoohe)

F. Guiv^r (1 Kerry-Abingdon)...
Martin (2 Martin Zedel)
T. Tessier (2 Bat-.Jap)

H. Arnott (2 V.S. Peugeot)

2.30 P.M.—JUNIOR T.'f;

A. Webster (1 Hobart)
H. S. Powell (2 N.S.U.)
C. Patteson (2 Moto-Reve)
Hodgetts (2 Moto-Reve)
J. S Holroyd (1 Motosacoche)

E.
A.
J.

A.
0.
W
R.

J.

W
H.
S.

F.

Size.

85.5 X 60
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

70
85
85
85.5
85.5

85
79
85.5

£5
85
82.5

85
85
64
85
85
76
75

78
88
88
85
85

88
100
85

93
88
85
75
88
85
64
75

70 X 78
52 X 74
52 X 80

52 X 85
64 X 75

CO.
348
300
499
499
488
4C8
499
490
488
4&9
499
994
4S9
482
241
499
482
580
662

3^0
314
170
180
241

No. Name, cvlinders, and make of machine.
28. J. Woodfiouse (1 New Hudson)
17. H. Martin (1 Martin-Jap)
29. F. W. Barnes (1 Zenith-Gradua-Jap)...

3.45 P.M.—SENIOR T.T. RA
3. C. S. Burney (1 Rudge-Whitworth) ...

4. V. J. Surridge (1 Rudge-Whitworth)
5. F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap)
6. A. Baker White (1 Trump-Jap)
7. J. Slaughter (1 L.M.C.)
8. E. B. Ware (1 Norton)
9. A. C. Maitland (1 Trump-Jap)

10. J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph)
IL A. G. .Miller (1 Premier)
12. 0. C. Godfrey (1 Indian)
13. W. L. T. Rhvs (1 Triumph)
14. R. N. Stewa'rt (1 Trump-Jap)
16. W. F. Guiver (1 Kerrv Abingdon) ...

18. S. T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap)
19. F. H. Arnott (1 Triumph)
25. H. S. Powell (1 N.S.U.)
28. J. Woodhouse (1 Precision) ...

29. F. W. Barnes (1 Zenith-Gradua-Jap)
39. Howard Smith (1 Triumph)
40. Alan Hill (1 Rudge-Whitworth) ...

41. Gordon Bell (1 Norton)

42. Harrison Watson (1 Triumph)
43. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith-Gradua-Jap)
44. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) _

Size. c.c.

70 X 76 292
76 X 65 295
76 X 65.6 299

:^E.

85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
85.5 X 85 488
85.5 X 85 488
85 X 88 499
79 X 100 490
85.5 X 85 488
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
82.5 X 93 497
85 X 88 499
85 X 85 482
85 X 88 499
76 X 64 580
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
85.5 X 85 4S8
85 . X 88 499
85 X 88 499
79 X 100 490
85 X 88 499
85.5 X 85 488
85 X 88 499.
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Next Thursday's Special Spring Number.
Every phase of the pastime will

receive attention in our eighth annual
spring number to be published next
Thursday. The actual or prospective
motor cyclist, male or female, novice

or expert, whether a passenger or

motor bicycle enthusiast, will find

much to interest him or her.

Steep Hill at Grasmere.

Red Bank Hill must be one of the
steepest hills in the Lake District. The
gradient at the steepest part is said to

be 1 in 3^. The length of the hiU is

about one-third of a mile, with an
, verage gradient of about 1 in 7.

in Interesting Lecture.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, best knovi'n

to our readers as secretary of the
British Motor Cycle Racing Club, will

read a paper entitled " Thf llodern
Motor Bicycle," before members of the
Woolwich Engineering Society, at the
Woolwich Polytechnic on Wednesday,
April 5th. Tickets may be obtained
from the hon. sec. of the society, who
should be addressed care of the Wool-
wich Polytechnic.

Our Growing Trade in Motor Cycles.

The Board of Trade returns for

February show a decided increase both
in imports and exports. One hundred
motor cycles were imported, and 4,52

exported last month alone. Their
values, together with the January
returns, compared with previous years
were

:

'

Imports nimiNG January and
Febtiuabt.

1909. 1910. 1911.

Number ... 118 186 216
Value ... £3,222 £5,837 £6,501
Parts thereof £4,172 £8,075 £9,712

Total ... £7,394 £13,912 £16,213

British ExroKT.s
During the two months ended 28th

February, the British exports of motor
cycles are represented as under

:

1909. 1910. 1911.

Number ... 194 418 957
Value ... £6.519 £15,258 £35.944
Pa.rU thereof £4,448 £5,187 £8,704

Total £10.967 £20,445 £44,648

Re-exports.
Foreign motor cycles and parts re-

exported from this country during the
above mentioned period were valued at

:

1909. 1910. 1911.

£2,609 ... £674 ... £1,516

Time io ligfii j^aps

Mar. 15th
,. 18th

„ 20th

,, 22nd

7.5 p.m.
7.8 p.m.
7.11 p.m.
7.15 p.m.

Easter Racing Events at Brooklands.

The B.A.R.C. programme for the
Easter Monday meeting at Brooklands
includes two motor cycle events—(a)

the second 65 m.p.h. handicap and (b)

the fourth 70 m.p.h. handicap. The
conditions are precisely the same as
those governing the first 55 m.p.h. and
the third 70 m.p.h. events announced
for the first 1911 Brooklands meeting
on Saturday, March 25th. The con-
ditions were given in our issue of
February 23rd. page 195.

Best English and American Times.
If De Rosier had only, left his new hour

record until he came over to England,
he would have had the finest opportunity
of allaying any suspision attached to
American records set up on Yankee
motor cycles. On the occasion of the
record in question, De Rosier rode a
7 h.p. Indian, and it is a curious fact
that the fastest speed yet accomplished
in a Brooklands motor cycle race was on
a similar mount, yet the speed was ten
miles per hour slower.

The London to Edinburgh Route.

For some time the Royal Automobile
Club has been engaged in signposting
the whole of the Great North Road
with the object of directing motorists
to follow the best route between the
two capitals, avoiding large towns as

much as possible. At the entrance to

all the principal towns and villages

plaques are erected showing the

distance between London and Edin-
burgh, and the distance to the next
village, while an arrow is displayed

A. Harrison, who last week climbed Honister Pass

from the Scatoller side on his 3J h.p. Rudge-Whitworth.
We understand that a gear of 5J to 1 was used.

(JpcciaJ ^€^ams
THE TRADE AND THE TRIALS.

THE MOTOR CYCLE THROUGH
FRENCH SPECTACLES.

THE MILITARY MOTOR CYCLE.

showing the direction. At all doubt
ful turnings an arrow is erected with
the words to London or to Edinburgh
as the case may be. So far signs

have been erected all the way from the

metropolis as far as Retford, and as

soon as the matter has been passed
by the West Riding of Yorkshire
County Council the signposting will

be proceeded with as far as Borough-
bridge. The whole road should be

completed by the end of the year.

The State of the Industry.

As an instance of the number of

motor cycks which are being sold we
were recently told by a firm of manu-
facturers who exhibited at Olympia,

but were not ready to supply until just

lately, that they filed the enquiries

they received at their show stand until

they were in a position to give a fairly

reasonable time for delivery. Three

weeks ago they communicated with

all their enquirers and found that

fifty per cent, had actually purchased

machines in the interval.

Customs Tariffs.

In nearly all countries except Great

Britain a" tax is imposed upon an

imported motor bicycle. This tax

usually ad valorem. We are often

asked if the full duty has to be paid =

in the case of a second-hand machine.

'

In the case of a fixed tariff, such as

is enforced in France, namely, £4 9s.

5d. per cwt., no difference is made, but

in the case of a 20% ad ralorev

tariff, as is imposed in Belgium, on

second-hand' machines a lower valua-

tion than the original cost is naturally

accepted.

Easter Motor Cycle Tour.

A delightful tour for the Easter holi-

days, in "the North of Ireland is being

organised by . Mr. W. I. Thompson,
"'Norton," 23, Alexandra Road, South-

' port. The start will be made from

Liverpool for Belfast at 9.30 p.m. on

Saturday, April 15th. and the itinerary
' includes' the principal places of beauty

and interest on the north-east and

northern coasts of Ireland, the Giant's

Causeway, the Donegal Highlands, etc.

The route chosen provides some stiff

hill-climbing on good roads. First-class

steamer and hotel acconmiodation is

guaranteed. As the number has to be

limited, early application to Mr.

Thompson is necessary. The inclusive

fare for the whole trip wili be £4 4s..

and Liverpool will be reached on the

return journey at 6 a.m. "Wednesday.

April 19th.

J
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Motor Cyclist's Appointment.

Captain Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,
urnmodore of the First Destroyer Flo-

f«lla, has been appointed aide-de-camp to
'is Majesty tlie King.

he First Ladies' Competition.

Mrs. Wade, of Hilseson House,
.Ibany Road, Cardili'—a Scott rider

—

a likely competitor in the first

.dies' competition at Easter for The
lolor Cycle Cup, and would like to
ear from other ladies in her district

are desirous of competing.

anadian Police on Motor Cycles.

Toronto is to have motor cyclist police
atrols to suppress furious driving of

irs, but, what is still more interesting,

ritish motor cycles have been ordered
ir the use of the Police Department,
he order is in the hands of the Tan-
nt Cycle Co., the Toronto agents for

le Triumph.

oiler Skater v. Motor Cyclist.

On Thursday last a motor cycle race
IS held at the Lowestoft Roller
kating Rink, the distance being one
ile (sixteen laps to the mile). It was
on by H. Trail in 3n). 4|3. riding a

h.p. Rex. The following machines
o competed : 8 h.p. i\linerva, 3A h.p.
remier, 2| h.p. Anglian, and 3i h.p.

ke.

id Accident in Coventry.

We regr-it to have to record a most
vious accident which occurred on the
olyhead Road, Coventry, on Saturday
ternoon last, by which a motor cyclist
ist his life and another suffered a
token leg. The deceased was
harles Gent, of Small Heath, who was
iteriiig Coventry by the main Bir-
inoham Road, when another motor
I'clist—William Milliner, of Coventry
entered the main road from a side
reet with the intention of riding to
irmingham. A collision was tho
suit, with the serious consequences ^vp

l-pcni (ted.

The Ruling Jor Ladies' Competitions.

As might be expected, one or two
points have occurred already in con-
nection with the initial competition
for lady motor cyclists. The entry
form sets forth "ladies' machines"
only can be entered, which presumably
may be taken to read as machines
with dropped frame necessary for a
skirt.

This ruling, if adhered to, will debar
at least one competitor, Mrs. Hardee,
of Greenwich, who informs us that she

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. l8—B.M.C.R.C first ign meeting at

Brooklands.

„ 23—A-C.U. Annual General Meeting.
„ 25—Meeting at Brocklands.

Apr. I—M.C.C. Ooening Ren to Brighton.
I—Oiford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

.. 14-17—M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial
and Easter Tour.

„ 14-17—Herts County A.C Inter-club Tour,
to Harrogate and back, first Ladies'
Competition, and Open Hill Ciimb.

„ 17—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill
Climb on S.hap Fell

22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorks.'iire
Centre), Starting from Harrogate.

„ 29—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.
May 6-Herts. County A.C. Open Hill

Climb.
27-Herts. County A.C. Open Speed

Trials.

m^^^m^^m
has received particulars of the trial
and enti'y form from the organising
sec, Mrs. Cooke, the latter mentioning
that the - sUmdard two-stroke Scott
machine is eligible, Mrs. Cooke at the
time of writing evidently being under
the impression that Mrs. Hardee owns
and drives this make of machine.
With the present-day machine, with

low frame, a divided skirt, as worn
by Mrs. H., is hardly recognisable from
an ordinary one ; indeed, her machine
is generally taken to be one with part
of the tank and frame cut away.
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" 1 should be greatly disappointed,"
the lady adds, " if unable to compete,
as I am so thoroughlv accustomed to
my P. and M. With its half com-
pression device for easy starting, simple
and easily operated two speed gear, and
footboards and comfortable low build,
it is essentially a machine for ladies."
Perhaps a solution of the difficulty
would be to allow any type of machine.

Ihe Easter London-Land's End Run.
We are asked to announce the fact

that any motor cvclist wishing to
participate in the " Al.C.C. London-
l^and's End and back competition for
the Jarrott cup must apply for mem-
bership immediately.

A Suggested Test Hill.
For the inter-club open hill-climb

in Yorkshire on Eiister Saturday, a com-
paratively unknown hill htrs been
suggested to the Herts County A.C. It
IS near Ilkley, and known as Weary
Uill. It rises 698 feet in one and a
quarter miles, and there is an acute
turn both to the right and left on a
gradient of 1 in 6.3. 'The steepest
irradient is 1 in 6.1.

A Lengthy Title.

The body which represents the
interests of the motor cvcle trade
rejoices in the title of '"The Motor
Cycle Section of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' " and Traders'
Union, Ltd.," or, abbreviated, the
M.C. Section of the C. and M.C.M. and
T.U., Ltd., which is not only difhcolt
to remember, bHt«»nceds a dictionary
to refer to to find its correct meaning.
The full title is strongly reminiscent of
the following word we noticed writt n in
a German railway caniage : Der Kouig-
1 i c herbayerischerstaalseisenbahngesell-
schaft. Perhaps our readers would the
better recognise the body under con-
sideration, and be in a better position
to realise the good work it does, were
we to refer to it in future, as we pro-
pose to do. as "The Motor Cvcle Manu-
facturers' Union."

A FINE WEEK-END. Manchester motor cjclisU on the Chester road.
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THE COMING TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
PRACTISING IN

IT
is freely stated that Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

are out to win the Senior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man
on the 3rd July next, and it is evident that they are

doing all in their power to achieve this object. On
Thursday of last week considerable astonishment was caused

in Douglas when it became known that Messrs. Hill and

Davis were on the island with two machines. Their head-

quarters were the Royal Hotel, and soon they were sought

out and seen by all the local motor cyclists, including Brown,
who rode the only Huinber to a finish in the last T.T. race,

and Smith, who loroke his collar-bone on a Triumph. Davis

was riding what he called a Brooklands machine with

THE ISLE OF MAN.
dropped handle-.bars. He told the writer that the machiu.
was new, and that it had already put up a speed of 58,

He has been around the course and does not like it. He
complains of the hills, turns, and surface. Allan Hill's

macliine was fitted with a N.S.U. two-speed gear. Whilst
on the island they have taken rooms for their party at the

Glen Helen Hotel, but the Douglas people, who have
arranged a great programme, want all the motor oyclist.s

to stay in Douglas, as their assistance will be required very

considerably for the evening entertainments. Moreover, the

start of the course is only about a mile from Douglas pro

menade.

SOME INTERESTING NOVELTIES.

^^iSHSS^J^^SSf^ ?

The Jones 191 1 pattern speedometer with
new type bracket.

THE enterprising firm of Messrs. Markt and Co., 6,

City Road. E.G., has just placed on the market the

latest model of the No 32 Jones speedometer The
success of the Jones speedometer has been quite

extraordinary. It was
the first practical
speed measuring m
strument to be fitted

to a motor cycle : it

has held its own evei

since its introduction

and of its excellence

-we can speak from
personal experience
having had one m
use for over thiee

years. The latest

model we are about
to describe is pjo
vided with a maximum
hand with instan-

taneous reset con-

trolled by a knob, a,

mileage recorder, and
a trip recorder, which
can be reset by
another knob, and a

new type of bracket

only just introduced,

which allows the in

strument to be carried either in front of or behind the handle

bars, and also permits its dial to be set at any angle. These
speedometers can be
purchased to record Ksc;—

up to 80 miles an %
hour if desired with- |i

,,

out additional cost.

Yet other improve-
ments are to be found
in the driving mecha-
nism. Firstly, the

shaft may be had
either in a nickel-

plated casing as be-

fore or in one pro-

tected by leather, a

great improvement, as

it involves equally
good protection ami
less cleaning. Secondly,
the new method of

transmission is in-

teresting. It will be
seen, or referring to

the illustration, that
the primary drive
from the front wheel
to the cross shaft is

unaltered, but in this

latest model a special

braciet is provided

Nev/ system of spui and spiral gear drive

on the Jones speedometers.

vhich allows the flexible shaft to run straight down from
the handle-bar. and permits the driven wheel to be placed

above, below, in fi'ont, or behind the driving wheel, whiW
the final drive is by a spiral gearing.
This gear box is supplied to the two more expensive!

models without e.xtra charge, while with the cheaper it id

an extra. The Baby Giant pulley remover has been describedf
before in our pages, but as it is a really useful article

deserves a reference, while we may mention that a special
pattern has been evolved to

deal with Douglas pulleys.

A Distinct Novelty.
A real novelty is the Pre.st-

0-Tire tube—a tube fiUea

with carbonic acid gas under
pressure for inflating tyres. It

is shorter than the average tyre

pump, but I'ather thicker, and
it weighs but 18 ozs:, and con-

tains, we should imagine, sufir-

cient gas to inflate about eight

motor cycle tubes. The price
is not e.xcessive, and refills cost

but 6d., while, of course, the
labour and time saved are enor-

mous. To inflate the tyi-e it is

only necessary to unscrew the
needle valve and connect the
union nut of the valve
mechanism to the tyre valve,

then turn the needle valve
slowly and the tyrff inflates. The
mechanism only needs very
slight modification to suit the
needs of motor cyclists, jsnd

could be conveniently attached
to any suitable frame tube bv
suitably sized pump clips. ' Markt and Co.'s tyre inflalor.

OXFORD M.C.C. HILL-CIIMB.
On Irondown Hill. Dcddington, the above club held ifl

opening competition on Saturday last. The results are givel

hereunder

:

'

Cl.\ss 1.—Single-cylinders of unUmited size. Results
A.C.U. formula.

1. H. G. Hill (Bradbury) ... 87 x 87 mm. 517 c.J

2. J. W ToUodav (T.T. Triumph) 85 x 88 mm. 499 c.J

3. C. Buckwell (Triumph) ... 85 x 88 mm. 499 c.i

Class II.—Twins of unlimited size.

1. N. White (21 Douglas) ... 60 x 60 mm. 340 c.i

2. G. M. Oliver (7 Indian) ... 83 x 93 mm. 998 e.i

3. T. B. Darley (8 Bat-Jap) ... 85 x 85 mm. 964 c.i

.1. W. ToUoday accomplished the fastest ascent in 33|s. ^
his T.T. Trium[i|i, G. M. Oliver (7 h.p. Indian) being nexl
four-fifths of a second slower, and H. G. Hill (3^ h.p. Braif
bury) third fastest with 34|s.

W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, Leicester,
giving away some road maps which should be of service
motor cyclists. Riders who desire to become posses:

of a map of the district in which they reside should sen!

their full name and address to the firm as above togethJ

with the district required, when they will receive a maf
by post and witliout any cost to themselves.
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STARTING DIFFICULTIES.
We are receiving a number of queries from readers com-

plaining of difficulty in starting their machines from cold,
and asking for the remedy. In 75% of such cases it can be
traced to the adjustment of the carburetter. In cold weather
a smaller quantity of air is of course needed, and those motor

cyclists who have not taken t-lie trouble to cut down the air
supply for winter riding are advised to do so. A smaller
sized air adapter around the jet will work wonders by con-
centrating the inrush of air on the down stroke around the
jet. Various sized air funnels cost but a few coppers.

LONDON-EDINBURGH-LONDON.
A preliminary announcement respecting the above impor-

tant Whitsuntide event has been sent to us by the ilotor
Cycling Club trials hon. sec. for this run, Mr. Harry G. Bell,

who has engineered the event for four consecutive years, and
will again handle it for 1911. As last year, competitors in

the double journey w'iU compete for the Motor Cycling Club
challenge cup for motor bicycles only and gold medals for

motoi' cycles.

With regard to sidecars in this competition, it has been
decided that anyone entering and starting with motor cycle
and sidecar, with or without a passenger, must drive the
combination throughout the run.
The entrance fees have been slightly increased. This is

owing to the fact that the London-Exeter winter run made
inroads into the club finances owing to the large number oi

prizes gained.

The entrance fee for the Edinburgh run is 21s., for the out
and home journeys gold medal 31s. 5d., and gold medal and
Motor Cycling Club challenge cup for motor bicycles 31s. 6d.
In the case of members elected prior to December, 1907, half
fees (10s. 6d.) wiU be charged for the outward journey, and
in the case of members elected prior to December, 1909, who
have never gained a London-Edinburgh gold medal, a simOar
fee will be charged for the outward journey.
The route remains the same as last year, also schedule of

maximum times.

Whitsuntide falling later this year means that there will be
less riding in the dark, and doubtless warmer weather, which
should tempt fail' weather riders.

The competition extends from June 2nd to the 5th. The
trials hon. sec.'s address is 3, Granville Road Finchley,
London, N.

%WB
Cambridge University M.C.C.

This club held a hill climb at Moulton, near Newmarket,
on Saturday, March 4th. Undernoted are the results on
time. The formula positions will be announced later.

Lightweight Cl.^ss.

A. Drysdale (2^ h.p. J.A.P.)
G. Gillan (2| h.p. Douglas)
A. G. S. Miller (21 h.p. Douglas) ...

A. W. L. Barlow (23 h.p. Douglas)

3^ H.p. Class.
N. Gray (T.T. Triumph)
W. A. Fox-Strangways (T.T. Bradbury)

Secs.
X
X -t- 18

X + 21i
X + 34|

X
x +

G. A. Sheppard (T.t. Roadster Triumph) X + 61
P. H. Dodgson (3i h.p. Triumph) ... X + 7
E. S. Brittain (3^ h.p. Bradburv) X -f 9|
J. P. W'ills (3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ... X + 10^
M. G. Harris (3^ h.p. Triumph) X + 12^

Up to 650 c.c. Cl.ass.

N. Grav (T.T. Triumph) X
W. A. Fox-Strangwavs (T.T. Bradburv) X -I- 3

C. R. Farnsworth (5 h.p. Indian) ... .'.. X 4- 3i,

P. H. Dodgson (3i h.p. Triumph) X + Si
E. S. Brittain (3^ h.p. Bradburv) X+ 81
J. W. Cox (T.T. Brough) ...

' X -f 9|
M. G. Harris (3^ h.p. Triumph) X + 10

Open- Cl.\ss.

•J. S. Parker (8 h.p. Bat) X
N. Grav (T.T. Triumph) X -f 01
W. A. Fox-Strangways (T.T. Bradbury) X + 2
0. R. Farnsworth (5 h.p. Indian) ... !. X + 2
M. F. Walsh (7 h.p. Indian) ... ... X + 2i
P, H. Dodgson (3^ h.p. Triumph) X + 5^
J. P. Wills (3;^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ... X + 7-1

Fastest time of the day was made by N. Gray (T.T.
liumph) when running in the 3^ h.p. class. Time 55 secs.

Glasgow M.C.C.
The club held its annual general meeting on March 9th,'

u'hen the secretnry's report and accounts were passed. Last
year's membership was the lowest for many years, but
the club events were well supported, and there is" a distinct
revival of enthusiasm among members, so that 1911 is likely
to prove a big success.

^''ew officers and committee were appointed, Mr. D. S.
Raddeley being elected hon. secretary; and the following

events were decided upon : Spring and autumn hill-climbs, a
flexibility trial, a petrol consumption test, a twelve hours
trial, and a fast and slow climb.
A practical suggestion, made by Mr. D. S. Baddeley, and

very wisely adopted, was that of deputing the organisation of
some of the events to various officials, so as to stimulate a
little rivalry to make each succeeding event more successful
than the last.

Cornwall M.C.C.

^
A general meeting will be hold at the Red Lion Hotel,

Truro, at 6.30 p.m., on Saturday next, to arrange runs, com-
petitions, etc., and other business. All local motor cyclists
are invited to attend.

North Staffordshire M.C.C.
At a meeting held on the 9th inst. , it was decided to

form a motor cycle club for the district of North
Staffs, the club "to be called the North Staffordshire
Jlotor Cycle Club. H. Madeley, 46, Hamilton Road,
Hanley, was appointed hon. secretary. A further meeting
will be held at headquarters the Albion Hotel, Hanley,
Staffs, on the 23rd- March, at 7.30 p.m.. to elect committees.
etc. All motor cyclists in the district are invited to attend
this meeting. The club's subscription is 5s. without
entrance fee.

Assembly on the occasion of the N.W. London M.C.C. opening run.
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(Hub News.—
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The above club held its annual committee dinner at head-

quarters, on Thursday, March 9th. After dinner an excellent

musical programme was submitted, and an enjoyable evening

ended with the distribution of the prizes gained in the recent

winter reliability trial.

Western District M.C. (London).

In spite of the very unfavourable weather conditions, the

papercnase held recently proved most enjoyable to all those

who participated therein. Although the hares were only

allowed a start of six minutes they successfully evaded capture,

due no doubt to the many false trails they succeeded in laying.

Subject to confirmation by the committee, the hares, C.

Caudwell (3^ h.p. Triumph) and J. V. Armstrong (33 h.p.

Premier), are the winners of this event.

Torbay and District M.C.C.

The opening meet of the above club^ fixed for 19th February,
but postponed at the last moment owiug to inclement weather,
will take place, weather permitting, on the 19th inst. , at

11 a.m., at the entrance to the Recreation Ground, Torquay,
to be followed by a run to Honiton (w-here arrangements
have been made for lunch), via Newton Abbot, Teignmouth,
Starcross, Countess Weir, etc. All riders are cordially invited

to attend. At a committee meeting held a few days ago,

it was decided to have no Sunday fixtures after the opening
run.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Harrogate Tour.
The arrangements for this tour are almost complete. The

regulations will reach all concerned in a few days. The
entliusiasm is such that the tour ought to be even more
successful than last year. There will be a record turn out,

of which there is no doubt. It will be rather interesting to

see how the new system of marking for teams will work
out. The riders who gain 100 per cent, in their respective

classes, and who at the same time gain the highest marks
for their clubs and .set the standard lor the whole teams,
win no mean honour.

In the lightweight class at the hill-climb the cubical

capacity has been mcreased to 340 c.c. There will also be
a class for standard touring singles.

Petrol Consumption, Mabch 25th.

The object of this competition is to get particulars of the
consumption of different machines under normal running
conditions. The results of some of the 1911 competitions will

be partly based on consumption, so that this event at the
beginning of the year will give members the opportunity
of finding out the mileage covered per gallon.

No special devices for reducing consumption will be
allowed under any circumstances. The course selected

adjoins the Great North Road near the 17th milestone.

It is n circular course of about four miles.
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North Middlesex M.C.C.

At the club's concert held on March 4th, which was ;

great success, it was announced by the chairman, Mr. W. H
Browne, that the opening run would be held on Sunday
March 25th, starting from headquarters at 10 a.m. Members
and motor cyclists interested will be heartily welcomed by

the officers of the club. Members will be advised as to the

destination.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The president, Mr. J. V. Pugh, J. P., presided over a good

attendance at the A.G.M. on Friday evening last, when the

secretary's report was passed, and the treasurer's statement

received. This showed the club to be in a very sound posi

tion, ha\ing £205 18s. lid. in hand. The North Wales run,

originally fi-xed for June 24th, was altered to Whitsuntide, ai

Mr. Holroyd's suggestion, as on the former date it wai

thought that a run to witness the naval review at Spithead;

Portsmoith, would prove more popular. Most of the club"

officers were re-elected at the meeting, and the foUowin:
added to the list of vice-presidents : Messrs. J. K. Starley, j|

R. Haswell, Eric W. Walford, and I. B. Hart-Davies,
"

consequence of the resignation of Mr. Eric W. Walford, whi

has worked hard as secretary since 1905, Mr. Geoffrey Smith
19, Hertford Street, Coventry, was elected in his stead, witl

Mr. B. Gorton as assistant hon. sec. The trials hon. sec

will not be an official position, but different members will b(

invited to organise the various trials. A smoking concer

which followed the business was much enjoyed.
Next day the opening run and speed-judging competitioi

was held, members meeting at the residence of the presiden
at Allesley. On this occasion competitors were asked b
nominate their own speed, and then followed a paper trail o
unknown length, laid from a 12 h.p. S.K. Rover car, kindl
lent by Mr. J, K. Starley, by Mr. W. Grew among th

Warwickshire lanes. The course was viA Eastern Green
Gibbet Hill, Stoneleigh, Cubbington, Offchurch, Long Itching

ton, skirting Southam, and a mile or two from Dunchurch-
twenty-four miles from the start—the " hare " was lying ii

wait to take the times. The road surface was rather greasy
which fact, combined with two hills of more than averag
severity, helped to upset the competitors' estimates. Th
results were announced during a smoking concert whicl

followed tea at the Dun Cow, Dunchurch, as under :

1. T. C. Pearson (1911 Triumph and sc.)

2. Geoffrey Smith (3^ Ariel)

/A. Wright (1911 Triumph)!
lA. V. Sumner (3i Ariel) J

J. R. Haswell (1910 Triumph)
T. ..Pountney (Rudge-Whitworth and sc.)

V. A. Holroyd (Rudge-Whitworth & sc.)

A. Elson (1910 Triumph)
S. Wright (two-speed Humber)
A. C. Riley (1910 Triumph and sc.) ...

A. Mackenzie Cott (8 King-Jap). .

E. Martino (Rudge-Whitworth)

2m.
3m.
3m.
5m.
5m. 15s.

8m. 15s,

11m.
12m.
13m.
15m.
23m.

45s,

45s,

Os,

Os,

Os. slw
sloi

sloi

30s. sloi

Os. sloi

15s. fasi

Os. sloi

45s. sloi

slo\

slo\

sloi

slos

Openinglrun of the Coventry and^WarwickGhire M.C. last Saturday. The raotn eyols section.
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The OxJord M.C.C.

In the notices which have been published in this journal
concerning the open hili-climb in April the date has been
incorrectly given. The test is fixed for April 8th and not
April 1st.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The first round in the Edwards Cup Reliability Trial will
lio run on IMarch 23rd, and the route will be Wig.ston,
Husbands Bosworth, Theddingworth, Lubenham, iNlarket
Harborough, Oadby, and Wigston. Course to be completed
ilirce times.

Worcestershire M.C.C.
The annual general meeting will be held at headquarters.

Hop Market Hotel, Worcester, on Saturday, .March 18th,
at 8 p.m. All motor cyclists in the district are cordially
invited to attend. All information concerning the club may
be had on application to the hon. "sec, Mr. Ernest W. Cook,
the Foregate Piess, Worce.'^ter.

North-west London M.C.C.
The club's opening run took place on the 5th iiist..

the destination being the White Horse. Hockiilfe. There was
a splendid tiunout. over forty members- and friends being
I'resent at the start. The route lay through Kdgware to
Urockley Hill, thence to St. Albans, where the main C'oventrv
Koad was joined, .\fter lunch ;it Hockliffe. H. Karslake led
a number of members to a steep hill near Sharpenhoe, but the
speed here was somewhat restricted owing to the presence of
a. "gentleman in blue." The run was altogether a great suc-
"oe.'^s and thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
At the annual general meeting of this club recently held,

Ihe year's programme was drawn up and includes five hill-
climbs, two non-stop runs, two reliabilily runs, two speed-
judging, conle.-ts, a petrol consumption test, and several
interesting club runs. Numerous prizes have been offered
for competition dining the year.
A joint hill-climb with the members of the Westmorland

and West Lancashire Clubs Inis been arranged at Kirk-
stone Pass on Good Fridav. The joint hon. secretaries.

.

Messrs. W. S. Clark and j". W. Jfoffet. will be glad if any
intejiding members will communicate with them at 15.
I.onsdnle Street, Carlisle.

Motor Cycling Club.

'Ihi--; year's .Tarrott Cup Competition bids fair to beat all

pievious records, botli as regards interest and number of
entries, writes E. Gwynne. the trials hon. sec. Entry
forms arc rolling in fast, amoncst them being such well-known
riders ,is L. A. Haddelev, W^ H. Wells. G. Lee-Evans. H.
Karslake, R. (). Clark, A. M. C. Scott (of the Exeter club), •

Messvk. A. J. and G. Stevens. .T. R. Haswell, 0. L. Summ?rs.
Southcombe ^ray. R. C. Owen-Wells, F. >[ussell, W. W.
l)oiiglas, and P. Phillips, etc. The inclusion of a class for
sidecars, for which a special cup has ben offered, has been
received with enthusiasm, and there is no doubt that many
entries will be received. The new section route has also
met with approval. As the I<^ister tour headquarters are at
Yeovil, which is nn the line of route, competitors will
have the opporlnnily of meeting their club members.

Streatham and District M.C.C. '

A special general meeting was held at the headquarters, the
Crown and Sceptre Hotel.'Streathara Hill, on March 3rd. to
pass the balance-sheet for 1910 and to deal with otlier business
that was held over from the general meeting held on JanuaiT
27th last.

The following events have been fixed for April.: 8th, speed-
judging competition; 14th, Easter tour; 29tli. members' hill-
climb; 30th, joint breakfast run with the X.W. London to
Worthing.

Messrs. Xye and Co. have kindly presented t+ie club with
two gold medals to be awarded for 'hill-climbing. Mr. W. V.
Slierwell, the late captain, has also presented to the club
gold, silver, and bronze medals to be awarded for club attend-
ances during the season.
A new grade of membership has been instituted, i.e.. a 5s.

scale, that admits a member to afliliation with the A.C.U. and
to all social events and lectures, but he will not be advised of
< lub runs, etc.

'
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Newport (Men.) and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting of this chib was held at the

Queen's Hotel on March 4th, and was well attended. The
report showed a balance in hand. The first club run will be
on Good Friday. Intending members should communicate
with .J. Pritchard, Central Chambers, Newport (Mon.)

Mersey M.C.
The club's opening run to Llangollen and back took place

on iNIarch 5th, when more than twenty members made the
journey. A social lias been arranged for to-day (Thursday.
-March 16th), at 7.30 at headquarters, and it "is hoped all
members- will make a special elTort to be there.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
\ most interesting and instructive lecture w-as given on

Wednesday, ilarch 8th, by Mr. J. Telford, A.M.I.M.E., on
Heat and Heat Engines," with special relation to the Scott

machine. The animated and keen discussion which followed
showed the great interest the members had taken in the
lecture. The clear and thoughtful manner in which Mr. Tel-
ford dealt with the many queries addressed to him showed
that he is a master of liis subject.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The opening run of the Birmingham Motor Cycle Club is

to Stratford-on-Avon on April 1st. On the 8th some members
will doubtless take part in the Oxford ilotor Cycling Club
open hill-climbing competition on Irondown Hill, near
Deddington. Tlie Easter tour is to Lynmouth. commencing
April 14th. On the 29tli the members" are holding a closed
liiil-climlJ, and on May 13lh a speed-judging coinpeUtion will
engage their attention. The lion, secretary, Mr. \'crnon C.
Brook. Oakdene, Cambridge Road. King's Heath, will be glad
to hear from prospective members.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section.)

The opening run is on Saturday next, 18th inst., starting
from St. Albans (afternoon), the route being as follows:
St. Albans, Watford. Bcrkhampsted, Chesham, Chenies, Rick-
niansworth. Xorthwood. Pinner, Stanmore, Elstree (via
Broekley Hill), and St. Albans. The total distance is 52
miles, and in it are included four good hills. Competitors
to gain a club medal must make an absolute non-stop. All
further p.-xrliculars may be obtained from R. G. Goslett, 9.

Park Square West, Regent's Park! N.W.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The clnb's first social was held at the Queen's Hotel, Clifton,
tin the 4th inst., when the motor section spent a most enjoy-
able evening, over 100 being present.

It is expected that a larger team will compete in the inter-

match with the Exeter and District Club, which will be run
off again shortly, and great care will be taken to see that all

rules, etc., will be strictly adhered to.

Mr. Philip Grout, of Roseville, Warmley, Bristol (hon. sec.

Motor Section), will be pleased to send entry forms for tlie

club's open hill-climb on April 29th next.

WE "SEE OURSELVES AS OTHERS SEE US."

Ln Iievtic dii T Aithiiiiiihih' in a recent issue, writing of

the motor cycle in France, makes the following statements:
"It must be said that the motor cycle suffers greatly from
two evils—the first of which is the disdain of the press

(We are the only journal having a motor cycle column
appearing regularly) ; and the public, which is not stirred

up in the mattei, disinterests itself generally from the sub-

ject. The second is the exaggerated exigencies of the tariff

as regards motor cycles, which will die of the tax if the
question is not taken up again both seriously and vigorously.

Several English machines were on view at the Salon, and
their construction revealed a remarkable effort in the
direction of strength and comfort. English motor bicycles

deserve to be known, and we think we shall interest our
readers in describing minutely several in the columns
reserved for motor cycles, to date from next month." This
is surely a compliment from our Ciallic cousins, who, when
they study the excellent points of the best motor cycles

in the world, will readily understand how a big section of

the British public is going mad with enthusiasm over the

fascinating sport and pastime.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Overhead Valves on Touring Engines.

• 1 intend getting a Bat-Jap
or an Indian, if I can get these

machines fitted Avith P. and i\I.

gear. Would the 6 or 8 h.p.

J.A. P. engine with mechani-
cally operated (overhead) valves be
suitable for sidecar work? I think
the makers recommend the side by
side valves, but the overhead valves

are used on the best car engines, and
I, tjersonally, prefer them. Do you
know of any disadvantage in them?
Is the P. and M. gear suitable for a
powerful machine and sidecar?—T.M.

The first named machine is fitted witli

a P. and M. two speed gear, but the
second named has its own gear, which
is also a very good one. The 6 h.p. or
8 h.p. J. A.P. with mechanically-oper-
ated valves is quite suitable for

sidecar work, but we should certainly
advise you to be guided by the manu-
factiwers. The side by side type of

valves are preferable on a touring
engine. The overhead type are con-
sidered more efficient, but there is a
danger, if the cotter pin falls out,
of the valves dropping into the cylin-

der and causing serious damage. Yes.
the gear in question is good and quite
reliable.

Zl h.p. Machines and Sidecars.

I have ordered a 3^- h.p.

Triumph, 1911, free engine. I

want a sidecar for use there-

witli, passenger nine stones,

self eleven stones weight. At
Olympia Show both jMessrs. Mills-

'Fuiford's and Jlontgomery's repre-

.sentatives recommended fixed wheel
on score of lightness. Local agent
strongly recommends castor wheel
on score_ of easy running compen-
sating for additional weight. Pas-
..senger not afraid of walking excep-
tional hills. Please advise. Should
above combination take hill from
ilelmerby (iCnmberland) to Alston
(on Penrith - Alston Eoad), rising

1,500 feet in five miles with good sur-

face, or would passenger have to be
dropped ?—S.J.M.

We should certainly advise you to
have the lightest type of sidecar you
can, as you are having a fi.xed gear
machine of the minimum horse power
we recommend for passenger work.
Whether or not the machine would
t-ake the hill mentioned depends upon
the maximum gradient. With a 5^
to 1 gear you would probably be able
to manage 1 in 12 or 1 in 14 without
shedding your passenger.

AN UNCOMMONLY MIXED GROUP—SIDECAR, SOCIABLE, SINGLE AND TWIN
CYLINDER BICYCLES.

Although only four motor cycles apptar.in the above group, all are representative of different types. There is
a twin-cylinder bicycle, a twin-cylinder sidecar a single-cylinder bicycle and asin.,le-cylinder sociable.
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Blue Flame from the Silencer.

I have been riding a 2 h.p.

^T] Quadrant for a considerable

^ time—now I have much diffi-

-iJ culty in starting. When 1

lift the exhaust valve engine
emits a blue flame from the silencer.

Could vou tellme the cause of this V

—E.R."

The difficulty in starting is probably
due to the fact that you are using
heavy petrol, which the old-fashioned

carburetter by no means appreciates.

You may make the machine $tart a

trifle more easily by shaking the tank
thoroughly before starting up. This
will tend to make the petrol vaporise.

Also inject a sniall quantity of petrol

before attempting to start. The blue

flame at the exhaust is probably due
to incomplete combustion ; the flame

from silencer is due to unexploded
charges issuing therefrom when fired

by the hot silencer.

Touring in Germany.

I am going to Germany
^^ shortly, and I would like to

^ know the following: (1.) What
-i-i are the customs charges for a

motor cycle (Ij h.p. Moto-
Reve)? (2.) Will my driving licence

do, or shall I have to take out a new
one? If so, what is the charge?
(3.) Will my Inland Revenue licence

do, or shall I have to get a new one?

(4.) Will the registration mark be
all right it I put 6.B. over the
number at the back? (5.) Is there
any charge for adding G.B.? I shall

j

remain in Germany for about six

months, as I am going on business.

H.A.R.

(1.) The customs charges will be aboutl
fifty shillings. (2 and 4.) You will ha\'e|

to take out an international pass, whichi
you ian obtain from the Auto Cyclel
Union, or the Automobile Association!
and jiiotor Union. We advise you tol

join 0116 of these bodiei if you tourl

abroad. The cost of the licence isl

10s. 5d. for a motor cycle. (3.) Al
Local Taxation licence is riot neces-f

sary, but you will have to pay fuUl
Gerihan taxes, particulars of which wol
regret to say we have not before UB.I

The customs triptych, which you can
take out through any of the recognised]
motoring organisations, will be avail-T

able for six months, so you must
careful not to exceed that tinio fQi|

your stay.
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Too Much Petrol.

When going up liills on mv
2i F.N., F.N. -carbmettev, if I

open the thfottle above quarter
way it slows machine instead
of accelerating it. The same

result is noticed when on stand.
When running on stand the main air

iiitalie is very moist with petrol, also

a spray of petroi issues from the
e.xtra air intake. There is nothing on
the float to cause this high petrol
level. How would you remedy this?
—T.B.

.'e should say that, owing to wear the
i!e! valve is opening too much, and
ir.y be the spring has lost its original
Mision. It seems that the machine is

etting rather too much petrol. Pro-
ably it you fit an extra airinlet tn

re induction ^ pipe the trouble .will

PI©I^((¥C1LE

lever in "free" po.sition. and coast
down without other action what-
ever? This would allow use of back
brake. Then, on nearing bottom ot
hill, open throttle, lift e.xhaust (or
else depress clutch, or both), and
slip in gear, and then drop exhaust?
—A.A.M. .

(1.) It i.= better to depress the clulcli
to change speed, but be careful not to
race the engine unduly. Haifing the
e.\haust valve lifter and ignoring tlie

elut , pedaJ v.jii do as well if you
find you can manage this better.

(2.) It is better to lift the exhaust
yslve lifter when changing gear, operat-
ing the clutch at the same time. (3.)

The best method is to keep the top
gear in if the hill is an ordinary one,
and raise the exhaust valve. If the
hill is steep, put- in the low gear and

Two Italian rWers mounted on a Triumph, who recently made an extensive run, starting (rom Padua, and
journeying via Verona. Brescia, Como, Lake Maggiore. and thencs over the border into Switzerland to

Bellinzona. The return journey was via Novira and Milan.

;ase. Check .tlie ])etrol level, as may
! the float needle is allowing petrol to
iss, and needs grinding in. Crocus
nvder is the best for this operation.

Best Way to Control a Two-speeder.

I am having a new Dougla.-i

?1
two-speed, cone clutch, motor
cycle. Will yon kindly answer

-i-l tile following questions ; . (1.)

Need one depress the cone
clutch to change gear if exhaust
valve lever be lifted? (2.) Need one
lift exhaust valve lever if cone clutcli
he depiessed (i.e.. to change gear)?
(3.) Ill descending a long hill is

each of the following methods allow-
able ;.nd harmless : (a) Descending
simply with exhaust lever raised?
(b) Descending simply with the cone
clutch constantly "depre.-sed? (c)

Descending with exhaust lever lifted,
as well as with cone clutch de-
pressed (the disadvantage being
that one must rely for braking on
the front brake, as clutch and back
brake are operated on same side)?
td) I. it permissible to shut the
throttle at top of hill, put change

raise the exhaust valve. Keep the
clutch in when descending a hill and
you have the engine as a brake. If

you want to coast down a hill fast you
should certainly put the lever in the
neutral position and coast down. Take
the clutch out, however, before engag-
ing the top speed and wait until the

jiace is reduced somewhat.

Starting Diltlculties.

I have a 5 h.p. twin Rex
^1 with " Kitall " two-speed and
> free engine. I find great diffi-

-iJ culty in starling even on the
stand, though everything

seems in good order. I have recently
fitted a B. and B. carburetter, with
the use of which I am not
acquainted. AViU you kindly say (a)

in what positions the short and long
levers sliould be for starting ; ('>)

at what positions for slow and for

fairly fast riding—accuinulatoi igni-

tion? Also, what is best to use for

softening or making more pliable a
i;anvas and rubber Jin. belt which has
Ijeconie exceedingly hard and stiff/

—

Axxioi-"s.

There should be no didiculty in start-

ing the machine if the carburetter
adjustment is correct. First of all

examine
;
the carburetter. Move the

short Jever into the position in which
it is closed ; begin by keeping it

closed, and set the throttle a third
open. Having flooded the carburetter,
the engine sliould start without diffi-

culty. Too largj a choke tube usually
causes sluggish starting. Having go"t

under way. open the air lever until the
best mixture is obtained : this will be
apparent by speed of engine accelerating.
For fast driving advance the spark as
far as the engine will take it without
knocking and according to the road
conditions, and set yom- throttle at
the pace at which 'you require to
travel, adjusting the air to suit. Un-
fortunately we know of no means of
sMfiiMiing a lubber belt. ',

-No Licence tor an Unused Machine.

On the 1st of January, 1

had the usual papers sent to
me for the renewal of my
motor cycle revenue ta.x—£1.
Up to the present I have not

olitained this licence, and as I am
about lo sell my machine shall I

be liable under any clause if I do
not take out the licence,' say, for
another three or four weeks, as dur-
ing that time I mav.be able to sell

my motor cycle?—G.S.
If you have tised the motor cycle
since the licence became due, that is

to .«.iy. fromthe 1st January, you arc
liable for the tax. If, however, you
have not used it during the present
year we do not see how the authorilies
can compel yon lo pay.

K.Xl'EIUEN'CFS WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

'Two-stroke " (Market Harborough)
desires private owners' experiences with
1911 Scott, especially with regard to
automatic lubrication and water-cooling.

"l!cv. D..\1.D." (Barry). Bedelia
four-wheeled runabout.
"S.S." {Birmingham). 3 h.p.

Lincoln ^Elk.
' Liverpudlian." Mabon clutch.

'O.F.B." (Ep.soni). N.S.U. and
Millennium gear fitted to a 1908
Triumph. Also Whittle belt.

"W.H.P." (Liverpool). _ Fit -all

engine shaft gear, Mabon clutch, and
Osborne four-speed pulley fitted ti

5^ h.n. liex and sidecar.
" H.W. (Leicester). 5 h.p. 1911 Indian.
"T.M.J." {.St Alines).. 8 h.p. No. 7

Chater-Lea-.Jap with sidecar.

NEXT THURSDAY!

Eighth Annual Spring
Number.

SPECIALLY ENLARGED.
One Penny as usual.

1
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Manchester Tyre Depot.
Users of Avon tyres will be glad to

hear that the Avon Indiarubber Co.,

Ltd., llelksham, Wilts, have opened a
branch at 229, Ceansgate, Manchester,
for the sale of Avon tyres.

Long Distance Rider's Tyre Equipment.
Mr. Harry Long, vpho is attemptnig

to cover 26,000 miles in a year, from
January 1st to December 31st, 1911,

selected Kempshall tyres for his

Triumph motor cj'cle.

A Colonial Record.
In sending ns a photograph of their

staff in the form of a greeting card,

Messrs. F. B. Stewart and Son, of

Poona, India, inform, us that they have
sold in five years 136 Triumph motor
pycles, and wish to know if this

constitutes a colonial record. Perliaps

some off our other colonial readers could

answer the question. In addition to

the above machines, the firm are sole

agents for Royal Enfields, and were the

importers of the first Scott two-stroke
machine into India.

A Triumph Spring Fork Improvement.
A new type of spring fork has been

patented in the names of the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd.. and C. W. Hathaway,
which may eventually displace the

present form of spring arrangement in

which two springs are used. The
usual rocking girder fork A pivoted

at B is employed. At the top of the

girder is a stiirup C and between this

and the steering head is arranged a

A new Triumph patent spring fork.

single coil spring D which acts both

in tension and compres-sion. By this

means greater range of movement is

permitted without risk of fractnrs. It

should be stated that the Triumph
Cycle Company are not, at any rate

as yet, manufacturing this construction.

It is at present undergoing a prolongeri

te.st. An alternative arrangement of

double coil springs covered by the

same jjatent i"; shown in tlie lower

illustration.
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A Useful Repair Patch.
Mr. V. Surridge, 53, George Street.

Camberwell, S.E., has introduced an
entirely new repair patch, which, if

the rider has run short of solution,

may be induced to adhere to the tube

merely by warming it. Care, however,

should be taken to clean the tube
thoroughly beforehand.

A Busy Season.
Everything points to the motor cycle

industry having a record year in 1911.

Messrs." Godfrey and Applebee inform us

that new machines have a very short

so.i'ouni in their premises, while the

Hendee Mfg. Co. teU us that even at

this early stage in the year their sales

have eclipsed all previous records.

The Forward Sparking Plug.

The F o r w a r d
Cycle Co., 9, Ed-
numd Street, Bir-

mingham, wlio have
been particularly-

successful with
their Forward belt

fastener, now send
us a sample of a

sparking plug which
they ;ire selling

under the same
name. Its chief

feature is the shape
of the eleclrixles

(which are pure
nickel), the encls being formed in sucli a
manner tluit oil or moisture does not
easily bridge the gaps, and .so cause
difficulty in starting or faihire to start

altogether. The body is specially treated
to prevent rust, and the centre rod is

of stout nickel.

A British-made Dry Battery.
Messrs. Siemens Brothers and Co..

Ltd.. Caxton House, Westminster.
S.W., are probably the largest manu-

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regard-

ing accessories, etc., both '' Lost

and Found," which we are unable
to find space lor. As these particu-

lar matters are of interest to two
persons only, viz., the finder and
the loser, we have decided to keep
a list of such articles, and all that

are notified to us will bs inserted

in this fist. Should we receive a

letter Ircm the finder which corre-

sponds to the article lost, the two
persons will be put into communi-
cation, but it must clearly be un-
derstood that we cannot enter into

correspondence on the matter be-

yond this.
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facturers of dry batteries in the v.'orld.

Their battery is known as the
" Siemens-Obach," and is made in all

sizes suitable for motor cycles. A
perusal of the company's catalogue will

elicit many interesting features regard-

ing the use of dry cells. In the first

place ~it is pointed out that their

internal resistance is exceedingly low,

a fact which determines the output of

the current, while the cells po.s.'se

great powers of recuperation. Thf

catalogue gives other useful informa
tion, pointing out as it does the adv
tage of carrying two batteries an
employing a two-way switch, so thai

one battery may recuperate when th'

other is working. It is not only f

ignition purposes that the " Siemen.sj

Obach " battery may be used, but alsi

for lighting lamps, and the man
facturers supply special bulbs in whic!

a tungsten filament is employed, an
is so manufactured that tlie bulbs ar

durable and will stand a reasonablj

amount of vibration.

Speed and Distance Tables.
Major F. R. Lindsay Lloyd, clerll

of the cour.se to the B.A.R.C., has senl

us a copy of the new Brooklandl
speed and distance tables which he hal
been compiling during the winteiT

Many additions have been made to

old book, such as a. lap tim-e tabll

with a 10ft. line (which is that use!
for motor cycles), a speed table foT

the test hill, etc. The book, \vhi2!

is priced at Is., and can be obtaine

from the B.A.R.C, Carlton Hon?'

Regent Street, S.W., will be of tli|

greatest service.

A Valve Cooling Device.

The exhaust valve cooling devic]

illustrated herewith is the invention

Mr. Harry Reed, of H. Reed and Cc

Deansgate, IManclrester the makers

A clever method of cooling the valve stem.

the Dot motor cycles. It will be 7;otic|

that the stem is protected by a

sheath, and a draught of air ejected frd

the crank chamber release valve and cq

ducted by a short pipe impinges on
valve stem. The patentee informs I

he is too busy making new machirl

to place the article on the market, bull

Avill be pleased to negotiate with engif

makers who would like to fit the co|

ing device under royaltj'.
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Ten Years' Progress.

I HE article published elsewhere in this issue on ten

years' progress in motor cycle design shows
the remarkable strides that have been made in

a period which is really comparatively short,

and affords a striking testimony to the pluck
tenacity of the few who took up the manufacture
these machines and have clung to it through
ck and thin. When this journal was first launched
motor-propelled bicycle was looked upon almost as

loy for the amusement of those cyclists who could

Drd to speculate in what old push-pedallers used
Ideride as a poor sport. It is true their sarcasm

often not undeserved, because the earliest types

Imotor cycles were A-ery very far from perfect, and
\e abandoned by many who had the idea that they

uld always be more or less troublesome and require

nan with a mechanical bent to look after them.

Those who had the courage of Uieir convictions

never relaxed their efforts in the manufacture
sale of motor cycles are now reaping their reward

Ithe shape of an unprecedented demand. Their
Ictical experience, gained at considerable expense,

enables them to supply the readers of this journal

absolutely reliable, if not quite perfect, mounts.

J
course, we have not reached the ideal, perhaps

[never shall, because the dictionary meaning of the

is " visionary " as well as " perfect." The ideal

ome is a " go anywhere and do anything " machine
li the least conceivable trouble or worry, and when
for cycles reach that stage it is possible that interest

riding them will turn to indifference. The great

(action to the majority of present day motor cyclists

]lie need of some amount of skill and attention if

is to get the best out of the machine. Not the

constant worry and anxiety of earlier days—that would
be too troublesome—but just sufficient knowledge and
nerve to give that added zest which is almost essential

to the success of any pastime. That is practically

the position we occupy after ten years' progress.

Some have abandoned the industry altogether, either

by consent or through adversity ; others have only

temporarily relinquished it, and are now re-attacking

it with increased fervour, but the select few who have

never looked back meiit the greatest praise; the

saviours of our pastime, to them should be accorded

every honour and our most cordial appreciation.

Ten years hence, if we are to believe all we are

told, so extensive will be the improvements in the

motor cycle that the conversion to its use of_ prac-

tically every able-bodied person who now rides a

push-cycle is inevitable. We shall welcome the

recruits, but are we wise in sighing for the time when

the motor cycle will be a " perfect " machine? When
finality is reached, stagnation is close on its heels

and enthusiasm a thing of the past.

The general utility of a reliable machine no_ one

can cavil at; in fact, it is the consummation aimed

at by every manufacturer, and most devoutly wished

by every rider, but there is a degree in perfection

which marks the zenith of a machine's success.
_
This

stage has not yet been reached, but it is conceivably

possible before the lapse of another decade, and it

is not unreasonable to suppose that the attainment

of absolute perfection will bring deterioration in the

sport, for there will be no call for the exercise of tliat

skill, nerve, and endurance, without which our

pastime would be robbed of its chief attractions, and

the keenness which is now so robust would slowly, but

no less surely, fall into decline.
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ONE of the reasons for the boom in sidecars is

undouWedly due to the fact that people are
beginning to realise that almost any motor

cycle will pull a i>assenger over normal roads. This
is certainly true within well-defined limits. The
following suggestions are intended primarily for the
owners of fairly old and not very efficient machines
who desire to get the best possible results out of
them for sidecar work. Their (lady)- friends are
constantly saying, " Why don't you get a sidecar, and
take me out? " and the answer is apt to be, "My
engine isn't good enough.'! We, who have tried it,

know that any amount of fun can be got out of a

single-geared, clutchless sin'gle-cylinder and sidecar,
and we give these tips as an encouragement to others
to take the plunge.

Chief Factor for Success.
The great thing to bear in mind is attainment and

maintenance of engine efficiency. Therefore have
the cylinder off, clean out all, deposit, get the valves
well ground in, have only a hair's breadth between
the stem of the valve and the tappet, use as small
a jet as possible' in the carburetter, gearlow, and be
prepared to maintain a low average pace. People
talk of overheating as being an exploded theory

;

we know of many bits of hills which we can get
up comfortably if we have averaged fifteen miles per
hour to the foot, but which
absolutely stop us if we have
averaged twenty miles per
hour. . Ther-efore keep down
the engine speed, suit your
normal pace to your gear
(something between 5 and 5^
to I suits us nicely), and learn
to " nurse " your engine. I say
this

: Suppose you are travel-
ling at eighteen miles per hour
and approach a hill of about
1 in 15. Your pace will drop
considerably. You can keep
it up by opening the throttle,

but you will suffer for it la'-er.

It is better to climb it steadily
at about ten or twelve miles
]3er hour and arrive at the top
with a cool engine. Similarly,
it takes considerable will-force
to "hold her in "going dowi:-

2<t

hill. But if your gear is low you will suffer for e^|

burst of speed. The gear you can take and the

you can maintain depend entirely on the efficiency

the handling of the engine. Remember, again,

climbing resolves itself solely into a weight-lifl

contest, so leave at home those cameras and fancy [

baskets and other odds and ends.

Personal Considerations.

Have the sidecar on the left or near side and Id

to mount from the other. This is much nicer fori

passenger and also better when the car is eml
There is absolutely no reason (beyond the five shil

licence) Avhy the lady should not take her turn in|

saddle while you enjoy a smoke in the car.

should wear a fairly wide skirt, not too long, eil

ordinary boots or shoes with some form' of leggii

or boots with very long uppers, such as are used!

rinking. She will be most comfortable" in a rinlf

cap ; the front veil had better be backed with

white net, as this is a much better protection ag;i|

dust and wind and does not blurr the view as chil

does._ As she is going to ride a gentleman's machi
her coat had better be double-breasted and quit^

full as her skirt. When she mounts she should stj

on the pedals or footrests and fold her skirt inwJ

from each side and then sit on it. This gets it r|

out of the way of the belt and keeps it in place,

the man pushes off from behind he can jump into!

sidecar from the side, while the lady keeps the

down by liftings and dropping the exhaust \i

The man should learn how to get either in or

of the car while travelling—it takes quite a
pluck to do it the first time, especially getting

but it becomes astonishingly easy with practice,

get in, place the right hand on the side of I

car and jump forwards
inwards, landing with the I

foot on the side of the

Then swing the right

round behind the left and

down. To jump out,

the left hand on the sidj

the car and the right

on the edge, facing well

wards. Leave go with the|

hand, swing the left foot
Avards and outwards, and
on it, leaning well back,
right foot lands in front ofl
left and stops one fallingi

one's face It is not so c|

plicated as it sounds.

When Either can Drivl

Tlie writers—Miss B. Langston and Rev. P. W. Bischoff.

It is a distinct advantagel
each of the pair to be abll
drive. For instance, it"i|
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U ccar Suggestions.

—

11 to use detachable tubes,

i, when a puncture occurs,
put in the spare and let the
!y drix-e for a spell while the
re man sits in the sidecar
i repairs the damaged tube,
ain, -when a hill crops up
ich conquers the engine the
lal plan is for tlie lady to

Ik up while the man rides.

will much prefer to take
--the empty 'sidecar while

walk. And her lighter

gilt will score here, and
I really long day's trip it

great relief to take turn
turn about in the .saddle.

jb\iate.i any chance of tired
st.s and backs. Moreover,
re are days wJien one feels

t one is not driving well,

ere is always a jxissibjlity of the other member of
party being "in form.'^ So let us urge with all

jhasis the advisability of the lady learning to
e. It is nuich easier to start with a sidecar than
s .-^olo, as the machine cannot fall over, or side^
. or do anything silly, and it can be driven itiucli

e slowly while the first steps are being learni.
is necessary' t» take corners slowlv at first,

nember that the vehicle has to be steered by the
e-bars and by them alone; no amount of bodv-

ding will make it rhange its direction unless tlie

U x\heei is (!efleri<-d. Some people find it hardest
urn to the side <;n which the sidecar is attached.
passenger can help here by leaning well out

ards the corner.

Troubles to Expect.
he belt is the most likely i>.ui 1,) '^'wc iroul)!.-. ,i^

nly to be expected, seeing that it is pulling nearly
lile the usual load. So don't get angry if a
ener pulls out occasionally. We always use a
vas and rubber belt, and find this kind' grips so
;li better than any other that the little trouble
n is negligible. Remember that .half an hour's
k before setting out is far less irksome than a
le roadside sto]5. Front wheel punctures- are
emely rare, and -\ve have iiexer h^d one (touch _

Not Ihe least advantage of a lightweight.

foreheads!) in the sidecar tyre.

The back does give out occa-
sionally, but, by. the use of
detachable tubes and mending
these en route as previously
suggested, even these punc-
tures lose their terror. As
regards the engine it will be
found that 'rather, but not
much, more oil is necessary
than when driving solo. Give
loo much rather than too. little,

but one \-ery soon gets to know
" the feel " of the engine asking
for oil. Gi\-e a glance periodi-
cally

, at the sidecar attach-
ments. We once went miles
after shedding a bolt and had
a rare, game finding it when the
outfit began coming to bits.

Alsp.. don't wrajj up .spare

belts cr tubes with the sand-
wiches— it does not improve either! By the way, it

is an excellent plan to carry a spare outer cover' at the
rear of the sidecar seat when on tour; one can then
feel contented. It is entii'ely out of tlie wav, and looks
positively han(Jsonie.

With Bigger Engines.
Ill - who ]X)ssess bigger and moie powerful

engines have absolutely no e.vcuse for not fitting a

sidecar. Our previous .suggestions api)lv to old or
small machines. With a good modern .^^ h.p., even
single-geared, one can do wonders' after practice.
Using a single-cylinder single-geared bicycle and side-
car, wc have been right over the Lecht Pass from Toniin-
toul to ("OL-Ii Bridge. But eveii then a lot depends on
"nursing Ihe engine." Don't over-drive—that's
tlie secret. Reduce >veight by scrapping all unnece.s-
sary fittings such as carrier, shind, toolbags, and
lamp, if possible. The sidecar seat hides a multi-
tude of—things! If the bicycle has a .second speed,
go up hills as slowlr as possible, otherwise the
engine will inevitably lose efficiency. Of course, for
real "comfy" speed-work with a sidecar there is

nothing like a big^ variably-geared twin, but the man
who hesitates to get the passenger seat because he
only pos.ses5es a t,% h.p. single is losing the chance
of a lot of pleasure.

ONE WAY OF TAKING A PASSENGER.
-J „ „. ....i w» irtniMu ft rrtoocnui
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THE LADY AOTOR CYCLIST.
By LOTTIE BEREND.

ANOTHER motoring season is opening and
prompts the question, Is it not -tlie time for lady

enthusiasts to come out and indulge in the

pleasures of the sport ?

There are certainly many more ladies who ride motor
cycles nowadays, but still they are far too scarce.

Why IS it ? Surely not the fear

of a breakdown, as the mechanical

parts of the machine seldom give

trouble. Ladies of a mechanical

turn of mind can rely upon them-

selves for minor repairs, and when
anything, beyond them turns up,

should ask a motor cyclist friertd

to assist them or send to a

thorough repairer. They
need have no fear when alone

on the road, as personally I

ha\e found everyone is ready

to proffer assistance.

The influence of Mother

Grundy no doubt acts as a

check on the progress of lady

motor cyclists, but it will not

last for very long. I have

often heard it said, " Fancy
a girl riding a motor cycle !

"

\\'hy not ? Many years ago

the same was said about

cycling, and noAV it has be-

come quite universal. To my
mind motor cycling is a far

superior pastime to cycling,

^vith its ceaseless grind—not

a pleasure by any means.

Preference for Medium^i
'Vt^eight Machines.

Manufacturers ha\e been
busy designing and building

l.idies' riiotor cycles, and there

are now quite a nuinber from
which to make a suitable

selection. Unfortunately, the

majority are lightweights,

which to my mind, although

most suitable for beginners

and, may I say, potterers, are

but a stepping stone to the

hea\'ier and more powerful

mount. It is evidently the

idea among manufacturers
that ladies will only ride

lightweights
;

possibly some
ladies prefer them, but the

majority would, I think,

favour a medium weight machine with a clutch to assist

at starting -and in traffic. From my own experience

I find the 31^ h.p. machine far nicer than any other

I have ridden. My first mount was a Zenith Bicar,

which weighed about 2 cwt. (I found this far too heavy
and cumbersome). I then became a lightweight

enthusiast, first riding a 1909 Moto-Reve, and later

a I QIC model. However, since experiencing the

B2

over a lightweight,

reserve power, e\'en

TWO LEADING LADY MOTOR
CYCLISTS.

Miss Lottie Berend, whose article con-
cerning motor bicycling for ladies wiil

be perused with interest.

delights of possessing some reserve power, I am co
vinced that, a 3^ h.p. has the advantage of great

reliability—the paramount point in touring—^and is fj

easier to control in traffic.

My own machine is a '3^2 h.p. 1911 Brough, weigh!
something like 140 lbs., and even in the few weeks
have ridden it I have found the advantages it hj

Mrs. C. C. Cooke, who 15 responsible Eor^the organisation of the

Qrst ladies' competition at Easter.

find there is any amount
a passenger is taken on tl

carrier, and hills whi|
once required a consideral^

amount of l.p.a. can
surmounted with the utm(|

eaise.

Further, I have found tl|

a lightweight requires a

deal of attention. to keepi
in its best running ord|

whilst a heavier machine,
rather more powerful moul
will average at least twef
miles an hour, even if it

been somewhat neglected
allowed to get in very

condition.

For the Encourageine|
of Lady Riders.

The motor cycle pro\i|

a constant source of enji

ment, and, in addition, if

an excellent tonic. For tlJ

reasons alone I am and

pating meeting a large nt|

ber of ladies on the road

the near, I hope, but probd
distant, future.

With the near approacll

Easter long tours OrganJ
by different clubs have tc

thought about, and amoil

these the Herts County
(motor cycle section)

for the first time institute

special class for lady rid

and it will be interestind

learn the results of this ii|

vation. How many la|

will compete, I wonder,

what machines will they rl

This trial is, I kl
causing a great deal ofl

terest among lady enthusil

and the sih-er cup presel

by I'he Mot.or Cycle i.s rf
wcwth struggling for.

winner can be indeed proud of the trophy. E\|

thing is being done to encourage ladies Vo partici

in the pastime, but still they seem sk)w in responq

Is it diffidence or want of pluck? It need.be neilj

as all who have once begun will never regret it.

The North Middlesex M.C.C. has lately been e|

lished, lady members are especially invited,

comoetitions will be arranged for their benefit.
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The Six Days' Trials.
t is early days yet to write of the Six Days, but as
ly amateurs are likely to turn these trials into an
jortunity for a pleasant holiday, may I express the
Se that our con\-enience at checking and petrol
ions will be better studied than in the past? In
\ious years, whether the trial has been of the hub
spoke kind or otherwise, there has been a

nendous lot of scrimmaging, both to obtahi re-
nishments of oil and petrol and to get signatures
the control cards.

'hese delays quite spoil ihc pleasure of competing,
they recur in various forms many times a day, and
tile businesslike organisation would soon eliminate
nuisance. In addition they may result in loss of
ks to the genuuie lightweights and other steadv-
ig machines. On a short control where there is

margin of a few minutes between maximum and
inuim time, the waste of fi\-e minutes at -a control
'ia\e serious consequences to a si ruggring- rider.

Drip=feed Oil Pumps.
many readers know, a popular modern type of
limp has an adjustable drip-feed valve tilted

>\\ its nozzle, and is provided with a sjiring above
)iston; consequently, as soon as the pump is filled

oil by pulling up its handle, the spring forces
l)lunger down and drives out the oil, the rate of
itying being controlled principally by the adjust-
t of the drip valve, which can be set to proviile
rgcr or smaller aperture, i.e.. a greater or less
taiice. A regular correspondent writes to con-
n these pumps. He states that he made and
a sample pimip of this type as long ago ;is 1905,
he found it impossible to secure a regular rate

;)il feed, because the spring does not exert even
;sure from the top to the bottom,
ersonally, such criticism strikes me as beside the.
k. It is more than probable that with such a
m the rate of drip would vary according to the^

-

pression or elongation of the spring. When the -

ij) is full the rate of drip might be thirty drops per
uti\ and when the pump is nearly emptied the
might drop to ten, or even le.ss.

'

But with the
instantaneous push-down type of pump the_entire .

e is ted through to the engine in a second of"
and any distribution to the charge, however

ular, must be an improvement,
is possible to adjust the valves of these pumps

hat the feeding of a charge is spaced out over the
111 which twenty miles are covered, and, how-
uneven the timing of the drips mav be. such dis-

itioii IS better than the usual cvcle of " over-
ication, accurate lubrication, under-Iubrication "
lied by the older pattern. I also- have made
;nraents, arid I found a marked difference with
ixis diameters of pump barrel,
ith a long barrel of narrow bore, and a corre-
•Jnigly lengthy spring of constricted diameter, the
"as certainly irregular, though the char-e could

be arranged so that about a quarter of it entered the
engine in each quarter of the hour's riding for which
a pumpful sufficed. With a short thick barrel, ami
a correspondingly short spring of large diameter, the
rate of drip seemed more constant.

• My main criticism of these pumps is that occasions
arise when we want to inject a whole pumpful of oil
into the engine without delay, and then it is a
nuisance to lean down and open the screw-valve.
Hence I should recommend the addition of a short
by-pa.ss and tap, so that the screw-valve can be
momentarily "cut out " when the engine demands a
whole charge in a hurry.

Probably if the idea of pressure lubrication gains
favour with motor cyclists the pressure of a coil
spring will be discarded for pressure provided bv the
engine. If this is. utilised, it can be made absolutely
even and constant by means of a blow-off valve.
-Most readers will be aware that many cars employ

.
exhaust pressure for such purposes ; this is rather apt
to be dirty, so that many car engines now possess a

. neat, and reliable air pump,' worked off the camshaft.
As the motor cycle engine becomes more efficient,
some form of forced lubrication is likely to come into
vogue, ;;; any rate upon racing machines.

Boycotting Infinitely Variable Gears.
The scandal of boycotting infinitely variable gears

continues, and I hear of several projected speed
events in which the veto .is to be applied. The
practice may Ue regarded from two standpoints, the
technical and the sporting.
The technical \iew is that it must lie a mistake to

discourage what is actually the efficient and desirable
form of gear. Car designers have been sighing for
an infinitely variable gear for years past, and to-day
are little nearer their ideal than they were in the age
of the 314 h.p. Benz. We motor cyclists already
pssess the choice of two or three (within limits)
infinitely variable gears, and we show our appreciation
by barring them from some of our most interesting
hill-climbs, which advertise our hobby and industrv
tremendously.

Froni the sporting -standpoint it is dishonest to
call an event "open " when we funk meeting a par-
ticular macliine in it. It is as unfair to bar an
unusual design as it would be unfair to bar the best
examples of standard design ; what an outcry there
would be if a leading club announced a hill-climb foi
which Triumphs, Rex, Bradburys, Rudges, Indians,
etc., were ineligible. The lea.st that promoters can
do, if thi.s .state of funk continues, is to be frank.
Instead of hiding their timorousness under the subter-
fuge of verbiage, let them say outright " all X
machines are barred from this event, because tliey

have an enviable habit of carrying off the lion's share
of the awards."
The next move lies with the A.C.U. Its permit

is required for all open events, and it will not add to
its reputation by licen.sing these evasions;
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TENIYEARS IN MOTOR
DESe

IT
seems, difficult to believe that ten years ago pre-

cocious infants were being spanked by irate

uaic'nts for saying they had seen a " sicicle

"

going uphill "all by itself'''; that within a similar

period precocious engineers were receiving, the key

of the street for suggesting to' cycle magnates that a

motor bicycle was worth designing and making. Yet

such are the facts; and the purpose' of the present

article is to picture the evolution of sundry pioneer

maciiines which made their tww to a suspicious and
irrexerent public ten years ago, and are now breathing

through their silencers with' quiet malice the unwel-

come sneer, "I told you so !

"

. First, hats off while we mourn the dead. Not
every firm which saw the' start is in at the death.

What has become of the _ Minerva, once in the guise

of a somewhat hideous red and black' finish the .sole

motor cycle exhibit at a Stanley Show ^
,^

.What iof the front-driven Werner, which u'sed to

side-slip .and half kill you,' then jump on you and

pummel your prostrate body, finally cremating you

when the huge carburetter ignited ? What of its

immediate posterity—I remember the "protected"
carburetter, ensconced in a small tin box with sharp

edges, the fiat engine pulley

with leather washers threaded

thereon, which ^ was fitted to

the English-m.ade article, and

similar fiiments?

What of the Excelsior-M.M.C.

—one of the first, reliable and

powerful motor bicycles e\er

made? What of the Or- «

The first spring frame mode! of 1903.

racnde, Kelecom en

gme under the '-'saddle

behind the . seat tube,

and projecting sparking

plugs in wai

to send a record

shock up the marrow of your thigh bone ? A petro

tear dims my moistened eye as I muse on these q;

great names; turn w'e with relief to J:he stalwart?

who have survived the slings and arrows of outrages

fortune, and are reaping rich rewards for their c(

'stancy to-day. Let the order be numerical, lest et

embitter congratulation.

An Outline that has Survived the Test of Tin

My first memories of the Bat do not inch

Tessier, though no doubt he was there, behind
scenes somewhere. I almost wonder if Bowen
Bashall and some others were out of their prams th

In their places I recall a burly, genial, individ

named Batson, who drove a M.M.C. car,

designed the Bat—"best after tests.' , E\en as

as 1903.it had -a .spring frame, and a great reputat

in speed events. The makers were prone to asct

its alarming' velocity to a patent pulley, composec
rocking sections, designed to ob\iate 'belt

Incredulous outsiders like myself preferred to adn
the De Dion engine {2% h-p.) and gasometer
buretter, together with an exceptionally rigid frai

and manv tuning secrets. At any rate, the early ]

were enviably inxincible

the first.

The' - outline has remai
practically unchanged ever sr

The,
1 903 model scored hea

ni the reliability trials, and
since the Bat has been one of

u'oured few which can b]

tears to the eyes -of the iir

cunious enthusiast. I ques

if airy makers have retai

their original frame
closely, or so steadfa

set their h

against pedal

bf

The earliest model Bat, introduced in 1902, Tl>e forerunner of twin-cylinder Bat-Japs.

^4
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and the elusive and deceptive merits of I. p. a.

til quite recent dajjs A. G. Reynolds used to dis-

himself on one 'of the old 234 -l^-P- Bats, which

St have covered its 50,000 miles Dy now, if it yet

rthes petrol. It Qught to be handed over to the

tish. Museum at its decease.

The Early Bro-wns.

don't know where Bricewas in 1902-3, but the

\vn was already with us in the guise of the saucy

itling represented in our photograph of Coles

ing in London at the end of the Glasgow run of

. No thrilling hill-climb sprints had as yet

sted its -merits, but the 1902 price list modestly

uted with regard to a still earlier model " it could

b sleep gradients." Rather a; notable merit is

possession of a spray carburetter, which, the

<jrs remarked, prevented vour petrol going stale

ou laid it away for long.

engine was luckily

of 1.^4 h.p. at a

rous estimate, which was
as well when you note

as neatly clipi)ed to a

frame by two small

linium lugs im the

c case. The modern
II engine would convert

into a rotary . type

r similar co]iditions.

dging by the 1902 cata-

?, the makers were quite

rdly jjleased to think

ni<'roscopic oil tank and
|i on the top tube

cred it unnecessary to

down every twenty

to oil up. A delicious

n in the nai\e catalogue
its out how easily the

d belt can be slipped

in the event of any

ngement which it is not

ivenient to remedy at the

lent

slow ste]:W the Brown has

The earliest Motosacoche engine

This machine weiglied no more than 75 lbs.

<! imbed from such a

est beginning to its present emiiitnce, and the

h.p. engine of to-day consumes no more petrol in

\eii mileage than its lilliputian grandparent.

The First F.N.

he I'.X.. wliich comes second, also spat its fnst

smell into the scandalised atmosphere- about the

1902, and its singlc-ci/liitder engine wan 0/

liiM. bore find GO mm. - t^tioke. l-'ancv Victor

[oyd hitting Birdlip on such dimensions! It had
)ut.side flywheel, with a lin. wide flat belt pulley

le ; one guesses there was a bit of rock in the

ings beiore long,- if the engine ever got humming,
is noteworthy that this is the only F.X. model
h Ivad the standard diamond frame. Its makers
quick to realise that power-propelled cycles re-

ed cradleil engines, and that aluminium clips spelt
ble. (Don't I remember my belt coming off on
her make because the engine had twisted round,
was peering fori'ards from under mv left leg!)

2S1

This particular F.N. engine stood . up \ertically

from the junction of the main down and seat tubes,

and its transmission was better than most, because a

wooden rear belt-rim p'/o^ided a good co-efficient of

grip. The following year saw^ a 2 h.p., with cradle

frame, enclosed flywheels, and castiron crank case.'

The hint in the catalogue that the' engine bearings

for 1903 would be veri/ long doubtless alludes to a

sentence above, and covers tales of woe. This engine
was years ahead of its time in that the exhaust valve

was mounted in front, of the cylinder for the sake of

cooling, antl that a lever was interposed between cam
:uid tappet to reduce wear.

The 1904 model was the far-fameil 2^^ h.p., which
in its day w'as second to none. Many of these

engines are still running, and running well ; it was
on one of them that W. H. AVells made his name.
It was sw'iftly followed by its big sister, the 3^^ h.-p.,

anil the first four-cylin<ler, which caused a sensation

I ha\T not fogotten. En-
riched by a hundred detail

improvements and a large

increase • of power. ihe

four-cylinder ha.s been the

F.N. Co.'s stand-by for

se\eral years now, though
the sh.ift-driven two-speeded
lightweigl-.t has kept it com-
pany of late. But no.

modern invention has made
quite the stir that the Bel-'

gian rider Osmont's tour

of the Riviera on the

first "'four" created. The
F.N.'s evolution is marked
by an early grip on basic

principles; I recall days

when their spray carburetter

was almost the only sample
obtainable, and many of

their prehistoric ideas still

masquerade as "^startling

novelties " on other machines
^vl^en show time comes
around. We have not heard

frtini ''f me cviHKier.

set and fittings, now ten years old.

The l.ist of the exhaust \ah'

Motosacoche.
Some of the younger riders imagine that the world-

famous little Motosacoche is a latecomer to our

ranks. Not a bit of it. I first heard of the " motor
in a bag " a.s early as 1901, and it actually made its

1k)w to Swiss riders in 1900, under the auspices of

the brothers Dufaux of Geneva. In those days it

lacked its familiar black metal protectors, the powei-

unit being mounted in a tubular frame, and shielded

liy flaps of leather ; btit .so long as it depended for

ignition on' a somewhat flim.sy and lilliputian accumu-

lator svstem it failed to make strong appeal to the

British long-distance tourist. As soon as the minia-

ture magneto had transformed it "into a sound

roadster it began to acquire its public over here, and

now it is a household word. Long may it remain so.

The Pioneer Chain=.driven Machine.
The Phelon has hyphened a .Moore on to its

original cognomen, as it has become more aristo-

cratic. In its jgoo days it scarcely deserxed a

137
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double-barrelled name, for it had a tin crank case,

and its proud owner measured out his oil in an old

cartridge case every twenty miles and poured it in by

hand. It has, however,

stuck faithfully to its main
outlines for eleven years

—

witness the engine position,

.chain drive, and efficient

silencer.

^ In 1 90 1 a number of

machines were sold, of which
a survivor is still teuf-

teuffing about Ireland. But
the real P. and M. boom
dates from 1905. when Mr.
Moore astounded the motor
cycling world by making
one of the two clean ascents of

Birdlip in the big trial. Since

then North-country rideris es-

pecially are familiar with his

demure habit of seeking out
phenomenal hills, and select-

ing the worst knuckle for a
.standing start on that in-

vincible low gear of his.

Single Lever Control.
'. The name Quadrant still

has power to thrill my bosom
recall the grey tank with the unwieldy legend " The
Quadrant Autocyclette " painted" thereon in red
letters an inch higli ; or, the famous single lever con-
trol, whereby one long black handle switched on the
current and controlled both throttle and .spark, thus
eliminating the twist handle and the third lever :

or the little niche on the
"interrupter block" wherein
a small brass disc (or a

nimble sixpence) must repose
ere a start was possible. With
1 h.p. and i^ h.p. Minerva
engines,

,
the Quadrant dates

from 1900, and in 1902 nearly
a thousand machines were
sold.

In 1903 the first Oua(J
rant engine, pos-
sessing the stu

Mi^s Muriel Hind on an interesting old type Singer, witii engine, magneto,
and carburetter located in tlie rear wliecl.

INIany readers must

T:e first Phelon and Mocre ever built.
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pendous power of 2 h.p. made its_ bow, and, tlianl

to the simple control and one of the first relial

contact-breakers I eyer struck, the machine beca

famous. By 1904 horse-power had begun to tow

and I well remember t

sensation created by tl|

3 h.p.- when it came dov

to demonstrate its paces

hilly Devon.
Before this time To|

Silver's name was a hou

hold word, thanks to -1

End-to-end record in 19

(of which I still possess

original schedule mark
"confidential "), the Gla3g<

to London ride against t

motor cars, and other th

m;ir\-i-llrius , achievemerf

in J ()05 the 3^^ li.p. wi

its now familiar dimensio

of 81 mm. Ijy 88 mm. ra

out," and carried alt Ijefi

it. Did not se\'en of th.

machines arrive at Groa

in the first End-to-end rel

bility trial of 190B, thrashi

us all on every hill ? Sii

then there has been a lit

misfiring in connection w

Quadrants, of a commercial rather than a mechani

nature, but their innumerable friends are glad to :

them coming again with the old rush. By the \\i

the Quadrant was the pioneer in spring fork:

most peo|3le were glad to copy their pattern more;

less closely for- a time.

The Kex f;:llowed the advice given to you

brides and " began as it me:

to go on.',' Bursting on our vi

with a I .^4 h.p. engine at 1

National Show in 1900. it \i

the onlv machine to climb 1

hill in the-C'rystal Palace grnur

without l.p.a. — and l.p

?ra.s- l.p.a. in those days

member! 'J'he next spring

won races on the Pa

track, l-iut was sira:

taneously sup|

seded by a mo^

One oi tlie earliest models, placed on tl>e market in 1901. 1905 two-speed model, the only single-cylinder maciii, e

to climb Birdlip in the trials of that year.

bS
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]\ \ertical engine, and the half-tone illustration of-

lis shows that the Rex designers had a keen insight,

3r the standard machines of to-day are on exactly

ILLUSTRATING THE REX DESIGN IN STAGES.

The Originator of the V Belt.

V-shaped belts may sound like an accessory, but

I believe Mr. Stones, of Lincoln, was the first rider

to employ a V belt on a motor cycle; his original

sample, made up in the Rex AVorks, was finally

entrusted to the Lincona people, and a mighty
trade they did with poor beggars like myself, then
afflicted with round and f5at belts in mountainous
districts. The C hooks were the chief bother,
until Mr. Edward Lycett came to. our rescue

(about 1903) with his eye-

"et rivets.

The Roc used to hail

from Guildford when T

riic llrst pattern of Res motor bicycle,

introduced in 1901.

same lines, so far as the silhoucttcof design^,

es—vertical engine, tank, double-girdered

rks, etc. Since then we owe many , sensations

the prolific brains behind the Rex—the silencer

st with the cylinder, the beehive exhaust box, ihe

opped rear frame, the twin tyre, . the rear hub
tch, the twentv-five f,uinea mount, the <-ani ilever

It. the foot brake, the Muriel Hind dnmiedary,
a host of hill-climb thrills, road and track

:oriJs. _

A 1S03 Roc. Note particularly the low frame, long handle-bars, free engine citt

masneto at rear of en;,ine.

1903 the first twin Rex. 1908 31 h.p. two-speed model, tho Crst

'with a dropped frame.

first remember it; it alwavs had the low frame,

vertical engine, and trussed steering head so usual

to-day, while it can certainly claim to be the ancestor

of all free engines. It was running in 1902, and
scoring in trials by 1903, in Sjjite of the fact that its

sponsors never believed in pedals, and preferred

footrests from the. very commencement, which a

ch and •J ^'^' ^^'''S'''"^
iTiiflered practicable even on

the hills round its Surrey nest.

Magneto ignition, a Gerard under Eiseraann

patents, was also a Roc introduction. The first

<oc I ever- rode belonged to A. Wright, and

The Bradbury motor bicycle of eight years ago.
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had a live axle clutch, but no change speed gear.

The free belt-rim was mounted on a large aluminium-

spoked wheel, and excited great envy ; no other frame

that I know of allowed the rider to sit in the saddle

with his feet on the ground, and owing to the clutch

it was most comfortable in London traffic.

At one time tlie nie.mbers of the Guildford club

were mounted on Rocs almost to a man, and when
they bronght out sidecars their " swank " against us

fixed gear men was sickening. Nowadays, as every-

body knows, the Roc gear, amder its ow-n name and
by licence to the Rex and Humber Companies, is

still one of the sidecarist's -chief resorts. Future
historians will write of the Wall Auto-wheel and the

torpedo tricycle—they are infants in arms as yet.

Early Triumphs.

The Triumph entered the industry comparatively

late, for to the best of my belief it never passed

ILLirSTRATING THE PROGRESS OF THE TRIUMPH,

RT
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the- addition of a magneto (I owned one of the first

batch so fitted) and also with a spring fork (I broke

the experimental fork with but a single coil spring) i

became positively enthralling. Mind you, it had no

-the Triumph quality of to-day, as shown in mainten

ance of power, and, tune you never so wisely

good percentage of the original 3 h.p. was missiii

after 1,000 miles; but it was reliability itself, and a|

that time nobody asked for anything more.

Even the accumulator type w-as super-excellent

the' usual flimsy make and break, mounted on a bas<

soft as butter_ with screws of putty, was not giioi

enough for Mr. Schulte, and he employed two sturd]

contacts, mounted vertically in a rigid case.

Then came the standard 3^ h.p., and all recor

began to be broken, until to-day we have grown usei

to the gilding of the lily, and the annual appearand

of ingenious new fittings, all perfect at the first tiin

of a.sking, occasions no surprise—I need only mentii

the neatness of the handle-bar controlled carburetti

and the ingenious multiple disc h

clutch.

Amateurs in 1905.

It seems weird to recall that

recently as 1905 G. E. - Roberl

and myself were the only TriumJ

E_

1903 2 h.p. Triuraph-minerva with
inclined engine.

through the' 1^4 h.p. Minerva
engine stage, which figured in the
youth of most of the earlier

pioneers. As I first remember it,

it was fitted with the 2 h.p.
Minerva engine elipped below the
front down tube (which was shortly

afterwards replaced' by a 2j4 h.p. inclined J. A. P.),
and was distinguished by a spray carburetter; (then
rather uncommon), a better bicycle than most engines
could boast, and several yards more festooned low-
tension wire than the average jigger of those days

—

but then Triumphs never stinted their customers.
A shade later a very taking model came out with

a 2}i h.p. J. A. P. engine, vertically mounted in the
proper place, but—shades "of Hulbert—with a car-

buretter in front of the cylinder, , and an equilateral-
triangle toolbag under th'e saddle.
Then followed the 3 h.p. Triumph with Fafnir

engine, and soon after tliere appeared the first 3 h.p.
Triumph bicycle with " own make" engine, upon
which two or three enthusiasts and myself fastened
at once with a perfectly inspired eye.
Even with accumulator ignition this was a most

desirable and satisfactory little mount. But with

B12

1905 3 h.p. model, the Crst with Triumph engine. 190S pattern, the first with a spring fork,

stand, and carrier.

amateurs in the London-Edinburgh, and that in 19

Lister Cooper and myself were the only Trium
amateurs in the Six Days.' Perhaps the fin

achievements of the 3 h.p. were its climbs at Fe
hurst, Haslemere, with F. Hulbert and R. W. Ayton
(not to speak of the sandbags then employed by

A.C.U. in its hill-climbs, on a w'eight-equalisat:

basis). Con.sidering the date and the modest dim'

sions of the engine, the speed and certainty of th

climbs was remarkable.

N.S.U. -

I had almost forgotten a well-tried mount hail

from abroad in the shape of the N.S.U. The i

models had surface carburetter and tiny engines

the down tube. This firm was one of the first

adopt the high-tension magneto with separate c|

and had a vertical engine in a diamond frame
ignited in 1903. In 1904 the outline of the N.S
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little different from modern practice, and in detail

h items as overhead mechanically-operated valves,

ay carburetter, etc., -were already well established.

Vhen I reflect that at my first introduction to motQr
ing one stop per mile was not thoroughly dis-

rtening, that we were prepared to pedal hard up
Idf'ord Higii Street, that we e.\pected a belt

page every twenty miles at least, that we knew
ignition would stall us wdthin fifty miles, that a

's preparation was a tisual prelude to a run ; and
trast such a state of things with to-day, w-hen a

ice of my acquaintance has covered 2,000 miles

the factory door without a compulsory stop,

can only ejaculate in pious admiration that in ten

s the trade has accomplished a real miracle.

Firms which Retired Temporarily.
Jor must we omit sundry machines which have
uetted with us like the "lady" in the three-card

k, at one time being \erv much in evidence, at

HIGHtFRAMED motor cycles of bygone D.4YS.

F. E. Coles and a 1903 model 21 b.p. Brown.

another far to seek. In this connection we recall the

Ariel, especially the staunch little 2]^ h.p. light-

weight, ridden by Penzer, and the beautifully made
35-3 h.p. with skew valve gear forced often to victory by
Theo Hooydonk. Qx the Kerry—perhaps the first

5 h.p. twin to be really rideable. Or the Clarendon-
cum-Arno. Or the Excelsior, on which Martin and
Sam Wright won so many victories, and a machine
which I always regard as one of the most reliable of

the. older patterns—now brought bang up-to-date by
the firm of Bayliss, Thomas and Co. Or the Humber
—who of tiie old brigade has forgotten the ancient

I -;4^ h.p. and 2-^^ h.p. chain-drivers, with their mar-
\ellous hill-climbing and side-slipping propensities?

!Many of them are still running, and after a brief

period of ab.sence they are again gloriously incarnate

in the excellt.ic Humbers of to-day, though the chain

drive has gone.
. Or the Centaur, another chain-

driver ; did I not only last week meet a vet.

riding one of the first machines the firm ever made?
Or the Alldays, whose early model w'as almost as

popular as the once famous "Traveller Voiturette "?

Or the Rover and Singer, staunch comrades of many
an old stager's novitiate? I particularly recall the

prehistoric Singer bicycles and tricycles with their

" motor-wlieel '—an aluminium-spoked circular box
of great breadth, enshrining engine, gear drive, low-

tension magneto, ail complete, very reliable, very

noLsy, very heavy, and very costly {£,1^ for the

icycle, if you please, but no end of a " wunner " to

go!) The Singer is again with us in up-to-date form,

iristling with promise. The Rover, too, has come
again, and well it might,

for its early types were sound
])ropositions. My wine mer-
chant {i.e., the gentleman
who annually supplies my
gallon cask of small ale)

until this year went his coun-

try rounds on a Rover
tricar dating back
to TO05 or so.

]i. H. D.wiES.

Bert Yates mounted on an old pattern
chain-driven Humber.

W. Hayes on one of the earliest

K?rry motor cycles, with Jack
no-3ki'J.

Tom Silver, who in 1903-4 carried off many
awards on his 3 h.p. Quadrant,



J. T. Wsrd, one of the founders
and present secretiry.

F. C. Hunt,
|hon. treasurer.

No. 10.—MANCHESTER MOTOR CLUB.

ON tlie 14th of September, 1903, three
enthusiastic motor cycling " Man-
cunians " sat in the cosy bar par-
lour of the Old Exchange Hotel,

Fennel Street, . and, conceiving the idea
that other lonesome riders would appreciate
the opportunity of combining themselves
into the form of a club with a view to

promoting the development and sport of
motor cycling, made themselves into a

scratch committee, one of whom, Mr. Her-
bert Brady, was elected secretary, Mr. Tom
Kiifoy treasurer, and Mr. F. Bullock chair-

man, A general meeting was called and
held at the Exchange Hotel on October 1st,

1903, which «as lairly well attended by
representfitive motorists and old push-
cyclist veterans of the road and racing
track, including the present secretary, Mr.
J. X. Ward (an old motorist), Mr. F. C.

Hunt (now the club's hon. treasurer),

and other old motorists, who are still

live members of the club. It was
decided to call the new club " The
Manchester Motor Cycle Club."
Mr. J. H. Baynes, a walking en-

cyclopaedia on all matters of sport,
handicapping, rules, and general
business, was elected the club's
first president.

By the beginning of November
upwards of forty members had
joined, and on November 3rd, the
date of the first A.G.M., Mr. P.
H. Butler, a well-known rider in
the T.T. Races and other open and club

I

events, was elected first captain. Bv
the end of February, 1904, with Mr.
J. H. Baynes as president and the original
committee, upwards of sixty members were
lOn the roll book, and copimodious and
'central headquarters werfe obtained at
ithe present rooms, Albion Hotel, Pieca-
jdilly, on June 28th, 1904.

I

The club now consisting of car and
cycle members, it was decided at the
'A.Cr.M.. to alter the title to "The
Manchester J.iotor Club."
The first official hill-climb for cycles and

forecars took place early in Octoljer, 1904,
at the " Snake," Glossop,
when suitable medals were
offered, and a special gold
centre medal given for the
fastest time. A silver rose
bowl was presented by
Messrs. Humber, Ltd., for a
hill-climbing competition, to
"becomf. the property of any
member scoring two wins.
This was eventually carried
off in 1908 by W. Andrews.
Early in . February, 1905,
a suitable testimonial and

Bl6

gold watch were presented to the first

secretary and founder, Mr. Herbert Brady,
for his untiring efforts in promoting the
success of the M.M. Club. New members
were gradually coming to the fold, and
towards the end of the year the total

membership had increased to about 100.

A. J. Moorhouse, trials hon. sec.

Percy Butler, one of the original

founders and late secretary.

Jack Tyller, hon.
press correspondent.

In 1906 Mr. Sawley Brown was elected

president, and early on the membership
jumped to 120.

Affiliated to the A.C.C. and M.U.
During that year the club affiliated with

the Motor Union, and early in 1907 to the
Auto Cycle Club, and subscriptions were
increased to £1 for car with 10s.

entrance fee, and 12s. 6d. for cycle
members. In 1907 one of the popu-
lar founders, Mr. F. C. -Hunt, was
elected president, with Mr. A. J. Moor-
house captain, and the year 'was a most
successful one, both financially and soci-

fh^S^ ^
A club run.

ally. The Easter tour to Beddgelert
coirsidered the tit-bit of the sea

and the Whit Week Picliability Trials ^

much enjoyed and well attended. In 1

under the popular presidency of

Andrew Bell, the membership had incre

to over 160 car and cycle member
was deemed advisable to elect sepa

captains for each section. Mr. A. J. J.

house was elected hon. secretary in
\

of Mr. J. Eraser, and the club has
no more able secretary than A. J. M
much so that he was prevailed u))o

retain the post in 1908. and again in

In 1909 the club had a most surre|

sporting year, and many popular
petitions were held. A team competi
the M.C.C. trials for 2'/ie Motor
Challenge Cup, but ill-luck dogged
of the representatives before

arrival at the veirue, accountabl
some degree to the long distanc
road. At the end of the season
£100 was given in prizes by
il.IM. Club.

Mr. J. H. Charlesworth, an e,

car driver, but a motor cycli,

heart, took the presidency rei

1910, with Mr. A. J. Moorhoui
secretary and ilr. H. Reed
tain. The season was somi
marred owing to the death o:

Jlajesty King Edward and
vagaries of the weather clerk

;

petitions were postponed, an
club never seemed to get bad
old enthusiasm, although several
scratch hill-climbs took place. T
Manchester Club belongs the hono|
holding the Eird-to-end sidecar
motor cycle records, H. Gibson a
J. Moorhouse being club members
The roll-call now numbers abou|

car and cycle members, the bonk b;

is on the right side, and enthusiasi
not waned, if one only considers that
first committee meeting in 1911. witl

Peter Bell as president, over £52
was given by various members toj

the prize fund for this year. At
it is proposed to h
100 nriles reliability tr|

Beddgelert. with a hill

to determine _ the til

winner. The new prel

is Mr. Peter Bell, see

Mr. J. T. Ward, capta^

H. Cunliffe. and hon.
surer 'Mr. F. C.

Several competitions ar

in hand, and with

petent touring and entiBjj

ment conmiittees. 191."

fair to e.xcel ijrevious
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A SPORTsSMAN'S U$E
GLANCIXG riirsorilv at the title,

the reader will probably wonder
whnt connection there is be-

tween- the two sports, so that it becomes
'

necessary for me to explain at the
outset that it is not my intention to
advocate anything so exciting as the
hunting of- our furred and feathered ''''"' *"'ef

creatures by means of our speedv mounts. Still I
have heard of many a hare or 'rabbit whose pace
has been a bit too slow to enable him to escape the
motor cyclist, and whose manoled remains have been
transferred from the,road lo the -rider's pocket after
an exciting <-hase. - :'

'

,

However, such incidents verv seldom haj.pen, and
what I particularly desire to bring home to the readerm these notes is the great convenience of .a motor
;-vcle on any wiid-fow.ling or shooting expedition
lho.se unlucky individuals .who still have to use the
on linar)- methods of transit., viz.. the'suburban train
with Its "fa.st " service, and the push cycle, in order
to reach the sphere of operations of some form of
uut<lo-ir sport, .such as shooting, wild-fowling,
angling, etc., and have not yet had the opportimitv
ol acquiring a mod.-rri motor cvcle. surelv deserve
sinrere sympathv.

I

Do not Waste Time in Trains.
wis!i. iherefore, ;is shortly as possible, to ii;kTe--,t

thuse readers who are foml of a gun ami rod as well
as a motor cvcle,

and also their friends

and acquaintances
who shoot but have
not similar advan-
tages for reaching
out-of-the-way .spots.

How mu(-h m<jre ex-

pei.litinus it is to

journey down on
a [lower - propelled
machine than to
waste \-,';';uable time
in allempting to

'al'-h a wretchedly
^l•|^v train and prob-
ably doing the journey
of twenty miles or
SO in the hour (a
"feat " which is not
of infrei]ucnt occur-
rence on many lines

1 could mention).
^^ ii'i a motor cycle ine prop..

roRHI$ MOTORCYCLE
one starts from and returns to oneV
own doorstep without need to consult
time-tables.

Sometimes devotees of the gun en-
deavour to .save time bv using a push
cycle instead of the.' train, but a

ooj bv'
"'*^''-"' ^^^'^'^ ''^^"'^ "o"^ only lessen th.
mne taken lii the journey bv half, but

also to a great- extent that bugbear of cycling, "head
winds," would lose their terrors. These are especialh
trying to anyone fatigued with a' long afternoon walk
and loaded with- a gun and possibly a heavy bao- <jl

game. "

Having, I fear at .some length- presented the pic-
ture of the ordinary exeryday sportsman who, having
not yet learnt to appreciate the great advantage of
using my means of locomotion, can frequently l>e
seen going down l)y the local trains each afternoon
in the .season, 1 will briefiv relate my own experiences
on a motor cycle, s;j that the reader t^iii compare
the two. and. I hope, tell his sporting friends w!v> do
not ride to follow my example.

Preparations Before Starting.
After lea\ing business on a l-'ri<Iay evening' ] iro

oxer the machine thoroughly and !»ee that all is in
proper order for getting away on the Saturday with
the lea.st possible delay. I fdl up with petrol an.l
oil, and .see that I have carbide in my lamp and a
plentiful supply.of paraffin in the oilcan, inflate the

tyres, and all. is

ready. The next day
1 have only to change
my everyday gar-
ments for others more
adaptable to sporting
requirements, and
see that my pockets
or bag contain a
sufficient supply of

cartridges, sling the
gun across my back,
w-heel out my trustv
little steed, and hie
me away. Thus in

less than an hour I

am some twenty miles
away from the City,

and arrive at my desti-

'

nation fully an hour or
two before it would
have been possible
had I caught the

earliest train.
;t>iiiie ^ iiicloi l.i.^yi.!e
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Wild-fowling.—
Placing my mount under shelter, I fill the generator

with water, inject a little paraffin into the cylinder,

and I am ready for a walk .acJoSs the fields o'r mud-
flats with my gun ac'ioss my shoulder, aTert and eager

to let go at any fleet-winged or nimble-footed prey

Avhich may come within range.

Acres of Mudflats.

This walk may take me many miles across acres

of heavy-going, mudflats, chalk stones, over- fences,

and jumping dykes and ditches, which, how-
ever well the sportsman may be accustomed to

ttemV will assuredly tr) him severely before the

afternoon is over. I may ha\'e been lucky

enough to have found some consolation for my
labour in the form of a duck or two or an occa-

sional rabbit or hare—it is nevertheless always

pleasing to Icnow that at the end: of the return

walk at the close of the day I have a steed

patiently waiting for me at the nearest possible

point on the road. Having arrived there, it is

only a few minutes' work to turn on the petrol,

light the lamp, sling the gun and bag over my

An exciting moment. Crawling up for a shot,

shoulders and in less than an hour I am home
again, .sitting down enjoying my tea and a well

earned rest. Having saved time and railway

fare (which, after all, is a consideration with
most people), I can then thoroughly appreciate
the fact that motor cycling i.s indeed a good
tiling.

Distance an Economy.
Economising on railway fares from a prac-

tical standpoint does not really amount to a con-
siderable sum after one has taken into account
cost of petrol, wear and tear. A greater saving can
be effected per annum by the sportsman motor cyclist

by reason of his ability to reach places now
maccessible by railway train where good shooting can
be had at a much lower rent than that asked for bv
the farmers who reside w^ithin a mile or two of a

station—^at least he who rents a shooting. It is

hardly necessary to point out that in these da^'s a

good shoot cannot be rented within easy reach of one

of our large cities without paying a very exorbitant

figure. The further afield one goes the less one has

to pay, and, therefore, as a journey of twenty miles

or even thirty miles is a mere trifle to the motor
cyclist, it must be obvious that money can ea.sily be

"saved in the rent of the shooting alone.

Hints on Outfit.

Before concluding I would like io give the shooting

motor cyclist a few hints as to equipment and the

carrying of his gun. First of all, the weather is not

Arrival at ttie Ijoat-iiouse. Getting out tlie punt.

always fine, and a, good long coat should always

be carried in case of emergency

—

a Burberry

"slip-on" is just the thing, and can be highly

rccnmrncniled A pair of thick c) cling stoik-

}T~'':S^^^'f^9^

raas,:

Ready for liome after a good day's sport.

ings covered \vith a pair of spiral puttees which can,

be taken off in hot weather and in the house, should

5-ou at any time drop in to see your friends. A
woollen motor helmet and a pair of good thick shoot-

ing boots sliould always be worn. (This, I may add
here, is not an ideal equipment for push cycling.)

Now as to carrying the gun, which is a \'ery

important matter to anyone who owns a valuable

weapon which he spares no pains to protect from
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Wild-fowling.—

any injury. My advice to the motor cyclist is always
to carry the gun on his own back—the weight is

not felt. Never trust the carrier. However well you
pack and strap it on, screws will loosen and the

barrels will soon chafe into bright places and loose

their fine brown or blue appearances.

Best Method of Carrying a Gun.
The best method by far is to have a sling made

by the local saddler at a cost of a few shillings.

This is made from a long adju.stable strap .some

one and a half or two inches broad and. having at

one end a shorter strap fastened at right angles,

which short strap goes round the grip of the gun.

The other end is terminated by a tubular piece of

leather which slips over the muzzle end and is so
tight tliat it cannot slip more than about si.K inches

down the barrel.' These" slings can either lie, bought
at any gunmaker's or made as I describe, and they

are all that one can desire. The gun carried by

2Sg

these means is only liable to the minimum amount of
risk of injury, for even in the event of a skid or side-
slip it would stand very little chance of being injured
by the fall, much less than if it were fastened to t!i.e

carrier. It is also out of the way in the case of* a
hasty dismount.

There is also the great question of packing, which
is again a waste of valuable time on the return
journey, especially when in the dark -with cold and
.often frozen fingers.

I hope my endeavour to interest some of my sport-
ing readers who do not yet possess a motor cycle
will "not have been in vain, and that if they possess
any shooting friends will influence them to consider
my advocacy of the motor cycle. I think all will

agree that the arguments in favour of its use in pur-
suits of this nature are irrefutable.

In conclusion, I would add that if the motor cyclist

sportsman is fortunate enough to possess a sidecar
attachment to carry his friend and a dog the acme of

pleasure is reached. T.H.S.
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ENTRIES FOR SATURDAY'S BROOKLANDS AEETING.
.\amc, cylinder.', and maobine.

I)r. Hugh Ga.«kpll (1-cylinder Triumph) ...

V. H. .\inott (2 V.S.)

F. C. White (1 J. .A. P. AX) ...

C. S. Biunev (1 Rudge-Whitwortli)
v. J. Suriidge (1 Itudge-Whaworth)
0. C: Godfrev (1 Indian) •; ...

D. C. Uohon' (1 Tiiiimph)

A. .T. Mooihouse (2 Indian)

C. M. Simpson (1 Tiiiimpli) ...

(i. V. Fowler (1 TiiumpliJ
H. P. Storey (1 Caeco).

A. Mariani "(2 Jlatdiless-.Jap)

F. E. Barker (1 Dart-Biichet)

F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap)
A. Baker White (1 Trump-Jap)
II. S. Powell (2 N.S.U.)
F. W. Barnes (1 Zenitli-Gradua)

P. Weatlierilt (1 Zenitli-Gradua)

a. W. L. Meredith (1 Triumph)
E. B. Ware (1 Norton)

J. C. J. Ferte (1 Zenith-Gradua)
K. T. E.Kshaw (1 J.A.P.)

W. D. Johnstone (2 Matchless-Jap)

Besides the two motor cycle races, there

cars and a Hying competition. The first r

lEiilrit.-- toi ihe 0|ieniiig metting for 1911 ot the Urooklatius
lutomobilc Racing Club', to be held on Saturday next, the
pth inst., are as under :

.

-

I2.25 I'.ji.—THE THIRD 70 M.P.H. HAXDICAi-.
Name, cylinders, and raachiue.
N. Stewart (1-cylhider Trump-Jap)
C. Maitland (1 Ti-ump-.Jap)- ...

S. Burney {1 liudge-Whitworth)
J. Surridge (1 Poidge-AVhitworth)
H. Arnolt (2 V.S.)
C. Godfrey (2 Indian)
D. Shaw "(2 Indian)
.1. MoorhoHse (2 Indian)
R. Taylor (2 J.A.P.)
M. Simpson (1 Tri'jmph)
Mari.uii (2 Mall hlefs-Jap)
R. Collier (2 JIatchless-Jap) ...

V. Colver (2 Matchless-Jap) ...

S. Powell (2 X.S.U.)
A. Collier (2 Matchless-Jap) ...

4.20 I'.M.—THE FIRST 65 M.P.H.
Shanks, jun. (1 Kingfisher)
N. Stewart (1 Trump-Jap)
C. Maitland (1 Trump-Ja]))
Wadham (1 Zenitli-Gradua)
IJ. liauLson (2 M«to-Hcvej

Bore. Stroke. c.c.

... 85 85 432

... 85i 85 488

... 85 88 499

... 85 86 499

... 75 75 662

... 82i 93 994

... 82A 93 994

... 70 82i 635

... 85i 85 976

... 85 " 88 499

... 76 85 770

... 86i 85 976

... 85i 85 976

... 80 99 S96

... 76 64 580

HANDICAP.
... 85 60 340

...85 85 482
... 85i 85 488
... 85. 85 482
... 50 85 354

Bore. Stroke c.c.

. 85 88 499

. 75 76 662

. 75 .75 331

.' 85 88 499

. 85 88 499

. 82i 95 497

. 85 88 499

. 70 82i 635

. 85 88 499

. 84 86 477

. 81 67 345

. 76 85 770

. 76 73 331

. 85^^ 85 488

. 85i 85 488

. 52 74 314

. 85i 85 488

. 85i 85 488

. 85 88 499

. 79 100 490

. 85i 85 488

. 85 85 482

. 65 85 564

are six events for

ace is at 2.0 p.m.
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meson Equipping THE NEWMOUNT.

THIS issue of Tlui Motor Cycle marks
the real commencement of the

touring season, and coincides with
the period at ivhich the recruits

"who hav« during tlie past winter decided
to join our ranlcs are put througli their

drills. Therefore a few words as to pre-

paration for the road and equipment of

the new mount may not come amiss. Some
jargue that, like American motor cars,

modern motor cycles should be sold all

ready with a complete equipment necessary

for touring ; and although this arrange-

menfc appears to have much in its

favour, yet there itS a certain charm in

choosing one's ,accessories, and in thus

putting the stamp of one's own individual

taste upon a machine that but for this

could scarcely he distinguished from a
thousand others of the same make.

The Machine.
The shrewd manufacturer sends liis

" book of the words " « or instruction

manual a week ahead of the machine. At
about this time the pleasures of anticipa-

tion become literally 'indescribable, and
nofliing calls them into being witl} better

jeffect than the instruction book.' Tlie first

jthing, then, is to get this off by heart,

[or, at all events, the principal points

;

.and until one gets used to tjje hang of.

things, obey its autocratic' commands
,
to

the letter. When the machine arrives hi

^jiropria qinrsoiia, an examination of it

in company with the booklet is most ad-

jVisable, especially if tlie latter is explicit

lin reference to the adjustment, of cert^iin

[parts. Motor cycles have been known to

;be' sent out with parts missing, and to

'those who are not already familiar with
their most intimate ai'-atoa',-y, the instruction

book is generally the most dependable
means of checking this. The better the
book the better tlie machine (as a rule),

for care in its compilation' indicates a

desire on the part of the maker to keep
liis customer on the road. A sour.d manu-
facturer will always froA\-n when a ma-
chine comes back to the Avnrks, even
though it helps to pay tlie v,-;iy of the
irepair department. - .

Having got going, take things easy for

jthe first fifty iiiiles or so, twiddle with
the air, spark, and throttle levers, until

jtheir control becomes more or le.ss instinc-

tive, and aim to get the best speed and
ibest running at all times With the throttle

as little open as possible. Kot only does
this course .mean low petrol consumption,
but it leads also to a cool engine and a

long life, which are even more important.

After the first ride, go over every nut
and screw of any importance with a

spanner and screwdriver, and make all

tight.

How to Preserve Bright Parts.
Motor cyclists may be roughly divided

into two great classes—those who have
leisure, and those who haven't. To the

former, the best advice one can give is,

"Clean the machine after every ride,"

and there is scarcely any doubt but that

this course is the' better in tlie long run.

But to those M'ho haven't the time to

spare in cleaning, the best adv-ice is,

simply, "Don't clean the machine at all.

unless it becomes too filthy for words."
As the writer belongs to the second class,

and, in fact, hts always done st, he can
testify to the (xpecliency ard effectiveness

of the no-cleaning treatment.
Directly the new machine arrives, out

comes a pot containing a mixtnr:' of vase-

line and petrol, which is painted pretty
lavishly-all over hubs, -spokes, rims, and
all nickel parts, except, -thos^' on the en-

gine ". and the liandle-hflrs, Kspecially

liberal should be the smearing round parts
such as" the road wheel ball bearings,

where mud is likely to he tlircnvn. It is

true .that the vaseline varnish soon take.s

unto itself a goodly admixture of mud
and dust, but it is none the worse for

that, and, however unsightly it piay be,

there is always the huge advantage, that,

wnen it i.-; cleaned off (as it should be for

special occasions), the plating undtrneath
(.omes up as bright and as saiiirt as
whenit left the polishing bob. -

It is not convenient to grease the
handle-bars because that invariably spells

ruin to gloves, etc.', bilt-tlrey can be pro-

tected in a" most elegant way with a coat-

ing of celluloid varnish. ' This can either,

be bought or home-made,-and if the motor
c^'clist;.chances to be also a ph"otogr_aphey

this will provide a chance of using up old

Kodak films, or any scrap " clean "cellu-
loid.- This is cut into small pieces and
dissolved in. either amyl acetate or acetone.
The varnish so made should be, about' the
consistency of ordinary : varnish. .

Using
a' soft camel-hair brush jjaint the handle-
bars as evenly and smoothly and as
quickly as possible. Before drying the
coating will be milky, but this disappears
wlien it is thoroughly dry. The result is

excellent in every way, as the surface is

perfectly weather-proof. hard, and
capable of being cleaned. It detracts in

no way from the appearance of the plat-

ing—if anything, it enhances it.

Nickel-plated accessories are all the
better for being coated with it (it can be
wiped completely off when desired with a
clean rag dipped in acetone), and the only

reason it is not so suitable for the hull

and rims, etc.,. is that when it is cleane|

of mud, etc, the grit cuts through it an
tends to "flake" it off. Before applyin
it to anything., the object mUst be pel

fectly clean, dry, and free from greaf
especially.

Number Plates.
As notlung is so easy as forgetting

register the new machine until it arri''

(in this case send a reply-paid wire to 1

clerk to the council of a " friendlyl

county), number i^lates are not infif

quently rather badly haste-marked, al

rarely a credit to the artist who imprf
sionised them at the last minute w'
they were practically ready for the re

Asa matter of fact, painting seally resp

able numbers is by no means easy, 1

to those who do not care about ridinfj

machine disfigured in this way I

commend transfers of the numbers
letters. They only cost a few pence,
should be varnished over after bc^

affixed. Most makers will fit these tra

fers if asked to do so be'ore the macli|

leaves their hands.

Lamps and Generators.
No accessory should be chosen

such care as the head lamp, fm- the difl

exive between good and bad spells

Ukil,

ling

- - • - ' -- F,G, ^.

' difference between safety and po.sa^

danger' when riding, at night. CI
lamps should therefore be avoided f
the plague, as they are the very
sort of economy. Far and awaj-
type of lamp is one with a good I

mirror, and there are a variety of

of these covering both those 'wliiclj

designed to fix on to the ordinary
bracket attached to the machine,

|

also those which are carried in
supported directly from the handll
stem. . The latter class has the al
tage that with it the beam of light cl
directed exactly where it is reqi
Unfortunately for the former, the f
bracket sent out with the machine
infrequently untrue with regard tj
front forks, as well as being inclin

the wrong angle. Thus, Uie
light is cast to one side, and pd

''!8||
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ich too far ahead, if not actually up
the air as well. These brackets, "bow-
er, are generally of softish metal, and
be persuaded into their proper posi-

tion with a large
spanner or some
form of lever.

This is not their
only disadvantage,
as when a cradled
lamp is being
fitted they often
persist in" getting
badly in the way,
in which case the
best thing is to
cut off the interfer-
ing part with a
hacksaw. In fig. 1
are shown the

it and wrong ways of arranging the
i lamp, which is shown in its correct
tion, i.e.. with the lens mirror verti-
by solid lines. In this case it delivers
beam of light straight ahead, marked
with solid lines, the beams obtained
using the wrong position.'; being
ied respectively II and 2 2.

Burners.
the burnera which are used in head

s. the "double impinging" type in
:h two separate jets are employed
Id be avoided as far as possible m
iir of the more expensive "fish-tail"
er, which also has two jets, but in
case they are covered by a baffle
h prevents one of them cracking the
mirror if the other should become
cntally stopped up.
re .should be taken to see that the
lene flame is slightlv above the centre
be lens mirror rather than below
U the flame be low down the beam
be properly directed when the flame
II on, but if not full on the light
be thrown upwards, where it is of
e.

the other hand, with the flame
ly above the centre, a moderate
will still light the road up well
whilst if the flame be increased

ill not deflect the main beam in
nde.'irable manner, but will simply
the point of greatest illumination

The effectiveness of the light is very
largely dependent upon correct focussing,
and experiments ehould therefore be
made to find how the best effect is
gained.
The best position for the generator is

not necessarily the handiest. When
affixed to the handle-bar it is certainly in
a position that makes it easOv regulated
and filled, but it is as well, "if possible,
to have it in such a position that the
indiarubber tube goes uphill from the
generator to the burner.
When the acetylene gas is formed it

IS by no means dry, and although its
moisture is largely taken out by the
filter pads with which most generators
are provided, nevertheless if moisture
condenses in the tube it is better that it
should run back to the generator rather
than into the burner. The shorter the
rubber tube is the better, and it should
be good stiff stuff so as not to sag down
close against the generator nipple.
There is, too. another advantage in

using stoutish tube, as all lamps are not
made to take the inflator tubing direct,
and if the gas tube is strong it enables a

tyre pump to be
used to force out
anj' particles of

dirt that may
have settled iii

the jet.

Figs. 3. 4. and
5 illustrate three
places for the
attachment of the
generator. That
on the forks is

perhaps the best.
as the carbide
gets the most
shaking in this
position, and by
having the lim's

Fig. 5.
continually re-

. . .
moved as soon as

It IS formed, an even generation of gas i.<i

produced.
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as they are so sticky) getting drawn into
the reed and spoiling the note. A gauze
cover over the mouth is, therefore a
great advantage, but if an open horn be
usea the trouble can largelv be avoided
by aiming it to one side, "its efficiency
being not very much affected by so
doing.

How to fix a Speedometer.
To know the rate of one's speed is so

essential m touring through hostile dis-
tricts, and at all times so interesting,

Fig. 4.

a lil;tle closer to the machine. This
illustrated in fig. 2, the beam

red by the low flame is represented
^. and by the high flame as 1 1.
alter, it will be seen, is much more
than the former. In adjusting the
one should aim to get the best light
distance of not more than thirty
The upper rays will then light up

t objects suflicientlv well to show
hey are objects, but the greatest
em? at thirty yards distance will
one to see what the objects exactly

Id give plenty of time to pull up or
'ilear.

Horns and their Attachments.
This is another case in which a small

extra outlay in the beginning pavs for
Itself over and over again afterwards,
there are several types of road clearers
on the market, but it is doubtful if there
IS anything more effective than a good
deep-toned bulb horn. Deep tone, how-
ever, is a necessity, for "squeakers" are
so largely affected by push cyclists that
few people take much more than passing
notice of them.

In fitting the horn, as well as anything
cliie that is supported by the handle-bar.
it is a good plan to insert a leather
washer between the clip and the handle-
bar, and this can be simply an inch or
two cut off a strap fixed "as shown in
fig. 6. The washer ensures the horn or
other accessory remaining in situ and not
slipping down with vibration, at the
same time scratches on the handle-bar
are avoided, and the possibility of rattle
from this source entirely eliminated. The
horn should be set up "so that the bulb
is in the handiest possible position. It
is, for acoustic purposes, best to have
the trumpet mouth pointing dead ahead,
but trouble is frequently met with in
this case by particles of "dust and small
flies (the latter are especially annoying,

Fig. 6.

that a speedometer is almost a necessity
on every machine, and as it is one of
those accessories which can be retained
when the machine is eventually sold (it
is rather too heavy a makeweight to
throw into the bargain) its cost is rela-
tively small, as its value is spread over
so long a period. A great many motor
cyclists pay extra for the fitting of a
speedometer, but this is really quite un-
necessary, as anybody who "can use a
screwdriver can do the job.
The driving pinion is very easily

centred upon the wheel. The latter mus't
be entirely removed from the frame and
the pinion bolted to the spokes as near
centrally as the eve can show, but with
only three or four bolts, and then should
not be screwed up tightly, but only suffi-
ciently to hold it in position. Then hold
the wheel up between the hands which
grasp the axle ends and spin it at a
moderate speed. By then eyeing the
pinion "edge on " its eccentricity, if any.
can readily be observed and corrected by
lightly tapping it over with a hammer.
When centred all the fixing bolts should
be put m and finally tightened up so
as to make all fast.

The driving pui.oii should not have its
teeth too deep into the driven pinion,
as both are likely to get dirty, and if
there is no clearance allowed fo"r'the dirt
a great deal of wear will take place, to
say nothing of straining the bearings of

the small pinion.
The universally
jointed shaf't
should be kept as
straight as
possible, and it

is important to
see that wh?nthe
front wheel is

turned no strain
is thrown upon
the sheath.

Spare Tanks
Even with the

most careful and
foresighted motor
cyclist there are
times when a
spare petrol tank
is worth its
weight in a more

''
precious metal
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than it is built of, especially to those who
go far afield on Sundays and find that

petrol is difficult to obtain. These tanks are

marketed in all sorts of convenient forms,

and are really well worth their room even

if only called into requisition once in a

Fig. 8.

twelvemonth. Make a point of filling

the spare tank first and the main one

afterwards if it has been necessary to

use any out of the former, otherwise it is

liable to be found empty when most

required. A spare half-pound tin of

carbide should likewise be carried, and

to avoid rattling should have the carbide

packedi tight with a piece of rag. Those

motor cyclists whose engines thrive best

on one particular kind of oil are also

advised to carry a spare tin of this

commodity. -A well-cleaned carbide tin

acts very well in this capacity, and a

half-pound size will hold enough oil for

thirty or forty miles at least.

The Attachment of Extra
Mudguards.

As quarterly trials and other competi-

tions prove beyond doubt, motor cycles

can still Tie improved as far as weather-

proofing is concerned, and it is really

wonderful what a difference in the

appearance of a machine can often be

made by the addition of a few square

inches of extra mudguard. The positions

for this can best be found out by
experience after a few mudplugging
rides, but the belt pulley on belt-driven

machines and the chain on chain-driven

machines should especially be guarded.
The best material to use for these mud-

guards is patent leather, but this is

rather expensive. On the other hand, it

is practically everlasting, and holes made
in it .will not tear. The next best thing
is a material called "Hessian," which
looks like patent leather, but consists of

glazed fabric. This is quite cheap and
easily obtained through a saddler. It

cleans up beautifully, and however dirty
may be made to exhibit all its pristine

splendour with the aid of a damp rag.

As this stuff is likely to tear unless
treated with consideration, it is best to
punch the necessary holes in it rather
than drill or pierce them, and if access
can be had to a saddler with ah " eye-

letting " punch so much the better.
Leather bootlaces are excellent for fixing

these mudguards, as they allow them
easily to be removed when necessary, and
the laces do not look so "scrappy" as
copper wire.

One of the most usual places to de-
mand the addition of extra mudguards is

on the front wheel, as shown in fig. 7.

This also shows the method of attaching
tlifcm. The idea is to prevent the

mud thrown into the fixed mudguard
from being blown out of it and back on to

the rider and the engine.

Thorn Catchers and Puncture
Preventers.

Fig. 8 illustrates the simplest possible

method of attaching puncture preventers,

and most valuable little fittings they are,

too, for if they do not actually obviate

punctures altogether, they do, when pro-

perly fitted, lessen the likelihood of their

occurring by snatching out thorns, etc..

which get stuck in the tyre. They consist

of a few strands of strong copper wire

passed across the mudguard stays and
fixed by twisting the ends of the wire

round and round as shown. They may be
applied to any of the mudguard stays, and
should come within about ^in. of the

tread of the tyre. As the latter wears
they can be shifted towards the tyre
again.

Tool Kits and Bags.
The matter of tool kits and general out-

fit is largely one of personal taste, and it

is therefore impossible to make more than
a few rough suggestions, but it is at any
rate certain that a full equipment in this

regard is well worth the extra weight
carried. The maker generally fits one
toolbag, and some fit two, but it is a good
plan to augment them with another, un-

less they are very capacious indeed.

Similarly, the tool kits sent out with new
machines can very well stand some addi-

tions, as they are rarely complete enough
for touring work. The following list

includes p'-actically everything required,

and involves nothing very expensive

:

Large size tyre repair outfit, two adjust-

able spanners (one large and one small).

Fig. 9.

two fixed spanners to fit all the nuts on the

cycle part of the machine, including ball

bearing cones, etc., a pair of cutting pliers,

a screwdriver with a wooden handle (this

comes in very useful in shorting the plugs

to test the cylinders of a twin engine), a

contact breaker file, and a toolpad con-

taining a variety of small tools. The
spare parts should especially be complete,

and should comprise valve complete with
cotter, washer, and spring, carbureter jet,

tyre valve, magneto contact breaker

spring and high-tension collector, length

of high-tension cable, two sparking plugs,

acetylene burner and length of rubber
tube, coil of copper wire, detachable inner

tube, selection of nuts, washere, bolts,

etc. In the case of

a belt -driven
machine it is ad-

visable to carry a
spare belt complete
with fastener, but,
at all events, a
couple of spar
fasteners. For a
chain drive a few
jointing links are
essential. All the
small spares should
be packed in a

tobacco tin and well

MARCH 23rd, igii.

padded with rag to prevent the

rattling and smoothing the corne

off one another. Especial care shou

be taken of the spare valve

prevent its head receiving knocks, and
it cannot be accommodated in a woodi
case (fig. 9), should be very well wrapp(

up with rag. If a tool roll is not carrii

]

Fig. 10.

the tools should also be so wrapped, a

if there is any space left in the tool!

this also should be filled up with
rags, which are always useful.

To Prevent Pedal Axles
Revolving,

On many machines fitted with pedall

gear the free-wheel, after a run on mu(
roads, shows a tendency to revolve

pedals a little, and this is especii

annoying, not to say dangerous,
using one of them for the run and ju

on mount. In fig. 10 is sketched a li

contrivance which most effectually

vents this occurring, and at the
time does not in the least interfere v

the pedals being used when required

consists of a short piece of stiff c

spring, capped at one end with a pac

thick leather (a piece off a strap se

excellently for this purpose) and
attached to the chain stays that this

bears against the side of the pedal c.

sprocket, as shown in the sketch,

little contrivance works exceedingly \

. and can be made by anyone. It occu

practically no room whatever, is no
the way, and is quite unnoticeable.

A USEFUL REFERENCE BOOV
Many motor cyclists are also

owners, and the latter will be intere

to know that the very useful table of

on the British market tor 1911, publii

in The. Autocar of October 29th
has been reprinted in book form,
the features have been retained, suci

chassis and complete car prices,

principal mechanical features and
dimensions of each car. The prici

this useful book is Is. 9d. post
from The Motor Cycle offices, 20, T
Street, E.G.
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J^OR the first meeting of the

f"" year the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club had by

...eans an auspicious day. The wind was easterly, it

led off and on the whole afternoon, it was bitterlv

and in a word the weather conditions were just

ut as unpleasant as they could be. The meeting,
ever, was even more successful than the average
I.C.R.C. function, and the attendance was more
ordinarily good.

echanical Featxires of Some of the Racers.
mong the interesting machines may be mentioned
ler's Premier, with auxiliary exhaust release

;

les's Whitgift-Jap, with radiator fins, carburetter,
every conceivable part of the engine and its sur-
dings drilled

; Surridges and Burney's new Rudges ;

Trump team, with coil ignition and H.H. dry
;; Martin's Martin-Zedel, with seat of iron, shaped
a small hofizontal cvcle wheel, moi-e light than

foftable; Slaughter's' L.M.C., fitted with a new
ce consi-sting of an additional mechanicall\-operated
e placed over the inlet dome and operated bv
head mechanism driven off the intermediate wheel
he magneto gear.' This valve was timed to wwk
ich a manner as to induce the burnt gas remaining
be cylinder by suction into the crank chamber, to
;h it was connected by means of a copper pipe.
> clever device is the invention of Mr. Llovd, the
;ner of the L.M.C. There was also Guiver's Kern-
machine new to track racing—with an extension
le air intake rearward of the carburetter : a prac-
which seems about to become prevalent; and.
y, we must not omit the new 2 '-2 h.p. Motosacoche.

The All Comers' Penalty Handicap.
he first event was the .-^11 Comers' Penaltv Handi-
foc motor cycles of any type fitted with' anv size
ngme; distance, about eight miles (three 'laps).
;s: The club's gold, silver, and bronze medals
irst, second, and third respectivelv.

) decide the handicap, a trial run was made, start-
iunctually to time,

ost to be remembered of the trial run is Godfrey's
lerful speed on 994 c.c. twin Indian. Girt in red
ler leggings (moccasins someone termed them),
new Indian rider showed the others a clean pair
Ws, and led by half a mile the first lap, and finished
by what appeared to be a clear mile. The order
"le first six was:

Swrid^'"*^'^^'^^"^'
'^^^^'^''' Stewart, Johnson, Maitland.

;0ND L.4P.—Godfrey, Tessier. McNab, Stewart. Guiver.
Haitland.

\mi
^^^•-r.Go'lf,'''".v. Tessier, McNab. Stewart, Surridge,

.\Iiller, while the rest arrived in the following order

,wl
' ?"iv'/'

^^"'''dith. Slaughter. Baker-White,
'vcl. and \\ ebstev.

In the final the first lap order was

:

Holroyd, Webster,. Chitty, Slaughter,' Maitland,
ileredith, Baker-White, Surridge, Miller, Tessier
and Godlrey.
Second L.\p.—Maitland, Baier-White. Surridge,

Meredith, lessier, Jliller, Holrovd, Slaughte?,
McNab,. and Chitty. =

.

L.A..ST L.\p.—Surridge, Maitland, Baker-White
Tessier, Slaughter, Godfrey, Meredith, Miller, and
The first four were disqualified for e.xceeding bv more thaji
hve seconds per lap their times in the trial run." The results
were

:

Buniev,
McNat.

Burney,
Godfrey,

Burney,
Webster.

Bore a«d
stroke.

76 X 64
85 X 88
82.5 X 93

H'cap.
c.c. jr. s.

480 1 45
499 2 51
994 scratch

\.
\.

C.

V.
.\.

.\.

F.

R.

W.
.J.

88 499
85 488

Rider, cylinder and machine,
S. T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap)
J. Slaughter (1 L.M.C.)
0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian) ...

The following also ran :

^\ J. Surridge (1 Riidge)
C. Maitland (1 Trump-Jap)
Baker-White (1 'J"rump-Jap)

S. Burney (1 Rudge) ...

. L. Meredith (1 Tmitnnh)
G. -Miller (1 Premier)
Web.ster (1 Hobart) ...

.\. -McXab (1 Trump-Jap)

.\. Stewart (1 Trump-Jap)
..Chitty (1 Frays-Jap)

... S. Holrovd (1 .Motosacoche}
Winner's speed 51.49 mile."; an hour

The Junior T.T. Race.
The next race—the First Junior One Hour Tourist

Trophy Race—gave people the first opportunity of
judging what the baby Tourist Trophy machines could
do on the track. Mr. A. J. Wil.son, 'the donor of the

85 X
85.5 X
85.5 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
70 X
85.5 X 85
85 X 85
85 X 85
54 X 75

38
: 83
1'3

78

499
499
499
300
488
4f2
485
2 ;i

20
35
55

45
48
33
19

49
15

5

4

p. C. Godfrey with a 7 h.p. twin Indian on which he made his Initial appearance
on the traclijast Saturda,y. He gained third place In the first race,
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first prize—a silver cup—was an interested spectator.

Ttie second prize was the club's gold medal, and the

third the club's silver medal. Several interesting new-
comers took part in this event. Patteson rode a 2 Jij^ h.p.

M.R. with mechanicallv-operated inlet valves worked
on the overhead system, and operated by a double cam
on the same shaft situated between the two cvlinders

on which the exhaust valve cams are fitted. Barnes
rode a new Zenith-Gradua lightweight, with Gradua
gear. The engine (a J.A.P.) had overhead valves.

This machine was unfortunately practically untested,

and though it showed promise it might have done better

had it had a few preliminary runs. It had an air

intake extension to the rear of the carburetter. Wood-
house's New Hudson had the cylinder specially clamped
down on to the crank case, and auxiliary exhaust ports.

The nine starters got away in good form, b
Hodgetts found that being pushed off while in tl

saddle did not work, and, finally, he had to dismot:
and run alongside his machine.
The first lap order was Colver, Martin, Powell, Barn

Patteson, Woodhouse, Webster, and Holroyd.

Second Lap.—Martin, Colver, Barnes, and Patte.son

Third Lap.—Martin kept his lead.

FoTOtTH Lap.—Martin still led but lost time.

Fifth to Ninth Laps.-^Colver, Barnes, and Mart
Barnes had to stop in ninth lap owing to a broken oil p
Tenth Lap.—Colver, Martin, and Patteson, Colver gi

ing ground steadily.

Twelfth Lap.—Martin suffered fron: belt slip, Patte;
second and Barnes third.

Thirteenth Lap.—Barnes had a bad bout of misfirini

Colver was shortly after almost a lap ahead, and th
after Colver. Martin and Patteson did not change placei

SCENES AT THE B.M.C.R.C. FIRST MONTHLY MEETING OF 1911.
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^95

. Tessier, the star pertormer at Brooklands last Saturday, gaining two
llrsts on his twin Bat-Jap.

Killer, cylinders, and machine. Bore nm\
stroke.

76 X 64
76 X 65
52 X 80

Distance in

c.c. one hour.
MilPs Ynrds

290 48 1,568
46
39

295
340

1.336
i;i43

70
64
52
52

78
75

74
80

300
241
314
340

70 X 76 292

76 X 65,5 299

Race.
the sole

All

V. Colver (1 ilatchless-Jap)
ilartin (1 .Martin-Jap)

Patteson (2 M.R.)

e following also ran :

Web.=ter (1 Hobart)
S. Holrovd (1 Motosaooche)
S, Powell (2 N,S,U.)
Hodgetts (2 M.R.)
W. Woodhouse ( New Hud-
son-Jap)

W. Barnes (1 Zenith-
rijadiia-.Jap)

The Senior T.T.
in the Junior so in the Senior T.T.
tion governing the race was the engine size.

a splendid start. C. R. Collier established a

from the first, while Tessier, Stewart, McNab,
ell, Godfrey, and Surridge followed,

fortunately, owing to an error on the part of the

1 in charge of the lap scorers, more than half of

were missing at the start, rendering the race

lely difficult to follow. Collier kept the first

till the seventeenth lap, and then tyre trouble
1 him to relinquish his lead in favour of Tessier.

il) kept well to the fore, but in the last few
ds of the hour his engine seized. Harrison Watson
1 early in the race, as the compression tap boss

ut. Collier had indeed hard luck, as he at one
led by a lap. Slaughter had to retire through
ngthening of his valve stem. Results:

Distance in
ler, machine, and cylinders.

T, I . sier (2 Bat-.Jap)
•I. Su ridge (1 Piudgel
R. Haswell (1 Triumph

)

' following also ran :

S. Burney (1 Rudge)
A. JIcNab (1 Trurap-.Tap)
R. ^Vhite (1 Trump-Jap)
slaughter (1 L.ir.C.)
I'.. Ware (1 Norton)
C. Maitland (1 Trump)

Bore and cc. 3ne honr.
stroke. ills Yds

76 X 64 580 55 874
85 X 88 499 55 496
85 X 88 499 54 587

85 X 88 499
85,5 X 85 488
85,5 X 85 488
85 X 88 499
75 X 100 490
85,5 X 85 488

V. J, Surridge, who signalised the Ruige's first appearance in a track race
by heading the list of single-cylinder riders,

A. (;. .Miller (1 Premier)
0. C. Godfrey (1 Indian)

R, N, Stewart (1 Trump-Jap)
V. L, .Mereditli (1 Triumph)
.1, Woodhouse (1 Precision)

.J. Harrison Watson (1 Triumph
C' R. Collier (2 .Matchless

'

J. Gibson (1 Trump-Jap)

The timekeepers were Messrs
.v. G. Reynolds, and T. D. Button; hon, secretary, Mr.
T. W. Loughborough ; judge. Major F. Lindsav Llovd.

85 X 88 499
82,5 X 93 497

,., 85 X 85 482
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499

h) 85 X 88 499

Pt 76 X 64 580
85 X 88 499

ssrs, A. V. Ebblewhite

H, V, Colver (290 cc, Matchless-Jap), winner of the flrst Junior One Hour T,T, Race,

THE B.M.C.R.C. BOOKLET.
We are in receipt of a booklet issued by the B.M.C.R.C.

hon. sec, Mr. T. W. Loughborough. Highcliffe. Shooters

Hill. Kent, It gives full particulars of membership and a

membership application form. Those intending to join tlie

club should write for one to the secretary.
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(M.C. Section).

For the mem-
<»_!«.„ bers' hill climb on

April 1st there

will be two divisions to give all an equal chance. Division

I. is open to all members who desire to compete in the hill

climb. Division II. is open only to members who have never

won a prize in a hill climb.

Gloucester City C. and M.C.

A meeting will be held at headquarters, Park End Hotel,

on Wednesday, the 29tli inst., at 8.50 p.m.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The run to Llangollen on the 19th proved successful, and

was attended by a number of members. A meeting will

be held at tiie Bee Hotel on the 27th inst., and all motor

cyclists interested are cordially invited.

Cornwall M.C.C.

The opening run is fixed for Easter Monday, starting from

heiJqutrters, Red Lion, Truro, at 10 a.m. for Bodmin,
St. Columb, Newquay, and Perranporth. At the last-named

place it is proposed to liave an informal hill-climbing contest.

starting at 2.30 p.m.

Northern League o£ Motor Cyclists.

The adjourned general meeting will be held at the Grand
Central Hotel, Briggate, Leeds, on Saturday next, the 25th

inst., at 7 p.m. The arrangements for the meets at Rich-

mond on Good Friday and Scarborough on Easter Monday
are now practically " complete, the Staxton hill-climbing

contest being left in the hands of the Scarborough and
District M.C. to organise.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The above club opened its season on the national holiday,

Friday last, with a run to Glendalough, and on the way a
hill-climbing competition was held at Balinaslaughter HiU.
The result was decided on formula. A. Carville on one of the

new Rudge-Whitworth machines, made the fastest time,

beating J. Healy, on a T.T. Triumph, by two-fifths of a

second, but the latter secured the placings on the formula, his

weight putting him in first position. The result was as

follows

:

1. J. Healy (3^ T.T. Triumph) 2m.' 49|s.

2. A. Carville (34 Rudge-Whitworth)... 2m. 49is.

3. F. J. Walker '(31 Rudt^e-Whitworth) 2m. 56|s.

York City and District M.C.
A movement is on foot to form a motor and motor eye

club for York and district. Will those interested comnm
cate with Mr. S. H. Clay, 17, Little Stonegate, York?

North Middlesex M.C.C.
The opening run will take place on the 26th mi

from headquarters, at 10 for 10.30 a.m. Lunch will

arranged at Bedford for 1.30 p.m. It is hoped that

members will endeavour to turn out.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.
The club's opening run has been fixed for Saturdd

April 1st, when there will be a speed judging competitij

open to both cars and cycles. In this competition maiT

will be awarded to members to count for the Muratti-Austj

trophy, awarded for the best performance throughout

year's competitions.

North-west London M.C.C,
The paperchase to be held next Saturday, the^ 25th insl

starts from the Grape Vine Inn, Stanmore Hill, at 3J
p.m., and if is hoped that a large number of members
be present. To encourage the use of cameras in club eveJ

a prize will be given for the best photograph of a club evJ

held during the year.

West of Scotland M.C.C.
The A.G.M. was held on the 17th inst. Mr. Stanley

_

Miller admirably presided over an enthusiastic meetiJ

Fourteen new members have been elected. The financf

statement showed a good balance, but the subscription

raised to 3s. 6d. to provide for forthcoming expenditure,

entrance fee remaining at 2s. 6d. The officials are : Vv\

dent, Mr. Alexander Craig ; captain, ?ilr. Stanley

Miller ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. K. Lamont ; committ]

Messrs. R. W^ C. Steven, A. D. S. Barr, John Kirsop.

Frank Salvesen.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.
A club supper, fallowed by a concert, \vill be held at

Norfolk Arms, Wembley, on Thursday, the 30th inst., cd

meucing at eight o'clock. The committee have also arrani

the following events : A 100 miles reliability trial, a rel

bility trial to Coventry and back, a speed-judging contj
and a petrol consumption trial. The Kempshall Tyre
have kindly offered a non-skid tyre and an anti-skid tyre L

prizes in the Coventry and back trial, which takes placel
.July 16th. J; C. Ball, hon. sec, 166, Chapter Road, Will
den Green, will be pleased to hear from prospective membi

. A meeting!

week of

Scarborough I

District Mol

Club, which
I

ganisation

boasts an ud

date club hi

with billi(

room.
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ub News.—
Cork and District M.C.C.

'I'he winner of the above club trial from Cork to Killarney
i

I back on the 17th inst was F. L. Dooly (5 h.p. V.S.)

Hampshire Motor Cycle Union.

The above union lias been formed by the amalgamation of

e Southampton, Fleet, and Winchester Clubs comprising
hundred members. The subscription i? 6s.. anc" 'he

ning meet is on GooJ Friday to Bishops Walthani.

Carlyle C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

It has been decided to form a motor cy^ !e section ot the
ovo London club, and members will be affiliated to the
C.U. Further particulars can be obtained from the hon.
.. Mr. C. W. H. Clark, 69, Comvn Road, New Wands-
rth. S.W.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

liie lecture ("The Whys and the Wherefores of Elec-
city ") by l\Ir. A. E. ISennett was much enjoyed on Friday
;ning last. The lecturer showed that it is as economical to
'. electricity as acetylene for motor cycle lamps, and inci-

itally displayed a now acetylene generator that he has
tented. A speed judging trial will take place on April 8th.

Cambridge University rfl.C.C.

The results on formula of the hill climb of which we gave
ticulars in the issue of the 15th ha\'e now been
nounced as follow :

Lightweight Class.—1. A. Drvsdale (2= h.p. .I.A.P.) ; 2.

G. S. Miller (2J h.p. Douglas).

I h.p. Class.—1. N. Grav (T.T. Triumph) ; 2, G. A.
eppard (T.T. Roadster Triumph) ; 3, \J. P. Wills (3J, h.p.
nilh-Gradua).

Up to, 650" Class.—1, N.
Harris (3^ h.p. Triumph)

iumph).
^pen Class.—1, N. Gray (T.T
h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ; 3. M

Gray {T.T. Triumph); 2, M.
3. "P. H. Dodgson (3^ h.p.

Triumph); 2. ,1. P. Wills
G. Harris (5^ h.p. Triumpli).

WalsaU M.C.C.

At a packed meeting held on the 14th inst. the formation-
of a motor cycle club was unanimously agreed upon, to be
called the Walsall M.C.C. The following officers were
elected: Captain, H. U. Smytheman ; hon. treasurer, N.
Hall ; hon. sec, F. Hough, Electric Picture Palace, the
Square, Walsall, who will be pleased to send full particH-
lars to all intending members.

Walthamstow M.C.
The club supper which was followed by a concert at

headquarters. The Rose and Crown, Walthariistow, was well
attended on the 16th inst. The club's opening run will
take place from headquarters, on April 1st, at 3.30 p.m.. and
on Sunday, the 2nd, there will be a run to Cambridge to
which all motorists will be welcomed. Particulars of
membership, etc., may be obtained from the hon. secretarv.
J. W. Percival. 13, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The opening run on Saturday took the form of a fifty-

three miles non-stop run. The roads in many places were-
of the worst description, but twenty-seven riders took part,

and the rout« was well marked- throughout. .Just out of

Ritkmansworth is Batchworth Hill, which has two severe
bends. The surface of the hill was in fair condition.
.Marians was the best of the P. and M. batch, taking the
hill splendidly on top gear. Beard, on the Wanderer, came
up to the second bend in great style, but got in a rut and
in trying to recover stopped. O'Donovan, on the Singer,
also stopped. Very bad time was made by the majority of

the competitors. This was no doubt due to the prevailing
climatic conditions, but it is rather remarkable that out of

fourteen non-stops only six managed to run to schedule and
qualify for awards. The six riders who fulfilled the condi-
tions are : W'. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury). J. Watson, P.
H. Batchelor. E. C. .Jarvis. L. S. Dunn, and H. Dunri (all

on 3J h.p. Triumphs).

—

<

THE PROPOSED CLUB HOUSE.
.meeting; 111 discuss this matter was held .at ihe
Holborn Restaurant on W'ednesday last week, -when
probab y two hundred or more res^Kjndud to the

invitation. Mr. S. F. Edge presided, and mentioned
provisional committee had formulated a scheme, the

Hue of which he would ask Mr. Cove to read. The
iposed organisation would not come into opposition with
' existing one, and would be non-political,

ilr. Cove stated that the objects of the club house w-ouUi

to provide opuortunities for social intercourse among
tor cyclists and others interested in the sport and pastime,

table premises had been found in Great Portland Street,

ose in view consisted of four Hoors, containing well lighted,

y rooms, suitable for reading, writing, and lectures, a

iard room, dining room, committee room, and card room,
ides accommodation for a housekeeper. There is ample
age accommodation within 200 yards of the house. This
aid be free to members. It was not jiroposed to find bed-
ms at the club, but hotels abounded in the immediate
inity. The upkeep, including rent £180. rates and taxes

electricity and gas. coal, wages, etc.. was estimated to

about £800 for the first year. The revenue would be
ived from subscriptions of members.
'o meet the initial outlay on furniture, it was proposed
elect, say. fifty life "members on payment of a subscrip-

of £10'l0s. each. There would also be founders" sharers

£5 5s. each (say 100). Town members would pay £2
a year subscription, and country members 10s. 6d. a

r.

I the conclusion of -Mr. Cove's speech, the Chairman
ted questions and criticisms of the proposed scheme.
r which he said he -would submit a resolution.

n answer to questions, the Chairman made one or two
Is clearer, and supplied a few additional particulars as

i"i-vs : The founders' shares would rot he limited to one
Ired. If more members wished to join in that wav. they

lid he taken gladly, each with his five guineas subscrip-

Suitable premises in the neighbourhood of Piccadilly,

as that neighbourhood might be desired, could not be
lined except at a prohibitive rent. The minimum number
nemhers taking up foundei-s' shares upon which the club

would proceed to work should, he thought, be not less than
fifty V to seventy-five, together with one hundred ordinary
members. A founder's liability would be limited to the
amount of his subscription. Country members would be those-
living beyond a radius of twenty-five miles from Charing
Cross.

Mr. Cove supplemented the chairman's replies. He thought
a steward and his wife to live on the prenii-ses and receive
their board could be got for £1 a week wages. A waiter
at £1 a week and a lioy at 10?. a week would be a sufficient
staff to start with. .-Vdditionai waiters could be temporarily
engaged as required. The club would be registered as "a

limited liability company by t!ie founders through their com-
mittee, and would appoint their own secretary.

.A general discussion on the scheme followed, most of those
who spoke being in favour of it.

The Chairman then proposed the following resolution :
" In

the opinion of this meeting the time has arrived to form a

clubhouse in London for motor cvclists."

Mr. Hooydonk. who seconded the resolution, and had pre-
viouslv been inclined to criticise it, explained his conversion
by pointing out that the resolution was in such general terms
that it hardly justified one in speaking on the particular
.scheme that had been placed before the meeting.
The Chairman explained that it was nece.ssary to put the

motion in general terms, so as to get. first of all, the sense-
of the meeting on the simple question that had brought them
together.

The Chairman then put his own resolution, which was
carried with an almost unanimous show of hands.
Forms had been distributed asking for support. These

had now been handed in, and the Chairman read out the-
result as follows

5 country members at 10s. 6d. subscription
I'd. life „ „ £10 10s. Od.

16 town ,, „ £2 2s. Od. „
28 founder ,. .. £5 5s. Od. „

and 36 promises to consider the matter.
With a hearty vote of thanks to the committee for their

labours, and to Mr. S. F. Edge for his kind conduct in 'the-
chair, the meeting then terminated. •
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The North v. South Hill-climb.

For the inter-club open hill-climb

near Harrogate on Easter Saturday,

April 15th, North v. South, Messrs.

Phelon and Moore have kindly pre-

sented a trophy to the Herts County

A.C. to be awarded in this event.

Contemplated Sidecar Record.

ilr. Hugh Gibson, liolder of the End-

to-end sidecar record, informs us that

lie IS contemplating setting up a new-

sidecar record, details of which we shall

announce later. At present we can

only say that it is of a more strenuous

nature than -the existing record,

although the average legal limit will

not be exceeded.

Practising in the Isle o£ Man.
The paragraph in our last issue

mentioning that two motor cyclists

had been seen practising on the

Snaefell course has led to Mr. F.

Straight, the A.C.U. secretary, notify-

ing the riders concerned that under
the regulations (which are expected to

be ready this week) practising will

only be allowed from Thursday, 22nd
June.

First Open Hill-climb of 1911.

Entries at ordinary fees for the
Oxford M.C.C. open hill-climb, to be
held on April 8th, close on Saturday
next, the 25th inst. The venue of the
competition is to be kept secret, but a
hill midway between Oxford and Lon-
don has been selected. The competi-
tion starts at 1 p.m. Entry forms may
be obtained from Mr, H, G. Hill, trials

hon, sec, 11. :\Iaiki'l T'lwr,., P,;iiil)iii-v

i^aies

Mar, 23rd
.. 25th
., 27th

,, 29th

7,16 p.m.
7,19 p.m.
7.23 p.m
7,26 p.m.

Clubhouse for Lincoln.

In connection with the scheme for a

good-class cycli.ets' clubhouse at Lin-
coln it is quite likely that the motor
cyclists will arrange to participate.

Very suitable premises have been
secured, and in a few days the pros-

pectuses will be issued. Mr. G, J.

Wilkinson, ex hon. sec. of the Lincolm
shire Motor Cycle Club, is acting in

the matter for the motor cyclists.

Organised Parties for the T.T. Races.

Mr. E, G, Young, Trent Bridge, JS'ot-

tiiigluun, informs us that as last year he is

again organising a party to visit the Isle

of Man for the T.T, Races, and expects

that at least fifty will travel from
Nottingham. Motor cyclists in other

towns should tsike this hint, as the
various railway companies are usually

willing to issue return tickets at a fare

and a quarter to parties of a dozen and
over.

Cyclists' Touring Club A.G.M.

At the A.G.M. of the Cyclists" Tour-
ing Club, held at Birmingham on the
lOtli inst., it was announced that the
accounts showed a deficit of only £83,
which compared with the losses of .

the last few years is an improve-
ment. New members joining during
1910 show a considerable increase
over those of 1909, and, this year
the increase is more than maintained.
The resolution calling upon the council

to issue a handbook gratis to the mem-
bers did not meet with the approval of

the meeting, and an amendment express-
ing belief in the present policy of the
council was carried by ninety-tluee
VOti'.i: to two.

EIGHTH ANNUAL SPRING
NUMBER.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.
Ten Years' Progress.
Preparing for the R,oad.
Wild-fowling, Etc., etc.

HiU-climb in N.S.W.

The Motor Cycle Club of New South
Wales held a club hill-climb on the

Baden Hill, Coogee. on Saturday.

February 11th. There were eight

starters, and C. Nixon (3^ Triumph),
5s., won the final in 33|s. from W.
Miller (31 T.T. L.M.C.). Is. ililler did

fastest time for the day—33^s.—in his

heat. Nixon was riding in his first

competition.

Tourist Trophy Race Fund.

Subscriptions are invited to the

fund which is established annually tu

help defray the expenses, necessarily

\ery heavy, of holding the Tourist I

Trophy Races in the Isle of Man,
Donations should be forwarded to thej

A.C.U. secretary. The dates fixed for

these events are :

Friday, June 30th, "Junior" T.T.

Race.

Monday, ,Iuly 5rd, "Senior" T.T.
|

Race,

The First Slide Valve Motor Cycle

Engine.

Though many designs of air.-cooled I

slide valve engines have made their I

appeai-ance, we believe we are right I

in saying that no engine of this typel
had actually run before the present

[

year, and this week The. Mul<tr\

Gyde is able to illustrate the tirst I

motor cycle slide valve engine to ruuj
on the road. It is described in our

letters columns, and the illustration

shows that the construction is rieat audi
exhibits much promise. Readers may f

expect to hear more of tliis interestiuL;|

engine anon.

HERTS COUNTY A.C, OPENING MEETING AND NON-STOP RUN. Competitors assembline lor the sl.irl outside llie Pea Hen Hotel. SI, Albans, on SaUirday labl.

{see Drevious pae:e )
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r.T. Items oJ Interest.

\V. F. Creyton, the Triumph riderj

is busy testing motor cycles again, and
tells us llial lie is anxiously looking

forward to tlie T.T. race on his native

soil. Creyton hails from Ramsey.
Four Ariels, - it is expected, will be

represented m the race, and A. V.
Summer will ride one. The new Ariel

engines will be increased in bore to

86.5 mm. to bring them nearer to the

imit capacity of 500 c.c. The stroke

ill remain 85 mm. F. A. Applebee,
uii.. has entered a two-.=troke Scott

tor the T.T. Race.

\ Disclaimer.

Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a,

Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,
W.C, beg us to publish an apology to

their many clients tor what must have
appeared to them very discourteous and
unbusinesslike treatment. It appears

lli:it since December last postal orders

ijid cheques have been diverted and
many enquiries have not been dealt

with. The matter was placed in the

hands of Scotland Yard, and the

[/parent neglect of these matters has
low been traced to a system of theft.

Messrs. Taylor and Co. luive un-

louhti'dly sustained a large monetary
CSS through these f,h<^fts, and at the

ame time must have disjippointed their

jatroiis by their unconscious neglect of

;(irrisponaence. They wish to assure

II through these columns that extra

irecautions have now been taken to

ivoid a recurrence of these unfortunate
ncidents.

eaten Woods on the Route of the Six

Days' Trials.

Below we repKjduce two pliolographs

ciiidly sent us by Mr. O. Atkinson
f the hill in Heaton Woods mentioned
n the route for the fifth day of the

lix Days' Trials. Mr. Atkinson re-

narks : "I think this bit will sur-

rise some of the single gear brigade,

s there is no chance of ' rushing ' it.

"he ])hotographs dc not show th.-

radient very well, but give a slight

of the corners."

The First Ladies' Competition at

Easter.

In reference to Mrs. Hardee's re-

marks with regard to her desire to

enter her P. and M. in the Herts

County A.C. ladies' competition for

The. Motor Cycle Cup, we have heard

officially on the subject, and are asked

to state that men's machines ridden

by ladies may not be entered, the view

taken by tlie club being that those

few manufacturers who have had the

enterprise to build a ladies' model

FUTURE EVENTS.
23—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.
25—Brooklands tirst 191 1 Meeting.
I—M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.
8—Oxford M.C. Open Hill Climb.

14— (Good Friday'!. Annual Meeting of

Northern Motor Cycle Clubs at

Richmond, Yorks.
1-17—M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Run.
\-l'j—Herts. County A.C. Inter-club Tour,

to Harrogate and back, first Ladies'

Competition, and Open Hill Climb.
17—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill

Climb on Shap Fell.

22—AC. U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire

Centre). Starting from Harrogate.
29—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.
6— Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb.
27—Herts.County A.C.Open Speed Trials

18—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

lor " The Motor Cycle " Cup.

must be encouraged. Perhaps Mrs.
Hardee will get over the dilHculty by
an exchange of mounts for this particu-

lar cimrpetition, being the first devoted

solely ,tu the lady mulur cyclist.

At least six competitors are expected

to start in the double journey event,

Barnet-Harrogate-Barnet, as enquiries

continue to be received by Mrs. Cooke,

and the trial is creating enormous
interest, having been referred to by
the leading daily papers throughout
the country. It should be noted that

ladies may enter and gain an award
.for a creditable performance in either

single journey, Barnet-Harrogate nr

Hnnogate Bav:iet. Entiy fees :u

10s. 6d. for the double journey and
6s. 6d. for either single journey
Entries close on the 31st inst., and the

start of the competition is on Gtood

Friday at 7.30 a.m.

Inter-elub Hill-climb on Kirkstone Pass,

ilembers of the West Lancashire
M.C.C. are requested to send in their

entries for the Kirkstone Pass Hill-

climb, to be held on CJood B'riday in

conjunction with the Cumberland and
County and Westmorland Motor Cycle
Club.i as soon as possible.

Club Outings.

Club runs are now in full swing.

On Saturday next, the newly-formed
Dudley and District .Al.C.C. will hold
its first run to the Hundred Housf,
Witley. Next day the Derby and Dis-

trict M.C.C. has arrarisjed a run to

iJakewell, and the opening run of the

West Lancashire Motor Cycle Chili

takes place to W'hitewcU, viri Preston.
Brougliton. and Inglewhite. letiiriiinL;

to Preston by Longridge. On Wedne.'^-

day next the Surrey M.C.C. speed
judging competition will take place

from Guildford to .-\lton.

Police Activity at Southport.

.Motor cyclists all over Lancashire,
and especially those resident about

Southport, will need to take warning
of the attitude which tie police have
determined to assume regarding that

popular circular tour provided by the

road around the Marine Drive. When
trallic is quiet it has long provided a

good place for testing speed. The
Chief Constable, Capt. Armitage, ex-

pressed his views on the question dur-

ing the hearing of a case on Monday
when yix. Earnshaw. local motor
cyclist, was summoned for riding at

an excessive speed on this drive on
March 11th. He pointed out that

although there was not much traffic

the Drive was not a racing track for

motors. The defendant 'was ordered

to pay the costs, but it was stated that

the next comer would probably not

'jet off so lightly.

HEATON WOODS, to be clinibed on the lUth day of the 1000 miles trial.

Looking up the hill. Showing the twisty ascent. Tiie gradient is said 10 be as sleep as 1 in 4.
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THE activity in motor cycle circles this Eastertide

will be unparalleled in the annals of the sport.

In north, south, east, and west competitions

are being arranged, and many a motor cyclist is at

present looking forward with feverish excitement to

the thrills of a dash up a twisty hill against the watch,

or a mile-a-minute gait on Brooklands. Every class

of rider is to be catered for.

The Ladies' Competition—A Pioneer Event.
Pride of place must be given to the first competi

tion for lady motor cyclists, for which The Motor Cycle

has presented a silver cup. In years to come this com-
petition will be referred to as is usual with such pioneer

events as the first 1,000 Miles Trials, London-Edin-
burgh run, etc. Other reliability trials include the

M.C.C. London to Land's End and back trial for the

Jarrott Cup, and the inter-club tour Barnet to Harro-

gate and back, organised by the Herts County A.C.
Hill-climbs include the Cumberland, Westmorland,

and West Lancashire M.C.C. inter-club event at Kirk-

stone Pass on Good Friday, the inter-club open event

North V. South near Harrogate on Easter Saturday,

and the Westmorland M.C.C. climb on Shap Fell

and the Northern League competition at Staxton

Brow, organised by the Scarborough M.C., on Easter

Monday. Further varieties of interesting events will

be the monster riieeting of Northern motor cyclists at

Richmond (Yorks.) oti Good Friday, and the Brook-

lands A.R.C. meeting on Easter Monday.
Local club tours are being arranged by several

organisations. The M.C.C. tour is to Yeovil, head-

quarters the Mermaid Hotel; the Birmingham M.C.C.
members will journey down to Lynmouth, starting on

the 14th prox. ; whilst the Streatham and District

M.C.C. and the Walthamstow M.C. have also arranged

holiday tours. The Torbay and District M.C.C. will

hold a reliability trial Torquay-Truro-Torquay on Good
Friday, starting from headquarters at 8 a.m. Com-
petitors reach Truro at about i p.m., and a stop of

one and a half hours for lunch will be made here.

The new county club, the Hampshire County M.C.C
,

will celebrate its opening run on Good Friday," the

destination being Bishop's Waltham.

Twenty»one Clubs to Meet.
We enumerate the more important Eas'er motor

cvcle events. Firstly, on Good Friday there is the

Richmond meeting, which practically all Northern

clubs will attend, including: the motor cycle organisa-

tions from the following towns:

Harrogate Hull (Kingston) Redcar
Leeds Scarborough Newcastle

York County Pocklington Halifax

Bisliop AucklnnrI Pontefract ">radford

Middlesbrough Batley rikley

SundeTlar-H Sheffield Huddersfield

Hull Derby

It will be seen that a number of riders will travel

big distances. Last year the Bishop Auckland Club-

had most members at the gathering. It is suggested

that all clubs holding a competition en route to Rich-

mond on that day wear various coloured armlels.

The trials secretary of the Northern League, Mr
Frain, will be glad to make arrangements for anv

checking at Richmond that may be required.

The Harrogate Tour and Jarrott Cup
Competitions

On the same day the ladies' trial and inter-club tour

to Harrogate will commence, Barnet being the scent'|

of the start at 7.30 a.m.
The N.W. Tendon M.C.C
North Middlesex M.C.C.
Bradford M.C.C.

Competing club; are:

HarroEjate and District

M.C.C.
Herts Gounty A. and A.C.

The ladies' competition is for The Motor Cycle siUeil

cup, whilst the Ser\-ice Cup will be competed for bJ
teams representing the Herts County A.C. and N.W J

London M.C.C. The route is via Biggleswade tq

Norman Cross, Peterborough, SleafQ.rd, Lincoln, anc

Gauisborough, joining the Great North Road al

Bawtry, and on Easter Saturday an open hill-climll

will be held near Harrogate for the Phe'nn and Moor^
Cup. The points scored in the hill-climb will

considered in making the awards for the re]inbi!it\|

run.

At 3.30 a.m. on the 15th prox., those stalwarts \\h\

have entered for the M.C.C. Land's End and bai
'

trial will leave Kew- Bridge in competition for lliij

Jarrott Cup, and it may be observed that sidecars arJ

included this year, and Messrs. Gwrynne and Seed

have promised a cup for the best performance in thil

class. The early start is to enable most competitor|

to finish in daylight.

Easter Monday Events.

On the 17th prox., the ri'turn journey of the Harrol

gate tour and ladies' competition will be commenced, al

also the M.C.C. Land's End trial. Hill-climbs inl

elude the Shap Fell event organised by the Westl

morland M.C.C., to start at i p.m., and the Northerl

League, Staxton Brow competition, organised by th^

Scarborough and District ,M.C.
Two handicap races for motor cycles are includefl

in the Brooklands programme, {a) the second 65 m.p.h|

handicap, and {h) the 70 m.p.h. handicap.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

.Mr. MacGregor informs us the Edinburgh .( UiJ

intends to repeat its strenuous Six Divs' Trinl. inij

that the date will be near the end of July, probahli

July 24th to 2Qth, but details cannot be settled un*-

the amalgamation of the Leith and Edinburgh club|

—now in progress— is complete.
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The Editor does not hold himself respon

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tud

Horse-power Rating.
[5485.]—Would it not be . better to drop the present

lethod of rating the horse-power of motor cycle engines and
istead rate them in hundreds of cubic centimetres, using
ne decimal point. It is quite as easy to refer to a machine
s "4 point 9" as to say "three and a half." and probablv
lore true. 4 9"

Starting Difficulties.

[5486.]—I have read with interest your remarks under ii,e
eadmg of " Starting Difficulties," and the remedy which
)u advise. There is no doubt that reducing the size of
le choke tube will give easy starting, but you will not get
le full power when going "all out." The onlv solution
the difficulty is to have a carburetter with two jets and

TO choke tubes; this will give the strong slow pulling in
affic, and on hills the larger jet will give fast running.
I believe the two-jet carburetter originally introduced by
yself has done as much to improve the running of the
odern car as any recent invention, and what a motor cycle
early wants is the same class of carburetter, and this my
m are now putting on the market in a greatly improved
rm, and I believe what this type of instrument has done
r the car it will do for the motor cycle, namely, give a
;gree of power at slow speeds, easy starting, and a
'xibility that has not yet been attained.

CHAELES BINKS.

Best English and American Times.

[5487.]—I notice a paragraph in "Current Chat," entitled
Best English and American Time."!," concerning J. De
osier and the world's hour record ride which he recently
complished.
\ou say that on the occasion of the record in question
De Rosier rode a 7 h.p. Indian, and it is a curious fact
at the fastest speed yet accomplished on Brooklands was
1 a similar mount, yet the speed was 10 m.p.h. slower."
lis, I think, is hardly fair comment, as if De Rosier is

ling to break any world's records ivhen he comes over to
is side I shall be pleased if someone will have the kindness
inform me where he is going to find a suitable track, as
my mind it is absolutely impossible to ride a machine

distance of over eighty miles in an hour on Brooklands.
I do not think there are many people who can accuse me
lacking nerve, but I must co'nfcss that last week I went

iwn to Brooklalids and tried my 7 h.p. racing Indian for the
St time, and it is the only machine I have over ridden
hich I really " funked " to let all out, owing to the simply
pful 'burtps on the track when travelling at speeds of
itween 75 and 80 m.p.h., although the steering on the
looth portions of the track is perfect.
Surely it is a very different propo.<=ition to ride the machine

! an absolutely smooth wood track which is built in a per-
il circle, especially when such a hardened rider as De
osier is in the saddle. If the writer of the notes in question
mbts my statement at all, I shall be onlv too pleased to
ve £10 to any charity he likes to name if" he will ride mv
acbine, or any other for that matter, one timed lap round
•ooklands at a speed of 76 m.p.h., provided he takes full
sponsibility for himself and will pav anv damage done to
" machine, which is quite capable of doing over 80 m.p.h.

,. ..^^ , , ,

OLIVER C. GODFREY.
\ e withhold a letter couched in much the same terms which
has been received from W. H. Wells.

—

Ed.}

sible for the opinions of his correspondents.
or street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Over the Quarterly Trials Course.

[5488.]—Being attracted by the article and illustraUons
of the Yorkshire Centre Quarterly route appearing in a
recent issue of The. Motor Ci/dc, 1 took advantage of a fine
week-end and journeyed over the course, which is a beau-
tiful and most sporting run.
The roads for the most part are in fine condition, Sutton

Bank and thereabouts being the only exception. The route
abonnds with pretty spots, picturesque ruins and pleasing
gradients, and the ride from Pickering to Whitby is par-
ticularly magnificent, the moors being delightful a"nd roads
good. After Whitby I left the cour.'^e and went down to
Robin Hood's Bay, intending to visit Stoup Brow, but as
rain fell heavily on my arrival I decided to postpone my
visit and leave this rambling old-world spot and climb the
steep hill I had just descended. This hill has a left-hand
right-angled corner, and th3 road being only a few feet
wid6_ prevents any rush being taken at the very steep
gradient which commences immediately round the corner.
I, however, succeeded in getting up at the first attempt,
much to the surprise of the inhabitants, who all came out
and evinced a lively interest in the motor cycle. Once at
the top I retraced my stf.ps to Whitby, and from there rode
.straight up Boulby Cliff, which is a long, straight, but very
steep hill, with a surface like Sutton Bank, the view from
the top being most charming—a fine stretch of sea cliff on
the one side and the hills and moors on the other. From
here I now made for Saltbtu-n, and then right along to the
finishing point, "'he monotony of purring along flat country
does not trouble one on this route, as it is dotted with,
lovely test hill.« all along. I shall look forward with
interest to the results of what will be a very fine test for the
motor cycles and their riders.

REKAV, JUN.

[5489.]—I am the

always welcome Wed-
nesday mornings as

the mail brings me
my copy of Th&
ilotor Cycle, which
is always read with
interest, as I find

it full of useful tips

and information, be-

sides matters of in-

terest in general.

I enclose a little

photograph of myself
on my Triumph with
sidecar, my small
son in sidecar, which
I thought might be
of interest. You will

see a few palm trees
in the background.
This ph'otograph wa.-;

taken in the public
garden., near Alex-
andria.

1 again express my
warm appreciation of

Alexandria.

The Sidecar in Egypt

owner of a 1909 Triumph, and

Sidccaring in Egypt. (See letter No. 5489.)^;

your paper.

DOUGLAS ALLEN.
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The First Slide Valve' Motor Cycle Engine.

[5490.]—As The Motor Cyde and its readers have sliown

especial interest in the various improved types of engines

which have been brought to their attention, I send herewith

a jolrotograph showing what the writer believes to b: the

first motor cycle equipped with a sUde valve type of engine,

this machine, having been first operated on the road on

January 5, 1911. It has worked in an exceedingly satis-

factory manner, and, though given some severe testb, thcie

-lias not been a single part of the engine

fireak or a single change made in any
of. its parts from the original designs

wl|ich the writer made for it. The
engine has shown remarkable cooling

capability (the reason for which will be
obvious later), and is, so far as the

writer is aware, the only one having
a slide valve mechanism successfully tu

withstand the severe conditions inci-

dent to air cooling. It is remarkably
quiet, even the exhaust seeming to have
less sound than when poppet valves
are used. The engine is Sjin. bore x
4in. stroke, while the machine weighs
about 200 lbs., and the gear ratio is

34 to 1. This gear makes the machine
rather fast, while it is somewhat severe
im the engine owing to its relatively
low speed when traversing bad ' roads
and hills at a slow pace, under which
conditions the engine has, however,
shown remarkable pulling ability.

The construction of the valve mecha-
nism briefly described is as follows : In
place of the usual camshaft there is

mounted in the valve casing a small
crankshaft having one |iu, throw pin
(two cranks per cy'inder are required
in some other systems), this pin being connected by a short
connecting rod to a l^in. diameter valve piston, so that this

piston (the piston is rather long and is fitted with a special

triple ring at its upper end) would be reciprocated in the
valve cylinder, which is at the side of and parallel to the
main engine cylinder, once to every two strokes of the
engine piston. The valve cylinder has two annular ports,

the upper of which opens into the exhaust chamber and the
lower into the inlet chamber, so that the valve piston would,
in its downward movement, first uncover the exhaust port

and then the inlet port. In order to avoid drawing the
exhaust gases back into the cylinder on the suction stroke,

when the piston valve has opened the intake port the exhaust
port is arranged so that it can be covered by a light ring,

which is pulled down to close the exhaust ports by the
movement of the main valve piston, and remains down
during the suction and compression strokes.

The operation of this form of my valve mechanism is as

follows : At the beginning of the expansion (explosion) stroke
the valve piston is at the top of its movement closing all

ports; at the beginning of the exhaust stroke the valve
piston has moved down part way past the exhaust port
partially opening it ; at the beginning of the suction stroke
the valve piston has moved far enough to commence to move
the auxiliary ring to close the exhaust port, and is about to

begin to open the inlet port ; at the beginning of the com-
pression stroke the valve piston has changed its direction

of motion and is about to close the inlet port, and at the

end of the compression stroke and beginning of the expansion
stroke the parts have returned to the positions first men-
tioned. It will be noticed that the fresh cool charge comes
in over the top of the valve piston and the other heated
parts, thus serving to prevent overheating and at the same
time ensuring a better vaporisation of the mixture. Another
feature is that the tendency of the pressure on the top of

the valve piston is to rotate the valve shaft, thus adding to

the engine power instead of taking power from it to work
the valves. For these reasons the writer prefers, although
the U.S., Canadian, English, and foreign patent applications

and patents cover the use of sleeve valve'arrangements. the
piston valve in a mechanism of this type.

It may be well to say that the oiling of the motor cycle

engine shown is accomplished perfectly by feediitg the oil

for the engine through the valve casing, and that, although
the valve piston is absolutely unbalanced, its movement does
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not show the least tendency to cause vibration, as will

readily be apparent when its light weight and low speed
are considered. A. E. OSBORN.-
New York.

[At this time, when attention is focussed on slide valve

engines, the motor cycle described and illustrated should
prove of especial interest, being, so far as we are aware,

"the first to run with an air-cooled sUde valve engine, \Ye

may add, for our readers' benefit, that Tic Motoi Cyili:

Is this the first slide valve engined motor bicycle ? (See letter No. 5490.;

is aware of experiments proceeding in connection with I

air-cooled slide valve engines in this country. Although!
the engine described by our correspondent is termed a I

ilide valve, it would be more correctly described as a |

piston valve engine.

—

Ed.]

The Inter-club Team Trial.

[5491.]—I was very interested to read Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk's remarks re the above. In my opinion it is an
absolute fact that the M.C.C. Team Trial and the A.C.U.
Inter-club Championship are absurdly simple.

A club that is entering a team for either of the above
events naturally selects its very best riders to represent it

with the result the very crevie de la creme of reliability

riders meet, and have totrundle over a course of 100 miles

to decide who is the victor. Many of these riders have gone
through the gruelling of a twenty-four or twelve hours' trial

so as to have the honour of representing their club, and
then to- ask them to ride 100 miles ior the supreme tes'

sounds', I think you will admit, absurd.
I beg to suggest the following, and in so doing am certaii

that I am voicing the opinion of very 'many motor cyclists.

1. Tliat it take the form of a twenty-four hours' trial.

2. That the route be from London to Edinburgh.
3. Tliat all competitors ride to sealed watches on theii

own machines. The sealed watch system is certainlj

the fairest way of checking ; for it is hardly reason
able to expect that if a competitor sets his watch
from the checker at London, it will correspond t

tlie second with the checker's watch at New-castle.

4. That all times be taken from the sealed watches.
5. That checks might be taken at any of the place:

named on the route card, or at any milestone.

With regard to checking, I should like to siigl

gest that for every fifteen seconds a rider is before

or after his time at any check, either a known o

secret one, he shall lose a quarter of a mark.
The above is, I think, a trial worthy of any final, as

Would not necessarily "out" a team because one of it

riders punctured.
J. NORMAN LONGFIELD.

[Owing to gkbat pkessuee on our space, in consequenc
OF THE NUMEHOTjS SPECIAL FEATURES, VTE AJKE OBLIGED T

HOLD OVEK MANY INTEKESTING LETTBKS THIS WEIEK.

—

Ed.

u
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^^^^BROOKLANDS
BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB,

18th March, 1911.—
At the FIRST meeting of the Season in the FIRST event

—the All Comers' Penalty Handicap

—

BAT "" FIRSX.
Also in the FIRST Senior T.T. Race

BAT *^^ FIRST.
BAT MOTOR
MANFG. CO.,

PENCE,
LONDON. S.E.

r.T. NOTES.
THE

MATGHLESS
MeieR GYGLE
WON THE T.T. ON THREE OCCASIONS

On Saturday last at the B.N.C.R.C. Meeling at Brooklands,

in the initial test race for machines in tha newly-planned

jyNieR T.T. RAGE THE MATGHLESS AGAIN V0N.
and in the Senior T.T Raec the MATCHLjESS Keld the lead

for the greater part of the hour until put out by a broken bell.

^^^ SURELY A RECORD IN T.T- SUCCESSES !

Catalogues sent free.

H. COLLIER & SONS, LIMITED,

PLUMSTEAD, LONDON, S.E.

I

I

Iv nnsu-crinrj thcfc adverlispvreni-' i' i-' rie.nrnhh In inenUnn " The Motor Cydr '
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WHEN vve look back over our i-idiii^-

experiences, it is very liard ti,-

say which were our pleasantest
runs—wliether indeed the long

no-trouble journeys linger sweetest in our
memories, or those terrible trials of endur-
ance, way back in the dark ages of motor
cycling, when we were up against it all

the time. iSo, at least, it is with me. I

particularly recall seyeral rides which I

described as awful when I tottered in

home weary, wet, wrathful, and filthy,

but which I would not to-day eliminate

from my memory for all the petrol that

ever flowed through a carburetter. Several

of those rides imply no blame of the ma-
chine, which was the principal actor. For
instance, in 1902 I rode from Barnstaple
to Bristol with a couple of novices, all ot

us mounted on the staiuich old 2| h.p.

Excelsiors, which were then the machines
par exceUen.ce. I had absolutely no trouble

from beginning to end, but one of my com-
panions was afflicted with a split inner

tube when we left Bristol on the return

journey at 4 p.m. We spent many hours

alternately waiting for him and mending
his tube.

" Long after nightfall we got him
right. By this time the two of us had

burnt all "our carbide in illuminating his

repairs. He promptly sped away into the

gloom, and deserted us. More carbide was
unobtainable. My remaining companion
and myself trickled slowly and timidly

along the twisty lanes of Devon in the

darkest night of the century. Presently

we lost each other, and finally -we lost

our way.

Some Heroic Experiences.
I spent a most lurid night. Now I

clambered down rocky and precipitous cliffs

to fetch water in my cap from attenuated

torrents, in the vain attempt to resuscitate

" I climbed down rocky and precipitous cliffs

to fetch water in my cap."

the sodden carbide in ray generator, usu-

ally tripping over a boulder in the inky

gloom, and spilling the hard-won contents

of my rather porous cap. Anon J essayed

mountainous hills on a cjuarter throttle,

and 'collided with high hedges at the first

corner. Often I lay down by the roadside

—usually in a netftle-bed—and prayed for

dawn. Finally, 1 reached home after

twenty-four hours and two hundred miles

of road, to start a. fourteen -Jiour worhing

" The treacherous machine lay down under me
at thirty-five miles per hour."

day. Or, again, I recall the 1906 Land's
End-John-o'-Groat's run, in which I se-

cured the hardest-earned "gold" ever
awarded in the annals of motor cycling.

Immediately prior to the start of the run,
a certain two-speed gear had been (very

badly) fitted to my 3 h.p. Triumph. During
that ride every conceivable trouble befell

me. not once tut many times. I had a

Our valued contributor, Mr. Basil H. Davies, and
the 1903 pattern 2J h.p. Excelsior, with surface

carburetter, which proved one of the most trust-

worthy of the many motor cycles ho has owned.

score , of punctures, I wore out countless

exhaust valves, I was permanently aflHicted

with bad lubricating oil, and twice my
chains jumped off and pitched me over the

handle bar. When I at last gob the en-

gine running well, the treacherous machine
lay down under me at thirty-five miles an
hour on a patch of grease, and bruised

every square millimetre of hide on my
body. Next my engine sprockets flew off

into a ditch, and it took me four hours

to fake up a key and lock-nut after I had
found the missing parts.

The End at Last.
After much perseverance I trickled into

John-o'-Groat's a ridiculous and lugubrious-

figure, with my overalls hanging in rib-

bons, my lanrp tied round my neck with
string, a spanner in one hand wherewith to

clump the high gear clutch, a penny in the

other to replace a broken exhaust valve

lifter, and a crank pin so badly strained

that the machine could not possibly have
run three miles further ! Or, again, I re-

call a more recent ride from Northampton
to Durham in torrents of rain and dis-

tinctly permeable overalls. On this occa-

sion the machine behaved perfectly, and

mj bete noire was a worn engine pulley,

combination with three rubber belts, wh
did not fit it. Since that ride I know eve

dead leaf along the Great North Ro
by heart ; for did I not spend the ent

day cutting, drilling, and piecing unc

every green tree, while the jjitilcFS r:

entered the back of my neck and trickl

icily down to the hem of my trouse:

Not one of these runs would I ha

missed for all the gold . of the Aztecs.

On the other hand, the triimiph

straightaway runs, devoid of pneuma
mechanical, or police incidents, havt; t'

honoured nooks in one's reminiscences

on the whole outnumber the hoodoo da|

even with such a careless and unlui

wight as myself.

A Friend in Need.

Do I not remember a run—gigantic
I

those days—from Penzance to Slaidst

about the year 1903, again upon my trul

old 2| h.p. Excelsior? I do not th

the machine was touched on this jour
except to refill the tanks, and my reJ

lection is that it never ran better f

climbed so fast, wlule the weather
positively gorgeous. Still, there wal
fly in the ointment. I left my sovereT

purse on the dressing-table at Penzad
and, after settling the breakfast bill!

a Clifton hotel, made the sad discovT

that I had only a few coppers remaini
As I banked at Oxford, I decided to m
a detour, and obtain some dibs. Of i

when I got to Oxford, the bank was
for early closing day. By this time I

blazing sun had robbed me of my na
too plentiful wits, and, instead of knJ
ing up one of my numerous acquaintaJ
in the University city, I rode on lit

man possessed into Surrey. By the

I got into the Guildford district, I

raging for drink, and eke for food, butl
parched brain was not sparking
freely, and nothing occurred to me exl

to call on a few friends living at interl

of thirty or forty miles apart. B#
August, of course they were all away
the sad sea waves. At one mansio|
did unearth the

sister of an old
college chiim, but
I had never met
her before, and
my appearance
evidently did not m
'nspire her with m
either interest or |

respect. I was
lean, haggard,
grubby, and wild-

looking. So I

weakly regretted

her brother was
away, and rode

«My appearance evidentll
off still penniless, „„t inspire her with e|

and, worse, with' interest or respect.
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ernes Meet.—
a few inches of petrol iu my tank,

abouts I' committed my supreme
ness. I passed the very gate of a

e where my best and choicest pals

supposed to be enjoying a reading

near Shepperton—a party I was due
in the next week. But I had confused

perton with Sheppey, and imagined it

near the mouth of the Thames, so

name "Shepperton" on a signpost

eyed nothing to my bemused brain.

actually saw me from the garden,
;nised me, and shouted—all in vain,

lally, as I entered Cobham, my petrol

out. Great men rise to emergencies,

IJ^OT^
it is said, and this final urgency set my
wits to work, albeit rather rustily. Select-

ing the nearest tavern, I chucked my ma-
chme against a wSll, stalked majesticaJly
in, and addressed the buxom Hebe thus :

" Miss, I have no money. Can I have a

good dinner and a bed for the night?"
She replied bluntly, "Certainly not!"

I again seek Shelter.
I was quite hurt, but her treatment of me

was inspiring, and, dotty with thirst and
sun and hunger as I undoubtedly was, 1

did not repeat my error. I walked to the

White Lion, and handed my machine
haughtily to the ostler, withered the
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various servants I met with my best Oxford
manner, ordered the best bedroom, the
best dinner, and the hottest bath the house
could afford. Then I slept the sleep of the
just. Next morning I was what the Scots
call unco' canny. 1 ate the biggest break-
fast of my existence, thriftily replenished
my tanks put the machine outside at a
comfortable distance from the door, and
sent for the proprietor. " Look here,"
I said, firmly, " I have no money !

"

"Certainly, Mr. Davies," was the urbane
reply, " how much do you want? " Imagine
my forgetting that the White Lion belongs
to the genial treasurer of the A.C.U.

—

our one and only "Bath Road Smith"!

EXTREMES MEET. Another aspect, with apologies to Mr. Basil H. Davies.

THE JOINT CONFERENCE.
EFERENCE has been made in these pages to a

National Council of Automobilism, consisting

of delegates from the Royal Automobile Club
the principal motoring bodies, including the

o Cycle Union. Motor cyclists may, therefore,

assured that their interests will not be overlooked
t, however, must not be lost of the fact that it is

ost difficult matter to get a tax removed after

being levied, and therefore any hopes of the

|ission of the £1 local taxation licence are rather

ote. The poorer members of the motor cycle
munity undoubtedly feel the burden of taxation,

they have the small consolation of knowing that

increase of 5s. over the old tax might
: been much greater had not Mr. Robert Todd
e years ago put before the Chancellor of the
hequer an idea of the capacity of the pockets of
or cycle users. There is also a small amount of
^faction to be gained by knowing that a part of the

taxation levied upon motorists is in future to go towards
the upkeep of the roads, but no one knows why other

users of the King's highway, such as owners of cycles,

horse-drawn vehicles, and horsemen should get off

scot free. This latter point, and the reduction in the

taxes on second-hand and old pattern machines of

doubtful value, the Conference will have to consider,

and it is to be hoped that the efforts of that body will

be crowned with success.

Constant torqae.
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SOME LESSER KNOWN ACCLIVITIES.
Formidable Ascents North, South, East, and West.

)ILL - CLIMBING has always

attracted sportsmen of all

countries and classes. Whether

the hills or mountains are

ascended on foot, on mule-

back, or horseback, matters

little, so long as the aspirants

to higher altitudes attain their

object. Motor cyclists have

always had a keen ambition to

climb anything in the nature of

an acclivity where there is room
for the wheels of their machines, and atrocious indeed

are sbme of the surfaces on hills which have been con-

quered by the riders of single track motor cycles. With

this knowledge in view, we came to the conclusion that, a

description and some illustrations of a few of the lesser

known steepest hills in England would interest readers,

particularly at this season, when new models are being

delivered, and their eager purchasers are on the look-

out for fresh hills to conquer.

In Honister and Salt Box we
have purposely chosen two hills

which are' not very well known
to the majority of motor cyclists,

but they have been brought into

prominence in our pages during

the last few months by the

performances of various riders.

Stoup Brow is on the route

chosen for the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials, and appears well

nigh unclimbable, and we do
not know of anv motor cvclist

HONISTER PASS.

Looking down the upper steep pitch into Bonowdale.

.who has climbed it. Barbrook Mill, or Beggars
Roost, is probably the worst hill in the West, but i

has been referred to in these pages before.

NORTH—HONISTER PASS.
Honister Hause, or Pass, as it is more familiarl

called, can justly be regarded as one of the wors
acclivities in England. With a treacherously loos

surface composed of shale and loose stones, and
mile and threequarters of single-figure gradien
Honister is well calculated to tax to the utmost th

capabilities of both man and machine. It is quit

impossible to steer a straight course, and on any on
of the numerous bends it is the easiest thing in th

world to "come a purler."

Six months ago the Pass was reputed to be uncliml
able on a single-geared motor cycle, but last Octobf
two dauntless members of the West Lanes. M.C.C
(Messrs. Gregson and Gibson) made clean ascent
single-geared pedalless machines. The news of th
performance created considerable controversy

this journal, but the sceptic

have not been heard of for sorr

time, as during the past fe

months at least half a doz<

men have successfully climbe
the Pass, whilst quite recent

Messrs. H. Gibson and 1

Harrison made clean ascents c

different days. The West La
cashire, Westmorland, ar

Cumberland County M.C.C.
propose to hold a hill-climb c

the Pass on Easter Saturdav.

U

(2) The two sharp corners and the second pitch.

(3) The steepest^streteli ^on to the fell side read.
(4) The second steep pitch, showing the second sharp corner

(5) Climbing the upper steepest pitch, telore tcerging or

the fell side road.
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Lesser Known Acclivities.—
mister Pass lies 7^2 mjles south-west of Keswick
L' southern extremity of the lovely valley of

lui.lale Borrowdale isreally the only practicable

loach to Honister for motor vehicles. The road
abrujitly from the village of SeatoUer, and winds

Ivay upwards for i^'l miles, the -summit being
1,150ft. above the sea. The Ga)l and Inglis

lour Road Book (Xo. 175) gives the gradient at

lies and ^% miles as i in 6, but this can only be
short distance. The average gradient must be

It I in 10, according to the following figures,

Ih were kindly supplied by the district sun'eyor
tockermouth :

I!ise ill feet.inlongs.

1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
I'o sunuiiit

56
22
55
25
120
23
97
33
52
53
21
54
150

771

The summit on the old road is considerably liighei

than the actual summit by the. gate on the new road.
From, the Contour BooJc the total rise from just below
Seatoller is given at well, over 800ft. The hill rises in

a succession of short steep pitches, broken by stretches
of moderately easy gradient, and given a decent sur-

face the Pass would be an ideal spot for an open hill-

climb. Expert- riders- who have ascended it are,

however, of the opinion that it is far too dangerous
for an open e\-ent.'

Luckily there are no sharp corners, but the bends
are most difficult to negotiate owing to "the quantity
of loose stones that abound. The first bend to the
left is struck almost immediately after leaving the
\illage ; the gradient on the knuckle is in the iieigh-

iwurhood of i in 5. Then follow two short stretches
and two mor^ bends to the right, the gradients on
ihe bsnds being about i in 5 and i in 6. "Approach-
ing a small hut, the road \-eers to the right, then turns
to the left ; this is the longest and most severe' portion
of the climb, the gradient being mostly i in 5, and
the surface on the bend is verj' loose. Up to this

l)oint the road runs along the edge of a deeo ravine,
and a skid or toss to the left would be most disastrous.
There is no bank -or railing of' any kiiid to prevent
machine and rider fromvgoing over in the event of a
spill. From the hut upwards the rest of the climb
is fairiy easy until within . sight of the summit. At

SALT BOX HILL—so Christened by "The Motor Cycle" aod recognised by motor cyclisis—although i(s proper name Is CROWN ASH HILL.

(1) The sleep bend at the top.

(3j The right-angled bend about a third of the way up.
start is at the junction of the two roads seen.

(2j A very trying stretch, showing a P. & M. and sidecar

ascending.

(4) General view of hill between the two bends.
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Some Lesser Known Acclivities.

—

th>. junction where the new road crosses the old another

bad patch is struck, the surface being abominable.

It would be better for the competitors to finish at

this point and use the new road as a finishing straight,

otherwise many a poor rider will experience the cruel

ill-luck df_ coming a cropper within a short distance

of the gate at the summit of the old road. Altogether

Honister Pass is a terrific climb and a severe strain on

a rider's ner\-e.

SOUTH—SALT BOX HILL.
Correct Title : Croivn Ash.

A few weeks ago we investigated a very sharp climb
in the parish of Cudham
branching off the direct

London - Westerham Road
almost opposite the Salt

Box refreshment house, a

favourite rendezvous with

beanfeasters in the summer
months, and one of the

several tea gardens situated

on the London side ot

Westerham Hill. At first

OT©1((J€1LE MARCH 23rd, ig

STOUP BROW, a mere moorland track

Days' Trials.

Will Improve with Wear.

At present the surface is abominably loose, witl

planted and loose round stones—a most tricky

ture "—whilst" at the foot it is grass-grown, and
more than a rougfi country track. Cudham Hi I

ahnost as bad in the early days, and no doubt Sal

will be improved with the rolling of motor \v

A survey with a gradometer shows an average gn
of 1 in 6, the worst bit being at the finish

yards of i in 4. With the chalky soil (and claj

soil) the climb would be additionally severe i

weather. It is certainly an excellent test, ami h

advantage of being handier to the Metropolis

Cudham or the other

known test hills.

I

glance the hill appears to be

a sheer drop into a wooded
ravine, and our correspondent

named it-al.the time "Salt

Box," but has since' foun
that its name is Crown Ash
Hill.

The few trials that have
already been held have

demonstrated the fact that

the climb is more than suffi--

cient severely to try a well-tuned and powerful mount.
This with cool engirjes ! Taken " on the run," after

the eight miles of undulating and twisty roads from
Warlingham and Chelsham, it provides about thestiffest

test obtainable anywhere in the London district, and
will no doubt be resorted to in the future.

(1) Showing the bad stale ot the roads.

..(2) A few yards to the left, the road ends on the sea beach.

(3) The "S" bend on the 1 in 4 portion. The road winds in the

direction of the railings.

riders will proceed

Hood's Bay via Ravenscar and Stoup Brow
This hill has been known to us for maiiv

but we hardly thought of it as part of the Six

route. Not that we consider that it is absolut

possible for it to be climbed by a good variahlv

I
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tor bicycle, but in its present state Ave think it is

olutely impossible to ride up Stoup Brow, or Bank
t is called, on a single-geared machine using an
rage touring gear ratio. The hill is easily reached

Scarborough by proceeding down the main road
through the little villagfe of Scalby and then on

Cloughton, where the road branches, the main
d continuing up the hill to the Falcon Hotel and
OSS the moors to M'^hitby, and the other one lead-

to Heyburn Wyke, Rax'ensrar, and Robin Hood's
At Ravenscar, or the " Peak," the cliffs are said

be the highest in Great Britain, and on a clear

the \iew across to Robin Hood's Bay is magnili-

. -Here we are at the summit of Stoup Brow, and
road is a mere moorland track, with heather and
ken on either side. The hill itself is about two

es long, and gradually descends t»o where a rail-

bridge crosses the road. At this point there are

;ries of S bends on a gradient of about i in 4 for

e or four hundred yards. The surface is also vile,

g composed of alum shale, which is slippery even
he driest weather. After the final twist of the

1 the hill runs fairly level for about half a mile,

in on reaching a lonely farmhouse it suddenly

7s down the side of a steep ravine down the centre

vhirh flows a stream, which, like all mountain
lets, is rapid and strong in rainy weather.
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Tliis stream crosses the road which descends for

the last five hundred yards in an unrelieved gradient

of about I in 3 direct on to the beach, and at low
tide a ride of a mile along the sands brings one to

Robin Hood's Town—probably the most picturesque
and romantic little piaoe on the Eiist Coa.st.

We recently visited this hill, and found the roa-J

from Cloughton to the bottom of the hill in the worst
condition possible, the surface on the r in 3 pcjrtion

being composed of a mass of large stones as loose as

shingie. This rough surface makes the hill unriilcible,

anil in .iddition there is no possibility of a run before
striking the gradient.

Riders who wish to visit this spot should not attempt
to take their machines to the foot of the hill, for if

the tide is up to the cliffs (as was the case when we
were there) there is no means of regaining the road
except by pushing the machine up—a by ito means easy
task to accomplish.

However, the motor cyclist who wishes to spend
an afternoon amongst most splendid scenery can do
worse: than survey Stoup Brow. There is a splendid
run across the moors, and a glance at Robin Hood's
Bay and Whitbv will compensate for the roughness
of the road. The distance from Scarborough to the
top of the Brow is ten miles, and thence to Robin
Hood's Bay is three or four miles. The photographs
on the previous page show the state of the surface.

5'-.-
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BEGGARS' ROOST. OR BARBROOK MILL HILL.
A Iwo-spsed twin-cylinder N.S.U. witli sidecar Is seen climbing tliis notorious Devonshire gradient, which at one point is as steep as 1 in 3.6.
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CLIMBING AMULREE IN WINTER.
The rider is W. Houghton, who was one of the competitors in the Six Days' Trials and failed on this famous ascent. Houghton recently paid a return

visit to Amulree and made fifteen attempts to climb the hill, ten of which were successful. His friends have now nicknamed him '"Amulree."

WEST—BARBROOK MILL OR BEGGARS'
ROOST HILL.

This Devonshire gradient is found by following the

Watersmeet Valley from Lynmouth for two miles. At
the first turning a right-hand road is taken, and in a

mile or so one comes to the top of the steepest hill in

the neighbourhood of Lynton and Lynmouth, a district

abounding in precipitous gradients. Two years ago
we had this hill surveyed at the suggestion of Mr. I.

B. Hart-Davies (who has climbed it), and found that

the steepest gradient is i in 3.6. The hill, is one of

the most difficult to climb on a fixed geared machine,
because the start is limited to about forty yards of i in

26, after which a single figure gradient is struck, and
it gradually becomes steeper and steeper, going from
i in 9.1 to I in 7.3, then 6.2, 5.2, 4.3, and 3.6.

After these formidable sections have been conquered
there still remains a long section of i in 5 to i in 9,

again a piece of I'in 5 to i in 7"; after that it tails

off to the summit, where it is i in 19.

The total length of the hill is about 1,000 yards,

and in this distance it rises about 350 feet, so that

the approximate average pull is i in Sji. The surface

of the hill is usually in a very rough state, and when
our representative visited if to take the photographs
which accompany this article, he reported that it is

exceptionally bad just at present, being covered with

a paving of rough local stone.

Amulree—the Scottish Terror.
Perhaps this article would be incomplete without

some reference to the famous Amulree Hill, which,

however, is comparatively well-known, as it figured

so prominently in the A.C.U. End-to-end trial last

year, when only a small percentage of the competitors

succeeded in making a clean ascent. This is not

surprising when it is considered that the gradient is

as bad as i in 4 in parts.

There are few hills in the United Kingdom which
make greater demands on the skill of a rider and the

efficiency of his engine.

Conclusion.
With this Scotch terror we bring this article to a

conclusion, and would like to point out that in many
instances there is no necessity to climb these exception-

1.32

ally severe hills. Usually there is an alternative roij

which allows the most awkward precipices to

avoided, but there will always be a number of sporti

enthusiasts who will not be denied when there is a h

which remains unconquered and a road on which th

can ride without being thrown, out of the saddle.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The IVIotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompinied by a stimpaS addressed eavelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be mark5d "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Spring Forks and Sidecars.

I have a twin N.S.U. and
sidecar. The frame is rigid,

and I propose to tit spring

forks, but am told it will affect

the steering seriously. I

iiderstand that the makers supply
spring fork that is easily fitted.

iVill you kindly advise me regarding,
he steering, and also your opniion

f the .spring fork ment.oned?—J.S.H.

e should advise you to communicate
th the makers of \-our machine and
by their advice. Certain types of

ing forks do run out of truth when
ecar attachments are added. The
ecar is used so largely with the
ticular make you mention that it is

likely the makers would supply you
Ih a set of spring forks which would
work well when one is attached.

A Beginner's Queries.

- A few weeks ago I purchasetl

^ a copy of The Motor Ciirlf, and

> have becoDie so iiittrested in

motor cycles that I should like

you to answer me the fullow-

iig qui/stions : (1.) What is comprts-
ion? (2.) What is the meaning of a

_. to 1 ratio? (3.) What relation is

here between the magneto and the

stroke, the spark from the miigneto or

accumulator tires the charge, when the

piston descends rapidly, and the Hy-

wlieel retains sufficient energy to raise

the piston again, when the exhaust
valve opens and e.xpels tlie gas, and to

draw in the ne.^ct charge and compress
it until it is ready to fire again. (2.)

One talks of there being a 5 to 1 ratio

between ' the engine and back wheel,
which means that the back wheel re-

volves once to five revolutions of the

engine. (3.) The magneto is a small
machine for mechanically

ngme ?—N. S.

Most motor cycle engines work on
at is known as " the four cycle sys-

As the flywheel turns, the piston

icends and the inlet, valve opens, v.itli

! result that the piston draws in a

xture of gas and air; having reached

; bottom of its stroke, the pi.«tim

ends and compresses the gas into a

all space. This is known as "com-
ssion." The effect of tliis compres-

is to render the charge highly ex-

sive. At the moment of compression
li valves are closed, and just before

piston has reached the top of the

Spring cleaning.

generating the electricity to firo the en-

gine, driven by ii:c;ins of pinions or a
chain at half the epeed of the engine.

Valve Timing.

Which is the correct way
to lime a 5J h.p. engine with
automatic inlet valve '/ Should
the e.xhaust valve open at the
bottom of the firing stroke and

close at the top of the exhaust stroke, or

should it open just before the bottom
of firing stroke and close just before
the top of exhaust stroke? Please also

state amount of lift of exhau.>^t valve.

When the engine is running at full

speed the cam opens the exhaust
valve at the bottom of the stroke and
closes at top. Is this correct?—B.W.

Time the exhaust valve so that it is

dead on its seat at the completion of

the exhaust stroke. It should begin
to open when the piston is within one-

tenth of the end of the firing stroke.

The lift of the e.xhaust valve depends
largely on the diameter of the valve
head, and the shape of the cams. If

your valves are of the usual size -|in.

lilt is appro.\imately correct, but it is

1 impossible to tell you accurately owing
to many other considerations in connec-

tion with your engine which you have
not mentioned.

Timing itie Magneto.

Kindly inform me how to

set the chain wheel on the

magneto spiudl'j from motor
cycle engine sn that the spark is

timed correctly'.' Also what
should be the ijosition of the spark

advance lever with the engine at

rest?—C.H.P.

To time the magneto, retard tlie spark
and set the jxiiuts just about to break
w^hen the piston is dead on the top ot

the compression stroke, then fi.x the

sprocket on the ai-mature-shaft. This

will give approximately the correct

position, but whether it is the best

timing for your particular engine can

only be proved by the results obtained.

Spark timing is, to some extent.

governed by valve timing, and it is

merely a question of trial and error.

A Peculiar Engine Knock.

.My 5i h.p. 1908 'J'riumph

has recently developed a

peculiar knock. I find that

after giving it two or niore

pumpsful of oil a mechanical

knock occurs which continues for a

distance of 200 or 300 yards when
it suddenly ceases. The bearings

are all in good order, and the

cylinder clean. I have recently fitte.'l

new piston rings and a new gudgeon

pin. I u.se a plentiful amount of oil.

just enough not to smoke. I shall

be glad if yoa will suggest a cause

for this knock and a means of pre-

venting it.—G.A.

The knock is probably due to pre-

ignition, caused by carbonisation of

oil. Try giving one pumpful at a

time ; two charges at one injection may
be causing too much fluid friction.

We do not think that the knock is

anything at all serious, if as you say

all the bearings are in good order.

Chain-'Jriv:n.
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Speed of * h.p. Eunalout.

Coiikl you please, give nis _

tri an ideii as legards the pace ni

^ the 4 h.p. Morgan runaboui,
'I -guai' 5-1, rkiev 9 stones, level

road, no wind? I just want

:i, rough idea.— E.-L.

Wo sliould imagine that the machine

ill question would attain a speed -ui

ironi 30 to 35 miles an hour witli ".

5 to 1 gear.

Magneto Suddenly Ceases Sparking.

I should be obliged i£ you

would advise me what has

gone wrong with my 190y

Bosch magneto. When out

riding the magneto suddenly

leased to fire, or rather -spark, and

no effort on my part would induce it

to do so. I cleansed the cont-ct

breaker and trimmed up the points

without avail, and shall be glad to

know what you think.—P.F.

The only part . you appear to have

omitted to look at is the high tension

carbon brush. If you unscrew the

high tension terminal you will be able

to remove the brush or carbon pencil

and see if it is sound and moving

freely. It - may be sticking.' If

the pencil is cracked or broken a

MOT'iR CYCLE TERMS ILLOSTRATED.
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Air-cooled, or a north-easter.

new one will be necessary. It is

better not to remove the armature,

but if you examine every visible con-

nection and find that these are, to all

outward appearances, sound, you had

better send the magneto to the makers.

If, as we suspect, you find the high

tension carbon brush broken, remove

all broken parts, insert a piece of rag

soaked in petrol, and with it wipe

the collector ring, turning round the

armature by hand ; then fit the new
brush. '"

Lack of Power.

Please give me your valu-

TTj able opinion regarding my 3^

Y h.p. 1908 model single-cylinder

_L1 Brown. It has accumulator

ignition, with plain coil and _

Loiiguemare carburetter. It does not

develop its full h.p., and does not

do any more than 15 m.p.h. on the

level. The compression is good. At
times the carburetter floods and

wastes petrol, and at other times

does not give trouble in this way,

although the carburetter has not

been interfered with. It has an 11

jet and a 23 choke tube. How can

I get more power, and would the

fitted of a. 1911 patl:ern B. and B. or

other good make of carburetter help?
" —G.D.P.

Some adjustment is §adly at fault if

15 m.p.h. is the maximum with the

B34

A powerful clutch and a free engine.

engine firing regularly. First of all,

look to the adjustment of the contact-

breaker, make sure the platinum

points are clean and ilat and touching

lightly ; .-,econdly, take off the cylinder,

scra])'e the cylinder head and piston,

examine the valves and grind them in

if they are at all pitted, fit new valve

springs if necessary, take down the

carburetter, thoroughly clean the

passages, as also the feed pipe, and
reassemble. The machine should then
give satisfaction. You will get better

results by fitting a magneto than by
fitting a new carburetter, though with
both these improvements the machine
should run very much better than
before.

Tuning up a Four-cylinder.

I have bought second-hand^ a four-cylinder F.N. which is

^ about three years old. Please
-iJ tell me the weight necessary

to open the inlet valves, also

the proper way to time the mag-
neto? It will not run slowly on the

. stand, and if I advance or retard

the spark the engine stops. It is

hard to start on the stand, but when
it gets hot runs regularly without

misfiring, but with no power. Com-
pression is good in each cylinder,

and the exhaust valve shuts dead

on top of stroke. Would you advise

new carburetter?—HoKSE-rowER.

The inlet valve .should open ^in. under

a 14 oz. weight. To time the magneto,

advance the spark and set the platinum

points to separate when the piston is

-jin. from the top of the compression

stroke. After you have got the engme

to run fairly well with the old carbu-

retter it would be a good plan to

order a new one, which is a great im-

provement on former designs, and will

enable the engine to run slowly.

MARCH 23rd, igii.

Registration and Description of Machine.

Must I re-register n

machine? I registered my
one .as a 3j h.p. Chate

M.M.C., but now I have fitt

a ne\9 engine (twin Peugeol

Would it be sufficient for me to i

form the authorities of this?—R.B.

You need not re-register. All y
have to do. is to inform the authoriti

that you have fitted a new engine, ai

the machine should now be describ

as a Chater-Peugeot.

Armature Spindles.

I am interested just now I

^T] the construction of magnetl

^ and on reading about them f

-U " Motor Cycles and How
Manage Them," I notice tlj

the epindle does not run
through the armature, but is screw

into brass end plates. If the arn

ture were mounted on a spin!

running right through, would t|

affect the current produced by
terfering with the "lamination"
the armature core? That is to _s|

would an armature having spinl

right through,' with ends of coil cf

nected to insulated bushes at ea

end of spindle, give the same currl

Water-cooled.

as an armature . having the spii|

strewed into end plates?—T.D.

The interrupted armature spindld

constructed to allow the raa.xin

amount of wiring, and to facilita

construction. If the spindle

eoiitinuous, the current produced wc

be impaired, but not to any appij

able extent. Still, the same curl

would not be obtainable.

A spring frame and a spring chicken.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining tlje experjA

of others with various motor cycles or access!

must enclose a stamped addressed envelopT

which the replies may be forwarded. Ana
to the queries below should be addressed

The Editor.

"Lieut. E.S.G." (Harwich).

T.A.C.

"H.N.S." (South Hampstead).

F.N, four-cylinder.

"E.D." (Reading), "Atlas" \>\

ture-proof inner case,

" Zimmy " (Johannesburg). 3^

Zenith-Gradua and sidecar. Do
wear unduly?

"C.H.D."' (Bristol). Reliab|

and hill-climbing powers of 2^

New Hudson (three-speed gear).

" Speedman " (Essex). 3^4-;,

Bat-.Jap used solo and Avith si^

especially as . regards general-

ability and speed as a solo machia
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This Year's T.T. Regulations.
pE are enabled to publLsh tlii.s week a .summary

of the regulatiuns for the two Interiialional

Tourist Trophy Races to be helii on June _^oth

and July 3rd on the " Four-inch " Course,
which embraces Snaefell in the Isle of Man.

bre are no drastic alterations in the regulations

kpared with those of last year, but the few
litions and changes are important. The vexed
Stion of silencers, which caused a good deal of
kment in previous years, has been settled very

pfactorily to our mind. This year competitors
dispense with them altogether, but where not

Id the exhaust must be led from the engine to a

lit level with the back axle, and the pipes must not

perforated in any way. No one will object to this.

Dng exhaust pipe extended to the rear has been
led to be quite as effective in silencing the

lust as some liberally drilled exhaust boxes. .\

bauption has been adopted by making a rule render-

lit compulsory to fit silencers during practising.

In up-to-date rule is that if auxiliary exhaust ports

lused they must be so arranged that the discharge

|es into the silencer or exhaust pipe, and no other

et for exhaust gases wdll be permitted.

Ihe rules regarding tyres have been slightly

lified, as difficulty was experienced in the past with

Ird to the sizes of tyres fitted to some of the

liines. The new rule, while permitting the makers'
[lard, allosvs some latitude for tyres which are

Itly deeper than they are wide. This has been
jided for by defining the horizontal sections as well

|ie makers' standard.
lis year there will be no w^eights takeil of com-
lors' machines, and the somewhat farcical brake

tests, which have been criticised in these columns,
will be dispensed with. Competitors in their owr
interests will use powerful brakes.

One rather important iiino\alion refers to examina-
tion after the race. It amounts to this. If a machine
is found to be devoid of any material equipment with

which it started the race, it shall be liable to dis-

qualification.

The Open Road.

WHAT glorious vistas are conjured up by these
three words. From earliest days the love of-

travel has held the British race in its strong:

grip, and what could be more entrancing..,

than a journey on the open road. FeW;
motor cyclists can forget their first rides in early spring,,

when the kindly sunshine is releasing the roads from

their winter coating of mud. Given reasonably fine

Weather conditions the wheels glide over the unresisting

surface, the corners which required the utmost care

to get round safely when slippery with winter grease

are now taken without a flicker, and full enjoyment

is realised after months of plugging. The road riding

motor cyclist is as much a potentate as an American

railway magnate who has his ow^n private car attached

to any train running- anywhere in the country. Has
not the motor cyclist got his own private vehicle on

which he can go where he pleases? He is even more

independent because he can travel where he lists with-

out the annoyance of being confined to any particular
,

route. This is the season when those to w^hom the

joys of the open road have yet to be unfolded should

make up their minds to taste its pleasures, and they •

cannot find a more exhilarating, or better means of

doing so than from the saddle of a motor cycle.

A15
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The Problem of Timing Speed Events.
TWOPENCE PER WORD OFFERED AS A PRIZE FOR THE BEST SOLUTION.

the possi

WING to the diversity of opinion

and tlie numerous methods in

vogue of timing,speed competi-

tions, the Northern League
lias decided to offer a prize of

^1 IS. for the best suggestion,

new or old, for surmounting
the difficulties and objections

raised by the present system.

It is a well-known fact that

man)' gross errors have oc-

curred in hand timing, iior

sibility of error be eliminated with this

system. When one considers that only fifths of seconds

separate. the' leaders, it will be realised how easily the

wrong man may be placed first.

Considering the more*"common methods of timing

adopted, we find that synchronised watches are \er\-

handy, but unless the watches are really synchronised

and worked by expert liands a, great many mistakes

arise. Again, the cost of obtaining such watches is

very great, and also to be perfectly accurate the watches
sliould be compared at intervals during the competition.

Timing by a Single Watch.
To time by means of a single watch at, one end of

the course and a flag-at the other is good, but requires

two very sharp and competent operators, and this

system necessitates 'tlie holder of the watcli being in

such a position as to be able to see the flag with an
absolutely uninterrupted view; tliis is practically im-

possible for hill-climbs except over short stretches. A
long hill situated like Sutton Bank would allow of this.

but the distance is so great that mistakes and variatio

would be bound to occur.

For and Against Electrical Timing.
Electrical timing, if worked correctly, is probab

the most accurate and has most to recommend it, b

outstanding objections are: (i) Cost of apparatus;

trouble and time taken up in carting the wire, ace

mulators, etc., to the hill; and also (3) the laying

the wire. Further, if the weather happens to be w(

the accumulators seem to have a nasty habit of runnii

down very quickly, and should the course be a loi

one it seems necessary to have a big %-oltage handy
This criticism is not intended, to enumerate all t

advantages and disadvantages of the various means
timing, but rather to give an idea of the difficulties

be surmounted.

Rules.

Short pithy replies should be sent to the Eflitor

this journal, and should be accornpanied by sketch

or photographs where necessary. Articles should n
exceed 250 words, and must be in our hands hefo

the end of April.

The onI_\' rules are that the Editor's decision shall

final," and that,, all literary contributions sent in shc-j

become the property of the Northern League. T
Editor reserves the right to publisli replies other thi-]

the winners', if deemed suflficiently interesting, and
such a case payment would be made at the usual ratt

'The Motor Cycle" will present an additional prize of £1

to the writer of the winning article.

-^1—^s> ® c=^-< - -

A TWO-SEATED SIDECAR.

A GERMAN passenger motor cycle which follows

closely on the lines of the Davis Double is the

Magnet. The body, it will be noticed, is

torpedo-shaped, and has a side door. Th-e coach-

built seat, which accommodates two persons, pos-
sesses a collapsabie hood. A distinctive feature of

this design is the two-track .system, which minimises,

vibration as well as. the risk of puncture. The
method of supporting the forepart of the machine is

rendered clear in the photograph ; a stout tubular

arm'' proceeding from underneath the central section

of the body is bent towards the bicycle frame and
attached to the down tube. The body is suspended
on laminated springs. The specially designed steer-

ing fork will be observed, also the laminated springs

controlling the movement of the front wheel. A ver-

tical safety fork is also fitted, its members passing
through slots on the longer arm extensions of the
steering fork and ensuring a vertical rise and fall of
the. front wheel. The steering is controlled by a

wheel and the two steel cables shown. The air-

cooled single-cylinder engine, which develops about

5 li.p., is ignited by low-tension magneto—a system
much favoured by Teuton manufacturers—and drixes

by chain through a change-speed gear box. The
mudguarding is very effectively carried out.

A16

The Magnet, a German type of sociable sidecar, with
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IN SEARCH OF STEEP HILLS.
^ARLY last w^eek a party of members of the

^ Westmorland M.C.C. arranged to go a short

hill-climbing tour, and had hoped to be

companied by sexeral members of the Southport

.C.C., but only two took part, one on an 8 h.p.

it, the other on a 191 1 T.T. Triumph. Of other

ichines there were Bradburys, one Zenith-Gradua,

jdge, two-stroke Rex, several Triumphs, and
aithwaites (a local make). Srxteen in all took part

this climbing expedition. The meet was at Levens

idge at 11.30 a.m., and from there to Towtop
ill, alx)Ut two miles from Lindale in Cartmel, a hill

er before climbed by motor cycles, which is -not

rprising considering the surface—mostly loose

bbles, very bad at the start, and several very bad
rns, of which the photographs will give some idea.

:e rise itself is about one mile long. At the first

tempt only three succeciled in reaching the top, but

ter another try the following made successful climbs:

Pennington (1909 Triumjih), G. W. Braithwaite

y2 h.p Zenith-Gradua), H. Harrison {^Y^ h.p.

idge), Capt. Gregson (8 h.p. Bat), and H. Braith-

litc {^fYz h.p. Braithwaite). Two of the afore-

;ntioned who have climbed Honister consider this

11 mnrc ditTiciilr to siirniount successfully.

From Towtop the party rode to Ambleside for lunch,
and then on to Red Bank, Grasmere, for the next
climb. Red Bank is reputed to have a steepest

gradient of i in 3^. The following riders made good,
clean ascents: G. ' W. Braithwaite (Zenith), H.
Harrison (Rudge), W. Westwood (191 1 T.T. Tri-

umph), J. and H. Braithwaite (IBraithwaites), L.
Pennington (1909 Triumph), Capt. Gregson (8 h.p.

Bat), several others making very good climbs to

within twenty or thirty yard.s fropi the tcp. From
here the party returned to Ambleside to make an
attempt on Kirkstone Pass, starting in Ambleside,
which, as most tourists know, is rather a tough
I)roposition. At any rate, it was conquered by a

Zenith. Rudge, two Braithwaites, 8 h.p. Bat, and a

3/i h.p. J. A. P. 'J"he outing wa.s much enjoyed.

Our informant—Mr. ("dlbert T. Hogg—concludes

:

" We can find hills about our district equal to any

in the country, and also riders to conquer them."
It will be noticed that no mention is made of the

gear ratios of the .single-geared machines, but the trials

prove unmistakably ihe scope of the modem motor

cycle with an adjustable pulley. Hills of the severity

of Towtop and Red Bank may not be encountered in

a year's touring.

CLIMBING TOWTOP HILL, a gradient equil in severity lo the stespest parts ol Kirtislone Pass.

(3). View Irom tlie starting point.

(4.) Sliowing the twisty natnrc of the lull, and
tile ane panoramic view.

(S.) A Rudge at tbe tliird corner. Not<> the

stony surtace.
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Road Obstructions.

It is very curious that so many complaints should

be heard of obstructions on the Yarm-Thirsk road,

for on three separate occasions I have had similar

experiences in the very same, place. I particularly

remember dimly sighting some black objects in the

dusk of a September evening, and on declutching

my tricar I fovmd they consisted of three large farm

buckets full of water. Not a soul or a house was in

sight, and after thoughtfully replenishing my radiator,

I emptied out the surplus water, took the buckets

three miles, and hid them in a ditch, as a warning to

all concerned. Motor cyclists should observe great

care in traversing many of the small villages o^r twisty

by-roads up North. It is quite a common occurrence

to round a corner and find a doll's tea party in full

progress, with a set of broken crockery disposed on

a small " cracket '"' or wooden stool in the very middle

of the highway. The children's, indecision resembles

that of the novice at punting, who is ne\'er quite sin-e

whether he will " go on with the punt or remain witli

the pole," and kidslaughter is entirelv probable if we
are unwary.

This Year's Prospects.

There is a good time coming. Competition riders

are sure of the most exciting season on record. The
crack machines are becoming lex'elled uj)—there is

always room at the top, and certain firms have realised

the fact, and are scrambling up hand over band.

Moreover, as the number of riders increases, the select

band who can coax the last pennyweight of kick out

of their engines and snatch every inch in steering and
jockeyship is swelling in size. No individual rider or

machine can look forward to a walk over in any open
event demanding more than mere monotonous reli-

ability. The only people to be pitied. are the trials

secretaries of'provincial clubs. I know their familiar

dilemma ; if they run their trials on a basis of mere
reliability, it takes them all the season to find a

winner ; if they import some tests of skill, the unskilful

members too often want their entry fees back.

The "joy rider"—using the term without its

opprobrious Yankee implication—may also count with

some confidence on fine weather ; we have^ had rather

a run of mouldy summers lately, and surely in

Coronation year the sun will shine all day, kindly

showers at midnight will lay the dust neatly for twenty-

four hours ahead, and Robert—ivith, his Coronation
dinner tucked snugly away just beneath where his -

heart ought to be—will forget to press the little

Ananias trigger of his cheap German stop watch. But
forgive me, brethren of the road, if I seem a spoil-

sport in one particular. I should heartily like to see

a real wet week for the A.C.U. Six Days. They are

not going to be a picnic in any case—was not our

description of the route plentifully sprinkled with the

odious little figures " i in 4 " and " i in 5 "? The
AlS

•

' *

worse, the weather that week, the clearer indicat

we shall get 9f the actual hill-climbing merits c

demerits of_our 1911 machines. In past years,- t(

many weak machines ha\'e emerged from these tri

with meretricious reputations.

Long Distance Road Records.

The A.C.U. announces it is willing to. autli

ticate attempts upon ' long distance road record;

presumably if the legal limit is not - exceeded,

imagine there will be no frantic crowd of aspira

besieging the doors of the new club premises. For (

thing, 1 cannot remember any existing soad reo

- which can be broken without exceeding tl"ke speed lin

or is likely to be broken under such a paoviso.

any rider wants to beat A. E. Catt's ride, and co
:2,ooo miles in six days, he can obviously do so un
the A.C.U. auspices liy riding for 100 hours, which
seventeen hours a day, approximate] v, leaxing se^

hours for meals, sleep, adjustments, replenishmei

etc. Either Mr. Catt's record will be left unassai

or the onslaught will not be made under the ?egis

the A.C.U.
We liave heard a great deal about projected " co

rides," totting up to I forget how many thousand mi
Along the cliff tracks included in a faithful follow

of all the indentations in -the. coastline, I can w

believe that twenty miles an hour is quite an ambiti(

pace; but what fee is the A.C.U. going to charj

A not too busy timekeeper will perform such a job

a friend at quite low rates— I ha\e heard of a guii

a week and hotel expensfs ; but fees soar like rock

when a public body is the employer, and it would be

far beneath the dignity of the A.C.U. to " sweat " a ti:

keeper, as.it would be be\ond .the pocket of the a\eK
amateur to pay standard timekeeping and check
fees for a month's ride.

Altogether I fancy the latest A.C.U. promulgatior

a mere pious pronouncement of no great practi

\'alue. Record attempts may cease, or they may c

tinue; if the latter, the A.C.U. will scarcely be th

sponsor. Perhaps the announcement only referred

the establishment of new records where the aver

legal limit is not exceeded?

Continental Holidays.
A correspondent asks me to inxite motor cycl

who are planning continental trips this summer
publish dates, routes, and probable expenses in <

columns. The old country is becoming a little stale

the veteran rider, who has toured all our main ro:

sexeral times over, yet there is a certain disinclinat

to venture abroad amongst those who do not kn

the ropes of customs, steamships, foreign hotels, t

Mv correspondent would like to visit t'ne I'vrene

combining walking with riding, but is reiuctant to

alone or act as leader of a party, seeing that he 1

yet to make his first crossing of the Channel.
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A Tyre Gaiter.

and Co., 69, Leather Lane,
E.G., have submitted to us a

of the "Ideal" tyre gaiter,

they claim can be fitted in less

minute. This gaiter has been
,0 dispense with the usual laces,

The " Ideal " tyre gaiter.

are liable either to break or

Jletal bands are fitted along
es, and the method of fitting is

te the tyre, place the gaiter over
laged part, and press the metdl
der the rim until it occupies the
illustrated.

haast Whistle and Clothiag.

1 which very carefully considers

ts of motor cyclists is that of

.Messrs. Alfred
_ rz:z _-:.i Dunhill, Ltd.,

Eustou Road,
N.W. The Dun-
hill exhaust
whistle is one
of the best of its

kind ; it is made
entirely of brass,

and has a good
tone. The latest

iiiudei is now pro-

,
, vided with a clip,

! which does away
with the nectssity

of drilling right

through both
1 sides of the ex-
~ haust pipe, as it

new Poncho is only necessary
r cycle coat. to ntck out a

small portion,

g the supply of articles which
own to us on a recent occasion,

ich appealed to ns most was a

rcUst's waterproof suit, consisting

eve poncho cape and leg overalls.

mer is provided with a gusset at

:, and is fastened by means of a

hook and eye and a glove fastener.

The suit is composed of paramatta, but
the gusset is of

iheet rubber, from
which water runs
as from a duck's
back, thus abso-
lutely preventinf;
any wet from
driving in upon
the rider's clothes.

Pockets are pro-

vided, which ar^

convenientl\
" placed, and win.

I

cuffs are supplifl
The accompanying
illustration shows
the design of the
trousers, which com-
pletely protect the
lower portion of the
rider's body from
the wet, and he can
safely sit upon a

damp saddle with-

out feeling any ill

effects. It will be
noticed that they are

split at the side so as to enable them to be

slipped on quickly, and they are held

in position by a strap round the waist.

^lessrs. Dunhill have lately placed on

the market an electric lamp with an

adjustable bulb, enabling the focus to

be altered.

A Magneto Electric Lamp.

The "Voltalite" magneto electric

motor cycle lamp is sold by the Service

Trouser overalls
with spring lasteninss

scid by Dunhitls.

Co., Ltd., 292, Hoiborn, W.C, for

attachment to the front wheel of a motor
bicycle. It consists of a small dynamo
in a waterproof case, and is driven by
metns of a friction wheel off- the front

wheel of the motor bicycle. It is claimed

that it will show a light while the

machine is being pus-hed along at three

mile.s an hour, while the dynamo wind-
ing is of such a nature that it cannot
burn out, no matter at what speed the

machine runs.

A Double Grid Generator.
A good acetylene geneiator is an

article which is coveted by every motor
cyclist who rides much at night. 'I'lie

F.R.S. double grid generator No. 2 D
has two carbide chambers quite distinct

one from the other and with separate

water valves. Our readers will remember
that " Lxion " mentioned a few weeks ago
that he always preferred to carry two
small generators instead of one large one,

and it is most enterprising on the part

of the makers, Messrs. S. Hall and Sons,

18-20, Swinton Row, Edinburgh, to pro-

vide what is equivalent to " Ixion's

"

Service Co.'s " Voltalite " lamp.

F.R.S. double generator, showing separate

carbide receptjcles.

idea, only contained in one vessel. It

is claimed that each generator will burn

for three hours, and as the carbide holders

are made in half circles, which fit into

the common dust chamber, one half can

be used or charged without disturbing

its neighbour.
Another article just introduced is a

generator made to compete against foreign

productions. This generator is quite on

ordinary lines, but it is rather heavier

and stronger made than the average

generator, and yet is sold at no higher

figure. We have one of these generators

in use, and hope to give our opinion of

it in an early issue.

Incidentally we may mention that the

latest introfluction on the large F.R.S.

lamp is a 5iin. lens.

A2?
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WHAT IS A LIGHTWEIGHT?
THE recent extensiiin of motor cycJe design in

several directions lias not unnaturally resulted

in certain grievances. The field of design is

broad, and risfcs by easy stages from the lyl h.p.,

scaling 80 lbs., ready for the road, up to the 8-10 h.p.

twin, scaling in extreme instances as much as (3 cwts.

Contrariwise the classification employed by the

organisers of competitions is arbitrary, and consists

of hard and fast lines, drawn ruthlessly in horizontal

fashion across the lield of design. It is absolutely

inevitable that grievances should exist. The pro-

moters of a track race or a timed hill-climb caunut
organise separate classes for every weight difference of

10 lbs. between the limits of 80 lbs. and 350 lbs.,

nor can they have separate classes for every variation

of cylinder capacity between 250 c.c. and i,ooo c.c.

At the same time it by no means follows that at

this early stage we have arrived at the best com-
promise. I think several existing grievances are

unpardonable and remediable. There is a certain

.

amount of chaos. Existing machines fall into four
or five main classes, the 80 lb. lightweight, the 120 lb.

medium-weight, the ^j4 h.p., the 5 h.p. twin, and the
monster tw-in. In other words, we have five classes on
a graded " buyers' lisf," or four horizontal lines. But
two of these classes are lumped together by the
A.C.U,, one of the horizonlab lines is erased. The
medium-weighJ; and the lightweight are lumped to-

gether by the A.C.U.—or to take "actual examples,
the Motosacoche ajid the Douglas are ranked as

equals. Even in this rather rough and ready cla.ssifi-

cation, the A.C.U. is inot consistent. It has officially

defined a lightweight as a machine which weighs not
more than no lbs., and does not exceed a cylinder
capacity of 340 c.c. This is for ordinary purposes

such as standard hill-climbs. But when we review

regulations for the lightweight T.T. we find no wei

limit is imposed, and the cylinder capacity

the sole canon of distinction. Further, the five-c

ilefinition—if universally observed—would press h

on such machines as the two-speeded F.N. and Phe
Moore, which weigh about 140 lbs.

The excuse for this chaos is not far to seek. If

definitions of lightweights and mediumweights
narrowed down, classes will not fill; and, therefor(

hasty enforcement of close definitions would sin

squeeze the two types of machine I refer. to out of

hill-climbing competitions for the time being,

practical question resolves itself into this: Can
improve, on, the classification for 1911, or must
wait until the number of light machines increases

classes fill- better?

Without doubt there will be a vast increase in

luuuber of 86-120 lbs. machines on the road this y
and I am strongly of opinion that there should
separate classes in all important sprint events for

80 lbs. 1% h.p. type, and the 120 lbs. 2
-^^ h.p. ty

why not a cla.ss for 80-100 lbs. in w^eight with a f

able c.c. restriction, and a second-class for roo-

Ibs. with a somewhat enlarged c.c. limit? S(

riders may thiik the 140 lbs. variably geared type,

as the F.N. , Douglas, and P. and M., ought to

catered for. But my personal opinion is that tl

machines are more correctly termed medium weig

while they are not as yet sufficiently numerous to

a separate class of their own. Lastly, why is there

weight limit for the Isle of Man event, which is o

only to lightweights? It would be misnamed to

it a "lightweight " race, w^hile cubical capacity al

defines the limit.
^

IxiOf

A MOTOR CYCLE FOR BREAD DELIVERY.
THE accompan}ing photograph shows Mr. Chap-

man, baker, of Blackheath Hill, S.E., "load-
ing up " with standard and white bread, flour,

etc., preparatory to starting on one of his daily rounds.
Over the hilly roads of Blackheath he finds his

motor bicycle and sidecar a great advantage over -a

horse and cart.

He makes claim of being the only baker in London
to make use of a motor cycle carrief for delivery;
perhaps the claim can extend to tlie -whole of the
country.

The machine has been in fairly regular use for over
twelve months. It is a standard Triumph, with Roc two-
speed gear and free engine. Mr. Chapman's difficulty

at first Avith a single gear was in starting up, but he
finds the change-speed gear a great improvement,
enabling the machine to be started smoothlv and on
any hill. The engine is allowed to run whilst serving

clients.

The side-carrier box is of Mr. Chapman's own
design and make, and carries as much as an ordinary
bake'rs' hand cart. It is fi-tted to a Mills-Fulford
sidecar frame, and easily detached and a chair fitted

m its stead for passenger work at week-ends.

Mr. Chapman's experiences are additionally in-

teresting, insomuch that he iells us the Triumph is his

first motor cycle, and that he ne^er previously had any

\^3

experience of driving. As an old pedal tricvi

however, he naturally experienced no difficult\

steering with the side-carrier.

A Triumph motor bicycle and sidecar used by a Blackheith baker for busim

piirposes



HE history of this clab dates back
only three years, but in that short

fenod it has done great things,

b was in the year 19C8 that a
g of local motorists was called to
er the advisabiliiy of forming an
obile Club for Sutton Coldtield,

objects of which should be the
ranee of the pastime by promoting
titions and generally looking after
terests of motorists in the district,"

down in Rule 2.

first officers of the club were

:

ent, Mr. J. C. Shannon ; captain,
eymour Smith ; vice-captain, Jlr.

Jones ; chairman, Mr. F. H.
and the hon. sec, Mr. Howard>"

Lane remained hon. sec. of the
ntil April, 1910, when business took

Canada. He left carrying with
he warmest regards and best wishes
members.

Rapid Growth.
iiig its fij'st two years the club
;rthip rapidly grew, and the Scope
activities proportionately widened.
club, together with the Birming-

and Worcester organisations, was
,• instrimiental in inducing the Auto
Union to select the route of its

erly Trials in different centres all

:he country instead of continuously
London district, thus encouraging

itry of rideis from all parts of
nd in these competitions,
ing 1910 some first-class competi-
were held, and ample proof of the
ent camaraderie of all members is

by the forty-three entries received
e mile speed trials held in June, and
to members only.

.—THE SUTTON COLDFIELD
In T/ie Mr/lor Cijvh Challenge Cup

competition the club competed against
eighteen of the principal clubs in the
country, and was successful in securing
•third place with 598 marks out of a
possible 500.

In the International Tourist Trophy
Race members again upheld the honour
of the club, three of them finishing
thirteenth, sixteenth, and twenty-si,xth
respflctively. ilembers have between
them won in competitions all over the
country a dozen or more silver cups and
considerably over 100 medals, more than
fifty of which are gold, representing in

most cases first prizes.

The Social Side.
In the early part of last year the

annual dinner was well attended, and
lectures are now usually attended by
audiences of 200 or more.

A good programme has been arranged
for the present spring, which includes
several lecture.^ of a technical nature and
also limelight lectures on tours and club
competitions during_ the past year.
The club's legal department is very

active, and on different occasions mem-
bers have been notified by circular of

police traps in the district, and also

advised of the necessity for careful

driving through certain thoroughfares.
A member recently took advantage of

the E.A.C. free legal defence scheme
which this club oFers—on the occasion
of a summons at. Upton-on-Severn for

an offence in connection with the driving
of his motor. Through the association

of this club with the R.A.C. he had
the free services of an eminent Birming-
ham solicitor, with the result that he
was relieved of all expenses.
The club has recently issued a twelvt -

page booklet giving a report of its doing 5

during the past year, and in addition .i

report of the successes of some of its.

members in events aU over the countri'.

This has be?r much appreciated, while
prospective members can form their own
opinions from it of the club's liveliness

and welfare.

ward Smith, present hon. sec, who will be
n to many ot our readers as a frequent and
successful competitor in open competitions.

^^ith the approach of Easter and the

comiTetition season, we shall shortly dis-

continue this feature for a fe>v months*

Secretaries are therefore requested to

withhold any more club histories until

further notice, but we intend to publish

those we have in hand.

A.C.
A striking feature of the ofBcial enter-

prise and solicitude for the convenience
of members are the negotiations, just

completed, by which free garage for cars

or motor cycles can be obtained at the
principal hotel in every town of note in

the Midlands.
The Sutton Coldfield A.C. was recently

brought into the limelight by organising
what was intended to be the first open
Midland reliability trial, but the A.C.U.
intervened. Nevertheless, the trial

proved a great success, forty-six com-
petitors starting.

The Club's Executive.
Before concluding some reference

should be made to the present officers

of the club. In the president, who is

Mayor of Sutton Coldfield, Councilloi

T. H. Cartwright, one finds a gentle

man who is always ready to assist the

club in every possible way, and a mosi
sympathetic supporter. In Mr. Georgi
E. Urry the club has another valuabli

worker, who acts as hon. solicitor, anc

in several instances he has been of verj

great help to the committee. The hon
treasurer, Mr. Frank Bmnett, is possibh
one of the oldest motorists in thi

district.

In Mr. J. St. John, who has onlj

recently taken over the duties of cap
tain, the club has, perhaps, one of iti

keenest and most popular members.
The general and trials hon. secretari

of the club is Mr. Howard Smith, a well

known and successful amateur, who is

well backed up by the other officers amJ
a most hard-working committee.

-Howard R. Lane, the liisl hor.sec, nowin Canada.
The photograph was sent to Mr. Howard Smith, and
on the back is the wording :

•' Yotir bumble studying.
1 do not ttiink you have heard ot tbe book 1 am
reading. Have you V
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A COMBINATION VALVE.

eing made to

SHOWING

VARIOUS attempts have b~ ?u made to combine
the inlet and exhaust vaiyes by placing one

concentric to the other, the claim for such

devices being that the incoming cool gas keeps the

exhaust valve as cool as is possible. An ingenious

arrangement of a combination valve has been sent us

by a Goole motor cyclist, such addition

the exhaust vah'e that it partakes

of the nature of a slide valve.

The cylinder has only one valve

pocket and seat, two ports being pro-

A'lded in the pocket. The lower

port is the exhaust and the top is

the inlet, and ^the pocket is

machined smooth inside like the

cylinder. The ports are recessed

€or iTj-in. right round the inside of
" the pocket. The valve is of the

poppet type, and is provided with

a special sleeve on the stem, the

sleeve and stem being formed out

of a solid piece.

The sleeve has a port for ingress

and egress of gases, which extends

nearly all round it. It is claimed

that, as the sleeve works in the

pocket with the same clearance as

the stem does in the guide, no lubrication is required.

The cam which operates the valve is provided with two
steps instead of -one,, and is mounted on the ordinary

t^vo to one gear spindle.

The Action of the Valve.
At the commencement of the exhaust stroke. t)re

lower portion of the cam, lifts the valve off its seat, and
allows the burnt gases to escape past the valve, do\\n

the sleeve, and out of the -port into the silencer. At
^le beginning of the inlet stroke, the highef part of

the cam comes under the heel of the valve and I

it higher still, until the port in the sleeve is oppo
the inlet port. The valve is kept in this position u

the piston has completed the inlet stroke, wher
drops back on to. its seat for the compression
explosion strokes, this movement being, of cou
repeated in succeeding operations.

ACTION NOVEL COMBINED INLET EXHAUST VALVE.

Compression and ll.i-Ts.

Both ports closed.
Exhaustinsf. InJet port closed,

exhaust port open.
Induction. Exhaust port closet

inlet port open.

The following advantages are claimed for

device : Valve cannot be burnt or broken, as. it is I

cool by the incoming gas ; there are about a do
fewer parts on a single-cylinder engine ; there is

valve grinding; and good compression is kept lor

and better. The old and well-tried system of pop
valve and cams is retained, and starting is easier,

the inlet port is only open during the suction str

of the piston, and not both inlet and exhaust as in

two-valve system, when using the exhaust valve liftt

Si;::::ifc^i^^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsi

etiers sboald be addressed to Itie EilUor, "The Molor Cycle," 20, Tudor

To Preserve Belt Rubber.
'2.]—Reading the query of "Anxious" with regard to
:ng rubber belt reminds me of a tip for preserving
given me by a chemist, namely, keep in a dark

•eforably damp place, and about once a mouth rub over
jlycerine diluted with rose-water. I have never had
)n to try this, but this is the way, I am told invalid
hions and such like are preserved. Possibly a similar
ent might soften the belt ia question. E-L 168.

The Suggested Motor Cycle Show in the North.

]—Your correspondent Mr. C. B. Uobinsdn ex-
niy views exactly. When it is considered that the

ester Motor Show for the last four or five years has
for its support largely from the cycle section—cars

barred by the S.M.M.'r.—it is rather surprising and
inling not to be able to find one motor cycle in the

IS up North hope that before long an exhibition of
sections of the motor trade which were left uncatered

the parent sliovv, namely, the cycle and marine
es, will be organised, if possible, nearer the centre
city.

sure it would be a huge success, seeing that motor
are making such rapid strides forward.

H. HOLDEN.

ble for the opinions of his correspondents,

bueet, E.C.. and should be accompanied by tbe writer's Inll nane and address.

think." Again, even if a cyclist were willing to risk a
blow back to his fuel supply thrijugh his inlet valve—what-
ever its type—would the public tolerate his promiscuous
distribution?

Against this there is the fact that the earliest successful
flying machines were driven by internal combustion engines
using explosives as fuel—these machines being, of course,
the go6d old-fashioned rockets—but the thermo-dynamic
efficiency obtained was deplorable.
The ideal engine would be a turbine driven by the gases

from a steadily-burning jet of liquid petrol forced into a
closed combustion chamber along with a superabundance of
air. The engine would be controlled by a needle throttle
on the petrol ])ipe. and would consist of pressure chamber,
turbine, and air pump. There would be no noise, no
silencer, no carburetter, no magneto, no cylinder, no vahes,
no flywheels, no heavy oil apparatus—nothing but a feather-
weight engine and a powerful, steady torque. N.S.M.

Open Frame Motor Bicycles.

.]—-As a rider of an upeii frame motor bicycle the
lomfort derived from this type of frame seems to me
iiounced that I have often wondered at the uniform

by makers of the diamond frame as a standard

e seems to be no structural disadvantage, and no valid
for makers to have slavishly followed the lines of the
in pedal bicycle design. The motor bicycle has little

mon with the pedal bicycle, the different conditions
ng a much lowei seat and longer wheelbase.
.' several thousand miles on my open frame machine I

not willingly revert to the conventional closed type,
the convenience in mounting, adapt.ability of one's

g, and absence of danger, there is everything to re-

id it. It is likewise particularly suitable for elderly
When will it be more extensively adopted?

E. .JAMES.

Nitro-glycerine as a Motive Power.
.]—I fear we sh.ill not hear of successful experi-
at an early date. It may not be generally known
Iven an unlimited air supiily, 1 lb. of petrol contains
;h energy as 5 lbs. of nitroglycerine. This is so
nitro-glycerine has to carry its own oxygen, as may
from its chemical formula (C3H-NjO,)"as compared

etrol (practically CjHJ, which gets its oxygen from
, 15 Ills, of which are required for every pound of

Hirnt. Moreover, the products of combustion of nitro-
le are deleterious to metals, as is obvious from the
propensities of nitro powders on rifle barrels. It

laps, hardly to the point tc mention that the working
a modern rifle barrel sums up to about ten seconds,

! we must remember that in this form of internal
tion engine the pistons are very tight fits._ and the
ire used undiluted at enormous temperatures and
es, but still such an ephemeral life " gives one to

Stability.

[5496.]—With regard to "Elsie's" letter regarding
stability, I do not agree with him (or her) when he says the
handle-bars are the chief factors for the prevention of skid-
ding. Certainly handle-bars and engine position have some-
thing to do with it. A machine with engine well forward
and good spring forks is a good preventive from side-slip no
matter how the handle-bars are formed. If " El.sie " will

widen the handle-bars of the German motor cycle, and then
slightly curve in the ends, the " one steady skid " xaa.y be
cured. Again, comfort counts for a lot in motor cycling, and
I think there arc many riders who will agree that high
handle-bars, such as fitted on the Roc, Matchless, and such
machines, are much more comfortable for long distnce riding
than the long low ones as fitted on most T.T. models.

SEAL.

Valve Cooling Devices.

[5497.]—Regarding the design f(jr cooling a valve stem,

en page 274, March 16th, ilr. Reed has not exactly to

my mind quite simplified his

device. Enclosed I hand you
sketch of an old gas engine
valve designed in 1900 by
me, and used for a small
air-cooled model in brass.

This design is simple,

small first cost, and has no
accessory, parts like Mr.
Reed's, and is open to the
outer air. The sketch hardly
shows it to advantage, as

the valve is wider in the air

spaces than I have shown it.

Cone springs fit right over
the sleeve and cotter as

usual. I had no idea of its

use at the time on a motor
cycle, and I built it up in

three parts instead of, cast-

ing and putting stem on. If

you would insert this letter and sketch perhaps motor
cyclists would have casting bored out and this form of valve

fitted through the medium of Mr. Reed, who appears to

have patented his design. WASfllAGTON LOWE.

The special exhaust valve described
in Mr. Washington Lowe*s letter.
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International Reliability Trials : Belgian Interest in the

Suggested Competition.

[5498.]—I am an appreciative reader of The Motor Cycle,

which is of the greatest interest to our members. Its delivery is

awaited every week with pleasure, and the contents read with
the greatest interest. The motor cycling season is about to

begin in Belgium, and I hope to send you in a few days soma
particulars of Belgian events, which will, I hope, prove of

interest to your readers.

With regard to the projected competition suggested by
Messrs. W. Cooper and W. Pratt, I am sorry to see that Mr.
Citroen, of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club, docs not see his

way clear to accept the sporting challenge thrown out, at

least for this year. I am certain that it would be of the
greatest service to be able to demonstrate in an international,

competition the value of motor cycles made in different

countries. I think it would be advisable, in any case, to find

a formula, or create classes, which would allow only the com-
mercial types of machines to take part, as I do not think

there are any makers willing to enter racing machines, nor

to pay the expenses incurred in connection with races. If

the above mentioned challenge is accepted by any Continental

club we of the Liege Club shall await the result with interest.

For THE MOTO CLIJB LIEGEOIS,
The President.

[The above is a translation of a letter received from the
President of the Moto-Club Liegeois, regarding the recently

suggested international competition.

—

Ed.]

Rubber Belts in Australia.

[5499.]—'Sour valuable paper has done so much good by
publishing ideas and suggestions, that we motor cyclists here

in Brisbane anxiously await every publication in the hope
that someone will explain why we cannot run a rubber belt

here like your advertisers claim you do in England
After using them for two or three months they are useless.

I ride a Triumph, and cannot make a belt last over four

months. I have tried several different makes of rubber belts

and cannot get more than 3,000 miles out of them. There
is a world renowned firm whose name must not be mentioned
out lifre as after going about 1,000 miles with their belt the

rub' er comes right away from the canvas. A friend of mine
dj I iiappen to get two weeks' wear or about 200 miles out
of liis, and I may tell you then it was in pieces, and the
firms agent's here give you no satisfaction whatever, they
blame the pulleys, and tell us our pulleys are the wrong
degree. I suppose next it will be the saddle is in the wrong
place—should be over the front wheel.
So kindly if you have any pity, as we are worried to

distraction, recommend us a good belt. A. WHEELER.
Brisbane.

[The climate certainly affects the life of a belt, but our own
experience is that 3,000 miles is a very fair average for a
robber belt on a 5^ h.p. machine.

—

Ed.]

A Remedy for Oily Sparking Plugs.

[5500.]—I can sympathise with your correspondent
" Heavy Twin" [5482], as for a long time I suffered from

misfiring and often a com-
'~1'''~X. plete cutting out of the front
"'"'"""(" cylinder of a 5 h.p. twin

|V . "!.Cr, engine I used in 1908-9.
'_" _

~/fe~v
* Eventually, after having

_ ,-.,.-^

Ilnr^^^-- been put to no ~ end of
^.-^,,,^.:-.-.- gjHJ. g'QQ._^ trouble on . the road in the

.
.,,„...---i,i?33!5iW A'/' ^ini way of cleaning plugs, drain-

-.-.-"--,-.-.ij;.
'-h}: Jj.\^ I'ng crank case, etc., I com-

'

5.... I pletely overcame the bother

C by fitting a " distance

""""'"l"' piece," or sparking plug
""----'-•"'-•-"-* carrier between plug and

A sparking plug adapter which pre- cylinder as shown in en-
vents oil reaching the electrodes. closed sketch

.4l is the distance piece, about one inch long, and B is

the plug screwed into the distance piece. With this in
place I never once experienced any recurrence of the
trouble, and, contrai-y somewhat to my anticipations, the
explosions were not in the least affected by the increased
distance between sparking points and the combustion
chamber. The article is (or was) obtainable from Brown
Bros., Ltd. CHAS. S. LAKE.
4^C

[5501.]—Replying to your correspondent "Heavy T^

[5482], I may say that I have had very little trouble

ray V.S. -Peugeot twin engine in the way your correspon

mentions. I would suggest that the piston rings are r

very good fit in the cylinders, or that the gaps have wc
into line. This would allow the oil to work up into

cylinder heads and account for the excessively oily plugs

pumpful of oil every eight miles is not at all too muc
a passenger machine. I used Vacuum B oil with very
results, and on hilly roads (Surrey) I often used a pui

every six miles without sooting plugs.

W. 0. oldmaH

Magneto Position.

[5502.]—Having seen much correspondence in The
Cycle regarding the position of magnetos, I shall giv

experience of mine while riding to Christchurch from
(Carisbrook, Dunedin).
On my motor cycle the magneto is placed well up b

the cylinder, and the silencer is low down in .front

crank case, where the magneto is on many macliines.

riding at a good speed out in the open country (there a

legal speed limits in New Zealand away from towns), I

to a water race with a small foot-bridge over ' it-— qii

common thing out here—with a drop of about 8in. or 9i

the other side, of which I was ignorant at the time,
this drop too late, and the silencer struck the edge
bridge and crumpled up .Uke-pap£r, although it v.-as oi

stantial construction. Had the magneto been there,

bill would have, been the result, not to mention a wi
about twenty miles to. the nearest settlement.

I think that, for this country at any rate, the ma
should be placed high up out of the way of mud and
and clear of kerbstones and the like, as they almo.'st i

ably touch the bottom of my silencer, unless I lift the
wheel up while wheeling it across a footpath—not an
matter with a heavy, machine. .J.T

Dunedin, N.Z. : / »<

Signalling for Motor Cyclists.

[5503.]^—There have been for some time past mm
proposals for signals—good, bad, and indifferent. It

relation to these that I would offer the following suggei
In my humble opinion the only signals of any real

"n the road are : Stop, Right or Left turn. Come on 0;

on (if one wishes anotlter to pass him under any c:

stances), and Caution. They must be easily and quickl
and understood or they are useless. In the first

finger signs would be very difficult to distinguish
heavy gloves on or at any distance ; and, secondly,
one rider meets another " stopped by the roadside " it

former who enquires or stops. If he merely shouts or
out a few of his fingers the dismounted cyclist sinili

replies, "All right," whether it is so or not. Hence
one meets a friend in trouble it should be one's duty-

a sociable and sporting point of view—-to dismount ini

and offer assistance. Therefore, no signals are require
I have before me a leaflet issued by- the Motor

entitlecl " Rules and Courtesies of the Road." In it w^
Signals.—When about to alter speed or direction the
ing indications should be given : {a) Stopping or si

down—the driver's right arm extended horizontally Ird

shoulder with the forearm held up vertically
; (6) a t

the right—his right arm fully extended ; (c) a turn
left—his left arm fully extended.
Again, I look up "Field Artillery Training, 1906,

under "Commands and Signals" we have: (1) "Half'
raised at full extent above the head

; (2)
" Right ('

take ground "—hand brought to the shoulder and t'

then extended sharply in the required direction two 01

times.

Also from " Infantry Training, 1905," under a similai

ing we have : (3)
" Advance "—arm swung from rear ti

below the shoulder; (4) "Extend"—arm at full lengt
the head and waved a few times slowly from side I

(the hand to be open and to come down as low as tl iP

on both sides of the body).
Now it can be taken that all these signals were fom *

by men in the best position to judge the quickest an •

easily understood method of signalling. It is from the ?•

therefore, that I would propose tlie following :
" Stop ( *

down"—(1) in F.A.T. substituted for (a) by M.U., ;. f
raised at full extent above the head ; "Bight or left t

''^
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) and (f) by -\I.U. anak.gous to but better than (2) in

.A.T., i.e., "right or left_arm fully «xtended horizontally;

Come on or pass on "—(6) in I.T., i.e., arm swung from
to front below tht shoulder ;

" Caution "— (4) in I.X.

•ing more easily distinguished from the others than the

gnals signifying the same in military manceuvres, i.e., arm
, full extent over the head and waved a few times from
le to side.

I niiiy add that I have used these signais for the past two
ars and have always succeeded in conveying my meaning,
xept with " Caution.' althougli nij' follower generally did

ow down at the sign. t;e'.b.c.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5506.]—We have read Miss Lottie Berend's article on
motor bicycles, and notwithstanding her opinion of what a
lady wovdd or would not care to ride, we, as manufacturers,
are of the opinion that the lighter the machine is, the more
convenient it is to handle.
As regards the power, we think that it would only be the

most daring spirits, such as perhaps Jliss Berend. who would
wish to go at a greater rate than 30 m.p.h., and a lightweight

SOLIDIFIED PETHOl.

Solidified Petrol.

[5504.]—In these days of dear

trol and enhanced rmming coat, any
vention of a device for the reduction

the same is sure to be of interest

motor cyclists. The other day I had

e opportunity of being present at a

monstration of the properties ot

lidified petrol. This substance consist.s

petrol contained in the cells of a

ly-like compound of stearic acid and

ler ingredients combined by a patent

ocess.

It is claimed that with solidified

trol a better mi.xture is obtained,

e car or cycle can be run thirty per

nt. farther per gallon, and the retail

ice will be somewhere near 6d. per

lion. The carburetter now in use on

e two experimental cars now rnniiing

kes the form of a long rectangnlai

id enclosed in an airtight box

stened to the footboard. In th'

)ttom of the box are six pipes con-

•cted with the exhaust. This is to

3i_st in vaporising the petrol, although

40 h.p. engine can be easily started

ora cold. The S''^ is filled with

lidified petrol, and the gas is passed

the engine through a special throttle

id air inlet, the lloat and jet

ambers, and taak, of course, being

lolished.

On motor cycles flie carburetter or

would take the place of the tank.

d a motor bicycle now doing ^ixty

> to ihe gallon would travel nearly

;hty at something like half the cost,

ilidified petrol is tar lesi explosive than

piid, the flame from a large lump being

sily blown out.

It can be IraiLsported ni wooden boxes.

us doing away with expensive cans.

Altogether, the Austrian inventor may
>k forward to a great future for his in-

ntion, as its advantages are many, and
drawbacks, even in its early infancv.

em few. CHAS. H. BRADFORD."
P.S.—Unfortunately, I must add the

1 disclaimer. I have no commercial
terest in the article.

(1) A lamp of the wondertul solid petrol, which
retains all the usefal propenies of ordinary liquid
motor spirit but can be carried in a solid block. If

ignited it does not melt but burnj like wood or coal,
and the flame, in common with all spirit flame,
can be easily smothered.

Ife

Racing at Brooklands.

[6505.]— I was a keenly interested spectator at the

M.C.R.C. race meting at Brooklands on the l8th inst., and
IS highly satisfied with the sport provided. There ar-e one
two points, however, which I'think could receive attention

th advantage. The first is that, owing to the shortage of

p scorers in the hour races, it was very difficult for the
fectators to teU the positions of the men. and at times it

IS a matter of speculation as toi the positions of the first

If-dozen riders. The second is. the embodying of the words
Tourist Trophy " in the title of any other race but the
tual blue riband event in the Isle of JIaii does not appeal
me, and I should imagine is so framed in order to captnra
percentage of the kudos appertaining to the words. If this
not so. whv not call them "One hour races for Tourist
ophy types of machines "

? ALAX E. WOODMAN.

v2i Solid petroleum spirit jelly burning with an even flame and without melting, in exactly the same way as

wood or coal. Notwithstanding this stability, the solid petrol retains the properties of liquid petrol, being very
easy to evaporate, having the same heating power, inllammabilily, and ready carburotling qualities.

(3) Proof that solid petrol docs not melt and run. A piece of the jelly well alight.

(4) Proving that there is no danger of explosion with solid petrol. A box of jelly burning slowly. The new
solid petrol is produced by the Solidifled Petroleum Co. ot Norfolk Street, Strand, and opens up surprising

possibilities for motorists.

motor cycle which would give this speed is quite able to

climb the stiffest hills and provide all the reserve Dower
that is necessary.

It must be, of course, evident to any unprejudiced person
that for a ladv, especially one living in the outskirts CJ a

town (we speak now of a machine used for utility), the
only machine she covdd do her shopping on, start without
any assistance, control in thick traffic, lean against a

kerbstone as an ordinary pedal bicycle, and have no
marks of oil or grease on her dress after months of riding,

is the genuine lightweight, which has,,been designed solely

for a ladv. by makers who have specialised in these machiiHs.
Mi;s Berend surely cannot recommend the heavyweight

machine for ladies. Does she not realise what the result

would be ? Thev would .soon discard their cnmber.-ome
heavyweight for an ordinary ]jedal cycle on their little slip-
ping excursions, etc.. thinking all nintor bicyi-les the same.
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Fancy ladies riding a machine which they cannot lift on
to its stand, which they can barely hold up on an even keel,

and, if it fell ovei', they would be unable to lift it back
again. It is too laughable.
No, we isstne Miss Berend, the only motor bicycle suit-

able for a lady is the genuine lightweight, and, without
wishing to hurt that lady's feelings in any way, we know-
that she will eventually come into line, 'if she has not had a

thorough sickening of motor cycles before she has found the
uselessness and the danger of heavyweights.

For MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.
Osborne L. De Lissa, Director.
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Motor Cycling in Temperatures Below Zero.

[5508.]—As a, resident in a cold climate (Northern Russia,,

T was greatly interested in what your corresBondent " Cheer
Up" had to say about motor cycling in Canada, and, as

"Cheer Up" writes "for the benefit of others," perhaps he
will give uo some further particulars as to how Canadian
motor cyclists manage to prevent their lubricating oil from
freezing at a temperature of minus 40° F. (72° of frost!) I

liave known lubricating oil in a tin freeze solid at a

temperature but little below zero F., and one of my first

rides on a motor cycle, which had the oil tank behind the
petrol tank, came to an untimely end through the oil freezing.

though the temperature was well above zero.

We have some pretty hardy motor cyclists here, but not
one of them would dream of riding with the thermometer at
40° below zero, as to do so would mean certain frost bite,

unless the whole of the face were covered. It is an easy
matter to talk lightly of these low temperatures, but no one
who has not experienced them can understand what they

The Quarterly Trials Course.

[5507.]

—

He your leaderette in the issue of March 9th

on 1911 competitions, I hope your remarks on the Spring
Quarterly and Si.x Days' Trial courses will not have the

effect of frightening those single-geared "sportsmen" who
write to Tlic Motor Cycle telling how they climb steep

hills at 30 miles per hour on cjuarter-throttle and so on.

Now I live at the bottom of Blue Bank. Sleights, and all

my motor cycling is done among the st^ep hills and on
iiarsow winding i^ads by which 1 am surrounded.

I cannot set off for a two miles ride without first having
to surmount one or more steep hills, viz., Blue Bank,
lluswarp iank. or Lythe Bank, ^nd, by the way, I should

like to ask " Ixion " why, because I sekct the type of

machine best suited to the kind of roads amongst which
I live, viz., a two-speed geared machine, I should be dubbed
a potterer.

ily humble opinion is that a man who, living amongst
such hills and roads, buys and uses a motor cycle is more
of a sportsman than he who, living amongst good and level

roads, as many of your "sportsman" correspondents do,

has every inducement to become a motor cyclist. I am
awaiting this year's trials with the greatest interest. I

read so much about the wonderful climbing powers of riders

of single-geared machines on Southern hills that I am keenly
anxious to see how they perform on these Yorkshire hills

of ours, and which to me are simply all in the day's work.
E. L. HOLGATE.

really mean, and in this country, at all events, if your cor
spondent were to venture forth on a motor cycle with i

thermometer showing 72° of frost, it would be a case
"Cheer up, you'll soon be dead!"
Apart from climatic conditions, riding here would

practically impossible during the winter, as in town the sii

is soon ground into a fine, sand-like powder, which cov
the stree..s ntkiil deep, while in tie country the action of I

horses' hoofs makes deep ridges, resembling railway sleep^

in the sledge roads, and no motor cycle, however well sprui
could tackle these. But perhaps they manage these thii

better in Canada. D. DICKINSON
St. Petersburg.

Causes of Excessive Grit in Cylinders.

[5509.]—I noticed in youi- columns recently a letter

"A Dastardly Action" from Mr. C. Wightman. I am rat

interested, as it suggests to me similar occurrences in my o
case. For in.-tance, after carefully cleaning out the era
case of my 1909 machine I did a matter of 2t)0 miles on du
roads. After this I had the cylinder off to discover fu
-[igin. of grit on the baffle plate on the top of the crank ca
I had a similar experience later on, and the big end of t

engine required rebushing after 3,000 miles. The fault in t

case, at any rate, most certainly lay with the engine,
was fitted with a hollow crankshaft to act as a release to
crank case. It is easy to see that on the up stroke of

piston a quantity of dust laden air from the proximity
the front wheel rushes in to the crank case. The oil'

dust there Join forces, and the air is again rejected

;

same thing occurring every revolution. At the end of a
hundred miles the mteror of the crank case contains a rn

unsuitable compound for lubrication purposes.
I do not know if the twin Rex is fitted with the bored slu

but it is easy to see that if it is the volume of air taken
per stroke would be nearly Hvice as great as on a 3^ I

single, and the same applies to Mr. Tessier's machine,
both these cases moreover, the riders wexe in company w
several others, which would account for the eacessive anioi
of grit found. I do-not suggest that this was the ca
in these two cases, but put forward the suggestion, a;

certainly think it is a point that wants a little ventilati

X. 69

^
SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.

Will the owners of motor cycles, the registered numb
of which are N.H. 233 and A.B. 708, kindly communic
with the Editor?

Lycett's Rawido Belt Co., Ltd , write : " It has come
our knowledge that some firms are offering an old patt
rubber belt a.'s genuine up-to-date Lyso. Will buyers pli

note that our present Lyso belt has suction holes at
sides, and no other can be considered a genuine Lyso be

-Mr. Robertson Brown writes :
" I notice in ' Ixion

comments he asks for ' some road-hog reader ' to ob
with the name of an exhaust whistle that will blow wl
the cut-out IS open. Although I do not consider mysel
' road-hog reader ' I can supply him with the desired" inf

mation. The Rey exhaust whistle as fitted to my Line
Elk fulfils the above requirements'."

Meet of meml

of the

Mersey M.C

last Saturda

for the first ci

petition, whi

took the form

a paperchas

^35^
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1911 TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
A SUMMARY OF THE REGULATIONS.

The regulations for the two races to be held in the Isle of Man have now been published. Most of the

es remain the same as last year, but as there are two distinct e-.'ents—the Junior and Senior Tourist

ophy races—there are of course differences to suit the two types of machine. Below we give the chiel

es governing the races, and also any important alterations which are likely to affect the preparations no\v

ng made by competitors.

The Senior T.T. Race,
Engine Dimension's.—SinglB-cylindeis, 500 c.c. ; twin-

cylinders, 585 c.c.

Distance.—187^- miles (five circuits).

Tykes ^vnd JMitdguahds.—Any machine entered must be a

touring machine (but without pedalling gear), fitted with
two brakes, motor cycle tyres (not less than 2iin.. maker's
standard, but in any case measuring not less than 2gin.

horizorftal section), metal mudguards (not less than 4in.

over all, aivj S^in. across the chord), saddle or seat, and tank
to carry not less than one and a quarter gallon of petrol.

The Junior T.T. Race.
iNGi.N't: DiiiKNSiONS.—Single-cylinders, 500 c.c. ; multi-

iiders, 340 c.c.

Disr.\N(;E.—150 miles (four circuits).

TvpKS AND M tTiiGU-tRDS.—Any machine entered must be a
irmg vnachine (but without pedalling gear), fitted with

l;rakes, motor cycle tyies (not less than 2in., maker's
ndavd. but in any case measuring not less than IJin.

ri;'.._>ntal section), metal mudguards (not less than 5!^m.

all, and 3in. across the chord), saddle or seat, and tank
tarry not less tlvin one gallon of petrol.

The following particulars apply equally to both events :

Awards.—Cash prizes to the first, second, and third riders.

r cups to the first and second private owners, provided
aie uot amongst the first three.

'oi"ESE.—The race will take place over a course starting

II' a point near Douglas, thence to Ballacraine, Kirk
chael, Ballaugh, Sulby, Ramsey, Snaefell, to Quarter
idge, a distance of 37 miles 4 fui'Iongs.

Silencers not Compulsory.
Sii.ENCEHS.—Silencers are not compulsory. Where not

Led, the e.xhaust must be carried by a pipe or pipes from
engine, e.xtending as far back as the back axle, in such

position as not to discharge directly upon the ground,
pipe or pipes must not be perforated in any way.

here au.xiliary ports are fitted they must be closed in

ipletely, and the chamber into which they discharge must
d into either the e.xha'ust pipe or silencer, or a separate
le or pipes must be carried to the back a.xle in a similar

nner and under the same conditions as the main exhaust
le. No other outlet for exhaust gases from the cylinder
cylinders will be permitted under anj' circumstances.

. joints must be permanent and tight. Any machines
ich, in the judges' opinion, are not efficient in this respect,

1 be disqualified if the fault be not rectified.

Dei'OTS.—Two depots will be established at certain parts

the course, and only at these depots may the rider have
istance. Only one attendant may assist in replenishing
1 machine. No spare parts, as distinct from tyres, petrol,

i lubricating oil, other than those actually on the machine
tlie start and carried during the race, shall be I'ecognised

used.

Cntkies.—Entries for 1911 at ordinary fees will be received
the Union, at Pall Mall, London. S.W., up to Saturday,
le 3rd. After that date entries will be received at double
s up to Saturday, June lOtli. For the 1911 races the
chines will be started in order of receipt of entry. The

for 1911 ha\'e been fi.xed as foUows : Manufacturers or
Ills, ten guineas per machine ; private ownei's. seven
neas per machine. Late entries will only be received at
ible tjiese fees. Unless twenty entries are received no

will be held. The entrance fee will be returned in full

race be held, but will not otherwise be returnable.

No Weighing this Year.
VriGHiNG AND ExAMixATiON.—Machines will not be
ghed. The examination of the machines will take place
such manner and at such place and time or times as the
ion may decide. Every machine which completes the
ole distance of the race shall thereupon be taken to the
ion enclosure under supervision to be examined, and if

nd to be. then i-oid of any material equii>ment with which
tarted the race, shall be liable to be disqualified.

'ractiseno.—Any machine which is stopped for any cause
atsoever must iiumiediately be placed at the left-hand side
the road. A rider who has stopped for any cause whatso-
ir is expressly forbidden to drive or wheel" his machine in
lirection opposite to that in which the race is being run.

Should, however, a rider desire personal attention, he may
proceed on foot, in the reverse direction of the course, pro-
vided he exercises due care not to endanger others.

Regulations to be Stringently Enforced.
(u.J Practising, or even the riding of competing machines
anywhere, is forbidden on Sundays. An infringement of this
regulation will be followed by the instant disqualification of

the machine and driver, (b.) Practising over the course will

only be allowed from Thursday morning, June 22ud, to

.Saturday, .July 1st inclusive (Friday, June 30th, excepted),
and tlien only at such times as shall subsequently be arranged
by the Union, after which no machine entered for the race will

be allowed on the course, and no competitor will be allowed
to drive on the course or on any part of it on any motoi
driven machine after that hour on any day. nor at any time on
Sundays. Practising will not be allowed on the morning of the
race, (c.) Competitors must in practice drive round the
course, in the direction in which the races are to be run. and
a competitor must continue in the same direction until he
leaves the course, (d.) Although silencers are not compul-
sory in the actual races they must be fitted throughout the
whole of the practising. Any competitor driving a machine
without a silencer or with a cut-out. or whose machine make.*;

any noise likely to inconvenience other users of the highway,
will render himself liable to disqualication.

The Dtsl dropped Iramc Rex—a design which is now so popular—was intro-

duced in 1906. One of the flrst ol these machines is seen above with O, C. Godfrey
in the saddle.
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.Mar. 30111 ... ... 7.28 p.m
Apr. 1st ... ... 7.32 p.m

.J 3id ... ... 7.55 p.m
,, 5th ... ... 7.38 p.m

' The Modern Motor Cycle."

Ml. T. \Y. Lougliborough. lioii. sec.

ot the B.II.C.R.C. will read his paper

on The Jlodeni ilotor Cycle " 011

April 6th instead of on the 5th. The
lectnre will be held in the large hall of

the 'Woolwich Polytechnic.

Speed Trials in the I.O.M.

Tne Isle of .Man kilometre speed

trials, -which will be held on the

Douglas promenade on Tuesday, July

4th." following the Senior Tourist

Trophy Race, will be organised by the

Anto Cycle Union.

The Start of the T.T. Races.

The start of the Tourist Trophy
Races will be from the .Alexandra

Dri\e, a point chosen on the occasion

of the 1907 car Tourist Trophy Race.

The adjoining field -will be rented by
the Douglas Jubilee Celebrations Com-
mittee, who will erect a grand stand

and provide accommodation for the

A.C.U. and other visitors to see the

races. A charge will be made for the

seats.

B.M.C.R.C. First 1911 Meeting-.

y. T. Tcssier's winning Bat-Jap was
of 580 c.c, and not 480 c.c. as in-

advertently mentioned in one instance
last week.

A Stolen Mount.

.1 3^- h.p. Re.x Speed King finished

in French grey was stolen last week
from the showrooms of Kirsop, ^ilurray

and Co.. Ltd.. of Newcastle. The
fiame JMo. j^; 20,740.

A Lady's Hill-climhing Feat.

Mrs. G. D. Hardee informs a corre-

spondent that she is endeavouring to

obtain a dropped frame machine for the

ladies' competition at Easter, and is

still hopeful of being able to compete.
Congratulations are clue to JJrs.

Hardee on being the first of her sex

to climb Crown Ash and Cudham hills,

she making clean climbs of both hills

on Tuesday afternoon last week, on

her two-speed P. and M., in the

presence of several observers.

Death of Mr. Walter Hewitt.

We regret to announce the death of

Mr. Walter Hewitt, htad of the firm

ot Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Gov-

>5>.

Harry i-ong, ot Southport, taking in petrol at Scarborough last Thursday. On that day, we are told, he

compleHed 6,000 miles since January 1st on a free engine Triumph, in his attempt to set up a year's

riding record- Bchin;! Lon; is J. W. F. Trarmer ux-prcsidsnt of the Northern League) and his new Triumph.

JpcciaJ ^e^faie^

THE NEW T.T. REGULATIONS.

IN SEARCH CF STEEP HILLS.

SOLIDIFIED PETROL.

B.A.R.C. OPENING MEETING.

entry, the makers of the Excelsio

motor cycles. Mr. Hewitt has bee

ailing ever since the last show wecls

and passed away on the 22nd inst. H
was formerly most closely associatci

with the late .Mr. George Singer

and held important positions witl

the firm of Singer and Co. practical!;

from the ' inception of that busines

until 1907. His age was 61.

Dsath of Mr. E. J. Pennington.

Mr. E. .J. Pennington, well-known ti

many of the pioneers in the motor cycl

and motor car industries, died at th

Springfield Hospital, U.S.A., on th

5th inst. Pennington was in Coventr
in 1896, and was instrumental in th

production of a motor cycle type o

vehicle which was remarkable fo

extremely short runs at very hig

speeds. He had instituted legal pn
ceedings against the Hendee Manufai-
tnrhig Co. for .15500,000 dollars ju."-

before his death, for alleged infringe

meiit of his basic motor cycle pateni

What effect his death w'ill have on th

legal aspect of the case is not exacti

known, but it was thought even befoi

his death that the case would h

thrown out of court. He was 53 year

old, having been born at Moores Hill

Ind., in 1858.

The London Clubhouse Scheme.

• The committee appointed at th

meeting on the 15th inst., to discu;^

the pnoposed motor cyclists' clul:

house for Ijondon, met on the 22n
mst, and passed a resolution that tlii

committee resolves to obtain sul

^criptions for the purpose of providin
the funds for the fotmaticm of

limited company. A sub-committr
was formed to deal with the niattei

It was decided that £100 would li

sufficient for the purpose, and th

committee hopes that those who sen

in applications for membership wi
rtow add their names to the list of thos

who are prepared to subscribe to tli

formation expenses. The members
the committee, si.Kteen of whom wei
present at the meeting, restricted thei

subscriptions to £2 each, as it -wa

thought desirable to spread the coutr

butions over as large an area

possibles ill order to obtain a wide ai;

far reaching support. Contribi".-!'

should be sent to Mr. H, GuTar
Cove, the lion sec, 41, Weilingto
Street. Strand, W.C. As soon a* th

articles of association are ready th

members Avill be called together.
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jbe Timing Problem.
A prize of £2 2s. is offered for the

best article with suggestion for timing
competitors in hUl-dimbing competi-
tions and speed events. (See p. 314.^

The A.C.U. London Centre.
Willi the object of re-organising the

Loudon Centre of the A.C.U., a meet-
ing of delegates of the clubs attached
to the centre will be held at Pall

Mall, S.W., on April 5th.

The London-Land's End Event.
Forty entries had been received for

the M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Competition
at Easter at the time of going to

].iress. Of these fourteen are two-
speed machines, one is a three-speed

the remainder single-geared mounts.

The Motor Cycle in the Transvaal.

The West Rand Motor Cycle Club,
lohanne-sburg, held a speed contest on
ilie 5th inst. over a course four miles

111 length with three nasty bends. The
result wa.s that G. Taylor (Bradbury)
won from scratch in 4m. Sl-fs. K.
Cotter (Triumph), 6^s. start, was
second. There were fourteen riders in

the race, and all had to make a stand-
ing start. The competitors were some-
what impeded by a head wind.

British Success in New Zealand.

i'he Southland Motor Association.
( 'Uristchurch, N.Z., held an outing
early last month, the chief feaj-ure ot

which was a hill-climbing contest on
iitipua Hill. Several classes were
inn for motor cycles and cars, and it

IS interesting to note that G. B. Brown,
a rider of a 3^ h.p. Triumph, made
the fastest time of the day, besides
gaining first position on formula.

The First Ladies' Competition.

There is still more encouragement
lor the lady motor cyclist. The Herts
County A.C. will give to every lady
who starts in the trial a souvenir oC
the first competition. Another inno-
vation is that any lady may do all or
part of the journey at her pleasure,
that is, ladies in the Midlands may
join the run at any of the four checks
en route and leave at the same check
on the return journey. Of course,
tliey would not be eligible for The
Motor Cycle Cup.

I wo entries have been refused by
the organising club from ladies who
are riders of men's pattern motor
cycles, as the rules would not allow
of their acceptance.

Secret Hflls and Large Entries.

Can it be that "secret venue^" for

open hill-climbing competitions are
favoured? The Oxford M.C.C. entry
list would serve to prove that it is

so, and it may be recalled that the
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
inaugurated the "secret hill" svstem,
and held the record for the largest
mimber of entries. The Oxford M.C.C.
hafi this week beaten the lecord for its

first open event on April 8th. On
Tuesday the entries totalled 125, and
late fees were to be accepted up
to lo moriow (Friday). The open class
lias attracted the most entries—thirty
—that for standard single-geared tour-
ing single-cylinders being supported
by twenty-seven.

One Hooi or Twenty Laps ?

The hour race on the 18th inst. at
Brooklands exemplified the difficidty

of accurately timing a large number
of riders in an hoirr race. To time
the exact distance covered by each
rider at the completion of the hour
would necessitate a timekeeper for

each man, and that timekeeper would
require to be at the exact spot where
the rider completed the sixty minutes.
.jAs matters are we understand the

FUTURE EVENTS.
Apr. I—M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.

8—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.
., 14—(Good Friday). Annual Meeting of

Northern Motor Cycle Clubs at-

Richmond, Yorks.
„ 14-17—M.C C. London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Run.
., 14-17—Herts. County A.C. Inter-club Tour

to Harrogate and back, first Ladies'
Comoetition, and Open Hill Climb.

17—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill

Climb on Shap Fell.

22—A C a. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire
Centre). Starting from Harrogate.

„ 29—Bristol B. & M,C. Open Hill Climb.
May 6—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb.

,, 27—Herts.County A.C.Open Speed Trials
June r8—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.

^^mm^'m^m

distance covered by each, with the ex-
ception of the first three, is arrived at

by calculation. For instance, if the
fourth rider passed the timekeepers
with exactly one minute to go, and
wa s travelling at the rate of sixty

miles an hour, he would be credited
with one mile, but there is nothing to

prove that he was not travelling slower
or faster after he passed the time-
keepers. Would it not be better in

future long-diEtance events to define
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them by the number of laps ? Those
attempting the hour record could always
notify the promoters of the fact, aiid
arrange to be separately timed.

Attempt to set up an Irish Record.
J. Healy, of the Dublin and District

M.C.C, who is the son of/Mr. T. M.
Healy, K.C., well known in Irish
political circles, is tliis week attempting
to ride from Dublin to Belfast and back
each day, a distance of 205 miles,
for the purpose of denionstrat
ing the reliability of the motor cycle.
He started on his Rudge-Whitworth
last Monday, being timed liv officials

of the Dublin Club, under whose
auspices the ride is being conducted.

Police Traps.
Motor cyclists are warned to drive

carefully down Holland Park Avenue,
as the police are very active at this
spot, especially on Sundays and at
night time. Traps are worked at three
different places in the Avenue. It may
be safely assumed that driving over the
legal limit in any main thoroughfare in
Ijondon is almost sure to result in a
prosecution.

Practising on the T.T. Course.
Although official practising in the

Isle of Man will be allowed from
Thursday morning, June 22nd, we are
given to understand that the authori-
ties will raise no objection to practising
previous to that date, only competitors
must make their own arrangements.
Naturally, the -Manx residents want the
motor cyclists in the island. This
announcement is rather strange in view
of the .-V.C.U. circular of last week con-
cerning two molrfr cyclists who had
already been round the course, and it

liears rather hardly on the poor amateur
and small maker who cannot find the
time or funds to indulge in more than
a week's practising, though this is

not the fault of the A.C.U.

SATDBDAY'S BBOOKLANDS MEETING. F. W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenith) winning the 65 nup.h. handicap
in a hailstorm, with D. 0. Bolton (SJ h.p. 'triumph) in close attendance.
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NORTHERN LEAGUE OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
The adjourned general meeting of the Northern League

was held at the headquarters of the Leeds M.C.O., the Grand
Central Hotel, Leeds, on Saturday evening last. Eight clubs

weie represented, and a very enthusiastic tone prevailed

•throughout the evening.

The Chairman of the league in his opening remarks tested

"the feeling of the meeting as to vfhether the league vfas to

continue its active policy, or, seeing that very much of the
good work that the league had set itself to dp had been
accomplished, whether it should have no active programme
this year.

It vpas unanimously decided by all delegates present that
the league should continue to cany out its programme during

1911, and a special appeal is to be made to outstanding clubs

to join.

The secretary submitted the balance slieet for the past

jear which showred a satisfactory surplus in hand to carry

forward to next year, this txjgether with the donations and
trophies promised (five) ensuring success.

JXr. Tranmer, the 1910 president, wishing to retire, Mr.
Rowland Winn, of Leeds, was unanimously elected to this

position. Jlr. Winn in accepting the position said that he
would do all in his power to help forward the league in the
future. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Tranmer
for his past services.

It was decided to offer a prize of £1 Is. , announced in another
column, for the best suggestion for timing club competitions.
The first event is the Kichmond meet and open speed

judging trial, followed by the open hill-climb on Easter
Monday. Entry forms and full particulars may be obtained
from the trials hon. sec, Mr. H. Frain, Snainton. The next
meeting will be a general one at the Scarborough club house,
on Easter Jlonday night, by kind invitation of tbe Scar-
borough and District M.C.

> ^» «» <

FIRST OPEN HILL-CLIMB OF 1911.
12S ENTRIES FOR THE OXFORD

THE first open motor cycle hill-climb is being organised

by the Oxford M.C.C. at a "secret" venue midway
between Oxford and London on Saturday, April

8th. A record entry, totalling 125. has been received.

The competitors are :

CI..4SS I.—Junior T.T. Machines, Singles up to 300 c.c.

Twins 340 c.c.

Rider, h.p., and machine. | Rider, h.p., and_machine.
Eli Clark (2| Douglas)
J. Robertson-Brown (3^

Hobart).
H. G. Dixon (2i New

Hudson)

A. Webster (2i Hobart)
Stuart Rigby (2i New Hud-

son)

F. W. Barnes (2A Zenith-

Gradua)

Class H.—Standard Touring Lightweights up to 130 lbs.

J. Dudley (2^ Hobart)
Eli Clark (2| Douglas)
J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosa

coche)

H. G. Dixon (24 New Hud

G. Patterson (2i New Hud-
son)

Harold Berwick (2 Humber)
Percy Yates (2i New Hud-

son)

G. Temple (2 Singer)
Norman White (2| Douglas)

Cl.\ss III.—T.T. Single-cylinder Machines up to 500 c.c.

W. L. T. Rhys (3^- Triumph)
P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
Howard Smith (3^- Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3J,-

Triumpli)
•J. W. ToUoday (3^ Triumph)
Harold Bevir (3^ L.M.C.)
Hugh Gibson (3i, Triumph)
G. E. Stanley (3i" Singer)

X. Fripp (5i Singer)

P. Weatherilt {3i Zenith-
Gradua)

F. W. Barnes (3i Zenith-
Gradua)

F. G. Edmond (3^ Premier)
C. 0. King (3J, Premier)
K. H. Clark (3i Corah)
Lister Cooper (3i Triumph)
W. G. JIcMinnies (3^

Triumph)
V. J. Surridge (3^ Rudge)

M.C.C. EVENT ON APRIL 8lh.

Class YII.—Standard Touring Single and Twin-eyhnder
Machines fitted with Variable Gears.

E. A. Colliver (4 Zenith) B. Yates (3^ Humber)
Percy Yates (2J New Hod-

son)

F. W. Barnes (pi Zenkh-
Gradua)

-Alan Hill (3^ Rudge)

Class VIII.—Any Type of Smgle or Twin up to 1,000 «.c.

H. A. Beard (2^ New Hud
son)

G. Patterson (2^ New Hud
.'^on)

Miss Muriel Hind (7 Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (5 Indian)
G. L. Piercy-Henderson

(8 J.A.P.)
J. S. Holroyd (2^ Moto-

sacoche)
P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
J. H. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.)
L. Merryweather (3^ Brad-

bury)
W. A. Mathews (3^ Tri-

umph)
H. G. Hill (3^ Bradbury)
Percy Butler (5 Dot)
E. A. Colliver (4 Zenith)
H. S. Askew (3J Triumph)
L. L. Seaky (3i B.S.A.)
A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury)
W. F. Newsome (3i Tri-

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
Harold Bevir (3^ L.M.Cf.)
Hugh Grbson (3^ Bradbury)
W'. G. McMinnies (3^ Tri-

umph)
F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith-

Gradua)
P. Weatherilt (3i Zenith-

Gradua)
A. H. Elston (3i Bradbury
F. G. IMmond (3^ Premier
T. G. Hill (3i .James)
Lister Cooper (3^- Triumph
W. D. South (7 Indian)
Alan HiU (3i Rudge)
0. S. Burney (3^ Rudge)
V. J. Surridge (3i Rudge
Sidney T. Tessier (6 Bat)

H. Riddell (3i Singer)

Class IV.—T.T. Twin-cylinder JIachines up to 670 c.c.

Hal Hill (5 Bat) I
Percy Butler (5 "Dot")

O. C. Godfrey (5 Indian) I Sidney T. Tessier (5 Bat)

Class V.—Standard Single-geared Touring Single-cylinder
Machines.

•W. H. Elce (3i Bradbury)
P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
J. H. Slaughter (34 L.M.C.)
L. Merryweather (3^ Brad-

bury)
W. A. Mathews (34 Triumph)
H. G. Hill (34 Bradbury)
H. S. Askew (34 Triumph)
S. Browne (34 Bradbury)
A. T. Stanton (34 Bradbury)
W. F. Newsome (34 Triumph)
W. Cooper (34 Bradbury)
Hugh Gibson (34 Bradbury,
B. Yates (54 Humber)

S. Crawley (34 Triumph)
G. E. Stanley (3^ Singer)
A. Fripp (34 Singer)
H. Riddell (34 Singer)
G. F. Cooper (34 'Triumph)
F. G. Edmond (34 Premier;
C. 0. King (34 Premier)
E. N. Corah (34 Corah)
T. G. Hill (34 .James)
J. E. Webb (34 Triumph)
Rupert May
J. W ToUoaay (34 Triumpn)
Lister Cooper (34 Triumph)
C. S. Burney {34 Rudge)

Class VI.—Standard Single-geared Touring Twin-cylinder
Machines.

0. C. Godfrey (5 Indian) I G. L. Piercy-Henderson
i (8 J.A.P.)

rnnph)

Class IX.—Passenger Machines.

\V. H. Wells (7 Indian) I F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-
G. J^ee Evans (7 Indian) ' Gradua)

BEST ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TIMES.
The following letters were received after our corre-

apondence pages went to press

:

" Sir,—In your last issue Mr. O. C. Godfrey, after eom

Elaining of the difficulty of riding his 7 h.p. Indian at r

igh speed on Brooklands, challenges your contributor ti

ride the- same machine one lap at 75 miles an hour. an(

offers to give £10 to any charity named if your coutributoi

should succeed. If Mr. Godfrey will extend his challenge

to us, and will allow us to put his engine, intact, under hi

own supervision, into an A.S.L. frame, we will supply '

rider who will ride the machine round Brooklands as oftei

as Mr. Godfrey pleases at the highest speed the enginj

can reach.

—

Air Springs, Ltd."

"S.A." writes: "I hope someone takes up Godfrey'

challenge. I believe I am correct in saying that 0. ^
Collier's best timed speed at Brooklands exceeds 80 mil

per hour."

We are informed by the Hutchinson Tyre Co. that th

cause of C. R. Collier's stoppage in the Senior T.T. Rac

on the 18th inet. was not due to any tyre trouble. Th

Hutchinson tyres ran splendidly, and the delay was due

other causes.

I
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B.A.R.C. OPENING RACE nEETING.
"T^ HE opening meeting of the season of the Brook-

I
lands Automobile Racing Club on Saturday

* was not wholly fa\oured with the proverbial

Brooklands weather. One arrived in sunshine with a

lortherly wind as cold as a Proveii5al mistral blowing

reat guns, lunched in a snowstorm, watched the first

ml second races in sunslrine, and suffered at least

hree more snowstorms in the afternoon. Considering

he weather, however, there was a good attendance

,nd plenty of good sport.

The first motor cycle e\ent was the third 70 m.p.h.

Qotor cycle handicap. Distance about 8','^ miles.

The machines passed the fork twice and then entered

he straight. Open to all classes of motor cycles the

ibserved speeds of which had exceeded sixty miles an

>our for a Brooklands flying lap, or which were likely

n the opinic.m of the handicappers to exceed that

peed. First prize jQio, second £^, third ^^3, or

:ups to the ei|ui\alent values.

C.odfrey's Indian, which is a machine of which great

liings are anticipated, had auxiliary exhaust porls

calling into neatly arranged "pepper box" exits,

le was placed on scratch with C. R. Collier.

Start of the 70 tn.p.h. Handicap.
At the start, which w'as at the fork, Godfrey. Slmw,

ind Taylor got away badly, while McNab went off

ith ;i Ircineni.lous wobble. The urrler at the first

passing of the fork was ; McNab, Burney, Surridge,
Baker-White, Maitland, Stawart, Moorhouse, H. A.
Collier (these in fairly close order), then Shaw, C. R.
Collier, Colver, Godfrey, and Taylor. At the end of

the second lap the order was: Burney, McNab, Sur-
ridge, and then H. A. CoUier, Moorhouse, Baker-
White, followed by Shaw', Maitland, C. R. Collier,

and Godfrey. At the finish Godfrey led by about fifty

yards. His speed was given as seventy miles an hour.

The order at the finish was:
Start.

Rider and Machine. Bov e and Stroke. c.c. M. s.

1. 0. C: Godfrov (2 Indian) . 82.5 X 93 994
2. c. R. Colliei' (2 Matclik-ss) . . 85.5 X 85 976
3. H. D. Shaw (2 Indian) . 82.5 X 95 994 30
4. A. .1. Moorhouse (2 Indian) . . 70 X 82.5 635 1 21
5. H. A. Collier (2 .Matchle.=.-;) . . 76 X 64 580 1 9
6. H. V. Colver (2 Matchless) . . 85.5 X 85 976 9
7. V. J. Siirriritre (1 Iiiidi;e) .85 X 88 499 1 54
a. C. ,K. Taylor (2 J.A.I'.) . 85.5 X 85 976 30
9. F. A. McNah (1 'rvnm|.i-Ja|i) . . 85.5 X 85 488 2

10. A. C. ^laitiand (1 Trnmp-Jap). . 85.5 X 85 488 1 48
11. C. S. Bnvney (1 Rndge)' .85 X 88 499 1 54
12. t;. X. Stewai-t (1 Tiiinip-.Tap) . . 85.5 X 85 488 . 48

-.;22Si»AaK

The 65 m.p.h. Handicap.

The next motor cycle race was the seventh on the

programme. It was a sporting event and favoured
with twenty-seven entries. It was down in the pro-

gramme ,i.> the fir.^l G^ m.p.h. motor cycle h.Mulicap.

Competitors lined up in tiie paddock for the 65 m.p.ti. tiandicap.
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B.A.R.C. Opening Race Meeting.

—

Distance about 5.'4 miles. The macliines passed tlie

fork once, and tlien entered tlie straiglit. C3pen to all

classeis of liiotor cycles the observed speeds of which
had not' exceeded 65. nf.p.h. for a Brooklands flying

lap, or in the case of machines which had not com-
peted, before and were not likely in the opinion of

the Handicappers to exceed this speed. First prize

;£io, second £^, third £^, or cups to the equi\ale
values.

The start was at the fork. F. C. White coul'i n
get going, while Meredith was rather slow- at gettn
away. Moorhouse and Barnes made exceJlert start

The order of the leading men as they parsed the foi

for the first time was Bai-nes, Bolton, Ware rhanj-;

Weatherilt, and Wadham. Barnes, who was riding
perfectly immaculate looking Zenith, won by abo
thirty yards. His speed was given as 55 J^ m.p.!

The order at the finish was

:

Stai

C.C. M.

488
499
340 1

4P9
497
488 0'

82.5 635
88 499

490
488
499

60
sa
93
85

Assembling at "the fork" for the start of the second race.

Rider and MaiChine. Bore and Stroke.

1. F. W. Barnes (1 Zenith-Gradua) 85.5 x 85
2. D. C. Bolton (1 Triumpn) ... 85 x 88
3. H. Sb;inks, jun. (1 Khigtishei') 85 x
4. V. J. Suri-icla,e (1 Rudge) ... 85 ,x

5. 0. C. Godfrey (1 Indian) ... 82.5"

x

6. V. W.-.dham '(1 Zenith-Gradua) 85.5 x
7. A. J. Moorhouse (2 Indian) ... 70 y
8. C. S. Burney (1 Rudge) ... 85 x 88
9. E. B. Ware (1 Norton) 79 x 100

10. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith-Gradua) 85.5 x 85
11. Dr. Hugh Gaskell (1 Triumph) 85 x 88 499
12. J. C. J. de la Ferte (1 Zenith-

Gradua) 85.5 X 85 488
13. A. C. IVIaitland (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5 x 85 488
14. H. P. Storev (1 Caeco) ... 81 x 67 345 1

15. G. V. Fowler (1 Triumph^ ... 84 x 86 477
16. G. W. L. Meredith (1 Triumph^ 85 x 88 499
17. R. N. Stewart (1 Trunip-Jap) 85,5 x 85 488
18. F. A. JMcNab (1 Trump-Jap) ... 85.5 x 85 488
19. F. D. Harrison (2 M.R.) ... 50 x 85 334 2

Barnes's win, which was made in a hailstorm, w;

a triumph for the -variably geared machine ; the fa

that he could lower his gear ratio while battling again

the northerly gale and raise it when the wind assists

his progress accounted to a large extent for his succes

W. D. Johnstone, who entered a tw'va Matchless, wc

disqualified for having inadvertently made a wror

entry.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
THE annual general meeting of the Auto Cycle Union

was held in the R.A.C. premises in Pall 2ila!! at

7.30 on Thursday evening last. Previous to the
A.C.U. meeting the Royal Automobile Club House

was thrown open to the members, and at 5 p.m. the parent
body's annual general meeting took place, at which His
Serene Highness the Duke of Teck took the chair.

The first business ou tlie agenda of the annual general

meeting of the, A.C.U. Council was to pass the minutes of

the previous council meeting, and the .second item was to

consider and .pass^ the report of the committee. This rejjort

clearly demonstiated the amount of good work done by the

Union in 1910. The thir " item w'as to receive and pass the

accounts. At this point. iMr. H. G. Cove pointed out a fall-

ing off in the receipts and an increase in the expenditure.

The accounts, however, were finally passed.
,
The chairman,

Mr. Robert Todd, then announced amid applause that his

Serene Highness the Duke of Teck had consented to become
president of the Union. The following vice-presidents were
elected : The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.V.O., jW.P,. the

Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars. Professors C. V. Boys,

F.R.S., and H. L. Callender, F.R.S.. Colonel H. C. L.

Holden; R.A., F.R.S., Messrs. G. F. Sharp, Robert Todd,

A. J. Wilson, and Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, F.R.S.

The 1911 committee is as follows : Representing the R.A.C,
Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, Messrs. S. F. Beevor, C. A.

Smith, M. G. Duncan, J. S. Mallam, E. M. P. Boileau,

G. F. Sharp, J. R. Nisbet, and L. Meyriok-Jones.

Representing individual members, Messrs. J. W. 6.

Brooker, H. G. Cove, W. Cooper, H, P. E. Harding, V.

Hart, G. H. Hawkins, D. W. Morgan, W. Pratt, A. Sharp,

Otto Thomas, T. H. Tessier, and W. H. Wells. The follow-

ing clubs will be entitled to s.end representatives to ser-^

on the, committee : Herts County A.C. (M.C. section). Brae
fcr.i ?it.C.O., N.W. London M.C.C., Streatham andiDistri(

M.C.C., Essex M.C, Surrey M.C.C, Cambridge M.CC
N. Middlesex M.C.C, Coventry and Warwickshire AI.C
Nottingham and District M.C.C, iNIanchester M.C, Purk
and District M.C.C, Worcester M.C.C, Western Distri(

M.C.C, O.xford M.C.C, Richmond and District M.C.C
Derby M.C.C, and^ the Walthainstow M.C.C The fin:

business of the meeting was to pass the revised rules as sul

mitted by the General Committee, which was duly done.

Mr. E. M. Oliver asked if the privileges members of th

A.C.U. enjoyed as associates of the R.A.C were accorde

to members of affiliated clubs, as this point was not mad
clear in the rules, while Mr. Marians , asked a similar quei

tion on_ behalf of the Bradford iT.C.C The chairman
repli -'S to these questions were in the afHrraative.

M - Straight then announced that the Birmingham M.C.C
had invited the A.C.U. to hold its next council meeting i

that city.
'

^

- The proceedings terminated with a vote ^of thanks to th

chairman.
After the meeting, which had been particularly we

attended, those present were shown round the new A.Ct
premises by Messrs. J. R. Nesbit and'C A. Smith. -

The Service Companv's new accessory list is now read}

Motor cyclists contemplating the purchase of accessories fo

their machines, or clothing for tliemselves. should write t

the company for a "copy at 292-293. Higli Holborn, W.fi

TTie new edition contains 164 pages and over 600 illustratior

of specialities for motor cyclists.
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West of Scotland

M.C.C.

The new Runs
Committee has

II constituted, and it is expected to hold the opening run
the second Saturday in Aprih

Motor Cycling Club.

linely applications for dinner tickets tijr Ihe opem.ig run
Jrightou on Saturday next were applied for a week ago,
hat the event is already an assured sucjess.

Dudley and District M.C.C.

very successful meeting of motor cyclists was held at the
Hey Arms Hotel, Dudley, on the 13th inst., for the pur-
i of forming a club for Dudley and district. All motor
ists in the district are cordially invited to communicate
I either of the bon. sees., C4. Feiin, Aston Road. Dudley.
'. Cooper Parry, The Laurels, Brierley Hill, The sub-
ition has been fixed at 5s, with an entrance fee of 2s. 5d.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

If A.G.M. was held on the 16th inst. The balance
t showed a small balance in hand. It is hoped to
nge a members' and also an open hill-climb for Good
lay. The annual subscription is 5s., no entrance fee, and
hon, sec, and treasurer is .Mr. Albert E. Dyson, 26,
imple Street, Plymouth.

Brookdale C. and S.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

was decided at a meeting held at Brookdale Hall, Cat-
. H.E., on the 17th, to form a motor cycle section of
above club. The hon. sec. is Mr, H. A. Cooper, Keston,
t, who suggested two new forms of road trials. A com-
eo has been nominated, and it is proposed to atfiliate to
A.C.U. The Brookdale has a -conveniently situated club
c open daily finm 2 p.m.

Worcestershire M.C.C.
le annual gencial meeting was held at Worcester on March

The annual report a.'id balance-sheet for the past
being sjabmitted and confirmed, the officers for the
were elected, and the hon, secretary reported the

eiitatiou by Vice-president H, G. Cove of an e.\tremely
Isome cup. Avliifli will be known as "The Cove Trophy."'
runs will this year be arranged monthly. The first

will be to Stratford-on-.'i.von on the 2nd prox. at
) a.m. .Mr. Ernest \V, Cook, Foregate Press. Worcester,
re-elected hon. secretary and hon. treasurer. Suljscrip-
for tne ensuing season are now due.

North-west London M.C.C.
pnpcrchaj:e was run off on Saturday last and proved a
enjoyable event. The meet was at t'le Griioe Vine.

|he top of Stanmore Hill, from which the hares," Mi^srs,
\. Thompson and F. Thomas, had mapped out a course
bout t-venty-five miles, mainly through the lanes. Their
III wa; an 8 h.p, Ja|i-Cycar, and proved too fast for the
ids, of ulvom there were fourteen. Soon after the start
hares liid a false trail down into a farm yard, and this
thorn a considerable increase ou theii- start of three

The course then laid was Brockley Hill, Elstree,
Wood, Shenley, Radlett, Aldenham, where a tri-

false trail was laid, and then back through Bushey,
Brockley Hill, and Stanmore. Onlv one competitor

>wed the last part of the trail, as the" very high wind
carried it away. The hares had an exciting time

^ sharp corner, where they turned the combination over
broke one of the springs of the frame. They were, for-
'teiy for them, able to replace it in time to get away
out being caught.

Eedcar and District M.C.C.

A meeting was held at Haitburn's Cafe. Redcar, on
April 5th, at 8 p.m. Mr. F. C. Jones, 30, Vansittart Ter-
race, Redcar, will be glad to hear from molov cyclists in
Cleveland wishing to Join this club who v.-cro unable to at'end.

Ilkley and District M.C.C.
.\ general meeting v.^is held at headquarters- on the 24tli

inst., Mr. F. H. Thompson was in the chair, and there was
a. large and enthusiastic gathering. After some discussion
it was decided to hold monthly hill-climbing competitions,
the wiimer and rumier up to hold a silver and bronzi'

medal respectively for the month. •

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

.\ largely attended meeting was held at the Saracen's,
Head Hotel, Hanley, on the 23rd inst. for the election of

the general and sports committees, in addition to the
oflicers. Jlr. Ashton, 36, High Street. Newcastle, Sta_ffs.,

will forward on application entry forms for the Buxton Hill-

climb on East€r Monday, AlUiongh only a mouth old the
club now has forty members,

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

The opening run on Gcxxl Friday will be to Hereford,
leaving Queen s Hotel at 9.30 a.m. A speed judging com-
petition will be held on the run for a prize consisting of a

pair of Kempshall tyres. All members who intend com-
peting should advise the hon. sec, J. Pritchard, Central
Chambers, Newport,

Surrey M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb originally -fixed for April 26th has
been cancelled owing to its clashing with the E.M.C.R.C,
montlily meeting, and in lieu of it an inter-club hill -climb

with the newly formed Hampshire County M.C.C has been
arranged for April 5th. Intending participants should at

once notify the hon. sec, Mr. C. J. Feeny, 1, Madiera Road.
Streatham, S.W. All types of motor c^^jjes, including light-

weights, variably gearecf and passenge^^B^gbmes, will be
eligible. On the same day, provided there ai^Ufc^ufiicient

number of entries received, there will be a members' hill-

climb.

Prizes presented to the Westmorland M.C.C. for the Sbap Fell hill-climb on
Easter Monday. The cups have been presented by Messrs. Atkinson anO GrilTin,

Mr. H. J. Croft iKendall and Mr. C. P. B. Dean (Carntorth). Gold medals-
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.. aid Zenith Motors, Ltd,, besides which there arf
palmer tyres and Dunlop and^Lyso belts.
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Club News.-

V»'

H. Petty (3i h.p. Bradbury) starting in the Leicester

last Tiiursiiay.

il.C.C. reliability trial

Western District M.C.

The sincerest thanks of the members ai'e due to Messrs.
M. Hall, Wilson Prosser, H. Caudwell, and J. V. Armstrong
wlio have made most generous contributions to the prize
fund. The Kempshall Tyre Co. Irave also generously offered

a pair of tyres as a prize in one of the club competitions.
The rules and conditions of the flexibility hill-climb at

Dashwood Hill on April 2nd are ready, and to facilitate

organisation immediate application should be made to J.

V. Armstrong, Eden Hall. iMontpeliev Road, Ealing, W.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The first competition for the Edwards' cup was held on
Thursday last, and was to be three times round a thirty miles
course, starting from Kilby Bridge, and proceeding by way
of Husbands Bosworth, Market Harborough, Oadby, and
back to Kilby Bridge, but owing to miserable roads and pour-
ing' rain, the trial was reduced to two rounds. There were
twelve entrants and nine starters. The following four tied

for first place, each having a total error of 2m. 45s. : C.

Bailey (3i h.p. Clyde), T. S. Needham (3-4 h.p. Clyde), W.
Fowkes (3i h.p. Bradbury), and W. Walker (3^ h.p. Brad-
bury). All nine entrants made non-stop runs. Timekeeper,
Ernest G. Fowler ; checker, E. Goodw'in.

Forthcoming Fixtures.

Apr, 2nd.—Western District M.C. Flexibility hill-t

,it Dashwood Hill.

„ 3th.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Run to

lock (Devonshire Hotel).

,, ,15th.—Glasgow M.C.C. Holiday tour.

.,i'..'16tl).—Newport M,C.C. Eatter tour.

,, 17th.—N. Staffs. , M.C.C. Members' hill-climl.

Buxton district.

,, 30lh.—Westmorland M.C.C. Reliability run far (,

Challenge Cup.

Walthamstow M.C.

On Saturday next this club holds its opening rm
Abridge, starting from headquarters, the Rose and C)
Hoe Street, at 3.30 p.m., and passing through Eppiiig
<Jngar. Tea will be served at the Blue Boar. All mot'
are cordially invited. A ninety-four mile reliability com
tion to Newmarket and back is arranged for the 9tli p
and also a speed-judging competition on April 22nd.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The eighth A.G.M. was held at headquarters on Satui

There was a large gathering of members to pass the ai

report and elect some twenty new members. A numb,
other important matters were brought up for discussion,

several new rules in favour of the amateur member
duly passed. The opening run is to Stratford-on-Avo
Saturday ne.xt. Tea at the Swan's Nest Hotel.

A.C.U. Midland Centre.

At the delegates' last meeting at the Imperial
Birmingham, the following officers were elected foi

ensuing year : Chairman, Mr. Geoffrey Smith (Cov
and Warwickshire M.C.) ; secretary and treasurer, ^1

C. Pickering (Sutton Coldfield A.C.) ; auditor, Mr. E
Winckle (Bimiingham M.C.C). The matter of a race

ing and gymkhana was considered, and, though not se

it is very possible that the centre may be able to ai

this in conjunction with an existing cycle tournament fi

The question of starting a motor cyclists' club-housi

the use and benefit of Midland riders was also discussed

Lincolnshire A.C, (Motor Cycle Section).

At a meeting of the committee held at lieadquarte

Saturday last, it was decided to hold the Easter Monday
climb at Leadenham instead of at Waddington as arra

The present condition of the latter hill and espe

the dangerous corner at the top, render it unsuitabl

fast riding in safety. A meet was arranged with the

and East Riding and Gainsborough Motor Cycle Club;

June 17th, at Scawby Gull Ponds (near Brigg). Speed
are also on the tapis, probably early in June, and a

with the Leicester and District and Nottingham and Di
Motor Cycle Clubs at Belvoir, or in the neighbourhoo
May Ttie committee elected Mr. Alf. E. Brunnin,

Lincoln, as their chairman ; and Messrs. W. Copley (Lin

and A. D. Draper (Gainsborough) as vice-chairmen.

Competitors in tlie Leicester and District M.C.C. reliability trial for the Edwards Cup. Despite inclement weather all made non-stop runs.
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Club News.—
Stockport and District M.C C.

The club's opening run will be held on Saturday. April
IsO, to Rudyard Lake, via Congleton. Meet headquarters,
White Lion Hotel, Stockport..

Grosvenor M.C.C.
This club has recently been formed to cater for the n;otor

cyclists of Stretford, .Sale, and Altrinchiim districts, and held
its inaugural meeting on the 9tli inst.

Mersey M.C.C.
Instead of touring in North Wales at Easter, the above

club has decided to make Kendal its headquarters for the
holiday week-end. The reason for this is to be found in a
wish e.\pressed by several members to be present at the
Shap Fell hill-climb on Easter Monday.

Essex M.C.

The opening run on the 9th prox will start from the Eagle,
Snaresbrook (the new headquarters) to Witham, where lunch
will be served at the White Hart Hotel at 1.30 p.m. Mem-
bers are particularly requested to inform the captain if they
intend to be present, not later than April 3rd.

Redditch M.C.C.
The first annual meeting was held at the Unicorn Hotel

on Wednesday, the 15th inst., when the secretary's report
for last year was read and adopted, showing a balance in

hand of £4 5s. 4d. It was decided to affiliate with the
Auto Cycle Union at a cost of 2s. per member. The presi-

dent (Dr. Protheroe Smith) offered a prize for the highest
number of attendances at club runs, and it was decided to
nbtain by members' subscriptions a pcrpitual trophy to be
awarded each year to the member scoring the highest
number of marks in the various competitions.

S.E, London M.C.C.
The rules of this new club, which admit ladies to member-

ship, have been passed and the various active officers and
committee appointed. The date of the first riui has been
pro^nsionally settled for April 8th. The hon. secretary,
Uv. Vivian Edwards, 9, Honor Oak Park, S.E., will be
pleased to hear from any motor cyclists in the neighbour-
hood wishing to become members.

Finsbury Park M.C.C.
A meeting will be held on ' iMonday, April 3rd, al

the Archway Tavern, Highgato, N., at 8' p.m.. to discusi
the question of forming a motor cycling club in the locality
to be run on social lines. Any readers interested but un"
able to attend should communicate with Mr. R. G. Barrett,
54, Florence Road, Stroud Green, N.

Marlborough A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

In response to numerous requests a section for motoi
cyclists has now been formed with headquarters at the
Victoria Hotel, Kilburn, N.W. Competitions at present
arranged include three reliability trials and a liill-climb,

the first event, a 100 miles trial, taking .place in April.
JMotor cyclists desirous of information regarding membership
should write to the hon. sec, Mr. .J. B. Ballantyne, 12. Gas-
cony Avenue, Wo.^t Hinnpstead. N.W.

Oxton and Claughton (Birkenhead) M.C.C.
A ne>v club is about to be formed in Oxton and Claughton,

suburbs of Birkenhead. Riders in the districts of Upton,
Moreton, Bidstou, etc., -who are within a three miles radius
of Oxton, are cordially invited to write to Mr. E. W. Kirkup,
Sandcroft, Upton Road, Birkenhead.

->—•Oo-<-

J.A.P. TOURIST TROPHY ENGINES.

THE new ijremises of JMessrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co.,
Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N., are admirably
suited for the turning out of motor cycle engines,
which the company commenced to manufacture in

1905, previously having been established for a long time as
mathematical instru-

ment makers. One of

the latest improve-
ments brought out by
Mr. Prestwich is a
valve cotter extractor,

consisting of a flat

piece of forked steel,

suitably bent to the
required shape. The
two ends of the fork
fit on to the radiating
fins when the valve is

raised. The valve cap
is then removed and
tlie tappet lowered

;

the valve is pressed

down by a screwdriver
and the spring being
compressed, the cotter

may be easily with-
drawn. This is a
simple and effective

tool, which should
prove of great benefit

to riders of machines
fitted with J.A.P.
engines. New J.A.P. valve cotter extractor.

The New Junior T^^in.
Quite a new engine which has been brought out by the

company is a 3 h.p. twin, dimerisi6ns 60 x 76 mm. The
engine is practically a small replica of the 8 h.p., and is

fitted with side by side valves. The lubrication in this, as
in all other J.A.P. engines, is interesting. .A relief valve is

fitted on the inner side of the timing gear case, permitting
Ihe oil adequately to lubricate the timing gear wheels. At
the bottom of the timing gear case is a sn\all drain hole to
allow the surplus oil to run back into the crank case. Mr.
Prestwich has all but completed the Tourist Trophy engines.

These will be—a single-cylinder lightweight, dimensions
76 X 65.5 mm. ,•• a lightweight twin, 60 x 60 mm., valves
placed side by side, while the following engines have been
constructed for the Senior Tourist Trophy Race :

A twin;cylinder, 76 x 64 mm., with overhead valves, and a
single-cylinder, 85 x 85 mm., with side by side valves.^
These Touriot Trophy engines will be fitted with a ball

bearing crankshaft and ball bearing big ends, the latter
being of substantial construction. It is interesting to note
that thronghout the whole of last year Mr. Prestwich spent
much money and much valuable time in experimenting to
find a really .durable exhaust valve, and we are happy to
be able to state that his effofts have been rewarded with

The new J.A.P. T.T. 'Junior" engine of 340 c.c. bore and stroke
60 X eO mm.

•\j3
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers aiid our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must" be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the 4japer only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

^

Jet Too Large.

I should be obliged if you
could explain the following

phenomenon ; i\Iy" motor cycle,

which is 3^ h.p., is fitted with
a Lqnguemare carburetter.

With the throttle lever on one notch
the engine stops, whilst on the next
notch, which can only very slightly

open the throttle, the machine goes
at about 20 m.p.h., and will do
nothing less except with spark fully

retarded, when overheating natu-
rally takes place.—A.T.F.S.

It seems that yoj have rather too
coarse a ratchet control, and the lever
on the throttle is probably loose. The
throttle must also be a bad fit. Further
the carburetter itself may lack adjust-
ment, and a smaller jet might be
beneficial.

Current Consumption.

I shall be glad if you could
suggest a remedy for my little

trouble. 1 have a I'j h.p.
motor bicycle with Hellesen
dry battery and plain coil

ignition. Normally, the machine
runs very well indeed and takes
hills splendidly, but every few miles
(he engine begins to misfire, and if

I stop refuses to start. I always find
a tiny black or white sjDeck on the
contacts, upon cleaning which the
engine starts off all right. Could it

be because the coil takes too much
curent?—H.V.H.

We think that your diagnosis is abso-
lutely correct. Evidently the coil is

taking too much current, or has an
inefficient condenser, wliich does not
quench the sparking at the platinum
points sufficiently. Have it overhauled
by the makers.

The Maximum Sparlt Position.

Having re-arranged the
timing lever of magneto on a

3i h.p. four-cylinder F.N., I
should like to know where the
maximum of armature is?

When lever is in fully advanced
position the platinum points are just
separating, about 6 mm. before
top of compression stroke. I find I
get better results with maximum
spai'k occurring in this position. Is
this timing correct, please, or can I
do better?—H.G. -

If you have set the platinum points to
break 6 mm. before the top of the
compression stroke with the spark fully
advanced, the timing is about correct.
If you. wish to -get the e.xact maximum
position of the armature you had
A34

better write to the Bosch Magneto
Co. and ask them to supply you with
a booklet referring to the four-cylinder

F.N. or an equivalent magneto
machine. In " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them" the timing is given
for tKe ordinary type of magneto
which runs at half the speed of the
engine.

Overheating and Unequal Lubrication.

My 5 h.p. twin a.o.i.v.

^1 machine is fitted with an Amac
^ carburetter. Everything seems
-^ all right except that it rarely

will run with any extra air,

and it will not run slowly unless
one cylinder is misfiring very badly.
The engine gets excessively hot,
the exhaust valvs springs lose their

temper, and the petrol in the tank
gets warm. The back cylinder gets
sooty, whilst the front keeps clean

;

and yet the piston rings are an ex-

cellent fit. I would be very grateful
if you would tell ine. how to cure
this overheating, etc.?—A. P.O.

The trouble is most probably due to

the main air supply being too great.

If vou fit a smaller choke tube this

should enable the engine to fire

^regularly at slow speeds. The overheat-

ing is difficult to understand, unless

the cylinders are very foul. After
attention to the carburetter the adjust-

ment and amount of opening of the
inlet valves is the most important con-

sideration. The springs should be of

exactly equal tensiom and the amount
of opening of the valves precisely the
same. You cannot help the two
cylinders behaving in a different

manner, as one usually gets more oil

than the other. Some riders cut away
the crank case web of the under-lubri-
cated cylinder and oil less often.

Single or Two Speeds with Sidecar.

What is the steepest hill I

j»| could expect the 7 h.p. cono
> clutch Rex with Sidette attach-
-2J ment to climb with combined-

weight of passengers about
24 stones?- From my own experience
of a 3^ h.p. and sidecar I should
think it ought to climb practically"

anything geared, say, 4^ or 5 to 1.

I know that you are in favour of.

two speeds for passenger work, and
I should like to say that I now have.

EXTREMES MEET. No. 2.

We have received another photograph of an unique gathering. This time, as will be seen, there is an
elephant, horse, car, motor cycle, horse and trap, and "push cart."
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a 3^ li.p. two-speed, and although I

have nothing whaf-ever to complain
of in tlie way of isliability, I do not
like the cumbersome appearance of

the rear wheel, which I also find

very difficult to clean. My greatest

fear with regard to the 7 h.p. clutch
model is with regard to starting the
combination on a gradient. Do you
think it would start on an up-grade
of 1 in 7 with 24 stones up as easily

as a 3^ h.p. two-speeder?—J.B.S.

.Provided the machine has a two-speed
gear it should climb practically all

main road hills such as Birdlip and
Sutton Bank without difficulty, but
not. of course, if it had only one gear

as ttated in your letter. To climb
Birdlip it would have to have a gear
iatio of about 8 to 1. Certainly it

would not start on a gradient of 1 in

7 with a single gear. A variable ratio

is absolutely indispensable for general

work.

Rigid or Castor Wheel Sidecar.

I should be grateful if you
^T] would let me know whether

^ you recommend a rigid or a
-LJ movable wheel sidecar for a

id umber two-speed motor bicycle

ordered, and, if the latter,

vhether it should be of the castor

or radial wheel vai-iety.—J. P.

Vou would Be quite .safe with either

a rigid or castor wheel sidecar. The
1 igid sidecar possesses the advantage
of being free from side-slip and of

being light, while the other is certainly

less strain on the machine but weighs
heavier, and there is a certain amount
of side-slit). The comfort of the

pa.ssenger i-> equally secured in both
cases.

Stirling Diniculty.

Will you kindly suggest how
^Tl to remedy the non-starting of

^ machine? It is a 2^- h.p.
-iJ single-cylinder, a.o.i.v., wipe
and trembler, compression perfect.

Exhaust opens at -| firing stroke,

and closes as piston is on top

dead centre. Inlet valve opens
with 1^ lb. weight. Exhaust pip

and silencer perfectly clean. Petrol
flows freely to carburetter. By Hood-
ing, engine fires half a dozen times
and stojis. I have tried spark in

every possible position but c<innot get

engine to fire, though the ignition

appears (by the buzzing of trembler)

to be all right. Every pipe, etc., is

perfectly clean. It 's a 1903 machine,
aixi the engine bearings are in good
order.—W.R

Trobably if you fit a shutter device to

the main air supply of the carburetter
so that the air can be wholly or parti-

ally closed at the moment of starting,

the engine wiU tart without diffi-

cult. Are YOU sure that the jet is

not stopped up ? Probably if - you
overhaul the cai'buretter and see that
I he Jet and passage to it are quite
"lear you wilt not need to take such
drastic steps as are first recommended
m our advice. Make sure that there
iio no leaky joints or unions between
ihe engine and carburetter wlrich would
allow the engine to suck in air and so
weaken the mixture.

pir«(Cl€ILE

Spray Carburetter. _
Would you be kind enough?to advise me on the following

matter : I have a 3-| h.p.
-^ old pattern Rex surface carbu-

retter. It has been thoroughly
overhauled, and is in good condition
throughout, and goes well. The only
trouble that I get is in operating
the air lever occasionally—the engine
will run all right for a time on part
air and then slows down, but as soon
as I close the air a little it picks up
again, and runs for a while, and then
slows again, and forces jjetrol out of
the air inlet, which fioods the cylin-
der apparently, and I have to pedal
on giving air to make the engine fire

again. Can you -suggest the cause
and remedy? "l have been thinking
of converting same, to spray. Would
this conversion add to the power
and running, or vicc-vcrsd? The
machine, as you will know, is what
is now termed high, but I have a
very low saddle position and long
handle-bars. Would you suggest cut-
ting down the franu> whilst about it,

or would it not be worth while?

—

W.I.P.

As far as we can remember,
machine in question is not a 3|

the
h.p.,

Date
from

but either a 3 h.p. or a 3^ h.p
1903 or 1904. We can speak
experience, as we owned one of these
machines at that time, and found
exactly the same trouble as yourself.

It is solely due to the carburetter, and
the addition of a spray would com-
pletely cure the trouble. All you would
need is a bracket for fixing on the car-

buretter, whidi would have to stflnd

out slightly from the side of the
machine, and half of an inlet pipe,

which could be coupled up to the exist-

ing half of the inlet pipe by means of

a union. The fitting of a spray carbu-
retter should considerably add to the
pijwer and control nf the machine.

jj3

First of all carry out the carburetter
alteration, and then, if the improve-
ment is sufficiently marked, you might
try lowering the frame.

Too Small a Jet.

I have a Quadrant motoi
cycle 1908 3^ h.p., and my
trouble with it is that it will

not . run slowly with the spark
properly advanced—it either

goe.s about twenty miles an hour oi
quietly .eto]is. I have had it recently
fitted with a new carburetter, the
only trouble with which has been
the cables rusting off at the ends
in about two months. With fully
retarded spark the bicycle will run
about ten to twelve miles per hour,
but I have to watch the petrol
supply carefully, as it has a tend-
ency to race or stop—it does not take
much air. I .shall be glad if 3'ou can
give me any bints as to what the
trouble may be.—H.L.D.

We should be inclined to think that
the trouble is due to the carburetter
having rather, too small a jet or else

that too much air is allowed to pass. To
run .slowly it is essential to ha\e a.

rather strong mixture.

EXPERTEXCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining ttie experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessorie;
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

'E.R.S." (Korthallerton). Fit-all

two-speed engine-shaft gear on a
(Quadrant motor bicycle.

Qreiist" (Roirsjy). 1911 Douglas
Avitli two-speed gear and free engine
clutch

;
particularly the gear and clutch.

" Z.Z." (Wolverhampton). Firmax
puncture scaling compound. Has it

any appreciable effect on the rubber of

the tvre?

IMPROVEMENTS TO A 1906 MODEL.
The 1903 pattern twin Rex illustrated belongs to a Mr. Hendry, of Edinburgh, and has covered 40,000 miles.

As will be seen the owner has carried out some interesting alterations. We direct attention to the springing ot

Vie rear wheel, the enclosed front wheel, the large silencer, besides which nail catchers have been fitted.

Uu-to-dite equipment includes .Druid fork^, Brooks' pan seat and backrest, B. and B. carburetter, and.
Palmer tyres.

A^5
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Hill-climbing in New Zealand.
Tlie 6rst and second prizes on time

and formula at the Invercargill annual
3iill-climb, New Zealand, were won
on Douglas maohincs.

Rovers in London.
The new model Rover motor bicycle

is on view at the company's London
showrooms, 59-61, New Oxford Street
(corner of Shaftesbury Avenue).

A New Tyre.
A new and original design of motor

cycle tread has been introduced by the
Gorton Rubber Co., Ltd., of Cornwall
Street, Openshaw, Manchester, and from
a sample we have received we can
imagine that it is a most effective non-
s\id. The outer ribs of the tread being
sharply defined should check any

The Gorton non-sluj cover.

t*;ndency to skid, and at this point the

rubber is of substantial thickness,

promising long life. Between the two
ribs, lateral concave corrugations are

formed, which further help to render
the tyre stable on greasy surfaces.

Gorton motor cycle tyres are made in

two grades and in all popular sizes.

U.M.I. Extensions.
We are informed that Mr. E. de

Rodakowski has been appointed chair-

man of the United Motor Industries,

Ltd., and it is the intention of the
Board to extend and enlarge con-

siderably the sphere of activity of this

well-known concern.

Rppairing Damaged Coverf.
From_ specimens we recently saw of

Messrs. Tom Cann's methods of repair-

ing tyre covers we are firmly con-
vinced that many a tyre finds its way
to the scrap-
heap wtiich can P
be effectively -'

repaired b y
competent
workmen. At
the company's
Leicester works
heaps of v/ell-

w o r D and
ancient, motor
cycle covers
await atten-

tion, some with
bad gashes
caused by running over a bottle, others

with the beads almost torn off. The
average motor cyclist would discard

such a covor, but Tom Cann, Ltd.,

have laid down special machinery to

make sound repairs, For bead repairs
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a new wall is fitted both inside and
outside. The outside consists of special

tanned leather which will withstand
heat. The inside is of the toughest
canvas, and the section itself is

modelled under Cann's patent hot air

process, which means that after the

repair the tyre is the same shape as

when new. To make the repair doubly
secure the strengthened layers are

stitched through by hand. The left-

hand cover in the illustration is a
typical example of a damaged tyre
sent to this firm for repair,

the right-hand illustration depicting
the cover after treatment of the
fracture and the fitting of a rubber-
studded tread. From the number of

testimonials we have seen Messrs.
Tcm Cann, Ltd., whose address is

High Street, Leicester, are giving
genuine satisfaction to their numerous
clients. In twelve months we are
told that 2.500 tyres have been
successfully repaired.

Lyso Belts.
At the B.M.C.R.C. meeting, on the

18th, J._ Slaugliter (L.M.C.)and V.
J. Surridge (Rudge), who rode the
firlst single-cylinder machines in the
Penalty Handicap and Senior T.T.
Eaces, used Lyso rubber -belts.

New Address of Indian Depot.
On and after April 5th the Indian

depot will be moved from 184, Great
Portland Street, to 178 in the same
street. At the new address there will

be greater space for sidecar combina-
tions.

The Swift-Ariel Motor Bicycle.
During a recent visit paid to the

Swift Cycle and Motor Co.'s show
rooms, 15 and 16, Holborn Viaduct,
London, E.C., Mr. F. H. Bale, who is

handling the Swift-Ariel motor bicycle,

told us that the 3^ h.p. 1911 model
was much in demand at the present
time. The Swift Co. is going seriously

into the motor cycle business, and has

A smart repair and retread, by Tom Cann, Lid.

installed a large garage and workshop
close to the showrooms. At the latter

place Swift-Ariel machines may be
examined, while prospective purchasers
will be glad to know that there is no
delay in delivery at pre.sent. -^
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Tyre Successes.
At the B.M.C.R.C. meeting on the

18th S. T. Tessier's Bat-Jap was fitted

with Continental tyres. Tessier won
two first prizes, and, furthermore, no
competitor whose machine was fitted

with these tyres experienced any
trouble.

Bat Motor Cycles.

A booklet of the British-built Bat
has reached us from the Bat Motor
Manufacturing Co., Kingswood Road,
Penge, S.E. In view of the trend of

design, it may be recalled that the
standard model Bat has never been
fitted with pedalling gear. Touring
singles and twins, two-speeders, and
T.T. models are listed. The comfort
of the rider is well considered in these
machines, and the fact that only the
best fittings are used, including the
world-famous J. A.P. single and twin-
cylinder engines, should help to make
the flying Bat still more popular.

A Top-tube Generator Bracket.
Messrs. Hunt's Stores, Ltd., have

introduced a particularly neat bracket

;-.:
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Hunt's top-tube generator bracket.

to hold the generator, which is easily

attached to l-Ub l, ^, luoe" of any
machine. The accompanying sketch
clearly shows the article.

AU-British Shopping Week.
Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., are

making a huge display of all-British

goods for the week, and attractive dis-

plays will be given in all departments.

Catalogues Received.
Eichford and Co., 153, Fleet Street,

E.G., have sent us their 1911 price
li.'st of ignition accumulators and
electrical sundries. This firm makes
a. special feature of accumulator
repairs. The list will be sent post

fi'ee to any address in the United
Kingdom on receipt of postcard.

We are in receipt of the latest' New
Hudson catalogue, which should appeal
to those who are on the look out for

a serviceable lightweight machine.
The New Hudson lightweight with
Armstrong three-speed gear has already
met with a hearty reception.

Messrs. the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd;,
Manor Mills, Aston, Birmingham, have
just issued a well illustrated and well

got up catalogue. Special attention is

given to garments for motor cyclists,

among which we may mention the Dry- .

knee jacket, fitted with protectors for

the knees, which button up inside the
coat when out of use, and a large variety

of jackets and over-alls. We may also

mention numerous types of gloves,

g;:iters, goggles, and waistcoats.
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Easter Jaunts.
[WEEK hence thousands of motor cyclists will

i embrace the opportunity provided by a few

k days' holiday to enjoy tlieir favourite pastime,

^ and north, south, cast, and west the familiar

beat of the motor cycle engine will be heard
the land. V\'e feel that it is our duty to issue a

rning note at this juncture, free from any carping

use of criticism, directing attention to a few simple

cts which should be borne in mind by motor cyclists

nerally, and particularly at a holiday time when the

iblic eye is upon us more than at any other period

the year. Some riders are, of course, circumspect

all times, and our advice is not intended for them,

.

It to those new to the pastime—and they are not

y—also to the less cautious among us, we make this

peal. Next week let us show the public that motcr
cles can be used anywhere and everywhere without

using the slightest inconvenience or annoyance to

hers. Therefore when starting for our holiday

unts we must remember to keep the cut-out closed

itil the open country is reached, and to pass through

towTis and villages at a moderate speed and as

ently as possible. When overtaking other traffic

should always give warning of our approach, and
any horses of their owners show signs of restiveness

|smount or ride by very carefully. The usual acknow-
^gment generally follows, but even if it does not it

nice to think one is helping fccward the movement
courteous behaviour to those who are sometimes

t to look upon us with disfavour.

One can, of. course, be imposed on by some classes

holiday makers who are on the road, ajid any form

discourtesy or obstruction on their part should form

i subject of complaint to the nearest police station.

What we wish to impress on readers is the importance

of spreading a good impression generally at a time

when the roads are more than usually thronged.

Novice riders would do well to remember that spring

is a treacherous period ; therefore do not undertake

long rides improperly clad. Further, be sure to carry

a properly fitted tool kit and a few^ necessary spare

parts. For those who do not wish to burden them-

selves with luggage, it is a good plan to fix on a known
stopping place and send on a change of clothes in

acivance. Many experienced tourists do this, and

although a motor cycle will carry a voluminous and

weighty outfit as well as its rider, it is just as \vell to

travel unhampered if one knows one's destination in

advance. Another hint that may be of service, par-

ticularly if the tourist finds himself in sparsely

populated districts, is to replenish the petrol and oil

tanks overnight at the firsi convenient petrol store he

finds open. One would think that at holiday times,

•when so many riders are on the roads, all dealers in

petrol, etc., w^ould keep their premises open; the

larger garages do so as a rule, tnit in rural districts,

where supplies are obtained from ironmongers' shops

and small stores, it is not unusual to find the premises

closed on Bank Holidays.

Above all, we would warn beginners to be care-

ful of their speed, particularly at c»oss-roads and

bad corners. Accidents are sure to occur this Easter;

there has been a vast increase of riders this last twelve

months, so proceed with the control well in hand,

make sure beforehand that both brakes and valve lifter

are in order, and there is nothing to fear._ Beginners

are liable to underrate the speed -capabilities of modern

machines, and our words of caution Avill be, we know;

taken in the spirit in which they are intended.
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Finding a Winning Team

FOR s<ime yciirs past club sccretaric.i h;ue had to

rack their braiiis to find an absolute winner in

oinb t;ouiperitions which were once rapidly

decided on tiie simple non-stop basis. The machin-cs

of to-day simply will not stop—hence the crow's-foot

wrinkles and grey patcli of liair on the temples by

which the motor cycling Sherlock Holmes can recog-

nise any club secretary at sight.

The trouble is considerably complicated for those

unfortunate individuals who have to find a winning

team out of a hundred or more ardent riders congre-

gated from the distant fastnesses of our—^on Saturday

night, at any rate

—

"tight" little island. The usual

resource of these much harassed officials is split

second timing.

Reliability per se is Discounted.
Punctuality at frequent controls, pressed if need

be to the fifth part of a secoJid, is demanded of us in

a so-called sporting ride. The sole merit of this oft-

employed device is that it ensures the finding of an
absolute winner. It has marked disadvantages. It

necessitates the engagement of a highly skilled official,

with three or four bulging vest pockets, each shroud-

ing a ;£5o chronometer. It leads to a good deal of

grumbling, as the country rider refuses to believe that

the Kew chronometer can possibly be right when it

gives the lie to his own ancient nickel turnip. And it

absolutely spoils the ride for the average competitor.

Instead of chewing chocolate, or winking over his

shoulder at the amused damsels who turn out to

criticise our weird taste in overalls, he has anxiously

to keep one eye on his handle-bar watch and
the other on multitudinous little wooden mileposts,

ensoonced for the occasion just where the nettles grow
thickest round a blind corner. Surely some better

plan can be discovered. Three, plans occur to- me,
each of which eliminates the split second bogey, each
of which practically ensures the easy and frictionless

discovery of the winning team.

The policy has always been to import a certam
premium upon an elementary degree of skill. The
mere non-stop basis rewards rudimentary ability in

tuning and in handling. To increase the demand for

mechanical skill is unfair to the minor provincial

clubs, Avho rarely number any professional mechanics
in their sextette, while a London oi Coventry team
may be wholly composed of men who make a living

by riding.

A Course with a Real Test Hill.

The first and simplest plan is to select a new
course, to include a really exacting test hill such as

Sunrising, which would have to' be climbed on every
lap. Hill-climbing ability undoubtedly stiffens the

skill test, but it stiffens it in a practical direction.

We need better climbing. We do not need the aljility

to ride to a split-second scJiednle, which is purely
arbitrary and a great nuisance.

Al6

Petrol Consumption on the Last Lap.
The second plan has the merit of enabling

event to be decided in a single day, without uni

stiffening the skill test. If several teams score
marks apiece in the first stage under an elastic

limit rule, give each man a pint of petrol, and i

the survivors off on a last lap. Employ a sir

formula, such as Archibald Sharp can toss off in

minutes, to level up the value of each additional

so covered -by the riders of, say, a_ij:j^ h.p. M
sacoche and an 8 h.p. Bat.

A Re=run Final with Bigger Teams.
The third plan is good, but entails a sec

fixture. Let the surviving teams re-assemble

second date, but let each team be swollen by
additional of three, four, or six extra representat

A second tie between teams now increased to

ten, or twelve riders apiece is in the last de

improbable.
I think the idea of an All-England team

between London and Edinburgh is illusive,

clubs could find six riders able to take so loi|

holiday simultaneously. Moreover, the non-stop

would have to be scrapped because of the in|

sibility of observation, and the objectionable

second system would have to be retained

e.xtended. If it is odious over a hundred mile c(j

it is « fortiori more objectionable over a four 1

mile course. The great charm and popularity oJ
team , trials is chiefly ascribable to their simpli

and the split-second schedule business has b}|

means increased their pleasures. Let us hope
system will die a natural death.

A. M. C. Scott, the writer of the notes on opposite page. Mr. Scott i<|

hon. sec. of the Exeter and District M.C.C., and rides a T.T.

Whitworth.
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THE LONDON-LAND'S END-LONDON RUN.
Contour Section of the New Route between Exeter and Liskeard.

COMPETITORS in the Jarrott Cup competition

will this year find a far sterner task before

them than previously on account -of the altera-

tion in the route from Exeter to Redruth, which,

instead of ^'ollovving the classical End-to-eiid road

via Okehampbon and Bodmin, runs across Dartmoor

to Tavistock and thence to Liskeard and Truro. Not

only are hills encountered in this section that were

undreamt of on the old joute, but if the weather con-

ditions are not of the best it will be an intrepid rider

indeed who consistently averages 20 m.p.h.

to Tavistock, is over a perfect uoad, hard and wide,

and when dry with a surface like a skating rink. This

stretch is much harder on the return journey—even a

stranger \\\\\ realise from the contours that Moorshop
and Merrivale Hills are not to be despised, and when
encountered are no less formidable. They are steep

and very very long, and should a good Dartmoor
gale be blowing down their slopes hot engines will

stall many competitors.

Four miles from Tavistock one crosses Gunnislake

Viaduct, and meets straightway perhaps the worst

35 MILES

£• Jill

P^^S^^^
%fy?-?fe:j;^g%;s^%f

>t. >l_ >R >U ft >R >u R>
Contour section of the road over Dartmoor, part of the new course selected lor the M.C.C. London-Land's End-London run.

From Call and Itiglis Contour Road Book,

500 FT

I'V.

Leaving Exeter, competitors will proceed as

formerly for one and a half miles, then, instead of

branching to tlie right to Okehampton, the roail

r.iight ahead is followed up a short but stiff hill.

m here. Baker's Hill, to Morelon-Hampstead the

oad may well be described as twelve miles of corners

th one or two Devonshire hills interspersed, and

ders would be well advised to lower their gear con-

derably at Exeter, otherwise the four to one speed

nerchant will pay the penalty of his ambition.

Just before the sixtli milestone from Exeter a sheer

lescent is met, which, though straightforward, calls

or caution, as the road narrows at the bottom, and

pproaching traffic is hidden by the high banks.

From here the next few miles are typical of lovely

Devon. The winding road ascends a miniature pass

a very easy gradient, and one
f the most beautiful views of the

hole ride is seen—oak woods
owering behind and to the left,

nd a sheer drop on the right to

he noisy little river Teign some
wo hundred feet below.

On the slope up to Moreton-
Hampstead competitors must be prepared for an acute-

ngled one in five comer—^the road is wide and good,

lut the corner comes unexpectedly and proves a tartar

) many strangers.

The Open Expanse of Dartmoor.

Two and a half miles from Moreton-Hampstead

Worm Hill will humiliate the owners of high gears and

lot engines, but shortly afterwards the open expanse

rf Dartmoor is reached, and here lost time may be

regained.

The run over Dartmoor is most enjoyable, but calls

or no particular comment until Two Bridges is

eached. Here two bad comers on the descent must

De treated respectfully, otherwise a forty feet drop

nto the backyard of the hotel awaits the man who
akes a mistake on the second one.

" The stretch from Two Bridges to Liskeard boasts

ome very sturdy hills; the first stage, Two Bridges

hill of the whole route, very long, very steep, with

the stiffest portion right at the top where the road

runs underneath- the railway. The approach to

Gunnislake on the outward journey is down a long

winding slope with a surface which becomes very

greasy on the slightest provocation. The same

remark applies to the long descent into Lostwithiel,

between Liskeard and Truro, on the outward journey.

The ascent out of Lostwithiel is very long and steep,

but in no way tricky, but those who negotiate Gunnis-

lake successfully will not come to grief here.

Narrow Streets and Bewildering Corners.

The road from Lostwithiel (four syllables) to

Trur-o and thence to Redruth is uneventful (except

for the owner of steel studded covers on the stone

,i- \?^ 20 MILES

Contour section of the route from Tavistock to Liskeard. From Call and Inglis Contour Road Book.

setts of Truro), though St. Austell possesses narrow

little streets and bewildering corners. Here com-

petitors must take no notice of the signboard marked
" Main road " in the centre of the town, it is a main

road, but not the one we want; we must take the

Tiext turn to the left. Five miles before Truro the

route goes through the village of Probus, famous lor

the vile surface of its roads.

The writer, after living on the borders of Dartmoor

for some years, can assure competitors that after a

successful and, we trust, non-stop run from Exeter

to Truro, and Truro to Exeter, little slopes like

Dashwood and Rectory will henceforth be traversed

unnoticed, and, apart from this consolation, the new

section of the Jarrott Cup route will prove vastly

more interesting than the old section, including as it

does the width of Dartmoor, with some of the wildest

and grandest scenery in England.
A. M. C. Scott.

A 17
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A THREE-SPEED WORA-DRIVEN GEAR.
DIRECT DRIVE ON ALL SPEEDS. A PROMISING DESIGN.

A CHANGE-SPEED gear for motor cycles, the

design of which exhifjits much promise, lias been

submitted to us by its inventor, Mr. M. Buch,

wlio informs us that he has been experimenting since

1906 witli a view to producing on sound mechanical

lines a worm change-speed gear whicli will give a

direct drive on all speeds, and will in its efficiency be

superior to the best-known change-speed gear de-

vices. He has tried various designs Avith roller

teeth, pins, and other devices, and considers that he

has succeeded in solving the direct-driven change-

speed question with the gear whioh forms the subject

of this arti<;le. Among the claims made are that it is

perfectly silent in ruiming on all speeds and can be

properly lubricated ; the gear parts are easily acces-

sible, and it is possible to ex'change the complete wheel

including the hub and gear for a spare similar unit in

a matter of minutes.

All Gears in Mesh.
As all the gears are constantly in mesh, and revolve

idly until one of the wheels is locked to the driven

shaft, gear changing is made extremely easy, as it is

effected at a relatively slow speed. This is occasioned

by the fact that, no matter how fast the speed of the

engine, only the relative speed difference between the

two gears which have to be changed has to be con-

sidered.

For instance, assuming that the second speed is

engaged and the machine running at 25 m.p.h., to

change over to the top speed, say 35 m.p.h., the

relative speed difference between the two gears would
only be ten miles, as both gears are already running

in the same direction. The same relative difference

between the gears running in the same direction

accounts for the use of plain bushes for the gear sleeves

to run, on. The sleeves only take the weight of the

gear wheels when the latter are running idly, and
never when transmitting power, because whichever
gear wheel is locked to the driving hub the power is

passing through that wheel only.

A general impression c( llic nioael »eir. Tlie handle on the end of the propeller-

shaft is for rotating the shaft while the gears are changed.

AT?

Of course it will be recognised that, to use a direc

drive on a motor cycle as indicated in the illustrations

the engine ciankshaft must be placed parallel witi

%i4'

Side view of the worm gear with cover plate removed.

the wormshaft on the lines of the F.N., Roc, and othei

gear-driven machines. By placing the engine-shaf

in line with the wormshaft and transmitting the powe
from the engine direct, the inventor claims that th'

cycle frame is relieved jof all bending strains whicl

exist TOth the ordinary type of belt or chain trans

nussion.

Against this there is, of course, the friction of th(

worm gear to be
taken into account,

but with the very

latest methods of

cutting the worm
teeth and the pro-

vision of ball thrust

bearings, efficiency

is extremely high.

On the model sub^

mitted to us no
arrangement w a s

made for declutch-

ing the, engine from
the gear at the

moment of changing
speed, -but it is, of course, a comparatively simpl

matter to introduce a friction clutch between the pre

lieller-shaft and the engine.

How the Gear WorKs.
We will now explain the working of the gear, whici

is extremely simple, and merely consists of lockin;

one or other of the gear wheels shown in the sectiona

drawing to the driven hub. The gear wheels an

lettered B, C, and D. B and C are in mesh with thi

w-orm E, whilst-. D is in mesh with the worm F, th(

whole being enclosed by the aluminium casing A
The wormshaft is connected to a propeller-shaft lead

ing to the engine or friction clutch, and the drivinf

shaft can be made to revolve inside the left-hand chair

Appearance of the three-speed worm-driven
hub from the rear.
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Three-speed Worm-driven Gear.

—

.1) of the frame, and can also be fitted with a start-

g gear to engage with the pedalling gear axle. G
a hollow shaft running in ball bearings H H H and
rust bearings J J, the ball bearings being carried

the stationary frame member and the casing A A.
he shaft G is grooved longitudinally, and surround-

g it are bushes K on which run the driven worm

:ai

motor car back axle. About 8 h.p. was transmitted,

as near as could be calculated.

A few details with regard to weight and manufac-
turing facilities may be of interest. The weight

of the complete experimental gear with casing is

1 8 lbs., but as every part was purposely made much
heavier than necessary the finished article should not

exceed lolbs. If the gear were manufactured in

, casing

,
third-speed worm

wheel
!, second-speed worm
wheel
, first-speed worm
wheel

;, third and second-
soeed worni

Sectional views of Bach's three-speed worm-driven gear.

F, first speed worm
G, tubular shaft

H, hall bearings

J, thrust bearings
"K, L, bushes
M, slidintjplale

N, wheel hi.b

quantities, JNIr. Buch con-

siders that it could be made
almost entirely from press

work, ground to finished

sizes. Even the teeth of the

two side gear wheels are

O. bracket
P, nut
R, ball bearings

S, thrust bearin;;!

leels K and C J he wheel D has its bush L in

casing A. The shaft G is reduced at intervals,

d into each space project inlernal teetlt provided

each gear wheel. These teeth corjiesi^nd to the

coves on the driven shaft G. To enable the gear

lecls to be locked independently to the shaft G, the

ter is slotted to enable a sliding plate M to be

Dved between the teeth on the gear wheels and the

joves on the shaft. The driven shaft G has a

ding connection with the hub N of the road wheel.

latter being supported between the casing A and
e bracket O of the frame. If it be found desirable

remove the wheel ami the gear, all that is necessary

to take off the nut P and remove the casing, when
e tubular shaft and the gear members upon it may
withdrawn, the sliding connection between the

bular shaft and the hub of the road wheel per-

itting this. The wormshaft carrying the two worms
ns in ball bearings R and S, one of which is the

rrvmg bearing and the other the thrust hearing.

Weight and Manufacture.
In the illustrations the change of speed is effected

' means of levers and a rod passing through the

ntre of the hollow shaft G, but during the tests,

iiich consisted of running the gear in a lathe, it was
lund that speed changing was so easy that it would

: possible to substitute a Bowden wire control, which
)uld, of course, make the gear very much neater.

The patentee tells us that, although he has
.d no proper means of ascertaining the efficiency

the gear, he knows that it must be good, because
ider test, when the gear was running continuously
8oo r.p.m. for eight hours, the casing kept perfectly

"^1—cooler, in fact, than the average worm-driven

of such a shape as to render them suitable for being

pressed to a finished size, once the correct tooth

form has been determined.

We shall watch with interest its trial on the

road, as its advantages in the way of reliability,

silence, protection frcHii dust and wet, and the use of

three speeds, particularly for passenger work, instinc-

tively attract one to what promises to be a success on

motor cycles as well as cars.

A THREE-SEATED SIDECAR.
The sidecar depicted in the above illustration is attached to a 2J h.p. F.N.

motor bicycle, and is used by Mr. Daniel Crotty, of Dungarvan, Co.Watcrtord.

Altogether four passengers are carried and their combined weight is 32

stones. The combination attains a speed of eighteen miles an hour, the

little engine being geared 61 to 1.

i
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION.'

Detachable T-wo=speed Gears.

Inspection of a particularly up-to-date machine
suggests a further refinement in the region of variable

gears. The counter-shaft position is regarded

by many as the ideal location of a two-speed gear,

therefore why should not more designers aim ^ at

supplying machines with detachable two-speed gears ?

The fortunate rider could then own two machines in

one, removing his gear for gentle riding in an easy

country near at hand, and fitting the gear to cope with

the exactions of a holiday tour in those mountainous

regions where the real scenery lies, or for the arduous

exertions of an English or Scottish Six Days.

Weatherproof Magnetos.

\Vhen will the trade as a whole recognise the press-

ing urgency of protecting the terminals of the magneto?
Several firms make special provision for keeping wet

and mud from these vital parts, but I heard last week
of a tolerably expert riding spending two hours on a

journey of half a dozen miles, and the exclusive reason

was that muddy water had drenched the magneto
terminals on a machine to which he was a stranger.

If is absurd to continue to deliver machines which
are at the mercy of a hea\y shower. The negligence

is the more unpardonable when one muses on the

simplicity of making a magneto absolutely weather-

proof.

Transmission Control Levers

It is an unquestionable fact that the majority of

motor bicycles sustain one or two falls per annum on

an average, though not necessarily with the engine

working and the rider in the saddle.

If proof of this statement is required, I need only

point to the condition of the machines at the end of the

English or Scottish Six Days' Trials, when the majority

of the cycles show evidence of a tumble, in spite of

the fact that the riders. are all expert, and that the

ride has lasted less than a week. This being so, it is

plainly a bad policy to mount important control levers

in such vulnerable positions as the footrests afford.

My machines have the control of their variable gears

and free engines carried on the footrests or footboards.

In the past the brake pedals were liable to damage in

this way, but of late years many makers have mounted
these pedals on separate lugs, so that the brake is not

put out of action even by a heavy fall.

I
At present progress has not included gear or clutch

pedals in its scope, and as' every repair works foreman
knows, these details are very frequently damagec'.

This point needs instant attention in the designing

shops, and will not receive it unless the amateur owner
makes a fuss.

Such mishaps are not regarded very seriously at

the factory, for if a tester buckles up such a control

gear, he is within easy and immediate access of the

store room, and no fancy price has to be paid for any

new parib. The position of a distant private owner,

not too heavily burdened with cash, is very different.

I see three possible lines of improvement. The
control might be lifted to the handle-bars (as

is already done in some instances) ; it may be
urged that the grips are also liable to damage when the

il

machine falls, but as a matter of fact, the long fcK,

rests now common generally save the.handle-bars

all but exceptionally heavy falls, and if the handle-b

is struck a hard blow, it usually twists and sa\-es i

fittings, as it is only friction-held.

A second plan would be to follow the practi

adopted with brake pedals, and transfer these contn

to separate lugs, shielded from damage by the footresi

A third plan would be to design an entirely in

control mounted on the tube below the tank,
,
a

operated by the knee of the rider or the inside of 1

thigh. Such a control will demand some thinking oi

and would have to be adjustable for length ; but

will possess the very real advantage of being absolut'

invulnerable in the event of a fall.

Automatic Carburetters.

We have not heard very much of automatic c

buretters lately, for which I am sorry, as I think faik

to obtain the best results out of a sensitive two-le\

carburetter is the reason why some of the less cle\

amateurs find their machines unsatisfactory from
hill-climbing point of view.

Let me cite a personal experience, to show what

lot there is in driving. I once owned—way back
the dim and misty past—a 2j^ h.p. single-gear

tricar with a two-lever carburetter (of the surface typ

I frequently had to coax that outfit up a long gradi

averaging perhaps i in i6. When the machine v

new to me I could not climb it with the chair emp
and with a passenger on board I invariably stuck

the bottom pitch. After a time I began to romp ri]

up without pedalling with the chair empty, and bef<

long I was able to make a sure ascent every time w
the chair occupied, though if the conditions w
against me, I sometimes had to put in a little pedallii

I let most of my friends essay the task repeate(

on various occasions, but not one of them ever
j

halfway up with a passenger ; indeed I can oi

remember one solo ascent with a stranger driving, a

he had to pedal like sin. The whole thing lay in

management of the air lever, and I fancy some of

modern spray carburetters are almost as sensitive

the old surface.

I dare not assert that it is possible to produce
automatic carburetter which shall give quite such gi

results as a two-lever type in skilled hands, but I

emphatically assert that in many instances, particul

in tliB case of novice riders, better results would
obtained from the employment of a carburetter o
trolled by a single lever.

In the meantime, here is a tip. The owner wh
informed by his poor performances on hills that

muddles the control of his extra air inlet should m;|

a practice of attacking steep hills with his cut

open, and listen to the beat of his engine very ca

fully. It is much easier to trace the effect of e.

adjustment of the lever upon the engine when
bark of the engine is not muffled. If magneto ignit

were as sensitive to lever position as the old accun

lator ignitions were, I fancy some of our novice rid

of to-day would never get up such hills as Sunris

at all.
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A CLAIM that the 3i h.p. Ariel

HrV with half compression device

^^^ can be- started in its own
length must have caused much

ecnlatiou among motor cyclists. That
can be substantiated in practice we

e now able to assure all and sundry,
iving had a week's experience of one
these mounts. Our trial has left us

ondering why on earth such a device

Ariel decompressor parts.

A. Spring lever attached to timing
gear cover.

B. Decompressor cam.
C. Ordinary exliaust cam.

The Ariel and its Decompressor.

s not become more general on higli

mpression motor cycle engines, but
is much we know, once the extra con-
nience and the utility of decompressors

more generally appreciated, they
11 be universal. The decompressor
ing the chief feature of the machine

are about to describe, we will first

al with its construction and the
vantages which it imparts, compared
tu an ordinary type of engine having
method of partially releasing com-

ession.

In the skti'ch it will be seen that a
uble cam ^ formed on the exhaust

..;*ir^^^

"-

''**^«.^r ^'^^^
m

CT

1

1

File special valve lilter lever and hall compression
trigger A.

Ive timing wheel, the contours of th.

ms being irregular. C is the ordinary
m, giving the full amount of lift ; 13

the decompressing cam, which, beint;
the opposite side to cam C, comes intri

tion on the compression strokf

.

tually, in fact, the moment before the
ston reaches the limit of its upward
avel. The decompressor cam gives but
ilf the lift of cam C, and .so only
rtially releases the compression, suf
ient, in reality, to prevent the engip-
om skidding the back wheel.

Easy to WalR Alongside.
It is the simplest thing in the world

to walk alongside with the engine
emitting a soft and gentle explosion and

The variable pulley is operated by an
extra handle attached to the left bar,

and it« constrtiction is rendered clear by
the illustration of the parts dissected.

It will be seen how few
parts the pulley comprises.
A jockey pulley is foimd
urmecessary with this

gear, the spring - sup-
ported pulley flange
enabling a firm grip of

the belt.

The Rider's Comfort.
The comfort of the

rider has been well

studied. The spring-

suspended saddle is a

model of neatness, and
it is as effective as it is

neat, and the Druid forks

liop into the saddle leis^urely. Lowering are well able to speak for themselves,

the gear ratio to enable the engine to Detail refinements include a papier

pick up speed, the e.xhaust valve lifter mache cover for the Simms magneto

lever is, contrary to usual practice, — '-'— -'•-''•"'' -!.....;«;— f„„(„i„t„„

The variable pulley gear and tree engine parts dismantled.

rubber-studded

-raised and held in a midway position

by the trigger A. Raising the valve

lifter lever has the effect of raising the

spring lever A and so causing the ex-

haust tappet to slide directly over cam
C, when the engine at once picks up
speed and runs in its normal state.

Further raising the valve lifter lever

releases the compression entirely. We
can quite imagine that, were the advan-
tages of decompressors better known,
T.T. pedalless mounts would Tjo far

more numerous.

General Equipment.
Turning now to the general equipment

of the machine, the Ariel engine is

made throughout in the Components
works; it measures 85 x 85 mm., has
a ball-bearing crankshaft, and the valves

are situated widely apart, enabling an

3i h.p. Ariel engine

with valve gear cover
removed.

aluminium footplates,

and a pedal cut
out to the silencer.

The Ariel can
be placed in the
very front rank
of hill climbing
and speed
machines ; neither
of these qualities

ji we found lacking
in the slightest

respect during
uur brief trial.

The braking
power is ample

;

the comfort we
have already re-

ferred to includ-

ing almost perfect

engine balance,

and in only one
exceptionally large cooling surface for respect can we offer criticism, and that

the cylinder head. The radi.ator fins are

cast diagonallv. The Ariel is one of the
few air-cooled engines with adjustable
tappets. The balance of the engine
impressed ns very much, and we could
not name an engine we consider superior

to it in this respect.

is the position of the footplates. They
are placed slightly higher than on the

average mount, and might well be an
inch or two lower. We found that our

knees were liable to foul the handles
when turning in the width of the road,

which it is possible to do with the

Standard 3i h.p. Ariel with variable gear and tree engine pnlley.

A25
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The Ariel and its Decompressor.

—

engine firing regularly, thanks to the de-
compressing device. The hilf compression
system, it shodld be added, is not only
advantageous at starting, but also in

traffic-congested areas, as, of course, it

is possible for the engine to fire much
more slowly than with full compression.
Every rider knows that an engine with
a low compression ratio can be induced
to run .much more slowly than a high
compression engine, likewise an engine
which has fallen off in power and on
which the valves and joints are a poor
fit, is mOre likely to win a slow race.
It is, therefore, ' easy to understand what
effect a mechanical decompressor has.

Rubber-studded footplates and "push.vdown"
lever operating silencer cut-out.
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Such devices are largely used on cars t

assist in starting by the handU
We have heard the question aske
whether tTie partial raising of the valv
has any deleterious effect on the valv
seatings, but the reply is that, on th
contrary, it has a beneficial effect, as th
rush of cold gas past the valve when th

decompressor partially releases the prei

sure cannot but prolong its effective lifi

This seems a perfectly , reasonable viev

Ariel motor cycles are obtainable in thr(

different models—the variable gear pa
tern, the .same machine with pedals an
single gear, and a T.T. machine. Tl
latter will be ridden in the race on Ju
3rd.

AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Up to Date Equipment.

Messrs Hunts' Stores, now installed in

i>ew premises at 117, Long Acre, which
are far more commodious than the old

ones, being move spacious and better
lighted, have introduced several novelties
which will especially appeal to our
readers. In the first place, we may
mention a motor cycle coat, specially

designed to exclude the most drenching
rain. It has been found that with the
old pattern double-breasted coats the
wet. would drive in at the places
where the coat buttoned over, and
especially at the top. In the coat
lunder consideration glove button fasteners
{take the place of buttons, so that the rider
tiieed not take his gloves off to fasten up
the coat. At the top of the double-
breasted portion, where rain is most likely

to drive, there is a flap which buttons
over and totally prevents this unpleasant
contingency resulting. The opening of the
coat is so cut away that there is no

Hunt's Stores top-tube tool-bag

possibility of the wet driving in. Outside
pockets are supplied with a flap which
buttons over with glove button fasteners.

As regards complete machine attach-
ments, a number of Douglas motor cycles

and numerous Millford sidecars fitted

with various types of bodies are to be
seen in Messrs. Hunts' Stores showroom.
Another practical accessory is an

armoured lamp connection, which cannot
kink and will not perish like indiarubber.
We were also shown several new tool

bags, one of which is supplied with a tool
roll, and is designed to clip on to the
top tuibe of the frame', and is provided

with a special bracket so as to ensure it

being fastened securely. Besides the tool

roll there is room for a spare inner tube.

Yet another interesting bag is one which
is designed to be attached
underneath the carrier and
contains a drawer ; while a
third pattern is designed
to be attached to either

side of the carrier, pannier
fashion. Another useful
accessory is a drip feed

lubricator, working by
gravity, with an external
milled nut to control the
drips.

Other items which will

appeal to our readers are

an inexpensive footrest and
a good belt drill, which is

better for the belt than the
ordinary kind Of punch.

A Siren for Motor Cycles.

Those who want something louder,
more piercing, and with better road-
clearing properties than an ordinary horn
should inspect Dunbill's latest motor
cycle siren, which is illustrated herewith.
The apparatus, which is neatly and
.strongly made, and is nickel-plated, is

fixed to the front forks, and is pro-
vided with a hinge whereby with a
Bowdenwire the fibre friction spindle can
be brought into contact with the tread of
the front tyre. The sound produced by
this instrument is not exactly unpleasant,
but it is nevertheless a sound which
demands—and gets—attention from road
users. The shaft of the siren runs on ball
bearings, and the horn, is provided with

a diiiphragm of fine gauze to keep o

dust, a refinement which should preve
the mechanism being clogged.

The Xlall saddle, with special springing and
anatomically-shaped top. A recent riding experi-
ence with one of these saddles has demonstrated
that it is extremely comfortable.

Dunhill's Motor Cycle Siren.

Rex Lubrcating Oil Pump.
The lubricating oil pump supplied

the Rex motor cycles is of the tapk
variety, and is, of course, fitted inside t

tank. When the plunger is raised t

• oil enters from the main compartment
the tank and follows
the arrows, lifting

the non-return flap

valve. On depress-
ing the plunger the
flap valve prevents
oil returning to the
tank, and it flows
through the hole in

the centre of the
valve stem. 'To

allow this the pres-
sure of the oil when
the plunger is de-
pressed forces the
conical seating down-
wards, so uncovering
the hole in the cen-
tral stem. When the
pressure is released the cone seating
returned to its original position by I

coil spring, and seals the oil delivery ho
thereby preventing any leakage to
engine unless the pump plunger is op]
ated.

" The Motor Cycle " Cubical Capacit;

Table.
We have still a few of The M(M

Cycle cubical capacity tables remain!
in stock, and shall be glad to forwJ
one to any reader who sends 6d. to c

publisliing oflSces, 20, Tudor Stre
E.G., to defray cost of packing a
postage. The table is printed on fl
cardboard, eyeleted, and corded f
hanging up, or on thinner card folq
for those who wish to have it in
easily portable form.

Section of the Rex
oil pump.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

J addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed eavelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bear.-ng on technical subjects.

A Logal Query.

Will you please tell me if

my driver's licence can be
legally endorsed for neglect-

ing to take out an Inland
Eevenue licence for my motor

ycle?—R.B.

licence is not only liable to bo en-

ed for offences under the 1903 Act,
ako for any offence in connection

h the driving of a motor cycle. It

however, very doubtful whether a
•er's licence ought to be endorsed
aiise the owner has neglected to take

a Local Taxation licence. The
iculty is that if you refuse to pro-

e your licence for endorsement you
I be liable to have another sum-
is i.ssued against you.

Tight Joints. Rusty Cylinders.

(1.) Could you tell me of

^ any composition which will

> prevent sparking plug, etc..

i-i becoming too tigli* and diffi-

cult to undo' (2.) Also is

her© any mcthoa of keeping the
ylinders black without overheat-
ig?—R.D.W
No, we know of no composition

icU will prevent a sparking plug
becoming too tight in the cylin-

This trouble is due solely to the
t that the thread in the cylinder
nts easing with a standard spark-

plug tap. Squirting paraftin

a little lubricating oil aiound the
it should assist in its removal when
ired. (2.) Yes, you might try
diolene for rusty cylinders, sold by
ssrs. Boweji and Odery, 62, New
)ss Road, S.E.

Air V. Water-cooled Engines.

I am building a light quad-
?car. Do you consider air-

cooled engines reliable and
.U suitable for a four-wheeler, or

should I add the extra weight
nd put a water-cooled one in? I

.hink my car wiU weigh abou*, 4
wis. with the former type installed.

! am told on all sides that air-cooled
:ylinders are not even a success on
.ricycles, so I am to e.xpect even less

vhen enclosed in a bonnet.—A.C.J.

be a success, an air-cooled engine
St be specially designed for a light
'ee-speed passenger machine If

a do not grudge the extra weight, a
ter-cooled engine is ininieasurabh
)erior.' The engine will run thousand's
miles without having to be taket
wn and cleaned, will wear much
ter, and will not knock on hills

say.

Which Wheel Litis 9

To settle a controversy
kindly say which wheel lifti

of a car or sidecar m going
round a corner too sharply.
Some maintain in going round,
a .eft hand corner that the

near side wheel lifts, others that the
offside one does. \yiia.t is the
opinion of others? I should like to

i-ee this query answered authorita-
tively, as friends of mine are pre-

pared to back any amount on then-

theory. V\"hat is the experience of

long-di.stance sidecari.sts?—P 1300.
.The controversy is a very old one, but
it can be. .said authoritatively that in

turning a corner too sh.nrply with a

four-wneeled vehicle, tlie. cpntrifugal
force causes the inside wheels to lift.

'J'he same thing happens in the case of

a tricycle. With sidecars there may
be a slight amount of doubt as to

what happe::s, but our experience is

this : \Vitli a sidecar attachment
either on the left or right hand side

of the bicycle, the sidecar wheel, hav-
ing the least weight on it, leaves the
ground if the corner be taken too

(}uickly, no matter wdiether the turn-
ing is to the right or left. We would
like to see ttis view confirmed, or

otherwise, by an experienced sidecarist

who hiis tried both left and right hand
sidecar attachments.

Motor Tricycles.

Kindly inform me of the name,
and adiJress of the firm who
were showing a motor tricycle

nt MiG 1909 Stanley Show;
it had a eingle driving wheel

beliind and two front steering wheels,
and wus, I believe, sliaft-clriven and
had two speeds. Failing the above,
the name of any firm who are building
a reliable motor tricycle, or who make
a double front wheel attachment to

fit an ordinary motor bicycle.—E.W.
The tricycle you refer to is probably the
F.N., sold by the F.N. Molor Agency,
106. Great Portland Street, \V. There
is aiso the Morgan Runabout, made
by Messrs. Morgan and Co., Malvern,
which :s a rather r^oro expensive
veniclo of the single-seated tricycle

type. A two-wheeled steering attach-
ment is sold bv W. E. Manning.

1911 A SIDECAB YEAR.

Wfl recently referred to the large increase in the number of sitiecars on the road. The above snapshct of a
party of lUanchester sidccarists helps to bear out our statement It was taken on Bucklow Hill last week.

2(5
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Defects in Magneto.

I shall be obliged if you can

a
throw some light on the fol-

lowing curious phenomena.

(1.) A short time ago I was
troubled with stoppages every

mile or so, machine restarting after

waiting a minute or two. Car-

buretter was in perfect order and
received plenty of petrol. I had
magneto contact breaker to pieces

and renewed one or two worn parts,

and machine then went well for about
a fortnight. Then I experienced

exactly the same thing. Machine
runs perfectly for about a mile or a
little more, then without any warn-
ing stops firing altogether. It will

restart after waiting two or three-

minutes without any trouble and go

for a further mile or so. It is par-

ticularly noticeable uphill, and I

may say it has puzzled our local

man. (2.) Is it possible and prac-

ticable to run with a Hellesen or

Siemens Obach dry battery in con-

junction with my magneto and cOil

for easy starting?—C.E.T.

(1.) Symptoms such as you describe

might be caused by water in the tank
or in the bottom of the carburetter

below the jet. The trouble with
water is that when the jet is held up
t6 the light it looks perfectly clear,

the bead of water being transparent,

but it effectually blocks the orifice. It

seems to be more likely, however, that

the trouble is electrical, as after the
magneto had been overhauled the
machine ran better. Of course, the
trouble might possibly be due to a
defective insulation or to a cracked
vulcanite washer. (2.) If you intend
to use a dry battery or accumulator in

conjunction with the Eisemann mag-
neto, it will be advisable for you to
wi'ite to the United Motor Industries,

Ltd., 45-46, Poland Street, W., who
will supply you with a special fitting

for attachment to the contact brealcer.

With this addition it is possible to

employ a battery, in conjunction with
the coil fitted to the old type Eise-

mann, for easy starting.

pl^lJciL®

Miss Mollie Morns, of Malvern, and her Motosacoche,

which she finds she can start and stop as easily as a pedal

cycle, and thinks that for both town and country there is

no more usolul machine. She is delighted with the way
in which it goes uphill, and says she feels sure that if

ladies only tried the Motosacoche as many lady motor

cyclists would be seen as men.

Registering a Heavy Tricar.

I should be glad if you would
instruct me in registering a 7-

cwt. tricar. (1.) Must it be
registered as a car? (2.)

Having only three wheels, will

?

it be legal if I get a m6t6r cycle

licence? (3.) As it has not been on
the road yet, am I liable for the

Inland Revenue licence?^G.W.

(1.) As the tricar weighs 7 owts. you
must register it as a car—^3 cwts. is

the limit for a motor cycle—but (2)

as it has not more than three wheels
it is a motor tricycle as fai as the local

APRIL 6th, jgii

taxation licence is concerned, and
only liable to a tax of £1. (3.)

licence should not be necessary ui

the machine is actually used on
road, but as you are going to use

this year it would be better to t

out the licence withoirt delay and
save anv bother.

READERS' REPLIES.
Magneto Suddenly Ceases Firing.

In addition to the explanation aire;

given "P.F." respecting the failure

Bosch magneto 1909 pattern, we wo
further advise the switch for cutt

out the magneto ignition to be examin
also the cable leading frOm this swi

to the short-circuiting terminal on
magneto. If the switch itself sho

have gone wrong on account of dai

ness or water, or if the cable is in ;

way damaged, and at the same ti

touching the motor at any point,

would cause a short circuit,

easiest method of finding out if

switch is at fault is to disconnect

cable leading to the same, svhen

course, the magneto should at oi

work if the fault has in any way bi

connected with the switch or the ca

leading to the same. Further,
high-tension cable should be exami;

in' a similar manner to see that

connection has not come loose eit

on the plug or the magneto, also t

the insulatibn has not perished, espi

ally at such a point where the ca

may be near the cylinder, or actui

touching it.

—

The Bosoh Macn
Co., Ltd.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiei

of others with various motor cycles or accesso
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope

which the replies may be forwarded. Ans'

to the queries below should be addressed
The Editor.

" E.O.R." (Madura). The Wall Au
Wheel.
"F.J.W." (Denver, S.A.). T.A

for use with sidecar.

"Shotton," the writer of a p'

card must obEei\e our prmted lu

First 1911 meeting'of the Man(,he5ter''Motor'5Club.at Lower-reover. CLeshrre.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters sbould be addressed lo itae Ldiior. " Xne Motor Cycle," 20, ladof :>lreet, E.C., and sbould be accompanied by the writer's lull uaoe and address

Best English and American Times.
[5510. j—^The suggestions by Air Springs, Ltd., appear-

ing in the last issue of The. Motor Cycle are really too
absurd to be taken seriously, and my only reply to them
i; that there are other features about the Indian motor cycle
besides the engine which are conducive to high speed.
To your contributor " S.A." I would suggest that he

lead my letter published in The Motor Cjide of March 23rd
over again very carefully, as his reinarks are not to the
point. I .also think he will fail to i3nd that Mr. C. R.
Collier has ever been officially timed for a full lap at
Uiooklancis nt a speed of mucli over 70 miles an hour.

OLIVER G. GODFREY.

Crown Ash Hill, opposite the Salt Box.
[5511.]—As oris interested in motor cycles and a rider

if cycles for many years, I read with interest the accounts of

new test hill named the Salt I^ox. This hill lias been known
for years—in fact, in the (iisl A.C.C. annual trials about
six of the competitors loist their way and had to face it.

This happened in 1933 ; the horso power of motor cycles then
being about 2^, _\ou c-an appreciate our decision u[X)ii

arrival at the top lo re-name this hill the Pepper Box.
I was at that time riding a 2,{ li.p. Keixy, and V

emember that the hill at that time was in a very wet
condition and exceedingly narrow in places, and I consider
that a great deal of skill as well as powe: would be

required to negotiate it. It would be inte>'.;sting to know-

how many on that occasion had to face i* and also to know
'ir exneriences. W. HAYES.

What is a Li'jhtvveight ?

[5512.
J— I was, indeed. |ileased to read "Ixion's"

rlicle "What is a Lightweight" in last week's issue of

j'our paper ; it is good to know that such an able exponent
has taken up this subject, and I hope that he will show
Ihe ruling authorities reason before he finisheS with the

lubject.

The regulations for the Lightweight T.T. are ridiculous

In the extreme. Here is a race for. " lightweights " with

Ibsolutely no weight restrictions ; moreover, it is stated

|h;it machines will not be weighed! The reasons for same
very obvious. The A.C.tl. must surely know that

single-cylinder engine of 300 c.c. fitted to a cycle which
[lust be built strong and heavy enough to be safe for the

Deed of such an engine, and fitted with tyres and rnud-

luards' as per its regulations, cannot make a lightweight.

., a machine of about 100 lbs.

Anyone can make a freak engine, but I always under-

lood" that the A.C.U.'s prime object was to "out" such.

Lachines and to improve the design and breed of motor
Vcles. X^'^M the A.C.XJ. state what their ideas really are

—

I it can? ^
|l would like to see the A.C.U. start a light motor cycle

Ictorv— its pioduitions would be interesting, and they
ould then realise why some manufacturers make genuine.
biiest lightweights.
|The .'nummary I'f the T.T. regulations shows even more
ly the absurdity of the "lightweight" regulations.

he lightweight machine tyres are only iin. smaller than
nior marhine.s; the lightweight machine mudguards are

lly ^in. smaller than senior machines.
iKiirther loininenl i.s needless, but I hope " Ixion " will

Icceed in exposing this nonsen.'^e *

OSRORXK L DE LISSA.

A Useful Hint.
[5513.]—As I have recently had some mysterious stop-

pages on my motor cycle during wet weather, perhaps the

cause of them may be of interest to some of my fellow readers.

What happens is this. On stopping I find that there is

no petrol in the carburetter. I first thought that I had run

out of petrol. However, this was not so. I next turned my
attention to the petrol pipe, which I thought was slopped

up. This proved to be all right. I then found that the

petrol could not get out of the tank through there being a

partial vacuum inside, caused by wet getting on the top of

the filler caps and sealing up the vent hole. The cap is fitted

with a pin to prevent the petrol splashing out. On removal
of this everything was all right. DX 475.

An Amateur's Design of Gear-driven Motor Cycle.

[5514.]—Concerning Mr. Hirschfeld's design [letter 5462]

he claims low centre of gravity, low riding position and
wheel steering as advantages. Having patented the design,

it is natural to suppose it is drawn to scale or very nearly

so. First, the petrol tank is at least 4in. higher than usual,

alfo the engine. Therefore the centre of gravity is greatly

raised, and the machine will be liable to skid. The riding

position is obviously no lower than usual. Wheel steering

has been tried and abandoned. The rear springs allow side

play of the back wheel. A great improvement would be to

under-sling the rear part of the frame, and so get a very

much lower and safer machine. But, barring thefe one or

two details, the idea is excellent. ELSIE.

Horse-power Rating.

[5515.]—In your issue of the 23id ult. you publish a letter

[5485] on horse-power rating from a correspondent who sug-

gests another name for the power rating of petrol engines.

It must be admitted that the present term has caused

much dissatisfaction, but such is only the case with petrol

engines, the name horse-power being quite good enough for

any other form of motive power, whether generated by
steam, gas, electricity, or water, and conveying all the infor-

mation required to power users, upon which to base their

calculations when requiring a power unit to perform certain

work.
It was first made and used to determine the power rating

of the slide valve steam engine, and since that time all other

kinds of motive power (except petrol) have been made to

conform to the standard of 33.000 foot-pounds per minute,

and if a machine required 10 indicated horse-power to drive

it by steam, any good make of electric motor or gas engine

of that power would drive it equally well.

That the same cannot be said of petrol engines is the cause

of all the dissatisfaction which prevails, and it is only in the

columns of motor journals where the controversy exists, being
unknown in other forms of engineering. What satisfaction

it gives to builders of petrol engines to rate them at about
four times more than they are capable of doing is best known
to themselves, but I feel sure that this gross exaggeration is

responsible to some extent for the now excessive car tax. I

suggest as an alternative that petrol engine makers give their

engine."; an eight hours' continuous run with dynamo driving

load, note the watts current generated, discount 25% for

efficiency loss which will occur through wear, and divide by
746, the result being the normal horse-power of the engine,

and we might then get the petrol motor to justify the horse-

power it was named. FRANCIS J. CLAYTON.
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Experiences with a Lightweight.

[5516.]—1 have read with interest letter No. 5469,
March 16th, from Mr. Geo. Carpenter, jun., respecting his

N.S.U. lightweight. I have a li h.p. N.S.U. exactly the
same as illustrated except the spring forks, but cannot get
anything like such good results.

Firstly (like, his) my engine is fitted with a separate com-
bustion head, but it occasionally works loose, thus result-
ing in loss of compression. I should like to know if Mr.
Carpenter has experienced the same trouble, and if so, how
he has cured it?

Secondly, my petrol consumption seems excessive (about
forty miles on half a gallon). Possibly this is through hav-
ing to drive "all out" owing to poor compression.

Thirdly, can the Whittle belt be fitted without alteration
to the frame? My back stays do not appear to be wide
enough to allow a wider belt rim to be fitted.

I may say the piston has recently had new rings fitted,

and the carbon deposit removed, and while the combustion
head remains tight I find the machine fast and a good
climber.

I should be much obliged if Mr. Carpenter could give ua
hie experience. H. F. SPAERICK.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5517.]—I have read Mr. 0. L. De Lissa's letter^ [No.
5505] in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle. I am quite
agreeable to this gentleman, as a manufacturer, having his
opinion as to what is the ideal mount for a lady.
As Mr. De Lissa is interested solely in the sale of light-

weight machines, I think it is certainly bad taste on his
part to dictate to me as to what is the most suitable machine
for a lady, especially considering the fact that I have had
considerable experience with lightweight machines.
With regard to his .remark that the lightweight motor

cycle—oh ! elusive term—is quite able to climb the stiffest
hills with reserve power, again I repeat that I am quite
able to judge. Is the reserve power to which he refers
designated by that still more elusive term l.p.a? I've
had some, Mr. De Lissa!
Now as to the shopping, starting without assistance,

control in thick traffic and marks of oil or grease on one's
dress after months of riding, I did- not buy my machine to
go shopping on, but with my silent engine and free engine
clutch I very much doubt il a lightweight could give me
any points here. I have yet to find it necessary to ask for
assistance in starting, and as for traffic riding I glory in
it for reasons stated above.

Grease and oil on one's clothes remind me of a rider of
a very well-known lightweight machine I saw finish in a
reliability trial last year. The said rider and his machine
would have made a fitting advertisement tor one of the
leading oil companies, such was his disgraceful condition.
My experience with my present type of mount is that

after a 100 mile run the engine, and in fact the whole of
the machine, is as free from oil as when I started.
As to my recommending heavyweight machines for ladies.

If Mr. De Lissa styles a machine of 140 lbs. a heavyweight,
I certainly recommend it in preference to a machine the
eiigine of which is always roaring round at a terrific speed,
with consequent vibration, noise, and lack' of that sweet
silent glide of the medium weight.
"Fancy ladies riding a machine which they cannot lift

on to its stand, which they can barely hold up on an even
keel, and if it fell over they would be unable to lift it back
again. It is too laughable." I agree. Such a lady
requires to be wheeled about in a bath chair and not to
ride a motor cycle.

I thank Mr. De Lissa for assuring me that I shall eventu-
ally come into line with his one-sided opinion. I notice he
is already coming into line with my own humble opinion
by introducing a more powerful machine for this season.
Can I look forward to the 3i h.p. machine bearing his firm's
name next .reason? (Miss) LOTTIE BEREND.

[5518.]—Having read Miss Berend's article in your
paper and Mr. De Lissa's comments on it, I thought I
should like to send you my opinion on the subject.
Last year I rode a 1910 single-cylinder lightweight and

found it very satisfactory on the level, but when it came

to the hills it required too much pedal assistance to please

me. After ?, little persuasion my husband bought me a

3^ h.p. Midgel Bicar, open frame, with free engine and
two speeds. I find it quite as easy to start and no trouble

to control in traffic, and. far more comfortable to ride than

the lightweight, and above all I can keep up with my
husband on any hills we come across. I do not find it

the least cumbersome, and when I wish to place it on the

stand I do not have to lift it at all ; simply pull backwards
on to its spring stand which is placed underneath. Another
great advantage is its great stability under all road con

ditions. I have ridden it continuously for the last foul

months, and have not had a single skid or side-slip. 1 quite

agree with Miss Berend, and would not go back to a light-

weight again.

Hoping to see other lady riders' opinions in your valu

able paper. (Mrs / A. toCSRIS.

The Motor Cycle in West It astralia.

[5519.]—Having now read your valuable paper for som
time, and seeing correspondents from various quiirters writinj

to you, I thought that perhaps a line from the Wild We:
would be of interest.

I might say, in passing, your paper is practically the on

light thrown on us from the otiier side of the world wit

regard to the pastime. From it we learn of new makes
machines, records est;iblished, and current arguments.

Our motor cycling is going ahead ; new motors are he

and you can now see Rex, Scott, Wilkinson T.A.C. (if yc

please), Triumph, N.S.U., and F.N.'s sporting themselv
over the dusty roads.

There is no club in "this state, nor are there any regul

competitions, the above machines being almost solely i

by travellers who journey thousands of miles, and when
see motor cyclists—men who live in the saddle—going
on a trip which perhaps takes them 100 miles in the buj

from any railway, it speaks well for the trustiness of mode
motor-power.
Much has been said about suitability of various meth

of transmission for the colonies, and also other remarks
build of same. Perhaps coming from a practical motor cycll

and long-distance traveller these comments may be of soi

guide.

Our climate is not an exact extremity; we never hi

snow or ice—just fairly cold with copious rains in win]

(May—October), and, of course, rather hot at times
summer, according to the portion of State. Rubber crai

and soon perishes, therefore belts suffer; tyres usually wi

out before they have time to perish. Very likely yi

English goods are in store some time before being sent
as I have just worn a new hack tyre through in 500 niilei

Our roads are not to be compared with yours (by
accounts). If we get ten miles of fairly smooth road in

state we do well. Dusty, stony, holey, and sani

Engines fitted very low are useless, although a careful rii

of course, may never hit anything in daylight. Hilly rol

with sandy patches make a free engine and two-speed
well nigh a necessity. Travellers are beiiig prejudiced
single gears, as starting on hills exhausts them and t]

are unfit for work afterwards. Some form of rear sprin
is necessary for comfort. Sidecars will not attract here,

sent prices of machines are Triumph £70, Phelon and Mi
£80, N.S.U. £65. iloto-Reve £55, and Scott £85. So
see Tve are kept back by twenty.-five per cent, duty ; ot'

wise heavy sales would be effected. Petrol costs Is.

per gallon, and lubricating oil 4s. 6d. Licence 5s.

annum only, and we enjoy a glorious freedom. Police
good fellows all, and very little is ever said to reason;

speed through cities, with the result that accidents are
My own machine—a 3^ h.p. Rex Tourist—is a very-

type of cycle, and has shown clear heels to almost all o:

type in impromptu hill-climbing. Our local hill is Ml
Street, gradients 1-5, 1-4, and 1-3 near top.
Wishing you all success. CLIFFORD LLOY!
Perth, Western Australia.

The Motor Cvele Steamer.
[5520.]—I think " W.G.A." in his article "The Motor (

Steamer," page 174, February 15th, and subsequent cd

spondents do not realise the disadvantages of steam, f

his article "W.G.A." mentions nothing about the conl
With the generator he suggests using " small water tubesi
the feed water will have to be regulated (to avoid prin
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onstantly ; in fact, continually, with every move of the main

team throttle (of course, this would be chief control for

peed), ab the small capacity of the generator will allow of

stnage of water or steam, so that it requires very line

emulation of water to avoid burning out tubes, or priming

he engine on partly closing the throttle.

Again, he will have to have a very fine -adjustment valve

petrol feed to the burner. (Of course, this is under pres

ure at about 40 lbs. to the square inch to get good results.)

'his valve will regulate the " fire," so this again will want
ireful regulating (" on shutting or opening steam " throttle)

Ueep up correct pressure and temperature of steam. I

esume the pressure for normal running would be about 500

.!. to the square inch superheated.

Ol course, " W.G.A." knows that if fire is on too far in

ance of the water entering generator steam will over

iperheat and so seize up engine very quickly. He \yill

nit that the average rider of motor cycles would not like

have these three controls to operate after the throttle and

of the petrol motor, as if you shut the throttle and stop

the latter type of motor cycle nothing-happens, but if yc>u

d the same quickly on a steam-propelled motor cycle and

;ot to close .dowii the fire something might happen, and

t probably you would have to buy a new generator.

Then there is the condenser. This requires another pump
force the condensed water back into the tank and keep up

rtial vacuum in the condenser itself, it is not very

icient without. There is no mention of a feed water

ater. Unless you have these, things the machine will be

ry wasteful in fuel, "even more than 'W.G.A.' expects."

course, these additions could be fitted, but would the

chine be a useful or practical one if they were added.

The trouble of the control above mentioned can be avoided

using special automatics. A water regulator in m^in

ter feed pipes to by-pass water at certain pressure of

am. a flow motor in the same to regulate the fire valve in

ct proportion to water passing to the generator, and a

rmostat in the main steam pipe to act beyond a certain

perature and admit more water to balance this.

Jhese are costly things to make, and have to be solidly

de to stand pressure, and would weigh a good deal, but if

ed (if it is possible to get them on the machine after all

other things) would bring the control do-vn to the steam

ottle only, and the machine could then be driven by any-

y. But what would be the cost and the weight of such a

hine? Can " W.G.A." inform us? KYDER.

Pressure Feed to Oil Pump.

i521.]— 1 am forwarding herewith a sketcli of a small

ent I have on my 3i h.p. Rex. Those of your readers

like mvself, prefer to use an air-cooled cvliiuler oil

the year "round, and who have experienced difficulty in

ing their pumps draw oil from the tank in winter, may
it of some benefit. As you will see, it is simply a

lop tyre valve fitted to the

per of the nil compartment,
excessively cold weather I

up a good pressure before

ting out on a journey, and

pressure will then force the

into the pump without further

ble, I can usually get about

e 01 four pumpfuls before

g tbe inflator again.

is, of course, essential to

3 a {rood fit between the

per and tank. When the

p is fully chari;ed with oil the

way cock should be turned

from the tank, otherwise the oil is liable to be forced

the plunger washers and through the gland, and so

down the outside of the machine, spoiling the appear-

and making it dirty to handle.

re should be taken not to create enough pressure to

n flip oil compartment in the tank.

„ R. M. POLLARD.

Nsn-rciurn air valve fllled to
ct-jiper of oil tanl< (iee letter

5521.)

Racing at Brooklands.

)22.]—In reply to the reasonable criticisms offered by

Woodman in the last issue, with reference to the " scor-
' at the B M.C.R.C. March meeting at Broilklands. and
he title of one of the races in the [irogiamme of that
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meeting, may I be permitted to say that both these points
had the careful consideration oi my committeey
The lap scoring board, as devised by one of our com-

mittee, is an ideal arrangement for informing the public of

the progress of each of the competitors in a long distance
event, provided, of course, that volunteers are forthcoming
to work the board. These were conspicuous by their absence
at the meeting in question ; but, to prevent this happening
again, and to encourage visitors to assist us. may 1 say thai
I shall be pleased to hear from anyone interested in motor
cycle racing who is willing to lap score at our future meet-
ings. Any gentleman accepted for this by no means onerous
duty will be entitled to free admission.

As to the prompt declaration of final results, 1 would
reniind your readers that the conditions governing the
majority of the races held by my club necessitate accurate and
involved time-keeping, and it is absolutely impossible for
results to be declared until a mass of figures have been
checked.
The one hour Tourist Trophy races are promoted with a

view to providing practice for prospective competitors in the
Isle of ilan, and to enable manufacturers to test various
machines, adjustments, etc, before the big race. It is gener
ally admitted that the T.T. i-aces served these purposes well
last year, and are consequently being repeated this season.
Mr. A'^oodman's suggested name expresses exactly what the
races are^the official title chosen is simply an abbreviated
form of the same thing.

THE BRITLSH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB.
T. W. IjOughuorottgh, hon. sec.

A Combination Inlet and Exhaust Valve.
[5523. 3—I notice in the last issue a descriptiun of a very

interesting combination valve. The idea, however, is not
original, as I find it was protected in .May, 1910.
Both systems appear to be rather invit ng, but I fear

that the lift necessary to uncover the distribution part of

the valve is excessive, and the angularity of its profile

would be very detrimental to its working. It also appears
that at high speeds the valve would be thrown off the
cam face unless retained by a very powerful spring.

W. SELLS.

In Search of Steep Hills.

[5524.]—Last week's issue of Thr Motor Ci/rte on the
subject of steep hills puts me in mind of a hill near Leeds
which I have never heard of being used as a test hill,

although it is far steeper than any other hill I know round
here.

I refer to what is known as "The Cutting," between
Apperly Bridge and Calverley. At the same time I am
not sure whether this is a public highway, but perhaps
some of your readers can enlighten me.*
Kirkstall. A. S. BRADLEY.

Signalling for Motor Cyclists.

[5525.]—We are indebted to your correspondent
"T.E.B.C." for another effort to systematise communica-
tion en route, and I hope a profitable effort withal. Never-
theless, I would venture a mild criticism and the remedy
also.

The left and right turn I would not question owing to the
very general acceptance of the signals quoted, which is proof
of their being efficacious.

The rather irksome "Caution" signal—Army-Halt—how-
ever, might well be replaced by the " quick " march as

opposed to the "double" march, the desired effect being
the same in both cases, i.e., a decrease in speed of party
receiving signal, and a more convenient signal to perform
is arrived at. The "quick" is somewhat similar to the
M.U. " slo%ving down," but hand is level with the shoulder,
palm to the front, forearm still horizontal and away from
the body, but elbow dropped lower.

"T.E.B.C." would also find the following in infantry
training : Reinforce—arm extended, swung from rear to

front above the shoulder ; this would give a clearer signal

than the " underarm," which is open to confusion with a
mere motion tc reach the oil pump or what not.

As tlipse movements are not intended to be carried out
with military precision, the last may be made for conveni-
ence, with the arm bent, and still be obvious at fiftv vards.

H.A.P.



No. 12. -THE COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.

W. Grew,
first hon. secretary.

THIS highly successful organisation
started its career as a motor cycling
body in 1904, under the title

of the Coventry Motor Cycle Club.
The majority of the members, even if not
connected with the trade, are very keenly
iitterested in the practical side of motor-
ing. The trade element, however, hiss not
been allowed to have any deleterious effect,

and trade rivalry has been conspicuous by
its absence. -

.

The club existed as a purely motor cycle
"irganisat'on for a period of two years,
with Colonel 'Wyley, V.]!)., as president,

Mr. V. A. Hol-
rovd as chairman,
Mr. W. Grew
as hon. secretary,

and Mr. E. J.

Hardy as hon.
treasurer.

It was decided
at the A.G.M. in

April, 1906, con-

siderably to ex-

tend the scope
of the club by
promoting open-

competitions and
catering for car
members ; conse-
quently the name
of the club was

changed to the Coventry Motor Club,
Mr. Eric W. Walford undertaking the
duties of hon. secretary.

In its first year the Coventry Club was
successful in winning the first team com-
petition promoted by the Motor Cycling
Clilb, and came into further prominence
in 1906 by its first open hill-climb for
cars, tricars, and motor bicycles, \Yhich
was held at Newnham. Open events were
exceedingly few in those daj's.

A Successful GynraRhana.
In June of the following year an

eminently successful gymkhana for cars
and motor cycles was held, which provided
the club with a substantial financial

balance, and, together with the kudos
obtained from that and previous events,
this undoubtedly placed the club among
the leading provincial organisations. At
a later period it was thought advi-Siible

further to strengthen and extend the scope
of the club, and the name was again
altered to the Coventry atrd Warwickshire
Motor Club.

In recDtfiiition of their valuable -services,

about this time Messrs, E, W. Walford
and E. J. Hardy were presented with a
g"ld watch and silver tray respectively,
.Ml-. V. Holroyd receiving the R.A.C.

associates" medal "in recognition of six

years' hard work as chairman."
A Military Motor Reconnaissance in the

form of a military scouting manoeuvre,
with motor cars for the use of the scouts
and motor cycles tor carrying despatches,
proved an interesting and instructive
feature. In 1909 and 1910 such evcilts

were hfe'ldj and, niovcpver, recognised and
closely followed by the military authori-
ties. On the last occasion the event was
run off in conjunction with the Midland
Territorials, and it was felt that some
good was done '. in demonstrating the
advantoge of the motor cycle for rapid
despatch carrying and for the purpose of
scouting, and as a' proof of the help which
motor organisations could aft"ord to the
authorities in case of an invasion.
The club has made several attempts to

render it compulsory for all road vehicles
as well as cattle drovers to carry red
warning lights at night—so far without
success.

The R.A.C. Visit to WarwicR=
shire.

The visit of the R.A.C, and Associates
to Coventry, Warwick, and Leamington,
with Prince Alexander of Teck taking
the place for the first time of his brother.
Prince Francis, marked 1909 as an excep-
tional year in the club's history.

In 1909 Mr, John V, Pugh, J.P,, was
elected president in place of Colonel
Wyley, who was leaving for Australia,
and later Mr. Arthur Wright took over
the duties of treasurer.

In that year the Coventrv Club for once
in a way lost The Motor Ci/ch team trial

Clip to the M.CC, having the year pre-
viously won the old trophy outright.

The committee have found in actual
competition work that more can be done
for motor cyclists than for car owners,
principally owing to the fact that open
motor cycle hill-climbs are still possible.

A. Wrijht,
hon. treasurer.

G. Smith,
present hon. sec.

t

E. W. Walford.l

late hon. secretarj

( In this account the club has 6pare(

eff'ort to ensure its annual open
climb being one of the most impoi

events of its kind, and the fact thai

the fifth annual hill-climb held at Will*

last September a record of 116 en

was received proves that its ef

were not fruitless. The Coventry
has entered for every open inter-club t

competition which has tjiben place

conspicuous success. The Motor C

Fifty-guinea Trophy became the c|

own property in consequence of three
and is to be com-
peted ior among
motor cyclist mem-
bers this year,

while a second
trophy put up by
the M.CC. to re-

place the first is

also held by the
Coventry Clii\j.

The A.CU,,
judging such
events to be of

practical value,
organised a much
more severe trial,

terming" it the
Inter-club Cham-
pionship, and in

this also the Coventry Club proveijl

winners. In 1910 competitions, it maT
noted, the Coventry Club team men
created a record, on three occasionsT
ing the course witnout a stop,

earning the title of club champions.!
aggregate mileage covered in thes^J

."petitions was 2,166, ^'''1

The last two annual dinners, h6l|

the historical St, Mary's Hall,

proved most successful functions.

This Year's Prospects.

At the last annual general meeting|

Eric W. Walford relinquished the

taryship, and Mr, Geoffrey SmifAj

Hertford Street, Coventry, was elecl

that office. An active programmj
been arranged for this year, inclui'"

amateur v. professional event

eporting course including 1 in 6 cli:

a twelve hours' trial, a car' hiil-cj

annual Welsh run, open hill-climb,

speed-judging contest in combin|

with the closing run.
The membership of tne club is ra^

swelling, and is now in the

bourhood of 200, the bank ba

exceeds £200, and undoubtedly these

and the general success of the cl

largely due to the energy and entliu

of the honorary officials.

I
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Herts. County A.C. Members' Hill-climb.

Twenty-three Competitors take part in a Competition at Kop Hill.

AN excellen'. at'ternfjon's sport was provided by tlie

Herts County A.C. {motor cycle section) competition

last Saturday at Kop Hill, Princes RLsborough, about

thirty miles from London. The weather was tine, but

the surface ot the hill was in a shocking condition, being very

ibtty and coverea witu loose tiones, especially the 1 in 4

purtion at the finish.

We eliould strongly recommend ar;y club which contem-

plates usmg this hill for competitions to give the surface

some attention, especially the top portion.

Twenty-four members had entered in the various classes,

and as some had entered for more than one class tliere were

over seventy ascents.

Great credit is due to the hard working and energetic

hop. sec., Mr. C. C. Cooke, for the way in which the

arrangements were carried out. Unfortunately he was unable

to compete himself owing to liis new T.T. Triumph being

delayed on the railway.

Quite incidentally we heard that complaints had been made

lo the local police, by the residents, of several competitors

riving through the village at exces.sive speed, and also

iding on the footpaths while returning from the climb.

This is regrettable, and, if this kind of practice continues,

(her clubs will be barred from using Kop Hill for any

uture competitions.

Fast Climbing.
Sorne remarkable climbs were witnessed in the different

jlasses. especially in Class 4 (multi-cylinder). S. T. Tessier,

un., on his 5 h.p. T.T. Bat, created a great sensation, ascend-

ng the hill like a flash. This climb was quite the star turn

jf the day, but, unfortunately, before reaching the finishing

line his front tyre came off, and' he passed the timekeeper

iding on the rim.

In Glass 7, from an observer's point, it seemed as if he

Tessier) was travelling faster than ever, and just before

opping the 1 in 4 portion he wobbled and never seemed to

•egain his balance, and was thrown with considerable force

,0 the ground within three lengths of the finishing line,

essier was badly shaken and his machine damaged.

Another accident, which no doubt was caused by the rough

itate of the hill, happened to W. A. Jacobs (3.1 h.p. Rex)

when competing in the All Comers' Class. Ho had the mis-

brtune to break his frame, letting his engine fall to the

;round.

In the Novices' Class all succeeded in climbinp the hill.

The fastest appeared to be \V. H. E!ce (3^ h.p. Bradbury).
5. C. .larvis and the Brothers Dunn (3^ h.p. Triumphs) came
p well.

In the Lightweight Class the best performance was made
y F. W. Barnes (2^ h.p. Zenith), this being the machine's
Lst appearance in a hill-climb.

Class 2.—Standard Touring Single-cylinders. Undoubtedly
e star performance was made again by F. W. Barnes on
e Zenith, who came up the hill in excellent style. Others
make ^<"i,\ a«<'(>n'< vhii^ W. H. FI'--'

<'^' h.v P.nr!liiirv^

and L. S. Dunn (3^ h.p. Triumph). E. A. Colliver, who rode
a 3^ h.p. Rudge, failed.

The T.T. Single Cylinders.
Class 3.—T.T. Singles. This event was looked upon as the

titbit of the afternoon. Keen competition was experienced.

From an observer's point of view, it was very difficult to

pick out the winner, as splendid performances were accom-
plished by H. Lister Cooper (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph). F. W.
Barnes (T.T. Zenith), and W. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury).
The last-mentioned competitor appeared to be somewhat
over-geared.

Class 4.—Multi-cylinders. Some very fast times were wit-

nessed m this class, the Bats ridden by Hal Hill and S. T.

Tessier being exceptionally fast, especially the latter.

Class 5.—Two-speed. I'he best climbs were made by P.

W. Bischoff (6 h.p. Zenith)—the way in which he manipu-
lated the gear was splendid to witness—and F. W, Barnes

(3i h.p. Zenith), whilst Bert Yates (3^ h.p. Humber) and R.

G. Goslett (3^ h.p. P. and M.) came up well on their low
gears.

Class 6.—Any single machine. The fastest appeared to be
H. Lister Cooper, \V. Cooper, and F. W. Barnes, while the

star performances were made by J. S. Holroyd, who was
mounted on a racy looking 2i h.p. Motosacocne. and Bert
Yates, on a 2 h.p. Humber, Ijoth these riders making clean

ascents.

Class 7.—Any Multi-cylinder Machine. S. T. Tessier came
up like a fiash, but unfortunately fell, while G. S. N. Carter

(5 h.p. .Matchless) and Hal Hill (5 h.p. T.T. Bat) came up in

giM>d style.

Class 9.—All Comers. V. Wilberforce (5 h.p. Indian) and
Hal. Hill (5 h.p. Bat) made very good climbs.

The timekeepers were Messrs. D. K. Hall and Burnley.
For once in a way the Herts County Club have delayed

announcing the class positions, for at the time of going
to press the actual results had not been worked out, but
they will appear in our next issue.

THE INTER-TEAM TRIAL AT HARROGATE.
The North .Middlesex M.C.C. team to take part in the

above event at Easter (which is to be held concurrently
with the first ladies' trial) is as under

:

Miss L. Berend (3J Broughl
Miss Rosa Hamroett (23

Douglas)
\V. S. Bennett (3^ BraiS-

burv)

D. G. felakey (3i Bradbury)
T. A. Brown 1^^ Rudge-

Whitworth)

N. C. Dear (2 Humber)
A. V. Deacock (3^ Brad-

bury)
G. L. Fletcher (23 Douglas)
S. F. Garrett (5 Indian)
H. C. Mills (3i Premier)
J. V. Robinson (2J Douglas)
S. B. White

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. has definitely

decided not to take part.

The Herts County A.C. is expected to have the most
representatives, witn the N.W. London M.C.C. a close
cp^nnd.

Some of

the successful

competitors in

the M.C.C.

Londbn-Exeter-

London winter

trial at Christ-

mas, asseinJI>leil

at Brighton last

Saturday, on the

occasion of the

M.C.C. opening

run.
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I TIME TO U6HT LAMP5]^^f'
Current-^•'^ m^'^"»^y^i^^:»^:^^"^^^^^^^^>>»^y^>:^^'^^

SPECIAL FEATURES
j|

;s\-^>\-<^^\;^ys??^'y^;^Si^'^\^x^-s^^'^'^:\"^;^^^

pr. 6th ... 7.39 p.m
„ 8t-,a . ... 7.43 p.m

10th ... ... 7.46 p.m
12th ... 7,49 p.m

Three Clabs to meet.

Kirkstone Pass is the venue of the
West Lancashire, Westmorland, and Cum-
berland and County Motor Cycle Clubs'
joint hill-climb on Good Friday aftemoon.

Dangerous Cross-roads.

At the instigation of the local club, a
notice board is to be ei'ected on the
Holyhead Road, Coventry, warning road
users of three successive cross-roads,

where especial caution is needed. Two
serious accidents occurred there last

month.

The later-team Trial to Harrogate.

It is expected that there will be between
seventy and eighty competitors—apart
from the ladies—in the inter-team reli-

ability trial, Barnet to Harrogate and
baclj. at Ka^ter. Five clubs will be repre-

sented. The N.W. London M.C.C, will

be between twenty and thirty strong.

The Jarott Cup Competition

Seventy entries have been received for

the M.C.C. London-Land's End-London
trial for the Jarrott cup at Easter. There
will be at lea.<t one lady competitor. Mrs.
G. D. Hardee being debarred from the
ladies' competition on account of riding a

man's machine has entered instead for the

M.C.C. trial. Last week, Mrs Hardee
journeyed from her home to Eastbourne
and back, over 140 miles in the day.

Another Hill-climbing Expedition.

A party of motor cyclists comprised
mostly of members of the Westmorland
M.C.C. of Honister Pass and Towtoo
fame, arranged to try the steepest hill

in the North, which for steepneps can

•only be equalled by two or three hills in

the kingdom. It is called Aughton, pro-

nounced "Hafton," and lies four miles

east of Carnforth, close to the river

Lune. The hill, which commences below
the village, is about 500 yards king, and

has a rather kjose surface. The gradient,

we are told, averages approximately 1

in 4. Onlv the Sollowinp; riders were

fiucceesful : J. E. Deane (3^ h.p, 1911
Singer), geared 5^ to 1 ; W. Westwood
(3^ h.p. 1911 Triumph). 4| to 1 ; T. H.
Armstrong (3^ h.p. 1909 Triumph), 5 to

1;- H. B. Harrison (3^ h.p. 1910 Brad-
brxy), 5 to 1; G. Braithwaite (3^ h.p.

Braithwaite), 4j to 1. Until last week-
end the ascent was considered impcs.'ible.

Motor Cycles for Business Purposes.

The Education Committee of the Essex
County Council have decided to make an
allowance of 2^d. per mile to their
officers when travelling by motor cycle

on the committee's business.

London-Edinburgh Run Notes.

Seven London to Edinburgh runs have
been held by the M.C.C. Three mem-
bers have competed six times, «ix have
covered the journey five times, ten four
times, sixteen three times, twenty-two
twice, one hundred and three once.

&. Motor Cycle Wedding.
An event unique in the annals of motor

cycling took place in Halifax last week
and attracted a curious throng of t-pectators.

The spectacle was a motor cycle wedding,
the contracting parties being Mr. Harry
Booth and the bride Miss Hetty NichoU.
The bridegroom is an enthusiastic mem-
ber of the Halifax M.C.C, the members
of which turned out to the number of
twenty on their motor cycles, nearly all

with sidecars attached, and some sort of

decoration. The bridal sidecar was
decorated with flowers, and had a wind
screen. The ceremony over, all was
laughter and confusion. After a photo-
graph had. been obtained (reproduced on
page 359), the noise of tweuty engines
resounded in the air, and bride and bride-

A Three-speed Worm-driven Gear.

Finding a Winning Team.

New Section of the London-Land's Em
Run.

Club Runs and Competi ions.

groom leading the way in a -hail of con

fetti, the procession filed through th

main streets of the town. Later th

happy couple left for London.

Londan Clubhouse Scheme.
The committee have now received

great portion of the £100 require

towards the formation of the limite

company which it is proposed to iloa

in connection with the above. An
motor cyclist who is interested ca

obtain further particulars from the hoiP
secretary, Mr. H. G. Cove, 41, Wellin]

ton Street, Strand, W.C.

The Motor Cycle in Germany.
Mr. E. Kiirber, whom our readers m

remember as the owner of a special

made 7 h.p. Matchless and Lowen sid

car, illustrated in our pages some ti

ago, writes giving us his reason \v

there is a comparative decline in t

pastime in Germany. He has been i:

spired to ivrite after reading the extraci

from a Teuton's views of the indust:

and pastime, published in the issue

]\Iarch 15th. J\Ir. Korber's opinion
that the popularity of the pastime
severely handicapped because there is il

weekly half-holiday in Germany,
even on Sundays many people work
hour or two.

Next Siturday's Hill-climb.
Those motor cyclists who wrll be joul

neying through Berkhampstead on Satul
day on the way to the Oxford M.C.tf
open hill-climb are advised to exercil
great caution in riding through that towi

Metropolitan Police Traps.

This week's issue of The Autocar col

tains a list of active police traps in tH

Metropolitan area, also a map showi
^ the districts in which these traps a

situated. Motor cyclists will be inte;tstd

to see how the boundary of the Metrl
politan Police area is defined, From tn

trapping point of view this is of pari
mount importance.

Opening run ot the Birmingham M.C.C to Stiattotd-on-Avon last Saturday. Some ol the Darticisjnts.

k
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'he Problem of Timing.
Already we have received a number
contributions in reply to the ofier of

32 2s. in the last issue for the best sug-
estion for timing speed competitions.
Articles not exceeding 250 words must
e in our bands before the end of the
lonth.

irength of the Auto Cycle Union.
Two thousand nine hundred and

iventy-eight motor cyclists represent
e total strength of the Auto Cycle
iiion. Affiliated members, comprising
3 club.s, number 2.398. and there are,
addition, 530 individual members.

irth V. South Hill-climb.

Entries for ill • Xnrlh v. South hill-
imb at a secrtt venue in Yorkshire for
e P. and II. cup close on 'the 10th inst.
orth-country riders should send their
tries to Mr. Felix Scriven (the Brad-
'd JI.C.C), Southern riders to Mr. C
Cooke (Herts County A.C.). The hill'
mb is open to all, whether riding with
ims or not.

ip Fell Hill-climb.

I'rospprtive competitors in the Shap
11 open hill-climb next Easter Mon-

are vemiiide I that entries close on
tm-day next. Entry forms may be
amed from the hon. secretary of the
;anising club — the Westmorland
CO.— Cha.=. B. Robinson. Feeney
een, Kendal.

Qx Coronation Demonstration.
Ln advance lirosramme of the Douglas
onation demonstration, .Jubilee oele-
tion, and carnival from Wednesday,

28th. to Saturdav. Julv 8th, in-
five. IS to hand. In addition to the

races to take place within that
lod. (|inte ,1 Series of atlractions are
ig arranged, the chief of which in-
ie an open golf tournamont. world's
:athon race, fancv dress parade (in-
Img cars and motor cvcles), brass
d contest, trout angling' competition,
ling, aviation display, motor evm-
na, etc., etc.

'

First Ladies' Competition.
ight lady motor cvclists have alreadv
^red for the Heits.County A.C. Harro-

Irial for Tli,' M„lor 'Cj/rh' cup at
ter—which is most eiioouragiiig support
the lirst venture of its kind. It isesti-
ed that there are not more than fifty
rs of the fair sex in the whole country,
ides the eight mentioned, several will
the trial ni lunlc. Next Saturday,
8th inst., is the closing dale, so ladv
ers must makt- up their minds
Kly. A souvenir is to be given to
•y .starter. Entry forms are ohtain-
froni Mrs. C. C. Cooke. Rose Cottage,
th -Vlymms, Herts.

tines Enterpd.
le ladies' Douglas is so far the best
esented m the competition. Two
petitors are to be mounted on these
times — Miss Hammett and Miss
gias. Mrs. Wade, of Cardiff, whose
ograph appeared in onr pages not
ago, has entered her 3A h.p. Scott,

-Mrs. C. C. Cooke is to ride her ladies'
raph with a 1911 engine—the onlv
of Its kind ever made. Miss Berend
of course, ride her new 3^ h p

FUTURE EVENTS.
April S.-Oxford M.CC. Open Hill Climb.
" ''• M .1''

Pfi'lay). Annual Meetine of

.. ^".? Clubs at Richmond, Yorkj.
„ 14-17.—M.CC. London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Run.
., M-I?.—Herts. County A.C. Inter-club Tour

to Harrogate and back, first Ladies'

„ V?,™P^'"'°"' ='"'' Open Hill Climb.
" '7--Westmorland M.CC. Open HillChmbon Shap Fell.
„ 22.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Yorkshire

Centre).. Starting from Harrot-ate.

M, 2-~S""°'^^- * ^'^- 0!==" «" Climb.
*^,, S"'^- ^°""'y AC. Open Hill Climb.

1 ','
^/—{J.^rts. County A.C.Open Speed Trials.

J uneio.—Birmingham M.CC Open Hill Climb,
S-ielsley Walsh.

.. '7.--M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

T 1 s a ^/-
'^^'^ ^otov Cycle " Cup.

July S.—A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre Elimin-
ating Trial for Club Championship.

Italian Lightweight Definitions.
We have received the following com-

munication from the Societa Spoitiva •• La
Torino": "It is agreed that no other
association than the above exists in Italv
to regulate and look after the development
ot the sport of motor cycling, and with
the intention of establishing an exact
criterium in the construction of motor
cycle engines, we ventwe to submit to
you the following pertinent questions.
Uur organisation has for five years run
the most important motor cycle competi-
tions m Italy—the Susa-Mont Cenis hiU-
clinib, over a 23 kilometres course
with a rise of 1,436 metres (sixteen miles
rising 4,697 feet)—and is determined to
maintain the sporting side of this contest
and Its importance both from a practical
and an industrial point of view, and asks
manufacturers to be good enough to repiv
to the following questions: (1.) Does the
one-third litre class (333 c.c.) still interest
you? (2.) Should this class be abolished
and what limit" would be advisable to
establish for lightweights, 280 or 290 cc?
(^.) 111 the medium weight class, is it
dc.-irable to eslabjish a cylinder bore

The Lyo2tt trophy, to be awarded in the
Birmingham M.CC. Land's End reliability
trial ol Whitsuntide.
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limit, and what dimensions are considered
practicable? (4.) Is it desx-able in such a
contest to abolish pedalling gear, or
reduce the pedalling gear ratio to the
minimum? "

Water-cooled Motor Cycle Engines.
The various articles on water-cooling

for motor cyc.e engines which have
appeared in the.-e pages have inspired
another firm of nuuuifacturers in addi-
tion to the Green Syndicate and Scott
Co. to experiment with a wator-cooled
motor bicycle. This machine was seen
in the Jlidlands recently, and wo are told
that the results .=0 far"have proved emi-
nently satisfactory. Yet a fourth water-
cooled motor cycle is marketed—we refer
to tho Lewis, a successful

, machine • of
Australian make.

French Motor Cycle Trial.

A motor cycle tri.,1 will be held by tlio
.\iarseillcs Jlotor Llub on April 16tli. There
will be two clashes—one for speed and the
other for reliability^ind the Touring Club
de 1' ranee medal will be presented to tlic
winner of the touring class. A team of
riders from the Barcelona Club will take
pait. and already twenty-two entries have
been received, comprising lightweight
Peugeot, N.S.U., and Terrot motor
cycles. 1 he course will be froc Marseilles
to Nice.

Stoupe Brow.
.V party of members of the Scarborough

and Di.-;tricl .M.C.. journeyed over to
Stoupe Brow a fortnight ago to inspect the
"test" lull included in the A.C.U. six
days' trial. No one climbed the hill.
but the general impression gaintd i.<

that the load rs climbable, certainlv by
pas.seiiger machines if the driver is not
afraid of plenty of low gear work to
enable him to 'pick his way,' and also
has no olijoction possibly to damaging
his tyres. The latter possibility deterred
.•^me of the Sc^irborongli members tryinc
th'.> ascent.

Prize for an Ascent of Stoupe BrowJ
M a committee meeting subsequent

to the above visit it was decided to
present a prize, value one guinea, to the
first member of the club who successfully
climbs Stoupe Brow without pedal a.ssist-
ance. This prize is open to both ordi-
ii:iry an.'l visiting members.

Ascents of Stoupe Brow.
Last week-end, in the presence of

.^everal members, C. :Marson, on a 1903 3i
h.p. T.T. .I.A.P., and J. W. F. Tranmer,m a 1911 standard Triumph, climbed
Stoupe Brow, but as both had perforce to
dismount on some of the loose stones
(although they started again and reached
the top) they do not secure the club's
prize.

Birmingham Club's Land's End Trial.
'the regulations governing the Lycett

Challenge Trophy competition are now-
ready for distrihulion to members of the
Birmingham M.CC. The competition is
to Land's Knd and back, on June 3r.l,
4th, and 5th. The trophv is bein'j-
made by .Messrs. Bem Fowler and
Platts, and is illustrated on this page.
It will be held bv the winner for' oiie
year, and a cup presented bv Air. H.
Austin will be won outright." Twentv
entries have already been rerei-.-ed.
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Opening Run of the Aotor Cycling Club.

THE ever active Motor Cycling Club, which never

sleeps and organises competitions even in the winter,

opened the season proper on Saturday last by a run

to Brighton. The run was a success and eclipsed all

previous records as regards the attendance of members,
though the weather conditions were by no means favour-

able. First of all the dust during the journey to Crawley
was appalling, and as there was no wind it hung over the

road in a dense blinding fog.

The run proper started from the last-named village, and
after tea had been served at the George Hotel it began to

rain, slowly at first, and then with increasing vigour, so

that the members arrived at Brighton looking more as if

they had finished 200 miles in a six days' trial than a mere
jaunt to London by the Sea. Of those who are mounted
on motor cycles Gibbons turned up on a brand new Rover,

Marians was on a neat grey lightweight P. and M., Wells

had a smart 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar, while considerable

interest was displayed in the new Bedelia runabout fitted

with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, new adjustable pulleys (adjust-

ing one pulley alters the other automatically), and a hinged

petrol tank which when one bolt is undone can be swung
back, allowing free access to the engine. In future models,

so Mr. Peyrecave told us, the pulley flanges will be made
controllable from the driver's seat.

The 1911 opening run was the tenth the club has held.

The first t<K>k place on April 12th, 1902, and only seven sat

down to dinner in the evening. This year presented a

strong contrast, as all who started arrived, and over 100

members attended the dinner.

An excellent meal was served at about 7.30 p.m. at the

Ship Hotel, at which Mr. F. J. JgnKins presided. Mr.
'

Harry Smith was present, and after the dinner Mrs. Smith
gave away the medals to those of the successful competitors

in the London-Exeter-London winter run who were present.

Mr. Harry Smith received quite an ovation when he sat down
to dinner, while later on when Mr. Charles Jarrott, the
club's president, came in and sat down at the table for a,

few minutes, the large hall resounded with cheers. This was
Mr. Jarrott's first appearance in public after his recent

accident.

After dinner an excellent musical programme followed, for

the arrangement of which Mr. J. Van Hooydonk was respon-

sible, while the latter talented member gave some excellent

lantern pictures of M.C.C. club life, some of which weie
made by Mr. Fry, the well-known M.C.C. official, from
photographs which have appeared in The Motor Cycle.

Sunday morning was dull, but fairly fine, and at 11 o'clock

those members who were present were grouped outside the
Ship Hotel and photogi'aphed. A separate picture was taken
of the successful competitors in the London-Eseter run.

^jj^jpK;

The programme of the day was a run to Burford Bridge
for lunch, but the weather again proved to be unpropititious,

as the rain came down in torrents soon after the members

M.C.C. members (on the way to Brighton
i
passing under the quaint George

Hotel notice-board at Crawley. Rain was (ailing at the time.

started. However, Wells, Gwynne, Dickson, F. C. Woo
and other keen motor cyclists turned up at Burford Bridg

About forty motor cyclists took part in the run, and of the

ma'ny suffered from magneto trouble through wet mud g(

ting on the terminals.

BJ-C.C. members crossing th3 railway level at Crawley after dismounting for a train to pass,
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1,290 Miles in Six Day
on Irish Roads.

\NYONE who is familiar with motor cycling
conditions in Ireland, or has attempted to ride
200 miles in a day on Irish roads, will appre-

ate the merit of the performance which
J. Healy,

the Dublin and District M.C.C., brought to a
ccessful conclusion on Saturday evening last.
He had been engaged since the previous Monday
the task of riding from Dublin to Belfast and back
ch day, and the fact that he duly accomplished
e performance is as fine a tribute to the new Rudge-
hitworth motor bicycle as it is to his own stamina,
r, apart from the merits of the performance from
purely mechanical point of view, it was a physical
It of no mean order.
The distance from Dublin to Belfast is 102^ miles,
t as Healy started each morning from his home at
lapelizod, a distance of five miles from Dublin,
; actual distance covered each day was 215 miles,'
ikmg a total of 1,290 miles for the six days.
In respect of weather, Healy was moderately
tunate, considermg the time of the year, as
had only two days on which

11 fell, but on one of these it

; a regular downpour. Mon-
', Tuesday, and Wednesday
:e dry but cold days, with a

terly north-east wind blowing,
was wet on Thursday in the
ithern portion of the journey,
dry north of Dundalk. On

day it rained persistently from
rt to finish, and on Saturday
aly completed his ride under
most genial spring con-

ons.

The checkmg-of the ride was undertaken at Healy ^s
request by the Dublin and District M.C.C., and a
certificate of the performance yvill be issued in due
course. Meanwhile it may be stated that the
machine went through without any mechanical
troubles and the only delays on the road were
caused by tyre troubles, of which Healy had more
than his share.

His total punctures for the week were seven, and of
these four occurred on one day. One morning he was
particularly unfortunate, as he punctured between his
own home and the G.P.O., and losing half an hour
in repairmg missed his lunch at Belfast and got no
food until he returned to Dublin.
The petrol consumption was at the rate of two

gallons per day, an a\erage of something more than
108 miles to the gallon. His belt ran for 1,397 miles
reckoning from the time he put it into use, without
requiring adjustment, and on covering that distance
the fastener pulled out.

Healy set hirasdf to do friventy miles an hour for^
the total joumey, and he adhered
to his timetable without variation,
starting each morning from Dublin
at 8 o'clock and finishing at 7 p.m..
with an hour's interval for lunch.
The fact that Healy is by m,

means a lightweight adds to the
value of the performance. It is the
'ongest distance on Irish roads in
si.\ days.

As mentioned in last week's issue,
Healy is a son of Mr. T. M. Healy,
K.C., e.x-M.P., who is so well-known
m Irish political circles.

A. Carville of the Dublin and District M.C.C.,
handing the rider his checks.

(1) J. Healv. who, riding a Rudge-Whitworth,
rode 215 miles each weeii-day last weeli.

(8) Healy starting from the G.P.O., Dublii
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THE GRANDEX-PRECISION LIGHTWEIGHT.

WE had a recent opportunit}- of carefully e;^amin-

ing the latest pattern j^ h.p. Grandex motor

cycle at the showrooms of the Grandex Cycle

Co., 28, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. The motive pcHver

is a -2^2 h.p. . Precision engine,

m.o.v., dimensions 70 by 76 mm.
The frame i^ somewhat out of

the common as regards design, as

the top tube is curved and the

tube below it is brought exactly

parallel with the above, and the

tank is made to fit in between the

two. The petrol pipe union is

situated at the lowest portion of

the tank so that the last drop may
be used up. The engine is sup-

plied with gas by means of a

Brown and Barlow handle-bar

controlled carburetter, while the

ignition is by the lightweight

Bosch magneto. Druid forks are

supplied, as als.o are a good stand

and luggage-carrier. Points of

convenience are well studied, as _

the machine is supplied with

rubber footrests, petrol gauge,

petrol drain tap, and silencer cut-out. The belt rim

brake is controlled by a pedal, and its shoe acts on

the rear belt rim. The machine is of pleasing appear-

ance, and has the advantage of being a true lightweight,

the weight being, we are assured, only about 105 lbs

D. R. Greig, who rides a 3^4^ h.p. Grandex, uses a

long pipe extending from the carburetter main ai:

entrance and projecting forward, so that a kind o:

The Grandex Junior fitted with a 2| h.p. Precision engine.

I

forced induction takes place. A special adapter i.

fitted, and this rises above the Tevel of the jet ; througl

this choke tube the air is forced at high speed. Greij

I

says the results are excellent.

->—«•••—<--

THE NEW ALCYON.
THE accompanying illustration shows the latest

model Alcyon motor bicycle, with side by side

valve engine, which has been specially con-

structed to suit the English taste. It will be noticed that

efficient mudguards, stand, luggage carrier, footrests,

belt pulley brake, handle-bar control, and Brooks's

A NEW SADDLE SEAT.
THE appended sketch of Mr. Lycett's latest inven

tion in saddles is practically self-explanatory

No seat-pillar is required, and beyond two ten

sion wires under the leather top, a rear cantle plati

and a nose, the whole of the usual under-frame, clip

etc., are dispensed with. The peak is hinged, and th

rise and fall are controlled by tension springs fastenei

The latest lightweight Alcyon.

saddle ha\-e contributed towards making the machine
conform to English ideas. The company is preparing

three machines for the Junior Tourist Trophy Race
with special 300 c.c. engines. M. A. Chantala, who
repre5ents the company in England at the present time,

arrived at the Cecil Hotel on the 4th inst., and

letters from those who wish to correspond with him
regarding . the English agency of this well-known

machine should be forwarded to this address.

•Lycett's new seat suspended from the carrier and top tube.

to the tubes of the carrier, and the extremities of rod

riveted into the cantle plate; nothing could possibl

be simpler. The clip shown on the top tube allows c

considerable for and aft adjustment, but in the case

some frames the clip could be fastened directly to th

peak without the inter\ening shackle. By invitation c

the patentee we rode a machine fitted with the se

a fe« miles last week o_\'er sc>me fairly rough grounc

and were surprised to find how comfortable it was

ordinary potholes and rough surfaces are very muc
ironed out. The seat is light, gives a low position, an

the springs can readilv he changed. '
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Darham and Dis'rict M.C.C.

Members are reminded that Thursday, April 13th, is the

last day on which entries will be received for the reliability

trial on Easter Monday. All particulars, together with
route cards can be obtained from the hou. sec, ilr. P.

rofs, Meadowfield.

S.irrey M.C.C.

Mr. .\. Baker White, on a 3^ h.p. Trump-Jap, and JNIr.

Kfiniard. '3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua, won the silver and
ronze medals respectively in the club's speed-judging trial,

hich took place on the 29th March over a distance of

hree miles along the Hog's Back. The winner's error was
nly si.\ seconds in ten minutes, or 1%. The next club run

|s to Chichester on the 14th inst., starting 10 a.m.

Shropshire M.C.C.

Owing to the slackness which has pervaded tho- club

tely, it is hoped that the opening run on April 9th will

fuse a little life into members. The meet will be at the

ed Lion, Wellington, at eleven o'clock for a run to Lich-

eld, and a speed-judging contest will be held over twenty
iles of the route, the prize to be awarded being a pair of

enipshall tyres.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The hon. trials secretary, Mr. E. B. Ware, 38, Rainbow
treet, Gamberwell, S.E., will be glad to receive entries

r the speed-judging contest which will be held on April
h from the country headquarters, the Clayton Arms,
odstone, to East Grinstead and back md Tilburstow Hill.

Ihe club will make Brighton its headquarters for Easter,

d members will meet outside the Old Ship Hotel each
orning.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A good turnout of members was present at the open-

g run to Bridlington on Saturday last. The event included
speed-judging competition, in which the prize-winners
re A. E. Downs and W. J. Noble. Mv. J. R. Kelly,
airman of the Northern League "ud the Leeds .M.C.C,
ve a lecture at the Grosvenor Hotel on " Speed Coni-
titions " last week, which proved most interesting
iroughout, and gave rise to an instructive discussion
erwards. Other lectures on similar lines are contem-
ied. of which due notice will be given.

"j^:
I wwim^.F-'^^TBmmBi

Dirby and District M.C.C.

On the 26th March the club held a most enjoyable run
to Bakewell, when a very, fair number of members and
friends turned out. The run to Nottingham on April 1st

resulted in a very cordial meeting with the Nottingham
Club, and arrangements were discussed for inter-club meet-
ings and coriipetitions.

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

'J'he Easter Monday Hill-climb will take place in the

Bu.\tou district on a hill the location of which is secret, and
has been chosen by a sports sub-committee. It is of good
length and entirely suitable as a tost. The rendezvous is

the cattle mark,';t at Cougletou, at 9.20 a.m., for weighing
in. No competitor will be weighed in later than 10 a.m.
It is suggested that after this event tlie members :(iould

proceed to Buxton.

We.5tern District M.C.
Owing to the very unfavourable weather prevalent last

week the llexibility hill-climb at Dashwood Hill, High
Wycombe, was fw.'ilponod until April 9th, and the run to

Guildford for that date has been cancelled. The hon sec. Mr.
J. V. Armstrong, Eden Hall, .Mont|)elier Uoad, Ea.ing, W.,
will bo pleased to forward particulars of this hill-climb to

anyone interested.

Fleet and District M.C.C.

This club held its annual speed trials on the 1st inst.

on a de.-^rted stretch of road at the eajly hour of 6.30 a.m.
There were three clatses. Class I., lightweights up to

340 c.c. Class II.. standard roadster machines up to 500 c.c.

Class III., open. Uesulls ^

Class I.—1st, F. Lukies (2i h.p. Hex); 2nd, T. Little

(Motosacoche).
Class II.-—Isl, A. Nelson (3i h.p. Kerry-Abingdon) ; 2n-l.

C. Cable (Brown).
Class III.—^Tliis was run off in heats, and a very close

race resulted. 1, 1!. King (3^ h.p. Bradbui-y) ; 2, S. B.W'ilks
(5 h.i). V.S.) Won by half a yard.
Final.—1st, li. Longley (5 li.p. Indian) ; 2nd, li. King

(3i h.p. Bradbury).
Tho competition was well attended, and despite the early

hour there was quite a crowd of non-motoring residents in

the neighbourhood who evinced keen interest in tlie racing.

Competitors In the Hull and East Ridins A.CtC. speed-judging contest last Saturday.
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Club News.

—

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The annual speed-judging competition in which cars and
cycles compete on equal terms took place last Saturday to

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, when four cars and fourteen motor cycles

took part. The prize for motor cycles was won by Howard
Smith on a Triumph.

Shsffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

This month's fixtures are as under :

April 14tii (Good Friday), Nottingliam.

April 15th, Askern.
April 17th, Scarborough, to see Staxton Hill-climb.

April 22nd, Harrogate for Quarterly Trials.

April 29th, H-onley.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The regulations for the Amateur v. Profefsional Trial on
Saturday, May 13th, will shortly be ready for distribution.

The course will be approximately 100 miles in length, and
reliability and hill-climbing will be the deciding factor.

The start will be from Whitley Common, near Coventry.

Souvenirs will be presented to the winning «ide, and a

s-^ecial prize of a pair of Kempshall tyres for the best per-

formance of the day.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The opening club run took place on Saturday last to

Stratford-on-Avon as in previous y3ars, and some thirty

members with their friends turned out.

The club has now attained a membership of 103, and it

is expected the number will be at least 150 before the end
of the season.

On April 14th the annual Easter tour will be commenced,
for which arrangements are well in hand, and anyone wish-

ing to join the club and to take part in this tour should
send in nis name to the lion, secretary, Mr. E. Vernon
'~' "Rrook, " Oal-dene," Cambridge Road, King's Heath.

Bristol B. aid M.C.

xhis club is sparing neither expense nor time to ensure
a complete success of its first ert'ort in connection with
an open hill-climb, and has engaged Messrs. F. Straight

and A. Deacon (both A.C.U. timekeepers) as official time-

keepers, and Dr. Patterson and Messrs. Cove, Scott, and
Kelly have kindly agreed to be judges.

There is a special class for ladies only, which will be
decided on A.C.U. formula, and Mrs. Gibb, of Gloucester,

has already entered.

The hill is a good, straight, steep one, but with no hair-

pin bends. Home competitors will not be advised of its

whereabouts until Friday night, April 28th, and visiting

competitors by letter on Thursday, April 27th. Any com-
petitor found practising on the hill will be disqualified and
his entrance fee retained. Entry forms can be obtained
from Mr. Philip Grout, hon. secretary motor section,

Warmlev, Bristol. Entries close bv first post on Saturday,
April 22nd.

Huddersfleld and District A.C.C.

Last Saturday a fifty miles reliability trial was~held, nine
competitors taking part. The winner was decided by his

times at no fewer than eleven secret checking stations.

Results : 1, Liversidge (3^ h.p. Minerva and skeleton side-

car) ; 2, Heaton (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ; 3, Hall (3^ h.p.

Triumph).

Walthamstow M.C.

The opening run to Abridge was well supported, and thirty-

two members duly arrived at the Blue Boar Hotel on Satur-
day last, joining forces with a contingent of the local

Walthamstow Team C.C. Several new machines were out.

and the Bradburys, Scotts, and A.C. tricars came in for :i

deal of attention. Over seventy sat down to tea, and after
wards a musical programme was arranged.
Owing to bad weather on the 2nd inst. the Cambridge trip

was abandoned. A 100 miles trial will be held on the 9t!i

inst. on the Woodford-Newmarket road.

Forthcoming Clnb Events.

Club fixtures in brief for next week-end are

:

Apr. 8th.—Oxford M.C.C. open hill-climb.

,, 8th.—Nottingham M.C.C. Opening hill-climb at

Hardwick.
,, 8th.—Bradford M.C.C. Minor hill-climb, Tong Hill.

,, 8th.—Northampton M.C.C. Run to Woburn Sands.
Meet Bridge Street Level Crossing, 2.30 p.m.

„ 9th.—Western District M.C. Flexibility hill-chmb,
Dashwood Hill.

„ 9th.—Shropshire II.C. Run to Lichfield with speed
judging contest.

Essex M.C.
Eastbourne has been decided on as the centre for Eastei

with runs from there to Eye on vSaturday, lunch at th.

George Plotel at 1.30 p.m., and to Brighton next day, iunci

at the Old Ship Hotel at 1.30 p.m., starting from Yorl
House, Eastbourne, at 10.30 a.m. on Saturday, and 11 a.m
on Sunday. It is hoped that members who can only gel

away for the day will join the party from Eastbourne
one or both of the above places. JNIembers are requester
to make their own arrangements.. The opening run is pi

the 9th inst.

Torbay and District M.C.C,

On Good Friday a reliability trial to Truro and back i

to be held, starting from headquarters at 8 a.m., cid New
ton, Moreton, Okehampton, Launceston (check) about 10.30

Bodmin, and Truro about 1 p.m. There will be a wait of on
and a half hours for lunch, etc., returning rid St. .-Vustell

Liskeard, Tavistock (check) about 5 p.m., Plympton, Avon
wicK, Totnes, and headquarters about 7 p.m. for tea.

Non-members wishing to take part in the trial can d
so by becoming Tliemhers for that day at a special fe

which will include entrance fee. Hon. secretary, A. Powell
37, Fleet Street, Torquay.

Sutton Coldlleid A.C. A group of competitors at the flnisJiin; point of the speed-judgino contest.

I
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Daimler M.C.C.

The next two runs are to Rugby on the 9th inst. and to
Stratfoid-on-Avon on the 23rQ inst.

Walthamstow M.C.
On the 9th inst. an extra competition has been arsanged,

neing known as tJie Kempsliall Tyre Competition. The coiinse
is to Newmarket and back.

Grosvenor M.C.C.
Still another club has been formed in Manchester with

beadqiiarter.s at the-Gorse HiU Hotel, Stretford. There was
a. good .rttendance at tl>e first run to Holmes Chapel.

Northern League of Motor Cyclists.

Arrangements have now been completed by the Scarborough
M.C.C. Jor the open Sta.xton hill-clirabing contest on Easter
-Monday. Entry forms can be obtained from H. Frain,
Snainton, Yoiks.

Motor Cycle Club for North Wales.
Two or three readers have done their best to form a

motor cycle club in N. Wales, but the district is so big
and scattered that it is difficult to arrange a tentative
meeting, say at Llandudno. We shall be glad to put in

touch with one another riders who may bo intoested in
this project if tliey will communicate with the Editor.

Badsy and District M.C.C.
The o[iening run will take place on April 9th tu Borough-

bridge, dmner at Anchor Inn at 1 p.m., start from top of
Brewery LaBe, Soothill, at 10 a.m. All mgtor cyclists in
the district are invited. The newly elected honorary secre-
tary and treasurer is E. A. Hor.stTill, Fairfield Houj^e", Stain-
i-'lilfe Road, IJevMsbury.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
The above club has decided to admit visiting members at

I
an entrance fee of 10s. 6d. Such members will have the

I

privilege Of competing in all open events, several of which
are being organised Jor this year. Further particulars can

I

be obtained fronr the lion, secretary, Mr. T. King, 8,
Shakespeare Street. Nottingham.

Leeds M.C.C.
W. H. Islip will lecture before members to-morrow

I (Friday), at eight o'clock, at the Grand Central Hotel, on
I "The Enfield Lightweight Motor Cycle." Thi' lecture will

I be illustrated by lantern slides and models, and will be
I the first of a series organised by Mr. J. R. Kelly, the hon.

I secretary, on modera motor cycles.

Putney and District M.C.C.
The opening competition of the above club was held last

J
week in the form of a reliability trial to Worthing-, which

|was well attended.
The executive of the club has arranged an extensive

[fixture list for the sea.son.

Motor cyclists reciuiring further information should nptly
Ito the hon. secretaiT. Mi:. JI. G. Drew, Chilston, Kcrslield
iRoad, Putney Hill, 'S.W.

7.59

Pishop Auckland, D-flington, and District M.C.
This club has decided not to participate in the .Northern

League meeting, but instead an rmiing in Uie .\liddleton-in-
Teesdale district has been arranged for that day.

York Ccuity M.C C.

The opening run is to Richmond for the Northern Meeting
on Good Friday, and next dav a tour will commence, head°-
quarters Kirkby Lonsdale. The first competition is a' petrol
consumption trial on the 29th inst.

Lewes M.C.C.
The opening run on the 22nd ult. to Tunbridge Wells

attracted a large number of member?, aad the committee
hope to arrange reliability trials an spc-d trials later.
Intending members should communi te isiur the secretary,

Mr. Arthur Russell, Saxthorpe, Lewes.

Ripon and District M.C.C
Tlve opening run is to Northallerton on Saturday next.

The Richmond meet will be th? venue on the l4th, and the
inter-club hill-climb and Scarborough and Staxton on the
15th anJ 17th. Numerous other competition,'^ have been
arranged, and the club now boasts a good membership. The
hon. sec. is Mr. F. W. Taylor. 14, the Square, Ripon.

West Lancashire M.C.C.
The above club opened its season with a run to Whitewell

on the 26th ult. The original intention was to return by
Bashall Eaves, but as the day was so fine the route was
changed, and the Trough of Rowland was climbed, finally
joining the Preston Road at Bay Horse. The surface of the
Trough is better than last year, as the new metal has been
worked in, although parts of the road are still very rough.

Oxford M.C.C.

A social run will he held on Good Friday to Bibury,
Gloucester, meeting at Osiiey Bridge. Oxford, at 10.30 a.m.
Picnic lunch. Ladies specially invited.
Owing to much extra work in connection with the open

hill-climb to be held on .Saturday next it has been found
impossible to complete the programme for the sea-son. It
will be published later. Several club and inter-club competi-
tions have been arranged, one being a social run, by invita-
tion, to Wantage on May 4th.
The total memViership is now 136.

Scarborough and District M.C.

A reliability ruii is arranged for Good Friday. Start from
Flaxton Lane End (eight miles from York) "at 7 a.m. foi-

Richmond, by way of Flaxton, Stillington, Easingwold and
Thirsk. All members are invited to enter and are asked to
send in their entries to the hon. sec. On Easter Monday the
.Northern League hill-climb on Staxton Brow is arranged by
this club, and promises to be a big success. A smoking con-
cert will be hold in the club rooms the same evening at
eight.

liarly in .May it is hoped to obtain permission for a motor
cycle gymkhana to be held on the Marine Drive, Scar-
borough. Members are invited to send in suggestions for

events in connectioa with this gymkhana.

A MOTOR CYCLE WEDDING. An UQlque event <ook place in Halifax last week, briJe and bridegroom journeying to the reiistrar's office on a motor
cycle and sidecar, the wedding guests—chiefly members of the Halifax M.C.C.—being similarly mounted. Every sidecar contained a lady, and tho
motor cycles were decorated with flowers. (See " Current Chat.")
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SOnE COMMENTS ON POLICE TRAPS.
THE police trap is an un-English institution

practised more frequently in England than

any other country. The practice is carried on
for two reasons—firstly, to swell the county funds by

mulcting motorists for a mere technical breach of the

law, and, secondly, to regulate the speed in congested

areas. With the latter case we find no fault. Twenty
miles an hour is enough and often too much in towns,

villages, and other places where excessive speed is

dangerous. To begin near home, the legal limit is

enforced rigorously in London, and the metropolitan

police are probably more actively engaged in trapping

than any other body in the kingdom. While it is only

right and just to control the speed of motor vehicles

in traffic-thronged streets, there is no reason why
motorists should lie hampered in open and perfectly

safe places.

Two Discreditable Instances of Traps.

In Kingston Vale, at the bottom of the hill leading

from Putney and beginning at a horse trough on the

right and ending near a farmyard on the left, is a

trap 220 yards long in which cars and cycles alike

are caught in hundreds. In this section there is

neither a house nor a side turning, yet day in and
day out the police have a large bag. In Potter's Bar,

practically at the end of the village, on a perfectly

straight piece of road with houses only on one side,

is another metropolitan net for the unwary, which

catches hundreds weekly in its meshes. Did the trap

include the dangerous cross roads at the beginning

of the village and were it worked in the most
populous part of its wide street no one would object.

There is yet another curious feature about this trap,

and that is that its end is just short of the boundary
of the metropolitan police area. Beyond this jxiint

an A.A. and M.U. scout stands perfectly powerless

to act, as his jurisdiction ceases at the spot where the

police pounce upon their prey. Of the short-distance

traps in the open country roads in places where every-

one is tempted to go beyond the limit no words can
be found adequately to express my views.

The Usual Margin Allowed.

The novice is often of the opinion that 2oj4 mile.s"

an hour is a sufficient breach of the peace to warrant

a conviction, but, generally speaking, in all magis
terial courts in which the bench worship at the shrine

of Justice, and some of them do try to be fair, as 1

firmly believe also do the police, five miles an hour
grace in excess of the limit is allowed in the open
country and three miles an hour in London. In ten-

mile an hour limits fifteen miles an hour is generally

allowed, the reason being that the timing of the police

is crude, and many a case has been lost by them -on

proved inaccuracies. Take it as a whole, however,
and considering how it is done, the unfortunate

members of the finest police force in the world who
have to descend to this dirty work do their best to

be fair and are, generally speaking, pretty near the

mark. In one case I remember the speedometer
needle was quivering on 38 when the whistle was
blown, and the alleged speed was 36. And this- was
in Surrey.

I
Let us now turn to the other side of the matter.

I will try to be just to both sides. 'I'here is no doubt
that many traps are perfectly justifiable, and where a

limit in a dangerous street or village is imposed it

is only right to observe or only approximateh
observe it. Who can grumble if he drives through

Barnet at 18 or tq miles an hour and gets caught?
The victim thoroughly deserves his fate, as his action

tends to put the whole motor cycle community under

a ban in that particular district. I really think that

Huntingdonshire is a much maligned county.

Motorists speak with bated breath of Buckden and
Alconbury, yet the traps here are actually in the

villages, and a speed of 15 miles an hour is not

expected to be exceeded. In the open country in

Huntingdonshire the motorist proceeds unfettered.

Ho-w a Trap is WorKed.
The novice taking up the pastime has probablx

little idea how a trap is worked, so I w'ill tell him.

Two constables in plain clothes either stand about

as if they had nothing in particular -to do, lean idly

against their bicycles or hide behind hedges; some
distance further on there is secreted a policeman in

uniform, as his presence is necessary by' law to stop

the offender, since a motor cyclist may ignore the

ordinary plain clothes pedestrian. Usually only one
watch is used, and this is set going by the second
man on receiving a signal from the first man that

the motor cyclist has passed him. The speeds are

all worked out beforehand, and if the watch-holder

finds the limit has been exceeded he calls the atten

tion of the uniformed constable by, blowing a whistle

or by some other means. The uniformed constable

steps forward with outstretched arms, holds up the

offender, and tells him the other officers will appear
shortly and tell him his speed. , The summons is

supposed to be served within 21 days of committing

the offence. If traps have to be set it is far more
reasonable to work them over a long distance, pre-

ferably including a village.

In a certain county which has to be traversed in

going from London to Edinburgh are two well-known

traps three and four miles long respectively, and
sometimes one and sometimes the other is worked.

The A. A. and M.U. scouts are allowed a perfectly

free hand, as the object of the traps is not to get

money, but to control the speed so as to save wear

on the roads. A man is on duty at each end, the one

at the finish is usually in uniform. The time is taken

at each end, the speeds are worked out at the end

of the day, and the two men do not meet till their

day's work is done. An average of 25 miles an hour

is allowed over the whole distance, so that a man
may enter at 45, stop as long as he likes, and come
out. at 50 if he can go so fast. Only should be do

.so he may be warned that if he has exceeded the

average over the whole distance he will be sum-

moned. A motor cyclist, on the other hand, who
enters at 45 and comes, out at iq Avill probably

receive a summons without previous warning if.he has

exceeded the limit. This seems to be a reasonable

way of carrying out an unfair imposition. Meanwhile

we long for the day when all trapping on the open roads

is abolished.
"

Atlette.
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A Two-speed Hub Gear with Internal Brake.
T-fHE two-speed hub. which we illustrate, has been de-
I signed by Mr. Arthur E. Hooke, Wood End Lano,
X, Erdington, Birmingham, with a view to providing

for use on e.xisting machines a hub, which shall com-
ine two speeds, free engine, and braking mechanism. The
hole of the mechanism is enclosed within the hub shell

—

ut easy adjustment is provided.

It is claimed that this hub will fit any standard frames
thout alteration. The gear reduction on low speed is 45%.
ue great advantage is that all brake bands and clutch parts
e enclosed, and by adjusting one cone F, wear on the
hole of the ball races is taken up equally.
A. .short detailed description ol the working of this hub
;ar may be of interest, and reference to the accompanying
utional drawing will make this clear.

The Action of the Gear.
Die drum A, to which the belt rim is spoked, and which
nies the main cldtch member C, is carried bv the sleeve
which revolves around the fi.xed wheel spindle "O ; the latter
liored at one end to receive the clutch actuating from W,
hich is operated by the lever t. The gear wheel D is
;yed to sleeve B. and is in engagement with planet pinions
and F, carried on the hub shell K. The loose pinion G
mes a drum H on the inside of which the slow speed
ilch I operates by lever V." The end plate iM. v.'hich carries
p slow speed clutch I and expanding brake J, is mounted

liall bearings, as. shown, and is held permanently in a

Two-spoed hub gear designed and made by A. E. Hooke.

ttionary position by means of an arm attached to the
iiiework of the machine, as shown in the photograph.
hen the engme is running free the drum H is revolving
ite freely, and to apply the low gear the lever V is operated
ejcpand the clutch I, thereby causing the drum H and

av wheel G to remain stationary. The drive is then taken
I by the gear wheel D and pinions E and F, which havu
e effect of causing the road wheel to rotate at a reduced

^Ar^}^^^
°' "^^ ^^"^ '''"'• ^^^ ^^'"^ reduction in this casemg 4o%. The top speed is obtained by operating the

rer T, which expands clutch C bv means of togeles S, a
thrust R being interposed to take the pressured By re-

'ving the lever T and turning the rod W a few turns the
justment of the high speed clutch is readily obtained.
e Whole hub then revolves as one solid mass, the brake J
operated by lever U, and is extremelv powerful, but with
It charactenstic smoothne.-^s of action obtained only when
e brake runs in an oil bath.

The whole of the running parts of this hub, with the
exception of the pinions E and F, are mounted on ball beai-
•mgs, which give a sweetness of runiiing iiitpossible -oith
plain bearings, and it is possible with this absence of tiii.

Tbo SimilCK two-speed epioyolio gear in t;ie rear hub. The clean extrior
appearance Is rendered possible by the use of internal clutches and brake?,

tion to free-wheel down any ordinary hill a.s rapidly and
freely as a pedal bicycle. The gears and clutches are of
ample proportions, and are said to be suitable for engines
up to 9 h.p. The free-wheel clutch enables the engine to be
started by means of the pedals, or the machine to be assisted
by pedalling if desired with either the high or low gear in
operation.

\\ e have inspected one of these gears adapted to a twin
Rex. and it certainly presented a very cleanly and neat
appearance, thanks to the enclosed brake and operating
bands. The gear is to be known as the Simplex.

Mr. Edwin Dent, of York, a veteran motor cyclist, and one ot the best known
men to motor cyclists and cyclists in Yorkshire. He is connected with the N.C.U.,
the Yorkshire Road Club, and other cycling organisations. His mount is a twin
lightweight N.S.U.
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A Good Eoad Map.
We are informed that His Majesty the

King has graciously accepted a copy of

the Coiitiiieiital road atlas of the British

Isles for use on the royal car.

Tyre Successes.

0. C. Godfrey was using Continental

tyre's on his Indian on the 2^tli ult., when

he won the Brooklands A.R.C. 70 miles

per hour handicap from scratch.

A Valve G. lading Tool and Case.

A combined exhaust valve case and

dummy valve seating has been sent us by

Mr. P. B. Watt, of / 90, Pilgrim Street,

IS'ewcastle-on-Tyne. The article is merely

a lioUow metal cone

with a guide for

the stem of the

valve. The inventor

points out that as

most exhaust valve

faces are made at

an angle of 45 de-

grees the cone will

suit almost any
motor cycle valve on
the market. It is

intended that the

face of the valve

should be coated

with an. abrasive

material, the stem
dropped through the

hole in the base of

the cone, and the

Combined valve

carrier and dummy
seating.

valve rotated against the conical surface.

When acting as a case the _ valve is

placed in the cone, the spring and cotter

attached «o as to hold the face against

the cone and prevent the former from

coming in contact with other spares or

tools.

Iivifcation to vi'-it a Magneto Factory.

The Simms-'' British " magneto spark-

ing plugs and other electrical accessories

are manufactured at the works of the

Sinims Magneto Co., Kimberley Road,
Kilburn, N.W., and those interested in

magneto construction will doubtless be
glad to hear that the firm is always
pleased to show visitors round the

factory, so that they may have an
opportunity of judging for themselves of

the quality of these productions.

A Saddle Query Answered.
Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.,

Criterion "Works, Birmingham, inform

us tliat they are constantly asked wliich

is their lowest saddle and which
model they recommend for a lightweight.

We have pleasure in stating that the

B 104 is the lowest built model measuring'

four inches from the clip bolt to the

mider surface of the leather. The B 130

has been expressly designed for light-

weights, and will be found a most suit

able model for the purpose.

A Tyre Stopping Compound.
- We have received a sample tin of the

Aslatt tyre stopping which has, we
understand, been used on motor car tyres

with good results. The instnictions for

its use are very simple ; a thin coating

of rubber solution is applied to the

damaged part and when nearly dry the

cut is hlled up with the stopping, which,

of course, must be allowed to set before

the tvre is ridden. 'Tlie compound is

nia.de"bv the Aslatt Co., of 52, Bullar

Eiiad, Bittcrne Park Southampton.

Another New Depot.

That well-known motor cyclist, Martin

Geiger, informs us that he has opened

new premises ai 44, Clipstone Street,

Great Portland Street, W., for the sale

and exchange of motor cycles and intends

to make a speciality of repairs to

N.S.U. and V.S. machines, gears and
magnetos.

Road Race in South Africa.

There were twelve starters in the motor

cycle handicap race to Pretoria and back

on January 1st. The winner proved to

be G. Taylor, who rode a 3^ h.p. Brad-

bury, and was on scratch. His time for

the distance (59 miles measured by cyclo-

meter) was Ih. 17m. 21s., which is an

extraordinarily good performance taking

into consideration the rough roads and

hills encountered. The third, fourth,

and fifth riders also rode Bradburys.

Our Bookshelf.
' The Electrical Ignition of Petrol

Engines," by J. W. Warr, A.M.I.E.E.,

2s. net, postage extra (Alabaster,

Gatehouse, and Co.). We can 9onfi-

dently recommend this publication to

those of our readers who care to plunge

more deeply into the subject of ignition

than the average handbook allows. In

the words of the publishers, the book is

written " with a view to making tech-

nical details comprehensible to non-
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technical readers." No attempt is ma
to specialise for the motor cyclist, a

consequently much that does not interi

him is contained m the book. But
the other hand, it is undeniably use

to all users of vehicles driven by inten

combustion engines, every electrical ig

tion system for which is dealt with

an able and lucid manner.

The Use of Motiphos.

We are in receipt of the latest p

ticulars dealing with the use of " M
phos," a preparation for dress

Jtatner, preventing slip of leather bel

clutches, and leather-lined brakes. 1

chief point to observe is not to ove

tiie dose. It is made by the Motip

Co., 34, New Bridge Street, E.G.

The Life of Tyres.

It is not often that one hears oi

motor cycle purchased in 1903 still r

ning on the original tyres, yet

North British Rubber Co., Ltd., B
ford Chambers, Covent Garden, W
inform us that a customer of theirs

had a motoi cycle in use since that di

and although "he has kept no record

tlie mileage, the Clincher A-won fi

tyre, a 26in. x 2in., 'is still in use

the front wheel. The engine has b

rebushed twice and new rings fit

during the time finished.

Folding Spanners.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Reddi

advise us that they are nov; marketiii

very nice range of hardened and tempi

steel spanners in a variety of sizes

designs. Every one of these patterns

been brought out to supply a felt w
and already a considerable demand
been experienced. Readers who
interested in spanners should send to

firm for a new booklet they have recc

issued containing particulars and illus

tions of folding sj/auneis and a

registered design called the Turbine

Wm. Hood climbing Arthur Street, Edmbnrgli, which feat he accomplished three times without dilBcully

31 h.p. Ruige-Whitwortli. This ascent, with its 1 in SJ gradient, is becoming a popular test hUl, bat, of toi

success depends chiefly on the gear ratio employed.
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The Lady Motor Cyclist.
'UDGIXG by articles and corresponiJence that

ha\e appeared in these pages, it appears that

there is to be as much controversy in cori-

ne-tion with the weij^ht and type of machine

which is best adapted for a lady's use as there

some time ago regarding the weight of men's

chines. Of course, there is considerable difference

the requircinents of both sexes, but lady riders are

1 better suited with one type or weight of motor

ycle than men. Our reply to arguments on the

ght question has always been that what is one

's meat is another man's poison, and the same
Ige applies eTjually to the weight and type of

Ihines for women as for men..

woukl be absurd to recommend a delicate woman
nderrake serious touring in exreplionally hilly dis-

Its with an under-powered machine which would eer-

ily ref|uire peilal assistance above her powers, but

J
districts that are not too hilly a lady' would be

ler suiteil with a ~ machine not exceeding a

Idred pounds in weight, and preferably with some
of variable gear, because she will find a machine

ojs class better suited to her strength when she is

fed upon to wheel it about in and out of hotel

garages, etc., and sucJi a mount will prove

.fast enough and a sufficiently good hill-climber

batisfy the majority.- However, there are lady

Jasiasts who want to do everything that is possible

done on a motor cycle, and they will only be^

pied with a more powerful engine than can be fitted

genuine lightweight. To such women- the extra

sHigth and energy reciuired to manipulate the weight
' secondary consideration, and under the circum-

ces a machine weighing 150 lbs. is not too heavy.

Interchangeability of Tyres.

TIME
after time wc have urged in these columns

the desirability of motor cycle tyre manu-
facturers co-operating and issuing a tyre rim

of standardised dimensions, so that the various

makes of tyres may be interchanged as desired

by the u.ser. By publishing correspomJence, touring

articles, and editorial articles on the subject we have

used our best endeavours to bring about this desirable-

state of affairs—so far, we regretfully admit, with little

success. At the risk of reviving what may appear to

older readers a monotonous subject, we again focus

attenlion to this needful reform, which would be so

mu(.-.h appreciated by the tourist. Letters of com-

ptaint continue to reach us from tourists, who, far

from home, are unfortunate enough to be stranded

with a badly gashed or burst cover, only to find that

the nearest stock comprises one or, perhaps, t\vo makes

which will not fit the rims of his machine. We must

confess that the disadvantages to makers adopting the
' course we suggest are not obvious to us, but the

advantages which would accrue to the user need no

further eulogy on our part. No compact having been

formed by tyre makers, it would seem that there will

be a recurrence of these grumbles with the advent of

the touring season, and with a view to strengthening

our campaign in favour of standardised tyre rims, we

have laid the above bare, facts before the Cycle and

Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union, as

the representative manufacturers' body^, with a strong

\ recommendation that it do all in its power to bring

about tyre rim standardisarion. We trust that that

influential organisarion will consider the matter with

favour, and by so doing assist in rendering a serwce

of paramount importance to motor eyelid's
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YORKSHIRE AS

>**S^J-

SHE IS SPOKE

Examples of the Dialect which may be Overheard by this year's Trials Competitors.

THE choice of Yorkshire as the venue of the

A.C.U. Spring Quarterly and Six Days' Trials

will cause motor cyclists to congregate from all

parts at the base of operations,- viz., Harrogate. Many
of these riders possibly have had but little acquaint-

ance with Yorkshiremen, and it may not. 13e out of

place at this time, as well as affording a little amuse-

ment, to readers of this journal, to describe, and illus-

trate with anecdote the racy _ dialect of the south-

uest parts of this broad-acred county. The several

courses chosen by the Auto Cycle Union traverse

the North and East Ridings much more than the

\\''est, so that from the point of ^-iew of this article it is

perhaps unfortunate, as the drollest humour and

originality in thought and speech are undoubtedly to be

found in !he West Riding, in the busy centres of the

mining and manufacturing industries.

The subject has, therefore, only an indirect bearing

on the trials themselves, and indeed upon the motor
cycle at all, but we have found that cyclists have an

abundant sense of humour, and their appreciation of

local lore is always manifest when a nati\'e can engage

their, attention, say, over a pipe by the fireside, at the

close of a hard day's ride.

" We'll MaK' a Start."

The Tyke is an egoist to the backbone, sportsman,

nmsician, and a horse and dog lover—'"it's so naked
like to be,b'aht a dog "^and the following little stories

are chosen to illustrate some of those qualities, but

their perusal in print is a very different thing from their

narration in the rugged, forceful speech of the Tyke
himself.

Shakespeare tells us, " Give every man thine ear,

but few thy tongue "
; so does the Tyke, but in this

laconic way, "'Ear all, say nowt."
Notice the ego in the following aphorism and toast,

" If ivver tha' does 'owt for nowt, do it for thi'sen.

Here's tiv us, all on us, may we nivver want nowt,

no'an on us, nor me nairther."

The Southerner asks "where do I come in ? The
Tyke is ahvays in. How's this for rampant self?

A burly 20 stone Yorkshireman arrived late at a

country inn in his motor car and requested a bed.

He was told, with due regret, that he could- not be

accommodated at any price. The parley was overheard
by a more fortunate and well disposed gentleman, who
kindly offered the giant half of his own bed. His
luggage was taken in, after which the kind friend took
him upstairs to inspect, and asked him politely which
side of the bed he would prefer. " Nay, lad, I knaw
nowt abaht sides; I'm bahn to lig int' middle."
The Yorkshireman is a keen and ardent .sportsman,

noth as an actor and spectator. The writer once'knew

a \Vaksfield man v.'ho had attended the Leger at D(.

caster for lifty consecutive years, which is not a Ij

record. Attend any of the cup finals at the Cry
Palace, say when Sheffielders are playing; their vari

and racy comments on the game are sometimes t

cruciatingly droll, and could never be uttered by ai

one else. :. ,

'

Buying a " Hoss."

Somehow or other where horse-dealing is on foot t

Tyke earns a doubtful reputation ; he gets off the trp

so to speak, and he really cannot help it. The folk

ing is a fact : The mayor of a West Riding to

attended a horse fair and there encountered one of 1

own town councillors, with his hands deep into

pockets. Out of the council charnbers these worth
spoke in the ^'ernacular. " Na', George, what a'ht

doing 'ere?'' "Well, Mr. Mayor, I'm 'ere to buy
hoss for sure." " Hes ta' seen owt likely?" "Yes
hev', a chestnut mare and I mun ha' it ; it belongs

that chap wi' t' tup neck standing there; he kna
I'm a bit soft, so, Mr. Mayor, tha'd better go to h

and buy that mare for me. Do'd best tha can, a

come to t'
' Dog and Gun ' and tell_me what tha's pai'

His worship duly arrived. " Naw then, Mr. May-
how much did ta give for that hoss?" "Nay, 1;

that's my business; I've bowt it for mi'sen."

The Yorkshireman under his somewhat rough exter

is, within certain limits, a born musician. His ba:

profundo is unsurpassed, as well as his chorus singii

Take, for instance, a rendering of the " Messiah
''

the Crystal Palace, when our friend was anxious

impress his colleagues with the necessity of all putti

their very best into the chorus " For he is the King
Glory." When the crucial moment arrived he sa

" Nah then, lads, let's show t' beggars who t' King
Glory is. " And no doubt they did ; it was a force

way of .putting it.

The Pitman and his Dog.

Thq following from a well-known Yorkshire wee!

shows a pitman's devotion to his. dog :

A Yorkshire miner, well known on the whippet n
ning track, one day surprised his mates by marry
a very unprepossessing woman. " Well, Bill, owd 1^

whativer has ta gotten spliced for ? " " Well, that's i

much of a tale. I agree wi' thee that Betty is no

a beauty. 'Appen if she hed been I sudd'nt a' \\

her. But tha' knaws that there dog of mine's pin

away all t' day while I'm in t' pit, so I hit on t' ic

of wedding Betty. Well, shoo isn't a beauty, but .sh(

vary good cump'ny for t' dog."
However, we must conclude this article, so we g

a Yorkshire version pf the Deluge—certainly not I

authorised one, but the reader will observe that t
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endous event did not take .place without the pre-
e of a T^ke.

" Noah and his " Hark."
id iha ivver 'ear that tale abaht Noah? Well,
knaw.s, it wor at time o' t' Flood and Xoah, 'e

,a cutish sort on a chap, and see'd it wor baan
lin and 'e made 'issen a hark, a sort on a big Billy-
and daubed it ower m' tar, so as to raak' it

ertite, and nivver thee minrl if it didn't rain—it

teem'd daan !

ell, this 'ere Noah, he bowt and gat tergether all
limals he cut clap his een on, a bonny lot they
an' all—hellifants, hantilops, beers, all muk's
shaps o' beasts an' burds, and, after a lot o'

er, t' owd cha[) and his sons got 'em all abooard
shut t' door, leaving 'em ter sort theersens, while
ent ter get 'is 'bacca.

1 wor inside, tha knaws, nobbut t' dove which
ed atop o' t' Hark. He heddn't been sittun varry
when 'e 'eard a gut noise aatside, same as if

uit wor scratlin' and poising t' bottom o' t' Hark,
alls aat ter Sham ter oppen t' winder and leuk aal

365

and -tell 'im wot wor up. Shem said 'e could see
nowt but watter. "Shut t' door, lad," says Noah,
and fodder t' beasts."

Efter a bit, there wor f' same noise agean and
Ivoah leuked out, hissen', and, sewer enuf, there wor
a Bradford chap swimmin' abaat and poising t' Hark
wi' 'is chjgs! Noah axed 'im wot wor t' matter.

'

T'
chap said he wor fair daan stali'd o' swimmin' abaat
and-a.xed Noah ter tak' 'im in like. " Gar away wi'
tha," says Noah, "wot does tha mean wi' poisino- t'
Hark hke that theer? Tha '11 scrat all t' pitch off on
It and tha's fley'd t' dove off on its peak." " Tak' us
in, owd lad," says t' Bradford chap. "I salln't,"
says Noah, "tha sud ha' com'd in wi' t' percession l'"
"WUl ter lend us thy humberella then?" says t'

Bradford lad." " Noa, I willn't," says Noah, and
slamm'd t' wmdar daan. Nut soa varrv long efter,
there wor t' same noise agean. Noah leuked aat and
t' Bradford chap wor still there. "Come, Noah, lad,
is ter baan ter let us in, or tha hissn't? " " Noa, Hi
Hammut," say Noah. " Well, then, tha can go ter

^ ,
for a ran just bottom it an its baan tar tak'

up." says t' Bradford chap, and off he went.

^^2y '

"V- >:=;i'"^'^X-V
AN IMPRESSION OF STOOPE BROW AND ROBIN HOOD'S BAY. BY FRANK H. MASON R.B A.

>—•••«—<

M.C.C. SEVENTH ANNUAL TEAM TRIAL.
the suggestions recently made in these columns,
Iso communicated personally to Mr.

.J. Van
lonk, have been carefully considered, but in all
there has been some objection to them being
1 out. It has. therefore, again been decided to

run the trials for The Motor Cycle fifty-guinea challengt
cup on the same lines as formerly in the Midlands^
but over a new course, on Saturday, June 17. One
hundred miles will be covered at a speeci of 20 m.p.h.,
but watches and speedometers will be burred.

All
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION.'

A Free Engine Criticism. .

Several machines on the market obtain a free

engine by opening out the flanges of the engine pulley

and dropping the belt through on to a ball bearing

ring beneath. Such devices perform the ordinary

functions of a clutch quite gracefully, but there is

one detail in which ihey fail.

When the machine is being wheeled about with the

engine at rest, in some instances the belt fastener is

apt to catch, and if the manipulator gives the

machine an irritated jerk the fastener is very likely

to snap. As a consequence this form of clutch is

scarcely ideal as a means of facilitating the handling

of the machine when not iindef power, and those who
buy very heavy outfits, especially with sidecars fitted,

under the impression that the ball bearing ring gives

as free wheeling as a disc clutch, for instance, are

likely to be disappointed.

Of course, a little ingenuity can always surmount
such trivial handicaps. One rider of my acquaint-

ance employs a, sort of large meat hoqk, which he

hitches under the levers of his twin's valve lifter and
over the inlet pipe; it hoikes both valves high off

their seats, and renders his heavy twin very light in

the handling.

A year or two ago a rider in the 1,000 miles had an

auxiliary pedal exhaust lift on a big twin ; it also

hoisted the valves very high off their seats, and could-

be locked for wheeling the machine. I saw him free-

Avheeling down easy slopes and pushing his leviatlian

about garages, and the engine was all but as free as

if he were using a disc clutch.

I Avonder those pedal valve-lifters, are not more
common on heavy twins. They render " pretty

"

driving easier than the best clutch, since they enable
the rider to ignore -his carburetter levers when he
eases for a bend ; and they afford considerably

greater leverage than a -short .hand lever, which is a

great consideration on a Icjng ride. '

"

Drip=feed Pumps.
The patentee of the Best and Lloyd drip-feed

pump sends some interesting remarks upon my recent

comments. He considers that the only real variation'

in the. rate of drip occurs in the last portion of the

plunger's travel, and hence users of his pump are

instructed to pull up the plunger when it has,, fallen

to a certain mark; hence a steady rate of drip is

attained. My experiments confirm this assertion.

He agrees with me that a pump with a short, thick

barrel is best suited to this form of lubrication, but
points out that innovators find themselves spiked on
the horns of a dilemma. If they fit a long barrel

of thick diameter, duffers will over-lubricate, owing
to the increase in the contents ; if they fit a stumpy
barrel of thick bore it will look very unsightly.

Hence the long thin barrel has been retained. -

It possesses one advantage, however, in that it

helps to make the travel of the plunger more per-

ceptible. He is dead against my petitioir for a by-
pass pipe and tap, cutting out the drip valve- in emer-
gencies, and enabling an entire; barrelful to be
promptly injected into the crank case without dis-

turbing the valve adiustme2it. and .savs he knows of

"4 J

h

no occasion wiien a full charge can possibly bf

\an engine. I can only reply that most riders <

sionally find it useful to follow this procedure, th

the practice is becoming less common.
I am prepared to admit that greater care

obviate its necessity,' but here are instance
occasions -\vhen a full pumpful is almost essential
rider is loafing along*easy roads in a strange di

withjiis drip set to feed a very moderate amou
oil. It is perhaps dusk. Suddenly he finds hi:

confronted by a terrible hill. The surface anc
corners and the air lever demand all his atten
he cannot perform the rather fiddling duty of st

his drip-feed to supply oil at treble the existing
It- is a great convenience to knock a by-pass tap
and shove in a full charge ; though not a couns
perfection, it is the easiest and simplest plan 1

rider who is not too expert.

Or again, as might easily happen, rather a si

and excitable rider is climbing Sutton Bank. (

used up with great rapidity on such a long and
ascent, and somewhere about the Trough the e
unmistakably shrieks for more lubricant. Or
clever rider could adjust ,a drip valve,, but two
dabs couid do the needful if a by-pass were pro\
My correspondent's view may 'be correct

_ counsel of perfection, but in practice there are
few lubrication systems which possess no aux
device. The Indian mechanical pump is su
mented by a hand pump, the standard two-drip
used on small cars -^has a hand pump; even Da
cars have an auxiliary linked with the thr
The drip-feed pump can no doubt be unthrottled
my point is a rider does not care to upset a

adjustment which has taken him some trouble to

An early type of motor cycle mventsd .in;! niUe by Mr. E. J. Peinin ton, n
death in the United States was recorded in our issue of March SOtli. Tlie

cylinder engine drove direct on to the rear f.x!e Tiie rider is a weU-kt
Coventry schoolmaster, Mr. W. IH. Turrall.
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THE DE HAVILLAND MOTOR BICYCLE.
-9HE -motor bicycle bearing the above name has figured

111 several competitions during recent years, probably
its most notable performance being the win in the
Herts County A.C. open climb at Aston last June

p to the present these machines have only been built
ra ely bnt it is the intention of a small 'syndicate to
ept orders for delivery to the public at an early date
ho principal improvements which have been made' to
latest model are an adjustable pulley between theme and the outside flywheel. The loose flange A whichewed to fit a thread on the boss B, has attached to

ction ol oatsije flywheel
Id i^djustable pulley.

Loose flange.

Enpine crankshaft.
Spring arm engaging

with a recess inside
rim o( flj-whcel.

i r fl 7

Valve sprin-: tensioning device and

m^,''.'".!'"'"
''* *"' H. D. Tease and

fltled to the new De H.ivllland.

flat spring C with arms which engage with recesses on
nside of the flj-vvheel rim. To adjust the loose flange
out the spring arm is pushed out of the recess, and

n then be rotated in the desired direction, carrying the
y flange with it.

e valve spring tensioning device and cover are of novel

. spring bears against the inturncd edge of T (see
h), and is locked in position by the nut U, which
'S on to the valve guide V. If it is desired to remove
ralve the nut U is screwed up toward the top of the
:, as shown in sketch ; this causes the spring to expand
enables the cotter to be renino'-d.

6 tube T, when in its working position, rests on the
if the guide at W. forming a joint, which prevents oil
ng from the tappet guides.

other feature is the overhead inlet valve. Previous
Is have had both side by side and overhead valves, but
lew model has the exhaust only at the side. The valve

MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS
e opening run of the newly-formed motor cycle club
nth Australia was held on "February 18th. Over fifty
I in the run, three having passenger attachments. The
lation was Golden Grove, and on arrival an intercft-
ull-climbing competition v.ms run off on .a hill about
iles in length. The surface was mostly good, but 100
from the finish, at a nasty S bend, the surface was
and caused all the riders to slow down ; indeed, at

point several ran off the road,
event was run in pairs, the winners of each heat rid-

against- each other until the ultimate winner was
^d. No formula was used and no times were taken.
oi h.p. machines (any make) were scratch, the 5 li.p." two seconds behind, and the 6 h.p. four Seconds be-
scratch, thus the first man to reach the top was the

er.
'

reral ev. itino licais vere run, although the bad spot

seating is sci-ewed into the cylinder, and the gas inletdome IS fitted over a threaded portion of the top part of the
seating, a nut being screwed on afterwards to hold it in
X^lace.

It will be noticed that the spring used to close the valve
IS of the leaf type and earned
on tlie outside ; coil springs
will, however, be supplied if

preferred. The engine plates
go right from front to back
in one piece, carrying the
platform for the "magneto
at one end and the footrest
bar at the other.

The magneto can be fitted

at front or rear of cylinder,
and if the latter position is

adopted the exhaust timing
gear spindle can be changed
for the inlet, the spindles
and cams being so made
that they are interchangeable

Arrangement of overhead M.O.I.V.
Tie Lippet rod works through the
inlet pipe, acd the spring is of the
laminated or leaf type.

Enquiries for the present respecting this machine should be
addressed to ilr. H. D. Teage, 29, Warwick Bow, Coventry.

De HavUland overhead inlet valve mechanism, also showing engine cradle
and outside flywhssl.

IN THE ANTIPODES.
at the fini.sh prevented the faster machines from passing
at this point. The two most exciting heats were between a
6 h.p. Matchless an 1 a 3^ h.p. Triumph, and a 3^ h.p.
Bradbury and 3^ h.p. Lewis water-cooled (locally biiiltj

;

ih both instances the results might have be^ different hod
the surface at the finish been in better condition.
The following makes of machines were represented :

L.M.G., M.R., P. and M., Norton, Triumph (3), Kerry
Abingdon, Calthorpe, Bradbirry, Peugeot (4), Matchless (2),

N.S. Ll.. Minerva, Lewis water-cooled (3), J. A. P., and Rex.
The final was won by C. A. Richards (1911 Triumph), who
rode well throughout; second H. Ragless (1910 Triumph);
third, C. R. Churchward. (1911 water-cooled Lewis).
To show how the use of motor cycles is increasing in

Australia, in .lanuarv. 1908, 355 were registered ; 1909 there
were 955; 1910, 1,372; whikt on .January 1st. 1911, the
total registered was 1,806.

.\i7
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A RUN ON A \vATER-COOLED
SIDECAR COMBINATION.

ON the invitation of Mr. Frederick May, the

managing director of the Green Engine Co.,

55, Berners Street, Oxford Street, W., a firm

which is the sole licensee under Gieen's Motor
Patents Syndicate, we recently had an interesting

demonstration of the capabilities of the
.^ 3^4 Ir.p.

water-cooled Green motor bicycle with a Mills and
Fulford sidecar carrying about twenty-four stones

in all.

The Engine Design.

Leaving Richmond, Mr. Green was in command,
and skilfully steered through- the traffic-thronged

streets of Twickenham. Even at this

early stage of the journey the efficiency

of the engine was apparent, as the
smallest movement of the throttle pro-

duced that quick acceleration which
called for so much favourable com-
ment on the occasion of our report on
the behaviour .of the solo bicyclr

(see. page 1118, November 17th).

This efficiency is undoubtedly due,
firstly, to the design of the engine, as

the valves are placed in the com-
bustion chamber directly over the
piston (the most efficient position)

—

their springs are outside, so that

there is no difficulty in keeping them
cool; and, secondly, to the water-
cooling.

The Green engine is of the much fol-

lowed dimensions—85 by 88 mm.

—

the top gear is 4^:; to i and the low
gear gj4 to i. The hub two-speed
gear is the ^well-known Millennium. -

The cooling surface of the neatly

arranged honeycomb radiator is thir-

teen square feet, and of its satisfactory

working we had ample proof before
the day's run was finished. Yet
another interesting feature of the Green engine
is that it uses very little oil. So much for the
digression.

On the Road.

To return to the run, we left the tramlines and
made easy work of the intervening distance between
Twickenham and Staines. Before reaching the latter

town we changed seats witli Mr. Green, and after

leaving
,
Staines made our way .along Runnymede,

following the pretty winding ba:nks of Father Thames
to. the point,: where the road from Englefield Green to

Windsor is joined. Here we turned to the left, and

The water-jacketed
enj,ine. T.ie water is

of the tank.

without any chance of a rush began the ascent

Priest Hill, leading from the level of the river on
Englefield Green.

1 in 9 on Top Gear.

The hill is not a bad one, but it is about thn
r|uarters of a mile long, ascends in three " steps,'' a

finishes with a gradient of about i in 9. Althou
quite unaccustomed to the management of the machh
we drove it up on the high speed the whole way a

splendid pace. At the foot, opening the throttle m;
the combination fairly leap forward, and thereaft

once the levers liad been set, there was naught to

but to sit tight and let the mach
do the rest, and this it did entirely

our satisfaction.

We then descended Egham Hill,

at the foot turned sharply romid
acute angle bend at the bottom
found another hill with a gradient

about I in 8. On this we stopj

tw.ice and restarted, once on the e

portion and again on the i in

gradient.

At this point we allowed the mach
even to begin to run ba.ckwards,

then accelerated the engine and
denly engaged the low gear. Des]

the severity of this test the enp

came through with flying colours,

took up its load with ease.

Returning to Richmond, Mr. Gr
again occupied the saddle, and
reeded in negotiating that steep

from the lower road from Richm'
to the foot of Petersham Hill wl

leads up to the Star and Garter,

whole ascent was made on the

gear, hut the throttle was only ope
•by the corner near the Mans:

Hotel, and the crown of the hill

taken in splendid form with plenty to spare. As
as we could tell by measuring with a foot rule al

a course of bricks in a . wall adjoiniiig the stee;

portion of the hill, the gradient was i in 4^4. A
gether we were thoroughly satisfied with the test,

thoroughly convinced of the efficiency of the wa

cooled Green engine. There was no sign of boi

at any time, the. natural circulation was perfect,

all the, water joints were sound-and tight.

The Green Engine Co., we may mention, speci;

hi aeroplane engines up to 60 h.p.,,and such i^

known flying machines as the Gody are fitted

them ; in addition, they are British built.

cylinder of the Green
carried in the forepart
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Climbing Two Noted Shetland Hills.
sending the two prints

reproduced on this

page, Dr. T. Lovett,

sident of the Shetland

s, mentions that the

er photograph, showing
self on his P. and M.

sidecar on Maris
nd, scarcely does justice

the gradient. Maris
id is one of the steepest

s in Shetland. It is ap-

ached by a very steei)

rt descent, then a sharj)

and at once the

lient is encountered of

4 for i^erhaps twenty
is, then a moderate
tch of easier gradient

ere the sidecar is seen),

another short hump
in 5, aftenvards a

tie slope to the top. " So
as I know," Dr. Lovett
es, " no motor cycle

ever surmounted this

without pedal assist

-

I almost hesitate

ell you that I got up
a 12 stone passenger

iilecar. I had always
rded the hill as in-

ible to me with side-

and never attempted
until recently. Of
se, I failed at first,

came so near succeed-

that I felt I could
ter it.

I approached the hill

a warm engine and
h oil, squirmed round
corner as fast as I

L;ht safe, and rushed
he first hump, which
St managed ; then I

need spark as far as
iible and approached
second hump, which
Iso cleared with the

p of vigorous kicking

he ground, and was so

3d that I forgot to

e down on reaching

The steepest climb in Shetland, con-

sidered to be as severe as

Amulree.

(Bottom) Dr. T, Lovett climbing Maris Grind,

one of the steepest ascents in

the Shetland Isles.

the top, and almost shot

off into the sea. The
whole secret lay in mani-

pulating the spark, and
that was the only occa-

sion when I saw the ad-

vantage of handle-bar

control for the magneto,

which I may say I don't

care about as a rule.

"The other -sprint shows
me going up the worst

hill in Shetland, and which

I consider worse than

Amulree. - It is three-

quarters of a mile long,

and has several sharp

turns. Note the narrow
track and rough surface.

'

'

OF INTEREST TO
CONTINENTAL TOURISTS.

Since May last, prac-

tically every tourist \asit-

ing the Continent with a

motor vehicle has taken

out an International Pass.

One of the disadvantages

of this form of licence is

that in its present form the

pass is only available for

one entry into any one

country.

At the last Congress of

the Ligue Internationale

des Associations Touristes,

Captain Kingston — the

Motor Union representa-

tive—suggested that thi'

Customs officials should

be approached with a view

to their issuing instructions

that the pass should be

stamped only when the

vehicle (car or motor cycle)

entered the country, so

that the pass would be

valid for any number of

entries. As a result of the

negotiations, the Customs
officials of France, Bel-

gium, and Holland bj.ve

signified their assent to

,this procedure.

AMATEUR V. PROFESSIONAL RIDERS.
Whereas the Coventry M.C. event is of 100 miles,

including non-stop climbs up Newnham with its maxi-

mum gradient of i in 6, the Herts County members
will cover a course of 200 miles, and besides a slow

and fast hill-climb, an acceleration test of loo yards

is to be included. Eighteen will compete in the

Herts County event, whereas it is expected that forty

will take part in the Coventry Trial.
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C. Williams,

chairman ol committee.

No. 13.-NORTH-WEST LONDON MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
THIS is the club's sixth year. Mr.

G. H. HoUis started the club by
calling a meeting of motor
cyclists in Cricklewood and

district.

A strong committee was quickly got
together, with Mr. H. V. Davidson as
hon. secretary, and one of the first rules
drafted limited the membership of the
club strictly to amateurs. Although
intended to cater mainly for local riders,
it was decided not to confine membership
to any fixed radius.

Mr. W. H.
^
Pidgeon was the first

president, but circumstances hav-
rag compelled him to resign after
a successful terra of office, the
position was accepted at the
commencement of 1910 by Mr.
Victor Hart, whose services in
connection with the pastime are
£0 weO known.
An energetic captain was

found in Mr. A. Stanley Phillips,

who held the post «'ith signal
success until the close of the
1909 season, when pressure of

business unfortunately compelled
resignation. Mr. Glyn Rowden stepped
into the breach, and has again been
elected for the i^resent year. The
success of the club is largely due to the
able leadership of these two members.
Mr. G. H. HoUis was elected hon.

treasurer, and still holds that post.

The two months of 1905 were mainly
taken up with organisation, and it was
decided to affiliate at once with what
was then the Auto Cycle Club.
By tht end of 1907 considerable pro-

gress had been made, a hill-climb at
Sharpenhoe and a speed-judging com-

petition having been held and a team
entei-ed for the A.G.U. penalty run, a
w' i t drive winding up the season.

First London to Coventry Run,
An extended list of competitions was

held during 1908, Mr. A. S. Phillips

organising the first London to Coventry
run, 17 gaining silver cups out of 25
starters. The competitions included an
inter-team trial with the Western Dis-
trict M.C.C., the N.W.L. winning, while
a team was again entered for the A.G.U.
penalty run, second place being gained,

G. Rowden, captain,

his

C. A. Stern, hon. sec,

M.C.C. team
content with

trial the club

a very lowly
but in the
had to be
position.

At the beginning of 1909 the hon.
secretary, Mr. H. V. Davidson, felt

called upon to resign, after four seasons'
useful work tor the club, and his post
was filled by Mr. C. A. Stern, who
continues ably to wield the pen on
behalf of the members. The usual com-
petitions were held, augmented by an
arduous run to Aberystwyth and back
and an inter-team hill-climb with the

is now the Herts County A.G.

section), the N.W.L. winning. A
gymkhana was also held on a seel

by-road, the police arriving too lat

w'itness any of the ptrformances.

Last Year's Record.
The year 1910 saw everything in

swing, over 70 names being on

register.
~

The first item on the programme
a very interesting tour to Harrogat

Easter in competition with the I

Gountj^ A.C., the handsome cup
sented by the Service Com
being won for the first tim

the N.W.L. Club. This
followed by the usual climb

trials, including the sending

team to Daventry for the M
competition, four memb
making non-stops.

A heavy programme has
arranged for 1911, with
special prizes promised.
Service Cup will again be
peted for in the Harrogate

and the Coventry run will be repe
The ten-guinea " Thomas " Challenge
will be put up for competition, i

special inter-team competition is

held in France with the Jlotor
Club de Lyon.
This is a new departure,, which

hoped will not only revivify inter

competitions and enlarge their scope
also contribute materially to internat
good will.

Of the original seventeen me;
only five have resigned, including
who left the club on enterin
" trade."

Oxford M.C.C., the latter winning. A
reliability trial was contested with what

We have now dealt with practically all the o'der motor cycle bodies, and owirg to the advent of he competilion ssason,

feature, which has been widely appreciated, will be discontinued, at any rate for some months.

A Eood turn out i! the newly-formed Eastleijh aniJ District M.C.C, prior to a run to Petersfleld, One riding member of this c^ub is 70 years of are.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

I
All letters shoald be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's (uli name and adjrea.

Valve Cotter Extractors.

|[5526.]— I beg to point out that I have been using a

for e.xtracting the valve cotteTS of motor cycle engines
lilar to the one illustrated in your journal of last week,
made by Mr. J. A. Prestwich, in my workshop for the

[st five or si.K years. W. KERR.

Motor Cycles for Bread Delivery.

|[5527.]— I was interested in your article on " Motor
ycles for Bread Delivery," but regarding the sentence, " He
kes claim of being the only baker in London to make use

the motor cycle carrier for bread delivery

ferhaps the claim can extend to the whole country "—If

|)u care to come down to Colchester you can see daily a

cycle with a big box fitted on the carrier for recep-

on of goods, delivering bread at customers' doors. The
liker's name is Mr Cheek. S.F.W.

Dutch Club's Visit to the Isle of Man.
[[5528.]—When in Amsterdam a short time ago I had the

jleasure of meeting Mr. A. Citroen and Mr. Ferwerda of the

futch Motor Cycle Club, who, as you are aware, are coming
vex here to see the T.T. race.

J
They intend to land at Harwich and to ride to Liverpool,

lid I would suggest that motor cyclists or local clubs along

lie route make a point ol meeting them and riding with them
portion of the way. I am sure it would be appreciated,

lid, personally, I intend to meet them at Lichfield and ride

ith them to Liverpool.

English motor cyclists visiting Holland can rely upon every
sistance being rendered to them by the Dutch Club, and
seems to me onlv fair that we should extend a similar

lelcome to them. " PERCY S. CLEWS.

The Motor Cycle in India.

[5529.]—Please allow me a little space in the columns
If your unique weekly, as I would like to give you my
sperience of the late 1910 model 3^ h.p. two-stroke Scott
or the benefit of your Indian and colonial rejiders.

It landed in India in September last. I have ridden it

pi all sorts of weather and over the worst possible roads
in:iginable, and it is a pleasure to add that it has never
Inie failed me during the last six months of almost daily
lutings, the mileage being just 3,500 to date.

As regards its hill-climbing powers. I have been twice up to

I'liakrata Hill Station, doing a cont'inuous ascent of twenty-
liglit miles with all the bends, twists, and liairpin corners
peculiar to an Indian road of a hill station. Tlie pull can
be imagined when I say that one has to rise from an eleva-
lion of 2.000ft. to 7,100ft. above sea level in the twenty-
ight miles journey. My speed over this stretch has always
leen 24 m.p.h. by Jones speedometer, and has always be€n
aultlessly performed.
I have ciirefully checked my petrol consumption, and find

hat I can easily do 67 m.p.g. on roads in this district and
iO m.p.g. on good roads down country, where no ups and
lowns exist and no river beds to cross, as I have to do
lut here. The 67 m.p.g. is on a road where I have to cross
ix unbridged dry river beds in a journey of twenty-six
niles, besides two hills with a gradient of 1 in 6.

My only trouble has been the flooding of the carburetter,
ind this was before I understood my mount in any way.
It never occurs in riding, but only when the machine is at
est with petrol tap open.
The last cry of mine is. " Oh for a car with a Scott two-

itroke engine."
Wishing your most excellent and helpful weekly continued

Piccess, Av H. MIRZA.
Rambagh, P.O.

.

Hill Climbing.

[5530.]—My 3i h.p. standard 1911 Premier with a 5 to
1 gear, ridden by Rev. H. Horton, made a clean ascent of

Stentafords Hill. Torquay. This. hill has the reputation of

being the worst main road hill in England, as it has an
average gradient of 1 in 4 for a quarter of a mile. You may
remember that the hill was first climbed a few months ago
by Jlr. Harding on a 7-9 h.p. V.S. This ascent created a
great sensation at the time.

This is certainly the first time a 3^ h.p. has made a clean
ascent of this hill on such a comparatively high gear as

5 to 1. I may add that by mistake the cut-out was closed',

and a few strokes of the pedals were given at the worst corner.

This same cycle I have also ridden up Hakecliase—the
worst hill on Dartmoor—Cudham Church Hill, Hog Trough,
etc. This is entirely unsolicited, but I think the perform-
ance is well worthy of publication. CYRIL HELM.

Improving Old-pattern Machines.

[5531.]— In reply to " W.I. P.," I also have an old pattern

3.1 h.p. surface carburetter Rex which developed the same
symptoms and behaved in exactly the same manner as he
describes.

Last year I decided to bring the machine more up to date,
so had the tank converted into a three compartment one
with a straight bottom, and had a B. and B. carburetter
fitted. The dome end of the inlet pipe was shortened, and
the upturned elbow was brazed to it in such a manner that,
when finished, it lay horizontally over the top of the cylin-

der, between the compression tap and inlet pipe clamp, a

short liner at the join and also at the end of the pipe to take
the carburetter which comes exactly in the centre behind the
cylinder, requiring no stay or bracket to hold it in positiou.

-A. very much stronger spring was fitted to the inlet valve,
also washer between spring cap and stem guide, giving an
opening of about one-eighth of an inch.

With these alterations, together with occasional l.p.a., it

takes a sidecar, my wife and self, and negotiates hills it

.would not look at before.

These most satisfactory improvements. were carried out by
Messrs. Cross and Sons, Oxford. I am only sorry I did not
have the frame cut down and magneto fitted at the same
time.

Trusting the above may be of assistance to " W.I.P." and
others.

"

AL 464.

Criticisms on Sidecar Topics.

[5532.]—In your issue of March 30th, under Questions
and Replies, you say, and .not for the first time, that the
rigid sidecar is free from sideslip, while the castor wheel
is not entirely so. I have driven both types a considerable
distance during the last few years, the latter well over
30,000 miles, both the type in which the wheel can swing
right round and the more modern radial castor, and in

spite of driving in both winter and summer, snow and rain,

with sidecar light and loaded over Derbyshire or South
Wales limestone, or badly laid tramlines, I have never had
a semblance of sideslip with any type of castor wheel. In
giving the advantages of one over the other you miss two
very important points. The first that though the fixed

wheel may be lighter in weight the castor is much lighter

to pull, as the wheel always tracks, however attached ; also

the second point, which is a further proof of the first, the
tyre lasts three or four times as long. I have run two tyres

on a castor wheel over 15,000 miles each without retread-

ing, while you are lucky if you get 4,000 miles with a fixed

wheel.



My seeoiiii eritieitm is in connection with the article in your

i.^siie of March 23rd entitled "Sidecar Suggestions" under

joint authorship. In' it Ifind the to me extraordinary advice

to users of 3i h.p. machines with sidecars to " use a jet as

:^mall as possible." My experience is, use a jet as large as

p0E.sible with main and auxiliary air to suit, and it is still

fiossible witli proper driving to avoid overheating and mounts
steeper hills, and generally get greater power, and 1 speak

<A the same make of machine as that used by the writers of

the article.

Finally, in agreement with your editorial comment on

.Marcli 30th to letter from Australian correspondent re

rLd:iber belts, I am prepared at once to sign a yearly con-

tract for 'rubber belts with any manufacturer who will

guarantee me, winter and summer in this country, 1,000 miles

avcrao-e with mv 3i h.p. with a sidecar, or 3.000 miles with

my 3? h.p. solo". E. S. NEW.

The Suggested International Reliability Trial.

[5533.]—With reference to letter No. 5498 from the

jjiesident of the Moto Club Liegeois, 1 would like to repeat

how sorry we are that we cannot arrange an international

trial for this year.

I must confess that I am not so very keen for an inter-

national reliability trial, because I fear that the motor
cyclists when riding in competition would have no time to

admire our nice country. I think it would be too bad -for

our English brothers of the pastirpe to return to their home
.with a remembrance of checking posts, but without having
seen such nice and interesting towns and islands as

\'olendam, ilarken, etc.

The organisation of a reliability trial would be very diffi-

cult for ns, as we do not know all the different rules used
in England, and should not like to make it tco difficult

lor our guests.

I therefore propose that the Dutch ^lotor Cyclists' Club

should arrange a club run in 1912 through Holland,
assisted hr English and Belgian motor cyclists, as many as

possible.

In 1913 the English and Dutch motor cycli-sts could go

to Belgium, where the Moto Club Uegeois coidd arrange

a club run through Belgium, and in 1914 Holland and
Beltrian riders could go cjver to England for a club rrni.

arranged by an offici.al English motor cycle organisation.

What do the English and Belgian motor cyclists think of

I his idea?

A. CITROEN, hon. sec. Dutch M.C.C.
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The Motor Cycle in Italy.

[5554.
J— I am an interested and faithful reader of you

paper, and always look forward with plea.sure to the three
o'clock post on Friday, because it is the post that brings
me your valuable weekly.

1 want to inform you and your readers that \ery
important competitions take place every year_ in Italy. The
Hrst one is the Mont Cenis hill-climb, -6,252ft. high. The
race starts right at the foot of the pass at Susa, 1,500ft

high, and in 21 kilometres (13 miles) rises to 6.252ft., a rise

of 4,752ft. Last year the winning madrine did the run in

22 minirtes at a speed of 37 miles an hour, and I think that

is pretty good, considering that it was a 4 h.p. single-cylindei

single-speed machine, a "Borgo," an Italian make, and that

the same machine won also all the other hill-climbs at

Florence and on the Lake of Como.
You must consider that on the Mont Cenis climb the

average of 37 m.p.h. is very good, as there are no fewei

than 25 to 30 sharp turns such as 'you meet at Aniulrec

(according to photographs I have seen of that hill), anc

right before getting to the top of the pass one has t

negotiate six of those . turnings in little more than half

mile. As you will see, it is a trying hill-climb, and somi
of your crack riders would enjoy it and ought to try it

Unfortunately they would perhaps find it is a little toi

far from their homes, but if any of your readers should bt

on this side of Europe at the beginning of June, when tin

race will be run, they ought not to miss it. I might alsi

mention that Mr. Borgo, riding the winning machine, ha;

won the race for three years in succession, although ther

W'ere 25 machines entered and of different makes, such as

the Zedel, Peugeot, N.S.U., Fafnir, and other smallei

machines, such as Moto-Reve, Motosacoche, etc.

We are not so behind time in Italy in connection witl

motor cycles, and the Borgo machines are fitted with a '

h.p. engine, m.o.v., spring forks, spring seat, h.b. control

variable pulley, and multiple disc clutch. I have no interesf

in the firm, and I am only writing this to prove that w(

have good machines and exciting competitions in Italy. Tin

onlv thing missing is a good, interesting, and valuable pape
like yonrs. ITALIAN RIDER.

Cannes.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5535.]^The letter 5506 in your issue of March 30th i

one of the sort that few' people like to read twice. Mr
Osborn li. de Lissa says he "does not wish to hurt the feel

ings of iliss Berend," but seems to try to do it notwith

standing.

A tew Westmorland M.C.C. members who took part in the informal hill-climb at Aughton, which was referred 10 in our last issue, page 352.

On the occasion of this meeting Aughton Hill, with its 1 in 4 gradient, was climbed for the first time.
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i'rom the tone of Mr. de Lissa's letter I should imagine
that he himself is very sore about something. If lie is

vexed that Miss Berend has chosen a motor cycle other than
his own firm's production, that ia not a good reason to rush
into print. Neither is it cricket.

Mr. de Lissa, for Motosacoche, Ltd., "may assure Miss
Berend that the only machine suitable for that lady is a
lightweight, etc., etc.," but he must know perfectly well
that Miss Berend has already tried them, and is not at all

the novice that one might be led to believe from his letter.

In choosing the specially made Brough machine Miss
Berend has pleased herself, and, in my opinion, made a very
good choi:e indeed. THOS. F. HUNT.

[5536.]—I have read with deep interest the letters re-

specting lightweights and heavyweights for lady riders. Aa
a rider of over twelve months may I give my experience?
My first machine was a 2^ h.p. ; my second a 2^ h.p.

lightweight twin Enfield, which I manipulated with the
greatest of ease and pleasure, and the time has not yet

[arrived when it required I. p. a.

With all due regard to Miss Berend (for whom I have the
Igreatest admiration), is it not the ease and skill with which
la lady handles her motor that will induce new devotees to

Itake up the pastime?
I am in no way ready for a bath chair myself, but cannot

|(though the spirit is very willing) handle a 3^ h.p. in any-
Ithing like the dexterous way I can be across my Enfield and
away before the usual crowd can collect.

Surely, if lady riders can only be induced to give the motor
trial a lightweight is the thing for beginners, and it may

be left to the discretion of individual riders to change over

jto the higher power with its change-speed and clutch manipu-
lation so soon as they are as e.Npert as Miss Berend now is.

(Mrs.) AGNES FLANDERS.

[5537.]—Will you permit us to reply to Miss Berend'.'*

letter in your hist issue, prefacing our remarks with the

ope that we may keep this discussion interesting in itself,

nd above the. level of personalities.

It is true we interest ourselves solely in the sale of light-

eight machines, but the reason for that is obvious. We
ave convinced ourselves after years of experience that this

lass of machine is the most suitable for all-round use, and
ore especially does this apply to ladies' motor bicycles.

We have not the least desire to dictate to Miss Berend as

jo what is the most suitable machine ; we were expressing

ur own opinion based on some years of experience, and we
ay be forgiven for assuming that Miss Berend would agree

that opinion when one recalls that a few months ago she

rote :
" My 'dea of an ideal mount for a lady is a twin-

linder lightweight, magneto ignition, 2in. tyres, two-speed
[ear, and free engine clutch. Some ladies would perhaps
refer a single-cylinder of about 2^ h.p. to 3 h.p. The
eight should not be more than 100 lbs., that being as much

IS a lady could manage."
In another part of the same article Miss Berend mentions
ding a heavy machine, which she states weighed something
er 2 cwts. " Imagine a lady running after a machine of

cwts. to start it. Miss Berend also says a friend followed

a cycle in case she shouKl need assistance.

We cannot help feeling that Miss Berend's judgment when
e wrote the above was sounder on the subject under dis-

ission than it appears to be now, and we shall expect to

d after a little mora experience of her present type of

achine she will return again to her fortner love, the iona-
Ide lightweight.
We can assure Miss Berend and your readers that as a

atter of fact the 2 h.p. lightweight is capable of climbing
ithout any assistance the stiftV'st hills, for as it is a machine
esigned for ladies, it is suitably geared.

As to her remarks about shopping, starting without assist-

nce, control in thick traffic, surely these are points of the
ighest importance to ladies. We hold strongly that unless

18 machine is capable of being used for shopping, and
milar purposes, by a lady without assistance, it cannot
B fairly described as a ladies' machine, nor will it ever
come popular as stich. It is just because the 2 h.p. ladies'

olosacoche fulfils these requirements that we find its popu-
rity growing so rapidly
The " roaring round " experience Miss Berend mentions

1 her next paragraph was probably due ta her want of
owledge in manipulation of the machine. Had she

tightened the belt, this, no doubt, would have been over

come. Your readers are av. are that we pro\'ide for this on

'the ladies' Jlotosacoche h< our handle-bar belt control.

We are sorry Miss Ben nd thinks our view a one-sided

one. The fact that we have introduced a more powerful

machine for men surely sliows that we are not governed by

prejudice in this matter. If we thought it desirable to do

so, we should at once introduce a heavier machine for ladies.

Much experiment, and years of experience, have convinced

us of the contrary, and there is no doubt that the bulk of

expert opinion is with us when we say that for the pur-

poses of a ladies' machine, handiness, cleanliness, and dainti-

ness must be taken into consideration, and as Miss Berend

once remarked regarding weight, "nothing over 100 lbs."

For MOTOSACOCHE. LTD.
OsBORKB L. DE Liss.i, Director.

Best British and American Times.

[5538.]—With reference to i\Ir. 0. C. Godfrey's letter,

surely it would be a sporting action on his part t<

accept the challenge of Air Springs, Ltd. Should their man
fail, that company will pay the sum mentioned to a charity.

Should he succeed, tlien Jlr. Godfrey will pny, and have the

.satisfaction of knowing a device with which lie can let his

Indian go "all out" on Brooklands against De Rosier. 1

am in no way connected with Air Springs, Ltd., or the

Indian people. P.C.C.

Experiences with a Lightweight.

[5539.]—We notice in the issue of April 6th, under the

above heading, a letter [Xo. 5516] addressed to you by a

Mr. H. F. Sparrick.

We think that the diniculties this gentleman has through

the combustion head of his engine working loose could easily

be overcome, 'and if he will communicate witli us we should

be pleased to give him every possible assistance.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
G. ScHiKK, Managing Director.

I

Pressure Feed to Oil Pump.

[5540.]—Seeing letter Xo. 5521 rci^arding " Pressure

Feed to Oil Pump," I bog to give what I consider an im-

provement on Jlr. Pollard's way. There is no need for one

to fit a valve to oil tank stopper. First make the stopper

jressure tight with a soft leather washer, and proceed as

ollows : Depress pump, open tap to crank case, lift. pump.
and then the same will be filled with air drawn from crank

case ; then open tap to tank and depress. Tlifs pumps air

into tank—is that not so? Repeat the operation, say ;:

doren times or so, till one considers there is sufficient pres-

sure there—only don't overdo it. The oiling then becomes
semi-automatic; when engine needs oil open tap-way to

tank. The pressure then fills pump. On opening tap-way
to crank case the oil very slowly runs into crank case—by
gravity. I can recommend thi.s dodge, having found it quite

successful. D. REFFELL.
[Modern pumps are not usually fitted with a two-way tap,

in which case our first corresixmdent's suggestion would
appear to be the better one.

—

Ed.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"A.W.S." (Palmers Green) would be glad if the owner of

Zenith LB 2442 would satisfy his curiosity, and inform him
what he uses the glass bottle for, which is held in a pump
clip attached to the seat-tube.

E. A. Colliver writes :
" My failure in Class 2 of the Herts

County members' hill-climb was in no way due to the fault

of the ni.ichine. Half-way up it began to misfire and stop.

On making investigations, I found that the central pole of

the plug had worked loose and that the current was shorting,

thus causing the machine to stop immediately. The next two
ascents were quite w-ithout incident, the machine taking the
hill with comoarative ease."

EDITORIAL NOTICE.
) As we receive many more letters weekly than we can find

space for, correspondents are urged to be brief and to the

j

point. We may add that in selecting letters those bearirg
,

the writer's signature for publication are given preference.
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SPECIAL FEATURES |1

Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

Yorkshire as She is Spoke.

The Lady Motor Cyclist

The " Ideal " Motor Cycle :

A Criticism.

The Road Board.—The Auto Cyc
Union has been invited by the Roa
Board to send representatives to the pr

liminary meeting of the Tliird Inte

national Road Congjess, to be held c

May 3»d. Messrs. A. Sharp, V. Har
and F. Straight will represent tl

Union.
Tfh Nationax Automobile Cottncil.-

TbB above body is composed of repi

sentatives from all the motoring organis

tions, including the A.C.U. Mes.«rs.
"^

Hart and E. M. P. Boileau represei

the A.C.U. , and at a deputation calle

to deal with the taxation confereiu

which is shortly expected to be intr

duced to the Chancellor of the Exohequ
they will reoresent the interests

motor cyclists

A Nlw Road Book —An oflei fio

Mr E J. Buirows to supply a numb
of copies of his new handbook to 1

published under tha auspices of tl

A C U. has been accepted

The Seve^h Annual Team Trial.

It n-ill interest those 108 ndeis «
competed in the last event to know tl

this year's team trial will be moie
the natuie uf a speed judging coiupit

tion, the M C C. having decided to pi

hibit the use of n atcUes, speedometei
or mileage recoideis It is a sign of f
times to abolish tb> system of iidmg
a spilt tccojil schedule

;̂ S-^"i^S^>':i:yi:?:^^\>'^^^

I TIME TO LI6HT LAMPS

(GREENWICH)

Apr.. 13th

„ 15th

„ 17th

„ 15th

5.69 p.m.
7.3 p.m
7.6 p.m
7.9 p.m.

Dutch Motor Cyclists' Visit.

jNiuch interest is being taken in

Amsterdam, in connection M-ith the club

outing of the Dutch Motor Cycle- Club to

the Isle of Man on the occasion of the

Tourist Trophy Races. The members will

land at Harwich, and tour wo, the Mid-
lands to Liverpool.

Auto Cycle Union News.

The following officers have been

elected for iSll : Chairman, Mr. Robert
Todd ; vice-chairmen, Messrs. V. Hart,

H. P. E. Harding, J. R. Nisbet, and

C. A. Smith ; hon. treasurer, Mr. 0. A.

Smith.
Arra-iATiONS. — The following clubs

have been accepted for affiliation, subject

to their * rules being in order : The
Chesterfield and District M.C.C, the

noticed that the above -event has been
annouTi"ed as being about, to 'be held

under tho rules of tlie Northern League.

Should the contest be held without a

permit being granted by the A.C.U. it

will be proclaimed. All open .events

must be held under the competition rules

of the governing body.

Membership.—The A.C.U. member-
ship continues to increase rapidly. One
hundred and " seventy-eight members
were elected at the last committee

meeting.

IHB DOINGS OF THE DDTEH M.C.C.

At Volendam, the noted fishing place on the Zoider-
Zee. Led to right . Mr CUroen, Mr. Wollaston, Lord
Doune, and an old Volendammer fisherman.

South e^st London M C C , the Redditch and
Distiict 1\F C C, and the Herefoidshire M C C
A Paorosro AssociwEb' Race MrrriNG \t

Brooklands —It is cuggested that the Royal
Automobile Club should organise an a«;!;0ciates'

race meeting at Biooklands on Julj 29th the
idea being that each associated club should send
three cars to lepiesent it m vauous laces and
this contPht being run off clubs affiliated to
the A.C.U- should be represented by their
hill tests to comptt._' for a valuable challenge
troph}'. It was proposed that in the event o*
motor cyclist members in like manner, a pro-
posal which wo sincerely hope will be adopted.
The Scarborough axd District M.C. Open

HtUj-o^mb.—The AfC.U. Committee has

Gathering on the oecasion ol the lanterD«evenJag at Amsterdam of the Dutch.ja.e.C. In the

foreground are two British motor cyGlists, vi^ Mr. Wollaston, of Cambridge, and Lord Doune.

Mr."A. Citroen, hon, jee. of ths Do»oh M.C.C, is at the eitrsmo right
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jrman Road Tolls.

Tolls are practically extinct in this

)untry, but they flourish in Germany.
:3r example, one hundred and eighty
llages impose tolls on motor vehicles he-

re tliey are allowed to pass through the
istrict. Between Nuremberg and Wen-
ersteia (seven or eight miles) the toll

Is., wlie»eas one can travel the
stance by rail for 5d.

le London-Land's End Trial.

Jlost of those who competed in last

ar's Jarrott Cup Competition have
tered again, which proves the sporting
dure of the .M.C.C. run. Quite a
mber of sidecarists appear on the
try list, so that Messrs. Gwynne and
vd's cup will be presented in this
tiori. The start will be from the
iilge House Hotel, Staines, where bed
d early breakfast have been arranged,
ditticulty was experienced in fixing

:omuiodation at Cranford Bridge.

? Motor Cycle in Germany.
iiiii (lerman correspundeut writes that
KiJiber'e e.xplanatioii respecting the

Aw cycle's lad; of popularity in Ger-
iny is hardly correct. Whether the
)tor cycle ptii-lime might develop more
der the stimulus of a Katuiday holiday,
he says, a m;ilter whid) may W waived
the present case. Germany has never
d the half-holiday in question ; the
stinie liDOiiied a few years .-igo.

Private Speed Match.
.i few days ,igo a private match was
tied on .\iidlaiid roads between two
car owners, one driving a 6 h.p.
iger and the other an A.C. tricar. Tire
C. having a smaller engine received a
rt of one minut* on a five miles course,
e course was a secluded one and well
rshalled. The result was that the A.C.
11 by forty seconds.

iI.C.R.C. Second 19H Meeting.
The second B.M.C.R.C. Meeting of
I %yill be held on the 26th inst. The
lowing races have been arranged :

i p.m.—Second One Hour Junior T.T.
LIS p.m.—Four lap Relay Race : One
:h single and multi-cylinder to com-
e; the combined cylinder capacity not
exceed 1,500 c.c.

k45 p.m.—Second One Hour Senior
r: Race.
n both Junior and Senior T.T. Races

i machines must comply with the
est regulations issued by the .Auto
cle Union for the government of the
n petition.

?al Pardon under the Motor Car Act.
n The Motor Cij-U of December 2nd
:. we referred to the Cumbefuauld
lision case. Motor cyclists will doubt-
i rt-member that a car"driver named Jas.
II n was fined £5 and his licence
I'Tsed in a case whicli came before
nff Blair, of Dumbarton. The case
s appealed against, and the High Court,
"ough they had no power to upset the
iviction, decided to bring the case be-
e the Sccretaiy for Scotland. This was
ii', and His Majesty the King has been
•^sed to grant James Dunn a free
don

; the fine of £5 has been returned
ais endorsed licence wliitewashed.

9 IS the first Roval pardon for an
nee under the Motor Car Acts, and
result IS most satisfactory. Let us

hope it will have a salutary effect in a
district which is well known to motorists
as a notorious one.

Apt

Jjly

FUTURE EVENTS.
14.—(Good Friday). Annual Meeting oi

Northern Clubs at Richmond. Yorks.
4-I7-—M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial

and Easter Run.
:4-I7-—Herts. County A.C. Inter-club Tour

to Harrogate and back, first Ladies'
Competition, and Open Hill Climb.

17.—Westmorland M.C.C. Onen Hill
Climb on Shap Fell.

22.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial {Yorkshire
Centre). Starting from Harrogate.

29.—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb.
6.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb.
27—Herts. County A.COpon Speed Trials.
10.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open HillClimb,

Shelsley Wslsh.
17.—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.
3.—A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre Elirrin-

ating Trial for Club Championship.
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Exports and Imports.

The number of moioi' cti'.cs exported
during the month ended March 51st h.,

doubled, as well £3 the' value. The
figures are :

1909. igiQ.
Number ... 122 212
Value complete machines

—

£4,357 ... £7,560 ... £14,507
Vaiue parts

—

£5,272 ... £2,901 ... £4,932

1911.
426

£7.629 ... £10,461 ... £19,439

For the three months ended iNIarch 31st
the total figures are.:

1909. 1910. 1911.
Number ... 516 650 1,593
Value complete machines

—

£10,876 ... £22.818
Parts ... £7,720 ... £8.088

£50,451
£15,63f

Total... £18,596 £30,906 ... £64,087

Another Accident due to Fast Speed.
AiioUici- dislres^sing

I accident occiirvcd
between Kenilwurth and Berkswell (War-
wickshire) last Simday, three riders
being involved, names not known. b»t
two wyie riding Ariols (and said to be
testers), the other being a Triumph. The
collision, it is said, was due to travelling
at too fast a speed round a bliixl corner.
The impact severely injured two fono wai
not expfcctcd to recover), another escaped
with a broken arm and leg, and the third
was also severely hurt. Once again we
would in all seriousness urge motor
cyclists to travel with the utmost caution.
RISK NOTHIXG FOR YOUR OWN
SAFETY'S SAKE.

Imports.

The imports have slightly increased, but
not to anything like the same extent as
the exports. For three months ended
-March 31st

:

1909. 1910. 1911.
N'mnber ... 269 348 409
Value complete machinec

—

£7.240 ... £10,591 .. £12,367
Parts

. . £6,119 ... £14,206 ... £16.185

Total , £13,359 £24.797 ... £23,55J

The value of foreign and colonial re
exports for the three months is

:

-Motor cycles and parts

—

1909. 1910. 1911.

£5,199 ... £1.305 ... £2,301

OXFORD M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT KOP HILL, PRINCES RISBOROUGH.

Looking np the hill. H. Newey (two-stroke Levis lightweight) about half way op.
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OPENING HILL-CLIMB OF 1911.
Fastest Time by a Single-cylinder.

RECORD ENTRY.
A Startling Revelation.

.^=/

PPROPRIATELY enough, the Ox-
ford M.C.C. first open hill-climb of

the year attracted a record entry,

the list totalling no fewer than

142. As may be expected, com-
petition was keen, most of the

leading firms with their crack

riders appearing. Kop Hill,

near Princes Risborough, vvas

the venue' selected, this as>c*int

having lately come into pro-

minence by successive closed

events. It is ideally situated for

a competition of this kind, and from a spectacular point

of view probably has no equal. With a good surface

devoid of ruts, comparatively smooth as steep hills go,

and practically straight, nothing is against the highest
speeds on this Chiltern acclivity but the gradient,

which, at two points, approjdraates to i in 5. The
measured stretch was nearly threequarters of a mile.

The weather was fine on Saturday, but a fairly strong
N.E. w-ind blew in the faces of the competitors.

Among the hundreds who lined the banks at the
roadside were Lord Effingham and Lord Macclesfield,

who took an active interest in the proceedings.

Single=cylinders to the Front.
Weighing operations were completed during the

morning at the foot of the hill, and disclosed the fact

that a number of wide-awake riders had weighted up
their machines with the idea of scoring on formula, for

it is a well-known fact that the A.C.U. formula favours
the heavy machine with a small engine. For instance,
W. F. Newsome, wiio is a light rider, scaled with his

touring Triumph 427 lbs. He won Classes V. and VHL
on formula—there was no time award offered. The
analysed results of the event once again prove the extra-

ordinary efficiency of the single-cylinder mount, for

history repeated itself, the fastest time of the dav being
ircomphshed on a 3^'.h.p single cylmder Triumph

—

all credit to H. Lister Cooper, who beat twins up
to 8 h.p.

P. Brewster led off the ball in Class V on a ^% h.p.

Norton. The start was on a slight up-grade, about

fifty yards being allowed in which to get going.

Slaughter (L.M.C.) and Newsome (Triumph), two old

stable companions, made particularly fine ascents, but

the real sensation in this class W'as by the seventeen

year old son of S. Crawley, the Bedford agent, who
tore up the hill at p.n a.stonishing speed, actually the

fastest in this class and faster than 75% of the T.T.
riders. A B.S.A. was out for the first time in open
competition, its rider, L. L. Sealey, creating an excel-

lent impression, but causing the spectators to scatter

in all directions when he performed his fantastic feat

of laying along the top of his machine with his toes

tucked under the top rails of the luggage carrier.

Rupert May, who tips 17 stones in the scales, made a

splendid climb. There was but one failure, We give

below the order of the first dozen

:

Class V.—Standard single-geared touring single-cylinder

machines. First on formula—gold medal (presented by
the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.) Second on formula—ckiD

silver medal. Third on formula—club bronze medal.

Best performancie on formula by private owner—Cowey
speedometer (presented by the Cowey Engineering Co.,

Ltd.). Best performance on formula by club member

—

pair Kempshall covers (presented by the Kempshall Tyre
Co., Ltd.) Thirty-two competitors.

1.

2.

3.

4.

&.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

Name and Machine.
W. F. Newsome (1911 Triumph)
J. H. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.) ...

Rupert May (1911 Triumph) ...

W. F. Guiver (3^ Kerry-Abingdon) .

J. E. Webb (1910 Triumph) ...

B. Crone (3^ Kerry-Abingdon)
H. G. Hill (89 X 89 Bradbury)
S. Crawley (1911 Triumph) ...

L. L. Sealey (3i B.S.A.)
Sam Wright (3i Humber)
C. S. Burney (Sj Rudge)
H S Askew (3i Triumph)

Time.

47is.

47|3.

60|s.

56|s.

59^s.

541s.

52fs.
461s.

51is.

eofs.
62JiS.

571s.

Fig.

Merit.

55.62

67.8
70.8'

71.87

74.4-t

77.82

79.27

79.9

80.5

80.9

83.2

83.5

*First private owner tFirst club member.

1

1

General view

at the foot of

Kop Hill, Princes

Risboro', before

the start. The

hill is reached

by following the

turning to the

left.
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The Junior T.T. Lightweights.

Junior T.T. machines followed, but at a consider-
bly slower pace than the touring singles. The New
Hudson machines had

J.,-^
.P. engines, mostly with over-

;ead valves, and performed splendidly with a fine turn
if speed on the direct drive of the Armstrong-Triplex
ear. F. W. Barnes's Zenith missed badly at the
;tart, but once the engine settled down, the rider
iccelerated in the manner only possible with a Gradua
ear. Howard Newey's tiny two-stroke Levis caused
nuch interest, the unsilenced engine crackling like a
acing car. This machine is remarkably low built—in
act, a tall man might touch die ground with his knees
n corners ! Result:

;s I.—Junior T.T. .Machines. Singles up to 300 c c
twins 340 c.c. Faste.st time, club gold medal. Twelve
competitors.

1. H. G. Dixon (2^ New Hudson) ...

J. W. Woodhouse (2i- New Hudson)
F. W. Smith (2^ Enfield) ...

Geo. Griffith (2| M.-R.)
Cyril Patteson (2' M.-R.) ...

F. W. Barues (2^ Zenith) ].'

Secs.

X
+ J=+ 6

+ 9|
+ 10

+ 17=

W. F. N3\v3ome

(3i h.p. Triumph)

starting in the

touring class

which he won

The starting

banner may be

seen

just beyond th3

cars.

Interest Sustained.

There was some slight delay in starting Class III., but
otherwise the competitors w^ere despatched with com
mendable promptitude, and interest ne\er waned.
It was in this class that Lister Cooper—an amateur
made fastest time from among a galaxy of talent,
backed up by Rhys, another amateur, who was not
thoroughly happy with his machine during the morn-
ing.

^
Slaughter (L.M.C.), Gordon Bell ' (Triumph),

and Stanley (Singer) were others who seemed to main
tain the same speed the whole way up. For once in
a way that veteran Barnes and his Zenith-Gradua had
to acknowledge defeat. .McMinnies, with his 1910
Triumph fresh from the works, did well, but Howard
Smith swerved badly owing to fouling a large stone,
losing valuable seconds; F. G. Edmond (Premier)
also suffered misfortune with a choked petrol supply.
v. Surridge (Rudge) did not seem so well to the front
as on the occasion of the Brookiands meeting, but J.
Gibson on a similar machine was appreciably faster.
The first nine competitors are given in their order of
merit on next page.

F. W. Smith

IJ h.p. two-speed

EnDeM) going

well at the top.
"

He won two

lirst awards.
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J. H. Slaughter (3!-h.p. L.M.C.) second in Class V. travelling at high speed.

Mr. Lloyd, the designer of the L.-M.C, is standing at the extreme right.

Class III.—T.T. single-cylinder machines up to 500 c.c.

First on time, gold medal presented by the Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd. Second on time, club silver medal.

Fastest time by private owner. Rex silver cigarette case

presented by the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd. Twenty-
two competitors. Secs.

X
2|
2|

3i

1. List-er Cooper (3^ Triumph)
2. W. L. T. Rhys (3^ Triumph) ...

3. W. F. Newsome (3i Triumph) ...

G, E. Stanley (3^ Singer)

W. C4. McMinnies (3i Triumph) \
C. Gordon Bell (3i Triumph) ... /

,T. H. Slaughter (L.M.C.)
J. W. ToUoday (3i Triumpli) .

\
F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith-Gradua) J

The .standard single-geared twin class demon-
.strated the extra speed of the latest Enfield, the

machine ridden by F. W. Smith making light of the

gradient. O. C. Godfrey, as may perhaps be. expected,

accomplished fastest time on Ms 5 h.p. Indian, though

G. L. Piercy Henderson might "have beaten him but

for a choked jet fiftv yards from the finishing banner.

Result:
Cla.ss VI.— Standard single-geared touring

machines. Fir.st on formula, club gold
competitors.

Eider and JIachine.

1. F. W. Smith (2| Enfield)

2. 0. C. Godfrey (5 Indian)
3. R. H. Viggers (2| Enfield) ... ...

Several Failures in the Restarting Test.

The variably geared machines were not numerous,
and most of those who did ride stopped their engines

in restarting on the gradient after the compulsory stop.

The failures were due to (i) over-anxietv, (2) careless

manipulation of control levers, and (3) miniature

clutches. Baiaes seemed to misunderstand the official

signal to restart and lost time thereby, whilst R. Jones
(Ariel) rushed blindly past the red flag and over the

line before remembering the rules.. Percy Yates, the

only one of four three-speed gear users to restari

successfully, proved the winner. Result:

twin cylinder

medal. Ten

Fig. of

Secs. Merit.
674- 80.6

47 91.7

694 97.2

Fig of

Secs. Merit.m 85.b

7W 96.5

78 i 108.6

85! 112.2

89 116.8

131-1 140.5

Glass VII.—Standard touring single and twin, fitted v.itli

variable gears. First on formula, gold medal presented

by the Service Co., Ltd. Fifteen competitor.-.

Rider and Machine.
1. Percy Yates (2| New Hudson)
2. F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith-Gradua)
3. Alan Hill (3^ Rudge)
4. H. Greaves (21 Enfield)

5. B. Yates (3^^ H umber)
6. II Rem Fowler (2i New Hudson)

One or two of the touring " lightweights " exceeded

the maximum of 130 lbs. and were disqualified, others

needed slight assistance, especially hard luck being

experienced by J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche) and H.

Ber^vick (Humber), w'ho gave but a couple of digs

with the pedals and were consequently disqualified.

The latter would have won but for pedalling. Again

the two-speed Enfield riders shone, the best of the

Douglas clan being Eli Clark. Result

:

Class II.—Standard touring lightweights up to 130 Hi-

First on formula, club gold medal. Second on fornnih.

club silver medal. Fifteen competitors.

Name and Machine.
1. F. W. Smith (2S Enfield) ...

2. H. G. Pixon (2-^ New Hud.^^on)

3. R. H. Viggers (21 Enfield) ...

4. Percy Yates (2i New Hudson)
5. EU Clark (25 Douglas)
6. H. J. Cox (2| Forward) ....

The piece de resistance was the open event with forty-

one competitors, from Holroyd.'s "sausage" to Miss

Hind's 7 h.p. Rex, W. D.. South's 7 h.p. Indian,

and Percy Henderson's 8 h.p, J-A.P. : not that the

t\vins stood an earthly chance of winning on formula

—

the only prizes offered—but their entry demonstrates

that glory is the dominant spirit of the English

ime. Fig. of Merit

69s. ... 79.9

S05s. 85.9

65#s. ... 91.7

96s. ... 95.9

93ts. ... 102.5

91|s. ... 106.7

H. Lister-Cooper (SJh.p. T.T. Tiiuniph the fastesi \maleiir. on the Lvt
st?ep pitch.
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pening HlU-cUmb of 1911.—

mateur sportsman. H. G. Hill (the trials hon. sec.)

ade one of the best showings, and would have added
I his successes in Class V. but for an astonishing

evelopment, of which more anon. Henderson wobbled
adiy near the top on his big J.A. P. We can admire
liss Hind's pluck in riding a 7 h.p. Rex with her

sual daring—she took 57 sees.—but we have very

rave doubts whether any lady spectator would be any-

ling but thrilled by such an exploit. Sealey again

rapped his legs about the carrier, and again Holroyd
)und the hill two strokes of the pedals too good for

m. Of the Triumphites, Lister Cooper was rather

ightly slower still, albeit going great guns. Newsome
sily won through his foresight in carrying lead plates.

'. D. South's ascent on a 7 h.p. Indian gained the

audits of the spectators, and although fastest in this

ass was 1J/5S. behind Lister Cooper's first ascent,

esult.

\ss VIII.—Any type of single or twin up to 1,000 o.c.

First on formula, gold medal (presented by Singer and
Co., Ltd.) Second on formula, c-Iub silver medal. 'I'liivd

on formula, club bronze modal. Best performance on
formula by a [jrivate owner, pair Michelin Trilent cover.s

(presented by the Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd.) Second best

|>erformance on formula by a private owner, suit of over-

alls (presented by Alf, Dunhill. Ltd.) Best performance
on formula by a club member, club silver medal. Forty-

one competitors.

Rider and Machine.
\V. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) .

W. n. McMinnies (3^ Triumph)
H. Lister Cooper (3i Triumph)
John Gibson (3i Rudge)
.J. H. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.) ...

H. G. Hill (£9x 89 Bradburj?)
P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
C. Gordon Bell (3i Nortonl
F. W. Barnes (3i Zenith-Gradua)
G. E. Stanlc'v (3i Singer)

L. L. Sealey" (3i B.S.A.)

G. F. Cooper (3i Triumpli)

A Weakness of the A.C.U. Formula.

t will be noticed that no twin appears in the first

zen, which is not so much due to lack of speed as

the shortcomings of the A.C.U. formula. That
rtsman, Percy Butler, of Manchester, was actually

first twin rider on his chain-driven T.T. Dot-

(time 49^58.), O. C. Godfrev (5 h.p. Indian) being

t (47^/^s.)

iRepairing to the George and Dragon the news went

nd like wildfire that an objection had been lodged

inst the eight Bradbury machines and the £,^ 4s.

id—this without waiting to see whether the results

re affected. After some trepidation the competitors

owed their cylinders to be measured—they having

ered them in good faith as 87 by 87 mm.—and lo

behold, Ihey were found to be 89 by 89 mm.!
eir chagrin—especially H. G. Hill's, who had won

5 worth of prizes—can best be imagined. Calcu-

ed as 554 c.c. capacity. Hill just missed each of

! amateur awards, and is to be sympathised with.

On Saturday evening the results were provisionally

lounced, but the positions were afterwards found
be incorrect. ^Ve are enabled to give the revised

i official placings above, and for this privilege owe
r thanks to Messrs. H. R. Weblo—the JDavis slide

e expert—and H. G. Hill, the trials hon. sec.

Fig. of

Sees. .Merit.

47 57.9

47 70.6

46i 70.8

5l| 71.2

49i 73.4

49 73.5

51 73.5

52| ,75.7

551 76

47 76.9

52! 81.4

57 81.6

BROOKLANDS
EASTER MONDAY MEEFING.

There are seven car races, two motor cycle races,

and a flying competition at the Brookiands meeting

on the 17th inst. The first race is at 2 p.m., followed

by the 6^ m.p.h. motor cycle handicap at 2.25 p.m.
Entries are as under

:

2.25 P.M.—THE SECOXD 65 .M.P,H, MOTOR CYCLE
HANDICAP,

Name, cvlinders. and machine. Bore. Stroke.
\V. D. Johnstone (2.cvl. Matchless) ... 85i x 65
0. C. Godfrev (2 Indian) 70' x 82L

J. Fowles (f Martin) 85^ x 60
F. W. Davrell (1 Martin) 85^ x 60
N. Gray (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
H. Shanks, jun, (1 Kingfisher) 85 x 60
F. C. White (1 J,A,P,) 75 x 75
R, Croucher (1 Kerrv-.\bingdon) 85 x 88
C, R. Collier (1 Matchless) 85i x 85
H. A, Collier (2 Matchless) 76' x 64
H. V, Colver (1 Matchless) 76 x 64
F. P. Johnson (2 Matchless) 67 x 83
F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap) 85^ x 85
A. B. White (1 Trump-Jap) 85^ x 85
C. E. Peach (1 Minerva) 76 x 76
J. L. Stocks (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
R. N. Stewart (1 Trumpjap) 85 x 85
V. .L Surridge (1 Rudge) 85 x 88
A, L, Ommanney (1 Rudge) 85 X 88
W, Dewar (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
W. Pollard (1 Quadrant) 81 x 88
A. J. Tickner (1 Buchct) 76 x 75
P, V, Wallis (2 N,S,U,-King) 60 x 70
A. Brunton (1 New Cenlurv) 76 x 76
M. Brunton (2 Bat) ..'.

, 85 x 65
\V, S, Stafford (1 Triumph) . 84 x 86
H. H. Bowen (1 Bat) 85; x 85
H. S. Gaskell (1 Triumph) ... 85' x 88
J. Gibson (1 Rudge) 85 x 88
Rov W, Walker (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
Eric D, Tato (1 N,L,G.) 85 x 85
H. G. Partridge (2 N.S.U.) 52 x 74
K. Holden (1 B.S..\.) 85 x 88
V. Wilberforce (1 N.L.G.) 76 x 65i

4.5 P.M.—THE FOURTH 70 .M.P.H, HANDICAP,
W. D. John.'.lone (2-cvl, Matchlcs,*) ... 85i x 65
0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian) 82^x93
C. R. Collier (2 Matchless) 85i x 85
H. A. Collier (2 Matchless) 76 x 64
H. V. Colver (2 Matchless) 85^x85
F. P. Johnson (2 Matchless) 67 x 83
F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap) 85^ x 85
A. Baker White (1 Trump-Jap) 85i x 85
V. J. Surridge (1 Rudge) 85 x 88
A.. L. Ommanney (1 Rudge) 85 x 88
R. X. Stewart ("l Trump-.Jap) 85 x 85
W. Dewar (2 Kenihvorth-Zedel) 85 x 85
C. R. Tavlor (2 Indian) 70 x 83
G. Fowler (2 Bat) 85 x 85
H. G. Partridge (2 N.S.U.) 75 x 90
R. K, Jones (2 Bat) 85 x 85
H. S, Wallis (1 Vin-.Jap) 85 x 60
J, Gibson (1 Rudge) 85 x 88
R, W, Walker (1 Triumph) 85 X 85
Eric D, Tate (1 N,L,G,) 85 x 88
.M. Geiger (2 N.S.U.) 80 x 99
K. Holden <1 B.S.A.) 85 x 88

THE FIRST LADIES' COMPETITION.

.. The ranks of the ladies for the trial to Harrogate
and back which commences to-morrow will be somewhat
depleted, as Mrs. De Lissa is ill, and another lady has
found a defect in the cylinder of her machine. How
ever. Miss R. Hammett. Mrs. Wade, Miss L. Berend.
and Mrs. Gather Cooke are certain starters in the doubl<'

journey, and several other ladies are joining en roiitf.
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THE MODERN AlOTOR CYCLE.
ONE of the most interesting papers ever read on the

subject was delivered before the members of the

Woolwich Polytechnic Engineering Society by Mr.
T. W. LoughbOiOugh, honorary secretary of the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club on Thursday last, entitled

"The Modern Motor Cycle." Mr. C. K. Matthews presided.

Dealing first of all with economy, the lecturer made the

statement that for runs of ov«r one hundred miles travel-

line by motor cycle is cheaper than train or pedal cycle. The
railway fare from London to Bristol is 9s. 9jd., and com-
paratively few pedal cyclists could comfortably ride this

distance without stopping a night, and four or five times for

meals, at a cost of not less than 10s. A motor cyclist could
easily ride the distance in a short day, and the total expenses
should not exceed 6s. The cost of upkeep might safely be
taken as not exceeding 1^. per mUe.

A Marvellous Engine.
Dealing with the efficiency of the motor cycle engine, the

lecturer said taking W the combined weight of motor cycle

and rider at 280 lbs., and A the area opposed to air resist-

ance as five square feet, we can plot a curve of power
required at the engine pulley for various speeds, showing
the horse-power developed by W. Chitty's engine 70 by 70
mm., 269 c.c, which covered the kilometre at Brooklands
last year at the rate of 52.67 m.p.h. According to this

curve, the engine developed 9.2 h.p. By any of the various

(ormulse used for larger engines this engine should have
developed one-third of that amount.

Interesting facts were also given concerning carbonisation,
including the analysis of carbon deposit. Considerable space
was also allotted to the important question of lubrication,

dealing with the various systems in vogue and mentioning
the trough system, so corr.mon now on certain makes of

motor cars. The use of this, Mr. Loughborough thought,
was unlikely to become general on motor cycles. Owing to

the high speed and small clearance there is little, if any,
liquid oil in the crank case at any time. What is there is

probably "oil mist."

The Stomach of the Petrol Engine.
With regard to carburation. The carburetter, said Mr.

Loughborough, is the stoma<;h of the petrol engine, and
its duty, at first sight, is a simple one. It is given a liquid
fuel, approximately ninety per cent, carbon and t«n per cent,

hydrogen, and as much air as it wants. Theoretically,

about 185 cubic feet of air for each pound of petrol—actually
an excess of about fifty per cent, over this amount is

required. Petrol spirit being highly volatile at ordinary
temperatures, the problem seems a fairly easy one, and the
volatility of petrol spirit is of greater importance than its

specific gravity. The latter, the commercial standard, may
vary from .680 to .785, the heavier spirit naturally taking
more air, but giving a higher calorific value per pound of

fuel. Several types of carburetters were then described, and
a good deal of space was devoted to the question of exhaust
silencing.

The paper concluded with some remarks on transmission

and variable gears, the samples chosen for the description

being the Zenith-Gradua variable gear and the Indian.

Mr. Loughborough concluded by saying that^he had made
out his case for the motor cycle as one of the hardest,

cheapest, and fastest methods of locomotion of the present

da.y. He said that if he. had succeeded in pointing out the

main lines along which improvement is necessary—lubrica-

tion, the avoidance of carbonisation, Ciirburation, silence, and
above all, variable gearing—he was satisfied.

An Interesting Discussion,"
Mr. Foyster opened the discussion by asking the weight

of the engine used by Mr. Chitty, aho information regard-
ing the use of more than one sparking plug.

Mr. W. H. Turton, M.I.C.E., said he was particularly

interested in the width of the spark gap, and would like to

know how much it was found in practice that the points
could be separated with advantage.
Mf. G. W. Tripp, A.M.I.C.E., asked Mr. Loughborough

if he knew of any method by which sparking plugs could
be tested without removing them from the cylinder. He
noted the resemblance between the J. A. P. and the Longue

mare carburetters as to the breaking up of the petrol stream
into several fine jets, but said he understood that the last

named makers were now adopting the single jet.

Mr. Wheatley asked for information as to the possibility

of using steam as the motive power, and whether anj
machines were fitted with oscillating cylinders. He alsc

compared the two and four-stroke types of motor, and asked
if it was possible to run a motor cycle on cheap fuel.

Mr. Dicksee asked if any "free engine" motor cycle!

were fitted with a shock-absorbing device.
Mr. R. J. Redding, A.M.I.C.E., stated that it would bi

interesting to learn what materials manufacturers used foi

various parts of the machine, cylinders, valves, etc. Hs
also referred to the advantage of large wheels.
Mr. Bloomfield asked the lecturer if, in the case of two

stroke engines that took in the charge Tid the crank case

there was experienced any trouble with lubricaiuig 01

coming over with the "mixture."
In summing up the discussion, and before calling on Mr

Loughborough to reply, the President (^'lr. C. R. Matthews
remarked that the subject was one of great extent an(

bristled with interesting engineering problems. He n
minded the members how much we owed to the pedal cycl

He was of the opinion that had the same attention beei

given to steam engines for light vehicles as had bee
devoted to the petrol engine, we should have had a mrc
larger proportion of steam cars on the road than is the cas

to-day, though he doubted if the steam engine could eve
be successfully applied to a motor cycle.

Mr. Loughborough's Reply.
Mr. Loughborough said he did not know the weight

Mr. Chitty's engine. Its nominal horse-power being about
h.p., there was no reason to expect it to weigh more tha
30 lbs. What would be of more interest to know was th

weight of the reciprocating parts, as this weight was ur

doubtedlj' the most important limiting factor to high pisto

speed. He explained Professor Watson's experiments wit
several sparking plugs firing the one charge, pointing 01

that the rapidity of combustion depended on the greate;

distance of any particle of " m.ixture " from the neare;

plug. The rapidity of flame propagation being the same i

either car or cycle engine, but the above distance being £

small with a single plug in the cycle engine, it was not t

be expected that corresponding increments of power woul
be obtained by fitting more than one plug, as had bee

obtained in car engines.

He could not say up to what distance the spark ga

could be increased with advantage. It would depend upo

the resistance to leakage of all the electrical apparatus
probably a Vg-in. would represent the limit for ordinal

conditions. He suggested that Mr. Tripp could get ovi

the difficulty of testing sparking plugs in situ by fixing

glass window to the combustion chamber.
He had not touched on the two-stroke type of engin

because as yet they were not commonly met with. Tl

Scott was a successful example, and the smooth torqi

obtained by this. type of engine was its strong feature. I

efficiency, however, was lower than that of the Otto cycle

The question of a cheaper fuel than petrol was really n

worth considering, as a motor cycle will run 80 to 100 mil

to the gallon. Paraffin or, with more ease, benzoline, cou

be burnt if necessary. Shock-absorbing devices were fr

quently, fitted and were necessary with positive drives.

As to materials, steel had been tried for cylinders, bi

given up owing to its warping with the heat. Cast ir<

was found to be the best material. A composite valve, ca

iron head, and steel stem had been used -considerably. Tl

difficulty, of course, was to prevent head and stem partin^

the more usual practice was to use a 20 per cent, to 25 p
cent, nickel steel solid valve.

Large wheels were undoubtedly more comfortable, ai

28in. wheels were fitted as standard to the Indian mot
cycles. As, however, it was desirable to be able

"straddle" the machine with both feet on the groan
larger wheels than 28in. could not conveniently be use

He believed that earlier designs of two-stroke engin

suffered from excessive carbonisation, due to over-lubrieatie

This had now been got over by fitting suitable baffles, ai

what oil did come over with the mixture was beneficial
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The Inter-team Trial to Harrogate.
The team to represent the North-west London M.C.C. in
e inter-club Easter tour to Harrogate for the Service Cup
ill be selected from the following entrants

:

Singles.

Iri-

. J. Dreydel (3^ Premier)
G. Wettacott (3i TrJumph)
H. Asling (3i Bradbury)

. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
. J. Pooiey (3i Premier)

Lightweights.
H. H<]lli3 (2J two-speed

1 J. W. Thomas (2i two
Douglas)

I speed Douglas)

Twins.

L. Joiner (3^ Brown)
W. C. Davenport (3i
umph)

Glynn Rowden (3i T.T,
Triumph)

is about a mile long. Weighmg in will take place at tho
Clarendon Hotel, Harrogate, beginning at 10 a.m. and
closing at 1 p.m.
The following clubs will be represented in the hill-climb :

Bradford, Ilkley, Herts County, Harrogate and District
North-west London, and North Middlese.x.

^sssiss:^

M. Simpson (7 Indian)
L. Printz (6 Bat)

H. C. Bean (6 Matchless)
Hal Hill (5 Bat)

Passengeu Machines.
S. Phillips (7 V.S. and I C. Williams (8 Chater Lea

sidecar)
|

and sidecar)

The following is the Herts County A.C. (motor cycle
iction) team to compete against the above

:

C. Jarvis (3i Triumph)
S. Carter (5 Matchless)
C. Ccoke (3i Triumph)

, Lister Cooper (3i Tri-
nph)

brt V ates (3i Humber)
T. Te.-sier (5 Bat)

C.
E.
r.

w.

H. Greaves (2| Royal
Enfield)

J. S. Harwood (3 Wanderer)
M. Down (5 Indian)
A. Colliver (3^ Zenith)
A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
Cooper (3i Bradbury)

e start is from Barnet at 7.30 a.m. to-morrow (Friday)

:

e first 34 miles will be non-stop; the second breakfast is
ranged at Biggleswade; lunch. Angel Hotel, Bourne. Tho
ute thereafter is via Sleaford, Lincoln, and Doncaster
eck). Competitors arrive at Harrogate at about 6.30

Headnuartcrs, Clarendon Hotel, Harrogate. There
be nearly a hundred making the journey, and three

rial cars have been engaged. Messrs. Straight and Hall
1 be the timekeepers throughout.

the open hill;climb on Easter Saturday there are over
entries. Owing to the state of the surface of Sutton

nk, it is impossible to use it. A fine hill has been found
Mr. Felix Scriven near Bolton Abbey, Halton Moor. It

iThi

HIl

I For

Mrs. Newbury on tier two-speed Doughs. This lady took part in ili? Nonh-wesl
London M.C.C. consumption (rial and performed very creditably.

->—•••—<-

Bradford M.C.C.
Sonie very interesting racing took place on Saturday after-
ion in the Minor Handicap Hill-climb. The winner'proved

1 . "^^ Hfgreaves, on a T.T. Triumph, who had conceded
I to 1. (.. Bullus on a stripped 1911 P. and M. The
Inner s name: was most consistent in each event. The
Tird place was rerun between F. R. Sugden. on a 1910

CLUB NEWS.

1. Hargreaves (T.T. Triumph) winning the Bradford M.C.C. Minor Handicap
at long on Saturday last.

mist Rex, and Charles Sidney, ou a T.T. Triumph. The
ter won. '

The opening reliability run of the rear has been arranged
I to-morrow (Good Friday), from ijradford to Richmond,
CI "111 like the form of a sixty miles trial, open to members
no have not previously won gold medals for relTabilitv
start will be made from club quarters: finish Richmond
iket place Prizes, gold, silver, and bronze medals. Lunch

p.m., Richmond Town Hall

Streatham and District M.C.C.
The speed-judging contest took place on April 8th in

delightful wea'her. and was fairly well patronised. The
course was twenty miles (Codstone-Grinstead-Godstone). The
speeds were balloted for, and S. Bright, on a 2^ h.p. New
Hudson (Armstrong-Triplex gear), proved best judge.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
The opening run will take place on the 16lh inst. Members

will meet at Fountain, Woolwich Common, at 10 a.m., and
proceed to Lamberhursf. All motorists in the district are
cordially invited. A very successful season is confidently
looked forward to, an increase in membership of twelve
having been made already. Intending members should for-

ward their names and addresses to the hon. sec, Mr. S. C.
Davis, 75, Earlshall Road. EJ^ham. Beginners will be par
ticularly loolced after and a.-i-i^'led by experienced riders.

Stroud M.C.C.
This club held an interesting nonstop run for the Charles

Apperley Challenge Cup and silver clasps presented by' jMr.
S. Lestock Forbes. The conr.^o was 'u ^2 miles o-.«, vid
Nailsworth, Horsley. Tethury, Cirencestei, BirJKi. Cooper's
Hill, Painswick. Stroud, Butterrow, Cirencester, Bi'Jdlip.

Cooper's Hill, Painswick, and Stroud. The set speed was
19 miles per hour, and the minimum and maximum times
allowed 3 hrs. 50 mins. and 4 hrs. 5 mins. The results
were: A. H. Ratcliff, 2C0 marks (3^ h.p. Iriumph); A.
Brotheridge, 200 marks (3^ h.p. Triumph) ;' A. B. Pavey-
Smith. 180 marks (3| h.p. Trimnph). 0, Greig, 155 marks
(8 h.p. Matchless); N. H. S. Bengoiigh, 146 marks (3^ h.p.
Triumph) ; G. H. Pavey-Smith (captain), 143 marks (5-6
h.p. four-cylinder F'.N.).
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Club News.

—

Walsall M.C.

This newly formed club has held a iiumbei ol successful

runs and is making good progress. On the 18th inst. a hill-

climb wOl be held on Stylo Kop, near Kiigeley.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The April fixtures are : April 14th, opening run to Rich-

mond (Yorks). Meet at club house at 9 a.m.
April 17th (Easter Jlonday), run to Sliap Fell. Open

bill-climb.

April 22nd, A.O.U. Quarterly Trials. Members meet at

11 a.m., Gfolden Fleece, Thirsk.

Surrey M.C.C.

For the Exeter reliability trial on June 13th-14th next, the
Kempshall Tyre Co. are presenting a pair of Kempshall tyres

for first prize. This is in addition to the. Triumph challenge

cup, which is restricted to single-cylinder bicycles. For the
Lyme Regis run on July 19th, Mr. McNab is presenting a

silver cup, as last year. Zenith Motors, Ltd., have also

promised a special gold medal for the best performance in a

club hill-climb.

Burnley A.C.

A hill-climb open to members and riders resident within
ten miles of Burnley will be held on April 22nd on Thorney-
holme Brow, situate about five miles from Burnley, at the

foot of Pendle Hill. There will be three classes, light-

weights, single-cylinders, and twin-cylinders respectively,

and the club gold medal will be given as first prize in each
class, while a special prize of a Kempshall tyre will be
given by the Kempshall Tyre Co. for fastest time of day.
Information and entry forms can be obtained from the hon.
trials sec, R. H. Wmterbottom, Woolpack Hotel, Hasling-
den.

Perth and District M.C.C.

The first event—a speed-judging competition—will take
place on the 17th inst., over a thirty mile course, from St.

Andrews to Bridge-of-Earn. Watches and speedometers, are

rigidly barred, and some surprising rts.ilts may be looked for.

Competitors lunch together at the Victoria Cafe, St. Andrews,
at 1 p.m., prior to the start. The club has recently invested
in a massive silver challenge trophy, which for this year
will be held by the winner of the All-day Reliability Trial,
to be held on June 5th, over the well-known Loch Lomond
route—170 miles of rather mixed going. This club is the
only body in Perthshire and several of the surrounding
counties representative of active auto-cycle opinion, and in
consequence its membership extends over n very wide area.
The hon. sec. is ilr. J. W. Robertson, 192, High Street,
Perth.

North-west London M.C.C.
The annual petrol consumption trial was held on the 8th

inst. on a triangular course near Stanmore, when the winner
proved to be H. Karslake, on a Dreadnought, who did

27f| miles on 23ozs. The second prize was won by G. H.
Hollis, on a 2|- h.p. Douglas, wdio did 25| miles on 19 ozs.
ilr. Brock, of the Stanmore Motor Works, attended with
his car, and was of very considerable assistance.
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Cornwall M.C.C.

Ail motor cyclists are invited to join the. opening run
Easter ilonday, which starts from the Red Lion Hotel
Truro, at 10 a.m., for Bodmin, Newquay, and Perranportli
The run will include a hill-climb for which two prizes hav(
been offered.

Essex M.C.

The opening run \ias held on the 9th inst. to Witha:
In spite of the unfavourable weather, a very merry part;

assembled at the "Eagle," Snaresbrook. The journey wa'

uneventful, but cold, and everyone was glad to see a nic

fire and inviting menu at "The White Hart." After luncl

a jjhotograph was taken, and then as the weather looker

like more rain, it was decided to make tracks for home.

Herts County A.C. Hill-elimb.

The following are the results on A.C.U. formula of th

hill-climb which took place at Kop Hill, Princes Ris
borough, on the 1st inst. :

Division A. Class I.

1. F. W. Barnes (2^ Zenith) 065
2. B. Yates (2 Humber) 085
3. J. S. Holroyd (2i Jlotosacoche) 096

CI..4.SS II.

1. F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith) 082
2. A. E. CoUiver (3i Rndge) 087
3. E. A. Burney (3l Rudge) 091

CLA.SS III.

1. Lister Cooper (3i T.T. Triumph) ... .074
2. F. W. Barnes (3^ T.T. Zenith) 0856
3. AY. Cooper (3^ Bradbury) 0857

Cl.\ss IV.
/S. T. Tes.sier (5 T.T. Bat)
iHal — •|.0911

.' .096

. .098

al Hill (5 T.T. Bat)
2. F. W. Barnes (Zenith)

3. G. S. Carter (5 ilatchless

Cl.ass V.
1. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) ... .078
2. Bert Yates (3^ Humber) 097

Class VI.
1. Lister Cooper (T.T. Triumph) 073
2. F. W. Barnes (T.T. Zenith) 080
3. W. Cooper (Bradbury) 084

Class VII.
1. Hal Hill (5 Bat)- 0893
2. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) 0898
3. G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) 089

Class IX. All Cojmers on Time.
Hal Hill (5 T.T. Bat) X
Lister Cooper (3^ T.T. Triumph) ... .'.. ^s.

F. W. Barnes (5 Zenith) 2|s.

Division B.
Dixon (3i Moto-Crat).
Gutteridge (3^ Triumph).

Class IV.
Dixon (3i Muto-Crat).

2. Jarvis (3^ Triumph).
First and second fastest time of day were done by S.

Tessier and Hal Hill respectively on 5 h.p. T.T. Bats.

Competitors at

the start of the

petrol consump-

tion trial of the

North-west

London M.C.C.

last Saturday.

I
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Inaugural run ol the Souih-easi London M.C.C. to Tunbridge Wells.

Sonth-east London M.C.C,
The inaugin-al run to Tunbridge Wells was much enjoyed

^_desplte the inclement weather. To-morrow (Friday) there
lis a run to Folkestone at 8 a.m., and on Saturday to Wrotham
at 3 p.m. An open liill-climb is announced for tiie 29th inst.

West of Scotland M.C.C.
The Ihifd amiual Easter Tour will start from the Kiddrie

bar terminus at 3.30 p.m. on Saturday, 15th, for Edinburgh,
pn Sunday the journey will be continued to Melrose via the
North Sea Coast, Berwick (for lunch), and Kelso, and on
Monday a return will be made via Peebles and Lanark. Mr.
Frank Salvesen, 23, India Street, Charing Cross, lias charge
bf the arrangements.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The start of the Amateur v. Trade competition on May
loth is from the Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, at 8 a.m".
The competitors will cover a course extending down the
liain Oxford Koad through High Wycombe, Princes Ris
lorough, Kop Hill, Greal Missenden, Amersham, up Rectory
llill, and back to U.xbrijge by the lower road. This course
hll be covered four times, the total distance Jjeing 20O
hiles. On the occasion of the first round the competitors
rill make the best performance they can on the test lull,
tid on the second round they will try and travel up the
badient as slowly a.'' po.ssible." alternating the fast and siow
|sts each round. There will also be an acceleration test

100 yards standing start. There will be nine riders, one
each of the nine classes to represent the private owner

lid the other the trade, and the best performance of .«i.\.

count. Thf classes will be as follows ;

jl. Lightweights of 300 c.c, weight limit 120 lbs.
12. Variable gear twins 340 c.c. weight limit 140lli>.
13. Single gear T.T. 3^ h.p. models.
1 4. Variable gear 3J, h.p. models.
|5. Free engine 3^ h.p. models.
|6. Touring 3^ h.p. models.
|7. Single gear 670 c.c. twins.
|8. Variable gear twins up to 1,000 c.c.
|9. Sidecar combinations.
iThe trade representatives invited are : .L o. Holroyd
(otosacoche), W. W. Douglas (Douglas), W. Pratt (P. and
I.), W. F. Newsome (T.T. Triumph), B. Yates (Humber).

J' t ^^h S T Tessier (Bat), F. W. Barnes (Zenith), and
|. H. Wells (Indian and sideoari.

Amateurs will be selected from : Harold Cox (Singer) G
L. Fletcher (Douglas), Lister Cooper (T.T. Triumph), c' C
Cooke (clutch Triumph), W. Cooper (Bradbury), A. E
CoUiver (3;^ h.p. Zenith), V. Wilberforce (Indian), G. S
Carter (Matchless), and the Rev. P W. Bischoff (Zenith
and sidecar).

Edinburgh and District M.C.
Pending the formation of this club, an interim Trials

Committee has been appointed for making the necessary
arrangements for the Scottish SL\ Days' Trial, which will
take place from the 24th to 29th July. The acting secretary
IS Mr. Robert J. Good, Braefoot, tiberton. Edinburcrh, to
whom all enquiries regarding this trial should be addressed.

Naval M.C.
Or the 1st ipst. the Naval .Motor Club held a hill-climb

on South Harr ag, which was very successful in spite ol
continuous ram and the hill's extremely greasy surface
1 he following is the order of merit by formula :

Mr. F. A. McNab (3^ TrumpJap) 124.3*
Ll. N. D. Holbrook, K.N. (3^ Zenith-Gradua) 132.4
Lt. H. D. Simonds, R.N. (3i Trump-.Jap) ... 144
Lt. D. I. :McGillewie. R.N. (3i Triumph) ... 183.4
Lt. E. G. H. Du Boulay, R.N. (5 Indian) .. 189.4
Lt. H. E. Rendall. R.N. (5-6 F.N.) ...

"

... 200 8
Lt. T. S. V. Phillips. R.N. {2i Motosacoflie) 201.7
Mr C. Ford (3i Triumph) ... 233.4

* Not a competitor.

Lt. N. D. Holbrook. R.N., put up a particularly line
performance on his 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua. not" only
winning on formula, but al.«o making the fastest time of
the day. F. A. McNab, who had very kindly con-
sented to give a demonstration t 11, climbed the hill in
great style on his 3i h.p. Trump-' ,p in a time which, had
he been competing, would have placed him easily first on
formula. In spite of the inclemency of the weather there
was quite a fair attendance of spectators, five or six car
irtembers putting in an appearance.

NOTICE TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
To ensure insertion in next v.eek's issue club notices and

photographs must be posted to reach our Coveriti v offices fiist
post on Tuesday morning.

Assembly (or the opening rnn ol ih« Stockport and District M.C.C. to Rudy.ird Lake.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Treatment ot Belt.

I have recently purchased a^ Whittle belt. Some of my
^ friends advise me to rub it with
_SJ castor oil, otliers tell me to leave

it alone, so I would be greatly

obliged if you would tell me what I

ought to do?—A.M.
It would be better to treat the belt with
collan oil. This is better for leather than
castor oil. It should be dressed as often
as is required to render the leather soft.

Probably once a fortnight will be
sufficient to keep it supple.

Doubtful Carburetter.

I have a 1^ h.p. lightweight^ fitted with F.N. carburetter,

> and I notice that it misses very
-2J often. It used to go all right.

The onlv control is the spark.
\)0 you think "if I fitted a B.B. light-

weight carburetter it would improve
the machine, and should I get better
results on hill's?—J. Hushks.

The addition of a modern carburetter
would probably greatly nnprove the
running of the machine. ]\Iake sure,

however, that the electrical part of the
machine is in good order, as the trouble
may not be due solely to the carburetter.

Contract CnfulOIIed.

I bought a second - hand
^1 machine from a large motoi
^ cycle firm in Birmingham on
-SJ the understanding it was to be

delivered to me in running
order. After five weeks' waiting for

the machine they want me to spend
£3 more than the price I gave them
and have same put in running order
at the makers' works. Would you
please say if I can compel them to
put it in running order without paying
this extra cost?—G.C.F.

Our legal adviser states Mr. F. must
first of all be quite certain that there
was a binding contract between him and
tlie Birmingham firm for the purchase
of the motor cycle to be delivered in
running order. No one could advise
this without seeing the correspondence.
Assuming this, your correspondent cannot
be compelled to pay the £3 asked for
to put the machine in running order,
and the firm must either do this foi

him or allow your correspondent the £3
necessary, or Mr. F. can repudiate the
transaction and issue a sumnlons for the
return of any money he may have
already paid to the firm.

Oil Leakage.

Will you let me know the best

g^\ way of packing crank ca^e cir-

> cumference to prevent oil leak-
-i-l age? I think the leakage at big

end is due to too thick packing.

—E.H.B.B.
By crank case circumference we presume
you mean the crank case joint either be-

tween cylinder and crank case or the two
halves of the crank case. If the leakage
takes place between cylinder and crank
case, fit a brown paper washer thoroughly
soaked in linseed oil. The vertical joint

around the circumference should be oil-

tight without any packing of any kind.
If it leaks there, trouble is due to im-
perfect machining of the parts. The
only thing we can suggest is to have
the two faces turned until they are an
accurate fit, and when fitting together
brush the surfaces with some thick boiled
linseed oil before tightening up.

Uneven Firing of Twin.

I have a new 2| h.p. twin,
a.o.i.v., and I cannot get the
cylinders to fire evenly at low
speeds. I imagine that this
should not be difficult in spite

of automatic inlet valves. Magneto is

perfect, also carburetter as far as I

can judge, viz,, it does not flood, and
the machine starts at once, but only
fires evenly at a good speed. Have
carefully tested inlet valve springs,
and both are about equal tension,
though one valve opens just a shade
more than the other. Would this
make all the difference? Sparking
plugs are carefully adjusted, and each
gives an excellent spark. I cannot
throttle down below twelve miles an
hour without erratic firing. The back
cylinder seems a trifle stiff, .and this
one seems to be the one which misses.
Is it possible to get slow, even running
with a twin engine with automatic
valves?—Y 836.

If one valve opens more than the other
this might account for the irregular
firing. See that both plugs have about
the same gap; also check over the
strength of both inlet and exhaust
springs, and also make sure that the
compression in both cylinders is approxi-
mately equal. We cannot account for
the back cylinder being stiff, and you
can only find out why definitely by
taking down the cylinder. Maybe one
of the piston rings" is sticking or may
be too *ight. It is not so easy to get

slow running with an engine fitted with

automatic valves as if mechanioall)

operated valves were supplied, bu(

a.o.i.v. twins, once perfectly adjusted
will fire quite regularly at high or low

speeds.
Knocking due to Pre-ignitiou.

There is a mystery about m;
1910 model 3^ h.p. machine. Upo
opening throttle (when the engin
is the least bit warm) after clos

ing it to go round corners
to slow up for any reason, the engin
gives out several very loud metalli|

clanks—similar to the sound an anv
makes when hit with hammer ani

quite as loud—for which I cann(
account. The machine run,s perfectll

otherwise and climbs splendidly, bi

has had this fault almost from the tim
of being new. I have tried reducin
compression by placing extra washei
under cylinder caps and plug but witl
out effect, and as the terrific noise
makes is very annoying, I shall
glad to have your opinion, as I rau
admit it entirely beats me,—S,J.P.

Probably you omit to retard the spar
It is difficult otherwise to account for tl

knocking unless you are using a sparkii
plug the points of wliich project too f

into the cylinder, get hot, and cause pi
ignition. Another possible cause is th
.\ou are geared too highly, and the engii
'""

' get a fair change when pickii

in
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High Petrol Consumption.

I would be much obliged if yJ
would kindly answer the foUol
ing questions: (1,) The petJ
consumption of my two-stroj
air-cooled 1910 machine is vel

high, being about 60 miles to the gallcf
Would a smaller jet rectify this? (J

I hear that the power of an eugii
varies according to the number of re'
lutions per minute. Therefore, wouk
fixed gear machine develop less pow(
going slowly under a load, than as f;

as possible without a load?—G,A.S,
(1.) The consumption of your machine
not excessive for a two-stroke, and
should recommend you to leave things
they are. Thei-e would be no harm
experimenting with a smaller jet.
Certainly, what you surmise is qui
correct. In the case of an internal
bustion engine revolutions mean pow
For example, when an engine is labo
ing on its high gear it is not giving nei
so much power as if the load were redui
by dropping on to a lower gear
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Wipe Contacts with Plain Coii.

I should ce greatly obliged if

you would kindl^^ answer tlie

following questions : (1.) Can a

plain toil be r-^ade to wjrk satis-

lactorily with a wij/e contact
tead oi a "positive make and
?ak " contact (such as is fitted to

23 li.p. F.N.)? (2.) ]f so, would
II advise the use of a roller or plain
itiut blade? (3.) Should the contact
L (of steel and fibre) be lubricated
pievent excessive wear, or would an
ii'ifect contact result?—K.C.S.
d 2.) No, it could not be persuaded
crk with such a contact breaker:
lontact in the case of a plain coil

be made and broken very rapidly.
cannot improve on the make arid

. (3.) A wipe contact breaker used
a trembler coil is often designed to

packed in grease.

Carburation.

(1.) Can you erilighlcn me as
to the best carburetter for a 7

h.p. T.A.C.? It ha.'i at present
an Amac lightweight, and I

cannot get it to do' anything
it. How about a 3^ h.p. car-

itter with a smaller jet ? It now
very little |x)wer. (2.) The present
[iction pipe is straight, with the

leading from the carburetter
Img it in the middle between
ders two and three. Now will

these two cylinder.s do a great
more work and cause Nos. 1 and

I) be partially starved ? I suggest
ng two pipes from the carburetter,
•ed, and joining the induction pipe
een cylinders one and two and

le and four. Will this improve
ers at all ? -D.E.H.
lightweight pattern carhnrettei-

jiiot seem the most suitable kind.
doubt the 3^ h.p. type mentioned
letter would suit your purpose
Rctter ouery the makers on this

(2.) We do not think the arrange-
,of the inlet pipe w-ould matter to

msiderable e.xtent. but the experi-
might be woith trying. Often
Under engines have the carbm-etter
rear end of the induction |iipe.

is is wlien starving of the front

?r is likely to occur.

Clutches. Decompressors.

(1.) Is tliere on the market any
kind of free engine clutch for

motor cycles that will start
from rest, without pushing or
pedalling, ii motor cycle and

ar with passengers weighing about
jr 27 stones? If so. please give me
name. I have tried one. but I

.
it, as it used to stop the engine

|oon as the clutch was let in. I

, a hub plate clutch. I am not
lal to two-speed gears. (2.) Is

6 any device on the market except
Ariel half compression that could
fitted to an ordinary _ engine to

of starting bv wa'lking slowlv
?-.J.E.
is quite impossible for a machine

t- a reasonablv low gear to st.irt

lid a loaded sidecar with a clutch.
this on a perfectly level cr

V downhill grade is a compara-
easy matter with a gear of 5i or

, but if the clutch is to be of 'any
id to be able to restart the engine

H^S^ILE
on a hill of, say, 1 in 8 or 9, at least
a 9 to 1 gear is necessary, and this is,

of course, impossible unless a two-speed
gear is fitted. Some motor cyclists seem
to be of the opinion that a clutch is

quite as good as a two-speed gear, but
this is absolutely impossible. A good
clutch is undouljtedly a sound article,
and of great utility "for solo machines,
but it is not and cannot be expected to
perform the same functions as a variable
speed gear. (2.) We do not know of a
decompressor sold separately.

A n(^vc-I illusirauon showing the unueisiae ol a
Chaler Lea No. 7 three-speed cnain-driven machine,
specially intended for sidecar work. This illustration

serves to show the arrangement of the magneto,
engine, silencer, gear box, transmission, and brakes.

Starting by Handle. Heavy Tyres.

(1.) I have a heavy twin
machine (magneto) with free
engine pulley, to which I have
had fitted a handle to start by
hand, in order to avoid the

labour of riuining the machine, and as
1 intend fitting a sidecar, I am afi-aid
it would be impossible to move the
combination quickly .enough to make the
engine fire, ai I am not a Sandow. I.
however, find that I cannot make the
engine fire when using the handle
attachment, as apparently the mngnelo
renuires a certain number of re°volu
lions before a spark occurs at tlje
plug, and, of course, I cannot turn tiie
engnie quickly enough, owing to the
compression. The magneto is all right
and makes a good spark at the |)lugs
when I take them out for testing. I

read about other machine.s with handle
starting. Do they have aicnnnilator

"ignition in addition, or should the
engine fire with magneto ignition
with first turn of handle (or half turn
as I see advertised)? (2.) I have a
Palmer cord tyre 26 x 2| on the back
wheel, and should like to fit a voitureitc
type of tyre. Will you please tell me
what size would fit the rim, and whether
you consider the rim strong enough to
take the tyie?—A.J.C.

(1.) It is a didicult matter to start a
motor cycle magneto engine by a handle
fitted on to the crankshaft. Tlie only way
to do it is to set the sparking plug point's
a.s close together as pcL-'.-'ible, and to be
sure and exclude as mui'h air as |)ossible
from the carbureCter, opening, of course.
the extra air shutter as soon as the pre-
liminary explosion has taken place. What
usually happens is, either that there is a
counter-shaft and the starting liandle is

on the latter and .so geared up to the
engine, or the machine has a live axle
.iiiil the starting handle is on the live

axle, and, it is, conseijuently, geared up
to the engine to about 4^ to 1. Very few
machines have accumulator ignition as
well a.s a magneto. (2.) You will prob
ably liave to procure a fresh rim if you
wish to fit a voiturette lyre. The makers
"f the tyre you select will inform yoti on
this point.

READER'S REPLY.
Softening Rubber Belts.

I note that "Anxious," on page 271,
asks for a means of softening a rubber
lielt." If "Anxious" will soak his stiff

rubber belt in moderately warm water for

half an hour he will find it pliable. He
should put it on the machine and give
it a run while in this pliable state, and
he will find that it will not return to its

old hardness.—PKRCi' S. Cros.si.ky.

EXPErtlENOES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which tha
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c o The Editor.

"Senex" '(Wolverhampton). .J.A. P.

twin-cylinder engine 85 x 95 mm. What
I arburetter is most suitable? Will engine

~lart easily on magneto only?

'• A.ir.C." (Warwickshire) wants a

iwin-cylLnder motor bicycle engine of

approximately 20 h.p., and would, like

addresses of manufacturers making such.
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THE article "My Ideal Motor Cycle" which

appeared recently has no doubt been of very

areat interest to many thoughtful riders, and,

^Yhilst appreciating the ideal aimed at, I venture to

think there are at least one or two points open to

criticism. c ^u^
(i ) The central disc between the two halves ot the

crank case, whilst theoretically correct, would,
^

I^ am

sure, prove impossible in practice. To make this pint

absolutely pressure tight (a necessity in the case of a

two-stroke engine) would be difficult m the hrst p ace,

if freedom of rotation is to be maintained, but to keep

this joint tight under working conditions is, in my

opinion, impracticable. . .

(o)- Then Mr. Riide says that the compression in

the crank case is utilised. As shown in the diagram,

Diagrams showing the positions of the pistons at different points in the stroke.

with two cylinders at 90°, the connecting rods of which

are both connected to the same crank pin, the com-

pression in -the crank case would be useless, ihe tour

diagrams shown above will illustrate my meaning.

To commence with, we will assume that the crank

rase is full of air and the pistons in the position shown

in fii^ I. In moving down to position 2, pistons i and

-> both move down half a stroke, reducing the space

in the crank chamber by one cylinder volume. In this

position the inlet port to cylinder 2 is uncovered and

pure air -and carburetted air enter in turn, bo far so

good.

In moving from position 2 to 3, piston i comes

down another half stroke but piston 2 goes up halt

a stroke, thus neutralising the pressure m the crank

chamber just at the moment when cylinder i is read}

for its charge of scavenging and carburetted air.

Passing from position 3 to 4, pistons i and 2 each

rise half a stroke, or equal to one cylinder volume.

From position 4 to i the volume of n'l^ture in the

crank chamber does not vary, because, although piston

2 comes down a half stroke, piston i rises half a stroke.

To make my meaning clear, cylinder 2 will_ work and

aet its charge of pure air and carburetted air m turn,

but when cylinder i is ready to receive its respec-

tive charges the pressure in the crank chamber is

normal, i.e., due to the .blower and not to the movement

of the pistons. It thus follows that, although cyhnder

o would work all right, cylinder i would not or even

if it did, bv reason of the pressure supplied by the

blower, the cylinders would be working under unequal

conditions, and cylinder 2 developing considerably

more power than the other.

To sum up, my contention is that it is impracticabl

to use crank case compression with two cylinder^ i

no" working on the. same crank pin. For such con

pression even firing will have to be abandoned, or coi

versely, if even firing is a sine qiia.non—and persona .

I regard it as such—then the idea of compressing tl

charge in the crank case must be abandoned.

It may perhaps be a strange coincidence, but 1 ha>

contemplated the construction of an engine design.

on similar lines to those of Mr. Rude, but 1 ha

abandoned crank case compression. Ihe difficult

connected with tightness of the joints m the crank ca

bearings, etc., and the mixing of an excessive amoi

of lubricating oil with the carburetted air in the trans

port, make it advisable to seek a solution of the p

blem in another direction. My suggestion is the desi

illustrated below, which in the mam is similar to A

Riide's, but omitting crank case compression and '

usual type of connecting rods.

Another Suggested Design.

In mv suggested design, the small blocks at end

connecting rods are made of hardened steel, and si

to and fro in the guides. These guides also shdt

grooves in the crank case, which is made of steel :

of a suitable rectangular shape for the purpose. Th

being extremely little side thrust on the guides,

appreciable wear should take place between the gm

and the crank case. A balance weight, equivalerv

the weight of one piston, its two rods guide, bl.1

and crank pin would be required This ^vould
.

perfect balance. No inlet port is shown m the ske

nor joints between crank case and cylinder, tor

sake of clearness, but they are in the usual places.

volume below the piston would be approxim;

A suggested design

of twin-cylinder V-
type engine without

crank case compres-
sion.

The opening of

fie small valves is

csntrolled from the

handle-bar, and by

admitting more or

less air the suction

on the jet is reduced

or increased.

A small cu

of pure air is

enabled to

cylinder'in frc

explosive char '

reducing the

ot back

halved, giving a powerful blast when the inlet poi

uncovered. ,

There is nothing startling about my suggested d

as steam engines have been constructed witl

arrangement and have worked well, and there
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A Criticism of Mr. R. Rude's Ideal Motor Cycle.—

reason why, with adequate lubrication and smooth and
accurately finished guides, this system should not work
as satisfactorily as the more orthodox practice. The
usual connecting rod, by virtue of its angularity in the

cylinder, exerts a fairly heavy pressure on the cylinder

nails, whereas in my design there is no side thrust

)eyond the almost negligible weight of the small pistons.

Of course, the two cylinders working on the same crank
)in must be slightly staggered to allow the guides to

ivork side by side. The two small stuflSng boxes
hrough which the piston rods pass are the only parts

lecessary to keep- gastight, which should not be a very

lifficult matter.

Points of the " Ideal " Engine.
With regard to some of the other parts of Mr. Rude's

:ngine, I take exception to the blower, as considerable

lifficulty will arise in gauging the size and speed rela-

ive to the crankshaft speed. At low speeds the presstire

1 be- very low, in many instances just when most
lower is required, and at higher speeds the time avail-

ble for scavenging is so extremely small, much less

lan would be the case in a four-stroke engine, that I

oubt whether the extra complication would Ije worth
hile. I quite agree that a small cushion of pure air,

ri\en into the cylinder before the charge of carburelted

ir enters, is an advantage, to prevent backfiring and

^>-«
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waste of fuel, but I should think that a small automatic
valve, opening to the atmosphere just over the inlet

port to the cylinder, would give equally satisfactory

results.

A Clutch Advisable.
Another improvement I would strongly recommend

is a thoroughly efficient multiple disc clutch. This,

in conjunction with the exceptionally even torque of

such an engine, should pro\'e equal to nearly every-

emergency, and should enable the machine to climb
steep gradients at a slow speed without the complica-

tion and weight of a variable gear.

I am particularly hopeful that the two-stroke engine

w'ill partly oust the four-stroke engine for ordinary

touring purposes, but it will be many years before its

speed and power will equal such an engine as, say, the

19T1 Tourist Trophy Triumph engine (cubical capacity

being the same), at any rate without the addition of

several fitments beyond the simple three-port system.

Part of the attraction of the two-stroke engine lies in

its wonderful simplicity, and the addition of a number
of parts would rob it of much of its charm. If the

two-stroke engine is to develop, it will ha\'e to be

strictly along simple lines. To bring it to the efficiency

of the highest examples of motor cycle engines at pre-

sent in existence will necessitate much experiment and

observation. J.W.O.

BROOKLANDS OBSERVATIONS.

r
Surface of the TracK.

HE general opinion of riders is that the surface

of Brooklands has benefited considerably by its

winter overhaul. The bumps on the " ten feet
"

ne are comparatively few and far 'between. New-
Dmers to track racing would be well advised not to

ike one hand off their handle-bars for oiling purposes

ther by the tunnel under the track past the rtiembers'

ridge or just past the aeroplane sheds—at any rate

they are travelling at 60 m.p.h. or over.

Steering Difficulty Disappearing.
Considerably less difficulty seems to lie experienced

om the " Brooklands wobble " this season. Spring

rks are in increasing favour, as are knee-grip pads

the tank and very wide dropped bars, wrapped with

iulating tape to give the hands a firmer grip. The
riumph cracks are now using the stronger springs

1 their forks instea'd of the felt pads previously in

igue, which threw a severe strain on the buttress,

rridge's Rudge, which performed so well in the

st T.T. hour race, had the standard Rudge spring

rks, and steered better than Burney's .sister mount
which a pair of rigid forks were tried experi-

entally.

Durable Exhaust Valves.
Rumour has it that the Triumph Co. has discovered

new material for its exhaust valves which will

and a mile a minute gait until further orders. Has-
:11 was using one of these when he finished second
the first T.T. hour race, and it had not stretched

the least at the finish. 0\er fifty-four miles in the

:>ur in touring trim, in spite of a slipping belt for the

St few laps, was a wonderful performance for any-
le who had never ridden a T.T. mount ov- the track

;fore the previous afternoon.

Mistakes in Tuning.

A mistake some people make when tuning up a

,^>-^ h.p. single for Brooklands is to go to extremes.

They try a terrific compression, a big jet and choke

tube, and a very high gear, which result in the engine

"petering out " after a lap or two, when it comes to

tackling the rise by the pond against the wind.

An Ideal Testing Ground.
W. F. Newsome has had over a fortnight at Brook-

lands testing chiefly the new pattern Triumph valve.

It is said to be the best yet. He was joined early last

week by G. E. Stanley, who indulged in a few days'

^practising before making an attempt to capture the

"much-coveted hour record on his Singer.

' Laps at 65 m.p.h.

The two fastest machines at present among the

- senior and junior T.T. aspirarits seem to be those

ridden by those veteran experts, C. R. Collier and

Harry Martin, both of whom had several stops in the

first T.T. hour races. Chadie Collier was doing laps

at close on 65 m.p.h. wdth his stand trailing.

Auxiliary Exhaust Release.
.\uxiliarv exhaust ports are \-ery popular at present

for track work. Their value for short races is rather

problematical, however, as they require a very different

carburetter and valve timing adjustment, which has to

be found by experiment. A bigger jet is necessary,

as an appreciable amount of mixture is blown out on

the compression stroke—not to mention quite a " little

oil bath " for the rider's legs and the belt. We have

noticed several engines with their ports drilled too

low down so that they are not entirely uncovered by

the piston on its downward stroke. On the other

hand, especially when a short piston is used, cold

air is sucked into the crank case on the up stroke.

A2=;
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Experience with a Calthorpe.
C. W. Barker, of i^arkotone, Dorset,

writes that he has ridden considerably

over 3,000 miles on a CaIthof|je motor
bicycle, and it is still running as well aa

on the first day. During the period
mentioned he has not experienced the

least trouble with it.

Satisflefl Brooklands Competitors.
Several Brooklands competitors have

written to the Hutchinson Tyre Company
stating how pleased they are with the

tyres fitted to their racing machines.
Among those who have been particularly

well satisfied are Cyril Patterson, F. W.
Barnes, and C. R. Collier.

A Satisfied Owner.
i\[r. W. Bannister, the maker of the

" Unecar," 62, King Street, Maidstone,
informs us that one of his customers, a
well-known Belfast doctor, has written

stating that he has been the owner of

three different makes of motor cars in

the past ten years, and at present has
an up-to-date modern car, but he enjoys
driving the " Unecar " as much as, or more
than, any other vehicle he has handled.
He has driven it a good deal in all

weathers, both in town and country, and
he is quite satisfied with its running.

Address Wanted.
Messrs. Godfrey and Nash, The Elms

Motor Works, Golders Green Road,
Hendon, N.W., inform us that they
have recently received an enquiry for a
G.N. runabout from Mr. H. R. Horton,
whose letter contained no address. Should
this catch the eye of the reader in

question, Messrs. Godfrey and Nash will

be glad to hear from him. The firm
has received enquiries concerning the
G.N. from all parts of the globe.

T.T. Silencer Regulations.
One day last week we had the pleasure

of inspecting one of the T.T. Rudge-
Whitworth models which has been altered
as regards the silencer pipe to comply
with this year's regulations. The
standard silencer has been left intact to
act as an expansion chamber, and froin
the right-hand end where the cut-out is

usually fitted a Igin. pipe is carried in a
slightly upward direction, terminating
beyond the rear axle and about level with
the back of the tyre.

John Gibson and H.H. Bowen are the
two most recent riders to be won over
by the capabilities of the new Rudge,
and are expected to bestride machines of

this make at the Brooklands meeting on
Easter Monday, whilst A. L. Ommaney
lias recently joined the R.-W. testing
staff.

Shamrock Belts and Tyres.
A recent visit to the Hanover Rubber

Co., 29-31, Old Street, E.C., elicited the
fact that the company was exceedingly
busy in supplying Shamrock-Gloria belts
It is small wonder that the latter are 4n
big demand, as they were fitted to several
of the wmning machines at the last two
Brooklands meetings. Mr. Sudfeldt, the.
company's manager, who is himself a keen
rider of a 34 h.p. Triumph, told as that
2i-in. rubber bar and steel-studded combi-
nation S.G. tyres were much in demand
owing to the increasing use of 3^ h.p.
machines in coniunction with a sidecar.

IJ^^^OLE

Sectional Road Maps.
A good road map is required by every

motor cyclist who undertakes extended
tours. Many readers already know The
Autocar map, which finds a place, on the
walls of most .important hotels and garages
throughout the country. An equally good
sectional road map of England and "Wales

has also been prepared, and is now ready
for sale. Although it is rather too bulky
for a motor cyclist to carry the whole
of the twenty-four separate sections, it is

an easy matter for him to select two or
three of the sections embracing the par-

ticular district in which he contemplates
touring, keeping the others at home for

reference. Each section is printed on
substantial cardboard, the scale being
eight miles to the inch, and a key map
is provided on the back of each section.

The series can be obtained packed in a
stout waterproof envelope, price 4s. 10-d.,

or in a cloth case 6s. 4d.. post paid, from
The Molor Cycle Olfices, 20, Tudor
Street, E.C.

A Motor Cyclist's Waterproof Suit.

The accompanying illu.?tration shows
the latest form of Burberry motor
cyclist's suit (Burberry's, Haymarket,
W.) The coat is made of heavy gabar-
dine and is lined with fleece. It will be

noticed also that there is a heavy storm
flap which effectually prevents rain from
driving into the inside of the coat. We
can speak from experience of the com-
fort of one of these coats. The leggings, it

will be noticed, are particulaily neat, and
stiap neatly round the calves of the legs

Burberry motor cyclist's suit.
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Motor Trips at a Glance.
We have received a copy of a new and

enlarged edition of " Motor Trips at a
Glance," which is edited by Mr. A. J.
Wilson and published for the Dunlop
Pneumatic Tyre Co., Ltd., by A. J.
Wilson and Co., Ltd., 154, Clerkenwell
Road, E.C. The object of the book is

to provide ready-made routes, such as
would require working out with the aid
of maps and route books. The particu-
lars of each trip are printed on a
separate page, accompanied with a map
on the opposite page showing the dis-

tances between towns. There are in

addition 300 pictures of roadside curiosi-

ties arranged in- alphabetical order. The
price of the book is 2s. 6d., and it is

recommended by the Touring Department
of the R.A.C. and the A.A. and M.U.

Spares for V.S. Machines.
Owners of machines fitted vfith the

V.S. two-speed gear will be interested to
learn that Messrs. H. Collier and Sons,
Ltd., Plumstead, S.E., have purchased
the entire London stock of the V.S. Co.

Spare parts for Peugeot engines fitted

to V.S. motor cycles can^be obtained from
Sir. J. Taylor, 318, Percy Road, Birming
ham, the V.S. Co. having given up their

retail depot in Great Portland Street.

Catalogues Received.
The book of the Royal Enfield light-

weight motor bicycles is an interesting

publication, and contains in addition ti

illustrations and particulars of the belt-

driven machine some excellent sectional

views of the engine, two-speed gear,

friction clutch, and other devices used in

the construction of the more recent two-

speed chain-driven lightweight. Copies

can be obtained on application to the

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch.

. Messrs. Alfred Dunhill's special motoi
cyclists' catalogue has just been pub
lished. As may be expected, every

article which the motor cycle rider need
is priced and listed. Among the cloth

ing may be mentioned a dustprooi

summer suit, which should be heartilj

welcome as soon as the summer is witl

us. A speciality is also made of water
proof suitings, which have been latelj

described in The Motor Cycle. Messrs
Dunhill have also introduced a. sidecai

of their own, which is sold at -^a verj

moderate price.

Maude's Motor Mart, Powell Street

Halifax, have sent us their 1911 list 0:

accessories. This contains illustration,

and descriptions of most of the well

known accessories. Copies can
obtained on application to the abov
address.

The name of Brooks has b;en know
'ince the earliest days of motor cyclin

as milkers - of tlie highest-class saddle
toolbags, etc. In a review of the Brook
book (motor cyclists' edition) it wouk
therefore, be superfluous to point out an
article more deserving of attention tlia

.mother. All Brooks's wares are good
At this season of the year, when moto
cyclists are contemplating the equipmen
of a new machine or additions to an ol

one, a copy of the above will be of coi

siderable interest. It can be .obtaine

post free on application to J. B. Brnoli

and Co., Ltd., Criterion Works, Bii

mingham.

I
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Errors in Issuing Results.
NCE again it i.s our lot to chronicle tlie fact tliat

errors have been made in announcing the results

of an important competition, and such being
the case we would throw out a few hints to
those clubs which have arranged their first open

bmpetition for this year. The O.xford ^fotor Cycling
Bub carried out the first open competition of 191

1

Kop Hill most successfully, but by some unfortunate
Jischance gross errors were made in proclaiming the
Isults. It must be understood that these remarks
1st no reflection upon any official in particular—in

let, we do not know -who the delinquents really are

—

Tit the results of two classes were affected by copying
le supposed winner's weight wrongly from the clerk of
le scale's book, and other little slips occurred of a
inor order. Consequently, after the positions had
len announced and published they had to be can-
llled and fresh results issued in two of the classes

—

lily a most unfortunate state of affairs. One must
|t, however, speak too unkindly, for mistakes are
lund to occur occasionally, and it seems somewhat
Jgrateful to reprimand or suggest carelessness on the

of enthusiastic honorary officials, who give up
by hours of spare time ^rorking hard for their clubs.

lis a thankless task, we admit, but that does not get
any further away from the errors, which to some

Impetitors concerned mean very great inconvenience.

fom fixture lists which continue to reach us we notice
at several clubs new to the game are launching
It with an open event, and we would urge them to
ke the most adequate precautions to guarcT against
prs of the nature referred to. Every figure should
doubly checked, including the weights, times, and

tmula calculations, and, above all, no results should

be issued hurriedly. This is where many of the errors

have occurred in endeavouring to get out the figures

in record time.

Experienced officials should be engaged, who, above
all, should withhold any announcement until the figures

are above suspicion. Everybody, we think, would be
satisfied to get the competitors' times the same even-

ing (which are quickly calculated) and the formula
results a day or so later, with the knowledge that they

arc not likely to be rescinded.

Motor Cycle Engineering.

WE
have pointed out in these pages that motor
cycle designers have leaiTit a good deal from
motor car practice, and doubtless could learn

more; also that no car designer ivill deny
that he has not gained useful knowledge from

a study of the best motor cycle engines. That being

the case, we commend the attention of our mecha-
nically minded readers to an excellent article in the

current issue of our contemporary. The Automobile

Engineer, in which a study is made of the present state

of motor cj'cle engineering, and what it has learnt

from and taught the car designer.

Space prevents us quoting any of the passages, which

would, we feel sure, be read with interest, but we
think it will be appreciated if we briefly summarise

the principal points which The Automobile Engineer

contributor thinks motor cycle designers should

investigate. They are silence, lubrication, carburation,

and improvement of the epicyclic form of gearing.

All these items are for various reasons better provided

for on cars, and it rests with the motor cycle designer

to see if he can make each one better without robbing

the motor cycle of its chief cliarm—simplicity.

All
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A LUXURIOUS
SIDECAR COMBINATION

IN
our issue of March 9th we mentioned the splendid
performance of a 1911 P. and M. and sidecar

which, with, three up—^total weight 34 stones—
climbed Fitzjohn's Avenue and afterwards Netherhall

Gardens (i in 7.5), with sidecar and one passenger,

from a standing start. This experience induced us

to submit the combination to a more extended trial.

Starting from Tudor Street, the first stage of our
journey through Bamet, on to St. Albans and the

by-roads of Hertfordshire beyond, enabled us to test

its ease of control in traffic, its "picking up"
qualities, and its poAver "all out" on le\el loads

may be permitted this much-abused term. Tl

time at our disposal did not admit of a te

up Kop Hill, but we fancy this would possess

terrors for the redoubtable P. and M. The route ai

traversed is not lacking in stiff gradients, and is

sufficient test of the capabilities of any machine. Tl

P. and M. has been fully described in previous issue

and we illustrate the combination mainly to ca

attention to the unusual design of the Mills-_Fulfcii

rigid sidecar. As will be seen, this is -built to speci

order, in close-woven cane. A child's reversible ai

iemo\able seat is pio\ided, and the fore ])art

made unusually hii

to afford protectii

to the second pa

senger. The sii"

icar is remarkal
•\vell sprung

comfortable Ion

shackled C sprint

and is exceptiona

luxurious.

Altogether,

combination is o

which' should a

peal ^'ery stron

to the "farai

man," and may i

relied upon to gi

complete satisfa

tion.

We found the machine m
the highest degree satis-

factorj.- in every particulai

Later, a run through
Markyate and Kenswoith,
over the Dunstable Do\\ns,
along the Icknield Way to

Tring, thence to Wendo^er
and Princes Risborough
and back to St. Albans,
gave us roads of vary-
ing character and many
gradients. The P. and M.
responded to every demand
and ' left us free to enjoy
the beautiful . scenery en
loute. It is indeed a "go
anywherr " machine, if one Left and right sides of a luxuriously appointed two-speed P. and M. and Mills-Fulford sidecar.
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PROGRESS IN THE MIDLANDS.
Improved Amac Carburetter.
i»HE latest production of the Aston

Motor Accessories Co. is a new
lightweight carburetter which con-
tains several special features. First

all, the multiple jet principle,

which has proved
itself so suc-

cessful in several
recent competi-
tions is retained.
In this arrange-

ment there is one
original petrol jet,

immediately over
wliich are three
jets through
which the petrol,

together with a
. small quantity cf

"^induced air,

C; passes, thereby

^ rendering the
initial rich mix-
ture a most inti-

mate one. Above
these three jets,

which are in a
hne across the

mixing chamber,
come the throttle

and air valves,
which are of
quite novel de-
sign, and are
sliown, upside
down, in tig. 1,

in which it will
air valve slides

le tbe throttle valve, both being actu-
in the usual way by means of Bowden

IS and internal springs. It will be
ced that the apex of the air slide is

nfored off. This is done so that even
n the air valve is fully closed a cer-

-Fig. 2. General
view ol tbe new
lightweight Amac.

Sliown upsiJi; dovn.

%. 1. Throttle and air

Bs of the new Am-c
urelter.

seen that the

amount of air can get past over the
It will be realised that the func-

of this air valve is, in addition to
of regulating the admission of air,
that of furnishing a variable choke

e effect, as the choke tube is repre-
;ed by the space between the jets and
base of the air slide. Owing to this

arrangement the carburetter is particu-
larly good in starting and slow running,
and we understand that its general
behaviour under tests have shown it to
be e.vceedingly efficient and thoroughly
economical. Certainly it leaves little to
be desired in point of neatness of design.
It most readily takes to pieces, and all
parts are therefore easily accessible,
especially the jets, for which purpose a
special inspection screw is provided.
Fig. 2 shows the appearance of the com-
plete carburetter.

L.M.C. Refinements.
Quite one of the cleverest ideas for sca-

venging the e.xhaust gases out of the cylin-

Fig. 3.

Scavengina; valve
flKed to a L.M.C.

racer.

der before the inlet charge is allowed to
enter is that which has recently been fitted
to a few L.JI.C. competition machines.
This device, of which a view is given in
the sketch fig. 3, takes the place of the
usual cap over the exhaust valve, and con-
sists of a dome containing a valve operated
by an overhead rocker, wliich in turn is
worked by a small cam mounted on one
of the pinions by which the magneto is

driven. The pipe issuing from the addi-
tional valve chamber is led to the upper
part of the crank case, and the valve is

so timed that it opens during the moment
between the closing of the main exhaust
valve and the opening of the inlet valve.
At this point the upward stroke of the
piston has created a partial vacuum in
the crank chamber, and hence when the
additional valve opens the e.xhaust gases
left in the cylinder are drawn therefrom
into the crank case, whilst, in addition,
the partial vacuum so formed in the com-

bustion head helps the ingress of the fresh
charge of gas. In this way extra effi-
ciency is obtained, first by the fact that
the charge of mixtvu-e is undiluted, and
secondly by the fact that more of it is
allowed to enter. On the outside of the
crank chamber is a small leather-faced
non-return valve, through which the gases
drawn into the crank chamber are ejected
by the down coming piston.
Evidently the L.M. Co. are out to add

to their Oxford M.C.C. success if one may
judge from the fact that Mr. Lloyd has re-
cently produced an exceedingly Hght form
of piston, which we illustrate in fig. 4. It
should be noted,' however, that this type
of piston is not sufficiently strong to
warrant its use for sidecar work, and it is

therefore wisely not supplied to the public
e.xcept on the T.T. model. The. piston,
it will be observed, has only one ring,
and by virtue of the patented attachment
of the gudgeon pin, can be made of
extreme lightness, even though of cast
iron. The gudgeon pin is solid with its

carrying lug at one end, whilst at the
other the lug is driven on to it, the ttvo
lugs being secured to the piston head with
simple bolts as shown. Theoretically, at
any rate, the idea of the nuts on the
piston head is not to be commended, but
actually, w© are informed, no trouble
whatever has been met with in their use.
Certainly the piston is very light and
"eat, and it should enable the engine to
reach a considerably higher effective speed
than with a piston of the ordinary form.

An Ingenious Accessory.
The Sphinx Manufacturing Co., of

Bradford Street, Birmingham, have just
introduced a most ingenious little acces-
sory which, inasmuch as it fulfils a felt
want, is cheap and takes up practically

Fig. 5. The Sphinx Flex-Jet.

Fig. 4. Light racing piston with patent gudgeon pin fixing

no room at all, and is sure to be wel-
comed by every motor cyclist who ever
has occasion to ride at night. As shown
in the sketch fig. 5, it is a small naked
acetylene burner designed to be attached
to the generator for the purpose of iDu-
minating at night such operations as
puncture mending, belt adjustments, re-

pairs, etc., etc. The end of the flexible

tube, remote from the burner, carries a
neat little adapter which is simply
pushed on to the generator nipple, and
by means of which the whole affair sup-
ports itself. The chief beauty of the
device, however, is that the flexible tube
can be bent so as to put the burner in

any position, and when so bent it re-

mains firm. This is accomplished in an
ingenious manner by inserting a core of

soft iron wire inside the flexible tubing.
The latter is some ten inches long, and
wherever the generator is fixed the jet

can be arranged to throw a good light

on either one or other of the sides of the
machine. The flexible tube can be used
as the ordinary tube between the gene-
rator and the head lamp. It is called the
Sphinx Flex-Jet, and costs only a few pence.

'1.5
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Hub Lubricants.

The motor cyclist is apt to glance disdainfully at the

;

5'outli he sees travelling along head down, clad in tight-

'jersey and thin stockings, on a dropped bar push-

bicycle; yet that same youth could give the average
' motor cyclist points when it comes to the care of ball

.bearings. How many of my readers ignore their hubs,

steering head, free-wheel, and bottom bracket bearings ?

-Even manufacturers are not guiltless in this respect. I

nave heard of several machines being, delivered this

year without even a faint sticky smear in the wheel

hubs and steering head. But if these parts require

attention, oiling, and adjustment on a comparatively

slow featherweight push-bicycle, much more do they

require it on a fast heavy motor cycle.

Furthermore, an occasic«al squirt from a gun filled

with any old oil, varying from cycle lamp oil to castor

oil or even salad oil, is of little use. A highly

specialised lubricant is required, and may be obtained

from any conscientious dealer. The lubricant must
resist the inroads of water (the ball-bearing's deadliest

foe), dust, and mud. It must have sufficient body, so

that it will lubricate as w^ell at the end of a long speed

,
run as at the beginning. It must be so thick that it will

not leak out in hot weather, so liquid that it will not
gum up the parts in winter.

In every big trial a number of machines finish with
the bearings of their liubs and heads practically ruined
from sheer callous inattention. The wise rider will pro-

cure a tin of a special lubricant, and immediately on
receiving his machine will ascertain that the hubs and
head are well packed with it. The stuff resembles
vaseline or other light greases in appearance, but may
readily be thinned down by heating, and can be more
easily injected if the lubricator caps are taken right

out. It ,is further w^ell suited for such parts as two-
speed gears and spring fork bearings, while a good
many riders employ it for the magneto chain.

Not every rider is aware that the magneto chain
often approaches a speed of i.oooft. per minute, which
is perilously near the speed limit set by chainmakers.
At any rate we know our magneto chains not infre-

quently demand adjustment, or even replacement ; and
' considering that ' they run in dustproof cases, it is

,
evident the strains on them are heavv , and should be
eased by careful lubrication.

Ttpvo Yarns—Each -with a Moral.
Jones, being young and headstrong, never realised

that his new machine would require number-plates
until he saw its plating gleaming through the
interstices of its crate. Unluckily he resided eight
miles from a garage. He uncrated it and rode off to
the county town to register it and get the plates.

En route he fell foul of the police for riding an
unregistered machine.
On arriving at Puddleopolis he spent a fidgety

afternoon waiting while the puncture repair boy—the
only hand disengaged—roughed out a pair of rather
uncouth plates. Most of the evening was devoted to
mending the punctures caused by the aforesaid boy

^E^-^

when he let the breast-drill go right through the fron

mudguard into the tyre. . .

Smith was wiser in his generation—he registerer

his machine when he placed his brder, 'and .sent the

letters and numbers up- to the factory. His machint

arrivedwith painted plates already in sit>u ; but th(

firm of his choice being of the get-rich-quick type

the metal of the plates w-as paper-thin,- and they wen
attached by -iveeny little nuts and bolts, which fel

off on the first ride. Smith returned from this ridt

with his number-plates jinglingly attached by string

the gleamirtg, enamel of both mudguards mucl
abraded, and his temper in a condition aptl;

described by Mrs. Smith as "raggy at the edges."

The up-to-date maker sends a request for thi

registration numbers with his acceptance of the order

and affixes -it in the form of shapely varnishei

transfers to plates which are vibration and burglar

proof

!

Opinions Wanted.
I see, to my surprise, that certain firms continui

their allegiance to a form of union which my earl;

experience led me to denounce as anathema man;
years ago. It is generally situate somewhere on th(

inlet pipe, most frequently seT\'ing to couple the inle

pipe to the carburetter delivery pipe, and consists o

two pipes with screw-threaded ends both screwin;

into a large coupling nut.

The particular demon that haunts such joints take

the following form : to get the affair tight you havi

simultaneously to insert the first thread of each pip(

dead true in one and the same nut—the threads an
usually of the ultra-fine and numerous order—th(

situation is further complicated by the fact that eacl

pipe is locked at its other end by other fastenings

and the whole thing is seldom quite true, so tha

there, is grave danger of cross-threading. If yov

make the tiniest error it may result in your beinj

absolutely unable to replace your carburetter. Witl

cold hands the job is indescribably awkward. Am ^

an almighty juggins, or am I right in considering thi;

joint as an invention of the evil one, which ought t(

have been relegated to the limbo of defunct abomina
tions a century ago ?

The alternative, of course, is to fit one pipe enc

with a flange, the other with, a thread. Then one enc

of the nut is flanged, and the uther threaded, and yoi

have only one pair of threads to register. The reasoi

why some makers stick to the more complex union i:

that the flange will not carry as much weight oi

sustain as great a. strain as a double-threaded union

so that a separate bracket is required to support the

part which is hunj;

on the flange.

notice that the lies;

[ ^ Ei'iti3h piakers [ire-

jp&^ fer the flange nni

I
;{ :

^bracket plan, anc
^•'' gS:^^^ \ aii;i 5Ui-e they art

.'vy ^==^ light.

E

Ttn two types of coupling
union mentioned by Ixion.
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A NEW SCOTT-ROBINSON CARBURETTER.
T is now over four months since we described in

detail the Scott-Robinson automatic carburetter,

besides publishing a line section and a half-tone

ustration of it. Consequently the " first illustrated

;scription " of exactly the same model which
peared elsewhere a week or- two ago was, to say

e least, somewhat belated.
. The carburetter has

tely been considerably modified in design by the
bstitution of a new form of throttle, the lever of

lich works in a horizontal plane, and it com-
etely alters the external appearance. The interior

itures remain the same, and we may recapitulate
. most novel points.

All air enters v/d the pipe at the base, and the
lume is varied according to the suction of the

gine raising or lowering the hollow air regulating

at, which latter has a row of petrol orifices around
cone-shaped base. By the same movement of this

at, which, as will be seen, slides in an inverted

shpot or guide, a tapered needle is raised or

ivered into the jet orifice, thereby passing more or

;s petrol, according to the degree of suction. The
edle is suspended in a screw-threaded carrier, and

>—

THE LADY

may be adjusted by means of a lock-nut. The floai

needle is of the inverted cone type, which patterr

dispenses with the need for levers to assist in main-

T.ie new pattern Scolt-Robinson anlomalic carburetter.

taining a constant level. It will be noticed that there

is a total absence of spring-controlled valves in this

small and -compact automatic carburetter.

-•••—<

MOTOR CYCLIST.
A PREFERENCE FOR

WONDER if anyone on expressing a desire to take

up a new kind of sport was e\er teased quite as

much as I was when I suggested riding a motor
cycle. Oh the drawbacks that were invented ! Here
e a few of them.

In the first place I was not nearly robust enough,
d if I took up motor cycling I should be sure to do
(self some very serious injury; my friends even went
far as to ask the family doctor to advise me, which
did, only to state that the choice of a properly

nstructed lady's lightweight motor cycle would do
harm whatex'er; on the contrary, he considered it a

>st excellent sport and a splendid way of enjoying the

'sh air without undue fatigue.

I may say I am one of that unfortunate type of girl

lich has to depend almost entirely on its own
pabilities, so if I really rode a motor cycle, I knew
must be one I could manage without assistance.

Well, to cut a long story short—for T am sure it

II not interest anyone to hear of the jokes that were
de by kind boy friends running after their motor
cycles down the road for all they were worth—^they

.1.1 me that a very much exaggerated leap into the

ddle was absolutely necessary t6 start a motor cycle,

it hurrah ! I have shown them since that they are quite
ong. Another thing was my garb or outfit. It \vas

tually said I should liave-to clothe myself from head
foot in a macintosh, no matter what the weather was
;e or where I was going. Once again I scored—I have
\vn them how a lady manages those things on a motor

cle that is designed for a lady. I simply closed my
rs to all this nonsense, for nonsense it is. I went
to the matter carefully, and decided on a lightweight.

The machine came home looking so dainty and clean
at I was absolutely in a whirl of excitement to try it.

\v very simple the learning part is to be sure ! I was
?rely taught the use of the levers which", of course,
s on the handle-bars, shown how to turn on the
trol, and the rest was very simple—in fact the

THE LIGHTWEIGHT.
starting is quite as easy as any ordinary push-cycle.

I then went for a short five mile run with a friend,

and after that I felt quite as much at home as I did

after mastering the first difficulties of ordinary cycling.

Next day I used my motor to go to a tennis tournament
ten miles out and arrived there quite fresh, feeling I

had made the most \\onderful disco\ery—that motor
cycling was far more suitable for ladies than any other

mode of transit that I had hitherto experienced.

A Suitable Costume.
I wore a light-grey walking costume, which I quite

expected to see spotted with oil and grease, but no, not

one spot could I see, and since I have often, if only

going for a short run to tennis clubs, etc., worn a

white dress and got no more soiled than if I had
walked. In fact, I treat my machine exactly as I did

m\- old bicycle, only the motor cycle does all the work,

not I. I can lift it quite easily up or down the steps

into our garden—you cannot imagine what this means
till you have tried to do this with one of the weighty

class of machine—and it takes up so little room.
I live one and a half miles out of the town, so you

may guess how very convenient it is to do one's shopping
on. I can travel at about thirty miles an hour, which
I am sure is as fast as any woman would wish to go
who uses her machine for pure enjoyment and pleasure.

Really I do not think anyone can appreciate some of the

lovely days of winter and summer quite as much as on a

motor cycle, for it must be remembered that there is

absolutely no fatigue, and who can enjoy the most

beautiful scenery if tired out?
With regard to heavyweights, my unprejudiced opinion

is that they are unsuitable for the weaker sex (for I am
still oid-fashioned enough to consider myself as such).

Then as regards traffic a lightweight will rim fo

slowly and is so easily managed that it is safe to i ide

in the thickest tratBc. I do hope these few remarks
will prove helpful to prospective lady motor cycl'sts

in choosing a motor cycle. Wendy Winters.
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A THREE-SPEED WATER-COOLED
SIDECAR MACHINE.

MR. E. A. CROWSLEY, the inventor of the

spring-wheeled sidecar which has become so

popular of late years, is responsible for the

design of the water-cooled motor bicycle and sidecar

shown in the accompanying illustrations. The engine

ro«((Y€iE APRIL 20II1, igii

The springing system of the Crowsley motor t)icycle, vjYich is speciaily

strengtliened for sidecar worlt.

is a 4}4 h.p. single-cylinder and is fitted with the

Chater Lea three-speed gear. It will be noticed on

referring to the lower illustration that the sidecar is on

the off-side of the machine and provided with a band
brake. Mr. Crowsley prefers water cooling, but has

found by experiment that it is most necessary in the

case of thermo-syphon circulation to have the water

outlet pipe from the cylinder of ^'ery large dimensions.

The first illustration shows how ingenuity has been

directed towards perfecting the springing of the motor
bicycle. It will be noticed that the -rear wheel is

carried in a separate framework, pivoted about, its-

centre and suspended on two spiral springs. The
machine which he is engaged in constructing at

the present moment will be similar to the sidecar

machine just described, only an aincooled engine will

be used at first.

Crowsley sidecar. Tiie engine is water-cooled and drives through a
three-speed gear.

We have had one of the Crowsley spring-wheel side-

cars under observation for some time, which is in the
handj of a, Avell-known West End practitioner. The
sidecar is most comfortable, and its, owner assures us
that he would not go back to the fixed wheel type.

*

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN CEYLON.
ACOMMUXICATIOX in the issue of the 191!

January on n^otor cycling in Ceylon, written b
" U 32," in which he makes special mention c

the merits of the 3^ h.p. Triumph, prompts me to sa\

a few words about the 3^ Ii.p. Bradbury, althougl

it should, be understood that I agree with "U32" ir

all he says about the Triumph machine.
The Bradbury machine is in every way most suiter

to this country, where ease of control, slow running

engine flexibility, sound hill-climbing capabilities, ant

freedom fifom trouble are most essential. To these

may also be added a turn of speed which is alway:

acceptable. All these qualities I have discovered ii

a 1910 .2i% h;p. Bradbury, which I had the oppor
tunity of taking up to Kandy and back one week-end
a distaix;e of 150 odd miles. Kandy stands abou
i,8ooff. above Colombo, and the road for the firs

thirty miles or so passes through flat country, coxerec

in places with thick jungle. Native villages art

encountered every few miles, necessitating great carf

in driving', otherwise one is liable to bump up agains

sundry stray black infants, pariah dogs, and wander
ing bulls, with rather uncomfortable results.

The road after leaving Kegalli^fifty miles fron

Colombo—^becomes far more hilly, and one has t(

Avind up long, twisty hills and down again the othe

side. This sort of thing continues until the foot o
the Kaduganuawa Pass is reached—^fifteen miles fron

Kandy. Here the worst hill throughout the whoh
run is encountered, about six miles long—the roac

winds in and out all the way, with two ver}' nast

hairpin bends. From the top of the pass there is :

slightly downhill run of eight miles into Kandy alonj

a winding road which generally abounds in traffi(

of every description, finishing up with a steep hil

leading to the Queen's Hotel.
The whole journey only took me four hours, whicl

included four stops—one to shorten the belt and th'

other three to change faulty plugs, as I made tht

mistake of starting out with a plug which had beei

3,000 odd miles in the cylinder and a very doubtfu
spare. The return journey was accomplished in thre(

hours. I first fitted a new Bosch plug obtained fron

the garage, leaving Kandy at 4 a.m. on Monda)
morning and arriving back at the bungalow a fe\i

minutes after seven. Throughout the first half of thf

return journey—^by far the worst half—I had to use

ray Lucas head light, for which, by the by, I ha\'

nothing but praise ; after this the last thirty-two mile;

were reeled off from 6 to 7 o'clock.

Aiotor cyclists in Ceylon are gradually increasinj

in numbers, and we hope within the next few month:
to fvorm a motor cycle 'club, as preliminary sounding:
have pwved very encouraging. The Triumpl
machine is most popular; the Bradbury referred tc

in this article is, I believe, the only model of it.'

kind in the island. The 2?^ h.p. Douglas has ar

ardent admirer in an up-country planter, who possesses

the only model to my kiTOwledge out here, and is

very satisfied with it. There is also a two-stroke

Scott up country, but as. yet I have heard no news as

to its behaviour. I have seen one or two chain-drivei
Phelon and Moores passii]^ through Colombo.
Although in Ceylon single-cylinders outnumber twin.'J

50 to r, the latter appeal to me, but this is, 1 sup
pose, a matter of choice. A.T.G.G.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

How to Measure the Gear Batio,

(1.) How can I find the gear
ratio with a 28in. road wheel, 4^iu.

engine pulley, and 20in. belt nm?
(2.) Is this a correct gear for a

2 h.p. machine with a 9 stone

t-ider in a fairly hilly district?—D.A.P.

J) Put on the belt, mark both pulleys,

tse the exhaust valve, turn the back
el, and count how many times the
lie pulley revolves to one revolution

I

the rear wheel. (2.) The gear you
puld have should be about 5i or 6 to 1.

Contact Breaker Trouble.

My machine is fitted with accu-

mulator ignition and plain coil

ivith switch on handle-bar, the

cuntact breaker being of tlio make
and break description. My

Duble is that the platinum points

L'oiitinually soot up,- with the couse-

auence that the firing of the engine
pecomes irregular and occasionally

ases altogether. How can I cure itV

-C.G.K.
trouble may be due to (1) oil on the

htact breaker, (2) probably to the fact

bt the condenser of the coil is' not
Irking properly, and (3) possibly to the
lilts being of spurious metal. Try
Ilium.

Starting with Cold Engine.

I have just jjurchased a Ij h.p.

Wolf lightweight motor cycle,

1909 make, and I have great diffi-

culty in starting when the engine

is cold. Can you tell me how-

ls can be remedied? I have also had
rouble with the belt, the fastener puli-

ng through. In your issue of Maicli

1.6th, page 262, there is an illustration

pf an N.S.U. lightweight, and the

Titer says he uses a Whittle belt.

Vhat is a Whittle belt, and where
ould I be able to purchase one?—F3I.
start comfortably with the engine cold

Ju should first of all inject paraffin to

le the piston rings, and then make sure

I exclude the air as much as possible

Im the carburetter. You should also be
peful to advance the spark and flood

carburetter before starting. With
kard to the belt fastener pulling

lough, there is no certain cure for this,

pecially if you find you have to have
p belt very tight. The only thing to do
Pl be to fit a set of new pulleys and

a Whittle belt, as suggested in your
Iter. This belt is composed of leather-
led links, and is sold by Messrs.
los. Whittle and Sons, Rose and Crown
Veet, Warrington.

Irregular Firing,

Can you help me with the

^^1 following trouble : My machine
^ is a 5-6 h.p. Peugeot, ignition by
-IJ accumulator, plain coil, plain

make and break, and Do Dion
magneto plugs. It misfires badlj'

when starting, froiit cylinder only
fires ; back one chips in now and then.

It will fire regularly for a time and
then start missing again, especially if

I have a hill to "climb soon after start-

ing. When testing back plug I have
noticed that when it docs not spark I

can hear a distinct knock in the coil.

Co vou think the coil is faulty?

—

E.A.'C.

First of all, you should try changing the
sparking plug ; secondly, try adjusting
the contact bre.tker with the engine run-

ning, and try to eynchroniso the two
cylinders as far as possible. If one
cylinder absolutely refuses to fire regu-

larly, or does not fire at all, first of all

carefully overhaul the external wiring,

and if you cannot find the trouble send
the coil away to bo tested. You wOl
get more satisfaction if you fit a mag-
neto.

Gears for 3J h.p. Sidecar.

{!.) What ratios would you re-

commend for a two-speed epi-

cyclio gear to bo fitted to a 1909
Triumph for use mostly solo,

but occasionally with sidecar and
p;LSsenger of eleven stones and driver

twelve stones? (2.) What are the

drawbacks to an epicyclic two-speetl

gear fitted to the engine-shaft? —
P.A.S.

(1.) For sidecar work with the weights
mentioned we should recommend gears

of 5i and 9 to 1. (2.) There are no
serious drawbacks. All that can be'

urged against the typo is the overhanging
weight on the engine-shaft and the speed
at which the gear has to run on the lo v

speed.

This interesting chain-driven three-wheeler was built by Mr. Montague Smith of Islington. It is spring

front and rear, and has an additional seat for two children immediately behind the radiator. The wa »r-

cooled engine is sitnated under the driver's seat.

^l
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A Bad Earth Connection. Garage Charges.

I venture to ask your advice

"^Ji on a little trouble just arisen with

% my 1904 2j h.p. Minerva, -which

-SJ has a wipe contact and trembler
coil. (1.) The spark is advanced by

means of a Bowden wire pulling the

case covering the cam forward. The
boss on which this cover fits has worn
somewhat, and the cover is a very loose

fit. (Consequently it appears that this

may account for the misfiring which
I am now suffering from. Could you
tell me the remedy for this, or is a

new case necessary? (2.) Another point I

would like to bring to your notice is

with regard to certain garage charges,

seeing otliers have brought it up from
time to. time. I had occasion to go to

a, riverside village recently, and unex-

pectedly my accumulator gave out.^ I

took it to a garage and left it thirty

houns. When I called for it I was
charged twice the amount I have ever

paid at any place outside Ix)ndon

before. I said I thought it rather much, ,

especially for such a short time, and
was told I could either take it or leave

it. I had occasion again to visit this

same district last week, and I ran out

of petrol. My friend on his cycle

offered to go <ind get me a gallon of

petrol, and went to this same garage

and asked for a gallon of Shell. The
owner grunted and asked if some other

kind would not do, as he did not think

he had a two-gallon tin opened. " I'll

put a gallon of this" (another make)
" iti a Shell tin

;
your friend won't*

know." Naturally my friend objected,

and asked him again to let him have
a'gallon of Shell. The man then refused

to serve it, and said he would not open

a fresh tin for a. gallon. 'We hear a good
deal of road hogs, but there are " garage

hogs" as well, it seems to me.—F.L.W.
.) From reading your letter, it appears to

be that the trouble is due to a bad earth

connection between

?

and

appointed by any of the well-known
motoring organisations, and if so re-

port the trouble to headquarters. Of
course, the attempt to palm off some-
body else's spirit in a Shell tin was dis-

honest, but many garage owners abso-
lutely refuse to " break " a tin—quite
unjustly, we think, particularly as the
Shell Co. supply gallon tins it so ordered.

Over-luhrication DifBcuIty.

. I am experiencing some diffi

culty in the lubrication of the
engine of my 1910 3| h.p. two-
speed Humber. I have to clean
the plug about every fifty miles,

the valves and valve port and
exhaust valve stem soon become .coated
with burnt oil. The silencer, too, Jias
always been oily ever since the machine
was new. I have tried several makes
of oil, and varied the amount of oil,'

but I have: not been able to stop the
trouble. I clean the cylinder out every
1,000 miles, and find the carbon comes
off easily from the cylinder head and
piston, but there is an excessive amount
of very, hard deposit in both valve
ports, and I have occasionally to clean
the, exhaust valve seating. I usually
give the engine a quarter of a pumpful
of oil every five miles (the pump is, ' I
believe, a rather large one). I have
also tried a pumpful given at intervals
every thirty miles (this. is the smallest
amount I care to give), and'-find about

-an egg-cupful of;' oil comes out of the
crank case when draining off. The
engine will only stand one and a half
pumps of oil when recharging, the crank
case. I weigh about 11 stones, gear is 4^-

to 1, and my average speed about
twenty miles per hour.—G.F

We are quite at a loss to account for the
trouble unless the piston rings are badly
worn and require replacing. Have you
communicated with the makers on the
subject? The amount of oil you give.

the contact
breaker casing and
the crank case of

the machine, due,

firstly, to tho

loose fit,^ and,

secondly, to the

amount of oil.

The best way
_
to

overcome the diffi-

oulty is to bring

a wire from the
screw holding on
the contact
breaker case

_
to

some convenient

nut on the crank

case. This might
cure the trouble.

Also examine the

mica insulation on
the contact breaker

plate. (2.) We
fully sympathise
with you as re-

gards the garage

charges for charg-

ing your accumu-
lator. The best

thing to do would
be to note if the
garage in ques-
tion is officially

MOTOR CYCLE v. ICE BOAT.
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namely, a quarter of a pumpful every fiv

miles, is about correct. We should no
advise you to give less, and are inclinec

to think that the valve of the pump i,

leaking, and allowing more oil to ente
the crank case than you imagine. Th
petrol consumption is about right.

Failure to Start.

T shall be very glad if you ca

advise me on the fallowing diff

culty : I have a 1908 Triump
(magneto), which starts quit

easily on the stand without
misfire, but when I try to start on tb

road it fires once or twice and the

gives up; sometimes there is a bad
firC' also. It will run slowly on tl

stand, and appears in splendid cond
tiou until I want to start on the roa<

What can the matter be?—J.F.
When you are starting on the stand yt

are able to turn the engine faster tht

you can w-hen you start on the road, an<

in consequence, we think the trouble m£
possibly- be due to a choked jet or son
stoppage in the feed pipe. A fault

plug would > also cause the engine
behave in the manner described.

READERS' REPLIES.
Rusty Cylinders.

I : woiJd suggest to yoiu' corresjponde

blackleading the cylinders, then 'rubbii

them up with a wire> brush. This alwa
looks clean and smart and wears a lo

time, the rust being removed first

wire brush. Dry mud can afterwards
brushed off, still leaving a good polish,

BK535.
Substituting a Spray Carburetter.

With reference to your reply
" W.I.D." in your issue of March 30l|

his trouble is due to too much petrol

surface carburetter. This can always
remedied by running the petrol out of c|
buretter and putting it back. in the- tarf

If level of petrol is kept as low as pi
sible this carburetter is very efficient,

the needle valve requires
,
grinding in tj

trouble will recur every time the machif
is laid bj' for the night. I used one

[
these machines for five years, the ll

three with a Montgomery 'flexible sidecl

gearing down 6 to 1.' Eventually I fit|

a B. and B., obtaining more power,
some increase in petrol consumption!
J. E. Douglas Samuel.

EXPERIENCES W'ANTED,
"E,W,B, " (Shaftesbury), 1911 Scd

especially as regards the automatic lul|

cation and efficiency of radiator,

" Experientia Docet" (Cape of Gj
Hope). 1911 T,A,C,, particularly,

gards the inlet valves and springing,
the latter suitable for use on bad roadl

"E.B, le M," (St. Helen's). AJ
attachment for a pedal cycle as regal
starting, steering, and ease of atta|
ment.

A novel race between H, W. Kipp on an Indian ana the Comet, one of the fastest
Canadian iceboats. The distitce was about a mile and a half over Toronto Bay,
and the speeds were very doss, each in turn taking the lead, but finishing a dead
heit at between 50 and 55 miles per hour.

In our reply to "CE.T," in the isl

of the 5th we inadvertently mentioiT
that the agents for the Eisemann nil

neto were the United Motor . Industrf
Ltd. Readers who wish to obtl
further information on the subjl
mentioned by " C,E,T.'' should conimiT
cate with the branch of the Eisenia
Magneto Co., at 43, Berners Street, \|
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

lUI letter] should be addressed to the Editor, " Tlie Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should he accompanied by the writer's lull naise and address.

Four-cylinder Engines.

5541.]— I have read with interest Mr. Grelinger's
ters in The Motor Cycle, of 23rd February on staggered
linders. I have been riding a four-cylinder machine for

le considerable time, and never on.-e have I had occasion
stop through overheating of the cylinders ; in fact, I

d with the F.N. the hotter the engine the better it

IS. E. P. LOWE.
iast London. South Africa.

Hill-climbing.

5542.]—In your interesting account of the hill-clinibing

iipelitioii organised by the Westmorland Motor Cycle
lb in the issue of April 6th, we observe that on the Singer
li-p. wliich Mr. J. E. Deaiie rode, tliu gear is given as 5i
1, whereas the actual gear used was 4| to 1. From
ormation received we understand that the gear of the
ger was given to your contributor bv guessing.

SINGER AND CO." (1909), LTD.
(t. H. M.vnseix, Sales Manager.

Low Registration Numbers.
543.]—To those of your readers who are about to

ister their new machines, it may be of interest to learn
t low numbers may be obtained in Clare County and
legal, the only "two figure counties" in the United
igdom. as far as I can ascertain.

,ow numbers are more distinctive than high ones, and more
II being available, the number plates present a neater
more pleasing appearance. They are, moreover, more

:lily remembered, if one has reason to do so, and the
hine is not available; and, lastly, they are cheaper, each
iber or letter costing 3d. to paint on each plate used. A
er, enclosing P.O. 5s., does the trick, no matter where
mav be living. IE 57.

Hill-climbing and Twin-cylinder Sociables.

i544.]—Having noticed several Ifi.t'jrs on the subject of

hiU-rlimbing powers of the A.C. Smiable. and the sug-
ions of " Iliknm's " to put in an h.p. twin engine. I

light some of your readers would be interested to know
behaviour of theije delightful little cars in India,
find the 5-5 h.p. engine gives ample power, and takes
'with passenger) up any hill round here on the high gear,

have reduced the running expenses to a minimum. Hav-
considerably lowered the petrol level and also fitted an
a aiitninatic air valve in the top of the carburetter, my
uniption is now si.xty miles to the gallon,

was at first troubled with difficult starting owing to the
nniilator plug getting sooted up while running on the
iieto. This difficulty has been entirely overcome by using
pdge double pole plug for the magneto, connected to Ihe
mulator plug, thus keeping the latter in use the whole
.1 may say this has improved the running "of the
hine.

y A.C. is the greatest success, and I am delighted with
The only improvements I should like would be a more
ient .silencer and .some means of making the cooling fans
ynoie r|uietly.

ith regard to " Ixion's " frequent remarks re motor
PS for the colonies. I do not agree that they" want extra
ancp. I have ridden over many rough tracks in South

Al.ruritius, and India, and have always found the

clearance on standard models ample. The improvement that

is required is in the springing. Ordinary spring forks re-

bound too much. Spring frames are needed, and I should
say that something after the style of the A.S.L. device would
have a great future in the colonies.

I have ridden motor cycles in the colonies for seven years

with occasional holiday treats on the glorious roads at home,
and all this time I have been a most interested reader of

your most excellent paper. Lif.ut. R. T. PELLY.
Poona. India. Loyal North Lancashire Regiraent.-

Which Wheel Lifts ? Experienced Sidecarists give Diverse
Views on this Question.

[5545.]—Referring to the query "Which Wheel Lifts?"
dealt with in your issue of the 6th inst., there can be. as

you show in your reply, no doubt whatever in the case of a
symmetrical vehicle such as a four-wheeled car or a tricycle.

In such an unsymmetrical combination as a cycle and side-

car, however, the case is more complicated, for although
centrifugal force must tend towards exactly the same result

as in the other vehicles, the question is whether there are
any tendencies in the opposite direction.

An experience I had recently bears on the point. While
going down a gentle incline on a S^ h.p. cycle with a rigid

sidecar on the left. I slowed down and turned to the right

in the attempt to wheel round and go back. When about
half way round the back wheel of the cycle lifted slightly,

causing the front of the sidecar to fall to the left, and my
passenger was shot out neatly on to the ground. This
appears to me to have been quite the normal effect of

centrifugal force (as in the case of a tricycle), aided perhaps
by the cycle being on a rather higher level than the sidecar.

As regards your suggestion (which appears at first sight

inconsistent with the above) that, whether turning to the
right or the left, the sidecar wheel tends to rise on account
of its lightness. I agree that this would be true in turning
to the left (I assume sidecar on left throughout) owing to

centrifugal force, and I am disposed to agree that in turning
to the right Ihe same thing might happen, particularly if

the sidecar be empty, owing to the cycle leaning over to

the right and raising to an angle the sidecar ends of the
horizontal attachments.

I sugge.=;t. therefore. (1) that in turning toward the side-

car the sidecar wheel invariably tends to rise owing to

centrifug,il force ; (2) that in turning away from the side-

car the event is determined jointly by (a) the centrifugal

force and (6) the lifting force of the leaning cycle, at all

events on a rigid sidecar, these two forces acting in opposite
directions.

I should be happy to furnish you with further similar

experiences, but my passenger is not enthusiastic. C.J.

[5546.]—In answer to " Wi.<ch Wheel Lifts?" one of

my first experiences with a siJecar was taking a corner
towards it too fast and throwing my passenger outwards
over my head into the ditch. The machine was thrown on

to its side with the sidecar wheel on top. This proves
sidecar wheel lifts turning towards sidecar whichever side

it may be.

I am equally satisfied that sidecar wheel lifts when turning
away from it, because one can feel it doing so from the

bicycle. The rider tends to lean inwards and so make his

own banking. There is no banking, of course, but the

sidecar wheel appears quite content in imagining there is!
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Also, it the sidecai wheel were to keep on the road, how
could it possibly get round the turn in the same time as

back wheel of bicycle? It therefore lifts and takes the

"shortest route." I admit that if weiglit of passenger and
sidecar exceeds that of bicycle and rider, in turning away
from the sidecar the bicycle should lift But as this never
is the case, and bicycle invariably has all the advantage
in weight over sidecar, the reverse is true in actual practice.

13K 535.

[5547.]—I notice in a recent issue yon ask for sidecar

drivers' experiences as to which wheel lifts on turning a
corner at too great a speed. Of course as you state, if

the turn is towards the sidecar, the single wheel of the
latter, being on the inside, lifts. This is quite what one
would expect, as the centrifugal force, acting on the centre
of gravity of the whole combination, tends to upset the
vehicle outwards.

I may say that, in my experience, the sidecar wheel
leaving the ground makes steering very difficult, if not
impossible. If the turn is away from the attachment,
however, I do not see how it is possible for the sidecar
wheel to lift. The centrifugal force then is trying to drive
this wheel into the ground. If any wheel lifted, it would
be the back wheel of the bicycle. I fancy I read of a spill

through this cause some years ago, but should think it

could only occur with a very light machine, and would be
helped by the driver sitting in the sidecar, leaving the
saddle unoccupied. INIy own experience is that a quick
turn away from the basket causes the steering wheel of the
bicycle to hop sideways towards the outside of the curve,
or, if the road surface is greasy, the whole lot will some-
times slide bodily across the road—trying to continue in a
straight line instead of taking the corner. I consider a
turn away from the sidecar puts a great strain on the
frame and attachments. J. C. BENNETT MITCHELL.

,1S
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[5548.]—I have driven various sidecars on both sides

probably over 40,000 miles, and my experience coincides
with the only possible correct theory, narriely, that the
inside wheel always lifts, the outside never, if the sidecar
is on the outside. The only wheel that does lift is the
front wheel of the bicycle, jumping and not gripping the
road. If the corner be taken too fast the back wheel cannot
lift owing to weight on it, and the near wheel is forced
into the ground. E. S. NEW.
[Mr. New's opinion is the most emphatic, but we think that

users of skeleton sidecars can prove by experience that
the sidecar wheel rloef lift.

—

Ed]

Detachable Two-speed Gears.

[5549.]— I read with interest " Ixion's " paragraph under
the above heading in a recent issue of your most interesting

journal. I have had one of the N.S.U. two-speed gears fixed

on my engine-shaft since I first purchased my new machine
this year, but up to the present I never dared to attempt tc

take it olf. However, upon reading the paragraph I went
into the motor house, and had the gear off and a fixed pulley

put in its place in less than three minutes.

As I use my machine daily for business purposes, and do
iiot require the two-speed gear on my round, I shall in future

only put it on when using my sidecar,, and when touring in

a fiat district shall probably take it off and replace it on the

road. The detaching of the two-speed gear was simplicity

itself.

As the gear is such a perfect one, this will be a great
advantage, and will give me practically two machines, a^
" Ixion " suggests. The only fault I have to find is that the

pulley flanges seem to wear very quickly in this district, the

roads being made of flints.

My present two-speed pulley is quite worn, and has only

done 850 miles. Would not hardening of the pulley flanges

be an improvement?
To those who use sidecars this gear is a boon, for it has

to be a very severe hill which the machine will not mount
with two up when on the second gear, 8 to 1.

The machine I write about is a 3^ h-P-, and has an

extremely powerful engine, although only 80 by 80. It

sin:islu'd up one of the best-known rubber and canvas
belts of inch section in a little under 5U0 miles. I wrotq
to the makers of the belt, from whom I could obtain

redress. I pointed out to them that if push cyclists had
to renew their chains at this distance and at about one|
third the cost there would be no cyclists.

Since then I have fitted a Whittle belt and have had nj
more belt troubles.

When one comes to consider the cost of belt transmissioJ

it seems peculiar that it is still so popular. A pulley wilT

run probably 2.000 miles and then want renewing, whilst

if one uses a rubber belt, costing nearly £1, it is considerei|

to have done well if it runs 2,000 miles, which distance

do in about two months. CLARENCE PONTING.

Frank W. SmitD and the 21 h.p. two-speed ctialn-drtven noyal Enlleld on which
he was so conspicuously successful in the Oxford M.C.C. open hill-climb. He won
Classes H. and VI. on formula.

International Reliability Trials.

[5550.]—Being at the moment engaged on the prd
liminary arrangements for oui Frtnch tour and inter-clul

competition, to take place next August, I have read will
considerable interest the letter from the President of th

Motor Club Liegeois appearing in your issue of 30th MarchJ
Your correspondent deplores the failjre of Mr. Citroej

to fall in with the idea of a British v. Dutcli competitioiT

and it will consequently interest him to knc v' that my clun

the N.W. London M.C.C, was at the time that suggestio

was made already corresponding with the M.C.C. de LyoJ
France, in regard to the competition, the details of whiq
are now well forward.

In order to reach Lyoi we are travelling to Louviers ttj

first day, Louviers to Nevers the second day (August ^tb

and to Lyon on the Saturday. If the members of the Lied
Club would care to join us in a competition o* any sort

that section from Louviers to Nevers (about 250 miles),

can answer for my club being only too willing to fall inj

line.

This would provide the opportunity desired by your coriJ

.'ipondent of comparing the merits of the British and Col
tinental machines, in addition to the light which I hope tf

Lyon competitions will throw on the same subject.

Alternatively, we could possibly arrange a meeting plal

at, say, Rouen or Amiens, on the return journey, af
possibly this would be a less arduous affair for the Belgil
riders. <

Should neither of these suggestions appeal to the Liel

Club, I am afraid my club could not offer any other da
this year, except in this country, but I should be md
happy to receive suggestions from the President regardil
a future competition, and to do all I can to mature, with

"

assistance, any scheme which will further the social aj

competitive intercourse between the riders of both countria

H. J. POOLEY,
Vice-captain N.W. London M. C.C.I
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Automatic Carburetters.

.5551.]
—

" Ixion," in his remarlcs on the above subject
your issue for April 6th, draws attention to the fact that
tomatic carburetters are not favoured by motor cyclists.
is is probably due to the fact that the earlier types were
jTthing but automatic for all engine speeds, and that the
iomatic action relied on springs which altered in strength
er some use. After trying quite a number of carburetters
various types, I have finally settled down to a J. A.P.
;omatic racing type as giving the best all-round results,
at it gives both power and economy is shown in my
ining a first and second in the Herts 'County A.C. jMem"-
s' Hill-climb last Jlay, and later in the year doing three
s more on mv allowance than any other competitor in

^
M.C.C. Petrol Consumption Trial.

'hat it is automatic is shown by the running in the
-ol Consumption Trial, where the engine revolutions
led from 600 to over 2,000 per minute by simply opening
throttle. I have an automatic carburetter I made some

rs ago, which relied on the gradient of the road to set
strength and quantity of the mixture, and a uniform

jd could be maintained without any levers,
ts only drawback was that it was" necessary to place it

Tont of the engine, and this caused trouble in the winlei'
h freezing np. HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Interchangeability of Tyres.

i552.]—With reference to the leaderette in your last
e respecting " Interchangeabilitv of Tyres," I have
sure to inform you that this question "has for many
-ths past engaged the attention of a sub-committee of the
or cycle section of this Union, comprising Jlessrs. Banks
r>wn Bros., Ltd.), Collier (Collier and Sons), Marrians
lion and Moore), Tessier (Bat Motor .Manufacturing Co i

Williamson (Rex Motor Manufacturing" Co.), specially
onited to secure standardisation of rims,
he sub-committee has been in communication with the
eipal tyre manufacturers, and the whole question is being
sued in the hope that standardisation of diameters and
amferences may be adopted by all tyre manufacturers.
ou "confess that the disadvantages to makers adopting
dard sizes are not obvious to you." A further considcra-
will. however, convince you that the difficulties to be

inenced are that, ina-;much as tyre manufacturer.-;' plants
based on different diameters and circumferences, many
manufacturers must scrap their expensive moulds before
dardisation is attained.

P°'"' this out to you, not as an insuperable obstacle, but
rder that both you and your readers may appreciate thsi
er more than a strok.i of the pen is neces.sarv t.> bring
kt this admittedly desired reform. In anv case, you may

it for granted that motor cycle manufacturers as well a"-
ir tvre manufacturers are fully alive to the desirabiliu
tandardisation in the interests of both the trade and
ir cyclists, and I hope at some date in the near future
! able to advise you of satisfactory progress to that end

ALF. BEDNELL,
la.y. The Cycle and Motor Cycle .Manufacturers' and
^rarlers Union. Ltd. (formerly tht- Cvcle and Mntor
.rades Associatijn).

^99

Hill-climbing.
[5553.]—The " Calverley Cutting," to which your corre-

spondeni; .Mr. Bradley draws attention, is undoubtedly one
ot the steepest hills in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and,
as such, one is surpn.sed that it has never come within the
purview of either tlie Leeds or Bradford clubs. I know thehM well, for I have thrice attempted in vain to surmount
It, and, making a companion from what I know of Sutton
Bank, Forlock, and Beggar's Roost. I fancy the gradient at
Its worst part will be steeper than 1 in 5." The hill, which
is situate about midway between Leeds and Bradford, has
the virtue—so far as it facilitates speed and lessens the
danger of accident—of being perfectly straight and laid with
a very good surface. For a test hill it would be ideal,
though as none but foot passengers have a right of way
over the roa.l It might be nece.-sary, before it could be, used
tor a hill-climb, to obtain permission, A. GLOVER.

^*^' American and English Times.
15554.J--I see nolliing absurd about the A,S,L, Co.

kindly offering to allow Jlr, Godfrey to put his engine in
one of their frames. In fact, they are obviously trying to
help him to secure a world's record for speed, as everyone
knows that their springs do not lash at any speed, vide
Mr. Martin, and so Mr. Godfrey will be able to beat even
de hosier s marvellous American records. Of course we
all know that Mr. Godfrey is an expert in the motoring
world, but I again fail to see that even his tuning up could
make the tank, for instance, or even the saddle, affect his
speed. I do not know if he includes these in his other
leatures, besides the engine, which are conducive to hieh
"'^^'^- ELSIE

xJ^^rf
f " '"!* ''="«'• ^-'o- 5510, in your issue of the 6th,

-Mr. Godfrey claims that 'there are other features about
the Indian motor cycle besides the engine which are con-
ducive to high speed," and his objection to our proposal
that ho should allow us to put his engine into an A.S Lframe is, from his point of view, a rea.<:onable one

iherefore, we propose that .Mr. Godfrey should allow us
to ht an A.S.L. front fork only to hi.s machine, when we
will guarantee to prove to .Mr. Godfrey that it is quite
possible and quit*? .safe to ride it a complete lap at 76 m p h
Nve to undertake all risks of damage to liTs machine and pay
all contingent e.xpenses. AIR SPRINGS, LTD.

rccc/; 1 ,.
Horse-power Rating.

[5556.}-Mr. F. .J. Clayton [5515] does not suggest anymethod of power rating that will appeal either to the
manufacturer or to the buyer, for what the latter wants is
to compare one machine with another br a method that is
not open to doubt. Then, again, the b.h.p of an engine
would not be so high here as in the United States of
.America, where, so I read, there is a marvellous atmosphere
that helps to aad ten miles per hour to the speed of a
maciiiiie, so 1 conclude it adds to the b.h.p,
-Vow anyone can compaio machines or any good make bv

their cubic capacity, and, what is more, I't is the method
used by The Motor Cycle i" racins results. .Mv proposal
was to make the method universal, and to m'ake "four
hundred and ninety-nine cubic centimetres " read 4 9.

A, BIRT.

A general view of

"the competitors,

spectator;, and

their machines on

Klrkstone Pass.

Looking towards

the finishing

point of the

hill-climb.

(See page 404).
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Apr, 20th 8.3 p.m.
,, 22nd 8.6 p.m.
„ 24th 8.9 p.m.
., 26th , 8.13 p.m

Lady Hotor Cyclists.

Among the recent converts to the motor
cycle in the Perth district is Miss May
Senior, who drives a two-speed Douglas
quite skilfully.

Incorrect Results oi Kop Hill-climb.

Another of those unfortunate errors
occurred in announcing the results of the
Oxford M.C.C.^ Kop hiU-climb, two classes
being affected. The revised positions are
given in this issue.

Saturday's Quarterly Trial.

The following additional entries have
been received for Saturday's Quarterlv
Trials: W. B. Gibb (21 h.p. Douglas),
M. A. Wilson (3^ h.p. P. and M.), and
G. N. Higgs (5 h.p. A.C.). T. Atkinson
is riding the 4 h.p. New Hudson, and
not Bell, as given on page 411,

Prizes for the Next B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.

Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd,, have
presented a silver cup for the best per-

formance of a twin-cylinder machine, and
Messrs. Collier and Sons have decided to

present a cup to the rider of the best

single-cylinder motor bicycle in the one
hour (Senior) Tourist Trophy race at the
B,M.C.R.C. meeting on May 26th.

The Tourist Trophy Races.

The Manx roads are just now in fine

order. The portions which constitute

the T.T. course have received special

attention, and those who are interested

in the "motor cyclists' Derby" will

have good reason to feel thankful to the
Highway Board's new surveyor. The
mountain road—^high and dry—is well

nigh perfection—one might say " wast-
ing for the race "—and what an engine
test it will afford. Many competitors
will be eager for practising at the earliest

possible date, but the local authorities
will not, after all, grant any permit for

that purpose prior to the week provided
for by the A.C.TJ. in the race conditions.

An Attempt on the Hour Record.
Godfrey's record of 59 miles 1,350 yards'

on a 3i h.p. Rex, made on November
24th, 1909, still stands, though G, E.
Stanley, on a 3^ h.p. Singer (85 x 88
mm.), on Thursday evening last made a

gallant attempt to better it. He started
at 4.30 p.m., and began reeling off the
laps at over 61 m.p.h. Disaster, un-
fortunately, overtook him in the tenth
lap, as he had to stop for a broken valve.
It was a great pity, as he was going
extremely well, and covered one lap at
the rate of 62 m.p,h. He restarted al

5.31 p.m., but he did not approach hU
previous speed, and rapidly fell below the
requisite standard owing to a lengthened
valve stem, and eventually he was put
out of the running by a broken petrol
pipe after threequarters of an hour's run
ning.

11
SPECIAL FEATURES 1

i

Cyclist Fined for Obstruction.

A pedal cyclist was successfully prose-
cuted by file A. A. and M.U. at Highgate
Police Court on the 12th for obstructing
a member's motor car. The cyclist

refused to draw into t-he near side, and
obstructed the car for about a mile. The
chaiiman of the bench made some strong
remarks on the necessity of road users
helping each other.

Saturday's Quarterly Trial in Yorkshire.

The Auto Cycle Union would be very
glad of the assistance of riders in the
JNorth country in checking, or otherwise
officiating on the occasion of the April
Quarterly Trials, which will be held over
the Harrogate, Sutton Bank, Whitby,
Lythe, Saltburn, Harrogate course on
Saturday next, the 22nd inst. This
should prove the most sporting Quarterly
Trial ever held, and one of absorbing
interest, both to spectators and com-
petitors, Mr, F, Straight, the A.CU.
secretary, will be at the Clarendon
Hotel, Harrogate, to-morrow (Friday),

and will welcome offers of help.

Holiday Runs and Competitions.

Sidecar Topics.

Progress in the Midlands.

MetropoUtan Police Traps.

A trap is being worked in Fitzjo!

Avenue, Hampstead; it is one furlonj
length, and starts from the junctioii

Maresfield Gardens and the Avenue,
correspondent who was caught there
day last week says that, although
started from a dead standstill and ent
the trap at about 12 to 15 m.p.h.,
was confronted by two plain clo

officers and one in uniform. Althi
the two plain clothes men said they
working independently, they assertec

had covered the furlong in 15 sees,

m.p.h.

Martin Breaks Record.

On a cold and windy day last

Harry Martin riding a 2| h.p. Mai
Jap broke the standing mile British re

for 76 mm. x 76 mm. engines at Can
Town. Mr. F. Straight, the secretaJ

the Auto Cycle Union, acted as

keeper. Maj-tin made two
attempts, and then after adjustingl
contact breaker was successful, be|
C. E. Bennett's previous performanc
Ifs. Martin's actual time was Im.
An attempt was made to capture thd
miles record for the same sized eJ

which stands at 5m. 40|s. ; this f

the mile record have stood since Ai|

10th, 1907, but the freshening wind
an end to any further trials at 1 pJ

John H. Slinshter (3J h.p.'L.M.C), who
was the actual winner in Class V.JoI the

Oxford M C.C. open hill-cIimb at Kop Hill,

Princes Risborou^h. This is the sam;
machine on which he earned off two firsts

at the Coventrv and WarwiokshireJ^M.C.
hill-climb last Sep .mber.
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V. E. Grange dim') ng Stoupe Brcvi for Ihe (Irst timf

impt on Record at New Brighton.

Monday last Mr. Baxter made an
inipt on the New Brighton track one
3 record which is held by A. Moor-
se. The record is Im. 5s., but Baxter
Id not do better than Im. II5S. Later
.ried to beat his own five miles record
the same track, and tied with it in

30s. His machine was a twin Rex.
ch missed fire part of the way, and he
had tyre trouble; one tyre cover was

n partly through at the side after the
attempt, so Baxter wisely refrained
riding it further.

d "Trials" at].Hyetes.

he following machines were ridden by
winners of the flying kilometre road

Is at Hyeres on the 9th inst. : Class
Up to 2 h.p., Alcyon, time 46s. Class
-2^ h.p. Magnat-Debon, 45^s. Class

Rene-Gillet, 41|s. The road race
Marseilles to Hyferes, 89 kilometres

miles) was won on a Magnat-Debon in

11m. Another machine of the same
ce was second in Ih. 17m.

Problem o£ Timing.

large number of replies have been
ived in connection with the Northern
gue offer of £1 Is. for the beet sugges-

for timing speed events, which
unt this journal doubled. All articles
t be in our hands before the end of
month. The conditions are : (1) 250
ds maximum

; (2) use one side of the
r only, typewriting for preference.
Editor's decision will be final.

d Dangers at Night.

recent sad fatality to a young
ord motor cyclist is another argument
improved legislation with regard tn
proper lighting of vehicular traffic.

the case in point the jury, althougl'
returned a verdict of " accidentia!

Ih," and said that they considered .\..

tte attached to anyone, agreed tha:
antern used to light the timber

y was not all that could be desired.
not unreasonable to suggest that

nsy timber waggons, always a source
anger even in daylight, should not b?
aitted to travel en our roads after

In the evidence at the inquest it
shown that the lamp (a candle lamp)
hung on the draw bar of the vehicle
on the inside of the front wheel.

Dimensions of Lightweight Engines.

;
We are asked to point out that a

' printer's error occurs in the Bristol

j

Bicycle and Motor Club open hill-climb
regulations for the 29th inst. The

' capacity of the engines in the lightweight
class should be 300 c.c. for singles and
340 c.c. for twins.

B.A.R.C. Membership.

Owing to the increase in the number
of members of Brooklands Automobile
Racing Club, an entrance fee will be
instituted for all members joining the
club on and after the 1st .June, 1911,

and the subscription to the club .vill be
raised to four guineas to all new- mem-
bers joining the club on and after the
15th April, 1911. A rebate of one guinea
will be made in the subscription to

members of the Royal Automobile Club
and clubs associated thereto. Royal Aeio
Club, Motor Club, and Automobile
Association and Motor Union,

FUTURE EVENTS.
A.C.U. Quarterly Trial rYorksnirj

Centre). Starting from Harrogate.
„ Z9.—Bristol B. & M.C. Ooen Hiil Climb.
May 6.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb

,, 27.—Herts. County A C.Open Speed Trials.

June 2-5.—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and
and Return Journey for the M.CC,
Challenge Cup,

,, 10,—Birmingham M.C.C, Open Hill Climb,
Shelsley Walsh,

„ 17.—M-C.C, Seventh Annual Team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup,

,. 30,—Junior Tourist Trophy Race in the
Isle of Man,

July 3.—Senior Tourist Trophy Race in the
Isle of Man.

,. 4,—Kilometre Speed Trials on Douglas
Promenade, Isle of Man.

8.—A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre Elimin-
ating Triai for Club Championship

The Oxford M.C.C. HiU-cUmb.
C, Gordon Bell rode a 3^ h,p. Norton

in Class III, as well as in Class VIII, at

Kop Hill on the 8th inst.
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Motor Cycles in Egypt.

Three years ago, writes Mr, Douglas
Allen, there were three motor cyclists in
Alexandria, Egypt, but the number has
now increased to fifteen,

Stoupe Brow Climbed.

On the 13th inst, W. E. Grange,
accompanied by T. Atkinson and H. W,
Fortune, rode from Harrogate to Scar-
borough, and there met J, W. F. Tran-
mer, H, Frain, T, Webster, and W,
Jackson, and all rode on to the famous
Stoupe Brow to witness an attempt by
Grange to cUmb the hill. He was the
only one to climb it at the first attempt
and took 6 mins, 6 sees. He rode a 3-^-

h,p, two-speed Bradbury, He. however,
could not start from the beach, as he
was unable to obtain a foothold in the
loose stones.

Catalogue Artists and the Motor Cycle.

An artist may be able to portray a
landscape or a figure well, and usually
excels in one or the other, but seldom in
both. Likewise, one who draws mecha-
nical articles should be a specialist, or
he is likely to produce weird contraptions
which nwke a motor cyclist laugh, A
reader named W, H, Browne has sent
us a leaf from a West End clothier's
catalogue depicting a pretty curly-haired
boy clothed in overalls and mounted on
a bicycle which has connected to it a
motive power resembling a spiral spring.
In some mysterious manner this spring is

transmitting power to a chain case. Our
correspondent says he and his friends are
anxious to get in touch with the makers
of this new engine, which is apparently
designed on some fresh principle unknown
to motor cyclists. Can it be the ideal mo-
tive power we are all waiting for? Need-
less to say, the clothing is correctly drawn
and looks very nice, but the motor cycle
is reminiscent of some of the early
attempts of comic papers faithfully to
reproduce the petrol-propelled cycle.
They do somewhat better now, but one
often receives a rude shock when they
attempt humorous pictures of motor
cyclists' adventures.

The ladies in the Herts. Connly A.C. tour to Harrogate and back. Miss Berend is an absentee.
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OH.GAJsri$,E;D Bv The;
HE:n.T^ COUNTY A.e..
(MOTOB_ CYCLER $E.C-T10isr)

FOR the second year the Herts County A.C. inter-team^
reliability trial to Harrogate proved an immense
success. The start was on Good Friday at 7.30 a.m.
from Barnet. and 44 competitors duly started under

the most pleasant conditions.
Ih> tour was 'w. reality a triple event, and pride of

plac3 must be given to the ladies, who numbered four in

the first contest for 7'hc Motor Ci/rle Cup ; secondly, the
inter club contest for the Service Cup; and. thirdly, indi-

vidual ^competitors fur silver cups offered to all gaining 95
per cent, of the marks in each of the three sections of the
trial. The first and la-st sections were the outward and
homeward journeys, the middle «ection being a hill-climb

on the Saturday. In this latter event the following clubs
were represented : Bradford M.C.C., Harrogate M.C.C.,
Ilkley M.C.C., the N.W. London M.C.C., N. Middlesex
Ar.C.C. and the Herts County A.C.

Reverting to the start of the competition, the following
were the lady motor cyclists who took part

:

Jlrs. C. C. Cooke (5^ h.p. free-engine Triumph).
l\Irs. H. Wade (34 h.p. two-speed Scott).

Miss Lottie Berend (3i h.p. free-engine Brough).
Miss Rose Hammett (2| h.p. two-speed Douglas).

To the above must be given the greatest praise for start-

ing on such an arduous trial. It was no doubt the length
of the contest that deterred many others of the fair sex
from participating. Two hundred miles in a single day is

undoubtedly a real test of the endurance of the rider as
well as of the reliability of the machine. The individual
riders were :

Kerts CoTjNxr A.C.

F. Hardy (5 V.S. and s.c.) : H. Lister Cooper (3i
C. C. Couke (3^ Triumph)
(i. S. Carter (5 Matchless)
E. C. Jarvis (5^ Triumph)
VV. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
.1. S. Harwood (3 Wanderer)

Triumph)

I

E. A. ColUver (34 Zenith)
' S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)
i Capt. Seymoar (34 Triumpl

j

Bert Yatts (3A Huniber)
I H. Greaves (2] Enfield)

\;\V. London M.C.C.

E. Westacott (34 Triumph)
A. J. Dreydel (34 Premier)
S. H. Asling Bradbury)
C E. Purchase (34 Triumph)
R. L. Printz (5 Bat)
G. H. Hollis (2| Uougks)

H. J. Pooley (34 Premier)

Hal Hill (5 Bat)
Glynn Rowden (34 Triumpl
H. C. B.-an (6 Matchless)
R. IJavenport (34 Triumpl
A. Phillips (7 V.S. and s.c

NoETu Middlesex M.C.C.
Miss Hammett (2-J Douglas)
Miss Berend (34 Brough)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
W. S. Bennett (34 Bradbury)
T. A. Brown (34 Rudge)
D. G. Blakey (34 Bradbury)

A. V. Deacock (34 N.L.G.;
N. C. Dear (2 Humber)
S. F. Garrett (5 Indian)

H. C. Mills (34 Premier)
J. V.
S. B.

Robinson (2| Dougla:

White m Wanderer

A. Gutteridge (34 Triumph)
E. de G. Birch (34 Scott)
H. 0. Dunn (34 Triumph)

Three clubs were represented in the contest for the Service
Cup, the riders composing the teams being as follows :

L. S. Dunn (34 Triumph)
J. W. Thomas (2| Douglas)
P. J. Beard (3 Wanderer)

Scene at the start from Barnet. W. Cooper (Bradbury) being despatched by W. Pratt.

A new section of road was included this year embracm
Peterborough, Bourne, Sleaford, Lincoln, 'Gamsborougl
and Bawtry, whence the Great North Road was joined, alon

which the competitors rode as far as Wetherby, where ti

left fork was taken to Harrogate. The going was fairl

good, albeit dusty. At Stevenage, Lister Cooper joined tl

parly, having been delayed by magneto trouble. The fiis

thirty miles was a non-stop section, and all proceeded we
until we came upon Geo. Brough assisting Jlr. and Mri

Hardy, who had, unfortunately, experienced tjre troubh
thus early, nor did the puncture fiend escape them througl
out the run. Brough had journeyed from Nottingham t

accompany Miss Berend to Doncaster, where he boarded
train for London to be ready for th

start of the .JairotJ; cup competition.

The first check was a mile from Bif

gleswade, and proved so i ewliat of

surprise, and some grumbling cnsue(

but it was ultimately found that mos

were fairly accurate. Breakfast
taken at the Swan Hotel, Biggleswadi

and no sooner had the competitors bee

despatched than Hal Hill had to dii

mount to clean a plug, and Deacock lir

perforce to adjust a belt. The ensiiiji

section was more or less " go-as yoT

please." After climbing Alconbury Hi
Bert Yates was encountered in

throes of tyrj troubles.

A Stop for Replenishments.
There was no further incident unt

Norman Cross, w-here the competitoiT

halted to refresh themselves or replenisl

the tanks. There was a. goodly crowl

at Peterborough to watch the conl

petitors file through the cathedral citjl

the ladies, of course, attracting considef

able attention. The Fen district witl

its flat lowlands proved somewhat uiT

interesting, and nothing occurred exced

an occasional prmcture, Printz, on hi

Bat. w-ns galled to pick up n nail witliil
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ladies' and Inter-team Trial Competition.—

of the luncheon stop at Bourne, and whilst his confreres
took of a meal Printz was busy with his repair outfit. He
Mr. Hardy were the only non-arrivals. On the way to
oln Mrs. Cooke's tyre deflated, and her husband halted
ssist with the repair. It was already i-eniaikable the
ber of tyre troubles iii this year of grace. Truly, there
us to be no end to punctures. In some parts two or three
fjetitors would be seen within a like number of miles, and
ing on patches with the clouds of dust raised loy the
ng riders was not the easiest of operations. It was
ed good, however, to observe the spirit of camaraderie
:h \\as prevalent on all sides, and one felt happy to be
:ig such a sporting set of fellows. One particular in-
e of this is worth mention. Lister Cooper came upon
ain Seymour, and, observing his dilemma, dismounted,
after effecting adjustments tried his macliine on the
before returning it to its delighted owner.
6 stone setts in Lincoln were not appreciated, nor was
xpenny toll at Dunham bridge, Gainsborough, in return
hich amount the competitors were privileged to ride
>ne of the most bumpy sections of the route. The
was followed for some miles, and the wind bringing

it clouds of dust proved highly discomforting. Joining
anions Great North Road at IBawtry, a good run was
to Doncaster (check), where tea was ar-rangcd, and
fter the last section of the run was entered upon.
Wade had some little difficulty in restarting her Scott.
ind increased in severity as the riders journeyed further
and by the time the Yorkshire moors were" reached it

blowing great guns, to use a nautical expression.
k. who was riding the only battery-ignited machine in
m, stopped to repair a broken high-tension wire, and
ore stopped by the wayside repairing tyres. At Aber-
Irs. Wade deemed it advisable to replace, the transfer
of her two-stroke engine, which took so much time
was almost dark when she got going again, and subse-
lamp troubles delayed her until 9 p.m. Most of the

titors, including the other three ladies, completed the
efore dark, and Mrs. Cooke, the first arrival, was
lastically cheered. J. S. Harwood was towed into
ate. as a broken inlet valve jammed in the guide of his
rer. The accommodation at the Clarendon Hotel was
to the utmost, and many had to seek shelter elsewhere.

Saturday's Programme.
aturday a move was made for a steep hill near Bolton

Hallon Moor, after weighing operations had
jmpletcd in the morning, and as over 100 entries were
programme there was promise of good sport. The

ir was again fine overhead, but a stiff breeze blew in
eth of the competitors. The measured stretch was
miately threequarters of a mile, and the hill cnn-
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I. J. Cookson iMalchless) flnishing in Saturday's hill olimb on Halton Moor,

sitted of a series of steps, the gradient being as steep as
1 in 7 in parts. The surface was rather rough and loose.
The organisation of the contest was not perfect, and the
prevalence of traflic led to several narrow escapes from
collisions. The following were the results :

^ Class III.—Flexibility. Single-geared single cylinders.

Difference.

1. W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 3' 8
2. H. Lister Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 2 41^
3. A. J. Dreydell (3^ h.p. Premier) ... 2 14|

Most of the competitors in this class failed in the slow
test.

Class IV.—'Lightweights. Weight 146 lbs., c.c. 400.

_ Fig. of Merit, m. s.

1. G. Patter.son (2^ h.p. New Hudson) . . .78 1 16'
2. G." Dixon (2| h.p. New Hudson) ... .83 ... 1222
3. H. Greaves (2% h.p. Royal Enfield) ... L441 ... 1 51|

N. C. Dear (2 h.p. Hum6er) pedalled and Miss Hammett
(Douglas-) dismounted.

Class V.—Touring singles.
1. G. Patterson (2^ h.p. New Hudson) ... .78 ... 1 151
2. G. Dixon {2i h.p. New Hudson) ... .86 ... 1 26|
3. W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 1.23 ... 1 18

A. N. Gutteridge (Triumph), D. 'G. Blakev (Bradbury),
and P. Brewster (Norton) dismounted.

Class VI.—T.T. singles.
1. W. G. Mc^Minnies (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... .970
2. P. Brewster (3^ h.p. Norton) 978
3. H. Lister Cooper (3^- h.p. Triumph) ... .98

Class VII.—Touring twins.
"

1. S. F. Garrett (5 h.p. Indian) 1.311
2. G. S. Carter (5 h.p. Jlatchless) .. 1.405
3. E. de G. Birch (3| h.p. Scott) ... 2.068

S. T. Tessier (Bat) dismounted ; misfiring.

Class VIII.—Any single.
1. G. Patterson (2^ h.p. New Hudson) ... .826
2. G. Dixon (2^ h.p. New Hudson) ... .861
3. P. Brewster (3^ h.p. Norton) 938
W. G McMinnies (Triumph) broke belt. There were

several narrow escapes in this class, at. least three competi-
tors overtaking others on the hill.

Class IX.—Any twin.
1. S. F. Garratt (5 h.p. Indian) 1.284 ... 1 15^
2. Hal Hill (5 h.p. Bat) 1.385 ... 1 11?
3. J. .7. Cookson (8 h.p. Matchless) ... 1.4:5 ... 1 5"

Cl.\.ss X.—-Any machine.
1. S. Crawley (3J h.p. Triumph) 1 2
2. S. Grange (3A h.p. Triumph) 1 3|
3. H. Lister Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1 4
The winner is eighteen years of age and scales 6 stones.

It was his second competition.
Winners of the Phelon and Moore Cup, for the best aggre-

gate performance of a team which had , to consist of one
lightweight, one twin, and four single-cylinder riders

:

1 6

1 10
1 5

1 17i
1 111
2 7#

1 19|
1261
1 7-i
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The Return Journey.
The move for home was commenced at 7.30 a.m. on M

day, all except J. S. Harwood (Herts County A.C.) of

survivors of the outward run duly starting. It was announ
on the previous evening that the Herts County A.C.
was leading in the tussle tor the Service Cup with an i _
gate of 49 marks lost, as compared with the N.W. Lon
Club's 52, and North Middlesex JI.C.C. 151.

The sky was 'overcast when the competitors turned t

backs on the comfortable headquarters, but, wonder of ^^

deis the conditions overhead improved as the morning w
on and the sun burst forth for the fourth consecutive
The loose flinty roads .?oon began their deadly work, for

01 thiee competitors stopped within the first ten miles to

then tyre pumps, the official car also being delayed. Th
after all went merrily for some miles, including A. S, Phill

who had with dogged persistency conquered his magi
tioubles. Later we overtook Jliss Berend with her Br
on the stand, but no further assistance Vi-as needed ; ind
it seemed to us that ^he was literally moblied with e;

assistants. It was quite a feature of the run the way
petitors assisted the ladies. They were favourites, every

Weighing" in at Harrogate before the Iiill-climb,

The Herts County A.C. proved winners with the following

representatives

:

H. Greaves (2J Enfield) i

G. S. Carter (5 Matchless)
Lister Cooper (S^ Triumph)

I

The N.W. London M.C.C.

C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph)
W, Cooper (3j Bradbury)
Bert Yates (3i Humber)

w"as second and the North
Middlesex M.C.C, third. The Northern representatives were
unable to find a complete team.
In the absence of Mr. F. Straight, who had by tome mis-

understanding been left behind, the times were taken by
Messrs. D. K. Hall and H. W. Fortune, whilst l^Ir. and Mrs.
Cooke worked like Trojans on the results.

Saturday evening was devoted to song and mirth, and
Mr. W. Cooper proved himself an able chairman. Mrs.
Wade treated the assembly to delightful whistling solos,

whilst Hal Hill pi-oved himself as adept at the piano as he
is in handling his T.T. Bat. Jlr. and Jlrs. F. A. Hardy
had meanwhile arrived at Harrogate.
On Sunday morning a photogra-ph of the combined clubs

was taken in the hotel yard, and later over a score tri^d

to diagnose an elusive fault in A. S. Phillips's V.S. twin,
the owner having almost exhausted his efforts and offered
5s. reward for a cure.

y''

S. Crawley (Triumph) who won the open class. His age is eighteen.

Start from Harrogate of the return journey of the Inter-club team to

7-30 a.m. on Easter Monday.

The section from Wetherby to Doncaster was to be cov
without a stop, but E. C. Jarvis (Triumph) suffered a so

plug, whilst W. Cooper (Bradbury) punctured. There
a halt at Corcutt's Oiarage, Doncaster,. for replenishm
and many seized the opportunity of overhauling their niacli

JIis. Wade was not contented with the running of her Si

for the engine seemed to have no life despite a chang
plugs and magneto contact breaker. She stopped twice bf

Gafnsborough in an endea%'our to remedy matters, and
half inclined to retire when we left her. There were
cases of exhaust valve breakage in the Lincolnshire area

The wind which had caused so much discomfort on
outward run had dropped on Monday, rendering the ri

real delight.

Lunch was partaken of at Sleaford. and being market
there were great crowds at the hotel, which hindered the

petit&rs from starting. A couple of miles from Sleafo

steam roller was at work, and unfortunately H. C,

fell over on the rough stones, breaking his -exhaust }

In Peterborough we came across Mrs. Cooke, who had
covered a fractured tube en her machine, but, neverthe

managed to finish, on time. Captain Seymour puncture
Biggleswade, and W. Cooper, Good Samaritan like, ha '

over his spare tube and inflator and rode to Hatfield '

out them. The interest w-ac- sustained throughout the

and in Biggleswade several iDolicemen had to keep
curious sightseers from swarming round the ladies. T

was a check one mile from the town, and the last one a

fiom Hatfield, ilrs. Wade (Scott) had not arrived at

finishing point at 8 p.m. on Monday, nor had S. B. V,

(Wanderer). G, H. Hollis (Douglas) retired.

The official results will appear next week.
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THE 1911 RICHMOND AEET.

;h

ONCE again the motor cycliBto of the North of Engiand
were favouFcd with glorioas weather for their annual

meet at the r.harming little town of Richmond,
Yorkshire, this yeai being- the fourth time that this

place has been chosen as the rendezvous. Hitherto the meet
has been organised by the' hon. secretary of the Middles-

oiigh M.C.'C, but as the Middlesbrough M.C C. is now
,rt of the. Northern League of M6tor Cyclists the task of

jrganising the event devolves upon the League. The fact of

"lis being the first meet under the new arrangement, coupled

ith the summer-like weather, probably accounted for the

thering being a record one. From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on

iday last there was a constant stream of motor cyclists

to Richmond from all parts of the country. At the dinner
our it was estimated that over 400 machines were parked
the spacious old Market Place.

This year it was found practicable for the first time, thanks
the efforts of the energetic president of the meet, Mr. T.

ullus, of Bradford, to guarantee a sufficient number of

inner tickets to enable the riders to take lunch together in

I Town Hall, and, therefore, 130 visitors sat down
a good repast, the club.'; which had sent contingents and

icured tickets being as follows : Leeds 25, Middlesbrough
Sunderland 20, Bradford 18, Hull (South Riding) 16,

oi'k County 9, Ilkley 7. Ripon 4, Doncaster 4. Pontefract 4.

ocklington 3. Scarborough 5, and Hartlepool 12.

Presentation of Prizes.
After lunch the Mayor of Richmond (Councillor A. Cnrrie)

introduced to the company by the chairman of the
ague, Mr. J. R. K«lly, of Leeds, who said that Mr. Currie
d kindly consented to present the prizes of the Northern
ague won during the year 1910 and also those won during
) morning in a speed-judging contest held on the Reeth Road.
In hifi opening remarks the Mayor extended a hearty
Icome to the visitors, and said that he had not yet gone
far as to ride a motor cycle, but after seeing that so

uiy Indies had come to the moet in side'.nrs and ,nl?r, on'»

on her own motor cycle, he thought that he might do fai

worse than begin to take lessons. Mr. Currie then presented
the prizes as follows : The gold medals for the Garrowbj
hill-climb, and the bronze medals and prizes won at the
Harrogate team trials, -the speed-judging trials being won
by (1) W. A. Birchall (Doncjister M.C.C.), (2) T. \V. Picken
(York), and (3) W. Fawcett (Harrogate).

After this ceremony was over. Sir. Brook, of Harrogate,
was elected chairman of the meet for 1912, on the motion
of Mr. .J. R. Kelly, seconded by Mr. Dent (York).

The A.C.U. and the Northern League.
Before the company .separated Mr. Bullus (Bradford) asked

to be allowed to make a few remarks on the respective
positions of the Northern League and the A.C.U. •

Mr. Bullus explained that these bodies were working at
present separately and apart, and said he hoped that in the
near future all differences between them would be amicably
settled. On the question of the suspension of .riders who
competed in Northern League events from entering A.C.U.
competitions, he had been hoping that a reconciliation
might have been effected befoi'e the opening of the present
season. He did not think that the A.C.U. was strong
enough to deal with the question effectively, nor was the
League able to settle the question in a satisfactorv manner,
because the Leajjue, having to rely on its officials being
drawn from existing clubs, they had not the time to spend
on the matter that was necessary. He could not see that
the difficulties would be settled at an early date. The
League must go on. and there was no reason, so long as

sufficient support was forthcoming, why it should not grow
into a very big organisation. If it were to fall through
at the present time it would have already justified its

existence, for there was no doubt that it was due to the

formation of the Northern League that the A.C.U. ^d
brought its prominent trials and hill-climbs into '^the

North, and it was a great pity that there should be a split

in the camp.
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The 1911 Richmond Meet.—

A group oi moloi uyctisis assembled round the MjrKel Cross, RiclimoDi, on Good Friday, on the occasion ol liie annual meet. Among the clubs wiiich

took pan were Leeds, iVliddiesbroagh, Sunderland, Bradlord, Hull and E. Biding, York County, llkley, Ripon, Doncaster, Pontefract, Pocklington,
Scarborough, and Hartlepool.

After the meeting had beon deslarea closed by the Chair-

man and a vote of thanks passed to tl::o Mayor of Richmond
for kindly presiding, the company procaeded to the Market

>-

Cross to be photographed. Overalls and goggles were then
donned, and the participants reiurned to tLeir various

destinations.

^94

KIRKSTONE PASS HILL CLIMB.
THE hill-climbing competition on Kirk-

stone Pass, organised by the Cumberland
Coimty M.C.C. in conjunction with the
West Lancashire and Westmorland

Clubs, was held on Good Friday, and_ proved
a very successful event. There were two
classes, one for single-cylinder machines and
the other for twin-cylinders, over forty entries

being received in the two classes, including
ffugh Gibson (T.T. Triumph), Capt. Gregson
(9 li.p. Bat), and P. E. Totfree, wlio rode his

Matchless from Edinburgh to compete.
The single-cylinder class was run off . first,

but considerable difficulty was experienced in

getting the men up the hiH owing to the heavy
lioliday motor traffic, which will render it impos-
sible to organise another such event on Kirkstone
at holiday time. A start was made at 2 p.m.
prompt, but it was about 5.30 p.m. before the
last man out of the twenty-three competitors
who had entered crossed the tape.

The feature of the single-cylinder class was
a splendid ascent by Hugh Gibson in Im. 34|6.
on a T.T. Triumph, and Tie was closely followed
by Jack Braithwaite in Im. 42|s. on a 5^ h.p.

T.T. Braithtvajte. In the twin-cylinder class

Capt. Gregson (Bat) came up in magnificent
style in Im. 34|s.—fastest time of the day.

Class I.—Single cylinders.

Rider and Machine. M. s.

Hugh Gibson (T.T. Triumph) ... 1 341
J. Braithwaite (T.T. Braithwaite) ,., 1 42|
E. M. Gregson (T.T. Triumph) ... 1 52
P. E. Tolfree (Matchless) 2 8|
J. M. Somervell (Triumph) 1 55

6. Hal Harrison (Rudge) ... ... 1 56|
7. R. Drinkall (Rex) 1 591
8. Lionel Pierce (J.A.P.) 1 59i
9. Joseph Thompson (Tnumph) ... 2 Sj
.0, J. W. Moffet (Triumph) 2 If
.1. R. Holford Jones (Triumph) ... 2 26f

J. Braithwaite (3.1 h.p. T.T. Braithwaite), who made second fastest time in Class I. at the

Kirkstone Pass hill clunl), about to cross the tape. Hugh Gibson was the winner on a
T.T. Triumph in Im. 34 S-5s.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Formula.

14.7

15.3

16.4

16.4

16.9

17.0
17.2

17.6

17.6

18.5

19.8

Class I.—Single cylinders (continued).

Rider and Machine.
12. J. S. Whitelock (Bradbury)
13. R. Barton (Triumph)

Class II.—Twin
1. R. C. Shaw (Scott) ...

2. J. H. Shaw (Scott) ...

3. Captain Gregson (Bat)

4. W. Rogers (Scott) ...

5. Cecil Sykes (Scott) .

6. Edward B. West (Bat)

7. L. S. Parker (Scott) ...

8. E. W. lUingworth (Scott)

M. S. Formula.
2 13i ... 20.8

2 26i .... 21.3

1 cylinders.

2 31 ... 17.5

2 24 ... 19.2

... 1 341 ... 21.6

2 55 ... 21.9

2 39| ... 23.0

1 52| ... 25.5

3 lOf ... 26.2

3 ... 26.5
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7JABROTT CUP
canpBriTiQN

^hdoi
^aHc^s <Si9 ayxcf^iacKj

T
HE fourth annual competition for the Jarrott cup look

place on Saturday and Monday last over the course
from London to Land's End and back. This ^ear,
however, a slight alteration was made in the route

as to include the hilly road betvreen Exeter and Liskeard
nd the difficult passage of Bartmoor ; the competition attracted
much larger number of entrants. On the occasion of the
art of the Jarrott cup competition the wide road outside
e Bridge House Hotel, Staines, was hardly that peaceful
id quiet place it would be expected to be at 3 a.m. The
rst man was due away at 3.48. and for some time before
at hour competitors and not a few spectators filled the
tadwa_ and lit up the immediate surrounding.'! with the light
their lamps. The morning was absolutely perfect. There

W. E. S. May (3i Brad-
bury)

J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosa-
coche)

F. B. Webber (3i Scott)

A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury)
A. C. Robbins (3i Hiimber)
S. C. Ferryman (3i Ariel)

H. J. Cox (21 Forward)
A. J. Sproston (3i Rudge)
S. G. Frost (4i Minerva)
G. T. Grav (3i Rudge)
B. A. Hill (3i Rudge)
Eli Clnrk (2^ Douglas)

A. H. Forbes (3^ Triumph)
W. C. Hcmy (3 Wanderer)
A. Britlain (3^ Bradbury)
C. S. Burney (3^ Rudge)
G. Brough (3i Brough)
J. W. Cox (3i Brough)
A. Webster (2i Hobart)
S. Wright (3i Humber) ,

F. W. Applebee (3^ N.S.U.)
G. G. 0. Pigott (5 Zenith-
Gradua)

R. Ellis (3i Calthorpe)
W. A. Jacobs (3i Brad-

bury)

A nashllght im-

pression at Staines

at the start of the

London - Land's -

End run, 3.50a.m.

Salurda last.

Mr. F. T. Bidlake,

the timekeeper, is

about to start L. A.

Baddeley \Z\ h.p.

Brown). On the

left the three com-

petitors who are

to start later are

A. T. Stanton, S.

Wright, and J. S.

Holroyd.

no wind, and the full moon shone brightly. There
e, however, a few patches of mist, which were, happily,
thick enough to worry the competitors t/" any great

ent.

List of Starters.

Vedy (5 Salway)
de Foubert (3^ Triumph)
W. Douglas (2J Douglas)
Phillips (2i Douglas)
Gwynne (3i Triumph)
Ols'son (8 Oxted-Jap)
Karslake (4 Dreadnought)
M. C. Scott (3i Rudge)
0. Babbington (3i J.A.P.)
Pratt (3i P. and M.)

U . H. Elce (5 Rex)
H. W. Turner (3i Triumph)
G. Lee-Evans (7 Indian)

L. A. Baddeley {3^ Brown)
D. S. Baddeley (7 Indian)

J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph)
A G. Peppercorn (3^ Brad-
bury

R. Knowlee (6 Matohless-Jap)
R. 0. 0. Wells (3i Bradbury)

W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas)
F. W. Wasley (2| Douglas)
P. Grout (isj Douglas)
P. G. E. James (5i J.A.P.)
E. Kickham (2J Douglas)
F. C. Bailey (3i Clyde)
F. C. Poecher (3i Triumph)
F. E. Pither (5 Re.x)

C. L. Odell (3i Brown)
Sergeant (3^ Brown)

R. G. Mundy (3^ Triumph)
A. Moorhouse (7 Indian)

G. Griffith (2J Moto-Reve)
J. P. Le Grand (3i Triumph)
C. Percival (6 Zenith and

sidecar)

F. Thomas (7 G.O.K. sc.)

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Li'u

and sc.)

E. B. Ware (8 Chat«r-Lea
and BC.)

J. L. Love (7 Rex sc.)

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno
and ec.)

A. G. Leek (3i Rex sc.)

C. F. Halsal; (5-6 Clyno
and 6C.)

J. W. Woodhouse (2i New
Hudson)

0. Cooke (3i Triumph)
A. J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

J. Stevens (2^ xV.J.S.)
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M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Competition.

—

Only Mussell, Stanley Webb, Sudfeldt, and Patteson

failed to turn up out o£ an entry of seventy-three. Mussell

was No. 1, so the honour of starting first fell to that splendid

veteran rider, Vedy, who was riding for the first time a 5 h.p.

Salway. Bidlake, the well-known M.C.C. timekeeper, assisted

by Bray, started the men, several of whom through in-

sufficient accommodation at the hotel, had had no sleep.

We left Staines with the vanguard, and after Eghara the

.first glimmer of dawn showed in the east, and it was grand

indeed to watch the black sky of night gradually turn to

dark blue, and then assume its normal colour. Every one

seemed to be going well, Baddeley's Indian taking Egham
Hill with splendid regularity at a slow speed. At Basing-

stoke we overtook Vedy, who had stopped his engine just

after leaving Staines, and rapidly pushing ahead we came
upon the first check. Near Whitchurch, on Salisbury Plain,

we halted, and saw the leading men cross the fine open

country. Vedy's engine did not appear to be running its

best, and at Salisbury he retired.

The morning was bitterly cold, and much fog was encoun-

tered before Salisbury was reached. Babbington came up with

his tank filler cap covered with hoar-frost. Pratt arrived

looking as cheerful as ever, but mistook some spectators on

the Plaiu for a check and lialted.

A shiip col 'i*^r betuet'n Salisburv mil Sliaili.=;bijrv

(2 li.p. Douglas).
The rider is E Kickhan

Almost immediately after the start the roads became loose,

and many of the competitors suffered tyre trouble on severa'

occasions to such an extent that retirements were enforced.

The route was easy enough to Chard, but Chard Hill proved
a source of interest. However, Douglas and his companion
Phillips took it in splendid style. It was near here that

Gwynne unknowingly provided on exciting incident. He passed
a liorse and cart, the former shying. After he had got by,

the horse and trap parted company, and the tractive portion
of the combination cureered down hill, narrowly missing
Pratt, who was just behind. Then it escaped the official car

—a 15 h.p. Napier driven by Bray, and kindly placed at

the disposal of the club by its president, Mr. Charles Jarrott
—by a hair's breadth. What happened- afterwards is lost in

mystery. -

The Check on Yarcotnbe Hill.
Yarcombe Hill was next reached, which has an awkward

corner at the foot, causing many of the competitors' engines
to knock in no uncertain tones. It was, however, but a gentle

foretaste of what was to come after lunch. On the top of

the hill the competitors came unexpectedly upon a check,
in charge of which were Messrs. Head, Jenkins, and Dr.
Gibbons. Previous to this we had come through Yeovil,
where special arrangements had been made to dole out petrol
to the competitors, and here such well-known people as Wells,
Hooydonk, Fry, and Dickson were to be seen all on the club's

Easter tour, and doing their best to help their harder worked
brethren. Dickson, mounted on a powerful Indian, hurried

' ahead to take charge of the timing of the men in Cornwall.
Near Honiton, and all the way thence to Exeter, numerous

herds of cattle and flocks of sheep were encountered, and
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people with free engines and change-speed gears blessed tlics>

contrivances. It was i^uite instructive to see how neatlj

Douglas negotiated a flock of sheep without dismounting

After lunch at the Bude Hotel, EJceter, the trial propei

began. Mr. Scott described the route in our issue of Apri

6th, and we cannot accuse him of exaggeraiiion. Two mile,

from Exeter a long steep hill was encountered—one of man}
that were negotiated. Coming as it did after lunch, whei

the men were tired and over half the distance had beei

covered, this difficult section was especially trying. It wa:

a real test, and taken as a %vhol6 tne machines performec

remarkably well.

Over Dartmoor.
The run over Dartmoor w£is exceptionally fine, the land

scape being glorious in its colouring, the effect of which wa
heightened by a lovely day ; but the roads were terriblj

loose. The steep descents to Two Bridges needed great cari-

and thereafter came a long stiff climb, up w'lich Gwynne
Pratt, Olsson, and others in the van made excellent perforu

ances. The famous Dartmoor Prison was seen on the left.

There was a long run down to Tavistock, followed b

more climbing, and then a descent into Gunnislake, whicl

is rather prettily situated on the Tamar, the river whicl

defines the boundary between Devon and Cornwall. On
turns to the left at the end of the bridge, and thereafte

there is an ascent of no mean severity of nearly two milcf

said to be the worst hill on tha route. The ascen

to Moreton Hampstead had been bad enough, bii

this was not to be compared to it, and a large crowi

assembled near the summit to see th3 fun.

Some observations on the performances of a number o

the competitors may be of interest. Karslake (on his fin

old stager Dreadnought), Pratt (P. and M.), Evans (Indian)

Elce (Rex), Peppercorn (Bradbury), R. C. 0. Wells (Brarl

bury), L. A. Baddeley (3^ h.p. Brown), Frost (a forme
Jarrott Cup winner, 4^ h.p. Minerva), Gibb (2| h.p

Douglas), Gray and Hill (Rudge-Whitworths), Brough (3

h.p. Brough), Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber), Moorhouse
h.p. Indian), James (3i h.p. , J.A.P.), D. S. Baddeley

(

h.p. Indian), and Wasley (2| h.p. Douglas) all came up i

good form. Of these, however, Evans, Elce, Gwynne, Fros
Gibb, Brough, and Moorhouse seemed to shine above the
fellow-competitors. Other climbs followed, but they wer
of minor importance. Haswell, Cox, and Kickham had t

pedal, while Babbington was forced to dismount. The
was now lower in the heavens, and shone with full glar

into the eyes of the men travelling westwards.
The roads were gritty and loose, while a strong westerl

wind had sprung up, and in addition many Corni
towns and villages with narrow streets had to be tra\erse(

Callington and Liskeard were passed, and then Lostv. ithie

in which town was a level-crossing, where many men wei

delayed owing to the passing of a fish train. After tb

steep ascent out of the town a check, in charge of Dicksoi

was discovered, at which several competitors arrived lat

owing to being kept waiting by the train. In the narro
streets of St. Austell a traction engine pulling four circi

waggons held up the \'\hole traffic for several minutes, an

prevented Sproston from passing.

The Cornish Sportsmen.
The journey was now nearly over, and a pretty glimp

was obtained of St. Austell Bay. Truro was then negi

tiated, and after that Redruth, the steep, narrow street

which was thronged with people. The Gornishmen are goc

sportsmen, and turned out iu their hundreds to see tl

competitors. Penzance was ultimately reached, and the

yet remained the twenty miles tc Land's End and bad
Part of 'the road was, as .usual^ very gritty, and not a fe

had punctures.
On the last stage the following qualified for the retui

journey: W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), P. Phillips (2a h.[

Douglas), E. Gwvnne (3i h.p. Triumph), V. Olsson (8 h

0.\-ted-Jap), H. Karslake" (4 h.p. Dreadnought), E. 0. Bai

bington (34 h.p. J.A.P.), W. Pratt (SA h.p. P. and J\[.

G. "Frost (4^ h.p. Minerva), W. H. Elce (5 h.p. Rex), q

Lee-Evans (1 h.p. Indian), L. A. Baddeley (3^ h.p. Browr
D. S. Baddelev (7 h.p. Indian). J. R." Haswell (3^ h.^

Triumph), A. G. Peppercorn (5i h.p. Bradbury). R. C. (

Wells (3J- h.n. Bradbury), A. T. Stanton '3^ h.p. Bradbury
A. C. Robbins (3i h.p'. Humber), S. C. Perrvman (3^ h!

Ariel), A. J. Sproston (3i h.p. Rudge), G. T.Gray (3^ h.
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Die lirsi six arrivals at Lnnas End on Saiurday evening. Left to right: Pratt, Karslake, Gray, Phillips, Douglas and Olsson.

RudKe-WhitwDitli,. Jj. A. Hill (3i li.p. Rudge-Wliitwoitli),
W. B. Gibb (23 h.p. Douglas). E." Clark (23 h.p. Douglas).

H. Forbes (3i h.p. Triumph). A. W. Brittain (3;^ h.p.
Braclbuiy). G. Uiough (3i h.p. Brough). A. Webster (2^ h.p.
tfobart). S. Wright (3^- u.p. Humber), F. W. Applebee (3^
h.p. N.S.U.). P. G. E. James (3^ h.p. J.A.P.), E. Kicltham
2i h.p. Douglas), !•". C. Poecher (3^ h.p. Triumph), A.
Mooihouse (7 h.p. Indian), and J. W. Woodhouse (2^ h.p.
Xew Hudson).
Of road incidents there were many. Scott (Eudge-Whit-

voith) had trouble at the start; "Holroyd (Slolc^-acoche)
nished. but owin<r to valve trouble was unable to return,
lurney (Eudge-Wliitwortli) had a puncture in the last sec-
ion ; Ellis (Calthorne) had liming gear trouble, and broke
lis handle-bar in Tniiio. A. J. Stevens (A.J.S.) had ten
unctnres before the first control, and his brother also
etiyed through tyre troubles at Tavistock. D. S. Baddeley
mashed the lubrication inspection glass in his crank ease,
nd replaced it with a two shilling piece and a leather
vaslier. (Jlhater-Ix-a (Chater-Lea and sidecar) lost his way

E.wler and arrived late. Ware, similarly mounted, had
nuch tyre trouble; Griffith (1^ h.p. Moto-Rcve) had a nunc-
ure shortly after starting and an accident in Truro, ^lundy
3i h.p. Triumph) had just time to finish the last section,
ut had" a 'puncture near Callington. This rider ha(l no
leep for two nights, as he had been to Coventry to fetch his
lew mar liine. Philip Grout and F. C. Wasley, "of the Bristol
Motor Club (2| h.p. Douglas), were also victims to the punc-
iire fiend.

Smith (Clyno) broke the high-speed chain of his machine
lietween Penzance and Land's End, and completed the
journey on the low gear, arriving thirteen minutes late.

The Return Journey.
Dawn was just breaking wlien F. T. Bidlake despatched

the first man from Penzance on Easier Monday at five o'clock.
It was not very cold, but inclined to be misty, and cold and
fog increased as the men travelled easlwarrts. The fog was
not. however, suflnciently thick to hainuer the competitors
seriously. All the arrivals of the previous night started
except Webster, the Hobart rider. Chafer Lea arrived to

time on Saturday evening, but was not timed in owing to

putting his machine in the wrong garage
To return to the journey, the sun dispersed the fog at

Ounnislakc, and thereafter the men travelled homewards
in glorious weather, and witli a following wind. The first

check was at Lostwithiel. in charge of E. B. Dickson, who
told us that A. M. C. Scott retired at Basingstoke. He
took a corner too fast, and allowed his machine to run
into a wall, but flung himself clear, and got off unscathed.
The machine, was repaired in time for him to appear later

in the day near Chard.
. At Two Bridges we saw several of the men negotiate the
short but ratlier awkward hill, just after the long Merrivale
climb from Tavistock, with little chance of cooling. Here
we were informed that Pitber had seized his engine the
night before, and Pratt, Moorhouse, and L. A. Baddeley
had worked all night putting it in order a^ain. Gwynne,

I

Another grouft ot Jairoil Cup compeiitors outside IJie Land's Eoci HotcL
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Pratt, Haswell, Karslake, Elce, D. S. Baddeley, Kickhara,
James, Douglas, Poecher, Gray, Phillips. S. Wright,
Moorhouse, Hill, Burney, Woodhousb, Chater-Lea, and
Smith all went up the hill in good form, but Forber,

pedalled, and R. C. 0. Wells managed the climb somewhat
awkwardly.

The next check was at Moreton Hampstead. At Exeter,
where lunch was served, news of many punctures came to

hand, Moorhouse, Burney, and Hill being among those who
suffered in this respect. We had several opportunities of

seeing the excellent hill-climbing powers of the Clyno and
sidecar, which were above reproach.

The check at Chard tv8,s in charge of Messrs. Head, S. H.
Fry, and Dr. Gibbons. Moorhouse was frequently seen mend-
ing tyres, while belts seemed to be Applebee's chief trouble.

Punctures and minor adjustments seemed to be the only
troubles on the return journey, and genuine breakdowns
were unknown. The finish was just outside Hounslow
tram terminus, those officiating at this point being Messrs.
F. T. Bidlake, F. J. Jenkins, and Dr. Gibbons, lliose who
completed both journevs' were : W. W. Douglas (2| h.jj.

Douglas), P. Phillips (2-| h.p. Douglas), E. Gwynne {3-^ h.p.

^
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Triumph), V. Olsson (8 h.p. Oxted-Jap), H. Karslake (4 li.p.

Dreadnought), E. 0. Pabliington (3i h.p. J.A.P.), W. Pratt

(3i h.p. P. and M.), W. H. Elce (5 h.p. Rex), G. Lee-Evau.^

(7 h.p. Indian), L. A. Baddeley (3^ h.p. Brown), D. S.

Baddeley (7 h.p. Indian), J.. E. Haswell (3^ h.p. Triumph),
A. G. Peppercorn (35 h.p. Bradbury), R. C. 0. Wells (3^ h.p.

Bradbury), A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury), A. G. Bobbins

(3i h.p. Humber), S. C. Ferryman (o^ h.p. Ariel), A. J.

Sproston (3^ h.p. Rudge), S. G. Frost (4^ h.p. Minervn).
G. T. Gray {3i h.p. Rudge), B. A. Hill (3-i h.p. Rudge),
W. B. Gibb (2| h.p. Douglas), Eli Claik (21 h.p. Dough^s).

A. H. Forbes (5i h.p. Triumph), A. W. Brittain (3^ h.p.

Bradbury), C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge), G. Broogh (3^ h.p.

Brough), S. Wright (3^ h.p. Humber). -p. W. Applebie

m h.p. N.S.U.), P. Grout (2| h.p. Douglas), P. G. E. .James

(3i h.p. J.A.P.). E. Kickham (2i h.p. Douglas), F. C.-Pcecliev

(6j h.p. Triumph), A. Moorhouse (7 h.p. Indian), Frank Smith
(5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar), J. W. Woodhouse (?,}, h.p. New
Hudson), and A. J. Stevens (2^ h.p. A.J.S.)

All who started in the morning arrived at Hounslow except
Chater-Lea, who at 8.45 had not put in an appearance.
Thomas on the G.O.tv., who was unaccounted for in our
previous report, was put out of the running by a car at

Tavistock.

->—«3e

THE SHAP FELL OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
An entry of 115 was secured for this event, and the first

man was off promptly at 1_ p.m., and the whole 115 were
got away and finished by 5. ,50. Further results will be pub-
lished next week, but the fastest time of the day was a tie

between E. W. Sharpe and Capt. Gregson, SouthjMrt, who
finished the 1^ miles in 84s. Both rode 9 h.p. Bat-Japs, and
beat the redoubtable H. D. Shaw, from Bradford, by four
seconds. There were no accidents during the competition,
though Hugh Gibson (Southport), while practising, was
rather badly spilled by a rider coming down on his wrong
side, but he managed to get his machine repan-ed, and will

probably be found amongst the winners. Several competi-
tors were objected to by the official judge, Mr. H. G. Cove,
for having only one bi'ake and carrying lead weights. F.
W. Barnes (5 h.p. Zenith) seemed to go up very tast, and
probably had he not liad to cut-out tor a car that got in "his

way might have made about the fastest time. It seems a

great pity that car owners and motor cyclists have so little

consideration for those holding a sporting competition, and
by obstructing the course make it awkward to ascend the
hill at fast speed. The fastest single-cylinder machines
were W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph), 90s. ;

— West-
wood (3^ h.p. Triumph), 92s. ; S. Crawley (3^ h.p. Triumph),
92s. Eiders of Humber lightweight motor cycles were
placed first, second, and third in the lightweight class.

Shap Fell is an excellent test for a touring mount, but
the steepness of the gradient cannot be compared with some
of the better known test hills such as Birdlip, Porlock, Sutton
Bank, or even Kop Hill, Princes Risborough.

Capt. W. A. Gregson (9 h.p. Bat-Jap) who lied for fastest time iu the Shap
Fell hill-climb with E. W. Sharpe.

TORBAY CLUB'S RELIABILITY TRIAL.

On Good Friday a 2C0 miles reliability run was arranged
by the Torbay and District Motor Cycle Club to

Truro and back, via Bovey, returning via St. Austell to

the starting point—Torquay. There were twelve entries,

but only six started—A. "Powell (2| h.p. Enfield), H. Benny
(3J,- h.p. Premier), W. L. Bowden (3i h.p. Triumph) H. S.

Watson (4 h.p. Bat-.Jap), T. J. Taylor (5' h.p. Indian), aud
B. Rowe (3i h.p. Triumph). The riders were started at

two minute intervals, the first man starting at eight o'clock.

Ninety minutes Avere allowed for lunch at Truro. The course

had to be completed in eleven hours and ten minutes. Gold,

silver, and bronze medals were offered, ilr. N. Stewart (a

vice-president) presenting, in addition to the first prize, a

handsome silver cigarette case.

The result was : 1, A. Powell, 51 marks lost ; 2, T. J.

Taylor, 96; 3, W. L. Bowden, 100|.

s'M^iifail.j^t^^,!^ ?^„»i^t^^Si^St£i^''* >^.,»^-' ., .?^SS?

General view at the start ol the Shap Fell open hill-climb. The competitors'
machines are parked in the fiell on the left.

FRENCH ROAD RACE.
The Marseilles to Nice motor cycle race took place on

161)1 inst. Fifty-six competitors started at 6 a.m.
course at Cannes was thronged with spectators, the
competitor passing through that town at 8.3 a.m.
The results were :

Clrss 1 (heavv weights).—1st, 9 h.p. Rene Gillet. T
2h. b-^s. «

Class 2 (medium weights).—1, Jlagnat-Debon. 3h. ISm.
Class 3 (lightweights).— 1, Lehman (JNIotosacoche).

Um. 24s.

the

The
first

5's,

41i-.
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\e second 65 miles per hour handicap. Competitors in the

LTHOUGH it was marred bv a deplorable accident iu

one of the car events, the race meeting held at

Brooklands on Easter Monday was quite the largest

and otherwise the most successful meeting which

track has ever seen. Thanks to a fine programme of

Ills, no less than nine in number, to the profpeit of

]e good flying, and to a soecially fine sample of Brook-

Jls weather, there was an enormous crowd present, esti-

led by the- ollicials at as many as 16.000.

re were two motor cycle events in the programme,

Icly, the second 65 m.p.h. motor cycle handicap (winner

leceive £10. second £5, and third £3) for machines whose

Irvcd speeds have not exceeded 65 m.p.h. for a H}'ing lap,

jthe fourth 70 m.p.h. motor cycle handicap, prizes similar

I'alue to tlie previous event and for machines governed

fer similar conditions. In common with all similar events

[h tigure on Brooklands programmes, both races pro-

d fine fields, there being twenty-eight riders (thirty-

le entries) in the first race and sixteen riders (twenty-one

pes) in the second.

A Notable Absentee.
the first race Godfrey, who would have been quite one

le favourites, w*as a no'table absentee, owing to his having

red the engine sprocket of his 5 h.p. Indian, which, with

hton's Bat and W. D. Johnstone's Matchless, was put

Jthe scratch mark. For once in a way the Collier

(iv.'d
" were not amongst the ruck. " H. A." getting 16s.

on his 580 c.c. machine, aiid " C. R. '' 42s. on his 488

Lingle, whilst Colver got Ini. 42s. for a 76 mm. x 64 mm.
le Matchless. Other entrants included Surridge, Omma-
1 and Gibson on Rudges. >[cNab. Stewart, and Baker

l-e on Trump-Japs, Gray, Stocks. Duvar. Roy Walker,
rd, and Gaskell on Triumphs, and Fowles and Dayrell

lartins.

laeh on a 76 mm. by 76 mm. single-cylinder Minerva
l4s. handicap) was first away, and was .shortly followed

1 veritable cloud of middleweights with handicaps rang-

Irom 42.S. to 56s.. and mostly with machines approach-

|he 500 c.c. mark. These, however, soon sorted them
out. and although the distance of the race was only

ties, the usual procession was quickly formed. Dr. H.
lasltell, whose clutch Triumph showed a fine turn of

and who had the liberal handicap allowance of

IDs., soon established a commanding lead, and eventu-
romped in first past the post by at least half a mile,

rtunately for him. he was disqualified for going only

pp, which was undoubtedly an error on his |iart. The
was that the winners were declared to be V. Wilber-

force, 76 mm. by 66^ mm. N.L.U. (Im. 50s.), who came in

about 100 yards ahead of H. A. Collier, two-cylinder 76 mm.
by 64 mm. Matchless, 'bird being F. A.McNab. 85i mm. by
85 mm. Trump-.Jap (48s. start). Dr. Gaskell's mistake was
particularly unfortunate for him, as he had such an excellent

lead of the remainder of the field, that he would have stood

a very good chance of winning had he completed the full

distance. His machine was a free engine Triumph, stripped
of mudguards and other impedimenta.
During the second lap J. Fowles. on a Martin 85i mm.

by 60 mm., started a wobble on the rough part of the track
that lies between the members' bridge and the bridge over
the Wey, and came a nasty cropper, fortunately escaping
with nothing worse than scraped hands, torn clothes, and
a .shaking. Fourth, fifth, and sixth places were taken by
Colver, '76 mm. by 64 mm. Matchless dm. 42s.). Ommaney.
85 mm. by 88 mm. Rudge (46s.), and Rrunton, 85 mm. by
65 mm. Bat (scratch).

The winner's sjiced was 53j miles per liour.

The 70 m.p.h. Handicap.
This race over a distance of 85 miles produced some fine

sport, especially an exciting tus.=le between C. R. Collier,

who was in receipt of 3s. start, and 0. C. Godfrey, who
was the sole scratch man, the macliines respectively being
an 85J mm. by 85 mm. twin Matchlefs. and an 82j mm. by
93 mm. twin Indian. This was a regular hammer and tongs

affair from start to finish, the riders fini.^hing in practically

exactly the same positions as they started, although during
the race the gap between the riders had alternately narrowed
and widened. The field included the Bros. Collier, Colver.

•lohnson and .lonnslone (Matchless). Surridge, Ommaney.
and Gib.son (Rudge). Baker White, Stewart, and McNab
(Trump-Japs). Taylor (Indian). Roy Walker (N.T..G.). E.

D. Tate Cl'riumph). and Fowler (Bat).

The winner proved to be Harry Collier, who rode splen-

didly on his 580 c.c. 76 mm. by 64 mm. twin Matchless

dm. 15s,); second, very close up to the winner, F, A.
McNab. 85J mm. bv 85" mm. Irump-.Iap (2m. 3s.); third.

C, R. Collier, and fourth 0. C. Godfrey.
Colver's 85 J mm. by 85 mm. twin Matchless was, we

noted, fitted with coil and accumulator ignition.

We have already mentioned that the car events produced
an accident, and as this was due to a cause which has not
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The hill near

Bolton Abbey

on Halton Mco

used in the

North v.Soutl

competition

last Saturday

afternoon.

been entirely absent in some of the motor cycle events we
have witnessed at Brooklands it provides a lesson which
cannot be too closely taken to heart by all who use the

track. In the 100 m.p.h. Handicap, G. Williamson, driving

a 27.3 h.p. Benz, put up a fine race with another car, and
in the keenness of the tussle prolonged it beyond the
finishing line, which he passed at a speed of about 96 miles
per hour. The result was that his speed was scarcely per-

ceptibly reduced when he reached the turn to come back
to the paddock, and in consequence he ran directly right
up the banking, shot up into the air at least twenty feet,

and crashed through the trees something like a hundred
feet beyond the edge of the track. The car was, of course,

smashed to pieces and the driver extremely seriously

injured, if not actually fatally. This is the second acci-

dent of the same kind that has occurred, and it emphasii

the paramount necessity for every competitor to adhere
the cardinal rule of slowing up directly the finishing 1:

is passed. One cannot but feel that in this distressiBi

case the brakes must have failed to act, the throt"
jammed or something else gone amiss, but to all appe;

ances it cannot be denied that it seemed purely the resi

of over-keenness. These occurrences are lessons deal

bought by life and limb, and the best that can be m;

of them by habitues of Brooklands is to profit as much
possible from them.
During the afternoon some fine Hying, in spite of a gui

wind, was indulged in by Mr. Pixton on a Koe bipla

the machine accomplishing a total flight of about an hi

and a half.

Members of the combined clubs in the Herts. County A.C. inter-team tour to Harrogate at Easter.
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THE STAXTON
splendid weather prevailed on Monday afternoon last at

iborough when the above annual event was run off as "'"^

open competition, under the rules of the Northern League
Motor Cyclists.

Vlthough other attractions had caused a rather small entry,

endid sport was indulged in to the great delight of tne

at number of motor cyclists present at the clunb. The
twins caused quite a sensation at the noted corner.

Result of Sixgle-cyukdj;e Ct.iss,

Rider and Machine.

1. W. B. Durant (3i J.A.P.) ...

H. Cockcroft (5i Triumph) ...

Dale (5i Rudge)
A. Tindall (3^ Triumph)
11. Clay (3^ TriuTiph)

W. Fortune (2^ New Hudson)

TWiN CrLINDERS,
Gash (6 B.G.-Jup)

J. Cookson (8 Matchless)

W. Macllwaine (8 Matchless)

H. Grindell (8 Matcliless) ...

Mackav (5-T.T. Rex)
Sollitt (5 Scott)

Fi.N.u, Resttlt.

he twin had to give the single 8 sees, start

WlNNEB OF TeaNMEK OfP.

1. T. W. B. Durant (3i J.A.P.) ...

2. V. Gash (6 B.G.-Jap)

HILL-CLIAB.

5EE UL.ilSS. i1

lime. Fig. of
,:

Date. sees. merit, j'

1909 . .. 46| ... 611 f

1911 . . 47| ... 645
1911 . .

47J ... 680
1907 . .

49J- ... 699
1911 . . 51 ... 706
1911 . . 71-^ 715

s.

. 581 ... 801
1910 . . 39i ... 897— 461 ... 1025
1911 . . 48i ... 1127
1911 . . 43| ... 1166 ,

1910 . . 491 ... 1714
f

46is.
40s.

The staitmg point In the Scarborough M.C. hlll-climb, at StaxtoaBrow,
Easter Uonday.

CLUB NEWS.
WalsaU M.C.

he hill-climb announced for the 18th on Style Kop, near
;eley, has been postponed. It may be held next Saturday
permit can be obtained from the Auto Cycle Union.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

his club opened the season on Good Friday, when a large
iber of motor cyclists left headquarters, Marton Bunga-

in the early morning for a run to Richmond to attend
meet. A capital programme has been arranged by Mr.
A. George, hon. sports sec.

he April and May events are : April 22nd, hill-climb on
tleton Bank; May 3rd, flexibility hill-climb on Yearby
k ; Mav 20th, hill-climb on Ormesby Bank for old

hines ; ^Iay 21st, Northern League individual reliability

of 156 miles from York.

e two winners of the StaxtoD Blow hill-climb on Baiter Monday.
V. Gash (6 h.p. J.A.P.) ; right, T. W. B. Durant (SJ h.p. J.A.P.)

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The above club is holding a members' hill-climb on the
29th inst., the venue being kept secret. There are seven
classes. The awards will be ma^le on A.C.U. formula.
Competitors will weigh in at the Clayton Arras, Godstone,
at 2.30 p.m.. and the climb will start at 3.30 p.m.

Sntton Coldfleld A.C.

The club is fortunate in having had presented to it

a handsome silver challenge trophy, value twenty-five

guineas, by Messrs. B. Muratti, Sons and Co., cigarette

manufacturers of Manchester, which will be known as

Muratti's Ariston Trophy. This will be awarded to the
competitor making the best performance in all the club com-
petitions of the year. The trophy has to be won three years in

succession before becoming the absolute property of the

•i^ompetitor.

Liverpool A.C.C.

A word of warning should be given to those motor cyclists

who reside in or near Liverpool and Birkenhead. The
police in these districts are very active at present. Five
members of this club, whose total membership is thirty-

two, have been summoned for various offences under the

Motor Car Act within the short time of one week, one
being a lady member.

In the Eastham district the police are very keen on badly
lighted numbers, one member of this club being summoned
for having the light (a Sin. Rotax burning brightly) only

illuminating one side of the plate.

Perth and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition took place on Bank Holi-

day, and the members started independently in a snow-
storm for St. Andrews. After lunch in the Victoria Caf6
starts were made at one minute intervals, the finish being

the Moncreiffe Arms, Bridge-of-Earn (thirty miles). An
analysis of the times revealed the following results :

1 and 2, a tie.—.1. Beveridge (3^ h.p. Triumph), minus 2;
and J. Mcfarlane {3i h.p. Triumph), minus 2. Receive prizes.

3.—Hon. A. J. Stuart and passenger (3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph and sidecar), minus 3.

An entry of fifteen was recorded, which under the deplor-

able weather conditions (snow and pelting rain all day) may
be considered satisfactory.
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Club News

—

Bristol B. and M.C.

Entries for the open hill-climb on the 29th inst. close first

post on Saturday next, the 22nd inst., and should be sent

to Mr. Philip Grout, hon. sec, Warmley, Bristol.

Ilkley and District M.C.C.

The second breakdown competition was held at head-

quarters on Tuesday, April 11th, for a prize presented by
the president. There were eight competitors, of whom J.

N. Longfield proved tha winner.

Ayr and District M.C.

The opening run look place on the 12;h inst., tlie destina-

tion being Largs.
Motor cyclists in the district who are not already member.s

should communicate with the joint hon. sees., Messrs.

Robertson and Sommerville, at the headquarters, 74, Dalblaii

Road, Ayr.

Newcastle M.C.

This club opened the !;ea^ion on Good Friday with a run
to Hexham, where after luncheon a speed-judging competi-

tion was held. Several motor cyclists took part, the winner
of third place being G. C. Unwin (3^ h.p. Dene). The first

and second prizes were won by car owners, the president

(Mr. J. R. Atkinson) being second on his 12-14 h.p. Arm-
strong-Whitworth.

Leeds M.C.C.

To-morrow (Friday) evening Mr. J. V. Robinson, of

Douglas Bros., will lecture on the Douglas lightweight motor
cycle at the Grand Central Hotel at 8 o'clock. The lecture

is open to all motor cyclists, whether members of the Leeds
Club or not.

There has been an influx of new members this year, and
the hon. sec, Mr. Jas. R. Kelly, 25, Bridge End, will be
glad to hear from any prospective members. The entrance
fee has been abolished, and the subscription is now 10s.

per annum.

Manchester M.C.
A good muster of members attended at Old Trafford on

Friday last for the start of the annual four days' Easter
tour, and on this occasion a one day's reliability run on
rather novel lines was included.

Leaving at 8.30 a.m. intervals were allowed to elapse be-

tween sending off the competitors, and an allowance of seven
hours was given to arrive at Beddgelert (110 miles) with an
interval tor lunch at Bettws-y-Co€d, the winner to be the
one who completed the journey nearest to that time, every
minute over or under entailing the loss of one mark.

Competitors could travel by any route or at any speed
to Bettws-y-Coed, and stops were not counted, but from
there to the destination every stop was penalised by the loss

of five marks.
On the Saturday several of the more athletic members

made the ascent of Snowdon, whilst others proceeded to

Aberystwyth (lunch) and Tenby for the night. The third
day's route was by way of Carmarthen, Brecon (lunch), Mon-
mouth, Speech House, Gloucester, and Cheltenham (night 1

Fourth day, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick, Kenilworth, lich-
field, and home, a tolal of about 520 miles.

Cork and District M.C.C. speed judging conlest. Some oi the competitors
at the starting point.

Essex M.C.

Members are reminded that the run on the 23rd inst. wil

start from the Eagle Hotel, Snaresbrook, at 11 a.m., fo

Southend, lunch at the Palace Hotel, at 1.30 p.m.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest took place on Friday last ove

a -circuit of six and a quarter miles, which had to be covere

five times. There were sixteen entrants, and J. Healy (3^ h.f

Rudge) was the winner with a total error of 3^ mins,

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Entry forms for the Amateur v. Trade Trial on Ma
13th are now in the hands of members. The trial will b

of 100 miles duration, and include ascents of Newnhai
Hill (steepest gradient 1 in 6). Watches and speedometei

will be barred. Entrance fee, 2s. 5d. This event is also i

the nature of an eliminating trial to select teams for th:

year's inter-club championships. Motor cyclists desiring t

take part must become members. Proposal forms for men
bership may be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr. G. Smitl

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The opening run to Lamberhurst took place on the

inst. under most favourable conditions. Fourteen, includin

two ladies, attended. One member unfortunately failed

reach the destination with his sidecar combination, owii

to a series of belt troubles and finally a broken frame
River Hill.

The general, meeting will take place to-night, the 20t|

inst., at the Empire Restaurant, New Road, Woolwich,
nine o'clock.

The run for the 23rd inst. ^vill be decided by those atten(|

ing the meeting place. Fountain, Woolwich Common.
10 a.m.

Members ot the Manchester M.C. ready to start for the Easter tour and rehabihty run to Nonh Wales on Friday last.
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The Spring Quarterly Trial.
IHE second trial of 191 1, held in the Yorkshire

centre, was again a conspicuous success despite
the want of unanimity among manufacturers as
to whether they should compete in these one-
day trials. It is a great pity that some unani-

bus agreement cannot be come to, as it is probable
tt, if all the best-known makers took part, the per-
htage of fir.st-class certificates would be much larger
' the pastime receive a much better advertise-

t thereby. Only fourteen out of forty-two in Satur-
.''s event finished the course without an involuntary
p. This proportion might be increased if complaints
Ibemg impeded on the test hills were upheld, whilst
TitJier competitor who pedaUed once was deprived of
fnon-.stop" cerrificate, much to his disgust. The
Ito Cycle Unions and this journal's campaign in
lour of change-.speed gears is bearing fruit, for we
peve we are right in stating that never before have
lably-geared machines outnumbered single-geared
unts. Only one rider using a single-gear rario
nplished a non-stop run, which is, on the face of
poor advertisement for this type of machine, not--

pstanding the exceptional severity of the course.
I this lesson does not carry so much weight when it

lemembered that some of the best exponents of the
*le-geared mount were unrepresented. Several
jnge-speed ijiachines failed on the test-hills, mainlv
fugh overheated engines. We will go so far as to
Ithat a number of makes of motor cycles with single
ts could successfully account for all the hills in-
led in Saturday's course, but the decision of certain
pfacturers to absent themselves from the comperi-

gives the single-geared mount a set-back in the
of the no\ice.

A Farcical Position.

AS
reported in our last issue, another big meet of
Northern motor cyclists was held on Good
Friday last, and the opportunity was taken, as
in previous years, to organise a mass meeting in

_
the Richmond Town Hall, when the officials of

the Northern League of Motor Cyclists offered an
explanation of the respective positions of the Auto
Cycle Union and the Northern League.

It is somewhat unsarisfactory to have to record that
the two bodies are srill working separately, and there
appears little prospect of their arriving at 'an amicable
settlement while the A.C.U. proclaims the events held
by the_ League and the League makes no attempt to
enter into negotiations for the reinstatement of the
suspended riders who competed in its last vear's hill-

climb and trials. Setring the Southerners at defiance,
the League held another hill-climb on Easter Mondav,
xvhich, although not at all representative, was fairly
well supported by Northern riders, who apparently
regard being banned from other open com-
petirions held under A.C.U. regulations with callous
indiflference.

_
As a matter of fact, more than one

" banned " rider has since competed in an event
sanctioned by the A.C.U.
The position is rather farcical, because the A.C.U.

has invaded the territory of the League bv holding last

Saturday's Quarteriy Trials in the East Riding of York-
shire.

The situation at present is tliat neither body is pre-
pared to make any decided move towards reconcilia-
tion, although we understand that the Northern League
has ad\-anced half way. .Surely it is high time a joint
conference was arranged and this unsarisfactory state
of affairs settled.

A15
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The Balancing of V Twin Engines
, WING to the

number of
queries received

from time to time from
readers of The Motor

Cycle who own twin-cylinder machines asking how
they can improve the balance of their engines, the

Editor has asked me to supplement a couple of

articles on that subject which appeared in these

columns last year over my nom de ylxime.

The first one dealt with single-cylinder engines,

the second with 90° twins and also pointed out the

advantages of this type of engine ; there was to have
been a third dealing with the more general type of

twin in which the cylinders are set at 40°, 45°, 50°,

etc., but owing to many and various reasons it was
never written.

In the two previous articles it w'as showii why it

was advisable to balance an engine and also Avhy and
how the best all-round results for those particular

cases were obtained when the whole of the rotating

masses and half the reciprocating masses were
balanced.

Balancing the 90° Twin.
The same article also described how in the case

of the single-cylinder engine there was still a con-

siderable unbalanced force which could not be
eliminated without resorting to the use of special

mechanism, but that in the case of the go° twin, by
balancing exactly the same proportion of the masses,

the final balance was as nearly perfect as it was
possible with any type of engine, and, further, that

apart from balance, the turning effort of such an
engine was much superior to that of any other tvpe.

Accepting, then, "the fact that for single-cylmder

engines the whole of the rotating masses and half

the reciprocating masses are the correct amounts to

balance, it is easy to see that a twin-cylinder engine

with a single-throw crank and both cylinders vertical,

in. other words, zero degrees apart, being in reality

a single-cylinder unit, ought therefore to be treated

as such, the. final results being similar also.

Now ,if we open the. cylinders out to 180°, still

making them act on the single crank, we have exactly

the same . type , of engine as far as balance goes,

because all the reciprocating masses move together

in the same direction at the same time ; therefore, we
ought again to balance the same proportion of the

. masses, the remaining unbalanced force being of the

same magnitude as for a single.

: We have- already proved, ' however, that when the

cylinders are opened out to 90° only exactly the same
proportion of the masses are to be balanced, but that

in this case there is no remaining unbalanced force,

Ar6

the balance being almost perfect. It must be f

evident now that for a twin-cylinder engine

indeed, for an engine with any number of

cylinders in the same plane), no matter what

angle between the cylinders be, so long as it ha

a single-throw crank, the best results are to

obtained when the Avhole of the rotating masses

half the reciprocating masses are balanced,

difference in the angle of the cylinders merely af

the magnitude of the final unbalanced force.

Why the 90° Engine is Best.

Thus, 90° being the best angle with no unbala

force, the further one departs from 90° on either

of it the larger the unbalanced force becomes
it reaches a maximum at 0° and 180°. Also.

nearer one approaches to 90° the smoother rur

W'ill the engine be, for at 90° the transverse ir

couple is non-existent, increasing to a maximui
0° and 180°.

No account has been taken of connecting rod e

and no -allowance has been made for it, so that

not quite justified in saying that the best results

obtained with those proportions of the masses,

I readily admit that a further improvement ca

made by suitable allowances, but such improve
would scarcely repay to everyone the extra trouble

complication necessitated in weighing the parts

calculating the proportions.

It was the ease with which the above given imp
ments . could be obtained by anyone who can
experiment with his flywheels any time he ha
engine down that originally prompted me to set

forth, because at that time most makers paid

or no attention whatever to balancing,, with r

uncomf(S(rtable results. Nov,-, however, only in a

cases can any very appreciable improvement be 1

by the owner himself at home.

How to Test the Balance.
For the benefit then of those who own en

that are given to vibrating badly and Avho would
to improve them I will again explain the method
an amelioration can be made without much trc

The chief difficulty, of course, is the drilling

a lot of metal has to be removed it may be nece

to have recourse to a big. drilling machine cajiat

boring a ^^in. or even ^^in. hole right througl

flywheels.

Firstly, then, by rotating masses are meant
crank pin and nuts,- and the big ends of the coi

ing rods; by reciprocating masses are meant
pistons, gudgeon pins, and screws, if any, and
ends of the connecting rods. Secondly, tpget a

weights of these parts and to carry out the a

balancing without having- to take the flywheels a
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e Balancing of V Twin Engines.

—

nee we need only balance half the reciprocating

isses it is evident that in the case of a twin-cylinder

gine the weight of one piston complete and one

lall end will be the weight we require, both pistons

ing similar.

Procure, then, a small but reliable spring balance,

d^ placing the flywheels upright, hang one of the

pistons out of it,

keeping the con-

necting rod hori-

zontal as in fig. I.

The reading on the

balance will be the

weight of one pis-

ton complete and
one small end,

equal to half the

whole of the reci-

procating masses.

Next procure a

couple of round or

ire steel rods which at most need he no longer than

bot
;
pack them upon a table or bench high enough

sufficiently far apart to allow the main shafts to rest

|them and still allow the flywheels to swing quite

witli the pistons hanging down ; level up care-

. (Sec fig. 2.)

The Balancing Process.

ow exactly opposite to and at the same radius

crank pin drill a small hole ]^m. at most, and

it, by means of a piece of bent wire, hang weights

1 to half the reciprocating masses, as found

e. Place the whole on rods and allow it to

; freely, and whichever point falls to the bottom

e heaviest and should be drilled; an approxi-

idea of how much to drill out may be gained by

ig extra weight to the hook till a rough balance

tained.

J reciprocating mass -J- bobweight.

I
= Rotating mass -J- reciprocating mass.

|r balance W * « W
. trabweisnt = rotating mass -j- J reci-

procating mass.

Ihe

The above process^ should be repeated until the

flywheels show no tendency whatever to come to rest

with some particular point always lowermost. The
reason for that joarticular arrangement of weights will

be evident from the sketch, as when the weights are

removed the crank pin end is heavier by the weight
removed, viz., half the reciprocathig tnasses, which is

as it should Ije.

Single=cylindep Sleeve Valve Engines.

While on the subject of balancing, although not
within the Sjjhcre of this article, might 1 be allowed
to draw attention to

a frequently for-

gotten drawback of

sleeve valve engines

when applied to

motor cycles in the

single-cylinder and
also in the twin

type, and that is

balancing.

Now in a four or

six-cylinder engine

the sleeves can be

made to balance each other just as the pistons

do, but when there is only one set of sleeves the diffi-

culty is very great, as, although they can be partially

balanced by bob weights on the flywheels, the

result at best is far from satisfactory. The reason

is that the sleeves reciprocate half as often as the

flywheels revolve,, and, further, tliat they are not

necessarily at the end of the stroke when the bob
weight is also at its lowest point, so that the extra

weight to be added has to be in some other place

than opposite the crank pin, all of which leads to an

upsetting of the true balance. As far as I can see

this question of balancing is about the chief drawback

to air-cooled sleeve valve engines of any design.

WrNKIE.

V.'iJ^^JJ^/^

Pistons should be slung from both
ends as shown.

Siilecarists id tiie M.C.C. JarroU Cop CompetiUoo. £. B. Ware aol J. Chater Lea on Slup. Chater Lea ttuee-spced chain-diiven machines at Land's End.
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Clutch Control.

At Olympia I heard quite a "warm dispute as to whether

a stumpy pedal or a long lever was the better form of

control for a free engine clutch. On the one hand
the tiny pedal was no doubt neater of aspect, and foot

control was also more desirable than throwing the

burden of another operation on the already busy
fingers. On the other hand, the long lever gives a

more delicate control, and, is also less liable to injury

in its snug position against the tank side. It would
be interesting to see the question further threshed out

now that many riders have prolonged experience of

both types. For myself, I am satisfied with neither.

I doubt if a short pedal leads to properly delicate

clutch work, and at the same time I regard a long
hand lever as awkward to manipulate. Can no genius

invent a compromise ?

External Band Brakes.
I have often tilted—and apparently to little purpose

—^at that loathsome abomination, the external band
brake, long since wisely discarded by all sane designers

of four-wheeled motor vehicles. On the Show stand
it is perfectly satisfactory. When the drum and band
are alike free from grit, and the arc of strip steel

retains the symmetry of its contour, external band
brakes are as good as you can get. They can be
adjusted to clear the drum all the way .round, they will

go on 'delicately, and they will grip like a bulhdog.
A. week after the machine has taken the road, they are

1 very different proposition. Insidious grit has fouled
both drum and strap. The clogged wheel re\'olves

laboriously and unwillingly—I dare not dignify its

volution by the honoured word "spin." In fact, it

is "always on," and generally rather hard "on." A
week later comes another chapter in its history. The
continual friction of travel has polished the band hard
and smooth, indeed has generally charred its surface,

and now no power on earth will induce that band to

grip really hard, while it is equally impossible to make
it come wholly "off," except by removing the parts

and cleaning them ; even then it can never grip- again
as a brake should, until it has been relined. I have
described the band brake at its. best ; but I overhauled
an actual machine delivered to a friend of mine
last week which was afflicted with two of these

hideosities. Both gripped like a sinful habit ; in fact,

an unwary driver would have been chucked incontinent
over his handle-bars the first time he applied them,
unless his considerate machine had skidded and picked
a soft falling place for liim in the hedge. A week
later both drums were running nearly red hot, owing
So the friction of insidious grit. It is high time these
blots were deleted fsom the motor cycling scutcheon.
I grow weary of asserting that the dummy belt rim
with pedal applied shoe is the brake motor cyclists

want on motor cycles. Whilst writing on this subject

I would counsel the designers of variably gea

machines to pay more attention to their brakes.' Sc

samples I have ridden are by no means faultless

this very vital detail. Were- this not so, I should

be riding quite a different , machine from that w
enjoys the doubtful honour of serving as my carrif

Another Grumble.

Will the motoring tailors and outfitters please en

as their next season's model somebody who is

ashamed to own an honest boot ? I fancy they at

sent build up the original idea for the creations

which they garb us on a wax dummy with pi

extremities of the dancing pump size. I am speal

chiefly of legging overalls, and let me say at one
all honesty the profile of these garments leaves notl

to be desired. I positively swoon with vanity whe
see my shapely calf swelling out one of these creati'

But I advisedly say " when," for, as a rule, long bel

I have insinuated my leg down the prettily cut por
designed, to fit my calf, my boot has burst the way
at the far end into a streaming mass of rents

ribbons. I am of a destructive nature, and enjoy

sound of ripping fabric as much as most men ; b\

am also parsimonious and grudge too frequent p
sures of this kind w^hen I am asked to pay—wh
the bill?—15s. ird. a time for it. The tailors o

to allow an extra reef over the instep.

V. WUberlorce (N.L.G.-J.A.P., 76 x 66S mm.), winner of the 65 m.p.h. handiij

at 'Brooklands on Easter "Monday. Speed, 53; m.p.b.
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FIRST LADIES' COMPETITION.
417

ever quite an easy matter

T ?"§ i'
^°'^' excepting in one

I had five to ten minutes for a
only had two involuntary
whole journey there and

I

the

The personal experiences of lady motor cyclists in this pioneer event
and Easter Monday from Barnet to Harrogal

Wade's Plucky Attempt to
Finish.

njoyed my trip to Harrogat* very
indeed.

the 13th inst. I left Cardiff by
to join the run to Harrogate.
morning I started at 7.30 and
fine run until nearing Harrogate,

I experienced a little trouble. The
md was very pleasant, and on the
ly I started back with the rest for
Id, all going well until Doncaster.
bouts my machine faltered on hills,
eemed to have no speed. Aftei
adjustments, at last I fourfd it was
) one cylinder getting all the oil
he other none. Making up lost
had a puncture nine miles from

,
and it was then too late to think

for The Motor Cycle Cup held on Good Friday
:e and back—400 miles.

for the
instance,

rest,

stops on
back—

a

Ib. Wade and her 8} h.p. two-stroke Scoll.

ling before dark, so I enjoyed my-
looking about the country.

V I reached Buckden and put
he Lion Hotel, where I was most

T?L ^ '*^''' '*' °"'y ''S'^'' to speak
Eobmson's garage at Buckden,

111 cyclists will find a capable man
l^fjy obliging. Then I rode on
peld, leaving next morning for

way of Marlborough, Swindon,
lam, and Gloucester, and a more
|1 run I never had.

(Mrs.) Adelina B. Wade.
lost Enjoyable Holiday.
pk for my impressions of the first
[trial to Harrogate and back
was the most enjoyable holidav

lever had, and although I had
levious y covered more than about
ed miles m a day's run, I feel
>-.day (Tuesday) than when I left
I
imagined that as it was my first

hon I should have some difficulty
|ng the checks to time, having m
\ distance, and allowing time for
Fits en route. It was, how-

Miss R. Hammeli ;2; u.p. two-speed-Douglas),

bigh-tension wire became detached from
the plug, and a slight adjustment to the
clutch became necessary. Vibration on
this machine is quite unnoticeable, even
w'lien the engine is running free.

It was a pleasure to note the sportinE
spirit displayed by most of the competi-
tors. If anyone was held up by some
little derangement, help was forthcoming
at once, whilst the ladies were given asmuch room and as little dust as possible

1 very much hope that the fact of the
four lady motor cyclists who started all
reaching Harrogate, three returning to
Hatfield to time, will induce more ladies
to tjke up the pastime.

(Miss) R. HAMirETT.

Ready to Undertake a Similar
Journey.

The first ladies' competition is now atning ot the past, and as a competitor!
1 should liie to say how much I have
enjoyed it.

From an outsider's point of view the
trial may have seemed too strenuous, and
It certainly was rather ambitious for a
pioneer event, but the fact that out ofthe four starters four arrived at Harro-pte, and t iree completed- the double
journey in schedule time speaks for itself

Personally, I l,ad not been on a machine
lor over five months, and only received
mine from the makers the evening before
Uence, it was rather risky undertaking a,long journey, but, thanks to my trulty'
Triumph, I am back again s^fe and
sound, ready and fit to undertake a' simi-
lar journey if necessary.

Mrs. Margaret C. Cooke (3J h.p. free eneine Tr:umph)

Miss Loltie Berend (3J h.p. free engine Brough).

The weather was better than we
expected. W.e had wind and dust m
abundance on the outward journey, but
no rain, and the return jomney was all
that could be desired.
The first day's run was uneventful,

except for a burst inner tube, which was
soon remedied by the fitting of a butt-
ended Michelin. The second day's acci-
dent was much more lively, for the
pillar tube snapped across. This was a
more serious matter. However, by the
aid of straps I was able to ride the re-mammg 100 miles to the finishing point.
Fortunately, both incidents took place
immediately after the luncheon inter^^al,
hence it was possible to get on to the
next checking point without losing
marks.

(Mrs.) MAHG.uiEr C. Cooke.

Looking Forward to Next Year's
Run.

The Easter competition for the best
performance by a lady on an open frame

A2I
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motor cycle proved to be the best trial

X have as -yet taken "part in. -The
w father was ideal, and my machine in

perfect condition.

I had expected to see many ladies at

the start, but the hour of meeting in-

volved getting up so^rewhat earlier per-

haps than usual, and so only the most
enthusiastic were to be seen.

I myself had absolutely.no trouble on
the outward journey, and returning had

OTm((¥CILE

but a few minutes' stop after leaving

Sleaford, the trouble being a sooted plug.

I Avas indeed sorry to see the other lady
competitors in trouble, but, happily, their

itops did not interfere with their reaching
checks and controls on time.

The hill-climb ijroved to 'be the most
exciting part of the competition. The
hill was in rather a bad condition, and
this, coupled with a strong head wind,
made a fast ascent somewhat of a task.

APRIL 2ylh, ig.

Now that the first ladies' corapE

is over, may we look forward to

more during the summer. It

certainly help to influence other lad

take up the power-propelled bicycl

they only knew the enjoyment d

Irom a good motor cycle, and the ?

riding in competitions, I am cor

many more would adopt
I shall look forward to

(Miss) Loi

:, and the t

I am cor

. the pastin

next year'

iOTTiE BEra

^ »tS>9 <M>' 'C

THE ROTAX LAMP AND GENERATOR.
The Rotax

Accessories Co
E.G., is built

lamp sold by the Eota.x

., Great Eastern Street,

on accepted lines, and is

i"ig. I.—The Kot:ix kiis minor lamp.

fitted with tlio well-known Mangin lens

mirror. The body is spun out of one
piece of metal, and the whole is well
made and soundly constructed. The
generator, however, . is made somewhat
differently from the usual motor cycle lamp
generator ; instead of being vertical it

is horizontal, although it is not the first

to be designed on such lines. It works on
the drip principle, and carries the carbide
container in a tunnel in the water tank

body. Fig. 2 shows the complete gene-

rator^ with the wat€r tap A and the

screw B which holds the container in

position, while fig. 3 shows the container
open and when held vertically ready for

filling. All that portion above the con-

tainer is occupied by water, and on the
top of the generator may be seen the
filler and gas tube union. The water
passes from the tank through the tap to
the centre of the generator through a
hole at the end of the container, while
the gas issues from the other end and
finally passes out through the union on
the top of the generator. The tap is

provided with a hole C, which when the

water is sliut off allows the gas to
When filled ths container is held in

by the screw B, and the tunnel is

Fig. 2 : tap; B, container holding
; C, gas vent hole.

Fig. 3-—Sho.ving door to .generator tut

and container opened ready for filling

and made gastight by the rubber
door shown in fig. 3. The gener;

built on absolutely sound lines

possessing the advantage that it

more easy to clean than the or
type should give no trouble.

THE PILLION OR TANDEM SEAT.
Judging from present indications, the

pillion or tandem rear seat is likely to
become increasingly popular this year.
Several have been noticed in use, and
during a recent week-end run over
Southern loads a conespondent noted

G. Edwards, jun., and his sister, with their
Bradbury ani pillion seat. The pair have made
several long runs in this manner.

four machines of modern make carrying
a passenger in this manner.

A pillion seat, if not very sociable,

certainly has some advantages, and with
rubber-studded tyres it is said there is

no greater tendency to skid, though care

is necessary and corners need to be taken
cautiously.

A free engine and two speeds would
appear most Euitable, but not absolutely
necessary on a modern and powerful
mount. A clutch, however, is indispen-
sable for starting from a standstill with
the passenger seated.

A Home-made Pillion Seat.
The accomjjanying illustrations show a

simple form of pillion made by a private
owner of a Bradbury, JMr. George
Edwards, jun., of iMottingham, Kent,
which he has had in use since the early
part of the year.

It is of his own design and make, an.d

is intended to fit over the tubular carrier

as used on the latest Triumph, Bradbury,
etc.

It is made with a wooden base and
back rest, upholstered and sprung with
small spiral springs similar to a car
cu.shion. A rubber-covered footboard

is provided, two metal stays com
it to the bicycle. <

Mr. Edwards's passengers decla
seat to be as comfortable as a

and conversation is easier.

The belt side of the machine, showing foo

ani natural position of the passenger's fe
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries stiould be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents aie urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

- • Petrol Overflow.

I have an old 1903 Minerva
engine on a forecar. The engine

is all right, but I get an overBow
of petrol al tlie jet chamber ot

the carburetter. Could you ex-

ain this?—J.VV.
mine the float chamber and see if

needle is seating itself properly on
seating. Also try grinding it in with
tie crocus powder. Too much vibra-

of the needle will cause an overflow

trol.
Carburetter Drip.

I have a B. and B. carbu-

retter, and when the machine is

at rest petrol drips slightly from
base of spray chamber. This
necessitates closing petrol tap

en for a short stop when out riding,

have had the carburetter down and
erything is clean, jet included. Can
u tell me the probable cause of

ikage, and if so, how to cure it?

—

VV.K.

e you care'ully examined the needle
to see whether the latter is bent, or

ere is any grit on the seating? Either
he above causes would account for

drip from your carburetter ; other-

, follow advice to "J.W."

ValV3 Opening.

My motor cycle travels only
slowly with throttle full on, and
stops on slight gradients. I have

"

had no e.'Jperience with automatic
valves before, but possess a 3 h.p.

mectianical valve. (1.) I wish to know
how to adjust the valve, what weight
is necessary to open the valve, and how
rauth opening. (2.) What is the correct

combination of jet and tube (Longue-
mare)? (3.) A very lung inlet pipe is

fitted ; does lliis cause trouble through
bad mi.xture? No -djustmenl of the air

makes any difference.—W.H.
(1.) You should adjust the lift of tho

valve by inserting a washer underneath
the valve collar until it opens about threc-

tliirty-.seconds of an inch. Use a fairly

strong inlet valve spring with such a tension
that you am hold the valve in your hand
and shake it and it only opens a small

amount. (2.) Tlie correct combination of

jet and choke tube can only be found out
by experiment. (3.) We should be
inclined to think the trouble is due to a
weak exhaust valve spring. The machine
is about eight years old. After it has

liad a general overhaul we think you will

gi't the machine in tune without much
trouble.

oith SUBS. M.C.C. Hill-ohmb at Allgreave, nr. Congleton, Cheshire, on Easier Monday. H. R. Wellings
is seea rounding the bad cooler, and Incidentally making fastest time on his 6 h.p. Dot-Jap.

Weak Valve Springs.

My machine is fast on tho level,

^^ but up a mil of 1 in 14 (ap-

> proaclicd at a good pace) it goes
-iJ well for a short distance, then

loses its power and peters out
altogether. I liave cleaned out deposit

from cylinders, sparking is right, and
1 oijen throttle fully up the hill men-
tioned, gradually closing air lever as soon
as 1 notice machine beginning to slow
down. The puzzle to me is tlut the
machine formerly romped up the hill.

Would increasing size of jet give more
power?—J.H.B.

We are inclined to think that the trouble
is duo to tho valve springs having lost

their tension, and the valve seating*

being pitted. You might try new springs.

There is no reason, it the jet were .-satis-

factory before, why it should require
enlarging now.

Testing Magneto.

Gould you help me to a solu-

gy\ tion of the cause of misfiring of

^ my engine? When out the
-iJ other dav it gradually missed

till it stopped, I got it going
again after cleaning magneto tips,

carbons, etc., and the sparking
plug, but the same thing occurred
again. I put it down to the plug, a

Bosch four-electrode pattern. A friend

lent me an identical plug, and this

has run about a 100 miles without a mis-

fire. On going to the garage fo/ a
replacement, I had a Bosch two-
electrode fitted ; ..his fired about a
quarter of a minute on the stand, and
any amount of pedalling would not

create another explosion, '"his occurred
with five other like piugs and one
other make. I was told it wais the
magneto, but still there is a beauti-

ful sspark from the plug end of high,

tension wiie to engine.—T.H.S.

You can test the magneto by getting

someone to pedal your machine with the

exhaust valve lifter raised and hold the

wire within ^in. of the cylinder. If

when the engine is pedalled round there

is a regular and fat spark we do not
think yon need have caus': tc doubt the
magneto. Some machines are very sen.-si-

tive as to the plugs used. Probably
after you have tried two or three

different makes you will find one which
win suit the engine. Were the plugs

clean when "emoved? Should the magneto
prove faulty, it would be as well to send
it away to the makers for overhaul.

A25
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Delay in Delivery.

Last November I ordered a 7

h.p, machine through a well-

known firm of dealers, and on
the invoice T received were the

words " to be delivered early in

February." The machine is now some
weeks overdue, and though I have
repeatedly writte;i, I cannot even now
get a definite time for delivery. In

tiie circumstances have I the legal

right to refuse to take delivery- of this

machine? Of course, I am not blaming
the dealers, aa I know, they cannot let

me have the machine if the makers
have not got one ready.—A.K.

Our legal adviser says: "Your corre-

spondent must of course, only deal with
the agents with whom he made the

contract, aud from the terms of which
it would appear that delivery of the

motor cycle ' early in February' was
one of the essential terms of the contract.

This being so, he would be entitled to

inform them that he refuses to receive

the machine, but it is always the safest

to give a written notice by registered

post, stating that if the motor cycle is

not delivered by a certain date he will

consider the contract broken, and will

refuse to accept it, and also will claim

any damages sustained. The damages
he would be entitled to would be the

extra cost (if any) of purchasing a motor
cycle of equal value."

Tricar Tax.

I observe in The Motor Cycle.

of the 6th inst., on page 346, that

you state that the local taxation

licence on a tricar is only £1. I

am the owijer of an A.C. tricar,

and as I have had to register it as

a car I have paid car tax, namely,
£2 2s. I am anxious to make some
attemjit to recover the difference, so
will you , kindly instruct me as to the

best course to pursue?

—

Tkjcar.

We have submitted your query to our
legal adviser, who replies as follows

:

" With regard to ' Tricar's ' query, I do
not think that the weight of the tricar

really affects the question. If a tricar is

a motor tricycle, then no matter what
the weight may be, or what tbe horse-
power, the duty of £1 covers it. You re-

cently got the opinion of the Treasury Office

with reg;ird ti> sidrcjir.^, nml []\v\ <(iii-

AT BROOKLANDS.

A biplane flying over the heads of the com.eetitors
in the motor cycle races.

firmed your views that a sidecar was not
to be taxed separately or additionally,

unless it could be used, as a separate
vehicle. Consequently, whether a tricar

is a motor tricycle or is a motor cycle
with tricar attachment, £1 duty only
would be payable. I do not think that
'Tricar' could recover the amount he has
overpaid. If he started proceedings he
would, of course, do so for the. recovery
of money paid in mistake, but the authori-
ties might successfully contend that the
licence he took out enabled him to have
a motor car if he wished to do so, and
the fact that he has not had one is nothing
to do with tlkiii."

Startinj with Sidecar.

Is a 1911 Triumph motor cy
strong enough to take a sidei

and passenger? If so, I supp'

the sidecar should be fixed on I

left side of cycle; but as the fr

engine clutch ped 1 is on the right s

of machine having sidecar OQ 1

would prevent the rider, from push
off with .his left foot in starting s

5o helping the clutch. I should like

krrow wlvetrber you think the clu

would be strong enough to start on le

ground with sidecar and passen;

without help.—S:H.M.
The machine is strong enough to taki

sidecar. It will be, however, by
means a "go-anywhere" machine, heca
the power is rather limited for sidi

work, and no change-speed gear is fitt

If you had a low gear there would
no need to push off with the foot w
you start from standstill. However,
think that with a little practice you cc

do this. The sidecar should certainly

on the left side. It is not a questioi

the clutch being strong enough to s

the machine on level ground, but of

gear being sufficiently low to take up
drive comfortably. It certainly would
do this on an up-grade unless a low
ratio were fitted.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" j.H.H." (Otley). The 2i h.p.

weight Torpedo.
" F.H." (Manchester). Scott

stroke motor bicycle and sidecar

;

T.A.C. and sidecar in a hilly countryl

"W.P.K." (Borris). 1910 four-cj

der F.N. with automatic carbure

reliability, ease of starting on hills

petrol consumption.

"C.W.G." (JVIert-on). The^
, motor bicycle for all-round touring

a sidecar. Could the combination!
started from rest on a hill like W(
ham?
"R.K." (Cape Colony). The

two-stroke engine. How slowly ca
be made to run on low gear cc

with half-compression device? How
will it run slowly without misfiring?!

The 1911 Roc two-stroke engine.l

engine liable to overheat, and can i|

jiiudt' to lull slowlv? If si>. fnr li<

i 26

The check at Doncaster in the Herts. County Inter-team Reliabilitj Trial to Harrogate and back.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,

letters shoald be addressed 10 ttae Editor, "Tlie Motor Cycle," 20, Tador Sueet, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's loll none and address.

Dutch Club's Visit to the Isle of Man.
5557.]—Regarding the letter from Mr. P. S. Clews
h reference to the Dutch Club's visit to the T.T. Eaces,
club would be very pleased to meet the members of
Dutch Club ou their way to Liverpool, and ride with
m into the town, also to spend a social evening with them
our headquarters. We will also see them on the boat to
island, as many of our members will be travelling over

the same time.
F. REES, hon. sec. Mersey Motor Club.

The Brooklands Wobble.
5558.]—We have noticed recently a considerable amount
discussion with regard to the difficnlty of steering at high
ed ou the Brooklands track, owing to what has come to

known as the " Brooklands wobble."
f any owner of a motor cycle cares to send his machine
us, we will rebuild the frame, and if he is still unable
hold the machine by reason of the steering, we will make

a present of the new frame absolutely free of cost.

NORTH LO>fDON GARAGE.
ARTntra G. FoKSrER, Manager.

Interchangeability of Tyres.
5559.]—With reference to your leaderette " Inter-

mgeability of Tyres," I am pleased to see that you are
1 pui suing this vexed question. There have been several
/ tyres placed on the market recently, and 1 have been
pted to try one or two on account of the principle on
ch they are moulded, but have refrained from doing
hrough fear that they might not fit my present rims,

ven if the Manufacturers' Union follow out your sugges-

and it certainly should be able to force the tyre manu-
urers' hands—I do not se« any possibility 01 the evil

g rectified during this year. D.C. 235.

Liability of Sidecar Drivers.
6550.]—If my information be correct—and I do not re-

piber seeing any reference to it in you paper—it appears
with the rise and increasing use of the sidecar, most
who out of kindness or friendship give a friend a

in our sidecar are each time running the risk of

liable for damages for personal injury he or she may
n through any accident in the coarse of the journey.
even the third party risk covers us, but it requiree a

bial policy costing 15s. for a £250 per claim limit. If

is true some of us may find that our kindly act has
rather expensive nnless we have taken out a policy

hover our generosity. And who has done it?

N.F.B.

Hill-cIiniWng.
51.]—Concerning letter No. 5530, in which Mr. Helm
that his 1911 Premier, ridden by Rev. H. Horton,
the first 3i h.p. machine to make a clean accent of

tttaford's HUl, 'Torquay, on such a comparatively high
r as 5 to 1, I should like to point out that Mr. Percy,
riverton, made a clean ascent of the hill last September

> 1910 Triumph, geared 5 to 1. About ten days ago I

3 a clean ascent of Stentaford's Hill on a 1911 Brad-
(T.T.) geared 4| to 1, my weight being 11 st. 4 lbs. He

: "This hill has the reputation of being the worst
1 road hill in England, as it has an average gradient of
4 for a quarter of a mile." It is not a main road, or

anything like one; in fact it goes through a Torquay slum,
and leads nowhere in particular. As for its length, the 1
in 4 part is certainly not longer than 150 yards, after which
it is about 1 in 12. I do not know what" Mr. Helm means
by a clean ascent, as he admits that l.p.a. was used. Is
^I^. Helm confusing some other gradient with the actual
hill? A. C. HABDY.

Maintenance of Tune in Lightweights.
[5562.]—I should like to express my entire agreement

with " l.xion " in his remarks on the maintenence of tune
in lightweights. I have been the owner of lightweight and
3i h.p. machines, and have found that the former required
the carbon deposit to be removed more frequently and
needed generally more attention than the latter. In my
opinion, too, a heavier machine than a lightweight is

required for our roads.
My present mount, which is a 3^ h.p., has given me

absolutely no trouble, and I use it in all weathers and do
a considerable amount of riding. 3i H.P.
Johannesbnrg.

Change Speed Gears.
[5563.]—I have been much interested in the description

and illustrations of the three-speed worm driven gear by Mr.
M. Buch published in your issue of April 6th. It seems
to me to be the most simple and at the same time most
efficient gear for shaft-driven motor cycles that I have as
yet seen. Having suffered under two different makes of
gear I would welcome a gear which possesses the qualities
this one appears to have. I do not doubt there are many
more riders who would do the same. I shall be much
obliged to you if you can find room to publish this letter
and so get the opinions of other people in the matt«r.

WILLIAW DAVIES.

Frank Smilb and his 2-speeJ 'win-cylinder Clyno aad sidecar at Land's End.
He is the winner o( the Cup onered by Messrs. Gwyane and Seed for sidecarists
in the U.C.C. Land's End Bud.
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Petrol in Smail Quaatities.
[55G4.]—When oat with my wii't and sidecar last Baiilv

Ileiiday we etopped at Afihbournc, Derbyshire, and called

bL ;iu hold for ]5etrol. 'To my utter surpriiSC' the proprietor

rotused to supply me with one gallon, even in' spite of a full

explanation tliat it was impossible for me to take a two
gallon tin, my tanks not being large enough. Over the

hotel I noticed a large board "Garage and petrol."

LEONARD YATES.

A Strange Occurrence.
[5565.]—Having recently experienced a strange occur-

rence, ] wish to warn other motor cyclists to beware of the

eamc. I was examining a friend's lamp to find the cause ol

the light not being so good, and was looking to see if there

was any water in the generator, when suddenly a flame shot

up out of tlie top (where the water is poured inj and burnt
all my eyebrows, eyelashes, and hair. I shall pour in the

v/ater first next time. A. BIRCHENHALL.

Lubrication Methods.
[5566.]—On reading your report - of the interesting

lecture by Mr. T. W. Loughboiough on " The Modern
Motor Cycle," I observe he states . that "owing to high
speed and small clearance, there is little, if any, ' liquid

oil in the crank case at any
time." He also stated that
" for this reason any constant
level device was doomed to

failure."

This is a point upon
which 1 must differ from
l\lr. Loughborough. As a
result of many experiments
1 have made, the fact has
been firmly established that
V ithin the crank chamber of

;..! engine having internal "^s
flywheels a film of oil is

carried round by their rotary
motion supplemented by the powerful centrifugal action

which maintains the film of oil between the periphery of

the flywheels and the perimeter of the crank chamber. This
film may be termed a working level, some portion of which
becomes broken up into mist in the effort to leap the gap
cut for the piston rod.

Taking advantage of this film of oil as a basis for experi-

mentation, I found that an all-round, constant working
level of oil was maintained by utilising what is known as

the "bird-fountain" (air-displacement) principle. As illus-

trated in the accompanying sketch, I attached to the timing
gear side of the crank case a reservoir or fountain A, from
the bottom of which was led a short tube B, the outlet of

vdiich, under one of the flywheels, faced the volume or film

nf oil as the latter was carried round. By this means I

found it possible to maintain in the crank chamber a const
and accurate working level, equivalent to a stand-still le

of |in. (two pumpsruii). ._ Given the means of easily
plenishing the attached fountain with oil from the ha
pump (the oil being kept liquid by crank rase heat), an
of greater importance --the upper part of the fountain be
kept airtight, what happend is simply explained :

Assuming the absence of oil in the crank chamber i

the fountain almost full, the ninjnentary air compression
the former caused by the descending engine piston foi

a few bubbles of air into the fountain v\0, the tube B.
equivalent quantity of oil thi-.o liisplaced from the founf
is then . sucked into the crank chamber by the ascend
stroke of the engine piston, and so long as there i;

sufficiency of oil in the crank chamber to form a full

(which dashes against; the tube outlet and effectively cl(

it against the admission of air into the fountain) no n
oil is allowed in until the film attenuates by consumpt
By this device, which has been patented, I claim to h
solved the problem of motor cycle engine lubrication.

system is truly automatic, oil- being supplied to the^n;
according to the rate of consumption, i.e., in direct r

to speed and load.

If jMr. Loughborough and other fellow enthusi
' interested in the subject -of lubrication wish to investij

the matter further I shall be pleased to demonstrate
device in practical use. E. A. 6LEI

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5567.]—Mr. de Lissa is not very complimentary towi

Miss Berend by attempting to insinuate that, after sev
years' motor cycling experience, she has learnt so little

not to know when a belt requires tightening. To mos
your readers, however, it must have been abunda
evident that Miss Berend was'not referring to slipping 1

at all, but to the. fact that a lightweight motor cycle r

have its engine furiously driven in order to attain a

of travel that a medium weight can accomplish comfort
and easily on account of its higher gear. ONLOOKER

The M.C.C. London to Land's End Trial.

[5568.]—^Whilst watching the lightweights on Gunnis
in Cornwall, last Saturday week, I was much interestei

the performance of one machine which ascended the
minus a rider, and I wondered if this remarkable fea|

])edesti-ian endurance, in the midst of a motor cycl
has been duly appreciated and recorded.

I can now quite understand the arguments used by ce:

writers in your correspondence columns, in preferring to

a 3j h.p. motor cycle instead of a type of machine
apparently is oirly used as a luggage carrier on a walking.
Not being well informed of the progress of the latter

motor cycle industry, perhaps I am mistaken in sup;

that this particular type of machine is ever intended to

a rider up a' steep hill. MARATHO:

THE STAXTON HILL-CLIMB ON EASTER MONDAY
H.Marsden (31 Zenith-Gradua), who maie an excellent ascent, leaning over at .. V. Gish at the corner. He maje fastest time on a 6 h.p. twin B.G.-I.A.|

ah acute angle at tli.e sharp bend.
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The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5569.]—Surely lightweight means light wtitjht, not low
power. . So many of j'our contributors appear to argue that
these terms are synonymous. If it were possible to build a

6 h.p. twin, weighing, £ay, 110 lbs., would not this machine
be as true a lightweight as any motor cycle on the road, with
its baby engine and miniature tank? As an outsider, and
one who hiis, unfortunately, no opportunity of fraternising

ith club members, owing to the lack of clubs in this

district (BexhillJ, it seems to me that a lightweight or a
lightweight class should be governed solely by weight. I

,

believe that 907o of lightweight enthusiasts in their inmost
thoughts long for a machnie as light as their present mount
but with the hill-climbing capacity of a modern 3A h.p.

I

engine.
_

" R. .A.. EVERSHED.

[5570.]—Having read .ML«s Berend's letter in your issue

I
of the 6th, I am most certainly of her opinion. A light-

I
weight may be all very well for the lady who requires merely

llo dodge about the district that .she knows, but never will

jslie feel that sweet sense of independent freedom known
(only to the rider whose mount combines power and speed.

It is true that I have not had much experience, but I do

J
know that it would be impossible to accomplish on a light-

Iweight what I have done on my medium machine. For in-

Istance, several times last summer I rode in the day from
I Weston-super-Mare to Swaiuige and back, towing my sister

Ion her bicycle, and covering a distance of about 200 miles,

Ino mean test, e.'specially as my machine is an old one, and
|soine of the hills we climbed were exceptionally long.

Of course, I do not mean to run down the lightweight— it

Idoes not deserve it. But I merely say that for pleasure and
Icomfort there is nothing to equal a more powerful machine,
land I believe Mr. de Lissa will find that the greater numbei-

lof ladv riders are of this opinion.
tMiss) LOUIE Foorr.

Hill-climbing.

[5571.]— I have pleasure in enclosing

photograph of Stoupe Brow, which
^hows Mr. T. C. Atkinson, on a 3i
i.p. T.T. Triumph, climbing part of

khe hill. This rider's machine abso-
lutely refused to hold the road, and
In one place threw its rider into the
pushes.

On Tuesday, the 18th, I endeavoured
\.o climb the hill from the beach on

2i h.p. New Hudson with thrce-

Ipeed gear, .\fter making four tries 1

tave up. for although the machine
Bid remarkably well, it \Vas unable to

pet a grip, and. after climbing half-

jv'ay up the first part of the hul. the
piachine would come to a standstill
vith the engine going. Leaving this

fttle bit, I could easily climb the rest

about two miles), but 1 had a most
Inxious time dodging the ruts and
tones. The attem t was witnessed
ly Messrs. Kettle. Tranmer, Brooke.
ftrafford. Bradburv. and another.

Ef. W. FORTUNE.
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This is not my experience of the Douglas two-speed. I

litted a Statdey Dermatine when the two-speed was put on
in October and took it out of regular wear on March 28th.
In that space of time the machine has covered over 5,(X)0
miles. The original belt pulley is stiU on, and the belt is

still (though stretched and worn) serviceable as a spare.
I put this down to the fact that the two speed is so arranged
that the forward belt pulley (on the gearshaft) is over six
inches in diameter, so that the belt urns under ideal
conditions.

As regards detachabdity, this is a point upon which stress
may be laid with reason. I will undertake to remove the
gear box, chain, and the flywheel chain sprocket, and
replace the latter by a single-gear pulley, and be on the
road within ten minutes if necessary.

CHARLES S. PATTERSON. M.B., JI.R.C.S.

The Brcoklands Eastei flIeetiDg.

[5573.]— I must a-sk you to coiTect an inaccuracy in your
account of the first motor cycle race at Broolilands" on
Easter Monday. You state that I was " disqualified for
only going one lap !" This is quite untrue, and obviously
wrong. -My disqualification, for no fault of my own, was
bad enough, and I lodged a protest against it at once.

I should be very glad to receive the names of any com-
petitors or othei's in the first motor cycle race at Brook-
lands on Easter Monday who heard the starter call my
number, 28, telling me to go, and also heard me question
him as to whether he meant me, and his replv in the
affirmative. H. GASKELL" JI.B.
[We offer Dr. Gaskell our apology, and have ple;tsure in

.stating that the official explanation for the disqualification
is that he did not start in his proper place in the race,
-A foi-mal protest has since been lodged by Dr Gaskell
against the starter's decision, which will be dealt with in

due course by the stewards.-^Ed.]

'3isj^mi^^ms:^s^:sj^s^^sssr'^>^^^'^^^K?ms'^

Detachable Two-speeii Gears. ^•

(5572.;—A very interesting letter appears in 'J'/ie Mutui
Viji:k upon the above subject. I am amused to notice that
lie writer, " Clarence Pouting," says, " As I use my machine
lady for business purposes, and do not require' the two-
T)eed gear on my round. . .

,"

I had my 22 h,p. Douglas fitted last October with the
wo-speed gear, and have now used it all the winter, I
ertainly would not be without it on any account. If it
lere only for ease and convenience of starting it is an
|iestimable boon.

Again, Mr, Ponting says, "I smashed up one of the best-
Inown rubber and canvas belts of inch section in a little
Inder 500 miles." And again, "A puUey \vi!l run probably
1.000 miles and then want renewing, whilst, if one uses a
ubber belt costing nearly £1, it is considered to have done
l-ell if it runs 2.000 miles.

'

C. At&lnsoD (31 ti.p. T.T. Triumpli) wlio allemptei to climb Sioupe Brow.
Ttie performance is referred to in a letter from H. W. Fortune.

The Constituents of Petrol.

[5574,]—In common with " N,S.M." in his letter 5495.

I I do not think that petrol is likely to be superseded by any
, other fuel for use with motor cycles. Excepting, perhaps,
i alcohol, there is nothing else available that can be produced

i
so cheaply. It represents safe, clean, light, concentrated
energy in a "no trouble" form. We motor cyclists should
be very thankful for the inexhaustible stores of petroleum

j
that nature has laid up for us, even though they are at

I

present controlled by a comparatively few grasping indi-

\nduals.

"N.S.M." is in error, however, when he states that petrol

is principally C.,H,. Petrol, or gasolene, consists iilmost

entirely of hexane, C,H„. EDWARD 0. DUNKLEY.
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time it IS

our pleasant

duty to de-

scribe the Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trials, some
such words as these, " the most successful event the

A.C.U. has ever held," have crept into the report.

These words are equally well applicable to last Satur-

I lay's trial. The course from Harrogate up Sutton

Bank and through Helmsley and Pickering to Whitby
and on to Loftus, Saltburn, Stokesley, Thirsk, and
back by Ripon was one of the most difficult and at

the same time the most sporting ever utilised, and
evoked much interest and enthusiasm on all sides.

The headquarters of the Union were the Clarendon
Hotel, the excellent yard and garage of which were

highly suitable for the purpose. Of the forty-six

entrants there were four non-starters—J. W. Wood-
house (3^ h.p. Calthorpe), T. Pollock (3^ h.p.

James), H. W. Oakley (7 h.p. T.A.C.), and S.

Latham (7 h.p. T.A.C.). These men were all

present at Harrogate, but for various reasons decided
not to compete.
The competitors were despatched in pairs at minute

intei'vals by Mr. H. G. Cove in the presence of a

goodly crowd punctually at 9 a.m. No sooner had the

Clarendon Hotel been left behind than over a dozen
competitors were held up at a level crossing on the

outskirts of the town. Heading for Knaresborough.

the competitors spread out into 'a long procession, but

it was not long before several experienced trouble.

One of the first to suffer was G. A. Gregson on an

8 h.p. Bat, who had to stop for a sooted plug, and
the same fate befell Percy Butler, mounted on a new
two-speed 7 h.p. Indian. Butler seems to be dogged
by ill-luck in competitions, yet he is a consistent

starter and as enthusiastic as ever. He laughingly

told us that whatever happened on Saturday he would
account for the test hills. Before ten miles had been
covered still another rider had stopped, R. A. Wat-
son (Kerry) coming to a standstill to find on peering

through the petrol filler orifice that he had forgotten

to fill up with fuel at the start. Watson is an

amateur, and only took delivery of his two-speed

mount the night previously. Through Minskip and
Boroughbridge the competitors proceeded without

untoward incident, and up to Topcliffe no hill of real

severity had been encountered. At Thirsk the com
petitors began to think about nursing their engines

for the supreme test—Sutton Bank. It was generally

believed that this ascent would unseat twenty-five per

cent, of the riders, despite the prevalence of change-

speed gears.

Sutton Bank, the severest hill on the course, was in

wonderfullv good condition considering all things. It

never has a billiard-table surface, but on Saturday the

road up it was hard and firm, and a strong south-

in the yard ol the Clarendon Hotel, Harrogate, before the start.
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T. C. Atkinson making a good ascent of Sutton Bank on a Ihiee-speed

3i ti.p. New Hudson.

vested) wind blew in favour of tlie competitors. It

gained fairly hard for a few moments as the early

arrivals appeared on the scene, but soon cleared up.

The men had to cover the journey from the start with-

jut dismounting, and so had to take the hill with hot
fengines. They came up in quick succession, and pro-

I'ided much that was of interest to the spectators who
congregated on various portions of this steep ascent.

;n both the test hills the results given are of those

bompetitors who qualified for a first-class certificate,

Arranged in order of merit, the first man being nearest

the requisite standard : For machines not exceeding

loo c.c, 15 m.p.h. ; for machines above 300 c.c, 20

.p.h. ;
passenger machines, 12 m.p.h. The per-

srmances are given officially as under

:

Heavyweights.— i, B. A. Hill (31^ h.p. Rudge),
Irror 7 sees. ; 2, J. Haslam (3^^ h.p. Zenith), 7% sees.

;

|, C. S. Burney (31^ h.p. Rudge); 4, E. W. MerraU

sVt. h.p. P. and M.), io% sees.; 5, T. C. Atkinson

\y2- h.p. New Hudson), 11% sees.; 6, W. B. Gibb
!->4 h.p. Douglas), 23% sees.; 7, S. Sawer (3^ h.p.

[remier), 25^/^ sees.; 8, F. Philipp (344 h.p. Scott),

3^/^ sees.

Passenger Machines.— i, F.. Smith (5-6 h.p.

Ilyno), 10% sees. : 2, E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater-Lea),

1 min. 35 sees.

Lightweights.— X. J. Stevens (2^^ h.p. A.J.S.),

2% sees. ; 2, H. Stevens (2^2 h-P- A.J.S.), 22 sees.;

F. W. Taylor (2J.4 h.p. New Hudson); 4, H. G.
lixon (2 ^'2 h.p. New Hudson), i min. lo^ sees.

1 Of the other competitors, .\llen's Zenith, Patterson's'

h.p. New Hudson, Butler's Indian, Dixon's 2j4

|p. New Hudson, the Morgan Runabout (which came
so fast it was loudly cheered), Houghton's Brad-

liry, Gregson's Bat all made excellent ascents.

[Of the' unfortunates, Bailey (Clyde) and Dover
[riumph) assisted with their feet : and Watson
.erry), Noble (Rover), Wasling (Enfield), Ellis

talthorpe), Arter (James), King (Premier), Apple-
|e (Millennium), Hill (A.C.), and Dr. Wilson (P. and
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M.) dismounted. Squire (Roc) stopped low down the
hill on his first attempt. Portwine's (A.C.) passenger
jumped out of the tricar in his excitement during ;i

momentary stop. Smith, on the Clyno. made
quite a good performance, although impeded by one
of the official cars, which had stuck. Considering
Applebee's machine was only a single cylinder, it did
remarkably well. McManus reported that he was
hindered by a horse and cart at the bend, and had tt)

run alongside. Watkins (Premier) and Do\er (Triumph)
also ascribed their stops to being impeded. Gray
(Rudge) pedalled, and Edmond (Premier) suffered a

puncture after rounding the bend.
Leaving Sutton Bank with its unhappy remini

scences—to some of the less successful, at any rate

—

a narrow and lumpy road was followed for a mile or

two which eventually became treacherously greasy,

rendering the descent of Scawton Bank positively

risky. The surface of the road, composed of a rec;

clayey subsfance, caused many a hair-raising slip, and
this ever-tortuous section, which continued for several

miles under overhanging trees, proved a perfect night

mare to the riders. C. E. S. Squire (Roc) skidded.

The conditions were little improved by the time

Rievaulx was reached, and all had crawled along so

gingerly that quite a large batch of riders tackled

the bank together, thus impeding one another. R.
Ellis (Calthorpe) came to a standstill near the top.

Helmsley, Nawton, and Kirby Moorside were passed
without incident, and it was indeed good to notice

the services rendered by the Yorkshire police in

guiding the competitors in towns and villages and at

cross roads, while the A.C.U. arrow was seldom if

ever missing. The scenery in parts was exceedingly

pretty, and there is no doubt that in this respect

quarterly trials competitors have never on the whole
ridden under such pleasant conditions.

Heather^'gro'wn Moorlands.
Vast tracks of moorland country- were traversed on

the way to Sinnington, and one could see the com-
petitors filing along the white strip of road for a couple
of miles ahead. An undulating course, including not

At Whitby daring the loncheon intursl.
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Com mencement

of the ascent of

Lythe Bank,
Sandsend. Tlie

competitor is D.

Robertson (31

h.p. Wolf with

Millennium gear)

a tew steep hills, led to the precipitous descent of

Blue Bank, near Sleights. In Ruswarp the -route

suddenly turned to the left, and the winding ascent

of Spring Hill caused much engine knocking and
low gear work, but, fortunately, no failures. A fair

crowd welcomed the riders at Whitby, where lunch
was prepared at the Royal Hotel. The sun had
meanwhile made a tardy appearance, and the riders

were indeed glad of the one and a half hours' rest

by the sea which proved all too brief.

Leaving Whitby by the sea front, ,the riders passed
through a toll gate, and in a mile. or two encountered
a number of hairpin bends, which would put the

Devil's Elbow of T T. fame in the backj2;round. These

called for careful negotiation, and it was iiecessar) to

be continually switching on and off until Sandsend was

reached, which led to the second hill test.

Lythe Bank is a truly awkward ascent. The com-
petitors struck the gradient without warning, then catne

two steep portions, the ma.ximum gradient of which was
about I in 5. The surface on the off side of the

road was good but loose on the near side. The
length of the timed section was 1,360 yards, measured
from the bridge at the bottom, to the church. Despite

the difficulty of the climb, the machines behaved
splendidly. The following are the official results :

Heavyweights.—i, F. Philipp (3^ h.p. Scott),

error 2^/^ sees.; 2, T. C. Atkinson (3^/^ h.p. New

An A.C. sociable salely over the 1 in 6 gradient ol Lythe Bank, Sandsend. Competitors could see this hill in the distance immediately alter ieaTing Whitby,
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A competilor negotiating the hairpin bend at Dalehouses on the coast ride.

Hudson), 2% sees.; 3, C. S. Burney (31^ h.p.
Rudge), 8 sees.; 4, VV. B. Gibb (234: h.p. Douglas).
10 sees.; 5, B. A. Hill (3^^ h.p. Rudge), 12% sees.;
6, S. Sawer {31^ h.p. Premier), 18 sees.; 7.' E. \V.
Merrall {7,% h.p. P. and M.), 30J4 sees.; 8, J.
Haslam (314 h.p^ Zenith), 32% sees.; 9, D. H.
Noble (3>^ h.p. Rover), 391^ sees.

Lightweights.— 1, J. Stevens (2^ h.p. A.J.S.),
27% sees.; 2, H. Stevens (2>4 h.p. A.J.S.), 41 sees.;
3, 11. G. Dixon (214 h.p. Xew Hudson), 577/8 sees.

Passenger Machines.— i, F. Smith (5-6 h.p.
Clyno and s.e.), 2iy^ sees.; 2, E. B. Ware (8 h.p.
Chater-Lea and s.c), 1 min. 6% .sees.

The above mentioned competitors made non-stop
runs, hut of the others :

Morgan (on the Runabout) eame up in splendid form ;

Wasling (on the Enfield) good; Patterson {t,% h.p.
New Hudson), excellent; W. E. Grange (Bradbury),
good; Robertson {7,% h.p. Wolf), good; F. Dover
(,S/^ h.p. Triumph), good; G. T. Gray (3^ h.p.
Rudge) and C. Bailey (4 h.p. Clyde) on their low gears ;

<-' KinR (35^ h-P- Premier), excellent; G. A. Gregson
(8 h.p. Bat), made a splendid ascent ; W. H. Watkins
(3/^ h.p. Premier), good; H. McManus (3-^^ h.p.
Scott), good; C. E. S. Squire (5 h.p. Roc),' good

;

A. D. Arter (3^^ h.p. James), good; A. C. Robbins
(3j4 h.p. Humber), good on low gear; J. Portwine
and F. Hill (both on A.C. Sociables), good but slow ;

R. S. Osborne (314 h.p. Osborne), good ; P. H,
Allen (31-^ h.p. Zenith), good but noisy; W.
Houghton (314 h.p. Bradbury), good; and H, Gib-
son (3^4 h.p. Bradbury), good. R. Ellis {t,% h.p.
Calthorpe) pedalled.

Strange to say, there were no failures among the
motor bicyclists, and only one in the passenger class.
F. W. Applebee again finding his 31^ h.p. J.A.P. engine
too small for a double load. Through Hinderwell, the
descent of Dalehouse proved another brake test, and
also that of Loftus, while the ascent of Brotton might
have caught the unwary napping. But it was at Salt-
burn that the trickiest climb was in store, three hairpin
bends providing ample excitement for several hundred
spectators who assembled at this point. H. F. S.

Morgan was travelhng at a great pace, but under-
estimated his speed, and at the last bend the inside-
wheel of his runabout hfted, and he crashed into the
wall, providentially without damaging any vital part of
his machine. Both steering wheels were knocked back
several inches, and the axle was badly bent, but despite
this contretemps Morgan proceeded after effectin^^
slight adjustments. Especially good climbs were made
by Sawer (Premier), Phihpp (Scott), Arter -(James),,
and Burney (Rudge), whilst Smith (Clyno) received
quite an ovation for his fine corner work with his side-
car. Gregson (Bat) broke a belt fastener during the
ascent. I'he road was less interesting to Guisborough
btokesley, and Ingleby Cross, and nothing of note
occurred. P. H. Allen was passed repairing his back
tyre, and later Hugh Gibson, Houghton, and Butler in
similar trouble. Ihe road surface was far better than
on the outward run. At Thirsk tea was provided h\
Ihe Motor Cycle for the competitors. H. G. Dixon
liad some little difficulty in restarting his New- Hudson
After leaving Baldersby, D. Robertson (who had ridden
from Ayr on his Wolf to compete) was obliged to stop
with a broken magneto bracket. A marshal later
undertook to tow him to the finish, but, failing to
rouncl a corner, Robertson fell and hurt his knee.
In Ripon C. Bailey broke a valve, but nevertheless,
finished to time.

The villagers turned out in force to see the competi-
tors finish, and much interest was taken in the trial at
Harrogate, where crowds lined the streets.
Thus ended what is generally agreed to be the most

severe one-day motor cvcle trial on record. Many a
rider had his eyes opened, and left the district with a
profound respect for Yorkshire hairpin bends and
steep acclivities.

That excellent sportsman. Major R. L Nott-
Bower, C.M.G., Chief Constable of the North Riding
of \orkshire, who, by the way, is a reader of The
Motor Cycle, did much good work. He posted his
men at all dangerous and doubtful turnings, thus
protecting the public and aiding the competitors. A
few men were a little nervous because many eon-
stables took their numbers, but this was merely for
cheeking purposes.

.^SSS^iSii^

Frank philipp (3} h.p. Scott) rounding the second hairpin bend on Saltburn Bank.
Hundreds of spectators were gathered at the hiU summit.
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TRIALS TRIFLES.
The most severe cour?e yet arranged for a motor

•cycle trial was the general opinion.

Only fourteen gained non-stop certificates out of

forty-two starters.

Two out of three sidecarists made non-stop runs.

Only one single-geared machine finished with a

-clean sheet, that honour falling to Shepherd Sawer,

of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C., and his

pedalless Premier. A gear of 5J4 to i was used.

Frank Philipp does not know what it feels like to

have a compulsory stop in quarterly trials. He
started competing in such events a year last January
and has now made six successive non-stops. His
two-stroke, two-speed, two-cylinder Scott ran fault-

lessly.

E. B. Ware completed the 550 miles journey in the

M.C.C. London-Land's End trial, used his 8 h.p.

Chater-Lea sidecar each day afterwards until starting

for Harrogate on Friday, made a non-stop in the

Quarterly, and set off for London next morning \vith

R. Surridge as passenger. Nearly 2,000 miles in nine

•days is probably a record for passenger motor cycles.

The majority of the trade competitors journeyed

to Harrogate, on steel rails. A few exceptions who
travelled by road were : F. Smith (Clyno and side-

car), from Wolverhampton; D. Robertson (Wolf),

from Ayr; S. Sawer (Premier), F. Dover (Triumph)
.and J. Haslam (Zenith), from Sheffield; R. S.

Osborne (Osborne), from Lincoln; G. A. Gregson
•(Bat), from Southport; J. Portwine (A.C.) and F.

W. Applebee (Millennium - Jap), from London.
Nearly all the competitors returned to their respective

homes by road next day.

We learn from local residents that there was a

good deal of practising on Sutton Bank last week.

One or two motor cyclists who had entered for the

trial are said to have found the test hills rather too

severe, and on that account refrained from competing.

Saltburn Bank was the tit-bit of the course. There
were scores of spectators to see the competitors drop

down a hill half a mile distant to the fore-shore and
then tackle the three hairpin bends, each of which
would place the hairpin corner on Snaefell in the

background. It was at this spot that Yorkshire

motor cyclists most did congregate.

Quite a number of non-competing motor cyclists

journeyed round the course. A good many riders

expressed disappointment that the makers of their

machines were not represented. For example, there

were dozens of Triumph riders at the different points

of vantage who must have longed to see their favourite

mount perform on the test hills in the hands of the

trade riders.

The newcomers performed most creditably. The
Rudge trio finished en bloc, likewise the two A.J.S.
riders, and the four competitors on New Hudsons
•only experienced one stop between them.

Because only one single-geared mount made a non-

stop it must not be considered a proof of the unsuit-

ability of the type for touring in Yorkshire. More
than one non-competing machine accounted for all

the hills without special preparation in the way of

gearing. Other users of single gears climbed both

Sutton and Lythe Banks "on the run,'' but failed

owing to some other contretemjjs.

It was not an ideal course for lightweights, aldiough

several with change-speed gears made non-stop runs.

The following cars were kindly placed at the dis-

posal of the A.C.U. : S.C.A.T., Vulcan, Belsize,

Sunbeam, and Ford.

One of the A.C. sociables was not completed in time

to be driven to Harrogate, but in order that it might
take part it was put on the train and the finishing

touches performed en route. But for ' a momentary
stop on Sutton Bank it would have gained a non-stop
certificate.

The coast run from Whitby to Saltburn, with all

too brief glimpses of the North Sea glistening^ in the

sunlight, was much enjoyed, but a vigilant eye was
necessary to negotiate successfully the sudden rises

and awkward bends. The road was narrow and very

.loose on this section.

E. W. Merrall's P. and M. had the cleanest look-
ing engine at the finish.

The lightweight pattern Armstrong-Triplex gear
was used on the 31^ h.p. New Hudsons, but both
proved themselves equal to the strain.

There wei.-e thirty-three variably geared, and nine
single geared machines in the trial. All the passenger
motor cycles were chain-driven. Of the motor
bicycles twelve were chain driven, two had combined
chain and belt drive, and 4.he remainder were belt-

driven. Non-stops were made by ten single and four
twin-cylinder machines.

H. F. S. Morgan an-d his runabout at Thirsk. The front wneeis, instead o(

.teing four inches in front of the engine, were knoclied level at Saltburn, yet the

driver completed the course.
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82* X
85" X
85
85
89
75
83
89
85
85J X
80 X
82
85

90
85
.S5

»o
88
75
88
88
89
93
85
88
88
89
80
88
89
85
85
96
88
85

e.xuding nil

Non-stop. Failed to climb
„ . , .

Lythe at minimum speed.
^-sp. Cham drive

\ Non-stop: 1st class cert ficate.

^%'n " :

Non-stop. Ist class certificate.

r P-
i;-.„^- Non-stop, pedalled on Sutton Bank.

--sp. Milienmum Dismounted Sutton Bank.
--sp. beott chain drive . . i Ran alongside on Sutton Bank
^-sp. A.C. chain di-ive . .

|
Passenger dismounted on Sutton Bank

.QQ I?™"*"!.- •••/ 2 punctures.

4S9 I 3 S' r'T'"""" ^°*^
^"^H •'^'°P f<"'

P<=''-°'- ^'""- trou'^lc- Retired.4S« J-sp Armstrong
I Choked jet.

I S'ngle gear plate clutch
|
3 stops-2 for tyres, 1 Sutt.,n Ban]..iap. Enheld chain drive

" "

Xl02
X 88
X «5

499
343
499
499
.554

998
976
499
499
554
707
487
544

I

964
488
557
465
482

I

650
499
482

oj -
, I

Ran alongside on Sutton Bank.

S nMe fell
'

f
stops-Punctures.failed Sutton andRievaulx

SX Sear
' 4 stops-button Bank. 1 ],lug, 2 belt troubles.

.,
"S'e gear

. stopped Sutton Banlc.
^-sp. Indian chain drive

j

2-sp. Morgan chain drive
,
Repla'ced plug, andraS'lnto' wall atSaltburn.

4 stops—3 sooted plug, 1 puncture.
„. • -^

I

iieplaced plusr, and ran in

I S nfle atnl I

Bismounted Sutton Bank. ped. Lythe Ban!

2 sn N q n i

Punctured Sutton Bank.

! tin R - Stops—Sutton Bank and puncture.

I

~y".^' p ^ stops—Sutton Bank and side-slip.

o's N S T'
'' ^'°1'P^'^ ^"tton Bank.

single war ' !
stops—2 punctures, and on Sutton Bank.

4 SD ofhnrnV
"

" W > f
«'oP^-3 'footed plugs, 1 belt fastener.

sinMe 'ear ^""'^ " " "

" c
P""^'"""' ''•^^''^^«' '^^^ <^'-'^ S"tton Bank.

5 =n p"T Ai' "i"
" •.• -Stopped Sutton Bank.

«'!n MMr '^''-'""'^"^e Dismounted Sutton Bank and retired,

'"drive""'"'"
"

'
^ «toP-^-P""^-t>ne, .stretched valve, shed pas.

sengcr Sutton Bank, stopped Lythe Bank
Stopped Sutton Bank.
Magneto bracket broke. Retired.
2stons—sooted pluff and bmken valve.

2-sp. A.C. chain drive .

2-sp. Millennium
_P. <tJW. ehiin driva .'

.'

.'

The special stop

in the Market

Place, Thirsk, for

tea provided by

"The Motor
Cycle."
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TIME TO U6HT LAMPS ^ SPECIAL FEATURES I

(GREENWICH

Apr. 27th 8.14 p.m.

,, 29th ... 8.18 ,,

May 1st 8.21 ,.

,, 3rd 8.24 ,,

Motor Cycle Race at Aston.

At the Rover club race meeting on
May 6th, at Aston Lower Grounds, Bir-

mingham, tliere will be a three miles race

for motor cycles with engines not exceed-

ing 76x76 mm. Entry forms can be

obtained from Mr. W. B. Goodwin,
Victoria Square, Birmingham.

London-Land's End Run.
Notwithstanding the severity of the

course, the competitors in the above
event have done better than last year

as regards errors in time, although in

another manner the competition proved
a more severe test, as only thirty-three

completed the double journey within

schedule time out of sixty-nine who
started.

Is Stoupe Brow a Fair Test ?

Our local correspondent, who ha.s

inspected and tried Stoupe Brow, in-

cluded in the Six Days' Trials course on

several occasions, writes strongly recom-

mending the Auto Cycle Union to cut out
this section of the route, as the general

opinion is that the test would be an
unfair one. Besides, the foot of the hill

cannot be reached if it happens to be
high tide.

Touiist Trophy Notes.

Messrs. Frank Philipp and Alfred A.

Scott, of the Scott Engineering Co., visited

the Isle of Man during the Easter holi-

days with a two-stroke Scott and sidecar,

and journeyed over the new course. Mr.
Frank Hulbert, of the Triumph Cycle Co.,

has also been spending the Easter vaca-

tion in the Island, and has made arrange-

ments for housing the Triumph team next

June. He has chosen tine Prmce of

Wales Hotel, Ramsey, as headquarters,

and expects that about ten machines of

this make will start in the senior rao'e.

Personally Conducted Hill Tour.

Last week-end G. Edwards, Motting-

ham, personally conducted a score of motor
cyclists for a Kent hill tour, including

Crown Ash and Cudham Hills. Brad-
bury, Triumph, V.S., Bat, and other

machines were represented, and R. G.

Cowley, Blackheath, owner of a Targa
Floria racing Sizaire, took part. The
machine, though rated as 6 h.p., de-

velops ovc 16 h.p., and has a top gear
of two to one. It was, however, too

highly geared for such hills as Crown
Ash, and stopped at the second bend.
Edwards and Cooper made fastest climbs.

An Eltham rider made a clean climb on
an 89x89 mm. Bradbury, of wliich he only

received delivery last week. A Bat
rider charged the hedge and fell, and
several others failed at Crown Ash. Mr.
Cowley has two Sizaires, and is to con-

test a private match with the rider of

a Bradbury motor bicycle at Brooklands
shortly.

Herts County A.C. Open Hill-climb.

The Herts Comity A.C. open hill-

climb, fixed for May 6th, is divided into

two sections, A and B. A is open to
.

all types of motor cycles, division B to

riders who have not won a prize in an

open hill-climb. There are ten classes

in division A embracing every type of

motor cycle, and including a flexibility

test. In division B there are nine classes^

the one for passenger machines being

omitted.

B.A.R.C. Race Meeting.

The next B.A.R.C. race meeting will

be held on Wednesday, May 10th, when
there will be two events for motor cycles.

The Short Motor Cycle Handicap for all

classes of motor bicycles, distance about
5| miles, and the Long Motor Cycle
Handcap, di.'tance about 8^ miles. The
prizes in both events are : Winner 10

sovs. or cup at option ; second, 5 sovs.

or cup at option ; third, 3 sovs. or cup
at option. Entries close Saturday next,

the 29th inst., and must be sent witli

entry tee, 10s, 6d. for each event, to the

B.A.R.C, Carlton House, Regent
Street, W.
Second Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C.

Yesterday (Wednesday) the B.M.C.R.C.
second meeting of 1911 was down for

decision. There were four entrants in

the Junior T.T. Race, H. A. Collier rid

ing a Matchless-Jap of limit size with
cylinders 50 x 60 mm. Fourteen had
entered for the four-lap Relay Race.
There were twenty-four in the One Hoar
Senior T.T. Race, including the previous
winner, S. T. Tessier (twin Bat-Jap), all

the noted Rudge-Whitworth riders, C. R.

:^§$9^^^-^<\^-^m\\\^:;$^

The Quarterly Trials in Yorltshir<

The Balancing of V Twin E gine

First Piston Valve Motor Cycle Engl

Experiences in the Ladies* Competiti

Collier (Matchless), McNab (Trupip-J

and W. F. Newsome (Triumph), wli

seldom seen in track racing events,

last race promised to provide some
racing.

Results oJ the Quarterly Trial in X
shire.

The official results of last Saturi

Quarterly Trial are given in this i

The severity of the course and condi

will be gathered from the fact that

si.x competitors gained first-class ci

cates of the fourteen who were ere

with non-stop runs.

Petrol Consumption Trial in S. Austra

The South Australian M.C.C. hel

first petrol consumption test on B

18th over a course which comprii

representative hill as met in ord

touring conditions ; the course had
covered four times, making a total

tance of thirty miles. The results,

culated according to amount of
]

used and total weight carried, \

1, M. Saunders (4^ h.p. No
380 lbs., 103 points; 2, W. Cou
(3 h.p. Lewis), 332 lbs., 102; 3, ^

Torode (3^ h.p. Lewis water-co

415 lbs., 100, S. G. Wadey (2i h
'

and M.) did greatest mileage per

viz., 153 miles.

1,882 Miles in Six Days.

We are in a position to infor:

readers that a well-known motor
will start on Monday next to attei

break the long-distance record wh
now held by A. E. Catt. It w
remembered that Mr. Catt rod

Triumph an average distance
miles a day for six days during th

week of November last. It should
comparatively easy matter to impr<

these figures at this time of the

when the days are long and the

good. We expect to publish furthe

ticulars and details next week.

SURVIVORS OF SATURDAY'S QUARTERLY TRIAL.

Twelve o( the [ourcen competitors who made non-stop runs.
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Phillpolt (3 h.p. Humben, winner ol the
tweight class in Ihe Shap Fell Open Hill Climb.

range Suggestion.

lere is a proposal in the States to
rate records created on chain and
driven motor cycles.

bar Test Hill,

hear of another test hill that lias

"discovered" in remote country
Tonbridge. It is said to totallv
Crown Ash Hill for severity.

lead and Side-by-side Valves.

noticed on Easter Monday that
ab has returned to side by side
s for his Brooklands Trump -Jap.
;Iaims to obtain better results with
itter type.

Richmond Meeting of Motor Cyclists.

)ies of the photograph of the Rich-
group which appeared on page 404

r last issue may be obtained from
. Straker, 12, Percy Street, HulC
Is, 6d. mounted and Is. unmounted,
ree.

n-Land's End Run.
Halsall, who had entered for the

run on a 5-6 h.p. Clyno and side-
1 disappointed iu the delivery of his

iiount, and participated in the run
I'.on-coiiipetitor. His mount was a

Matchless, but finding the weight
ecar and passengers and the steep
ather too much for a single-geaied
cylinder, he relinquished the coni-
n at Chard. II. J. Cox wiites that
ipleieJ the outward journey witliout
any pedal assistarce to his 2,^ li.]i.

eed Forward. His failure to qualify
3 return journey w-as caused by tyre

W. H. Elce rode a 3^ h.p.
and i-.ol a 5 h.p. Re.x.

ed Motor Cycle Show for Scotland.

roposal is afoot to include a motor
iection in next year's Scottish Motor
which is to \je held in Glasgow

luilding retained from the Scottish
tiou to be shortly opened. This
ig h.TS a floor space" of nearly 75.000
feet, and there should be no difli-

n finding .space for a representative
' of motor CTcles. So far there hns
been a purely motor cycle show in
id, and both local riders and trrders
give their support to an event
could not fail to stimulate the
rapidly growing movement over

order. The ScottL-h A.C. . has
kd the use of the building.

Police Traps.

There is a furlong trap in Park Lane,
beginning about 300 yards from the
.Marble Arch. Proceedings are taken if
speeds are judged to be in excess of
twenty-three miles an hour.
A trap is being worked on the main

Glasgow-Edinburgh Road between tHe
last two milestones before reaching
Kirtle Bridge when travelling towards
Ecclefechan. ^Motorists are being
stopped at the end of the bridge.
We advise .special caution on the

Folkestone Road at High Road, Lee,
and the Sevenoaks -Road, between the
tram terminus, Catford. and Southend
village. Several motor cyclists have been
stopped at both places, and trapping is
likely to be continued at the week-ends
at both place.'. The boliday "bag" at
the fii.-t-named trap was a" very heavy
one. Iiu( in view of the repeated warn-

FUTURE EVENTS.
Apl. 29—Bristol B. & M.C. Open Hill Climb,May 3 -Surrey r. Hants Inter-cjunty Hill

Climb.
., 6.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb.
,, 27.—Herts. County A.C.Open Speed Trials

June 2-5.—M.CO. London-Edinburgh Run and
and Return Journey for the M.C.C.
Challenge Cup,

r, 'O.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open HillClimb.
Shelsley Walsh.

,1 17.—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial
for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.

,, 30.—Junior Tourist Trophy Race in the
Isle of Man,

July 3.—Senior Tourist Trophy Race in the
Isle of Man.

., 4.—Kilometre Speed Trials on Douglas
Promenade, Isle of Man.

„ 8 —A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre Elimin-
ating Trial for Club Championship

43t

ings that have appeared of this trap it
is really the motorist's own fault if he
does not proceed with that degree of
caution w^hich the known activity of the
l-ohce renders expedient. From informa-
tion received we should strongly advise
motor cyclists not to essay trials at
Westerham Hill at the week-ends.

Reliability Trial at Marseilles.

*i,'^'^^^
fi.^''"g kilometre races at Hyeres on

the 9th mst. were preceded bv 'a motor
eye e tiual from Marseilles to fiveres and
back. Ihe following machines took part
-Magnat-Deboii. Alcyon, and Regence.

The Motor Cycle in New Zealand.
One 0; our numerous New Zealand

readers infoims us that a Triumph sold
at £55 m England costs £80 in Ne\\
Zealand, while a £12 12s. or £14 14s
sidecar costs £25 or thereabouts. " The
roads here," he adds. " are flat for miles,
and It IS an ideal motoring country."

Liverpool Police Vindicated.
In our Club News pages last week, the

lion, secretary of the Liverpool A.C.C.
warned motor cyclists residing in or near
Liverpool and Birkenhead that the policem those districts were verv active, and
that five members of his club had been
summoned for various offences against the
Motor Car Act witliin a week. A corre-
spondent named S. W. Phillpott has taken
up tlie cudgel on behalf of the police, and
points out that the accusations made
against the police are misleading. He says
the members who were summoned were all
guilty of offences against the law, and
although It may be unlucky to be caught
without a light, or to leave one's driving
bcence at homo, both offences are illegal
Our correspondent thinks that the accusa-
tion that the police are acting unfairly
or in an arbitrary manner is not true.
and should be corrected.

THE SPRING QUARTERLY TRIAL.

A view from the portico of the Royal Hotel, Whitby
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AWARDS IN THE LONDON-LAND'S
END RUN.

Winner of the Jareott Ctjp-

Error of time.

A. J. Moorhonse (7 h.p. Indian) 2m. 32s.

Winner of Lightweight Prize and Gold Medal.
W. B. Gibb (2| h.p. Douglas) 2m. 35s.

Winner of Sidecar Gup.

Frank Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar) 32m. 38s.

Winners of Gold Med.als
Error

Eli Clark (21 Douglas)

G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge)
S. G. Frost (4i Minerva)
E. Gwynne (3i Triumph)
B. A. Hill (3L Rudge)...

W. Pratt (3i P. &M.)...
G. Brough (3i Brough)
W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
E. Kickham (2| Douglas)

P. Phillips (2J Douglas)

Errur

of time. oltiine-

2 50 P. G. James (^ J.A.P.) 8 50

3 O'S. Perryman (3^ Ariel) 9 20

3 23 W. H. 'Elce (3i Rudge) 9 22

3 38 G. Lee-Evans (7 Indian) 10 26

3 59 D. Baddeley (7 Indian) 10 35

4 36 E.Babbington (S^J.A.P.) 11 6

5 9 L. Baddeley (3i Brown) 12 6

5 23 |F. Applebee (3f N.S.U.) 12 57

5 57 A.Brittain (34Bradburyj 12 58

6 15
1
A.Stanton (3^ Bradbury) 14-18

Winners of Silver Medals.

Olsson (8 Oxted-Jap.) (A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber)

Karslake (4 Dreadnought) ' A. J. Sproston (3^ Rudge)

R. Haswell (3^ Triumph)
,

A. H. Forbes (34r Triumph)

Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury) ,3. Wright (3i Humber)

C. 0. Wells (3i Bradbury)
1
F. C. Poecher (3^ Triumph)

RESULT OF THE SHAP FELL OPEN
HILL-CLIMB.

The Westmorland Motor Cycle Club's open hill-climb on

Easter Monday was described in our last issue (page 406).

The course measured li miles. The day was windy, with

showers in the early morning. One hundred and fifteen

competitors entered, competing for prizes value £45.

Class II.—Single cylinders, any weight, any capacity.

Fifty-three entries Secs^ Fig. merit

F. W. Barnes, Surbiton (2| Zenith) ...

H. D. Dixon, Birmingham (2| New
Hudson)

F. W. Taylor, Ripon (2j New Hudsonj

F. Turvey, jun., Sunderland (3i Triumph)

P. Brewster, Edgbaston (3^ Norton) ...

W. E. Grange, Harrogate (3i Bradbury)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

In this class W.
time—90 seconds.

Class III.—Twins,

123

115
116
98
93
106

F. Newsome (Triumph) made

110.3

122,1
122.6
139.3
144.1
148.1

fastest

any weight,
entries.

1. H. Mason, Wallsend (6 Matchless)

2. F. W. Barnes, Surbiton (6 Zenith)

3. J. W. Nelson, Kendal (4 Scott)

4. G. A. Gregson, Southport (9 Bat-Jap)

any capacity. Sixteen

94
121
84

175.6
180.9
199.6

202.5

1. +W
2. W
3. E.

4. P.

Class IV.—Members' single cylinders. Twenty-five entries.

. WooUey, Bowness (2 Humber) ... 158 ... 128.7

. Westwood, Kendal (34 Triumph) ... 92 .. 146.2

M. Gregson, Southport (3^ Triiuiiph) 100 ... 149.5

E. Tolfree, Edinburgh (3^ JIatchless) 126 ... 150

W. Westwood (3i Triumph) won Triumph gold medal for

fastest time—92 seconds—by a members' Triumph.

v.—MemlDers' twins, any weight, any capacity.

Eleven entries.

Jeffreys; Kendal (5 Indian) 103 ... 178.9

W. Nelson, Kendal (4 Scott) ... 124 ... 205.1

A. Gregson, Southport (9 Bat-Jap)... 88 ... 212

The winner of Humber gold medal for best performance for

lightweights was S. W. Phillpott (2 h.p. Humber).

tWinnei- of award for best A.C.U. performance of a

member who has not previously won a prize.
^

tWinner of Zenith gold medal for fastest time in members

E. W. Sharpe won medal for fastest time in open classes.

E. W. Sharpe and G. A. Gregson tied for fastest time in

both the open and the members' classes.

Class

1. E.

2. J.

3. JG.
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RESULTS OF THE HARROGATE TOU
AND LADIES' COMPETITION.

Herts County A.C.

Marks Lost.
Rider and Machine. Out- Hill- Home-

ward, climb, ward.

A. N. Gutteridge (3i Triumph) 8 100 1

3

2

3

1

2

2

11

4

24

H. 0. Dunn (3i Triumph) . . 16 2 5

L. S. Dunn (3i"Triumph) . . 14 - 4 5

Mrs. Wade (3-?" Scott) Outside time

F. J. Beard (3' Wanderer) ..42 — 2

E. G. Birch (3,V Scott) 3 10 4

Mrs.M.G. Cooke (3i Triumph) 3 5 L
/ F. A. Hardv (3 V.S'.) Outside -

. 6

C. C. Cooke" (3J Triumph) . . 4 —
(4. S. Carter (5 Matchless) . . 1 2

E. C, Jarvis.(3i- Triumph) ,.7 2

H. Lister Cooper (3J- Triumph) 10 —
E. A. CoUiver (3* Zenith) . , 2 2

S, T, Tessier (5 Bat)- 2 7

Capt. Seymour (3i Triumph) 4 4

Bert Yates (31- Humber) IS 3

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury) ..1 6

H. Greaves (2i Enfield) .... 10 — 77

J. S. Harwood (3 Wandeier) Outside time

,C. M. Down (.5 Indian) .... Non-starter

The marks lost hy the nine best riders in each

Outward, 49 ; hill-climb, 19 ; homeward, 30.

North-Wbst London M.C.C.

A. J. Dreydel (U Premier) .

.

E. G, Westacott(3A Triumph)
S. H, Asling (3i Bradbury)
G. E. Purchase (3-^ Triumph)
R. L. Printz (5 Bat) -

G. H. HoUis (2J Douglas) . . Retired

H. J. Pooley (3i Premier) . . 5

Hal Hill (5 Bat)' 3

G. Rowden (3^ Triumph) . . 8

R. C. Davenport (3-i Triumph) 23

H. C. Bean (6 Matchless) . . 5

I A. S. Phillips (V.S.) 10

J. W. Thomas (2| Douglas) 7

The marks lost by the nine best riders in each

Outward, 52 ; hUl-climb, 138 ; homeward, 44.

' North Middlesex M.C.C.

3 3

100 5

1 3

4 13

5 5

3 5

2 3

4 3

100 17

16 4

100 17

6 30

Awards,

Silver med;
(Class 3)

Bronze me
Bronze me
Lady's sou

Bronze me
Silver med
Silver cup

Silver cup
Silver cup

Silver med
Silver cup
Silver met
Silver met

Bronze me
Bronze me
Silver med

section we

Silver cup
Bronze mc
Silver cup
Bronze mc

Silver cuj.

Silver cup
Silver met
Bronze m(
Bronze mc
Bronze m<
Bronze mc
section we

Bronze m(

Bronze mi

Silver mec
Bronze ni'

Bronze m
Bronze m^

Silver me
Bronze m
Silver cuj

Bronze m
Bronze m

Miss Hammett (2:1 Douglas) 46 100 8

G. L, Fletcher (2J Douglas) 37 5 7

W.S, Bennett (SiBradbmv) 2 1 6

T. A. Brown (3-5: Rudge) .... 9 8 28

D. G. Blakey (3i Bradbury) 6 100 43
A. V, Deacock(3-3rN.L.G,j ., 14 12
Miss Berend (3J Brough) ,.4 11 6

N. C. Dear (2 Humber) .... 44 100 9

S. F, Garrett (5 Indian) , . . . 5 — 3

H. C. Mills (3J Premier) 15 100 B

.L V. Robinson (2JDouslas) 29 8 7

S. B. White (U Wanderer) .. Out- 100 39
side time

The marks lost by the nine best riders in each section v

Outward, 121 ; hill-climb, 234 ; homeward, 54.

Holders of the " Service " Challenge Cup for 1910;

Herts Countv A.C, 1st.

N,AV. London M.C.C, 2nd.

North -Middlesex M.C.C, 3r(l.

The First Ladies' Comi'Etitiok.

Marks Lost.
Out- Home-Rider and Machine.

Mrs. M. C Cooke (3i Triumph)
ward.

3

ward.
1

Miss L. Berend (3i Brough) 4 (1

Miss R. Hammett'(2f Douglas) , , 46 8

Mrs. A. B, Wade (3J Scott) Outside timet
"" Tyre trouble, t Carburetter and tyre troubles.

-Vwai

Total,

4 The 1
Cycle

10 Souve
54* Souve

Souve
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Opening run of

the Leven and

District M.C.C.

to Pitlochry and

back, a distance

of 130 miles.

<?.:*;fx^^^;pC-^-^--K

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre),

open hill-climb was held last week at Bangor, the

nt being divided into two classes—A open, and B
|ricted to private owners. In both clases J. Martin (3-i

Triumph) proved an easy winner.

S.E. London M.C.C.

tembers and mutor cyclists in South London are
jinded that the open hiil-climb. originally fixed for April

has been postponed to May 13th. Entry forms will

lent on application to V. Edwards. 9. Honor Oak Park,

Durham and District M.C.C.

[le result of the Easter Monday reliability trial, which
run under severe weather, to Alston rid Killhope is

Smith (T.T. Triumph) and (2) G. Sanderson (3i h.p.

Jerva). These were the only competitors to complete
Icourse of twelve starters.

Northamptonshire M.C.C.

flexibility hill-climb was held on Easter Monday at

Bridge, and the Rev. B. H. Davies officiated as starter,

|R. W, Manning as timekeeper.
Class 1 for singles the results were : 1. W. Lees
Triumph); 2. S. .J. Pilgrim (1911 Hobart).

i.ss 2 (open to anv niacliine) : 1. W. R. Dul^e (1910
|mph) : 2. A. T. Coker (1911 Douglas).

Western District M.C.

le following results of the He.xibility hill-climb on Dash-
Hill have been confirmed.

Class I.—Single-cylinder .Machines.

Difference in Time.

. C. G. Bell (5i h.p. ISTortou) 4m. I's.

Martin (3^ h.p. Triumph) ,. 3m. 4is.

F. Stallabra.^s (3i h.p. Triumph)... 2m. 42|s.

Class II.—Multi-cylinder ilachines.

F. Ritchie (5 h.p. N.S.U.) ... 2m. 9-^s.

H.
T.

\V.

Westmorland M.C C.

The reliability run for the Quirk challenge cup takes place
on the 30th inst.

Mr. H. B. Harrison, Queen's Road, Kendal, has been
appointed hon. trials secretary.

Parley and District M.C.C.
A party of members enjoyed a tour to Land's End over

the Easter holidays, and on the Saturday, being in advance
of the M.C.C. riders, camo in for unexpected ovations from
crowds assembled in the various towns on the route.

Birmiagham M.C.C.
The opening hill-climb will be held on Saturday next, on a

hill of which the name will be kept secret until Saturday. The
start will be from Victoria Square at 2-15 p.m., and "for the
benefit of late comers, a member will be in Victoria Square
up to 3 p.m. to inform them where to go. The competition
is open to four classes, viz., lightweights, single-cylinder,
twins, and passenger machines.

Walthamstow M.C.
A non-stop and speed-judging competition was held on

Saturday, 22nd inst., tho course being thirty miles timed at
a secret milestone, starting from Woodford to Dunmow.
The result was as follows : 1, H. T. Browett (8 h.p. Minerva) ;

2, A. G. Peppercorn (3i h.p. Bradbury) ; 3, F. A. Applebee
(3^ h.p. Zenith and sidecar). The annual Dinner Cup com-
petition is fixed for May 7th.

Norwich and District M.C.C.

The annual 100 miles reliability trial for the Thorn Cup
w.a.s held on Easter .Monday over a circular course of 25
miles, which had to be covered four times, with a five

minutes stop in the third round. Out of twelve starters
two only failed to make a non-stop run. and the task of

finding the winner proved a difficult one. After due con-
sideration bv the judges the result was as follows : 1, F.
Peed (2i h.p. Wanderer) ; 2. H. Chapman (2a h.p. Douglas) :

3. L. B. Colman (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph).

itjiers who
olpart In the

Ctlerneld and

Ollct M.C.C.

rufto Matlock.
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Club News.

—

Lincolnshire A.C.

The opening event of the Lincolnshire Automobile Club
(motor cycle section), which took place on Easter Monday on

the North Hill, at Leadenham, was an unqualified success.

The hill is about half a mile in length,

_ with an average gradient of about 1 in

8, and portions of 1 in 5^. The entry

was exceedingly promising for a club

which was only formed in February last,

and much enthusiasm was evident in

both competitors and spectators, of

whom a large number had assembled to

witness the sport. The winners on
formula in each class were as follows :

Class I. (single - cylinder).

—

3. E.

Harston (4 h.p. Campion-Jap).
Class II. (multi - cylinder). — G.

Williamson (8 h.p. Bat-Jap).

Class III. (three years old and over).

—

A. B. Goold (5-7 h.p. V.S.)

Fastest time of the day was made by
G. Williamson, on his three year old

8 h.p. Bat-Jap. The winner of the Wright
challenge vase, offered for the best performance of the day,

has not yet been decided upon, as the first competitors came
very close together.

Motor Cycling Club.

The rules and conditions for the London-Edinburgh run
have now been sent out, and the trials hon. secretai-y, ilr.

H. G. Bell, 3, Granville Road, Finchley. N., will be pleased

to receive entries as early as possible.

Herefordshire A.C.

About the end of August a car and motor cycle gymkhana
will be held, in which several of the events will be of an
open character, and some of a novel and interesting type.

In connection with this it has been decided to offer the 100

guinea Herefordshire Challenge Cup as the principal event

tor a two days' reliability trial for light motor vehicles

under 6 cwt. built on motor cycle lines. It is proposed that

the routes shall be for the first day a run from London to

Hereford, and for the second day from Hereford to Birming-
ham and the Midlands and back.

North StafTordshire M.C.C.
At this club's hill-climb, held in the Buxton district on

Easter Monday, there was a large attendance and very
good sport. H. R. Wellings (6 h.p. Dot-Jap) won the
captain's medai for the fastest time, D. C. Bolton (T.T.

Triumph) being very little slower. Each competitor was
allowed two attempts, and the result was based on A.C.U.
formula.

Barnoldswick and District M.C.

The opening run of this club was held on April 9

starting from Dam Head for Cross Streets vid Hellifi

and Settle, where dinner was very kindly provided for

members by the president, Mr.- B. Holden. In the aft

Rider and machine.
T. Bentley (Zi^ Bradbury) ...

Disqualified. Entered as 87 x 87 mm
•J. A. Prendergast (3^ E.udge) ..

D. C. Bolton (3i Triumph)
A. Miller (3i Triumph)
H. Wellings (6 Dot-Jap)
R. T. Ashton (2J Douglas twin)...

W. Higson (2-J Douglas twin)

G. Wood (7 Peugeot twin)
C. Edwards (3i Rudge)
A protest was lodged against

was upheld.

Figure Plus
acity. of merit. scratch.

554
[iim.

499 76.20 + llfis.
499 83.13 -l-3s.

499 83.13 + 19-l£.

770 99.3 Scratch
-340 99.9 + 41t|s.
340 107.3 + 47JS.
940 149.8 -l-8|s.

499 FaUed.
entlej^'s machine, which

photographer , Bvck. Hk\
Inaugural run of the Ilkley and District M.C.C. at Eastertide.

noon Bucker Brow was climbed by all the members presi
A hearty invitation is given to all motorists in Skip!
Earby, Nelson, and Colne, to join this club. ApplicatI
should be sent to the honorary secretaries; Messrs Cf
Broadhead and A. T. Elmer, Seven Stars Hj
Barnoldswick.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The above club has arranged a run to Shrewsbury onl
30th inst. Jleet 10.30 a.m. boat for Birkenhead. Any F

spective members are cordially invited.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest wiU take place on April
over a twenty mile course from Crofters, Bolton, to Chd
To*n Hall and back to Crofters. Watches and s|
indicators will be barred. Competitors meet at CrofI
2.30 prompt.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The club reliability trial for motor cycles, open to nol
and amateurs only, was held on the 23rd inst. There
eight entries, and six started. All climbed SunrisingJ
failing on Edge Hill. Silver medals were awan'
Howard Smith (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) and L. F.

(3^ h.p. Mist), who scored full marks. Bronze ml
to N. Crozier (3^ h.p. Triumph) and H. Goldman (7l

Rex) who lost marks but made non-stop runs.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The club held a reliability trial on Easter Monday bed
Cork and Lougane Bara and back. Fourteen riders |

part, and the results were as follow :

. 1. R. Atkinson (3g h.p. Triumph).
2. J. Healy (3^ h.p. Rudge).
3. S. R. Hosford (2| h.p. Enfield).

Oxford M.C.C.

The quaint and picturesque villago of Bibury,
Cotswolds, was the venue of the club's first socia

which took place on Good Friday. The day was
enjoyed, and most of the party after tea continueJ
run through the Stroud Valley to Birdlip Hill. .'

similar run is being arranged for the 1st of May,
May 4th there will be an invitation run to Wantage.

-

Opening meeting of the newly-formed Hampshire Motor Cycle Union at Bishop's Waltham.
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The First Piston Valve Aotor Cycle Engine
TUT? :„_ ,• ._ 1 , • - . •

.
'^ *

')

THE accompanying sectional drawing of the
improved slide or piston valve mechanism
which is applied to the motor cycle, illustrated

m T/ie Motor Cycle of March 23rd, brings out more
clearly the construction and
operation than was possible
with only a photograph of
the completed machine such
as was shown at that time.
Fig. I shows clearly
the offsetting of the valve
piston from the line of the
half-speed valveshaft, the
peculiar admission and
exhaust port arrangements,
and method of operating
the auxiliary valve ring.

As the description which
I gave in my former letter,

when used in connection
with this sectional drawing,
covers the construction and
operation quite thoroughly,
I will only refer briefly to
its action for the benefit

of any reader who may not
have seen that letter.

The Action of the Valve.
The valve piston is shown in the position it .assumes

with the main engine piston at the top- of its com-
pression stroke, and the compressed charge fired, so
that when the engine piston reaches the bottom of its

stroke this valve piston would have reached about
half-way down in its movement and started to uncover
the upper (exhaust) port. When the engine pisKm
reaches the top of the stroke, the valve piston has
moved just far enough to commence to open the lower
'inlet) ports, but not, as might be expected from tlie

act that the valveshaft turns one-half as fast as the
;nghie-shaft, the bottom of its stroke, due to the
peculiar effect of the offset position of the valveshaft

^n relation to the valve piston p'in. This offsetting
^i the vahe piston makes the lower port remain open
iluring the suction stroke, and causes the valve pistono make a relatively quick movement upward during
In- u[)\vard movement of the engine piston on the

Fig. 1.—Part sectional drawing
Osborn's pislon-valve air-

cooled motor cycle engine.

of

The Diston-valve eneine and motor Sicycle referred to by A. E. Osborn.

compression stroke, so that at the end of that stroke
the parts are again in the positions shown and readv
to commence a new cycle of operations. It is obvious
that, as at certain times both exhaust and inlet ports
are opened by the valve piston, provision must be
made for preventing the exhaust being drawn back
mto the cylinder or the charge which is being com-
pressed of passing out of the exhaust port, and for
this purpose a light auxiliary ring valve is provided,
which is worked by the valve piston coming into
contact with a light cross piece, which is connected
with the ring by two small rods, near the end of its
stroke. Although it might be considered that this
method of operating the auxiliarj- ring would be
noisy, in practice it has not proved to te so, and when
one considers the light weight and relatively low
speed of the parts and the fact that certain cushion-
ing materials can be provided, it will be seen tliat
tnere is good reason for its silence. Other methods
of operating this valve may be used if desired, but
the one shown has proved quite satisfactory.

Alternative Designs.

This mechanism is only one of several types that
the writer has devised and which might also be suited
for motor cycle work. In one of these forms the
position of the ports has been reversed, the inlet port
bemg first passed by tlie main valve instead of the
exhaust -port, and the expanding charge is retained
from passing into the inlet chamber by the auxiliary
valve ring, which is in the induction chamber instead
of the exhaust chamber, and does not come into con-
tact with the exhaust gas heat. In another form the
main valve is in the form of a
hollow sleeve with the engine
piston reciprocating therein,
the au.xiliary valve being
operated by the movement of
the main valve, so that in

principle of operation tlie

mechanism is exactly the same
as the previously described
motor cycle engine. In still

another form, tlie main valve
is arranged in the cylinder
head and connects through a
sliding tubular rod at the side
of the engine cylinder, which
has an arm connecting with
the valve, to the valve-operating

connecting rod. 'J'his gives a
spherical combustion chamber
ill combination with the piston

valve arrangement.
Pig. 3 shows mv mechanism

in the sleeve form. In this case a water-cooled
cylindci is used, and the design should prove of

interest, as, having but one sleeve, it is, in my
opinion, an improvement on other sleeve valve

mechanisms, at it not only has the advantage of
greater simplicity, but it ij also for that reason cheaper
to make. Further, it i." easier to cool, owing to the
exhaust escaping via the port which surrounds the
cvlinder. A. E. Osborn.

Fig 2.—Drawing of aa
alternative design tor water-
cooled cylinders.
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Sproston's 1911 Mount.
A. J. Sproston informs us that he will

ride a 3i h.p. Rudge-Whitworth this
year in the senior T.T. race, Six Days'
Trials, and othfr important events.

A Northern Dspot,
David Moseley and Sons, the well-

known tyre manufacturers of Manchester
have opened a depot at 44-46, Highbridge,
Newcaistle-on-Tyne, to cope with their
rapidly increasing trade in the North.

A 345 c.c. Becoid Broken.
Harry Martin's 2J h.p. Martin-Jap

was equipped as follows when he broke
the mile standing start record at Canning
'Town : Amac carburetter, Continental
tyres, Dunlop belt, Wakefield oil, and
Shell motor spirit.

Catalogue Received.
We have received a conveniently shaped

catalogue from Messrs. H. Taylor and
Co., 21a, Store St'eet, London, W.C,
which is an exhaustive compendium of
all accessories and specialities made for
the use of motor cyclists. The booklet
will be found to be most comprehensive
in the variety and number of the useful
articles described and illustrated.

A New Sparking Plug.
A new plug which we have used with

great success is the Nelson, sold by Mr.
A. Simmonsen, 3, Budge Row, Cannon
St., E.G. It is well made and excellently
finished. The end of the prccelain is

well recessed in the body of the plug,
but the points project far enough into
the combustion chamber to ignite the
charge readily. The plug is therefore
designed for efficiency, and is non-sooting.
It is small and neat-looking, admirably
adapted for motor cycle work, and is sold
at a moderate figure.

A Simple Live Axle without Differential

Gear.
In view" of the number of light run-

abouts which have been made lately the
description of a live axle without dif-

ferential will be of interest. On a
through shaft A' are mounted two axle
tubes B, each of which has attached to
it at the outer end one road wheel hub,
and at the other end a disc C which near
the outer edges frictionally grips a chain
sprocket D. Screwing upon each end of

the through shaft A is a nut E which

acts upon a spring washer F so as to
force the two sleeves B together and
cause them to grip the chain sprocket D
with any desired pressure. The grip is

the same on both sides of the chain
sprocket, and it will be understood that
for normal running the sprocket drives
both road whee.s equally. On turning a
corner the inner wheel has to slow
down, in ' which case the inner disc C
k.56

Mr. J. W. ; Richardson, 32, Red Lion
Street, ClerkenweU, E.G., is the in-

ventor of a device for obviating perineal
pressure in a motor cycle saddle. This
device consists of a shaped wooden tree,
weighing from one to one and a half
ounces. It is cross-cut in a number of
sections, and each section is attached
to the leather by means of a counter-
sunk screw. The body rests on the

^^X.-.

:y::y"'j:^j^

A specially-shaped saddle with wooden sappoit
to prevent the centre rising.

flexible portion of the saddle, and the
weight causes the section to open, and
allows any amount of downward move-
ment, but the tree prevents the leather
portion from rising, thus obviating any
pressure on those parts of the body
where its effect would be harmful. . A
complete saddle fitted with this device
may be obtained from Mr. Richardson at
the above address.
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Lubricating Oils for Racing. -

Wakefield-Castrol oils are favoured
several well-known racing men at Broc
Iknds. P. W. Barnes and 0. C. Godfr
among others, both use this brand, :

have already scored one or two tr;

wins.

A Tyre Firm's Offer.
The Coventry Rubber Co., Covent

are offering fifty of their modele de li

tyre covers at under cost price to rid

of single-cylinder machines who will r

them and give an opinion regarding tl

non-skidding properties, resiliency, ;

wear.

Some Service Novelties.
We are in receipt of a very neat t

repair outfit, the Vulco, which is s

by the Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, H
Holborn, W.C. Yet another usefur t

accessory which is sold by the same ci

pany is Bond's Plugite—a preparation
stopping the cuts and gashes in mc
cycle tyres. Radiblac is a preparat
also supplied by this well-known
for treating rusty and dirty cylinders, i

it is claimed to keep the engine cool, :

is' said to be quite unaffected by rain

on.

Soldering at Home.
_ A neat soldering medium which

havfl used for some time and found
-be quite successful is Fluxite, made
the Auto-controller Switch Compa
Simplex Works, Vienna Road, I

mondsey, S.E. Fluxite makes sol<

ing a simple matter, even for
novice. The success of the preparal
is clearly demonstrated 'by the num
of important engineering firms who
users of it.

0rIcW lOdJ/ord

overruns or slips in relation to the
driving sprocket wheel D. It will be
seen that the adjustment of the jiressure

by means of the nut E is very simple,

and can be effected at either end. Both
discs C are formed as brake drums, so

that both road wheels are retarded
equally.—0. B. Thomas, No. 30,318,

1909.

A Chain Belt.

The belt consists of a number of links

A, one end of which is formed as a hook
and the other with a slot which the

hook engages. Thus all the plates can
be linked together, and are free to
swivel in relation to one another. Each

An Effective Hand Starter.
This starting device has the advant

that it provides a low gear ratio to c
come the initial inertia of the eng
after which a higher gear comes into p
to provide the requisite speed of rotati

The drawing illustrates a constructioi

which the device is applied to an e;

ing machine, the usual free-wheel cli

A and pedalling chain wheel B bi

retained. To the crank C is secure(

hand lever D which has a projec
heel E. Attached to the chain wheel

link is formed with two holes through
which pass wood, screws joining together
an upper piece of leather B and two
smaller pieces beneath as at C. The
leather pieces are given a V-shape to

fit the pulley.—E. C. McLaren and F.
Walker, No. 1,372, 1910.

is one end of a chain F, which pa

over the free-wheel A, and is seci

at its other end to a spring 6 fasti

to the engine crank case. When
hand lever D is pulled upwards
chain wheel B first rotates the

wheel A, thus turning the engine. A
the initial inertia is overcome, the

E presses on the chain F, increasing

speed of rotation owing to the gri

radius of its leverage as compared
that of the chain wheel B.—H.
Turner, No. 9,707, 1910.
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Riders' Weights in the T.T. Races.
rHEN we frrst commented on the regulations for

the Senior Tourist Trophy Race which is to

be held in the Isle of Man at midsummer we
had very little to criticise—in fact, we were
under the impression at the time that every

Item had been well considered. Quite recentlv we drew
Attention to an apparent oversight in the Junior T.T.
Ivent, in that no weight limit was to be imposed on
le so-called " lightweights." This is not as it should

|e, and will, we fancy, receive attention from the .\.C.U.

Regarding both races, it has since occurred to

|s that the organisers may have overlooked an
aportant question which has been brought to our

lotice within the last week or two, and one which, in

lur opinion, requires ventilation. We refer to the

|ders' weights. While the course was confined to

Dmparatively level ground weight //cr se made little

ffference to the results, e.\cept in connection with

jie or two competitors who probably lost ground in

limbing Glen Helen owing to their heaviness.

Ihis year, however, the course includes four to five

Jcents of a steep mountain road about six miles in

|ngth, and for this reason machines that are ridden

ultra-light riders will score an immense advantage.

Te are aware of the great difficulty of adjusting

Jers' weights by artificial means, and practically no
3tor cyclists would com;)ete under those conditions,

the addition of weight by means of lead or bags
sand would be a source of danger. However, we

Jntend that there ought to be a weight limit, and
rider should be allowed to compete whose weight
very much below that of the normal standard of

average motor cyclist. It would be obviously
Isurd to fix the limit too high, as the percentage of

riders likely to compete who weigh over eleven stones

is small, and we know they are too good sportsmen
to wish to handicap the bulk of the remaining competi-
tors ; nevertheless, we should like to see the

whole field of T.T. riders competing under fairly

equal conditions, and, without fixing an arbitrary

weight limit ourselves, w'ould prefer to hear sugges-

tions from others. For the moment our proposal is

that any rider weighing under 140 to 150 lbs. in

riding apparel should be barred on the ground that

after the event it is open to the rider of average weight
to urge the plea that he would have won if he had not
been handicapped by meeting competitors of consider-

ably less than average weight.

The Advantages of Light Weight.

IT.

might be argued that the advantage an ultra-light

rider gains by reducing the load on the engine is

cancelled by his instability at very high speed on
rough ground, but this argument loses its weight

when the hilly nature of this year's course is con-

sidered. Assuming an equal degree of skill, engine

power, etc., imagine what a gain it would be to be able

to use a high gear ratio on the level and yet climb the

thirty odd miles of mountain roads at even one mile

an hour faster than other competitors.

We believe we are correct in saying that only one

race has hitherto been held over the course in which
the weight or load carried has not been confined

within specified limits. In the car Tourist Trophy
Races the load had to be equal to four average weight

passengers, although only the driver and mechanic
sat in the car. ' What would have been said if one

car had carried a weight equal to three passengers

and another four? We venture to think a good deal!

A13
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A Scamper in Brittany.
By F. HORSFIELD.

HURSDAY
to Tues-
day is a

short time for a

trip to Brittany,

but our .special

object was to find

a suitable camp-
ing site for the

summer holidays.

We, i.e., Steve

and the writer,

left Waterloo at

7.30 on the

Thursday even-

ing, riding from Hampstead on Triumph and Douglas

motor cycles. Reaching the terminus with only a

few minutes in hand, ten o'clock saw us on the Princess

Ena at Southampton, the machines being lifted by a

powerful crane and lowered into the hold.

The sea was as calm as a mill pond, and we
thoroughly enjoyed supper and breakfast on board.

Armed with C.T.C. Customs tickets, we were saved

the trouble and inconvenience of paying an ad valorem

duty on the machines, and the small, sum of 6^d.
each, for a permis de circulation, was the only sum
demanded of us on landing at Havre.

A stuck throttle piston on the Douglas caused some
delay in setting off for the Cotes du Nord, but an

obliging motor boat owner placed his W'orkman and
workshop at our disposal and the piston was soon

ground down to the correct

size and refitted. A steep

hill was ahead of us, so

we started the machines
on the stands to warm
them to their work.

It was twelve o'clock

when we reached Plou-

balay, and here we
lunched (Hotel des

Vqyageurs) ; forgetting

that it was Friday, and
Good Friday at that, we
were rather surprised to

be treated to soup maigre,

followed by three courses

of fish, and momentarily
at a loss to understand the

embarrasjed look on the

waitress's face when the

question was put to her,
" When are you going to

bring us some meat? "

However, we finished up
with rice, custard, cheese,

and coffee, so did not fare

so badly.

A14

The writer's Douglas laden with camping kit.

The machines were laden with tent and campuifj

equipment, panniers being slung from the back car

riers, and these were, in a measure, responsible foi

the first and only mishap during the tour ; in mountinjj

the writer's foot 'slipped on the pedal and caused hin

fo fall o\'er on his machine, the footrests struck the

ground, slewed round and snapped the back brake

pedal.

Our destination was Lannion—^100 miles distant

—

where W'e were expected by friends, so, the braki

repaired, we made tracks, going via Lamballe am
St. Brieuc, makinj^jstea by the roadside some few milc'

before reaching Guliigamp, and made Lannion shorth

before eight. Our host, an old schoolfellow, met u

at his garden gate and conducted us to the house

where, scorning all offers of beds, we erected the ten

ia the garden.

The following morning was spent in strolling rounc

Lannion, visiting the old school and the interestin;

church of Brelevenez, which is reached by climbinf

250 steps. In the afternoon we rode out to Tre
beurden, our host and family in their car, where w<

found a delightfully sheltered spot for our summc
camp, 106 yards from the beach, and adjoining

farm where eggs, butter, milk and poultry were pro

curable. Regretting that our time was too short t(

admit of^ camping on the site, Ave returned to ou
friends at Lannion, and, next morning, leisurely packei

up and set off for St. ALilo, this time varying the route

passing through Treguier and lunching at Pontrieu

(Hotel de France). The scenery was finer and th

gradients more se\ere thai

rid Guingamp, but neithe

machines required peda
assistance.

A Wise Precaution.

The little twin sulke

a bit after leaxing St

Brieuc, the result of to

liberal dosing with treacl

French oil, but it waxe(

repentant as the hill

loomed before us ; t

avoid delays in the dark

however, we cleaned botl

sparking plugs and ca

buretter and had n

further trouble.

At Lamballe we spje

an inviting pastrycook's

and sampled most \arie

ties, making tea from ou

own supply. Six o'cloi

saw us at Dinan, w'here s

much time was taken u

in sight-seeing that it be

came necessary to light u

I
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A Scamper in Brittany.

—

before starting on the fort)- kilometre run to St. !Malo.

A gale was blowing from the sea, and the dust rose in

louds in our faces. The Triumph was fitted with an

excellent lamp ^Yhich shone far ahead, and so led most

of the way; it was well that this was so, as the rough

road jolted off the back basket from the carrier, the

contei>ts of which—pots, pans, tea cups, knives, forks,

etc.—were strewn all over the road, w-hilst the rider

pent merrily on all imconscibus of his loss, the head

wind drowning every other sound ; a new belt which

was strapped on the top of the basket rolled away,

ind was never recovered ; in fact, its loss was never

(itired until some time after we had both returned to

Eniiland.

Lamp Troubles.
; St. Malo was reached at 10.30 p.m., much delay

jeing caused by a badly working lamp on the Douglas,

md so high was the wind that we anticipated con-

iderable trouble in fuiding a pitch. Running through

o Parame. however, and turning down a promising

ane, we came across a sheltered spot, where we took

reiich lea\e and made our-

elves at home.

The Return Journey.

We were up betimes the next

liorning, the boat lca\iiig at

, and reached the quay

lilh five minutes in hand. The
I'riter, being a bad sailor and
Inticipating a rough crossing,

liortly after sought the quietude

If his cabin, but Steve tempted
Troxidence by taking all meals

|i board, and, further,

ymg to the fiery imd oily

tgions below to inspect the

ligines, machinery of all

Inds possessing such an
rtraction for

tm that he
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has frequently been known to stop up until the small
hours working at his motor, and, on one memorable
occasion, the maid, on coming down to light the fire,

found him thus busily engaged. Expressing surprise

at his having risen so early—this is no failing of his

—

she was astounded to hear that he had not been to bed
at all.

Three pounds each covered our expenses for the
trip, the fare from Waterloo to St. Malo—second
rail and first boat—being ^\ 8s. 6d. only, and, short

though the time was, we thoroughly enjoyed the holi-

day, and look forward to running over the route again.
We were entirely free of tyre troubles, the Dougla.s

being fitted with self-sealing tubes, but Steve suffered
two punctures in the short ride from Waterloo to

Hampstead, a wire nail causing one and a sabot
nail, which must have been in the cover some time,

the other. Our outfit comprised a large cottage tent,

with fly-sheet, two eider-down quilts, sleeping bags,
rubber ground sheet, ground blanket, stove, pots, pans,
cutlery, water bucket, % lb. tea in aluminium box,
and a good supply of bacon. The poles will

be seen strapped to the front

forks of the Douglas in the

photograph on the pre\ious page,
which also shows the panniers
and small pilgrim basket.

The hobby of motor cycle

camping is going ahead in leaps

and boiinds, as, in adrHtion to the

freedom and independence one
enjoys, the saving of hotel bills

is no sm;d! advantage. The writer

has pleasure in repeating his

previous offers of assistance to

any who may be desirous

of taking up camping if

they will commimicate with

him c/o the Editor of this

journal, enclosing stamped
envelope for

reply.

'^^
The evening meal. Seaside camp near Linnion,

ACTIVITY IN MOTOR CYCLE CIRCLES.
Since the

Istle in the

111 is to be
and M.C,

|turday the

ailar event,

beginning of the month all has been
motor cycle competition world, and the

kept rolling. Last Saturday the Bristol

. carried out its open hill-climb, next

Herts County A.C. has arranged a
whilst for the 13th inst. the new South-

east London ^f.C.C. has announced an open event.

On the same day the first Amateur v. Trade Trial

is on the tapis. May 20th will see a further trial of

this nature, and that energetic body, the Herts County

A.C, winds up a busy month with some ooen speed

trials near Hatfield.
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Incidents of the Quarterly Trial.

SCENES ON THE QUARTERLY TRIAL COURSE IN

YORKSHIRE.

-/

ONLY one single-geared machine accomplished

a non-stop run in the Yorkshire Centre

Quarterly Trial. What an advertisement for

the type! The miderlying

purpose, however, of these

lines is to correct any wrong

impression the above fact may
have left in the minds of

inexperienced motor cyclists.

First of all, it seems to

have been overlooked by some

that only nine machines with

single - gear ratios . started,

variably-geared machines out-

numbering them in the pro-

portion of four to one. At

the finish the odds were in-

creased to ,
thirteen to one.

What a different tale, would

have to be told if we had had

some of the old Quarterly

Trials hands such

as W. F. New-
""

some (Triumph), :

J. H. Slaughter

(L.M.C.), G. E.

Stanley (Singer),

V. J. Surridge

(Rudge), and B.

V. Jones (Premier),

to quote but a

few who have
performed con-

spicuously o n
single - geared

mounts. But the

decision of most
of the leading

riianufacturers to

abstain from this

year's trials has

produced results j

which are hardly a

fair reflex of tlie

capabilities, of modern single-

geared machines.

Influence of the Results.

The ordinary man in the

street who is contemplating

the purchase of a motor cycle

—and there were hundreds of

interested persons watching
the trials riders^does not

take all these details into

account ; he is influenced by
results, and odds of thirteen

to one are sufficientlv con-

vincing for him.

Personally, I am by no
means antagonistic to the

change-speed gear, but I do
consider a single-geared mount had charged a wall on Saltburn Bank.

tKo nin eT^rt,-.n- A (3) Lythc Bank. W. H. Watkins (Iwo-speed Premier) ieing over-
ine more. Sportmg, ana so taken by S. Sawer on a single-geared machine ol the same make.

Al8

(1) H. G. Dixon (New Hul-jon) rounding the last hairpin bend on
Saltburn Bank. This is Ihe spot where Morgan came to grief thiougb
travelling too fast.

(2) Effecting adjustments to H. F. S. Morgan's runabout after it

long as I can climb all hills with one gear I am quite

content to leave complication alone. I accompanied

the competitors round the course on the 22nd ult. on
a T.T. Roadster Triumph,

and having climbed Sutton

Bank last year on a similar

mount mth a 4^4 to i gear,

and turning a deaf ear to the

Yorkshiremen's stirring tales

of precipitous . climbs and
hairpin bends, I imagined

47'^ to r would enable me to

cope with all _ emergencies.

It so happened that I was not

far out in my estimate, for

although I failed to pick up

after rounding the corner on

Sutton Bank after flying over

the I in 3.96 section, I

attribute this more to the

rough condition of

the road and the

—7—- ^ fact that I could
"

" not operate the

.spark lever with
any degree of cer-

tainty. Restarting

with the spark
lever three notches
retarded, the engine
gathered speed all

the w\ay in the usual
Triumph style.

Let me repeat
here that half the

failures on Sutton
were due to over-

heated engines. If

the A.C.U. had
allowed the riders

to do what they
did last year, and
cool their engines

at the hill foot,

practically everybody would
have succeeded at the first

attempt. So far as I could
gather no competitor's ^%
h.p. single was geared higher
than 5^ to I.

,

As was pointed out in these

pages last week, the only

objection to allowing the

riders to commence the climb
in a bunch is the fear of them
impeding one another. This

happened in one or two
instances, but a few com-
petitors whose chagrin has

got the better of their scruples

have sought to cloak their

failures by this excuse. As
it 'happens, two riders who
alleged themselves hamDered.
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SPRING QUARTERLY TRIAL nj>;YORKSHIRE.
C, T. Gray, C. S. Burney, and B. A. Hiii, who, riding 3» h.p. Rud?e-
l^hitworths, accomplished non-slop runs, aitliough Gray lost marks for
edalling on Sutton Bank.

ilc'l under the very eyes of three officials—Messrs.
all. Bischoff, and Douglas—and I hear that .the

mber of grumble's is incr<,'asing.

Be.sides Sutton, there were a number of other hills

lich caused trouble, the surface of Rievaulx (pro-

unced Rivers) Bank was tacky; one competitor I

itop, and one or two others only just scraped
The severity of the second test hill—Lythe

nk—wa.s over-estimated, in my opinion ; at any
:e, the Triumph gathered speed all the way up.

tti.m is far and away the worst ascent, for frequently

n.irhine is able to account for the steepest section,

t [ails miserably when asked to pick up on the

II 6 gradient after rounding the hairpin bend at a

\.

A Case of Hard Lines.

D. Arter was the victim of misfortune or he
ild have made Xo. 2 single-geared non-stop rider.

Sutton Bank he noticed that his James engine was
lost red hot, and it finally came to a standstill,

inspection revealed the fact that a leak had
urred in the partition dividing the petrol and oil

ipartments, with the result that tie was pumping an

nixture of petrol and oil into the crank case.

Liberal use of the pump to make up for space
occupied by the petrol enabled Arter to finish without
fixther trouble. Apart frcm the competitors'

niichines. I noticed quite a number of single-geared

I'ftounts behaving well. One of The Motor Cycle
photographers w^as mounted on a 3J4 h-p. Brown,
which," although loaded \vith a lieavy camera, made
short -work of the majority of the hills. Norman
Longfield, a travelling marshal, climbed every hill,

I believe, on his T.T. Triumph ; there was also a
Bradford motor cj'clist on another Triumph, and
others who were riding Bradbury, Singer, and Rex
machines. A typical American youth, garbed in oil-

beyjatlered clothes and shoes, mounted on an M.M.
mathine with Fitall gear and tandem attachment
was also among the follow-ers. I was amused at one
little incident on the return journey. Handing the

woman at the toll gate outside Whitby a copper, I

asked if the steep hill which we. could see in the

distance was Lythe Bank. "Yes, sir," .she answered
earnestly, "and it is a tidy bank, is yon." G.S.

H. & J. Stevens on 2J h.p. two-speed A.J.S. lightweights being overtaken by
Percy Butler on a 7 h.p. two-speed Indian during the ascent of Lythe Bank.
The two aforementioned lightweight riders gained first-class certificates.

CONTOUR SECTION OF KOP HILL ,

NEAR PRINCES RISBOROUGH.

SCM.I- 50 YARDS = OM-: INCH.

TOTAL RISE 304 FEET

LENGTH 3848 FEET.

STEEPEST GRADIENT
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A selection of questions of general interest "received from readers and our replies tKereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Tjstini a Magneto.

I have a*,3J h.p. N.S.U. with

Q Eiseraan.i low-tension magiipLo
> which is very difficult to start.

-^ I am not quite sure whether it is

the magneto or carburetter that
IS at fault. Would you please let me
know how . to test the magneto for
correct strength?—A.G.

It will be better to test the magneto in a
rough and ready way by placing the
sparking pJug on tke cylinder, pedalling
the machine slowly, and getting someone
to watch if a spark takes place at com
paratively slow speeds. To give the
magneto every chance you should place
the points of the sparking plug as
close together as possib'>3, say .4 mm.
It there is a regular spark while the
engine is turning round comparatively
slowly, you may be sure that the mag"-
neto is all right. Should a spark not
occur or prove to be visible you will be
wise to send the magneto to be over-
hauled by the makers.

Flushing Crank Case.

In " Hints and Tips," para-

J^ graph 228, there is advice to

> "close openings to crank case
"

-IJ when flushing out with paraffin.

Where are these openings? Should
paraffin be put in through compression
tap at top of engine? My engine is a
2j h.p. Jap on New Hudson. After a
ride the engine is drenched with oil on
outside towards back wheel, and some-
times the base of magneto is swimming
with oil. Does this mean over lubrica-
tion?—F.W.C.

To flush out the crank case it is best not
to inject paraffin through the compression
tap, but to disconnect the union from the
oil pump to the crank case and pour a
small teacupful of paraffin in through Ihis
orifice ; then block up the orifice with a
plug^ of wood and pedal the engine for
a minute or two ; afterwards take out
the plug, open the drain tap or drain
plug, at the bottom., and let paraffin
drain out. When you have finished,

?

replace the plug and the oil pipe unio
and inject three charges of oil into tl

crank case before starting. It looks vei

much as if you have been giving too muc
oil. You might slightly reduce this.

Misfliing.

Jly 3^ h.p. machine goes
right except that it raissfs fi

on the level or down hill.

climbs splendidly and the cor

pression is very good. The ca

buretter (Jjonguemare) would seem
be at fault, as the machine goes eith
too fast or not at all. Can you
plain this?—R.J.

We think that if you fit a larger choi
tube the engine will run satisfactoril

without misfiring. Insufficient air seerf
to be the trouble.

A Clicking Noise.

I find a clicking noise comii

from the exhaust valve of

machine, and on looking throui

your book " Motor Cycles ai

How to Manage Them," pa|

you explain a method of how
locate it in the timing gear. I
that the valve does drop suddenly afi

having apparently travelled rigl

down, which means worn gears
cams. Would j'ou advise me to ha
new 'timing gear, or wait until 1

really proves itself to be worn and w|

not close the valve correctly?—E.G.
We should advise you to leave things
they are if the machine is running sat

factorily. As soon, however, as
power falls off it will be as well
examine the timing gear and see if ai

appreciable wear has taken place.

Petrol Leakage.

I have been greatly troubl

with petrol leaking from c;

buretter past needle valve
have tried a new needle,

101.

Harry Long in Hull. He 13 being checked out o[ the city by P. Walker, another old and well-known
racing cyclist. At one time both were officials of the Yorkshire Road Club and now both rid« Triumph
motor cycles. Last week, Long completed his 10,000th mile—the Orst oortion o£ his long-distance ride
during J 911

without avail. In fitting a nfc_,
needle should it be ground in wa
emery powder, and if so what is

"

proper way to do it ? The macliil

runs very well on the road, but if la

standing, the petrol drops very fast fiif

- carburetter.—G.A.H.
You might try grinding in the valve ni,

crocus powder, which is much finer thl

emery. It should be done very mul
the same as an ordinary valve is groul
in, only the needle must be turned roul
between the finger and thumb. Be qui
sure that the needle valve fits propen

and prevents petrol passing, also that tl

fl"!'t is not punctured.
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Petrol Blowbacli.

I have a 4 h.p. tricar, auto-
— 'natic inlet valve, and a 1911

^ B. and B. When running at
full speed the petrol blows back
through the carburetter, and the

ngine eventually stops. The engine
,akes very little air, and though I

ave fitted a No. 28 jet the petrol still

lows back. Can you advise me
hat to do?—L. A.
should be inclined to think that the

uble is due to too weak an inlet

ing or to the valve opening too far.

fact that the engine takes very little

seems to indicate that too small a jet
itted, or to the level being too low.

Flexible Sidecars.

I am about to purchase a side-

— car, and I always thought that

^ I should prefer the " Sexible

"

type. I have, however, been
warned against this type, because

is dangerous, and liable to skid,

/ill you please say if, apart from this
nger, there are anv other objec-
ons?—H.P.

flexible sidecar works quite well,

motor cycle can be balanced, but
balancing is not quite the same as if

sidecar were not attached. The
t to keep upright is slighlly more
lounced. There is also the trouble
the machine will not stand upright

u left alone, which is rather awkward
any little adjustments have to be

i at the roadside. Beyond this and
matter of skidding there are no other
ctions. We may add that the flexible

undoubtedly requires the least power
rojiel it.

Inequality ol Cylinder Power.

I have n 6 h.p. twin-cylinder
motor cycle, magneto ignition,

and' when running machine on
stand I find the front cylinder
runs almost twice as'fast as the
when run singly. How do vou

ount for this?—F.J.'U.
by no means ^an uncommon thing

to find that one cylinder in a twin gives
more power than the other. Tliis differ-

ence in power may be due to the differ-

ence in the tension of the valve spriugs,
possibly unequal wear in the magneto
contact breaker, unequal lubrication,
increased carbonisation in one cylinder
causing the piston rings in that cylinder
to be, perhaps, stuck up and the others
to be perfectly free. Of course, it is

always the aim of the man who tunes
up his own machine to synchronise both
the cylinders as far as possible.

Red-hot Exhaust Pipe.

I have a low powered machine,
the eshaust pipe of which becomes
red-hot after a few minutes'
rnuning. The pipe has a right-

angle turn on leaving the cylin-

so I propose fitting an exhaust
chamber about 'our inches square,
through which the gas will pass into

the pipe and thence into the silencer.

Do you think this is likely to have
a good effect?—H.L.

Of course the fact that there is a sharp
bend in the exhaust pipe would in itself

almost account for the latter becoming
red-hot. A red-hot exhaust pipe may
well be due to imperfect combustion, and
re-adjustment of the carburetter might
cure the trouble. Also see that the
exhaust valve spring is of the correct

tension, and the valve being raised the
original amount. The addition of an t.x-

pausion cliamber, as suggested in }"our

letter, would be an undoubted advantage.

der.

READERS' REPLIES.
Gears tor Sidecar Work.

In the issue of your valuable journal
for April 20th, I notice an enquiry from
"P.A.S." in regard to an engine-shaft
two-speed gear. As my case is the same
OS your correspondent's in almost every
detail, my experience mav assist him. In
my opinion, a great arawback to an
engine-shaft gear, which you have not
mentioned, ia its exposed position in the
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event of a skid or a fall, of course when
riding solo. A knock or strain upon the
end of the gear is greatly magnified on
the engine-shaft, and the latter is ahnosfc
certam to suffer, as the weight of the gear
causes con.siderable leverage. The first

ride I had solo with a two-speed of this
kind, I was unfortunate enough to have a
bad skid on stone setts, and except for the
flimsy protection of the footrests, the
machine's weight was entirely on the gear.
The result was a new engine-shaft, the old
one being too badly knocked about for

repair. If " P.A.S. does fit a two-speed
gear on engiue-shaft, I should adn.se him
to carry an ordinary pulley as a spare for
emergencies—an a-dvantage confined to
engine-slii'.ft gears alone.—H.F.F.

Tight Sparking Plug Thread.

In reply to " R.D.W.'s " query, page
345, ^pril 5th, re tight sparking-plug
screw-joint, let me suggest that "R.D.W."
might try smoarin" the threads with a
paste made of finciy powdered blacklead
and lubricating oil. 1 used to find this
lUicacious in a boat engine for hot unions,
such as tJio exhaust joint.—U.Ij.

K.XFERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"./.E.(J." (Leeds). Ttie Mabon varial>l9

gear.

"CO.!?." (Bath). What would be the
cost of taking a motor cycle to Ceylon?
Would it be of much help to a tea planter
to have a motor cycle, and can spares
of well known makes, 'such as Triumph, be
ea.-iily obtained there?

" G-M." (Manchester). Is chain more
suitable than belt transmission for Canada?
Would it be cheaper to buy a new 3^ h.p.

motor cycle out there or pay freight from
Liverpool? Names of agents for leading
English makes? Hints as to clin'ate,

riding conditioiis.

M.C.C. JARROTT CUP COMPETITION, EXTENDING OVER 555 MILES.
It of the return Journey from Penzance, during the small hours ol Easter Monday. W. W. Douglas and P. Phillips (tv Oriwed Douglas) are about lo start,

Ind behind them are W. Pratt (P. & H.) an3 H. B. Karslake (Dreadnought). The complete results ot this arduous eomptUtion were given in our last issue.

A23'
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By '

Sutton Bank and the Quarterlies.

Lest the list of failures on Sutton Bank on April

22 nd should receive exaggerated attention, let me
emphasise the peculiar conditions of the climb. The
A.C.U. proposes to award a silver cup to the rider

registering the highest total marks in the four trials.

The Unio.T is well aware that when the four trials are

over several riders might easily tie in marks for reli-

ability, etc., and consequently it is compelled to

use hill-climbing marks as a basis of differentiation.

The somewhat peculiar method adopted is to fix

^o m.p.h. as the ideal speed on all timed hills in the

Quarterlies, and to award marks for climbing in pro-

portion to the accuracy with which this speed is

maintained. The riders in the Yorkshire Trial had
to cover the entire distance non-stop, i.e., it was im-

possible to stop and adjust gears for Sutton Bank;
this meant they had to ride on a fairly high gear,

say 5 to I, and .simultaneously they had to climb

a frightfully steep hill like Sutton as near to 20

m.p.h. as they could. It would have been easy to

climb it at 30 m.p.h. or more; it would have iDeen

easy to keep down to 20 m.p.h. on a specially low
gear, obtained by temporarily altering their adjust-

aole pulleys. But to climb the hill, at only 20 m.p.h.
on a 5 to I gear was a really difficult task.

Long Distance Records.
Now that the roads are good and dry and the hours

ot daylight lengthening, news comes to hand of several

mteresting^ projected records. I am now referring to

records.: combining the elements of high speed and
long distance, such as were freely mooted after Mr.
Catt's six, days' ride last autumn. The fact that the

-\.C.U. has taken a strong line about such attempts

has by no means damped some of our more ardent

spirits, and its rulings are quite likely to be freely

defied in the immediate future—our readers may
expect interesting announcements within a week or

two.

One well-known rider intends to make a fierce

assault on the existing End-to-end figures, and at the

conclusion of his ride he plans to take a long, long

sleep, and then to go for a six days' record distance,

in which the End-to-end ride (about 900 miles in

possibly thirty hours) would give him a^first-rate start.

In addition, a second rider, not wholly unknown
to fame, has his arrangements tolerably forward for

another six days' record, totting up to a truly fabulous

total, while others, who at present remain undecided,
are talking largely about similar achievements Avith

lightweight and medium weight solo machines and
with sidecars.

Some of the projects embody inconceivably huge
mileages, but really recent performances have so

deepened my respect for the modern motor bicycle

that I hesitate to say any feat is impossible.

Personally, I ratlier deprecate such efforts, for they

certainly connote distinct risks to the intrepid riders

concerned, as well as to the general public. But they

will continue so long as the authorities do not take
action, and riders can be found who think it worth
their while to sit in the saddle for a week to satisfy

their ambitions or sporting instincts or both.

'

A.26

IXION."

I should like to emphasise one point about these

high speed and long-distance records, which is that

they are all rides of the " go-as-you-please " order,

and as such are distinct from the strictly scheduled
trials of an official nature. Their pace and their

length undoubtedly imply the severest tests of

stamina, both as regards man and motor, but there

is still credit in the scheduled trial, where a single

inopportune stoppage may spell failure to attain the

higiiest awards.

As a practical example of what I mean, Mr. Catt's

ride was obviously infinitely superior to any A.C.U.
Six Days' Trial achievement in point of dilificulty,

length, and speed ; at the same time, had Mr. Catt

been riding under A.C.U. regulations, his ride would
have failed, for the long stoppage on the sixth day
would have cost him so many marks that a minor
award alone could have been secured. So the com
petitors in standard trials need not feel depressed if

from one point of view their doings are overshadowed
by the freelance trials ; from another point of view,

that of strict reliability, the scheduled trial is often

a sterner test.

A Necessary Addition to Toolkits.

It is rather late in the day to press the urgency of

supplying every toolkit with an instrument for remov-

ing exhaust valve springs and cotters. Yet only last

week I saw a comparatively expert rider consume
quite a quantity of time in the effort to remove the

exhaust valve of a very famous 1911 machine. His
standard kit contained no special tool for the purpose,

and though his private kit contained three or four

such tools, not one of them fitted the engine in ques
tion. Its cylinder was devoid of those convenient

radiating flanges which serve as fulcra for an impro
vised tool on other engines—until they break—and ir

the end the reluctant valve was barely extracted by
two pairs of hands. That such a state of things

should be possible in 1911 is sheer scandal.

I

The latest addition to the ranks of lad; motor cyclists is Miss Pickles,

Morecambe Bay, who is portca^ed above on her 1^1 i^vo-siroKe Scjtt.
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-z-r^eS^f GO GfJ?

The Editor does not hold himself respon

1 letters should be addressed to Ihe bdiior, " Tbe Motor Cycle,*' 20, Tud

Best English and Ameiican Times
575.]—Replying to letter No. 5555 fiom Jlessrs. Air
ings m y/fe Motor CijcU of the 20th ult., I think the
lit accident to a well-known racing motor cyclist is
icient reason for me to decline their offer with thanks,
our contributor "Elsie" unfortunately wrote a little too
1, or she would not have quoted the gentleman in
stion. For her information I would also a<ld that e\(ii
l« offer wind resistance. But there, perhaps she has
r heard of "stream line effect." At any rate,, if she

lies the shape of the Indian tank she will perhaps be
able to learn. 0. C. GODFEEY.

Hill-climbing.

5576.]—I see .Mr. A. (Jlovcr refers to " Calverly
ting " in your issue of 20lh April. I saw the previous
rence to this hill, and went to try it a week or so ago
company with Messrs. Dougill aiid Walker, of Leeds.
id^^- - a 1911 3^ h.p. two-speed Premier, and my friends
3 Bradburys. We all climbed the hill successfully, the
dburys with about 5 to 1 gear. My ma^-hino would
.start on the stiffest part of the hill, which I estimate

- in 4^. I also carried Mr. Dougill, who weighs eleven
es, up on my carrier.

J. C. BEXNETl' .MITCHELL.

isible for the opinions of his correspondents.

lor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied tiy the writer's lull nane and address.

The Manufacturers' Union and the Quarterly Trials.

[5579.J—Btlow I beg to state the names of motor cycle
manufacturers who, being members of the Cycle and Jlotor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union, have uuitually agreed directly to
abstain from the 1911 Quarterly Trials

:

Air Springs, Ltd., Alldays and Onion-s, Ltd., Bat Motor
Manufacturing Co., Bayliss, Thomas and Co., B.S.A. Co.,
Ltd., Brown Bros., Ltd., Chater Lea, Ltd., Collier and Sons,
Ltd., Components, Ltd., Douglas Bros., Ltd., East London
Rubber Co., F.N. Jlotor A^ncy, Hendeo Manufacturing Co..
Hobart Bird and Co., Ilumber. Ltd., Lloyd Motor and
Engineering Co., Motosacoche, Ltd., Phelon and Moore, Ltd.,
Premier Motor Co., Re.\ Motor Manufacturing Co., Rover
Co., Ltd., Singer and Co., Ltd., Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,
V. S. Cycle and Motor Co., A. W. Wall, Ltd., Wilkinson
T..\.C. Co., Ltd., and Zenith Motors, Ltd.

I shall be much obliged if you will publish this list in
order that your readers may appreciate the awards of this
year's Quarterly Trials at their proper worth.

ALF. BEDNELL,
Secretary The Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufachircr.s' and

Traders' Union. I.ld.

External Band Brakes.
'SVV.]-;^!!! your issue uf the 27th ult. " I.tion "

s.-iys that
.saue designers of lour-wUeeled mot<lr vehicles have long
;e wisely discarded the external bund brake. Surely
;ion " cannot have forgotten the existence of the Daimler
to which e.xtemal band brakes are fitted. No, the

iriial band brake is a very good thing indeed, and it only
imes a "loathsome abomination" when it is badly fitted
designed.

B regards clutch control, I would suggest that the long
;r and the pedal are both bad, and that for the
or bicycle the most convenient method of operating the
ch is by means of a Bowden lever on the handle-bar.

M.S.

Interchangeability of Tyres.
578.]—My motor cycle was originally fitted with
ner car tyres 650 x 65, but as the Palmer Company no
!er make this size car tyre I have to fit another make,
ore ordering I thought it advisable to ascertain the
Qeter at the bead of various makes to see if they would
ay rims. A.s the information may be useiul to others, I^^ it on to you for publication ;

Make of Tyre. Diameter at Bead.
Avon 20.9 inches
Michelin 20.9
Peter Union ...

' 20.5 ,,

Dunlop 20.25 „
Clincher 20 ,,

was assured by several dealers that all 650 x 65 tyres
id the same rim, but as you will see from these figiires,
bead of a Clincher cover would be required to be

tched 2.82 inches to fit the Avon or Michelin rim. I
not know if it would be possible to do this, but if it
Id be done I should think the strain on the" t>Te Nvonld
S6 it to break down very quickly. J. HAETSMITH.

Piom Tricar to Sociable,
[5580.]—I enclose a photograph showing the alterations

which I have made to my 9 h.p. Singer tricar, which may be
of interest to some of your readers who possess three-wheelers
and desire more sociability and speed. I have made the
alterations myself, the necessary mate-ial costing from two

The sociable illuslraled was originaUy a 9 h.p. Singer tricar,

to three pounds. It is much lighter than in its original form.
with wliicb doubtless most of your readers are famUiar.

LESTER G. SCOTT.

An Act of Injustice.
[5581.]— I am asking you, in the interests of fair play

and justice, to publish the following.
On Good Faday last, about 11.20 a.m., I was motor

cycling on the maiu road from Okehampton to Launceston.
A few miles out of Okehampton I wns suddenly overtaken

.\29
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and passed by another motor cyclist t'avelling at a very

high speed, his overalls wildly flapping, and exhaust firing

like a Maxim gun. A l>orse ridden by a fanner in the

vicinitj', 1 had noticed approaching me well on its own side

of the road.

Suddenly startled, as well it might be, it dashed across

the road, escaping the offending cyclist, but dashed into

the side of my machine, threw me over into the hedge,

and was itself so seriously injured that it had to be shot.

The owner, in the presence of witnesses, admitted my
machine was not the one that startled it, but nevertheless

now threatens an action for damages and value of the

animal.

I have two reasons for writing this—firstly, ^will the

individual who really did the damage come forward (he

stopped, but when he saw the results jumped on his

machine and rode olf as hard as lie. could)? Secondly, will

one, or both, of the two motor cyclists who, I strongly

suspect, were with him, and who came up directly after-

\\ards, come forward and help me to fight the action?

They heard the man say it was not my machine that
startled the horse. I asked them at the time for their

addresses, but tijey seemed disinclined to give them, and
I, in the confusion of mind caused by the collision and the
pain, omitted to take their numbers. My friend who was
with me heard and saw all, and actually took a mental
note of one number, but he also forgot. The letter was
T. Surely it is little to ask of them. It I was to blame
1 would pay and say nothing, but I hate the injustice.

Thanking you in anticipation, JAS. EDGCOMBE.

How to Prevent Oil Freezing.

[5582.]—^I notice a letter in your paper of March 30th,

from a correspondent in Russia, a.sking for infoimation about
how to keep oil from freezing in low temperatiu'es in

Canada.
I have ridden, as have several others here, every day this

last winter, and had only one oil tank frozen. That was
at thii-ty-five degrees, and was caused by leaving the
machine standing still about an hour outside.
On exception'illy cold days the engine was run slowly,

on the stand, while I was indoors at lun:,h. Other times it

wa.s left still, with oil tank partly filled (so as to cause no
bursting if it froze), and was warmed by pouring hot
water over engine and tank, when it was easily started.

The machine I rode was. a 5 h.p. Indjan with free-engine
clutch. Part of the winter a steel sledge runner was used in place
of front wheel, but its edges dulled so quickly it was too
much trouble to keep sharp so was taken off. After engine
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V warmed up indoors, the heat from rear cylinder kept

the oil warm, and it was heavy oil too.

The carburetter gave no trouble, but would take very little

extra air.

Regarding temperatures here this winter daily readings of

thermometer ranged from 0° to 44° in the day time an:l

below that at night—35° w-as a common occurrence.

However, your correspondent might be interested to

know that on account of a verj' dry climate on these plains

one does not mind 30°F. as rnuch as one would 5° in Eastern

Canada.
Have had nose and ears frozen frequently, but moistuvf

is so scarce here that it is not painful, and it is a fad

that someone else often tells you that your cheek or nosi

is frozen before you are aware of it yourself.

Winnipeg.
' LAWSON BURGESS.

Liability cJ Sidecar Drivers.

[5583.]—I noticed in last week's issue that " X.F.B." [lette

No. 5560] is under the impression that by giving a ride t

a friend in his sidecar he becomes liable, in the event o

personal injuries being sustained owing to an accident wit

the cycle, but he is undoubtedly under a misapprehension re

gardrng this. A person is only liable to pay compensatio:
for injury to a passenger when such passenger has paid hir

a fare for being conveyed. The insurance policy he refers t

is the special insurance scheme of the Auto Cycle Union, an
for 15s. per annum certain benefits, including £250 in cas

of death, are covered, and where these benefits are taken oi

in connection with a sidecar the name of the person, to b
covered has to be endorsed 'on the policy, and this is onl

done in cases where a gentleman wishes to insure his wii

or fiancee or friend who regularly rides in the sidecar.

A; H. PRIESTLEY

A pedal-starting device mounted on the horizontal back stay of a twin-
cylinder two-speed Indian. It has been made and fitted by A. Alexander,
of Edinburgh.

Which Wheel Lifis?

[5584. ]^It in your editorial comment, to my letter

the issue of 20th ult., you had said that users of skeleton sid

cars can prove by experience that the sidecar wheel ?i

"does lift," but "can be lifted," I should be inclined t

agree with you, but this was not what I understood to 1

your query. I still hold to my opinion and agree with yoi

correspondent Mr. Mitchell, who states the facts very clearl;

In practice the sidecar wheel when turning a corner awE
from the car does not lift, nor in theory if the combinatic
is being steered as a sidecar can it do so.

I often drive my machine as a 'skeleton sidecar, and und
the following conditions the sidecar wheel can by a feat

considerable strength be forced to leav§ the ground if, fir

the sidecar frame is very light; second, if the sidecar wh
is not too far from the bicycle, that is, if the frame
narrow; and third, and most important, if the bicycle wlr
going round the corner is steering with the body of the ridi

as a bicycle and not as a sidecar combination at all. Tli

requires considerable practice, and is very far from ;

thing to do, as the machine is apt to come over on the ti

of you. It also requires considerable strength, according
the conditions of Nos. 1 and 2. The faster the corner
taken the greater the strength required, of course.

In the same way the front wheel of an ordinary pu;
bicycle does not come off the ground when being ridden
the flat, but a trick rider can force it to do so, and ride
considerable distance on the back wheel only.

E. S. NEW.I

Lightweights in tha A.C.U. Trials.

[5585.]—The most excellent account of the trials in yo|

issue of last week "gives one furiously to think."
In the Quarterly Trials, the Ne^'jjujson single-cyhnci

motor bicycles (292.5 c.c.) are classed as lightweight's, al
awarded first-class certificates. The only Douglas tvM
(340 c.c.) is deprived of a first-class certificate because it

not succeed in equalling the time standard (on the two hil|

pros::ribt^d for the heavyweights.
In the forthcoming light\veight Tourist Trophy Race tj

cylinder capacities fixed by the Auto Cycle Union are .

c.c. for singles and 340 c.c. for twins. 'As regards weig
all those who saw the machines weighed at Kop Hill kn'i
that the New Hudsons were heavier than the' Dougl
machines. I

In the same issue of your paper the same Douglas macliil
and rider were awarded the Trotman cup for the best liglf
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veight in the London-Land's End-London competition. JMost

of yoar readers, especially those who depend for their motor
Jcycling information on your excellent paper, would be obi ;d

tf you could answer this question : If the Douglas motor
picycle is eligible for the lightweight Tourist Trophy Race,
organised by the Auto Cycle Union, why is it ineligible to

rank as a lightweight in the Quarterly Trials, held by the

parae body?
CHARLES S. PATTERSON, 11. B.. M.R.C.S.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trial in Yorkshire.

[5585.]—I wish to protest strongly against the absurd
londitions imposed in the last Quarterly Trial.

Although I made a non-stop run on my 2| li.p. Douglas, I

not awarded even a first-class certificate, because I did
lot climb Sutton Bank at the minimum rate of twenty miles

|er hour.

The Auto Cycle Union has decided that 300 c.c. shall be
Ihe capacity of a lightweight single and 340 c.c. for a light-

weight twin.

If ihe 300 c.c. single were allowed to climb the hiU at

Ifteen miles per hour, why not the 340 c.c. twin?
To expect a machine of 2^ h.p. to climb Sutton Bank at

lie same rate as a 6 h.p. or 7 h.p. machine is obviously
Idiculous, and, unless the regulations for the next trial are

Imended, I for one could not think of entering.

W. B. CilBB.

Liability of Sidecar Drivers.

[55B7.]—Referring to letter No. 5560 re this subject,

3ur correspondent is quite correct in regard to the risk

lin by the owner of the cycle if his passenger should meet
litli an accident; the third party risk has nothing to do
lith the passenger in sidecar.

1 As regards your correspondent's query " Who has done

I?" I n]ay inform him that I have a large number of

lients who drive sidecar macliiiics. and they have taken out

lilicies covering their passengers whilst being driven in

le attachment.
'

ERNEST J. BASS.

Liverpool A. C.C. and Local Police. .

|[55o8.]—I- notice in last week's issue you accuse me of

ling sent a notice to you about tl e Liverpool police,

on are mistaken in this, and also your correspondent, Mr.
riill;i"t. The notice was sent by the assistant secretary,

|r. L. V. Barton, who inti-iided the letter as a warning
motor cyclists. The persons fined were prosecuted for

ite legal "offences, and I agree with your correspondent in

lat respect. I am also of the opinion that the police in

lis district are considerate to motorists, but several motor

Iclists have been warned against speeding on the outskirts

the city, and I strongly advise ride:s against fast travel-

Jig within the city boundary. By so doing they will assist

le police and local riders in upholding the reputation of

Liverpool district. A. J. .JENKINS.
Hon. Sec. and Treas. Liverpool A. C.C.

Dutch Club's Visit lo the Isle of Man.

|[5589.]—We are pleased to note that the members of the

love club aie still in communication with motor cyclists

Irougli your jourral on this side of tlie water. As oel'ore

ited in our letter in Tlir Mntor (~'i/rlc of Decem-
|r 22nd. 1910. we still think that a reliability trial between
Irepre.sentativc team of English riders and members of the

ptch Motor Cycle Club would be the means of introduc-

these two bodies.

J\Ve would again like to suggest that a trial could be

ranged during the Coronation holidays, viz., .June 22nd.

Ird. and 24th. and we should like to hear the views of Mr.
kroen regarding the suggestion.

KVe also beg to point out that the idea is not to organise

bpeed test, but purely one for reliability of machines, with

Jiich no doubt could be incorporated a tour in many of the
leresting towns of Holland.
IWe are most anxious to fix up a good sporting trial with

Dutch boys, and hope this will receive favourable con
leration from all the members of the Dutch Motor Cycle
ub. W. COOPER.

W, PRATT.
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The Recent Attempts^to climb Stoupe Brow.
[5590.]—With reference to Mr. H. W. Fortune's letter

in your last issue, in which he says the Triumph refused to-
hoid the road, may I, as one of the observers, add a few-
details. Mr. Atkinson was certainly thrown off the machine
four or five times, but immediately after, Mr. W. E. Grange
borrowed the same machine, and at the first attempt made
a splendid ascent over the same portion, and continued right
to the top of the S bend, amidst the enthusiastic applause
of the spectators.

Mr. Grange, on his own Bradbury with N.S.U. two-speed
gear, had previously negotiated this bad portion, as several
others have done, without being thrown off the machine.

Stoupe Brow is an extraordinary hill, and it certainly has
a bad surface in places, and that is why I think the A.C.U.
Committee have chosen a fine test hill, for without doubt
there will be many machines fail hopelessly on it. A hill

liko this one will demonstrate the disadvantages of certain
spring forks over bad roads ; also it will sliow the dis-

advantages of those two-speed gears which require the
bottom gear to be held in engagement by a pedal (a

point ou which I notice " I.xion " made a few comments in

your la.st issue).

Ako there are two or three easy stretches where two or
three-speed machines will score over singie-geared machines
which will require to be geared so low in order to Burmount
the stiff gradients.

If members of the Scarborough and Harrogate Clubs dare
attempt to ride the hill, surely the trade and expert riders
in the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials dare to try it, and show us
what machines can climb it.

The portion oft the beach which is known as Stoupe Bank
has not yet been sncce.ssfully negotiated, but above this
portion there is a Folendid straight and level stretch as a
starting point for the Brow itself.

J. W. F. TRANMER.

SUM.\L\RY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
-•^ letter addre.^sed to N. S. Hussain, The Palace, Nahan,

India, has been returned to us through the Dead Letter
Office. If this paragraph should catch the eye of the
correspondent, the letter shall be forwarded on our hearing
from him.

H. Martin writes that he used Pratt's, not Shell, spirit

when making the record at Canning Town referred to in

our last two issues.

>—<»(••—<

THE BRISTOL B. AND M.C. OPEN HILL- CLIMB.
FORMULA RESULTS.

The following official re5,ults on A.C.U. formula reached us

after the report of the above event, published on pages 454-

456. had gone to press

:

Class 1.

1. 11. (i. Dixon {New Hudson)
2. W. W. Douglas (Douglas)

5. F. Ball (Douglas)

Ci-.\ss l.\.

1. \V. W. .Moore (Humber)
2. A. J. Woodhoiise iNew Hudson)

H. Berwick (Humber) disqualified for pedalling.

CI..A.SS 2.

•1. .1. Slaughter (L.M.C.)
2. P. Brewster (Norton)

5. A. L. Ommaney (Kudge)
•Disqualification under consideration.

Ci.ASS 3.

1. P. Brewster (Norton)

2. A. L. Ommaney (Rudge)

3. 0. Gibson (Rudge)

Classes 5 and 7 were o:i time only. Class 4—No results

are yet available.
Ci.ASS 8.

1. \V. W. Douglas (Douglas)

2. J. B. Kellar (Triumph)

5. Eli Oark (Douglas)

Ci..\ss 9.

1. K. Tvio'-v-liani i Douglas)

2. G. L. Fletcher (Douglas)

3. F. C. Wasley (Douglas)
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TIME TO L16HT LAMPS
%;;s<»^-^^-<y^'»'^^^^'iy>S$,^<$:^»^»^$S^:^^y

J*
'"_' \ o3 SPECIAL FEATURES

i^Pi
(GREENWICH)

May 4th 8.25 u.m/
,, 6th 8,29 ".,

,, 8th 8.32 '.,

,, 10th ... 8.35 .

Another Motor Cycle Stolen.

A 1909 standard Triumph motor cycle
wa« stolen on the 29th ult., of which
the brief specification is as follows ; No.
AU 389, engine No. 5,650, frame No.
138,681, of 23/3/09, Clincher tyres leather
belt. If seen the Long Eaton police

should be informed of its whereabout.-;.

Motoi Cyclist and Airman.

Motor cyclists generally will be inter-

ested to learn that George A Barnes, the
former motor cycle record holder, will

be seen again in motor cycle competition
this year. Barnes has been riding a 3^
h.p. two-speed Humber for some weeks
past, on which he has made several long
runs on southern roads.

Chatting with Barnes the other day
a correspondent learnt that he was in

excellent health. His riding weight is

nearly two stones more than when he
last appeared in motor cycle competitions,
over three years ago. He was a com-
petitor In the Bristol Club's hill-climb

last Saturday.

In his serious accident at the last flying-

meeting—at Folkestone—he sustained a
compound fracture of the left arm.
Twice previously he had the same arm
broken as the result of motor cycle racing
spills. The wrist is not quite right yet

—

being a little stiff at times—but with
electrical massage treatment he has
almost regained proper use of it.

Barnes is not relinquishing aviation,
we learn, having been engaged to appear
at the Jubilee fetes at Douglas in July,
where he will pilot a monoplane and
probably a passenger-carrying biplane.

Our photograph shows Barnes starting
for a run, and is the first taken of him
as a motor cyclist for some years.

George A. Barnes, tiie famous aviator, who has
returned to his old love—the motor cycle—and has
selected a two-speed Humber.

Three-speeders in Demand.
The demand for the three-speed new

Hudson has become so great that the

makers are overworked in every corner of

their motor cycle department. Roy W.
Walker, formerly with the Swift and
Premier Cycle Companies, and a well-

known rider and owner of liiley.

Triumph, and N.L.G. machines, has

lately been appointed sales manager of

the 'New Hud.-^on Cvcle Co.. Ud.

FUTURE EVENTS.
May 6.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill Climb

at Kop.
,, 13—South-east London M.C.C. Open

Hill Climb.
„ 27.—Herts. County A.C.Open Speed Trials.

June 2-5.—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and
and Return Journey for the M.C.C.
Challenge Cup.

,, to.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill Climb
Shelsley Walsh.

,, 17.—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

,, 30.—Junior Tourist Trophy Race in the

Isle of Man.
July 3.—Senior Tourist Trophy Race in the

Isle of Man,
4.—Kilometre Speed Trials on Douglas

Promenade, Isle of Man.
,, 8.—A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre Elimin-

ating Trial for Club Championship

Bristol Club's Open Hill Climb

:

Formula and Time Placings.

A Scamper in Brittany.

Road and Track Records.

incidents of the Quarterly Trials.

Cycle Club this year, as they intend
participate in an inter-club competil
with the North-West London M.C
There was a good entry, and the major
of Continental makes were represent
among them being Motosacoche, Peugs
Magnat-Debon, N.S.U., M.R., Excels
Terrot, Alcyon, etc. The winner or

4 h.p. M.R. covered the course 'in 2h.
The second rider rode a 2 h.p. Peugf
his time being 2h. 23m. 50s.

; and
third a 2% h.p. Motosacoche, time
45m.. 45s. Change-speed gears were lit

to the M.R., Terrot, and N.S.U. machii
and behaved extremely well. The t

of the winner is considered excel!

when the hills in the neighbourhood
Serrieres are taken into considerat
The results by classification are :

Tniiti) 0]? X Litre Clas.s (333 e.c;

1. Motosacoche.
2. M.B.
3. Petigeot.

JUABTEU. OF .4 LiTKK Cl.ASS (250 i;.c.|

1. Peugeot.
2. Magnat-Debon.
3. Motosacoche.

The Six Days' Record.
Despite seven punctures on the

day of his six days' record attei|

which delayed him an hour and a

Albert E. Catt completed his taslJ

458 miles on Monday, and left EdinbJ
early nest morning for London. Quite e

on, ill-luck dogged him, for he suffi

a burst tyre before reaching Newc
but after repairs he still kept plud
on. Catt passed through Newcastli
9 45 a.m. on Tuesdav.

Stoupe Brow and the Six Days' Trials.

The A.C.U. Committee has decided that

Stoupe Brow will not be included in the

third day's route of the Six Days' Trials.

An alternati%'e route lias been arranged,
and competitors will travel northward
from Scarborough along the main road
over the moors to Whitby, taking the left-

hand fork after Cloughton. Leaving
Whitby, the men will proceed through
Ruswarp up Blue Bank, Sleights, and the
Devil's Elbow to Pickering, and thence to

Malton. Part of this road was covered in

the reverse direction in the Quarterly
Trial. It will be remembered that last week
we pointed out that Stoupe Brow was
coneidered to be an unfair test, and
suggested its omission from the Trials.

French Touring " Trial."
The Lyons Motor Cycle Cltib held a

touring trial, which was in reality a road
race over a course between Lyons, Pont
D'Ain, Serrieres, Bourg, and Lyons,
distance lOSj miles, on April 23rd.

Greater interest will be taken in com-
petitions organised by the Lyons Motoi'

A. E. Catt at Newcastle-on-Tyne on MondayJ
on which day he covered 458 miles in hi3 atta

to set up another six days' record. He has f
delayed by tyre troubles.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE GAINING FAVOUR
AMONG LADIES.

a

m Mrs. Hardee (3^ P. & M.J and Miss Knight
111

I
Motosacociiei.'wlio toolt part in llie newly-

llormed Broolidale M.C.C.opening run to Brighton.

Idstrom coming to England again.

pscax- Hedstroui, the talented designer

Ithe Indian, will come over to England
Vly in Jime, to look after the Indian
lers' interests in the Tourist Trophy
Ice. Jake De Rosier is expected to

lompany him.

Hew Single-cylinder Hour Record.

C. Godfrey's longstanding smgK-
inder hour lecord 'in a 3^ h.p. Rex, to

Drove upon wliiih over a score of

lenipts have been made, was captured

\\ . F. Newsunic at his fir.st time of

ing on a 3i h.p. Triumph la.^l week.
|ws(ime travelled exactly 128 yards

Itlier than Godfiey in the 60 minutes,

11 the record i.< slightly umlei- a

, niinate. Xowsonie s siicce.'s.s will,

predict, give this recoid a new lease

Jlifc. We have aluadv heard of two
Ither attempt; p'.-imiid for this week.

Jdients cJ F jp Hill.

veral n.ders have enquired the

|;pest graJ.eut oi Kop Hill. Princes

borough. From the cDilonr section

page 441, it will be feen that the

fepest section is near the summit and

rages 1 in 5.2. Fcr a yard or two the

Jienl actually measiues 1 in 5. Kop
ll is. in our opinion, the finest dis-

lery in competition hills up to the

•sent, and the Herts County A.C. has

lely obtained permission to use it

|t Saturday.

It of the Tourist Tcophy Races.

ne are again reminded that the cost

lliolding the International Auto Cycle

Jrist Trophy Races in the Isle of Maji
very heavy, aiT^ Jiat this year it

be heavier still. The course is

^er ; there are two races instead of

The entrance fees have been
leased, but the A.C.V. c.-timate.-; that

these will not proportionately cover the
increased outlay. The value of the race.<

to the motor industry generally i.s nn-

disputed, therefore the committee of the

A.C.U. makes an urgent appeal to all

motorists to subscribe something towards
the cost of holding the races. The
amounts, which should be sent to llr.

F-. Straight, secretary A.C.U., Pall Mall,
London. S.W. . will be acknowledged in

these columns. Application for subscrip-

tion sheets may be addressed to the
Rditor '/'/,.• Miifoi C licit. 20. Tudor St .

E.G.

A Peculiar Accident.

\ motor cyclist residing in the Mid-
lands, who owns an old-fashioned trie.-x>.

writes saying that on Satiu'da.y, the 15th

ult., he hacl occjision to jouniey from
Coventry to Warwick (completing the

distance in one and a half hours). In the

latter town, while making a circuit rotmd
the lamp on the Castle Hill, his machine
got broadside on to rather a steep

gradient, and. losing its equilibrium,
overturned. Both passengers were un-

hurt, but the one in front in falling

knocked over a little girl who. unfortu-

nately, cut her chin on the kerb.

For this affair the driver of the tricar

was summoned at the instigatiin ol a

road surveyor, the charge being that of

"driving in a manner dangerous to the

public."

Record Entry for Saturday's Hill-climb.

A telegram from .Mr. C. C. Cooke, the
Herts. County A.C. secretary, announces
that there are over 200 entries for that
club's open hill-climb iie.xt Saturday.
The venue is Kop Hill, near Princes
Risborough. In view of the large entry,

motor cyclists, both competitors and
spectators, aie urged to drive with the

greatest consideration for other road users.

The M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Prospective competitors in the above

event are lemiiided tnat time is progrei-s

ing and Whitsun will soon be here.

Riders desirous of joining the club to

participate should apply for membership
without delay to the hoii. sec. . ilr. A.
Candler. 1, Lime Grove, Shepherd's
Bush. W. Every year riders apply for

membership too late to allow for their
election, and. in consequence, they are
disappointed. The entries up to date are
nine motor bicycles, four sidecais.

and two cars. Last year ninety-nine
motor bicycles, fifteen sidecars, and
twenty-three cars were entered, and this

year more sidecars are expected.

A Clabioom for Glasgow.

Glasgow motor cyclists have laboured
under the disability of having no club
room or similar premises, but this want
has been removed by the enterprise of

Jlr. Wm. Dickie who has provided, free

of all cost, a comfortably appointed
lounge in connection with his garage at

250, Great Western Road. This was
declared open by Mr. .John Gow, president

of the Glasgow M.C.C. The speaker stated
that Mr. Dickie desired all motor cyclists,

whether users of the' garage or not, to

make full and free use of the accommoda-
tion, and they must not feel themselves
placed under any obligation thereby.
.4,boiit sixty well-known motor cyclists

assembled at the opening, and all were
hospitably entertained by the proprietor.

' who has establi.shed a commanding posi-

tion in the motor cycle trade in Scotland.

Mrs. W. B. Glbb (Dougia ii and Mrs. Baxter (Rei), who competed in the hill-oiimb at Lansdown Bead, Old

Weston, near Bath. Mrs. Baxter had ridden from Liverpool (or this event.
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Second 1911 Aonthly Aeeting of the B.M.C.R.C.
SPLENDID RACING. HIGH SPEEDS.

C. R. Collier (Matchless) and W. F. Newsome (Triumph) annex World's Records.

THE weathei- was distinctly favourable I'oi' the second
meeting of the British Motor Cycle Racing Club,
though a strong south-westerly wini was blowing.
The attendance was fairly good, and the racing

provided ranch that was of interest, as will be seen later.

The dull deserves the heartiest congratulation on its pro-

gramme, which not only gives the necessary information to

allow the races to be followed easily, but gives in addition

a distance table noting the equivalent railes worked out

to five places of decimals for the number of laps covered,

a speed table, and a list of existing records, two of which,
by the way. were broken during the afternoon.

Performances in the Junior Event.
The first event \\as the Second One Hour Junior T.T.

Race, the sole conditions being that the competing machines
conformed to the 1911 T.T. regulations, briefly that the
siirgle cylirMiers did not exceed 300 c.c. and the multi-

the eighteenth round Barnes lapped .Juhusou ou the hnishing

line. Result

:

Rider and machine. mm. c.c. Miles. Yd.s.

F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua) 76x65.5 297 48 746

F. P. Johnson (Matchless-Jap) 76x65.5 297 46 1.317

'V. Wilberforce (N.L.G.-Jap) 76x65.5 297 —
^Retired at end of eighth lap.

It is interesting to compare the distance cosered by H.

V. Colver, winner of the first Junior T.T. Race. Using a

76 x 54 mm. Matchless-Jap, he covered 48 miles 1.558

yards—822 yards more than Barnes.

The Relay Race.
The second event of the afternoon was the fmir-lap relay

race, for pairs of motor cycles, one of each pair fitted with
a single-cylinder and the othfr with a multi -cylinder engine,

the combined capacity of the two not exceeding 1,500 c.c.

Whichever partner chose started first, each covering altei-

nate laps. Every competitor w;hen starting had to have his

machine resting on the- line, and was not allowed to cross

this except after the fottrth lap. A coloured scarf was worn
by each pair of competitors, and hafided from one to the

other at the conclusion of the first three laps. This scarf

had to be worn and not carried.- The pairs competing were:
Name, cylinder, and machine. " ram. c.c.

, (F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap) ... 85.5 x 85 488

\

' IH. A. Collier (2 Matchless) ... 85.5 x 85

G. Bell (Norton) 79 xlOO
'A. J. Luce (2 Bat) 85 x 65

(W. F. Guiver (Kerry) 85 x 88

(S. A. Denman (2 Bat-Jap) ... 85 x 58

fV. J. Surridge (Rudge) ... 85 x 88

IF. P. Johnson (2 Matchless) ... 76 x 64

'-{I

976 J

490\
740/

1,4641

1.230

1

659} 1.1581

580} 1.0791

y~

i, >

t ' t *!

At full speed during the Senior Hour T.T. Race.

:ylinders 340 c.c, and that the
machines should be efficiently silenced.
There were only four entries, and of

these Jfartin had suffered a broken
spring fork the day before and had
damaged his hand, so could not com-
pete. At the end of the first lap-
VVilberfurce and Barnes ran almost
neck and neck, while Johnson was
tar behind, his iiachine appearing to
be geared too highly. Barnes led in
the second lap, but in the next round
Wilberforce, the winner of the 65
ra.p.h. handicay on Easter Monday,
took the lead, which he kept until the
fourth lap. while Johnson lost more
and more ground, until in the tifth lap
Barnes thoroughK' established the posi-
tion he had gained in the pjevious
round, and Johnson was half a lap
behind. In the eighth lap Barnes
continued to gain ground, and Johnson was threequarters
ot a lap behind; Wilberforce. who had put up such a good
fight at the outset, then had to stop, as the exhaust rocker
pm of his engine fell out. This was replaced, but as there
was still no compression he retired. Barnes and Johnson
then continued to run consistently, and in the tenth lap
the former signalled that he would need more petrol when
he next came round. The next lap he stopped and had
his tank refilled with petrol in remarkably quick time. .-\t

The procession up the hill £t the start of the Senior Race.

Of the other entrants, Martin did not compete for the
reason stated above ; Miller, who was paired with Johnson,
had the cylinder head of his engine blow off. and Goodacre,
who had been paired with Luce, had had a smash the day be-
fore. Guiver broke a belt and had to retire, thus eliminating
the team ; Surridge came in much too fast and overshot
the line, while Bell and McNab managed well. In the
second round Collier came in at a tremendous pace and
stopped neatly. McNab promptly popped the scarf over
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head, and, putting an end in liis mouth, was quickly
ler way. Bell took the scarf from his partner, but
not put it over his head. In the third round JlcNab

|i|jped promptly, and so did Bell, but Luce went off with
engine firing on only one cylinder. In the last round

llier was first home, romping in at a splendid speed.

Isult : Collier and McXab, Ist ; Bell and Luce. 2nd.

scords BroKen in the Second T.T. Hcur Race.
Ihe ne.xt event, the second One Hour .Senior T.T. Race.

was a most interesting
one. There wexe 19
starters. The most
remarkablf feature of

this race was the
consistent running of

C. R. Collier. He
Jed easily in the Krst

round, and not only
kept his place, but
improved his position
lap by lap. In the
third lap lie led by
about a mile, and in

the seventh by about
a lap. Surridge made
a gallant fight for

second place, which
ho held for twelve
laps and then ran
out of petrol. New-
some, who had been
running with wonder-
ful consistency, then
assumed second place,

which he maintained.
Stanley (Singer), who
had been third for

S. Burney's 3j h.p. Rudge. An in-
resting ntment will be noticed on this

lachine. A pipe is conducted from ttie

air inlet to tlie saddle, so that pure
r only may be drawn into the engine. Tho
rburetter is the new variable jet B. and B.

a dozen laps, and was once second, afterwards
|p)jed back. Haswell, who had been travelling in good
In. retired at the eleventh' lap with a broken petnjl pipe.
|nley was obviously in trouble at the seventeenth lap.

at the twentieth slopped through valve trouble, while
Idle eighteenth round Harrison Watson stopped for oil.

result was as follows :

faille and machine. mm.
Collier (Matchless) ... 76 x 64

F. Newsomc (Triumph) 85 x 88
Is, Burnev (Rudge) ... 85 x 88
E. Stanley (Singer) ... 85 x 88

\\. .\IcNab (TruiDp-jap) 85.5 x 85
f. Surridge (Rudge) ... 85 x 88

iGibson (Rudge) ... 85 x 88
iGnrdon Bell (Norton) ... 79 x 100
A. Hill (Rudge) ... 85 x 86

l-f. Watson (Xjinmphl ... 85 x 88

[ho most interesting part of tliis ratv is that C. R. Collier
the Class D record' (ma.ximum capacity 750 c.c.)

:

J.ious best. J. T. Bashall (two-cvlindcr Bat-jap), 85.5 x
|666 c.c. 62 miles 1,300 yards, 22nd June, 1910. Collier's

f ne, it will be noticed, wac only 580 c.c.

c.c. Miles Yds.

580 63 735
499 59 1,478
499 57 869
499 56 1,540

488 55 1,358
499 51 1,11*

499 50 420
490 49 771
499 48 1,616
499 48 970

F. Newsome, who rode a stripped Tourist Trophy
liinpii free from fakements of any kind, beat 0. d.
Ifraj's record on a one-cylinder Rex. 84 x 89. 488 c.c.
Imiles 1,550 yard^. 24tii November, 1909. Both the
Ichless and Triuniiih Companies earn our heartiest
gratulations.

F. quiver's 3^ h.p. T.T. Kerry-Abingdon had a
hber of interesting fitments, including two plugs with
I'oss-over switch in case of trouble, a "Bowden controlled
bar oil pump, and a large funnel to the main air
of the carburetter, with an oil v^^lease pipe from the

pk case leading into it.

In interesting machine was the 3^ h.p. Matchless, ridden
IHariy Collier, which was (itfed with a short-stroke
J.P. engine. 90 mm. by 77^ mm. bore and stroke, with
fcibic cajiacity of 494 c.c. It ran with great regularitv
jing the Hour Race, but seemed hardlv up to 60 m.p.h.

45i

in the strong wind. As it was the last entry, it may have
been an over-new engine which was not tuned up enough
owing to lack of time.

C. S. Burney's 3J h.p. Rudge, which was the second
smgle-cylinder machine in the Senior Hour Race, was the
same one on which he did a non-stop in the Quarterly
Trials. It was, of course, stripped and fitted with racing
tyres, handle-bars, etc. One of the new variable jet B. and
B. carburetters was used with a long up-turned pipe from
the extra air inlet. C. S. Bui-ney and Alan Hill were doinp
lap after lap at practically the "same speed on their siste!
mounts. V. J. Surridge completed laps at 61 m.p.h.

OPEN SPEED TRIALS.
The Nottingham and District M.C.C. lia.v arranged ai

important event foi- .June 10th. Permission has beei
obtained to use the Clipstone track—considered to be th
fastest in England—for an open speed event, and ten classe.s
liave been included in the programme embiacing all type.-
of motor bicycles.

(1) F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua), winner of the second Hour Junior T.T. Race.
The speed of the Junior Japs has exceeded alt expectations.

'21 The ever-victorious C. R. Collier and his 5 h.p. Matchless-Jap. By coverin

63 miles 735 yards in an hour he created a new record.
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1,882 MILES IN SIX DAYS. J

I

Xo doubt it .will occasion gieat surprise among our readers
to know that the rider mentioned in our last issue (page
430) wlio intended to make an attempt on the above
record, starting on Monday last, is none other than the
holder himself, A. E. Catt.

-Mr. Catt ascertained that two motor cyclists, both well-
known men (and record holders) were making arrangements
lu break the record which he put up under adverse weather
conditions in November last, so he decided to forestall them
and show what he could do when the days were long and the
roads good.

E,ead rs will note that Mr. Catt not only intends to cover
four gold medal routes the first four days, but piling more
mileage on the top of them each day, viz., Nftrthampton to
London, to Edinburgh, Edinburgh to London, London to
Exeter, then to Northampton and back ; Northampton to
Holyhead and back.

Miles.
MoNDAT, May Isi.—Northampton to London and

London to Edinburgh ^58

'I'desdat, May 2nd.—Edinburgh to London (390 miles),

and on way back turn off at Newark and go to
Lincoln and back, which is about 34 miles ... 424

Mil.

Wednesday, May 3rd.—London, Exeter, London, and

on to Northampton
Thursday, May 4th.—Northampton to Holyhead and

back
Friday, May 5tu.—Northampton to Dorchester and

Southampton, then vid Towcester to Coventry

and back to Northampton ;.

S.\'iURDAY, May 6th.—Northampton to London and

back to Northampton vid Weedon. Then to North-

ampton and Yarmouth and back to Northampton 4

Total ...2.6

We inspected Mr. Catt's standard clutch Triumph
Saturday last, and also sealed the cylinder to the fran

as on "the occasion of his previous ride, and notice

that the equipment comprised Clincher rubber-studd

tyres, Stanley-Derraatine belt. Lucas lamp and generate

Cowey speedometer. The rider carries no spare cov

01- belt, and informed us that the machine on wliich

hopes to beat his own previous performance has run 9.5

miles. Signed postcard.? will Ije addressed to Thi Mot
Oi/ch notifying the editor of his [irogresa.

>•» <

SOUTH LONDON M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB.
The above club ha.s arranged a motor cycle hill-climbing

competition on Saturday, Mby 13th, to commence at 2 p.m.,

on a hill within a few miles of London, of which the entrants
will be notified two days before the event. The classes are

n s folio ws :

Class 1.—Junior T.T. machines. For machines having a
I ubical capacity not exceeding 300 c.c. for singles and 340 c.c.

lor twins.

Class IL—^Standard Touring Lightweights. For standard
touring lightweights only, not exceeding 120 lbs. in weight.

Class III.—T.T. single-cylinder machines not exceeding
600 c.c.

Class IV.—Standard touring single-cylinder machines.

Class v.- Standard touring twin-cylinder machines.
Class VI.—Standard touring singles and twins fitted w

variable gears only.

Class VII.—Any type of single or twin, not exceedi

1,000 c.c;

Class VIII.—Passenger machines (three wheels onl

Variably geared machines are eligible in any class.

The latest date for receipt of entries is : Ordinary fei

noon, Saturday. May 6th ; double fees, first post Wednesda
May 10th.

Hon. sec, Mr. V. Edwards, 9, Honor Oak Park, S.E.

BRISTOL CLUB'S OPEN BILL-CLIMB NEAR 'BATH.

P. Brewster (3^ h.p. Norton) inakiug a good ascent in the racing ciass. tiv' used a new pattern carburetter known as the *' C.A.P."
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DN Saturday afternoon last the
Dublin and District Motor Cycle
Club held the first speed trials

of tlie season on PdrtmarnOck
ich, about eight miles from the city,

progrannne included a two miles
ices' handica)!. an open four miles
itch race, and an open 26 miles
dicap.

large entry was .secured for each
lit. and there was a gond attendance
the public. The meeting altogether
ed that the pastime in the district

|irogressed wonderfully.
. Saul (45 sees.), on a 3^ h.p. J.A.P.,
the two miles novices' race, J. H.

SPEED TRIALS AT PORTMARNOCK.
Taylor (40 sees.) being second on his 3i
h.p. Budge, V. Barton (15 sees.). 3i h.pt
T. r. Triumph, securing third place.
There were eighteen entries for the

open four miles scratch race, and it

proved a grand event, with plenty of
excitement at the turns. C. B. Franklin
(4 h.p. Indian) won easily ; \\". Curtis
(3J. h.p. T.T. Triumph) was second, J.
Healv (3^ h.p. Rudgt-) third, and C. E.
.Murphy (3i h.p, T.T. Triumph) fourth.
The winner s time was 5 mins. IS sees.

The 26 Miles Handicap.
Thirteen started in the 26 miles han-

dicap, but by half the distance there

was a notable thinning from various
causes. N. Drury, w-ho was at /scratch,
conceded 8 mms. 40 sees, to the limit
man, his nearest neighh lur, Green
(on an 8 h.p. J.A.P.) getting away
three minutes before him. Drury
made a fine effort- but could only
finish seventh, .)". A. Carville, witli

4 mills. 20 sees, .-^t.-rt, getting home first

on his 5i h.p. I'rium'^h. W. Curtis
(5 mins.), 3^ h.p. Triumph, was second.
C. B. Franklin (4 mins. 25 sees.) third.
.T. Healy (4 rains. 30 sees.) fourth, V.
Barton (5 rains.) fifth, and C. E. Mnrphy
(4 mins. 20 sees.) sixth.
Other meetings are being arranged.

.1^

Motor Cycle

Racing on Port-

marnock Beach

on Saturday.

Start of the four

miles scratch

race.

SIX HOURS' TRACK RECORD BEATEN.
X iSaturday . last at Bi'ooklauds
l.ieut. R. X. Stewart, mounted on
.1 3; h.p. I'mmp-Jap, SSi x 85
mm., made a start at 11717 a.m.

1 attempt to bneak the six hours'
I for 500 c.c. engines. 'Tho wind
liluwing stiongly from the south-
mid many Inavy rain and hail

Is foil, rendering the track, at times
like a she^t nf water; the

. therefore, was much against
idcr. Stewart nffered a good deal
wet and cold, .iiij was troubled a
deal liy his rubber belts .slipping,

lich he used two.

the commencc=ment the rider maiii-

I an average speed of about fifty to

wii miles all hour until the rain
.vhen hv had to stop to shorleii his

he also stoppe.i in the .-iixth Ian for
ture which causej a uclay of five

?. Stojis for petrol or to tighten
It wero a.Vo made in thf 29th,

46th, 53rd. 68th. 84tli. and 86lh
but the intrepid recurd aspirant
eadily on. riding nniguiticently.

he 76th Ian a stop of eight miinite.s

ecessary owing to a broken pipe,
the excejitinii of the above-men-

ncidcTits the motor and the
e ran without a hit,-h. At the

i <if the s;a11i hnnr Mr. Stewart
dden 254 miles 37 yards, which 's

Td for a single cylinder engine not
ing 500 c.c. The fnlinwing are
|Hcial times and speeds :

46 miles 772 vds.
9,5 1.387 ..

132 1,559 ,,

176 ., 1,443 ,,

215 „ 95 ,,

254 .. 37 „
"Pr-cord for class

JVJr. Stewart's intermediate times
interesting. They

50 miles in

100 „ „
150 ,. ,,

200 „ „
250 „ ,.

u'c as under

:

64m. 14.25s
125m. 13.56s
254m. 26.53s
272m. 19.318
3S4m. 2.21s.

Lieut. Stewart, wlio brok" the six hours' sin'le-
c,viinder motor bicycle recora last Saturday cover-
ing 254 miles in that lime. Tlie rcfleclion ot bis
machine in the water shows the sute of the tracli

.\ir. Stewart used a .J.A.P. carburetter,
Bosch magneto. Lyso and Shamrock
rubber belts, and Hutchinson tyres.

THE FUTURE MOTOR CYCLE.

AS is well-known, the leading motoi
cycle manufacturers are continu
ally experimenting with new
Ideas aid fitments for the improve

ments oi their machines. In this coiinec
tion, change-speed gears have received.
MKj will continue to receive, the mast
venous attention. Though all the
slandaid J numph motor cycles are single-
beared, the change-speed gear has foi
yc'ars engaged the company's cai-efui con-
sideiatiun. and we are" informed on
excellent authority that the latest ,,,0
duct.on of the firm exhibits much promise
It would, l>owever. be futile for readei.-
to write for details at this stage. An
otiier (inn who have hitherto exploited
the single-geared machine, Bradburv
and Co.. Ltd.. to wit, are experimenting
with a countershaft gear which so fai
liiis l)ehaved in a manner most excmpiai \-.

SECOND GRANT BY THE ROAD
BOARD.

We are able to announce the publica-
tion of the second list of grants by the
l^lad Board from the PvOad.s Improvement
1-' nnd. The list includes improvements
in Shropshire, Rutlandshire. Pembroke-
shire, Cheshire. Norfolk. 'We.st Sussex,
the Isle of Ely, Essex. East Suffolk.
Oxfordshire. Northamptonshire. Lincoln-,
shire (Kest«yen), and Linlithgow. The
grants in this list to the county conncils
and other highway authorities total
£68.849.
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The Bristol B, and !\.C. Open Hill-climb.

This illustration gives a good idea of the S bend, which, as will be seen, wa^> not seveie. The selection of the hill was, by general consent, an excellent one.

THE above event took place on Saturday last on a hill

known as Lansdown Road, about a quarter of an
hour's journey from Bath. The course was a long

one, about a mile and a third in extent. The road
was narrow, but the surface was good on the whole, thougli

a trifle rough near the top. The curves were eaisy near
Uie start, but there was a difficult S bend two-thirds of the
way up. Where the gradient was at its worst (about 1 in

4^-5) was quite near the finish. Our observation was made
on the above-mentioned bend where most of the incidents

occurred, from which a fine panorama of the City of Bath
could be seen. The wind blew across the course more or
less in favour of the competitors, and fortunately there was
practically no traffic, which is exceptional on a hill so near a
town. There was d large crowd of spectators under the
able management of ^lesfis. W. Cooper and Alec Ross, who
on this occasion were clerks of the course. Classes 1 and la
were smartly run off.

The results on time are as under :

Ci,.\ss 1.

1. H. G. Di.xoii (New Hudson) X
2. F. Ball (Douglas) 9|s.

3. W. W. Douglas (Douglas) 18|s.

The above placing awaits decision of judges owing to a
protest lodged by F. Ball.

Cla,ss Ia.

1, W. W. Moore (Humber) ... ... ^- 9|s.

*2. H, Berwick (Humber) -I- 65s.

A. .J. Woodhouse (New Hud.son) made fattest time not-
withstanding a slop nn the hill.

Pedalled

The Lightweight Events.
Events Nob. 1 and la were for machines having a cubic;il

capacity not exceeding 340 c.c. for twin and 300 for singlr

cylinder, maximum weight of machine 130 lbs.. tAvo or three

speeds or fixed gear. No pedalling allowed. Results workeil

on A.C.U. formula and fastest time.

Class 1 consisted almost exclusively of Douglas machine-'^

W. Douglas appeared to make the fastest ascent, a contract

to Eli Clark, who followed him. Clark was much slower
his heavier weight naturally making an appreciable differ

ence. Gibb came up in good form sitting on the carriei

Wasley. another Dmiglas rider, was making a .'teady ascent

when H. G. Dixon, on a two-cylinder New Hudson, with
m.o.i.v. Jap-.Tnnior T.'i'. engine, came up at a splendid pa

rapidly overhauling him. He oidy succeeded in avoiding
the Douglas rider by a hair s breadth. Kickhan, Ball, an-l

Fletcher, all on Douglas m-ichines. made excellent perform
ances. In class la W. Moore (2 h.p. Humber), came uj)

well. H.. Berwick, on a similar machine, changed down and
then pedalled. A. J. Stevens (A.J. S.) made a good ascent

Dixon-Davis (A.J.S.) came up well. The A.J.S. machines
ridden by Fair and Adams were disqualified for exceeding
the weight limit (130 lbs.) Woodhouse (New Hudson) stopped,
float chamber dry.

Event 2, for touring machines with engines for single-

cylinder machines not exceeding 500 c.c. and 750 c.c. for

multi-cylinder machines, two or three speeds or fixed gear.,

pedalling prohibited. Results on A.C.U. formula and fastest,

time.

Douglas and Eli Clark, both on Douglas machines, came up'j

in excellent style. Gibb, who was similarly mounted, tod'

his hand off the handle-bars to change speed on tlie seco' '1

bend, when he swerved and fell, leaving the machine witli
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[he Bristol B. and M.C Hill-climb.
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H. Reed Dot overtaking F. C. Wasley iDouglasi in Class 2. and narrowly

ivoidin^ a collision by passing Wasley on the wrong side. II the Bristol Club

pfilcials did err, it was in sending the com|>etitors up the hill too quickly.

engine running in tRt road. He picked it ill) with the

Igine still buzzing inerrily round, when it suddenly left him
Id charged the nearest gra.sa bank, much to everyone's

Imsement. Biewster's performance on tlie Norton w.is the

Ixt to create excitement, as his speed and magnificent

living called for universal admiration. U. Vatee (liuinber)

Ime up well on top speed. G. A. Harnes, the old racing

an, whose name is now more often associated with fl^'inj;

Ian motor cycle riding, seemed liajdly at home on his two-

leed Humber, .since he nearly ^topped hy deprossiiif; the

lake instead of the low speed pedal. KeJhi4 ( rrininph) came
well, as did also Percy liutler (Dot) and Suivtheman

|..M.C.) Slauiiliter (L.M.C.) evoked much cntlnisia.-,m by
splendid riding ajid ei|ually splendid speed. lieiss

Iriiimph). Waslev (Douglas), who changed down, and Cate.-

liiinlier) all inade gooii ascents. H. Keed (two-cyl. Doti

|nrly came to grief, ajid "Ply saved himsell by cutting in

wrong side, and even iJien there was nothing to spare,

kod driving and a fine display of nerve ulone saved thr

luation. Ommaney !Kudi;e) came up well, but took the

Vners rather wide. B. A. Hill (Rudge), .]. Gibson (Rudge).

liner (Triiimpli), F. Ball (Douglas). Fletcher (Douglas). Fail

I.J.S.), .Adams i.A.,I.S.), aiid Dixon-Davis (A.J.S.l all madi
pd a.scents. Kesult of Class 2 ;

1. H Reed (2-cvl. Dot-Jap) X
2. .J. Slaughter" (L.M C.) ^s.
3. P. Brewster (Norton) 3is.

4. A. L. Ommanev (Rudge) 12is.

Slaughter was disijualified for u.sing aji inetticient silencer,

the decision is awaiting the B.B. and M.C. s committee
feting, as Slaughter iHotested against the judge's ruling,

machine used was the same one he rode at the Sutton
nk, Coventry. Oxford, and ottioi hill-climbs.

Event 3.—Touring Class.
Jor touting machines with single-cylinder engines not
leeding 500 c.c, fixed gear, no pedalling allowed, T.T,
hines excluded. Results on -\.C.U. formula and fastest time.
Brewster (Norton) again made a star performance, while
liighler (L.M.C.) appeared to make an equally good a.scent.

I superb corner work being especially 'admired. J. Milnei
lumph) took the comer a trifle wide, but managed satis-

lorily, while R. 0. Moore (Humber) stopped. S. Wriglil
fmber) made a good ascent. .J. Kellar (Triumph), P.
:ler (Dot), fl. W. Smytheman (L.M.C), E. C. Heiss
fumph), A. L. Ommaney (Rudge). and .J. Gibson (Rudge)
Icame up in good tonn. Result on time

:

1. P. Brewster (Norton)
Fastest single-cylinder.

2. J. Slaughter (L.M.C.)
Slaughter disqualified as in Event 2.

3. A. L. Ommaney (Rudge)
4. J. Gib.son (Rudge)

X

Vs.

1.5i3.

20is.

Ladies' Class.
Variable gears allowed. Pedalling }jrohibited. Result on

A.C.U, formula.

Mrs. W. B. Gibb (Douglas) came up past the steep bend
in good style. .Nfiss Hind (5 h.p. Rex) came up at a splendid
pace, and .Mrs. Baxte: (3^ h.p. Hex) ascended the hill alniusl

as well. The event created much interest, and the fair com-
petitors were waimly applauded.
The exact times were not announced, but Miss Hind's wu.s

the fa.stpst.

Racing Class.
Machines fitted with single or multi-cylinder engines, not

exceeding 1,000 cc. Variable gears allowed. Pedalling not
permitted.

Fastest time only. At this point of the proceedings a large

number of people had congregated round the S bend, and
the marshals had some dilliculty in controlling them. Eventu-
ally, however, the majority were persuaded to take up safe

positions. Brewster again made a stirring ascent, A. .1.

Luce (twill Bat) came up well, but was sontewhat u. Ueady
at limes. Miss Hind (7 h.p. Rex) made her ascent in ex, of-

lent style, and the same may be said of Slaughter (L.M.t..
Reed (twin Dot), and .Newsome (Triumph). But the hen
performance was made by A. J. Moorhoiise (Indian), whtf'Can
lip .it such a tremendous speed that he had to switch off at

the bend. He- was received with much enthusiasm. Omma
ney (Rudge) lame i;p well, and Kickham (twin Peugeot) came
up so fast he too had to switch off at the comers. Clement
(twin Bat) had to do likewise. McMinnies (Triumph), who
was the only rider to strip his machine, had the bad luck
to be pulled up while quite low do\yn on the hill owing to a
valve cotter faliing out.

1. A. J. Moorhoo.se (Indian) X
Fastest time of the day.

2. H. Reed (Dot, '

3is.
3. W. F. New.-ome (Triumph) S^s,

Class 6, for passenger machines, was cancelled owing to lack
of adequate supporC Rumour w^as nwv current that Moor-
house had dinibed tile hill in 59^., and that Reed. Xewsome,
and Brewster came next in order of speed.

W, F. Newsomo i3i h.p. Triumphi, who captured the hour single-eyllnder

record on Wedneiday last week, and was the fastest rider in the single-cylinder

racing class at the Bristol Club's hill-climb at Bath.
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The Bristol B. and M.C. Open HUE Climb.—

Event -No. 7 was also for racing mnior' bicycles, and wa
run under the same londitions as ereilt No. 6, except tha'

it was restricted to single-cylinder macliines not exceedin;

500 c-.c.

Tlie star performers at tliis stage seemed to get a trifli

laring, for tliougli Brewster again made a splendid climb.

Slangiiter wobbled and 'Xewsome swerved badly. Butler canit

u|i well but steadily, while i?abington (Bat) was slower still.

Haskins on the T.T. Singer came up in gootl style, and the

redoubtable Stanley soared up at a terrific pace, but with

his stand on the ground. While leaning over to take tht

second curve of the S, he swerved, and tiiough he made i

gallant effort to recover himself he was brought to a stand

still farther up the hill. McMinnies on this occasion climbec.

the hill in good style, while Ommaney and Gibson, both oi

Rudge machines, and Milner, on a Triumph, also made gooc

ascents. Result on time :

1. W. F. Newsome (Triumph) X
2. W. G. McMinnies (Triumph) ^s.

3. P. Brewster uNorton) l|s.

Members' E-rent.

This was open to nieml:ers of the Bristol Bicycle anil

^[otor Club, and was ior solo and passenger machines, the

limit for the ikirmer being 500 c.c. Variable gears allowed.

.Machine to be the property of the owner. There were no

entries of passenger machines, and the results were to be
calculated on A.C.U. formula.

W. Douglas for the third time came up in splendid style.

Eli Clark, another Douglas rider, was not so fast. J. B.

[Cellar (Triumph) climbed the hill excellently, hut on this

and other occasions he evoked attention by the curious waj-

in which he held the handle-bars of his machine. Haskins
(T.T. Premier) also came up in good form. Of the two
llumber riders, Moore and Gates, the latter came up comfort-

ably on top speed, wiiile the former dismounted. Of the

other Douglas riders, Wasley used the low speed, while

Kickham came up in splendid style. The three A.J.S.

njachines, ridden by Fair, Adams, and Dixon-Daiiis, climbed

the hill in good form. Durnford (Triumph) dismounted.

The last event, No. 9, took place after rtearly all thejspec-

tators had departed, in a heavy rainstorm. It was for

amateurs according to the A.C.U. definition of a private

nwner, and was open to maclrines not exceeding 130 lbs. in

weight and of a cubic capacity limit of 3^0 c.c, for single or

uiulti-cylinder engines. Variable gears allowed and pedalling

prohibited. I'psiilfs on A.C.U. forriiula. Prizes presented by
.Mr. Eli fllark.

Four Douglas n:achines took part. Fletcher came up in

good form ;_ Wasley, as before, had to use his' first speed,

while the Rev. E. JPerry Greenhill missed his gear on two
occasions and stopped.

Messrs. Cooper and Ross did their utmost to despatch the
man quickly, but much delay was occasioned by the absence
of any organised system of flagging. However, there was a
splendid entry and an appreciative crowd of spectators to
vatch the seVe'fai- performarrces, while no better hill could have

A long, straight stretch on Lansdown Road Hill, where some high speeds were
witnessed.

been chosen. The ciiiei officials were ; Judges, Dr. Pattersoi

and Messrs. R. F. G. Kelly and A. M. C. Scott ; timekeepers
Mr. A. Deacon at the foot and Mr. F. Straight at th

summit of the hill ; and Jlr. P. Grout, hon. secretary.

J. Milner carried a rormd of ammunition on his back tol

make up weight and Miss M. Hind carried stones for tha
same purpose. Stanley carried sand in a bag slung over hi^

shoulders.
A. J. Luoe was number thirteen and met with a nastyl

fall before tfie climb, cutting both knees.

We are aslsed to state that a competitor who received thi

time slips fi'om Mr. Prosser with tie intention of- taking theitl

to Mr. Straight did not give them u|i, witli the rttnlt tha'

the formula results were delayed and cannot be annourcei

in this report.

Competitors m the Middlesbroush M C.C. hill-climb at Castleton, the results of which are given on our " Club News " pages.
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Spring Quarterly Trial. The Judges' Report.
Trt HE second ol the series of Quarterly Trials lor . this

I year was held on Saturday, the 22nd April, over a

JL new course, starting from Harrogate. The entries

numbered 45, of which 42 started.

Fourteen machines made complete non-stop runs, 12

sing motor bicycles and two motor cycles with sidecars,

nly six first-class certificates were awarded, two being
ven to passenger machines which made non-stop runs and
ur only to motor bicycles, the remaining eight having
st the highest award, six of them by reason of failure

1 climb the test hiUs at the set speed, one by having the

agneto unprotected, and one by the exudation of oil, to

considerable degree, from the auxiliary exhaust. Thirty

-

ree competitors obtained certificates of performance only.

This was the first trial held by the A.C.U. in which the

ghest award was only to be obtained by machines fitted

ith a variable gear or clutch, and it is interesting to note

at of the 42 starters, six only had a single speed without
ntch. The other machines were fitted with gears as

How :

N.S.U., 6; Phelon and Moore, 3; Millennium. 3: Zenith.

Free-engine Clutch, 3: Kerry-Abir.gdon, 1: Enfield. 1:

idian, 1; Morgan, 1; Scott. 2: Armstrong. 3: Rcpc, 2:

ouglas, 1; Osborne. 1; A..T.S.. 2: Clvno. 1: Chater-Li-n.

A.C., 2.

Thirteen motor bicycles failed to climb Sutton Bank, and
ree were assisted by pedalling or by the competitors

ing their feet, and three passenger machines either failed

mpletely or only ascended the steep part without the

ssenger. Although Lythe Bank had a bad approach, all

e machines succeeded in ascending it. and only twi.

cycles were pedal-assisted. This is to be accounted for

"the fact that the riders, having left \Miitby only a short

e before, had kept their engines comparatively cool and

in good condition for ascending hills. Only one single-
geared motor bicycle completed the trial without an in-
voluntary stop. Upon examination of the machines at the
conclusion of the trial it was noticed that quite a number
had extremely dirty crank cases. This was due to badly
fitting, leaky tappets, and to the excessive oiling which
was occasioned by the hilly nature of the course. But one
engine, in which the tappets had been specially ground in.
was seen to be, unlike all the rest, quite clean. The
auxiliary exhaust ports of some of the machines exuded a
great deal of oil, but here again there was one exception,
which had the ports properly fitted. It seems, therefore,
that oil on the crank cases and at the exhaust ports can
be avoided quite successfully by grinding in the tappets
and seeing that the auxiliary exhaust ports fit well and
tightly. One machine was fitted with two single-pole plugs
in series, and had also, to keep the cylinder fast to the
crank case, the nuts secured witn split pins.
The Rudge starting device, which consists of a chain

carried on a wheel on the bottom bracket to a smaller chain
W'heel attached to the timing gear, appeared to answer well,
while the cranks were so arranged that by a slight movement
the pedals came on a same level and acted as a second pair
of footrests.

Quite a number of machines which were fitted with chain-
drive had the chains exposed or only partly protected, but
the Clyno had extremely efficient aluminium guards, which
entirely enclosed the chains, and yet were easUy removed.
This machine had also an ingenious kick-starting device,
and a- pipe leading from the exhaust to the oil tank, in

order to warm the oil in cold weather.

H. G. Cove.

D. K. Halt.. .Judges.

CLUB NEWS.
Scottish Border M.C.C.

The results of this club's hill-climbing competition held

5t Saturday at Lanton were as follows :

Class 1. Lightweights.
—

^T. Gillies (2J h.p. Douglas).
Class 2. Singles (unlimited).—B. Smith (3^ h.p. Bat-Japl.
Cl.\s.'; 3. >rulti-cylinders.—W. J. Burn (5 h.p. Indian).

North-west London M.C.C.

The flexibility hill-climb was run off on Saturday last on a

11 near Xorthaw and attracted a very good entry which was
vided into three classes—lightweights, singles, and multi-
linders. The hill was about five-eighths of a mile long, the
;epest portion of which was about 1 in 8. Tlie timing was in

e hands of Messrs. Davison and Karslake, and was worked
a system of Mr. Davison's, which makes mistakes nearly

possible. The results were :

Lightweights.—1, Tliomas (2J h.p. Douglas).- Mr. Thomas,
10 is nearly sixty years of age, and only started motor
cling last year, rode with excellent judgment.

Singles.—1, Colliver (3^ h.p. Zenith).

Multi-cylinders.—1, Simpson (7 h.p. Indian).

The twenty-seven entries obtained are very good for a

ivate club, and the event was greatly enjoyed.

Northern League of Motor Cyclists.

-\t a council meeting on the 29th ult., held at Leeds, at

lich delegates from several clubs were present, the amended
suits of the Staxton hill-climb were approved, and the prizes

dered to be distributed at once. After considerable dis-

ssion it was decided to drop the speed trials arranged for

ne 10th and substitute in their stead the individual reli-

ility trial previously fixed for Jlay 21st. Tlie date of this

al will be June 11th and the course as follows : Starting
3m York, Garrowby, Driffield, Staxton, Seamer, Scar
rough, Whitby (lunch), Saltburn, Stokesley. Thirsk, Harro-
te, and York. All Northern clubs are invited to attend a

mster meet of the League at the Feathers Hotel, Pocklinc-
on May 21st. Mr. 'W. S. Lamb, hon. secretary of the

>cklington M.C.C, would be glad to hear from clubs as to
e number likely to be present, in order that he may lie

|)le to make the necessary arrangements for lunch.

Essex M.C.
Next .Saturday there wiH be a run starting fronj head-

quarters at 3.30 p.m. to Chislehurst Caves, which are of great
antiquaiian interest. The party will be under the charge and
guidance of Mr. Sweet.

Belfast and District M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held at Bangor. Co. Down, on Saturday

\:\»i. W. J. Chambers, riding a 3i h.p. B.S.A.. proved the
winner; 2nd, B. Hobson (3i h.p. Triumph): and 3rd. W.
.\lcKee (3i h.p. Premier and sidecar). Hobson and McKee
tied in the first trial. J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) accom-
[.lished fastest time. The contest created great intereet
locally.

A good gathering of competitors and spectators at the Birmingham M.C.C.
Hill-climb on Saturday last.
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Club News.

—
I

The two winners of the Leeds M.C.C. Beulah Hill-climb." Right, C. Jessop
(Triumph), winner of the Kirli Trophy ; S. Grange second.

Derby and District M.C.C.
On Saturday next a speed judging competition will be lield

over a ten-mile course, starting at 3 p.m. The headquarters
for the trial are at the Great S'orthern Hotel, Mickleover.

Leeds M.C.C.
The annual Leeds-Beulah hill-climb for the Kirlc Trophy

was won last Saturday by C. Jessop on a S^ h.p. standard
Triumph, S. Grange on a 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph being second.

Burnley A.C.

Thorneyholme Brow was the venue of the club hill-climb

which took place on the 22ud ult. The prize winners were

—

Lightweights, H. Hebden (2 h.p. Humber), and single-

cylinders, J. A. Boothman (3i- li.p. Triumph).

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The final results of the Hardwick hill-climb, wliich was
briefly reported in the issue of April 20th, have worked
out as follows: 1, L. Smitlr (two-cylinder N.S.U.); 2, G.
Brough (3^ h.p. Brough) ; 3, E. G. Young (2^ h.p. Motosa-
coche) ; 4, J. D. Mitchell (3i h.p. Triumph). There were
fifteen starters.

Shropshire M.C.C.

An interesting competition was held on the 23rd ult., when
members were set the task of coa.xing an ancient 3^ h.p.

Ariel up Wenlock Edge without any adjustments being

allowed. Tlie contest proved^to be as amusing as it was
instructive, as the lack of familiarity with the machine's

accumulator ignition proved the undoing of many of the

less experienced riders. The first prize, a Michelin Trident

cover, presented to the club by the manufacturers, for com-
pleting the longest distance, was won by H. W. Hardwick.
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Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Castleton recently, J. Dale (3

Rudge) proving the winner.

Wansbeck M.C.

Two hill-climbs, fast and slow, were the programme h
the opening meet of the above club on Good Friday i

Weldon Bridge. The winners were as follows ; Fast—T. \\

Hall (3J. h.p. Bradbury), Im. 12fs. Slow—L. Patton (4 h.\

.J.A.P.), 4m. 37s.

Edinburgh and District M.C.C.
Last Saturday the club liel 1 its opening run to Eeeblo

and if the enthusiasm shown upon this occasion should I

maintained, there is little doubt that the future success
the club is well assured. Tea was taken at the Peebl
Hydro, where Jlr. Dutliie, a director, photographed the part

Parley and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Titsey on Saturday, despi

drenching rain. Fastest time was made by H. Coop
(Bradbury). In the passenger class, only one machine sii

ceeded in surmounting the hill, this being the P. and M. a

sidecar, driven by W. Pratt.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Entries for the Amateur v. Trade Trial on ilay 13th clo

on Saturday next. The following is the composition of li

teams up to the present

:

Amateurs.—J. R. Haswell. G. T. Mills, S. H. Davis, I

E. Catt, Geoff. Smith, A. Elson, P. W. Johnson, C.

Lloyd, A. Mackenzie-Cott, H. M. Carter, and H. J. Dixo
Trade.—C. S. Burney, A. L. Ommaney, W. W. Dougla

W. F. Creyton, A. V. Sumner, G. E. Stanlev, Bert Yate
Sara Wright. Roy W. Walker, and A. W. Wa'lden.

Entry fee is 2s. 6d.. and forms may be obtained from tl

hon. sec, Mr. G. Smith, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

Tilburstow, near Godstone, was the venue of the clul

spring hill-climb last Saturday. The sixty competitors we
divided into seven classes, of which the following were t"
respective winners :

Class 1. Lightweights up to 340 c.c—A. S. Bright {2i h..

New Hudson), J. Bodega (2^- h.p. Grandex), and W.
Oldman (2| h.p. Douglas).
Class 2. Touring machines up to 500 c.c.—F. W. Barnl

(2^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), H. Johnson (3^ h.p. Triumph), aiT

B. Patterson (3^ h.p. Brown).
Class 3. Touring machines up to 1,000 c.c.—S. T. Tessil

(5 h.p. Bat), F. W. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua), and
H. Wright (5 h.p. Rex).
Class 4. Racing machines up to 500 c.c.—F. GoodacJ

(3^- h.p. Triumph), B. Patterson (3j h.p. Brown), and F. \M
Barnes >3^ Zenith).

Class 5. Racing machines up to 1.000 c.c.— S. T. Tessil

(5 h.p. Bat), F. W. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith), and H. HuntI
(5 h.p. Bat).
Class 6. Passenger machines.—F. W. Barnes (6 li.l

Zenith and sidecar), E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chat«r-Lea and sid

car), and G. F. Hunter (8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar).

Class 7. Macliines prior to 1908.—F. W. Barnes (3 h.|

Zenette).

The results, except in the racing classes, were decided
the A.C.U. formula, and are subject to revision by tl

committee.

iiii m

Members o£ the Edinburgh M.C.C. assembled at the Peebles Hydro on the occasion of the opening run last Saturday. P lotograph by J. F. Dulhie.
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Members o( the Norwich and District M.C.C. who participitei in the 100 miles reliability trial for the Thorn Cup.
(See page 433 last issue.)

Leven and District M.C.C.

This new club was formed on the 1st .\raich, when twenty-
5ht members were enrolled. The he'adquartfrs are the
ledonian Hotel, Leven, and. all mntor cvcli.'ts in the
ighbourhood de.sirous of joining sliould communicate with

secretary, Mr. W. Hog", Leven, N.R.

Woolwich and District M.C.C.

.\t the recent general meeting of this club .Mr. S. Lloyd
s elected assistant hon. secretaty, and it was also decided
have a recognised ladies' day once a month. l)ut it should

understood that their 'presence at any club run will be
Icomed. ' ' '

Western District M.C.

V reliability trial will bo held on .May 7th to Bath and
ck for- the "Smart" Cup, starting from the Jlilford

itel, Isleworth. One hour slop will be allowed at IJatli.

ilice of entry should bo sent immediately to the hon, see,

J. Victor Armstrong, Eden Hall, Jlontiielier Road,
ling, W.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

In May 7th there will be a reliability trial to Alston,
rting at Spring Gardens, near West Auckland, and pro-

dding vid VVittonlc-Wear and Killhopo, returning via

ngton Beck, Uoinaldkirk, and Barnard Castle to Staindrop.

competition is the first of the series for the Smith
lUenge trophy, and in addition to the club prize, a siccial
K of a pair of tyres for the best performance of the day
be given by the Kempsball Tyre t'o.

Sutton Cold&eld A.C.

lie annual hill-climb will take place on Saturday, May 20th,

extra prizes will be awarded in each class for the best
formance of a novice. There will be four classes for motor
les as follows : (1) Lightweights (singles and twins, T,T.
Illations), (2) single-cylinder touring machines, (5) twin, and
T.T. machines (singles and twins, J'.T. regulations). There
1 also be two separate classes for motor cars.

this event members of the cycle classes gaining first,

ond, or third places will score marks for the Ariston

Trophy referred to in these cnlmnns on the 20lh «H. Full
particulars may be had from the trials hon. sec, .Mr. Jann'S
St, John, 33, X''ountain Road, Edgbaston,

HERTS. COUNTY A.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.

The above open event is to be held on Saturday next, the
5th' inst., starting at 2,30 p,m., the venue being' secret.

The club has separated the competition into two divisions,

A and J5, A is open to all types of motor cycles, and 15

is only open to riders who have not won a prize' in' a' hill-

climb with a standard tmn-ing motor bicycle, • .

Divi,siox A.
Open to all types of motor cycles.

Class I.—Lightweights, tip to 110 lbs.

Class If.—.Single-cylinders, 146 lbs., 300 c.i',

^ Class III.—Twin-cylindeis, 146 lbs., 343 c.c.

Class IV.—Single-cylinders, up to' 554 c.c.

Class V.—Any single-cylinder.

Class Vr.—Twin-cylinders, 750 c.c.

Class VII.—Any twin-cylinder.

Class VIII.—Any machine (fastest time to win).

Clitss IX.—Passenger motor cycles.

Class X.—Flexibility test. Open to any machine. Clutches
not to be iii;ed. In this class competitors must have com-
peted in one of the above classes, when the gear ratio used
will 'bo noted.

Classes I, to VII. and IX. will be decided on A..C.U.
formula-

Division" B.
Class I.—Lightweiglit-s, up to 110 lbs.

Class II.-T-Single-cylinders, 146 lbs., 300 c.c.

Class III.—Twin-cylinders, 146 lbs., 343 c.c.

Class IV.—Single-cylinders, fitted with pedals, 554 c.c.

Class v.—Single-cylinders T.T., 554 c.c. .

Class VI.—Any single-cylinder.

Class VII.—-Any twin-cylinder.

Cla^s VIII.—Any machine (fastest time to win).

Cla.=s IX.—Flexibility test, as in division A.
Classes I. to VII. will be decided on A.C. IT. formula.

Members v>ho took part in the opening run c£ th3 Newport and District M.C.C.

-^33
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Change of Address.
Messrs. Dirt'rees, Ltd., the well-known

manufacturers of the Dirfree over-boot

and legging combined, are now installed

in their new premises at 28, Martin's
Lane, Cannon Street, E.G.

A Haudle-bai Mascot.
H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C, have just

introduced the handle-bar mascot, whiel'

A neat handle-bar mascot,

we illustrate. It is made
metal and is provided with
fasten it to any convenient
point on the bar, and
gives quite a distinctive

appearance. Another use-

ful accessory sold by the
same firm is a two-way
connection which enables a.

generator with single tap
to be used in conjuuction
with two lamps. Bctli

Eirticles sell at verv modest
prices

Carburetters in the Quarterly.
Ten of the fourteen successful

machines in the Quarterly Trials were
fitted with B. and B. carburetters. This
well-known gas making machine is so

universal on modern motor cycles that

liders are perhaps apt to overlook the

fact that much depends on good carbura-

tion.

Continental Tyre Co.'s New Home.
By the time these lines appear in print

the Continental Tyre Co. will have re-

moved to their new premises in Thurloe
Place, opposite the Oratoi^y and close to

Brompton Road Station. These buildings'

are of such a size as to accommodate suit-

ably and adequately the large and
flourishing firm for which they have been

- constructed.

Dry Battery Ignition on Road and Track.
F. A. McNab, who finished second in

the 70 m.p.h. handicap at Brooklands, on
Easter .Monday, and won the relay race
on the 26th inst., used Hellesen dry
battery ignition. The battery used by
Harold Karslake in the London-Land's
End run was a Siemens-Obach, size

G R 3 one of which sufficed for the

double jouiney without trouble

M-AY 4th, icjil

London-Land's End-London Run.
A. J. Mborhouse, winner of the Jarrotl

Cup, used Continental tyres on his Indian

Engine Flexibility.

One of the most notable examples o

engine flexibility yet recorded was show
in the recent Western District M.C. hill

climb, when C. Gordon Bell made fastes

and slowest times on his 490 c.c. (3

h.p.) Norton.

A Route Card Clip.

Harry G. Bell, 106, Great Port
land Street, W., has sent us the lates

example of his route card clip, whi
has been improved by the addition
a screw and winged nut which allow
the portion encircling the handle-bar t

be tightly locked in position. Thes
route card clips are in strong deniaii

by motor" cyclists who take part in Ion

distance reliability trials.

An Ingenious Terminal.
Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holbon

E.C., have placed on the market a

ingenious magneto terminal. As will li

seen by the illustration, it consists c

two portions. To attach the terminal :

is merely necessary to insert the braf

A new pattern terminal for Bosch and Simms
magnetos.

block and get the two holes conceutriij

Then, if the milled screw be turned, tl{

terminal is firmly fixed and cannot .shalJ

loose. Messrs. Gamage have also in

troduced a very carefully made piston riil

in all sizes, which is well finished

accurately ground

A snao during the Kirkitane Pass hili-climb. which Eives some idea o[ the masnilicent views obtainable in this popular touring district

VM
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The New Six Days' Record.
HE long (distance ride which is desrrilicd in our
column.s this week is unparalleled in the history

of the pastime ; it is therefore worthy of a short

article setting forth its object and the rider's

reason for breaking his own record of last year

Jfore he was forestalled by other attempts. Mr.
Itt's laudable object is to prove the thorough relia-

|ity of the motor cycle as a means of rapid transit

ler for busine.ss or pleasure purposes, and no one can
iy he has amply achieved his ambition. His purpose

ing the record as high as he could is to make it

Isafe as possible before difficulties arise which would
[likely to stultify other equally praiseworthy efforts.

keep within the limits of prudence further attempts

I
this record must neces.sitate the rider being longer

he road, which means that he must be content with

sleep. On the other hand, if the speed be in-

lased there must come a time when the authorities

prohibit these performances owing to the speeil

ng too high for public safety.

IVhile on this subject, we maj' take the opportunity

lexplain our position in the matter. We are, of

irse, in dutv bound to record such an important feat

rhe motor cycle world of sport, and feel it incum-

[t to render our assistance in checking by receiving

proofs of the ride in the form of postal messages
kvarded to our offices, hut while the law with regard

|specd remains as it is, it is imi)ossible for us to

ird the record altogether with a favourable eye.

Iwever, one cannot fail to admire the rider's pluck
stamina in remaining in the saddle (r^r so many

Jirs, and the reliability and speed of the splendid
thine which assisted him to accomplish his self-

imposed task. The record rider's average speed is, of

course, exceeded daily under ordinary touring condi-
tions and without the slightest danger to anyone, the

chief point being his faculty of discriminating between
the moment of expediency and recklessness in speed.
Some day we hope the Legislature will give motorists
the credit for possessing ordinary intelligence and
abolish speed limits, leaving offenders to be punished
in the same manner as other road users, viz., by the
ordinary law of the land. At present the poor motorist
is liable to both ordinary and special measures, the

latter being quite unnecessary'.

We think it is opportune at this stage to suggest that

as the Auto Cycle Union, cannot, owing to its official

position as the go\erning body of the sport, recognise

records such as the one under review, steps might be
taken by those interested to establish an association

like the Road Records Association. This body
officially checks records made by pedal cyclists, which
the National Cyclists' Union, by reason of its recog-

nised place in the sport, refuses to tabulate. Some-
thing of the kind will have to be done before long, and
the sooner the better. We have heard that one or two
riders have expressed a determination to improve on
last week's figures, and we should like to point out to

such aspirants to fame that the record holder has been
seldom accompanied ; anything savouring of organised

assistance in the form of followers, etc., should

therefore he carefully avoided, as tending to attract

the arm of the law.

Prospective candidates for record honours should

also bear in mind that the holder is a man who is

always thoroughly fit, and thinks no more of a journey

like Northampton to Bath and back after lunch than

an ordinary rider does of a hundred miles.
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M.C.C. INTER-CLUB TEAA TRIAL
FOR "THE MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE CUP.

THE regulations for the 191 1 team
trial, to be held on Saturday,

June 17th, starting at i p.m.,

have now been issued to all motor
cycle clubs in the kingdom, and entries

are invited. In many ways the trial will

differ from previous contests for the

coveted trophy.

First and foremost, watches and
speedometers will be barred.

The course will be selected by the

timekeeper, and will be measured by

him on the morning of the event.

Reliability, i.e., all six riders of a

team covering the whole course of 100

miles without a stop, is the essence of the

trial. Should, however, more than one
complete team cover the whole course

non-stop, the team riding nearest to the

average of twenty miles per hour shall

be the winner.

The headquarters will be at a town
' some sixty miles north-west of London,
and the course in the vicinity thereof.

There must be at least one passenger

motor cycle, either tricar or sidecar,

among the team of six. The joint weight

of passenger and driver shall not be less

than 20 stones.

No replenishments may be taken up
after starting in the competition, but

competitors may replenish the tanks

from a receptacle tarried by them, pro-

vided such replenishment is effected °
"chaiienA

while the machine is in motion.

The original trophy was won outright by the

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. in 1908. Two years

ago the cup was replaced by another of fifty guineas

>—•»•-

THE PEDLEY TYRE.

EARLY in the New Year we were requested by

the firm of J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Great

Charles Street, Birmingham, to subject one of

their three-rib motor cycle covers to an extended trial

on one of our machines. Unfortunately we_ had no

machine at liberty on whicli. to test this cover until

the beginning of March, but since that time it

has been in continuous luse on the driving wheel of a

3^ h.p. roadster, and has covered up to date 1,200

miles, registered by Cowey speedometer. The cover

has a moulded three-rib tread, and is quite proof 1

against sideslip ; moreover, the ribs still stand up
well above the remainder of the tread, and although

they have, of course, worn, they appear good for at

least another thousand miles. We had occasion to

remove a portion of the cover a few days ago to

repair a double puncture caused by a horseshoe nail,

and found the cover easy to detach and replace, not

the least desirable feature of a pneumatic tyre. After

our experience vre are able to say the Pedley tyre

is one we can confidently recommend to our readers

who may be considering the purchase of new tyres.
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value, and this was won for the first time

by the M.C.C. Last year the Coventry

and Warwickshire M.C. again wrested

the trophy from the M.C.C. If the cup
be won tliree times, not necessarily in

succession, by the team representing any

one clubVt^it shall become the absolute

property of that club.

Gold medals will be presented to each

member of the winning team, and silver

medals to the riders of every team
making a full mileage score.

The entry fee is two guineas per team
up to first post June 7th, or up to first

post June loth three guineas.

The Auto Cycle Union has granted a

special pern^it for the competition.

It is a strange fact that either the

M.C.C. or Coventry Club has won on

e\'ery occasion, but it is unlikely that

history will repeat itself.

Notification has already been received

from the under-mentioned clubs of theii

intention of competing

:

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Birmingham M.C.C.
Bradford M.C.C.
Herts. County A.C.
North Middlesex M.C.C.
Surrey M.C.C.
Bristol B. and M.C.
Derby M.C.C.
Norfolk M.C.C.
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Sutton Coldfield A.C.
Motor Cycling Club.

The trials hon. sec. is Mr. J.
" Spring Villa," North Finchley, N
-< •

' Fifty Guinea
Cup.

van Hoovdonk,

A NEW PATTERN RUNABOUT.

ON the occasion of a recent visit to the Chater-

Lea Manufacturing Company's Works, n6,

1

Golden Lane, E.C., Mr. Chater-Lea informedl

us that he was at present constructing a two-cylinderl

8 h.p. runabout or light four-wheeled type ofl

quadcar, whfch will be fitted with the Chater-"

Lea 8 h.p. air-cooled engine, which has lately dis-,

tinguished itself so signally, especially in the Quar-

terly Trials. This engine will be set transversely inl

the frame at the front, and the magneto and car-l

buretter will be. behind. The clutch is of the well-[

tried gin. leather-to-metal pattern, and universal jointsi

will be placed between it and the gear box, which isl

of the well-known Chatei'^^.ea three-speed type. Thel
final drive from gear box to back axle will be by wornil

gear, with the worm placed above the axle. Thel
worm gear is an excellent piece of work which runs!

on ball bearings and has two sets of thrust bearingsl

at the rear. This machine Mr. Chater-Lea proposesT

to drive in the M.C.C. London to Edinburgh run. Its!

power unit has been well tried on the well-known No.|

7 Chater-Lea motor bicycle.
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Carburetter Chimneys.
It is worthy of record here, that a device urged in

hese columns on so many occasions is at last being

argely used by competition riders. I refer to auxiliary

lir carburetter chimneys, the end terminating in the

egion of the saddle, so that pure air, free from dust

ind foreign matter, is drawn into the engine. Some
lay they will be staiidaril.

Speed in Long Distance Records.

In view of the .alleged high sjjeeds maintained in

lertain record rides, it is interesting to examine the

Ictual times of a famous riile, of which the timekeeper

las kindly supplied full details. On t!ie first day the

[ider was " out ", for 14^ hours, during which he

jovered 305 miles, i.e., his gross average was slightly

excess of legal limit without deductions for stop-

tages; but the figures imply no speedier work' than

:e average fast tourist normallv accomplishes on long

His highest average on this day was ])erformed u])

the first check, and works out at 55 miles in 105

mutes; the lowest average was 31 miles in 105

inutes, which included crossing London. On the

cond day his fastest spin consisted of 28 miles in

k minutes across particularly open country, and taking

e schedule right through, he may be said to have

eraged close on 30 m.p.h. wherever the roads were

rly emptv. Of course this is rather under tlie

erage pace of an End-to-end record under modern
nditions, and it cannot be called a dangerous speed,

ovided the rider is not so exhausted that his

culties become blunted and numbed.
I should say that many iour'ists and competitors in

g A.C.U. events normally sustain an equal average

tween stoppages, in spite of slowing down through

iwns and villages and when passing other road u.sers.

he sole element of danger consists in two factors,

liich are neither constant nor omnipresent. The
e IS the recklessness of certain riders who may be

mpted to emulate these records without possessing

e restraint and commonsense of the genuine crack

ders ; the other is the imjiairing of a good rider's

culties bv sheer physical e>:haustion.

• Pinhole Punctures.

Can any reatler supply a goud tip for the prompt

scovery of " pinhole punctures ' ? Minute punctures

the sort which deflate a fully-inflated tyre in two

three miles running are not too easy to locate on

quiet fine day, though it is usually possible to feel

,e puncturing instrument by going over the in.side of

,e co\er with a dry clean hand, or alternatively to

;ar the tiny fizz of escaping air by stretching the tube

Iter

blowing it up fairly hard.

But last week I was afflicted by three practically

nultaneous pinhole punctures in pouring rain miles

ccasional

got so wet and cold and gritty that they lost all sense

of delicate touch, and I could not feel any pin 01

wire projecting through the cover, while the sight test

also failed. It was impossible to hear any fizz of

escaping air, for the heavy rain was making a loud

pattering noise, and the wind was positively roaring

pa.st ray ears. I was using an endless tube, but even

if I had been running on butt-enders I dared not have

inserted a spare without locating the pin or wire,

which' I failed to find.

I spent nearly half an hour drying the tube, inflating

it, and stretching it, until at last I spotted one hole

ami the minute bit of wire which had caused it buried

in the tread. When I finished my repair and got on

the road again, a series of bumps soon wa.rned me I

had missed at least one other puncture, and, sooner

than renew the weary process, I kept reinfiating every

six miles, until some twenty miles further on I was

able to get under shelter and borrow a bucket of

water. Now I am sure I have heard at least one tip

which is of service in such circumstances. I fancy

one old riding chum of mine used to put a handful of

coloured jx^wder—Reckitt's blue or something of that

sort—into his tubes, which immediately leaked out

through any puncture and automatically located if for

him. But perhaps some of our readers can oblige us

with a few suggestions. I do not want to be similarly

stranded again. No doubt a few correspondents will

have something to say about puncture-sealers. Once

only did I experiment with any of these, and the only

sample I tested rendered it impossible to make a patch

stick, so I never repeated the experiment.

Dr. Clidord Gibbons, a prnminenl memb;r of the Motor Cjciin^ Club

Committee and his new fr e-eneine Rover

Aig
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A TANDEM-SEATED RUNABOUT.

A
S ws have pointed out more than once, we are of the
opinion that the runabout type of vehicle, whether
designed on motor cycle lines or not, belongs more
correctly to the domain of the confessed motor car

than to that of the motor
cycle pure and simple, at
the same time we admit that
in many cases the design is

so close to that of the motor
cycle that a description of
the vehicle must be of con-
siderable interest to our
readers. Quite one of the
most promising tandem-
seated lour-wheelers which
we have yet seen is the
Crescent Bunabout, manu-
factured by Crescent Motors,
of Pleck Road, Walsall.

Fig. 1 is a view of the
complete vehicle, and gives

a good idea of the comfort-
able and decidedly elegant
torpedo type body. The
neat way in which the belt

covers are made to do duty
as footboards will be noted,
and also the practical scuttle dash, which we found during
a most enjoyable run to be highly effective.

The chassis is built of stout steel tubing, and is sprung
in front between a couple of helical springs mounted on the
single' pivot of the front axle, and at the rear by long half-

elliptic rear springs. These details are illustrated in figs.

2 -and 4, and the former also shows the spinig dashpots
which are introduced into tlie

steering mechanism in order to
relieve the driver's hands of all

jar when sharp inequalities in the
road are encountered. The steer-
ing is effected by cables which are
conveyed from the axle to a wooden
drum on the steering colnnin over
a pair of pulleys on each side.

These cables are fitted in dupli-
cate, and are amply strong enough
for their work.

The Power Plant.
The engine is mounted under

a bonnet in- front, and is air-
cooled. Two powers can be had.

either a 5-6 h.p. Peugeot twin, 75 mm. x 75 mm., or a 7-9

h.p., 80 mm. x 94 mm. Bosch magneto ignition and a B.

and B. carburetter are fitted. The general arrangement of

the power plant is illustrated in iig. 3. From the engine the

drive is taken by a noise-

the

fig-

The Crescent tandem-seated quadcar.

less Coventry chain to

countershaft shown
4, which passes right across
the frame and carries

each end an expanding
pulley of simple design.

These pulleys form in con-

junction with the sliding

back axle a variable geai

between limits of 4^ to
and 9 to 1, and there are
in fact, no less than fifteer

positive speeds- to be ob
tained between these points
The mechanism of the slid

ing back axle is made clea;

by fig. 4. The a.xle ii

mounted on 'one end of eacl

leaf spring, which is con
nected "to the frame bj

means of a parallel linl

motion, the main lever
wliich on each side is connected by a cross-bar. By movin;
a long hand lever forming the extension of one of the links
the axle is advanced or receded, the lever being locked :

position by the notches on the quadrant. A second lever
connected to the expanding pulleys. A free engine position i

provided, in which the belt runs on a ball bearing sleevJ

on the pulley axis. It will be noticed from the photograpl
how well out of the mud and dus|
are the 'Whittle link belts

A foot-operated brake actuatel
a band which contracts on to

drum bolted to tlie chain sprocke
on the countershaft, and in addil

tion to this there is a hand brakl
applied by pushing the slidinl

axle lever into its extreme, foif

v/ard position, the result of thil

action being to bring the bel|

rims against
blocks attached
members.

Throttle, air,

vance levers are attached to thi

steering column in an accessibll

leather - coverel

to the frami

(2) The system of front springing.

(3) Power unit, showing twin-cylinder air-cooled engine, (4) The double belt transmission, and rear axle suspension.
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Tandem-seated Runabout.

—

position. Lubrication is by hand pump. The leading dimen-
Bions of the machine are : Wheelbase 8ft., length over all

10ft. 9in., track 3ft. 2in., width over all 3ft. 6in., weight
under 5 cwts.

A Practical Riding Experience.
With a view to testing the vehicle we made a pleasant

ittle trip upon it, during which we were driven by its

'e«igner. We found the running remarkably easy, the can©
leats extremely comfortable, the hill-climbing capabilities

juite good, and the turn of speed on the level quite up to

jxpectations. , The wind resistance on this type of machine
almost negligible. The engine was a trifle noisy, and when

Jlowed to run fast produced a good deal of vibration, but
either of these troubles is insuperable. We came to the
onclusion that larger and heavier flywheels would have
een an immense improvement. In spit« of the length of

he Crescent Runabout the large lock given to the front
wheels enables quite sharp turns to be made, and it is

eally remarkable how easily dense trafTn can be threaded
liiough at a good speed.

46"5

A LOW-RATE INSURANCE POLICY.
The A.C.U. insurance policy covers third party claims on
3i h.p. motor cycle up to an unlimited amount; it also

icludes damage by fire up to £55, loss by theft £55. and
During membership of the A.C.U. for a premium of £1
23. 6d. per annum. Policies for larger or smaller h.p. can
e obtained at proportionate rates. Those who are already
lembers of the A.C.U. can deduct five per cent, from the
remium quoted. Prospectuses can be obtained from Tlie

\utocar Insurance Department, Coventry.

R. fl. Viggers, of Banbury, and his new 2] h.p. chain-driven Enfletd, of which
he is a delighted owner. Mr. Viggers was very successful at the Oxford 1\:.C.C.

Kop hill-climb, gaining a Orsc and two third places.

The Binks Single Lever Two-jet Carburetfer.
T^ HE Binks two-jet carburetter, \vhii;h ha.s already

I been referred to in our correspondence colunin.s,

has been designed to provide a carburetter for

St as well as slow speeds without any necessity for

Ssturbing adjustments. It is well kncwn that to run

owly and start readily a motor cycle carburetter must
e the main air supply considerably restricted, whilst

A. Bowdcn wire adjust-
ing screw,

B. Lock nut.

C Inlet pipe.

D. Union tor petrol pipe.

E. Filter.

F. Variable choke tube.

G. Jet for medium and
high speed.

H. Throttle adjusting
screw.

P. Jet for ?low running
in trafhc.

J. Variable choke tube.

K. Throtlle.

L. Bowdcn wire.

M. Throttle spring.

N. Float chamber.

to obtain the maximum speed a large volume of air

must be drawn past the jet. Obviou.sly both desiderata

cannot be obtained by the use of one combination of

jet and choke tube, which explains tlie reason for the

Binks carburetter having two jets and choke tubes—one

for slow strong pulling, and one for sjieed. We lepro-

duce a section of the carburetter from which its internal

construction will be apparent. There arc two poets in

the barrel connecting with the jels, the port fir.st

uiKOvered by opening the piston throttle being con-

nected with the smaller jet. ;\fter this has been fully

opened by the piston throttle, tlie port conuuunicuting

with the larger jet chamber cuir.nience.s to Open, and

when both are wide open full [louer is obtained. A
further movement of tlie throttle uncovers a third port,

through which au.\ili.iry air may bo. admitted. All

these operations are pcrlormod by a single lever and

Bowden wire controlled thructle. Six Inren-hangeable

jets "are supplied with each Links carburetter, and,

further, the area of the choke tubes can bo varieii until

the best results are obtained without the rider dismount-

ing from the machine. It is i:iaimed that with the

Binks carburetter every ounce of power can be ex-

tracted from the enghie, and that, too, without the

objectionable disadvantage of the engine refusing to

run slowly with what we may call "racing adjust-

ments." The jets are readily get-at-able for cleaning.

A filter is pro\'iiled between the float chamber ;uid

feed pipe. The float needlt; is of Ihe inverted cone

type, and suitable adjustment is ,|)rovidcrl. The
designer of this carburetter is Mr. Charles Bink.s, who
will be remembered by early readers of this journal as

being responsible for a low-built four-cylinder motor

bicycle about 1904, several years before its time. The
makers are Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd., Phcenix Works,

Church Street, Eccles, Manchester.
A23
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Carbonisation in Practice and Tlieory.
PERHAPS the worst fault of the modern motor

cycle engine is its tendency to carbonise—that

is, to accumulate a deposit of charred oil

residues, mixed with road filth and metallic particles,

on the piston head, closed end of the cylinder, and
valves. Such deposits have a deleterious effect on the

engine's running in two separate ways:

1. They are inferior conductors of heat, and

so interfere with the cooling of the engine

vid the gilled flanges on the cylinder casting.

2. They increase, the compression ratio, by

reducing the area into which each i.liarge of gas

is compressed; and therefore as the explosion pres-

sure is increased and greater heat generated, cool-

ing becomes more difficult.

Consequently, although the modern engine compares
favourably with the engine of five years ago, in that

it sl'vould cover 10,000 miles without any serious

stoppage, yet it compares unfavourably in that its

cylinder has to be dismounted and scraped rather

frequently (every 1,000-2,000 miles), which is a long

and messy job. The carbonisation trouble is worse
to-day than it has ever been, probably because the

ultra-efficient engines now current generate increased

heat in their working, and this heat solidifies elements

ia ;he lubricants which once remained fluid.

How to Reduce Carbonisation.
Until engines free from this defect are evolved, it

rests with the rider to minimise the nuisance to the best

of his ability. His most valuable opportunities are of

a simple character. He must ruthlessly eschew all

temptations to economise in the purchase of lubricants.

Some of the cheap oils consist largely of a thickening

adulterant or "sludge," which is practically destitute

of lubricating qualities, and is very susceptible to heat.

I have tested cans of oil, of which quite 15% would
be deposit?d on the interior surfaces of the engine in

the form of a hard cake almost as soon as it got past

the piston rings and into the cylinder head. Quite a

moderate heat, such as may be obtained by standing the

can on a dull fire for ten minutes, will ofter reveal the
presence of this objectionable sludge. The better oils

thin evenly under a heat test ; the worse separate into

a thin watery fluid and sludge. Hence a proved oil

at a fair price is essential.

Secondly, the makers' instructions with regard to

frequency of lubrication should be followed carefully.

Many riders obey the instructions in the ordinary way,
but if their engines begin to run weakly, or are con-
fronted by an exceptional hill, they promptly inject

three or four pumps of oil, and very probably double
the ordinary charges for some time after the hill

is climbed. This is about as sensible as trebling

a dose of physic because a single dose did good.
If a rider suspects his lubrication is faulty, it is the
easiest thing in the world to dismount, and use
the dl-ain plug as a test of quantity. In aggravated
cases, it is worth while whipping off the cylinder in

search of the -nice green film which should exist be-
tween cylinder and piston. But the reckless injection

of several extra charges merely clogs the flywheels at

the moment, and afterwards results in heavy deposits..

Thirdly, the rider should drain the crank case at

regular intervals, after the engine has been standing
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still long enough to permit the unused residues to

drain down into the crank case. If the dregs are very

thick, a little paraffin assists the clearance.

Fourthly, it is essential to keep the piston rings in

good order,- their gaps spaced out accurately, tight

up and down in their grooves, a close fit in the

cylinder. They are the custodians of the combustion
chamber, and in proportion as they are a good fit,

the amount of oil which reaches the chamber will be

reduced. In the case of old engines, it often pays

to fit a scraper ring at the lower end of the pisto" to

mop surplus oil off the cylinder walls as the piston

descends. This device can only be attempted if the

piston walls are thick, but it is a sound thing, for most
of •'he oil which reaches the chamber is oil left on the

cylinder walls when the piston descends, and is scraped

up on the compression and exhaust strokes.

Fifthly, any modification of the standard '' one

charge per twerity miles" helps. It is obvious that

on this rough and ready system the engine is over-

lubricated for '25%' of its working life, and by

injecting half or quarter charges at more freq'jent

intervals, or, better still, by employing a drip feed

or mechanical lubricator, the periods of over

lubrication are reduced. It is- in such periods that

the foundations of carbonisation are laid.

Carbonisation and Design.
In the immediate present the most practical point

of design is to render the process of dismounting

cylinder and its fittings as swift and simple as

possible. Prevention is always better than cure, and
a "live" modern industry cannot long remain con

tent with mere makeshifts. The temperature of thi

combustion chamber, which is the crucial factor in

the question, is more likely to be raised than lowered

as design and efficiency advance, and even if we
could compel the use of only the best oils, the oil firm

cannot produce lubricants which shall be proof against

such temperatures. The obvious lines of progress ari

therefore as follows

:

(i.) Regularisation of lubrication by a ruthles;

scrapping of the " once in a blue moon " pump
Geared mechanical lubricators are imperfect becausi

they increase the (Jose in ratio to engine speed, an
speed and load do not always keep pace. Som^
responsibility must be thrown on the driver in al

probability. The normal drip or pump feed might h
supplemented by a hand-operated by-pass, to hi

opened only in emergencies, and serving to double th

normal feed ; such normal feed in any case to be o

the drip' order. Possibly the by-pass might be couplei

to the throttle lever, and open only on full throttle

(2.) Reduction of temperature.—Probably water
cooling is the only useful expedient here, and il

should be reserved as long as possible. It ma
become inevitable within a year or two.

(3.) Screening of air intakes.—An incredibl;

large proportion of the deposits is in reality picke*

up from the road, but naked air intakes remain th'

rule, because riders cannot be trusted to keep gauze,

clean. One might suggest now that the New|
Hudson people -have set the fashion of printin,

iastructions on the tank top, that some up-to-dat
firm might gold-stamp the words, " Keep your air

\
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rbonisation in Practice and Tlieory.

—

uze clean, you juggins!" just abaft the petrol

ler. It should further be remembered that impurities

eked in with the air are mostly abrasive, and
ve a more serious bearing than their aid in

rbonisation.

(4.) A radical alteration of design, which might
:n carbon deposits to the advantage of the engine.

—

veral uncommon valve designs can probably claim
th truth that in their systems a moderate carbon
posit is a merit and ,a help. Many users of the

w Daimler engine say that it runs better as it gets

tier, within limits. The carbon serves to sea!

sundry joints, and water-cooling prevents . it from
assuming sufficient dimensions to upset the compres-
sion ratio. Or, again, a return to the loose
combustion head would be of distinct advantage if

surer methods of obtaining a gastight joint came into

vogue. It is a simple matter to whip off a loose
head, and the loose head simplifies the cleaning of

piston and cylinder. Moreover, such a construction
has great manufacturing advantages. It is easier to

get the cylinder bore true, it is possible to machine
the entire internal dome of the head, and carbon
deposits do not adhere so readily to a highly polished

surface. B. H. D.wies.

THE PROBLEM OF TIMING
HE competition having closed, the task of judg-

ing the replies to the offer of ^£2 2s. for the

best suggestion for timing speed events will

upy some few weeks.

Numerous and varied are the ideas which have
;n submitted. There are three suggestions from
ders to fire a gun as the_ competitor crosses the

rting line. Two of these have ap^jarently over-

ked the fact that considerable discrepancies woulci

;ur in this way, as the timekeeper who would be
tioned at the finish would not hear the report of

;un fired at the starting point till a second or

afterwards. The third reader has, however,

lised that sound takes tiine to travel, and has gone
far as to calculate the time it would take for the

nd of a gun shot to travel from one end of a mile

rse to the other. One original suggestion from a

der is to adopt the metronome—an instrument

SPEED EVENTS.
familiar to musiv pupils used for beating a certain

regular time—his idea being to start it by electrical

means as the competitor crosses the starting line.

Still another suggestion is for the timekeeper to ascend
in a balloon, station himself midway between the

starting and finishing points, and so have a birdseye

view of the proceedings.

But quite the most ambitious idea is to expose a

cinematograph film as a rider starts and finishes, a
watch in motion being shown prominently on the film

so that the results calculator could note at his leisure

the exact moment the competitor crossed the start-

ing and finishing lines. Thus there would always be

a record of the performance, and this suggestion, if

practicable, would put an end to grumbles as to accu-

rate timing.

The majority of the replies, however, favour elec-

triial timing.

A PIONEER MOTOR CYCLIST.
HE accompanying illustration depicts Mr.
Edmund Sharpe, of Lancaster, and his 7-8 h.p.

Bat-Jap motor cycle. Mr. SharjjC is sixty

rs of age and a firm believer in a powerful twin

iider machine. He has had a number of motor
les, and has been a supporter of the power-pro-

ed machine from the earliest days. His first

uit was ix I ji h.p. Minerva, and since then he

had a 2 and a 2J^ h.p. Ultimately he migrated

a single-cylinder 3^4 h-P- Bat, of which he has

one or two, then on to a 6-7 and 7-8 h.p. of

same type. He has had about eight Bats alto-

er, and has just taken delivery of the new twin

which he is portrayed.

Ir. Sliarpe takes a keen interest in the pastime,

competed in the Shap Fell hill-climb. It was
son who tied w^ith Capt. Gregson for fastest speed

the open race, and again in the Westmorland
r.C. members' hill-climb.

here is nothing on the market like the Bat sprir.g

ne for racing or touring in Mr. Sharpe's opinion,

especially touring for a man no longer young.

shoots, fishes, and until a few years ago hunted
larly. A keen sportsman in his youth. Mr.
rpe is a supporter of all forms of sport to-day,

is chairman of the Fishing Board at. Lancaster.
is a car owner, but, to use his own words, " I

- stick to motor cycles so long as thev will slick

e."

All his sons ride Bats, and he is just obtaining a

Scott open frame machine for his daughter. Mr.
Sharpe attributes, the good health and strength he
enjoys to the iinigoratiug pastime of motor cycling.

Mr. Edmund Sharpe, of Lancaster, a pioneer motor cyalist, now sixty years of

age, mounted on bis new twin Bat-Jap,
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Ajxiliaty Petrjl Supply.

Would there be any danger
in carrying a spare petrol tin of

suitable dimensions across (tnd
below) the footboards of n\y
Douglas machine? The tin would

be close behind the front exhaust box,
which is placed below the footboard.
—C.R.W.

If the tin were of substantial construc-
tion, and did not leak, there would be
110 harm.

D03 Owner and Damages.

I had just left home one morn-
ing recently when on turning a
bend, over a bridge, about twenty
yards in front of me, in the
middle of the road, was" a large

collie dog. I switched off, and the dog
ran on the footpath, bat when I was
about four yards from him he ran back
again, and brought me over, running
into my front wheel and doing damage
to the extent of about £5. The dog
had not got a collar on, and was not
under control. The owner says that
he is not going to do anything for me,
and that I shall have to sue him for
any damages I claim. Would it be
worth my while to do this?—D.B.

Our legal adviser states : " I should not
like to recommend 'D.B.' to sue for the
damages, unless he is prepared to run
the risk of losing the action. The law is

not quite so clear as one would wish, and
unless he can show that the owner knew
of the mischievous propensities of the
dog, it is very unlikely that he would
succeed in any action he might bring."

A very handsome silver rose bowl presented to
the Northern League of Motor Cyclists bv ti.e

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., tor annual competition.

Oil Leakage. Lessening Vibration.

Kindly answer the following
questions : (1.) What is the best
way to prevent oil leaking out
of the crank case? (2.) Does oil

ruin a rubber belt it it goes on
it? (5.) How would you clean leather

and rubber belts when oily? (4.) Can
the vibration on the handle-bars of a
motor cycle without spring forks be
lessened i; any way?—J.A.T.

(1.) You mi -ht try a washer of brown
paper soakea in boiled linseed oil. How-
ever, if the surfaces are clean and abso-
lutely true there should be no leakage.

(2.) Yes, oil will certainly ruin a rubber
belt if you get much on it. (3.) Clean
belt either with a rag soaked in petrol
or scrape it with a blunt knife. (4.)

Only by fitting long rubber handle-bar
grips, such as those sold by Messrs.

Bros., Ltd., 15, Newman Street,

Street, W.
Brown
Oxford

Lubrication of Timing Gear.

In November last I purchased
a 3-i h.p. 1910 Rex second-hand,
and have ridden about 1,000
miles. The engine has given
very little trouble and runs well,

but am troubled in lubrication matters.
At first I gave one pumpful of oil in

about ten miles but found this too
little, and have lately been giving one
pumpful in eight miles. I have never
had a sooted plug, and engine runs cool
and well, but valve tappets (or plungers)
get dry in their sleeves, especially that
of the exhaust valve, and unless oiled
every time I go out at the top with
ordinary oiler they start grinding
the sleeves ; there is never a sign of oil

working up out of timing gear- case.
The timing gear itself seems to have
a fair amount of oil, but rio amount
stands in this case. There are three
holes through from the crank case
about -[Vin. diameter each, while air

release is through hole in crankshaft
on pulley side. Would you advise
drilling extra holes in the case
about same diameter, say, two near top
opposite tappets, and one at the bottom
to allow surplus oil to run back to crank
case, or enlarge existing three holes a
little only?—j.H.W.

We should advise you to drill extra holes
in crank case about the same diameter.
This would be better than enlarging the
present holes. Y'ou might also e.xamine
the bush of the main bearing and see if

the oil groove is clear.

and

JStcel Studded Tyres.

Would you tell me the ad
tages and disadvantages
steel studded tyre for the
ing wheel of a motor cycle?
the steel studs affect the

?et hot?—H.C.L.

?

A steel studded tyre is slightly

resilient than an ordinary tyre, but
practically unpuncturable, the only
advantage being that it is likely, if

machine is used as a single, to skid
stone sets and wood paving. If a sid

is fitted, this objection does not
good, A si 3el studded tyre is slig

sif'ver than ?, plain rubber tyre.

Eemoving Carbon Brush Irom Magneto.

(1.) I have a 1908 Si
Brown, and in removing cai

brush, which was cracked
dropped part into magneto,
this cause trouble, and wha
way to extract it? (2.) j

under way the machine
not take any extra air even on
throttle, and sometimes it mis
badly and engine gets very hot.

can I remedy this?

—

C-\rbon.

(1.) It will be better to remove
broken carbon. This is easily done
removing the end plate of the magi
Y'^ou cannot do any harm as long as

do not remove the armature from
tween the magnets. (2.) The symp
you describe is probably due to a pa
obstruction in the jet or supply pipe.

best
getting

W. A. Lockwood, secretary of the HuddcrsDe
and District Auto Cycle Club, and his Bat-Jan
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starting DiOlculty.

I have just had a magneto
fitted to a lS07 5 h.p. Eex, and
have great trouble in getting it

to start, whereas the machine
used to start fairly easily with

umulator. Please let me know
Ihat you tliink I can do to remedy
'is.—C.F.V.

cleaning the contact breaker, seeing
I the points are clean and smooth,
setting the points of the sparking
as close together as possible without

thing. Advance the spark to almost
Ifullest e.xtent and reduce the main
ppening of the carburetter.

Valve Tappet Clearance.

Will you kindly tell me if

there is loss of efficiency in my
Sj h.p. engine owing to the
bottom end of o.xhaust valvo
stem being about l-16th of an

Jch clear above the tappet bead when
|e engine is at rest? I notice under
lilar circumstances that- the inlet

live stem sits close down. Does it

lean the e.xhaust valve spring requires
|newal? Also, how often should 1
rape off .carbon deposit?—LS 171.

can easily test if there is any loss
bower through the excessive amount
llearance between the bottom of the
le and the tappet. Insert a strip of
ll between the two while the engine
forking, and if the engine appears to
up speed you will know at once that

alteration is necessary. The gap be-
^11 the two should not be more than
thickness of a visiting card. The

tust .springs should not require re-
jing. You should scrape the carbon
psit off whenever it is needed. You
soon get to know how often, e.g..

In the engine begins to overheat, pre-
Tc, and to lose power.

HisOring,

My engine, a Fafnir, ha.')

lately taken to chronic misfiring.
The symptoms are the.^e : the
machine starts off all right, but
a.s goon as the speed rises above

Ine miles an hour the misfiring com-
lences, but sometimes I can reach
l/enty mile.s an hour in a series of
llutters, but even when the speed is
lirly good the missing of the engine
In be detected ; the hill-climbing
Ipacity is greatly reduced, and the
ptiol consumption m very heavy,
he carburetter is a Fafnir ; I have
leaned it out thoroughly, and have
lied giving all possible air until the
pgine refuses to fire. The spark is

|iite all right, contact points flat and
an; plain coil. The explosions when

lisfiring sets in are heavy and pound-
Ig. I would be very much obliged

f
you if you can suggest a remedy.

[-W.P.

should advise you first of all to turn
attention to the adjustment of the

|inum points on the contact breaker.
points should be clean and a firm
light contact should be made. Is a
i or trembler coil used? It seems
likely, however, that the trouble is

[to the carburetter. Possibly it would
Improved by fitting a slightly smaller
ice tube.

Reducing Compression Ratio.

I own a 1909 Triumph, and
am thinking of lowering the com-
pi-ession. (1.) Do you consider
that a lower compression would
improve this particular engine

for general touring purposes and make
it a better hill-climber? (2.) Would
the best method be to fit a plate under
cylinder and obtain valves or tappets
with longer stems? (3.) What
thickness of plate do you recommend,
and which is best to obtain, longer
tappets or valves? (4.) What altera-
tion's should be made to carburetter, it

any? (5.) Would good compression be
likely to remain longer after the altera-
tion? At present compression vanishes
about every 700 to 1,000 miles ; to re-

store same engine has to be thoroughly
cleaned and perhaps rings renewed.

—

F.C.
(1.) A lower compression ratio would pro-
bably improve the running of your
machine by minimising the tendency to
knocking. The general ellicieucy, how-
ever, would be reduced. (2.) As sug-
gested, the best metliod is to fit a plate
underneath the cylinder and obtain
valves with longer s»tems. It would be
simpler to obtain different design valve
caps to give a greater com' ustion space.
(3.) The thickness of the pi; tes should be
approximately three millimetres, but the
correct size can only be found by experi-
ment. (4.) No alterations should be
necessary to the carburett^-r. (5.) You
should certainly have no difficulty in re-

taining compression with a cool running'*
engine.

Seized Engine Pulley.

While proceeding down hill

Swith my sidecar combination the
engine slowed down and finally

came to a standstill, and when
I tried to start again I found

469

the pulley would not turn, allowing
the belt to slip. After some time I

inserted my spanner between the crank
case and pulley and forced outwardly,
wluch freed the pulley at once, and I

was able to start. The same thing
happened two months ago. Ckiuld you
tell me the cause and remedy?—D.H.

The only reason we can think of to
account for the trouble is that the inner
pulley Hange may have become loose on
the shaft and worked its way up to
the face of the crank case boss, thus
setting up friction, and finally getting so
close that it jammed temporarily. We
would suggest that you remove the inner
flange, and you will be able to detect if

there has been any rubbing between the
back of the flange and face of the boss.

E.XPERIENCES WAITED.
Readers desirous of obtaining tiie experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

•W.P.K." (Borris). B. and B. or

Amac carburetter on a late pattern four-

cylinder F.N.
"E.J.H." (Cinderford). The .Scott

two-stroke machine used with a sidecar.

••J.B.S." (Crewe). The Bedelia,
particularly with regard to belt trans-

mission in wet weather, and utilisation

of belt slip in place of a differential gear.

"Regular Header" (Dublin). The
Lomax belt. Probable life in miles.

I"
C.N." (Handsworth Common).

Millennium and Mabon change-speed
gears fitted to 1908 Triumph.
"A.C." (Dublin). Zi, h.p. Ariel with

variably-geared pulley used with a side-

car.

"C.J.D." (Lavender HiU). N.S.U.
two-speed engine shaft gear fitted to

1908 Triumnh.

WHERE SEA AND SKY AND MOUNTAINS MEET.
A meeting ol the Cape Peninsula Motor Cycle Club, the members ol which make regular trips

at week-ends.

^31
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and shouli be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

A Remarkable Occurrecce.
[5591.]—Last week, while riding near Norwich, a partridge

flew out of the hedgerow in a straight line slightly ahead of

me. I opened the throttle, and rapidly caught up to it, and
when level with it I caught the hird with my left hand and
held it for quite thirty yards, but had to release it. I found I

could not lift the exhaust lifter with the bird fluttering in my
hand, as I was approacliing a nasty corner. I have been
riding motor cycles over eight years, but have never seen or
heard of such an occurrence before. E. CROSS.

The Deposit System.
[5592.]—As I have recently been victimised by a firm

of dealers advertising in this journal, I am writing these few
lines in order to warn others who may be contemplating a
deal for cash, exchange or both.

I would urge upon all readers the advisability of doing
business through the deposit system of The Motor CycU.
Certain goods sent to me were not as represented, and it

was only after my solicitor had threatened legal proceedings
that a settlement was arrived at, costing me £3 for nothing
but experience, which, I think, was dearlv bought.

D 983.

Clutches and Variable Speed Gears.
[5593.]—Encouraged by Mr. Frasetti's statement made

some time ago in your pages that a modern clutch was an
efficient -substitute for a variable gear I invested in a free-

engined chain-driven 1911 mount, and must confess that
my experiences have been the exact opposite of his.

I have now done about 600 miles, during which the clutch
has required adjusting three times, to prevent it slipping

uphill on a 4^ to 1 gear. If it is adjusted so that it does
not slip permanently, it is practically useless for obtaining
a restart uphill with this gear on gradients worse than 1

in 20, and under no circumstances have I been able to use

it as a substitute for a variable gear.

His picture of slipping the clutch as an aid to climbing
single figure gradients is entirely delusive as applied to

this' clutch. If it is adjusted so as to be of any conceivable

help in this way, it will slip of its own accord long

before such severe grades are approached, and will bung
the machine to a stop. CHAIN DRIVE.

Change Speed Gears.
[5594.]—Mr. W. Davies raises an interesting point in his

letter [No. 5563] published on April 27th. Tliere is undoubt
edly a great and increasing demand for really good change

speed gears on motor cycles, which Mr. R. Buch's experimental

worm-driven three-speed gear may meet in time.

I would, however, remind him that there is already an

excellent three-speed gear on the market, in the shape of

the Armstrong Triplex plate qlutch and gear, which has long

since passed the experimental stage, and has been seveieh
tried and proved most successful in open competitions.

A sign of the times is that the New Hudson Cvcle Co., who
are up to the present the principal users, are entirely dropping
their single-speed models in favour of the three-speed and free

engine clutch type.

Much of the trouble experienced in keeping lightweight

machines up to concert pitch is due to the microscopic engines

used in some cases, which are submitted to a chronic over-

loading they are totally unfitted to withstand. Hence rapid

loss of tune, which spells disaster and pushing up hills.

GEORGE BELL.

A32 -

Scrap Steel on the Highway.
[5595.]—We enclose you a letter addressed to a firm we

do business with in scrap steel.

We think in view of the number of punctures which are

constantly happening from this kind of traffic on our publii

highways, particularly in manufacturing districts, that thi

matter should be taken up seriously. We feel sure you wil

agree with us. Per THE M.P. CO.
Birmingham. Cn.-is. G. Hopkins.

[Copy.]
April 14th, 1911.

To Messrs.
Grentlemen,—With reference to collection of scrap 'steel

in future cases we should be glad if you would send a vehich
which would be likely to carry this along the road without
losing it on the way, as it must be obvious the class oi

vehicle you send here is likely to cause endless difficulty

with either cycles or motors.
We take this opportunity of saying quite definitely if

man calls again with a flat lorry we shall decline to let him
have the steel, as it is only fair to the ordinary user of

rubber tyres that this should be so.

Respectfully yours,

Per THE M.P. Co.

Converted Tricars.
[5596.]— It may interest your readers to know how we con

verted a 9 h. p. Riley tricar into a sociable. We are sending a

photograph of it. We first of all dismantled the body, and
then we cut the steering away bodily and moved it to th'

front cross-member. We next fitted a couple of bucket seat:

from a car as shown, and finding the change speed and hrak'

levers were too tar back, we unbolted them and slid them

Another tandem-seated tncar converteJ to a sociable.

along to the desired position. A new back mudguard (hinged

in the middle for getting at tyre when necessary) was then

made and fitted, also side splash pieces to front guai^ds. Wa
added a sloping folding dash and wind screen, Cape hoodJ
etc., making the whole a compact and sociable three!

wheeler. OAKLEIGH MOTOR CO.
A. DuRANT, Manager.
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The Lady Motor Cyclist,

[5597.]—As a rider of the ladies' Motosacoche. I have

followed the recent discussion in your columns with the

keenest interest, and I am bound to say that nothing has

Ket beeo put before me to slacken my affection for this

ghtweight machine—properly so-called.

I fail to see that the lightweight can connote anytlur.g but

lOth light weight—avoirdupois—and low power. Does not

,Ir. Evershed know that a big engine will smash up a light

icycle, and that the bigger the engine the harder it is to

tart irrespective of its weight.

As to iMiss Berend's e.xperiences 1 would like to know
hat is the weight of her machine—nearer 200 than 100 lbs.,

11 be bound. And iliss Berend should remember there are

lome of us who do not want to ride through the country

ike a flash of lightning. Personally, I prefer a speed at

vhich I can see the countryside. If the motor cycle is ever

become popular with our sex it tiiust be of a weight that

an be handled. You cannot get away from it that 100 lbs.

a negotiable one-woman power weiglit—over that is beyond

er. As for hiil-climbing, I have done the Reigate Hill.

Vhat more would you?
The ladies' Motos'acoche is so much like the ordinary ladys
icycle that if more ladies rode it much of the prejudice

gainst motor cycling for women x> oulil disappear. And
here is such a prejudice, strongly marked. Everyone to

?hom J, have spoken of the joys of motor cycling is frankly

mazed at my temerity in climbing, as they imagine, one of

hese high-powered heavyweight machines they see along
^ oads. (Miss) E. L. C. WATSOX.

A Pillion or Tandem Seat.

[5598.]—I was interested in the article and illustrations

li page 418 of your issue of April 27th, describing a home-
lude tandem seat, as I have carried a lady passenger some
lies in this manner, and my method of getting over the

tarting difficulty without a clutch or two-speed gear may be

If interest. The passenger sils facing the left as in your
llustration, and I make the ordinary running start from the

fght side ; when the engine fires I mount the pedal with the

light foot and sit side-saddle on the machine, and I lien at

leisure and when the machine is well under way I lift

lie left leg ever the top lube and get into the ordinary
pding position. " all without the aid of a net." It is quite

asy after one or two tries without the passenger. On long

burneys it is restful lo ride side-saddle occasionally, prefer-

oly with the feet over theTeft side, as then the brake pedal
within easy reach.

I

The Mersey Motor Club had a_rranged its first members'
nil-climb at Rivington Pike on the 7th inst., and in

pew of your comments in recent issues on the overwhelm-
bg advantage a small engine and heavyweight have under
pe A.C.U. formula, many readers may be interested to

now that we took the step of not allowing machines which
eligible for the lightweight class to compete in the 600

Ic. class. The committee thought that this would induce
lanv riders of i'^ h.p. singles to turn out to what would
Iherwise have been a hopeless task. V S. HORSMAN.

Hill-climbing.
[5599.]—In view of the present keen competition amongst

motor cyclists to find hills that apparently cannot be con-

quered, for i'ailurfs to climb out of the way gradients seem
few and far between, I am bringing to the notice of your
readers the existence of an admirable test of this nature in

my neighbourhood, and I may preface my brief description
of the hill itself by offering hospitality, and myself as a
guide and much interested spectator, to any motor cyclists

who may care to come this way. For their information I

live midway between Hereford and Ledbury, and the hill

in question is about five miles from my house. The total rise

is some T^ miles ; it is practically unfrequented, the surface
is excellent, and the gradient of the final pitch is 1 in 3^
for 250 yards. The remainder of the hill is not too terrify-

ing in the light of what I have read of recent climbs, but
I can confidently assert that it will take a good driver, to

.'iay nothing of the machine, to accomplish a " clean " ascent

of my particular hill. In conclusion, I must add that 1

drive both a car and motor cvcio m.yself.

Tarrington.
"

(Dr.) Rev. C. HOME.

[5600.]—In reply to letter No. 5561, I regret not having
been a privileged spectator on the occasion when Mr. Percy
made a clean ascent on his 1910 Triumph geared 5-1.

Mav I quote Mr. Percy's own words from letter No. 5030.

October 6th, 1910'? "On Sunday. September 18th. between
6 and 7 p.m.. I climbed Stentiford's Hill, Torquay, first

attempt, easy pedalling for a few yards ; second attempt
without pedalling, gear 5| to 1. . . . My weight is

10 St. 3 lbs."

If .Mr. Hardy's memory for fractions has proved itself so

elusive in regard to the climbing of Stentiford's by Mr.
Percy, what guarantee is there that it has not proved itself

similarly elusive in regard to his own climb on the T.T.
Bradbury. May not Mr. Percy's gear have been 5J-1?
.May not .Mr. Hardy's own gear have been a similar one?
Again, even if Mr. Hardy has correctly estimated his gear
at 4|-1. his machine is a T.T. model, and has, I presume,
the ample engine dimensions lately attributed to that make
of machine (89 x 89). and. therefore, ought to climb the hill

or go on the scrap heap. Mr. Helm's mount was a heavy
touring machine, in full kit, and I weigh well over 11 st.

I will admit that the surrounding nciglibourhood of Stenti-

ford is not artistocratic. but what has that to do with its being
a main road hill? Mr. Hardy .=ays that the hill leads nowhere
in particular. _ I can only .'jay that either Iris memory proved
as faulty here as it did in the case of Sir. Percy's gear, or that

he climbed the hill so fast that he was unable to see where it

led to ! I am aware that the hill was climbed some time ago
by Mr. Harding on a 7-9 V.S.. geared 4J-1 ; also by Mr.
.\lyott on a 5 h.p. Indian, geared 5.2-1. I have, however,
witnessed dozens of unsuccessful attempts bv powerful singles

and big twins—machines that would make light of such hills

as Holne Chase and Dartmeet on a similar gear.

For myself. I can only say that I have ridden all over

England and negotiated most of the hills usually regarded as

J: >^^

Reliability trial tf

the Motor Cycle

Union of Ireland

(Ulster centre).
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starting point.
Fort William,
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worthy o£ Dotice, and have never met one which for sheer

gradient could compare with Stentiford's. It would give me
great pleasure on a future occasion to witness one of Mr.

Hardy's Ughtning ascents, also to meet him at the summit and
introduce him to the main road, which would be the natural

outcome of his attempts—if successful. Gear to be measured
—at 4i-l. H. HORTON (Rev.).

Low Registration Numbers.

[5501.]—Why do not those motor cyclists who are anxious

to get low numbers apply for a "back number" in one of

the Home Counties, e.g., Surrey or Middlesex? These
counties have a single letter, and if one gets a three-figure

number, as I did last month for my 1911 mount, it is equal

to a two-figure one in an Irish county, as, I believe, ail

the latter have double identification letters. Apart from the

question of low numbers, I prefer to register with a local

authority, as I do not see the good of subscribing to the
upkeep of roads in some remote Irish county which in all

probability I should never visit. P 102.
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all, the deciding test of a machine is its abilities to perform
the task required of it.

You will notice that both the New Hudson 2j h.p. single-

cylinder three-speed machines gained first-class certificates

in spite of their small cylinder capacities and possibly greater

weight. Verb. sap. We have no doubt as to their ability to

climb Sutton Bank at twenty miles an hour if required.

Possibly their small cyluidei capacity and medium weight
of 130 lbs. or so is one of the reasons why they are almost
invincible on the A.C.U. formula.

THE NEW HUDSON CYCLE CO., LTD.

A.C.U. Test Hills.

[5602.]— We note with considerable satisfaction that the
notorious Stoupe Brow has been discarded as a test hill in

A.C.U. six days' trials course.

We certainly think that our New Hudson three-speed
machine will climb any hill that any ordinai'y individual
would dream of tackling. However, when it comes to a

tortuous and boulder strewn track up a cliff, we think the

line should be drawn, when it comes to sending possibly

eighty or a hundred machines over it in close order.

With reference to Dr. C. S. Patterson's letter, we would
refer hihi to " Ixion's " remarks, from the -fact that it i.s

easier to climb the hill at thirty miles an hour than at

twenty for a 34 h.p. machine. In the same way it should
be quite an easy matter for an efficient 2| h.p. machine to

climb a hill at eighteen ' or twenty miles an hour. After

.Carbon Deposits.

[5603.]—After reading various letters in yom- columns
on thj nature and quantity of carbon deposits in motor
cycle engines, I decided to run my 3^ h.p. single 1,000 mUes
by cyclometer, with and without a gauze over the air inlet

to the carburetter.

The carburetter I used, for the experiments has two thick

nesses of gauze over the air inlet. But the gauzes do not
seem to throttle the air supply to any noticeable extent.

These gauzes we.'e removed for the first experiment.
Experiment 1., without gauze :

Deposit on piston only = 2.95 grms.
Approximate volume = 1.9 c.c.

Specific density = 1.55.

A gritty deposit distributed in irregular masses over the
top of the piston.

Experiment II., with gauzes

:

Deposit on piston = 1.70 grms.
Approximate volume = 1.2 c.c.

Specific density = 1.41.

A smooth deposit distributed more or less evenly over the
top surface of the piston.

The difference in densities is due no doubt to the
absence of the larger particles of road grit in the latter

experiment. I think from the above results the desirability

of using a gauze protection for the carburetter is evident.

W. W. BROWN.

Tup hrrie ^eei>er

SCENKS AT THE GLASGOW M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB LAST SATURDAY. (See page 481).
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Over 400 Miles per Day for Six Days.
A Wonderful Exhibition of

MARVELLOUS achievement ! Thus we sum up Albeit

E. Catt's new six days' record accomplished last

week, during which period he covered a distance of

no less than 2,567 miles—676 miles more than his

kious best. It is without doubt the most convincing

limony of the reliability of the modern motor cycle yet

Vded. This big distance has not lieen accomplished liy

i^M
mSEKOBSS-^-^

He is di5-E. Catt outside the Newcastle and District H.C. premises,
cussing the question o( petrol, prior to the restart.

ng at excessive speeds, but mainly by the rider's

rlcable exhibition of pluck and endurance in remaining
saddle long hours every day. For instance, on the

day Catt started half an hour after midnight, and did
ut his trusty Triumph to rest in Edinburgh until twenty-
and a quarter hours later, having meanwhile covered the

U. London-Edinburgh gold medal route, besides the
from. Northampton to London—altogether 461 miles.

ite the huge distance traversed, Catt was not by any
s lucky so far as freedom from trouble was concerned.

"i Ii.p. free engine Triumph ran faultlessly from start to

, except for a valve stret-cljiug, but only thirty-three
had been covered when a puncture was experienced, nor
Catt escape from the clutches of the puncture fiend

' at day. On arrival at the Newcastle and District
r Club's premises, where he had been invited to tea,

tyres were fiat, and while he obtained refre.'^hnient the
ers kindly effected repairs. At the 415th mile the
St valve lengthened, making it necessary to use a

ut from that point onwards no engine trouble whatever
experienced, nor were the valves changed. It should
be interposed that The Motor Oi/clc had sealed the
er to the frame before the start, and the seals were
to be intact at the conclusion of the ride.

sday morning Catt left Edinburgh at 3.20 after less

four hours rest, and this day he covered 412 miles,

ately finishing at Barnet after a most gruelling ride.

day was probably the most adventurous of the six.

started badly. sulTering a badly bur.=t tyre at 4 a.m.

A Race with a Train.
lar Dunbar the road runs parallel with the railway for

al miles. It was 5 a.m., when a luggage train hove in

and as both the driver and Catt were losing no time
pirit of emulation seized both, and an exciting duel
ed. the driver of the train urging Catt onwarcT.

;er in the morning it commenced to rain, and altogether
rode for 300 miles this day under the most discomfort-
inditions. The rain played havoc with the rubber belt.

1 broke on three occasions. At 10 p.m., nearing Hat-
he experienced an extraordinary adventure ; whilst

ing along the belt flew off, and turning his machinf
Catt was dismayed to find the belt had disappeared

the road altogether.

Stamina by Albert E. Catt.

It toolc ten minutes before his search in the dark, was
rewarded, the belt eventually being discovered in the long
grass by the roadside. But Catt was now beginning to feel

the effects of the long hours, and was in a comatose condi-
tion. Instead of turning his machine round again for Barnet,
where D. K. Hall was waiting to check him, he commenced
to retrace his wheel marks, and had gone some distance
before he realised his error. Overnight the tyres were
changed.

Wednesday's run was to the West. It was a bitterly cold
morning, and at Bagshot he dismounted and ran alongside
to restore circulation. On and on Catt rode, wondering
whethn' he was not attempting the impossible, until, rearing
Exetei , he had practically decided to give up, his poor head
reeling. He dismounted for some minutes, picking primroses
to pass the time awav. Again Britisii pluck spurred him
on to complete his self-imposed task.

At Yeovil Catt was hailed by a motor cj'clist, who proved
to be a record aspirant himself, presumably disapiioinied at

Catt's attempt to improve upon his original six days ride.

He journeyed honif at night, arriving wet through to

the skin, after covering 428 miles.

Thursday's route was to Holyhead and back. At Shrews-
bury he fell thoroughly exhausted, and again thought tvTice

before continuing. .\t Menai Hridge an Enfield rider met
Catt- and acSDnipamed him acro.ss Anglesey to Holyhead at a

lively bat.

It had been arranged that on the return run Barratt, a

Northampton rider of a Zenith, should meet Catt and repair

any piMictuies should it become necessary. Barratt, true to

his promise, rode out one hundred miles, but the amusing
part is that Bariatl''! machine was the one that punctured,
and Catt eventuallv had to effect the repair! 407 miles

were covered that day.

On the run to Southampton on Friday Catt was welcomed
thirty miles from that town by members of the local club,

with whom he lunched. Outside Blandford there is a steep

hill, and it so happened that a tremendous flock of sheep

impeded his progress; the drovers informed Catt that there

were 1,000, and it was here that Catt benefited bv his choice

of a clutch machine, for by judiciously slipping it he climbed

the hill without a dismount. Tea at Towcester, supper
with Frank Hulbert at the King's Head Hotel, Coventry,

and a final jaunt to Northampton, brought Friday's total to

423 miles, and ho was now well in front of record.

The Last Day's Run.
For the final effort a start was made at 4.12 a.m. The

first breakfast was arranged at Highgate, where he arrived

at 7 a.m., returning to Northampton for a second breakfast.

On this day especially Catt's vitality was at its lowest ebb,

and the tremendous strain was having its effects. In a

semi-dazed condition he continued to Attleborough (Nor-

The crowd at Norlhamplon last Saturday to see A. E. Citt finish his wonderful

six days' ride on a Triumph. Catt may be recognised between the two lights.
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Over 400 Miles per Day lor Six Days.—
folk), where after dinner he decided to return to North-
ampton and so avoid several miles of narrow roads and
greaey tramlines to Yarmouth, his pre-arranged stopping
point. At Attleborough Catt found a telegram awaiting him
from the Mayor of Northampton asking him to finish at

10 p.m.
Prompt to the minute Catt rode up to the Thomas-a-Becket

Well, a historical spot where the Mayor and members of the

Corporation were waiting lo welcome him. Catt had a
most enthusiastic reception, his record attempt being the talk

of the town. Naturally, there was a large concourse to wit-

MAY nth, igii

iiess his arrival. Saturday's mileage was 425, making a
grand total of 2,557. Catt told us that £1,000 would not
tempt him to continue for another day.

ChecRing.
At the extreme points, viz., Edinburgh, Exeter, South-

ampton, and Holyhead, it was arranged tliat a motor cyclist

should meet Catt and pilot him to the hotel. He wore a
white band on his left arm so that strangers could recognise
him. A number of telegrams and postcards signed by wit-

nesses were addressed to The Motor Cycle recording Catt's
progress. The timetable is crowded out of this issue.

1,000 MILES WITHOUT
A motor cycle long-distance trial run on the lines of the

R.A.C. Trials for cars will be made by Messrs. Phelon and
Moore, beginning on May 22nd, and lasting for six days.

Mr. W. Pratt, the well known P. and M. exponent, will

endeavour to cover 150 miles a day without opening the

toolbag of his machine, which will be a two-speed chain-

driven P. and M. shod with Kempshall tyres. Each day's

journey will start from Uxbridge, while the rider and
machine will be under the observation of a qualified observer
the whole time, who will travel on a car immediately
behind. The petrol consumption will be noted, and the

vital parts sealed by the Auto Cycle Union. It

will also be placed under lock and key at the end of every

day's run.

The following routes have been .^elected for the above trial :

1st Day.—Uxbridge, Rickmansworth, St. Albans, Hert-
ford, Ware, Newport, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Royston,
Baldock, Stevenage, Hatfield, Uxbridge, 138 miles.

OPENING THE TOOLBAG.
2nd Day.^Uxbridge, Watford, Tring, Aylesbury, Bicester,

Banbury, Leamington, Warwick, Stratford, Woodstock,
Oxford, and by the main road to Uxbridge, 172 miles.

3rd Day.—Uxbridge via High Wycombe to Woodstock,
Chipping Norton, 5loreton-in-the-Marsh, Broadway, Eve-
sham, Worcester, Tewkesbury, Cheltenham, Witney, Oxford,
Uxbridge, 190 miles.

4th Day.—Uxbridge, Oxford, Northleach, Gloucester,

I
Birdlip Hill, Cirencester, Fairford, Faringdon, Wallingford,
Warborough, Thame, Kop Hill, Princes Risborpugh, Ux-

' bridge, 187 miles.

5th Day.—Uxbridge, Ptickmansworth, St. Albans, Dan-
stable, Coventry, Kenilworth, Warwick, Banbury, Bicester,

; Berkhamstead, Amersham. Uxbridge, 195 miles.

6th Day.—Uxbridge, High Wycombe, Wheatley, Islip,

Banbury, Bicester, Aylesbury, Berkhamstead, Amersham,
Uxbridge, Pall Mall, Royal Automobile Glub, 140 miles.

i
Total distance, 1,022 miles.

B.M.C.R.C. THIRD MEMBERS' MEETING.
The programme of the third members' meeting of the

British Motor Cycle Racmg Club, to be held on Wednesday,
May 17th, at Brooklands. is as follows:

3 p.m. The First Eliminating Handicap, for motor cycles

of any type, and fitted with any size engine. Entry fee,

2s. 6d.

4.30 p.m. The First 1911 Time Trials for one kilometre,

one mile, and five miles. The classes are : Class A, for

engines not exceeding 275 c.c. ; Class B, 350 c.c. ; Class C,

>—
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A NEW 2i

IT
has been knovrai to us for some weeks that the

Singer Co., Ltd., of Coventry, were busy evolving

a medium weight single-cylinder machine to come
within the 300
cubic < entimetres

capacity limit, and
the machine made a

creditable debut in

the Herts County
A.C. Kop Hill-

climb last Saturday.

It will be observed
from the illustration

that it is a miniature

replica of the 3^
h.p. Singer which
has already won its

spurs. The cylin-

der dimensions are

65 by 80 mm.,
and side - by - side

mechanically-
operated valves are

used, whilst there

is a push-down silencer cut-out.

The Bosch magneto is situated high up in front of

the cylinder, and is driven by a train of gears. The
carburetter is the well-tried B. and B., controlled by

500 c.c. ; Class D, 750 c.c. ; and Class E, 1,000 c.c. Entrance
fee. Is. each class.

5.30 p.m. The Three-lap Scratch Race, for motor cycles

of any type fitted with engines not exceeding 500 c.c. The
first prize (a silver cup) will be presented by the Palmei

'< Tyre, Ltd. Entry fee, 2s. 6d.
Entries for the above events close to-day (Thursday). Lat<

entries, at double fees, Monday, May 15th. The secretar)
I is Mr. T. W. Loughborough, Highcliffe. Shooters Hill. Kent,

h.p. SINGER.
the Singer patent ratchet levers. Other details of th

j

specification include Druid spring forks, and Lysi
I :Min. rubber belt. The adjustable pulley gives ratio

of 5 down to

to I.

Such up-to-dat

items as luggag
carrier, kick - u]

stand, and rubber
covered footrest

xX

A new model. The 2i h.p. Singer which secured
at KoD Hill

(adjustable) are,

course, embodied i

the construction

this taking littl

mount, whilst uj:

turned handle-bar
render the rider'

position a ver

natural one. T
enable a low sea

the top tube
slightly dropped a

its rearmost end

Two brakes of th

usual type are supplied ; the tyres are of r -Jlir

section. Altogether the little Singer is a handsom
looking machine, and, being constructed on standar

lines, should command a ready sale.

first place among the single cylinder lightweights
last Saturday.
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The Herts. County Open Hlll-cIimb.
Another Record Entry. Results on Formula and Time in both Divisions.

No moie perfect day for a motor evcle competition could
be imagined tlian Saturday last. Hardly a leaf
stirred, the -sun shone brightly, and tlie air was as
balmy as it only can be in England in May. The

surface of Kop Hill left a good deal to be desired, as it was
extremely rough throughout the whole course, and more
especially near tlie top, where there was a deep rut, which
occasioned one spill and nearly accounted for several others.
Hut for the surface this gradient is nearly ideal for a com-
petition. It is safe, almost straight, and the progress of the
climb can be seen almost from start to finish. Tlie organisa-
tion was excellent. Every competitor wore a legiljle numberj
and the smart way in which the men were sent up was
especially noteworthy. As each man made bis ascent he
returned to the starfing point by a different way, and
without inconveniencing anybody and without waste of time
he was back at his post and ready to start again. As regards
entries^ the event was a record, as no less than 250 had been
received, and it speaks well for the organisation when we say
that the whole competition took but oh. 26ru. to complete.
The event was divided into two divisions-^A, for any type

of motor cycle ; B, for riders who had not won a prize in an
open hill-climb with standard touring machines. The first

class was run off first. This was for lightweights not ex-

ceeding 110 lbs., pedalling allowed. Since the latter- con-
cession was made, naturally people took the greatest possible

advantage of it, and in certain cases the man appeared to

work even harder than his engine.

Yates (2h.p. Humber), fast, but pedalled. Stanley, on one oi

the new 2i h.p. Singers with an engine 55 x 80, side

by side valves, came up well, hut pedalled, and succeeded
in distinguishing himself, as will be seen by the result. T.
Kigby (2^ h.p. Speedwell) changed speed, and made a very
good ascent. Mrs. De Lissa (2 h.p. Motosacoche) came up
well. J. Holroyd (2^ h.p. Motosacoche), fast, but pedallecT.

D. R. O'Donovau (2 h.p. Singer) pedalled hard, as also did
Eli Clarke (2J h.p. Douglas). The results were:

Result on time. M. S-

G. Stanley (2^ Singer) 1 8|
T. Eigby (2i- Speedwell) 1 12J
B. Yates (2 Humber) 1 14;

Result on formula.
B. Yates (2 Hnmber) ... .57
S. Wright (2 Humber)... .60
G. E. Stanley (2i Singer) .70

The next event was Class HI., for twin-cylinder machines
not exceedmg 146 lbs., 543 c.c. H. G. Dix'on (2| h.p. New
Hud.^on) and H. Y. Colver (2J h.p. Enfield) came up in
splendid style. This was Col vers second apijearance after his
new appointment with the Enfield Co.. and, it will be noticed
it was crowned with success. H. Cox (2J h.p. Forward) came
up well, as also H. Greayes (2|- h.p. Enfield) and Miss Ham-
mett (2| h.p. Douglas). G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p Douglas)
stopped with broken chain caused by a stone.

Formula.!
"

jj g
H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) .64 H. Colver (2J Enfield) o"54i
H. Dixon (2|- X. Hudsonl .80 H. G. Dixon (2| New
W. Douglas (2| Douglas) .82 Hudson) .. ... 1 5J

iH. Greaves (2^ Enfield) 1 7j
Class VI., for twin-cylinder machines not exceeding 750

c.c, was next run oft. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua) came
up at a tremendous speed, while H. Hill f5 h.p. Bat). S. F.
Garrett (5 h.p. Indian). A. J. Luce (5 h.p. Bat). J. Thompson
(5 h.p. Indian), and Q. S. N. Carter (5 h.p. Matchless) alt
made e.xcellent ascents. S. T. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat) came up
very fast, but wobbled, and nearly had a spill on reaching
the summit, nevertheless he made fastest time.

Formula.
to Patterson (2? New

Hudson)
+S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)...

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith
J. Thompson (5 Indian)

tDead heat

T. Te.=sier (5 Bat)
Barnes (6

~ Zenith)
Hill (5 Bat)

M. .S.

0 40;
41?
44'

.75

.75

.79

.84

"Fastest time of day.
Class II., for machines 146 lbs. and 300 CO.—B. Yates (2 h.p.

Humber) came up slowly. H. Berwick, on a similar machine,
both assisted with his -feet and pedalled. S. Wright (2 h.p.

General view o! Kop Hll', a csatouf section ot which appeared in our last issue. J. H. Slaughter [Z\ L.M.C.) is seen comias up.



The Herts. County Open HiU-climb.

—

An incident near the top oi Kop Hili. S. Wright (3A Humberj, second in

Class IV. on time (Division B). overtalfing H. Berwicit (Humber lightweight),

Humbei) made a good asuent, while G. E. Stanley (2^ h.p.

Singer) performed even better. A. Fripp (2^ h.p. Singer),

G. Bell (2i h.p. New Hudson), G. Patterson, jun. (2J h.p.

New Hudson), and H. G. Dixon (2| h.p. New Hudson), all

came up in good form. B. Marians (2^ h.p. P. and M.)
assl.'ited with his feet.

Formula
G. Patterson, jun (2|

New Hudson) ... ,552

G. E. Stanley (2^- Singer) .623
H. G, Dixon (2^- New
Hudson) 650

Time M. s.

G. Patterson, jun. (2|
New Hudson) .,, 54^

G. Stanley (2i Singer) 64
H. Dixon (2| New
Hudson) 61i

G. Bell (2i New Hud-
son) 1 11-5

Class IV., for single-cylinder machines not exceeding 557
c.c.—The three Triumph riders, Crawley, McMinnies, and
Newsonie, made brilliant ascents, while the remainder came
up in good form. These were B. Yates (2 h.p. Himiber),
S. Wright (2 h.p. Humber), G. E. Stanley (3i h.p. Singer),

D. R. O'Donovan (3^ h.p. Singer), G. Patterson and H.
<j. Dixon (21 h,p. New Hudsons), P. Brewster (3^ h,p,

Norton), W, H, Else (3J, h.p. Rudge), E. A. Colliver (3i

li.p. Zenith). .J. H. Slaughter (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), F. W.
Barnes (2J h.p. Zenith), W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury),
H. L. Cooper, C. C. Cooke, W, S, Bennett, L. T, Rliys,

arid T. G. Baxenden (3i h.p. Triumphs), A. L. Ommauey
<3i h.p. Rudge), W. Pratt (3i h.p. P. and M.), and A. D.
Arter and T. Pollock (3i h.p. James).
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Time s.

W. JIcMinnies(3i Triumph) 43|
S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 441
W. Newsonie (3i Trimnph) 45|

Formula.
F, VV. Barnes (2| Zenith) .50

G. Patterson (2| New
Hudson) 52

H. G. Dixon (2| New
Hudson) 60

Class VII., for any twin-cylinder machine.—In this class

there was some little excitement. S. T. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat)

dismounted near the summit owing to a sooted plug. A. J.

Luce (5 h.p. Bat) made a capital ascent, but on his way up
a stray Irish terrier careered down the course heedless of all

appeals to stop, but very fortunately turned aside in

sufficient tirne to avoid impeding the competitor. 0. C.

Godfrey (7 h.p. Indian) came up fast, but swerved in the

rut near the top. P. W. Bischoil (6 h.p. Zenith) was climb-

ing the hill in splendid style, but on the crest of the hill he
had one hand only on the handle-bar while the other was
working the gear. One hand, however, was not sufficient on
the rutty surface, and swerving, he fell heavily, throwing off

the front tyre, buckling his wheel, and cutting his knee rather

badly. Excellent ascents were made by H. G. Dixon (2J
h.p. New Hudson). H. Greaves and H. V. Colver (2J h.p.

Endelds), F. W. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith), H. Hill (5 h,p. Bat),

C. M. Down, S. F. Garrett and J. Thompson (5 h.p. Indians),

G. S. Carter (5 h.p. Matchless), and W, Douglas (2| Douglas).

Formula.
H. V, Colver (2| Enfield) .64

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) .82

+H. Hill (5 Bat) 85

tW. Douglas (2| Douglas) .83

tDead heat,

F, W,. Barnes (6 Zenith) 43i
H. Hill (5 Bat) ,,, ... 43|
G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) 43|

G. E. Stanley (31 Singer) travelling well. In the 1101b. lightweight class Stanley
was first on time, riding the new 25 h.p. Singer,

Class v., for any single-cylinder machine.—This class

opened with a duel between the two 2 h.p. Humber riders,

H. Berwick and S. Wright, the latter passing the former on
the crest of the hill. As will be seen later, three Triumph
riders again succeeded in making the three fastest times,

McMinnies, Newsonie, and Crawley coming up the gradient in

splendid style. Excellent ascents were made bv G. Patterson.

jun, (2| h,p. New Hudson), P. Brewster (3^ h.p. Norton),

E. A, Colliver (3i h.p. Zenith), J. H. Slaughter (Si li,p.

L.M.C), F, W. Barnes (2| h.p. Zenith), P, Weatherilt

(oi li,p. Zenith)—Weatherilt's machine was fitted with the

\ T,r, regidation "silencer," a long pipe carried from the

] ( xiuiust union to the rear axle—W. Coopier (3^ h,p, Bradbury),

;/ G, E. Stanley (3^ h,p. Singer), H. G. Dixon (2-|- h.p. New
/ Hudson), H.' L. Cooper, C. C. Cooke, and L, T. Rhys
/'

(3i h.p. Triumphs).
Formula,

The twin-cylinder louring Nt'w Hudson with si(ie-by-side valve J.A.P, engine,
which won the twin lightweight class at the Bristol club's hill-clinib, and was
second in Class III, of the Herts, County A,C, Kop Hill climb.

F. W. Barnes (Sg Zenith) .51

H. G. Dixon (2| New
Hudson) ... ... .63

W. G. JMcMinnies {3i
Triumph) 65

W.McMinnies(3J- Triumph) 44^;

W, Newsome (3>,- Triumph) 44§

H. Lister-Cooper (3^
Triumph) 45-5
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'he Herts. County Open Hill-climb.—
Class IX., passenger machines.—0. C. Godfrey (7 h.p.

ndian and sidecar) came up fast, but his front wheel
vobbled badly. G. Lee Evans, similarly mounted, made a

ast ascent ; his passenger was barely visible. F. W. Barnes
6 h.p. Zenith and sidecar) came up in excellent form.

We give the times below. Formula results not yet issued.

Bore and IMme.

Zenith and
stroke.

Indian and
76 82 1 4

82.5 X 93 1 13i

J

DifT.

2 49
2 17^
2 13^

F. W. Barnes
sidecar)

G. Lee Evana
sidecar)

0. C. Godfrey (7 Indian and
sidecar) ... 82.5 x 93 1 25

Class X., flexibility test.—No gears or clutches were
Uowed to be used, and the same gear ratios had to be
mployed as were "Qsed in the other classes. The competitor
ho had the largest difference between his fastest time in

ly one class and his slowest time in the flexibility test to be

,6 winner.

This class was somewhat amusing, as one after another
the men stopped owing to trying to travel as slowly as

issible. Only tnree reached the summit, and very few even
me within sight of our ob.servation point. D. li.

Donovan (ii^ h.p. Singer) stopped near the top of the hill,

Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury) stopped a little higher up,

hile A. L. Ommaney (3^ h.p. Rudge) came to a standstill

the same place. A. J. Luce (5 h.p. Bat) made the first

ean ascent. S. T. Teasier (5 h.p. Bat) came to a stand-

ill. G. S. N. Carter (5 h.p. Matchlees) made a good
rformance, but seemed a trifle too fast. W. Pratt (3^ h.p.

and M.) came up in excellent form. Result:
Slowest. Fastest.

J. Luce (5 Rat) 3 35^ 44!

L. Ommaney (5i Rudge) ... 3 9| 52|
. Pratt (3i P. and M.) 3 33^ 1 191
Class Vlll., for any type of motor bicycle, fastest time

win.—As will be seen from the results, the Bat "machines
red heavily in this event, as Tessier and Luce gained first

d second places reepectively, while Carter {Matclile.ss) and
[cMinnies (Triumpn) tied for third place. Brewster
orton) was coming up the hill in his best style when
ing to a sooted plug his engine suddenly stopped.

wsome (3i h.p. Triumph) again rode splendidly. A. L.

maney (3^ h.p. Rudge) dismounted. Excellent ascents

re made by G. E. Stanley (3i h.p. Singer), E. A. Collivcr

li.p. Zenith), J. H. Slaughter (3i h.p. L.M.C.), S.

lawley. H. L. Cooper, and C. C. Cooke (Si hj). Triumphs),
Brunton and A. J. Luce {5 h.p. Bats), J. Thompson and
C. Godfrey (7 h.p. Indians).

S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)
H. Hill (5 Bat)
A. J. Luce (5 Bat)

G. S. N. Carter (5 Matchless).

Division B. Class I.

ithout delay Division B, open to riders who have nut

a prize in an open hill-climb with standard touring
tor cycles, was next begun. Class I., for lightweights not
eeding 110 lbs. in weight, again provided a splendid exhi-

ion of pedalling. Yates and Berwick (2 h.p. Humbers)
ailed. T. Rigby (2^ h.p. Speedwell) made a clean ascent,

ile the same may be said of Mrs. de Lissa (2 h.p. Moto-
loche), whose clean, slow, and sure performance evoked
"ause. D. R. O'Donovan (2 h.p. Singer) and S. J. Pil-

(2^ h.p. Hobart) reached the summit after some phvsical
rt.

Formula.
I

Time M. .-i.

Yates (2 Humber) ... .59;T. Rigbv |2^ Speedwell) 1 8|
Berwick (2 Humber) .64iB. Yates (2 Humber) 1 17|
Rigbv (2i Speedwell) .85 IH. Berwick (2 Humber) 1 17f
'ass v., T.T. single-cylinder machines not exceeding 557
C. C. Cooke, the hard-working hon. sec, made fastest

^vith another Triumph rider (T. G. Baxenden) next in

', their positions being reversed on formula ; R. Croucher
eeded in bringing his 3i h.p. Kerrv-Abingdon into promi-
ce bv making third fastest time. Excellent ascents were
le by W. H. Elce (3^ h.p. Rudge), W. S. Bennett (3^ h.p.

umph), A. D. Arter and T. Pollock (3^- h.p. James), W.
per (3^ h.p. Bradbury), E. C. Jarvis (3^ h.p. Triumph),
0. Dunham, B. Cumberland, and E. C. Heiss (3i h.p.
imphs).

85.5x58 . . 41s.

85.5x58 . . 4ols
85.5x58 . 44^.-

88 x65 . . 44?s

Position on time. s.

C. C. Cooke (3^- Triumph) 501
T. Baxenden (3| Triumph) 501
T. PoUock (3i James)... 51

Formula.
T. G. Baxenden (3^
Triumph) 66'

C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph) .77

R. Croucher (3^ Kerry) .85
Class III., for tvrin-cylinder machines not exceeding

146 lbs. or 343 c.c—G. Bell (2J h.p. New Hudson). H. Cox
(2| h.p. Forward), and the two Enfield riders, Golver and
Greaves, all made excellent ascents. Miss Hammett (2| h.p.
Douglas) was heartily applauded.

Formula.! ji. s
H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) .64! H. Colver (21 Enfield) 551
G. Bell (2| New Hudson) .811 G. Bell (2|- New Hud-
H. Greaves (2| Enfield) ... .84' son) 1 4^

;H. Greaves (2| Enfield) 15
Class IV., single-cylinder touring machines not exceeding

557 c.c.—All the following came up in good style ; H.
Berwick (2 h.p. Humber), S. Wright (3^ h.p. Humber). C. C.
Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph), W. Pratt (3i h.p. P. and M., low
gear), H. J. Pooley (3i h.p. Premier), H. Patterson (2^ h.p.
New Hudson), E. C. Jarvis and A. N. Gutteridge (3^ h.p.
Triumphs), H. A. Smytheman (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), and D. R.
O'Donovan (3i h.p. Smger). Dr. W. W. Anderson (3i h.p;
Triumph) almost failed on the crest through belt slip.

Formula. s.

H. Patterson (2J New A. L. Dixon (3J Rudge) 50^
Hudson) 53 S. Wright (3^ Humber) 56j

A. L. Dixon (3^ Rudge)... .59 G. Cooper (3^ Triumph) 57
H. Berwick (2 Humber) ... .73

Class Vn., anv twin-cvlinder. 750 c.c—G. Bell (2| h.p.
New Hudson), H. Cox (2J h.p. Forward), H. V. Colver [21
h.p. Enfield), H. Greaves (23 h.p. Enfield), A. Pitkin (5
h.p. Indian), A. Brunton (5 h.p. Bat), C. M. Simpson (7
h.p. Indian), who appeared to be travelling extremely well,
and H. Goldman (7 h.p. Rex) all made good performances,
but T. Rice Pyle (7-8 h.p. Bat) stopped on trying to
change into top speed.

Formula.
I

s.

H. \. Colver (2^ Enfield) .65 C. M. Simpson (7 Indian) 47^
H. Greavea {2i' Enfield) .81 A. Brunton (5 Bat) ... 53
A. Pitkin (5 Indian) ... .91IH. V. Colver (2| Enfield) bb\

Class n., single-cylinders not exceeding 146 lbs. or 300 c.c.

Formula.' m. s.

A. S. Bright (2i New i A. Bright (2i N. Hudson) 1 10
Hudson) TSiH. Bermck (2 Humber) 1 44^

B. Yates (2 Humber) ... .86'

Class VI.. any type of single-cylinder machine.—Just as
this class had begun to be run off a cold wind began to
blow, and in a few minutes almost every spectator left the
hill. Nothing exciting occurred, and all "the following came
up in good form : S. Wright (3i h.p. Humber). C. C. Cooke
and W. S. Bennett (3^ h.p. Triumphs). H. Berwick (2 h.p.
Humber), T. G. Baxenden (3j h.p. Triumph). H. Patterson
|2| h.p. New Hudson), E. C. Jarvis. G. F. Cooper, H. O.
Dunham, B. Cumberland, and A. N. Gutteridge (3^ h.p.
Triumphs), and R. Croucher (3^ h.p. Kerry). Three
Triumphs were again first, second, and third on time.

Formula.
I s.

H. Patterson (21 N. Hudson) .57 C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph) 52^
T. Baxenden (3^ Triumph) .69lT. Baxenden (3^ Triumph) 53^
H. Berwick i2 Humber) .79 W. Bennett (3^ Triumph) 56|

Class X., flexibility test, rtm as in Division .V.—The
competitors had now learned a lesson, and there were fewer
failures. D. R. O'Donovan (3^ h.p. Singer), W. Pratt
(3J, h.p. P. and M.), W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury), and
C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph) all made clean a.scents. C.
M. Simpson (7 h.p. Indian) was either very low geared or
his clutch was slipping. Results

:

Slowest. Fastest. Diff.
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.) 3 33^ 1 38i 1 55
A. J. Luce (5 Bat) ... 2 16-i

44J. 1 32
The proceedings concluded with Class VlII., for any tvpe

of machine, fastest time to win. All the following" made
good ascents : W^. S. Bennett (3^ h.p. Triumph), T. G.
Baxenden (3^ h.p. Triumph). A. Pitkin (5 h.p. Indian),
A. Brunton (5 h.p. Bat), A. J. Dixon (7 h.p. Rex), C. M.
Simpson (7 h.p. Indian), H. Goldman (7 h.p. Rex). H
Walker (7 h.p. Indian), T. Rice Pyle (7-8 h.p. Bat), and
W. Cooper (3^- h.p. Bradbury). mm. sees.

A. J. Dixon (7 Rex) " ... 84.5 x 89 45|
C. M. Simpson (7 Indian) ... 83 x 93 49
C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph) ... 85 x 88 51|
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TIME TO L16HT LAMPS
CURRS^

(GREENWICH)

May 11th 8.37 p.m.

„ 13th 8.40 p.m.

„ 15th 8.43 p.m.
,, 17th 8.46 p.m.

Long Distance Coast Bide.

F. Dover, who will commence his coast
ride on Whit-Monday, has decided to

ride a 37^ h.p. 1911 Premier.

Ad Early Attempt on the Six Days' Recoid.

C. Williams, of Yeovil, started on
Friday last to beat A. E. Catt's six days'
record. Riding a 3j h.p. Triumph, we
a. e told that he covered 440 miles for
two days, but retired on the third day.

Quarterly Trial in Yorksbiie.

A slight error crept into the judges
report of the Spring Quarterly

, Trial.

All tour New Hudson machines, which
performed so conspicuously, had Arm-
strong-Triplex gears, not three as stated.

Scottish Bider in the States

Jas. Baxter, a well-known Scottish
motor cyclist who is at present in the
States, will ride his 7 h.p. Rex at a race
meeting promoted by the Springfield
M.C.U. on Mamorial Day, May 30th.

Results of the Bristol Club's Hill-elimb.

All the formula winners given in our
last issue, page 447, have now been con-
firmed. The protest against the twin
New Hudson, ridden by H. G. Dixon, has
been disallowed, likewise the protest
against the silencer of J. H. Slaughter's
L.M.C. In the ladies' class Miss Baxter
(3^ Rex) is declared winner, with Miss
Hind (7 h.p. Rex) second.

A Comprehensive Issue.

The results of over a score of club
competitions which have taken place in

all districts during the last few days
are given in this issue. The number of

news paragraphs concerning motor cycle
clubs in England, Scotland, and Ireland
number over thirty.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

The number of motor cycles imported
last month was 203, showing an increase
of forty on the corresponding month ol

last year, while in 1909 the total number
was only nineteen less than the present
year. The figures for April for the last
three years, together with those of the
parts, were :

1909. 1910. 1911.
Motor cycles

—

£5,023 £5,078 £6,253
Parts thereof

—

£1.351 £5,942 £5.853

£6,374 £11,020 £12,106

British Exports.

The Board of Trade returns just issued'
show that during April the exports of
moto- cycles and parts in 1909 were
valued at £2,591 and £3,597 respectively,
a total of £6,188, In 1910 the figures
had increased to £6.204 and £4,992,
showing a total of £11,196. while
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this year they have made a big jump to

£14,499 and £7,840—in all a total of

£:i;2,339.

Open
FUTURE EVENTS.

May 13th—South-east London M.C.C.
Hill Climb.

,
17th (Wed.)—B.M.C.R.C. Third Members'

Meeting at Brooklands.
, 27—Herts. County A.C. Open Speed Trials.

June 2-5—M.C.C. London -Edinburgh Run
and Return Journey for the M.C.C.
Challenge Cup.

, 5 (Whit Monday)—Brooklands A.R.C.
Meeting. .

, 5—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open
Reliability Trial to Lisburn.

, 10—A.C. U. Race Meeting.
, 10—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open

Speed Trial at Gliostone.
, 10—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill Climb

Shelsley Walsh.
, 17—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
, 30— junior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.

July 3—Senior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.

THE SIX DAYS' LONG DISTANCE RECORD.

A. E. Can (31 h.p. Triumph) reitarting on

Tuesday during his successful attempt to set up a

new long distance record for six days.

The New Record :

2,557 Miles in Six Days.

Carbonisation in Practice and TKeo

Open Hill-climbs North and Soutl

The Six Hours' Record.
Lieut. R. N. Stewart, who rece

broke the six hours' record for 500
engines at Brooklands. informs us
he has every intention of again attei

ing the 300 miles jii six hours.

A Premier Lightweight.

The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., hai

view, at its London address, a
weight pattern moi.or cycle on stan
lines, with Motosacoche engine set
Druid spring forks.

2,557 Miles in Six Days.
Albert E. Catt, of Northampton,

last lyeek, covered the unprecedi
distance of 2,557 miles in six day
writing an e.xclusive account - of

experiences for this jom-nal. The a
will be published in our ne.xt issue.

Another Ladies' Competition.

A second lady motor cyclists' con
tion is on the tapis, which will be
less arduou.s nature than the 400
trial from Barnet to Harrogate and
at Easter. It is proposed to mak
trial of one day's duration. The
County A.C. (motor cycle section

again organise the event.

New Model Centaurs.

A new company has acquired the
trademarks, and patents of the Ce
Cycle Co.. Ltd. Within the near f

the following new model Centaur
cycles will be placed on the m;

.2 h.p. single-cylinder single speed
single-cylinder three speeds, 3i_

single-cylinder single speed, 3j
single-cylinder three speeds, and 54
twin-cylinder with single or threel
gear. Truly^ an enticing range

!

The London-Edinburgh Run.
The following entries have been reJ

for the above run, which will takef
.June 2nd -5th :

MoTOE Bicycles.
Single Journey.—H. G. Bell and

-Millar (5-6 F.N.), J. Haslam (3^- Zi
E. Gwynne (3J T.T. Triumph),'
Dickson (7 Indian), W. Pratt (3^'

-M.), 0. C. Godfrey (7 Indian),

Turner (3i Triumph), R. if. BriJ
Blown). C. Gordon Watson (S-6 FJ
T. A. Oldfield. and C. Lake (2|-3 At

COUBINATIONS.
Sidecars.—W. H. Wells (7 Indial

sc), G. Lee-Evans (7 Indian and sg

.Vfabon (3^ Rudge and sc), and
Haynes (8 Bat and sc.)

Double Journey for M.C.C. Cu|
R. Haswell (3^ Triumph), R. C.

Wells (34 Bradbury). G. E. BrigJ

Triumph), A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradl

,and Geoffrev England (2? M.B ).
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ROVER SPORTS AT THE ASTON TRACK LAST SATURDAY.
L disputed heat in the three milesjrace, afterSwhich the Birmingham men withdrew, no Qnal being run. Note
nat the^pistol anticipated the ilnish and W. Chitty paised on near side of J. W. Woodhouse. P. J. Evans

is out of sight, hall a lap in front.

lenclature.

nice quei^tion of nomenclature is eii-

iig the attention of racing motor cycle

Can R.-W. machines be re-

^tened Ridges or the rider be altered to
'.' While we strongly deprecate

[ligli feeling that is being engendered,
Isympathies go out to the advertise-

writer who wislies to talk of Siir-

I Stir Hudgr.

Ilosier's Visit to England.

De Rosier, the well-known Indian

nent, is expected to arrive in

land on or about June 1st. W. 11.

|s informs us that he has invited De
to accompany him in his 7 h.p.

tin and sidecar in the London to

burgh run. This would be a most
lesting experience for an American

a stretch of good roads like the

niles from London to Edinburgh
unknown in the States.

National Motoring Council.

reference to the proposed forma-

J of the National Motormg Council,

lave received a copy of a letter which
1 -addressed to the secretary of

..A.C. by the secretary of the A. A.

'.U. The gist of this letter is that

LA. and M.U. is not satisfied with
nethod of representation on the
il, and although they do not

bst that representation should be

fly proportionate to membership, the
pittee has decided not to attend the
bsted preliminary conference until

Iquestion of representation has been
Ed, At present the same representa-

I
is allotted whether the association
ociety has a small or very large
bership.

I

Cycle Union Notes.

RMiTS.—Permits have been granted for

following events : The M.C.C. team
I for The Motor Cycle Cup. on June
Tunbridge Wells, three and five miles

leaps and three miles scratch race, Juno

5th; West Ham L'nited F.C, t'annii:;;

Town, May 20th; Mersey M,C.C., open
hill-climb, August 26th ; and Kast London
M,C.C., open hill-climb. May l.ith.

PnoposicD R.A.C. .\ssoli.vih.s' U.m k

-Mbkiing -vr Buo()iii..vNUS.—An c.\cellei;l

suggestion (which has since been adopted)
has been made to hold an R.A.C. Asso-
ciate.s' race meeting at Brooklands on
July 29th. It has further been siiggcstco

that motor cycle clubs aflilialed to the
R.A.C. through the A.C.U. should send
four representatives each to compete in

two four lap races, one open to machines
with engines of 500 and the other to

iiKiciiines with engines not exceeding

1.000 c.c. (multi-cylinder). The idea to

include motor cyclists will most probably

be adopt,ed, and every effort will be made
to render the meeting a social success. It

is proposed that a band should be in

attendance during the meeting, and that

the R.A.C. Associates' dinner should be

held in town the same evening.

TmEKJSEPERS' ArPOINTMENTS. The
existing timekeepers to the A.C.U. _

have
been reappointed from the 19th ult., while

a new name added to the list is that ol

Jlr. D. K. Hall.

The A.C.U. Formula and Classefica-

TiON OF Motor Cycles.—The A.C.U.
sub-committee has been instructed by
the General Committee to consider thf

question of adopting a new hill-climbing

formula, and also to separate machines
taking part in competitions into the

following classes, light, medium, and
heavy.

The Auto Cycle Union and the
Natiox.u, AuroiiOBiLE Council.—The
.Vuto Cycle Union has agreed in principle

with" tlie ,«cheme of the National Auto-
mobile Council, and has appointed

.Messrs. Harding and Hart as its repre-

sentatives on that body.

.MEMiiKRsnir.—One hundred and fifty-

four new members were elected at a

recent committee meeting.

Affiliations.—The Oldham and Dis-

trict and the Reading and District Clubp
have become afKliated to the governing
body.

The New Memhekshii' Scheme.—The
above scheme is now in full working
order, and a large inliu.v of members is

coming in. Ap|)Tication for membership
should be made to tho secretary, Mr. F.

Straight, R.A.C. Buildings, Pall Mall.

,S.\V.

Records Passed.—The standing mile

record of Im. Wfs. for machines not ex-

ceeding 76 by 76, made by H. .Martin

at Canning Town on Tuesday, April

nth, has been passed by the A.C.U.
Competitions Committee.

cROWKliiG THE MAY tUEEN.

The scene it Knuisford Heath on Mav Day. Many motor cyclists attended the ancient ceremony.
Inset, the May Queen leaving the Town Hall.
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INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB AT ALTON.
SURREY V.

ON Wednesday, the 3rd inst., the joint competition

between the Surrey M.C.C. and the Hampshire .

Motor Cycle Union took place in boisterous weather.
The competitors met at the Swan Hotel, Alton, at

3.30 p.m., and then proceeded to a hill about two miles

away on a by-road, the surface of which was as bad as it

could be. Great guUeys were encountered running diago- I

nally across the road, and the surface itself was rough 1

and" furrowed with ruts. Unfortunately, the organisation i

was not of the best. There was some delay in laying the

telephone wires, and when laid this "sign of civilisation" !

refused to work, and much time was spent in pei-suading it

to do so, but all to no. purpose. Finally, it was decided to

time the men in the ordinary way. But the best of the day
j

had gone, and the rain began to pour down on the luckless !

competitors, while the gale also vented its fury upon them. I

The surface, to add insult to injury, later became so greasy

that even foothold was difficult to retain in places. In
i

Class I., for machines with engines not exceeding 340 c.c,

pedalling allowed. Barnes (Zenith) and Slatter (Aleyon) made
splendid ascents. This was the first appearance of Aleyon

motor bicycles in a club hill-climb in England, and the fact

that Slatter gained second place is worthy of mention.

Little's 2Ji h.p. Motosacoche came up well, but was aided by
a stroke or two of the pedals.

Class II. was for 500 c.c. touring machines. Barnes

again made a fine ascent. Lawes (5-6 h.p. F.N.) dismounted!

Spread (3g h.p. Trump) went up in excellent style.

In Class III. for passenger vehicles the only tricar—

a

Riley—came to a standstill quite low down on the hill. J.

Cox, who was driving a 3^ h.p.

Zenith and sidecar, failed near

the top through belt slip

;

while A. J. Atkings (5-6

A.C.) just got up, his trouble

being the slipping round of the

back wheel owing to the greasy

state of the road. In fact, a well-

known make of car fitted with

a plain tyre on one wheel could

not make ? restart on the

gradient for ^his reason, and
would never have moved but
for the assistance of seven

kind helpers.

HANTS.
Class IV. was open to all types. A. J. Luce (8 h.p. Bat)

came up fast and skidded slightly. McNab also went up in

good form, but owing to the grease was thrown almost into
the bank before he happily recovered himself. King and Arden,
both riding Bradburys, went up in good form, and" Little's.

Motosacoche also made a good ascent. The results were
worked out on A.C.U. formula. Results

:

Class I.

1 F. W.Barnes, 2| Zenith (S)|3 T. Little, 2i Motosacoche (H)
2 N. Slatter. 2 Aleyon (S) [4 T. Pool, 1| Motosacoche (H)

Class II.

1 F. W. Barnes, 3^ Zenith (S)

2 R. R. Spread, 3J, Trump (S)

3 B. Tebbutt, 3| B.S.A (H)
4 E. Cox, 3i Zenith (S)

5 A. Nelson, 3^ Kerry-
Abingdon (H)

6 C. Feeney, 3^ TTiumph (S>

7 G. Tungate, 3i Calthorpe(H)
8 S. Figg, 3i Quadrant (Hji

Class III.

1 A. J. Atkings, A.C. Sociable (S)

Class IV.

1 F. Barries, 2-; Zenith (S); 8 A. Longley, 5 Indian (H)f

2 F. McNab, 3^, Trump (S)
i 9 C. King, 3^ Bradbury (H)

3 J.Kennedy,3i Bradbury (H)! 10 L. Arden, 3^ Bradbury (H),.

4 E. Cox, 3i Zenith (S) |11 T.Little,2i Motosacoche (H)
5 A.Baker-White,3^Trump(S).12 A, J. Luce, 5 Bat (S)

6 R. Spread, 3i Trump (S) 13 G. Loke, 3^' Bradbury (H)
7 R. Coupe, 3i Triumph (H).!l4 S. Docking, 3i Bradbury(H)

Fastest time of the day was
made by F. W. Barnes
(Zenith) in Class I. (60is.)

Average of twelve best per-

formances on formula on each
side :

Surrey M.C.C. .. 1007
Hampshire M.C.U.... 817

Surrey M.C.C. wins the
piesented by Mr. Kennedy,
H denotes a member of

Hants M.C.U.
S denotes a

Surrey .M.C.C.

cup

the

member of the

^,ii«i.i^:!:?QaaK^s*jt

1.—^A competitor climbing the steepest portion.

INTEB-CLDB HILL CLOIB AT ALTON.
2.—Scene at the starting point. 3.—Some of the competitors l)efore the start.

M.C.C. BROOKLANDS RACE MEETING.
An additional item in the club race meeting at BrooWands

on July 8th will be an hour's race, the prize for which wili
be a silver replica of the gold cup presented by Mr. Harry
Smith. Forms detailing the various events to be included

in the programme of this nr.eeting will shortly be posted

to members, .%nd intending participants are asked to commu-
nicate with the captain, Mr. F. J. Jenkins, 35, Loveday
Road, Ealing, W.
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GLASGOW M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
N magnificent weather the Glasgow M.C.C. held its open
Spring hill-climb on Saturday last, and commenced the
Scottish competition season. The hill was the aptly

named Stoneymoulin, near Balloch, which rises from Loch
mond. The length is about 1,230 yards, and there are

etches of 1 in 5. The corners are not bad, but two water-

irses and the very rough surface made the ascent very
icult, the fastest riders being nearly thrown at times.

6 entries numbered forty-nine, and included a lady who
s prevented from competing by machine trouble en route..

competitors came from all parts of Scotland and the

erest taken in motor cycling in the West of Scotland

i proved by the great number—some 100—of machines
be seen at the foot of the hill. The ascent of the day
I Hunter's in Class 3, on a 7 h.p. Indian. This rider is

olutely devoid of nerves, and despite a damaged valve

it up at over forty miles an hour, but on a second

mpt tore the spokes out of his back wheel. Adamson^
r.T. fa-ne made the best time in his class on his trusty

imph, the beat of which was delightful as showing the

fectly tuned engine.

he variably gearid machines did well in their class, but
majority of machines having a clutch only, failed to

t on the up-grade selected tor the test. The neatest

t was that of Roberts on his 5h.p. Baddeley. who got

1 top gear within a hundred yards and easily made
est time in his class. The New Hudson also did

indidly, albeit not so fast as the others, and its clean

t and quick pick up attracted much favourable corn-

t. The Ariels also went away well, but a rider of a big

chless created a diversion by charging a knot of

spectators who went over like ninepins; happily none wer©
hurt.

The formula used was

:

Weight
Capacity x gear x time ^ ' '

which necessitates considerable calculation, with the result

that the final awards are not yet available. The fastest times,
gear ratios, etc., in the various classes were as follows;

Class I.—Lightweights up to 350 c.c.

1. T. L. Rankine (2a h.p. Enfield) 6.5 .

„ /D. S. Baddelev (2^- h.p. New Hudson) 7.96 .

"^^ (W. Hutchinson (2| h.p. Douglas) ... 6.5 .

Six entries, four starters.

Cl.\ss n.—Singles over 350 c.c.

1. J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 5.32 .

2. H. W. Ballardie (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 4.5
3. \N. M. Branston (3i h.p. G.A.C.S.) ... 5.15 .

Twenty-six entries, nineteen starters.

Class m.—Twins over 350 c.c.

1. E. Hunter (7 h.p. Indian) 4.35
2. J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Indian) ... 5.2
3. W. Deans (S h.p. Indian) 4.82 .

Eight entries, four starters.

Class IV^.—Variablv geared and clutch machines
1. J. Roberts (6 h.p. Baddelev) ... 4.1 and 8.2
2. A. G. M'Lennan (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 5.35 .. 1 20^
3. F. Miller (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 4.1 and 8.2 ,. 1 23|

Nine entries, seven starters.

s.
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CLUB NEWS
Edinburgh and District M.C , Ltd.

orms of entry for the open hill-climb at Manor Hill,

Ibles, next Saturday, 13th May, at 3 p.m., may be had
the trials secretary pro tern., T. E. Chalmers, 5,

[imerside Street, Leith, N.B.

Scaiborough and District M.C.

try forms, with full particulars of events and rules for
members' gymkhana to be held on the Marine Drive,
borough, on the 27th inst., may be obtained from H.
n, Snainton, Yorks. Entries close May 24th.

Proposed Club for Macclesfield.

1 effort is being made to form a motor cycle club in

lesfield and the surrounding district. Any motor
ts who may be interested in this veir sensible proposal
asked to communicate with W. R. Blackshaw, Flower
Macclesfield.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
e club's opening hill climb was held on May 5th on
Snake, a long winding ascent of two and a half miles.
e were thirty-five entries, and the results, which are
worked out on A.C.U. formula, will be announced

week.

Hull and East Riding A.C.U.

e first of a series of three reliability trials was held on
6th inst., over a 100 miles course." Only four out of
een entrants got through, these being R. Ellis (3^ h.p.
'lorpe), Edgar (3^ h.p. Bradbury), Brown (3^ h.p. Rex),
Stringer (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

Leicester and District M.C.C.
e joint run with the Notts and Lincoln Clubs to Belvoir
Saturday is much looked forward to. After the first

next Tuesday no entries can be accepted for the
bers' hill-Climb on Ling's Hill, near Branstone, on Thurs-
May 18th.

The Northern League.
view of the military Sunday at York being fixed for
21st, the meet at Pocklington announced for that day
not take place. Members of the League vi.siting York
other motor cyclists will be welcomed' bv the president
officials at the luncheon (1.30 p.m.) at the Royal Station

Western District M.C. (London).

Tile reliability trial to Hath and back for the Smart Cup
resulted in five non-stop runs. Subject to confirmation of the
committee, the result is a tie between W. F. Ritchie (5 h.p.
N.S.U.) and F. Stallabrass (3i h.p. Triumph) : R. F. .4ddey
(3i h.p. Zenith) was third. The other non-stops were H.
Hughes (6 li.p. N.S.U.) and A. E. .-Vudemard (5 h.p. Rex).

Derby and District M.C.C.

The results of the speed-judging competition held on
Saturday, May 6th, were as follows

;

1. Geo. Taylor (3i Rudge)
2. .\. i\.insworth (3i Rudge)
3. A. E. Mitchara (3i J,A.P.i

Set speed Actual
per hour. speed.
. 17i ... 17.68
. ISi ... 18.09

16 15.35

Nottingham and District M.C.C. reliability trial over Derbyshire roads. Five
competitors who made non-stop runs : F. P. Johnson, H. W. Horsnell, E,

Tiueman, G. Brough, and S. Kendall.
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Club News.

—

Oxford M.C.C.

A highly successful early morning social run was iield on

ilay 1st to Nuneham Harcoui't, breakfast being taken at the

Harcourt Arms, Nuneham, at 5.30. There was a splendid

muster and the weather was ideal.

Inverness and District M.C.C.
This club, whicii has only recently been formed, now

numbers upwards of thirty members, and any motor
cyclists in the neighbo'u-hood Avho

may be interested are asked to com- ,~'~-v-t^ ^ .

munic:.te with the secretary', Mr.
Simon Maclean, Culburnie, Ross
Avenue, Inverness.

Next Saturday there will be a run
to the Falls of Kogie via Urray.

Lincolnshire A. C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Tne Wright challenge vase for tlie

best performance of the day at the
Leadenham ' hill-climb has been
awarded to George Williamson, of

Stamford, who made a wonderful
climb on liis 8 h.p. Bat-Jap.
Members are asked to note that the

run to Belvoir Castle to meet the
Nottingham and District and the
Leicester and District M.C. clubs is

fixed for Saturday next, the 13th
May ; start from the bottom of Cross
o' Cliff Hill, Lincoln, at 2.30
prompt.

For the speed trials in Grimsthorpe
Park on the 27th inst., entries close the tiist post on Thurs-
day, the 25th May. Full particulars may be obtained from
the Iron, secretary, Mr. W. Howell Quine, the Union of
London and Smiths Bank, Ltd., Market Rasen.

Burnley A.C.

The winner on formula in the two classes of the hill-climb
at Thornyholme Brow, on the 22nd ult., were as follows :

Class I. Lightweights.—R. Hebden (2 h.p. Humber).
Class II. Any capacity.—T. Boothman (3^ h.p. Triumph).
The Kempshall anti-skid tyres for the fastest time of the

day were won by T. Boothman.

Mersey M.C.
The results on A.C.U. formula of the hill-climb at Rivington

Pike on the 7th inst. are as follows ;

Single-cylinders from 340 c.c. to 600 c.c.—1. V. E.
Horsman (3^ h.jj. Bradbury); 2, F. C. Jones {3^ h.p.
Bradbury).
Passenger Class.—F. C. Jones (3i h.p. Bradbury with

sidecar, single-geared).

Lightweights (340 c.c.)—S. W. Phillpott (2 h.p. Humber).

MAY nth, igii.

Twin Class (any c'.c,)—R. P. Barker (9 h.p. Bat-Jap).
Fastest time of day.—V. E. Horsman (3^ h.p. Bradbury).
The club is much indebted to Messrs. A. .J. Moorhouse ai.

Charlesworth, of the Manchester M.C, who kindly acted 1

timekeepers.

North-west London M.C.C
On Saturday, May 20th, a twelve hours' reliability ru

for members only will be held from London to Covent
and back. The prizes will be silver cups and silver ai

;-*k<4'-

'4 ^

V-

IBurnley Auto Club's hill-climb at Thornyholme Brow. A rider of a 34 h.p. Ariel
making good time.

Oxford M.C.C. May morning social run to Nunebam Haicourt.

bronze medals. The start will take place from Jack Straw
Castle, Hampstead Heath, at 7 a.m. sharp, and the rou

will be via Watford, Aylesbury, Banbury, Warwick, ar

Kenilworth. Entries must be made on the forms which ci

be obtained with full particulars as to rules and conditio

from the acting trials hon. sec, Mr. H. J. Pooley, 2

Clifton Avenue, Finchley, N., and no entry will be accepti

later than the 16th inst.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The winners of the several classes engaged in the club

opening hill-climb on the 29th ult. were as follows

:

Time. Formula
Cl.^ss a.—Lightweights.

H. R. Fowler (2| New Hudson) ... 1 ... 1

H. J. Woodgate (2| Enfield) ... 2 ... 3

H. V. Colver (2-J Enfield) 3 ... 2

Class B.—Single-cylinders.

J. Pollock (3^ James) (fastest time) ... 1 ... 4

S. Smith (3i Norton) 2 ... 3

R. W. Duke (3i Zenith) 3 ... 1

B. Ba.\ter (3i Norton) 4 ... 2

Class.—Twin-cylinders.
H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) 1 ... 1

H. J. Woodgate (2| Enfield) 2 ... 2

F. S. Whitworth (2i Enfield) ... 3 ... 3

Class D.—Passenger Machines (Time only).

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy Precision and sidecar), 1.

Dr. B. Fawssett (8 Chater-Lea-Jap and Lowen sidecar),

W. H. Egginton (6 Zenith and sidecar), 3.

Bradford M.C.C.
Forthcoming fixtures are as under

:

May 7tli.—Rex Cup reliability trial. (Gold iredallis

barred.)

,, 21st.—N.S.U. Cup reliability trial, Bradford-Keswi
and. back. (Trade barred.)

,, 27th.—Dyson Shield handicap hill-climb.

Dundee M.C.C.
Entries for the hUl-climbing competition, which will

held on Wednesday, the 24th inst., close on the 23rd.

Herts County A.C.
The motor cycle speed trials will be held on the 27th iiis

in Brookman's Park, Hatfield, and they will be divided in1

two divisions. In the club's endeavour to make its cot

petitions quite up to date, a special prize of 10s. 6d. is offere

for the best formula to be used in this trial. Suggestioi

should reach the hon. secretary, Mr. 0. C. Cooke, Roi

Cottage,, North Mimms, Hatfield, not later than May 13th.
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ub News.

—

Howden M.C.C.
This new club held a reliability trial recently. The winner
oved to be H. W. Ba-stow on a 2\ h.p. Kerry, W. Padgett
a 3 h.p. Bradbury being a good second.

Taunton M.C.C.

A motor cycle club has been formed for Taunton and the
trict, and the opening run has been fixed for to-day
lursday). The hon. sec. is Mr. W. G. Potter, 41, Belve-
re Road, Taunton, and Clarke's Hotel has been chosen
headquarters. It is hoped that the large number of

tor cyclists in the district will join.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.
l^fext Saturday the club meet at Hunter's Bar to compete

10s. prize offered for the fiist £<ngle-geared .-iingle-

inder motor bicycle which climbs the hill from Edale to

top of ilam Tor.
n Saturday, the 20th inst., there will be a kilometre

;ed competition on Mam Tor Top.

Westmorland M.C.C.
he reliability run on April 30th, extending over a course
130 miles from Ingleton to Kirkby St-ephen, Penrith, and
swick, for t)ie Quirk Challenge Cup and Rex prize,

ulted as follows : 1, W. Hutchinson (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ;

L. Pennington (3;^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, C. B. ilobinson
h.p. Singer). Members are asked to note that tho viilo

t entries and entrance fees must be received two cleat

•s before the event will be strictly enforced in future.

Parley and District M.C.C.

'he club's first hill-climb was run off at Titsey on Satur-

r, the 29th ult., in drenching rain, which made the
;rse very heavy. The results are as follows

:

.i.ss I.—Lightweights up to 300 c.c. for singles and 540 c.c.

for twins.

nly two entrints, both of whom failed.

Cl-\s.s II.—.Standard touring singles.

Name and machine. Time. Fig. of merit.
1. W. G. Fowler (Triumph) ... 68Js. ... 97
2. H. Cooper (Bradburv) 62s. ... 99
3. H. B. Willoughby (i'riumph) ... 74|s. ... 115
ss III.—Any type of standard touring inachino up to

1,000 c.c.

\V. G. Fowler (Triumph) ... 69?s. ... 99
L. F. Ebbutt (Precision) T.. 87^s. ... 129

C. D. Bell (6 h.p. .T.A.P.) ... 64^s. ... 139

Cl.vss IV.—Passenger machines.
W. Pratt (P. and M. and sidecar),

t should be stated that Pratt's time was not taken, by
chance, owing to a non-competitor ascending the hill

nediately before him and misleading the timekeeper ; but
' jne surmounted the hiU in Class IV., and therefore takes
ward.

1.

2.

3.

1.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The- hon. sec. will be glad to I'eceive the names of .any
member.1 who are an.xious to represent the club ii; the M.C.O.
inter-club team trial on June 17th.

Beading and District M.C.C.

At the recent general meeting it was unanimously decided
to affiliate to the A.C.U. J ho nieuibership is steadily in-

creasing. '

Dudley and District M.C.C.
The paperchiise proved a great success, thirty-five miles

being covered heforo the hare, Mr. Harper, on a 12-18 h.p.

liiley, was caught by Mr. J. W. Richards, on a 7 h.p.

Matchless.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

For the speed-judging competition next Saturday the course
will be from headquarters to near Worksop Crossing rirf

Tickliill, a distance of sixteen miles. Entries should reach
the trials hon. sec, Mr. T. H. W. Dew, 18, King's Road,
Don.caeter, by to-morrow (Friday).

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

A reliability trial was run off on Thursday, 27th ult.,

the route being Royston, Baldock. Hitchin, Luton, Bedford,
and .St. Neots, and included OtHey Hill. Distance, eighty-

seven miles. There were nine starters, and the awards were

:

1. C. W. Wilson (34 li.p. P. and M.).

2. S. Butteau (3i h.p. Premier).
3. H. S. Wallis l3i h.p. Bradbury).

The first and second prizes, consisting of Kempshall tyres,

were presented by the Kempshall Tyro Co., and tho third
prize uy the club.

Ayr and District M.C.

The hist competition of the year took place on the 1st

iiisl. at Benguhat Hill, near DalrnoUington, the event being
a flexibility hill-climb. '1 he day was stormy with showers at
intervals. Among the new models were noted a Rudge-
Whitworth, ridden by .fas. Senior; 1911 Triumphs, by
Jus. Gilchrist and A. Ellis, Chryston ; a Douglas, by W.
Munro; T.T. Singer, by T. L. Rankine, Chryston, the latter

making fastest lime and creating a most favourable impres-
S— F

sioii. The formula used was „ q , and the results are as

follows

:

SlNGLE-CYUN-DER Cl/ASS.

Gear Fig. of
Name and machine. Fastest. Slowest, used, merit.

.Tas. Gilchrist (3^ Triumph) ... 42.2s.

T. L. Rankine (3^ T.T. Singer) 37.2s.

M. Brown (3^ Rex) 50.2s.

Twins.
Alf. Sommerville (5 h.p. Rex) ... 67.83.

Geo. Cocker (5 h.p. R«x) ... 40.83.

121.6s.

lOOs.

121s.

1873.

98.2s.

5 to!
43tol
5 tol

10 to!
4stol

.48

.45

.41

.46

.42

Members ot the Cambridgeshire Motor Cycle Club assembled lor a reconi club run.

A33
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PROGRESS IN THE MIDLANDS.
Ivy=Precision Model.

We have had the pleasure of inspect-

ing a new single-cylinder 4^ h.p. sidecar

model, which under the name of Ivy-

'Precision, is being produced by S. A.
.Newman, of Lichfield- Road, Aston. The
imachine is on standard lines, but con-

itains some very excellent and original

ipoints. Foremost amongst these is the
'new spring fork, which appears to be
most effective as a shock absorber. Its

Fig. 1. The Ivy-
Precision spring
fork.

^general appearance is shown in the
'

sketch fig. 1, from which it will be seen

that it combines a backward and for-

ward motion similar to that which is

effected by the Triumph fork, together

with the upward and downward move-
ment characteristic of forks of the Druid

type. To gain the second effect the fork

is attached to the crown head with the

usual links and diagonal tension springs,

but the upper link, instead of being of

fixed length, incorporates a cushioning

device. This consists of a series of

circular rubber pads between which steel

plates are interposed in order to pre-

Fig. 2. A neat front stand and mudguard stay.

vent them bulging too much when sub-

ifiitted to a sudden shock. The top part

of the fork carries a crosshead which
works between these rubber rings on a

spindle which forms the link. This latter

is attached to the steering head by means
of a forked extension. We understand
that the behaviour of this fork on the

A34

road has given the greatest satisfaction

under the most stringent tests, and that

it leaves nothing to be desired as far as

steadiness in steering is concerned.
The next noteworthy point is the wise

provision of a front wheel stand, which,
however, is of such neatness and sim-

plicity that when it is in its normal posi-

tion, i.e., forming the rear stay to the

mudguard, it is practically unnoticeable.

Fig. 2 shows how it is fitted up and also

the clamping fixture. The spring catch

is of the accepted type, but an improve-
ment has been introduced in the formot
a self-locking washer to the thumbscrew
which entirely prevents the latter coming
undone through vibration.
We noticed that Chater Lea sidecar

attachments were built into the frame-
work of the machine, the engine ot

which is a 4^ h.p. 600 c.c. Precision. The
cradle lugs for this are of special design,

and a special aluminium silencer with
cut-out is fitted. The footboards are
aluminium rubber-covered. A Harris
two-speed gear and frc engine clutch is

incorporated in the back hub, the con-
trol for this being by rocking pedal
levers, whilst a starting handle is fitted

to the offside back stay and drives the
belt rim portion of the gear through a
chain. Altogether the 4-i h.p. Ivy-Pre-
cision is a most up-to-date mount which
should be capable of taking a sidecar
almost anywhere.

A Neat Valve Grinder.
The County Chemical Co., of Bradford

Street, Birmingham, have recently put
upon the market a clever and effective

Fig. 3. Valve grinding tool for use on
machines where there is little clearance.

Fig. 3a. The lever which is threaded-

t' rough the slot in the vertical por-

tion ot the ratchet screw driver.

valve grinding tool which will facilitate

this operation on the standard type of

machine, in which there is none too much
room between the cylinder head and the

tank. This device is shown in figs' 3 and 3a,

and consists of practically a ratchet

screwdriver ^ with a right-angled handle.

The upper and fixed part of the vertical

member has a slot cut in it through
which passes a level- having one end
crooked so as to olip on to the lower

tank tube, whilst the other end is pressed

down by the hand so as to give the
necessary pressure on the valve. By
means ot the double ratchet gear and
the cam motion, which throws one ratchet

out -of gear and so allows the direction

of rotation to be alternated, the valve

can be ground in the correct manner,
whilst the tool can no doubt easily be
adapted to serve other purposes than
mere valve grinding.

Fig. 4. A stiff-back patch.

Another excellent thing introduct
lately by this firm is the series of " Stil

back " patches, one of which is sketchi

. in fig. 4. Th
consists of

ordinary p n i

rubber - fao
patch laid dow
on a piece
stiff cardbOar

which holds the patch stiff and preven

it curling up. When the patch has be
stuck on the tyre in the usual way t

cardboard back is pulled off.

Improvements to the P.M.C
Motette.

We have already described t

motorette three-wheeled S^iciable ma
by the Premier Motor Co., of Ast

Road, Birmingham. Some changes ha
recently been made in its constructii

the principal one being the provision

Fitr 5. Arrangement of radiators and tank on th

P.M.C. Motette.

a water-cooled four-stroke engine

place of the original two-stroke. T]

has a single cylinder, the bore of whi

is 94 mm. and' the stroke 110 mm. 1

radiatdrs are very neatly arranged

the side of the " bonnet," somewl
after the manner of those on the

Renault cars, and consist of a series

oblique flat tubes, through which 1

water circulation is maintained on t

thermo-syphon principle, a strong drauf

being induced through them not only

,

the vehicle's motion, but also bythadou)

flywheel of the .motor, which acts as

fan. The radiators are shown in I

5, whilst fig. 6 illustrates a neat gli

screen capable of being locked al a

angle, which is now being fitted to t

inclined dashboard of the vehicle.

Fig. 6. A glass screen fltted to the P.M.C. Motel

The Sphinx Manufacturing
Bradford Street, Birmingham, h:

in hand a clever mechanical lubrica

which is capable of being fitted to a

standard motor cycle engine, and wh
entirely obviates the use of the pun

At present it is undergoing string

tests, which so far have gone to sli

its thorough effectiveness.
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fxperiences in Far-off Lands.
E (devote a considerable amount of space in

this issue to a selection of letters received
from our readers in far-off lands. The
opinions expressed and experiences narrated
are of interest to motor cyclists at home

iDroad.
_
British readers will like to hear of the

Ities their brethren have to contend with in remote
cts, whilst, say, the New Zealander will have an
tunity of exchanging opinions with his conftires in

Africa and vice versa. The intense enthusiasm
he pastime, and the manner in which it has
ded to all parts of the world where it is possible
e a motor cycle, is little less than astounding,
rprise will be felt in the perusal of one corre-
"ent's views. Hitherto it has been generally con-

that a special model was desirable for
ial needs, but this correspondent, who hails from
Zealand, con.siders the standard pattern quite fills

ill. Whilst this may be quite correct in his case,
dvisable to point out that the requirements of one
ry are no real guide to the necessities of
er. Roads in some parts of our Empire are
but in others motor cycling consists of striking

5 open plains or riding on native footpaths. A
bicycle in such cases requires to be specially

ructed to enable the engine crank case .to miss
ers and other ob.structions or it would soon be
de combat, with a holt through the crank case
damaged magneto if the latter were fitted low
To o\ercome these drawbacks to indulgence in

ustime abroad, and to render the motor cycle of
;r utility to riders who have to contend \yith such
ilties, special models have been introduced, and

11 '-ontinue to be in demand.

\arialjle gears appear to be almost a necessity in

the newer lands, judging by the interest displayed in

this question by most of our overseas correspondents.
The exclusion of dust from the engine is also a
problem which worries the dominion rider a good deal

;

dust as we know it is bad enough, but in some parts
of Australia it is infinitely worse, and any device for
preventing the ingress of road particles would be
greatly welcomed. Gauze-covered intakes obviate it

to some extent, but they only afford partial relief.

Complaints respecting the supply of spare parts are
among the grumbles from one quarter of the globe.
This is a hardy annual and one which will hardly
ever be satisfactorily dealt with until motor cycles
are as stereotyped as sewing machines or some other
piece of domestic machinery which seldom changes
in design. Dealers in countries where the demand
for spare parts is limited can hardly be blamed if they
do not stock a large supply of sundries when the
design changes every year, for fear they might be found
at the end of twelve months with an expensive assort-

ment in store and no means of disposing of them.
A suggestion to overcome this difficulty is for every

maker who caters for imperial business to include
with every machine exported duplicates of each part
which would be likely to go wrong or require replace-
ment, and make a fixed inclusive charge for them,
the figure to be as low as possible in view of the fact

that they might never be required. The increased
business which w'ould probably ensue would com-
pensate for any little loss of initial profits. Any
rider using a motor cycle in a district w'here spares
are unobtainable could not afterwards blame the
makers of his mathine if he failed to avail himself of
the arrangement made for his benefit.

A13
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B.A.R.C. THIRD 1911 nEETlNG.
TWO HANDICAP RACES.

THE third meeting of the Brooklands Automobile
Racing Club took place on Wednesday, the 10th
inst., in glorious weather. The attendance was fairly

good, considering the fact that the meeting was
held in the middle of the week. Both motor cycle races

were well supported, as for the first there were 36 entries

and for the second 33.

The first motor cycle event was the second item on the
programme, and was known as the Short Motor Cycle Race
(a handicap); distance about 5J miles. (The entrant of

the winner to receive £10 or cup at option, the entrant

of the second £5 or cup at option, and the entrant ot the
third £3 or cup at option.)

Viewed from the fork, the long procession of motoi-

bicycles from the paddock to the starting place was quite

an imposing sight. C. R. Collier, always particular about
the appearance of his mount, was riding a smart machine
enamelled red. Bolton and Martin, and after these Wilber-
force, were the first away. Several machines were notably
slow at picking _up speed at the start. Godfrey, on his

powerful Indian, got away in splendid form, but Collier's

engine, probably owing to a high gear, was somewhat
sluggish. The competitors had to pass the fork once and
then enter the straight.

The Short Distance Race.
At the end of the first lap Slartin led tlie throng by half

a mile, then followed Dr. Gaskell, Wilberforce, Bultou,
Haswell, Harkness, Ware, Birch, Powell, AVeatherilt, Baker-
White, and Shanks close together, Gordon Bell, Surridge,
Stewart, Stanley, Partridge, Shaw, Reed, Tessier, Johnson,
Moorhouse (who lapped Chitty), H. A. Collier, Godfrey
(who was passing Powell), Collier (missing fire), and Luce.
The finish was somewhat of a procession, and Martin- led

bv half a kilometre. Result

:

Order of Passln'G the Finishing Pcst
Rider, cylinder, and machine. Dimensions.

1. H. Martin (1-cvl. JIartin) 76 x 59.5

2. Dr.' Gaskell (1 Triumph) ... 85 X 88
._ 3. -V. -J-..Suriidge-.(.l Rudge) 85 x .88

4. H. D. Shaw (2 Indian) ... 82.5x 93
5. A. B. White (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5 x 85
6. P. Y. Harkness (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
7. F. P. Johnson (2 Matchless) 85 x 58
8. J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph) 85 x 88
9. 0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian) 82.5 x 93

10. G. E. Stanley' (1 Singer)... 85 x 88
11. V. Wilberforce (1 N.L.G.) 76 x 65.5

12. AJ Moorhouse (2 Indian) ... 82^ x 93

13. H. A. Collier (2 Matchless^ 76 x 64

14. C. G. Bell (1 Norton) ,.; 79 xlOO
15. E. B. Ware (1 Norton) ... 79 xlOO
16. H. Reed (2 Dot) 85 x 58
17. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith) 85.5 x 85
18. S. T. Tessier (2 Bat) ... 76 x 64

19. J. G. Birch (1 Triumph)... 85 x 88
20. R. N. Stewart (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5 x 85

21. H. Shanks, jun. (1 King-
fisher) 85 X 60

H. S. Powell (2 Indian)... 82.5x 83

c.c.

270
499
499
994
488
499
658
499
994
499
297
994
580
490
493
653
488
580
499
488

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

C. R. Collier (2 JNIatchless) 85.5 x 85

340
994
976
314
344
740

Sta|

M.

2|
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1H. J. Partridge (2 N.S.U.) 52 x 74

D. C. Bolton (2 Forward)... 56 x 70
A. J. Luce (2 Bat) ... 85 x 65 740

A. R. Abbott (Bradbury) suffered belt trouble, and W
a broken petrol pipe. Martin's speed was 53 miles an h(

and his lap was covered at the rate of 55.55 miles an h
which is a wonderful performance for so small an eng
Barnes, the well-known Zenith exponent, was limping
consolately round the paddock as a result of a recent colli
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C. Third 1911 Meeting.

—

car driven by a Frenchman who was travelling on

ong side oi the road.

The Long Motor Cycle Handicap.
next motor cycle event was the Long Motor Cycle

Distance >.bout 8^ miles. A handicap. <The entrant

winner to receive £10 or cup at option, the entrant

second £5 or cup at option, the entrant of the third

cup at option.) At the start Stanley got away well,

ng from the offside of his machine, while C. R. Collier

eed made excellent starts. Godfrey rode for the first

rds with only one cylinder firing.

First Lap.
order on the completion of the first lap was Bolton

vas well ahead), Haswell, Bell, Dr. Gaskell, Chitty,

CSS. Meeten, Baker- White. Stewart, Abbott (missing

jurridge, Stanley, Reed, Johnson, Tessier, Shaw, \\.

Her, Moorhouse, Powell, C^ R. Collier (missing fire),

jjfrey.

Second Lap.
order at the end of the next lap was Dr. Gaskell,

Haswell, Meeten, Baker-White," Surridge, Bell,

t, Bolton, Shaw, Harkness, Johnson, Stanley, H. A.

, Reed, Tessier, Moorhouw, Powell, Godfrey, and C. R.
Martin's number was illegible, which accounts for

being mentioned in the above lists,

e was an excitinf' finish between Chitty, Martin, Has-
id Shaw. Result :

l'(^ILl 487

Rider, cvlinder. and machine.
1. W." Chitty (Frays) ...

2. H. Martin (1 Martin)
3. J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph
4. H. D. Shaw (2 Indian)
5. A. B. White (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5 x 85
6. H. A. Colliev (2 Matchless) 76 x 64
7. A. Moorhouse (2 Indian) ... 82.5 x 93
8. 0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian) ... 82.5 x 93
9. R. N. Stewart (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5 x 85

10. P. V. Harkness (1 Triumph) S5
11. H. Reed (2 Dot) 65
12. C. G. Bell (1 Norton)
13. G. E. Stanley U Singer) ...

14. C. R. Collier (2 Matchless)
15. H. S. Powell (2 Indian) ...

16. S. T. Tessier (2 Bat)
17. F. P. .Tohnson (2 Matchless)
18. D. C. Bolton (2 Forward) ..

Shank.^i retired at the completion of the third lap,

Abbott, whose engine had a bad knock, did likewise,

ridge was put out of the running by a leaky oil tank, whicli

caused the oil to drip on to and short circuit his sparking
plug. Tho winner's speed was 57 miles an hour. Meeten's
machine w;is fitted with a P. and M. two-speed gear, and
Reed used chain transmi.?sion. A dramatic conclusion to

the meeting was the arrival of S. F. Cody by aeroplane

from Aldershot. ITe appeared at what was said to have
been an altitude of 4.000 feet, and landed after a beautifully

judged vol plani. He wa.s most enthusiastically received.

Dimensions.
.. 85 X 60
.. 85.5 X 60
.. 85 X 88

82.5 X 93

58
79 xlOO
85 X 88
85.5 X 85
82.5 X 93
76
85
56

64
58
70

c.e.

540
344
499
994
488
580
994
9y4
488
499
658
490
499
976
994
580
653
344

Start.

M. s.

2 24
2 15

2 24
36

2 6

45
36

2 15

2 24
1 3
2 35
1 27

48
1 3
1 ?,

3 21

while
Sur-

Thc procession of compotilors from the paddock to .the fork for the start of the S.hort motor cycle race.

BROOKLANDS RACE AEETING.
day, June 10th, is the date of the A.C.U. international

eeting, to be held at Brooklaiids. The following are

nts that will be run off

:

For machines
not exceeding

e lap open, scratch ... ... ... 345 c.c.

ur laps open, scrat<;h 1.000 c.c.

e lap open, passenger 1,000 c.c.

hour open, scratch ... ... ... 585 c.c.

iernational ope.a, kilometre race ... 1,000 c.c.

.C. JARROTT CUP COnPETITION.
Ilie last M.C.C. committee meeting it was decided to

1 the following additional silver medals for the Land's
taster run, the riders having completed the double

within maximum time: C. S. Burney (5^ h.p.

P. Grout (2| h.p. Douglas), J. W. Woodhouse

(2i h.p. New Hudson), and A. J. Stevens (2i h.p. A.J.S.)

A large number of new members were elected, these latter

wisiiing to qualify for the London-Edinburgh run, an event
which promises to create another record.

BIRMINGHAM TO LAND'S END.
Entries for the Land's End and back competition for the

Lycett Trophy, promoted by the Birmingham M.C.C, finally

close on the 20th inst. Twenty-five entries have been sent
in, and among them are several prominent riders, such as J.

L. Norton. P. Brewster, S. C. P.£rryman, Rem Fowler, H.
C. Cox. R. W. Duke, A. D. Arter. etc. The heavyweight
schedule is worked out to average 20 m.p.h., and the passen-
ger machines and lightweights 19 m.p.h. 'The timed checks
will be at Bridgwater, Land's End, and Penzance on the

outward, and at Bridgwater and Birmingham on the home-
ward run. Mr. Edward Lycett, the donor of the trophy,
will accompany the riders and act as judge and timekeeper.

^^7
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Hats Off to Mr. Catt !

Hearty congratulalions to A. E. Catt on, setting up
a new six days' record -which will very, probably stand

for all time—unless indeed we get special motor roads

without a legal limit, and in spite of alleged physical

deterioration we manage to breed a Jehu who can sit

a motor bicycle for a. whole week without sleep while

it is travelling at a high rate of speed. Even then I

should be quite prepared to see this undaunted rider

turn out in about his 70th year and set up a new record,

his long grey beard waving merrily behind him.

I do not personally consider that his record has

taught us anything we did not know before about the

motor bicycle. I have watched many modern machines
complete several thousand miles straight out of the

factory without trouble in the hands of raw novices,

and any sensible motor cyclist was already aware
that a good 35^ h.p. could manage 2,500 miles without

serious trouble or serious attention.

But apart from this, Mr. Catt has first ot all scored

a^great personal triumph, and shown us that he can
remain in the saddle world without end, so to speak.

Secondly, he has compressed the expert's knowledge
of the pow-ers of a modern motor cycle into tabloid

form, and dished it up for public consumption. If we
knew a motor cycle could do 2,500 miles off its head,

the general public were not so well instructed, and
Mr. Catt has exposed the folly of .their incredulity.

Thirdly, he must have silenced those wiseacres who
said motor cycling was bad from a health point of view.

Ke rode a colossal distance in 144 hours—in fact, if

he had adhered to strictly legal speeds he would have
been in the saddle 127 odd hours, leaving only seven-

teen hours for six nights' sleep and a score or so of

meals. In spite of this prolonged and acute strain,

he finished in very creditable physical condition. ' His
eyes, of course, were inflamed by dust and wind and
the sustained strain, but otherwise there was not much
amiss with him.
Hence we must all congratulate Mr. Catt on his

personal triumph, and thank him for advertising the

reliability and the hygiene of the modern machine so

ci)n\-incingly. ,. I must, however, add a word of warning.
Envious, of his fame, ':a crop of rash aspirants may
consider attempts to smash his figures. Probably not

half a dozen riders in the kingdom can do so with any
tangible hopes. Mr. Catt lives on his machine all

the year round in the course of his business, and con-
secjuently is always in training for feats of this sort.

Even if other men possess similar training, ' tliey

should remember that the nervous strain of such du
undertaknig is colossal. The tame doctor of our .slaff

asserts that for most men such a race would s|)oll

chronic insomnia, and might even shorten the term of
life by (sn years. For a comparatively untrained ycrntli

to assai '* thp record in the buoyancy of iuvenile enlhii-

s).ism would be the heicht of folly.'

A18

A Feature of this Year's Iiill=climbs.

I have 'often been accused of harbouring no frie

feelings towards the genus lightweight, and, co

quently, I am especially gratified to notice

admirably the small engines are beha\'ing_ at the o

ing hill-climbs. The genuine lightweight—the

eighty pounder^still finds ' our test hills a \

outside its compass ; it can conk up somehow or

in many instances \vithout pedal assistance, or

up fairly creditably with the aid of a high

pedalling gear, 'and a bulbous-calfed gentlemar

the saddle, his heart doing 2,000 b.p.m. at

.summit. More we cannot expect as yet. But

variably-geared medium weights—the 120-140 lb.

with a 2i^ Ix.p. or 3 h.p. engine and a two or th

speed, gear—are absolute masters of the worst'!

under any conditions, and romp up at very credit

speeds indeed when they have been carefully reai

by their masters, while in less skilful hands wit!

impaired compression they climb as, surely if

swiftly. These improved hill-climbing powers
evident in every department of motor cycling, an

cannot be long before they brim, over and endue
genuine 80 lbs. lightweight \\i\h new glories. I tl

we may specially hope for great things from the

enlargements of the pedal cycle multi-speed h

and we must not forget that the smaller the engine

more gears it needs, so that three speeds are

tinctly better than two where a iJ-^-2 h.p. engin

concerned.

J. W. F. Tranmer, ot Scarboroujh, and his 3i h.p. J.A.P. Mr. Tranmer
-.the ex-president of the Northern League, besides which he has taken an iot

interest in the welfire Qi his locii club. He also owns a 1911 Triump::.

.
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Round the Coast of England, Scotland, and Wales.
LL the arrangements for Mr. F. Dover's coast

ride are now complete. His object is not

speed, but further to demonstrate the reliability

a motor cycle and its adaptation to the requirements

men who have passed the racing age. Mr. Dover
forty-seven, and a member of the Sl"iefifield and

allamshire M.C.C. In a letter to us he says that he
:pects to cover 2,00 miles per day until" the whole of

e coast ride—4,500 miles—^is completed, and has
)pes of covering the distance with ordinary running

adjustments. As previously mentioned, his mount will

be a ^% h.p. 1911 PrenJer without pedals, Clincher
rubber-studded tyres, and Lyso belt. His intention
at present is to leave Liverpool oh Whit-Monday next.

Below will be found a synopsis of the route, and Mr.
Dover would be glad of the names of any motor
cyclists who would be Avilling to pilot him through
towns. Offers of assistance should be addressed to

Mr. F. Dover, London Road, Sheffield, who will tele-

graph, the day before, the time of his arrival.

verpool Stranraer Fraserburgh Bridlington
uthpijrt Girvau Peterhead Hull
eston Ayr Aberdeen Grimsby
ackpool Irvine Stonehaven Skegness
B_etwood Greenock Jlontrose Boston
ncaster Inveraray Dundee King's Lynn
ange Oban Kirkcaldy Yarmouth
ITOW In\'ei'garry Edinburgh Ipswich
Horn Cape Wrath Dunbar Culchester
litehaven Durness Berwick Southend
aikuigton Thurso Alnwick Tilbury
ryport AVick Morpeth Gravesend
loth Tain North Shields Chatham
ilisle Dingwall Sunderland Heme Bay
nan Inverness Middlesbrough Margate
nifries Nairn Whitby Ramsgate
rkoudbright Banff Scarborough Deal

Dover
Folkestone
Hastings
Eastbourne
Brighton
Portsmouth
Southampton
Bournemouth
Weymouth
Exeter
Torquay
Plymouth
Truro
Penzance
Barnstaple
Bristol

Lydney

Chepstow
Newport
Cardiff

Swansea
Pembroke
Cardigan
Aberystwyth
Barmouth
Carnar\'on
Bangor
Holyhead
Llandudno
Rhvl
Fliut

Birkenhead
Chester
Liverpool

A NEW SPRING FORK.
FEW days ago we received a call from .Mr. .S.

R. Ridgw-ay, Coventry Road, Birmingham.

Mr. Ridgway is the patentee of the Sa.xon

ng fork, which was fitted to a motor bicycle of

U-known make, and which he submitted to us for

short trial run. Naturally, we selected some lanes

ich rejoice in particularly rough surfaces, and

re pleased to find that the fork rendered the

chine quite comfortable. The device, of course,

1 not prevent some jolting, but it was quite equal to

spring forks of similar

construction fitted to

machines which \ve

have previously

riflden. The accom-
panying drawing is

practically self - ex-

planatory as far as

the general construc-

tion is concerned,

but one item .should

be mentioned which

may escape attention,

and that is the ar-

rangement of the

springs. The large

spring A is in com-
pression and held be-

tween the two metal
cups, the rear one of

which is brazed to

the fork, and the
front one is on a
pivot, which enables

it to accommodate
^If to the motion of the fork without placing any
lue strain on the spring. Another coil spring B

is litted oulside the large one. This is anchored at

each end, so that when the compression spring has
a tendency to expand suddenly the inner coil is put
in tension and acts as a check, preventing too great
play of the larger spring. Arrangements have been
made for employing a rim brake by attaching ihe
horse-slioe to an eye on the top of the girder. For
those who prefer a different form of brake, Mr.
Ridgway is making a special hub with internal expand-
ing band brake which will be worked by a Bowden
lever on the handle-bar. Both articles will be on the

market verj- shortly.

' The Saxon " spring fork.

A SMART SIDECAR COMBINATION.
P. Robson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and hi? twin-cylinder N.S fj. and sidecar. The

wind screen flfted to the latter will be noted.

,
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A selection of questions oi general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope Jor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Over-o'iing. Position of Spark Lever.

(1.) My S^.h.p. 1910 machine
often smokes when IHft the valve.
Does this signify too much oil?

It I run on a level road for more
than a mile, should the valve be

sometimes lifted to cool engine, or
does this plan damage the engine on
picking up speed? (2.) How far should
the valve lifter raise valve? (3.)

Should steep hills he taken with spark
slightly retarded?

—

.Smoke.

(1.) No, it does nut nec-et£aiily mean that
you are giving to<.> much •>i!, though you
are lubiicating slightly on the generous
side, winch is u- good fault. It is a
peculiarity of some engines to smoke
when the valve lift<ir is riiised. There is no
Tteed whatevei- tt> raise the exhaust valve
when travelling on tiie level. Tlie engine
will not ^>verheiit on the level if in proper
running order. (2.) Tlw lifter should
raise the valvo a)ii>ut 3-16in., eufBciently

high to relca.se the co.mpiessioii entirely.

(3.) This question camiut he answered
definitely, as it depends on tlie timing
adopted on your engine. Sorn;' makers
time the spark a good deal fa.^ler than
others. Steep hills shouhl bo taken
with the spar! as far a<lvaTiecd as

-possible. Should the engine shuv,- signs

of labouring,- the lever should be iclaided
very gradually.

Adjustments for Slow Running.

ily machine is a 1910 5 h.p.

twin Eex with overhead m.o.i.v.

and a B. and B. carburetter.

With the spark fully advanced,
throttle cut down, and as much

air as the engine will take, I cannot
get machine to go slower than 30-35

m.p.h. I may say that machine was
a sluggish starter when T first had it,

and I had the jet enlarged, since when
it starts easily enough. Also I have
removed the pipe from inlet pipe to

crank ciiamber, leaving the opening in

inlet pipe uncovered, and find it does
not affect the running or starting,

though it takes less air, of course,

than formerly.—D.J.
The trouble seems to be due to incorrect

adjustment of the carburetter, and mainly
to too much air. If you have not tried

the machine with a smaller choke tube
it would be a good plan to fit one. Re-
stricting the main air supply would en-

able the engine to run slower. To drive

slowly you must retard the spark slightly,

throttle down as much as possible, and
close the air altogetiier. The fact of

leaving an extra opening in the inlet

pipe will also contribute towards your in-

ability to run slowly. To drive very
slowly .the engine should only take in air

from the bottom of the carburetter.

"Free" Clutches.

Can you suggest a mean
preventing the internal fri

of my Mabon clutch

"free"? Cold or warm,
any adjustment of the

the machine will not remain static

unless the brake be firmly apj

My machine is a very heavy
and . is at tiines used with a
car and passenger. The clutch r

slips when " in." With careful n
pulatioii it takes up the
smoothly. It is most useful on s'

steep hills that would be just

much for the engine with sidecar,

needs to be handled with great cai

such- times, • The " e.xport " mod(
used and is lubricated with Vac
"B" oil. I have tried squirtii

little paraffin in to free the pi;

this makes it more "free," but
it flings oil badly. (1.) Is the def(

if it may be "so called—common ti

small plate clutches? (2.) Would i

likely to improve matters if 1

plates were fitted alternately

steel? (3.) -Or is it a questior
suitable lubrication ?—N.G.R.

We are inclined to, think that lub
tion trouble is the cause of the stifl

of which you complain. We consider
the oil does not get right underu

At the summit oi Kop Hill during the Herts. County A.C competition. Bert Yale3 on a Humbsr lightweight.
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luUey and is causing liard running.

vould suggest that you undo one of

mall counter-sunk screws and inject

jintity of cylinder oil, together with
lie paraffin, while the clutch lever

JUed into the free position and the

line is tilted a little to the right, so

jenable the oil to work right through
le bearings. If this does not cure

Stiffness, and the Bowden wire is

vrongly adjusted, either the spring

strong or there is some mechanical
When all is in order the machine
remain quite stationary while the

is. running. (1.) No, but some
k's adjust the clutches so that the

line requires the brake on to keep
lationary. (2.) It will be no im-

^ment if brass plates are used.

Rlabon and Co. inform us that

J have used bronze plates and found
Ithey were inclined to slip. (3.) See
[paragraph.

Spring Fork Attaclimeiits and Sidecars.

I have a 3i h.p. N.S.U. fitted

with \L'all spiing fork attach-

ment. For solo work it is all I

desire, but I have jiTst fitted a
sidecar, and find that the extra

lit on springs on sidecar side throws
t wheel over until it almost touches

dc of fork, rendering steering diffi-

, if not dangerous. As the macliine

rves very badly, are these attach-

ts unsuifced for sidecar work, or is it

!y to be fitted wrongly?—W.T.T.
we should say that spring fork

iments are quite unsuitable for side-

ork. It needs a very solidly built-up

o withstand the strain of a sidecar,

hould recommend you to ask the
' of the makers on the matter.

Magneto Control.

Can you tell me why makers
always put the spark lever on the

tank instead of on the handle-bar?

I have had mine transferred to the

handle-bar, and I am well satisfied

li the cost of doing so, but as I

..d when riding in town I wish to
w if there is chance of harm in doing
s often, for I am fre-

intly told that it is

wise to bother much
h the advance on the
Igneto.—T.J.P.
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We cannot explain why makers are so

reluctant to put the magneto control lever

on the handle-bar, although it is quite

true that the position of the lever seldom
requires altering. You cannot do harm by
slightly retarding the spark in traffic.

Mrs. de Lissa (Motosacoche) making a clean

ascent of Kop Hill in the Uerls. County A.C. bill-

climb on the 6tb inst.

READERS' REPLIES.
Flexible Sidecars.

I read in The Motor Gijclt of_ May 4th

a reply to "H.P." (page 44i) re the

flexible sidecar, in which you state that
" the machine will not stand upright

when left alone." I have owned during
the last twelve moi;ths three Jlont-

gomery flexible sidecars, dates 1907,

1908, and 1909, and never found the

slightest difficultj' in making the machine
stand upright by itself. In fact, I have
several times sat on the bicycle when
the combination was at rest and found
net the slightest tendency to fall over,

even with a passenger in tho sidecar.

While on this subject I should like to

say that the difficulty in keeping up-

right is due to half the weight of sidecar

and passenger being supported on the

left stay of the back wheel. This causes

a side strain tending to pull the rider over

towards the sidecar. This lias to be
counteracted by tho rider leaning out-

wards slightly. On a greasy road the

front wheel is inclined to slide inwards
towards the sidecar on account of the

outward lean. Tho h&ivier the passenger

tlin more one has to leai outwards. 1

liave driven a flexible sidecar for thou-

sands of miles and have never yet had
an accident owing to sideslip, as when
the machine docs start to skid the side-,

car then prevents it falling over. With
the sidecar empty tho machim.- is mora
steady on grease than when riding the

bicycle alone. In mv opinion, the flexible

type is the easier riding Sor the pafsengei

over rough roads.—H. S. Little.

E.XPERIENCES WANTED.
"D.K.St.E." (Glencoe). Address for

spare parts of Clcment-Garrard engine.

"Inquirer" (Mortlake). Method of

carrying Thermos flask or

camera attached to motor
cycle. The former suspended
between handle-bats of a

Triumph.

BRADFOPD M.C.C. RELIABILnT TRIAL FOB NON-GOLD MEDALLHTS.

(1) Mijs Picliles 'Scolt) receiving instructions from the starter, T. G. Bullus.

(2) At the starting point.
'

(3> The lancheon stoo at Sedbergb.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudi Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and aaares;

A SELECTION OF LETTERS FROM MOTOR CYCLISTS IN FAR-OFF LANDS.
The Motor Cycle in South Africa.

[5504.]—Jlotor cycles are enjoying quite a boom in South
Africa at preEeut, especially here on the Kand, and just £0
long as the makers at home give us the consideration we
deserve as regards rear and fore springing, stout frames and
good tyres, so long will the boom continue, but now is the
critical time for makers to take advantage of the market.
Before concluding I must express the great pleasure your

paper gives us motorists here on the Rand. Ii you could
only see the way in -which the newi^agents' supply of yc r

paper is taken up you would be surprised.

Wishing your paper every success in the future,

Johannesburg. J, McC.

Riding Conditions in New South Wales.
[5605.]—In remitting to you my subscription fee, let me

congratulate you on your splendid little pajier. I am a great
user of the motor cycle, riding about 800 miles a week
average -on very bad roads, and I keep going three Triumphs
and a 9 h.p. Bat. And what wculd be motor life up here
without your paper? I wish home makers would send
machines out here all 2^in. tyres and no butter rims,' arid that
they had a bit of consideration for our backbones in the
shape of some rear springing. These are the two most
important features up here west. A dustproof carburetter
would be Useful, as it rains very seldom, and dust is .-ome-

times inches deep. Dii. G.
New South Wal-s.'

An Interesting Communieation from Jamsica.
[5606.]—The letter No. 5519 of Mr. Clifford Lloyd in

the last issue of The Motor Cycle, received by me April 5th,

must appeal to all in the colonies who are motor cyclists, cf

\\hom there are not a few scattered over the world. I am
sure experiences such as those of Mr. Lloyd are of as much
interest to others as they, are to me, and I think more
letters of the sort should be written by colonials and those
in foreign lands, giving accounts of their joys and tribula-

tions in pursuit of the sport.

Here motor bicycles are few and far between, though ihis
is an almost ideal place for them. The roads are excellently
graded, and well laid out, and, for the colonies, are as 'ivell

maintained as anywhere. Patches of loose ^macadam are
occasionally met with, but there is always a well beaten
track to be found where ro.ids are being repaired, made by
the bare feet of the pedestrians.
This is not the only advantage to cyclists of the local

custom of wearing no boots. I have been singularly fortunate
as regards punctures, which I attribute to the care taken to
remove thorns, glass, or other puncture-producing objects
from the roads- and streets. Riding can be indulged in all

the year round, and rain is not objected to if preparations
are made for it in the rainy seasons, which are fairly
regular, and always give plenty of warning before they
arrive. Comparatively speaking, mud is almost unknown,
the roads, which are built of limestone, bemg washed clc-an by
the showers. There is no speed limit, but special attention is

paid by the police to dangerous or careless driving, which,
so far, is not much indulged in by motorists. The licences
are 5s. for a driver's licence, and 5s. for a bicycle tax annu-
ally, besides which the machine has to be registered, fir
which 5s. is the fee.

Visitors to the island deposit about one-sixth of the esti-

mated value of the machine, which amount will be refunded
when leaving, and they can use their motor cycles for six
months without being taxed for dutv.

.\26

A motor club has just been started, one of the objecis

which is to take such steps as may be necessary or desir;

for the suppression of inconsiderate and reckless driving

the island, and some of the members who own cars

quite willing to take inspectors of constabulary about
demonstrate the shortcomings of dri-vers of horsed .vehiclei

Although we are within four days sail of " The State

where petrol conies from, the price we have to pay is Is.

a gallon. A useful tip for those in tropical countries, wh
I believe, is not widely known, is to put a dab of solder

the top of the jet, and then make a hole (the size to

your own taste) with the point of a hot needle. A g
saving in petrol is the result, as less spirit and more ai

needed in hot weather. If this does not 'work satisfacto

the solder is easily removed.
I cannot close this letter without paying a well-deser

tribute to an excellent device which I have recently tr

and which I can highly recommend to those living in
"

Dominions beyond the. Seas" who have to contend
rough roads, and that is the N.A.B. spring pillar.

Lloyd, amongst other things, suggests rear springing a

necessity for comfort, but I can assure him that this spier
little invention entirely fills the want, and, after using iti

our fairly smooth roads, it exceeded all my expectaaona
a shock absorber. I strongly recommend it to my brol
colonials.

Your very excellent periodical is much appreciated.
Jamaica, West Indies. KINGSTON

Oil-treated Roads in California.
[5507.]—The photograph herewith wi.l give some

that all roads in the States are not so bad as they are lairL
The road in the picture stretches for twenty-two miles 1^'
Sacramento, the capital of California, to Folso.m, a mil
town in the foothills. There are over one hundred n.ilel
tlirs? oiled macadam roads in this county.

|E?JSag&a«lS^^:S.«!»S%OM»i«.!;»'Mo:<«*i^V»i!jlftt^

My mount (a N.S.U.) has given me satisfaction foi

three years. It is htted with a spring tandem attaclmieut,|

mv wife and I have ridden it over 15,000 miles.
Sacramento, U.S.A. H. PEN BOSCl
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A SELECTION OF LETTERS FROM
High Clearance for Colonial Roads.

608.]—As a rider of a motor bicyde in the Transvaal,
ish to refute the statement made by E. F. Appleyaid
,er 5430, March 2nd, 1911], that "high clearance" is to
lavoided in motor bicycles constructed for colonial use.
"Ir. Appleyard will pass his hand underneath the crank
of his Humber, along the tube under the engine of his

an, or below the silencer of any Triumph, I think
vili feel that "high clearance" is wanted badly,
any a time and eft have I dismounted hurriedly, know-
that the crank case and silencer of my machine would not
r, or ploughed up the ground on chancing it. The
wing is a li.st of one's chief needs :

Better spring liorks.

Variable gear.s.

Spring frame insulating machine from road shocks.
At least six inches engine clearance.
Dust-proof carburetters.
Stronger rims and larger tyres,

cannot claim the e.Kperience of nine machines, but my
lion is founded upon the solid basis of wrecked

tos and silencei's, ruined rims, jarred spine,
. and

worked lungs. In spite, however, of one's likes and
bes, fads and fancies, we have much to bo tliankful for.

me was when accumulators e.vpired suddenly, forks were
> rigid, tanks came unsoldered, trembler coil didn't
ble. Perhaps a time w-ill come when one will find tlie

6 pedal under one's foot and not up in the air, and
: genius will invent a silencer. VAOARCHA.
ansvaal.

The Motor Cycle in New Zealand.
509.]—It is cjuite a fallacy to imaf;ine that motor
Ists in this part of the world require something in the
Ire of a traction engine to negotiate our roads and climb
nills. True, we h.ive our bad as well as our good roads,

Iniountains as well as our plains, but, taken as a whole,
country (I sneak of New Zealand) is just as suitable for

Imotor cycle as is the United Kingdom. In some parts
more reiently settled districts it is, of course, im-

Ible to run motor cycles, or even traps, if it comes to

In such backblock localities our settlers naturally

h' the horse to the mcitor cycle. Twelve solid inches of

in the winter, and ditto ruts in the dry weather, effectu-

I
settle the question of locomotion in these parts. For

li'est of the country there are always hundreds of nnles

Vir average roads for the touring motor cvclist, whilst
Ihe professional or business rider it is safe to say that
never any man is so fortunate as to be able to purchase
Iter cycle, you may be sure he can use it just as efficiently

Tjust as comfortably as any similarly placed individual in

It Britain. Between all our cities and townships of any
Irtance at all, the roads are quite rideable, whether by
liny Motosacoche or the big twin and sidecar.

k, thank you ; what we colonials require is not the over'

lilted, ultra-high and abominably ugly "colonial model "

misguided manufacturers are wasting their time and
Ky on. The standard tourist model, exactly as ridden
|ur British comrades, is all we ask for. Certainly, we

more eflScient engines (if we can get them), more
Inable compression ratios, and, above all, decent work-
Ihip, by which I mean a trifle better linish of the
lanical portion of the machine, as distinct from mere
liness on the outside. The only alteration ever required
lake a standard British motor cycle as suitable for our
Tlry as for England is. in some cases, a slight adjustment
le carburetters to suit our atmospheric conditions.

Ir chief quarrel with British makers is not on account of

machines, but with respect to their business methods.
agencies for some of England's most famous motor

Is are often granted to some man of straw, often an vt-
Ttry barber, commission agent, or such like, of whom
lest of the' country knows nothing. It often happens, -it

to the writer twelve months ago, that a rider, taking
hey to some particular model he has read about in

paper, writes to the maker with an order, perhaps
pgh a reputable trade channel. Some four or six months
he receives a reply saying that the makers cannot

Itain any orders placed outside their acents at some
lard of place where motor cvrlists are never seien.

^llington. N.Z.
"

COJ.ONIAL.
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MOTOR CYCLISTS IN FAR-OFF LANDS.
i A V/est Australian Rider's Views.

[5610.]—Being a subscriber to T/ie Moto- Cycle, I have
recently noticed the remarks on motor cycles for colonial

use. I would like to voice a few opi> ons through the
medium of your paper.
Regarding transmission. My experience with a belt has

been fairly satisfactory, but belts are liable to stretch and
need attention ; they also collect a lot of dirt. The chain is

satisfactory, but wears very quickly, and collects dirt if not

entirely enclosed, and should the chain break when going at

a good speed when enclosed in a gear case, what would
happen? I think that the gear drive would satisfy all

requirements, especially on muddy roads.

With regard to overheating. iMost of the engines that are

on the Australian market have been made for English use,

and the gearing that they have is too high for some'of the

Australian roads, which are verj; sandy, and have a line of

low bushes, about 3ft. high, growing along the centre, leaving

a narrow path each side for the motor cyclist to ride on.

In these places a speed of from five to eight miles an hour
cannot be exceeded. When travelling at this slow speed on
sandy roads the power is not sufficient to keep the machine
going. If one uses a large motor of 8 h.p. the expense of

upkeep is generally too great. If one could gear an ordinary

machine 12 to 1 the engine would overheat.

, Water-cooling has its disadvantages as well as its

advantages, and a fracture through a spill might render the

iiiachino useless on a road which might be anything from
ten to fifty miles from even a house and perhaps one hundred
miles from a town.

I tliink that a fan to cool the engine by forced draught
would be satisfactory, so that a low gear of about 12 to 1

could be used in the sand, but this gear would not suit all

the time, so a two-speed gear would be required, and I think

that until this is' done the Australian motorist cannot be
really satisfied.

Larger flywheels would be an improvement for slow run-

ning. In tile sand where it is just possible for the machine
to go along it is difficult to steer on the narrow roads, so I

think that the castor action would be a big improvement,
although I have not tried this device.

VVest Australia. ERNEST G. MOIR.

An Experience from South America.
[5611.]—I herewith enclose a photograph of a 34 h.p. 1910

Rex engine, mounted on a narrow gauge railway inspection

car. The most interesting thing is that this engine works at

an altitude of 14,000 feet above sea level, and develops about

2 h.p. only, due to the air pressure being only 8 lbs. per

sqnala inch, and, therefore, the quantity of mixture drawn

A 3i h.p. Rej motor cycle engine mounlej on a ii oiley.

into the cylinder being only about half that at sea level.

Also the compression is about half, due to the small amount
of mixture taken in. This engine will propel two persons

up a two per cent, grade for about four miles at 20 m.p.h.,

the car and engine weighing 650 lbs. This engine has always

run perfectly on paraffin without any alteration to the

carburetter. CARL FOX.
Peru.

A 29
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A SELECIION OF LETTERS FROM MOTOR CYCLISTS IN FAR-OFF LANDS.
A New Zealander's Views.

[5512.]—As an overseas motor cyclist and a reader of your
ivortliy paper, 1 am pleased to note the strenuous riranner in

which you are fighting for our interests.

Why manufacturers do not specially cater for the overseas

buyer beats me There is no one who would regret more
than I tire influx of ibreign machines, but auch will be the

case if British manufacturers do not hustle and secure a firm

hold on the colonial trade. Their first enterpxLse should be
the sending out of a capable man to study thoroughly

colonial conditions. Roads and country are totally different

fr.om those pertaining in the Homeland. The gravel pits, mi-

formed, sandy, heavily mudded, badly graded, creek and
water race crossed-roads are almost unknown at home.
Generally the power supplied is sufficient, but what is badly

wanted is a machine weighing somewhere about 130 lbs., two-

speed and free engine, sprung frame, a greatly stronger back
rim and heavier rear tyre wide in the tread, more petrol-

carrying capacity, automatic lubrication—it being frequently

dangerous to remove a hand from the handle-bars for a con-

siderable distance—high magneto position, and engine well

guarded from dust and mud.
Motor cycling in New Zealand is gaining ground m a sur-

prising manner, and new machines are a scarcity, it being

.a mere itfem to have to wait si.x months for delivery.

It is pleasant to note that winter competitions are becom-
ing popular at home ; this will cause manufacturers to look
more closely to the protection of the power unit fr-om dust,

mud, and water, and consequently be a pleasure to the
colonial buyer.
Can any of the British manutacturers establish a manufac-

turing branch (agencies are of no use) in the colonies? This
would greatly help to overcome the difficulty, and in my
mind they would find it a rosy paying concern.

Spares—Avhat a job it is to get spares from any makers'
-agent in this part of the globe.

Westport, N.Z. E. R. ROSKRUGE.-,

A Vision from West Afnoa.
[5513.]—Can any of your readers inform me if a two-

seated tricar is or has ever been mooted, similar to the
P.M.C. Motorette of A.C. sociable, but
steering and front wheel drive ?

I know the Phauomobilc, of course
something between the two types, plus a "taste" of the twO'
seater car.

Do you think any of your readers with a bent towards
draughtsmanship would be sufficiently interested to design such
a mach-ine? I have no gifts that way myself, but of late a
"mental picture" has haunted me somewhat as follows: A
double width sidecar basket placed with seat about midway
between front and back axles, similarly sprung to usual side-

car practice. The foot of basket is "cloven" to allow
cylinders to project up between -the feet of the two passengers
and obtain proper cooling. If one passenger only were in

centiB of the seat he oi she v\ould not be incommoded by the
r\ ' Ti h 1

-

laving back wheel

but have in mind

My "vision" has an air-cooled engine of two verti

cylinders about 80 x 85 mm., posed lore and aft, and
vionobloc, to fire alternately, one explosion to each revG

tion. An outside flywheel at rear, "and a weather-protecl
worm drive through clutch and two-speed gear box to

front wheels. This might necess-^tate a differential, but
there anj'thing mechanically v>rong with a drive on to one

the wheels via a live axle, the other wheel remaining " free

My frame would be brought back and upwards to a cro

carrying the fork of the back wheel, adequately sprung
same such lines as now employed on front fOiks.

Steering gear from top of crown to a counter pillar beh
basket, and thence from bottom of counter pillar to steer

pillar proper, placed between passenger;, fitted with eit

a wheel or tiller. Petrol tank and luggage would find

accommodation (sprung) behind the basket.

1 , am sufficiently amateur to realise that there may
some detail in this ideal to render it fundamentally^ inipr

ticable, but, if not, then I think that there is scope here
those very desirable features, cheapness, upkeep econo:

adequate mudguarding and all-weather capabilities, sociabil

and a reduced chance of skidding, for it seems to me t

as on water, so on wheels, the natural place for a "radd
is at the back and not the front of a vehicle ; moreovei
•puU'niij power should make for more stability on grease
a pushinij one. J.G.B
West Africa.

An Australian Rider's Criticism o£ Motor Cycle Desigi
[5614.]—Much is written fiohi time to time about

ideal motor cwcle for the colonies, and after reviewing
correspondence that has appeared in your valued coliii

from almost. every civilised portion of the globe, it is qi

convincing that the home makers cannot possibly depart fi

their standard models and build machines such as are desi

by your several correspondents. As far as my own partici

-part of the world is concerned (South Australia) the follo\\

details would be a long way towards an ideal mount;
Power. 3^-4 h.p., low compression, engine more effectu

designed for cool running. Out here we have real hills,

three to seven miles continual climb, average grade 1 ii

with plenty of. hair-pin bends, and rough roads at that
say nothing of a temperature of 110° in the shade.

Frame. Heavier than usual—190^ lbs. at the least

plete. Lighter machines are almost useless 'for general t

ing, although I am a great advocate for a 2^ h.p. mac
weighing about 125 lbs. complete for town riding and s

journeys where the roads can be picked, but for all-ro

touring conditions, taking our roads into consideration,
lbs. weight is quite light enough.
Rims on all imported machines are far too light. I 1

known dozens of cases on the first trip where rims have I

badly dented, and in several instances severely. Hea
rims must be fitted and tyres of at least 2^in. diameter, e

heavy _ on the back wheel, and butted tubes are ah
essential.

\\hiclb'isp shmild bo at h i^l 5rini iiid spring forks of
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Druid or Chater-Lea type are the most efficient, but they
should be heavier than usual. Handle-bars, in many in-

stances, are too light, and many breakages have taken place

;

also the springs in the saddle need to be stronger.

As regards belts, although I am a greai; believer in leather,

lubber is no doubt the most popular, but if riders would
jnly take the troiible to look after their leather belts I am
sure they would get twice the mileage out of a leather than a

rubber belt. lin. section should be used, and small stones

and dust are plentiful here, and a leather belt should be
lightly scraped, and dressed at least once a week.
Mudguards should be at least 4in. wide, and of heavier

material. The popular form of stand fastener now so

widely used plays havoc with light guards. Automatic oiling

on the J.A. P. or Best and Lloyd principle certainly ought
to be universal, whilst a little attention paid to the protec-

tion of the magneto would be invaluable.

Among other details I should specify : Engine clearance
Sin. ; stronger lamp brackets, two in number ; hook end grips

(where inverted levers are not fitted) ; tanks to hold at least

one and threequarter gallons, and to be stronger ; larger and
stronger tool-bags, pannier fashion on carrier.

A machine with these details, I consider, would meet the
case out here besides being a good serviceable mount for the
home market. ANTIPODEMOTE.

How to Locate Pinhole Punctures.
[5615.]—In answer to "l.xion's" query my experience of

the best way of finding a puncture is to light up a cigarette
or pipe, take out the valve of inner tube and blow a mouth-
ful into the tube, then replace valve and pump up; there
will appear a black ;stain around the perforation. I have
found this answer very well with cycle and motor cycle tyres.

HARRY BEALE.

Ingratitude.

[5516.]— Last Easter Monday I had two motor cycliste

in my sliop wiio had the misfortune to burst the cover on
one of their machines a few miles outside Leicester. They
both came to my place on a 1911 F.E. Triumph without a
.silencer, and asked me to lend tiicm a 26in. by 2iin. cover,

promising to return same to me when they had fetched
I heir niiichine.

I lent to them a 26in. by 2Jiii. Goodrich studded cover,

ako gave thera some patching rubber to mend tho air tube
and received no deposit or anything, being only too pleased

to help them out'of their diffictdty. '

I have not seen or

heard a word of them from that day to thi.^. Is this en-

couraging me to lend again? No doubt others have been
.-ervcd the same. I send you the registration number of

(he machine, but not for publication. If this should catch
I he eye of tho riders coiKcrned I shall be glad to hear from
(hem through your paper.

Leicester. W. 0. GREAVES.

Competitions for Amateurs Only.

[5617.]— I wouia like to draw (he att<>ntion of your
reader.s. and more particularly secretaries of clubs, to a para-

graph by Mr. .Ma.x Pemberton under the heading of "A
Motorist's Notebook," in the Field of February 25lh.

Writing of the decline of the sporting side of motoring and
the death of the car hill-climb, lie says :

"These hill-climbs, unfortunately, were killed by the pro-

fessionals. Clubs made a great mistake in imagining that

the performances of their own ^members were n<;l a .'ufficient

entertainment for the company. The s.i-called 'open race'
attracted smart youths from Coventry, whose personal
property for this performance appeared to be a car of 100
h.p. and a cigarette that was but a charrixl memory.
These acrobatic gentlemen dominated the hill-climb and
mide it their own. They patronised e\'erybndy .'

. . .

would .-et the local secretary running until his collar

I

collapsed upon "his neck ; were, in :hort. the heJght of

impudence, if rarely of dignity. Gradually the local man
realised the character of the entertannnent and withdrew.

. . . The presence of the gang from Coventry destroyed

I
the social side of the meeting. ... So the hill-climb

I
died. ... It motor clubs have any rn'i'on d'etre at all.

it is surely the fostering of local friendship and of good
I

natured rivalrie.?."

Quite so! And I ppr.=nnally. a keen amateur rider, look

round in vain for a club which runs a good sporting pro-
gramme, wit'nout open races, and among whose members
there are no semi-profe.=sionals.

The trade rider is often a very good fellow, but I, for one,
have no desire to meet him when out for a friendly after-

neon's competition riding with my fellow clubmen.
If clubs are not careful the motor cycle hill-climb will die

the same death as did that of the car.

AMATEUR RIDER.

External Band Brakes.
[5518.]— I am pleased to see that " I.xion " has again

raked up that old sore, the external band brake. Why on
earth irill designers persist in keeping to these most unsatis-
factory bral-.es? Last year I drove a 4 h.p. ti-icar fitted with
a pair of the above brakes, and, of course, the uievitable
happened, in spite of careful inspection before starting, and I

had a bad smash at the foot of Dean Hill, near Salisbury.
I have now a 5 h.p. twin tricar which has two of the

same kind of brakes—one fo'ot-apphed, the other bv hand
lever—and they are useless even to steady the machine, to

say nothing of stopping quickly in an emergency. I have
sent the machuie to two different garages, and they have
failed to make tho brakes do their work, and I defy any
man to make them a permanent success.

Why manufacturers continue to fit them is a mystery to me,
and my advice to all readers is, never rely on external baiul

brakes, for they are nearly always a failure, and will surely
end in serious trouble, as 1 know from painful experience.

C. PARKES.

Bejuvenating an Old Machine.
[5619.]— I am enclosing a [ihotograph of my tricar,

which has been brought right up tio date. I bought it

second-hand last year from a man who had been running
it for six years. It has a Phelon and Moore 3i h.p.
engine. Humber frame, and Millford fore-carriage.

During the last winter it has been taken to pieces and
rebuilt, up to date, by a local firm. The engine is perfec-

tion, and reflects great credit on the makers. My Easter
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One of the early forecars, now in its seventh year. (See letter No. 5619.)

run was Banbury. Oxford. Walliugford, Reading. Hampton
Court, Streatham, St. Albans, Dunchurch. Daventry.
Coventry, and Birmingham without the slightest trouble.
Passenger and self, weight 21 stones, kept our seats the
whole of the journey, averaging 18 m.p.h. and 92 miles
to the gallon of Shell. I have had h.b.c. fitted to the
ignition, and have found it a real blessing for . negotiating
hills, corners, and ti-affic. T am able, with the P. and M.
half-compression, two-speed gear, and h.b.c. to ignition, to

go at less than a walking pace. T have retained the
battery ignition for easy starting, as I have a great objec-
tion to work, but it starts cold at one or two turns of the
handle. ERNEST MAYS.
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The M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

THE officials of the M.C.C. feel a little sore that Kop
Hill, Princes Risborough, which they " discovered

"

last year, has been used by several clubs for hill

tests, and the participants in these competitions and
several .spectators have . not exercised that caution and
consideration foT road users, which are so necessary .'if, motor
cyclists wish to remain in the good graces of the public.

The M.C.C. has its_own method of dealing with offenders,

and its officials feel that if only other clubs had done their

best to suppress inconsiderate driving there woiild have
been no complaints.

When Mr. E. B. Dickson arrived at Princes Risborough
on Saturday morning last he was informed that the hill

could not be used, as it would be under repair in conse-

quence of the damage done to the road surface by competing
machines in the recent competitions. Biit ' through the

courtesy of Mr. Grant, the surveyor of the Wycombe Rural
District Council, permission was obtained on the club
agreeing to indemnify the council against damage.

It was a hot and sultry afternoon when at four o'clock

the competition began, and thuiider echoed round the
Chilterns. Mr. F. T. Bidlake tookithe times at the foot

of the hill, and Mr. Harry J. Swindley held the watch at

the summit. Glass I. was for lightweight motor bicycles

not exceeding 340 c.c, pedalling allowed. No single-geared

machine made a clean ascent. J. F.;Crundall and A. C.

Robbins (2 h.p. Humbers) and Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas)
pedalled hard. N. G. Dear (2 h.p. Humber) and A.
Webster (2^- h.p. Hobart) dismounted. G. W. England
(2| h.p. M.R., three-speed), G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. two-

speed Douglas), and B. Jlarians (2^ h.p. two-speed P. and
M.) came up in excellent form and without pedalling.

Class I. Formula results :

1. A,

2. J.

3. E.

4. B.

5. G,

C. Robbins, 2 Humber
F. Crundall, 2 Humber
Clark, 2| Douglas (2-cyl.)

Marians, 2^ P. and M. (two-speed) ...

L. Fletcher, 2| Douglas (2-cyl.), two-

G. W. England, 2| M.R., three-speed

mm.
60x70
60x70
60x60
67x76

60x60-
50x85

Fig. of

merit.

16.3

15.7

11.3

10.7

10.1

8.7

Class II., for motor cycles with engines not less than
300 c.c. or more than 500 c.c.—All made clean ascents except

E. A. Colliver (3^- Zenith), who dismounted at the foot of the

last steep section.

Formula sesults

:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

J. H .Slaughter, 3^ L.M.C. ...

H. Lister Cooper, 3^ Triumph
C. C. Cooke, Sj Triumph
E. B. Ware, 3^ Norton
J. W. Cox, 3i Triumph
G. F. Gray, 3i,Rudge
B. A. mil, 3i Rudge ...

E. Gwynne, 3^ Triumph
L. A. Baddeley, 3i Brown
W. A. Jacobs, 3^ Rex

Fig. of

mm. merit.'

85 X 88 16.5

85 X 88 15.0

85 X 88 14.3

79 xlOO 14.0

85 X 88 13.6

85 X 83 13.4

85 X 88 12.7

85 X 88 12.6

85 X 85 12.1

84.5 X 89 12.5

85 X 85 12. C

9.

10.

11. R. Surridge, 4 Service
The nest event was Class IV.,

cycles vrith engines of over 350, but not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Towards the end of this class it began to rain gently. Tht
two chief features to be observed in tliis event were the silencf

of HalsalFs Clyno and the speed of Moorhouse's Indian.

for multi-cyhnder motoi

Class IV. Formula results :

Kg.o
merit

13,

12

10

9

mm.
1. A. J. Moorhouse. 7 Indian 82.5x93
2. W. C. Henry, 3 Wanderer 60 x72
3. S. G. Frost, 4i Minerva 72 x73
4. E. Gwynne, 7 Indian 82.5x93
5. A. Mariani, 7 Indian 82.5x93
6. 0. C. Godfrey. 7 Indian 82.5x93
7. C. Percival, 6 Zenith-Gradua 76 x85
8. C. F. Halsall, 5-6 Clyno 76 x82

Class III., for single-cylinder motor cycles with engine;

not exceeding 500 c.c, was run off in a thunderstorm. Fortu
nately the electrical part of the tempest was at a safe distance

but the rain was appalling. For those at the foot of the hil

there was little or no shelter, and the wet got through every
thing. Owing to the severity of the storm the competitioi
was somewhat curtailed. Class V. was not run at all, bu

General view at the foot of the hill. G. L. Fletcher (Douglas) is'seen startins.
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he M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

—

this class was to be decided on time and Class IV. was
on formula the times in Class IV. were counted as

llass V.

Class in. results

:

H. Lister Cooper, 3^- Triumph ...

.1. H. Slaughter, 5^ L.il.C

C. C. Cooke, 3^ Triumph
L. A. Baddeley, 3-^ Brown ...

E. A. CoUiver, 3^ Zenith-Gradua
G. T. Gray, 3^- Rudge
E. Gwynne, 3^ Triumph
W. A. Jacobs, 3^- Rex
E. B. Ware, 3^ Norton
.J. W. Cox, 32" Triumph

CoUiver, it will be noticed, though he
ade a good ascent on this occasion,

conds slower than the winner.

Class v., for multi-cylinder machines; for engines not
ceeding 1,000 c.c. Results :

mm. Time.
85 X 88 Os.

85 X 88 - 2-^s.

85 X 88 43.

86 X 86 5|s.

85.5 X 85 10.5.

85 X 88 10|s.

85 X 88 lOis.

84.5 X 89 12is.

79 xlOO 13s.

85 x 88 16|s.

ailed in Class 11.,

and was but ten

A.
E.

0.

A.
C.

G.

J. Moorhouse, 7 Indian
mm. Time

82.5x93 Os.

82.5x93 2#s
82.5x93 5-?s

82.5x93 7e.

76 x82 35s.

60 x60 46s.

Gwynne, 7 Indian ...

C. Godfrey, 7 Indian
Mariani, 7 Indian ...

F. Halsall, 5-6 Clyno
L. Fletcher, 2J Douglas

Class VI. was for passenger machines with engines not
ceeding 1,000 c.c, which was run off after the rain had
jpped. The Indian machines again made excellent times,
Dugh Ware, on the Chater-Lea. proved a winner despite

fact that owing to the wet he covered the early portion
the course on one cylinder. Wells was using a new car-

retter, which was most successful. It consists of the
Unary Indian carburetter with the annular float and, other

'cnovvn characteristics, but it possesses a tiny .supple-

ntary carburetter with a single jet, leading through a by-
5s direct into the inlet pipe and coming into operation
en the throttle is closed. The result is that the engine
rts easily and just ticks round when nmning free, a
!at advantage when using a sidecar or when riding in

ck traffic with friction clutch and change-speed gear in
istant use.

G. Lee Evans (7 ta.p. Indian and siaecat) slartiDg in Saturday's U.C.C.
members' bill climb at Hop Hill.

mm.Class VI. Results on formula :

1. E. B. Ware, 8 Chater-Lea and sc. (2-cyl.)

2. W. H. Wells, 7 Indian and sc. (2-cyl.)...

3. G. Lee Evans, 7 Indian and sc. (2-cyl.) ...

4. 0. C. Godfrey, 7 Indian and sc. (2-cyl.)...

The officials were—judges, Messrs. R. H.
van Hooydonk ; chief marshal and starter

marshals, Dr. C. Gibbons, Messrs. W. Cooper, F. J. Jen-

kins, W. E. May, and L. Vedy. The formula employed was
W

Professor Callender's
TxC

Fig. 01

Merit.

85 x88 10.9

82.5x93 9.1

82.5x93 8.6

82.5x93 7.5

Head and J.

C. J. Seed;

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB.

S. Blackbouio (3i b.p. Zenith-Gradua^ at speed on tiie Snake, between Staeffleld and Glossop. (See Club News pages.

;

..
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2557 JMILES
IT

will perhaps be as well to

explain why I undertook, this

ride, considering I was the
holder of the long-distance record.
When, however, it came to my
knowledge tliat there were many
aspirants wishing to have the credit
of holding the six days-' record,
which w-as put up in November
under adverse weather conditions,
and that they were making arrange-
ments to attack my figures in May
and June, I decided to attempt to
ride over 400 miles per day for six

consecutive days, and thus put the
record fairly safe.

To show how keen the aspirants were, one rider,
Mr. Williams, of Yeovil, started for a six days' ride
on Saturday, May 6th, and succeeded in riding 440
miles a day for two da}'s, but retired on the third day..

MONDAY.—Route : Northampton to London,
and from London to Edinburgh. 461 miles.

There was a little crowd of enthusiasts, including
Messrs. W. BaiTatt, E. P. Glasscock, and A. Kinch,
when I was given the word to go at 12.30 a.m. All
went \yell until within three miles of Dunstable,
which is thii-ty-three miles from Northampton, when
down went the back tyre. It was 2 a.m., pitch dark,
and rather a heavy shower came on, but by the aid
of the lamp I found that the tyre had been punctured
by a piece of glass. The hole was soon repaired, and
I was on my way again.

A few miles out of Dunstable I all but collided Avith

two stray horses wliich were on tjie road; fortunately,
careful riding and moderate speed saved me from
what might have been a serious accident. I arrived
at the Old Gate House, Highgate, at 3.50 a.m.,
where I was checked.
My next stop w^as at Hitchin. where I arrived at

5.12, checked, and had breakfast at Mr. Robinson's.
To my great surprise I found my wife waiting at

Hitchin in her car. A hasty breakfast, and I was
soon off again. My nex-t check was at Grantham,
where friend Holmes, the motor scout, filled in my
cards for me at 8.18. Just before reaching Don-
caster TJiad my next puncture—^a nail in the back
tyre; this I quickly repaired, and rode on, arriving
at the Racecourse Garage at 10.38. Check. Ju.s\

before reaching Ferrybridge ' I had puncture number
three—a piece of flint in the back tyre. I had then
covered 235 milci.

More Punctures.
My next stop Avas at the Temperance Hotel, Ferry-

liridge, for second breakfast. This meant a delay
if a very few m.inutes, as it was all waiting for me.
On again to Piercebridge, where I checked in at the
Post^ Office at 2 p.m., having covered 309 miles.
Having mounted again, I was almost brought ; domi
by a young lady cyclist, who rushed out of a by-road,
I severely admonished her in a quiet way, and pro-
ceeded to Spennymoor, where my front wheel picked

:E> C.A.TT

IN 6 DA.YS.
up a long strip of hoop iron, v.hich

punctured the tyre and ripped T/k

Motor Cycle seal oif the front wheel.

At Nevile's Cross I had punc-

ture number five. I thought to

myself "This is sickening." My
fingers were getting blistered with

pulling the tyres on and off, as they

were rather stiff covers. However,
1 repaired the damage, and at

Chester-le-Street • I was hailed by

Mr. Magurk, who had come out

from Newcastle on his 3^ h.p.

Ariel to meet me. I had proceeded
about three miles with him when I

had another puncture, which he kindly repaired for

me while I looked on.

The next stop was at the Motor Club House, New-
castle, where I arrived with both tyres flat. Mr. R.
Crosier and others gave me a hearty welcome, and
they had a splendid lunch waiting for me. This was
at 4.15 p.m. Whilst having my lunch, Messrs.

Middleton and Magiirk repaired my punctures in both

front and back tyres. I could hear them outside,

blowing, up the tyres, Avhilst I was within, devouring

a nice chop and chips. I was soon away from New-
castle, accompanied by Mr. Magurk on his speedy

Ariel and Mr. Middleton on his new T.T. Triumph,
and, my word, it could "hop it." Mr. Middleton
accompanied me as far as Alnwick, a distance of

forty-five miles. Leaving Alnwick, he took the wrong
road, I told him I thought it was wrong, but he
said, "It is all right, they have got the road up the

other way," so on we went for a mile or so, Avhen he

found he had made a mistake. He apologised, and
said how awfully sorry he was,^ but I told him it was
all right, a mile or two one way or the other was
nothing to me in an event like this, so we retraced our

way again to Alnwick, where he soon put me on the

right road. I thanked him very much for his com-
pany and kindness in coming forty-five miles with me,
and we parted.

A Resort to Paraffin.

My next stop was at Berwick-on-Tweed, and here

I had to shorten the belt. After leaving Berwick-on-

Tweed, a dozen miles beyond I ran out of petrol in

a very lonely spot, It^ was then getting dusk.

Luckily, there was a small cottage bv the wayside,

v.'here the'good woman told me there was petrol nine

and a half miles off, at Cockburnspath, but the

husband said that I could obtain it at a small store

two and a half miles away. This was good news.

They gave me a few cupfuls of paraffin, and on 1

went, and just as I was going up a hill the engine

stopped, but oh, what luck, about fifty yards off I

saw a sign, "Petrol." Leaving Cockburnspath, the

machine pulled up, and I found the exhaust valve

had lengthened ; a few strokes with the file soon put

matters right. This Avas the first mechanical stop, and
the distance covered was 4r5 miles. The next stop
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p57 Miles in Six Days.—

13 at Dunbar, where I arrived at three minutes past

|ne. The Post Office was closed, but, seeing a

jht, I shouted, and the Postmaster came out. I

fked him if he would kindly allow me to send a

Qegram to my wife, because I was doing a record

ie, and if she did not hear from me she would not

bep all night; and, although the Post Office had

fen closed for an hour, he very kindly consented to

Ind a wire.

[a few miles out of Dunbar (it was pitch dark)

aeone shouted out, "Hi, is that you, Catt? " and I

[lied up immediately, to find my friend Hosick on

[lightweight Humber, who had come out about

|o miles to meet me. It was raining heavily, and

had no protection against the wind, which was

nving a gale, and he said he had almost given me
He was a very good sport, and brought me

mg through Musselburgh to Edinburgh into the

bssleigh Garage in record time, at a lively bat, his

le lightweight travelling mag-
icently. On reaching Edinburgh
vas tired out, and was soon asleep

the Maitland Hotel. I had
3n on the road 22 J4 hours and

i'ered 461 miles.

(ESDAY.—Route : Edinburgh
to London — a Distance of
412 miles.

was early astir and on the road

iin at 3.20 a.m. All went well

til I reached Haddington, where-

(took a wrong road and went

lies out of my way; retraced my
3S, and again took a wrong road.

fee more I returned to Hadding-
and tapped at the window of

little low cottage at the junction

I
the roads which is just outside

town. The next instant .i

Dnnie wee Scotchman " opened
door; he was in his shirt and
not look very pleased at being

led at so early an hour. I

jlained my unfortunate position

Ihim, and he directed me care-

|v, so I was soon on the right

again. Motor cyclists who know this town will

56 that it is a very awkward place to get through.
Lfter leaving Haddington, bang went my back tyre

burst large enough to put a 2s. piece right

bugh the outer cover. Luckily, however, I had
be out prepared for trouble with a good supply oi

kas patches, etc., so I made a good job of it.

Racing a Goods Train.

\t Dunbar the railway runs by the side of tlie

and there was a fast goods train travelling in

Isame direction as myself, so the driver urged me
have a race with him, which I did ; it was quite

Iting. At Berwick-on-Tweed the roads were so

pkingly greasy and there were so many people
Igto work that I was obliged to walk over the
|ge, after which I went on through Belford to Aln-

After leaving Alnwick I met friend Magurk
his Ariel by the roadside; he had come out

bty-five miles to meet me. It was raining fast.

A 1912 PATTERN FORK.
The new Triumph spring lork ol which we

published a drawing on March 16th last.

From personal experience we have proved that
il is a distinct improvement on the standard
lltting. A. E.Catt used it on his six days' ride.
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and a dead head wind, and the roads in places were
simply frightful. I arrived at Newcastle safely a:

9.30 a.m., where kind friends of the motor club had
prepared a splendid breakfast for me. I purchased,
another Patch Quick outfit, had my tank replenished,

and was soon off again, Magurk accompanying me
for a few miles.

On arriving at Darlington it commenced to pour
with rain, and continued to do so right up to Ferry-

bridge—a distance of 100 miles—and I had to

shorten my belt t^vice to enable me to get along at

all. I checked here at 2.30 p.m., and had a nice
dinner which had been prepared. I was in such a
condition that the lady had to get a mat to put under
my feet again, and she remarked that I was in a worse
state than I was when I did the ride in November.
I might mention that on leaving Darlington the
exhaust valve lengthened again and required a few
more strokes of the file before compression returned.

Distance covered 664 miles. I was soon off again,

and just as I was leaving Doncaster
a man. rushed out of Corcutt's

Garage, where he had been waiting

to accompany me a part of my
journey. I pottered along, and it

turned out to be Mr. Scott, a

Triumph rider, who had come
from Lincoln to accompany me as

far as Grantham. On arriving at

the George Hotel my back tyre

was flat again, and Scott kindly

repaired it for me while I had tea,

after which I departed for London
in the pouring rain.

My Belt Disappears.

After leaving Grantham, what
with the wind and rain, I had to-

tighten my belt again, and I must
have overdone it, because it broke

in a few miles. I repaired it and
put an adjustable link in.

My next stop was at Hitchin,

where T arrived and checkecJ' at

9.20. After leaving there in

places it was very, very misty^

and I almost ran up a bank

in rounding a bend. A few miles from Barnet

I had trouble again, the belt having come off and

disappeared. I turned the machine round and shone

the lamp here and there, but no trace of the missing

article could I find. After some minutes I began to

get alarmed, because I was carrying no spares.

Eventually I found it in the grass by the roadside;

it had not broken, but simply come unhooked and

fallen off. I put the belt on and away I went. After

a mile, perhaps more, I suddenly realised that I was-

going back to Edinburgh. I was tired out— I had

been' riding over forty hours out of forty-four.

T arrived at the Salisbury Hotel, Barnet, at

10.45 P-m., D. K. Hall kindly checking me. I had

been iq hours 35 minutes on the road, and covered

412 miles, and I can safely say it is the worst ride I

ever did ; 400 miles dead head wind, and 300 miles

of rain. I asked the proprietor to call me at

3 a.m., but he said, "You mean 8 o'clock, old boy."

(T,i he continued next week.)
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Aore Record-breaking at Brooklands.

No one who hLids a record nowadays is allowed to

hold it long. On Friday last, an ideal spring day,

with the sun shining and a zephyr-like breeze blowing
from the north-west, V. J. Surridge, the plucky

Kudge-Whitworth exponent, was in the mood for business.

Not quite all the Rudge-Whitworth firm set out to do was
accomplished, but on reading further it will be found that

Friday afternoon's performances were little short of remark-

able, when the fact is taken into consideration that, as far

as motor cycles are concerned, Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., is a

very young firm. The first attempt was on the kilometre.

Mr. F". Straight timed the start, and Mr. "A. V. Ebblewhite
the finish. The Rudge was in excellent tune, and reeled ofi^

the distance in 34s., or

65.79 Miles an Hour,
beating Bowen's previous best time, which he accomplished

on July 14th, 1909. on a 3i h.p. Bat^'85 x 85 mm., 482 c.c,

at the rate of 65.023 miles an hour, time 34.03 sees. Mr.

Ebblewhite then proceeded to the mile post, but through
misunderstanding Surridge made another attempt on the kilo

metre, and, finding no one at the end of the distance, amble(
gently up to the mile post. He' was then told to go for th

mile, and unwisely returning the wrong way of the tracl

(although he was previously warned not to do so), he coUidei

with a car which suddenly, appeared from behind one of th

aeroplane sheds, fortunately without doing much injury t

himself, but the front forks of his machine were bad]
damaged. These had to be replaced, and an hour's dela

ensued. Surridge then made an attack on

The Mile ^vhich he Covered in 54is.
(66.18 miles an hour). Previous best time: J. Gibson, 17t
August, 1910, 3i h.p. Triumph, 85 x 88 mm., 499 c.c.

time, 55.98 sec. (54.31 miles an hour). Surridge's secon
attempt on the kilometre resulted in his attaining exactl

the same speed as that previously recorded. The next itei

on the programme was an attempt on the hour recorc

and, armed with a spare Lyso belt and a spare petr
pipe wired to his front forks, he started at 5.50 on-
perfect summer evening. His first lap, standing start, wi
made in the splendid time of 2 mins. 47^ sees. (59.54 mil
an hour), while his second lap was covered in 2 mins. 3f

sees. (63.57 miles an hour). In the next lap misfortune beff

him, as a broken exhaust valve caused his retirement.
5.20 he restarted, and in the fifth lap broke the stud
the magneto contact-breaker cover, to which the advan
control rod is attached. He, however, continued to ri

consistently, and was well inside record until the twentie
lap. He was then within six minutes of finishing, wh
he lost the cotter and broke an inlet valve spring, whi
forced him to withdraw. This was, indeed, Hard luck, h
he had the satisfaction of gaining the 50 niilp.=! rec
Time, 49 mins. 2 sees. Previous best. Godfrey's 3^ h.

Rex. 24th November. 1909 : time. 49 mins.' 59|
Surridge's lap speeds were as follow

:

Miles an hour. :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

57.57 . 11.

62.47*- 12.

60.92 13.

59.80 14.

59 15.

51.30 15.

52.30 17.

52.08 18.

61.30 19.

51.37 20.

*Faste 3t lap.

Miles an hoi

... 62.0

... 61.£

... 52

... 51.^

... 51

... 61.!

... 61.^

- ... 50.f

... 60
... retii

V. J, Surridge [Sur Rudge), who annexed a number of records on Friday last

at Brooklands.

Surridge's mount was a standard 3^ h.p. Rudge (strippe
85 X 88 mm., 499 c.c, fitted with a large tank, B. and
carburetter, Lyso belt, C.A.V. magneto, and Dunlop tyi

Pratt's and Shell spirit and Price's oil vrere used

QUICKLY DETACHABLE SIDECAR FITTINGS.

READILY—we had almost written instantly—detachable
are the new design P.M.C. Quickfit couplings, the

invention of Mr. Alfred Pilkington. The method of

attachment will be grasped from the accompanying
line sketches, and it is merely necessary for us to point out

that no tools are required to perform the operation of attach

ment or detachment ; in fact, the sidecar can be off or on
•while another rider is unfastening the toolkit and getting his

spanners ready. The device merely consists of a spring con-

trolled cotter, in the ends of which a link is fitted. The
action of the spring holds the link permanently in a hori-

zontal position, but withdrawal is easily effected by pressing

down the crosspiece. In the case of the down tube and
horizontal back stay, a circular groove is formed in the por-

tion permanently attached to the bicycle, and the cotter

slides in this groove. A good point that might be overlooked
is that this arrangement permits a swivelling movement of

the coupling so relieving the frame tube of a good deal of

strain. These couplings will be supplied not only on P.M.C.
sidecars, but for other makes as well. The Premier Motor
Co., Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham, will further make an
allowance for the old couplings.

A clever method of securely attaching and detaching a sidecar without I

the aid of tools., introduced by the Premier Motor Co., Ud.
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South-East London Open Hill-climb.

HE open hiU-climb promoted by the recently formed
South-East London M.C.C., at Vigo Hill, near West
Maling, Kent, did not receive that ^support which
has of late been accorded to various events of -x

mUar nature, the cause probably being, firstly, its clashing

ith other important events, and secondly, that the club is as

t too young to have gained the confidence of the men who
ually patro'iisd open )iill-climbs. There was certainly a

mentable want of organisation, and although the hon. sec,

Vivian Edwards, worked exceedingly hard, he was
actically single-h;inded. and had not the support of other

embers of the club, such as is necessary to ensure the

iccess of a fixture of this kind. The hill, which is in a

-lane between West Mailing and Wrotham, is very prettily

uated. and in gradient compares favourably with Kop Hill,

is about 590 yards in length, and at the steepest part is

out 1 in 4. It is what may be termed a very " sporting
"

the roadway being vei'y narrow with high banks on
ther side. There are two sharp bends, which required
!ry careful negotiation, and it was probably owing to these
inds necessitating such extreme care that th^re were no
lis. although several of the competitors, after cutting out
the corners, failed to pick up again.

The surface of the hill is of a chalky nature, and, notwith-
nding the heavy rain which had fallen in the morning, the
rface was very dusty, and each rider left a dense cloud of

St in his wake. Tlie results were :

Class I., for .Junior Tourist Trophy machines, was can-
lied owing to insufficient entries.

Class H.—For lightweights up to 120 lbs.

Formula.
I

Time.
Berwick (2 Humber)... 50.7;A. Bright (2^ N. Hudson)
D. Slatter (2 Alcyoii) 58.6 N, Slatter (2 Alcyon) ... +4J
Bright (2i N. Hudson) 62.5 H. Berwick (2 Humber) -f 6?

Class III.—For T.T. single-cylinders up to 600 c.c.

Time.
H. .'\. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
T. U. Baxendale (5i T.T. TViumph) t %
S. Browne (3^ Bradbury) +1J

1'lass I\'.—Touring single-cylinders not exceeding 600 c.c

Formula.: <

Bames (2| Zenith) ... 44.7!r; -Croucher (3i Kerrv--
T. Bright {2i New

i Abingdon) ... ."..

Hudson) 57.9|P, WeatherUt (Si
Weatherilt (3i Zenith) 60.0' Zenith) -1- 2|

F. Barnes (3i Zenitli) ... +11
A. T. Bright (2i New

Hudson) +11
•J. Pell (5i Humber) ... +45^

!
I Miiicher (3^ Kerry) made fastest time in this class.

S. T. Tessler,]nn. (Bat) successlully rouading ihe ieoond bad corner at speed.

(.'LASS -V.—Touring twin-cvlinder machines not exceeding
1,000 c.c.

(Inly two competitors started in this class. •

Formula. s.

H. (i. Dixon (3i New [S. T. Tessier (5 Batj...
Ifudsoii) 60.6iH. G. Dixon (3i New

S. T. Tessier (5 Bat) ... 64,9' Hudson) +16J
Class VI.—For variably geared niacliijies

In .this event the riders were timed as usual for a flying
start, and then partly ascended the bill, being called upon to
stop on a fairly steep portion of the liill, and then restart.

Formula. I s.

F, Barnes (2J Zenith)... 48.9!p. Weatherilt (3i
' Zenith)

H. Dixon (3i N. Hudson) 53.9:F. Barnes (2J Zenith)...
H, G, Dixon (34 New

P. Weatherilt (3i Zenith) 72.5, Hudson)
J. Pell (3i number)

W&i^

T. G,;^Baiendale (Trinmphl negoliating the severe bend'at ttie hUl-foot.

+ 5-i

+ 18-1

+ 30i
Class \'II.—For any type of machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Formula.
F. Barnes (23 Zenith)... 41.1 S. Tessier (5 Bat) ..

'P. Weatherilt (3A
H. Dixon (3J N. Hudson) 52.2 Zenith)

'S. Browne (3^ Bradbury)
T. G. Baxendale (3^ _ 'T._ G. Baxendale (3^

s.

+ 6i
+ 6i

T.T. Triumph) + 6|
+

52.4 Triumph)
S. A. Denman (5 Bat)
F. Barnes 12% Zenith) +12
H. Dixon {2% N. Hudson) +16
G. Brown (3^- Zenith) +28

S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap) made fastest time in this class ana
of the day.

Class Vm.—Passenger machines.
This event fell through, there being only two of the

entrants on the ground, F, W, Barnes, with the 6 h.p.
Zenith and sidecar, and S. Browne, 3^ h.p. Bradbury and
sidecar. The former, not having sufficiently recovered from
his recent accident, did not feel justified in starting, whilst
the latter, like a sportsman, declined to "walk-over,"

THE M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
The total enti-y up to date is sixty-four, and entries close

at ordinary fees to-morrow (Friday), the 19th inst., and at
double fees on the 24th,

M.C.U.I. (ULSTER CENTRE) RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Those who made non-stop runs and gained maximum marks

in the above event were W, J. Chambers (B.S,A,). .1. Stewart,
B, D, Capper, R. McLardy, C. W. Grogan, and L. Maclaine
(Triumphs), J. iVIcBride (Premier), J. 3. Garrett (Humber),
and 6. Graham (Rover).
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS
'<\ v^\'^^^>'^'<^'^'y$?^^<:;^^»s^;^sy?^'^

(GREENW CH)

ay 18th .. 8.47 p.m
„ 20th ... 8.50 p.m
,, 22nd ... 8.53 p.m
,, 24th ... 8.55 p.m

SPECIAL FEATURES

A Special Number of " The Motor Cycle."

A special Summer and T.T. number
of The Motor Cycle will be published on
June 29th. Further details will be
announced later.

Entries for the T.T. Race.

The following additional entries have
been received for the Senior T.T. Race :

J. R. Haswell (3^ h.p. Triumph).
H. Lister Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph).
J. Woodhouse (3;; h.p. Ivy-Precision).

More Records Contemplated.

A well-known rider has notified us that
it is his intention to endea\'our to estab-
lish a new record for the double journey
John - o'- Groat's - Land's End - John - o' -

Groat's with a motor bicycle and sidecar.

He wilPtry to average 20 m.p.h. for the
whole trip. Commenting on our leader-
ette of last week, he says he hopes a

road records association will be formed.

Tourist Trophy Tund.

In connection mth the above fund, the
A.C.U. Committee, who made an appeal
in our issue of May 4th to all motorists
for subscriptions to defray the cost of

holding the T.T. Races in the Isle of Man,
have received the following amounts ;

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. ...£10 10
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. ... 10 10
The Motor Oyele : 5 5

Mr. M. J. Schulte .... 2 2
Mrs. Schulte 110
P. Butler 110
Shropshire M.C.C. ... 110
E. M. P. Boileau 10

A Trial Postponed.

We regret to hear at the moment of

going to press that, owing to the illness

of Mr. W. Pratt, the P. and M. thousand
miles trial without a tool bag has been
postponed.

Mr. Cove Convalescent.

Mr. H. G. Cove, a prominent member
of the Auto Cycle Union, who has for

many years acted as judge in various

important A.C.U. and other competitions,

has, we regret to hear, had to undergo
an operation. We are happy, however,
to be able to state that the operation
has been successfully performed, and that
he is progressing satisfactorily.

A Warning.

A resident of liigh standing in Princes
Risborough has asked us to warn motor
cyclists to be particularly careful in

driving through that town. Many
people have complained to the police

about the speed of motor cyclists along
the lanes adjoining Kop Hill, the speed
at which corners are taken, and also of

the practice of riding along the grass

foot-paths to avoid certain stony patches
on the road leading to the hill. We
sincerely hope that this warning will

have the desired ' effect.

FIRST 1911 SUMMER MEETING OF THE DDTCH M C C
Among the motor cycles in the group are the followmg Enghsh makes: Humber, Rudge, Douglas, and
Matchless. There are also represented : F.N. lour cylinder, N.S.U., Magnet, and Simplex, also a Humber car.

2,557 Miles in Six Days.
By Albsrl E. Catt.

Motor Cyclists' Experiences in Far-off

Lands.

Results of Hill-climbing Competitions.

Tar Spraying of Main Roads.
Tar-spraying is in progress on th

Preston and Liverpool and Preston an
Blackpool main roads.

The B.M.C.R.C. Third Members' Meeting

A very good entry was received fc

the third members' meeting of th

British ilotor Cycle Racing Club fixe

for yesterday (Wednesday). The firi

eliminating handicap secured elevi

entrants, and the first 1911 time tria

twenty -one. Thirteen riders' we
down to take part in the three li

scratch rS^i? for the Palmer Tyre troph

A Stringent Measure.

We extract the following paragraj
from the R.A.CI Journal:
Bbadbuey Machines in Competition

—As a result of the protest made again
the Bradbury machines after the Oxfoi

Motor Cycling Club's open hill-climb <

Saturday, April 8th, .the committee h
decided "That entries tendered 1

Messrs. Bradbury and Co., or the

agents, for" competitions promoted by
Auto Cycle Union be not accepted su

die." It was further decided " Th
Mr. A. T. Stanton be suspended fro

taking part in any competition held und
the Open Competition Rules of the Au
Cycle Union sine die, and that 1

licence be withdrawn."

An Unfortunate Misunderstanding.

We have received several lett

regarding the unfortunate misunderstan
ing in connection with the three mi"

motor - cycle handicap at the Ro
Racing Cycliste' Club sports at Aston
the 6th inst. The hon. sec. of the SntU
Coldfield A.C., Mr. Howard Smith, h

sent us a copy of . a letter he h
addressed to the A.C.U. on the sai

subject. It appears -•that P. J. Eva
(2 h.p. Humber) was generally co

ceded to be the winner of his he

(the re-run second heat), but w
informed by the judges __

that

had not won, and they gave
Chitty (Frays) as the winner, Eva
continued to protest, and a constal

was called to remove him from t

enclosure. :Following this incident, t

competitors who were eligible for t

final refused to start, and as this li

only two to contest the final, the offici

recalled Evans, and informed him as

act of graoe they would allow him
ride in the final. This he refused to c

on the grounds that if there was a

doubt in the minds of the officials, th

should have ordered the heat to be ag£

run. The A.C.U. has been asked

adjudicate, the motor cycle race liavi

been held under its open competition ruli

I
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reigbt Climbs the Brooklands Test

rst two or three-speed lightweight
the B.A.R.C. certificate for

the test hill was a 2^- h.p. New
The rider was Roy Walker, who

shed the feat last week.

!s' Day at Brooklands.

lonse to a letter from the R.A.C.
phether the Coventry and War-
! M.C. would support the pro-

isociates' " Gala " day at Brook-

.luly 29th. that body replied in

native, at the same time suggest-

inclusion of events for motor
This same suggestion was made

isue of April 13th.

)ecisicn at the Bristol Hill-climb.

as. S. Patterson, M.B., M.R.C.S.,
id as one of four judges at the

and M.C. open hill-climb on
th, has sent us a copy of a letter

has addressed to the hon. secre-

the above club, referring to the

cation of J. li. Slaughter. It

remembered that Slaughter was
ed for using what the judges
d to be an inefficient silencer,

stol club subsequently reversed

:ision. Dr. Patterson considers

action in reversing the judges'

IS decision is one of vital interest

porting side of the pastime, and
the purity of the sport. He

It that in all branches of sport

es' decision is final.

nths' Imports and Exports.

four months ended April CpOth

rts for the last three years were :

1910. 1911.

('cles

—

263 £15,669 £18,620
creof

—

)70 £20,148 -£22,041

May
June

July

FUTURE EVENTS.
27—Herts. County A.C. Ooen Speed Trials,

2-s—M.C.C. London - Edinburgh Run
and Return journey for the M.C.C.
Challenge Cup.

5 (Whit Monday)—Broolilands A.R.C.
Meeting.

5—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open
Reliability Trial to Lisbum,

ID—A.C.U. Race Meeting.
10—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open

Speed Trial at Clipstone.
10—-Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill Climb

Shelsley Walsh.
lO-li—Bradford M.C.C. Bradford to

London and back. Twenty-four Hours'
Open Reliability Trial for W. Briggs'
Trophy,

i?—M.C.C. Seventh Annual Team Trial
for " The Motor Cycle "Cup.

30—Junior T T. Race in the Isle of Man.
3—Senior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man

730 £55,817 £40,661

spoils for the same period are

ed by the values below ;

1910. 1911.

felts

—

J67 £29,022 £64,950
roof

—

517 £13.080 £21,476

?84 £42,102 £86,426

inioiis increase in our e.Kports

noted. The value has been on
ase for years, and it seems likely

rtiiined.

Go-anywhere Machine.

he Amateur i\ Trailo Trial of

ntiy and Warwickshire M.C,
anged moiuits with Roy W.
n order to gain another experi-

he fascinating little 2J h.p. New
nd its no less delightful three-

I gear. The speed cf the little

ide by side valve J. A. P. is sur-

forty-five miles an hour being

touring trim. Add to thi.'=

that the three-speed hub brings-

le calibre of Sutton Bank ea-^ily

; range and one begins to wonder

g the 3i h.p. single-geared

will retain its popularity. After

mile run wc tried the New
on Stoneleigh Hill, and found
irting on a gradient of 1 in 9 is

falling off a log" as

iptly put it.

Centaar Redivivus.

All readers will learn with pleasure
that Centaur motor cycles are not to sink
into oblivion,- and, what is more, they
will most likely be repiesented in the
T.T. Race. F. W. Applebee advises us
that he is entering a Centaur lightweight
for the Isle of Man event.

New Triumph Gears.

The other day we were permitted to
e.'iamino a two-speed geared machine
which the Triumpli Cyck Co. have had
under test for tliree months. In the
model we are at liberty to mention, the
frame and engine are of the ordinaiy
Triumph design, the two-speed gear being
embodied in the bottom bracket. A short
chain communicates the power from the
engine to the gear, the final transmission
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being by means of an ordinary rubber V
belt. The driving pulleys being of large

size, belts have a much longer life. A
" kick " starting arrangement is used.
Though we giTe these few details as a

matter of interest to motor cyclists

generally, and Triumph riders in par-

ticular, we repeat our previous hint that
writing for further details at this stage
would be in vain, as the Triumph Co.
is not the firm to 'market any article until

it has undergone the most exhaustive
tests on the road under everyday condi-

tions. It is also unlikely that the change-
speed model will figure in a list or cata-

logue this season.

The Motor Cycle in Madras.

A coiTesjxmdent informs us that there

are nearly 550 motor cycles in use in

Madras.

The Inter-club Team Trial.

The M.C.C. team trial regulations were
given in our last issue. Already a dozen
clubs have signified their intention of com-
peting. The Motor Ci/ch challenge cup
competition has always been a success.

The Singer Co. and Change Speed Gears.

The Singer Co., Ltd., is tlie latest firm

to devote attention to the change-speed
gear question. A 3^ h.p. model with
two-speed bottom bracket gear is at

present on the stocks, and a reference to

its performances may be expected ere

long. The Singer gear box is formed in

one with the engine crank case, and has

four pinions always in mesh, the changing
of the gears being performed by means of

dog clutches. A V pulley on the right-

hand side of the gear bos conveys the
power to the road wiieel. As the gear is

only in ite chrysalis stage at present, we
! i' ii iioni publishing an illustration •.

pi S.E. LONDON M.C.C. COiM-PrllTION O.'J VIGO HILL, .NE.4R WEST MAULING, KE.'JT. ?.

' making a good ascient of the steepsst part ol the hill, which was near the summit.
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AMATEURS v, TRADE.
Coventry and Warwickshire Moior Club's Pioneer Event results in an Easy Victory

for Trade Members.

LTH0U6H some of the amateurs in

this interesting event are compara-

tively unknown to the ,
average reader,

the pick of the world's best trade

representatives were engaged, conse-

quently their decisive victory of 1,163 -

against 781 marks will hardly be

wondered at. 'there were exactly a

dozen on each side, notable absentees

from the trade entrants being W. W.
Douglas and A. V. Sumner, the last mentioned arriving

late at the start. The rendezvous was Whitley Common,
on the outskirts of Coventry, where a good crowd collected.

The competitors were despatched in pairs at 1 p.m. by

Mr. A. Wright, assisted by iWessrs. W. Grew, J. V.

Pugh, and V. A. Holroyd. Twenty-five competitors actually

started; J. H. Pountney (3^ h.p Rover), trade, having no

partner, was allowed to compete for the non-stop award.

The main London Road was followed to Daventry. The
lirst man stopped at the fifteenth mile, and it was none other

than A. E. Catt, the hero of two long distance records.

He started on his Triumph exactly as it finished the 2,557

miles m six days, refusing to touch a single part. A sooted

jilug proved his downfall, but, undaunted, he continued

witE the others to the finish.

Newnham Eliminated Four Amateurs.
The ranks of the amateurs were still further depleteij by

the time Newnham Hill was reached (twenty-two miles),

for S. H. Davis (3^ h.p. Rex) got into a rut and fell off

;

J. F. Spencer (Triumph) stopped on the 1 in 6 portion with
Ms belt slipping; H. J. Dixon (3-^ h.p. B.S.A.) failed, too

highly geared; and P. W. Johnson's handle-bar control

levers fouled one another so that he could not open the

throttle—a hitherto unheard of trouble. The hopes of the

amateurs—who were never really sanguine of success against

such stalwarts—were rudely shattered Dy this reverse, but
strangely enough no more trouble was experienced by any
of them.
A course of 22^ miles in Northants, selected by Dr.

J. C. O'Rafferly and splendidly marked by Mr. H.
Reynolds, of Daventry, was how covered three times,

and by the second lap a number who were new to

riding without a watch or speedometer were obviously at

sea. Apparently they soliloquised in their own minds " that
So-and-so is usually near the top, so I will stick to him."
Anyway those sentiments exactly befitted the case, for

gradually all the competitors closed up and paraded roi

the course like a flock of sheep. The dust in parts \

appalling, and occasionally a rider, tired of the dust, wo
forge ahead, only to be hung on to tenaciously the
mainder thinking he had seen a clock ! All had to

and bear it. The crowd of spectators on Newnham enjo
a fine sight owing to this condition of things, for on

Roy W. Walker (21 h.p. New Hudson), trade, and S. H. Davis (3S h.p. Rex
amateur, starting.

second ascent over a dozen competitors tackled the ris

a bunch. Every one climbed the hill—some slowly, s

fast, and it was a sight worth going a long way to
All the two-speed gear users changed down.
The descent, in single file of tlie other side of Xewn

with its stony surface, caused many a -hair-raisin^

but once on the main Holyhead Road again the compe'
collected together.

Competitors assembling at the start, Whitley Common, on the outsliirts of Coventry.
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mrs V. Trade.—

•

en this tiock swooped down on the timekeeper, Mr.

. Walford, at the secret check, he confessed that he

tterly flabbergasted, and as two had passed be£ore he

ned himself in position, it was deemed advisable to

the times. Round the course again the competitors

ost regularly, but nearly everyone was, unconsciously,

ow.
is a fickle goddess. On these reliability trials it is

to see a string of competitors by the roadside tyre

ing, btit up to the eighty-fourth mile not a single

re had been experienced, and that unlucky wight,

Williamson, was the only one to suffer. On the

ound of the cross-country section, from the Holy-

Road to the Banbury Road, some wary individual

ught to have known better, and kept his eyes on

lad dodging nails, saw a church clock 1 Soon he was
ng in his own mind how far he had travelled, and
to the conclusion he was twenty minutes late,

horieally applying whip and spur, he forged through

Dck and" set the pace, the remainder hanging on, as

heir u.sual wont. For mile after mile the pace was
ned, and the string of competitors spread out more.
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Somehow or other they got together again, and on the last

round the same competitor watched for the same clock,

came to the same conclusion, and the same series of

eventualities occurred, but this time with a different result.

Harold Williamson picked up a big nail, the others rode as
fast as they dared without running out of petrol, but one
by one came 10 the conclusion that the man w-ho had the
" inspiration " was wrong, and left him to finish with a

solitary friend.

But every competitor was late at the finish, some nearly

half an hour. A. Elson (3^ h.p. Triumph) and A, L.
Ommaney (3^- h.p. Rudge), who started and finished

together and rode most consistently throughout, separate from
(he rest of the bunch, were the nearest at the finish with

65 minutes error—exceptionally good considering the dura-

tion of the ride. It was, indeed, unfortunate that this was
the couple missed at the secret check, for they would most
probably have shared the Kempshall tyres.

An Easy Win for the Trade.
The official result is given hereunder, Kvery mile covered

by a competitor without a stop counted one mark for his

side, A souvenir will be awarded to all who accomplished
non-stop runs :

Miles Miles

covered Error in co\'creti Error in

TRADE. without Remarks. Mins, at AMATEURS. without Remarks. Mins. at

a Stop. Finish. a Stop. Finish.

Ommaney (3.V P^udge) .... 100 — Oi A. Elson (3! Triumph) 100 — 6.}-

!Jewsome (3i Rover) . . .

.

100 — 13} H. M. Carter (3.1 Triumph) . . 78 Jjlissed cour.se

.^td Newnham
—

eyton (3i Triumph) 100 — 25| J. F. Spencer (3.1 Triumph) .

.

22 —
\'alker {2A New Hudson) 79 Missed cour.se 2.-..V .S. H. Davis (3A Hex) 22 Std Xewnham —
dley (2} Handy Hobart) 100. — 20 E. A. Isherwood (3,1 Tciumph) 100 — 19.?

3urnev (3.! Rudgc) . , .

,

100 — 23i H, .J. Dixon (3.V B.S.A.) 22 Std Newnham
ight {U Humber) 100 — 10? A. E,Catt(3A Triumph) ; 1.5 Sooted plug —
'ates (U Humber) 100 — 15.? G. Smith (31 Triumph) 100 — 13

Newsome (3i Triumph) 100 — l^ J. R. Haswell (3.< Triumph) ,

.

100 — 21

Uiamson (.5 h.p. Rex) 84 Puncture P. W. Johnson (3J Triumph) 22 Std Newnham —
Walden (31 Triumph) ,

,

100 — 10 A. C. Riley (3.1 Triumph) 100 — - 19

rd (3i Rex) 100

Not in team .

.

19} C. T. Lloyd (-. Rex)

Total .

.

100 lU
Team Tox.vr,

?ountney (3i Rover) ....

1.163

100 781

above trial further served as an eliminating test

the amateurs for the M.C.C. Team Competition,

oventry and Warwickshire M.C. having been singu-

>-

larly successful in this event, winning on several occasions,

the committee has decide<l that this year's team shall con.

sist mainly of private owners.

»~-i

CLUB NEWS.
Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

ofhcial result of the 100 miles non-stop trial was as

E. -L, Brown (3i h.p. Rex), C, Edgar (3^ h.p.

n-y), and .J, R. Stringer (Sj h.p. Bradbury). These
,'ider,s all made non-stop runs.

A Club for Clacton-on-Sea.

ral motor cyclists in Clacton and district are anxious
n a club if sufficient support is forthcoming. Those
ted should communicate with Dr. Howard Mitchell,

< House, Carnarvon Road, Clacton-on-Sea.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

en competitor.e took part in the above club's paper-

in Thursday last. The hares, F. H. Dunstan and 3.

ith, both on Bradburys, won the prize which will

ided. The course was about forty miles.

Walthamstow M.C.

result of the Annual Dinner Cup Competition was as

The winner was found by two secret checks cv

and the nearest to schedule time :*
Error,

M. .s.

F. A. Applebee (Scott and sidecar) ... T-j-

.J. Heubrey (7 V.S. and sidecar) ... ... 13

.J, H. Kerr (5 Rex and sidecar) 27|
members' hill-climb will take place next Saturday,
th inst. There are five classes.

club has decided to enter a team for the M,C.C. team
ition for Th' MnUir Oyrh. Challenge Cup.

Southampton and District M.C.

A successful papcrciiase took place on the 10th inst. The
hares, A. H. Burnand and H. P. Voung. were on a 6 h.p.

tricar, and laid a trail of confetti for twenty-five to thirty

miles without being caught. The vice-captain, S. Docking,

was only a few seconds behind.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The open reliability trial will take place on Tuesday,

the 23rd inst., and is open to any form of motor vehicle.

Entry forms, et^., are now ready, and can be obtained

from' Mr. Robert J. Good, Braefoot, Liberton. AU entries

must be sent in by the 20th inst.

Glasgow M.C.C.
The formula results of the open hill-climb, described in

the last issue, have now been worked out and are as follow :

Class I
Figure of Merit.

D. S. Baddelev (2i h.p. New Hudson) ... 117.2

W. Hutchison '(2J h.p. Douglas) ,. .. 104.8

Class II.

H. W. Ballardie (3^ h.p. Triumph) .. .274
F. W. .Murrav (3i h.p. Rudge-Whitworth) ... 267

Class III.

J, R. Alexander (5 h.p. Indian) 238

E. Hunter (7 h.p. Indian) 197

Clast IV.

G. W. Orr (3^ h.p. Ariel) 208

A. G. M'Lennan (3^ h.p. Triumph) 205
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Club News.

—

Leeds M.C.C.

To-morrow (Friday) evening, at eight o'clock, Mr. F.

Hulbert (Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.) will lecture before the

jiembers of the above club, at the Grand Central Hotel, on

ohe Triumph motor cycle. All motorists are invited.

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

This club held a novelty hill-climb on the 10th inst. over

a course of about half a mile rtear Wynyard. In the middle
of the course was a very bad hairpin turn at which most of

the riders failed. The resultsjwere ; Ji. .s.

C. W. Walker (3i h.p. Triumph) 1 474

W. T. Walton, jun. (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 1 56

Eric Forslind (3'i h.p. Triumph) 1 58

Cambridge University M.C.C.
The following are the results of a speed trial held on

Thursday last

:

Lightweights.

1.

2.

1.

2.

Time.
M. S.

2 16-1

2 311
N. B. Stewart (Moto-Reve)
A. Drysdale (Motosacoche)

Standard Singles.
A. W. Brittain (3i Bradbury) 1 7J

/A. E. Cliff-McCullooh (3i Bat) \i m
•( John Reid (3i Triumph) j'-'-^s

T.T. Singles.

1. J. W. Cox (3i Triumph)
2. N. Gray (3i Triumph)

Twins tindbii 650 o.c.

1. C. R. Farnsworth (5 Indian)

2. B. E. V. Bernard (5 Indian)

Twins over 650 c.c.

1. G. H. Bowman (8 Zenith)

2. I. C. Maxwell (8 Matchless)

Sheffield and Hallamshiie M.C.C.
The )nembers held a climb on Saturday,

from Edale Head to Mam Tor, one and a half miles of

gradient varying from 1 in 4 to 1 in 12.

The prize was to be awarded to the first rider to reach
the summit, the order of starting to be drawn for. The
winner was J. Ardern (35 h.p. Bradbury).
The results of the Snake Hill-climb on the 6th were-^D.

Bradbury (3^ h.p. Norton) made fastest time of the day.

Class I.—Lightweights.

591
1

58|

1 n
57

1 11

May 13th,

1. F. Sheen (2| Douglas)

Cl-\ss II.— Standard Touring Singles.

1. D. Bradbury (3-J,- Norton)

Class III.—Variably-geared Machines
1. C. Bellamy (3i Zenith)

Class IV.—Open. '

1. D. Bradbury (3^- Norton)
Class V.—Traders.

1. E. Cross (3i Triumph)

M. S.

6 41-a

3 281

4 13

3 40

Class VI.—Novices.
1. D. Bradbury (3i Norton) 3 361

First and second in each class were awarded a silver aud
bronze medal respectively.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The results of . last Saturday's hill-climb at Manor Hill,

Peebles, are given hereunder. There were fifty entries, and
tlieie was a large attendance. The fastest time of the day,
29|s., was made by two competitors, viz., J. D. Morrison
(8 h.p. Bat) and A. J. C. Lindsay (6 h.p. Matchless). In
running off the tie the latter won by -|s.

Class I.—Single-cylinders (Handicap).

Formula. Time.
1. C. McGregor (3i Bat) 420 ... 38s.

Class II.—Multi-cylinder (handicap).

1. A. J. C. Lindsay (6 h.p. Matchless) ... 390 ... 32|s.

Class IV.—Novice (handicap).
1. A. J. C. Lindsay (6 h.p. Matchless) ... 420 ... 30|s.

Class V.—Single-cylinder (scratch).
L C. McGregor (3^ Bat) 38s.

Class VI., multi-cylinder (scratch). This class provided the
best sport of the day, some very exciting ascents being
witnessed :

1. J. B, Morrison (8 Bat) 29|s.

2m. C

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On the 13th inst. this club held a speed-judging coi

tion over a give and take road of twenty-seven miles,

result was W. E. Grange (3 h.p. Bradbury) and F. M
(2 h.p. H umber) tied for first place, both being 30s

Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual speed-judging competition was held

Saturday on a course twenty-four and a quarter mi
length. Watches were allowed, but no speedometers. R

Speed. Erroi
1. W. H. Egginton (Zenith) 19| miles Om. 54
2. R. W. Duke (Zenith) ... 15-| miles Im. 50

3. S. Smith (Norton) ... 15| miles

York County M.C.C.

This club's first quarterly trial took place on May 6t

a course of ninety-nine miles. Time allowed, 4h. 57m.
loute was from Leeds vid Harewood, Otley, Skipton
Settle to Cross Streets, returning vid Skipton, Bolton B
and Harrogate to Leeds. The following made non-stop
H. Wilkinson (3| h.p. Scott), R. W. Glenn (clutch Trii

W. E. Asquith (clutch Triumph), A. B. Belbrough
;

Zenith), Dr. Dean (7 h.p. two-speed Rex), and J. C. B
Mitchell and Miss M. Mitchell (3^- h.p. Premier and si(

Bradford M.C.C.

The above club held a reliaJbility trial over a 150
course on the 7th inst., Uie trophy being the Rex Cup
ten guineas) given for riders who have never won
medal in a reliability trial. The course was via SI

Kirkby Lonsdale, Hawes, Ripon, and Harrogate. Res
1. Geo. Reddihough (3i P. and M.) — 2
2. Sheard Grange (3^ Triumph) ... + i
3. H. H. Bentley (3A- P. and M.) . . . + 2}

North Staffordshire M.C.C.
A petrol consumption trial took place on the 7tl

based on the formula

;

Weight of rider and machine

Ounces of petrol used
The results were ;

1. H. Madeley (2| h.p. Douglas).
2 \V Higson (3Jr h p Triumph and sidecar)

Edinburgh M.C.C. hill-climb at Manor Hill, Peebles. W. Deans (3^ h.p. R
ascending. Note the stony condition of the surface.
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High Wycombe and District M.C.C.
A non-stop trial was recently held by the alxive club, the

viiiners being

:

1. H. Eccles (4i h.p. Miuerva).
2. R. Pugh (3^- h.p. Bat).

3. G. Hugo (3i- h.p. P. and M.).

Ripon M.C.C.
The first fle.Nibility hill-climb took place, on Saturday last

It Biggin Bank, and of nine entrants W. Hunsworth (5

l.p. Rex de Luxe) proved to be the winner, C. Kay (3;

fcex) being second. The fastest time of the day was done

|y J. H. Rostron on a 3^ h.p. Triumph.

Surviving com-

petitors in the

Willesiei Green

M.C.C. 100 mil8!

reliability and

speed-j iidginj

competition.

Pontefract W.C.
A speed tiial will be held on Thursday next at Byram

Park, near Pontefract. Tliere will be two events, open tc

members' of the Xorthern League—one class for twin-

cylinders, and one for singles. There will also be a class

for lightweights if there are sutlicient entries.

Communications should be addressed to Dr. E. M. Dolau,

Horsefair, Pontefract. Entries close on the 22nd inst.

Westmorland M.C.C.
A very successful hill-climb was run oft on May 6th at

-Aughton, near Carnforth. A good entry resulted in keen

I
competition for the Carnforth Garage Cup offered by Mr. C.

A week-end

(leeting of the

laersey Motor

blub at the

I

Clegg Arms,

Cheshire.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C
lUi the 100 miles reliability and speed-judging competition
feld by the above club on the 7th mst., the following were
le results

:

ll. J. C. Ball (5^ h.p. N.S.U.), losing 29 marks.
la. C. W. Sufford (2| h.p. Douglas), losing 38 marks.
I3. W. Gregory (7-9 h.p. Peugeot and s.c), losing 45 marks.

JH. Turner (5-6 h.p. V.S. and sidecar) and G. Bull (7-9

Ip. Peugeot and sidecar) also made non-stop runs.

IXhe first prize was a pair of heavy Midland tyres, pre-

Inted by the Midland Rubber Co., Ltd.

iThe club's next reliability trial will be to Coventry and

ck on .Julv 16th.

H B. Dean, and prizes by Mr. B. .Jeffereys (Kendal), Messrs.

the Dunlop Tyre Co., Ltd., and Lycetts, Ltd. Results on
formula :

Single-cylinder class.

1. S. W. Phillpott (2 h.p. Humber) ...

2. W. WooUey (2 h.p. Humber)
3. G. W. Braithwaite (3^ h.p, Zenith)

Twin class.

1. C. B. Robinson (2J h.p. M.R.) ...

2. H. Jackson (2J h.p. Douglas)
3. .J. W. Nelson (3i h.p. Scott)

Fastest time of day, Hugh Gibson (3i h j.

Big. of Merit.

48
58

... 76

87
91

... 103
'J'riumph).

Members ol the

Ripon Motor

Cycle Club who

took part in the

hill climb recently

held on Priggfn

Hill. (.See para-

graph above.)

-^3.1
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The One and Six Hours' Record.
It appears that Lieut. Stewart used

a Continental as well as a Hutchinson
tyre and Pratt's spirit when he broke
the six hours' single-cylinder record on
a Trump-Jap. VV. F. Newsome's Triumph
on wKich he broke the hour record was
fitted with Dunlops.

-----X/ V.i;, ;;• _- >!»

The Corbin front wheel stand, which has
been introduced hy (he Patent Developing Co., 80,
Lionel Street, Birminnham, to fit all the older
pattern Triumphs and machines which have Druid
forks.

Testing Sparking Plugs.
The United Motor Industries, Ltd.,

45-46, Poland Street, W., have recently
submitted samples of their L.M. model
D sparkii^g plugs to Faraday House for
testing purposes. The Faraday House
report respecting the insulation resistance
measured between the high tension ter-

minal and the earthing nut was found
to be greater thar. 375.000 meghoms
with a direct pressure of 500 volts. The
leakage test was also very satisfactory.

A Smart Coat for Motor Cycling.
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, have

just introduced a new Gabardine shower-
proof jacket and overalls, also a leather
and fleece under jacket. Our illustra-

tions depict the under jacket which, when
worn under an ordi-

nary coat, should
keep a motor cyclist

snug ^ and warm in

chilly weather. The
articles aie reason-
able m piice, and

Two styles of Carnage's undercoats, made in
frieze or leather. They are useful for wearing
under an ordinary coat.

the under jacl;et when not in use can
be rolled up into a small compass and
strapped to the machine. The fleece

jacket is double breasted, and the
leather jacket is fitted with a flap to

exclude the cold wind.

^36
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Catalogues Received.
The Forward Cycle Co., 1-9, Edmund

Street, Bumingham, send a well illus-

trated list of the Forward lightweight
motor bicycle, single and twin, also acces-

^

series, tyres, and clothing.

A catalogue of tyres and accessories

has reached us from the Dunlop Pneu-
matic Tyre Co., Ltd., Para iVIills, Aston
Cross, Birmingham, which contains a
quantity of information of real value to

motor cyclists on the care of tyres.

Users as well as non-users of these world
renowned tyres would benefit by con-

sulting the booklet.

A Moderately Priced Sidecar.
- A sidecar wliicli is really good value for

the money asked for it is the Portland, sold

by Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart, 136,

Great Portland Street, W. It has quickly
detachable fittings and an extra strong

Quickly detach-'

able sidecar fit-

tings made by
E. Farrar, Hop-
wood Lane,

Halifax.

wheel with twelve-gauge rustless spokes.

All lugs are pinned and brazed. All tele-

scopic tubes and joints are plated, while
the yoke ends to the rear stays are ad-
justable in every direction.

A New Appointment.
Geo. E. Pvoberts, a well-known motor

cyclist, has recently resigned his position

with the Simms Magneto Co., and is

now in the employ of Messrs. Friswells,
selling agents for Standard cars.

Activity in Roc Works.
We were interested to observe the

activity in the Roc Works at Hay Mills,

Birmingham, qn the occasion of a recent
visit. Besides numerous conversions of

old single-geared warriors, the Roc gear

set was being built up into many and
varied designs of new frames, demon
strating the vogue the Roc gear has
attained. By the way, a small gear with
live axle is being designed for the
Eumber lightweight. It will be little

more than half the weight of the 7>^ h.p.

gear set. Experiments with the double-

seated tricycle arc ncu yet complete. The
latest model has a big Precision single-

cylinder engine, but Mr. Wall has a
decided penchant lor engines of the two-

stroke type.
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The Indian Head.
The Hendee Alfg. Co., 178, Gre;

Portland Street, W., have sent
samples' of the well-known India

Head printed in oil colours on bh
wool felt. The firm poiirt out th;

there are many uses to which these ca

be put. In particular they make gc

Vhe King hook adjustable belt fastener, the latesi

introduction of the Forward Cycle Co., Edrauni
Street, Birmingham.

cushion covers for use in sidecars. Tl

heads could also be cut out and sewn on tl

back or front of sweaters. They w
be pleased to supply them to any lide

of Indians on application, the price beii

one shilling each.

A Historical Retrospect.
We have received a copy of a book!

just issued by the Continental Tyre a>

Rubb"er Co., 102-8, Clerkenwell Pvoa

E.G., containing a history of tl

motor cycle. The letterpress is illi

trated with reproductions from pho
graphs of the earliest types of mot
cycles as well as examples of mo
modern mounts mostly taken from tl

journal.

A Coronation Souvenir.
- Hobart Bird and Co., Ltd., Coventi
have just issued a Coronation souvenir,

copy of which will be sent to readers

The Motor Cycle as long as the supj

lasts. The booklet contains a history

the firm and illustrations of their 19

models. The cover design is an attracti

coloured reproduction of portraits

Their Majesties King George and Que
Mary, surrounded by the Royal standa

and a view of Windsor Castle.

An original feature of the new Rover is tti

Bowden controlled silencer cut-cut operated fron

the handle-bar. The illustration also shows tu

arrangement of the clutch pedal, footrest, an.

brake pedal mounted independently of the foot

rest— the best practice.
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Formulae in tiill-climbs.
THAT is generally lelerreiJ to as the Auto

Cycle Union iorniula tor hill-climliing com-
l^etitions, originally framed by Professor

("aileiidar in the early days of the
pastime, has fallen into bad repute, and

iriimmittee of the A.C.U. has been requested to find

iiher formula which shall be more suitalile to
jciilcrn <-onditions. For tho.se who ilo not know the
1<".U. formula it will be well to explain that it is

... . \\ being the total weight of rider and machine,

Ithe cubiral capacity in centimetres, and T the lime

I
seconds. Now it has t>een founil that this formula
ours a small sized cylinder and a heavyweiglit

ller and machine. In con.se(|uence, smart com-
Ititors in hill-climb,? have been known to add all

weight they possibly could to the macliine in the

)fm of tools and acce.ssories and even to fill their

L'kets with weighty articles to assist thein to win
formula. For this reason a committee has been

|ced to find a better formula. The question is, will

be able to find one that will be as simple
work out, or, if it does find a better, will it

able to prevent competitors taking advantage of

flaw there may be in its application to different

fies of motor cycles?

Better formulae there may be. but it should be
Irne in mind that the simple one used up to the

bsent is comparativelv easv to work out. Whatever
kpe the new formula may take, we hop.e it will be

J
easy to calculate as the old one. for already the

Irking out of results of big events is no light task

the officials concerned. In cases where clubs have

not the good fortune to secure the services of exjiert

calculators to work the results for them the task

should be made as light as possible.

Amateurs v. The Trade.

TWO
recent contests out of the ordinary run of

competitions have suggested to us how intere.st-

ing and instructive a representative trial on the

'.same lines' could be made. By this remark
we mean that the world's best should be repre-

sented ,on either side, irrespective of the clubs to

which the riders belong. Obviously such a com-
petition could oiily be arranged by a governing body
anil a si)ecial selection committee, -which would
choose without fear or favour half a dozen or a dozen

of the .best exponents of the motor cycle from among
the ranks of private owners and the trade. The
selection would be made much on the lines followed

by tho.se responsilile for English international football

teams, and selection by the governing body to com-
pete in a championship event of this kind would he

held an honour \>y motor cyclists. Midsummer would
be the best time of the year. We do not doubt that

the idea would be taken up by the riders with

enthusiasm. So far, the two amateur v. trade

matches have hardly been sufficiently representative

to give a fair reflex of the capabilities of both sides,

nor can they be considered to be thoroughly repre-

sentative until the question of club membership is

waived and the selection made without regard to the

clubs to which any probable participant may belong,

or the district in which he may resicJe. Probably the

iileal, if it were possible, would be for the Auto Cycle

Union to select the trade men and the Motor Cycling

Club the amateurs.

A15
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THE above event was held at Brooktends on Wednesday,

the 17th inst., in glorious weather. Tlie fix'st event was

quite a novelty. It was known as the eliminating

handicap, for motor cycles of any type, and fitted with

any size engine. The race was riui in heats of one lap each,

the riders competing in pairs, and the winner of each pair in

one heat competed in the next. The handicapping for the

Brst heat was based on the results of a trial run, and tor

subsequent heats on competitors' times for previous heats. The

object of this race was to do away with " hanging back," so

often indulged in in trial runs, by handicapping the men on

their actual performances. The result of the trial run was, as

might have been expected, a procession, and Luce came in an

easy first

:

1. A.

2. V.
7,. S.

4. A.
5. W
6. F.

7. A.
8. H.
9. W

47|
52|
58|
SSI-

Si

H
H

223-

J. Luce (2-cyl. Bat-Jap) .... ...

J. Surridge (1 Rudge)
T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap)

J. Sproston (1 Rudge)
. L. T. Rhys (I Triumph)
A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap)
B. White (1 Trump-Jap)

. Martin (1 Martin-Jap)

. H. Klce (1 Rudge) i> .

Chitty (Frays) had not his numbers on at tlie start, and

was allowed a separate trial, but his belt broke a couple of

hundred yards from the start.

Surridge and Tessier (5|s. start) were then drawn to run a

bye. . Tessier proved a winner. Time, 2m. 47fs. Sproston

and Rhys then competed, Rhys coming in first. Time,

2m. 54|s. McNab and Baker-Wliite afterwards ran, the latter

romping in first. Time, 3m. 0|s. Elce and Martin next

competed, and the former won. Time, 3m. 25^8. Tessier

and Luce then tried conclusions, and Tessier again proved a

victor, while Luce broke a belt owing to a broken pulley.

Time, 2m. 42s. Elce and Baker-White and Tessier and Rhys
were left in for the semi-final. Of these, Baker-White (time,

2m. 54-^s.) and Rhys (time, 2m. 43|s.) were left in for the

final. In the filial, Rhys and Baker-White both suffered

broken belts, but Rhys won the race. Time, 4m. 15s. Baker-

White was second. Tessier and Elce as fastest losers com-

peted for third place, but Elce failed to get under way, with

tlie result that Tessier took third place.

The prizes were ; First, gold medal ; second, silver medal

;

third, bronze medal.

First 1911 Time Trials.

Next on the programme came the first 1911 time trials.

During these attempts Sproston had. a collision with another

man in the paddock, and buckled his front wheel and cut

Ills leg rather badly, while Martin cracked the cylinder of

his 2J h.p. machine. The mile and kilometre times were

taken electrically, while the five miles times were taken by
hand. Major Lindsay Lloyd and Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite

officiated. The results of the latter are given at foot:

Godfrey's splendid performance in the five miles proved

be a British record. The previous record was held by Georgl

A. Barnes (8 h.p. Buchet), July 14th, 1906. W. F. Newson
annexed the flying kilometre lecord held by V. Surridge fc

less than a week.

. T. L.-Rhys (T.T. Triumph), wliose speeds ol 65.59 and 64.93 m.p."i. for the

flying kilometre and mile are the best yet recorded by an amateur.

Certificates are issued for the best performance in eacl

class, while the club's gold medal is awarded in each clas

for the best aggregate performance during the season.

A Keenly Contested Race.
Until the third event there had been nothing worth watch

ing from a spectacular point of view, but the three-lap scratcl

race amply made up for the deficiency. It was for machine!

fitted with engines not exceeding 500 c.c. First prize, silve:

cup presented by the Palmer Tyre, Ltd. ; second prize

silver medal ; third prize, bronze medal. An excellent star

was made, though Elce was rather slow in getting away.
At the end of the first lap Surridge and Newsome weri

practically level, while both shared the honour of covering ;

lap from a standing start in record time, 2m. 41|s. (60,

Rider and machine.
H. Martin (1-cyl. Martin-Jap)
W. Chitty (1-cyl. Frays-Jap)

W. Chitty (1-cyl. Frays-Jap)

W. F. Newsome (1-cyl. Triumph)
V. J. Surridge (1-cyl. Rudge)
W. L. T. Rhys (1-cyl. Triumpli)
H. Martin (1 cyl. Martin-Jap)
F. A. McNab (1-cyl. Trump-Jap)
A. J. Sproston (1-cyl. Rudge)
W. H. Elce (1-cyl. Rudge) ...

S. T. Tessier (2-cyl. Bat-Jap)

0. C. Godfrey (2-cyl. Indian)

Cl.iss A, not exceeding 276 c.c.

Kilometre. Mi e. Five Miles.

Bore and stroke. Time. Speed. Time. Speed. Time. Speed.

mm. c.c. sees. m.p.h. sees. m.p.h. m. s. m.p.h.
... 76 X 59.5 270 35.77 62.54 57.93 62.14 5 H 59.80
... 76 X 59.5 270 39.09 57.23 65.32 55.11 5 55 £0.70

Class B, not exceeding 350- c.c.

... 85.5 X 60 345 38.81 57.64 64.05 56.21

Cl.^ss C, not exceeding 500 c.c.

... 85 X 88 499 33.70 66.38 55.02 65.43 4 41| 63.83

... 85 X 88 499 . 34.17 65.46 55.06 65.38 4 36 65.22

... 85 X 88 499 34.11 65.59 55.44 64.93 5 3 £9.41
... 85.5 X 60 345 34.96 63.99 57.08 63.07
... 85.5 X 85 488 35.75 62.57 58.36. 61.69

... 85 x88 499 38.80 57.65 62.88 57.25 6 101 £8.06

... 85 X 88 499 42.28 52.91 68.80 52.33 5 301 54.35

CL.4-SS D, not exceeding 750 c.c.

... 76 x64 580 29.89 74.74 49.28 73.05 4 181 69.77

CL.A.SS E, not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

... 82.5x93 994 27.86 80.29 44.89 80.20 3 541 76.65

Al6
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ird 1911 Monthly Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C—

p.h.). Rhys was third, while McXab, Sproston, Baker-
'hite, Jleeten, Elce, and Roberts were a long way behind.

was practically a ding-dong race all through between Sur-

Ige and Newsume. After the conclusion of the second . lap

u'ridge maintained his lead, with Newsome close behind,
lys still kept third place, and the others passed the line

the following order : .\IcNab, Baker-White, Sproston, Elce,

eeten, and Roberts.
In the last lap Surridge and Newsome had a tremendous

gle. and at one time the latter was actually leading,

ough the former eventuallv won. His second lap was
rered in.2ra. 28|s. (65.93 m.p.h.). Result :

-

Rider and machine.

V. J. Smridge (1 cyl. Rudge)..
W. Newsome (1 cvl. Triumph)..
L. T. Rhys (1 cyL Triumph) ..

The reraaLnder finished in the following order : A. Baker-
hite (1 cyl. Trump-.Jap). A. J. Sproston (1 cyl. Rudge),
H. Eloe"(l cyl. Rudge). T. 0. Meeten (1 cyl. Weeten-Jap),
B. Roberts (1 Bat-Jap). Surridge's average speed for

! three laps is equal to 53^ m.p.h.
lome e.xcellent idying was witnessed during the evening.
greatest attraction <jf which was the splendid perform

e lif .Mr. Hubert Latham.

^f^S(JciL]S J-r-T

Bore and Time.
stroke. CO. M. S.

85x88 . . 499 . . 7 41|
85x88 . . 499 . . 7 44
85x88 . . 499 .

NOTTINGHAM SPEED TRIALS.
Satiu'day, June 10th. tile Nottingham and District

(.'.C. has arranged .some speed trials on the Clipstone
ck, four events being restricted to club members.- The

events are for lightweights, touring machines, T.T.
chines, a scratch race, variably-geared machines, and a

ies' race. Entry forms are obtainable from the hon.
retary. Mr. .J. King, 8, Shakespeare Street, Nottingham.

ILLDSTRATING A COMMON EXPRESSION "ALL OUT."

S. T. Tessier iBit-Japi, who accomplished a speed of 74, miles per hour, using
a twin-cylinder engine conforming to the 191t T.T. regulations.

->—^••—<~

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

0. C. Godlrey. ,7 h p. Indian), the only competitor in the big twin class
Ire B.M.C.R.C. lime Trials. His best speed was 80.29 m.p.h. for the kilometre,
mpared with C. R. Collier's record of 84.89 m.p.h. Godfrey captured the live
utsrecordi

Shelsley Walsh HilUclimb.
SA|"LJvDA^. June 10th, is to be an important day in

the annals of motor cycling, lor a glance at our
Future Events column will show that a number of
competitions are down for decision on that day. The

Birmingham M.C.C. open hill-climb, to be held at Shelsky
Walsh, consists of three da.-ses. as follows :

1. Standard touring motor cycles up to 560 c.c, single
or twin. Variably-geared machines permissible.

2. Racing machines up to 560 c.c.

3. Open to all motor cycles whose cylinder capacity does
not e.\ceed 1,000 c.c.

Silver cups are offered to the winners of each event, and
.special medals for Birniingliam club members. Entries close
(in the 3rd pro.\. Entry forms may be obtained from Mr.
I!. Vernon C. Brook, hon. sec, Oakdene, Cambridge Road,
King's Heath.

Brooklands Meetings.
On Whit-Monday, June 5tli. the Brooklands Automobile

Racing Club will bold a series of tliree motor cycle races,,
particulars of which we give below.

1. The Second Short Motor Cycle Race. Distance, 5|
miles.

2. The Second Ix>ng Motor Cycle Race. Distance, about
8^ miles.

The conditions governing both these races are exactly the
.same, and are for all classes of motor bicycles, starters
barred. The first prize in each case to be a cup or 10 sovs.
at option, second 5 sovs. or cup. and third 3 sovs. or cup.
The entrance fee for each event is lOe. 6d.

Introduction of Sidecar Races.
3. The Fir.-t .Motor Cycle Sidecar Race. Distanc.

2^ miles.

This will be a handicap race for all classes of motor cycle-
fitted with sidecars.

Machines must be standard touring models.
Entrance 1 sov. (10s. 6d. if entrant has also entered for

motor cycle events). The entrant of the winner and of the
second and third to receive cups.
On Saturday, June 17th, the three events enumerated

above will be repeated.

.KIJ
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428 miles.

Once again I was earl}' astir. and
off again at 3.50 a.m. It was a
miserable, damp morning, and
bitterly cold. When I readied Bag-
shot I had to dismount and run
beside the machine to restore circu-

lation. Nothing of any importance
occurred, and I reached the ^Vhite

Hart, Salisbury, at 7.20, where
breakfast was waiting. My next stop

was at Milborne Port to check at

the Post Office, having then done
over 1, 000 miles. At Yeovil I

wasstopped by Mr. Williams,- another record aspirant.

He asked me Irow I was getting on, and- 1 told him " all

riglrt.
'

' He explained that he was going to have a try

for it, starting on Saturday, so, -^vishing him good
luck, I left him. On arrival at Chard I opened the

throttle and simply "hummed" up the renowned
Chard Hill; the same can be said of Yarcombe.
The roads got very bad towards Exeter ; they were

all pot-holes and greasy. Some miles out 1 met friend

Pike: on a Humber, which travelled along at a good
bat. I had my second breakfast at the.Bude Hotel,

Exeter, and checked at the Post Office. Mr. Pike once
again accompanied me several miles out of Exeter, and
he had not left me many minutes before a car came
whizzing round a corner at a terrific speed, and missed
me by a small margin. I was truly thankful to think

that I always turn corners well in on the proper side.

On reaching Yeovil, friend Williams was' there again

to see me pass through ; lie asked me liow the engine

was going and how I felt; I told him " all right." This
was Wednesday, about two o'clock, and I told him
that I had done over 1,000 miles', and if I had good
luck until Saturday, it would keep a man busy to take

the record from me.

Incessant Rain and Belt Trouble.
After leaving Yeovil I began to get weary of riding,

so I stopped by the wayside and picked a nice bunch
of primroses, which I thought my Avife would be pleased

with.- The next stop was at the White Hart Hotel,

Salisbury, for dinner. After restarting the rain came
down in torrents, and the -wind was \ery erratic.

I arrived at Whitchurch and was checked in at the

Post Office at 4.27. I had to sliorten my belt at

Basingstoke, and going up the hill at York Town, the

belt broke again. I arrived at the Marble Arch at 7^18

p.m., where I checked and had tea. I was in an awful

state and wet through, and nearly done up. A hastv

tea and I w-as soon on my way again. It did not stop

to rain in places, it simply fell down, and on my
arrival at St. Albans I was obliged to shorten the. belt

again to get up the hill going into that town. I sup-

pose I overdid it, because just before reaching -the top

bang .went the belt again. So I pushed my machine
into the Red Lion Hotel Garage, explained my
iiission to the young man in charge, and also to another

The first iustalment af^f^earcd in Utc last issue

0/ "The Motor Cy-ic:' _

I should get to Northampton. T(

this the }-oung gentleman replied

"Go on, you'll do it, once you ge

in the saddle ; I ride a Triumph
Stick it." And I_ did so.

All went well until about two mile

from Northampton, when the he\

broke again. I repaired it as quickl\

as I could, and arrived at 11.5 p.m
wet through to tlie skin. Befon
going to bed, I gave strict instruction:

that I was not to be called if it rainei:

in the morning, because I should no

do it. I had had enough of the bai

A\'e;tther m November, and I was not going through it ir

May. \\'hen F finished up on Wednesday I had beei

on the road about nineteen hours that day.

THURSDAY.—Route: Northampton to Holy
head and bacK. 407 miles.

I was called at 3.30, but I really could not get up

and my request for another half-hour was granted

At 4 o'clock I said the same,' but _at 4.30 my friend;

- begged of me to make a start ; they said I shouh
feel all right once I got going, and it was a fini

morning. So I jumped up hastily, and was on thi

road at 4.48. After twenty-five miles I came to .

level crossing gate, which was closed, and on puttini

my foot out to dismount rny. kn-ee gave way, and off .

fell, the machine on top of me. The petrol, poure

out of the tank all over niy clothes, and I seeme
practically helpless to lift the , machine off for som*

minutes. The fact was I was fairly exhausted, bu
having a Thermos flask full of Oxo I drank thret

cups of it, boiling hot, and rested awhile before pre

ceeding for a few more miles, when I had some mors

of this matchless corpse-reviver. With two or thret

more stops I managed' to drag on to Shrewsbury
where I had breakfast with Mr. Roberts and checket

at the Post Office. " I told my friend, Mr. Roberts
that if the Holyhead Road out of Shrewsburv w-as a

all bad I should come back and give up, as I knev
what that twisty joad -ivas like when it was greasv

Fortunately the roads were dry and the weather fine

.so I pottered on.

On arriving at Menai Bridge I found Mr. F(ima:

waiting 'for me w-ith his little twin Enfield. After wi

got going a remark on the nice running of his machhit
elicited .the fact^^that " it was the fastest machine 01

the island." On coming to a piece of straight uphil

road. I asked him to open the throttle, which he did

and it turned out that' it was the fastest machine unti

I got there! Of course,- it must be- understood, dea:

reader, that my machine was in perfect tune and 01

top gear, but I give him credit—his little machiiit

could do its forty-five miles an horn-. He. accom
panied me as far as Mr. Wild's Garage, Holvhead
where I arrived at r.20. Arrangements had beer

made for my dinner to be prepared at the Georpt

Hotel, where I waited for some time, but as no mea
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Miles ii Six Days.—;

orthcoming I decided to go without and returned

garage for my machine. I bought a new gallon

petrol at Holyhead, as the vibration had worn
in the other one and caused it to leak.

Wild was very annoyed that my meal had not

prepared, and kindly offered to get me a nice

or steak, but I could not wait, time being so

ble. I had a hasty cup of tea and a slice of bread
utter, and on this I traveled 208 miles.

Meet a Friend at Shre'vvsbury.
ween Holyhead and Bettws-y-Coed I had two
ures ; I was tired out and hungry, and was wish-

had taken Wild's advice and had a good meal
olyhead. I was checked again at Bettws-

d at 3.25 by a
-

ly motor cyclist, and
at the. Post Office,

ollen. My next stop

irewsbury, where I

ed at the Post Office

50, 'also at Mr.
ts's. I was aston-

when I arrived at

sbury to find that

Barratt had come
way from North-

u to meet me on a

p. Zenith. t was
[ileased indeed to

his company for the

00 miles home, and
a good, splistantial

and tea togi.Hher at

bury we were soon

; road agaiir.

proceeding fifty-

miles a nail went
through Barratt s

13 re, which caused
nsiderable delay, as

re was a new one and
ery hard to get off

1. I assisted him the

could, part of the

Hatching' a moment's
11 the I grass at the side of the road. However,
re soon on our way again to do the last forty-five

to Nofthanipton, where we safely arrived at ten

?s past eleven, the day's distance being 407
after j8h. 22m. on the road.

•AY.—Route: Northampton to Dorchester
id Southampton, then Via Towcester to
nstable, Coventry, and bacR to North=
npton. 423 miles.

as early astir, but not so in starting; it was a

r to five before I plucked up sufficient courage
unt the machine, to which I might mention that I

tted a new Dermatine belt the previous morning.
first stop was at Salisbury, where I arrived at

a.m., the waitresses and porters at the White
being surprised to see that I was still going.

leaving Salisbury, on a steep hill, four .miles
' Blandford, I encountererJ a tremendous flock of

. Fortunately I was able to slip my clutch and
my way through them. I had never seen such a

I was checked bv

Albert E. Catt and his free entwine Triumph as he completed his unprecedented
ride ol 2,557 miles in six days, checked by ** The Motor Cycle."
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large flock before, and on asking the man in charge

how many there were, he replied,' " There are exactly

1,000, sir." Had it not been for my clutch, I should
have been delayed by this at least twenty minutes.

Result of Sudden Brake Application.

On entering Dorchester, the roads were a little

greasy, and just inside the town a butcher's boy came
out of a side street with a basket of meat on his cycle

;

on seeing me he applied the brakes suddenly and
skidded, and his meat flew out in the road, whilst I

ran over a nice little round of beef with both wheels.

I stopped to see if the bey was hurt, but there was no
damage done. A -workman standing by remarked, "I
bet that meat is tender now." At Dorchester

Mr. Lucas, and from there I

made my way to South-

ampton.
Between Wimborne and

Kingwood several mem-
bers . of the Southampton
Motor Cycle Club had
come out to meet me, and
they brought me along at

a lively bat to the Avenue
Hotel, Southampton,
where a nice dinner had
been prepared. ' Outside

Southampton we stopped

to fill up with petrol, and
I shortened mv l)elt, which
had done 720 miles with-

out adjustment. The
Southampton Iioys accom-
panied me a few miles to

the other side of Win-
chester, where they bade
me good-bye. . On I went,

through Whitchurch, New-
bury, Abingdon, and Ox-
ford. In the centre of

Oxford the machine sud-

denly stopped. I tested

the .spark and found it

correct, so I took out the

plug and found a) small

piece of carbon had shorted

the points. I had then covered 1,994 miles. Towcester
was my next stop, and here I had tea at the Pomfret
Hotel at 5.40 and checked at the Post Office. Tea over,

on I went down the London Road to Dunstable

—

accompanied by Mr. W. Barratt on his Zenith. He came
eighty-five miles with me on this day, and punctured

again at one mile out of Coventry—where I checked

at the Post Office. Back again through Daventry to

Coventry, where some kind friends were waiting to see

me enter the King's Head Hotel. A hasty .supper,

and I was soon off again, being accompaipied, to

Northampton by Mr. Lloyd on another Triumph.
We arri\ed safely at 1 1. 15. I having covered 425 miles.

SATURDAY.—Route: Northampton to London
and back before breakfast, 145 miles,
to Norwich and back. Total 426 miles.

I was on the road at 4.12, accompanied by Mr.

Michaels on his Triumph, and Avas checked in at the

Old Gate House, Higligate, at 7 o'clock, abso at the

dining rooms close by, where I had a hasty breakfast,

A2 1
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so I slipped-the clutch in and arrived at iSortham

at ro o'clock, and was received by the Mayor (M
Yarde), several members of the Corporation,

thousands of enthusiastic folks.

Afterthoughts.

; Whoever has the pleasure of taking this re

from me can- have the honour of holding it as f;

1 am concerned, for nothing would induce mi

undertake such a ride again, so badly did the

tinuous riding make_ my hands, feet, and neck s

Before I finish my story there are a few intere

matters I should like to point out. In the bad we
the first three days my belt broke five times in i

miles. The belt I fitted of the same make on T
day carried me 1,256 miles with one adjustment,

showing the effect the wet -weather has on belts.

I w^as very unlucky as regards punctures the

two days, but the other four I was most fortunat

carried a spare gallon can of petrol on my carrier

no maps throughout the run, and only misse

way once, although I travelled nearly 2,200

unaccompanied.
The last three days of the ride many motor cy

Tmet en .route acknowledged me as they passed

doubt they had read of my attempt in

journal. En route I despatchecl about eighty

and telegrams, most of Avhich are in the posse

of the Editor oi The Motor Cycle.

[Mr. Catt's interesting account of his wonderful

has doubtless been read very keenly. As
play such an important part in a record, we
it is due to the makers of the Clincher tyr(

point out that Catt was most unfortunate

punctures due to .glass arid nails At the commi
ment of his ride, although, for four days he e>

enced no trouble. Catt's original record of ]

miles in six days—also on Clinchers—was ac

plished without even using an inflator.

—

Ed.]

DAILY ITINERARY OF ALBERT E. CATT'S LONG-DISTANCE RECORD OF 2,557 MILES IN SIX DAYS.

5^4

2,551 Miles in Six Days.— ^ • -

and on my way back I stopped at the Salisbury

Hotel, Barnet, and pushed my photograph-^jDn the

back of which I wrote the words, " Saturday morning,

and I am still going "—into the letter box. I

reached Northampton at 9.45. After a hurried

breakfast I started again with Mr. Michaels, who,
unfortunately, punctured a few miles out,' and
I saw no more of him until my return. My
first check was at Hitchin Post Oflice at. 11. 40.'

On again to Elveden, near Thetford, where I

checked again at 1.48. My next stop was at Bonder's

refreshment rooms, Attleborough, at 2.15 p.m.,

where I partook of a hasty dinner-and was soon on

my way again for Yarrnouth. On arriving at Norwich
I was partly dazed and tired out, and did not relish the

traffic and narrow- streets, so elected to leave out

the Yarmouth journey. ' I- checked at the G.P.O. at

3.15 and returned to Attleborough.

The Effects of Continual Riding.

My next stop was at Mr. Lambert's, motor engineer,

Thetforii. On I went to Newmarket, where I checked

at the Post Oflice at 6.30. On my arrival at Royston

I was surprised to find that Mr. Osborn and Mr. W.
Barratt had come nearly sixty miles to meet me and
accompany me home, but one of them, had got a

puncture, and the other's lamp Avould not burn, so

I dismounted and waited some minutes, for them.

On dismounting I found that I could .hardly stand,

the vibration from the footrests had made my feet

swell so much. My friends soon got going, and

accompanied me about twenty-five miles, when I

suddenly found they w' ere missing. I felt too tired

and exhausted to wait about for them, so I continued.

At Bedford I called upon Mr. Crawley to supply me
with petrol, but I was too tired to put my hand in

my -pocket to pay for it. He said, "It's all right,

old boy, you have only got twenty-one miles to do,"

I

Date.

May 1

May 2

May 3

Mav4

Route.

Northampton to Highgate,

Highgate to Edinburgh

Kdinburgh to Highgate
(Newark to Lincoln

omitted.)

Higligate to F.xeter, to Marble
Arch, to Northampton

Northampton to Holyhead,
to Northampton

Time of

Depa'- ture.

Soon after

midnight

3.29 a.m.

3.50 a.m.

4.48 a.m.

Time of

Arrival.

10.45 p.m.

10.45 p.m.

Speedometer
Registered.

Distance Covered.

B.y

Speedo-
meter.

At start 9615
At finish 10076

At start 10076
At finish 104SS

Abt 11 p.m. i At start 10488
At finish 1091G

11.10 p.m. At start 10916
At finish 11323

461

412

428

407

By
Seliedule

458

424

412

Postcards and Telegrams we:

received by The Motor Cycle fro

Noithampton, Highgate, Hil

Grantham, DonoaSter, Pierceb)

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Edinb

Edinburgh (2), Newcastle-on-'

Ferrybridge, Grantham, - Hit

and Barnet. •

High Barnet, Salisbury, E:

London, W., and Northampto

410 Northampton, Shrewsbury,
head, Bettws-y-Coed.

May J Northampton to Salisbury,

Dorchester, Soutliampton,

Oxford, Towcester, Dun
stable, Coventry, Tow-
cester, and Nortliampton

May Northampton to London via

Weedon, to Nortliampton,
to Hitcliin, Norwich, to

Nortliampton {Yarmouth
omitted)

4.4.5 a.m. 11.15 p.m. At start 11323
At finish 11746

423 427 Northampton, Salisbury, Dorchi

Southampton, Towcester..

4.12 a.m. 10.3 p.m. At start 11746
Atfihish 12272

TOTAT.

426 438 Northampton, Highgate, Hit

Attleborough, and Thetford.

;2557 25i;n
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OCCASIONAL COA/\ENTS.
CBy "IXION.'

Pinhole Punctures.
lany suggestions are to hand in respo-nse to my
uest for tips as to locating pinhole punctures. One
ius recommends me to carry a portable folding tent

a good microscf;pe on the carrier, saying he has

d every other method, and this alone is satisfactory.

'

ther advises filling the lungs -with tobacco smoke,
breathing it in througii the vahe. A third says

injection of Reckitt's blue through the valve is

a fourth is evidently a jingo, for he revises this

to read, " Dye French chalk with red ink, dry out

n oven, "and inject through valve "
; a fifth suggests

jncture-sealing compound. Last, but not least, all

leading tyre companies write to enquire if " Ixion
''

ever heard of butt-endeillubes.

[any thanks, gentlemen all ! I should like some
e evidence on the subject of puncture-sealing com-
nds. I once ruined two sound tubes by putting a

; of stuff resembling green saiwage meat in them
;

ailed to seal punctures as 'advertised, but it

eeded in nullifying the adhesive properties of

•y solution on the market, and when 1 called to

rxiew its'vendor with a long car tyre lever, he had
no address. Hence 1 am rather " didymous " on

question.

Light-weights in Hill-climbs.

hat strikes nie mijst about the miniature classes in

1 91 1 hill-climbs is the tremendous speed some of

trade riders I'an get out of a 2.>4 h.p. in its class.

y scoot up our steepest hills in a style which would

have disgraced the 3J4 h.p. two or three years

Secondly, it strikes me as. rather hard lines that

genuine lightweight, which was once the standard

I in the class, has normally to compete against

hines surpassing it in weight by as much as 60 lbs.

1 power by 15-2 h.p. at least. The pseudo- lighi

ht romps up the hill without an atom of l.p.a. at

3od round bat ; the genuine article—the 80 lbs.

h.p.—toils up laboriously at one tick a minute in

pedals-barred classes, and goes up faster, though

yiringly and njckilv. in the pedalling-permitted

;, thanks to a rider willi muscular calves and a

:i. pedalling grar. •

.

strikes me as rather dul)ious policy to enter these

ine lightweights for climbs up the worse precipices,

true that with a son of Anak in the saddle and a

strous chain wheel they can make sure of the

ula medals, and the announcements of such

esses look splendi<l in an advertisement. But all

sundry gathered on the hill itself at the moment
re climb resolve that nothing would induce them

ivn or ride such a machine.

see that the lillipulian engines are now more
nonly provided with multi-.speed hubs, which, of

se, tends to eliminate l.p.a. In the meantime 1

c the single-geared 2 h.p. should either be given

ass all to itself, or barred from competing up

y steep gradients. It does the lightweight cause

;ood when a machine is forced up a phenomenal
e by a perspiring .rider with a vermilion face and
lling-out tongue, even if the climb doei^ secure a

medal. Certain wobbles on Kop Hill this year

been fearsunie to see.

I Cui Bono 7
Again, does anybody seriously imagine that the

modern passenger class at a hill-climb helps either
the pastime or the industry? After the singles have
gone up, an exceptional dust cloud proclaims the
thunderous approach of a big racing twin w^ith a.

rickety little sidecar attached. The sidecar is. pared
ifown to the narrow'est limits—ere long we shall see
o:ie out consisting of a push-bicycle saddle gummed to
a skeleton frame. The passenger is invisible, for he is

lying out behind his driver over the tail of the rear
guard. The whole outfit is leaping and bounding on
the rough road at a furious pace like an ibex on a
moraine, and every potential sidecarist or sidecarist's

sweetheart on the hill heaves a mightv sigh, and
n^solves never to be templed by the persuasive agent
at home.
We are apt to forget that two or three thousand

spectators are often present at -c<.vr hill-climbs, and
that their impressions are deep ancl abiiliiig, also that
they convey these impressions to others. It woiild

surely aid development better and procure a much
more pointed advertisement if the conditions of
jiassenger hill-climbs were altogether remodelled on
more practical lines. Personally I should like to see-
the medals awarded, if not for the slowest climb, at

any rate on a flexibility basis, and, above all, every
sidecar climb should include a restarting test.

Every touri.st knows that the capacity to restart on
a gradient is the first essential of a really practical
outfit appealing to the average rider, and it is

notorious that many of the winning outfits could not
restart on quite insignificant gradients except by a
conibination of marvellous muscle and gvmnastics.

N. D. Blatter (2 h.p. Alcyon), second on ume ami formula in the Lightweight
Class of the S.E. London M.C.C. hill-climb. See page 501 ot last issue.)
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A selecHon of questions of genera! interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope Jor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper. only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Timing a Magneto.

Could you tell me the correct
^T] way to tame the magneto ot a

5 1908 Triumph? I -have •. lately

-^ had a bush put in the driv-

ing' side of magneto." -The
mechanic tells me it;ought to be fully

retarded with points about to break
when piston is dead on top of firiug

stroke. I find this is not right, as I

have tried timing it that way, and fird

by so doing that it will not take-
advance more than halfway from being
fully retarded. The only way it seems
to work best is by setting the piston
dead on top of firing stroke retard
from full advance three notches, with
points about to break. Please. tell me if

this is correct (it is a Bosch magneto),
or let me know if you think anything is

wrong with tlie magneto. There is a
I'm. spark, and it aj^pears to -be all

right.—W.E.F.

The proper instructions are that the
lever should be fully retarded and the
magneto so set that the points are about
to break when the piston is on the top
dead centre of the compression stroke.
We have placed this query before the
Bosch Co., and they inform us that the
foregoing is absolutely correct, and-sug-

?

gest that the fault may possibly be due
to

,
the fact that the platinum points

separate too. widely! The separation

should not be, more -than halt a milli-

metre. If you still find the firing too far

advanced, you. might; set the points to

break with piston jin. down from/. the
top of. the cylinder on the firing stroke.
Try a new fibre ring.

Lulriration. Carbon Deposit.

(1.), How would you advise me-
to oil my magneto? Tliere is

a cavitj' disclosed by a draw
plate on the chain wheel side.

How much oil should I put there?
On removing the cylinder from my

3^ h.p. Peugeot I found an excessive
quantity of carboir deposit. Is- this
caused by paraffin injections for 'start-

ing, and'' will it improve, matters if I
use petrol instead?—A.B..J.

(1.) You should put a few drops of oil

out of an oilcan into this lubricator about
every four or five hundred miles. (2.)

This is due to the carbonisation of oil

and the accumulation of road grit. It'
has little to do with paraffin injection.
Not enough is injected to cause serious
carbonisation. Do hot use much petrol,
as it cleanses away the oil from the
piston too thoroughly.

(2.)

C.Mnsborough M.C.C. Hill-climb. A rider of a 3: h.p. Premier mekins a good ascent. (See Club News).

Watei-cooled Ex.aust Valve Cap.

. Could you -tell me if (1)

water-cooled' exhaust valve <

is liable to crack the cvlinde

(2.) Would it be advisable
make it of. a more expansr

metal than cast iron, so that, bi

at a cooler temperature, the expansi'

of the cylinder and the cap mig
be equal? (5.) What metal would
the most suitable?—il.R. P.

We do not think a water-cooled exhaii

valve cap would crack the cylinder
there were no leakage, but there wou
be great difhculty in keeping the wat
in so restricted a place, where t

temperature is so great. It would tu
instantly into steam, unless a lar

volume of \vater were carried and
proper radiator fitted. It would
far better to water-cool the cylind
entirely. It you wish to try the expe
ment, brass would probably be mo
suitable than any other. metal.

Sluggishness in Starting.

I have a 2-^ h.p. \loto l!c\^ and I have considerable troul

> in starting. On the stand
-^ starts with a rush after vig(

ous action with pedals, thi

suddenly stops. After four or fi

of such stops the machine starts a

roars off. (1.) Do you tliink tlii.s

due to injecting petrol at starting or
imperfect and insufficient, lubricatio

(2.) Would it be due to a stoppage
the pipe? or (0) incorrect float adjii:

ment? (4.) Can you tell me the eorre

method ot grinding in valves? (5.)

an increase of power obtained
enlarging exhaust by adjustable tappei

and what are the limitations? (6.) H(
can I adjust petrol level in the yi..

semi-automatic carburetter? (7.) Whi
are the best butt-ended tubes—with
without free air circulation?—N.O.

(1 and 2.) We should say that tl

trouble is due to a partial obstruction
the carburetter. It is not due to injec
ing petrol or to insufficient lubricatio

(3.) It is unlikely that the float is i

correctly adjusted. (4, 5, and 6.) Wit
regard to adjusting the. float and carb
retter generally and grinding in tl

valves, we must refer you to our ham
book, " Motor Cycles and Sow to Jlana.i

.Them-," which can be obtained, prii

Is. 2d, post free, from these offices. (7

In actual practice it does not seem t

make much difference whether the but
ended tubes have free air circulatio

or not. - -
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South Wales to Edinburgti.

(1.) Kindly give me the best

route to Edinburgh from here.

(2.) What horse-power would be
necessary for such a joui'ney

with a sidecar attachment?

—

[.C.T. (St. Clears).

Your best route would be as follows :

Clears, Carmarthen, Llandilo, " Llan-
.ock, Llandovery, Brecon, Calgarth,

Willersley, Leominster, then strike

,
going thi-ough Ludlow, Church

itton, Shrewsbury, Wem, Whitchurch,
porley, Warrington, Wigan, Preston,

caster, Kendal, Penrith, Carlisle,

gton, Langholm, Hawick, Galashiels,

Keith, Edinburgh, or Carlisle, Beattock,
ngton, Edinburgh. The total distance

the direct route would be approxi-

ely 388 miles. The route given above
most direct, but by it the manu-

uring districts of Lancashire cannot
avoided. To avoid these you must
a far more circuitous route, going

lugh Hereford, Ledbury, Tewkes-
Evesha'm, Stratford, Warwick,

entry, Leicester, Nottingham, joining

Great North Road near Doncaster,
rinuing up tlie Great North Road to

,ch Corner, and go from there direct

iinburgh by the main road. (2.) We
lid recommend a machine of about 5

with two-speed gear, if you are

g to take a sidecar.

Faulty Compression.

I have a copy of your useful

handbook. "Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Tlieni." 1 have,
as advised liy your book, bought
a second-hand ihacliinc. It is a

li.p. single-cylinder X.S.U., of 1909
jdel. The control is by levers beside

petrol tank, and ignition is by
uinulator and trembler coil. I liave

I one or_ two runs on it, and when
irted it seems to go all right. But
ely I have had some ditliculty in

rting. I find the carburetter is all

hi, and tlie jilug sparks well in the
en. Wliat I cannot understand is

t the compression is fine w'hen I

sh the pedal down slowly (takes my
iglit for a minute or so without shift-

), but when I work the pedals from
saddle to get an explosion, I release

exhaust valve lifter, and instead of

lier an exjilosion taking place or the
pression bringing fool up dead, I

pedal just the same witli no explo-

Should it do this or not ? If

will you please tell me what is

ong? The throttle is well open and
! spark advanced as far as it will go,

the valve lifleT springs back into

ce when released, but the valve seems
continue to work. I knoAV there is

;ood mixture, because I can smell it.

{.D.C. .

compression does not appear to be
good, but you must bear in mind
when you are travelliiig at a good
1 the compression acts more as a
ion, and has not so much braking
;. Are you careful to close the air
e starting? To us. the trouble seems
; due to the ignition, and we should
fore advise you to overhaul the
rical parts carefully. Probalily slight
itment of the contact-breaker sciew
d help matters. It by any chance
can get hold of at magneto ignited
line, or fit a ni;igneto to your present"
line, you would have far less trouble.

Experiences witli a Seconi-hand.

I bought a second-hand Kerry
motor cycle, which ran well for
a time, but through my ignor-
ance of the working it stopped,
and for some time I could not

get it to go. Now, with perseverance,
I have got the machine to go. but just
the reverse has happened, it won't
stop. I cleaned out the silencer,
exhaust pipe, etc., but the engine gets
very hot after about thirty e.\ploSion.s,

and even when I switch off the current
and pull out the brass connection in
the handle-bar it .still keeps un,

and I have to stop by raising the
exhaust lifter. What is "the trouble?—
B.B.

You have given us rather a difficult

problem to solve. Probably the throttle
leaks and allows enough mixture to get
through to propel the machine with the
throttle closed, though probably you could
stop it you opened the air. A short

'

circuit in the switch and plug connection
would cause the symptoms you speak of,

so would carbon deposit (which you say
you have removed), and a sparking" plii'g'

the points of which projected too far into
the cylinder and became incandescent.
Engines tliat have got very hot have
often been known to run for a short lime
on lubricating oil

!

of fitting a dome over the exhaust valve
in the cylinder head, but as I did not
like the idea of aii extra pocket, as it

were, for the ga.=. I placed two Hat zinc
plates each l-24th of an inch thick under
the cylinder, putting good brown
paper washers between each plate and
above and below. To make the valve
stems the right length I made two valve
extensions, and case-hardened them after

first fitting them and filing away to get
the correct clearance. I find that the
engine goes quite fast enough for me. I

have got fifty out of it, and it climbs
hills just as well as before. Of course,
reducing the compression, as you say ii".

your note, does reduce the general
efficiency, but in my belief it reduces
the wear and tear.—F.A.C. (Dublin).

Lubrication of 21 h.p. New Hudson.

7?i' your answer to " F.W.C.," page442,
May.4th, I had similar trouble. He -vill

find lijUf a pumpful of Vacuum A every
i&n miles ample.^—A. IfowiK Mt;iH.

READERS' REPLIES.
Bejuiing Compression Raiio.

In your excellent paper, which I have
read ever since I took up the pa.«tinic,

I noticed in the issue of the 11th inst. a
query regarding reducing comiues.'iion

ratios on a 1909 Triumph. Perhaps my
experience on a 1908 model might be; of
some assistance to " F.C" I bought
this year a second-hand 1908 Triumpli,
and iound that the liigh compres.'ion was
a great inconvenience to town and sh)w
running. The machine was very bard to
start on a greasy road, and inclined to
knock when picking up. I first thought

KXPE'niENCES WANTED.
-Readers desirous-of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
niust_encIose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

• W.S.L." (Oundle). T.A.C. and side-
car, also 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar, particu-
larly as t<i riuming cost and reliability.

"A.H.A." (Hessle). Binks two-jet and
Scott Robinson automatic carburetters on
a Triumph motor bicy(;le.

'R.T.A.H." (Winchester). F.N. four-
cylinder, reliability, hill-climbing, desir-

ability of change-.speed gear, petrol con-
sumption, and lubrication.

"A.M." (Reading). Zenith-Gradua,-
also Ariel fitted with variable gear.'

"W.R.P." (Manchester). Tlie Lin-
coln Elk motor bicvcle.

••P.J.C." (Alexandria, N.B.) 5 h.p.
Indian, with regard to flexibility, con-
sumption, and control.

" S.H." (Croydon). Jin. Lyso belts.

MOTOR CYCLE CLUB OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA HILL-CLIMBIKG CONTEST.
C. A. Hepworth, a sixteen stone ri.1er of a 6 h.p. Mjlchlets-Jap, cr the scales.

-'0
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RECOLLECTIONS OF AN IRISH TOUR.
THE delivery of a new season's model of the.

3>-2 h.p. Ariel induced me to compare it with a

machine that emanated from the same works in

the early days of this century, w'hen the Components

firm was pioneering the petrol cycle. -

I am amazed at the audacity with which we put the

machines of those days to such severe trials as we did.

We would not put such stupendous faith in them to-day.

In them we placed abounding trust, for our ignorance

of what future motor cycles would be like was blissful.

Let me recall one never-to-be-forgotten tour on that

Ariel, which took us over . thousands of ' miles in"

England, Wales, and Ireland. The Hibernian trip

was one long round of " episodes
''—which, as usual

with all cyclists, begin to look humorous now that the

passing years are improving the perspective. But as I

handle my thumb-marked road books (ex Mecredy and

the C.T.C.),_I wonder at what was very nearly intre-

pidity. We towed a tandem bicycle for most of the

tour. For part of the trip the tandem towed me. Of
that more anon.

An Irish Fair.

Somewhere between Youghal and Cork we were bowl-

ing merrily along when we suddenly plunged into a

small town of the usual one-long-street type; there was

a fair on, and before I could pull up we were^in the

midst of countless horses, donkeys', carts, and lurid

words. Pandemonium prevailed in a twinkling; Irish

humour gave place to hot temper. Rosa Bonheur might

, have revelled in the gay prancing beasts, but we felt

rather in a den of lions, and to this day I marvel how
my motor with the tandem in tow wriggled out of

the riot.

Near Killarney I disturbed the peace of a mule stand-

ing near a village shop. His Muleship pricked up his

aural flappers at the sound of the motor, and made
for the shop where his. owner was. Unfortunately the

cart shafts were too wide for the shop doorway ; the

vehicle rebounded, and in a trice there was the mule
dancing a fandango on his hind legs. The modern
beast of burden is trained in the way he should go,

and that is to be quiet when he hears the throb of the

petrol engine.

Leaving Cork on a gorgeous day, we had not travelled

far when we overtook a couple of carts hitched up
together, the rear one overlapping the first, and the
moment the moke which was drawing the two carts

along heai'd lis he stopped dead, with the result that

the three occupants suddenly found themselves pitch-

forked into the bottom of the first cart. It was a case
of Three men in a boat—new rendering.

An Irish Yankeephobe.
I set out for a short run alone one morning to Siher

Mines, aiid started some big game—not pheasant nor
hare, nor yet porker, but an unbridled horse; he was
into his stride like lightning, and as I expected him to

turn inio a field somewhere I simply followed him. It

was a great race. Unfortunately, however, I saw that
the road circled round some fields, and across these
there raced a man with a magnificent shillelagh, the
blackthorn and the man's attire looking as if they
had just jumped from a picture. He headed his horse
al the road end—and made me stop also.

Quoth he, " Be ye one of the American devils ?
"

" Nay," said I, " I am from Lancashire."
" An' a good job for ye," he replied. ." Shake."
We gripped one another's hands; I kept the corne

of one _eye on the- villainous knobs of the stick am.

the other on my bicycle;'I thought of kith and kin anc

my loneliness ; and then

—

" Shure, and it's a good job ye aren't an American
the hateful craythurs."

I gave him some spirit—not petrol—and the bes

of friends we parted.

I was alone, too, when my petrol gave out, but '.

still remember with cordiality how a Mr. Jackson, th(

owner of a large house in the neighbourhood of Kildari

—himself the pwner of two motor cycles—placed thi

part of Good Samaritan. He got his man to replenisl

my tanks, added a supply of lubricant, and helped mi

out of a tight corner generally.

No More Accumulators.

But this was not the end of the trouble—another mul
backed into a gateway when I presumed to ask th

driver the way ; and as the " gintleman
'

' seeme
annoyed, I advanced spark whilst his cart retarded, s

to speak. Was it mean ? If so, I got my reward, fo

when seventy miles from Killarney both of my accumt
lators were found to have run out, and over those wear
miles I partly pushed the lumbering machine and it

luggage, at times I was towed ; not a recharging static

could we hear of anywhere till we made Killarney.

However, the magneto on the new arrival will a\'oii

that contingency next June. There are other detail

that one might write of also—technical matters,

course, but of great import to the touring moto
cvclist.

~
S.L.

The comfortable and natural riding position afforded by a modern motor
bicycle is well illustrated in. the above photograph, showing a rider ot a
Z\ h.p. B.S.A. machine. This comparatively new make is rapidly gaining

favour in all districts.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," '20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied bn the writer's full name and address.

Interchangeability of Tyres.
[5620.]— I vv;is interested in reading tlie opinions regarding
ilerL-hangeability of tyres. It seems to me to be a
iiidalous state of thing.s that there is no standardisation
tilt) diameter over the bead of various makes of tyre>

\d rims. How or why motor cycle manufacturers have
it U|) with lliis state of things 1 "don't know, but I think
le sooner they give the rubber companies to understand
lat tyres have got tu be made to a standard diameter across

bead, the belter il will be for all concerned.
F.\V..^I.

An Act of Injustice.

[5621. J— In reply to the above, Xd. 5581, I cannot con-
jive lidw .Mr. .las. Edgconibe can be held respon.sible for

le damage to the hoise, as the faimer admits that it was
at his machine which startled the horse, and his friend will

able to stand as witness. 1 slionid be personally in

ined to think that it was he (Mf. .Jas. Edgconibe) who
lonid claim for personal injuries and damage to the
acliine. Mr. Edgconibe does not, however, state at what
eed he liimself was travelling. The injustice as antici-

ited will snrely not. come to the realisation mider the
innstancc?. ARXni'l! K. .lOHNSON.

A Hint for F.N. Usees.

[5622.]—The adjoining ' .^ketches show ;i simple device
• liable users of F.N. motor cycles to know the exact

lantity of lubricating oil in the crank case of the
igine. The only addition to the ordinary gauge is a disc

aluminiiin; .ii tin out like the sketch or. the left, and

^'/,

A device suggested by W. Earl for the use of F.N. owners.

Iserted bebiiid tbe mica inspection window with a leather

asher between them to act as a distance piece and form
oil-tight joint at the same time. The result is that

le oil comes through the slot in the plate and lies in front

it in a thin film as shown in the sliaded portion of the

Ight hand sketch, 'i'his film will rise and fall according

tlie (|uantiiy of oil in the crank case. Anyone who has

lied to read the quantity of oil behind the ordinary gauge
is only to try this device to realise what a great impr<ive-

lent the di.-<; is. WII.LIAJI KARL.

A Wrong Impression.
[5623.]—1 should like to correct an im)nession that, as

meone has put it, " I have decided to let motor cycling
id competitions severely alone," "for my health's sake."
'eaving it to the young ones." etc.

This impression has donlitless arisen troni the fact that
! some six or seven months—since the Streatham hill-climb,

fact— 1 have been^ incajiaeilated for riding by an injury

to inj' shoulder and arm, sustained on Snaefell during last

T.T. week. As to motor cycling detrimentally affecting my
liealtii, although not in the first bloom of youth, I am never
lietter than wlien riding. Usually suffering from insomnia
and nerves, after a run I almost invariably sleep well, and
can certainly recommend motor cycling as beneficial to one's

general health. Contrary to giving up, my efforts are aimed
at getting flexibility of the injured nienibcrs in time tu

enable nie to compete in the T.T. J.\S. L. XORTdX.

An Amateur Open Hill-climb Suggested.
[5624.]— Why nnt an aniatfin <)peti hill climbing com-

petition'/ fin looking at the results on I'ormula in Division A
of the Herts County open hill-climb on the 6tli inst., we find

that every first place has been won by a Irade man. every

second jilace likewise, and every third, e.vccpt in Classes

and 7. Now it .i;eems to uie that it is pretty nearly hopeless

for an amateur to enter for an open hill-climb with a view to

gaining a prize. I am sure that if a club were to promote
an open hill-climb for amateurs only, it would have no cause

to say that entries were lacking. .-Vn entrant would, of

course, have to sign a form to the effect that his machine
was entirely his own properly, and he was in no way con-

nected with the makers of il.

Will .some club take up this scheme'? Ki >i' Mil.!..

The End-to-end Record.

[5625.J - I notice in Ixion's " cniiiments of May 4tli

that a " well-known rider inlenrls to make a fierce assault on

the e-xisting Knd-to-cnd figures." also that a few other gentle-

men intend to "go for" the si.\ days' record mileage.

As one who has had to suffer both in person and pocket
on account of one of these speed men, I feel con.strained to

put in my protest against anytliing of the sort being allowed

or countenanced. Surely the spectiicle of half a d'ozon riders

tearing along the public roadie, riding romething little slower
than express engines, can do nothing liut injury to the sport,

and in the near future bring aliout some drastic legislation for

our undoing. We are looked at as it is with none too

friendly an eye by the general public. Here in Devon we
have never been unduly troubled by the police—indeed, they

iiave been most considerate but seveial "regrettable inci

dents" have recently taken place, and in one of these I wa^
involved through the fault of another

;
should any more ol

the same sort occur tbe police will beoHiged to take action, to

the undoing of the luuidreds of ordinary motor cyclists who
reside in or visit our county.

Xow, 1 give warning to tliese speedy ones. I do not

intend anytliing such as they contemplate to take place

without endeavouring to get them punished for their law-

breaking, and they may now learn I have written to the

Chief Constables of both IJevon and Cornwall, and given

them warning that such an altempt is contemplated, together

with the roads likely to be used, after enterin<» Devon, to

the Land's End, and as near as possible the times, either

from Scotland to here, or the reverse.

Ever;- year brings hundreds of recruits to the sport, an!
if "blinding" is not repressed with a firm hand we shall

all suffer for tbe sins of the few.

I forgot to- mention I gave the autlioiities the already

existing figures for the whole run, and asked them to imagine

the speed on the open roads.

I am also aware that when the inevitable accident does

come, if the tiling is not stopped now, it will be made to

appear that it is an ordinary accident and the record business

carefully suppressed, and then we are all involved.

JAS. EDGCOMUE.

-J
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Balancing of V Twin Engines.
[5626.]—1 was very much interested in the article by

" Winkie," "Balancing of V Twins," and took down my
engine, a 1910 twin. I found one piston weighed 2^ lbs. I

then wedged a piece of wood between the bob weight and

shaft, and at the same radius himg weights, and found it

took fullv 5 lbs. to ialance, i.e., I had fully 2^ lbs. to

remove. I hardly liked to take away such a lot, but as

my tree engine had always vibrated a lot, and I had great

confidence in your article, I thought I would. I had to drill

four |in. holes through each fly-wheel as near the rim- as I

thought safe to get a talauce, and I am pleased to say that

the result is most satisfactory, there now being hardly any
vibration. Of course, I did not have to remove 2^ lbs. of

actual metal, but about 12 ozs., which at the larger radius

I drilled the holes was equal to 2i lbs. at the radius of the

crank pin. T. K. BOWLEY.

Riders' Weights.
[5627.]—The recent editorial dealing with riders' weights

in the T.T. races calls attention to a matter which, while

not serious enough to put the motor cycling world into a

panic, demands, I think, some explanation. There are

comparatively few contests and circumstances in which the

lightweight man has not an advantage over heavier competi-

tors. Of course, the imagination can bring up instances

where a light man would be in an unenviable position, but
the proportion of such instances is so small as not to be
worth thinking of. What a heavyweight can do a light-

weight can do, and a little more. And it is easy to under-
stand why.

It would be rather difficult, perhaps, to try and make
lightweight men bring themselves somehow up to a certain
weight. Neither is it likely that 12 stone men would train

like jockeys in order to become 11 stone men. Personally.
I would bar the very light men altogether. The authorities

might well fix a lightweight limit. Heavyweight men
are not inclined to ' be heavier than they already are.

Certainly, something should be done to make chances more
equal. Observe what a scientific method there is in horse-
racing to ensure that one horse may not have the "pull"
over another. The best horse wins. Can the same be said
of motor bicycles? J. F. WHITE.

Clutches and Variable Speed Gears.
[5628.]—I regret that " Chain Drive " has not found the

multiple plate clutch a success in his hands, especially as he
-claims that he invested in this particular model as the result
of reading mv experiences with it.

If he only follows the simple instructions published by the
makers, he will find it do all that is claimed for it.

For the past five months I have driven daily with one of
these clutches fitted to my machine, and I can lionestly claim
that it has not given me one moment's trouble, beyond
lubrication and an occasional adjustment (a two-minute job),

which I have not found necessary to make on the road. On
a recent Friday I drove from Sheffield to the South of London
and back, nearly four hundred miles, which distance I

covered, as with all rny journeys to date, without putting a
tool near the machine.
When one considers the ease and quickness with which the

clutch can be adjusted, I do not think that " Chain Drive

"

has cause to kick at making three adjustments in six hundred
miles, although one, correctly made, would no doubt have
sufficed.

On account of the speed and road shocks, motor cycles
need more attention than sewing machmes, and if more
riders realised this there would be far fewer complaints.

ERNEST FRASETTI.

Hill-climhlng.
[5629.]—I have been a constant reader of your paper for

some considerable time, and have followed witli great interest

the correspondence and articles dealing with hill-climbing
competitions, and I am forced to put a query with regard
to this particular form of competition. In and around
Belfast we have, as in many other cross-Channel ^centres,
numerous hill-climbing competitions, but never yet have
these competitions been held on what could be considered
a proper hill. I consider that a hill-climbing competition
should be held on a hill which all machines could not mount,
instead of machines being raced over a slight incline, and'
whoever secures the best time is considered the winner (?).
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No doubt you will agree with me that there are many
excellent motor bicycles on the market which are demons at

pulling, but when speed is required they are amongst the

"also rans." I happen to know some of the steep hills in

England, on which competitions have within recent months
been held, but none of these hills could compare with one
which we have, about ten miles from the Giant's Causeway,
in the county of Antrim. It is known as Knocksaughey,
within a few minutes' walk from the Carrick-a-Rade Bridge.

The gradient of this hill is 1 in 3i, and it is five furlongs in

length.

I am assured by the residents of the district that until

Good Friday last it never was negotiated by a motor cycle.

On that date Jlr. William Kerney, hon. secretary of the

Belfast and District IM.C.C, took his 3^ h.p. Premier and
sidecar with myself as passenger over it. This I con-

sider you will acknowledge was a feat of considerable im-
portance, the combined weight of the rider and passenger
being twenty-four stones. Since then I have ridden my
1911 single-speed 3^ h.p. R.ex successfully over the hill in

question. I feel sure that English tourists who may be

crossing to Ireland with their motor bicycles would like to

pay this particular district a visit, and give their machines
a test on the hill mentioned. SAMUEL J, DORMAN.

A Reply to Rev. H. Horton.
[5630.]—In reply to letter No. 5500, I must plead guilty

to a misstatement, of the facts of Mr. Percy's ascent of

Stentiford's Hill. My information came from a motor
cyclist who was a witness of the climb. My own gear

"may have been 5J to 1," Mr. Horton, but it was not. It

was 4j-l, and I climbed the hill without having seen any
part of it before, not even the corner at the bottom. In

support of my statement that Stentiford's Hill is not a main
road, I may say that in the account of the first climb of

the hill, which appeared in The Motor Cycle, it was
described as "a short cut past some quarries."

A. C. HARDY.
[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]

Starting Motor Cycle Engines.
[5631.]—Referring to the oft repeated queries that one sees

as to the difficulty in starting motor cycle engines by a

starting handle, I vfill try and explain why this is.

To begin with, the low tension magneto as applied to

motor car engines always had a bad name for being diffi-

cult to start. I know one gentleman in particular who had
a Mors car, and it was quite impossible for the average

man to start it, and the owner, who was well informed on
motor matters, repeatedly told me that he would have to

get a high tension magneto. My idea was that it was not

the magneto that was at fault, but simply a question of the

choke tube round the jet being too large, and whereas he

contended that the motor had to be mangled at a tremendous
speed to create a spark, my contention was that the quick

turning was necessary to get a sufficient rush of air past

the jet to enable the incoming air to be carburetted

sufficiently. I emphasise this fact, as the gentleman referred

to was particularly well informed, and had been a motorist

for years. However, I at last persuaded him to let me fit

a two-jet carburetter, I taking the entire responsibility as

to it removing the starting troubles, and I remember when
this carburetter was fitted the owner stood by with an '

told you so" expression on his face, but very greatly to his

surprise the engine started up at once with a sharp crank
over.

Now the same thing applies to motor cycle engines. In

order to get them to give the utmost power possible a very

large choke tube is fitted, and, of course, when the engine

is turning round by the belt, it is turned much faster than
can be done with the starting handle, consequently attempts
to start the engine by the handle ahvays cause difficulty in

starting, because you cannot turn it fast enough to make
gas. To get easy starting by hand the choke tube must be

reduced, which is bad. "Two jets and two choke tubes are

the only solution.

I remember some five or six years ago when I introduced
the first four-cylinder motor bicycle, these engines were
started with a little handle by hand, and owing to a special

arrangement of my carburetters, when the engine was warm
it was impossible to turn the engine round, no matter how
slowly, without it starting, and when quite cold it could

always be started with the. greatest ease, but when an ordi
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y single jet carburetter was fitted it was impossible to

rt the engine by the handle. In ninety-nine cases out
I hundred, it is not the fault of the magneto or the plugs,
simply the fault of the carburetter not making gas.
have written a treatise on carburation which I have

t to hundreds of your readers. Any reader who has not
a copy can have one by sending me a postcard, when a

u£al wUl, I think, show him the reason of the difficulty,

how to cure it. CHAKLES BINKS.

i^

The Ideal Motor Cycle.

)632.]— I have been very interested in the article "My
al Motor Cycle," by Mr. Rude, in Tlie Motor Cyclt, and
hink the position he has
cted for the engine is by
eans an ideal one for a

-stroke petrol motor, un-
it be water-cooled. The
position for this type

notor, in my opinion, is

t in front of the machine,
refore I beg to enclose a
ch of a double-acting
ol engine I invented last

for aeroplanes, which I

k will interest your
ers, and which I now
lose to fit on the front of

ordinary pedal bicycle,
will be seen, this eiigine

iines the twin-cylinder of
ordinary type with less

half the weight—in fact,

wliole engine except the
ins can be made from
tubing, tees and elbowa

ed and brazed or screwed. .

flywheels can be enclosed
square crank case, 1'

ed on the line sug-
d by your correspondent
7.0." The two pistons
are stationary, and can be

detached or replaced in a few seconds. The H cylinder moves
with a reciprocating movement to which the outside coimect-
ing rods are attached in any suitable manner. The valves
are situated in the pistons, and the inlets are automatic;
sleeve or rotary valves can be employed. I now propose to
work with forced induction with a scavenging device. In this
case the pistons would be fitted with a combined mushroom
and piston valve, and I should be glad if any of your readers
would be good enough to let me know where I could purchase
a suitable blower. m. HEANE.

A Reply to "Amateur Rider."

[5633.]—In answer to " Amateur Rider," letter No.
5617, I do not believe from the tone of his letter that he has
ever attended an official open hill-climb. I have never seen
anything to be ashamed of with the trade riders, and amongst
them are some of England's noblemen and true sportsmen.
The amateur riders in open liill-climbs have nothing to be
ashamed of by mixing with them. I know most of the trade
and private owners, and they are both a good lot of fellows,
and I should be sorry to know that our future hili-climbs
would secure the patronage of the type of man such as
" Amateur Rider." No doubt improvements could be made
by running some amateur classes under A.C.U. definition.
I have been connected with cycle racing and motor cycle
trials for the past twenty-six years, and am answering this as
a protest against "Amateur Rider's" letter, and before clos-
ing I would like to ask him the following questions :

(1.) Who finds most of the money in clubs? (2.) Who does
most of the work? (3.) Where would clubs get support from
if only amateur classes were run? Buck up "Amateur
Rider," shake off your miserable hump, and write a letter
of apology for your mistake. ELI CLARK.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will "Regular Rider" (Dublin) send his name and

address, as we have two letters waiting for him?
Eric W. Merrall writ-es that the hill which he failed to

chmb at minimum speed in the last Quarterly Trials was
Lythe Bank, not Sutton Bank. His failure was due to the
fact that he mistook the finishing point of the climb.

THE NEW LIGHTWEIGHT BROWN.
HE manufacture of a lightweight model is quite a
departure for Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., 15, New-
man Street, Oxford Street, W., as this firm has
pinned its faith to 3^ h.p. models for so many years.

ay be anticipated, the 2i h.p. Brown is a thoroughly
le and practical machine. Its motive power is a 2^ h.p.
;h-built engine (70 by 76 mm.), with side by side

'

nical valves. The carburetter is the 1911 lightweight
B. and B., with handle-bar control. The ignition is

mras high tension magneto, chain-driven. The spring
are of the Druid type, and points of convenience are
tudied. There is a petrol gauge, the well-known Brown
way petrol cock, which acts as drain cock and petrol
The free wheel is of the internal type, and is con-

sequently protected from mud and wet. The magneto is
guarded by an efficient shield. The footrests are attached
to the magneto bracket and working on them is the rear
brake pedal. This brake, which acts on the belt rim has
an absolutely parallel motion, and when applied the whole
of the surface of the shoe is in contact with the belt rimA substantially made tubular carrier is supplied, and a good
stand. A fixed pulley is fitted at present, and the standard
gear is 6 to 1. The weight complete is 96 lbs. The tank
IS of pressed steel with a capacity of seven pints of petrol
and one pint lubricating oil. The machine is equipped with
Lycett s lightweight saddle, and sent out complete with
toolbag, tools, stand, carrier, and number-plates : an inter-
esting point is the tact that it is British-made throughout

Rigbt and left side news ol the new lightweight Brown, which is rated at 2i h.p
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SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. HILL-CLIMB.
ON Saturday last the annual members' hill-climbing

contest was held at Coalport, near Ironbridge, Salop.

A splendid afternoon's sport was witnessed, the
eighty-three entries proving an easy record for the

club. The hill is a very difficult one—about 1,000 yards in

length. Two severe bends on the hill accounted for quite a
crop of failures. A big crowd lined the hill, the top corner

Class IV.—For T.T.

J. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.)
J. Woodhouse (3^ Ivy Precision) ..

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy Precision)

Horace Walden (3^ Triumph)

Unlimited Class.

Formula.
1. G. Patterson, jun. (2| New

Hudson)
N. Hudson)
(2| New

Machines (T.T. Regulations).

Formula. Time.
1 . . 2

2 . . 1)
3 . . 1/
4 . a

Fowler (2J
Patterson

Hudson)

For any type of machine.
Time.

W. D. South (7 Indian)
T. Pollock (3i James)
H. Newman (3^ Precision)

Howard Smith (T.T. Triumph), who, in Class IV. in the Sutton ColdOeld A.C. hill-

climb, skidded badly and tell close to our photographer. The front wlieel is clear

ot the ground.

being the favourite point of vantage, and the spectators
were not slow to show their appreciation of a fine exhibition
of corner work. The applause could be heard at the bottom
of the hill. Howard Smith had bad luck in the T.T. class,

coming off at the first bend, and after restarting fell again
at the second turn. In this class, Brewster, Crozier, and
Smytheman also fell.

The Levis two-stroke did remarkably well for so small an
engine, also the 2 h.p. Humber. 'Walden (Triumph) was
very fast in the touring class. The results on A.C.U. for-

fula, also on time, are given below.

The Officials.

Thanks are due for the success of the day to the officials.

The car and cycle judges, W. A. Riley and R. W. Duke,
worked hard, and so did Arnold Mills at the scales. The
timekeepers and telephone operators carried out their duties
to everyone's satisfaction, and the starter, H. Royce, got
everyone off in splendid time. Frank Burnett, the chief
steward, seemed to be everywhere he was wanted. A great

deal of praise is due to the hard-worked accountant, F. W.
Finnemore, who, after each class, posted on the notice board
the times and position on formula of each competitor. This
was much appreciated, as each competitor could see just how
he stood. Jas, St. John, the trials hon. sec, is to be con-

gratulated on the splendid entry.

Results on Time and Formula.
Class I.—For Lightweight Machines. Singles 300 c.c.

Twins 345 c.c.

Formula. Time.
H. V. Colver (2J Enfield twin) 1 ... 1

P. J. Evans (2 Humber) 2 ... 7
H. Rem Fowler (2-|- New Hudson) ... 3 ... 2

G. Patterson, jun. (2| New Hudson) ... 4 ... 3

Class II.—Single-cylinder Touring Machines up to 600 c.c.

Formula. Time.
A. B. Baxter (3i Norton) 1 ... 4

A. D. Arter (3^ James) 2 ... 3
Horace Walden (3j Triumph) ... ... 3 ... 1

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy Precision) was second fastest.

Twenty-seven entries.

Results subject to being passed by committee.
Tie for fastest time of day : W. D. South (7 Indian) and

H. Walden (3i Triumph).

SEVENTH PROVINCIAL MEETING
OF THE R.A.C.

Over 200 people attended the seventh provincial meeting
of the R.A.C. and associated clubs, which was held at Tun-
bridge Wells on Saturday last. The proceedings opened with
a reception at the Town Hall by the Mayor, Col. Sydney
Sladen. This was followed by a General Committee meeting
in the council chamber, at which it was announced by Mr.
Granville Kenyon, of the Kent A.C, that at the associates'

race meeting at Brooklands on Saturday, July 29th, there

would be, among other attractions, a motor cycle race. The
event will be an interesting one, and will begin at noon, and
after the proceedings have been brought to a conclusion there

will be a supper for the participants and their friends.

After the committee meeting lunch was served at the Spa
Hotel in the Royal Borough, at which Sir David Salomons,
Bart., presided. Amongst those present was the Hon. Arthur
Stanley, M.P., a former president of the A.C.U. At the
conclusion of the luncheon those who took part in the meet-
ing proceeded to Eridge Castle, to which they had been
invited by the Marquis of Abergaveimy. Messrs. Hawkins
and Boileau were two members of the A.C.U. who attended
this function.

r«rf

EDINBURGH AND DISTRICT M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB AT MANOR
HILL, PEEBLES.

A. J. C. Lindsay, of Peebles (5-6 h.p. Matchless-Jap), winner of the multi-l
cylinder handicap, multi-cylinder scratch, and novices' handicap, and who also tied|

with an 8 h.p. machine for the fastest time of the day.
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NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
London to Coventry and Back Run.
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DN Saturday last the above club held its annual twelve
hours' reliabiJity trial, and as the weather wa-s fine

and there were no less than 33 entrants, it may
be written down a complete success, although a

d many failed to get through. The course was 203^
les in extent, and consisted of an out-and-home run from
ck Straw's Castle, on Hampstead Heath, to Coventry,
outward route being as follows: Hampstead, Edgware

ned climb on Brockley Hill), Watford, Berkhampstead,
lesbury, Bicester, Banbury, Sunrising (timed hill-climb),

Uesbourne, Warwick, and Coventry.
compulsory non-stop run of two miles was enforced

vious to both the hill-climbs to prevent machines being
den up with cool engines The method of awarding
ces was to credit every competitor with a given number
marks and deduct one mark for every minute that com-
itors were late or early at the checking places—of which
re were five—viz., Berkhampstead, Bicester, Sunrising,

(•entry, and Edgware, and also to deduct one mark for

ing to climb either Brockley or Sunrising Hill.

The Start.
he competition started at seven o'clock in the morning,
nearly all got away punctually to schedule time, the
exception being A. J. Atkings (5 h.p. A.C. Sociable),

lost a lot of time in finding a passenger, and also

.ifying some trouble in his magneto that prevented the

tact breaker being advanced or retarded. G. E. Purchase
h.p. T.T. Triumph) was the only competitor who lost

ks by failing to climb Brockley, his trouble being a

ping belt. Great inconvenience was caused to all the

petitors in - the neighbourhood of Aylesbury owing to

number of cattle and sheep straying over the road on
r way to market.
efore Bicester was reached E. F. Lawrence (3^ h.p.

mph) ran through a whole gamut of trouble. First of all

front tyre went down twice, then he broke the exhaust
e, and no sooner was that repaired than the belt came
:t. To finish a chapter of accidents the timing gear

e, and he accordingly retired at Bicester, where Mr.
A. Stern and Messrs. Layton and Sons were acting as

tant marshals and checkers.

it Aynho. R. W. Keay (5 h.p. A.C. Sociable) had the

prtune to burst both front tyres, one immediately after

other, and he accordingly retired. At Warwick, 0. Hill

.p. Lincoln Elk) withdrew from the competition through
ost unprecedented cause. The stud which secures the

,ct breaker plate to the armature spindle came loose,

for a considerable time all endeavours to get it back
tion aE;ain proved abortive.

C. Williams (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar) had trouble
with his clutch, and retired from the trial at Coventry, but
lie turned up at Hampstead in quite good time.

Lunch having been taken at the King's Head Hotel,
Coventry, in which district assistance in marshalling and
checking was Idndly given by several members of the (5oven-
try and Warwickshire M.C., including Geoffrey Smith and
A. Elson, a start southwards was made at 1.53 p.m.

The Ascent of Sunrising.
Sunrising Hill accounted for a good many lost marks.

G. E. Purchase (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph) took "a toss at the
corner tlirough following the lead of Hal Hill, who had
devised a particular method of his own for getting round.
H. Karslake (4 h.p. Dreadnought) complained of belt slip,

and had to get off and run alongside for a few yards.
J. W. C. St-einberg (3| h.p. Scott and sidecar) came up excel-

lently, but had to shed his passenger for three or four yards
—considering the engine power, a very fine performance.
E. GWynne (3^ h.p. Triumph) was baulked by a vehicle at

the turn, but came up all right at his second attempt. R. L.

Printz (Bat) met with a precisely similar trouble, but with a car,

and got up well on re-attempting. 6. Rowden (3i h.p. T.T.
Triumph), L. Joiner (5^ h.p. Brown), and H. C. Bean (6 h.p.

Matchless) stopped just after the bend, but ascended success-

fully at the second attempt. S. H. Asling (3i h.p. Bradbury)
and H. J. Pooler (3^ h.p. Premier) were the only single-

cylinder, single-geared riders to make clean ascents. The
latter, unfortunately, was forced to retire on the return
journey with some form of engine trouble. One of the A.C.
sociables had to shed its passenger, but the other had no
difficulty in ascending.

S. H. .-Vsling had good luck in manag^g to run home ninety
miles on a burst cover, the burst having caused a hole that
a mouse could liave crawled through. A. S. Phillips (7 h.p.

V.S. and sidecar) was also dogged by tyre troubles, having
a burst front cover outside Coventry.

The Survivors.
The field, exclusive of the competitors mentioned above,

included : J. W. Thomas (2J h.p. Douglas), F. Tliomas (7 h.p.

G.O.K.). Hal Hill (5 h.p. T.T. Bat), Frank Fox (7 h.p. Rex).
P. H. Goddard (2i h.p. Douglas). G. H. Hollis (2| h.p.

Douglas), E. D. Rose (3i h.p. Triumph), W. G. Smith (3i h.p.

Norton), A. C. Robbins (3i h.p. Humber), W. C. Knight
(8 h.p. Bat), C. J. Burton (10 h.p. Mors car), and A. 0.
Rixon (5 h.p. A.C. Sociable).

The cup winners are not yet known, but their names will

be published as soon as possible.

I
Start from Jack Straw's Castle, Hampstead, of ihc N.W. London M.C.C.'s twelve hours' run to Coventry and back, which took place last Satnrday,

THE M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
Harry G. Bell, the trials hon. sec. for the above run. twenty-five sidecars entered, including in this class a
s us that a record entry has been secured. The Jlorgan and a Chater-Lea runabout.
; now total 160, of which roughly forty will compete The president, Mr. Chas. Jarrott, has entered a 15 h.p.

Ihe M.C.C. challenge cup. and about thirty have Napier. Practically every make of machine is represented
d for the double journey medals. There are about from the smallest lightweight to the largest twins.
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May 25th
May 27th
Ma,y 29th
May 31st

8.57 p.m.
8.59 p.m.
9. 2 p.m.
9. 4 p.m.

A Flying Visit to the I.O.M.

A rider of a lightweight Alcyon
arrived in the Isle of ilan one day last

week and toured round the T.T. coarse.

The rider, who was said to be from
France, made the tour on the evening
of his arrival, and left next morning for

his native country.

Saved by his Motor Cycle.

In the Mining World and Engineering
Second of May 5th there is a description

of how Mr. M. H. Thunder, manager of

the Tekka mine, which is situated in the

Federated Malay States, was suddenly
attacked by Chinese when motor cycling.

Mr. Thunder, while returning from Ipoh
with the money with which to pay the

wages of the coolies, was attacked by
eix Chinese armed with revolvers. The
latter knew the approximate time of his

return, but did not know that he had
his motor cycle. But they soon found out,

for he charged straight into them, knock-
ing them in all directions. Having thus
overpowered liis antagonists, he pro-

ceeded on his journey without further
adventure or molestation. Had he dis-

mounted he would have been killed.

or to the owner,
Ijong Eaton.

to motor cyclists

Another Motor Cycle Stolen.

Mr. M. Strong has had a 1909 Triumph
stolen. The registered number is AU
389, engine No. 5,650, frame No. 138,681.

Infoimation should be given, to the

nearest police station,

c/o Parr's Bank. Ltd.

The Vicious Dog.

An interesting case

was heard at Clacton Petty Sessions on
Monday, when a Jlr. Arthur Knight was
summoned for "cruelly ill-treating a dog
by squirting an irritant fluid into its

eyes." The prosecution was undertaken
by the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. It appeared that as

the defendant was riding his motor
bicycle the dog ran out of a house and
followed him tor a considerable distance,

barking all the time. He consequently
fired a water pistol at it, the charge con-

SDTTON COLDnELD A.C. HILL-OLIKIB AT COALPORT, IRONBRIDGE, SALOP.
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W. Woodhouse (3i T.T. ivy-Precision), who tied for ustest lime in Class IV. of the Sutton Coldfleld
A.C. hill-climb with H. C. Newman, who used a similar mount. (See page 522.)

Two New Lightweights.

Suggested Championship Event

Formula in Hill-climbs.

A Novel Runabout.

sisting of water and ammonia. Tl
fendant said he was constantly tr(

by dogs running after him, and i

case he had to swerve aside and
his brakes to avoid running ove
animal. The Bench dismissed the

on payment of the veterinary sur

fee and the court costs.

Illness of R. G. Booth.

Friends and acquaintances of Mr.
Booth, once a prominent member
M.C.C. executive and recently an
member of the A.C.U. Committef
learn with regret that he has
serious nervous breakdown, and ha
ordered to Matlock for a complete

M.C.C. Team Trial.

The following fui-ther promis
entry have been received for the
Team Trial on the 17th prox. :

Essex Motor Club.
North-west London M.C.C.
Leicester and District M.C.C
Fleet and District M.C.C.
Walthamstow Motor Club.
Northamptonshire M.C.C.
Streatham and District M.C.C

Mr. J. Von Hooydonk, the tria

sec, anticipates that last year's

entry will again be beaten this y
that whichever team wins The
Cycle cup will thoroughly deserv

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

To Find A^fOTHEE Hill-climb Fo
—Messrs. Archibald Sharp, J.

Brooker, and Professor Callendai

been invited to serve on a sub-con

to settle on a new A.C.U. form'

hill-climbs.

A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting
event, which will be held at Bro(

on June 10th, should be of great ii

There is sure to be plenty of flyii

one of the chief attractions should
international fifty kilometre race,

it is hoped will be supported by
from the Continent. The jud^f

have been invited to act for this

are Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, Me:^
W. G. Brooker, and V. Hart.

A.C.U. iNieER-OLUE Champion!
There is every chance of this event,

was to have been run off on Ju|

being postponed owing to its pn
to the Tourist Trophy Race.

Pekmit.—A permit has been
to the Nottingham and District'

to hold a series of open speed t)

Clipstone Park.
Records Passed.—The records

established by Messrs. R. N. S|

W. Newsome, V. J. Surridge, am
.Collier have been confirmed
A.C.U. Competitions Sub-comniittl
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imoval of a Road Obstruction.

Readers will be glad to learn that the
road obstruction, the toll bar at

orsey, on the Peterborough-Whittlesea
ad, is doomed. The different councils
ncerned have agreed to purchase the
ad and the toll bar from their present
ner and free them from the tolls.

M.C.R.C. Fourth Members' Meeting.
Three races are down for decision at
ooklands on June 7th. They are as
lows : 2.30 p.m., the Third One Hour
nior T.T. ; 3.45 p.m., the Third One
ur Senior T.T. ; and 5 p.m., the Second
iminating Handicap. Entries should
posted not later than Tuesday next to
hon. sec, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,

[hclifte, Shooters Hill, Kent.

IVarning.

strong complaints are being made of

I speed of motor vehicles on the Derby
Matlock Road, especially through Duf-
d. Belper, and Cromford to Matlock.
s not known what action will be taken,

, it is understood that the authorities

•e the matter under consideration.

3 dust is very bad on this and adjacent
ds in dry weather, and this possibly

ounts for the complaints.

ich Competition Notes.

'or the touring trial Paris-Trouville,

be held on June 4th, the following

;hines have been entered : N.S.U. (4),

osacoche (3), ilagnot-Debon (3), and
le-Gillet (4).

he Coupe Brugier and Coupe des

its Motos, two events organised annu-
ly the Marseilles M.C., to be run off

Sunday, have secured a remarkably
1 entry. Fourteen will compete for

first-named trophy and twelve for

second.

losed Ten-mile Speed Limit.

o-day (Thursday, the 25tb inst.), at

Town Hall, Ilkley, at 10.30 a.m., a

I inquiry will be held by an inspector

the Local Government Board, with
•ence to the application of the West
iig of Yorkshire County Council for

nile speed limits at Burley-in-Wharfe-
and Ilkley. The R.A.C., together

its local associated clubs, the Brad-
A.C., Yorksliire A.C., Bradford

.C, Ilkley and District M.C.C., and
Vuto Cycle Union, will be represented

he solicitor of the R.A.C.
meeting of motorists interested in

application will be held prior to the

iry.

ay Closing oJ Garages.

A. A. and M.U. has addressed a

to the Home Secretary on the'

ict of the Shops Bill at present

Parliament. The letter points

that the exemption from Sunday
ng specified is -only expressed to
• the sale of motor and cycle
series to travellers, and apparently
ides the sale of petrol and the
ition of repairs. The letter con-

:s by asking the Home Secretary to

pt from the Bill the ordinary
less of a garage or motor engineer,

"to be hoped the terms of the BiU
it least permit the sale of petrol and
execution of urgent repairs on
ays, as motor cyclists probably use
machines more at the week-end
any other class of motorist.

FUTURE EVENTS.
May 27—Herts. County A.C. Open Speed Trials.
June 2-5—M.C.C. London - Edinburgh Runand Relum Journey for the M.C.C,

challenge Cup.

5 (Whit Monday)—Brooklands ARC
Meeting. ' '

„ 5—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open
Rehability Trial to Lisburn.

„ 10—A.C.U. Race Meeting.
., lo--Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open

Speed Trial at Clipstone.
„ 10—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill Climb
„ lo-Il—Bradford M.C.C. Bradford to

London and back. Twenty-four Hours'
Open Reliability Trial.

.. 17—M.C.C. aeventn Annual Team Tria.
for 'The Motor Cycle" Cud.

„ 29—"The Motor Cycle" Summer and
T.T. Number.

.10—Junior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.
' .;—Senior T.T. Kace in the Isle of Man.luly

m^^m^^^^^
Inter-club Hill-cUmb

Members of the Derbyshire and North
Stafford A.C, Mid-Staffs A.C, LeicesterAC Nottingham A.C, North Staffs
M.C.C., and Derby and District M.C C
meet on Saturday next at Oakamoor to
compete for the Bolton Cup and medals
By kind invitation of Mr. F. A. Bolton,
all members of the above clubs will
adjourn to Moor Court after the contest
to partake of tea.

The MetropoUtan Centre of the A.C.U.
-Mr. W. H. Stirling informs us that he

IS endeavouring to arrange a •. mbinod
run of clubs attached to the Metropolitan
Centre of the A.C.U. on Sundav, June
11th, the place of meeting being" Caver-
sham, near Reading. Those wishing to
participate .should advise their secretaries
at an early date, and the secretaries in
turn are requested to communicate with
the honorary secretary for the Metro-
politan Centre A.C.U.. Mr. W. H
Stirling. Inns of Court Hotel. Lincoln'-^
Inn Fields. W.C. without delay.

"Boring" in Track Races.
On' the occasion of the recent race meet-

ing at Brooklands a statement was made
that the driver of a car deliberately pre-
vented the man behind him from passing
by edging to the off-side of the track up
the bank. This reprehensible practice is
known as " boring,'' and we are given to
understand that it has been done on more
than one occasion in a motor cycle race.
The sooner it is put a stop to the better,
as a more unsporting and reprehensible

T.he lightweight B. and B. carburetter used by Bert
Yates on his hour lightweight record. The main air
funnel was removed and a carburetter chimnev fitted.

action cannot be imagined. On the occa-
sion of future races it will be to the-
interests of the authorities to place
observers at different positions and report
any cases which may occur, so that the
offender may be dealt with summarily.

The New Centaur.

We inspected the first of the new-
Centaur motor bicycles last week. It
was of the lightweight type, closely
resembling the 2 h.p. Humber. It i»
finished in green enamel, and has an
enlarged oil tank. A light Centaur
passenger quadcar, propelled by a water-
cooled engine, is on the tapis.

Stolen from Brooklands.
The other day .a reader left his Brad-

bury (frame No. 32029) with numerous-
other motor cycles round the aeroplane
sheds at Brooklands. On his return
twenty or thirty minutes later, no trace
of the bicycle could be found, and police,
private owners, and officials all said they
had seen nothing of it. This experience
suggests the desirability of an enclosure
in charge of a B.A".R.C. official on
Saturday.?, as is usual at race meetings.

A Conviction for Obstruction.

At the Highgate Police Court, on the
10th inst., F. Fleming, the driver of a
carrier's van, was prosecuted by the A. A.
and M.U. for wilful obstruction on the
Great North Road between East Finchley
and North Finchley. The bench were
satisfied that wilful obstruction had taken
place, and. stating that drivers must keep
within the law, the chairman imposed a
fine of 20s. and costs. The Association is
conducting a vigorous campaign against
those users of the highway who disregard
the rules of the road, and "this is the third
conviction obtained for offences of this
character during the past few weeks.

Police Traps.

The police are very busy working a.

new trap in Upper Richmond Road, Kast
Sheen, about a quarter of a mile from
tilt Derby Arms towards East Sheen,
n;hich is about half a mile on the Sheen
side of the trap mentioned in The
Autocar. It is worked in the evening
We understand that unless motorists,

and especially motor cyclists, are very
careful to moderate their speed when
passing north and south through Gar-
stang there will certainly be a renewal
of police activity in that portion of
Lancashire.
A police trap has been in operation at

Upper Penn, near Wolverhampton, for a
distance measuring 430 yards, between
Manor Road and Muchall Road. There
are several houses on the road, and there
is an S bend in the thoroughfare. There
are several warning signs in the timed
distance. According to the police the
trap is a " fair " one. The trap is
worked electrically, and proceedings a^e
takeu for driving to the common danger.
There have been numerous convictions.
Between Croydon and Streatham a 220

yards trap was being worked on Sunday.
The police were paying special attention
to motor cyclists. Those who were
stopped were mostly riding old pattern
"machines which would be barely capable
of the legal limit. Cars were a"llowed to
pass through the trap at full speed, which
went to prove that motor cyclists were
the " special instruction " for the day.
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NEW HUMBER MODELS.
A Novel Four-wheeled Runabout. A Twin-cylinder Lightweight.

AN entirely new type of light

passenger quad is being intro-

duced by Humber, Ltd., to fill

the breach between the sidecar

and light car. Last week we saw this

machine on the road being put througli

its preliminary canter, and it certainly

ran extremely well. Its construction will

Tje grasped from the accompanying illus-

trations. Weight has been eliminated in

every part where possible^ and it says

.something for the care m which the

intermediary, which system of transmis-

sion naturally conduces to the highest
efficiency. External band brakes are

fitted to the rear wlieels operated by
a side lever and compensating device.

Akermann type steering is used. The
machine illustrated is the first of its

type, arid already an improved model is

under construction. The engine Avhich

will ultimately be adopted has a bore
and stroke of 72 x 100 mm., is air-cooled

with cylinders at 90°, and has overhead

p!^^^''^

- -.i^^S^yfte^-^ fctl^^

A new model. The first Huraber light four-wheeled runabout, which is propelled by a Uvin cylinder air-

cooled engine.

design has been carried out that the com
plete machine, minus mudguards, scales

in the neighbourhood of 4 cwts. The
springing of all wheels is on the same
system. Quarter elliptical leaf springs are
bolted underneath the ash frame, the
extremities being suspended on the axles.

The engine is of the twin-cylinder air-

cooled V type, situated in front, where it

-receives the maximum cooling draughts, .

and a two-speed epicyclic gear is mounted
direct on the engine-shaft. A shaft con-

veys the power from the gear to the back
axle, built up with which is a miniature
differential of usual car design. It will

thus be gathered that when the top gear
is in engagement the drive is direct from,

engine to back axle without any revolving

mechanically operated inlet valves. The
magneto will be mounted between the

cylinders. Control will be by an accelera-

tor pedal in place of the exhaust valve

-The system of springing the Humber runabout,
also showing the Akermann type steering.

Detachable rear wheels of the Humber runabout.
A cotterpui is used to key the hub to" the spindle in

the same way as a crank is attached to the bottom
bracket axle of a bicycle.

lifter at present used. The B. and B.

carburetter is controlled by Bowden
cables, the levers being mounted on the

steering wheel. The operation of the

gear is performed by a single pedal.

Released altogether the high gear is in

engagement, half depression gives the

neutral position, and when the pedal ia

fully depressed the low gear comes inta

action. The smart looking scuttle dash
and low raked steering column are to be
retained, as also the dummy bonnet, but
the two-seated body with its comfortably

sloped back will be still further

in appearance by the fitting of s

enhanci
ide door

Front view of the Humber runabout. The openm;
in the bonnet will be provided with a protectioi

for the engine.

The wheelbase is 7ft, 9in. and the tr

4ft, With a 6 h,p. air-cooled engine t

new Humber runaboutt will attain a sp'

of forty miles per hour, and at this spe

the machine is by no means uncomfo
able.

Altogether, the design has been cleve

thought out. its simplicitj', light weig
and weathel'-proof trarsmission deservi
especial commendation.

The 3 h.p. Humber Junior.

Primarily designed for the Junior T
Race, this entirely new model may
expected to be listed by Humber, Lt
fitted up to conform to the requiremei
of the tourist. Already it has proved
paces on Brooklands in the hands of

Wright, and speeds approaching fl

miles per hour are talked of. The
and stroke are 60 x 60 mm,, giving
T.T, limit capacity of 340 c,c. There

The new Humber twin-cylinder light weigb

engine of 340 c.c.
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Humber Models.—
fj^^^mi

a ball bearing on the pulley side. Each
flywheel and spindle are formed of one
solid steel stamping. Flat-faced valves
are used, as also a single step-cut ring
to each piston.

The frame, as will be seen, has a
dropped top tube—a noteworthy departure
for Humbers, which may eventually
spread to the 3^ h:p. models. The top

situat-ed at the rear of the crank case.

The magneto is held in position by a metal
strap, as in car practice. All valves are
meclianically operated, each set having its

own separate cams and valve tappet
levers. The exhaust valve lifters are
inside the timing cover, and are operated
by cams, one valve being arranged to
open in advance of the other. The tank

Tur. Screened
Magneto.

The magneto is held
in position by a metal
strap, as shown. By un-
screwing two nuts and

loving the seat tube bolt the rear portion of the
. detachable.

3 b,p. Huniber Junior, described on this page. The exhaust piping is in accordance with the 191 1 T.T.
I* -ulations ; the standard model will have a single silencer.

Icial double
|ig hinged con-

Ig rod of the
jtuin Humber.
j p r ac I i ce is

on some
lane engines,
llythe GnCme.

of the saddle is but 28in. from the ground.
The engine is an entirelv new design, and
is an innovation in twin-cylinder design,

as both cylinders are offset from the crank-
shaft. Another interesting point is that
both cylinder castings are identical, and
therefore interchangeable one with the
other. The plugs are placed in the
cylinder crown, and are fired by a double
magnet Bosch magneto, gear-driven, and

capacity is one and a half gallons, and
the weight complete was given as 113 lbs.

An interesting point of design is the
detachable rear portion of the frame. By
undoing a couple of bolts on the engine
plates and another at the seat tube, the
rear forks and wheel complete are detacli-

able. Druid semi-spring forks and B.
and B. carburetter complete the equi^i-

ment of the Humber Co.'s latest product.

RECORDS OF THE WEEK—TWO FAILURES AND A SUCCESS.
F. Xewsome, mounted on a 3^ h.p.

iipli, made an attempt to improve
his own hour record on Thursday
Ife was unfortunate, however, in

having to give up at the end of the
eighteenth lap, owing to the outside flange

of the adjustable jjulley running up and
eventually jamming the belt. On tlie

ht.) Bert Yates, who broke the hour lightweight record last Saturday, covering almost forty raiJes^

(Left.) A. G. Fenn, now employed by Humber, Ltd., who assisted Yates.

following day, the 19th inst. , he was
inside record at four laps, and continued
inside till the eleventh lap. From tlie

second lap till the eleventh his average
speed was 62.32 miles an hour. At the
eleventh lap, however, disaster befell him,
and he had to retire owing to the cotter
pin coming out of the inlet valve.

On Saturday last, Yates, the well-

known Humber exponent, made an attack
upon the hour lightweight record on a
60 X 70 mm. Humber. This was a Class
A record for machines not exceeding
275 c.c. The c.c. of Yates's engine, how-
ever, was only 198. Despite its small
dimensions, the gallant little machine ran
through the fifty miles in Ih. 15m. 35|s.,

and in the hour covered 39 miles 1,615
yards, beating W. Smith's record on tl)e

Moto-Reve, which has stood since May
19th, 1909, when he covered 36 miles 350
yards in the hour 01. a 274 c.c.

Reliability Trial in Cumberland.

The Cumberland County M.C.C. held a

trial on Saturday, over a course round
Bassenthwaite Lake. W. F. Young
(T.T. Triumph) won, and four others, P.
GUbanks, E. F. Gilbanks (Douglas),
Moffat (Triumph), and Robinson (B.S.A.).

tied for second place with an error of

one minute each.
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Welsh Hill-climb.
The Cardiff M.C. held a well organised hill-climb at Cross

Hands Hill, near Usk, last Saturday. There were classes

for ears and motor cycles, and the fastest times of the day
were accomplished by two motor cyclists, J. H. Locke (6

Zenith) and F. J. Tanner (3^ T.T. Triumph). The formula
results were: Twin-cylinder class—1, W. L. Jones (5 Indian).

Single-cylinder touring—1, W. H. Bowen (3^ Triumph).
Single-cylinder T.T.—1, F. J. Tanner (3^ Triumph). Passen-
ger—1, J. H. Locke (6 Zenith and sidecar).

->-

Walthamsfow M.C. Hill-climb.
The results of this climb on Low Hill last Saturday ar(

given hereunder

:

Passenger machines—1, 0. C. Godfrey (7 h.p. Indian am
sidecar). Singles and twins : 1, W. S. Low (3| h.p. Scott)
Singles (scratch) : 1, F. A. Applebee (3^ h.p. Zenith). Twins
(scratch) : 1, O. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Indian). Class foi

fastest single and twin : 0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Indian) beat

F. A. Applebee (34 h.p. Zenith), winning a silver cup anc
making fastest time of the day.

DUTCH MOTOR CYCLISTS' VISIT.
Programme of Tour Across En

The members of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club who are

paying us a visit next month will arrive at Harwich on June
28th, and will start tlieir tour to Liverpool em route, for the

Isle of Man at 8 a.m. that d?.y. Their route will be Col-

chester, Haverhill, Cambridge (lunch University Arms),
Huntingdon, Kettering, Market Harborough, and Leicester

(Grand Hotel). On the 29th the riders will make their way
to Liverpool via Ashby, Burton, Uttoxeter, Stone, Tarporley.

and Chester (lunch Grosvenor Hotel). At Liverpool the

party will be entertained by the Mersey M.C.C. June 30th

to July 3rd will be spent in the Isle of Man. The return

gland en route for the Isle of Man.
journey will be from Liverpool to Cambridge via Newport
(Salop), Bridgnorth, Redditch (where they have been invite<

to luncheon at the Enfield Cycle Co.^s Works), Leamingtoi
and Northampton to Cambridge and Harwich.

English riders who may wish to accompany the Dntchmei
on any part of their route should -communicate with Mr
Percy S. Clews, Blythe Bridge, Staffordshire. The Dutcl
contingent will carry their national flag on their machinei
with the words Dutch Motor Cycle Club printed thereon
and they ask all English riders who may be willing to mee
them to disport their national emblem.

A RUN ROUND SOME LONDON FACTORIES.
Bat Progress.

ON a recent occasion we paid a very interesting visit to

the works of the Bat Motor Manufacturing Co., Kings-
wood Road, Penge, S.E. In the course of a conversa-

tion with Mr. Tessier, whom we found overwhelmed
with orders and a general influx of business, he informed us

that he was running a Bat in the T.T. lightweight class. The
machine, he told us, will probably be a single-cylinder, fitted

with a change-speed gear of some sort. We also saw the

frames for the Senior T.T. machines in the enamelling shop.

These are specially short and very light, and are splendid

pieces of work.
Quite a novelty was a sidecar fitted with a handle starting

arrangement, which is particularly neatly carried out. As is

generally known, the Bat sidecar model is fitted with a

P. and M. gear, the pulley being carried on a counter-shaft

forward of the mainshaft. This arrangement brings the said

counter-shaft in line with the forward member of the sidecar

framed and to this is attached a starting handle with a long

shaft which engages with the counter-shaft. This results in

the engine being geared up from the countershaft, with the

result that easy starting is ensured.

A Po^verful Bedelia.

When our representative looked in at the Sabella JMotor

Co., in Budge Row, recently, he found this firm had just com-
pleted building a very handsome Bedelia runabout fitted with

an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine and Brown and Barlow carburetter.

The bodywork is painted in French grey, and has a particu-

larly smart appearance. There are two seats, placed tandem
fashion, the front seat being covered by a large scuttle, which

can be replaced by a small one when it is desired to carry a

passenger. A neat Cape cart hood is fitted, and we understand

that a screen will be afterwards attached. The control is

arranged as follows : The air and throttle levers are on the

steering wheel. Of the two pedals, one controls the brake

acting on the outside of the belt rims, and the other the

exhaust lifter. This latter can also be controlled by a hand

lever, so that it may be permanently raised for wheeling the

machine about. The second brake, acting on the inside of the

belt rims, is controlled by the free engine lever, the free engine

being obtained by pulling the side lever back and drawing the

rear wheels forward, thus slackening the belts. A simple

form of adjustable pulley is fitted, which can be altered merely

by undoing one nut. A quadrant with three notches is pro-

vided for the different speeds. We understand that shortly

an expanding pulley will be supplied, which can be controlled

fonn the driver's seat. The SabeUa Motor Co. are

engaged in moving into new premises at 33, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C., in wMch they will be established by
the time this paragraph appears in print.

A.G. Activity.
One of the most popuar passenger machines on th

market is the A.C., a machine which has thoroughly stoo(

the tests of time. Tested as it has been in industrial worl
it has xesolved itself into a thoroughly practical runabout
every part of which is soundly and strongly constructed
It is not surprising, therefore, to hear that the firm
overwhelmed with orders, and the staff is working nigl
and day to cope with these. Not the least interesting ite:

which impressed us during a recent visit to the company'
factory, over which we were ^hown by the talented A.C
designer, Mr. John Weller, was the sound method employei
in testing the engines. Every power unit is tested on th
bench with a fan dynamometer, and has to develop an(

maintain 6 h.p. throughout the whole day. Speed indicator
which are read from time to time show that the full powe
is being kept up. A minor, but none the less important
improvement in the A.C. is the fitting of a detachabl
lubricator. This lubricator is a piston valve controlled b
the driver's heel, and as long as the valve is depressed th
oil is allowed to flow into the crank case. With the nei

detachable lubricator, which is easily unscrewed, th
extent of opening of the valve may oe adjusted in a fe^

seconds. This device is found to assist the engine in hill

climbing.

A twin-cyiinder Bat-Jap and sidecar, which, as will be seen, has a geared-np
starting handle extending beyond the sidecar.
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AMATEUR V. TRADE COMPETITION.
Organised by the Herts. County A.C.

ON Saturday last the motor cycle section of the above
club carried out a long-distance reliability trial con-

fined to selected riders representing the trade and
the private owner. The course selected for this event

was from Denham Avenue, near Uxbridge, vid Gerrard's
Cross, Beaconsfield, High Wycombe, Pnnces Risborough,
Great Missenden, Amersham, and Rickmansworth, back to

Denham Avenue—a distance of about forty-seven miles. This
had to be negotiated four times, the actual finishing point

being at Uxbridge on the fourth circuit, which brought the

total distance up to about 191 miles.

."Vs this route included such well-known hills as Kop and
Rectory, it provided a good test. Kop Hill -was the test

gradient, and on this the riders were timed each circuit, the

first and third being fast tests, whilst the second and fourth

were slow tests. There was to have been an acceleration

test on the second fast ascent, but, owing to a misunder-
standing on the part of one of the timekeepers, who failed

to put in an appearance, it was impossible to carry thi6 out.

Composition of the Teams.
The teams consisted as follows :

Single-geared Lightweights not to exceed 125 lbs. and 300 c.c.

Amateur. I Trade.
H. J. Cox (2i Forward)

|
J. Holroyd (2J Motosacoche)

Variably-geared lightweights not to exceed 140 lbs. and 340 c.c.

C. M. Down (2| Enfield)
1
P. Phillips (2| Douglas)

Single-geared single-cylinders, standard 3i h.p. touring models.

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
|

W. A. Jacobs (3^ Rex)

Single-geared single-cylinders, 3^ h.p. T.T. models.

H. L. Cooper (3^ Triumph)
|

\V. P. Xewsome (3^ Triumph)
Single-cylinder 3^ h.p. standard touring models with clutch.

C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
|

W. A. Sale (3i Rover)

Single-cylinders, 3^ h.p. standard touring models with vari-

able gears.

E. A. CoUiver (5^ Zenith)
|

C. S. Burney (5i Rudge)
Single-geared twins up to 750 c.c.

G. S. Carter (5 Matchless)
|

S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)

Variably-geared twins up to 1,000 c.c,

F. A, Hardy (5 V,S.)
|
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith)

Sidecar combinations.
P. W. Bisclioff (6 Zenith and I G. Lee Evans (7 Indian and

sidecar)
j

sidecar)

Unfortunately W, F. Newsome failed to put in an
appearance, so the Trade team had to start one man short.

Sharp at 8 a.m. the first of tlie sidecar combinations was
despatched, the other competitors following at two-minute
intervals.

Kop Hill offered by far the best point of vantage to view
the competition, and the following are a few notes made
on the spot

:

PERFORMANCES ON KOP HILL,

Rider. Fast .'\sceat. Slow Ascent,

H, J, Cox . . .

.

J. V. Holroyd .

C. M, Down . .

P, Phillips . . .

W Cooper . , .

.

W, A. Jacobs ,

H, L, Cooper ,

C, C, Cooke . . .

W, A, Sale . .

.

E, A, CoUiver .

C, S, Bumey .

.

G, S, Carter .

.

S. T. Tessier .

,

F, A, Hardy ,

,

F, \V, Barnes .

P, W, BischoS
G, Lee Evans ,

Good
Walked . ,

,

Assisted
^*e^y good
Failed , . .

.

Failed . . .

.

Very fast

Good
Failed . . . .

Just got up
Very good
Very fast

Very good
Very good

Very good
Walked .

.

Very good

Stopped .

.

Dismounted,
Good I

Good
Stopped ,

.

Dismounted
Good !

Good
Stopped .

.

Very good
Stopped ,

,

'

Good

Good
Excellent j

Fast Ascent, Slow Ascent,

Good
Good
Ran along
side and

lust got up .

!
Walked

I

Assisted with feetj

I

Slow on low gear

;
Good

!
Baulked by Sale

i
Very fast !

Very good
Failed
Good 1

Just got up ....

Very good

Very good
]

Slow on low gear,

good
I

Very good
Retired

|

Very good

Good
Failed
Just got up
Good
Failed
Failed
Good
Failed
Failed
Fair
Failed
Good, engine
knocked badly
Good
Excellent

Good

Good

1

Before the luncheon interval Barnes had to stop for
petrol, Holroyd had two stops for punctures, and Cox "took
the wrong road on leaving Amersham.
Luncheon was served at the Bull Hotel, Gerrard's Cross,

where a stop of one hour was allowed.
On the third circuit H, Lister Cooper punctured soon

after passing the finishing timekeeper at the top of Kop
Hill, and on the fourth circuit W. A. Sale, who had had
to dismount on the hill, was letting his machine down ofi

the stand with his free engine running, when, on going to
put his stand up, he unfortunately got his hand caught in
the belt pulley and so severely crushed that he had to get a
doctor to attend to it, and was forced to retire from the
competition.

The Non=stop Runs.
The following riders claim non-stop runs : F, A, Hardy

(5 V.S.), E. A, ColUver (3i Zenith), S, T, Tessier (5 Bat),
P, PhUlips (2S Douglas), C, .\I. Down (2| Enfield), and H, J.
Cox (2i Forward)—four amateurs and two trade men.
There are so many calculations to arrive at that it is

impossible to announce the winning team until the various
reports have been very carefully checked and examined, but
the amateurs are expected to win.

Tlie results of the competition are to be arrived at on the
basis of marks lost, the team losing the least marks to be
the winners,.

HERTS COUNTY A.C. AMATEUR v, TRADE TRIAL LAST SATURDAY,

1. A few of the trade members : Burney, Jacobs, Sale, Evans's
passenger, Lee-Evans, Tessier, and Barnes.

2, Some members of the Amateur team. Left to right : Lister Cooper,
Down, Cooke Carter, CoUiver, Cooper, and Hardy.

J
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Northern League of Motor Cyclists.

The Doncaster M.C.C. and the Grimsby Marlborough
M.C.C. have recently affilated to the Northern League.

A Club for Tunbridge Wells.

A club for Tunbridge Wells and district is contemplated.
Riders who are interested should communicate with Mr.
R. R. Courtenay, Hazelhurst, Frant, near Tunbridge Wells.

West Lancashire M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb was held recently near Lancaster.
The result was that Hugh Gibson (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph)
won on formula and made fastest time.

Herefordshire M.C.C.

This club will be unable to hold its projected hill-

climb on the hill known as the Cockshoot, as the country
police refuse to sanction a hill-climbing competition.

Shropshire M.C.C.
It is hoped that the valuable prizes offered will induce a

good entry for the club challenge cup and reliability trial

on Whit-JIonday, from Shrewsbury to Llandudno and back.

Worcester M.C.C.

For the members speed-judging competition to be held
on the 28th inst., over a thirty-two mile course, entries will

be welcomed up to the commencement of the competition by
the secretary, Mr. E. W. Cook. Foregate Press, Worcester.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The results of the highly successful reliability trial run to

Bridgwater and back on the 18th inst., in which the winner
was to do the journey without stop at 18 m.p.h., were as

follows: 1, W. E. Potter (3i h.p. P. and M.) ; 2, Phillips

(3i h.p. Triumph); 3, W. A. "Male (3^ h.p. Triumph).

West Essex A.C.
The winners of the competition for the Gamage Cup, which

was successfully competed for on Saturday, the 13th inst.,

were: 1st, W. E. Gunnett (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), cup and
gold medal ; 2nd, Dr. Barton (Napier), silver medal ; 3rd,
A. G. Treby (3i h.p. Rex) and S. B. Wood (3i h.p. Triumph),
tied, bronze medals.

Dublin M.C.C. Flexibility Trial. N. E. Drury (7 h.p. Indian) nearing tlie summit
ot the hill at Glencullen.

F. Mackay |31 Singer) and H. D. Shaw |7 Indian) starting in the Leeds M.C.t.
Speed Trial. Mackay won his heat bnt was beaten in the final.

Leeds M.C.C.

The speed trials held last Saturday proved, in spite

a small entry and the exceedingly cold and dull weather, a

very enjoyable affair. The road picked for the event was
in perfect condition with practically a half-mile dead level

surface. The competitors rode in pairs from a standing

start. Some excellent and closely contested heats were run
it being quite a thrilling sight. The riders in most cases

rode a magnificently straight race, and no accidents were
reported. The winner of the event was C. Benn (1909

Triumph, two-speed gear) ; 2, F. Mackay (1911 3^ h.p

Singer) : and the runners-up, W. E. Grange (1907 Triumph)
and T. Durant (3^ h.p. J.A.P.).

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The above club had a very interesting flexibility competition

on Saturday last on a hill at Glencullen, Co. Dublin,

couple of policemen appeared on the scene, and the com
petitors anticipated that the competition was about to b(

interfered with. The police, however, had merely come to see

a sporting contest and to assist in the "regulation of the

traflic." "Fifteen members took part in the event, and most

of them made very clean ascents, albeit in the slow com-

petition some of them cut things a bit too fine, and were

compelled to touch the ground with their feet, with the

result that they were disqualified. When the times were

compared, certain supposed discrepancies were discovered, and

it was decided to lay the result before the committee before

announcing the prize'winners. The following took part in the

competition

:

SiNGLE-CTUNDEE, CLASS.—C. B. Franklin (4 h.p. Indian

P. Brady (3^ h.p. Rudge), F. J. Walker (3i h.p. Rudge), R
Dumphy" (5i h.p. Triumph), J. A. Carville (3i h.p. Triumph)

T Wood (3i h.p. Premier), T. J. Dumphy (3^ h.p. P. and

M.). R. Walshe (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. Curtis (3^ h.p. Rudge).

J. Brown (3i h.p. Triumph), and J. Doleman (^ h.p

Triumph).
TwiN-CTMNDEE CL.iSS.—F. J. Walker (8 h.p. J.A.P.

B. B. Harvey (8 h.p. Bat), and Noel E. Drury (7 h.p. Indian

Western District M.C. (London).

It is proposed to hold a reliability trial for the Triumph

Cup to Daventry and back on May 28th. Notice of entry

should be sent in immediately to the hon. sec, Mr. Victor
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JLiong, Eden Hall, Montpeher Road, Ealing, W., who
forward particulars of this and other club events to

|e interested.

Mersey M.C.C.

Glegg Arms to Whitchurch and back was the course

d for the team trial last Saturday, when five teams

ree riders each competed, the winning trio being

Bethell (Douglas), T. C. Jones (Bradburr). and S. W.
(N.S.U.).

Soath-east London M.C.C.

speed-judging competition for a prize given by the

I. Tyre Co. was run over a 26| miles course last

ay, and won by E. H. Paul (3i h.p. Eex) ; 2, J. A.

i h.p. Humber) ; 3, J.S. Julier (3i h.p. Rex). It is

hat remarkable that a Lagonda tricar in the cont-est

owing to a frozen carburetter.

Formation of a Motor Clab.

I meeting at the Bee Hotel, Rhyl, on the 13th inst.,

ber of local motorists met to confirm proposal made
revious meeting to inaugurate a motor club in North
There was a good attendance, and it was finally

d that a club should be formed called the North Walee
Club. The first run will take place on the 25th inst.

tws-y-Coed, starting at 1.30 from the Bee Hotel. All

sts desiring to join should communicate with the hon.

Ir. r. Tuckfield, Dedwyddfa, Mount Road, Rhyl.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

route has been picked for the annual 200 miles reli-

trial for the £25 Muratti Trophy, and is as follows :

ate, Patelev Bridge, Greenhow Hill (about four miles

long), Grassington, Kidstone Pass, Hawes, Sedbergh, Kendal,
Shap Fell, Penrith, Alston via Hartside, KiUnope Pass,

Barnard Castle, and home via Leeming Lane
The Harrogate Club will in future accept visiting members-

at an annual subscription of 26. 6d. Further particulars will

be forwarded on application to the hon. sec., Mr. H. \V.

Fortune, St. James's Chambers, Harrogate.

Norfolk M.C.C.

This club held its second annual hill-climb on Thursday
last, the 18th inst., at Ringland, near Norwich. There were
no less than fifty-eight entries for the different events. The
competitors wore timed up the hill by Mr. R. H Williams's
electrical timing apparatus, which worked perfectly through-

out the day. There were five different classes, three of

which were handicaps, and these were calculated on Professor
Callendar's formula. The hill was a very severe one, the
starting gradient being 1 in 13.5, the steepest part near the

top being 1 in 6.9, and the total distance one-fifth of a mile.

Class B. Geared touring machines on handicap. First

prize, cup presented bv the Eagle Motor Co.— 1, R. 0. Clark

(2i h.p. F.N.) ; 2, G. "BosweU (3i h.p. Ariel).

Class C. Any touring machine on handicap for Mr. R.
0. Clark's Cup. to be competed for by private owners only.

—

1, H. F. North (2i h.p. Hobart) ; 2, Dr. V. H. Blake {2% h.p.

Anglian).

Class D. Machines of 500 c.c. and under.— 1. R. 0. Clark

(3i h.p. L.M.C.); 2, C. F. North (3i h.p. Ariel).

Clas-S a. Single-geared machines on handicap.—1, G.

BosweU (3i h.p. Ariel) ; 2, H. F. North (Hobart).

Class E. Open event for members, any machine. Th©-

winner in this class did the fastest time of the day.—1, R.

0. Clark (7 h.p. Indian) : 2. C. F. North (3^ h.p. Ariel).

A competitor on a Dongias going well in the Sheffield and Hallamshiie M.C.C,'s Kilometre Speed Trial in Derbyshire
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North StaSordshiie M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was held on the 21st inst.

o-ver a twenty-nine mile course. Result as follows : 1, W.
Higson (3^ li.p. Triumph), half minute error; 2, R. T.

Asnton (3| h.p. Scott), two minutes eiror.

Leicester U.C.C. HUl-climb. G. W. Hillyard, the well-known lawn tennis player,

starting his Zenith-Gradua witii Hiss Crawford as passenger.

Motor Cycle Club for Bucks.

To organise and extend the pastime of motor cycling in

Bucks there is a proposal on foot for the formation of a club,

.and Mr. H. T. Ball, of 132, High Street, Aylesbury, desires

through these columns to invite suggestions from local riders.

A meeting will shortly be held.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb was held on Thursday last

up a local hill known as the Greyhound, with the following

Jesuits : ^

Single Class.

1. L. Pierce (3^ J.A.P.)
2. H. Westwood (3i Triumph)
3. J. W. Somervell (3i Triumph)

Tw^N Class.
1. L. S. Parker (5 Indian) ...

2. J. H. Nelson (3i Scott) ...

3. W. Rogers (3i Scott)

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The above club held a flying kilometre competition on
"Saturday last on a perfectly level private road. The events

were keenly contested. The fastest time of the day was
made by Dan Bradbury (3^ h.p. Norton), 31|s. =70.73 miles

per hour. Results

;

Class I.—Lightweights up to 340

Sees. Formula.
65 97.90

64 97.96

67 98

67 119

85 142

91 145

Helensburgh M.C.C.
The opening hill-climb of this club was held on Saturda

last, on Garslake Hill, Dumbarton. Result :

Time. Formul
1. R. M. McCulloch (3i Triumph) ... 47s. 446
2. W. Watt (3i Triumph) 48|s. 398
3. Thos. Brash (3^ Triumph) 49fs. 410

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).
The first non-stop and second reliability run of the seasi

promoted by this centre took place on Saturday last. T
starting point was at FortwUliam Park, and the route mapp
out vid Larne, Glenarm, Cushendall, and Cushendun, to fo

of Corkscrew Hill, where the competitors were stopped,
despatched at two-minute intervals on a hill-climb up
Corkscrew HUl (distance, about two and a half miles). T
hill is a very awkward one to negotiate, and those riders w
attempted to take the bends at top speed came to grief. T
placings were as follows :

Actual Handi- Nell
time on hill cap. timl

M. s. s. m7|
... 4 2i 25 33I
... 4 14f 37 3 3|
... 4 lOi 23 34I
... 4 8* 21 3I

C. E. Murphy (3^ T.T. Triumph)
Dr. Coates (3^ Triumph) ...

Jas. Stewart (3^ T.T. Triumph)
C. R. Martin (3i Triumph)

Other competitors were : W. J. Chambers (3i h.p. B.S.A
J. J. Kennedy (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), B. J. McManus (4 h.p. T.
Triumph), J. Holden (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua), J. Holla

l2 h.p. Humber lightweight), Geo. Graham (3i h.p. Rove
and A. Wales (5 h.p. Indian).

C. E. Murphy vpins in both classes, his time being fasi

than any competitor who had a stop on the journey.

Manchester M.C.
A most successful competition was carried out on Chesh

roads on Saturday afternoon last by the Manchester M0I
Club. A one hundred miles team test for motor cycles
sidecars was promoted to decide upon the team to reprei

the club in the Motor Cycling Club's competition on Ju
17th next. The course selected was the old petrol consun
tiou test course, starting from the Nag's Head, Buck!
Hill, taking a circular route of nearly twenty-five miles

way of Agden, High Leigh, Appleton Thorne, Grappenha
Stretton, Great Budworth, Plumbley, and Mere Comer, ba
to the starting place. The course had to be covered fi

times. There was only one competitor with a sidecar attai

ment, viz., W. T. Munro (3^ h.p. Triumph), and he
trouble in the first round with a tyre valve, and retiri

The exact distance of the four circuits was ninety-nine mil
and the standard time was 4h. 57m. No watches
speedometers were allowed.
The result was : 1, F. Knight (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 4h. 53

32|s. ; 2, F. J. Sixsmith (3^ h.p. Triumph), 4h. 49m. 17|i

3, G. Castagnoli (3i h.p. L.M.C.), 4h. 47m. ; 4, C. E. Ket
(3i h.p. Bradbury), 4h. 46m. 10s. ; 5, H. J. Scales (3i b
J.A.P.), 4h. 43m. 50|s. ; 6, Fritz Sumner (3^ h.p. Triump

'.

Time.
54s.

57s.

59s.

1. H. Dakin (2| Douglas)
2. H. Parker (2| Douglas)
3. F. Sheen (2| Douglas)

Class II.—Standard singles.

1. D. Bradbury (3i Norton) 31 |s.

2. S. Sawer (3i Premier) 40|s.

3. 0. Bellamy (3i Zenith) 42|s.

Class HI.—Open class.

1. D. Bradbury (3^ Norton) 33|s.

2. T. Dunk (3^ T.T. Triumph) 36s.

3. S. Sawer (3i Premier) 38|s.

Class IV.—Novices' class.

1. J. Stacey {3J, Rudge) 40Ls.

2. C. Bellamy (3i Zenith) 40|s.

3. J. Ardern (3^ Bradbury) 44s.

D. Bradbury also wins Mr. Arthur Tarr's gold medal
'for breaking previous record held by himself.

wr-^;/^.J?,r.:;^.>~;

i

'WW* ^^SK

G. Boswell (3i Ariel), who won Class A in the Norfolk M.C.C. Hill-climb.
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Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

A reliability trial for members will take place on the
th of this month, for a pair of Kempshall tyres.

Bradford M.C.C.
On Saturday next the Dyson Shield handicap hill-climb
11 take place, and on June lOth-llth the Bradford to
ndon and back twenty-four hours' open reliability trial
the Wm. Briggs Trophy will be held.

Purley and District M.C.C.

The above club held a speed-judging contest to Worthing
i back on the 13th inst., which attracted twelve entries,
mpetitors rode in pairs, and the most accurate run was
de by D. H. Ebbutt and C. W. Jleredith, whose total
or was A^ minutes.

WalsaU M.C.
Che popularity of this new club was evidenced by the ex-
lent field wliich turned out for the members' hill-climb at
'le Kop, Rugeley. on the 13th inst. The result of the
test was as follows : 1, Smvtheman (3^ h.p. L.M.C.)

;

Pinson m h.p. J.A.P.) : 3. Walker (7 h.p. Indian).

Torbay and District M.C.C.
'he results of the hill-climb held on Heylor Hill, near

Tracey, on the 13th inst., wsr-i

;

Formula.
Time. Fig. of

M. .s. Merit.
3 35^ IMaurice (Premier) ... 347^
3 51 Myott (Indian) 3501
4 8^ Scott (Rudge) 362'

tt (Indian)
urioe (Premier)
ner (Triumph)

Gainsborough M.C.C.

at Thonock with the. hill-climbing contest look plac
)wing result :

lass I.—Old'raachines. Mr. Howard (3 h.p. Quadrant).
lass 1 1.^Lightweight machines (under 125 lbs.) • Mr.
nell (2 h.p. Huniber).
lass ni.—Singles. Mr. Dudd (2^ h.p. .Minerva).

lass IV.—JMulti-cylinders. Mr. Draper (5 h.p. Indian).
he above classes were decided on the A.C.U. formula.
lass V.—Open. Time only. Mr. Draper (5 h.p. Indian)
Mr. MiddlefieW (3^- h.p. Triumph) tied for first place.
tirst named won the re-run.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
1 the 14th inst. the first reliability trial was held over a
se of ninety-six miles, for which there were twenty-three
ies, but owing to the severe conditions both of roads and
her—it had rained heavily for twelve hours—only three
letitors succeeded in compfeting a non-stop run. Results-,
ver medal and special award for best performance.—A.
rs (5 h.p. Indian).
ver medals.—D. U. Blakey (3i h.p. Bradbury) and D. II.
e (3i h.p. Rover).
onze medals.—X. C. Dear (2 h.p. Humber), one stop,
tie jammed, and H. C. -Mills (3i h.p. Premier), one stop,
ing clutch.

iiiuillciu aiiij Haiiaiiijnire iil.u.C. niil-Liimb ai L3:ite la^l bilurtliv.

ing point, showing first portion o[ the 11 mile ascent.

rut siirt-

Soutb Australian M.C.C.
The above club held two liill-climliing contests on Saturday,

April 8tli, on Greenhill Road. The second competition was
for the Continental Tyre Co.'s trophy—a silver rose bowl,
value £20—the other competition being the club's hist annual
hill-climb, the first prize for which was presented by .1. N.
Taylor and Co., Ltd. The results of both events are given
below :

Results of first annual hill-climb.—1, H. PI. Ragless
(Triumph); 2, C. R. Churchward (Lewis): 3, X. K. Torode
(Lewis) ; 4. H. B. Gogler (Rex) ; 5, W. H. Davev (Triumph)

;

6, G. L. Blake (Norton).
Results of the competition for the Continental Tyre

Co.'.s TropJiy.—1, X. K. Torode (Lewis): 2, C. R. ChurVh-
ward (Lewis) and 0. A. Hepworth (Matcliless-Jap) ; 4. M. E.
Saunders (Norton); 5, H. W. Todd (Peugeot).

21"

G.JUD At the o^aninj ruu ol liie Tiuntoa and D.ilricl M.C.C.
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Magneto Transmission.
The manufacturers of the Noiseless

chains, the Coventry Chain Co., inform
us that their 8 mm. chain is used
exclusively for the magneto transmission

of Rover motor cycles.

Record Time for Detaching a Sidecar,
Last week we illustrated and described

the P.M.C. Quicklit sidecar couplings

introduced by the Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., of Birmingham. The patentee,

Mr. Alfred Pilkington, recently demon-
strated the handiness of his device, for

single handed and without bustling,

the sidecar was detached in forty-six

seconds, and refitted in s.eventy seconds.

These times should rank as new records !

The Clarke Locknut.
Mr. F. P. R. Clarke, of 100, Deansgale,

Manchester, has patented a locknut and
bolt, which should be of interest to

motor cyclists afflicted with a nut whicii

is in the habit of working loose. Three
shallow grooves are cut along the thread
of the bolt parallel to its axis. Ti)e

nut has a groove
iormed romid its

bexagonal peri-

phery, in which
is_ fixed a narrow
dock spring,'
llmost encircling

:he nut. The
spring ends in a
tooth, which
penetrates through a Hole in the nut to
the thread of the bolt. The nut is

screwed on in the ordinary way, but when
an attempt is made to unscrew the nut
the tooth of the spring catches in one of

the grooves cut across the thread, and
the nut cannot move more than a fraction

of a turn until the spring is released,

which is done - by hooking its loose elid

out of the groove on the nut by means of

any suitably pointed instrument.

Automatic Carburetters.
We hear very good accounts of the

Claudel-Hobson automatic motor bicycle

carburetter, which was 'described in our
report of the Paris Show. We under-
stand that the Peugeot firm in France
is, fitting it as a standard. It is sold bv
H. M. Hobson.' Ltd.',^ 39,

' Vauxhafl
Bridge Road, S.W.

Dazzling Lamps on Motor Vehicles
Brown Bros., Ltd., 40, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, W., point oiit that as the
President of the Local Government Board
has been enquiring into the. matter of

dazzling lamps on motor vehicles, a law
may be passed to suppress these, which
will include motor cycle' lamps. The
Autoclipse motor cycle lamp, for which
INIessrs. Brown Bros, are sole agents, is

';

provided with a suitable mechanism for

eliminating the glare from an acetylene
lamp when necessary.

Valve Grinding.
W. J. Davies and Sons have sent us

a .sample tin of a paste fornied of a blend
of their well-known 220 emery, carbide of

silicon and other abrasives for valve
grinding. Being mixed to the correct con-

sistency it is a great convenience. A
small tin should last a tourist ten

years or more (so little is required), and
care has been taken in selecting the tin

to have one of very stout gauge so as

to stand knocking aloout among tools..

MAY £5'Ji, igii

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of the latest boo
describing Firmax (Messrs. Firmax, L
Yeovil, Somerset), the puncture-hea
preparation vvhich has met with apprc

at the hands of several of our readers

Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., CI

heaton, have just published a catalf

of motor cycle accessories. These incl

sidecars, the P. and M. two-speed
\

for motor cycles, and numerous o

useful items.

We are in receipt of the latest c

logue of Ivy motor cycles, which
manufactured by S. A. Newman,
Cycle Works, Aston Cross, Birmingh
Two models are dealt with—a sin

cylinder with Precision engine and pee

and a lighter model with dropped fr

. and footrests. A speciality is also n

of moderately priced sidecars.

M C.C. MEMBERS' HiLL CLIMB AT KOP.
H, Lister Cooper (T.T. Triumpli) getting up speed. It will be noticed that he has been bumped

cJear of tlie saddle.

A34

The Muratti-Arislon Trophy
presented to the Sutton Coldfleld

A.C. (motor cycle section) for the

best aggregate performance by a

club member during 1911.

Felt Grips for Motor Cycles.

Felt grips are very popular am
pedal cyclists, and the makers, Mei
Cooper and Co.. Ltd., Little King Str

Birmingham, have now sent us a san

pair of suitable grips for motor cy

made from this abso.'bent material,

motor cycle grips have enlarged ends

prevent the hands slipping off.

advantages of fett grips are that t

can be cleaned easily with soap

water and ai-e absolutely unbreaka
Coverings for the ends of footrests

also be, supplied in the same material.

F.R.S. Progress.
It is not generally known that Mes

Samuel Hall and Solas, of Edinburgh,
well-known motor, cycle lamp manu
turers, have a London depot at '.

Clerkenwell Road, E.C., where Lon
riders can examine all their latest mod
At these premises we were recently sli<

the latest F.R.S. lamp with Tin. dianr

glass, and a special ilangin miiTor, tbr

ing a 1.000ft. beam. The ordinary t

of F.l^.S. lamp throws an 800ft. "be

The burner is adjustable, and, follow

the well-known F.R.S. practice, the 1.'

opens back and front, and so can be ea

cleaned. The lamp is well made, and

provided with strong fasteners on 1.

rear and front doors. We were ;

shown an 800ft. beam F.R.S. lamp.
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The Spider Quad.
IHE article which we publish to-da}', "Is the

Spider Quad Coming to Stay? "^by Mr. B. H.
Davies, should be carefully studied by all who
are interested in the possibilities of the light,

handy, and low-priced four-wheeler for_ one.

|\Ve are entirely in accord with our contributor in his

strong emphasis of the fact that if a spider is to be

jroduced successfully it must, as far as possible,

follow motor bicycle lines. It must retain the sim-

Dlicity of the bicycle as far as it can be retained, and

Its limitations must be clearly realised from the start.

The great difficulty undoubtedly is to get an abso-

lutely clear understanding both on the part of the

Duying public and the maker that a quadricycle for

Dne is only what its name implies and not a motor car

3r a passenger projectile. It may seem unnecessary to

emphasise a truism, but as all previous attempts have

3een wrecked commercially through one or other

aspect of the question being forgotten we do not feel

fhat we need excuse ourselves for driving home the

Doints.

On the other hand, there is unquestionably a type

vhich comes midway between the spider quad and

Ithe motor car, for which there is also a future. To dis-

tinguish it from sidecar combinations, we may call this

fentermediate type the permanent sociable, which, -while

[built as far as possible on motor cycle lines, is none

Khe less bound to contain certain motor car features.

l\Vhile there is no doubt that belt transmission is a

practical and fairly satisfactory drive for a motor

bicycle, and might be made so for the single-seated

spider quad, it can hardly be regarded as an ideal

transmission for a two-seated four-wheeler, and we
Ithink it is scarcely practicable to consider the

sociable and heavier type of macliine without a

balance-geared back axle. Then, again, if it is to

be a real joy to its owners it must ha\e either a two-

cylinder engine of the horizontally-opposed, or 90°

V type, while tlie de luxe edition should have

a foiir-cylinder engine. In short, the sociable quad

is an entirely distinct and separate proposition from

the spider quad, and there is probably room for both

of them, but here again our contributor's warning

should be borne in mind, as there is no doubt that

the temptation will be so to modify the spider quad

for one that it could be u.sed as a passenger vehicle.

Directly this is done it will become a hybrid and an

unsatisfactory one at riiat unless we are very much

mistaken.

It apjiears to us diat the void between the motor

bicvcle and the motor car cannot be filled by the one

type, and that there is room for the two distinct

s'tvles we have discussed, but even then it should be

clearlv understood that there must be certain objections

to intermediate types of this kind. The sociable quad

will not necessarily embody all the good features of the

small car or the motor bicycle—it will have some of

both as well as some of their vices.

Then, again, with a spider quad, simple as it may

be, it must lose the extreme simplicity of the motor

bicycle, and, while it will present certain advantages, it

will have drawbacks peculiar to itself. Every

mechanism is a compromise, and all the best machinery

in the world is simply the best compromise which

has been found for a particular purpose, therefore so

long as the buying public can be educated to under-

stand the limits as well as the possibilities of the inter-

mediate t\-pes, we shall have no anxiety for the develop-

ments we have brieflv dealt with.
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THE general adoption of motor cycles for business

purposes by middle-aged and timid, riders is

only in its infancy. 1 often try to convert a

horse and trap traveller to the motor cycle ; I suggest

to him that a twenty miles an hour axerage is better

than the seven ni.p.h. between stopping places which

is his nag's limit; I remind him that greater speed

would allow him to choose between extending his

business enormously, or increasing his leisure; 1 con-

vince him that a pony and trap cost about three times

as much to run as a motor cycle; and he repays my
trouble by sticking to his pony arid trap!

Nor is my obstinate friend such a fool as he seems
on paper. lii summer he wobbles, and wriies for two

or three motor cycle catalogues. In winter he grips

me confidentially by the arm, and points out a mud-
stained motor bicyclist of; the timid variety slithering

over some greasy suburban macadam, with a /worried

look and frantically bleating hooter. " Do you think,"

queries my stubborn knight, of the road, ."that I am
man qnough to tackle a job like that? " And, sur-

veying his prosperous figure, I am fain to, answer that,

whatever he may ha\'e been twenty vears ago, winter

work on a two-wheeler is net going to suit his book
now.

A Ne-w Type of Machine.

The name of this .stubborn acquaintance of mine is

I.egion ; and if he and his fraternity are to be drawn
into the motor cycling fold, we must evolve as swiftly

as possible a new type of machine which cannot skid,

which starts from a standstill with the rider seated,

which affords ample weather protection, and which
cost.> very little more to run and to buy than our
standard two -wheelers.

Few men still riding motor cycles can claim more
experience witri quads, tricycles, and tricars than has
fallen to my lot, and I unhesitatingly assert that if I

were going to cater for this new market, I should pin
my faith to the spider quad rather than to a resur-

rected tricar or a two-wheel-astern single-seater. It

is one of the most difficult problems in vehicular engi-
neering to make a two-wheel-in-front tricycle or tricar

with perfect steering and perfect springing.

I have owned and driven altogether some thirty or
forty machines of this type, and of the whole lot only
one was uniformly comfortable and safe ; the remainder
were either very shaky (and consequently unreliable),

or. else their .steering was not ideal; for example, a
hurst back tyre meant a few lively moments with most
of them.

' Again, the single driving wheel always suffers from
a more or less inaccessible tyre, which is, unpardon-
able. Finally, if these problems are surmounted

—

wbirli is practicable— the price goes up like a steeple;
AlO

'

and a heavy first cost, coupTed with the su.spicion of
high upkeep charges, would be fatal. Hence I, per-
sonally give my vote against this type. .

Steering Bicycles and Tricycles.
The two- wheel-astern type of three-wheeler is in-

finitely more promising, to my mind. True, the front
tyre is rather inaccessible, but if it is onlv used for
steering and not for driving, it should easily last a
year Avithout moi-e,than an odd puncture or two. But
we have to remember that to-day tricycle steering is

almost a lost art. Everybody nowadays can steer a
bicycle, and with most men two-wheeler steering has
becorne automatic. To steer a tricycle of this type,
you, must absolutely forget that you ' have ever be-
stridden a bicycle, or you will try to use the front
wheel for balancing purposes on a cambered road, and
great will be the fall thereof. The force of habit is

so strong that it is not quite safe for the coolest in-

dividual alternately to drive both bicycles and two-
wheel-astern tricycles. He ought to stick to one or
the other. The class of buyer we have in \i&\\ will be
prejudiced against this type of tricycle on his first run,
and he may not persist long enough to rid himself of
the old bicycle habit. Hence this type of tricycle has
to face a serious handicap in its appeal to the majoritv
of its prospective clients, and therefore I vote against
its chance of a universal market. -

.

Advantages of a Spider Quad.
The spider quad suffers from none of these defects,

either technical or practical. It is easy to equip it

with a satisfactory steering, which with the aid of
non-skid tyres is proof against every emergency and
every idiosyncrasy. It is ea,5y to spring it luxuriouslv.
Its tyres are invariably accessible, the load and strain
are distributed, and the tyres may be small enou.gh
to be ea.sy of hand manipulation. A dififerentml
and^ a reverse gear are unnecessary,-- so long as the
"spider'' element and motor cycle features are
jealously retained; there is no reason whatever why
such a machine, if made in sufficient quantitv, should,
not afford a decent profit at a selling price of /^To
or so.

The need of the moment is a sturdy manufacturer
who will evolve a rational vehicle, refuse to modify
his ideas at the invitation of. every Tom. Dick, and
Harry, boom the machine, by running a team in e\erv
trial, and keep on demonstrating and advertising till

he has won his market. The demand is self-e\Tdent
in nature and enorriious in extent, but it mav fizzle

out, as other equally vigorous demands have' fizzled
out in the past. If it does fizzle out, the public will
be to blame. As soon as a new type comes on the
market the manufacturer'.; courage has to face
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the Spider Quad Coming to Stay?

tmptations. On the one hand, his sales are neces-

Jirily few until the demand crystallises, and all the

me he has to pay his men, keep himself, run costly

t-ertisements, nurse his tiny handful of customers,

nd pay the heavy expense of running a team of

lachines in all the important trials."

When his capital is getting low, and his spirits

|-e at their lowest ebb, the demand begins to simmer,

dozen or so of keen-eyed enthusiasts detect the real

lerit of his machine and buy samples of the standard

littern. He is encouraged, of course, but his

hxiety does not subside ; he had counted upon an

Irlier and a larger demand.

How Faddists Spoil a Large Demand.

J
Then Brown, Jones, and Robinson begin to put in

leir deadly work. The standard pattern has a

]h.p. engine; Brown has set his heart on a i6 h.p.

^ine. Brown does not reflect that if the .special

h.p. edition is to succeed it must be a special job

iroughout—it must have stronger wheels, bigger

res, quite a different frame, gears, steering, etc.

he manufacturer does not like to anger Brown, who

I
a talkative sort of chap, whose word is law in two
three clubs. He disorganises his works 'and

Jilds the ]6 h.p. machine to oblige Brown.
iRobinson sees Brown's machine; very nice, of

lurse, but a trifle over-powered; 5 h.p. is too little,
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and 16 h.p. is too much. He orders a 10 h.p.
;

and while he is about it, he always had a fancy for a

Sizaire type of bonnet; and couldn't the designer

gum on an extra seat .somewhere, for Robinson is

engaged to the dearest, girl, and cannot possibly

leave her at home on Saturdays? The manufacturer

dare not disoblige a friend of Brown's, for half a

dozen orders may materialise from Brown's club il

Brown is satisfied, so another ." special
'

' is put in

hc^nd for Robinson; the works are again disorganised

for another hopelessly unremunerative job. The
unfortunate manufacturer has now no excuse for

refusing to meet the whims of any faddist who comes
along, and Jones, Smith, Wiggins, and a horde of

other obstructions to real progress soon arrive, each
madder than the last, with the inevitable result that

a receiver is put in at the works, and the public get

a notion that the new spider quads are no use!

The Secret of Success.

The hope of the siii<li-r quail de])ends on its being

taken uj) by a clever engineering firm with gond
designers, a .sound business man, and a big

capitalist, acting in unison. If that occurs, and the

faddist buyers are promptly propelled down the office

stairs by the nio.st muscular commissioimaire obtain-

able the spider quacJ will have made its market within

Two vears. B. H. Davies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES IN CORNERING.
Whilst it IS true that the aveiaje racing motor cyclist is averse to timed ascents of twisty hills, preferring a straijht easy gradient, he exhibits plenty

of pluck in rounding acute bends at speed, as our photograph amply demonstrates.
iPhiito[r'"'lis by T. B yth Cluylon and E. ]. Pardoe

)

A19 '.
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WHAT CAUSES KNOCKING?
THE fol lowing interesting and feasible explanation

of "knocking" was .recently published in the

American motor car journal The Motor: "When
preignition occurs tlie pressure within the cylinder

attains its maximum value well before the piston

reaches the inner end of its stroke. This maximum
pressure will, under these circumstances, reach a value

of 350 to 400 lbs. per square inch—which is no incon-

siderable pressure. With the engine turning in a clock-

wise direction, the side thrust of the piston upon the

cylinder w'all, due to this pressure^ will be upon the

right-hand side of the wall. Upon the crossing of the

inner centre of the crank, this side thrust is instantly

shifted from the right to the left-hand side. It is at

this instant of re^'ersal of the direction of the side

thrust, due to the reversal of connecting rod angularity,

that the metallic knocking occurs, a^nd it is due to the

blow struck by the piston after travelling violently

through the almost infinitesimal distance represented

by the difference between the bore of the cylinder and
the diameter of the piston."

This very practical solution of a phenomenon wliicli

has puzzled motor engineers from the earliest days is

one- which will doubtless be criticised, but there is no
question of doubt that a worn engine knocks worse than
a new one, probabl)- due to the increased play between
piston and c\linder. Another theory which tends to

confirm the above view is that when the pressure on
the piston is equalised, as in some forms of two-stroke

engines, k-.ocking -seldom if ever occurs.

GREAT REFORMS IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

M\ A\ I once again press the attractions of the

Scottish Six Days Trials as offering a most

(ielightful holiday to the sporting amateur and

as oiDening new trading areas to the industry ? The
scenery is magnificent, heiice amateurs should enter

in shoals, especially as the usual Scottish bugbear of

extortionate hotel bills is adequately scotched by the

organisers' special tariff. The number ,of entrants is

usually small, and private owners need not fear being

crowded and hustled at hotels and controls and petrol

Suitions, as in the A.C.U. trials. The railway service

in the major part of .Scotland i? infrequent and slow,'

hence there are great openings for the sale of motor

cycles, which the trade should attack with energy.

In the past the popularity of these trials has been

impaired by the atrocious road surfaces and the awe-

some hills included in the route, even though' from

another standpoint these ardours v.ere welcome, as

.stiffening the value of the test. This year the pro-

moters have cut out all the rough going, and guarantee

LONDON-COVENTRY AND BACK
RELIABILITY RUN.

The results of the North-west London M.C.C. twelve

hours reliability trial to Coventry and back, described

in our last issue, have now been announced :

Silver cups for ninety-five per

Marks lest.

L. Joiner (3^ Brown) ... 1 CI.

G. H: Hollis (2| Douglaf) 5 E.
Hal Hill (5 Bat) 3 R.
H. Karslake (4 Dread- .J.

nought) 4 G.
F. Fox (7 Rex) 4 C.
H. C. Bean (6 Matchless) 5

SiK-er medals for 80% marks
Marks lost.

W. G. Knight (8 .J.A.P.) 8 S.

P. Goddavd (2| Douglas) 14 A,
F. Thomas (7 G.O.K. &£c.) ].5 J.

E. D. Rose (3i Triumph) 20

Bronze medals for 60% marks

cent, marks each journey ;

- Marks lc?t.

Purchase (3^ Tiiuniph) 8
Gwynne (3^ Triumph) 8

,L. Prints (6 Bat) ... 8

Thomas _ (2| Douglas) 9

Eowden (3^- Triumph) 9
Burton (10 Mors car)... 2

each journey :

3[i.rks Ic't.

H. Asliug (3^ Bradbury) 2J
C. Robbins (3^ Humber) 22
Steinberg (21 Scott & sc.) 35

each journey :

sidecar)A. S. Phillips (7 V.S. and
A. J. Atkings (5 A.C. Sociable)

A. 0. Rixon (5 A.C. Sociable)

Special prizes are awarded to L. Joiner and F. Thomas for

the best performances solo and passenger. .

Mirlcs lo.st.

... 34

... 39

... 46'

that the trial will be run o\er fine surfaces from
beginning to end. In addition all. .the worst hill-

climbs have been made optional. No longer wrll the
unluck}- entrant of a weak engine be compelled
to climb Amulree.,. The trial will approach
the foot of .such hills as Rest and Be Thankful,
Amulree, Cairn o' Mount, Little Gruinard, and Glen-
doe, and will pause at these points while an optional
timed hill-climb is held for such riders as care to
compete for special awards, external to the reliability

prizes. 'After the climb is o\-er the trial will continue
by an easier route.

- This year the trial will -be run during the week
July 24th-29th, on a tworcentre basis, Competitors
will start from and finish- at Edinburgh, and sleep two
nights apiece at Perth and at a northern centre

—

Inverness was intended, but has been abandoned as all

the accommodation has been snapped up for the Hi'j-h-

land Show. The secretary is Mr. R. J. Good,''of
Braefoot, Liberton, N.B.

'

B. H. D.^mes.

A passenger spring seat attached to carrier, also a speciil
rests patented by D. Pantail, of Hiverfordivest. Tltey can

form or adJQStabls
be detaclisi in two

foot-

mins-i



PRIXG is flitting past and summer is upon us.

S Now it is in thie spring time that one is apt to

^ begin to plan out one's arrangements for the

;mmer months; in some cases this is easy, but when

ese engagements partake of a military nature, it is

e reverse, and one must 'have the entree behind the

;enes in Whitehall to be able even vaguely to fore-

st dates of manoeuvres and so forth

Official Recognition 'must be Conceded.

Some months- ago in these notes I very earnestly

ipealed to the readers of The Motor Cycle to come

It in the army manceuvres and prove to tlie military

ithorities their value, and the answer to that appeal

as most flattering, and, so far as the military authori-

es were concerned, most convincing. At the same

me, I pointed out that what we motor cyclists required

"as official recognition, and not merely temporary

cial employment. I endeavoured, if I recollect

htly, to convince my readers that, despite their

enness, they would be of but very little real use m
Lirfare unless they possessed some elementary know-

dge of military work, and that it -was therefore the

ty of the military authorities to provide some form

military organisation of an clastic nature which

uld permit patriotic motor cyclists to acquire a

dimentary knowledge of military matters and dis-

pline. In the event of an emergency, they would

en be adequately prepared at once to take up mili-

ry duties as fully qualified soldier-motor-cyclists.

jor this same reason I urged the readers of The Motur

cle to refrain from in future offering their services

the authorities as mere civilians until such time as

suitable organisation had been provided. It was, I

ar, on, my part, a distinct! invitation to boycott the

xt army manoeuvres. , The official reply to this

ack was the issue of regulations stating that thirty-

< motor cyclists were required with the Expeditionary

rce (regular army and special reserve) and 112 with

e Territorial Force, and that such motor cyclists

uld be paid during annual training a sum of 6s. 6d.

r diem, petrol allowance, in addition to any army pay

respect of their rank they might be entitled to, and

addition a scale w-as laid down for the payment of

|i!way fares to and from the place of training. In

lier words, instead of forming an organised corps,

tor cyclists were asked to join telegraph and di\-i-

nal telegraph companies of the Territorial Force,

d to be thankful for small mercies in the shape of

y and petrol allowance.

Needless to say, the response to this invitation was

t overwhelming, and I should be proud if- I

uld feel sure that anything I have said in the columns

the past had contributed to weaken the response.

The Next Move to Take.
Since 'framing the foregoing regulations the author-

,es have realised that their position is far from strong.

and they'have devised a novel way of strengthening it.

iYo civilian motor cyclist will he asked to take -part iiv

manoeuvres tli/is year. Now then, gentlemen, the edict

has gone forth ; roll- up in your thousands and clamour

to be enlisted into divisional telegraph companies, or

else—think of it !—you will not be invited to take part

in manceuvres this year ! Such is the law.

But there is yet another law which I would commend
to your notice—the law of supply and demand. The
question is this: Can the military authoriries better

afford to dispense with your services than you can

afford to be banned from taking part in manoeuvres?

The reply is sufficiently obvious, and, if it is not, then

let us put it to the test. Let us cheerfully—very

cheerfully—accept the War Office ruling and refrain

from taking part in manoeuvres even with the induce-

ment of 6s. 6d. per diem dangled before our eyes, and

let us in our turn pronounce our dictum.

I am not a revolurionary, nor have I any quarrel with

the military authorities, but I happen to have a very

fair working knowledge of both sides of the question,

and, moreover, I am convinced that if it were not for

the Treasury we would receive official recognition as

a distinct unit and have our own organisation.

Uniform Action the Best Course.

Now in any such question there must always be two

points of view; doubtless many of my readers will

disagree with my views and ha.stcn to enrol themselves

in one of the telegraph companies of the Territorial

Army in order that they may have the opportunity

of attending army manceuvres. I do not wish to say

nasty things about those who take this standpoint, but

this I will say—that they will be hindering the fulfil-

ment of the: ambitions of the motor cycling world

generally. We motor cyclists must eventually obtain

recognition just as our brethren of the push-wheel

have obtained theirs, and as 'our cousins of the air

battalion have attained theirs but we must fight for

it, and fight loyally side by side. .There will, perhaps,

be a few black sheep, but not many. ' I have reason

to believe, for instance, that the existing cyclist

battalions of the Territorial Army are as sick as the

rest of us over this matter, and that 'few, if any, of

the motor cyclists they possess will volunteer for ser-

vice for the manceuvres. Let us make up our mind

to stand or fall together, and that if the War Office

is unwilling to form and train a corps of motor cyclists,

then we in our turn will not be willing to turn out semi-

officially to help it through with the manoeuvres.

Cutting off one's nose to spite one's face is not a

pleasant pasrime, but the true enthusiast would rather

have no face at all than the cock-eyed featureless

countenance the War Office is endeavouring to foist

upon us. That is my opinion, but I should be glad

to hear the opinion of fellow cranks upon the view they

take of military motor cycling.

A23
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A NEW AAGNETO,

THE number of magneto machines for
mdtor cycles on the market is

comparatively limited, hence the
description of a new British

machine—the E.I.C.—will be welcomed.
Outwardly, the appearance of the E.I.C.
motorcycle magneto is Jittle different from
other well-known types, nevertheless it

embodies several interesting and novel

T e complete imcnc(o.

features which we will proceed to explain.
The model under review is known as the
Type 1911 B, and has two magnets. The
condenser is situated under the armature
tunnel at the ba.se of the magneto, and
can be reached instantly without moving
any other part Avhatsoever. The complete
condenser is held in position by two small
screws, and 'can be taken out "of its insu-
lated box in about a minute.

Reversible Fibre Cam.
The patented contact breaker has the

steel c.^m on the armature-shaft and the
fibre cam on the bell crank. The fibre
piece has two flats which enable it to be
reversed after, say, twelve months' use,
thus giving the contact maker fresh life

so far as tliat portion is concerned. The
fibre piece is fastened to the end of the
bell crank by two small screws. The
platinum points are instantly adjustable

Magneto base showing position ol condenS3r.

.\24

ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE.
from the outside, the locking nuts being

on the screw of the switch terminal. Th^ _.

spring which keeps the two contacts

together is riveted at one end to the

contact breaker case, and at the other to

the bell crank, and the whole of the con-

tact breaker slides off in one piece by
simply turning to one side the flat spring

which holds the cover in place.

Examination of Contact Points.

In the cover is cut an inspection hole,

provided with a dust cap, "through which
the contact points may be examined with-
out removing the cover from the contact
breaker tube or case. Through this hole

it is possible to see if the contact points
meet and separate correctly.

The range of advance and retard is

35°. The condenser being out of ' the

way below the armatuye. there is no part
between the armature cover plate and the
armature itself, so that by the provision

of a mica window, let into the b'.'ass

cover plate, the timing position can be
accurately seen by means of a line marked
on the armature,, and another line on the
window. When the two lines . coincide
the best position has been found. This
is done without moving aiij' part of the
magneto except the driving pin'oii, which
is fastened iu the usiial^maniier.
The above important refinements have

been introduced by Mr. A., E. Fletcher,
who is the works manager of the Electric
Ignition Co., Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham, and also the designer
and patentee of the magneto. The over-
all dimensions of this machine are height
6in.. width bin., depth 3in., while its

weight is 9^- lbs. The method of lubricat-

ing the Hoffman ball bearings is to put a
few drops of oil in the holes provioed
every 300 or 400 miles.

Sparking Under Compression.
A tester's report on the sparking of

this magneto, has been submitted to us,

which shows that sparking ta.kes place
regularly under compression at the speeds
indicated, and with the pressure named :

Speeds of armature. Compression in lbs.
' 2„0u0 ... 100

bOO ... 75

75 ... 60

The last named test was made with
ignition lever half retarded.

Although we have rot ridden a machine
fitted with one of these magnetos we have

DETAILS OF THE NEW E.I.C. MAGNETO.

every reason to think that the abo
claims would be fully substantiated
practice, the sample magneto shown
us being particularly well made a
neat in appearance. After a considt
able amount of experimental work
the E.I.C. factory extending over 1

past two years, the magneto is now beii

tested by one or two motor cycle man
facturers with a view to its adoption

Stiowing contact breaker mechanism exposed by
sliling away spring and removing brass cover.

next year. The reports received by th
makers regarding its behaviour are dif
tinctly favourable, and readers ma;
expect to see more than one make n

motor cycle equipped with this.all-Britis'

made magneto in the near future.

A Motor Cycle Lighting Dynam
The Electric Ignition Co. have a gco;

reputation for their electrical accessorie

of all kinds, and have in course of pre
paration a dynamo lighting set for th

use of motor cyclists. This will consisi

of a small dynamo, driven off the engint

or wheels of the motor cycle, a miniatur
storage cell, and an electric lamp. Thf
storage cell will be charged from th

dynamo, and sufficient current will bi

stored in the cell to provide a good light

when the machine is at a standstill,

either for repairs or other delays.

Ball bearing armature. Contac: breaker rin^ and cover.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By

1912 Patterns.

It
is extremely refreshing to see a fleet of 1912

dels already on the road, undergoing strenuous

s in order that every little -weakness may be

inated before purchasers are solicited at the

w. One is riding along on one's own 1911 rhodel

n suddenly an apparent duplicate meets or

;es, and the acute ear or the sharp eye detects

e significant difference. If you wish to run the

terious rider of this interesting machine to earth

are probably in for a stern chase—in many
ances he will keep on riding until he drops rather

stop and give you an opportunity of inspecting

experimental alterations. I have had many
resting experiences of this kind, but good manners
land that we should not pr}' too deeply when we
t a confidential tester lurking down bylanes or

re the steep hills cluster thickly,

think one device which is distinctly uncommon
)resent is going to be popular next year, to wit,

decompresser starter, which now figures on the

;1 and I*, and M. engines, and is likely to be

;ly copied, and possibly even improved upon. I

a T,% h.p. single-geared machine started up- in a

11 suburban garden last week without the aid of

utch ; the rider walked alongside it without even

ng his exhaust. valve, and he walked the machine
id and round that tiny lawn at a speed of about

e miles an hour in a circle of about nine feet

us until I got giddy and begged him to stop,

dentally, the same machine was fitted with a

nanent substitute for a hooter, embodied in the

ne, and most ingeniously arranged.

Preservation of Rubber.
he following methods are recommended by the

nnaceutical Journal for the preservation of

er articles, such as hooter bulbs, tyre inner tubes,

covers, patches, belts, lamp tubing, etc. :

.) Immersion in a liquid consisting of one part

immonia to two parts of water for a period vary-

from a few minutes to an hour, until the elasticity

he rubber is restored.

:.) Occasionally washing the articles in alkaline

?r, which neutralises the action of sulphuric acid
led by the action of moist air upon the sulphur

he rubber.

i-) Immersion for a few minutes in a bath of

ted paraflin, followed -by drying in a heat of

ut 100° C.

\.) .Storing in boxes containing a small amount
[uicklime and ammonium carbonate, which ensures

ry and alkaline atmosphere. Exposure to light

air is always rapidly deleterious.

Band Brakes.
must apologise for forgetting the band brakes on
Daimler cars, but I must remind my corre-

ident that these brakes are provided with four
s apiece, spaced out round the drum, and
gned to hold the band clear thereof in the " off

"

tion. No motor cycle brake that I know of
[sesses these holding-off arms. This certainly

imises the rubbing nuisance to a great degree, but

IXION."

fails to eliminate other radical weaknei:,es in such
brakes as applied to motor cycles. For instance, the
band is a gross obstruction when the wheel has to be
removed ; compare the Rudge belt rim brake, the
shoe and. lever of which need not be touched when
the wheel comes out! 1 _. .., -

Again," a motor car wheel 'bearing is not adjusted-
longitudinally; a motor cycle wheel is not infre-

quently reset in the forks, and on all such occasions
the average band brake has to be adjusted, and if it

takes its fulcrum off a bracket on the frame there may
be considerable difficulty in getting it to take up
alignment m its new position ; the sides- of the band
will foul the flange of the drum as badly as the band
often fouls the periphe-r}' of the drum. I know more
than one motor bicycle which requires both band
brakes to be readjusted both as to their fulcra and
their operating rods whenever the rear wheel is

adjusted, and the rear wheel has to be adjusted when-
ever the chain is tightened ! I know of one sound
system applicable to motor bicycles, viz., the Corbin
rear band brake as fitted to the Indians.' The entire
band brake is self-contained with the wheel, and its

adjustment is not affected by adjusting the wheel in

the forks, except, of course, that the operating rod
takes up a new position ; this need not be adjusted
to suit, as its altered length woukl merely cause the
brake pedal to adopt a new position, which should
be quite convenient for the average rider's foot.

If these undesirable band brakes must be retained,
let them have hold-off arms, let them be wholly self-

contained instead of partly mounted on the frame, and
also less obstructive to wheel removals.

Mrs. Simpson (31 h.p. lady's Rudge) who took part in the Leicester M.C.C. hill-

climb described in our last issue.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stsoiped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper or^y, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
jjearing on technical subjects.

Exhaust Valve Timing.

I have a 4 h.p. Antoine single-

cylinder engine. I have had the
valves out tor grinding, also the
timing gear cleaned. The engine
seems to run all right, brt it

gets much too hot after running a
few minutes. I have timed the ex-

haust valve to close just at the top ot

the stroke, and the inlet valve to

begin to open immediately the piston
starts to go down. All carbon deposit
has been removed from the cylinder,
and the engine takes any amount of

air. Could you advise me what to do?
—A.R.

We should advise yon to time the valve
to close, five degrees past the dead
centre of the exhaust and inlet strokes,
when we think you will find an improve-
ment in the running-

Too Stron; a IVIixture.

I have a 2| h.p. Minerva. Tlie
engine is running perfectly, as
far as I can tell. I use a dry
cell. My trouble is, I can only
use very little air, which, of

course, means that the engine consumes
a lot ot petrol. I get good power, but
I am only using petrol, Tlie air lever
I keep just opened about a quarter of
an inch, and it sliould be the reverse. I

know. It is a B, and B. carburetter
with 26 jet.

—

Constant Re.^der.

The tact that you cannot give muclr air
proves one ot three things : ither (1)
you are using a very small jet in the
carburetter, (2) the jet or feed pipe is par-

• ~ ''° '''^' ^5 h.p. New Hudson-Jap witii Armstrong
Triplex gear, a machine whish should prove par-
ticularly popular among sijecar users. The rider
IS G. Patterson, jun.

^2S

tially stopped up, or (5) the petrol level

is low. If your engine is running well and
climbs as well as can be expected, you
need not alter the adjustments. Tlie posi-

tion of the air lever is different on all

macliines, as it depends on the three
factors given aliove. It does not me^i.n

that you are using all petrol because you
cannot open the extra air lever ; it merely
signifies that almost suthcient air to give
the correct firing mixture is entering via'

the main air inlet at the base of the
carburetter.

Carburetter Adjustments.

I have a 1909 Bradbury , which
ha.s not had much hard wear,
but is very expensive in petrol

consumption. It will only go about
fifty miles on a gallon. After

rimning a short time the engine gets
quite hot, in spite of liberal lubrica-

tion, and at no time will it take much
air. Ignition is by magneto, and the
cylinder and piston are free from
carbon deposits. Can you suggest a

cause for this high petrol consump-
tion?

—

Puzzled.

The fact that the petrol consumption is

very high, and that the engine gets hot,
leads us to suppose that too large a jet

is fitted, yet you say the engine takes
only a small amount of air. We recom-
mend you carefully to examine the feed
pipe unions and note particularly it the
petrol drips from carburetter when stand-
ing. Big Vv"aste frequently occurs in thisi

way. Try a smaller jet, also an air funnel,
Avhich will improve matters, although it

may slightly reduce the power. -
-

Ex"essive Petrol Consumption.

(1.) My machine, a 5 h.p. Rex
de Luxe, 1909, B. and B. carbu-
retter, automatic inlet valve, is

very excessive with regard to
petrol consumption, forty to fifty

miles to the tankful (about one and a
quarter gallons) being as much as I

can manage. There seems to be con-
siderable blow-back through the carbu-
retter, sometimes accompanied by a
riame. Is it through weak inlet
springs? (2.) Also how should I re-

adjust my sidecar? There is consider-
able wear on the front tyre on the side-

car side only,' also I have to keep a
constant pull on handle-bai- to keep
front wheel from running towards the
sidecar.—F.C.B.L.

(1.) The trouble ^eems to be due to the
fact that .you have a different amount of
opening of vour inlet valves and too weak

inlet valve springs. Fit new spring
adjust the valves to open one-eiglith

an inch. Further, make sure that
compression of both cylinders is go<

and that the carburetter is not floodi

continually. (2.) We should say tl

the wear on the front tyre is probal
due to the fact that the bicycle whe
are out of line with the side(

wheel. The pull on the liandle-liar

keep the machine straight should be vi

slight. Test the alignment with a pi(

of cord at the extreme front and ri

points of the sidecar wlieel.

Refusal to Kun Slowly.

Jly motor cycle will not lire

?'
I

less than about 14 m.p.h. T
details of machine are : 19

LiJ Triumph, 1909 carburetter; T
fitting of a smaller jet, No. J

instead of the No. 32, makes"
difference. I have adjusted the poii
of the sparking plug. Would a n(

fibre ring for contact breaker ciin'

trouble, or a new - rocking arm
same, as this is rather worn?— W.S.!

The fitting of a smaller jet would ma
the trouble rather worse. The troul
may be due to two reasons : either th
the carburetter is getting too' much s

at slow speeds, or that the fibre ring,
the contact breaker is worn and
new one is necessary.^ If the rocki
ai-m is worn it should certainly
replaced. Rectify the electrical troul
first of all, and if this does not cure 'it

difficulty try a smaller choke tube itc-:i

carburetter.

Another form of pillion seat on a 31 h.p. Ket.

The passenger is seated on an air cus'^hion, and

rests her feet on a box containins spare dry

batteries. Both the sender of the photograph,
H. Cooper, and his passenger prefer the carrier

seat to a cycle coupler which they used formerly.
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Norfolk to Hampshire.

I intend next week to ride to

Bournemouth on iny two-speed

4i- h.p. machine and sidecar, and
shall be very glad if you will

kindly let nie know the best

avoiding as many of the large

ns as possible. Please state dis-

and if any steexJ hills.—L.C,
itford.

quickest way is via Mildenliall,

arket, Pampisford, Whittlesfurd,

on, Baldock, Hitchin, Dunstable,

Aylesbury, Thaine, \A'arborougl),

ngford, Didcotj East Ilsley, New-
Whitchurch, Wincliester, Uomsey,
m, Lyjidliurst, Cliristcliunli, to

emouth. You are likely to find it

hilly round the Thames Valley,

vise there are no stLii' gradients.

istance is approximately 189^ miles.

piston Ring Stuclc. Large Jet.

In taking the cylinder oft my
Bradbury ma/hine I found the

top piston ring stuck in the

groove. Can you please say : (1.)

Does this affect the power of the

Ihine much? (2.) How can 1 release

(3.) Will it do any harm if I

|e it as it is'/ (4.) Please also say

,
should get more speed if I fitted

krger jet into my B. and B. car-

ttter, and is it any advantage to

le the extra air inlet any larger?

—

IM.
fes, all the rings shoul.i be per-

Jfree. (2.) You had better soak it

Ivith paraffin and get the carbon

It away from the sides of the ring

It you can with the aid of a pen-

T gentlv scraping it away from tho

I from time to time. Do not forget

piston ring is very brittle, and if

teak it (and there is always a risk

ling this unlets you have had a

practice) you must tit a new
If yuu can get tlie ring free

off and thoroughly clean botli it

lie groove into which it iits. It is

> take off the ring by slipping

slips of tin between it and tho

at equal intervals. It will then

J
slide off. (3.) If you leave it as

It will cause further carbonisation,

T)U wmU eventually lose compression,

lly through the other ring being

lip. (4.) You might get more speed

larger jet, and if you decide to

he, it might be an advantage to

„ the extra air inlet also, but only

find that the engine will take all

' you can give.when travelling fast.

Tie Vicious Dog.

With regard to the case

published under the above head-

iig, respecting the motor cyclist

tho retaliated when attacked by a

dog. Is such treatment to an

Iking dog legal?—A.C.B., Leicester.

luery raised has been submitted

legal adviser who says: "The
a very interesting one, and I

find that there is any definite

of the courts showing that if a

injures a dog in self-defence

bet liable for such injury. I have
Ittle hesitation in saying that the

I
cyclist would be justified in using

lessary force for the purpose of de-

himself, or his clothes, or his

Fcycle. The general principle of

|ij^S(2€KJS

til e law is well defined, namely, that self-

defence is natural and open to every man,
but no more force must be used than
is necessary in the circumstances of the

case. If, however, the owner of the dog
brought an action for damages, or there

was a prosecution for cruelty, the motor
cycbst must prove to the satisfaction of

tile court that the dog was attacking

him, or his goods, and that nothing was
done beyond whal. was absolutely necessary

to ward off the attack."

Knooliing when Picliing up Speed.

\Yith regard to the petrol con-

^ sumption of my 1911 3^- h.p. free

'f engine machine, 1 only get from
-LI 65 to 70 m.p.g., and" I always

lide with as much air as possible

and the spark fully advanced. I am
geared 4^ to 1, as the country here

(Stirlingshire) is comparatively fiat.

There is one stfange point, however. If

I have to slow down below 20 m.p.li.

to turn a corner, or for any other

reason, on opening the throttle again

there is always severe knocking, causing

me to retard the spark. On several

occasions, when picking up speed on a

slight incline after being nearly stopped

.

or when starting, I have to retard the

spark to its fullest—P. W.D.

It depends upon the timing of the spark
whether it is necessary to retard the lever

in picking up, but it is usually necessary

to do so. The high gear is conducive to

knocking in picking up speed, and the

conking may be duo to carbon deposit

to some extent. Try tho experiment of a

smaller jet, and partially clo.=e air lever

when picking up. The speed capabilities

might satisfy you, and the engine would
certainly keep cooler, and be less likely

to knock.

543

Tuning-up,

I have gut a 2| h.p. De Dion
motor cycle, and I find it will

not climb hills. The compression

is good, and it runs very well

on the level. I should be very
glad of advice.—B.S.

We should advise you to pay attention to

the tension of the inlet and exhaust valve

springs. New ones would help to restore

power. The adjustment of the opening

of the inlet valve is also important. The
amount should not exceed ^in. Try si

lower gear.

READER'S REPLY.
"Free '* Clutches.

li vour coires|ioi:dent, " N.G.R." (page

490, ,v,^ay 18th), will after every 150 or

200 miles pull the clutch into " free,"

, take out one of the sunk screws (an «iter

one), pour in paiattin, twirling the clutch

round until the paraffin runs ont fai'rly

clean, and the pulley can be revolved freely

by hand, he will find the clutch work
satisfactorily. Freedom must be attained

in this way, and not by excessive tighten-

ing o! the "control wire, which, by shifting

the pressure of the spring from tho drum
to tlie " saddle,'' induces slipping of the

clutch. When the clutch is not in the

free position, the wire should not be taut.

After so cleaning, inject a few drops of

engine oil in the screw hole and in the

sleeves, release trigger, revolve clutch,

and mop off all external oil carefully.

—

F. E. Woods.

E.XPERIEXCES WANTED.
R.W. (Bayswater). A.C. Sociable as

regards general running, reliability of

brakes, wear of back tyre, and skidding.

B.E. Experiences of methods of re-

moving carbon deposits without dis-

mounting cylinder.

AT THE PAY BRIDGE.

Som,e prominent' Birmingham motor cyclists held up at the pay bridge at tha foot of Coalport Hill,

Ironhridge, Salop. The old tollkeeper reaps a harvest on the occasion of hill-climbing competitions. Tha

group includes G. Stevens, H. C. Pickering. Seymour Smith, and W. D. South,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letlers should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

How to Locate Pinhole Punctures.
[5534. ]^In further reply to " Ixion's " query, let him

try injecting, say, about eight drops of ammonia (house-
hold) into the inner tube, using cr.re not to spill any on
the valve stem, and when the tube is pumped up he should
smell the escaping air, however minute the hole is. But
why not try " Firmax " in the tubes? I can assure him
from personal experience ttiatfhe can mend small punctures
at his leisure if he uses this preparation, as the tyre can
be ridden punctured for some hours before the use' of the
pump is called for, and if the hole is very minute it is

sealed up altogether. D. R., 0''DONOVAN.

A Differential Belt. ,
, ;

[5635.]—I enclose particulars of my (what I n.ny call)

differential belt, which has been designed specially for such
vehicles as- runabouts having four wheels, and for' which an
ordinary differential gear ffould be too costly. This belt, as
you will see,- takes- the
place of the differential

gear, and,- in fact, is in

itself a perfect diffei en-

tial gear. At "the same
time,' when used in con-
junction with ^suitable
pulleys (ftpandihg) it

will give an infinitely

variable gear. I claim
the - belt is no . more
expensive than any ordi-

nary chain belt, such as
the Whittle, and will

last indEflnitely, as the
roller-s are never wearing
at the sam-s place. This
belt must, of course, be used in conjunction with a V pulley,

one flange of which is connected to, and drives one rear wheel,
and the other side flange the c-'her rear wheel. The advan-
tages claimed are—perfect differential gear combined with
chain belt; quite mechanical. The design is. of course,

protected. GEORGE TAYLOR.

T.iyIor's dlDerential belt.

.A. Hint,-crs.

B. Cones or rollers, C. Friction material,

D. ri.is on which rollers revolve.

Eiiternal Band Brakes.
[5535.]

—

Ee your correspondent ilr. C. Parkes's remark
asternal band brakes, I have a 3=^ h.p. fitted with a

foot brake workii^g on the belt rim, and the much-abused
external l^^nd brake. Unless I practically stand on my foot

brake, there is little effect, but my band brake will stop me
anywhere and any time as quickly or as slowly as I please.

In other words, it works perfectly, and has been in use over
two years. -' "

_

I know a man here (Croydon) who builds motor cycles

and fits the external band brake, and he told me that even
after a year's- wear this band brake is so powerful that it will

absolutely stop a 5-i-4 h.p. engine when it is going full speed
on the stand. Surely this would seem something like

efficiency. SYDNEY R. AXFORD.

[5537.1—I cannot let the paragraph which appeared in

your issue of April 27th go unchallenged. " Ixion " must
surely be a very ignorant person or else untortunate in the
choice of his acquaintances, motor cyclists considered, it

he thinks External band brakes such awful things. I have
ridden upwards of eight thousand miles in the last ten
months without making an adjustment to my external band
brake, and I use it on grades such as do not exist in

England, viz., the White Mountains and the Berkshires,

and, furthermore, it never seizes, burns, or drags ; in tat

when oft it is entirely clear of the brake drum all roun

This experience of mine is the experience of hundreds he

in this coimtry, where the band brake has been perfect

until there is no trouble with it whatever.
Here a rim brake would not be tolerated—it was discard'

years ago as unmechanical and as a makeshift.
I ride an Indian (two-cylinder 5 h.p.), and my bra

and the entire machine have never given me anv troubli

Boston, Mass. F. B. WILLIAMS,

A Suggestion regarding Vicious Dogs.
[5538.]—I have lately experienced a lot of trouble owii

to dogs rushing at rne whilst riding my Triumph. A f(

days ago a large collie fixed me (or rather my coat), pulii

me off the machine rwhilst going through a town. Anoth
motor cyclist had just had the same experience with t

same dog. On the 15th, whilst out with a sidecar, a lar

retriever rushed at us, and I think if I had not slowed do\

it would have bitten my lady passenger. .

I should be glad to know whether other motor cycli;

experience the same trouWe, and if so, whether somethi

cannot be done to prevent it. I intend in future, wh<

ever T have the time to spare, to stop and get the nai

and address of the owner- of any dog that rushes at n

and to inform the police, and if others would do the sai

we should soon find fewer of these dogs on the road.

At present the difficulty is to prove that the owner knc

the dog to be vicious, and nearly all dog owners rely

this ; but once the owners are warned, the defence, I beliet.

is of no use, and thus a man who owns a vicious dog woi
(after being warned) run a great risk in letting it be lot

on the roads. Of course, a record should be kept of t

description of the dog and fjie name and address of t

owner ; so that any rider by referring to it could fi

whether a man in his particular case had been previou:

warned. S. H. ^lEERICK.

The Ideal Motor Cycle.

[5539.]—Most of your readers have their ideals respecti

motor cycles, and I think I am no exception to the ru

.My ideal motor cycle would be one that could be made
the following speciBcations :

(1.) Frame seat and^sprniging same as the T.A.C.

Engine, two-stroke Scott, entirely water-cooled, 4 h.

Lubrication, automatic, as in the 193-1 Scott.

Drive as in F.N., with two-speed gear, on Scott pri

if possible.

Automatic carburetter with one lever control.

JIagneto placed and driven in the sa;ne way as t

(2.)

(3.)

f4.)

ciple,

(5.)

(6.)

Bat.

(7.) Tyres, Palmer cord. 26in. x 25in.

Footrests as :'<i Scott.

(9.) No pedalling gear.

(10.) Rims and spokes extra strong, at least 50% strong

than those usually supplied with medium weights.

(11.) AH controls on handle-bar.

(12.) Petrol tank to contain tw^o gallons, and oil ta

one and a half quarts-

Would any firm make me a motor bicycle on the abo

lines? If so' I shall be happy to place my order at one?,

have owned and ridden a T.A.C. a Scott, a Bat. a F.N.. w
two other well-knon-n makes throwlr in, and think I kir

what I am writing about.
Wishing you and your ejccellent weekly eveiv success.

a' cojifort seeking P'OTTERER.
Rambagh P.O.. India.
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A Bigger Douglas.
[5640.]—I am the owner of a 2% h.p. Douglas, and. like

:o.-.t iiders ol this make, I am charmed with it. I think,
owever, that I could suggest, perhaps not an improvement
n it. but an alternative which would be popular—that is a
edinm weight or light heavyweight Doug. as, as like the

||
as potsible, but of about 4 h.p. Large numbers of riders

ho have enjoyed the smooth running and other good
ralilies of the lightweight would hail its advent gladly,
r man is a fickle animal, and enjoys a change. But there
ni'.ld be some solid advantages in the higher-powered
achine. One hates to drive the willing little 2| h.p. all
ut to get over some bad hill that the bigger power would
ke in its .stride : again, it would be ,vL.'lcomec! by many
bo have made up their minds that nothing under 3^ h.p.
of any use to them. It woald be an excellent sidecar

laLhine, and owing to its strong construction, good ground
eararice, and well sheltered magneto, would be the ideal
jiachine for colonial riders. I speak from knowledge that the
:i- gntlo aiid crank case on the usual 3^ h.p. single would
aiJly be ever out of the water in wet weather on some
lonial roads I know, where the surface is nevertheless
lite good. To conclude, I am certain that a 540 c.c.

[)..iiglas would bring many new friends and much kudos to
Douglas firm, and last, but not least, many shekels to

iir coifers. What does Dr. Patterson think? One would
lad to hear tlie opinion of other Douglas riders on the

''"ic-ct. COLONIAL.

A 741b. Lightweight.
5641.]—As a very interested reader of your valuable
iier for the ]iast three years, I enclose a photograph of a

liotor bicycle which ha.s been made to my design by the
rilton ijytle anu ..xoior Co.

.As you will see, it is really the smaUesfc machine made,
lyhing 74 lbs. all complete, handle-bar control, Siemens diy

I ignition, and I have actually done thirty miles per hour
it. It climbs hills splendidly, and is 'really worth the

I fful attention ol your readers who cannot afford a heavy-
i.LjIit and costly machine, as this can be made for about £20
nfjlete.

», .:1.T.^.^f-j:avgr/.. i^ re— -^-..eajia.

A genuine lightweight motor cycl" which can be made for £20, and
will doubtless do of interest to riders with slender purses.

I'lea.-p accept my sincere wisiies for tlie continuance of the
ccess of your paper, out of which I picked mv idea for mv
rf'PPiit molor cycle. .

"

]?.H0. '

D-t3

The Light Air-cooled Quadcar.
[5642.]—As so much interest is centred nov,- round light

air-cooled qnadcars. I send vou a photograph of mine,
known as the "Little Midland."

It has 75 X 95 mm. twin .J.A.P. engine, chain-drive to
two-speed Chater-Lea gear box, and central chain to back
axle, with a beautifully made and verv small differential.

An enthusiastic owner of an air-cooled quadcar.

It will do 44 m.p.h. on level and 50 miles to the gallon.
Gears are 4^ to 1 and 9 to 1. I lind tlie engine does not over-
heat at all, and the long stroke m.nkes it |Mdl up hills where
tho 85 X 85 mm. twin would probably fail. The weight is
just under 4 cwts. My belief is that if one has a four-wlieeler
of less than 4 cwts., the machine will not .'teer at all well
at slow speed on a rough road, as the front wheels bounce
and set up an oscillating action. I find mv .loering perfectly
steady from 16 m.p.h. to 45. KcKnv 15 to' about 10 tiie light-
weight, on a bad road, upsets the front wheels rather. Below
10 it is perfectly steady again. I find (lie little car will
easily beat anything up to 25 h.p. on hills, and easily
aveiagcs 22 m.p.h. C. BOOTH ,IOXES, M.B.

Why Colonial Models are Necessary.
[5643.]—I have been reading with interest the various

letters from colonial riders, and should like to give you some
of my motor cycle experiences in this counti^.

I have a 3A h.p. V.S. with twosneed gear, which I
have now been riding for the past three years. I have
nothing but praise for the gear, provided you have a strong
back wheel. You may disbelieve me when I tell you that
[ have had no fewer than eight rims in the back wheel
during that time.

The majority of standard back wheels are far too light for
our rough roads. It takes very little to dent the rims. The
spokes, being too thin, snap easily, and often pull through
the nipples. After each ride I have to true up my wheel
and reiilace three or four broken spokes. I am glad to say
that I have at last secured a heavy rim and heavier spokes.
and now anticipate no more troubles.

I have broken three different tubes of the frame. My
petrol tank is constantly being dismantled to repair leakages.
Twice I have snapped the petrol pipe miles away from the
nearest house (my nearest repair shop is sixty-five miles
away), and had to join it with a piece of rubber' tubing and
the help of that useful compound Seccotine, which I always
carry.

With regard to transmission. I have found the Watawata
belt very satisfactory. I have no use for rubber belts.

I notice that most colonial riders require 6in. cra.'ik clear-
ance. I quite agree with them, and would also like the sa.me
clearance for the belt rim, if possible, as I have already
completely smashed one.
A machine equipped with pedalling gear is positively

dangerous on rough roads. I discarded mine immediately
after its arrival.

I intend returning to England shortly, and am going to
have a machine built to my own .sperificitior. and wher.
complete will send you an illustration cl what I shall 'all a
" n.^eful colonial model." F. ;M. .TOXES.

>>alisliurv. Rhodesia.

i
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Long Distance Eecords.
_£644.]—I cannot see the sense of these long distance

records. Anyone with a knowledge of motor cycles knows
lull well that any well-made machine will run all day and
night for weeks if only the rider can stick it.

Considering the stops for exhaust valve, sparking plug,
tyres, and belt, I see nothing wonderful in the performance
of Mr. Catt's machine, but that of Mr. Catt himself seems
almost beyond the endurance of man.

It it is to prove the reliability of the modern motor cycle,

the task could be made far easier if two or more men were
to ride the same machine, and this to be done without
tools or spares of any kind. B. G. CURKIN.

The Flying Kilometre Record.
[5645.]—You will notice that in the Sheffield and

Hallamsliire M.C.C. flying kilometre on Saturday (reported

in your issue of May 25th) that my standard 3^ li.p. Norton
did the distance in 31|s., nearly 71 miles per hour, thus
beating the record for this size engine (79 x 100) up to 500
c.c. The timekeepers were Messrs, Flint and Lonsdale, well-

known timekeepers of the N.C.U., who will certify both
time and distance. DANIEL BKADBUBY.
[The flying kilometre record stands to the credit of W. F.

Newsome (3^ Trinmph'r, who at Brooklands covered the

. distance in 33,70s. = 65.38 m.p.h.

—

Ed.]

! For an instance, when Mr. C. E. Collier, on a 5 h.p.

Matchless, broke the hour T.T. record in the 580 cubic

capacity class at Brooklands, he afterwards astonished every-

body present by the easy way he was able to start the

engine, also the slow running he could obtain, as he was
able to get down undev five miles an hour.

The reason we are able to get a result like this witii the

Amap carburetter is that we are using the air valve as a

variable choke tube, closing down the space of the air pas-

sage by tlie nozzles.

We should not like to say that this is the only way there

is of obtaining this result, and that there are no others, but

what we would state is that we are getting the result with-

out using any complications whatever, and in a different

way from the two-jet carburetter.

THE ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.

The End-to-end Reford.
[5646.]—Your correspondent. Jas. Edgeombe, will, I feel

sure, regret corresponding with the police of Devon and
Cornwall. The police are quite capable of prosecuting motor
cyclists who infringe the law without outside assistance.

Motor cycling is one of the safest modes of locomotion, and
the motor cyclist who possesses the intelligence, pluck, and
stamina necessary to equal or improve upon the present End-
to-end figure is not the type of man who injures either liimself

or other users of the road. These men do not "blind" round
corners or ride reculestiy through traffic, otherwise they
would never attain tiieir object. Speed in itself is not

essentially " dangerous," the uuatter being purely one of

circumstances. JAMES 8. GRANT.

Starting Motor Cycle Engines.
[5647.]—We noticed in last week's issue a writer

who declares that the only \vay to get the utmost power out
of a motor cycle, together with easy starting, is to use a

complicated and expensive type of carburetter, namely, the

two jet type. That this is a rather broad and exaggerated
statement, anyone with tlie slightest knowledge of motor
engineering will be ready to acknowledge, but we would like

to draw this gentleman's attention to the fact that this is

not the case.

Hill-climbing Extraordinary.
[5643.]—It may inte-i-est some of your readers to heai

that ou Thursday, May 25t!i, I succeeded in driving my 6 li.p.

Zenith to tlie summit of the well-known Shropshire hill,

the Wrekin. I believe that no self-propelled vehicle of any
description has ever before succeeded in reaching the top ol

this hill. I made a clean ascent as far as " the Cottage "
:

here I dismounted to reconnoitre. I w'as afterwards stopped

by the bottom of the crank case coming into violent contact

with a prominent boulder, but after marking out a suitable

course through the boulders with slips of white paper, I

managed to arrive at thje su.unnit.

Probably there will be many who will hardly believe that

such a climb has been accomplished, and, unfortunately, I was
unaccompanied at the time, ar.d tlieieiore can produce no
witnesses, altnougu thete were about fifty people present

who saw me at tne top and during my a.scent.

Should anyone have any doubts as to my having accom-
plished this climb. I shall be only too pleased to do it again

on i-i'i-fain condition-^. P. W. OWEN.

SUMilARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
L. Fearnley, St, Mary Cray, wishes to thank the unknown

motor cyclist who assisted him when in difficulties on thi

21st ult.. between Hythe and Dymchurch.

R. W. Keay writes to inform us that the reason of his

retirement in 'he NortJi-west London M.C.C. run was dut

to a puiu'ture which was not discovered until both covei

and tube were too badly damaged for a roadside repair.

Victor H. Raab wishes to thank a party of motor cyclists

who rendered him valuable assistance outside Stanmorf
(Herts) on the 7th ult. Will any of them give him a

call any Saturday or Sunday that may be con\ iient

Jlichel Villa, The Vineyard, Richmond, Surrey? '

Br. Fred Dover's team in the Shellleld and Haliamshire M.C.C. Beliability Trial. (See Club News.)
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SPEED TRIALS AT GRIMSTHORPE PARK,

G. 0. E. Hales

Z\ h.p. T.T.

Triumph),

second on time

in Class A.

B
'l kiad permission of the Earl of Ancaster, the Lincoln-

shire A.C. siKcessfully carried out a series of speed
tests for cars and motor cycles on Saturdav last m
Grimsthorpe Park, near Bourn. Lines. There was a

;ood gathering of spectators from far and near to witness
he trials amid such charming surroundings. Grimsthorpe
^aik has many historical associations. It uas hereabouts
hat Hereward-the-Wake retreated with his followers to
llect together an army to repel the onslaught.? of' William

he Conqueror, who threatened to invade the Eastern Estates
elonging to Hereward's parents.

The course chosen was not flat, including almost at the
unimencement a rise of 150 yards, averaging aliout 1 in 14.
:he remainder was Hat. and altogether smooth. The measured
tretch was about 1^ miles, and some splendid speeds were
ittamed by the competitors, the niajoritv of whom, by the
vay. were private owners of the machines" thev rode. E'ntries
vere accepted on the spot, and ' quite a number of motor
yclists who had ridden over to witness the fun were tempted
o part with the necessary entrance fee and compete for the
•o prizes offered in each of the two events. Fastest time

the 'ay was accoinpli.shed bv G. Williamson, riding a
hree a- old 9 h.p. Bat-Jap. who averaged over a mile a
nnuu .T E. Harston won the single-cylinder class on
ime and formula on his 4 h.p. Campion-.Tap.. on which
e had several little fakements of his own. including a five
jray jet in his B. and B. carburetter, and an extra air pipe
.\tenduig to tile rear. His machine scaled 205 lbs., and
inched nearly 60 m.p.h.

'I he positions on time and formula are given hereunder
he formula used was a modification of the A.C.U. formula.

I

*' X T-
|i)(i was

.^^, squaring the time was found to render

the formula better suited to a speed event owing to the in-
creased wind resistance. The competitors and their machines
were weighed at the conclusion of the run. each rider being
allowed two runs over the course, the rest time counting.

Cl.iss a. Single-cylinders.

Result on formula. Eig of merit.
W. G. Connell (2 II umber) 67.5
J. E. Harston (4 Campion-Jap) 69.6
G. Smith (3J free engine Triuiiipli) 76 4
G. O. B. Hales (5i t.T. Triumph) 76.1
J. ]1. Brooks (5i I'remier) 87.7
Geo. Williamson (5J Hroiigli) 90.5

Class B. Multi-cylinders.

G. Williamson (9 Bat-Jajil ... . 104 5
R. K. Thompson (5 T.T. Hex) IXh.l
A. D. Draper (5 Indian) 119 2
W. E. West 123 Enfield) ... 126
A. L. Shaw (5 Vindee) 150.4
L. G. Dawson (9 Chater-Jap) 161.0

Cl.vss a. Single-cylinder machines.—Sixteen competitors.

Time.
Result on time. >i. s.

J. E. Harston (4 Campion-Jap) 1 12?
0. 0. B. Hales {T.T. Triumph) 1 14|
G. Smith (clutch Triumph) 1 15

Cla.<« B. Twin-cylinders.—Eight competitors. The fir.-i

three on time were;

G. Williamson (9 Bat-Jap) ... 1 4

J. K. Thompson (5 Rex Speed King) 1 14|
A. D. Draper (5 Indian) ...

" 1 20

A. Webster

Hobarti ready

to start.

eside him are

W. J. Martin

radbury) ard

J. H. Brooks

'Premier).
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RACING AT
ON Saturday afternoon, in glorious weather, the Dubhn

and District M.CC. carried out the second race

meeting of the season on the beautiful - silver

strand
'' course at Portmarnock, the little seaside

village in County Dublin, which bas become quite famous as

the venue for motor cycle speed fixtures. These two events

were a mile scratch race, and—for the first time m the

history of the club—a fifty miles handicap. Before tne

racing started Mr. F. J. Walker, the secretary, met with a

mishap while riding over the course. His machine slipped,

and he was thrown, cutting his. head ratJier badly. How-

ever, after his wound had. been bandaged Mr. Walker pluckily

continued his duties. There were fifteen starters m the mile

scratch race. Results

:

Im
Time.
12-15.

Rider and machine.

1. J. Healv (3i h.p. Rudge) ...

2. W. J. Chambers (3i h.p. B.S.A.)

3. C. P. Kirk (3^ h.p. Rudge)
Won by 100 yards ; five yards separated second and third.

ilSeventeen started in the fifty miles handicap, M. F. M-.

lington first going off on a little 2 h.p. Singer, with 25 mm
advantage, and he had covered about forty miles ol th

distance without a stop when called off. Some very fine e.xh

bitions of motor cycle driving were witnessed during I

race, notably Noel Drury (7 h.p. Indian), J. Healy (3^- h.,

Rudge), J. A. Carville (3^ T.T. Triumph), and Harvey (5 h.|

F.N.). The latter had to stop to fit a new rear inner tub

but made u]i wonderfully afterwards. There were man
retirements, only seven men "covering the full distan.

Results ;

th

Rider and machine,

1. Noel Drury (7 h.p. Indian)

2. J. A. Carville (3i- h.n. T.T. Triumph)

3. R. Walshe (31 h.p. T.T. Triumph) ...

4. Y. Barton (3;^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) ...

5. A. Kirk (Si h.p. T.T. " Triumph) ...

6. J. Stewart (Si h.p. T.T. Triumph) ...

7. Capt. Barry-Jfartyn (5 h.p. Indian) ...

H. II. .s.

1 29-1

1 6 361
1 7 14i

Star
,. sc

. 01 r

Til

7n

.. 6n

.. 6.1

.. 5!1

> « Be»—<-

INTER-CLUB HILL-CLinB AT OAKAAOOR.
FOUR clubs took part in a motor cycle hill-climbing

competition at Oakamoor, North Staffordshire, on

Saturday 'Last, thi.s being the third annual contest for

the silver challenge cup presented by Mr. F. A.

Bolton, J,P,, of Moor Court, Oakamoor, president of the

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. The event was open

to members of the Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C, the

Derby and District M.C'.C., the Jlid -Stafford A.C, and the

North Stafford M.CC.
The trial took place on Star Hill, a. steep ascent on the

Weaver Hills. The winner received, in addition to the

trophy, a gold medal, and the runner-up a silver medal, A
special silver' medal was, awarded to the competitor making

the fastest ascent. All machines were handicapped on

formula, Mr, Bolton officiated as judge and Mr, A. B.

Bennett as starter.
, , .

I'hc motor cycle contest provided some interesting sport.

Close finishes were the order, one of the best being that

between Mr. D. C. Bolton and his brother, ilr. E. .1.

Bolton, both of the Derbyshire a.nd North Staftord A.C,

the former of whom, receiving 4s. start, just scraped through.

The trial eventually resolved itself into a match between

the holder of the cup. Mr. C. E. Fowke (Mid-Stafford A.C),

and Sir. H. R. Wellings (North Stafford M.CC). Mr.

Fowke, receiving 3|s., was again successful, his opponent,

who had run consistently throughout, gaming the silver

medal. Mr. E. J. BoUon easily accomplished the fastest

time. Details ;

D.S,, Derbyshire and North Staffordshire A,C.

C p.. novi-Jy and District M.CC
Jl'.S., Mid-Srafford A,C '

N.S., North Staffordshire M.CC.
First Round.

D. C Bolton, D.S. (3i Triumph), beat W. E. Murden,

D.D. {3^ Humber), 20fs. start.

E. G. BoiE.sier, D.D. (3i H. and M.), 15s., beat C War-

rington. N.S. (3i Humber). „ ^, „, ,

C. E. Fowke. M.S. (3^ Triumph), 13s., beat E. V. Clarke,

D.D. (3i 'Bradbury). , ^ ^
J. A. Prendergast. N.S, (3^ Rudge), 14is,, beat S, H,

Clarke, D.D, (3i Bradbury),

V, Jobson, D.D. (34, Bradbury), beat E. Cotton, N.S.

(2 Humber), '30|s.
, ^ .,

W. B. Budge. M.S. (3i L.M.C.), 13is., beat T. Jones,

D.D. {3i Rex)":

A. E.Mitchara, D.D. (^ H. and M.), beat — Webster,

N.S. m Triumph), 3fs.
, . „ i,, mo

J. H. Higson, M.S. (34 Triumph), beat H. Blair, N.S.

(U Rex), 9*s. „ „
T. Waring, M.S. (3i Triumph), 19-|s., beat H. Gough,

N.S. (3i Res). .

R T Ashton, N.S, (3-| Scott), had a walk over.

Byes —E. J. Bolton. D.S. (7 Indian) ; A. Amsworth,

D.D. (3i Rudge); G. Brough, D.D. (34 Brough) ; J. C
Nevitt, il.S. (3i Bradbury).

Second Round.
D. C. Bolton (4is. start) Ix^at E. J. Bolton.

A. Ainsworth (5-|s.) beat E. C Boissier.

C E. Fowke (2|s.) beat G. Brcogh.

J. A. Prendergast (3|s.) beat V. Jobson.

A. E. Mitcham beat J. H. Higson (fs.)

T'. Waring (|s.) beat E. C Nevitt.

H R. Wellings. N.S. (6 Dot-Jap), beat R.T. Ashton (76

Bye; W. B. Rudge.

TiiiiiD Round.

A. Ainsworth (24-ts, start) beat D, C Bolton.

C E. Fowke beat J. A, Prendergast (3is,) ^

A. E. Mitcham beat W. 15. Rudge (4J-s.)

H. R. Wellings heat T. Waring (5s.)

SlCilT-I'INAI,,

C E, Fowke beat A. Ainsworth (5|s, start),

li R. Wellings (-^s.) beat A, E. Mitcham,

. Final,

C E, Fowke (3§s. stait) beat H. R. Wellings.

Fastest times : E. J. Bolton, 61|s. ; D. C. Bolton, 66|

G. Brough, 68s.

At the conclusion of the trials, the competitors and tb]

friends, numbering several Imnureds, were entertained to

hy Mr. Bolton at Moor Court.

An office nl firxo. Calculating the results of the speed trials in Grimsthorp|

Park. Anxious competitors awaiting the verdict. (See page 546Ai.
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A CHAT WITH JAKE DE ROSIER.
lAR better than making a call at his hotel or looking

ill at the Hendee - -Mtg. Co.'s Great Portland Street

premises, we found the great man sitting under one
of the gloriously shady trees in Brookman's Park,

Etching the Herts County A.C. speed trials, and sat down
id talked with him. We began by asking what sort of

'ake de Rosier, who arrived in England last week, and attended the Brookman
Park Speed Trials on Saturday.

impression England had made on him dviring the few
ys he has been with us.
" I think it's fine," he said, " and your roads are just

endid—the best in the world. You know the reason the
ecar don't gu over tliere is because the roads are so bad.
one moment the machine may be in the centre and the

ccar wheel six inches below in a rut."
' But see here," interjected our friend. " do you know
at has impressed me most in this country?" And after

'eral futile^ guesses on our part he replied, " Why the

)d!" Wo expressed snrpri.'ie. ' Yes." he said, "the
tter, milk, eggs, vegetables, and even steak tastes better

n it does with us, and in the restaurants they don't just

ow it at you. I tell you. it's more like home."

The Roads in the States.
ut we were not going to let our victim digress like this,

d asked him if anything was being done about the roads
the States.'

'Why. yes,' he said, "but it all depends upon the
vernor of tjie State, as if he takes an interest in the
estion much good work is done. In Massachusetts. New
rk State, and Pennsylvania the roads are quite good,
d some progress is being niade in their construction."
'Are you going to race Collier?" we asked.
' Well," he replied, evasively. " I'll take on just anyone
th an engine under 61in. (1.000 c.c.) after the T.T. race.

t before that all I shall go in for is the Edinburgh run.
lu see. I've been working very hard latsly, and I'm out
etiioy niyselt', and I badly need a rest."

"What is the most popular engine size in the States?"
our surprise. De Rosier said. "The 7 h.p.*. especially in

3 West, where there are mountains. You see, in a

country where there is sand and the roads are hUly much
power is needed."

' We presume you have done more track than road work?"
" Yes. You see, I ride for a purpose, namely, to make

money. But as regards the tracks themselves," what you
people -want over here is several tracks specially for motor
cycle work, preferably wood, circular, and one-third mile
to the lap. Wood, you know, is certainly faster than
cement. Try and walk all day on cement, and you will
feel pretty tired. Do the same thing on wood, and the
result will be different—there is more give in it. And, by
the way. do you know it costs me 200 dollars when I gu
for record ? I have to pay judges, scorers, and timers, and
have to pay for the watches being tested at a jewellers.
No, there is no faking now. Only men with a reputation
are accepted as officials, and they issue affidavits of the
performance, and certificates have to be got for the watches.
t admit things were rather muddled formerly, and I have
heard of cases in whicli very inferior watches were used by
the timers. .Va/.s iioit,'^ fir07i.< change tout crla.^' (De Rosier
is p. French Can.^dian.)

Valve Troubles almost UnKnown.
"Do you ever get \alvc trouble on these record attempts?"
" No, I've never broken a valve or had a skip, and I

assure you, without bgasting. I rarely miss getting the
record I am o?.t for. Once I had waste oil put in my crank
chambers, and that let nie down, and occasionally I get

tjTe trouble. But that is a rare thing now."
"That is interesting." we assented. " Wliat tyres do you

use ?

"

"I am now running (Joodyear Blue Streak. They are very
fast, and I think they arc the best."

"Is this yolu- first visit to Europe?"
"Yes, it is, but I've travelled a good deal. I am always

travelling all over the St.ates. and as for experiences I Irave

had plenty. The boys don't like me. and nefore now I've

Ulerally had to Hijlil my wav along. One thing, you know,
appeals to mo, and that is, I'm absolutely independent. I'm
in no one's employ, just on my own, and I like it."

"Hut yon confine yourself to one make—the Indian?'"
"Yes. but that is only because I've found it the best."
" What gear." we asked. " do you use on these record

rides ?

"

"Two and a half to one," De Rosier answered.
"Does the wind alfect you at all on these small tracks?"
" No, not even on the mile to the lap tracks."
" You will find it different at Brooklands." we ventured.
'Yes. and I (piitfl believe it: even in this short time I've

noticed more weight in the wind over here."

"Well, we know you are resting, Mr. De Rosier," we
said, "so we won't disturb you further" ; and on taking have
we left the great man enjoying the fun and lazing av,-ay the

glorious afternoon amid the beauties of English rural scenery,

that cannot be excelled in any country in the world.

Sutton ColdQeld A.C. Reliability Trial. J. Woodiiouse is seen starting.
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(GREENWICH)

June 1st 9. 5 p.m.
June 3rd ... ... 9. 7 p.m.
June 5th 9. 9 p.m.
June ';th 9.11 p.m.

June 29th

the date of The Motor Ci/dc special
summer and T.T. number.

The Timing Competition.

'L'he task of judging tlia replies to oui
offer of £2 2s. for the best suggestion
for timing speed events is proceedinp
apace, and we hope to be abie to
announce the winner during this month.

The SuggestedRoad Records Association.
H. ii. Karslalve informs us that it a

Road Records Association could be
formed he is willing to act as hon. sec.

(pi'o tcm.J Those who are interested in

the matter should communicate witli

Mr. Karslake at 10, Grove Place, Hamj)-
stead, N.W.

Advantages oJ a Motor Cycle.

The following interesting paragraph to
motor cyclists is published in The Land,
a journa] circulating in Australia

:

' Monoro Shire Ckjuncil has decided that
the engineer's salary and equipment
allowance be increased to £450 per
annum from the date at which he com-
menced supervision duties with a motor
cycle, and for such time as he performed
such duties by motor cycle."

R.A.C. Associated Clubs' Race Meeting
at Biooklands.

Nine events have been arranged for

the meeting of the Associated Clubs to
take place at Brooklands, on Saturday,
Tuly 29fch. There will be two motor
cycle races, one long distance and the
othei "hort distance. It is proposed that
the day k, event shall be followed by a
supper in the members' dining room at
Brooklands.

Another Long Coast Ride.

Harry Long will start on his
coast ride on Whit-Monday. He expects
to do about 200 miles per day, and is

working from London to the Soutli

Coast, and then vid Land's End and
the West Coast up to John-o'-Groat's.
-Mr. I/ong will, dui'ing his ride, not cross
any river by ferry, or by boat, but will

go right round to the nearest bridge,
unless this is absolutely impossible. He
will further ride entirely unassisted, and
will require no outside help in the way
of checkers or guides. The checking
throughout the ride will simply consist
of postcards posted at different places
and a book signed (with ilr. Long's
jiliotograph attached), and petrol receipts
at the various towns to show consump-
tion of petrol used during the ride. His
machine will be a 3^ h,p. Triumph free-

engine model with Kempshall tyres, and
his luggage will consist of a suit of Dun-
lop overalls, a tent to sleep in, if hotel
accommodation is not procurable, and the
usual touring equipment.

SPECIAL FEATURES j

A Reminder.
jjUtrie.s lor the Junior and Senior

Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle of JIan
close on Saturday next, June 3rd. All
entries should be sent to the secretary,

Auto Cycle Union, R.A.C. Buildings.
PaU Mall, S.W. A good number of

replies are expected this week.

Anything and Everything for a Motor Cycle.

Among the varied assortment of articles

offered in exchange tor motor cycles and
accessories in recent issues of Thv ilolor

Ci/clewere: A cinematograph, full theatie

size : Kodak Panoram camera ; two free-

hold plots of land at Epsom ; diamond
and sapphire half-hoop engagement ring

;

gentleman's double albert, also half

hunter keyless silver lever ; half-plate

triple extension c.amera : cinematograph
;

young grey parrot : bedroom suite

;

cutlery
;

jjiano
;

pianola
;

gramophone
;

diamond cluster pin and stud; type-
writer ; a vulcanising plant ; a revolver

;

sailing punt ; magical apparatus ; drapery
and underwear ; and a screw cutting
lathe. Push cvcles and car.s were also

offered in abundance.

The Spider Quad.

Hour Record Broken.

A Chat with De Rosier.

Results of Speed Trials.

A Third of a Mile Circular Track.

Mr. W. H. Wells told us on a re

occasion that a circular wood track i

ning one-third mile to the lap w
shortly be built near London. He
the money, and all that was needed
a suitable site. This should certa

help to popularise motor cycle ra<

Nothing of the kind has ever been >

in England, except at Canning To
and a really fast track situated in

accessible position should do m
towards giving the spectators a s

for their money, and arouse enthusi
generally over motor cycle racing.

The Whitsuntide Programme.
U'he ac'tivitv in motor cycle circles

week-end will be unparalled. There
contests in England, Ireland, ScotiJ

and Wales. Larg, entries have
received for all competitions, bt

which numerous club tours have
arranged. Among the more iniporl

events, the ever popular London-"
burgh run has attracted 138 entries ; tJ

are forty names down for the Brookla
motor cycle races on Whit-Monday,
thirty-seven will compete in the Birn
ham M.C.C. run to Land's End
back. As. we have already announl
Fred Dover is to commence his c|
ride on a 3-^ h,p. Premier.

General view ol the ocarboroush M.C. gymkhana, which was held on the New IViarine Drive last Saturday!
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!an the Scott Climb Hills f

One huudied ascents of Sutton -Bank
were made by Frank Philipp, riding a

5g h.p. two-stroke Scott on the 28th inst.

helsley Walsh Hill-climb.

Entries kir the Shelsley Walsh hill-

Jiuib for motor cycles, organised by the

Birmingham il.C.C, close on the 3rd

nst. at ordinary fees, and double fees up

,o next Mor«day.

^tolen Machines.

Kiddeii for a trial and not seen since,

1909 Triumph, L.B. 541, engine No.
1,215, 4/2/09, Eom combination tyre on

ont wheel. Fox rubber-studded lack,

Ung of Road lamp, Stanley belt, rew
^stener, and double note ho.n. The riaer

described a« 5ft. 5in. in height, dark

omplexion, higfi forehead, and teeth

nther irregular. Communications regard-

lig this machine should be addressed to

P, White, 105, Holmesdale Road, South
Norwood,

Intries ior the T.T. Race.

The following additional entries have

leen received by the Auto Cycle Union
pr the Senior T,T. T\:ux- since our last

si was publislied :

I
Howard Smith. 3i 'Uiumph,

I', Butler, 4 Dot-Jap (twin).

Norman Holder, 4 Blumfield (twin).

I

J. A. Carvill, 3i Triumph.

C. E. ilurphy, 3^ Triumph.

I.J. de Rosier, 4i Indian (twin).

lEric S. Myers, 5 Scott (twin).

1
!•'. Philipp, 5 Scott (twin).

Junior T.T. entrie's are rather

liniled at present, but a large addition

the li^t is expected during the next

\ days.

imbing SnaeSell Mouutain.

[The Ida of Man Times of Friday last

Intains an account of a wonderful niulor

Jcle feat in the island, where resides

Woodman, the New Zealand rider

|ho was injured during the practising

last year's T.T. race. He was
Miig on the i.sland all last winter, and
Jes a 7-9 Indian, and on Thur.sday,

Iconipanied bv a friend on one of the

IT. lightweigVits, with a low- gear of

f^
to 1, the Indian being geared 7 to 1,

was decided to make the attempt,

be following is an extract from the

Icourt of the ride in the Isle of Man
times :

" Leaving Douglas about eleven

clock, the journey to the BujigaJow
ks easily and quickly accomplished. On
Iriving there Mr. Woodman was t"ld

lat the path was all boggy ; so the only

left was the railway track—and all

lose who know the track will be sur-

ised t-hat Mr. Woodman decided to

He up it. It took about half-an-honr

travel from the Bungalow Hotel to

very top of the mountain. Mr. Wood-
[in had to stop once because of, the big

bnes. and was thrown oH the tra<k
Ice. falling down the side of the mouii-

In. But. nothing daunted, he again
jirted the machine, and at last safely

liched the top."^ It will be remembere:!
lat Woodman lost one of his legs as the
Tstilt of the above-mentioned accident.
Iiich makes the performance the more
iniiiknlile.

|^^S(JaLE
£120 for Extra T.T. Prizes.

The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd.,

ask us to state that they will give cash

prizes for each of the Tourist Trophy
Races to the first, second, and third

riders in either race, provided Rom tyres

are fitted to then- machines. The cash

prizes will be £30. £20. and £10 respec-

tively.

June 2-s— M.C.C. London -Edinburgh Run
and Return Journey for ttie M.C.C.
Ctiallenge Cup.

,, 5 iWtiitMondayl- BrooIcUnds Meeting.

., 5—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open
Reliability Trial to Lisburn.

„ I0--A.C.U. Race Meeting.

,, lo - -Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open
Soeed Trial at CliDstor.e.

,, 10—Birmingham M.C-C. Open HiUClimb.
,. lo-li—Bradford M.C.C. Bradford to

London and back. Twenty - four
Hours' Open Reliability Trial.

17 M.C C. Seventh Annual Team Trial

for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
., 29—"The Motor Cycle" Sumn^er and

T.T, Number.
30 Junior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man,

July 3 -Senior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man
,, 4 — Kilometre Speed Trial on the

Douglas Promenade, Isle of Man

Police Traps.

.Mcjtorists are particularly warned ' that

practically all ten-mile limits in West-
morland, esujctially in the vicinity of the

Lakes, are being worked.
Reports state that the police are not

to be complimented on their timing
methods, although the trap at Ambleside
is fairly satisfactorily worked.
We are informed that the police are

very active at Highgate. A quarter-

549

mile trap is being wcirked w ,;k days
and Suiiaay-s between Highgate and East

Finchley Stations, and two measured
distances are being worked in the Arch-
way Road.
On the Bury Road, between Man-

chester and Bury, one between Broughton
Shops and Ker&al Bar, and another be-

tween "Whitefield and Prestwich,
Kennington Road, S.E,, starting where

Lambeth Road crosses and finishing 220

yards further on towards "The Hoi-ns,"

Tourist Trophy Notes.

The Isle of Man people are annoyed
that the A.C.U. has threatened to dis-

qualify T.T. entrants %vho practise on
the T.T. course before June 22nd. They
consider a week insufficient for practising

on such a difficult course ; besides, they
want visitors and their money as early

as possible.

It is said that ther« are four T.T.
competitors practising incognito in th«
ishiixl.

!Mefsrs. J. R. Nisbet and F. Straight

will be visiting the Isle of Man this

week-end to make preliminaiy arrange-

ment.'^ for the race week.

The following additional amount* iiave

been contributed to the Tourist Trophy
Fund :

£ s. d.

Putnev .M.C.C 10

Miss llind 110
Continental Tvre Co. ... 2 2
John (iibsou '. 10
Temple Pi ess .- 5 5
Hoin Tvre Co. 5 5

P. .Mai'ians 110
Hosch .Magneto Co. ... ... 3 3

A. J. Sproston 10 6

Manchester .M.C. 2 2

E. W. Brewerton 110
A MOTOR CYCLIST ASCENDS SNAEFELL BY THE MOUNTAIN RAlLWAY TRACK.

•~>

^ Jf^

^^ •"""""'

(Lelti Alan E. Woodman, the one-legjcd rider of a twin Indian who climbed Snaefell by the

mountain railway track last Thursday.

i
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The Herts. County Open Speed Trials,

J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche) leads off tie ball. The Bell Bar of Brookman's Park in the background.

THE motor crcle section of tlie Heils County A.C. owe
a deep debt of gratitude to ilr. H. L. Ganssen. the
kind owner of Brookman's Park, who threw open
his grounds to the members of the; club and their

friends on Saturday afternoon last. The park is one of

exceptional beauty, and is magnificently timbered.
The course staits from the Bell Bar (southern entrance

of the grounds), and the actual point of departure was just

inside the gates. The road descended a gradient of about
1 in 16, and then entered a wood. Half-way through just

where the roa<i was level there was a small hump at a

bridge, and then the course took a not very severe bend,
xrnd rose steadily for the remainder of its length, culminating
in a gradient of alwut 1 in 16-17.

A Rough Surface for- Racing.
The road w;is smooth in the sense that there were no

bumps or pot-holes, but the actual surface was terribly

rough and loose, becoming worse towards the end of the

competition. Some of the bad places had been treated

with tar. but insufficient attention had been given in this

respect. As the club has the use of the road whenever it'

is needed, a suggestion has been put forward that it should
be put into, proper order at the club's expense.

ilr. C. C. Cooke deserves the warmest congratulations on
his efforts, as the organisation was excellent on the whole.

No one except a few ofiicials was allowed on the course

previous to the start; competitors entered at Bell Bar. and
spectators at the entrance near the 17th milestone on the

Great North Road, arriving at the finish. Policemen and
boy scouts provided with red and white flags were stationed

along the course, and everything that was possible was done
to render the meeting a success. The only point at which
criticism may be levelled was the delay in starting both
divisions," The weather conditions were absolutely perfect,

and the sunshone brilliantly all the time, and a light breeze

blew across the_ course. " The length of the timed distance,

at each end of which Messrs.

officiated, was four-fifths of i

D. K.
mile.

Hall and F. Sttaighfl

Negotiating the Corner.
Reverting to the corner, this, as mentioned before

easy, but at a high rate of speed it called for careful negotial

tion, and all bat the ultra lightweights had to switch oSl
It was at this corner that Newsome specially distinguishe(f

himself. There were three tumbles. Gwynne (7 h.p. Indianl

apparently failed to switch off, could not stop his enginel

took the corner wide, mounted oir to the grass, and fell of
at the rear of his machine. The latter careered riderlesi

across the greensward, and then turned a- complete somerT

sault and stopped. ^ Poor Gwynne was rather badly cul

.about and sustained a sprahied wrist. This was the firs

exciting incident in Class A. but in Glass B Croucher {Kerry!

Abingdon) and A. J. Dixon (7 h.p. ^ Eex) feU at till

cornel-. Both riders escaped, but of the two machines tKI

Kerry suffered the most damage. The competition was ruj

oft in two classes, A and B. ~ I'hose machines entered

Class B had to conform strictly to touring requirements

except where otlierwise stated, the results .were worked
. , C.C X T=

on the following tOi-nrnla : ,...
i '5Qr " ~'

M^'ssrs. J. W. G. Brooker and E.

judges, worked hard and well, and
strenuous efforts were as follows :

Division A, Class I. Wilberforce":

overweight, and was transferred to Class EI. Class III.

W. Dixon (3i h.p. Motocrat) was disqualified for having OE

one brake. S. T.' Tessier (5 h.p. Bat), Classes IV. and V'lM

was disqualified for having only one brake which was notT
proper working order. x\

In Division B. Class I.. Fowles's 1^ h.p. IMartin-.Jap did nJ

conform to touring requirements. Class II. Wilberforcl

owing to the w^eight of his machine, was transferred to Clal

lY. In Class III.' Gutteridge (Trium))h). Newsome (TriumplJ

B. Dickson, the t\?|

the results of the

2i h.p. N.L.6.
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The Herts. County A.C. Open Speed Trials.—

One ol the competitors comms out ol the avenue. Behind him is a miniature
Ballig Bridge which competitors Jumped in the same way as in the T.T. race.

\V. Dixon (Motociat), and A. J. Dixon (Rndge) were dis-

lualified for their machines not conforming absolutely to
ourist requirements, while Dea:ock (N.L.G.) and. Slaughter
' .M.-C.), as well as Wilberforce,. ran in Class IV.

Results on Time.
DA'ISION A.

Class I.—Lightweights
Rider and machine.

H. Berwick (2 Humber, 1 cyl.) .

A. G. Fenn (2 Humber, 1 cyl. ..

.1. S. Holroyd (2^- .Motosacoche) ..

Class n.—Junior T.T. models
S. Wright (3 Humber, 2 cyl.) ...

H. V. Colver (2f Enfield, 2 cyl.) ...

Class III.—Single-cylinder
W. F. Newsome (3^- Triumph)

100 lbs., 300 CO.
Borc! and stroke.

H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph)
" " Cooke (3i Triumph)

60 x70
60 x70
64 x75

120 lbs., 340
60 x60
55 x75

, 600 c.c.

85 x88
85 x88
85 x88

750 c.c.

85.5x58
85 x65
85 x65

C. C.

Class IV.—Twin-cylinder
Hal Hill (5 Bat)
A. J. Luce (5 Bat)
G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) ...

Ci.ASS V.—Ally single, fastest time to win.
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 85 x88
H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph) ... 85 x88
/C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph) .. 85 x88
IJ. H. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.) ... 85 x88

Glass VI.—Any twin, fastest time to win.
Hal Hill (5 But) ... 85.5x58
A. .T. Luce (5 Bat) 85 x65
H. F. Hunt (7 Rc.x) 84.5x86
F. Hunt (7 Rex) lost his belt half way down the

Class VII.—Any machine, fastest time to win
A. .T. Luce (5 B"at) 85 x65
(W. F. NTew-some (3^ Triumph) ... 85 x88
Hal Hill (5 Bat) ... - 85.5x58
C. M. Simpson (7 Indian) ... 82.5x93

Class VTII.—Passenger machines.
\V. H. Wells (7 Indian and B.C.) ... 82.5x93
H. T. Rice Pyle (7-8 Bat and s.c.) 85 x85
F. A. Hardy (5 V.S. and s.c.) ... 75 x75

DIVISION B.—Standard ToraiNG Models.
Class I.—Lightweights, 120 lbs.. 300 c.c.

A. G. Fenn (2 Humber) 60 x70
II. Berwick (2 Humber) 60 x70
1. S. Holroyd {2i Motosacoche) ... 64 x75

Class H.—Junior T.T., 146 lbs., 340 cc.
S. Wright (2 Humber) 60 x70
If. V. Colyer (2| Enfield, 2 cyl.)... 53 x75
!. Fowles (12 Martin-Jap) ... 76 x59.5

M. s.

1 131
1 21t
] 23J

c.

1 n
1 25i

531
551
57

54|
58J
59?

53

56^
57|
57^

^^
55
55i

course.

' 54=

55i
56i-

551

1 22^
1 35?
1 36?

1 16
1 161
1 311

I 4-1

1 5?

1 25'

1.

2.

3.

S.

c.

R.

1.

2.

S.

W
3. J.

1. G.
2. H.
3. C.

Class HI.—Standard touring singles, 600 c.(

Crawley f3i Triumph) Sd x88
C. Cooke (5i Triumph) 85 x88
Groucher (di^ Kerry-Abingdon) 85 x 88

Class IV.—T.T. suigles, 600 c.c.

Crawley (3^ Triumph) 85 x88
. F. Newsome (3^ Trinmph) .'.. 85 x88
H. Slaughter (3i L..M.C.) ... 85 x 88

Class V.—Tv.-iii-crlinders, 750 c.c

85 x65
Sj x75
54 x75

-Any single from above.
85 X 88
85
85

1. A.
2. 11.

3. B.

1. A.
2. C.

3. B.

S. Carter (5 Matchless)

V. Colver (2i Enfield)

M. Down (25 Enfield)

Class VI.-

F. Newsome loi Triumph)
C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
Crawley (3^ Triumph) ...

Class VII.—Any twin-cylinder up to 1,000 i

J. Ltice (5 Bat) 85 x65
V> Colver (2| Enfield) 53 x75
T. Rice Pyle (7-8 Bat) 85 x85
Class VIH.—Any machine, fastest time to '

J. Luce (5 Bat) 85 x65
C. CooUo (3i Trinmph) ... 85 x88
T. Rice Pyle (7-8 Bat) ... 85 x85

•Supposed error on pnrt of timekeepers.

55i

1 1?

1 4
1 8^

*0 50|
551
571

58
1 41
1 14^

651
1 0*

1 0|

1 0',

I 4i
1 161

56
1 1

1 3f

->-•••—<-

100 ASCENTS OF SUTTON BANK IN 7^ HOURS.
At the bif;iiining ol the week Frank Philipp, riding a

standard 3^ h.p. Scott, geared 4.4 and 7.5 to 1. created a
new record for Sutton Bank. Starting at 7:50 a.m. and
finishing at 3.1^ p.m., he successfully ascended and do-

BCOnUed no less than 100 times, thus travelling 190

miles in 7]i. l^m., his actual running time being a little

less owing to' stops for petrol and nJL a .';|)ill at (he i-urner

at the 53rd lap, and the tearing out of the- irunt wheel tyro
valve at the 74th lap, no doubt owing to the continuous
use of the front brake on the descents, which were of a
hail-raising nature. It is estimated the gears were changed
about 900 times, first at the start, then at the trough, over
th-,' 3.9 portion, at the corner, and finally just before the top,

at the summit. Tlio day was extrouiely hot, ajid it s.eaks
well for the water-cooling arrangements when we stal« that
no tresh water was added during the whcie of the trial. The
fit it stop was at lap 50 for supplied, ajid np to then the engine
had not been stopped once. The fastest lap was the 100th,
Kind took 4m. 5|s., truly a remarkable pcrformarKe.

Tlie average speed including stops works onl at ?5.3 miles
per hour.

Slaughter L.IVl.C.j making good time.
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The NoS.U. Automatic Carburetter.

THE N.iS.U. Co. have receiiily introduced a liew auto-

matic carbuiettei, the principil features of which
will be gathered from lira ac<:;ompanying ^description

and sketches. "The principle upon which it works is

that there is a hxed air supplj" past the jet, whilst the extra

air enters through a port controlled proportionately with, and
at the tame time as, the throttle.

The idea, is, of course, by no means new. but in the

N.S.U. its application is somewhat differeift from anything we
have seen before. On the.leftJiand side of the carburetter,

as seen in the first 'illustration, is a vase-shaped body, which
forms the choke tube and provides a warm air jacket around
it. This is furnished by an- annular chamber surrounding
the choke tube with a bypass from the exhaust pipe, the
egress of the gases being effected througli the small hole

shown. , The jet, with which is incorporated a large size

filter, is one of tire vertical type, and is removable from the
choke tube by the undoing of a single nut. The fixed air

that, instead of having a separately controllable air slide, tht

size of the air pott is altered, and can. therefore, be worked
by a slide with a fixed throw. To prevent the throttle slid(

The throttle slide

and 'air ports of the
N.'S.U, carburetter
shown detached troni

one another.

tiining rijund with its outer sleeve when the air orifice

being adjust-ed, the formet" is provided with a horizonts

slot which engages with a guide screw. The throttle slid

is so arranged that when the throttle is almost closed th

admission of extra air is entirely cut off, and all the air fc

the mixture in entering has to pass tire jet.

The complete N.S.U. automatic carturetter.

supply flows past the jt t in the usual manner, a;id enters

the ciroke tube through a circle of holes in the base.-

The Carburetting Chamber.
At the top of the choke tube the rich mixture so formed

meets with an admixture of pure air which entets the hori-

zontal mixing tube through the small cowl marked with an

arrow-. In this horizontal mixing tube works the adjustable

air slide which controls the amount of air adiiiitted by open-

ing or closing, as the case may be, the 'orifice of the air

cowl. The complete mixture passes into the inlet pipe (in

the sketch a twin inlet pipe is shown) through a shell-like

duct. As shown in the second illustration the throttle slide,

which, also performs the office of an air slide, is in the form

of a tube sliding iuside an extension of the horizontal mixing

tube above mentioned. As it cuts down the throttle open-

ing, so also it controls the air opening.

it will, however, be realised that under different conditions

nf weather and temperature some alteration has to be made
in the volume of extra air admitted, and this is accomplished

in the simple manner shown in tlie sketch, which depicts

the two portions of the horizontal mixing tube taken apart.

The lower half of the figure represents the extra air cowl, and

the fixed T:iortion of the horizontal nrixing tube, more or less

diagrammatically. The entry of additional air is indicated by

a single arrow, that of the rich mixture from the choke tube

by two arrows, and the final egress of the complete mixture

into the iirlet pipe by three arrows. That portion of the

horizontal mixing tube shown in the upper part of the sketch

is furnished with a square hole, which registers with a

similar jjort covered by the air cowl.

The size of the- additional air port controlled by the air

slide can, therefore, be altered more or less permanently by
rotating slightly the upper tube inside the lower oire, and
locking it with a clip. The arrangement amounts to this.

MANCHESTER CLUB'S HILL-CLIMB
The results of the above club's liill-climb

Bi'idge, between Woodhead and Holmfirth
hereunder. IJesult on handicap and foi'mula

Ciy.iSS I.—T-ivins.

1. Percy Butler (4 h.p. Dot)
2. A. J. Moorhouse (7 h.p. Indian) ...

3. F. Sirett (5 h.p. Indian)

Cl.ass II.—Single-cylinders.

1. S. W. Philpot (2 h.p. Humber) ..

2. H. J. Scale, jun. t3i h.p. J.A.P.) ..

3. Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph)

BRADFORD M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB FOR DYSON SHIELD.

1 at Hayd
are as giv

Time.
2m. 38's.

Im. 59is.
3m. 201..

Time.
dm. 42^s.

2m. 31*s.

2m. 29?s.

Finish of Ihe final. Perc.v Shaw (3 1 h.p. P. an,1 M.l beat H. D. Sha|
i7 li.p. Indian) by Iwo lengths. The photograph was taken just in iront of I

finishing line, so one can imagine the speed ot the Indian. The two rideil

are not related.
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THE HOUR RECORD.
Surridge and the Rudge-Whitworlh accomplish the coveted 60 Miles in the Hour.

SURRIDGE was so near beat-

ing the hour record on the

occasion of his last attempt

mat his ultimate success was

practically a certainty. Surridge,

liis helpers, and the timekeepers

were at Brooklands about 3 p.m.

oil Thursday last, but, owing to

the heat and glare when riding

round the track, a start was not

made until after tea. The first

attempt was made with an experi-

mental exhaust valve, which

l)roke at the end of the fifth lap.

These five laps were ridden at a

\ery fast speed, and the times at

I lie end of the fourth and fifth

l;i|)S constitute recorrVs.

Time.
L;i|j. Ji. s. ni.p.h.

i ii 46i = cb.94

2 2 33 = 65.95
3 2 31 : 64.79

4 2 321 =. 64.12

5 2 40| ^ 60.84

.\ new \alve was fitted, and
Surridge made his second effort,

the first lap being ridden at

55 m.p.h. and the second at

58^2 m.p.h. This was too slow

a speed to enable him to beat

the previc'-*-, best, so he wisely

stopped and made a fresh start a little later.

The Third Attempt Successful.

His third and successful effort to beat N\-wsome,
the holCcir, was begun well, and at the end of

die first lap he was travelling at a splendid pace.

He made an attempt to maintain an average speed

I

just sufficiently high to enable him to beat the record,

1 and from time to time what he had been doing was
[signalled to him. He was, however, unable to keep
to a steady average, and his lap times fluctuated a

Igood deal. This throws no reflection of any kind

Ion tl">e running of the machine (which was perfect),

Ibut emphasises the fact that to run to a schedule
Iwhen •travelling at a great rate is extremely difficult.

IFor exa^mple. if the rider desires to average 59 miles

|an hour the error of one second makes a mile an
hour diiTerence, and an error of several seconds
makes a very considerable alteration in the average.

Betv.een the tventieth and twenty-first laps Surridge
Stopped for more lubricating oil, but on restarting

ne began to make up time, and as a result covered
lie twenty-second lap in 2m. 27^3., which is at the
tate of 66.47 miles an hour—the fastest lap ever

^oue r>n Brooklands track with a 500 c.c. engine.
Burridge finished the hour's ride without further inci-

Bent, and at its conclusion had covered 60 miles

J83
yards, beating Newsome's (3^ h.p. Triumph)

lecord, which w'as accomplished on .-^pril 26th last.

T»y 1.065 V'lrds. His last two laps were covered at

be rate of over 65 and 66 miles an houc respectivplv.

I'hirh proves how well th° ensine was running.

V. J. Surridge (3i h.p. Rudge), who covered 60 miles
783 yards in an hour.

Surridge, who was tuned by

Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, rode the

identical 3J4 h.p. Rudge-Whit-
worth 85 by 88 mm. (499 c.c.)

on which he beat the 50 m.iles

record on May 12th. This
machine is fitted with an engine

the same in all respects as those

supplied to the public, as the

Rudge firm makes a particular

point in adopting all the im-

provements which are the result

of extended efforts by their .staff

of test riders at Brooklands.

We were told that the \al\e

used in the actual record

was of standard pattern and
material, and these are now being

case hardened. Tiie only part

of the whole machine w'hich

differed in any way from standard

practice was the tank, which was
larger.

The weather conditions were

perfect, the sun shone brilliantly

and a light breeze was blowing.

It is Surridge's intention to

improve if possible on this

record and continue for the jog

miles and two hours at an early

date.

Below are the lap times

Laps. M. s. m.p.h. Laps. M. s. m.p.h.
1 2 52 - 56.88 13. 2 45i = 59.50
2. .. 2 56 = 62.71 14. 2 414 = 60.99
3. .. 2 40 = 61.15 15. 2 581 = 61.76
4. .. 2 46i = 58.94 16. 2 58 = 61.92

5. .. 2 43' = 60.2 17. 2 57i = 62.16

6. .. 2 38 = 61.92 18. 2 40| = 60.84
7. 2 40| = 60.99 19. 2 591 = 61.50

8. .. 2 4<H = 59.66 20. 2 55 = 56.55
9. .. 2 44? = 59.45 21. 3 3^ = 53.46

10. .. 2 401 = 60.99 "22. .. 2 27^ = 66.47
11. .. 2 35| = 62.79 25. 2 29 = 65.31
12. .. 2 59 == 61.55 ^ •Record lap.

Class C record, 1 hr., 60 mi es 783 yards.

Fastest flying lap record, 2 mins. 27-^ sees. = 66.47 m.p.h.

Also record for fourth and fifth laps on a previous trial

same afternoon : Four laps. 10 mins. 22| sees. ; five laps,

13 mins. 3? sees.

w THE CHATER-LEA QUAD CAR.
' E had a recent opportunity of inspecting the new

Chater-Lea quadcar, which was on the eve of

completion. The chassis of this interesting little

machine is strongly constructed, and is a fine piece
of tubular framework. It is well tru.«sed underneath, and the
cylindrical tank, which is carried in the forward part of the
frame, is held in position by a strong tubular support. No
torque rod is used, as the rod is taken through the springs.
The back axle is gear driven, and the Chater-Lea three-
speed gear box without reverse is fitted, in the latter and
behind it there is an universal joint of standard design, while
the propellei-shaft is provided at its rear end with a sliding
universal joint. The propeller-shaft brake is of t-'ie external
type and is controlled by a side lever, while the internal
expanding brakes on the rear wheels are controlled by a
pedal. The steering is direct, and the body is of wicker,
onipri^ing tw.i V,nrkei seats anil scuttle da.-h.
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T
Entries for the London-Edinburgh Run.

HE jM.C.C. have again secured a record entry for the

London-Edinburgh run. Last Whitsuntide the motor
bicycles totalled 98, while this year they are 115 as

follow. Last year's sidecar total was 16.

+8.

9.

10.

*11.

12.

13.

14.

*15.

16.

tl7.

18.
•^19.

20.

21.

22.

*23.

24.

*25.

26.

27.

28.

*29.

t30.
•31.

32.

t33.

34.
•35.

36.

'37.

38.
•39.

40.

*41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

»47.

+48.

*49.

50.

*51.

+52.
*53.

54.

Rider and machine.
H. G. Bell (5-6 F.N.,

4 '.'/')

L. A. Jiaddelev (4^ Bad-
delev, S)

A. B. Hill (3i Rudge, 1)

D. S. Baddelev (6 Bad-
deley, .')

F. Flint (3-^ Zenith . 1)

C. Watson (5-6 F.X., j/)

. Cyril Bailey (Clyde)

T. S. V. Phillips (2i
Motcsacoche, T)

Southcomb May (5 Port-
land-Jap, S)

R. Clark (5 Indian. 3)

A. Siunner (3^ Ariel, 1)

G. Ward (3i Arno. 1)

P.Bentlev (3i Triumph, 1)

C. S. Lake (34 Arno, 1)

J. W. Woodhouse
M. Duke (3^ Triumph, 1)

E. Pond (34 Rudge, 1)

E.' Gwynne (7 Indian, 2)

H. Greaves (2J EnHeld)
E. B. Dickson (8 Bat, 3)

V. Olsson (8 Oxted-
Jap, 2)

E. Cherry {3^ Triumph, 1)

W. Gibb (2| Douglas, 3)

R. Brice (3^ Brown, 1)

Eli Clark (2| Douglas, 3)

B. Marians (34 P. and
M., 3)

P. Shaw (34 P. and
M., 1)

G. Higgs (34 Triumph, 1)

H. Karslake (4 Dread-
nought, 1)

H. Millar (5-6 F.X., ,;)

R. M. Stallebrass (2J-

F.X., 1)

H. R. Whitmore (34

Rudge, 1)

R. Brown (34 Lincoln-
Elk, 1)

P. Grout (2| Douglas, 3)

G. L. Fletcher (2|
Douglas, 1)

W. Pratt (34 P and
M., 1)

W. Bentley (5-Indian, 3)

W. Cooper (34 Brown, 1)
E. Kickham (2-|

Douglas, 3)

H. W. Turner (34
Triumph, 1)

R. Ellis

S. T. A. Oldfield
R. Croucher (34 Kerry-

Abingdon, 1)
A. G. Orchard (34

Premier, 1)

S. Webb (34 Bradbury, 1)
F.Watson(34 Triumph, 1)
H. A. Cooper (34 Brad-

bury, 1)

F. W. Applebee (34
N.S.L!.. 1)

C. Burnev (34 Rudge, 1)
H. Scott' (34 Pudge. 1)

G. Brough(34 Brough.i)
A. Webster (24 Hobart.i)
G. Reed (3| Scott, 3)

F. Wasling (2| Enfield

Rider and machine.
55, G. Raper (6 N.S.U., 2)

56. W. Atkinson(4 Cheviot, Z)

*57. H.Hornsbv(4 Cheviot, 1)

+58. J. Le Grand (5 Rex. 3)
*59. G. Purchase (34 Tri-

umph. 3)

+60. W. Jacobs (5 Rex, S)
*61. J. S. Holroyd (24

Jlotcsacoche, 1)

+62. — White (7 Rex. 3)
*63. A. Sprofton (34 Rudge)
+64. W. Elce (34 Eudge. 1)
*65. F. C. Wa.«lev
+66. Pither (5 Rex, 2)

*67. G. Gray (34 Rudge. 1)

68. C. Stanley (5 Indian, g)
*69. E. C. O'wen-Wells (34

Bradbury)
70. G. Stevens (24 A.J.S.)

*71. J. E. Haswell (34 Tri-

umph)
72. J. Stevens(24A.J.S.,2)

*73. V. Deacock(4N.L.6.,2')
+74. A. Mabon (34 Eudge, i)

+75. N. Dear (2 Humber, I)

+76. J. Davi.son (34 Tri-

umph, 1)

+77. E. Lacon
78. G. Griffiths (2| :M.R.)

*79. G. W. England (2|

M.R.. 3)

+80. S. Scarborough (34

Brough. 1)

*81. F. North (34 Ariel, 1)

82. E. 0. Clark
»83. G. Boswell (34 Ariel, 1)

84. C. Smith (34 Ariel. 1)

85, F, Gibbons (34 Tri-

umph, 1)

86, Eoy Walker (24 New
Hudson, 1)

*B7, N. Hemy (3 Wanderer)
88. E,Chavtor(34Humbev,7)
89. W. Price (5 Rex, 3)

90. H. Daw.=on (5 Eex, 2)

*91. A.Robbins (34 Humbcr,2)
92, J. Culley (34 Triumph, 1)

93, H, E, Hull
94, J, Besrg (2J M.R., 3)

'95, J, L, Love
96, Lovett
97, Glvnn Rowden (34

Triumph, 7)
'98, H. iNIussell (7 Rex. 3)

99, J, Haslam (34 Zcnith-

Gradua. 1)

100. L. Sower (34 Premier, 1)

101, H. Swift (2-1 Douglas, 3]

102. V.C'ayton (34Humber,i)
103, F. Taylor, jun. (7

Indian, 2)

+104. R. ^'luidv (2 Alcyon, 1)

+105. H. Slatte'r (2 Alcyon, 1)

106, H. R. Pratt (34 Arno, 1)

107, H. G. Farralf (34
Triumph. 1)

108, S, T. Tessier (5 Bat, 1)

109, Maybm-y (34 H,A.L., 2)

110, W." Taylor (34 Arno)
111, Duncan (34 Rex, 1)

112, Lowett
113, J. De Rosier (7 Indian, 3)

1+114. 0. Godfrey (7 Indian, 3)

;t115. W. F, Culver (34 Kerry-
Abingdon. 1)

117. W. H. Wells (7 Indian
and sc, 2-cyl.)

118. L. Vedy (Salmay and
sc. 3)

119. Lee Evans (7 Indian
and sc. , 3)

120. W. Barratt
121. A. E. Catt (34 Triumph

and sc. 1)

122. Hugh Gibson (34 Brad-
biu-y and sc, 1)

123. George Wray (34 Brad-
bury and sc, 1)

124. John 'Godsal
125. J. L. Barratt
126. C. Percival
127. A. R. Abbott
128. W. E. Havnes
129. J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-

Sidecars and Quadcaks.
130. W. Chater-Lea (Chatar-

Lea quadcar)
+131. H. F. J. Morgan (Mor-

gan runabout)
132. Frank Thomas (7

G.O.K. and sc, 3)
+133. J. W. E. Sternberg (3|

Scott and sc. 3)
+134. Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno

and sc, 3)

+135. C. F. Halsall (5-6 Clyno
and sc, 2)

+136. Harold Williamson (7

Rex sidette, 2)

+137. E. G. Proctor (7 Indian
and sc, 2)

+138. E. B. Ware (8 Chater-
Lea and sc, 3)

Lea and sc)
*Denotes entrant for Motor 'Cycling Club Challenge Cup.
+Denotes entrant for return journey gold medal.

COMPLIMENTARY DINNER TO A. E. CATT.
Ou Ihursday, May 25th, the Northants JI.C.C. enter

tained ilr. A. E. Catt to dinner at the Stag's Head Hotel,
Northampton, in celebration of his latest record—2,557
miles in six days. The chair was occupied by Alderman
S. Yarde, Mayor of the town and president of the club,
who formally presented Mr. Ca.tt -with a very handsome
gold watch and chain and an illuminated address on behalf
of his fellow members and friends. Mr. M. J. Schulte then
asked Mr. Catt to accept a very handsome silver tea servi(\'

as a slight tribute from the Triumph Cycle Co. Mr. Schull.'

stated that j\lr, Catt was a man of very different kidney
from many so-called " amateurs," as he paid full price for

his machines, made all his arrangements for his record
rides, and neither asked nor expected any reward from
the makers of his machine when he was successful.

Incidentally Mr, Schulte expressed his strong disapproval
of any fuither attempts upon the End-to-end record ; he
should greatly deprecate the prolonged thirty hours' "blind

''

at track-racing speed which was nowadays essential to

success. These remarks w-ere full of interest in view of

the riunours that a, private owner of a Triumph is even
now contemplating .the classic journey.

Mr. Catt. in acknowledging the presentations, gave a

long and humorous account of his experiences, but , stated

that the physical strain was so enormous that he would not

attempt another ride of the kind for £1,000. ilr. Catt

then presented each of the guests with a souvenir booklet.

Thj toa^t of the ' pie-.- anl Visitors" \\as aAno
b> Ml H B Davies

nowledged

Scene at the start o£ the Pontefract Speed Trials. Dr. Dolan is seen mustering

the competitors (see page 555).
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Pontefract Speed Trials. J. Dunk (T.T. Tfiumphi making fastest time ot the day.

Pontefract M.C.C.

Byron Park, Ferrybridge, was kindly lent by Si: Join
Imsden for the club's annual speed trial on the 25th ult.

rssis. S. S. and F. Campbell acted as judges, and the
liilts were ; (1) L. Keishaw (3^ h.p. P. ana M., Carnes
Iphy);' (2) H. Marshall (3^ h.p. P. and M.) ; (3) T.

Ink (31 h.p. T.T. TriuniphJ. Prize for fastest time, T.

Ink.

York County M.C.C.

In the speed trials held on the 20th ult.. the winner of the
Tharge" Cup and gold medal proved to be C. H. Benn

h.p. Triumph). .J. A. Piendergast (3i h.p. Rtidge-Whit-
^ih) being .'Second.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

,if.i Saturday a team tiial wa... held ai a preliminary to

M.C.C. team trial. Competitors were required to ride

id a course tifty miles without watches or speedometers,

to maintain a speed of twenty miles i)er hour. There
three teams of si.K riders earh. and that captained by

ll'ellamy proved to be the winner.

Cornwall M.C.C.

reliability run will be held on Whit-Munday. starting

In Truro at 10 a.m. for Torpoiiit, vid Fraddon, Bodmin,
Liskeard and back, for a gold medal offered by the

inty Rink Company. Mr. F. G. Wheler has also offered

Ither prize.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

Irrangements have been made for a trip to Weeley, near

pton, starting from the " Manor House." Finsbnry Park,
next Saturday at 10 a.m., and returning on Mon-
afternoon. The headquarters will be the " Weeley

bk Boy," Weeley. For the benefit of those who cannot

It on Saturday morning, a second party will leave the

lanor House " at 4 p.m.

Manchester M.C.

be first official hrU-climb of the year, wltich took place

I
Saturday last, was distinctly imfortunate in regard

(he weather, for a heavy thunder.storm with torrential

continued all the afternoon, besides rendering

course heavy and slippery, it caused much dis-

|fort to all competitors, officials, and spectators,

was a record entry. The hill was the usual

Ifor the club, and is situated near Woodhead, the summit
Ig 1.725 feet high. The entries were eighteen in the

lie-cylinder class, twelve in the twin, and five in the

lenger or sidecar class. The fastest time was ticcom-

Tied by A. , J. iloorhouse, 7 h.p. Indian, who took

1
59|.''." a record tor the hill. The winners on formula
bo reported next week.

The winner. L. Kershaw (3^ h.p. P. & M.l, at the flnish.

I
Westmorland M.C.C.

It is more than pioba.l)le that a sIk a side hill-climbing

contest will take place in August, between the following

counties. Cumberland. N'orthumberland. Durham, Lancashire,

York.<hire. and Westmorland ; the leading club in each

county will select its fastest men, and it is proposed to.

have no conditions—only time is to count. .\ny comniunica-
tioi;s re this contest should be sent to C. 1$. Tlobinson,

lu)n. sec. Ferney flreen. Keno^'l.

^ Edinburgh and District M.C.

For the fir.-t reliability trial for motor cycles ami cars on

the 23rd ult. .-^btteeu entries were received, of whi<h eiglit

motor cycles, three sidecars, and three cars started. H. H.
ilowat "(3i Kudge) made the best performance. J. P.

Morrison (8 liat and sidecar) proved the most reliable of

the passenger combinations. Others gaining certificate."! were

T. L. Aitkcn (3i Triumph), J. Gerard (3i Bradbury), and

A. W. R. Downie (3i Brown). The following lost marks

bnt finished in good time : .T. N. Scott (5 F.N.) and N.
MarMillan (9 Sizaiie Nandini.

Walthamstow M.C.

The Stanton Cup competition was held on tho 28tli ult. over

a course of about 134 miles—Walthamstow to Thetford and

back. Competitors were timed at two secret milestones out

Manchester M.C. Hill-climb. P. Piatt 3; h.p. Bradbury,, winner in the

passenger class, crossing the starting line. Note the wet state ot the surface.
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W. Heaton (21 h.p. A.J.S.) startins in the Manchester M.C. hill-climb.

and home, also at Tlietford and fiiiisli.

•error did not exceed 4ni. aveV the lour

All competitois whose
checks received silver

medals. The result; were as fo-lloAv ;

Silver Cup.

2. A.
.i. F.

4. R.
5. J.

6. J.

7. A.

Error.

M. s.

... 20|

.. 28j

.. 1 Wi

.. 1 40

... 1 50
.. 2 18i
.. 2 26i

Rider ar.d machine.

G. Henbrey (5 A.C. tricar)

Silver iledals.

T. Peppercorn (3-^ Bradbury) ..

A. Applebee (3| Scott and s.c.)

J. Lisles (3^ White Arrow) ...

Kerr (3^ Zenith)

Henbrey (7-9 V.S. and s.c.) ...

G Peppercorn (3i Bradbury)

Shropshiie M.C.C.

A non-stop reliability trial for a Michelin Trident cover

took place on May 25th over a thirteen and a, quarter miles

course, which had to be covered four times at 20 m.p.h. with-

out using watch or speedometer. There were nine starters.

of whoin two retired in tlie first circuit with punctures.

Four riders made non-stops, the results being as follow :

Rider and machine. Time taken. Error.

1. A. G. Benham (6 h.p. Riley) ...

2. H. G. Potts (6 h.p. Bat-Jap) ...

(R. D. Newill (3^ h.p. Triumph)
^- IJ. A. Payne (3i h.p. Zenith) ...

H, M. j[.

2 39 . ..

2 42 . . 3 slow

2 30i . .. 8^ fast

2 47i- . . , 8j slow

The winner's machine has somewhat of a history, for it

made fastest time in the twin class at the A.C.U. open hill-

climb at Birdlip as far back as 1906. when it was ridden liy

R. W. Ayton.
An excellent musical evening, provided by the Shrewsbury

Mascots, followed the event, and was greatly appreciated.
The club's best thanks are due to Mr. -J. Tomlins, of Iron-

bridge, who very kindly acted as timekeeper for the com-
petition.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The re.sults of th.? gymkhana held on the Marine Drive,

Scarbbrougli. by special perinission of the Mayor and Cor-
)juration, wero very successful." The motor cycle cla.sses

included obstacle, slow, egg and spoon, and lifebelt races

;

speed judging, tilting at the rings, needle threading, and
changing sparking plug. The first prize was vahie 20s.,

second 10s., and the third 5s.

The total number of marks gained by the first three were

Marks.
W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 101
H. W. Fortune (3i h.p. Bradbury) .. ... 80
Davies (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 77

The remaining ten riders finished in the following order :

Clay (Triumph), H. Frain (Zenith), H. Moore (Humber),
H. .L. Kettle (M.R.), T. Strafford (Triumph), Ullyatt, T^
•Jackson (Brown), W. Brown (Zenith), Wilks (Premier), and
-Brooke.

.

H. Fram in the Turk's head race in the Scarborough gymkhana.

.Vrs. Riiuiose handing the needle and thread to H. L. Kettle, in " Threading
the Needle"^—one oE the competitions in the Scarborough gymkhana.

To-morrow, Friday, is the last day for entries for the

sp^ed tria;ls on Whit-Monday, for the Webster trophy and

six other prizes, provided there are twenty starter.^. Entry
forms with fee (^is. 6d.) should be sent to H. Frain

Snainton, S.O., Yorks, without delay.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

Havant and back via Guildford (138 miles) was the cr-nrse

chosen for the annual reliability trial on May 20th last, ihe

winner to receive tl>e silver cup, given to tlie club by the

president, Mr. Julian W. Orde. Messrs. Kempsholl pre

sented a .pair of tyres for the second prize, and the club gold

medal made the third. Bronze medals were awarded to all

conipstitors finishing within a given time. The results were

as follows in order "of merit. Highest possible marks 500

:

Rider and machine.
'

Fig. of Merit:

1. W. C. Oldman (5 h.p. Bat and sidecar) ... 500

2. A. S. Bright (2i h.p. New Hudson) ... 497

3 W 8. Barrett (5 h.p. Bat and sidecar) ... 496

4. J. W. Avers (34 h.p. Osborn) 490

5. H. Hunter (5 u.p. T.T. Bat) 481

6. D. R. Greig (3^ h.p. Grandex) ...
'

.. 480

Other machines competing were Humber, Rex, Zenith;

Alcyon. Chater-Lea, Kerry-Abingdon, Triumph, V.S.,

Douglas, and A.C.
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31nb News.—

Leeds M.C.C.

Eighty-two members and friends were present to hear JMr.
'. Hulbert's illustrated lecture on theTriumph motor" cycle.

A. keen discussion followed. Forty-one new members' have
oined this year.

Wansbeck M.C.i

The scratch hill-climb at iliddleton was won by T. W.
iall (3^ h.p. Bradbury), a held of f.ve only competuig. The
aperchase on the 28th ult. proved to be very popular, the
vst in at the kill being J. A. Anderson (3^ h.p. T.T.
.'riumph).

Marlborough Athletic Club (Motor Cycle Section).

.\ members' hiU-climb will be held early this month at a
ell;known rendezvous. Prospective members in the West
ampstead district should apply for furthev particulars to
Ir: J. B. Ballantyne, 12, Gascony Avenue, West Hamp-
ead. N.W.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The formula for the open hill-ilinib at Shelsley Walsh on
|uue 10th should read :

H.P. (on formula) x T''' '

W
The Land's End run starts at 5 a.m. on Saturday, from

'ictoria Square. Birmingham, meeting at 4.30 a.m. " Tliere
re. ten lightweights and twenty-seven heavy^^•eights entered
or the Lycett Trophy.

Surrey M.C.C.

Copies of the rules and conditions governing the reliability

Ijinpetition (iuildford-Exeter and back, to be held on .June
pth and 14tli. for the Triumph Challenge Cup and other
fizes, are row obtainable- fronr the- lion, secretary, C J.
Iceny. Madeira Road. Streatham Entries cannot be received
Iter Wednesday, .June 7tli. The start being at 11 p.m.,

Jere will be about four '..ours ot night riding, but a full
'

|oor. is dup Ihac niglit,

Oxford M.C.C.

J
Last week a hill-climbing; oonipelition took place. Banbury

leniliers r. the rest of the club, resulting in a win for

lanbury. Tlie fa.stest time of the day was made by L. II.

leiryv.-eatlier on a 7 h.p. Indian, and R. If. A'iggers on.

a

iin_ Enfield made a good c-Hmb. The following ii adc the
ot .performances on formula in order of merit : II. A.
ard (New Hudson). .J. E. Webb (5^ h.p. Triumph), II.

kkew (3i li.p. Triumph), and (!. F. Cooper (3i , li.p.

liumph).

f the, next event will be .t 100 .miles non-stop to schedule
jne to qualify fur the -M.C.C. team competition.

BROOKLANDS WHIT-MONDAY IdEETING.

Ifwo events are down for decision at the B.A.H.C. Brook-
lids Meeting next Jlonday, the second shoi't race at 2.25
In., and the second long race at 3.15 p.m. Entries are as
ItVer :

0.

H. S. Gaskeil (1 cyl. Triumph)
G. Pullin (2 cyl. J.A.P.)

Bell (1 cyl. Moto-RJve) ...

Barnes (1 cyl. Zenith-Gradua)
Johnson (2 cyl. Matchless)
Stanley (1 cyl. Singer)

Godfrev (2 cyl. Indian)
Luce (2 cyl. "Bat)

Haswell (1 cyl. Triumph) . .

Shaw (2 cyl. Indian)
Arr/Ott (1 cyl. liudge)
JI. Witham" (1 cyl. Rndge)

W. .lohnFon (1 cyl. Buchet)
F. A. McNab (1 cyl. Trump-.Jap)
.\. Baker White (1 cyl. Trump-.Jap)

F. Steevf~- (1 cyl. Premier)
Sha-nks (1 cvl. Kingfisher)
Butler (2 cyl. Dot) .

Dewar (1 cyl. Triumph)
Griffith (1 cyl. Zenith-Gradua)

[ie.sides the motor cycle races, there are nine evants
and S. F. Cody and others will probably Ht.

A. .1.

.1. R.
H, T>.

T. H.
A.

T).

H.
P.

W.
G.

F!ore an 1 Stro'ie

... 85 x88

. . 85 x86

... 62 x85

... 76 x65i

... 85 x68

... 85 x88
,. 82i x93
.. 85 x55

... 85 x88

... 82i x93

.. 85 x88
... 85 x88

. 76 x73
... 90 x78
... 85; x85
. . 85 x88
... 85 x60
... 80 x58
... 85 x88
... 85i x85

West Essex A.C.
Members are asked to note the dates fixed for the following

competitions: Mr. P. Farrington's cup, June 11th; Presi-
dent's trophy, June 18th. '

. _
'

; / -,

Brighouse and District M.C.C.
The opening run of tliis newly-formed club look place

recently, when a small party had a plea.»ant day at Bolton
.4bbey. Loca'l readers pre cordially invited to communicate
with the hon. sec.i Jlr. C. Drake. Rookery Place, Brighouse.

Essex M.C.
An important 200 miles non-stop reliability trial is being

organised for Coronation Saturday, June 24th, open to all

lypes of _niotor cycles, passenger machines, and cars, in

three .separate classes. Mr. Ernest Bass, of Bishops Stort-
ford. Herts, is acting as trial honorary secretary, and
particulars of the ronipelitiuii c:i:i be oblained fnmi him.

Huddersfleld and District A.C.C.
This club recently held a seventy-five miles non-stop com-

petition. Those who accomplished non-stop runs were :

Error.
1. J. E. Worthy (Triumph) 2m. 22s.

2. N. Senior (P. and .\1.) 2m. 31s.

3. S. Brooks (Triumph) 4ra. 14s.

4. T. Canbv (P. and >[.) 6m. 8s.

5. B. IT.Mli..- !(:.„. 38~."

^.IP«WT.^V4J4IW

Helenjburgh M.C.C. hill-climb, the results ol wh cti were given last wock.
The meolinj at Garshake. Dumbarton.

CARBURATION AND VALVE STRETCHING.
Mr. J. A. Preslwich, the well-known maker of the .J..\.P.

engine, has sent fur our inspection two exhaust valves. Both
valves are identical in pattern, and were supplied together
to Mr. F. A. McXab, of the Linhook Motor Works. One
of the valves was used by Lieut. Stewart in his six hours'

record ride, when he used a .I.A.P. automatic carburetter

oa his Trump-.J.A.P. ; it was also used in two previous

races at Brooklands, and it now shows no sign of lengthen-

ing or reduction in the diameter at the neck. The other

valve we are informed was run in an engine at full speed

"on Brooklands fnr eight miles with a single jet carburetter

V. itli the result that it has stretched considerablv, being

reduced in tlie neck by j'j of an inch. Both valves are

standard, but the one used with the single jet carburetter

is quite -sjin. longer than the other. This tends to uphold
Mr. Prestwich's contention that an automatic carburetter

produces a more homogeneous and perfect mixture, and. in

consequence, the valve stem is not heated to the snn-.o

extent, neither is there so much waste gas being expelled

past the stem of the valve. The subject is all (he morj
interesting, because one might be led to think that the

valve which was unaffected was used on an engine which
dTd not produce the same power, bui as Lieut. Stew-art's

record was accomplished with its aid, it is certain that an
automatic carburetter is at least as powerful as an ordinary

one, and apparently the burning effect on the valve stein

is non-existent.
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New West End Garage.
Maude's Motor Mart will shortly open
large, garage in the West End.

Insurance.
Percy Butler and Co., 3, Peter's Square,

i\'J anchester, are issuing a special insur-

ance policy for competitors in the T.T.
Races. Further particulars may be
obtained on application to the above
address.

Colonial Reauirements.
The makers of the P. and M. motor

cycles, Messrs. Phelon ;and Moore, Ltd.,

12, ]\Iortimer Street, W., have sent us
a photograph of one of -their colonial

models, which shows a crank case clear-

ance of 9in. The lowest portion of the
machine is the silencer, but this clears

the ground by 5^in. This firm was one
of the first to recognise the special

requirements of motor cyclists in some of

our colonies, and is now reapijig its reward
in an increased demand.

A New Lubricating Oil.

We have lately sampled a tin of special

Lydcyl motor cycle engine oil prepared by
the Transatlantic Oil Co., Ltd. Lydcyl
oil is blended from a special selection of
" fixed " oils, together with the best hydro-
carbon oils. The compound is worked up
on the idea of freedom from carbonisation,
non-gumming of the piston after standing,
and sweetness in action. Oiu- test has
proved altogether satisfactory, the
Triumph engine in which we tried it

always seeming to; be free when cold, and
knocking was non-existent.

New Pattern Exhaust Whistle.
The annexed sketch of an exhaust

whistle operated by Bowden lever on the
handle-bar is the production of Messrs.

" Nightingale "

exbaust wliistle

operated by
Bowden wire.

H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street.
Tottenham Court Road, W.C. To operate

JUNE ist, igii.

the whistle effectively the lever should
be quickly opened and closed. This
produces a nightingale note.

A Record Ride.
When V. J. Surndge broke the ont

hour single-cylinder record last Thursday
on a 3^- h.p. Rudge, he used Dunlop tyres

B. and B. carburetter, C.A.V^ magneto
Lyso belt, Simrns plug, and Price's Huil
de Luxe.

A.C. and Alycon Depot.
At his new premises, 31, Vauxhal

Bridge Road, Mf. G. N. Higgs has se

aside a dressing room, in which those o

his clients who arrive in a travel-stainei

condition after a drive from the couutr
can smarten themselves up before goin

into town.

A New Tyre.
The Goodrich Tyre Company, Limited

117-123, Golden Lane, E.C., have lai
'

introduced a new pattern rubber studde
tyre. In the case of this cover ther

are fewer studs than iii the old tyiJe

that the space between these is greatei

with the result that the tyre does not clo

up with mud. Another important featui

is the insertion of a soft layer of rubbe

. between the tread and the canvas, whic
serves to make the tyre exceptionall

resilient. This is the first time that th

practice has been introduced in the coi

struction of an ordinary motor cycle cove

The finest quality of canvas is employee
and only one pattern is at present on tl

mai'ket, made in two sizes, ~2|in. f(

ordinary use, and 2iin. for sidecar worl

The Centaur Hub Clutch.
This invention provides a simple and

efficient construction enabling a, cone
clutch of the requisite dimensions to be
combined with the hub. Momited on
ball bearings on the fixed spindle is a
sleeve A, which carries at one end the
pedalling sprocket E and at the other
the driving clutch member C. On the
sleeve is fixed --a ring D having pockets
for the reception of springs E, and the
clutch member C is formed with dogs

^ricUf\dd.iroB

I

_ one on either side, having holes B
a slot C to enable them to be secured
the crank case bolts and adjusted
obtain the required balance. Pivoted

V
€ OQOOOOO

A Map and Route Card Holder.
This device comprises a box A having^

a lid B provided with spring fasteners
C. Above this is a second lid D of
transparent material and provided with
fasteners E. A majj or route card
placed between the lids B and D is thus
readily visible. The bottom of the box
is formed at E to receive another card,

E P

iL^t-

D to each plate is a leg E, provided wii
a spring latch F, and connected togethl
by a rod G. When it is desired to rail

the rear wheel from the ground, til

latch F is released and the legs swuif
into position^ against a stop. To ra

the front wheel the legs are swung ii

the position ehown in dotted lines, a

engaging the recesses, and pressed into
engagement by the springs E. The hub
shell is mounted on the sleeve A, and
is formed integral with the driven
clutch cone F. The clutch is disengaged
by a push rod G acting through a bridle
H, a bearing J being interposed to take
the end thrust.—G. Gilbert and W. G.
Jenks, No. 11,414, 1910.

A34

which is held in place by a strip of

transparent material G. Slotted plates
H are provided to form an adjustable
holder, and these are pivoted at the
ends to allow the box to be turned over
as required.—F. Waigh, No. 17,820,
1910.

A Double-purpose Stand.
This stand is secured to the engine

crank case and adapted to permit of

either wheel being raised from the ground
at will. It comprises a pair of plates A,

movable stop J being inserted to prevei
the legs returning to the out-of-actiJ
position, which they normally do undl
the action of a spring (not shown).-
S. F. McKenzie, No. 11,748, 1910.
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Lacing Machines and Change-speed
Gears.

UDGING by the number of maiiur.T-Mirers who
are experimenting with variable gears for tlie

Tourist Trophy Races, there is likely to be i]uite

a crop of no\elties in tliis direction, many of

which will not be submitted to public inspec-

bn until a few days before the dates of the actual

lents, and so rentiering the T.T. more interesting

the average tourist than in previous years. From
formation we have received the whole of the various

pes of variable gear are likely to be employed.

jiese comprise compound and epicyclic gears in back

lb and on engine-shaft, counter-shaft gears, and

rect gears by means of expanding engine pulleys with

without the rear wheel moving in unison to maLn-

|n the correct tension of the belt.

The gears and gear ratios employed for the junior

lichines will probably represent more closely the

srage reduction, required for" touring conditions,

Cause lightweight machines are never employed for

pcnger work, and their gear ratios mil be little, if

higher than standard on account of the severity

Ithe ascent of Snaefell. j

)n the other hand, the variably geared senior

Ichines will be geared just low enougk to enable the

luntain climb to be negotiated at the fastest speed

Jwhich the engine is capable. This means ratios

JS to I and 3 or 35-^ to i.

is Ls well known, the object of the race is to assist

development of the ideal touring motor cycle for

rider, but it is advisable not to lose sight of the

|t that the type of machine which will participate

lie race is extremely popular for passenger work, so

It a word or two on the suitability of the gears

which are likely to be used for this phase of the

pastime may be acceptable at this juncture.

Now for touring purposes with a sidecar a low gear
of nine to one would usually be sufficient reduction,

provided the transmission was direct from engine to

rear wl>eel, but if it passed through a train of gear

wheels in hub or on engine-shaft it would be usually

found too high.

One reason for this non-adaptability is that. some
power is always absorbed by a train of gear wheels,

and it is found in practice that a weight which can be
propelled uphill with a given direct gear ratio will

not ascend the same gradient with the. same gear ratio

and an indirect form of transmi.ssion.

Therefore it will be no evidence of suitability for

passenger ''work if a machine fitted with a variable

gear should win or finish well up the list in the above
race, parlicularly when it is only possible to obtain

a verv limited range' of gears.

What we particularly wish to emphasise is that many
of the gears which will be employed are being specially

made for the race, and although our manufacturers

will leam a great deal from them to our ultimate

benefit it does not necessarily follow that they can be
adopted as standard for solo and passenger work with-

out considerable modification.

Finally, it is worthy of mention that this compara-
tively sudden attention to variable gears*- has been
necessitated by the adoption of the Snaefell course.

Our readers 'will recollect that this journal strongly

urged the ''adoption of the "Four Inch" course last

November, in face of opposition, as we could foresee

at the time that this state of affairs would automati-

cally be the result. It is the best fillip the change-

speed gear has received up to the present.
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The First International Competition of the Year.

THE enterprising North-West London M.C.C.,

which is the first to organise an attempt to

revive international competition, is, as we have

before mentioned in these pages, organising an event

with the Motor Cycle Club de Lyon. The arrange-

ments for tour and competition are now practically com-

pleted, and intending participants should asls: for par-

ticulars from Mr. H. J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue,

Finchley, N. Those private owners who would

like to take part and are not members of the

N.W.L.M.C.C. should apply for membership.

In a preliminary notice which has been circulated

among members, it is stated that the committee sin-

cerely trust that each member, both for his own sake

and for the sake of the club, will endeavour to take

part, for the event, being the first motor cycle inter-

national club meeting, will be closely watched on

every side. It rests consequently with the North-West

London M.C.C. efficiently to uphold the honour of

British machines, riders, and club men.

It is stated that the touring and competition sides

of the event will be kept entirely distinct. There will

be no entrance fee for the tour, but every participant

iiiust, of course, provide for his own personal expenses.

If any fees are decided on in connection with the com-

petition at Lyon they will be moderate. What the

club wants is a team of competitors and as many

tourists as care to join the party.

: All types of machines are admitted. The course is

very difficult, as it comprises many steep ascents,

descents, and dangerous turnings.

. The M.C. de Lyon is inviting the N.W.L.M.C.C.
to participate in the Circuit du Rhone and compete

for a challenge cup. Other competitions will be

organised in the district, such as hill-climbs, speed

tests on the level, and reliability trials. To revert

to the route, there will be three laps of 60 kilo-

metres each, making a total of 180 kilometres.

The tour will, if necessary,- be divided up in the

following way:
(a.) An advance party will start on Saturday, July

29th, at 3.30 p.m. from Dollis Hill, and will ride to

Newhaven, embarking by the night boat for Dieppe.

A route of special interest will be followed, enabling

Lyon to be reached at the time the " B " party arrives.

(6.) The second section, and probably the mail

body,' will leave Marble Arch at iS a.m. on Thursday
August 3rd, and will breakfast at Lewes, ride on t<

Newhaven in time to ship machines at 10 a.m. fo

departure at 11. Arriving at Dieppe, all the necessar

formalities Avill be superintended by the R.A.C. am
A. C.U.' representative there, and the party will ride t

Louviers, arriving about 6 p.m., accommodation bein

arranged for at the Hotel du Mouton d'Argent. Th
following day—Friday, August 4th—the main roa(

journey will be dealt with, the routes passing througl

Chartres, Orleans, Gien, Cosne, to Nevers, where th

night will be passed at the Hotel d'Angleterre.

On Saturday, August 5th, the journey to Lyon wi

be completed in the morning, leaving the rest of th

day for overhauling the machines in preparation fo

the Circuit du Rhone the next day. Monday will

devoted to the hill-climb and minor competitions, am
on both Sunday and Monday tours will be organise

by the Lyon Club for those who do not •^^ish to con-

pete in any of the events.

(c) A few members may, of necessity, be obliged t

travel the entire route by train and boat, and specia

arrangements will be made in regard to securin

through tickets for man and machine.

The president of the M.C. de Lyon has expresse

his opinion that it will be advisable for intendin

competitors to make a tour of the course previous t

the race, and he has generously offered to send sever

of his own members with the Englishmen round th

route: previous to the competition. In the receri

annual speed trial of the M.C. de Lyon the wdnne

made an average of 49 ^2 miles an hour.

The return journey will commence on Tuesday afte

noon, following a similar route, and here again th

wishes of members will be considered in regard t

making a speedy or leisurely return.

The followincr constitute the N.W.L. team;
E. Cherry (3^ Triumph)
G. Rowden (3^ Triumph)
L. F. Scholte (3i Premier)
G. B. Owen (3^ Zenith)

H. J. Pooley (3^ Premier)
F. Fox (7 Eex)
F. A. Rose (3i Triumph)
C. M. Simpson (7 Indian)

0. M. Down (5 Indian)
H. H. Berlandina (5 Indian
Hal Hill (5 Bat)
F. Thomas (

)

C. Williams (8 Chater-Ja
and sidecar)

G. H. HoUis (2| Douglas)

IN BROOKMAN'S PARK. Comnetitors' antl snectators' machines CTOuned in the park during the Herts County A.C. speed trials.
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THE AATCHLESS T.T. MACHINE.
A Variable Gear adopted, giving ratios from 3 to 3 to 1.

rKUB to their reputation of being early birds—the
numerous ^¥orms they have caught is a strong proof of
the vakie of such a practice—Messrs. Collier and Sons
have already got their T.T. ma<:hiiies, or at any rate

e of them, on the road, and we have had an opportunity
mspecting them. As will be seen from the photographs,

!re is nothing outre,

iit them, and in
~

eral appearance tliey

! almost exactly similar
the machines which

re so victorious in last

r 's race.

rhey differ from the
ter in two notable
ticulars, namely, the'

'>ensious of the engine
the provision of an

enious variable gear,
th regard to the
ine, this is a J.A.P.
76 mm. bore and
mm. stroke, and has
irliead valves, all of

ich are mechanically
rated, a noticeable
ure being the enor-
is strength of the
re spring.^. The
or is rated at 4 h.p..

ich seems a somewliat
servative figure, if

peed of sixty-eight
e« an hour, which C. R. Colliei's machine h;

road, can be taken as a criterion.

A Ne-w Departure.
ho variable pulley gear is quite a neiv departure, and
a number of most individual points. The back wheel is

ig in forks, which are supported from the main chain
's by means of links, and is capable of being moved
kwards and forwards through the agency of a double-
)w crank pivoted in the bracket which would otherwise
used for the pedalling gear.

hese cranks are connected to a long knob-ended lever
ch works in a notched quadrant on the right-hand side
lie tank tiiat stretches almost down to the steering head,
de the aforementioned double-throw crank is an internal
t. which is connected to a second lever working by the
of the fii'st in the other half of the same quadrant. The

Arraa^ajieni oi iti9 two levers ol tde
variable gear.

done

The Matchless expanding and contracting engine pulley.

other end of the internal shaft, by means of a short length
of cycle chain, operates the espanding pulley on the engine-
shaft. The levers are so a,rranged that they can .be both
operated toge^ther.

While one has a knob the othei- has a curved handle, wliich
fits over the knob of the first, so that when firmly clasped
and brought together the pawls of both levers are withdrawn .

from tlie notches on the quadrant, the "spring" in the levers
being for this purpose made exactly equal. The quadraiit has
SIX notches, and the range of gears varies from 3 to 1 to
5 to 1.

Detailed Description of Expanding Pulley.
The expanding pulley is worked by the second lever, and

the outer pulley Hange is carried by three keyways slidiu"
over three keys attached to the .arbor of the inner flange"
the two being forced apart or drawn together by a quick
thread drum, the moving piece of which is formed with a
chain sprocket wheel, ajid operated in the manner abeady
described The dead end of tlie quick thread motion is
anchored to the frame by means of a link and baD beaxmgs.
Ball-beaiing thrust blocks are used to take up the strain
when the outer flange of the pulley is being operated.

It should be noted that on account of using a chain to
transmit the angular motion of the lever, movement of the
back wheel is exactly and always proportional to the expan-
sion of the pulley, which would, of course, not be the case
if a directly connected crank motion were exercised. Thus
the belt is kept accurately at the same tension whatever
the gear ratio employed.

The two parts of the quick-thread drum on the engine pulley.

A good point about the use of two levers for the operation
of the gear is that by the use of one of them the belt can
be tightened or slackened independently of the alteration of
the gear ratio, and this is likely to prove valuable in taking
corners, as it entirely avoids any "conking" of the engine
when it is called upon to pick up after the corner has been
negotiated. We understand that .Messrs. Collier are not
making this gear for any machines except those of the T.T.
type. This, at any rate, is their present intention. The
arrangement of the quick thread drum is particularly neat,
and should stand any amount of hard work without showing
signs of wear. In the illustration the right hand piece slides
inside the rotatable left hand piece.

Other Points of Interest.
Other features of the machine are a very well designed

guard or under-shield which entirely prevents mud being
thrown on to the belt, and should also do much to keep the
engine perfectly clean. Contrary to laJ5t year, this year's
T.T. Matchless machines have a square section tank, wliich
holds two gallons of petrol and a large supply of oil, which
is fed to the engine by a .J.A.P. lubricator.
The magneto is well protected by a large aluminium shield,

which, while absolutely preventing dint or wet getting to
the terminals, nevertheless affords very easy accessibility to
the contact breaker. The machine complete ready for the
road weighs about 200 lbs. (See pages 562 and 582.)

A17
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Motor Cycle.

MANY years ago,

when it was sug-

gested that ladies

should ride bicycles, Mrs.

Grundy and the British

matron held up their

hands and cried in concert, " Well, I ne'.er. What next
!"

But their shrill protests were drowned in the general

shout of approval which greeted the idea, and they had

perforce to accept the inevitable. Mrs. Grundy retired

to nurse her outraged feelings, and the British matron

helped- her daughters choose becoming cycling

costumes. Now the idea of motor cycling for ladies

is daily gaining .ground among, all - classe,s. Once

more the voice of Mrs. Grundy is heard in the land,

crying- out in disapproval and resenting the attempt

to weaken lier hold on the people's mind. But this

time even less notice' is taken of her th^rn before;

indeed, the old lady is well on the wa\ to being

numbered among the large band of " futile per-

sonages " whose ravings only earn the smiles and

complacent- disregard of the new generation. The
British matron, too, has deserted her. This excel-

lent lady is wiser than het erstwhile ally ; she has

changed with the times; what she used, in the days

of her alliance -with Mrs. Grundy, to consider as

l>eing wholly impossible and worthy of condemnation

she now regards as, good where youth is concerned.

This time there is no condescending surrender to her

daughter's importunings. for she has never opposed

them, and when she sees a young member of her sex

spinning gaily by with rosy cheeks and flying hair,

she no longer darts her freezing look, but greets

her Avith a kindlv smile and "a pleasant ride, mv
dear."

Anything but a FreaK.

There is no doubt that the lady motor cyclist has

ariived, nor has she advanced timidly into the lime-

light. She is a fact, and nothing less. Let us take

a look at her as s'ne stands by her mount. "She is

clad in a businesslike, dark-coloured divided skirt,

with a jacket to match or a woollen "golfer," and

her hat is sensibly compact, plain, small, and smart.

All about her is a practical air of efficiency which at

once gives the impression that she - is complete

mistiess of the machine she rides. And this is true

enough. She can wrestle with a stiff outer cover,

argue w'ith a refractory carburetter,' or minister to a

slipping belt, with the best of that sex to which she

has until now been obliged to look for assistance Avhen

the wielding of a spanner has been necessary.

The mnsf convincing proof of the
,

growing popu-

larUy of the motor cycle among ladies is the fact

that manufacturers have begun to build special ladies'

models. Avhich the fair riders can start without any
prelimi- ry run, can lift and carry about themselves,

and which, if anything goes wrong, they can take

home with but little more trouble than a push-bicycle.

There must be a good many ladies clamouring for

motor cycles if the manufacturers will go out of th

way to compete with each other to make a moi-

most suitable for a lady's use.

What the Ladies Think.

Now as to the idea from the ladies' point of vie

Well, unquestionably they are very keen. T
modern young lady does not like to think that th<

is anything a man can do which she is , not a

capable of performing, at least so far. as sports i

concerned, and so she has tried her skill" with t

motor cvcle to find that she can get along very w<

With a special lady's mount she can ride asr,far a

as fast as her gentlemen friends, and if anything g
wrong she has proved her capability to deal with

emergency. Many, too, are not content with " mei

ladies' lightweights, but denrand ." men's." machin
One well-known lady motor cyclist has a machine

5 h.p. with which she is as much at home as witl

sewing machine.

The fitness of the motor cycle, as a pleasing medi
of sport and amusement for ladies is therefore i

dent, and of the success of ladies as motor cycl

there is no doubt. The pastime offers so many attr

tions that it could not long remain unsupported,

longer will hubby be able to go off Avith-the exc

that "ladies are not Avanted on golf courses." ]

pai'tner can reply that they are wanted in mc
cycling clubs, which are making . special sections

them, and hubby must buy a motor cycle for him,

and one for his wife. Then what a limitless field

enjoyment is thrown open to him ! He may learn

fascination and romance of the open road, be

see new things and new places, and he will becc

better acquainted with the beauties of his own co

try. . He will be enjoying all these things, and he

have his. wife with him to share them, which is ai

should be. . Frank N. Hillier

S'-owing the new Matchless variable gear and double horizontal rear stays.

Observe the large metal guard, (See previous page).
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OCCASIONAL COnnENTS.
563

By "IXION.'

The Medical Aspects of Six Days' Records.
I have been talking to several medical men about

the physical effects of excessive long distance riding,

such as is represented by a modern six days' distance

record, and the general verdict is such that no manu-
facturer ought to permit, still less order, an employe
to attack this record, and that no amateur ought to

attempt such a ride until he has undergone a very

searching examination at the hands of a reliable

filixsician.

Without entering into technicalities, the general

[effect of the prolonged strain is to dilate the heart ; the

conse(]uences may not be perceptible to the hardy rider

for 3 time, and, indeed, an exceptionally strong man
Imay never be conscious of any ill effects. But it is

common knowledge that many famous athletes have
Igone out like candles within a few years of their

lexhausting feats.

The history of the University boat race is full of

linstances; magnificent specimens of muscular humanity,

lafter rowing in several punishing races, have within a

Ifew years collapsed under what seemed to Fe a mild

[attack of influenza or other common complaint. To
[quote a popular advertisement, such feats are simply

I"
an overdraft upon the bank of life."

B. H. Davies, who first set up a six days' record

Isome six years ago, tells us he felt the effects of it for

[several years; he only covered 1,200 odd miles—half
E. Catt's distance—but as his machine was slow and

feeble compared to those of to-day, he spent about the

|same time on the road, and was further exhausted by

lours of '' l.p.a." on hills. Both he and Mr. Catt under-

took their rides against the advice of the Triumph
iCvcIe Co. In like manner Mr. Catt finished in a very

exhausted condition. His face was skinned, his eyes

fnflamed, his back sore, his wrists and feet swollen ;

le could not sleep at all the night he finisheil, he dare

lot trust himself to face the traffic in Norwich, he lost

ill sense of perspective so that he felt he was riding

tnto a flat oil painting instead of into a solid landscape,

nid his heart was unsettled for some time afterwards.

On the other hand, one man in a million can sustain

such strains without serious injury—I need only

Jiiention such names as G. P. Mills and G. A. OUey.

kit 1 hope enough has baen said to deter any manu-
lacturing firm from sending an employe out to beat

[his record, and to warn any light-hearted amateur

igainst entering upon a task which may strike twenty

tears off his life span.

Tpouser Shields.

It is remarkable how many modern machines retain

[he power to singe a hole through a costly pair of

:)reecbes or overall leggings in those convulsive knee-

lolds which the most' courageous rider seeks when
le skates round a hairpin corner in a hill-climb, or

|;vade:s a frolicsome horse by the breadth of a whisker.

We put up with such annoyances in ancient days.

)o I not remember how my old Ormonde used to

Jespatch 2,000 volts up my thigh marrow from its

[parking plug, and laid the foundation of Dunhill's

Tmd Oamage's businesses by burning out one pair of

lackintosh breeks per each wet day? Neither have

forgotten how I begged a large framed sheet of wire'

chicken netting from Albert Wright's Irish racer,

which ended my sufferings and expenses.

But to-day the old nuisance continues, and it is

left to the accessory maker to supply us with trouser

guards.

The other day I reviewed a brigade of famous
riders at the start of a crack climb, and scarcely a
man of them but was grievously marred as to thigh

or calf apparel, while tlie riders of a certain make
were spectacles indeed ! Each man had his right

ankle sopped in green oil, his right calf marked with
a large ragged and charred hole, and both thighs

stained with brilliant tank enamel.
Is there a conspiracy, deep and dark, between the

manufacturers of our machines and the purveyors of

the baggy fawn legwear we mostly affect, or is it

merely true that evil is wrought by want of thought
as well as by want of heart? I hereby give warning
that unless there is an improvement before next

Olympia I intend to found the Motor Cyclists' Leg
Protection Association, in which I might blushingly

accept the proud position of perpetual president.

Transparent Lacquers.
From an " appearance j>oiiit of \ lew, we niav dixicJc

motor cyclists into three classes—(i) riders who never
clean their machines, (2) riders who clean their

machines after each ride, (3) riders who coat the bright

parts with grease and clean up at inlerxals. None of

these classes are really happy.
The man with the dirty machine feels ashamed when

he is in clean company ; the man who uses rag, Selvxt,

and metal polish four days a week grows mightily sick

of the labour; while the grease merchant wishes he did

not get into quite such a filthy mess whenever he is

compelled to do some little job like detaching a cover.

Here there is an obvious opening for a tran.sparent

lacquer which can preserve the plated parts from rust

and enable cleaning to be done by the judicious use of

a small pressure hose. I recently inspected a work-

manlike car all the briglit parts of which had been
treated by a transparent invisible lacquer known as
" .Antarnish." (See Gamage's list.) Only upon very

close examination could ' the difference between the

lacquer and plain polished plating be detected. The
lacquer can at any time be removed by rubbing the

parts with methylated spirit. Cleaning can be done by

hosing down without the least fear of rust, provided the

entire surface has been covered with lacquer. I think

this is just what so many riders are looking for. At
any rate, I purpose treating a new machine to be

delivered this week in this manner, and towards the

end of the year I will report upon the result of my
experiences.

It is too much' to hope liiat makers will list

lacquered plating as an option, but the process of

application is quite simple, and may be performed by

anybody at ho.Tie. Some riders have expressed a

wonder that no firm brings out an " all black
'

machine, having the usual plated parts filmed over

with black celluloid under the Dover patents; but

the patentee infonns us that the factory process is

not at pre.sent 6 commercially applicable to all. metal

parts, sirre.;pective of shape.
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WE were getting tired of twentv-five-mile spins

along the Reef and back again by the same
route, and so when a friend, E^—r, said

one morning, "Let's try and get to Rustenburg," my
brother and myself at once became keen on the idea.

,

In the absence here of the delightfully compact
and accurate route maps one is accustomed to at

home, we set about getting as much information as

possible about the roads, stopping places, etc., from
garage proprietors, colonial friends," and others who
might be supposed to know , the country. The
estimates of the distance from Johannesburg to Rusten-

burg differed considerably. Someone told me it was
about sixty miles, E—— felt sure it was not' less than

a hundred, -while one man informed my brother that

it was a hundred and fifty miles

!

-

Perhaps I should here state that if any reader cares

to look at a map of the Transvaal he will see "the

small town of Rustenburg lying north-w-est from
Johannesburg and due west from Pretoria. Our
scheme was to start about two o'clock on a_ Satur-

day, reach our destination that e\'ening, and the

next day journey back via Pretoria.

Careful Preparations.
The main Reef road runs as far as Krugersdorp,

but after that we should be riding through country
quite unknown to us and on tracks rather than roads.

It was also necessary to take into consideration the

fact that, instead of passing .every few miles through
villages and 'towns where repairs and supplies would
be handy, we should be travelling for the greater part

of our journey through country dotted by scattered

farms ten to twelve miles apart \yith one ortw'o Jews'
stores here and there along the road. Consequently,
in addition to the usual tools, spare' vah'es, tubes,

and belts, we also loaded up our machines with- rugs,

;

mackintoshes, and enough food to enable us to camp
out if darkness should overtake us on the road.

My brother and myself rode 1909 Triumphs, and
E had a 1910 model of the same make.
Jumping on our laden machines soon after two

o'clock one Saturday, we set off along the main Reef
road past mines with their head gears and immense
"dumps" and crowds of promenading Kaffirs.

Krugersdorp (twenty miles) was reached in the hour,
and, my brother having filled up his tank, we left

the little town and ran into the unknown country with

a pleasurable sense of adventure.
Nothing worth noting happened for the first twenty

miles, except that we encountered several ox-waggons
creaking along at about 3 m.p.h. The Dutch
men driving these conveyances seemed to have a

grudge against any vehicle moving faster than them
selves, and with great ingenuity they would alwa\-
contrive to block the entire road just as one overtook
them. We also met «a motor cyclist .acquaintance
who did his best to encourage us by drawing a luiid

picture of the road ahead. According to him %ve
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should have to ride over terrific water courses and

boulders, and we should be lucky if we got through

without buckled w-heels and burst tyres.

However, we mentally accepted his statements

cum grano salk. When about forty miles from the

start we encountered our first obstacle—a drift.

As is usual out .here, there was no bridge, but only a

line of insecure stepping stones across which we
walked, pushing our machines through a foot of water

alongside. D,uring our ride we crossed a number of

these fords or " drifts " as they are called.

To add to the difficulties of the road there is

invariably a steep, if short, piece of hill on either

side of these drifts. Usually we could start our

machines and run by the side to the top, but one or

two were so steep that we were obliged to put in some
heavy work pushing them up to the level ground.

Through the Magaliesberg Mountains.
At this stage the country, which ~had hitherto been

opeii and gently undulating, began to get more hilly.

Our route had lain almost due north, for several miles,

but the road now took a turn westward again and ran

along- near -the foot of the Magaliesberg Mountains.

I call-ed it a road from old habit, but really sometimes
it was so undecided as, to be more like a footpath.

At brie point it ran over a rise and became a succes-

sion of small round boulders through which w^e tried

to pick a track with as few bumps as possible.

For about twenty-five miles we followed the

Magaliesberg, the' road all the while descending in

long, gentle slopes through country covered with
" bush" or small thorn trees ten to twelve feet high.

At last as the sun was setting we turned north
again, and a fine macadamised road led us, twisting

and turning, , through an opening in the mountains
and all the remaining ten miles to Rustenburg, w'hich

we reached at 7.30 p.m., as it w-as getting dark. We

En route for Rustenburg The laden maehiiies.
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Short Trip in the Transvaal.

—

)ut up at the local hotel which stood in the main
treet opposite the " Law Courts. '

'

Incidentally; my cyclometer had settled the bum-
ng question of the distance from Johannesburg by

A typical "drift" to be crossed on stepping stones.

icording 771^ miles, and we had come through so
' without any engine or tyre trouWes. The road,

,
had been wliat is considered very fair here,

though it would be bad for a tenth rate moorland
ick at home.

Ignorance is Bliss.
It was a lucky thing that we could not ..lc ii.io il.e

ture for even one day, as if we had had fhat gift

;^
might not have been quite so jovial over dinner.

The next morning our machines were glanced over,
r luggage strapped on the carriers, and, after break-
it, we filled up at the shop of the local cycle dealer,

^o had to be fetched down from his " coijntry seat
"

If a mile away. About ten o'clock we pu.shed off
: Pretoria, anj within six miles my brother's front
e burst. Thereupon we put our heads and cur tool-
gs together, and while my brother A.L. got out a
ire bult-ender and a big canvas patch, E pro-
ced his tyre levers and 1 brought out a leather gaiter
be laced over the burst as a precaution. Thanks
the Triumph accessibility, we had the front wheel

;

t in no time, and succeeded in making a repair !

ich gave no further trouble.

Proceeding on our way, the road continued good •

some miles, e.\cept that several small streams had ;

be crossed. Most of these w'ere but a few inches •

;p, and we charged them successfully. One gave
a surprise, however. Riding ahead, when I sighted
water, I charged it gaily, but it pro\ed to be some-

at deeper than I expected, about i8in. in fact, and
nd the machine were swamped bv a stream of water
>t up by the front mud flap.

^fter about sixteen miles of this we struck an e-,-

mely bad section of road, which con.sisted mainly
stretches of sand. Our procedure was as follows':
ipping the handle-bars, and trailing our "feet on the
und to act as fenders, we would rush the patch of

5<i5

sand at full speed, and if it were not long we would
- -wm through on to solid ground again. Usually, how-

ever, we would plug awav for a certain distance with
each wheel sliding in a different direction until at
last the poor old engine would pathetically knock
Itself to a standstill. We would have to dismount
and put in a spell of hard labour shoving the machine
till we could make a restart. It was agreed, that no
ordinary machine wouldjse equal to such surface con-
dition.s, and we wished we were mounted on'io h.p.
ice-cooled, gear-driven, six-speeders, with cold drinks
in a special Thermos tank on the handle-bars.
We stopped once at a drift, and my brother and I

applied the principle of water-cooling to ourselves by
having a bathe in the stream. E—

—

very indelicately
'"snapijed" us standing on the public highway in a
partially dressed condition. After this diversion we
literally pushed on for several miles, every now and
again vowing with terrible anathemas never to travel
over that bit of ground again on any consideration
whatsoever.

At length we reached a hotel of a .sort at a .spot
thirty-one miles from Ru.stenburg

; the time was 2.30
p.m., and we had been on the road for four and a half
hours. And this raises the great question as to whether
we came under the heading of "sportsmen" or
" pottcrers." Qn the one hand, it was certainly rather
sporting to start out on an unknown road as we did,
while on- the other it cannot be denieti that our average
speed of 6.88 ni.p.h. savours somewhat of pottering.
We roused the owner of the hotel from his after-

noon siesta, and, like a ministering angel in shirt
sleeves and .slippers, he got us something to drink and
gave us some cheering information.

After seven or eight miles, he said, we should cross
the Magaliesberg again at a place called Commando
Xek, after which the road was good to Pretoria.
-From that point the road reallv did begin to im-

prove, and by the time we reached the Nek it was as
good as one marked "fourth cla.ss " on an English
map. When we had climbed the not very steep hill
o\er the Nek and were merrily coasting" down the
other side we thought all our obstacles were overcome.
But at the bottom of the hill we descended suddenlv
into a little dip and found ourselves faced with quite,
a decent-sized stream about twenty yards across, known
a^ the Crocodile River.

A hail for replenishments.
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A Short Trip in the Transvaal.

—

I started across first, walking on some stepping

Sf'ones, but tlie bottom was so stony that progress witli

the macliines was impossible, so finally we were forced

to wade through water up to our knees and shove the

bicycles along
,
with the engines almost submerged.

When the other side was reached water was running

from most parts of the machines as well as ourselves.

We took the plugs from the bottoir. of the crank cases

and ISt out several pints of water which had found its

way in through the centre of the shaft.

As might have been expected, the long-suffering

engines of A.L. and myself refused to fire after this

ordeal, and we had to dissect our carburetters to get

out the water.

From Pretoria to Johannesburg.
The remainder of the distance to Pretoria was

uneventful and the road was not too bad. Having
stopped there for an hour to refresh ourselves and our

faithful steeds with tea and petrol respectively, we left

at 6.30 p.m. for Johannesburg, thirty-four miles awa\.

The road is well kept, so that this last section of thi-

run W'as accomplished without incident.

The distance^home via Pretoria Avas 102 miles, the

mileage for the round trip thus totalling lyg^^-

In conclusion, our opinion of the Triumph motor
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cycle is higher than ever. The spring fork might I

improved, and the rims should be made much strongc

for colonial roads, for we had several large dents i

each wheel of our machines. Apart from these tw

points the engines and cycle work stood the strain c

the rough roads in splendid style. Pretorian.

A wclccme refrester.

COLONIAL REQUIREMENTS.
FROM time to time remarks appear in the columns

of 27(6 Motor Cycle as to the need for " all-

weather " and "colonial" models. Most of

the best makes are well represented out here in Natal,

but I have yet to see a motor cycle which approaches

the standard desirable for this country.

Bad Roads.
It would not be an exaggeration to^ say that there

.^^

are no roads, for they are often but ox-waggon tracks,

with atrocious ruts and great boulders, resembling the

bed of a mountain stream. In the dry season it is

often necessary to ride (or push) through fine dust or

sand up to, the crank case ' for. miles, and in wet
weather through a similar depth of mud.

Speed, therefore, is out of the question, and not

required, but one must have a big reserve of power at

low speeds and a two-speed gear for the dust. Six

inches clearance under all should be the minimum
for these roads.

In farming districts numerous gates across the road
are encountered, and probably a deep " sluit " or

watercour.se (for irrigation) every 200 yards or so.

This may be only a dry sandy ditch, but there may
be a foot of water in it which necessitates dismounting
and pushing up through the sand on thenar side until

your "belt is dry, and a free engine becomes a

sine quA non. The chain or shaft-driven mount
scores here ; but if a belt is used, an under-geared
pulley and small belt rim should be fitted.

Not infrequently one has to ford considerable
rivers in which crank case and magneto are sub-

merged even in the dry season. A . waterproof
magneto case is therefore most desirable, for rivers

v.'hich are not too deep for an bx-waggonx to cross by
a " drift " or ford are seldom bridged. Gradients
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are not usually more severe, than in England, but

hill may mean ten miles of steady climbing, risr

2.000 feet or more. The road will be narrow, wi

constant sharp bends and a surface which is a nigl

mare. Here again high power at low speeds, mc

efficient cooling, and handle-bar control are needec

One has to be prepared for extremes of hot sii

rain, and cold—also for sand-storms. It folio

that every metal surface ought to be coslettis

and enamelled. Plated parts are an absurdity and

nuisance. The carburetter ought to be efficiently p

tected against sand and wet.

Tyres and Frame.
No rubber tyre could be expected to stand .Soi

African roads and clifnate for very long, but I ha

seen a Peter Union leather-treaded steel-studd

75 mm. tyre which has had more than three ye;

of hard wear. For machines which must traverse t

tramlined roads surrounding towns the heavi

possible 2}^in. rubber non-skids are necessa

Frame must be strong and low and yet have a 1

ground clearance. Springs fore and aft—and v<

strong springs at that—are an indispensable necessi

If rear springing cannot be had, then fit a strc

spring seat pillar. Spokes and rims must

much stronger than in British models. All mal

out here are far too weak in these items. Tai

should hold not less than two. gallons of petrol a

three pints of oil. Large gauze-lined filler caps <

a necessity. There must be adequate facilities

carrying a large amount of luggage, tools, .
spares

all kinds, extra petrol, etc., for in touring one n

have to camp by the roadside, and there are no nio

cycle depots (outside our dozen large towns) in

whole of South Africa.^By a Cape Parson.
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Test Road for Motor Cycle?.
[5649.]—I recently saw in The Motor Cijdt an inquiry

for a test road for motor cycles. Have any clubs tried

Bewdley to Ludlow, via Cleobury Mortimer and Titter-

tone Clee, and back? or Tenbury to Worcester x'la Upper
Tapley? I found a hill there my Douglas would not climb,

though it generally carries mo anywhere. The road has
recently been remetalled—rthe loose flints were half an inch
eep. The short bend in the road prevents getting up speed,

nd the gradient is awful. I got near the top, stuck, and
looked at the remainder, and went back. I should like to

now what other cyclists do in a similar fix?

THOS. ABLE.

Lightweights in Hill-climbs.
[5650.]

—"Ixion" has again struck the. nail on the head.
IS he so often does. Having attended several of the open
lill-climbs this year I fan bear witness to the truth of his

emarks from actual experience.

I have heard an elderly sportsman who was sitting by
he roadside just by the steep pitch on Kops Hill say to a
riend, " Never for me, my boy," on seeing an exhausted
ider nearly fall off a miniature lightweight machine after

living it "ii.p.a." most of the way up the hill.

Surely the extra 40 lbs. in weight between 90 lbs. and
30 lbs. is well worth it, if it enables one to have an engine

f adequate power and three-speed gear and clutch which
nable one to tackle the worst freak hills in the counti-y.

None of our New Hudson machines have ever been
edalled in a hill-climb yet, and we think it is very unfair

hat the expert pedal-pusher who can pedal an ordinary

ycle up the hill should score on formida by means of a 10

1 gear and an enormous pedalling gear of 100 or more,

y means of which he just crawls over the top, and wins

1 formula sometimes.
The same question cropped up in tho 1907 T.T. Eace, and
16 next year pedals were abolished, and have not since

een permitted in the race. Vcrh. sap.
ROY W. WALKER.

Drip Feed Lubrication.
[5651.]—In your Spring Number you gave an article on

Jiip feud lubrication. --Vs a novice I am sending you
lirticulars of a simple drip feed which I fitted without any
Iteration to the exjst-

parts of tlie

bachine. I obtained
lie of Davison's tor-

do plated tanks
lid a sight feed drip.

Is supplied by
Tunt's Stores. The
ppe from the drip

was connected
by a union, as

[iown in the sketch,

the o r d i 11 a r y
Ibricating pipe. Of
purse, a non-return
lilve mu.st be fitted,

Iher.vise the oil is

A, tanK B, union
C, sight fecd_ gauge.

Irowu back into the glass gauge of the sight feed. I

Ive given this arrangement a seventy miles run with the

|ip set fourteen drops per minute, and find it about right, as

h speed varied from 20 to 40 m.p.h., and on trying the crank
Ise I found I had two pumpfuls left in the case.

E. NEWBOLD.

Preserving Plated Parts from Rust.
[5652.]—I noticed a correspondent suggested recently a tip

for preserving handle-bars and other plated parts from rust,

by putting a coating of celluloid varnish over them. My
local chemist tried cutting up old photogiaphic films and
immersing them in amyi-acetate, but, finding that the

films were not soluble in it, lie said that liquid court

plaster would do just as well. I tried this and found it

very satisfactory. One day lately, I left my machine out

in a pouring rahi for half an hour, and afterwards the

sun shone, drviiig the water all away, and there were no

signs of rust.
"

SA644.

Hill-cUmbing.
[5655.]—In Tour issue ui May 25th I noticed a letter

from Mr. Samuel J. Dornan stating tliat a hill called

Knocksoghev on the coast road between Uallycastle and the

Giant's Causeway was climbed by Mr. W. Kerney and

himself on Good" Friday last, and that he was informed

by residents of the district that never before N/as it climbe<l

by a motor cycle. Tho hill is, undoubtedly, a steep one,

aiid it is seldom climbed by, motor cyclists, but that is not

because of its gradient, but because tho hill and the road,

of wliich it is part, have a very bad surface. Tourists, there-

fore, avoid it, and why liliouldn't they, when there is

another road—a good one—which is only a mile longer.

There is no reason, however, why a 3i h.p. motor bicycio

.should not climb Kiiocksoglicy, "for in 1909 and 1910 I

climbed it repeatedly on a 1908 3i h.p. single-speed machine,

and now, with a 1911 Humber, I do not consider I am
performing a feat by climbing it.

A little over a year ago an Englisliman took a sidecar

and passenger up, "and he had not a gale in his favour to

assist him.
Lest anyone should think that I desire to pose as -an

exnert motor cyclist I will adoiit the pseudonym of
' GUDGEON PIN.

Originality in regard to Signposts.

[5654.]—May I use your valuable columns to air a very

vexed question? On a recent Sunday night it was necessary

for me to travel on the road all night, by a route I had

never been on before. There were, of course, signposts in

abundance, but one thing I noticed most particularly, and

it caused me no end of trouble, and that was, upon arriving

at a village with perhaps three or four roads into it, there

were no means of ascertaining which was the right one to

take in order to continue tlie journe\% This necessitated

my awakening some of the inhabitants, and, although they

kindly gave the necessary information, they did not appreciate

by any means my disturbing of their slumbers in the middle

of the night.

This could have been avoided if the local authorities had

put up signposts at the road ends stating where the

respective roads led to. The night was light, and there was,

of course, no difficulty in seeing the signposts, where these

existed. I feel sure that a little extra expense would be

quite justified, and would not call forth any comment from

the ratepayers.

At the same time I could not help but consider that a

little more originality brought into use with regard to sign-

posts would be a great advantage. They might state where

they lead from and the place they lead to so far as the

villages are concerned, and to what town the road really

leads.

No doubt the new Road Board will be of great assistance

in improving this long-felt want. C. H. HITGHEN.
A2Q
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Passenger Classes at Hill-climbs.

[5655.]
—

"With reference to " Ixion's " comments in the
issue of the 25th ult., and more particularly his remarks on
the passenger class at hill-climbs, we have communicated
with Mr. E. B. Ware, aiid find that tlie macliine he used
so successfully in the M.C.C. hill-climb (passenger class) was
his Chater-Lea three-speed No. 7 and coach-built sidecar.
This machine is a standard touring model throughout, and
is certainly not pared down, rather the reverse. We entirely
agree that a restarting test should be included in the side-

car class; as " Ixion " puts it, "the capacity to restart on
a gradient is the first essential."

CHATER LEA, LTD.
A. W. Smith.

A Tip for A.C. Usevs.

, [5656.]—May I trespass on your valuable space once
again in continuation of my letter which appeared in joui'

issue of the 20th April.

I should like my fellow users of A.C. tricai's to know that
these machines can be made very much quieter' by remov-
ing the fibre wheels which drive the cooling fans, and
replacing them with leather or rubber ones. I have tried

both and find them equally .successful.

Nearlj' all the noise produced when the engine is running
is made by these fibre wheels bouncing on the flywheels.

Further, leather and rubber wheels do not bounce, or if

they do they bounce quietly, and it is astoni.shing the differ-

ence they make to the quietness of running.

Poona, India. R. T. PELLY, Lieut.

Garage Experiences.
[5657.]—I should like to publish the name and address

of a certain garage and repairer, viflio charged me 2s. 6d.

for fitting and grinding a new exhaust valve ; time expended
on the job, one and a quarter hours. The valve was supplied

by me.
I asked him if he had not made a mistake, when he

charged me another 6d. for storing—I left my machine over-

night. I expostulated with him, when he charged me a

further 6d. for storing ! I protested against the increased

charge, when he dared me to remove my machine till I had
paid 3s. 6d.

As I use my machine for business and time was pressing,

I paid 3s. 6d. under protest, and fearing it would go up
another 6d. I was preparing to leave, when his son, who
overheard the conversation, and, I presume, intervened on
my behalf, came out and offered me Is. back.

I think it only right that we should support the reasonable

and civil repairer, and give the exorbitant and bleeding

repairer a wide berth. A more ignorant and insulting man
I have never met. I should like to see you warn your readers

of him.
Always assuring you of my support, R 910.

[It should be obvious to most of our readers that we cannot
publish the names of those motor firms which are alleged

to overcharge motor cycle customers. Our correspondent's

remedy is to join a motoring organisation and to deal with
the official repairers appointed by that organisation.

—

Ed.]

Road Dangers by Day.
[5658.]—In company with a friend I recently journeyed

to Bridlington from Harrogate by motor cycle. The return

journey was made via Filey and Scarborough.

The predominant feature of the trip unquestionably con-

sisted in the fact of almost running down at various intervals

between Filey, Scarborough, and Malton, three or four

individuals on push cycles. To say the least of it (if I may
be pardoned for quoting beery or brewery vernacular) they

were not absolutely " blind speechless 4o the world," but
had more than "three sheets in the wind." One fellow was
floundering all over the roadway—a danger to himself and
the community. It would have been an easy matter for .a

motorist to have approached him from behind and not
to have been aware that anything was wrong until

he suddenly swerved in a totally unexpected fashion to the

other side of the road. Possibly I might have been mistaken
in thinking the man drunk, as the air was particularly ozonic

and bracing, brjt this is an open question. It is easy to see

how nasty accidents could happen.
Further on another surprise was given, due to meeting one

or two others in the same predicament, which gives rise.tc

the question, would it not be a good idea if the police kept
a look out for such gentry and were not so. keen on the
motorist? Then there would be less need for patrols of the
A. A. and M.U. en route. B. INGHAM.

A Kingston Danger.
[5659.]— I would ch'aw the attention of other motor

cyclists to the dangerous condition of London Road,
Kingston, Surrey. While riding a lightweight machine
there slowly and cautiously a few days ago, it was positively
carried from under me "owing to the part of the road
carrymg the tramway (not the tramrail itself) projecting some
two inches above the adjoining surface, with the result thai
I was thrown across the tramlines, and, luckily, a following
tramcar had just time to slacken pace. Had we been closer
together, nothing could have prevented the tramcar running
over me, and no blanie whatever would have attached to
its driver. -

The neglect of road authorities properly to maintain
busy thoroughfares, where the exigencies of traffic demand
the- use of any part of the roadway, undoubtedly conduces
materially to the occurrence of many fatal accidents

L. H. LEGG.

A Lady's Experience o£ Hill-climbing.
[5660.]— I have much pleasure in sending you herewith

a photograph of myself on a 2J h.p. two-speed Royal Enfield
lightweight. I have tried several of the best-known makes,
but for a lady's mount this is certainly the best I have
ridden of the closed frame type, and I . thought my ex
periences might encourage other ladies to try.

It was suggested by a friend who rides a 3^ h p that

The writer astijji I er di imoiid frame Enfield,

we should try Weatheroak Hill, near Alvechurch, which hal
a reputed steepest gra'dient of 1 in 5^. The way in whicH
the machine roared up on . low gear greatly astonished tha
viDagers, who afterwards informed me that I was the firsl

lady they had seen climb it. The next day broke out finq

and bright, and in very good spirits I once again mounteq
the little twin, and together with my friend on his 3^
h.p. we set off.

On Fish Hill, Broadway, my friend was anxious to show

me what he could do. This hill was quite strange to JiieJ

and tlie sharp corners proved my undoing, as I was tocf

late putting in tlie low gear. Nothing daunted, howeverl
we returned again for another trial, this time on low geaif

all the way, and the engine accelerated so quickly aftea

each corner that I reached the top quit, fifty yards aheaa

of the 3^ h.p. Although I had ridden about eighty miles!

and this was my first long ride. I finished up quite fresh.

TRISSI5 CUTLER.
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Ths Flying Kilometre Record.
[5661.]—Regarding the claim by Mr. Dan Bradbury, of

the Slieiiield and Hailanishiie M.G.C., of having broken the
record lor the flying liilonietre in the above club's event, on

standard touring engine, mi^ht I suggest to Mr.
Bradbury that it would have gone further to substantiate his

LJaini if he had allowed his engine to be measured and
inspected by tlie club ofiBcials, instead of sending same away
to the makers.

I do not suggest that these measurements were not correct,

although it is now beyond the club to verify the same.
ERNEST H. LONGLEY.'

Motor Cyclists' Experiences in Far-ofi Lands.
[5662.]—We were very interested in the recent batch of

letters to The Motor Cycle from readers in the colonies and
far-off lands, which show the way your paper circulates all

over the world.
The mistake that many motor cyclists make (especially

those in the colonies) is to think that busy manufacturers are

uing to make one machine to conform with all their special

fads and fancies. As Mr. Basil Davies truly remarks in his

excellent article on the quadcar, this catering to individual

requirements has caused several makers to put up their

slmtters in the past.

Our standaird 2^ h.p. three-speed New Hudson has a crank
case clearance of over sis inches, and it could be wheeled
through fifteen inches of water without wetting the magneto.
Also, of course, it scores in being able to negotiate very
rough, hilly roads slowly, and in being able to restart without
the rider leaving to push off on a road covered with louse

tones like a shingle beach. Those who have attempted this

jyumastic feat with a fixed gear T.T. machine, as I have
n the wiids of Wales, will appreciate the difference between
.uiiniiig for dear life and sitting in the saddle and restarting

M the clutch.

It is obviously impossible for anybody to get a machine
rabodying the special features of a dozen leadmg makes.
There is evidently something very like a boom in motor

lycles at the present time in the colonies, especially South
U'rica and Australia, and the number of enquiries we are

•eceiving from abroad (many through the agency of The Motor
Ji/cle) are proof of this. Our only trouble, however, is to

;e6p pace with home orders.

THE NEW HUDSON CYCLE CO., LTD.
Rot W. Wai-keh.

Is the Spider Quad Coming to Stay P

[5563.]—The must interesting contribution under the
Ibove heading by Mr. B. H. Davies should be carefully read

ly all -who have the welfare of the motor cycle at heart.

\t this time of day the trade ha\e learnt their lesson re-

arding three-track machines. Except for good roads and
pwn work they, are as dead as mutton. But it must be

tme'mbered that piling on horse-power accelerated their

nwiifall. 'A spider quad on cycle lines mav have a future,

lit it must be light, and therefore necessarily air-cooled and
medium horse-power. It cannot for the moment compare

lith the motor bicycle of equal or even half the horse-

puer for speed or handiness in difficult country over bad
rutty surfaces. However, with this form of motor cycle

\.n driver should be able to keep warm and clean, no warmer
cleaner, however, than the writer can keep on a light-

bight machine fitted with proper non-skid tyres and effec-

fe mud shields. As has been pointed out hundreds of times,

|e worst advertisement the motor cycle can have is the mud-
Ispattered winter rider slithering about on a greasy road

a high-powered, single-speed motor bitycle.

iBut now we have got two-speed, multi-cylinder, low-

Iwered. low-bnilt motor bicycles, on which that absurd
lomaly on a motor vehicle—pedals—has been abolished,

pese machines can be started on the low speed in their

1 length by a firm push with the foot on the ground while
e rider is safely seated in the saddle. When under way
le feet are tucked away out of the dirt behind the mud
lields, the high speed is let in. and the journey is done
Trough mud. rain, snow, or hail with the certainty that at

journey's end the rider w'ill be warm, dry, and clean.

Iliy add 3 CAvts. to the total weight, and two tracks, with
peased windage? The old stagers such as, myself (who
fced on tricycles from. 1881 to 1884) will have none of these
|lf and betweens. We hate increased horse-power, and
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look upon every extra 50 c.c. as added worry. This may
be taken as the writer's answer to " Colonial " [5540].

If ISj stones can be carried round here (Lambourne,
Berks) on a pedaUess two-speed 2| h.p. Douglas, the average
colonial (who, in Australia and New Zealand, is of spare
build) will not require any higher-powered engine if

he takes advantage of his two-speed. Mine has now run
8,000 miles, and out of curiosity the gear box was opened up
in the works the other day. No sign of wear is to be seen.

Why then should intending motor cyclists be fobbed off

with a nondescript vehicle which is not a car and not a

cycle, but has the vices of both, when by development along
the proper lines, multiple speeding, effective weather-guard

-

"ing, and anti-skid devices, the multi-cylinder air-cooled

bicycle will fill the bill? In the writer's own immediate
circle of acquaintances four men, whose ages vary from
fifty to sixty-four years of age, are riding these machines
on their ordinary business tours with safety and benefit to

both health and pocket.
CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.

External Band Brakes.
[5664.]—With regard to the question of external band

brakes, 1 had a foot applied external band brake, fibre lii.e<l

(copper riveted), fitted to my 3^ h.p. Minerva motor cycle.

This was very powerful and quite as good as a belt rim brake.
I think if Mr. C. Parkes has his brakes lined with fibre, and
a fairly strong spring fitted to release brake when it is not
in action, he will find the external band brake quite satis-

factory, as I and many other riders of Minerva motor cycles
have done. 0. T. TAILBY.

,

Motor Cyclists and the Military Authorities.
[5665.]—I see in a recent issue that " Celeriter " has

broken out afresh, and is once more falling foul of the
military authorities.

Motor cyclists seem unable to comprehend that the Wai
OflBce, or whoever it is who decides these matters, do not
want motor cycles, and consider them unsuitable for war.
A far better way than pushing themselves and their

"jiggers" where they are not wanted would be for motor
cyclists to join the ranks of the ordinary territorial force,

as commissioned officers if they have the means, or
in the ranks if their means are limited. They would
have a splendid time during their military training and
have the satisfaction of knowing thoy were training them-
selves to be of some use to their country in a time of
emergency, which would not be the case, I am afraid, if

they were only " motor cycle scouts " or something of that
sort- W.H.D.

TBSe?-

At the finish ol the London-Edinburgh Run. P. Shiw (SJ h.p. P. and M.) being
timad in at Nether Liberton. Edinburgh.
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CURR^^
(GREENWICH)

June 8th 9.12 p.m.
9.13 p.m.10th

12th
14th

9.16 p.m.
9.16 p.m.

"The Motor Cycle" Summer and T.T.

Number.

Ouv Summer and T.T. Number to be
published on Thursday, June 29th, will

contain many .special articles and illus-

tratifiDS of great interest.

Coventry Amateur Team.

Amateurs only have been chosen to re-

present the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. in the Team Trial on June 17th,

only one of the famous Coventry '

' non-

stop " team of 1910 being eligible as a
re.'suit. See Club News.

Lightweight Dimensions.

I'he cubical capacity of the new Singer

lightweight will shortly be increased to

298 CO. The new dimensions will be

66 mm. x 87 mm. The limit tor the

single-cylinder Junior T.T. class is

3CK1 c.c.

Hnmbei Experiments.

Always alive to probabl'. developments
and improvements, Humber, Ltd., are

experimenting with a water-cooled

engine on one of their motor bicycles. A
lady's open frame lightweight has also

been built up, but it is not intended to

adopt this model as a marketable pro-

duction, for some time at any rate. A
weU-known lady motor cyclist is to put

it to an exhaustive test. -

W. Pratt Convalescent.

We are pleased to inform our readers

that W. Pi'att, who was prevented,

owing to illnes.s, from starting last month
on his 1,000 milss ride undei A.C.TJ.

observation, is now well on the way
towards recovery. Unfortunately, his

medical adviser could not agree to allow

him to compete in the London-Edinburgh
run, but he hopes to be on the warpath
again very soon. Owing to the number
of kind enquiries he received he finds

it quite impossible to reply to them all

individually, and takes this opportunity

of conveying his best thanks through the

medium of Tfie Motor Oyde.

A Timely Warning.
Last year, in crossing to the Isle of

iN'lan, a number of motor uyclists

thought they had done something smart
in leaving a pint or so of petrol in their

tanks at Liverpool, and evading the
ofticials. We admit that it is a nuisjince

to push I the nearest garage on land-

ing at Douglas, but it one stops a moment
to consider the danger run in carry-

ing petrol on the boat with passengers
smoking, the risk is not worth running,
as ohe consequence might be terrible in

the extreme. Parties of motor cyclists

crossing to the island who wish to avoid the
ignominy of pui.hing should wire a garage
in Douglas to meet the boat with n

specified number of tins of petrol

i^^^i
'4.

1
SPECIAL FEATURES |

Stolen Machines
Two new 1911 free engine Iriumph

motor bicycles were stolen from Robin-
son's Garage, Regent Street, Cambridge,
on the 25th ult. The numbers of the
frames are 172387 and 173627.
A 1911 3^ li.p. Premier was stolen

from outside the premises of Maude's
Motor Mart, 156, Great Portland Street,

W., one day lasl 'week. The engine
number in 5,395, ana frame number 5,753.

The ShopE" Bill.

Motor cyclists who use their machines
at the week-end, and few do not, will be
glad to note that the Shops Bill will not

interfere with the sale of petrol, etc., on
Sundays. The secretary of the R.A.C.
has received the following letter in

response to his enquiry addressed to the
Home Secretary on the subject :

'

' With reference to your letter of the
22nd May, suggesting on behalf of I be

Royal Automobile Club an amendment
of the Shops Bill. T am directed by the

The Eighth Annual London-Edinburgh
Run.

A Trip in the Transvaal.

Racing Machines and Change-speed Gears

Holiday Tours and Competitions.

Secretary of Stat-; to say that he i

advised that the garaging or hiring

repairing, or cleansing of cars and cycle

at a garage, or the getting ready of

private car whii'h is kept at a garag
would not come within the scope of th

Bill sls it stands.—(Signed) Henb
CnNYNGHAME." J

E. Gwynne Recovering.

E. Gwynne, whose accident we report^
in our last week's issue, is, we understani
making a very favourable recovery.

Practising for the T.T. Races. Importai
Announcement.

Entrants for the Tourist Trophy rac(

in the Isle of Man are to be allowed a

extra week for practice over the coursf

that is, practising may begin on Thm'
day next, 15th mst., and continue up
and including Saturday, July 1st (Fi

day, June 30th, of course, excepted, th
being the date of the Junior Race). Th
concession has been made by the authoi
ties, subject to it being clearly understo<
that those engaging in practice do so

their own risk, and confine it to betwet
the hours of 3 and i a.m. on week da;

only.

BROOKLANDS WHIT-MONDAY MEETING.
P. Weatherilt i2J h.p. Zenith-Gradna) crossing the nnishinj line an easy winner ol tlie B.J miles hanrlioap.
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The Tourist Trophy Fund.

Further conwibuiions to the above

fund have been received from :

J. K. Starley £1 1

Motor Cycling Club ... 5 5
Bowden Wire ... ... 5 6

Phelon and Moore 5 5

Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. 2 2

The total amount contributed is row
G71 6s. 6d.

[ourist Trophy Notes.

Matchless machines will be well repre-

iented in both T.T. races, the following

jeing the riders in the Senior event : H.

i. Collier, C. R. Collier, Percy John
ion, R. EUis, B. Mason, W. Jcepson (of

New Zealand), and W. Lang.

H. H. Boweu tells us that he will ride

twin Bat-Jap.

There will be four 3^ h.p. Ariels in

;he T.T., ine riders being A. V.
iumner, F. C. North, H. Rem Fowler.

,nd S. C. Ferryman. The T.T. Ariels

lave a bore and stroke of 86.5 x 85 mm.,
. dropped top tube to give a low saddle

lO.sition, and a tank holding one and a

alf gallons of petrol. The carburetter

smployed is the new B. and B. with

ariable jet. It is most probable that all

dll have Armstrong three-speed huljs.

Experiments are now proceeding willi

.he gear.

The L.M.C., which will be ridden by
H. Slaughter will iiave a neat two-

peed gear of diminutive dimensions.

^is engine will be of the usual 85 x 88

m. pattern, with the racing pattern

iston we recently described and illus-

•ated.

There wUl be a trio of Triumph trade

ders in the race, although only two
eie originally entered. Their names are

/. F. Newsome, W. Creyton, and A.
i". Walden. It is quite likely that the

.T. Triumph will be the most stan-

ardised machine of the whole lot

ntered, for no important deviation will

e made from the single-geared model
ted, except, perhaps, a larger tank,

ne of the T.T. machines is to be tried

ith the Triumph muili-platc clutch in

e rear hub for coasting down the moun-
on
A device is being given an extended
ial onon3 ot the two-stroke Scotts which
ill render the machine very much more
exible, besides improving the fuel con-

mption. It is worked by the engine

self mechanically, and will probably
fitted for the T.T. race.

The directors ot Humber, Ltd.. have
ecided not to enter for the Senior T.T.
ace. but have entered two of tlie new
X 60 mm. lightweight twin-cylinder

laohines in the Junior event. The riders

omiiiated are Sam Wright and A. G.
'eoE.

The Rex Company are busy with a

ater-cooled machine which may probably

6 used in the great race.

The course for the kilometre trials on
le Douglas promenade has now been
iproved by Messrs. Nisbet and Straight.

The probable events will be a handicap
)! local motor cyclists, with machines

to 1,000 c.c. ; a contest for the
luninr T.T, Class ; and a contest for

lie Senior T.T. Class.

492 miles per gaUon. Is it Possible ?

In the Hudderefield M.C.C. petrol con-
sumption test a Moto-Reve rider named
T. P. Grosland is supposed to have
covered the twenty miles undulating
course with a consumption of six and a
half ouncee of petrol, egual to 492 miles
per ;jaIlon. A confirmatory run is to be
made in view of such astounding figures.

FUTURE EVENTS.
June 10—A.C.U. Race Meeting.

10—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open
Speed Trial at Clipstone.

„ 10—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.
„ lo-n—Bradford M.C.C. Bradford to

London and back. Twenty - four
Hours' Open Reliability Trial.

If 17— M.C.C, Seventh Annual Team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup,

„ 21)— "The Motor Cycle" Summer and
T.T, Number,

30 —Junior T,T, Race in the Ish of Man,
3—Senior T,T, Race in the Isle of Man
4— Kilometre Speed Trial on the

Douglas Promenade, Isle of Man
8—A,C,U, Met, Centre Eliminating

Trial for Club Championship,
15—A,C,U, Mid. Centre Open Hill Climb,
22—A,C,U. Quarterly Trial (Northern).
29—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb

and suggested speed trials.

July

Another Six Days' Ride.

W. J. Clarke, Doncaster, is an aspirant
to six days' honouis, and intends to
make three trips per diem between Don-
raster and Mablethoipe, the distance out
and home being about 150 miles. He
started at midnight last Sunday, but
magneto trouble caused a breakdown on
the second journey. We understand he
started again last Monday at 12 p.m.

A.C.U. Six Days' Trial Notes.

It has been decided to divide the
entrants in the Six Days' 'Trial, which is

to he held from August 14th to 19th, into
the following classes : 1—Minor, for

engines not exceeding 340 c.c. 2

—

Medium, " for engines not exceeding
585 C.C. 3—Major, for engines not ex-
ceeding 1,000 c.c. ^—Passenger—No
limit to cubic capacity.
The minimum and maximum speeds will

be fixed at seventeen and twenty miles pe''

hour for the Minor and Passenger Glajses
and eighteen and twenty miles per ho .r

for the Medium and Major Classes.
A special prize will be awarded for ' ne

beat performance by a team of tl .-ee

private owners nominated by an atfilii ted
club. 'The nominees must all be uieuioers
of the nominating club. This prize will

only be awai'ded provided at least five

teams are nornmated.

Paris to Trouville.

On Sunday last a motor cycle race
between Paris and Trouville was run
off by the Touring Motor Club. Class I.

(lightweights) was won on a 2 h.p.
.Vlcyon, in 4h. 20m., a N.S.U. was
.second, and a Motosacoche third. In the
heavyweight class a mixed tandem took
part. This was a Rene-GiUet, and it

finished in good time.

Auto Cycle Union Race Meeting.

The under-mentioned riders are down
to compete at the above race meeting at
Brooldands next Saturday ; Martin, Day-
rell, Witham, C. B. Franklin, W. F.
New&ome, G. E. Stanley, Percy Butler,
A. J. Sproaton, C. R. Collier, and S. T.
Tessier.

Intending competitors at the race meet-
ing next Satiu-day are reminded tliat tlieii-

motor cycles must be fitted either with an
efficient silencer or with an exliaust pipe
complying with the 1911 A.C.U. Touiial
Trophy Regulations. No motor cycle
fitted with open exhaust will be allowed
to run.

J. de Hosier's first appearance on an
Knglish track will be made at the A.C.I',
race meeting next Saturday, when he is

announced to make an exliibition ride.
He will also probably attempt record.

£. F, Baxter (7 li.p. Rex), who lowcrcii the mile record at the New Brighton iracli on Whit-iaonday
The new time is Im. 41s.
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THE weather conditions on Friday evening, June 2nd,

were absolutely perfect for the great il.C.C. Run to

Edinburgh—the eighth annual event. It was gloriously

fine and warm, while a, few days old moon shone

after dark to light the competitors on their way North. The

fact that a^larger entry than on, any previous ,
occasion had

while Messrs. G. C. J. Seed and A.

the distribjjtion of the numbers.
Carpmael loo)<ed a/t-?!

The start from Highgate on Friday evening
leaving.

Cyril Bailey i3J li.p. Rudgcl

been received accounted for mucn interest being taken in

the start, which took place as usual in the wide open space
•so admirably suited for the purpose outside the Old Gate
House Hotel, Highgate.
At an early hour numerous keenly interested spectators

gathered round the competing machines, and as the evening
wore on their numbers were augmented by an ever increas-

ing ,j throng. All the motor bicycles were drawn up in

numerical order on the offside nf the road, and behind them
were„'the passenger machines. All were sealed by hard
working officials under the direction of Mr. L. A. Baddeley

An Inspection of the Competing Machines.
A hasty inspection of the machines, which was made just

before the start, revealed several interesting features.

Gordon Watson (5-6 h.p. F.N.) had an E.A.C. badge -

fastened on his head light, the first we have seen on a motor
bicycle. W. E. S. ilay (5 h.p. Portland-Jap) had his rout-:

card neatly fixed in a frame and electrically lighted, while

he also used a comfortable pan seat. J. R. Brown rode ;i

Lincoln-Elk with a huge petrol tank. H. B. Karslake rode

his famous Dreadnought, now on its third trip to Edin

burgh. Pratt was forbidden to compete by his doctor, :is

he had not sufficiently recovered from his recent illness, but

lie was able to do excellent work as a marshal. His number
was allotted to Capt. Sh- Robert Arbuthnot, R.N. (S^ h.p.

Triumph), who sailed in H.M.S. Blenheim on Thursday
from Kirkwall and landed at Harwich that afternoon.

''Karslake was the only man riding a motor bicycle not to

employ a magneto. G. W. Eaper (6 h.p. N.S.XJ.) used an

electric lamp to illuminate his watch and speedometer. Ex-
police Superintendent Vedj' rOide a 5 h.p. Salway and side-

car, and took Ms daughter with him. W. H. Wells and G.

Lee-Evans used dissolved acetylene on their Indian machines

and were much delighted iby the steady^ light it gave.

Amongst the machines which competed in the passenger

class were the Chater-Lea quadcar and the Morgan run-

about.

The Start from Highgate.
H. G. Bell (5-5 F.N.), the trials hon. sec. for this competi-

tion, was the first man to leave. Punctually at 9 p.m. he
was despatched by F. T. Bidlake. The men started in a

space a,dniiTably kept clear for them by the police. At
the start, night was turned into day by acetylene lamps fed

by A.L. generators. Messrs. Jenkins, Sharp, Bray, Pratt,

and Marians all worked with a wiD to help Bidlake, and the
men were sent off at thirty seconds intervals in a wonder-
fully smart manner.
Time and again the advantage of the free engine two-

speed machines was demonstrated, as their users comfortably
seated glided with ease away into the night at the word " Go."
Brough, riding a 3^ h.p. Brough, is the present holder of

the challenge cup. His machine was 'the essence of mi-

T'ae scene at Highgate. Competitors assembling for the stait. Outside Ye Olde Gatehouse Hotel, Highgate Hill, N.
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A stop ior repleaishment at Doocaster at 5.30 a.m. on Saturday last.

ostentatious neatness. G. A. Retd's SJ h.p. Scott ticked
round quietly in free engine, and glided away with surpris-

ing sweetness when the word to go was given, while the
two A..J.S. machines got under way with extreme ease.

Mabon, who was riding a Rudge to which his gear was
fitted, was another competitor who made a comfortable and
easy start. Each man on leaving was warned that the
police w-ere working a trap at I'rickler's Hill, near the foot

of the ascent into Barnet, and in consequence everyone
exercised great caution. Jlr. Charles Jarrott, the president,
in his 15 h.p. Napier, in company with Mr. A. Candler, the
hon. sec, and Mr. R. H. Head, chairman, started well before
the other competitors. Mr. Jarrott took the greatest interest

in the affair, and, we are informed, became most- enthusiastic

about it. Mr. Birkin, driving a B.S.A. car, acted as reserve.

Except for the dust, which was not nearly so bad at the
.start as later in the day, the travelling conditions were
ideal, and a splendid run was made over the excellently-

-surfaced and tarred roads of Hertfordshire to Hat6eld. the
first check. Fairall (Si h.p. Triumph) iiad tyro trouble near
Welwyn. Near Stevenage we overtook (iodsal (6-7 h.p. Bat),
who wa.i sitting in the sidecar and driving, a position which
lie varied occasionally by getting into the saddle. C.
Percival (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua) was another man who took
an empty sidecar with him, but he found a passenger at
Newcastle, and so fini.shed the journey with a companion.
In the same locality Stallebrass (2i h.p. F.N.) suffered a
series of trouble which led to his ultimate retirement. A

splendid run was made to Biggleswade, the competitors

spread out somewhat, there was less dust, and the roads

were excellent. The people at the Swan Hotel provided

appetising light refreshments, and outside the cosy inn there

was a large number of competitors. Mabon and Ware
reported lamp troubles, and beyond the town Slatter (2 h.p.

Alcyon) and Fairali near Buckden also had head light

troubles. But pannes ol this kind were few and far

between, as lamps and gerterators have improved enor-

mously of late. , ;

So fine was the night that Saturday moriring had hardly
begun before the glimmer in the East heralded the approach-

ing dawn. One by one the stars faded before the approach-

ing daylight, and, though the sky was for the most part

clear, a bank of clouds hid the sun, and the atmosphere
became much colder. At Norman Cross, Frank (7 h.p.

G.O.K. and s.c.) suffered tyre troubles, and a mUe or two
back Olsson (Oxted-Jap) had a nipped rear tube. Mussell

(7 h.p. Rex) lost his compression tap while approaching

Grantham. About three miles from this town there was a

patch of unrolled metal which was indicated by two A.A.
and M.U. scouts, a fact which was much appreciated by
the riders. De Rosier, however, tliought they were police-

men about to stop him, so he went all out and took the

stones with a rush.

An excellent breakfast was served at the George Hotel at

Grantham, where tlte third check was situated, and here it

A scene ol activity in the garnge at YorK.

was noticed that Vedy and Ghater-Lea were missin;;
Hugh Gibson (Bradbury and so.) was seen at a standstill

in Retford, Haslam (Triumph) had tyre troubles a little

further on, and a similar fatobefelLove (Triumph) at Ranskill

''Lt'.j--:miif*i^t^it^'tts^^Vii'Vt^'^'''fHiBL"mii>^\^^;»j'j>jS!iiie.

I> Signingtbe checking sbeet at the'StatioD Hotel, York l2) Eli Clark (2; h.p. Douglasi and J. R. Brown 13: h.p. Lincoln Elki.
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(1) H. Wiiliamson (7 h.f. Rex sidette) and G.
at the York control.

GrilBth (Moto Revo)

It was still very cold, but the men could only endure it and
pray for the sun to come out, which it did not do till they
were well on their way to York. W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Brown)
had the magneto sprocket come adrift—an incident which' caused
him a delay of three hours. W. E. Haines (8 h.p. l^at and
s.c.) had clutch trouble near Doncaster, and near this town
Kiokham (2| h.p. Dougias)had plug trouble. Gibson stopped
to tighten his belt at Wentbridge, where there is the
steepest Mil between Loudon and Newcastle. The way to the
Station Hotel, York, where was the fifth check, was excel

lently marked by means of arrows, and at the hotel a splendid
breakfast was served. Fortified by this and by the fact that
tlie sun shone warmly in a clear blue sky, the men started

away in a veiy ha23py frame of mind, and the journey on the
next stage was continued on excellent roads, carefully pro-

tected by the splendid East Riding police, who were stationed
at all dangerous places along the roads. Near Easingwold,
Whitmore (5-i h.p. Rudge) had to disconnect his speedometer.
Love had a front tyre puncture near Thirsk, while a little

farther on we overtook W. A. Jacobs and Le Grand, who
have earned for themselves the nickname of " the insepar-

ables." Dear (2 h.p. Humber), whom we had last seen

walking his machine at Neville's Cross, went to sleep, ran
into a ditch, and bent his forks. He had had other trouble,

and had had no food before he reached Thirsk, but he
eventually reached Newcastle, where he retired with an
injured ankleT Wray (3^- h.p. Bradbury and s.c.) stated at

Darlington that his engine was not pulling well.

Leaving Darlington, good progress was made to Neville's

Cross, where the route neatly avoids Durham. This was well

(2) H. C. Maybury (3i h.p. H.A.L.) and A. M. C. Scott (31 h.p. Rudgei
leaving York.

marked by arrows, and the police gave every assistance im

directing the men. At Franiwellgate, W. E. Haines (8 h.p.

'

Bat and s.c.) had a front tyre puncture. At Perryhill the-

colliery district was reached, and the gouig from that point
to Newcastle was not of the pleasantest. At the latter town,
where the seventh check was situated, a very hearty welcome-
was extended to the competitors by the Newcastle and
District M.C. , whose members managed the check and
arranged a capital lunch at their clubhouse. Here Wray
endeavoured to improve the running of his engine by fitting a

new exhaust valve spring.

After Newcastle the road was execrable, the surface- being
of the very vilest description. The route, however, became
more interesting and more difficult, as the Cheviots pro-

vided several long climbs which, as the afternoon was hot
and there was a following wind, proved rather trying. By
far the longest climb was Carter Bar, which leads up to

the Scottish border. Up this hill, which is a miniature
mountain pass, we saw the following machines fitted with
sidecars climb in good form: A. E. Catt (3^ h.p. Triumph),
J. Chater-Lea (8 h.p. Chater-Lea), F, Smith (5-6 h,p,

Clyno), T. G. Proctor (7 h.p. Indian), H, Gibson (3i h.p,

Bradbury), A. J. Clayton (3^ h.p. Humber), who rode up-

slowly as his rear wheel was buckled, Ct, Wray (3^ h,p,

Bradbury), and the Morgan runabout. Ware at this point

suffered broken forks, and a little further on he broke ii

tube of his sidecar frame. It is a wonder there were not
more breakages, as the surface was appalling, which may
be accounted for by the motor chai'-a-banc service which
plies along this route.

(1) R. M. Brice (SI h.p. Brown), B. A. Hill (3t h.p. Rudge), and B. IMarians
I P. and M.) preparing to restart from Northallerton.

(2) P. Bentley (3.V h.p. Triumph), A. V. Sumner (34 h.p. Arieli, and R. B. Clark
'(5 h.p. Indian) turning over the route cards.
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The Indian trlliB, Including W. H. Wells and Jake de Rosier, at the Northallerton

iThe road from the foot of Soutra to Dalkeith is emially

|ro:ious foi- the same reason. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot broke

[spring in his forlcs, but he was fortunately able to replace
'
at Doncaster. At Jedburgh, where was the eighth check,

excellent tea wits served at the Royal Hotel. The
uiitry was now perfectly lovely and ouite hilly, the hills

Iminatir.g in the a':cent of Sontra. Near a village called

rd we fooiid Fairall in trouble, and he retired. Brnugh,
at Newcastle was heard to remark that his machine
going so well that all he had to do w.as to sit still

Id see the milestones go liy. reckoned thai as regards

lie he was only three niiniiles out at .Jedburgh. Kars-
was delayed by inlet valve trouble, and gave up all

of competing for the cup. F." R. Flint (5^ h.p.

nith) twisled the -back slays of his machine and found
could oniy take corners comfortably in one direction.

li Clark (2J h.p. Douglas), in pulling up suddenly to avoid

nning into a woman, cut his hand badly. At last the

al check, the ninth was found at Liberton, and save

the last two miles through the Edinburgh traffic the

[irney was over.

.hough this is the eighth run of the kind the M.C.C. has
Id, interest in it appeared to be as keen as ever, and
Wywhere tlie competitors had a royal reception. The 1911

Indon to Edinburgh run has been a record in more respects

one—firstly, on account of the splendid number of

tries, and, secondly, owing to the exceptional weather,

dust, however, was terrible, especially in Scotland, where
dust prevention question appears to have escaped the

ce of the authorities. Of the 104 motor bicycles which
rted, ninety-six arrived to time, and of the entrants only

le tailed to start. One of these was Owvnno, who, as a

Lilt of Ids accident on the 27th ult.. broke Iiis wrist.

)ck. A ball to sign the checking sheet at the Northallerton control.

A Big List of Survivors.
Those who completed the outward juurccy succcssluUy

were :

D.
F.
C.

H. G. Bell (5-6 F.N.)
L. A. Baddcler (4j Baddeleyl

+B. A. Hill (34 Budge).
S. Bnddeley (6 Baddeler)-
E. Flint (3J Zenith)-
G. WotsoD (5-6 F.N.)

+C. Bailer (3! Cl.vdc).

W. E. S. M.ar (5 Portland-Jap).
E. B. Cluk (5 Indian).
+A. V. Sumner (3; Ariel).

Q. A. E. Ward (3; Amo).
P. Bentley (3; Triumph).
C. S. Lnke (31 Amo).

+.T. \V. Woodhouse (3) Mead)
II. Dulro (3J Triumph).
•E. Pond (3; Ended.
H. Greaves (22 Enhild/.
•E. B. Dickson (8 But).
V. 01f;on 18 Oxtod-Jap).
E. Cliern- (3: Eovcr).
+W. B. Oibb (2J Douclos).
R. M. Brice (3; Brown).
+E. Clark (2J Donelos). ^
B. Mariana (3J P. and It!
0. E. Hipra (3! Trioniph).
+P. 8hn» (3i p. and Ml
•.T. E. Brown (3j I.imoln Elk).

H. E. Whitmore :3 EudKe).
tH. Karslnke (4 Dreadnonchtj.
P. Gront (2» Doucloil).

Q. L. nrtcher (2J Douglas).
Copt. SirH. K. Arbnthnot, Bt., EN.

(3i Triumph).
W. O. Bentley (7 Indian).
W. Cooper (3) Brown).
+E. Kirkham (2i Douclaa).

H. W. Tamer (3) Triumph).
+R. ElHs (34 B.8.A.)
+E. Croncher (34 Kerry).
+S. Webb (3i Bradbury).
F. Watson (3} TrinmDh).

+Br. A. Cooper (34 Brndbury).
•F. W. Applebe* (3: N.S.U-l
'C. S. Buroey (34 Eiidm).
A. M. C. Smtt (34 Eudge).
'Q. Brouch (34 BroORh).
•\. Weh=ter (24 Hobart).

Eeed (3J Scntt)

G. W. Eoper (6 N.sn.)
W. -Vtkinson M Clieriot).

+ \V. Homaby (4 Cheviot).
•.I. P. L« Grand (5 Eex).
G. E. Purchafe (3: Triumphj-
•W. A. Jacobs (5 Uix).
+J. S. Holrovd (2; M'ltij'ucoohel.
•F. Whitp (7 Kpx:.
+A, ,1. Spro5ton 3J Eudp-e).
•W. H. Elce (3J Und^e).
•F. K. Pithcr (5 Rex).
+G. T. Gniy (3) Hudt;e).
Dr. C. J. Stanley (5 Indian).
+E. C. O. Wells (3; Bradbuiyl-
Q. Stevens (2J A.I.S.)

+J. E. Hiiswell (3: Triumph).
J. Stevens (24 A..r.S.)
tV. Deacock (4 X.L.Q.)
•A. Mobon (3i Eudjc).
G. Griffith (2; JLR.)

•tG. W. EuBland (2; -ME.I
S. T. Tessier (5 But).

+F. C North (34 Ariel).

to. Boswel! (34 Ariel).

C. W. Smith (3) Ariel!

W. F. Guider (3S Kerry).

Roy Walker (2; New Hnd<o»|.
+W. C. Henry (3 Wanderer).
W. Price (5 Eex).
H. E- DariKon (5 Eei).
+A. 0. Bobbins (34 Humbei).
J. Culley (34 Triumplr).

J. P. BesK (2i M.S.)
+J. L. Love !3 Triumph).
0. E. Ixivett (5! Bat).

•F. Mnisell (7 Rci).
J. H:i<lam (G Zenitli).

B. Sajver [3' PrPinier).

H. v. Swift (2J Douela-).

F. Tnvhr. jnn. (7 Indian).

•E. 0. Miindav (3' Triompb).
•N. D. SlnHer (2 Alcyon).

H. E. Prntt (3) Amo).
H. C. ILivhnry (34 H-A.I.)
A. J. Duncan (34 Rex)-

P. Gibhona (34 Triumph).
O. C. Godfrey (7 Indian).

J. de Hosier (7 Indian).O. A. .-- -

F. E. Wasllnc (2J Enfield).

+ Denotes entered <or M.C.C. Challenge Cap.
• Entered for special return journey cold nicdiil.

Of the retirements, Stallebrass (2i h.p. F.N.), as previ

onsly referred to, suffered numerous troubles. A. G. Orchanl

(3i "h.p. Premier) retired at Northallerton through ram

trouble. N. Dear (2 h.p. Humber), over-fatigued, ran into

1. ditch and bent the fork.-= ; he retired beyond Newcastle

•T. Dawson (3^ h.p. Triumph) reason not stated. E. Chaytoi

3i h.p. Humber) ditto. T. W. P. Taylor (3i h.p. Amo).

litto. N. O. Fairall (3i h.p. Triumph), gudgeon pm trouble

nine miles from Edinburgh.

Successful Passenger Machines.
In the passenger class the fifteen successful conipetii.ir.s

out of twentv-two starters were

:

\V. H. Wc^lls (7 Indiiin :ir.rl -r:.)

G. Lee EvaiLs (7 Indinn and so)

A. E. Catt 13! Trinrepli and so.)

H. Gibson 134 Bradbury and bc)

G. Wray (34 Bradbury and so-)

J. Godsall (6-7 Bat and sc.)

C. Percival (6 Zenith and sc.)

Ohater-Lea (8 Chater-L»a and s-

,

W. E. Haines IS Bat anil sfi.)

•n 8. MorKan (8 M',r?an runabont).

T. Frank (7 GO.K. and sc.)

•J. W. C. Steinberg (3; ScoW and si

•F. Smith (5-6 Clvno and «-)

T. G. Proctor (7 Indian and s^.l

'E. B. Ware (8 Cliater-Lea and sr.

lemporary oppn>air garage in front oi the Newcastle and District M.C. premises.

' Entered! for special letnrQ Jonmey gold medal

Of the retirements in the passenger class. L. Vedy (5 h.|i.

Salway and sidecar) retired near Otterburn. .7. L.
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H. G. Bell (4-(;ii. F.N.) the fust competitor io start and (Irsi to linish.

Chas. Jarrott's Napier car is on the left.

Barratt {7 h.p. Chater-Lea-Peugeot) and A. R. J. Abbott (8

h.p. Matchless), retired for reasons not yet obtainable. W.'
Chater-Lea (Chater-Lea quadcar) retired at Newark. His

engine pulled badly, and he eyeiitually traced the trouble

to "a choked petrol pipe, but not till too late to continue the

jouniey. C. F. Halsall (5-6 h.p. Clyno) and ,H. Williamson

(7 h.p'. Rex sidette). reasons not known. Halsall was last

seen at Jedbiugh and Williamson at York. Subject to

coufirmatiou. all jvho arrived at Edinburgh, with the excep-

tion of W. Hbrnsley (4 h.p. Cheviot), qualify for gold medals.

Hornsley ^¥as one and a half minutes late.

Of 126 motor cyclists who started 111 arrived at Edin-

burgh, 96 riding motor bicycles and 15 motor bicycles and
sidecars or ruirabouts.

Sunday was spent quietly in Edinburgh. Only the " cup
'

men were not allowed to have access to their machines.

The Return Journey.
The homeward journey froin Edinburgh on ^vlonday took

place in weather quite as splendid as it had been nu the

way North. The first inan to be despatched was Hill

(Riidge).tvho had entered for the challenge cup. He Avas

sent off by Bidlake at 12.30 a.m. It was not very cold at

the start, but over the mountains it was decidedly chilly and
inclined to be misty. The break of dawn on the Oheviots

was particularly beautiful. All the way up to London the

day was hot, and the dust at times was very trying. The
men were timed in at Barnet by the indefatigable Bidlake.

and numerous spectators, kept in order by W. Cooper and
several policemen, welcomed their arrival. The following

were timed in: E. Pond (3^ h.p. Rudge) arrived 9m. 36s.

ahead of. schedule; X. W. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Mead) came
in to time. The rest arrived in the following order :

I G. T. Gray (3(- Rudge).
; E. C. Ovien Wells (3* Bradbury).
j -G. E. Purc]j.i.se j3-j Triumph). Avbo
i

puuctnred ju^ on cominp iu.

,
F. Wliit(?'(7 Kexl.

1 V. E. Fitter (5 Bex).
[
W. A. Jacobs (5 Rex).
P.. Crnucher (3''r Kerry).

1 ,1. R. HCasn-ell (3,'. Triumph),
A. J. Sproston (3i Rudpe).

' W. P. Gnivcr (3.; Kerry).

I

I-'. O. Nortlr !3J- Ariel), who had av«
punctures

W. C. Henry (3 Wanderer).
G. Goswe41 (3; Ariel).

.T. L. Lore '3-' Tfinmph).
K. G. Mnaday (35 Triumpl:).

C. Bailey (3i Rudgej.
B, A. Hill t3j -Rndse).
W. B. Gib« (2: DbuKlas).
A. V. Sumner (3i Ariel).

E. Clarli (23 Douglas).
P. Sliaw (3! P. aird M.)
G. L. Fletclier (2} Douglas).

A. Coooer '3'^ Bradbury).
Ellis

F W. Applebee (3i N.S.U.)
F- Kickham (2} Douglas).
S Webb I3i Bradbury).
C P. Bnrney i3-', Rudge).
G. Brough (31 Brougli).

G A. Reed (35 Scoti).

,1. P. Le Grand (5 Re.x).

J- S. Holroyd (2-i Motosacoche).
^^^ H. Elce (3i Eudge).

H
1

A. Webster (2J h.p. Hobart) had engine trouble nine miles

fi-orH the finish, and was towed in by Sproston. V. Deacock
(4 h.p. N.L.G.) arrived late thr.'mgh having run out of petrol.

.4n amusing ia ident at the la-.t checli. A wee lassie presented De Rosier with
a small America '> tlae;. which he tolded carefully. The crowd afterwards gave

him three cheers.

C. E. Lovett (3^ h.p. Bat) broke his frame at Buckden, ai

Karslake (4 h.p. Dreadnought) also broke his frame. Anoth*
uirfortunate was England (2 h.p. Jl.E.), who stripped h
timing gear. Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber) had not arrived ;

midnight. iWundy arrived late through stopping to hel

iSlatter, who fell asleep and collided with a cart. He
iujured and taken to Doncaster Hospital. Greaves met wit

a similar fate, so it was. .stated, -at Ba\"try. and was repoite
rather badly hurt.

In the sidecar class AVare arrived with his dan
machine spliced up with wood where broken. He skiddi

badly at a corner on the Cheviots, and hurt his finger. H
splendid pluck in getting through is woithy ,of speci:

mention. T, O Proctor (7 h.n. Indian) and F. Sniil

(6 h.p. Clyno) finisited to time.

i

G. E. Stanley (3J h.p. Singer) winner of the long race at the Brooklaofis ,

Whit-Monday roeelin'^.
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HOLIDAY RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

Sosne in the paddock prior to the stiri of the first motor cycle race.

DN Wliit-Monday the famous track was ibioiiged \ritli

spectators, who, in the glorionB sunsliLne, had much
to interest and entertain them. As usual, two motor
cycle races figured on the programme. The first was

WD as the Second Short Motor Cycle Race, a handicap, the
rant of the winner to receive 8 sovereigns or cup at option,
lond 4 sovereigns or cup, and third 2 sovereigns or cup

;

all classes of motor bicycles; distance, about 5J miles,

e machines passed the fork once, and then entered the
aight, completing the race at the long finishing line. On
ising the fork for the first time, Weatherilt had already
iblished a lead ; after him came Stanley, Dr. Gaskell.

inks, and McNab in close order, followed by Baker-White,
ivar, Luce, Johnson, Bell, Godfrey, Steeves, stud Palliii,

ose engine was missing fire. Weatherilt won by a

er of a mile. The finishing order was as follows

:

Tiore Handicap.
Rider and machine. and stroke, c.c. M.S.

P. Weatherilt (1-cyl. Zenith-
Gradua) 76 x65.5 297 1 46

0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian) ... 82.5x93 994 scr.

F. F. .Johnson (2 Matrliless) .. 85 x58 658 38
H. Shanks, jun. (1 Kingfisher) 85 x60 340 1 30
A. J. Luce {2 Bat) 85 xe5 . 740 48
F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap) 90 x77.5 492 1 8
A. Baker-White (1 Trump-Jap) 85.5s<85 488 1 14

V. J. Surridge (1 Eudce) , . 85 x88 499 4

G. E, Stanley (1 Singer) ... 85 x 88 499 10
D. F. Steeves (1 Premier) ... 85 X 88 499 10

[ell (M.R.) and Butler (Dot-Jap, P. and M. gear) were in

ible at the start, the former losing his belt. Weatherilt's
ndid speed, 55.90 m.p.h., equalled that of Barnes riding

h.p. Zenith on the occasion of one of the earlier B.A.R.C
gs this year. Considering hie handicap, Godfrey did

vellously well to get second place.

The Second Race.
he second event wa.s the Long Motor Cycle Race (a

:licap), and was run under the same conditions and for

same awards as the first. The machines passed the fork
e and then entered the straight, ending the' race at the

long finishing line. The distance was about 8i miles. Both
thi.s and the pi'evious race were started at the fork.
Godfrey s machine fired rather badly at the stait. or he
would probably have won. Weath?rilt, according to the
rules, w,as handicapped on his speed in the first race.

Ball and then Weatherilt pa-ssed the fork for the first

time 35s. after Godfrey h.-id started, and were followed bv
Dr. Gaskell, Griffiths; Baker White, MrNab, Stanley.
Surridge, Johnson. Luce. Godfrey, Shajiks, PuUin (appa-
rently in trouble), and Butler (who stopped). The next
time post the fork Weatherilt was leading', followed by
Stanley, McXab. Baker-While. Surridge. Johnson, Griifiths.

Godfrey, Luce, Shanks, and Pullin. The, finish was a close

one, the order being as follows :

Bore Handicap.
Rider and machine. and stroke, c.c. M. s.

1. G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer) 85 x88 499 1 30
2. 0. C. Godtrev (2 Indian) 82.5x93 994 scr.

3. P. Weatherilt (1 ZenithGradua) 76 x65.5 297 2 16
4. V. J. Surridge (1 Rudge) ... 85 x88 499 1 6
5. F. A. McNab (1 Trump-Jap) 90 x77.5 492 1 42

6. A. Baker-White (1 Triimp-.Jap) 85.5x85 , 488 1 51
7. F. P. .Johnson (2 Matchless) ... 85 x58 658 67
8. R. J. BeU (2 M.R.) 62 x85 257 4 15

9. G. Griffith (1 ZenithGradua) 85.5x85 297 2 3

LO. H. Shanks, jun. (1 Kincfisher) 85 x60 340 2 16

11. C. G. PulUn (2 J.A.P.) ... 85 x85 964 39

There was some excellent Hying by Latham (w ho narrowly
-escaped a serious accident). Gilmonr. and others.

The entries for the motor cycle races were necessarily

somewhat meagre owing to the number of events hold at

Whitsnn.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
Messrs. J. R. Nisbet and F. .Straight visited the Isle of

Man last week-end and fixed upon the Sefton Hotel, Douglas,

as the A.C.U. official quarters.

By special arrangement practising is to start on Thurs-

day next, the 15th inst.

For the two races there are over a hundred entries.
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AS we have already announced in these pages,. F. Dover,
a member of the Sheffield and Hallamshii'e M.C.O., is

undertaking a long-distance ride all romid the coast
of England, Scotland, and Wales. A representative of

The- Motor Cycle met Mr. Dover at Liverpool early in the
week and sealed the machme, a standard 3^ h.p. Premier.
On Monday morning, at 5.55 a.m., the rider was started
nortii from Lavfrence's Hotel, EUiott Street. He was accom-
panied by J. Haslam (Zenith) and S. _Sawer (Premeir), who
had competed in the London-Edinburgh run, and returned
to Liverpool on Sunday by road to give their clubmate a

send-off and to see him on his way to Southport. Postcards
have commenced to reach our offices from various towns and
villages in the North of Eingland, shovnng the rider's progress,

by which we are able to gather tliat he rode north of Fleet-

wood on the first day. Hjs machine is carrying about 56 lbs.

of luggage ui addition to its rider.

Mr. Dover desires it to be clearly understood that he is not
taking part in any race or attempting to set up any record, as

has been suggested in certam quarters. Mr. Dover is an
amateur rider, 47 years of age, and his coast ride is being
undertaken entirely for his own pleasure. When he asked us
to announce- his projected ride, and receive daily postcards to

check his progress, he had no idea his project would be copied,
and that he would be drawn into any sort of race or competi-
tive riding, and he takes strong objection to such a procedure.
Mr. Dover's letter concludes, " My only idea is to have an
enjoyable holiday, and if I can at the same time demonstrate
the reliability of the modern motor cycle I shall be satisfied.

I care nothing for high speeds or racing."

!>—

•

START OF THE COAST RIDE.

Fred Dover (31 h.p. Premier) on right, about to start from Liverpool on his 4,500
miles coast ride. The two other Sheffield riders— J. Haslam (3J h.p. Zenith,) and
S. Sawer (3^ h.p. Premier)—accompanied Dover to Southport, alter winning

Loiidon-Edinburgh medals, and afterwards riding to Liverpool.

TOURIST TROPHY ENTRIES.
The following additional- entries have

been received for the Senior ajid Junior
Tourist Trophy Races since our last

issue was published

:

Senior.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. (two single-cylinders)

J. Lang (4 h.p. Matchless)
W. H. Elce {31 h.p. Rudge)-
H. Reed (Dot)
Sir Angus Sanderson and Co. (4 h.p.

Matchless)

H. Mason (4 h.p. Matchless)

J. A. Prendergast (3g h.p. Iludge)

F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith)

P. Weatherilt (3| h.p. Zenith)

Gasert (N.S.U. single-cylinder)

Bolt (N.S.U. single-cylinder)

Drechsler (N.S.U. single-cylinder)

0. C- Godfrey (4^ h.p. Indian)

F. A. Applel>ee (5 h.p. Scott)

J. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. -Gibson (3^ h.p. Rndge)
Q. Smith (^ h.p. Triumph)

Ltd. (two 3i h.p.

Rudge)

H.
W.
H.
W.
E.

R. Fowler (3^ h.p. Ariel)

Joepson (4 h.p. Matchless)

A, Collier (4 h.p. Matchless)
Houghton (3^ h.p. Rudge)
G. Garrard '^ i^ ^ Wnm-
weight)

(4 h.p. Blumfield light-

Premier Cycle Co,

single-cylinders)

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. (3^ h.p
V. J. Surridge (3^ h.p. Rudge)
H. Martin (3i h.p. Singer)
G. E. Stanley (3i h.p. Singer)
T. L. Rankin (3i h.p. Singer)
Fred Mackay (3^ h.p. Singer)
S. Percy Johnson (4 h.p. Matchless)
W. Stanhope Spencer (3^ h.p. Rudge)-
J. L. Norton' (3i h.p. Norton)
T. Brewster (3Jf h.p. Norton)
S. T. Tessier (4 h.p. Bat)
W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
V. Clews (3J, h.p. Calthorpe)
J. H. Slaughter (3i h.p. L.M.C.)
S. (J. Perryman (3^ h.p. Ariel)

A. B. Sumner (3^ h.p. Ariel)

A. J. Sproston (3^ h.p. Rudge)

Junior.

F. Sain (Alcyon single-cylinder)

M. Canale (Alcyon single-cylinder)

J. Garbero (Alcyon single-cylinder)

H. G. Dixon (2J h.p. New Hudson)
H. Rem Fowler (2| h.p. New Hudson)
Hugh Gibson (2| h.p. New Hudson)
D. Brown (Humber lightweight)

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. (2| h.p. twin)

H. J. Cox (2| h.p. Forward)

P. J. Evans (Humber lightweigh*>
F. W. Barnes (2| h.p. Zenith)

J. Haslam (2| h.p. Zenith)
Drechsler (N.S.U. single-cvlmder)
Heaton (N.S.U. smgle-cylinder)
Sirret (N.S.U. single-cylinder)

Gasert (N.S.U. twin-cylinder)
Bolt (N.S.U. twin-cylinder)

V. Wilberforce (2^ h.p. N.L.G.)
C. R. Collier (2 h.p. Matchless)

A. Collier (2 h.p. Matchless)

J. Stevens (2;L h.p. A.J.S.)

G. Fenn (2| h.p. twin Humber)
Wright (21 h.p twin Humber)
D. Cooke (2i h.p. A.J.S.)

E. Stanlev (2i h.p. Singer)

Geo. Wray (Humber lightweight)

W. W. Douglas {2| h.p. Douglas)

L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas)
Kickham [2% h.p. Douglas)

V. Colver (2| h.p. Enfield)

Greaves (2| h.p. Enfield)

Percy Johnson (2 h.p. Humber)
H. Martin (2 h.p. Martin-Jap)

S. T. Tessier (2S- h.p. Bat)

Adding those previously published, thi

total entry up to date is 69 for the Senioi

Race and 35 for the Jmiior Event. Last

year 84 entries were received for the on(

race.

H.
A.
A.
S.

J.

G.

G.
E.

H.
H.
S.

BIRMINGHAM TO LAND'S END AND BACK.

THE Birmingham M.C.C. Land's End and back run,

which commenced on Saturday and ended on Mon-

day last, was a great success. The start took place -

at 5.30 a.m. from a back street, as the police refused

to allow the start from Victoria Square. The route, after

Worcester, was the well-known End-to-end route via Bristol

and Wellington, but Exeter was short-circuited, the riders

travelling- via Tiverton and Crediton, joining the usual route

at Okehampton. The first arrivals reached Land's End
about 7.30 p.m.
The return journey was commenced at 6 a.m. on Whit-

Monday. There were thirty-seven entriee, and the trial

was for the Lycett Trophy, a handsome silver shield pre-

sented by the president, Mr. Edward Lycett.

The following completed the double journev in schedule time

:

. W. Duke (3i Zenith). A. H. Haden (3^ New Comet).

H. Ball (3^ Triumph).
A. M. Lomax (3^ B.S.A.).

R. V. C. Brook (3^- Norton)

P. J. Evans (3^ Humber and

Montgomery sidecar).

W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas).

H. Stevens (2^ .A.J.S.).

A. J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.).

S. A. Rowlandson (3-^- Rudge).

The winner of the Lycett trophy cannot be announced

until the various checkers' sheets have been examined

Photographs of the competition appear on page 579.

W. Duke (3Ji Zenith).

K. Jones (3i L.M.C).
G. Perrvman (35 Ariel).

Cox (2i-
Forward).

Smith (3i Norton).
Holden (3i B.S.A.).

R. Fowler (3^ Ariel).

T. Hill (3i Zenith)

Underbill (3A Norton).
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At tbe start o' tbe BiTmingham H.C.C. Land's End and back competition lor tbe Lyoeit^tropby' last week-end.

Bath C.G. (Motor Secton).

'J'he reaults ol the reliability lest which was held on the
fe7th ult. have now been worked out, and are : 1, R. F. G.
tvelly (3| h.p. Scott and sidecar), 4 marks loBt ; 2, A. F. XL
peevil (3i h.p. Triumph), 7; 3, C. C. Wells (3i h.p.

Triuraph), 18. There were only «Lx competitors.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The following are the awards in the reliability trial for

those members who had not previously won a club event,

lield on Thursday last : 1, H. J. French (3i h.p. Vindec),
lost one mark ; 2, F. T. Cox (3^ h.p. Rover), lost two mark.^ ;

F. .Malt (2| h.p. De Dion), lost seven marks. Membeis
Jiie reminded that the president's cup will be competed for

|>ji Joire 15th.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The first of a series of competitions for tlie President's Cup
|vaB run ofif on Monday last in tbe form of a speed trial,

fhich resulted as follows

:

Rider and machine Handicap.
T. H. Dunstan (3^ Bradbury) ... scratch

T. W. B. Durant (3i J.A.P.'^ ... l^s.

E. Goult (3i Triumph) 2|s. ... 98
In a special class organised on the spot. T. Dunk (3^ T.T.

p'riumph) made the fastest time of the day.

Marks.
100
99

^.cawasKaMf.wkjuaB .IjS^i^iiiJiiS^-

Doncaster M.C.C. speed trial on Whit-Monday. T. H. W. Dew (31 h.p. Minerva)
crossing the finishing line. .

Western District M.C. (London).

The following aro the results of the reliability trial to

Daventry and back for the Triumph Cup; 1. W. F.

W. W. Douglas (21 h.p. Doaglas) starting from Birmingham (or Land's End.

Ritchie (5 h.p. N.S.U.) non-stop run, half a second variation
from schedule time; 2, E. Caudwell (3^ h.p. Triumph) non
stop, five seconds variation. T. F. Stallebrass (3i h.p.
Triumph) and W. Durbin (8 h.p. Zenith) were also success-
ful in making non-stop runs.

Bristol B. and M.C.
There were ten starters for thf, 100 mile non-stop reliability

trial on the 27th ult., of whom nine finished, the first three
being Eli Clarke, E. Kickham, and P.. Phillips, all mounted
on IJouglas machines.

Burnley A.C.

The winners of the reliability trial on May 28th, from
Burnley to Windermere via Settle and back via Lancaster,
were ±v. H. Winterbottom (3^ h.p. Ariel) first and H!
Spencer (6 h.p. Raleighetle) second.

Samm and District M.C.C.

The above club lield a hill-climbing competition on the
31st ult., on Bishopstone Hill, tne competition being divided
into two clasees, light and heavy. H. B. C. Nash (2J h.p.
Enfield) won the fight class in 43fs. . F. Edwards (3^- h.p.
Premier) making fastest time of the day and winning the
heavy class. Seventeen competitors took part. The formula
results are held over until our next issue.
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Streatham and District M.C.C.

This club proposes holding an open hill-climb for

passenger macliinea only on the 8th or 15th' of July. A hill

will be sele_cted within twenty miles

south of London. Several classes will f
be arranged, including formulae, speed,

flexibility, etc.

nkley and District M.C.C.

On the 11th inst. a reliability trial

wUl be run from Ilkley to Newark and
back. The awards will be as follows

:

1, the president's trophy (tfj be held for

the year) and the club gold medal ; 2,

the dub silver medal ; 3,- the club
bronze medal. The first competitor is

due to start from Ilkley at 8.30 a.m.,

and will arrive home about 7.30 p.m.

E£ises M.C
The 200 miles trial on the 24th inst.

will be run as an invitation competition,
and five other well-known clubs are
being invited to take part in the con-
test. In addition to the silver cups
which are being put up for individual
prizes, a special prize for the best team
from any of the clubs (provided six compete) is being offered.

Walthamstow MC.
The club was well represented in the M.C.C. London to

Edinburgh run, five members starting, of whom A. R.
Abbott (Matchless and sidecar) returned on Sunday in time
for the racing at Brooklands. The team selected for The
Motor Cycle Cup trial on the 17th inst., is Messrs. West.
Kerr, Godfrey, Applebee, sen., Applebee, jun., and A. G.
Peppercorn.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The winners on formula in the several classes who took
jart in the annual hill-climb at Lakeside, Rothbury, on the
!7th uH., were as follows :
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Dublin and District M.C.C.

The Bank Holiday fixture of the above club took the foriii

of a reliability trial from Dublin to Lisburn and back—180
miles. Riders were permitted to make adjustments, and

Competitors flnlsUng in the reliability trial ol the Batli M.C.C. The winner, R. F, G. Kell; (So tt and
sidecar), is seen at tlie extreme lelt.

secured full marks provided they were not more than one
minute before or after schedided time. Dr. Reginald White
put up a handsome silver cup for the competition, as io

former years, but the present trophy has to be won twice

in succession or three times in all before becoming the property

of the winner. The club offered silver medals to all losing

less than 10 marks out of 100, and bronze medals to those

losing more than 10 and less than 20, 1 mark being deducted
for each minute late or early.

The start took place from Drumcondra Bridge at 9 a.m. on

Monday, and of the twenty-three entrants all answered their

names, and were despatched at two-minute intervals as

follows

Single Cylindbes.
P. E Tolfree (T.T. Matchless).
F. Turvey, jun. (T.T. Triumph).
R. B. Smith (3^ Ariel). Fastest time.

Twin Cylinders.

E. L. Bates (2^ N.S.U.)
J F. Mallett (6 Zenith).

L. Rosenvinge (2i N.S.U.)
Q. F. Oliver (8 Matchless). Fastest time.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Passengebs.

1. G. Turvey (3j Zenith and sidecar).

2. D. Mackie (8 Matchless and sidecar). Fastest time.
3. P. Roberts (6 N.S.U.)

W. p. Kennedy (5-6 P.N.)
T. Woods Hi Premier).
E. Rorlie (3^ Trimnpli).
F. J. W.allter (34 Budse).
T. J. Dnmphy (3i P. and M.)
E. Dnmphy r3i Triumph).
J. H. TciTloi (31 Budge).
O. S. Baker (3J Triumph!.
- — - -ud,E

S. MilliuKton (2 Singer).

W. S. Coupbrous^h (3' Triumph).
P. KeoBh (34 Triumph).
W. Buckley (3* Rover).
O. B. Murphy I3i Triumph).
B. Walsh (3-i Triumph.
J. Brown (3i Triumph;.
J. Doleman (3} Triumph).
0. P. Kirk (3i Triximph).
J. Healy (3J Eudi;e).
W. Quilfoyle (3 J Budge).

E. W. Armstr^uK (3i Eud,!?e).

O. 0. Williams (3J Triumph).
J. A. CaiTille !3} Triiunph).
B. Myers (2 Hnmber).

Kirk retired at Dtmdalk after valve and tyre trouble.

Kennedy had magneto trouble and retired, and Roche also

had to give up on upward journey. It is fairly certain that

several riders completed the course with maximum marks,

and consequently the result will depend on secret checks, one

of which, with masterly strategy, was placed within fifteen

miles of the start, where most of the men were hurrying to

get a bit in hand. Twenty-one of the twenty-three com-

petitors checked in good time at the finish.

Ayr and District M.C.C.

The second hill-climb was held on the evening of the Slot

ult. at Potterhill. The fastest time, 37s., was made by Jas.

Gilchrist on a 1911 Triumph. The results, based on thf

foruiula W
Single Cylinders.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

The

Time.
37s,

40.83.

39.4s.

f;< . of merit.

7142
7210
7629

10838
11625
12895

District M.C, tiill-climb at Lakeside,
in full flight.

Rothbury. A competitor

•.Jas. Gilchrist (3i Triumph)
Q. Clark (3i Rex)
W. Allan (3i Triumph)

Twins.

W. Munro (2-| Douglas)

G. Cocker (S Bex)
\. Sommerville (5 Rex)

annual petrol consumption

evening of June 7th, and thi

fixed for June 21st, at Brae
four nailes from Ayr.
The Glasgow and District Motor Cycle Club and Ayr

and District Motor Cycle Club have arranged an intar-

olub meet for June 11th at Moffa*

52.2s.

37.2s.

46.2s.

takes
Coronation hill-climb has been

Avenue, off the Mavbole Koad

test pla the
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The Welsh rim has been postponed until the third Satur-

day in August, when a competition will be arranged as in
• former years. The amateur

team cliosen to represent
this club in the AI.C.C.
Team Trial on June 17th
is as follows : Geott. Smitii

(3^ h.p. Triumph), G. E.
Roberts (3^- h.p. Eex). J. R.
Haswell (3|^ h.p. Triumph),
A. Elson (3g h.p. Triumph),
A. C. Riley (3i h.p. Triumph),
and C. T." Lloyd (5 h.p. Rex
and sidecar). Reserves

-

(trade)—B. Yates (Humber),
S.- - Wright (Hiimber). and-
C. S. Eurney (Rudge).

Exe'.er and District M.C.C.

It is the intention of this

club to hold an open hill-

climb on Saturday, July 29th,

Mersey M.C.

The paperehase to Park-
gate on the 27th ult. was u

successful event. The hares.

Messrs. S.' W. Carty and
Jiorley, on an X.S.U. twin

The Doncaster M.C.C. Presidenl's

Cup, olTered for a series of three
competitions.

and sidecar, were not caught
after a ' good ninety minutes'
riini"

Essex M.C.

Entries for the 200 miles reliability trial—non-stop ride

ind flexibility test^on Coronation Saturday, June 24th,

:lose on .June 15th. Full particulars of the course, rules,

ind conditions can be obtained from E. .J. Bass, Bishops
<tortford, Herts.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The result of the petrol consumption test of the 20th ult.

I'ere : 1. S. H. Clark (3i h.p. Bradbun-), who used 19

Minces (185 miles per gallon) ; 2, A. Ainsworth (3i h.p.

ludge), who used 20^ ounces (172 miles per gallon).

I^dinburgh and District M.C.

Southern and other riders should note that the hill-climb

if the seasoir will be held on Amulree Hill, Perthshire, on
une 17th, and that any communications on the subject may
ic sent to the trials secretary pro tein., T. E. B. Chalmers,
. Summerside, Leith.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The result of the speed-judging competition held on May
8th is as follows : 1, E. C. Heis, one minute error ; 2.

E. Hammacott, three minutes error. The 150 miles

eliability trial for the President's cup will be held on
uly 2nd, and the committee have decided to make the

vent an open one to all amateur molm- cyclists resident in

Vorcester and within a. radius ot ten miles, the only

ondition being that they become members of this club for

ue day only at a very nomiiuil fee (probably one shilling).

A Motor Cycle Club for West Cumberland.

In view of the steadily increasing number of motor cyclists

West Cumberland it has been thought advisable to start

club in this district, and a meeting was held at Whitehaven
n May 25th to discuss the matter. It was decided to form
local section of the Cumberland County M.C.C. rather

ban to form a new club, the Western section being self-

overned, holding its own competitions, and electing its

wn committee. It will, of course, be affiliated to the
t.A.C. and A.C.U. through the parent club. The sub-
cription is 5s. and entrance fee 2s. 6d. The joint secre-

aries are Mr. Hilton Robinson, Gosforth. Cumberland, and
Ir. H. Braithwaite, Egremont. Cumberland, to either of

'horn application for membership may be made.
The opening event will take place on Saturday, June

0th, and will take the form of a. speed-judging contest at

'iel Wyke, Bassenthwaite Lake, at 2.30 p.m.
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Lancashire M.C.C.
Out of a gcod. number of entries for the petrol consumptioc

trial on the 27th ult., over a distance of forty-six miles, only
two members qualified for prizes—J. Harrison (3^- h.p.
Triumph) and A. Spencer (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Bolton and District M.C.C.
There will be a two days' reliability trial next Saturday

and Sunday from Bolton to Keswick and back, starting from
the Crofters, Bolton, at 2 p.m., the first and second prizes
being Kempshall heavy non-skid and anti-skid tyres respec-
tively, which have been given by the Kempshall 'Tyie Co.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
It may interest motor cyclists resident in or near North

London and luiattached to any club, but who would perhaps
like to join the North Middlesex M.C.C, to know that it

has recently adopted a scheme by which a policy of insurance
is issued exclusively to the dub at a premiuin of 15s. per
motor cycle and 22s. 6d. for a motor cycle and sidecar. The
benefits of this policy are very substantial, and should
strongly appeal to riders w'ho may not yet have settled the
question of insurance, nowadays one of considerable im-
portance. Full particulars of this exclusive policy and all

information concerning the club may be obtained ' from the
hon. secretary, D. G. Blakev, lleathfield, Great North
Road, Highgate, N.

A 5-6 h.p twin-cylinder two-speed chain-driven Clyno and Montgomery coach
built sidecar with extra child's seat in front. This smart looking combination
was recently delivered to a member of our staff.

->-•••—<-

JOHANNESBURG TO PRETORIA AND
BACK RACE.

One of the chief South African motor cycling events of

the year took place on the last day of April iu the shape
of a road race from Johannesburg to Pretoria and back, a

distance of fifty-nine miles. The event was organised by
the Rand Motor Cycle Club, and drew a large entry. In
considering the times given below it must be remembered
that the roads are bad, and the hills fairly steep. The
winner, P. Flook, who averaged 49.65 m.p.h., beat the

previous record for the same course by 4im. The competi-
tors were, of course, handicapped, and the first six finished

• in the following order :

Times.
Outward. Return

1. P. Flook (5i Triumph)
2. Mitzger (2i H. and R.

cision)

3. Miller (3^ Brown)
4. Rieder (Matchless)
5. Noter (Matchless)
6. Moggs (Rudge)

Pre-

M. S. M. .s.

39 27^ 33 12t

49 57§ 49 28^
38 24f 39 25 i

43 47| 36 21
41 46 41 40
43 45? 40 421

-s.^";
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All qaeries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
jjearing on technical subjects.

A Route from Kettering to Sheffleld.

Kindly let me know the best
route from Kettering to Sheffield.

—A.J.H.
, ,

Kettering, Eockingham, Oakham, Melton
Mowbray, -Nottingham,- Mansfield,
Chesterfield, and Sheffield.

Lubrication. Magneto Connections.

(1.) I have a 70 x 80 mm.
twin-cylinder motor cycle, and
having previously used a eingle
I should be obliged if you would
advise how often to lubricate

with standard Chater-Lea lin. barrel
pump? (2.) On my Bosch magneto
(a,t 45°) the figures 1 and 2 respectively
are stamped on the steel guides which
cause the platinum points to separate.
Does that mean 1 is lor the front cylin-
der and 2 is for the back, or " the
reverse ?—A.W.

(1.) We" should advise you to try giving
about half a pumpful every three to four
miles. Tf the engine is new, do not be
sparing with oil for the first 500 miles.

(2.) No. 1 refers to the cylinder which
fires first. To trace this out, the best way
is to take out both plugs, lay them on
the cylinders, set points 0! contact
breaker about to break, and then turn
the engine over once smartly, getting
someone to note at which plug the spark
occurs.

Play in the Pulley-shaft Bearing.

Kindly give me your opinion

on the following points re a 1910
free engine n'riumph: (1.) What
is the remedy for a slight

amount of play in. the puUey-
sliaft bearing? (2.) Is any harm being
done to this bearing and shaft in

riding in its present condition? (3.)

As a result of a fall, belt pulley is out
of truth, but belt fits well into groove
and appears to run as well as ever.

Will this affect the life of belt or shaft
bearings? (4.) How often is it neces-
sary to lubricate chain driving magneto ?

(5.) Is it necessary to remove chain
cover to do this? (6.) Is there any
danger of upsettmg tlie .timing gear in

doing so (removing cover) ?—E.M.

(1, 2, and 3.) If there is much play in the
engine-shaft, it is time that the bearing
was overhauled and the pulleys properly
trued up. If you use the machine much
longer, the play will get worse, and
might strain other bearmgs. Our advice
is for j'ou to get the repair carried out as
soon as convenient. (4.) About once
every 500 miles. A small quantity of oil

finds its way into the case from the
engine. (5.) Yes, remove the chain cover
and lubricate with graphite chain lubri-
cant. (6.) No, there is no danger of
upsetting the timing.

The new 4 h.p. Tourist Troplij Matchless-Jap, with expanding pulley gear giving ratios from 3 to 5
to 1. The movement of the back wheel takes up the slackness of the belt on the low gears. The
machine is described on page 561.

A36

Bournemouth to Dover.

Please favour me with t

best route from Bournemouth 1

Dover via Winchelsea? A
there any known police traps <

the road?—C.G.B.
Bournemouth, Lyndhurst, Cadnam, Eon
sey, Winchester, Alresford, Petersfiek

Jlidhurst, Petworth, Pulborough, Wasl
ington, Ashurst, Hurstpierpoint, Ditcl

ling, Lewes, Pevensey, Be.xhill, S

Leonard's, Hastings, Winchelsea, Ey
Eomney, Hythe, Sandgate, and Dove
We have purposely taken you from tl

coast between Southampton and Pevei
sey, as this road passes many towns,
much police trapped, and is not to I

recommended.

Misfiring of One Gylinijcr in a Twin Eneine.

I have ridden a single and

^1 twin, and now have a four cyli

^ der F.N., and on the twin
-^ found that at starting, or t

slow speeds, only one cylindf

fired (the back one, I think). Is this

failing with all twins? Even if bet

breaks of the contact points are ope
ated by the same ' cam, does not or

still get misfiring at really slow speed
-J.A.H. - ' ^-

The failing referred to was one comfflo

with the older type of twin engine, an

the type of magneto used before the i

troduction of the staggered armatur
This early type of V magneto won
allow one cylinder to start with the spa;

at maximum, and before any speed ha

been attained by the engine it was qui

possible for only one cylinder to have tl

spark strong enough to fire the charg
As the speed increased the intensity

the spark in the " weak " cylinder w:

increased, and both would then fire regi

larly. As the spark was advanced, at

certain position of advance the spai

intensity would be the same in bot

cylinders, but at full advance probabl

the cylinder in which the spark was fir

of all weak would become stronger, hi

owing to the speed at which the engii

was running, the difference was not appr

*
ture the maximum point occurs at tl

same position in both cylinders,

your twin is of recent design, a variatic

in the adjustment of the two cylindei

would affect the starting. For instauc

unequal compression, different openins

of valves, unequal tension of inlet an

exhaust valve springs, unequal gaps at tl

plugs, and imequal wear of the can

would affect the running.

.
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Lancashire to South Devon.

Can you tell me the best

?' route from Liverpool to Torquay
via South Wales ? Is there " a

-2J short cut over the Severn by
ferry?—G.T.S.

Your best route would be, first across
the ferry to Birkenhead, then through
Chester, Whitchurch, Wem, Shrews-
bury, Church Stretton, Ludlow,
Leominster, Hereford, Jtonmouth, Chep-
stow, after which you take the train at
"Severn Tunnel Junction to Pilning, then
proceed to Bristol (which is difficult to
tra,verse), and go through Axbridge,
Bridgwater, Taunton, Cullompton, Exeter,
and Chudleigh, to Torquay.

Supposed Overheating.

I purchased an A.C. Sociable in
January last, but I find that the
engine gets very hot on a short
drive ; even in three miles the
engine becomes so hot I cannot

bear my hand on tlte combustion cham-
ber. I have had the engine down and
thoroughly cleaned out three times.
The silencer has been cleaned out, more
air allowed to the carburetter, and tlie

lubrication seems to be working all

right, without any effect. There
appears to be nothing wrong with the
engine. The piston rings fit evenly, and
the axle and bearings are quite free.
The brakes are not tight. The jet in
the carburetter is as sent out by liie

makers. I always drive with the spark
well advanced, so I am at a less to
account for the overheating.—ANxior.s.

The fact that you cannot bear your hand
Ml the cylinder head proves not"liing. All
mgines get so hot after running a minute
)r tAvo that one cannot bear a hand on the
cylinder. So long as the engine does not
itop of its own accord through overheat-
ng and knocking, there i.s no cau.se for
rou to worry. We have received no
genuine complaints of overheating of the
'.0. As you are a novice, you should
ibserve particularly one thing :" When you
ake the engine down, do not put the fans
)ack wrongly, e.ij., notice that the riglit-
land fan is on tlie right-hand side, and
he left-hand fan on the left. Otherwise
he result would be that the fans would
xhaust the air from the engine instead of
ilowing it on to the cylinder head.

Engine Knocking.

My machine is a 1909 3i h.p.
Humber, two-speed gear. (1.)
The engine begins to knock
when the throttle is opened more
than half-way. when the machine

13 going about 15-18 m.p.h. It will
run up to 40 m.p.h. on a level road
with wind behind, but it hardlv takes
any extra air. The machine will not
run (on high gear) with gas open less
than a quarter of the way. The car-
buretter has just been cleaned. Before
the machine would run with gas
almost closed, and usually took a little
more air than gas. (2.) It is very
sloT.- picking up after changing from
low to high gear, and is inclined to
knock in so doing, and is not com-
pletely cured by shutting off extra air.

(3.) Would it be an advantage to
make ordinary air adjustable?—P.M. P.
Ve should say that the piston and
ylinder head are covered with carbon

PJ^^^KJS
deposit and require to be cleaned out.
When this is done you might write to us
again and let us know how the machine
is running, as this might account for
the whole of the symptoms described in
question 1. We presume that you take
care to retard the spark at slow speeds,
otherwise knocking is almost bound to
occur. (2.) Are you sure that the car-
buretter has been re-assembled properly
after cleaning? as evidently the adjust-
ment was quite correct before. (3.) There
would be no object in your further alter-
ing the carburetter, but you might fit

an air adapter partially to restrict the
amount of main air.

Extension Pipe to Air Inlet.

Seeing in T/n: Motor Ci/cle of?.May 4th that Mr. C. S. Burney
had fitted an extension tube to

-i-l his air inlet, by way of experi-
ment I imitated his example, and

believe I am thus able to run on less
petrol and have also increased power.
(1.) W'ill you give me your opinion as to
whether the alteration would produce
these effects, and from what reasons?
(2.) I have recently had a little diffi
culty from overheating, my engine occa-
sionally slowing down and losing power
on hills, due, I think, to becoming too
hot. Thinking that this might possibly
be owing to insufficient passage for the
exhaust gases, I took the silencer down
and found that nearly all the holes
were stopped up inside'. After remov-

5-^3

ing the stoppages there was a gre.it
improvement, and I have had no
trouble so far in this direction. Doe;
this mean that this operation has to
be performed periodically, or is there
some other reason for the overheating
and loss of "pull"? I ride a 3 h p.
Wanderer.^J.T.B.

(1.) The effect of an extension tube
when facing direction of travel is
to send a forced draught of air into the
carburetter, which naturally carries more
petrol with it into the engine by causing
a greater suction on the jet. " As to
whether or not this will induce economy
can only be found out by careful petrol
tests. Certainly, it should increase the
power, and another immense advantage
IS that pure air, free from foreign matter,
IS drawn into the engine. (2.) Yes,
under the circumstances, vou must see
that your silencer is clean "from time to
time, otherwise back pressure and over-
heating will occur.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

ol others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope inwhich the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/oThe Editor. . -

"A.C.T." (Liverpool). F.R.S. back
support fitted to Triumph.
"G.F.W." Chain belts compared with

ordinary rubber bells for sidecar work
particularly in a hilly district.

A CHAMPION TENNIS PLAYER AND MOTOR CYCLIST.

Ti,'^; Jf^nl^il'"!?^' 'J^ i'^"." "T^ champion, leaving after the Surrey championship, on his 6 h.p. Bat-Jap.

menced to Enensh'^i'm"!'^
*"" <^"J""S P"^,">'=^"y »" before him at Continental tournaments: his com-mencea ms tngiisn campaign in convincing style.
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A FORAULA FOR HILL-CLIMBING.
THE autlior, who has spent a considerable amount of

time and trouble in arriving at a good formula for

hill-climbs, both for motor cycles and cars, ventures
to think that this article will be of considerable

interest to club officials and competitors alike.

There are three kinds of hill-climbing competitions. Tlie

first, wliich is an entirely sporting event, is to divide tJie

machines into as many classes as possible, and send the
riders up the hill against the watch. Tlie second form of

competition should be so arranged that it encourages real

touring machines, which were comfortable to ride and
reasonably liglit. The driver in the third style of competition
who got the^best out of his machine should be the winner.

Before considering any formula, it is necessary to study
how the engine power is absorbed in climbing a hill.

Let H = Height of the hill in feet.

Length of the hill in feet.

Average gradient of tlie hill

L

Gi

W
T

=.-V

K
A

a
Weight of machine and rider in lbs.

Time in seconds.
Speed in miles per hour.

Constant for hill = See below.
3.73 (45 + G)

•

Area of rider and machine in
, square feet =

say 4 square feet for a motor bicycle and rider.
C = Cubic capacity of engine.

First, there is the friction of the tyre on the road. This
varies according to the surface, the actual resistance being
about 50 lbs. per ton on a good road. The work done in
overcoming this friction will then be

—

50 LW LW ,, „
^240" = ^"^y T5" ^*--^'''-

Secondly, there is the work done in lifting the rider and
machine up the hill, which equals HW.

Measuring Air Resistance.
Lastly, there is the work done in forcing the machine and

rider through tlie air. This is a problem which has never
been properly solved, and is a subject wliich the A.C.U.
might take up and settle once for all by the following
method: Remove the belt from the pulleys of a motor
bicycle and allow the rider to free-wheel down the test hill
at Brooklands with the machine connected to the accelera-
tion testing apparatus, the rider being, of course, in a racing
position. In this way we could find the acceleration and
velocity at any point. Knowing the ^actual gradient of the
hill and allowing for the friction of the wheels on the track,
it would be possible to calculate the wind resistance.

In the meantime, we will assume it to be .0032AV^, which
is on the high side, as we want to encourage light machines.
The work done in forcing the rider through the air will then
be .0032AV-L. Adding the above together, we get work
done in climbing the hills equals LW/45 + HW + .0032AV-L.
The horse-power expended in climbing the hill in T seconds
then is

—

„ _ HW + .0222LW + .0128V'L~
550T

Substituting, the details of which have been left out, the
h.p. is the proportional to

—

W L-G _ W K
T "^ 3.73 (45-+-G) T= ~ T "^ T^'

L^'G
where K is a constant for the hUl, and equals

3.73 (45 + G)
W . KThe efficiency is then proportional to ™ + rrfa "'

WT=+_K
CT= •

The above formula is more or less correct for a hill of an
average gradient, but if the gradient varied to a large extent

Rider and machine.

J.J. (T ) ... .

T.S. (P—
)

M.J.T. (B -)

S.J.D. (R-
P.Q.R. (M-

-)

w C T
V eight Capacity Time
in lbs. mc.c. in sees

300 500 lS5i
325 480 1301
310 510 ISi
350 700 1071
360 656 iin

the constant K should be increased, as the mean of the cubes
of two numbers is greater than the cube of the mean of tlie

numbers. If the machines have a flying start, the constant K
should be reduced a little. As the above formula is quite
fair for all machines, there would be no advantage in piling

on the weight.

Professor Callender's Opinion.
I have consulted Professor H. L. Callender on the subject,

and he very kindly wrote me and pointed out his objections
to the above formula, and on the following grounds :

First, the IC/CT' term is too big. Second—"Since the
majority of prizes go to speed simply, and the public thii

far more of speed than anything, the effect of speed should
be discounted as far as possible by omitting tliis term in a
formula for the ' most meritorious performance.' The speed'

prizes and the craze for speed are more than sufficient to

encourage excessive power and lightness of weight. The
W/CT formula prevents any advantage being gained by
increasing power in proportion to weight, though it does not
penalise it. At the same time, it would .give a lightweight
a sporting chance ... if the hill were not too steep for

it to get up without pedalling, or it it had a two-speed gear.

The formula (W/CT) is on the whole better adapted to

encourage a good all-round two-speed touring mount than if

it were based purely on the most scientific rating. . . ."

In reply to the above, I should like to explain that accord-
ing to my idea the K/CT" term has been made big on purpose
—firstly, to allow for the varying speed of the machine due
to the changes in gradient and the standing start ; secondly,

to encourage light machines.

Do the Public AcKnowledge Formulae Results ?

The public will not take much notice of the formnla results

unless the best or fastest machine has a chance of winning,
and my contention is that it is practically impossible for the
machine which climbs tbe hill in the shortest time to win on

the W/CT forniula ; also it is surely an advantage to increase

thsipower of a machine without increasing the weight.

It is hard to understand why Professor Callender thinks

this a disadvantage. Of course, a heavy machine is more
comfortable than a light one, but it is not quite practical to

make a machine heavier in order. to make it more comfortable.

He is surely wrong in saying that the W/CT formula doea.

not penalise the increase of power in proportion to weighti

The W/CT formula certauily gives an advantage to variably^

geared machines—an undue advantage from a sporting poinf
of view. It is quite useless gxiing on using the W/CT for--

mula, as very little attention is paid to the results.

Some readers might think that the suggested formula is a

difficult one to work, I have therefore calculated five sample
results, which art gi\ien below ; the part in italics took SJm.,
or l|ai. to eacti result, working with a slide rule and liar-

low's ta.hliss of squares and cubes (E. and F. N. Spon, Strand,

W.C.) The figuiea in ordinary type could, of course, be filled

in pteviously. Two calculators should be able to keep pace

with any competition in which the machines were not sent

up the hill faster than one every two minutes, and provided

the times were known within a few minutes of the completion
of the ascent, either by electrical timing or sending up the

starting times by the previous rider, as was done by the

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. in 1909 and 1910. B

Five Sample Results.
W K

Efficiency is proportional to pjp + prp

H = Height of the hill in feet = 500.

L = Length of the hill.in feet = 5,000.

G = Average gradient = -tt = 10.

K = Constant for bill = , ^, ^„^
, ^. = 1,220,000.

3.73 (45 + G)

19GS515

1906634
1S45767
1375037

W
C

.600

.677

.608

.500

.549

C
2440
2541
2391
1744
1860

W
CT

.004795

.005195

.004966

.004645

.004940

CT=
.001244
.001465
.001255
.001400
.001.353

W K
+

CT CT^
.006039
.006660
006SSO
.OO6O45
006293

A40
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A New Exhaust Whistle.

A novel form of exhaust whistle for

motor cycias has been submitted to us by
Messrs. Henry Garner, Ltd., 120-124,

Alcester Road, Birmingham. The whistle,

which is made entirely of brass, is pro-

vided with a plunger rod operated by
the foot. This rod passes through the

'%
..?i.fe.-'-

•

Garner's exhaast whistle.

top of the whistle, and is secured to the
plunger below. When operated the
vhistle makes a series of notes in the
same way as the Garner car whistle.

One of the claims made for it is that it

will sound at very slow speeds, and will

ven blow with the exhaust valve lifter

lised ; it can, therefore, be used when
travelling up or down hill. Means are

provided for locking the whistle in any
losition, .=0 that it can be placed at a
iuitable angle to suit the rider's foot^

All that is necessary for fitting it is to

drill a hole in the exhaust pipe and clamp
.he whistle on.

Summer Clothing.
Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., Cheap-

;ide, E.G., have lately introduced
leveral items of clothing, details concern-
ng wliicli will be of undoubted interest to

)ur readers. Now tliat tlie weather is

in^ and tlie roads are dusty, the- motor
cyclist naturally turns his attention to

lustproof garments. Messrs. John Piggott
uive carefully studied tlie question of

iroviding suitable clothing for the summer

T
HE Wulfruna Engineering Corn-

|)any, of Great Brickkiln Street,

Wolverhampton, are putting on
the market a complete range of

iiotor cycles. These comprise three
nodels, all of which are subject to a

pecification including single-cylinder

•ertieal engines placed forward and low
lowu, with B. and B. handle-bar con
rolled carburetter, U.H. or Boscli

nagneto placed in front of the engine and
ell protected by a mud shield, and driven

by chain, enclosed in an aluminium dust-
proof case, Druid spring foi'ks, etc.

The tliree models are respectively. 1^
h.p. 63 mm. x 65 mm. (205 c.c.

capacity) ; 2J h.p. 76 mm. x 82 mm. (322
c.c. capacity), and 3^ h.p. 85 mm. bore x

mm. stroke (499 c.c. capacity). All the
engines have side by .oide mechanically
operated valves, and the two larger ones
have the crankshaft carried on Hoffmann
ball bearings. These engines are of the
well-known Stevens make. The 1^ h.p.

machine is a particularly taking and

time, and have placed on the market a
du5tpT0of coat of heavy twillette, which
is a thorotighly serviceable garment, pro-
vides just sufficient warmth, and has the
advantage of being shower-proof. A
storm collar and wind cuffs are provided.
It is made in two shades, drab and a
greenish tint. As regards leg coverings,
tliese are made to match in two patterns.
One is of the seatless trouser type, w'hile

the others are separate leggings. Both
are provided witli gussets at the sides

and snap-on fasteners. Holland overalls
are also stocked by this well-known firm.

Yet another article of clothing of wliich
Messrs. Piggott make a speciality is a
chamois leather waistcoat, which can be
had with or without sleeves, and with a

back extension to protect that portion of

the anatomy fi-om chill. As regards water-
proof clothing, the firm have lately intro-

duced a paramatta lined leg overall, fitted

witli button-holes to fit on to the trouser
buttons, which serve to keep the garment
in position even better than if a strap
alone were depended upon. Adjustable
leather straps are aLso provided to fasten
underneath the boot. Quite a novelty is

the introduction of a pair of motor cycle
over-boots, which protect the foot gear
from the elements and allow the rider to

reach his journey's end with clean boots.

They are constructed of waterproof
canvas, and have a liard hand-sewn
chrome leather sole.

A Double-purpose Mirror.
The subject of the annexed sketch is

Henderson's handle-bar mirror and
jiearchlight. The second name signifies

that the mirror can be used to reflect the
light of the lamp, in front, sideways, or
at ail angle. In this manner a strong
reflected light is projected on to any part
of the machine and to either side of the
road. This is useful in repairing punc-
tures or making adjustments at night
time. The sideways light can be used to
read direction posts, milestones, etc. If

the mirror is used as an ordinary daylight
mirror to reflect traffic which" is over-
taking the rider, it is fitted to the handle-

>—•••—<

THE WULFRUNA MODELS.
complete mount for anyone who is content
to travel at a moderate speed, as except-
ing the dimensions of the engine it may
be described as practically the same
machine as the 1\ h.p. and 3^ h.p. For
its power it is quite one of the sturdiest

bar as shown in the sketch, and by means
of a swivel joint and the ball joint at

the back of the mirror itself it can be set

at an angle instantly. Tlie article is

British made throughout, has a bevel

Henderson's
double purpose mirror.

plate glass, and is nickel-plated in first-

class style. It is being placed on the

market by Mr. T. E. Henderson, 73,

Camden Street. North Shields.

Experiences with the Amac Carburetter.

Early this year we fitted a five-jet

Amac carl)uretter to one of our machines
provided with a 3 h.p. 80 x 80 mm.
engine. We are pleased to state that
after a trial extending over 1.000 miles
this carburetter ha-s improved (he running
of the machine considerably, as well as

reducing the petrol consumption to an
appreciable e.xtent. The float chamber
has a spring actuated cover, and among
other refinements, the extra air inlet is

provided with a double thickness of

gauze to filter the incoming air, .eo Uiafc

most of the dust which would otjierwise

get into the engine and cause excessive

carbon deposits is prevented from pass-

ing. On one occasion when the engine
showed signs of stopping, the gauze was
found to be quite full of dirt arrested on
its way to the combustion chamber, but
on cleansing the gauzes the eiigine re-

.sumed its normal running. It only once
required any adjustment, this being due
to the fact that the throttle wire had
stretched slightly, and did not allow the

throttle to close.

Wulfruna foot operated belt rim brake.

and most roadworthy motor cycles that
we have seen. The weight is 113 lbs.

The 3i h.p. model is also made with a
Mabon free-engine clutch, whilst a
fourth model consists of the 3^ h.p.

machine fitted with a llillcnnium two-
speed gear in the back hub.
At the time of our call upon the

Wulfruna Company they had just des-

patched a batch of 2| h.p. machines,
and we were, therefore, only able to

inspect the li and 3^ h.p. models. An ex-

amination of these, however, was sufficient

to show that the design and workmanship
conform to a high standard, and we have
no doubt that as three models allow the
manufacturers to make a direct appeal to

every grade of prospective motor cyclist,

a good deal will be heard of Wulfruna
machines in the future. We append a
sketch showing the arrangement of th«
foot operated belt rim brake employed on
all the machines. This as will be seen
from the drawing, is carried out in a

very neat and effective manner.'.

.\+x
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A Double-purpose Coat.

An objection to using a long coat

when riding a motor cycle is the possi-

bility of the loose tails getting in the

wheel. To overcome this difficulty, and
at the same time render mounting and
dismounting easier,, Mr. Wm. William-
son, of Warwick Avenue, Earlsdon,

Coventry, has patented the coat illus-

trated. In using the coat each tail is

A walking and motor-cycling coat.

wrapj)ed around the rider's legs and
fastened by a button or other means
about the centre of the thigh. Thus,
a coat of any length may be worn with-
out interfering with mounting, and the
loose tails afford good protection lor t)ie

rider's legs.

Cold Vulcanisation.

The Roberts Tyre Co., Gripwell
Works, Birmingham, has for a long
time specialised in tyre repairs by cold
vulcanisation, a method which has no
bad effect on the -ubber. The firm
invites correspondence from motor
cyclists regarding the Vulao process, as

it is called.

Simms Magnetos in the United States.

The extensive works of the Simms
Magneto Co., of New York, were com-
pleted on April 15th, at Bloomfield,
New Jersey. The chairman, Mr.
Frederick R. Simms, has just returned
from the United States, and in a letter

from the company we learn that the
works are capable of producing 75,000
to 80,000 magnetos a year, and of

employing 1,100 hands. The first mag-
netos will be turned out on July 1st.

Sidecar Detachability.

Mills and Fulford, Stoney Stanton
Road, Coventry, have recently made
considerable additions to their premises,
and it can now be said that the only
part of the Millford sidecar not made in
the factory is the basket work. On a
recent occasion we took delivery of a
sidecar, and timed the operations of
detaching and attacliing. The former
took fifty seconds, and the latter a
minute.
A42

A Combined Petrol Tank and Number
Plate.

A spare petrol tank to take the place

of the front number plate has been

brought out by Hitchings, Ltd., 74,

Bold Street, Liverpool. A rectangular

outer casing bearing the registration

letters and numbers is placed in the

usual position on the front mudguard,
and is fitted with a container to hold a

quart of motor spirit, the inner receptacle

being fitted with a withdrawing handle
and a screw cap. The outer case is

supplied with three bolts and nuts for

attaching it to the mudguard, and the

price is extremely reasonable.

A Special T.T. Model Rom Tyre.

The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Brooke
Street, Holborn, has introduced a new
model tyre, specially for the use of com-
petitors in the Tourist Trophy Race.
For such a competition a fast type is

needea, so the walls, though strong, are
thin, thus rendering the cover resilient.

Three layers of canvas at fairly wide
intervals are inserted immediately under
the thick rubber tread, and the object

of these layers is not only to strengthen
the tyre, but to deflect any puncturing
agent which may try and pierce the tyre.

The foundation of the cover consists of

two Ia,yers of strong canvas. Three types
of this model are manufactured rubber-
studded with beaded edge, plain with
beaded edge, and plain wired on. The
tyre is made in two sizes, 2^in. and
2iin. As an inducement fcr competitors
in the T.T. races to make use of these
tyres, the Rom Co. has offered special

cash prizes.

\
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Motor Cycle Clothing.

Messrs. G. Raws and Sons, the Albany,

Oldhall Street, Liverpool, have sent us a

selection Of their motor cycle clothing

for .examination and_ report. The
"Albany" jackets

and overalls aie

guaranteed abso-

lutely waterproof
and are made in

grey green 01

fawn double tex-

ture cloths and in

two qualities. The
storm collar of the

jacket has an ad-
justable s t r a p
which is drawn
together round the

neck and prevents
the entrance of

rain and dust
The overalls aie

strongly mado
with deep V gus
sets, and button
up the side with
patent dome fas-

teners. The " All
Season " jacket, as its . name implies, is

suitable for all the j'ear round riding.

The fleece lining is detachable, being
fastened by patent dome fasteners, the

sleeves of the lining fitting inside the
ordinary sleeves of the jacket. The last-

named jacket forms the subject of the
annexed illustration. These garments
are well and strongly made, and most
reasonably priced.

Reviews.
" North-west England." Thomas Nelson

and Sons, 2s. 5d. nett. Issued under the
auspices of the C.T.C, this is q^uite a
useful publication and is well arranged.^
The maps of the routes and contours are
pla<;ed on one side of the pages, while on
the other is a description of the road.
The particular district dealt with covers
a great deal of the country which will'be
traversed in the Six Days' Trials, and
should be studied by all those who desire
to make a tour in the most interesting
parts of York.shire and Lancashire.

G. Raws and Sons'
"All Season" jacket.

THE FURTHEST NORTH MOTOR CYCLE GROUP.

Orkney Island motor cyclists, who now number nearly twenty. The roads are good m Orkney,
but the hills are steep, and the greatest discomfort is the wind, as there are no trees or hedges to check the fury

of the gale that sweeps across the broad Atlantic.
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The Ten Feet Line at BrooRlands.

MATTER of unusual interest with regard to

racing and record breaking on Brooklands
Track has again been brought to our
notice, and its importance compels us to

focus attention upon it at once in the

iterest of all concerned. When motor cycle racing

Ind re.'ord l>reaking were first instituted at Brook-
ands this journal drew attention to the fact that the

listance from the inside edge of the track at which
le lap was measured for motor car racing, viz., the

Ifty feet line, was unsuitalile for motor c\cles, because
pcord aspirants would strive to do their very best and
pie machines would be ridden mtich closer to the edge,

nd the distance covered woulil be le.ss than that

ctually worked out for each lap. The question

tceived the immediate attention of th'' track authori-

es, and for the purposes of motor cycle racing all

[stances are now measured from a line ten feet from
le edge.

This measurement has been accepted as accurate

ver since, but now there is an inclination to argue

lat the ten feet line is too far away from the edge,

nd that several e.xpert riders hug the edge well within

lis limit, particularly when they are going for record
^d are therefore alone on the track with no other

jiers to pass at the bends 01 on the banking. If the

[bious ones are right, it is a serious matter, because
records created under the above mentioned con-

Jtions are inaccurate in the light of those which
Ivern similar contests in other countries.

[Before formulating any opinion one way or another
considered it advisable to consult those who.se duty

lis to regulate such matters, and we found the track

Ithorities were inclined to regard the ten feet line as

quite reasonable for the purpose, the view taken being

that even the most expert cannot ride closer than ten

feet to the edge when an average is taken for a whole

lap, and that the majority run very much wider. At

the same time there is no disposition to regard the

argument lightly, but rather to investigate it with a

view to arri\ing at a more iJefinite decision.

Very shortiv we hope to publish an article contri-

buted by an authority on track racing and timing

whicli will, we trust. remo\e all di)ul)t as to the accuracy

or otherwise of the alleged errors in distances covered.

In the meantime the opinions of some of the expert

riders themselves would be welcomed, as they shoulil

know quite -well if they are able to ride as close to the

edge at Brooklands as, say, at Canning Town. We
wish it to be understood that we do not pose as

alarmists, but we have been requested to bring the

question to the notice of motor cyclists in the interest

of the sport and as a means of remo\ing all doubt on

the subject.

When a performance is accomplished and goes forth

to the world as a record its veracity should be abso-

lutely unquestionable, and there should not be the

slightest loophole for any person or country to be

able either to say afterwards that the certified distance

was not actually covered or to throw a shadow of

doubt upon its accuracy.

While on this subject, it may be opportune to

mention that by a rough calculation that was made a

few days ago we ascertained that the difference caused

by a rider hugging the edge at the bends in any case

v.'ould be \ery small indeed, but not negligible in the

ca.se of important records, as the discrepancy in a long

distance would make an appreciable difference to

e.xisting record times.
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Fourth 1911 Monthly Meeting of the B.A.C.R.C,
New Records by O. C. Godfrey on a 299 c.c. Zenith.

G. E. Stanley covers over Sixty Miles in an Hour on a 3:1 h. p. Singer.

start oJ the Hour Junior T.T. Race. Tne nsarest competitors are : H. V. Colver (twin EnOeld), G. E. Stanley (2i li.p. Singer), and S.Wright (2J h.p. Huraber).

ON"
Wednesday, the 7th inst. , gloriously fine weather

favoured the fourth montlily meeting of the British

Motor Cycle Racing Club, and a fairly strong easterly

breeze tempered the fierce rays of the sun. The'
aieeting was not particularly well attended, and the entries

n'ere not very numerous.
The first item oil the programme was the Third One Hour

Junior T.T. Race, for lightweight motor cycles fitted with
engines complying with the 1911 T.T. conditions. The
awards were : First prize, silver cup, presented by Mr. F. A.
Hardy; second prize, .silver medal; third prize, bronze
.nedal ; and certificates to all who finished whose average
^peed was over 30 m.p.ii.

In this race, 0. C. Godfrey rode a Zenith" for the first

lime, and it will be seen that he acquitted himself admirably
on his new mount. All got avv'ay well except Stajiley (2^ h.p.

Singer), who withdrew, as his engine refused to fire.

At the end of the first lap, Weatherilt led by some dis-

tance, Martin (Martin-Jap, 79 x 59.5 mm.) was second,
Colver (twin Enfield) and Godfrey followed in close order,
and Wright (twin Humber) brought up the rear. In the

second lap, Weatherilt (Zenith) still kept his place, Martin
also remained where he was, but Godfrey lapped Colver.

In the third lap Martin took the lead, and in the fourth .

ajipeared to he steadily gaining ground. Colver and Wright
dropped farther behind. In the fifth lap Godfrey assumed
the lead, which he never afterwards lest. Weatherilt was
going badly owing to a jammed contact breaker, which caused
him to dismount, but he quickly got going again. Martin
retired, as he ran out of petrol owing to -the drain tap of his

tank shaking open. I.nile by little Godfrey increased his

lead, and in the eighth lap was over a mile ahead. Colver,
Weatherilt, and Wright (whose engine was missing fire)

followed. Colver then stopped owing to a sooted plug, due
apparently to over-lubrication, and Wright, though his engine
appeared to be running better, had to slop, as his tyre had
deflated in the elerenth lap. CJodfrey, however, was nearly

a lap ahead. The three survivors—Godfrey, Weatherilt, and
Colver—tlien spread out, and the race ceased to be of anv
valu from a spectacular point of view, and in the eigkteentii

lap C'^'ver retired. Godfrtny's overhead valve Jap ran splen-

didly, and he completed a record distance in the hour.

Result

:

1. 0. C. Godfrey (1-cyl. Zenith-Gradua-Jap, 75 x 65.£

mm., 299 c.c), 54 miles 726 yards; Class B record.

[Previous best, H. V. Colver (l-cyl. Matchless, 76 x 76 mm.,
345 c.c), 52 miles 1650 yards; August 22nd, 1908.] 50 miles

in 54m. 57s. ; Class B record. [Previous best, C. R. Collier

(1-cyl. Matchless, 76 x 76 mm., 345 cc), 58m. 31.43. ;

Canning Town. July 13th, 1907.]

2. P. Weatherilt (1-cyl. Zenith-Gradua-Jap, 76 x 55.5

mm., 299 c.c), 52 irriles 774 yards.
TI. Colver (2-cyl. Enfield, 54 X 73 mm., 534 c.c.) covered

eighteen laps = 44 miles.

Third Senior One Hour Race.
The next race was the Third One Hour Senior T.T. Race.

For machines conforming to T.T. conditions. First p)rize,

silver cup, presented by the Bat Slotor jManufacturing Co. ;

second prize, silver medal ; third jirize, bronze medal ; and
certificates to all finishing whose averi.ge was over 40 m.p.h.
All got off smartly at 4.7 p.m., though Surridge was the

last to get away. The first time round Stanley (Singer)

was ea.5ily ahead, then Surridge (Eudge), McNab (Trump-
Jap), Oldman (Zenith), Harri.=on-Watson (Rudge), . Baker-
Wnite (Tnlmp-.iap), 'l' cosier (Bat-Jap), Sproston (Rudge),
.Holder (Blumfield), and Parker (N.L.G.-Jap), a long way
behind.

Surridge was out to beat his own record, and actualty led

the throng from the fourth to the ninth laps when a broken
valve caused him to retire. Sproston was last seen in the

fourth 'lap, as afterwards the split pin came out of the
' exhaust cam spitidle of his machine. In the eighth lap

Oldman retired through valve trouble, and in the tenth
Stanley established the lead, which he not only maintained,
6ut steadily improved upon to the -end. The order at that
point was Stanley. McNab, Haswell, Baker-White, Tessier,

Harrison-Watson. Parker, and Holder.
In the sixteenth lap Haswell gained second place, McNab

took third, and Parker dropped his silencer, ran over it,

and withdrew. In the" twentieth round Stanley, who was
riding magnifi.cently, was over a iap ahead, and finished
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0. c GodLej, whf.rid'ng a 2; h.r- Zenilh-Crai ujur he fist lime, set up two
Dew world's records for ounior type ejgiDJs.
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twenty-four laps, nearly two laps ahead of the second man.
He is the second motor cyclist to cover over sixty miles in
an hour on a single-cylinder machine, and might have beaten
the record but for the fact that his engine occasionally mis-
fired, due to a soot«d or oily sparking plug. Result :

1. G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer, 85 x 88, 499 c.c),
60 miles 255 yards. Outside record by 528 yards.

2. J. R. Haswell (Triumph), 57 miles 1,500 yards.
3. F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap, 493 c.c), 57 miles 309 yards.
4. A. B. White (Trump-Jap, 488 c.c), 53 miles 1,040 yards.
5. S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap, 580 c.c), 52 miles 610 yards.

Second Eliminating Handicap.
The last event on the programme was the Second Eliminat-

ing Handicap. For motor cycles of any type and fitted with
any size of engine. The race was run m heats of one lap each,
and the riders competed in pairs. The winners of each pair
in one heat competed in the next. The handicapping for
the first heat only was based on the results of a trial run.
The handicapping for subsequent heats was based on the
competitors' times for previous heat^. First prize, gold
medal; second, silver; third, bronze. -

In the trial run Surridge (Rudge) romped in an easy first,

followed by Luce (Bat-Jap), BaUer-Wliite (Trump-Jap),
Chitty (Frays-Jap), ^Yilberfolxe (X.L.G.-Jap), and Tessiet
(Bat-Jap). Baker-Wliite and Chitty started first, and White
proved an easy winner. Wilberforce and "Tessier then
started, Tessier won—a rather close finish. Surridge and
Luce then competed, and Luce came in tirst, as Surridgf
was heavily handicapped. Result :

Rider and machine. Bore and stroke, c.c.

1. S. T. Tessier (2-cyl. Bat-.Iap) ... 76 x64 ... 580
2. A. J. Luce (2-cyl. Bat-Jap) 85 x65 ... 738

PASSENGER MACHINES IN THE M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBnRGH RUN.
At the start^ A. B. Abbott (8 h.j. Matchless). The paSsenger in the novel T. Frank, a medal winner, on the 6-7 h.p. G.O.K.-Iap ani slJecir, at

sirlceu U W. E. Cook, winner of the first Druoklands motor cycle race. His
reclining position will be noted. The rear port! n was padded tor a pillow.
At Doncasier. H. F. S. Morgan, who completed the double journey.

the York control.
J. Chater Lea (8 h.p. Chafer Lea and sidecar), another successful com-

petitor, at Edinburgh.

a;9
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All about the Senior and Junior Events.

The Best Points of Vantage on the New Course.

T
I HE Tour-

ist Trophy
Races of

191 1 promise to be the most interesting events ever

organised by the A.C.U., and especially interesting

will be the first Jmiior T.T. Race, which is limited

to machines not exceeding 340 c.c. in the twin class

and 300 c.c. in the single-cylinder.

.As we announced last week, practising on the

island is to start to-day (Thursday), and most of the

competitors are expected to be on the island this

week. Those who have been fortunate enough to

have witnessed the practising and tO- have watched

the tuning up of the machines will know that the

- practice mornings are really quite as interesting as

the actual race itself. Once" again between the hours

of three and seven in the morning, when most people

are wasting these good hours in bed, scenes of excite-

ment will take place, and the roars of the engines

will be heard at the famous Hilberry Corner.

Peculiarities of the Four Inch Course.

The races this year take place on Avhat is known

as the four-mch course. The starting place is on the

level on! the back Woodlands Road near the foot of

Bray Hill. Here all the fields have been reserved,

and a small charge of admission

will be made for this interesting

.space. The starting pkce is only

about five minutes' walk from the

Douglas cable trams, and can

easily be approached by roads

which do not require any crossing

of the track.

The first dangerous corner is

the Quarter Bridge, inside half a

mile from the start, and it is ex-

pected that crowds of people will

be at this point of vantage. From
here the course runs le\'el for

about half a mile untif Braddan
Church (the scene of the open-ak
services, which are attended on

Sundays by thousands of visitors)

is reached.

A gentle rise for about one mile

brings the competitors to the -

Union Mills, and then an up and
down road leads through Crosby
to Ballacraine, famous also for

its bad corner. A winding road

A20

for, the next three miles runs to Glen Helen, where

some competitors haxe made their headquarters.-.

Creg Willey—the First Hill Test.

The famous Creg Willey's Hill will be the first

test for the engines, and those who have competed in

other T.T. Races on the island have reason to know

this hill well, and especially during the last two laps.

From the top of Creg Willey's Hill to Kirk

Michael is nearly all the way down hill, and it is

expected that the speed here will be very fast. From
Kirk Michael the course goes through Bishop's

Court, Ballaugh, and Sulby, to the famous Sulby

Bridge Corner, the place where many a car in the

old days has failed to get round, lanchng itself and its

unfortunate driver into the river bed below. Four

miles further Ramsey is reached, the most northern

town on the island, and then the real difficulties for

the engines coi^ijmence.

The Four Miles Mountain Climb.

Turning sharply to the right at the entrance to

Ramsey, a rough road takes you to Cruickshank's

Corner, and from there on to the famous Hairpin

Corner—the start of the mountain road. For the

next three miles 'the hill is very steep until the foot

CONTOUR SECTIONS OF THE SNAEFELL COURSE ol 37! miles, adopted for the 1911 T.T. Races.
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The Tourist Trophy Races.

—

of Snaefell Mountain is reachedi

and then the course will be very

fast, as practically all the way to

Douglas is down hill.

There are several very nasty

corners which, will require great

sare to be exercised on the part

of the riders. There is the

Kepple Gate Corner turning tii

the left, the Craig-naa-baa Corner

turning sharply to the right, Hil-

berry, the fastest corner on the

course turning sharply to the

right, Edge's Hedge (callod after

poor Cecil Edge) turning to the

left, and VVatterson's Corner tuni-

ing to the left, and Bray Hill

Corner turning to the right.

Down Bray Hill the machines will

travel very fast, and the si art is

again reached-.

The course is tricky, is one that

will require to be well studied,

and it is a course admirably suited

for the purposes of the race.

How to See the Race.
The total distance is ,^7

miles 4 furlongs, and it is ex-

pected that it will be
_
done

considerably under fifty minutes.

One machine, it is said, has

liready done it in forty-five

minutes, and to a<-complish such a

Ispecd on such a course is some-

thing words fail to describe.

The chief point to see the race,

of course, will !)e at the club en-

Iclosure near Douglas, where all

the reports from the various con-

trols and telephone l>oxes will be

Ireceived and annoimced. Some
leople will want to see the riders

m comers, such as at Quarter

Bridge, Ballacraine, Kirk Michae

liridge, all of which can be easily

TT/Tf
THE TOURIST/'

Furlongs 8 4
Scole of Mtle&

4 S

JUNIOR T.T. RACE. FRIDAY. June 30th .

SENIOR T.T. RACE. MONDAY, JuJy 3rd.

THE NEW T.T. COURSE AND HOW TO SEE THE RACE.

The nne lines represent rideabic roads in the vicinity of the course, and it will be noticed that there are

circuitous routes outside the course by which motor cyclists may Journey Item point to point to witness the

races without crossing the actual racecourse.

1, and
reached

Sulby

at anv

The new 31 h.p. T.T. Ari'^l, four of which will be used ih ibe T.T, race, probably

with three-speed hub gears.

time of the day b>- the frequent service of trains which

the railway company will be running for the races

on both days.

The mountains can be reached by the Snaefell

electric trams, and many people are expected to

journey to the Bungalow. Hilberry Corner can be

reached by the back Onchan Road at any time during

the race, and as it is the fastest corner on the course

it is expected, as has happened in past years, a large

concourse of jieople will be there. The fine lines in

the accompanying map show roads which are fit to

u.;e during the progress of the race. There are few

roads within the course because of the mountains.

A study of the map will show that one can travel all

round outside the course by circuitous routes.

Rules of the Races.

The first race (the Junior T.T. Race) starts at

nine o'clock on Friday, June 30th, and consists of

four circuits—total distance 150 miles.

Limit engine sizes : Single-cylinders, 300 c.c.

;

multi-cylinders, 540 c.c. Entrj- fees : Manufacturers

A2:<
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The Tourist Xrophy Races.—

p. Weatherilt astride a Junior T.T. Zenith-Gradua. Standing by the macliine is

F. W. Barnes, tiie designer, who has entered (or both the junior and senior events.

or agrnts, ten guineas per machine ; private' owners,

seven guineas. The prizes for Friday's race will be

presented at the Palace on th© same evening, it is ex-

pected by His Excellency the Lieut. -Governor.

The Senior Event.

The Senior T.T. Race takes place on the follow-

ing Monday (July 3rd), and consists of five circuits

—

187 miles 4 furlongs.

Limit engine sizes: Single-cylinders, 500 c.c. ;

multi-cylinders, 585 c.c. The prizes for this race will

also be presented at the Palace on the same evening

by His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor.

Messrs. Nisbet and Straight, of the A.C.U., have

been on the island and made arrangements for the

races, and, judging from what they say, the T.T.
Races of 1911 will be the most interesting motor
cycle events which have ever taken pLxe.

>^-.^^ ja« i^

BIRMINGHAM TO LAND'S END AND
BACK.

THERE were thirty-two starters out of a total entrv

of thirty-nine in this Whitsuntide competition.

Eight lightweights and two passenger machines
were among the number. Regular running to schedule

time Avas to decide the winner of the Lycett trophy.

A number of competitors reached Penzance (288 :;l

miles) almost dead to time, although J. L. Norton
and his sidecar were missing until midnight.

On Sunday all the competitors' machines were locked

up in the garage so that no repairs could be done.

This was an. excellent plan, as it allowed everyone

a perfectly free day, which they were not slow to take

advantage of.

The Return Journey and Results.

Monday saw e\'ei7one astir by 4.30 a.m. Competi-

A24
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tors were allowed half an hour to adjust their machines

before being due out on the homeward journey. At

six o'clock sharp the first man was away, followed by

the rest at minute intervals.

The following are the official results; S. C. Perry-

man, the trials secretary for the competition, is the

winner of the Lycett trophy and silver cup, his total

time error over the five checks being only 48s. His

niachine was a 3^^ h.p. Ariel. H. D. Jones, on a 3J2
h.p. Zenith, takes second place, and carries off the

A.C.U. bronze plaque and a gold medal, his total error

being im. 12s. The rest come in the following order:

W. W. Douglas (Douglas), im. 40s. error; H. J. Cox

(2^ h.p. Forward), ira. 42s.; H. Ball (3^^ h.p.

Triumph), 2m. 18s.; H. R. Fowler (3^ h.p. Ariel),

2m. 2os\; P. J. Evans (3 J^ h.p. Humbei-),' 3m. los.
_;

R. Vernon C. Brook (3^^ h.p. Norton), 3m. 20s.; A.

M. Lomax (7,% h.p. B.S.A.), 3m. 44s.; R. W. Duke

(3>^ h.p. Zenith), 3m. 49s.; A J. Stevens {i^i h.p.

A.J.S.), 4m. ; E. Holden (35^ h.p. B.S.A.), 4m. ; S. A.

Rowlandson (3^^ h.p. Rudge), 4m. 17s.-; H. Stevens

(2% h.p. A.J.S.), 5m. i5.s.r F. T. Hill (3^3 h.p.

Zenith), 7m. 49s..; Seymour Smith (3^2 h.p. Norton),

20m. 24s. ; V." Underhill (3^2 h.p. Norton), 28m. 59s.

All the above qualify for gold medals.

The following are awarded bronze medals for the

outward journey, which they completed within thirty-

five minutes of schedule time: J.
H. Slaughter (3^

h.p. .L.M.C.), W. H. Egginton (6 h.p. Zenith and side-

car), P. Phillips (234 h.p. Douglas), H. J. Dixon (234

h.p. New Hudson), F. S.- Whitworth. (3J4 h.p.

Premier), A. D. Arter (3'^ h.p. James), and B. Bourke

(234; h.p. New Hudson). A. H. Haden (New Cornel)

qualifies for a bronze medal for completing the home-

ward journey within tliirty-five minutes of schedule

time.

F. G. Edmond, vfho, with Basil V. Jones, will form the Premier tcant in the T.T.

Bace. They will use 3 V h.p. single-cylinder engines with auxiliary exhaust rek&^er
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Hinged BacK Mudguards.
The hinged back mudguard has been - fitted for

Isome time past by several makers with a view to

Ifacilitating tyre repairs. This fitment ought to be

[standard on every T.T. model, and on . all other

[models unprovided with pedals or starting handles.

ITo my mind it has another merit which has no con-

(cefn with tyre repairs, but consists in the safety and
lease and comfort with which an engine can be started

Ion the stand by pulling up the back wheel. Many
Iriders have lacerated their hands at sundry times by
Istarting engines in this way and catching their

knuckles against the sharp and ragged edge of a fixed

Iguard. I hope the hinged rear guard will become a

I1912 standard.

A Hoine=made Puncture Sealer.

A correspondent informs me that the appended
Irecipe is commonly used by cyclists and motor cyclists

|iu America as a puncture sealer. His experience is

that it is very efficacious in sealing the ordinary

Ismail puncture, but that it exudes through a long

T.ish, and increases the difficulties of repair. How-
lever, large gashes are rare, and he stales that no

Tinatter how big the gash the exuding compound can

Jie mopped away from the edges, so that a patch can

Ibc made to stick. The recipe is as follows : One
ll)art of liquid waterglass is mixed intimately with

fhree parts of glycerine," and a strong acid is

I igorously stirred in (concentratei.l H CI is good)

Itmtil the entire solution suddenly becomes almost

solid like thick paste. Three additional parts of

:;lycerine are then added (the writer further adds a

little more waterglass to eliminate any free arid).

['he solution is then complete, l-'rom six to eiglit

luid ounces are suflicient for one tube, and the cost

about rod. It should be injected through the

I'idve tube by means of a syringe.

A Magneto Timing Notion.

I have lately been overhauling the more intimate

letails of the Rudge-Whitworth—a machine that trulv

|)ristles with brains, and I spotted one little gadget that

lartictilarly struck my fancy as having wide possibili-

ies. The gear wheel on the magneto spindle has a

llual mounting. The actual gear wheel may be drawn
iff with the fingers as soon as the cover is removed; it

Is only locked rigidly in the plane of rotation, for its

I'cntre is cut out in the form of an internally-toothed

ring with very fine teeth, which slides on to a small

Btar pinion mounted on the armature spindle i)v the

:)rdinary taper and lock nut. In the case of the Rudge-
fcVhitworth engine some such construction is rendered
liecessary by the fact that the magneto gear wheel also

parries the inlet cam, and it is essential that the valve

knd the ignition be capable of separate timings. But
Ivhat a blessing it would be if ordinary magneto timings
Ivere arranged on some similar plan.

Most engines admit of three good magneto timings,

Mill intended for a special purpose; the biggest

advance is for speei.l work, a medium advance for ordi-

nary touring, and. a special rather late advance for side-

car work or ascer.ding abnormally steep hills. Now
suppose the ordinary magneto gear wheel were slid on a

srhall star pinion after the Rudge fashion. ' One tooth

on the star would be marked, and three teeth en the

internal-geared ring. Then the veriest duffer could
instantaneously retime his magneto for special jobs
without any worry or anxiety.

In actual practice many a rider begins to tinker with

his ignition timing, loses the original timing, wastes a

lot of time in the effort to recover it, and finally takes

the entire machine to the nearest garage—have I not

seen him ?

Broken Exhaust Valves.

Exhaust wilvcs are becoming slnmger, but neither

fractures nor their consequences are as yet cc-ni-

pletely obviated. I saw a broken exhaust valve re-

cently which had gone into tlie cylinder of a sidecar

machine and forced its way through the piston. In

some engines it is impossible for this to occur, the

combustion head being: designed purposely to prevent

it, and until a truly unbreakable valve is evolved I

believe it would pay all makers to design their com-
bustion chambers so as to trap snapped off valve

heads.

Correspondents of this paper put forward the idea

from time to time, but few designers trouble about
it, although dozens of pistons must get broken every

year from the neglect of this precaution. It may be
urged that the cast iron head of a two-piece valve

often "flies," i.e., splits stanvise, but my experience

is that at least eighty per cent, of the broken valves

snap clean off across the neck, and a very simple
modification of cylinder design would ensure any
engine so afflicted against seritfius damage.

BIRMINGHAM-LAND'3 END AND BACK RUN.

Mr. Edward Lycelt starling tbe. competitors from Penzance on Whit Monday.
L. G. Gough (Aiidaysi, K. Holden (B.S.A.l, S. A. Rowlandson (Rudgel, and
P. J. Evans (Humben. The results are given on page 592.

.\2 7
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Is the Spider Quad coming to Stay?
A REPLY TO B. H. DAVIES.

I

HAVE read with great interest Mr. B. H. Davies's

article under this- heading, the more so because

it deals with a matter which has always been

attractive to me, and upon Avhich I have spent some

little time and consideration. I will admit at once

that Mr. B. H. Davies makes out a good case for

the spider quad, but I cannot think that he has con-

sidered all the con,s of the question, although he has

assembed the .jjim in a very elegant array.

Referring to "Mr. Legion" (who, we are to

imagine, is a middle-aged man of some corpulence

and of sedentary habits), we cannot hut assume that

if he is in the habit of driving a horse and trap tor

pleasure, then, as individuals go, he must be toler-

ably well off This is certainly a fact m hr^o-.r of

the quadcar, because it means that " Mi i egion

will not be deterred from buying it if the pr;.e happens

to be in excess of that of the motor r\ !e. On the
to ue 111 C-\Le.->.- vji LiiL,,. ^. -..- _

other hand, however, the probabdity r= that the joys

of motoring in a well sprung. and lii.Kunous car are

not unknown to this " Mr. Legion

Two Seats Essential.

1 gather from the article tiiat the quad referred to

f.v Mr. Davies is to be a snigle-seater. If so, I go

so far as to say that this type of \-ehicle can never

ha\e more than a most restricted sale if it ever

becomes a commercial proposition, which 1 very much

iloubt. There a;e strong odds that a man who runs

a horse and tmp has a wife also, and it is not diffi-

cult to see that "Mrs. Legion" would raise strong

objections to her husband forsaking the two-seater

trap for tire single-seater quad. If he be not married,

then there is almost as much reason for him pre-

ferring a two-seater, for few bachelors are so selfish

or so misogynistical as to feel that the extra cost of a

uvo-seater Vould not .soon pay for itself in additional

iileasure. Hence, if it is ever marketed, the spider

quadcar must be available as a two-seater, and it is,

in my opinion, because of this fact that it stands so

little' chance of coming at all, let alone coming to

si;a-- . As a two-seater it has got to be built decidedly

stronger than a motor cycle; it has got to be com

tuvtable (that is to say, the body work has got to be

liiidy work, and not 'merely carrosserie a la Windsor

chair) ; it has got to be waterproof ; it has got to be

quiet ;''and, lastly, it has got to be of good appearance.

The last point is, I think, one that will take a deal

of achieving, because the buyer of such a vehicle will

form his ideas of appearance naturally enough from

expensive full blown cars.

Will Air=cooling Suffice ?

With regard to air-cooling, I have strong doubts

whether air cooled engines of the motor cycle type

can be made to do the work. Granted they are doing

it now to some extent in the hands of expert drivers,

but when handled by the averaee man it will be a

matter of very great surprise it the history of the

quadricycle does not repeat itsejr with the quadcar

(if and when this type of vehicle appears), and that

waier cooling is adopted r.s the only po.^siljle ex-

pedient. Of course, directly this happens, up goes the

prime cosi, and if this should result every plank in

the quadcar's platform must ~ji0!il3iieouslv give way.
It is a vehicle that can only ol/tam and hold a market
by force of its cheapnp>>, litilityj and reliability. If

the first be gained h\ employing light
,
air-cooled

engines' of motor cycle t\pe, the second will be
seriouslv impaired, and the third quality, as likely as

not, completely o!)liretated. If so, then the quadcar
has very little chance. It can never be, if comfortable
and capable of going ativwhere, a really' fast vehicle,

and hence will onh appeal to the non-sporting section

of the public, and this section will require absolutely
unfailing reliabilitv or it will not buy.

The Question of Appearance.
Now I should like to know what sort of an appear-

ance these cua kars are likely to present. Being
miniature reductions of full sized cars, they will never
attract the eve of the ordinary layman unless they
look hke small cars. They have got to have large
an<l well designed wdngs, and they have also got to

have thoroughly comfortable bodies. They must not
run any risks of looking like freaks. My own view,
after making many enquiries from people who know,
is that you cannot build a spider quad to look anv-
thing more than a rattle-trap affair for less than ^90
or ;^ioo. Mr. Davies's figure of £,10 I consider much
too low. It is scarcely more than the price of a first

class motor cycle and sidecar, yet it has got to include
the extra cost of the framework, .of the steering gear,

of the seats, of the extra wheel and tyre, and certainly

of an engine 'vith a considerable reserve of power.
Any man who attempts to sell ^70 quadcars,

capable of doing what a quadcar'' must do. would he
well advised to jump into one of his own machines
and drive to Carey Street straight away. What Mr.
Davies and a great many other people forget is that

this type of vehicle makes no appeal, or \-ery little,

ti) the sporting element in the community. It is a
\ehicle, in fact, designed to suit the man who is not
keen or athletic enough for a motor cycle, nor yet '

rich enough for a car. Unfortunately, because this
'

individual is a dweller in Mesopotamia, he will want
all the benefits of both the Tigris and the Euphrates,
and so he is naturally going to expect his " betwi.xt-

and-between " vehicle to have all the advantages of

the car and all the advantages of the motor cycle,

whereas it will essentially have their disadvantages.

The Second=hand Car Marhet.
I do not pretend to have proved that a quadcar

cannot bemade a commercial proposition at less than

j£go, but, assuming that what I have said, is correct,

where, I .should hke to know, is' the second-

hand car market going to come in ? A great many
thoroughly, good two-seater cars can be bought second-

hand for less than ^90. They will probably be very

nearly as fast as 'the mythical quad; they will certainly -

be manv times more comfortable; they will certainly

look better; they will be more dignified; and they will

gi\'e better service in every respect; finally, they will

sell after use for a better price. This fact alone is,

sufficient to make any manufacturer be wary of pro-

'

ducing so problematical a vehicle as the spider quad.
' Car Designer.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name r.nd address.

Insurance.

[5666.]—It may be of interest to your readers to know

J
that in the event of an accident whilst carrying a passenger

Ion the carriei' of a motor cycle the ordinary insurance poUcy
lis nullified. ADSUM.

The London Edinburgh Run.
[5667.]—We notice in your report of the London to

Edinburgh run, on page 576, C. E. Lovett (3^ h.p. Bat) is

stated to have broken his frame at Buckden. We have spoken
to Mr. Lovelt, and he tells us that the trouble was that a

part of a pair of spring forks (not of our make) which he had
Btted to his machine broke. This, of course, was in no
way to do with the frame, and we sliall esteem it a great

favour if vou will make this correction in vour next issue.

THE BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.

[5668.]—I feel sure that with your customary desire for

accuracy you will permit me to correct a mistake which
has been persistently made in connection with the lists of

entrants and survivors in the recent London-Edinburgh run.

The machine I rode in this event was a 2^ h.p. Arno and
not a 3^ h.p. The 2| h.p., although somewhat heavily laden,

arried me through, and gave no trouble of any kind.

GHAS. S. LAKE.
i'l'he M.C.C. programme gav; the horse-power as 3^.

—

Ed.]

A Bigger Douglas.

[5569.]—I ivas Tery much interested in "Colonial's"
letter in the June 1st number, and I entirely agree with

him in his desire for a bigger Douglas. I also own a 2-!

h.p. Douglas, and am oven more pleased with it than I

expected to be ; in fact, I should still keep it for lighter

work when I get the bigger model. Like '" Colonial," how-
ver, I often feel I should like a little more reserve power,
and I am all in favour of the Douglas principle.

If I might venture to make a suggestion, however, it is

that the carburetter of this machine should be fitted with
n removable jet. I am quite certain that Messrs. Douglas
Bros, would find 1, very large demand for thi.^ model, which
should be of 4 to 5 h.p. H. E PARKER.

Vicioas Dogs.

[5670.]—I think Mr. S. H. Merrick's suggestions would,
if carried out by all persons troubled by the dog nuisan-e,

ring about a better state of affairs.

I use my machine every day over the same roads and
?as troubled with attaclts from two or three dogs almost
jaily, no attempt being made by the owners or persons

apposed to be in charge to control these dogs. The method
I adopted has practically cured my trouble, and may be cf

'nterest to your readers. After finding the uselessness of

speaking to the owners I wrote thera a letter (copy .of

which I always keep) giving them notice of their dog's

ficiousness, and explaining .to them their position in case

of a serious accident. Such a letter is usually acknowledged,
and would prove useful in case of the necessity of proceed-

ing to extremities. I also inform the police at the same
time, the owner getting a further warning from them.
This has generally proved successful in bringing the

owners to a sense of their responsibilty. Although one has
a great prejudice against appearing in a court, yet in a

really bad case this prejudice should be put aside and steps

taken against the owner in the interests of humanitv.
FEA.^'K COMER.

[5671.]—:Mr. Merrick, the writer of letter No. 5638, would
do well to note that on sending to Mr. L. C. Wilks, Gordon
House, Woodford Road, South Woodford, Essex, the descrip-

tion of the dog, with the name and address of the owner,

that gentleman will, on behalf of the National Cyclists'

Union, inform the owner that the dog is entered upon a list

of vicious dogs whose owners have been notified of their

dogs' propensities. Mr. Merrick must expect abuse and
insolence from the said owner.s—like dog, like master—and

may perhaps be threatened with being shot, as i was lately.

but if he can procure the presence of a policeman to insist

upon the name of the owner, he will be rewarded by havinji

spread a little light upon a dense intelligence.

I fully intend, on the first opportunity, to take a test case

before the local magistrates and ask for an order to be mad.'

to keep the animal under pr-ipcr control. EL 852.

Is the Spider Quad Coming to Slay?

[5672.]— I see that in the opinion of your correspondent.

Dr. I'atterson, tliree-wheelers, "except for good roads or

town work, are dead as mutton." My experience does rot

agree with his assertion. No doubt this may be true of

tiie old-fashioned tricar with its higli centre o( gravity aid

bad springing, but it is unfair to condonui in this otfhand

manner the modern tricar.

I have just returned from the London-Edinburgh run, in

which I drove a tricar (a ilorgan Runabout) from London
to Edinburgh and back, on top gear, without the slightest

hitch, except one puncture. I did equally well on the same

tricar in the London-Exeter run at Christmas. I do not

wish to single out my tricar; the A.C. two-seater is also

acknowledged to be a verv successful tricar.

I doubt whether the spider quad (if by this is meant a

motor cycle on four wheels) will prove attractive. The rider

who discards his motor bicycle requires comfort—a comfort-

able seat, good mud-wings, and a more or less enclosed Ijody.

It has as yet to be proved that in any quadricycle "a
differential is unnecessary." A differential is essential unless

the machine is belt-driven. Rut no belt-driven quadricycle

has as yet proved its reliability in a public trial; none even

ttemnt'erl this j-ear'^ London-Edinburgh or the London-

E.-ceter runs.
H. F. S. MORGAN.

Racing Machines and Change-speed Gears.

[5673.]—^We have read with interest the leaderette i.i

vour last issue regarding the use of change-speed gears on

lacing machines. You mention that "this comparatively

sudden attention tc vaviable gears has been necessitated by

the adoption of the Snaefell course." We should like to

point out that we were the first to fit a two-speed ge.ar f < 1

the T.T. rac6 (two years ago), and were also the first to

adopt water-cooling for this race. No doubt in the future

still more makers wiU adopt o-ir standard practice,^ and

although "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery," we

think it should not be forgotten that we were "The First."

THE SCOIT ENGINELRING CO., LTD.
Fr.\xk Philipp, Secretary.

[The statements in the above letter are not in accordance

with fa-ct. Our records show that two-speed gears have

been used in everv Tourist Trophy Race, including the

first event of 1907. The extract from our leaderette,

quoted above, referred to the general body of competitors.

Whereas change-speed geared machines have formed a

very small minority in previous years, this year they may
predominate.—En.]

A3 I
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Hill-climbing Extraordinary.

[5674.]—In The, Motor Cydc of June l.st. I noticed a

letter from Mr. p. V\'. Owen, saying that he rode hhs 6 h.p.

Zenith up the Wrekinoh 25th jMTiy, .and that he tliought there
would be many who would hardly believe such a climb could
be accomplished. I decided to, have a try on Saturday, 3rd
June, oa my 1910 free-engine, 'rriumph. 'l rode to the foot
of the hill and stopjjed for about five minutes to remove
my overalls and lower the gear to 6^ to 1. I stopped five

times on the way lip ; once to shorten the belt, once to
replace a broken - belt-fastener, twice through hitting
boulde.s, and onco to lift the machine over a fallen pine
tree, starting each time on the clutch without any diffi-

culty. The reason I w'as stopped by the boulders was because
my back wheel bounced about 2ft. off the ground (so one
witness said), and by the time it had descended again the
machine had lost momentum which caused the engine to
stop.

On the steepest parts my speedometer was pointing to
15 m.p.h. I got some jjeople at the top to sign their
names to a statement saying that they had witnessed ray
arrival.

I did not reconnoitre or lay a paper trial, but rode
straight for the top as hard as I could. Mr. Owen says he
would be only too pleased to ride up again on certain
conditions. I will ride up asrain as often as anyone will
lend. me a back tyre.

""

JACK FOX.
P.S.—^My machine was not stripped for the climb, but

had, a large bag on containing my week-end things, also
tool bags full of tools and spare parts, and lamp.

Another Conversion.

[5675.]—Enclosed please find two photographs of the
Rowley car. It -was originally a forecai Ihe tank lemanTs
in the same position, biit the frort wheels
have been done^away; with. Pvcadeis
will note the frame ' has had to be e\
tended to take the front forks, which I

had to get specially -made, and -the steel-
ing, which is a. novej idea, has taken
weeks to get perfected. I covered the
engine ' with a sheet-iron bonnet and
underscreen, and it being an air-cooled
engine, I arranged it su that the draught
could blow right through. The batk
wheels and axle are off an old Locomo
bile steam car. I have 'adapted handle
starting, which is, of course, a great
boon. The engine is a 5 h.p. twin, ami
it can get away nicely with two up
The tyres I bought second-hand, except
the . steel-studded

. band on the - front
wheel, and this has to encounter a lot

of granite, etc., in the centre of the road
Whittle belt, is the transmission, and a

Mabon clutch acts as the free engine
There is just room Jor two persons, and
it rides very comfortably. _ _It. differs

from most of., these conve.rted tricars in

one respect, and that is the back wheels fit ordinary and
car wheel tracks, and there is not the slightest fear of

overturning, as most of the weight is on them. Ignition

is by coil and accurnulatdr. Lamps are not shown, but I

have the machine fully equipped with all accessories. I

hove also fitted an exhaust box and pipe to conduct the
exhaust to the back out of the way. The weight is h\ cwts..

and length over all 10ft.
'

A.W.E.

Chxnge-spesd Gears and Sidecars. A Grumble.
[5575.]—I have owned several expensive two-speeders

which the makers " especially recommended for sidecar use,"

and having experienced the most ghastly trouble with them
I write this letter as a protest, in my experience, agairst
sidecar machines as a class. My outfits cost over £110 each,
and one was 8 h.p., the other 6 h.p. The gear on the one
was made by a dift'erent firm from the machine, and designed
for a 5^ h.p. engine, and not a very powerful one at that.

I experienced every conceivable trouble with this gear, from
slipping on both high and low gears to balls wearing into
spindle in five hundred miles, sometimes less. My only plan

A32^

JVNE 1.5th, 10)11.

was to get a complete new gear. This I did, and the same
thing happened.
My next machine had a well-known foreign gear. This

was fitted to a really excellent machine, and gave consider-

ably more trouble than the other two gears combined. It

needed adjustment every time I went out, and constant
expensive renewals. Long journeys always ended in the rail-

way train. It is now done after only 4.000 miles with sidecar.

I am absolutely convinced that no gear on the market will

stand the strain of continual sidecar use with total weight
of 7 cwts. This does not refer to certain infinitely vaiiable

gears and others which require to be pushed off. In my case

they are impracticable, as it is not a very pleasant job to

start out of a ferry boat on a steep hill co^-ered with slime

and seaweed if one has to push there.

And gear trouble is not all. Tyres on a sidecar machine
on bad roads are as expensive as on .a car, and more trouble-

some. Frames break if the combinatiom is heavj' and power-
ful. On bumpy roads, however well .sprung, even with a

spring frame, both driver and passenger are thrown about all

over the road. Steering is difficult with the best of sidecars

on highly cambered roads, and one needs an acrobat in the

sidecar. Transmission is a great trouble unless one goes to

chain drive, which has more against it than agents of chain-

driven machines would make out.

In short, my experience is that heavy two-speeders are

absolutely the height of trouble when used for really hard
work in districts where the roads are at all bumpy and
badly laid. I have tried for two years to find a machine good
enough to be fitted to a Millford castor wheel sidecar, and
have given it up in disgust. If I had, a sidecar machine, I

should go back to a 3^ h.p. clutch model and light rigid

sidecar, which would fail on any steep hill, but be reliable.

I know this letter w"ill cause great indignation among users

of heavy sidecar machmes m the le\el, well laid distiicts

Tlie sociable runabout, originally a tricar, referred to in letter No. 5675.

of England, who use their machines once or twice a week
for fifty to sixty miles a day. I do not consider that they
give the machine a test. - NEVER AGAIN.

Cambrid.?e.

Starting Motor Cycle Engines.

[5577.]—Referring to the Aston Motor Accessories C'o.'s

criticism of my letter, the advantage of having a sepa.rate

small choke tube and jet for easy starting and slow pulling is

that on these occasions you want a small quantity of gas,

but you want it fairly rich, and in the single "jet carbu-
retter, if you attempt to restrict the area past the jet so as

to get a very small quantity of mixture, you get it so rich
that it is practically useless, and to dilute if sufficiertly

you have to increase the quantity, which prevents you getting
the dead slow running so much desired.

In all carburetters, if you almost close the throttle, you set

up an extensive negative pressure in the induction pipe, and
if this pressure or suction is allowed to operate on the same
jet that you use for full power, when the negative pressure
is far less, it is not difficult to see that vou are using more
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3etrol when going slow than when gouig fast, besides getting

he over-rich mixture before referred to.

The difference, say, between the Amac and my two-jet
arburetter, is, as far as I can gather from an examination, tliat

hen you close t'tie throttle or the air regulator, tlie suction or

legative pressure in the induction pipe is pulling on the
hole petrol supply. In my two-jet carburetter, when you
lose the throttle, the negative pressure is sucking on the
mall jet only, and violently spraying the petrol and giving
1st a rich mixture enough to be useful, and if this suction
ere allowed to operate on both the jets, which are the

juivalent of one in the single jet variety, the results obtained
ould be altogether inferior.

CHARLES BIXKS.

Great Reforms in the Scottish Six Days' Trial.

[5678.]—As a competitor in the Scottish trials organised
the Edinburgh Motor Cycle Club last year, in which I

as successful in gaining a gold medal without the loss of

single mark, I was naturally very interested to read the

;The Flying Kilometre Record.
[5679.]—I read with interest Mr. Dan Bradbury's

letter in your issue of the 1st inst., also the one from Mr.
E. H. Longley in last issue with reference to the tine per-
formance of Mr. Bradbury on his Norton (500 c.c), on the
occasion of the Sheffield and Hallamshire ^M.C.C.'s flying
kilometre competition on Mam Tor a few weeks ago.
The record for this distance stands to the credit of W.

F. Newsome with 33.70 sees, at Brooklands, yet Mr. Brad-
bury's time for the flying kilometre, according to the time-
keepers for the competition I 'have mentioned, was 31|s.
The next best time in the competition named was made

by Mr. T. Dunk, Barnsley (36s.), and this rider is pre-
pared t,a run off, for his own satisfaction, a friendly match
with Mr. Bradbury at any time on terms to be mutually
arranged : same machines to be used in each case, viz.",

3^ h.p. Norton v. 3^- h.p. Triumph.
FRIEND SCORAH.

[5680.]—A perusal of the communication under this
heading in your issue of 8th inst. leads one to the reflec-

.elt) Group ol compelitori, irighl) c. Nettielon, ihe winner, on a 2} h.p. Now Hudson, and Day (8i tp. Bradbury), in the Hanogato and DUtrlot M.C.C. hin-«Iimb
last Saturday.

icle contributed by Mr. B. H. Davies on the above
iject, but was more than surprised to read that it is the
ention of the club to make this more of a holiday tour
n a trial for machines. I am sure you will agree with
that the idea of manufacturers entering their machines
ublic trials is to put them to a test and not to send their
rs out for a holiday. I am therefore afraid, after the
icity given in your paper of the new conditions of the
, that the entry is likely to be still more depleted, at
rate from the trade.
was very much hoping to see that the club was going
make the trial more severe than last year, as I think

trials where severity of conditions are imposed, the
ic would take far more notice of the awards gained
in any trial where the machines were run over " billiard

e " surfaces.

ith regard to the hill-climbing section of the competi-
I note Mr. Davies states that it is proposed to have

d hill-climbs, but he does not say as to whether they
to be fast hill-climbs or slow hill-climbs. If the former,
pe he will agree with me when I say that that is not
t the general public require in a machine, but the
ihine which will go up a hill, say, like' Amulree, at a
' speed, is the machine which is more likely to appeal
.he average touring rider than the machine' which flies

'ills like those met with in Scotland, at well over legal
t, as I have in my mind at the present time recollection
any riders in last year's trial who endeavoured to
these Scottish hills at a fast speed, with dire results

hemselves and machines—a point I hope the club com-
^e will bear in mind when drawing up the regulations.
ere is one good point in the new conditions, i.e., work-
the trial from two centres, but speaking for myself
onally I think the plan of having the trial from one
re only would be preferable from the matter of expense,
to a certain degree, comfort. W. PRATT.

last Saturday.

tion that the ways of the Longley type of sportsman are
indeed subtle.

He appears exceedingly attached to " suggestions," and
the only inference which can be drawn from his letter by
your general reader is that the S. and H. M.C.C.
officials wished to be allowed to measure my engine, and
that permission to do so was refused. This is entirely con-
trary to the facts. The committee of the S. and H. M.C.C.
never expressed the slightest wish to measure my engine.
So much for his innuendo.
Now for my suggestion. On May 5th my 3^ h.p. Norton

beat Mr. Longley's 3^ h.p. Peugeot in the Snake hill-climb.

In fact, the Norton made the fastest time of the day. It

was entered as being of 490 c.c. cubical capacity. By the
rules of the S. and H. M.C.C, a competitor may protest
against any machine if he deposits five shillings within seven
days of the completion of any competition. If Mr. Longley
had any reasonable cause to suspect the dimensions of my
engine, would it not have been more according to the rules

of the game to have deposited his crown and settled the
point for himself? DAN BRADBURY.

Re Miscellaneous Advertisements.
Coronation Bank Holiday.

Owing to the above the miscellaneous

advertisement columns of " The Motor Cycle
"

for Thursday next, the 22nd inst., close

for press this (Thursday) morning.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE." 20. TUDOR ST., LONDON. E.G.

.J
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OPEN HILL-CLIAB AT SHELSLEY WALSH.
BIRMINGHAM CLUB'S SUCCESSFUL EVENT.

THE Birmingham Motor Cycle Club held its open hill-

climbing competition on Saturday last in the private

grounds of the Court House, Shelsley Walsh, by
kind permission of Mr. M. C. H. Taylor, J.P. The

club was fortunate in being able to avail itself to a large

extent of the arrangements made for the Midland Automobile

W. Creyton (Triumph) crossing the starting line in the Shelsley Walsh hill-climb.

Club's car hill-climb which preceded the motor cycle con-

test. The results of the car events will be found in The
Autocar for next Saturday.

The Court House Grounds are situated in a most beautiful

part of Worcestershire, close to the Ankerdine Hills, and

the hill on which the contest was held is a severe test for

any type of motor cycle on account of the double bend near

the summit. The total length of the hill is 1,133 yards, and
the gradient commences right at the bottom, being 1 in 11

and 12 for about 200 yards ; it then alternates between 1 in

8 and 1 in 6 for over 380 yards, when the double bend is

reached. The bends measure about 180 yards, and the

gradient at this point is 1 in 6.82, afterwards the incline is

easier, finishing with a long straight stretch of 270 yards

of 1 in 10. This last section is very deceptive, as it looks

almost level in comparison with the steeper parts. There

were three classes—Class 1, for standard touring machines

up to 560 c.c. Class 2 racing machines up to 560 c.c, and
Class 3 unlimited.
The awards were : Class 1.—First on time, silver cup, pre-

sented by Mr. J. A. Holder ; first on formula, silver

cup, presented by Mr. Chas. Jarrott. Classes 2 and 3.-

First on time, club silver cups. In addition, gold medals for

first on time and on formula in all classes for members of

the Birmingham M.C.C. who joined on or prior to March
31st, 1911. One of the rules was that machines over
500 c.c. were not eligible for the time prize in Class 1.

The formula used was
H.P. X time 1.5

Total weight

The weighing at the foot of the hill presented an animated
scene, the enclosures and adjoining lanes being packed with
the motor cycles and cars of competitors and spectators.

Chief interest was naturally centred at the bends, the grass
banks .being covered with spectators who expected to be
thrilled, and were not disappointed. Several riders skidded
and fell, though fortunately none were seriously hurt.

Perfect Organisation.
The arrangements for the timekeepers, calculators, etc.

were very perfect, tents being erected at the top and bottom
which were in telephonic communication with each other.
A warning bell also rang at the bends, indicating that
competitor was ascending. The competitors carried tht
starting times to the timekeeper at the top, so facilitating

the working out of the formula.
An electric timing apparatus was fixed, but not used.
Tlus is the property of Mr. Morcom, of the M.A.C., wh<

kindly explained its working. The instrument, which was
at the top, is called a solenoid, and is in electrical con
tact with spring clips in which the ends of the starfcinj

and finishing tapes are secured by metal wedges. Whei
the wedges are withdrawn by the riders crossing the tape
the circuit is broken, thus demagnetising the solenoid
which allows the iron core to fall on the top of the watch
starting or stopping it according to whether the circuit i

broken at the start or the finish.

A drawback of this device is that a second competito
cannot be started until the preceding rider has finished th
climb and the hands of the watch are returned to zero. Thi
explains why it was not tried on Saturday, the large entr
making it necessary to get the men away as promptly a

possible.

As a matter of tact, the events were run off with remarkabl
promptitude. The start was advertised for 3.30 p.m., or
soon as the car competition closed. The first man in Class
ascended the lull at 3.50, and the whole climb was over b
about 6 p.m., which is very creditable to all concerned.

J. W. Woodhouse

(3| h.p. Mead-

Precision) at the

commencement
of his huge skid

which ended in

the ditch on the"

left.
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3pen Hill-climb at Siielsley Walsh.—

^OT(^LS
Class 1. On Foemula.

1. H
2. B.

3. A.
4. H
5. A.
6. R.

C. Newman (3i Ivy Precision)

Alan Hill (3i Rudge)
Clark (3^ Dene Precision)

E. Fowler (2| New Hudson-Jap)
D. Arte- (3J, James)
W Duke (3i ZenithGradua) ...

Sees.

60.6

63,6

64.8

65.0

66.2

66.8

1.

2.

3.

4.

p. Brewster (Norton) taking the S bend at speed. He negotiated tliis cornT
particularly weU, as his machine was on the verge of a sl^id all the time.

ying start of about thirty yards was allowed, which was not

insidered sufficient by many competitors, but the nature of

le course did not allow for a more extended run.

Incidents at the Bends.
Fourteen ascents were safely made in Class 1, including Mrs.

aster (3i h.p. Rex), before "the first toss came at the corner,

ben J. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Mead-Precision) turned a com-

et* somersault. He was quickly followed by J. Pollock

h.p. James), who skidded at the first bend. J. Slaughter

h.p. L.M.C.) also fell, and sustained a few abrasions.

it he rode again in Class 2, as did Woodhouse and Pollock.

Brewster [3^ h.p. Norton) was another who came over

the first bend.

I
The comers were afterwards taken with a little more care,

though tliere were one or two minor spills in the two
Imaining classes.

lln Class 2, R. W. Duke could not get his Zenith to fire

roperly just after he had passed the starting line, and he

Id to stop and return. S. C. Perryman (3i h.p. Ariel) also

Id to return to the starting line.

fin Class 3, Miss Hind (7 h.p. Rex), who with Mrs. Baxter

^re the only lady competitors, made a satisfactory ascent.

Id, as usual, was loudly applauded. Arthur Moorhouse
h.p. Indian) had the bad luck to break the rocker of one

his inlet valves, so that one inlet worked automatically.

did not. however, prevent him making fastest time of

le day, 55.6s., and record for the liiU.

The Results.
frhere were twenty-six starters in Class 1, nineteen in Class

] and twenty-four in Class 3, and very few absentees.

STANDARD TOURING MACHINES.
Class 1. Os Time.

G. Patterson, jun. (2J New Hudson-Jap).

H. R. Fowler (2% New Hudson-Jap)
R. W. Duke (3i Zenith-Gradua) ..

G. Bell (2| New Hndson-Jap)
fC. S. Burney (3^ Rudge)
I A. Clark (3^ Dene-Precision)

RACING MACHINES.
Class 2. On Time.

H. C. Newman (3;^ Ivy Precision) ...

W. G. JIcMinnies (3i Triumph) ,

P. J. Evans (3i Triumph)
;R. H. Edwards (3^ Triumph)
\ P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
W. Creyton (3^ Triumph) ...

Class 2. On Formula.

599

Fig. of Merit.

1. P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
2. W. G. McMinnies (3i Triumph) ..

3. J. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.)
4. R. H. Edwards (34 Triumph)
5. P. J. Evans (3i Triumph)
6. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy Precision)

Class 3. Unlimited. On Tiile.

1. A. Moorhouse (7 Indian)

2. P. Brewster (3i Norton)
3. J. Woodhouse (7-8 Blumfield)

4. P. J. Evans (5i Triumph)
5. H. C. Newman (3i Ivy Precision)

6. W. G. McMinnies (3i Triumph) .

Fis:;

4.44

4.86

5.39

5.51

5.71

5.71

bees.

60.6

61.0

61.2

61.8

61.8

63.4

of Merit.

5.35

5.44

5.60

5.67

5.71

5.76

Sees.

55.6
58.4

59.8
60.2

61.0

61.2

A. D. Arter iJames) Ulting the last bend in the Sbelsle; Walsh Hill-climb.

Class 3. On Fobmitla
1. P. Brewster (3^ Norton)
2. R. W. Duke (3i Zenith-Gradua)
3. H. R. Fowler (2| New Hudson)
4. W. G. McMinnies (3^ Triumph)
5. C. S. Burney (3i Rudge)
6. P. J. Evans (3^ Triumph)

Moorhouse's time on the
hill. P. Brewster's time

Fig. of Merit.
... 4.95

... b.6t>

5.36
... 5.46
... 5.51
... 5.57

7 h.p. Indian is record for the
on the Norton in Class 3 is fastest

single-cylinder. The fastest car was a 58 h.p. Daimler, 63.43.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH DINNER TO CELEBRATE SURRIDGE'S RECORD.
N Thursday evening last, the 8th inst.. Jlessrs. Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., gave a dinner at the Savoy Hotel

to representatives of the press and others more or

less directly interested in the matter, to celebrate the

ord of Mr. V. J. Surridge on a 499 c.c Rudge-Whitworth
iMay 25th last in covering 60 miles 783 yards in the hour.

1. C. Vernon Pugh presided. Among other representatives

the firm were Messrs. J. V. Pugh, E. M. Mayes, Victor

Holroyd and J. A. TidesweU. Well-known gueists in-

cluded Major F. G. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E. (clerk to the

course at Brooklands), T. W. Loughborough (secretary of

the B.M.C.R.C), Messrs. Massac Buist, F. T. Bidlake. J.

W. G. Brooker, J. Owen, J. Harrison Watson, B. A. Hill.

\. J. Sproston, J. R. Nisbet, E.M.P. Boileau (The Motor
Ctjde). and F. Straight (secretary of the A.C.U.).

Much enthusiasm was evinced in the Rudge success.
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me 15th 9.16 p m.
„ 17th 9.17 p m.
„ 19th 9.18 P m.
„ 21st 9.18 P m.

T.T. Practising.

Practising for the Tourist Trophy
Races was to commence this (Thursday)
morning in the Isle of Man, but it was
not expected that many competitors

would avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity offered until next week.

How to See the T.T. Races.

Visitors to the Isle of Man for the T.T.
Race will find the article at the beginning
of this issue of special interest. On the

map of the new T.T. course, all roads are

plainly shown by which an onlooker may
vary his position without inconveniencing
the competitors by trespassing on the

course. The article gives an idea of the

best spots from which to witness the

race for those in search of thrills.

Dutch Motor Cyclists' Visit.

At least seven members of the Dutch
Motor Cycle Club will take part in the

tour across England in connection with
the visit to the Isle of Man for the
Tourist Trophy Races. Several others
are probable starters. In a letter to us,

Mr. A. Citroen, the lion, sec, says that
he sincerely hopes that English motor
oyclists will set an example and visit

Holland with a big band of riders nest
year. As shovfing the increasing interest

in motor cycles in Holland, on June 1st,

1910, the Dutch M.C.C. had 240 mem-
bers ; on tha 1st ot this month there were
3S0 members on the books.

JVNE 15th, igii.
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SPECIAL FEATURES |

Open Hill-climb ati SheUley Walsh.

The 'A.C.U. Open Race Meeting.

How to See the T.T. Races.

The Ten Feet Line at Brooklands.

owmg to a change of numbers, was missed
from our list of survivors on the outward

He qualified for a gold medal

Stolen Machine Recovered.

The stolen Triumph No. 5,215, men-
tioned on page 549, June 1st, has been
recovered by its owner, Mr. White, of

South Norwood. In a letter to us last

week he says, " I have recovered my
Triumph, less speedometer, and I attri-

bute it to your prompt insertion."

A.C.U. (Midland Centre) HUl-cUmb.
The Auto Cycle Union (Midland

Centre) has obtained permission to
hold an open hill-climb at iluch Wenlock
on Saturday, July 15th. The com-
mittee have arranged for several new
classes, and particulars may now be
obtained from Jlr. H. C. Pickering, 239,
Bristol Street, Birmingham.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
Mr. H. S. F. Morgan was unfortunately

omitted from our list of those who sur-
vived the return journey from Edinburgh
on Monday, the 5th inst. The Morgan
runabout performed both the outward
and homeward journeys in magnificent
style with a 4 to 1 gear.

Mr. A. G. Clayton (3^ h.p. Humber
and sidecar) was another competitor who.

journey

The Trade in Motor Cycles.

Imports for the month of May during]

the last three years amounted to :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Complete motor cycles

—

£5,948 £4,915 £3,935
Parts thereof

—

£2,315 £3,581 £7,228

,

£8,263 £8,497 £11,163

British exports during the same month
are represented as under :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Complete motor cycles

—

£3.054 £7,138 £17,520
Parts thereof

—

£2,947 £2,357 £5,186

£6,001 £9,495 £22,706

For the five months ended May 31sl

the imports were :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£18,211 £20,585 £22,555
Parts thereof

—

£9,785 £23,729 £29,269

£27.996 £44,314 £51,824

A general view at the fork on the occasion of the A.C.U. Brooklands Race Meeting. (See pages 605-606).
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Our exports culled from Board of Trade
eturns show a wonderful increase. The
gures are as under

1909.

lotor cycles—
£16,521

'arts thereof-

£14,264

£30,785

1910.

£36,160

£15,437

£51,597

1911.

£82,470

£26,662

£109,132

June

July

iturday's Team Trial.

There is again a record entry for the

C.C. Team Trial for The Motor CycU
ty guinea challenge cup, to take place

Saturday next. The course is to be

pt a secret. The Jl.C.C. headquarters
in be at the Crown Hotel, Bicester,

lief Contents of our Snmiuer and T.T.

Number.
tjo many readers having written lor

rther information in reply to the article

Motor Cycle Camping, we have decided
include a further article on this topic

our special summer and T.T. number
June 29th.

riiis number, being issued on the eve

the T.T. races, wOl contain articles on
e practising with half-tone and line

ustrations of the comi>etitors' machines
d the chief mechanical details.

'he winning article in our timing cora-

ition will also be published in the

le issue.

\ feature will be made of sketches by
R. Jones, F. Whiting, and G. E.
jilicard.

p.U. Notes.

liROOKLAND-S Tr.vck Mbasitiieiients.—
Competitions Committee of the

J.U. has been instructed to investi-

l* the Brooklands track measurements,
verify whether or not competitors

Brooklands race.* ride nearer to the

be of the track than the ten-feet line.

Bix Days' Tiuals.—The Union has
lided to admit onlv one class for this

nortant competition, so that light and
Ilium \.'eight machines will compete
lether.

IIembkrshu'.—500 members in all have
In elected to the A.C.LT.

^FILIATION.—The Taunton and District

p.C, the Carlyle C.C. (M.C. section),

the Gloucester City C.C, have been
liated to the governing body.

lusPE>!SiON.—On account of his con-

lention of the A.C.U. Bules regulating

luthorised road trials in which the

pd limit -is likely to be exceeded, Mr.
' .1' ' Iv ^ Vii",:

. suspenrli il.

Aug.

|5^OT^ILE

FUTURE EVENTS.
17-M.C.C. SeTcnth Annual Team Tria

for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.
29— "The Motor Cycle" Summer and

T T. Number.
30- Junior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man
3—Senior T.T Race in the Isle of Man
4— Kilometre Speed Trial on the

Doutjlas Promenade, Isle of Man.
S—A C.U. Met. Centre Eliminating

Trial for Club ChampiDnship.
15—A.C.U. Mid. Centre Open Hill Climb.
22- A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Northern).
28— Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb

and suggested speed trials.

29— R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day at

Brooklands. Cars and Motor Cycles
7-8—Dublin and District Open Two Days

Reliability Trial.

14-19—A.C.U. ANNUAL SIX DAYS'
RELIABILHY TRIAL. HARRO-
GATE AS A CENTRE.

Speedy Single Cylinders.

Three riders of single-cylinder machines
ha\e now exceeded 60 miles in the hour.
Following Surridge's lead on a Rudge,
Stanley (Singer) came second, and on
Saturday the burly McNab (Trump-Jap)
beat Stanley, and only missed the record
by 143 yards, covering 50 miles 640 yards
in the hour.

The Extraordinary Shooting Case at Barnet.

The extraordinary occurrence- iully

described in the daily papers last week,
when a motor cyclist named Saul Splitter

was fired at and wounded by a man on

a pedal cycle between St. Albans and
Barnet, is one of the most mvsterious

SUMMER & T.T. NUMBER.
Special Articles of Interest to the

Tourist, the Tyro, and the Expert.

ADVANCE PARTICULARS OF THE
T.T. RACES.

Numerous Itiiustratlons.

Id. as Usual.

Thursday, June 29th. 1911.

aj\entures which has ever fallen to the
lot of a motor cycle rider. Splitter was
returning from Birmingham to London
with a motor bicvcie and sidecar, when
(h.- irTc' J-v -.';. Ilr --"^^ n:s-;' .-\ i,
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pushing the sidecar towards Barnet by
the cyclist, who suddenly demanded
money. Splitter is said to have given
liim all he possessed, but his assailant
fired, hitting him five times. A 1 an
named Hay, answering to the description
given by the wounded motorist, lias leen
arrested, and an inquiry took place last

Monday at Barnet. The prisoner is

nnjerstood to have confessed his guilt.

Two Important Records Broken.
Triumph and Rex riders ..ave exchanged

a record. Last week W. J. Clarke, riding
a Kex, captured A. E. Catt's six days'
Iriumph record, and this week Ivan B.
Hart Davies, riding a Triumph, once
more regained the End-to-end record from
A. J. Moorhouse (Rex).

Next Saturday's Handicap at Brooklands.

The entries tor the motor cycle
handicap at the Brooklands A.R.C. meet-
ing next Saturday are not numerous, as
most of the well-known racing motor
cyclists will be in the Isle of Man
practising for the T.T. races. Seventeen
nave entered for the Third Short handi-
cap, among them God frev. Surridge,
Haswell, McNab, and Baker-White.

Announcing Results of T.T. Races.
On the d.tys of the T.T. races arrange-

ments will be made with various firms in

London and the leading provincial centres
to display telegrams showing the positions
of the riders at tlie end of each lap. A
list of the places where these telegrams
may be seen will be published later. The
same method of announcing the results
was adopted by this journal last year,
and was much appreciated.

The Coast Ride.

V. Dover lias reached a far Northern

J

joint in his ride round the coast of
England, Scotland, and Wales. Starting
from Liverpool, as already announced,
his destination on the 5th inst. was
Maiyport, 201 miles; on the 6th he
readied Ayr, 411 miles : 7th and 8th,
Ballaclnilish, 615 miles; 9th, Achrasheen,
746 miles ; 10th, Kiniochewe to Ullapool,
making a total of 887 miles. Xortli of

Ayr he describes the roads and hills as
bad, loose, and stony; many hills ate
very steep, ;ind on the Clunie mountain
road, lietween Ballachiilish and Achna-
sheen, the surface was .so bad lie was
thrown off eight times. At one lonely
spot in Scotland he milked a cow hy the
roadside, and gummed a postage stamp
to the cow's lioin to pay its owner for tlie

refreshment. His 3^ h.p. Premier is

standing up well, and so far he has had
no mechanical trouble except a broken

Competitors in

the Hull and East

Riding A.C.C.

Petrol Consump-

tion Trial held on

Saturday last.

The first two

were A. Brown

(3! h.p. Rex) and

A. Tuton (35 h.p.

Bradbury).

mimm
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SPEED TRIALS AT CLIPSTONE.
BY kind penliission of His Grace the Duke of Porlland,

tlie Nottingham and District M.C.C. held a series of
speed trials on the Clipstone track, near Mansfield,
last Saturday. Admission to the track was by pro-

gramme (6d.), and, the weather being magnificent, a large

•crowd of spectators, chiefly motorists, assembled to see the
fun. Tlie eoiirse, which measured a mile, was, generallr

D. C. Bolton (three-speed Martin-Jap) and H. B. Madgwick (2 h.p. Humber)
starting in the liglitweiglit cla s. Bolton, riling his Junior T.T. mount,

proved an easy winnsr.

speaking, in good condition, albeit rather loose in places.

There was a good and representative entry, and some splendid
speeds were accomplished, and but for the long-drawn-out
proceedings and the tedious delays, which bored spectators

and competitors alike, the meeting could be described a

success. Unfortunately for all concerned, there was a total

ii adequacy of olticials, and consequenUy a great deal of work
devolved upon the energetic few. Altogetlier the organisa-

tion left much to be desired.

The first event on the programme was the novice handicap
for cKrti members. Competitors were despatched in pairs,

jnd one or two close and exciting finisiies were witnessed.

Heat winners: R. i.-J^N. Massey (5 h.p. Indian), 119 yards
tart; J. Mitchell (stripped Triumph); S. Spencer (Rudge)

;

rind R. A. Johnson (3^ h.p. T.T. Humber), 267 yards.

Second round : Massey beat Mitchell ; Brittain (3-^ h.p.

jtudge) beat Johnson, who led to within 50 yards of finish.

Final : E. Brittain beat Mitchell.

Although half an hour late in starting the first evei.it, the

above events took nearly one hour to finish off, as each class

was decided before the next was commenced, and consequently
"he lieat winners had to ride backwards and forwards.

Event 2. Club handicap. Lightweights.—H. B. Madgwick
2 li.p. Hunibei), 43 yards start, beat F. P. Johnson (2 h.p.

Humber), 43 yards. f»irly easily, as also E. G. Young, a

12 stone Motosacoche rider, in the final.

EvE.\'T 3. CluTo handicap.—This class was remarkable fc«'

the fine turn ol. speed of R. A. Johnson's 3^ h.p. T.T.
Premier, and wlien he finished his run of successes the first

spark of enthusiasm was apparent.
Heat winners were : H. B. Madgwick (2 h.p. Humber),

301 yards; L. Smith (396 c.c. X.S.U.), 103 yards; J. H.
Watson (3;^ h.p. Rudge); R. A. Johnson (3^ li.p. Premier);
and E. S. Brittain (3^ h.p. Rudge). Byes : S. Kendall (3^ h.p.

Brjugli) and J. E. Harston (3^ h.p. Campion-Jap),
Second round winners: L. Sir.ith. R. A. Johnson, and J. H.

Watson.
Final : R. A. Johnson.

Event 4. Club handicap. Unlimited c.c.—Hent winners:
A. F. CuUen (8 li.p. Bat), J. D. Mitchell (Triumph), F. P.

Johnson (Matchless), and G. Brough (6 li.p. Brougli). llie

'ast-mentioned tsvin was out for the first time, and sliowed a

wonderful turn of speed. The bore and stroke are 80 by
85 mm. After winning two heats, Brough was disqualified

for having no silencers.

In the final, J. D. Mitchell .(Triumph), 465 yards start, beat

F. P. Johnson (4 h.p. Matchless), 384 yards.

OPEN EVENTS.
Lightweights.—Scratch race.

D. C. Bolton (2J J.A.P.) Im. 15|s.

It was six o'clock before the open events were commenced,
the programme time being 4.15, and throughout the com-
petition there was a succession of grumblings, firstly by the

spectators for the slow proceedings, and secondly among the

competitors for riding ineligible machines. Exactly what
were ineligible or eligible machines it was difficult for anyone
to say. For instance, "Touring Class" was the extremely
elastic term governing tliis particular event, which attracted
the most entries. In the absence of rules, one or two rode
stripped T.T. machines, others T.T. mounts with mudguards,
and protests flew thick and fast. R. A. Johnson's T.T.
Premier was easily the fastest machine, but ultimately he was
disqualified along with others, and the first place credited

to S. Crawley (3^ h.p. Triumph). This wideawake youngster
rode exceedingly well, but his plight in the final a few yards
behind Johnson, with a cloud of dust thrown into his face

for threequarters of a mile, was pitiable to behold. Eventually
he had perforce to give up the chase. Ea.y Johnson's time
wHffl—lm. 8|s.

TouBiNG Class.—Twins.
F. Percy Johnson. (T.T. Matchless)

T.T. Class.—Scratch race.

J. D. Mitchell (3i Triumph)
P. Percy Jolmson (Matchless).

Scratch E.vce.—Unlimited c.c.

J. D. Mitchell (3^ Triumph)
H. D. Shaw (7 Indian) ...

Winner

:

Singles :

Twins :

Singles :

Twins :

1st,

1st,

1st.

1st.

9-is.

Im. 9^3.

Im. 6|s.

58»s.

Ladies' R.4ce.

1st. Miss L. Berend (3^ Brough), 23 yards ... Im. 14|s.

A ladies' race drew two competitors, Miss Lottie Berend
(3^ h.p. Brough) running away from her less experienced
associate, Mrs. Simpson, on a 3^ h.p. Rudge. Later, Miss
Berend made a successful attempt to imjirove upon Mrs.
Baxter's one mile record of Im. 21s., on a 3^ h.p. Rex,
created at the New Brighton trade on Whit-JIonday. Croucli-
ing low on her machine and steering a perfect course, she
annihilated space at the rate of 64 miles per hour, the time
announced being Im. C'jS. (Hying .start).

Later, H. D. Shaw, riding his 7 h.p. Indian stripped,

covered a Hying mile in 45|s.

D. C. Bolton also gave an exhibition run on his 2| h.p.

Junior T.T. Martin-Jap with A.iS.L. spfing fork and Arm-

1

strong three-speed gear. His time was Im. Ifs.

It was almost dark by the time the events were run off.

R. A. Johnson (SJ h.p. T.T. Premier) finishing in the club handicap, which he
wor, as also the open tourinj class, but was disqualified in the latter event.
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END-TO-END RECORD BEATEN.
I. B. Hart=Davies reduces figures by three hours.

J'Jespite the fact that the A.C.U. has dune its utnjost

to discourage record-breaking on the road, an attempt, which
proved successful, was made on Moiidav and Tuesday this

week to wrest tlie John-o'-Groat's to Land's End record
from A. J. JVIoorhouse {5^ h.p. Rex). Avhose time was 32h.

13m. Ivan B. Hart-Uavies is once again the record holder,

jind, cjuite apart from the legality of such a ride, his per-

formance must be designated a magnificent one.

IJart-Davies is not the sort of rider to take undue risiics

to himself or other road u.sers ; for that matter, it would
hf l',-M lirigilt of Sollv S^'l ai:V ir oil . , S

|
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Ivan B. Han Davies, ol Rugby, who at the beginning ot the week regained
the End-to-end motor bicycle record.

I starting time from John-o'-Groat's was 3 a.m., and lie

1 reached I'erth (2662 miles) at 10.30 a.m., actually 70m.
ahead of liis schedule. His subsequent time-table was as
follows: Lockerbie, 3.55 p,m, ; Wigan, 8.44 p.m.; Glouces-

|ter, 2.25 a.m. (Tuesday); Exeter, 6.45 a.m. But Hart-
Davies improved u\ton all these times, and gradually collected
liours in hand. He reached Land's End on Tuesday morning
last at 12 minutes past 8, beating record by, roughly, 3h.
His mount was a T.T. roadster Triumph, with Dunlop tyres.

NEXT SATURDAY'S TEAM TRIAL.
Another Record Entry.

The following is a list of the clubs entered for the JI.C.C.

I

team trial, which will be held on Saturday, the 17th inst., at
II p.m., starting from the Crown Hotel, Bicester :

Ilirmingham M.C.C
Bristol B. and .M.C.

"

t'oventrv and Warwickshire
^I.C.

"

iJiiby and District M.C.C.
Kssex .Motor Club.
Herts County A. and Ae.C.
(motor cycle section).

Leicester and Distiict .M.C.C.
-Manchester M.C.
Motor Cycling Club.
Norfolk ^I.C.C.
Northamptor.sliire M.C.C.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
Norwich and District M.C.C.
Oxford M.C.C.
S.E. London M.C.C.
N.W. London M.C.C.
ShetBeld and Hallamsbire

M.C.C.
Strcatham and District
M.C.C.

Surrey il.C.C.
Sutton Coldfield Automobile

Club.

Walthauistow Motor Club.

Three winners ol Ihe Victorian Australia; M.C.C. 100 Miles Road Race, all
mounted on 3; h.p. Triumphs. Their names are lelt to right : 1st, J. S.
Gulline

;
2nd, L. Beauchamp ; 3rd, H. Jenkins. Winner's time, 2 hrs. 11 rains.,

average speed 45 m.p.h., which lowered the Australian record by 14rains. ISsecs.

-:,~m»»~-(i-

It will be seen that teams of six repiesenting twenty-one
lubs will be represented in this champion.chip event for

/'//- ]\/ol„r Ojich. Cup.

THE SIX DAYS' RECORD.
A Doncaster rider claims to have covered

2,698 miles.
Last week we Uriclly mentioned that VV. .). Clarke, of

liiincas'er, had commenced an attack on A. E. Catt's six
lays' record, riding a 3i li.p. Rex. Mr. Clarke selected one
route for liis attempt, arranging to cover the distance
between Doncaster and .Mablethorpe three times per dioin.
'J'he distance is roughly 150 miles, fostcaida arrived at our
olfices from Clarke as follows :

' Miles covered Tuesday by speedometer, 478."
"Wednesday, 411 miles."
The next cominmiication was a letter notifying us that the

mileage recorder registered 40 miles out on second day, and
the cour.se was then checked.
A iTOstcard from Clarke on Tue.sday this week reads:

"Have broken world's si.\ days' record. Covered 2,698 miles.
Particulars following."

In the absence of these particulars, details of the system
of checking, and the rlieckers' names, we refrain from fiirthcr

Wm. J. Clarke, of Doncaster (3! h.p. Rex), who claims to have beaten
A. E. Calf's six days* record.
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TOURIST TROPHY NOTES.
Further Advance Details of the Two Great Motor Cycle Races.

'i'he order of starting in the T.T. Races
was balloted for on Tuesday, with the
result that the first six are :

JUNIOE.
1. H. Gibson
2. J. Haslam
3. W. Heaton
4. G. E. Stanley
5. Gassert
6. ijaiii

Seniob.
1. C. E. Collier

2. H. K. Fowler
3. Quinton Smith
4. F. G. Edmond
5. S. C. i'erryman
5. W. Houghton

England, America, France, and Ger-
many will be represented—quite an in-

ternational aspect.

The Triumph is the best represented
single-cylinder machine in the race, and
the Matchless enjoys the same distinc-

tion "amongst the twins.
Basil V. Jones, who is now located at

the German works of the Premier Cycle
Co., Ltd., is to ride one of the 3^ h.p.
single-cylinder Premiers in the T.T.
Race. F. G. Edmond will ride the
)ther. The Premier T.T. engines will

lifter from standard, a new cylinder cast-

A neat method ot constTDcting the steering head
of a Zenith racer.

ing having been adopted, as also a steel

piston, ball bearing crankshaft and roller

bearing big end to the connecting rod.
Tlie Rudge T.T. models will be of the

ordinary standard pattern so far as out-
ward appearance goes, but it is not yet
decided whether a direct drive, clutch,
or two-speed gear will be used. Pro-
bably one of each type will ultimately be
adopted.

Quite a number of competitors will

ride different machines in both events.

S. Percy Johnson, of Nottingham, has
entered a 2 h.p. Humber in the Junior
Race and a 4 h.p. Matcliless in the
Senior event. G. E. Stanley will ride a

2i and 3^ h.p. Singer respectively. F.
W. Barnes a 2J h.p. and 3^ h.p. Zenith.
The brothers Collier will ride Matchless
machines in both races. Harry Martin
will bestride a 3-^ h.p. Singer and a 2 h.p.

Martin-Jap. S. T. Tessier will ride a
4 ii.p. and a 2% h.p. Bat. The German
contingent, Gasert, Bolt, and Dreehsler,
are down to ride N.S.U.'s in both races.

iThe following judges have been
appointed for the T.T. Race : J. W
Orde, Robert Todd, Archibald Sharp,
H. P. E. Harding, and Victor Hart.
Timekeerers : .\. V. Ebblewhite and C.

P. Glazebrook. Mr. J. R. Nisbet, who
will be clerk of the course, reports on
hii retarn from the Isle of Man that the
roads on the course are in excellent con-

dition, with the exception ot those over
the mountain, and that every effort is

being made to put this stretch into good
condition. The surveyor's work, however,
is being hampered by the dry weather.
AIJ dangerous parts of the course will

be marked by banners some distance from
the point of danger. The kilometre speed
trials, which will be held on Douglas
Promenade on the day following the Senior
Race, will consist of a handicap race for

local residents, a speed trial for machines
conforming to the Junior T.T. regulations,

one for machines conforming to the Senior
T.T. regulations, and an all-comers race up
to a 1,000 c.c.

The Rudge-Whitworth headquarters
will be at the Glen Helen Hotel, where
Victor A, Holroyd, now happily re-

covered from his recent severe illness,

will be in charge.
D. C. Bolton, who will ride a three

speed J.A.P. in the Junior event, accom-
plished a wonderful turn of speed in the
Clipstone speed trial last Saturday. Fifty
miles aji hour is becoming quite ordinary
nowadays for a single-cylinder engine
of 300 c.c.

The complete list of entries is now to

hand, and from it we gather tliere are

sixty-seven competitors for the Senior
event and thirty-seven for the Junior
competition.

The Norton T.T. Models.
Like so many other machines, the

Norton T.T. models are almost exactly

standard, differing only in minor details

from those which are sold to the public.

J. L. Norton is well-known as an
advocate of the long stroke, and this year
he will again have the longest stroke of

any engine in the race, viz., 100 mm.,
the bore being 76 mm. There is nothing
remarkable about the engine, and no
special work has been put into it, with
the exception of making the exhaust port
rather larger than usual, and also of

drilling the connecting rod and slightly

lightening the piston. The latter (a

protected design)
IS shown in the
a c c o m p a nying
sketch, and . is

notable for the
number of oil

grooves (counting
those on the
rings there are
actually no fewer -

than thirteen of
"

these). There are
two broad step
cut rings, each
furnished with
oil grooves, and
between the slots

for these rings is

cut a very deep
oil groove, which is quite big enough to

accommodate a third ring. At the point
at which the gudgeon pin is inserted the
piston trunk is heavily cut away, and in

the web so formed are a number of small
holes, which are, however, not drilled

Specially lightened piston
fitted to T.T. Nortons. Note the
oil grooves on piston and rings.

for the sake ot lightness but to ensure
that the piston itself carries always with
it a good supply of oil in contact with
the cylinder walls. The jjiston and con-

necting rod together weigh 23 ozs.

The engine dimensions given above
apply accurately only to iir. Norton's
machine, the engine used by P. Brew-
ster will be lapped out another half milli-

metre, as the cubic capacity of the
original engine leaves some seven cubic-

centimetres to spare. A Blumfield quick
adjustable pulley is being used in con-

junction with an Armstrong triplex

three-speed gear in the back hub. The
gear ratios will most probably be 3 to 1.

4 to 1, and 5 to 1.

The T.T. Zeniths.
As we have suggested in previous issues,

this year's T.T. races will be, more than
anything else, contests for change speed
gears. In view of this fact, the Zenith
machines, which
have gained such
a wonderful re-

putation for hill-

climbing and
speed, will
naturally have
many keen eyes
directed towards
them, and, in
fact , in many
quarters circum-
stances seem to
point to tlieir

being regarded
as somewhat
warm favourites.

Taking the ma-
chines all round, they are in almost every
detail the ordinary Zenith standard model,
but some little weight has been saved
in the gear parts by drilling out the actu-
ating pinions, and also by considerably
piercing the belt rim. The Senior T.T.
Zeniths have a single-cylinder J.A.P.
engine, 85j mm. bore x 85 mm. stroke,
with ball bearing crankshaft and side by
side valves. The new pattern variable
jet B. and B. carburetter will in all

probability be used, but this is a matter
that has not yet been decided upon. I'h©
gears available will range from 3^ to 1
to 8 to 1. The principal departure in the
T.T. models is the use of a dropped frame,
which we think decidedly enhances the
appearance of the machine, as well aa
making the saddle position much more
suitable tor high speed work. The tank
holds one and a half gallons of petrol.

The machine for the lightweight race
conforms, with the exception of the
engine, almost exactly to the same speci-

fication as the above. In this case the
motor is a J.A.P. of 76 mm. bore and
65^ mm. stroke, with overhead valves.
The gears range from 3| to 1 to 9 to 1.

The frame is also made of rather lightei;_

tubing than that of the 3^ h.p. Thi*J
machine, wliich is rated as 2|- h.p., is itt'^

almost every detail exactly the same model-
as that on which F. W. Barnes has ob-
tained twenty-eight first prizes.

In both the Senior and Junior models
the engine is the ordinary touring stan-

dard, but is fitted with a lightened piston,
a eketch of which is given above.

Zenith piston lor the T.T.
races. The walls have been
considerably lightened.
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A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at Brooklands.
C. R. Collier wins the Hour Race for "The Motor Cycle" Cup

and Creates a New Record.

The Hoot Race.Ior The Motor Cycle Cnp. J. R. Haswell (31 h.p. Triumph) and
are seen at work

T

c.c. M. S.

344 2 51§
297 2 52|
344

HE annual race meeting of the Auto Cycle Union was
held at Brooklands on Saturday last. The weather
was fine, but a brisk breeze was blowing. The
meeting was fairly well attended, and just suffi-

iently well supported to make the events interesting
,nd easy to follow. Unfortunately, the intervals between
he races were rather too lengthy, and made the affair drag
omewhat.
The first event, which started just after 2 p.m., was the
pen scratch race for the Automotor Journal Challenge Cup,
lolder H. Martin. For racing machines with engines not
xceeding 76 x 75 mm., or 345 c.c. Distance, one lap.

iVeatherilt made a splendid start, but Martin passed him
bout a quarter of a mile from, the finishing Ime. Result

:

Rider and machine. Dimensions
. H. Martin (1-cyl. JIartin-Jap) 85.5x60
. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith-Gradua) 76 x65.5
. W. Chitty (1 Frays) 85.5x60
Winner's speed, 57.21 m.p.h.
In the open scratch race for the Motor Car Journal

.'hallenge Cup. Matchless machines came to the fore. The
vent was for any type of machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c,
istance four laps. C. R. Collier, who was riding a twrn
latchless fitted with a handle-bar controlled oil pump
perated by Bowden wire, led easily at the end of the first

p. and thereafter appeared to have no cause for worry,
en looking back to see if anyone was in sight at the
d of the third lap. He was followed by Franklin, Luce,

nd Sproston. and except for widening the distances
eparating them, their positions did not alter. Collier
iiiished an easy first b}' 500 yards. Result:

Rider and machine. Dimensions, c.c.

C. R. Collier (2-cvl. Matchless) 90 x77.5
C. B. Franklin (2 Indian) ... 82.5x93
A. J. Luce (2 Bat) 85 x65
A. .J. Sproston (1 Rudge) ... 85 x88

994
733
499

M. S.

9 47f
10 9^
11 39i

The Sidecar Race.

J
For the first time this year a passenger motor cycle race

las run on Brooklands, open, according to the programme, to
pssenger ma<;liines with engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

tailers barred) ; distance, two laps. Of the three starters,

Jebster alone had his engine running, the others^ relying
|lely on being pushed off to get st-arted. Bashall, using the

;. V single-geared machine in the event, led at the end of the
st lap, and was followed rather closely by ^yells, while
lebster brought up the rear. The positions never altered,

(d Bashall won by about 100 yards. Result

:

Rider and machine. Dimensions, c.c. M. s.

J. T. Bashall (2-cyl. Bat and
s.c.) 85 x85 964 6 44|

W. H. Wells (2 Indian and s.c.) 82.5 x 93 994
E. Webster (2 Matchless sc.) 85.5x85 • 976

Winner's speed, 48.44 m.p.h.

A. Baker-White (Trump-Jap) had a duel for several laps. The lap scorers

on the left.

The Great International Open 50 Kilometre Scratch Race,

first prize £10, second prize £3, and third prize £1, found

only three supporters, although there were eight entries.

One of the entrants, Godfrey, complained that some evilly

disposed person had pushed a piece of a round file into the

ports of his cylinder and had broken a piston. The com-

petitors started in the railway straight and finished at the

fork. The order at the end of the first lap was C. B.

Franklin, H. A. Collier, and A. J. Sproston (Rudge). In

the next lap Collier led and Sproston withdrew. All that

happened for the remainder of the race was for Collier

gradually to increase his lead, when at the end of the

eleventh lap ha was threequarters of a lap ahead of

Franklin. Result

:

Rider and machine. Dimensions, c.c. M. s.

1. H. A. Collier (England),

(2-cyl. Matchless) 85.5x85 976 27 25|

2. C. E. Franklin (Ireland),

(2-cyl. Indian) 82.5x93 994 29 21

Winner's speed, 68 m.p.h.

During the tea interval Jake de Rosier, the champion

motor cyclist of America, gave an exhibition ride. He was

down in the programme to make an attempt on the five

miles record, but this statement, Mr. Wells informed us,

was unauthorised. De Rosier had no machine of his own,

Godfrey's was hors de combat, and so he rode Franklin's, a

mount which was quite new to him and fitted with a

strange carburetter. De Rosier steered with one hand and

held the carburetter with the other, while he appeared to be

unused to the uneven surface of the track. His speed was

64 m.p.h. On concluding, he was not enthusiastic about

this departure from standard, and said that when he put

his hand over the air inlet the machine shot forward. •

Hour Race for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.
The last event was the open one hour scratch race for

T/ie Motor Cycle Challenge Cup, holder W'. Chitty, for

machines with engines not exceeding 500 c.c. for 6in|l6-

cylinders, and 585 c.c. for multi-cylinders, and conforming

to the T.T. regulations. Some of the entrants had no

mudguards fitted, and therefore did not compete for fear of

protests being lodged, and there was some misunderstanding

on this point, as the B.>LC.R.C. has excused the fitting of

these adjuncts in Brooklands track races this year. One

competitor, we are told, stated on his entry form that his

mount was unprovided with mudguards, and as no comment

was made he understood he would be allowed to start. The

race, however, was an interesting one, and well worth watch-

ing. The order at the end of the first lap was C. R. Collier,

G E Stanley, and H. A. Collier almost neck and neck, then

Tessier, McXab, Butler, Haswell, Baker-Waiite, Oldman,

and Elce. In the next lap C. R. Collier increased his lead,

his brother lapped Tessier, McNab took fifth place, Stanley

was third, Baker-White and Haswell were having a hard
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A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at Brooklands.

tiissle for sixth place, Elce brought up the rear, and Old-

man stopped through a disintegrated compression tap which

he replaced by a sparking plug. In the next lap C. R. GoDier

still improved on his position, and Oldman got under way
again. In the fourth lap Elce retired through overheating.

In the next round Butlsr, whose engine had been missing

fire, withdrew. In the seventh lap H. A. Collier withdrew
owing to belt trouble, leaving Stanley in second place and
McNab in third, while Haswell and Baker White fought for

fourth place. In the ninth lap C. E. Collier, going better

and better, passed White and Haswell, the latter losing

ground owing to a slack belt. Lap t-en saw Collier going

better than ever, and Haswell dropping behind. He retired

two laps later, and Tessier had also to withdraw after several

stops for plug trouble.

Collier makes good use of the New Gear.
In the fifteenth round Collier wa« threequarters of a lap

ahead and lapped McNab, the thir-1 man, who was running
splendidly, and for some considerable time hung on to

Collier. The next lap saw the disappearance of Baker-White
owing to valve trouble, and all that was left of them were
Collier, who was now close on Stanley. McNab and Oldman,
who were nearly two laps behind. Stanley, who had been

inside record all the time, now began to lose ground, and

left the honours of the day to Collier and McNab. Eesult :

Rider and machine. Dimensions, c.c. mis. vds.

C. R. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless) 76 x64 580 64 "430

Class D record.

F. A. McNab {1 Trump-Jap),.. 90 x77 486 60 640

Failing to equal Surridge's record by 143 yards.

3. G.E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 85 x88 499 59 1386
4. W. 0. Oldman (1 Zenith-

Gradua) 85.5x85 493
0. R. Collier rode a T.T. machine fitted with the expanding

pulley gear referred to in our issue of last week. He was
already the holder of the record, the distance he covered on
April 26th this year being 63 miles 735 yards. The prizes in

each event were ; 1st, silver cup ; 2nd, silver cup ; 3rd,

bronze medal.

The chief officials were : Clerk of the course, Mr. J. E.
Nisbet ;

judges, Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E., Messrs.
J. W. G. Brooker, and V. Hart ; timekeepers, Messrs.
J. H. Burley and T. PI. Woollen ; secretary, Mr. F. Straight.

These officials were aided by a number of marshals. Several
aeroplanes were flying during the evening ; one, driven by
Lieut. Watkin, flew over the crowd during the meeting.

1.

2.

A curious photograph of C. R. Collier (Matchless) and F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap)
in the hour race. Collier lapped McNab and covered 64 miles 430 yards in

60 minutes, beating his own record.

->-•••—<-

A NEW LIGHTWEIGHT RECORD.
C. Stanley Franklin, mounted on a 2 h.p. single-cylinder

M.R., succeeded in establishing a six hours' record, Class A,
for machines with engines not exceeding 275 c.c, on Friday
afternoon last. The afternoon was fine, but dull, cold, and
rather vrindy.

Franklin got under way at 1.45, being started by Mr. J. H.
Burley, the timekeeper. His mount was of standard pattern,

^Zi^La^SiK v^

except that he used racmg handle-bars and a rather larg

tank. The idea of the ride was not so much to attain

record speed, but to demonstrate the capabilities of an ultra

lightweight. Franklin's only stops were to screw up thf

petrol pipe union in the third lap and to raise his gear ii

the twentieth. The results were :

First hour 23 miles 1134 yards
Second ,,

Third „
Fourth ,,

Fifth „
sl Sixth „

^ 50 miles

^ 100 ,,

150 „

50 1285

77 472
104 86

132 115

159 1055 .J

Ih. 58m. 34s.

3h. 50m. 33«s
5h. 39m. 25ts

The 100 miles record for this class is credited to B. Yates,

who covered the distance in 3h. 18m. 50.4s., October 8th 1910.

HERTS. COUNTY OPEN SPEED TRIALS
Below we give the results on formula of the Herts County

Open Speed Trials. The results on time were published on

page 551.

DIVISION A.
Class 1.—1, H. Berwick (2 Humber)
Class 2.—1, S. Wright (3 Humber, twin)

Class 3.—1, W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
Class 4.—1, H. V. Colver (2-| Enfield) ...

Class 8.—1, F. A. Hardy (5 V.S. and s.c.)

DIVISION B.

A. G. Fenn (2 Humber) ...

H. V. Colver (2-|- Enfield) ...

S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) ...

W. F. Newsome (3-^ Triumph)
H. V. Colver (2-J Enfield) ...

W. F. Newsome (3^- Triumph)
H. V. Colver {2-|- Enfield)

Fig. of ]\Ierit.

... 10.7

... 14.1

... 14.5

... 13.5

... o2

C. S. Franklin, who, on a M. R. in touring trim, hrokc the six hours' record
for lightweights, covering 159 miles 1,055 yards.

Class 1.—1,

Class 2.—1,

Class 3.—1,

Class 4.—1,

Class 5.—1,

Class 6.—1,

Class 7.—1,

Classes 5, 6. and 7 in Division A, and Class 8 in Division

B, were on time only, and were published in our issue of

June 1st.

14.1

18.8

15.4

13.7

15.4

13.8
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CLUB NEWS.

6oy

Cambridge University M.C.C.
The results of the liiU-climb on the 1st inst. at Jloulton

Hill, near Newmarket, were as follows on formula : 3j h.p.
standard class, J. Reed (Triumph) ; 3^ h.p. T.T. class, N.
Gray (Triumph) ; twins, C. E. Farnsworth (5 h.p. Indian).

Marlborough Athletic Club (Motor Cycle Section).
A reliability trial and speed-judging competition was run off

n June 3rd over a course via Watford, Tring, and Ayles-

bury to Bicester and back to Edgware (George Hotel), about
100 miles. There were seventeen starters, of whom the first

our were : 1, J. Peachey (5 h.p. Sarolea) ; 2, A. W. Hunt
6 h.p. Sarolea) ; 3, W. Goodhugh (3^ h.p. Brown); 4, F. J.

Watson (5 h.p. Kerry).

Sarum District M.C.C.

The results on formula of the above club's hill-climb

bave now been calculated, and the following are the posi-

:ions of the first three riders

:

Fig. of Merit.

1. J. Fleming (2 Humber) 249
2. A. Evans (2 Humber) 236
3. H. Edwards (2^ F.N.) 192

Ripon and District M.C.C.
The speed -judging contest for the Collier cup (presented

y Mr. Stanley Collier) and the gold medal given by Mr.
V. Hemsworth, the captain, brought out seventeen starters

he distance was thirty-six miles. Result:
1. T. Bruce (5 h.p. Rex de Luxe and sidecar).

2. A. D. Calvert (3^- h.p. B.S.A.).

3. J. Webster (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Harrogate and District M.C.
In the hill-climb last Saturday for the Pilcher Trophy the

inners in tho various classes were : Class 1, touring singles,

J. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury). Class 2, variable gears,

. Nettleton (2^ h.p. New Hudson). Clase 3, any single-

ylinder, F. Mackav (3^ h.p. Singer). Class 4, no entries,

lass 5, ilexibility trial, G. Hill (3j h.p. Scott). The fastest

me of the day was made by F. Mackay, and the trophy
as awarded to C. Nettleton, who was the heaviest rider

ifteen stone.?) and rode the smallest machine, a 2^ h.p. New
[ud.son.

Shropshire M.C.C.
The long distance reliability trial to Llandudno and back
61 miles) for the club challenge cup was run off in

agnificent weather on Whit-Mondav. Of seventeen entries

lurteen started, and nine completed non-stop runs.

Rider and machine. Total marks.
1. H. H. Gibbs (3i h.p. Rudge) 491
2. A. J. Poole (3i h.p. Bradbury) 489
3. P. W. Owen (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ... 438

A-'^fciii*^;'

"^

s.

2
1

2

m. s.

58|

1 3i

2
1

or.

69i
1 1

1 2|

I
J. R. Thompson \'i\ h.p. B.S.A.) slarling in the open class of Ihe M. C.U.I. h//i*
climbing competition at Derrlagby, He woa^both events,on the programme.

Dublin and District M.C.
The results of the above clubs Dublin to Lisburn and

back trial are : Marks gained.
, fC. E. Murphy (Triumph) 98
It. Woods (Premier) 98

3. J. A. Carvill (Triumph) 97

Cork and District M.C.C.
The result of this club's reliability trial from Cork to

Waterford and back on Wliit-Monday "was as follows

:

Marks lost.

1. R. S. Rennie (3i Matchless)
2. P. Cox (2s Douglas)
3. L. Dobbin (3i Rudge-Whitworth)

Westmorland M.C.C.
In the reliability run last week from Kirkby Lonsdale to

Alston and Kendal (150 miles), four competitors ran equal
for first place, and a re-run was accordingly held to Xewby
Bridge and back, with several secret checks and timing
to seconds, with the following result ; 1, H. Westwood
(3^ h.p. Triumph), thi-ee seconds out; 2, T. Armstrong
(3| h.p. Triumph), eight seconds out; 3, Geo. H. Braith-
waite (3^ h.p. Rudge). twelve seconds out.

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).
This centre held a hill-climb on Saturday last on one

of the roads running up OLin Mountain at Derriaghy.
H'cap Netttime

Private Own>;ks' Cl.\ss.

1. J. R. Thompson (31 B.S.A.)
2. A. Kirk ^.^ T.T. Tnumpli) ...

3. J. M. Bride (3i T.T. Premier)

OfF.N Cl.\S.S.

1. .1. R. Thompson (3^ B.S.A.)
2. Alister Kirk (3i T.T. Triumph)
3. J. A. Carvill (3i T.T. Tiiuiii|.li)

Edinburgh and District M.C.
Last Saturday throe teams representing respectively the

Perth, Scottish Border, and the Edinburgh Clubs, com
peted for the Hamilton Shield over a fifty mile course which
has to be covered twice, starting and finishing at Fairmile-
head. A (-plendid contest ensued, resulting in a win for

Edinburgh, who were represented by J. R. Alexander (7 h.p.

Indian), R. H. Monat (3i h.p. Rudge), W. Dobson (5 h.p.

Indian), T. E. B. Chalmei-s (5 h.p. Bat), and J. H. Forrest

(3i h.p. Triumph).

Perth and District M.C.
On the 5th inst. there was an all-day reliability trial, the

members competing for the club challenge trophy and gold
medal, a non-skid cover presented by the Kempshall Tyre
Co. of Europe, Ltd., and other prizes. The route was one
of 166 miles from Perth to St. Fillans and back. Full marks
were secured by the following : Messrs. J. W. Adamson, D.
Batchelor, J. Q. Beveridge, J. Y. Caimie, and W. Murray
all on 3^ h.p. Triumphs, and Bruce Syme on a 3^ h.p.

touring Rudge. To decide the prize winners the six

competitors who gained full marks will compete in a fifty

miles non-stop run over a hilly seven miles circuit at RhynJ.
near Perth, to-day.

North-west London M.C.C.
The annual hill-climb was held on a hill near Dagnall,

Herts, last Saturday, and some thrilling riding was seen.

The fastest time of the day was made by K. L. Printz (6 h.p.

Bat). Results

:

Class I. (lightweights).—1, A. C. Robbins (2 h.p. Humber) :

2, C. M. Down (2| h.p. Enfield); 3, Mrs. Newbury (2| h.p.

Douglas).
Class n. (singles).—1, W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Brown) ; 2, E.

A. Colliyer (3^ h.p. Zenith) ; 3, F. A. Rose (3^ h.p. Triumph).
Class III. (twins).—!. C. M. Down (23 h.p. Enfield); 2,

R. L. Printz (6 h.p. Bat); 3, Hal Hill (5 h.p. Bat).

Class IV. (passenger machines) was abandoned owing to

lack of entries.

Class V. (fastest time to 500 c.c.).—1, E. A. Colliver (3^

h.p. Zenith); 2, W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Brown); 3, E. L.

Buchanan (3^ h.p. Norton).

Class VI. (fastest time to 1,000 c.c.).—1, R. L, Printz (6

h.p. Bat) ; 2, Hal Hill (5 h.p. Bat) ; 3, C. M. Simpson (7

h.p. Indian).
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Competitors m the Saium and DUlrict M.C.C. Ull-climb. For results see page 579 last week.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

The first hill-climb was held last Saturday at Woodhead,
on the same hill used by the Manchester M.C. The fastest

time of the day was made by H. Marsden, on his 5 h.p.

T.T. Matchless, being followed by A. J. Moorhouse, on his

7 h.p. Indian, |s. slower. In the single class, F. C. Coopes,
on his T.T. Triumph, made the fastest ascent, 9-|s.

slower than the fastest time of the day. In the trade
class, H. J. Scales (3^ h.p. Scale single) and A. Greenhatch
(7 h.p. M.S.L. twin) respectively made the fastest times.

The sidecar class was won by J. Emerson (5 h.p. M.S.L.)

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial held on May 28th over a very

difficult course of 150 miles, from West Hartlepool to Alston

via Barnard Castle and Middleton-in-Teesdale, and back
via Hexham and Blanchland, for prizes presented by the

Kempshall Tyre Co., was won by H. Durkin on a 3i h.p.

P. and M. and sidecar, which went through absolutely non-

stop. Messrs. W. T. Walton, W. C. White, C. Clark, and
J. Hammond, aU on 3^ h.p. Triumphs, also made non-stop

runs, the first two tieing for the second prize, being one

mark only behind the maximum gained by Durkin.

->-•••—^-

SCARBOROUGH AND DISTRICT M.C KILOMETRE SPEED TRIALS.

THE annual speed trials of the Scarborough and District

M.C.C. were held on a private course near Scarborough.
The course was a perfect one, being dead straight and
level for a mile. The competitors met at a rendez-

vous twelve miles fron. Scarborough, and then proceeded to

the course some few miles further on. The prizes were ;

Webster trophy for fastest time of day (with gold medal).

Gold medal for fastest single-cylinder. Five prizes on

handicap. Each competitor had one timed run, and from
this he was handicapped. Then another run was given

and any competitor improving upon his original time more
than five per cent, was disqualfied. Some good speeds were
accomplished. H. D. Shaw on a 7 h.p. Indian won the

Webster trophy in 29|s. (speed 75.52 m.p.h.), while Daniel
Bradbury on a 3^ h.p. Norton won the gold medal for

fastest time on a single-cylinder in 35|s. (speed 63.15 m.p.h.).

The handicap winners were :

1. H. Wilson (3i h.p. Triumph)
2. H. L. Kettle (2 h.p. 1910 M.E.)
3. J. E. Truefitt (3i h.p. Tri-imph)
4. E. G. Walker (3i h.p. Triumph)
5. S. H. Clay (3i h.p. Triumph) ..

Handicap figures.

27|
28
30|
301

31i

The prizes were afterwards presented at the Scarborough
Club House.

H. Wils.,n (3! h.p. Triumph) winning the handicap event in the Scaiboroagh and Distric M.C. speed trials. An electrical timing apparatus was used.



A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should bs
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of tha paper only, numbering aach query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Timing tiie £park.

(1.) Will you advise me liow to

_ set the timing of magneto of
$r 6 h.p. twin ]S.S.L^. n;ctor c^'cle.

the front cylinder of which lie.s

almost iiat? (2.) Would r.ev,-

)oints to magneto advance the firii;g,

s it appears, to spark ratheiv late in
be stroke, even vvith; tlie lever fully
idvancedV—^^A.B. . .' :

Fully retard, the spark-, and- .s^t: tlie

neto so that the jxiints 'are about to
iak wlien the piston . is on .the top of

compression stroke. If you set No.
cylinder correctly, the; other will be
;ht. (2.) Yes. the - firing would be
V .slightly advanced.

Knocking an'J Control ol Air Lever.

I an; puzzli^d about my 1911

Q 7 h.p. Re.\. Can you tell me
> why the engine should knock
-^ when rushing a hill with the air

well open? As soon as I cut off

the. air the machine stops knocking at
mce, but slous down though climbing
veil. Is this due to high compression
ir faulty carburetter adjustment?

—

is no uncommon symptom for an engine
knock when too much air is admitted
the carburetter. If you find by

sing the air the knocking ceases we
not think there is anything' seriously

'ong. Probably you close off the air

ghtly too much, which results in the
crease of speed. A finer adjustment
the air lever should enable you to

event the knocking and still keep up
e maximum speed.

Size of Jet. Timing of Valves and Sparlt.

Would you kindly answer tile^ following queries : I have a 5
> h.p. twin Rex, m.o.v., and two-
-^ speed. (1.) What size jet do you

recommend? I have in a 31, but
cannot give any extra air. (2.) The
inlet valves open just as piston goes
down on suction stroke. Is this cor-

rect? The engine starts easily and
will run elowly. (3.) I am told that
the ignition is timed late. Would
advancing it give more power?—S.C.
.) The correct size of jet is best found
t by experiment. If you cannot give
tra air with your jet try a larger
e or a smaller adapter. (2.)

le timing of the valves appears to be
rrect. (3.) Yes, if the engine does not
lock you .night well try advancing the
nition a tride. It would give more
leed and e.xtra (X)\ver.

with

Acetylene Gii as a Fuel.

Can a motor engine be driven
by carbide gas on the I'oad? I

have been trying my machine on
the stand, and it seems to go
all right, lasting about one hour,
the ordinary generator holding

about a quarter of a pound of carbide
and about half a pint of water. • I

have had a small tube about iVt"-
opening, and leading to the engme,
and another air pipe leading to the
generator, completely doing away with
carburetter, tank, etc. The cost per
hour works out at about 2d., but what
effect will it have on the engine parts?—.J.W.

Y'es. it can be driven by carbide, but it

is not reliable, as the e.xplosions are very
violent and the engine is difTicult to
control. Starting is also erratic, and
there is the danger of a broken connect-
ing rod. We have not carried out
sulficient experiments on the road,
but we should bo intere.«t6d to hear the
results of vour further tests.

Alj'jstment of Platinum Points.

My mount, a 5i li.p. Miiorva
m.o.i.v., trembler coil, and plain

make and break, will not fire
'

regularly, oiily at the very slo.ve:*!

speed. The moment I advance
the ignition lever it starts missing
fire. It will not take extra air at all.

but will climb any hill in the distri.^t

slowly. (Jn the level or downhill it

eeems to. over-run itself. I have tried

ditferent • jets to carburetter from 3 to

7, alfo different choke tubes.—E.K.
It is difficult to tell you the exact causo
of the trouble, but most probably you will
find it is due to wear in ' the contact
breaker or adjustment of the contact
points. See that the platinum points are
making firm contact in whatever position
you set the ignition lever, tlicn start the
engine on the stand, and turn the plati-

num screviT approximately one complete
turn nearer the point on tlio trembler
blade. This, we fancy, will cure the
trouble. If it should not. the trembler
on the coil should be adjusted.

THE TRENT FERRY AT ALTHORPE.
A new railway bridge 15 stiortly to be buUt across the river at tliis point wtiich will have a road to carry

vehicular traffic. Until this is built these ferries must be used, or one would have to go on to Gainsboro*

—

about twelve miles. Many motor cyclists use tliis ferry, and getting up the steep and muddy steps proves CO
*Ughl task. The machine portrayel is an L.IVI.G.

-^35
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Welwyn to Harrogate.

Kindly tell me the best way
from Welwyn to Harrogate. As
I may want to ride to Harrogate
several times this summer, I

want to be sare that I travel the
best way.—S.F.C.

By the main Great North Road is the
best way, through Baldock, Biggleswade,
Buckden, and straight on past Norman
Cross to Stamford and Grantham. Be
careful of traps four miles each side of

Grantham. You are sure to see an A. A.
scout on the road near the commence-
ment of the trap, wliich ends at the'

north at Ponton. Beyond Grantham
another trap begins at the foot of Gonerby
Hill and ends at Long Bennington. Be
careful not to e.\:c6ed twenty-five miles
an iiour over these sections. Of course,

yor. must drive carefully in all villages

on the Great North Eoad ; otherwise we
do not know of any traps. North of

Granth;;m you go through Newark, Ret-
ford (where specal caution is necessary
in the ten-mile limit), go straight on
following tlie signposts to Edinburgh,
lately put up by the Royal Automobile
Club, until you reach Wetherby.
Immediately after you have crossed the

bridge take the first turning to the left

and go through Spofforth to Harrogate.

Overheating and Knocking.

My motor cycle is a 3^ to 4

_j| h.p. Quadrant, 1908 magneto,

^ gear 4^ to 1. I find it has a

-U tendency to overheat when run-
ning 10 to 15 m.p.h. with throttle

one-thii'd open and air lever a

little more than half open, but if I

advance spark and do about 25 to 30

m.p.h. it will take air fully open and
slightly less gas, and keep much cooler

;

in fact, it runs perfectly at this speed.

It has an automatic inlet valve. I have
reduced the opening to slightly under
^in., and strengthened spring to 3 lbs.

resistance. When restarting, the engine
always knocks a little as it picks uj).

What fault do the above symptoms
point to? I do not think jet is too
large, as it will not take full air except
at about 50 m.p.h. I give

half a piunpful of oil every
six miles.

—

Puzzled.

OT«((fCILII

The symptoms point to a dirty engine,

i.e.., carbon deposits on the piston and
cylinder head, causing a knock when re-

starting, and inefficiency of the inlet

valve at slow speeds, preventing you
from running comfortably throttled down.
You have done quite right by reducing
the inlet valve opening and strengthen-
ing the spring. The carburetter adjust-

ment seems to be about right. We shonH
recommend you also to verify the
strength of your e.xhaust valve spring.

I-lunning with the spark retarded is

likely to cause overheating. If you fit

a smaller adapter around the jet you will

find that you can obtain a constant and
weaker firing mixture with the throttle

lever only a shade open.

A SudJen Stoppage.

My 1910 Triumph wants a
little adjustment in the carbura-
tion jsomewhere. With sidecar
and almost full throttle up stiff bJU
it runs well, but when the wor?t

of the hill is passed suddenly pulls up.
It is not labouring or knocking, but as

if petrol was not supplied quick
enough to keep it running at wide
throttle. So I tested petrol pipe and
float, and found some fluff in gauze
almost stopping it, between pipe and
float chamber. Removing that the
chamber flooded properly again when

IN YORKSHIRE DURING THE LONDON-EDINBURGH
RUN.

?
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needle was lifted, and I thought
trouble was found and cured, but same
thing happened again up stiff hill with
wide throttle. Would it be the jet or
float not properly adjusted? Evidently
it is to do with the carburetter.—
A.B.M.

First of all, do you take care to close the
air lever gradually as the machine slo^"
down? This is all important in hill-

chmbing. If you do, probably you ha
not' removed quite all the trouble, and
there is still some Huff in the petrol pipe,
which causes an obstruction. All carbon
dejiosit must be removed from pii-tou
head; you might also try a larger jet.

Driving Licence must be Produced on Demand.
The other day whilst out witf

my motor cycle and sidecar ;]

passed through a trap, and waV
stopped and asked for
licence. I was unable to pro

duee it, however, having inadvev
tently omitted to take it with me
owing to having changed chjthe
before starting. The fault, there
fore, was quite unintentional. ib
statement as to having a licence .,

my possession was verified at home b-
the inspector of police, working on iii

structions from the borough in whicl
the trap was situate. I was summonei
to appear, but was unable to do so
owing to business, and fined Is. an(
costs, amounting together to 9s. 6d
What I should like to know is whethe
the fine can be strictlv enforced, an^
whether I am really liable. Some <\my motor eycling friends seem to thiuj
I am not liable.—W.R.

Unfortunately, the law states the rid<j
must be able to produce his licence when
ever it is demanded by the police. Yo|
have offended against 'the Act. and ara
therefore, lawfully fined. We know it 1
hard, and sympathise with you moJ

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
'T.A.V." (Denmark Hill.) Empi:

Leclan-che batteries with treniblJ
coils, also dry batteries witj

similar coil.

R. Ellis (3! h.p. B.S.A.), a succ:ssful double journey competitor, at Yorli.

F. Mussell (7 li.p. Rex), A. V. Deacocii (N.L.G.-Jap), Leaving the Northallerton control.
S. T. Tessier (5 li.p. Eat), and H. G. Bell (F.N.) E. Kickham (Douglas) and R. Ellis (B.S.A.)

signing the chocking sheet at Yorli. vaulting inio the saddle.
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W*HE auspicious occasion with which this par-

I tirular number coincides calls for a few words

I from the editorial pen. Our beloved country

and the whole empire rejoices in its Sovereign

a man of our own time, brought up amid walls of

;el to the tune of revolving cranks and reciprocating

stons. The man-o'-war was his cradle rocked on

e ocean, the reverberating engines sang him to

ep when his watch on deck was over.

Versed as he is in the mysteries of engines, modern

ins, and the deadly torpedo, we feel our King is a

an after our own heart. Having had such an

ucation, cannot we motor cyclists feel that our

ivereign is in sympathy with, our dearest hobby?

is true that the joys of motor cycle riding have

t been brought closely before him—it is hardly to

expected that they would be—but King George is

himself an automobilist who is a real friend of the

movement, and a concession he has already conferred

on the motoring community has been to raise the

speed limit in the Royal Parks from ten to twelve

miles an hour, and to see that the new regulation is

not too strictly interpreted.

We have, then, a good King who was brought up

by a father who -was the finest statesman of his

time, and gave his son a training which has specially

suited him for the high office of kingship. To-day

he is crowned, and, in company with our numerous

readers at home and beyond the seas, in those far-off

countries our .Sovereign himself has visited, we wish

King George and his Consort Queen Mary long life,

good health, happiness, and a prosperous reign,

"God S.we the King! "

i$3'^
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TOURIST TROPHY TOPICS.
NEVER was a road race more keenly canvassed

beforehand than the 1911 Senior T.T. It is

frankly impossible to foretell with any con-

fidence what the score board will record when the

course is reopened on July 3rd. No doubt a majority

of the prophets will foretell yet another Matchless
victory, and as the Collier-Jap combination has so

often proved invincible, the majority may well prove

to be right. But I think the Colliers are up against

a tougher proposition than they have ever tackled in

the whole course of their strenuous lives.

To commence Avith, their luck has. always been in.

Either Harry or Charlie has always been on the pre-

mises at the finish, his engine still running with

glorious " bubbling " smoothness after 150 miles of

gruelling speed work ; and by the law of averages,

luck does not keep in for ever. Before long it must
happen that both the Colliers will encounter trouble

in one and the same race, for all their skill and
caution.

Single and T^vin Capacities.

Again, the singles are not conceding them quite as

much cylinder capacity as in the past. I take it the

extra 85 c.c. makes the twins about four or five miles

faster in the hour on Brooklands Track, and that this

extra bit of pace is not snatched by rea.son of a higher

compression than will be used on the island, so that

with the aid of the multi-speed pulley the Colliers will

retain the extra flexibility and lightning acceleration

peculiar to the twin. Consequently, as there are com-
paratively few twins in the race, the Colliers need
only get one machine through without trouble to finish

ahead of the singles.

But even then they may reckon without their hosts.

The Bat team have never yet exhibited that saving

spice of restraint which must go hand in hand Avith

sheer speed if speed is to w-in ; if there is the right dash
of soda in the Bat brandy this year, the Colliers will

have to go harder than they have ever gone before.

More threatening still, perhaps, is the Indian team.
The Hendee quintette contains three men who are

humanly certain to finish high up, and two who are

as likely to win outright as the Colliers. Alexander,
Moorhouse, and Franklin are among the very cream
of racing men, though a victory for any of them
would come as a surprise. But Godfrey and de Rosier
might easily share the first and second places. As the

Indian team was early put out of the running by tyre

troubles last year, many of us have forgotten how Lti-

Evans, when he was practically a novice at roaj
racing, began by leading the Matchless team in the

1909 race, and, finally, in spite of fading engine tune,

hunted Collier grimly home.
De Rosier has a bigger reputation than any man on

earth. Godfrey is the ideal motor cycle racing man
His small stature invests the racing position, which is

sustained agony for a medium-sized athlete, with com
parative comfort. His muscle and stamina are mag'
nificent. His pluck and dash are unrivalled, and his

experience is great. A trade expert told me last week
he regarded Godfrey as Jack Marshall's equal in every-
thing but luck; and, to my mind, Godfrey is quite as

formidable as de Rosier. The fastest and luckiest

V16

couple who survive from the Indian and Matchless

teams will, in my opinion, have the finish to

themselves.

Is a Single=cylinder Victory Possible ?

There is, however, much to be said for those who
regard a single-cylinder victory as possible. It cannot

be denied that the Triumph team have always hunted

the twins home with desperate grit in the past, when
they were far more heavily handicapped in cylinder

dimensions. If we take the hour record as a pointer

to the most recent form, the Singer and the Rudge
have each a trifle in hand of the Triumphs in respect

of sheer speed, while, if some jockeys are new men,
Stanley has been known as a fir.st-flighter for a long

time pasT, and young Surridge only requires a little

road practice to make a champion. Newsome and
Creyton have already shown thej can last out a com-
plete race at a shade under winning speeds, and hence

H. A. Collier, second in 1910 and first in 1909, mounled on nis 1911 4h.p. T.T.
Matchless-Jap with variable pulley gear. It was described in detail in our
issue of June 8th.

they command more respect than the ruck, but la

mechanical factors alone are considered, anv out oil

twenty single cylinders might conceivably show thef

way home to the entire field.

This brings us to the question of dark horses. B}|
the law' of averages a " dark horse " win is bound td

occur some day. In every, other sport it is a. commorl
occurrence for some aspirant unknown to fame sudJ
denly to leap into prominence by defeating all th/
famous experts, and it must be admitted that tha

conditions are exceptionally favourable to a surprisa
in the current year or the next. two or three races.

A New Army of Speed Merchants.
Motor C)cle sprint work has become such a whole-l

sale business of late that quite a fleet of rideis knoMJ
all there is to be known about tuning up any engina
one cares to name, and the huge popularity of sprini

racing has developed a Dositi\-e p-"-v of crack speeq
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lerchants. It would not be at all surprising if some
bsolute new-comer evinced in the race that rare
impound of mechanical savoii- faire, of restraint,
id of devil that makes a champion, while increased
ipenence may have caused one of last year's second-
:ters to develop his powers far more rapidly than
e general public suspects. Further, the course is of
nature that is sure to introduce one or two vital
ctors. Practice is all very well, but in the pre-
ninary work few men will manage to 'cover several
ps at racing speed without an easv.
More than one engine which in practice has picked

I above the Snaefell hairpins after one lap or two
ps, or has lasted out a strenuous hour on Brook-
ids will betray its rider on the third, fourth, .>r
th lap.

The Ascent of Snaefell.
Riders who have never visited the island rannot
agme what a ta.\ the ascent of Snae/ell involves
ter three or four laps at 50 m.p.h. Right at the
ttom comes a wicked hairpin iiend, of such a kind
t nuie inexperienced tourists out of ten encountering
unawares for the first time would stop their engines^
[mediately above it come two or three miles of
erably strenuous climiiing, and just when a hot
gme runs its best chance of being done to the world
nes another awful twist, the ill-famed " Gooseneck,

''

>\c which there remains just sufficient bad gradient
make picking up impossible to anv engine tliat is
"just so."

t is possible that those who sur\i\-e till the fifili

"ill all make light of their last climb. It is als.i
-sible that the two or three leading machines will
peter out at this point within sight of victorv, and
t the machine standing fourth or fifth will come in
itself to win.

Again we must take into account the possibility of
•idents at corners which are likely to eliminate the
kless brigade as regularly as Glen Helen and

O13

Ballacraine have done in the past. The new chances
of smashes are mostly concerned with the way in which
the men string out. In past years the same little
clumps have circled round and round the shorter lap
within close touch of each other for hours ; and it is
quite conceivable there will be a good deal of " clump-
ing "even on the ,37,1/3 miles lap in use this year.

It is fervently to be hoped that the men will string
out early, and that the stringing will continue through-
out the race. The promoters relied on this to some
extent in selecting the course. Every rider will want
all the road to himself at several points; first of all, at
the Ramsey hairpin, which commences the mountain
chmb; secondly, at the top bend or "Gooseneck " on
the concluding steep bit of .Snaefell. Next, racing
abreast and overtaking will be dangerous on the three
or four miles between the. " Goo.seneck " and the
Bungalow where the road is narrow.

Downhill to Douglas.

_

Next comes the sheer drop down to Douglas, con-
sisting of a downhill race on steeply falling gradient
along a narrowish lane between high hedges. The
drop includes several awkward bends, and at the
bottom hard braking will be es.sential. Its steepness
can be gathered from the fact that one rider at least
proposes to race down here on free engine by gravity
alone, and expects to travel as fast as anybody. The
speeds here will be terrific.

The reckless brigade will be a grave source of
danger till remorseless fortune has eliminated them.
There will be much skidding as the brakes are applied
at the bends and iowards the foot, even if the road
lie dry; if the Manx grease Ire out, no one knows what
will be done or whether it will be possible to hold the
race should bad weather prevail. Ail this tends to
increase tlie possibility of a dark Iwrse winning out-
right. But considering the general high level of the
machines concerned, and the number of first rate
riders engaged, a victory by one of the old stagers i^

intrinsically more probable. \riCHAEL Kirk.

-'^^^^^-^''^^^y^m

A RACY-LOOKING SPIDER QUAD.
It IS owned by a Scottish motor cyclist, and is fltted wiih r. 7 h.p. twin Rei

engine and adjustable palley, with belt drive to counter-shaft and chain to back
aile. A leath-r-to-metal clutch is used, and the frame is sprung fore and Jtwe are told that the runabout has eicecdcd 40 m.p.h. on the roaJ.

.\I7
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The International Tourist Trophy Races.
Complete List of Entries and order of Starting.

There are 67 entrants for th« Senior T.T. and 37 in the
junior Race. The complete list is given hereunder, together
with details of the competitors' machines.

Entries for Senior Race.
Order of No. of Bore and
starting. Rider and machine. cyls. stroke. c.c.

1. C. R. Collier (Matchless) ... 2 76 x64
2. H. Rem Fowler (3^ Ariel) ... 1 86.4x85

*3. Quentin Smith (3i Triumph) ... 1 85 x88
4. B. V. Jones (3i Premier) ... 1 85 x88
5. S. C. Ferryman (3^- Ariel) ... 1 86.4x85

*6. H. Houghton (3^ Rudge) " ... 1 85 x88
7. H. A. Collier (4 IMatchless) ... 2 76 x64
8. V. J. Surridge (3^- Rudge) ... 1 85 x88

*9. E. V. Stevens (3^ Dot) 1

10. F. G. Edmond (3^ Premier) ... 1 85 x88
*11. Howard Smith (3,!, Triumph) ... 1 85 x88
12. F. A. Applebee (5 Scott) ... 2

14. H. Reed (4 Dot) 2
15. W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 x88

•16. W. E. Grange (3^ Bradbury) ... 1 85
17. C. B. Franklin (3| Indian) ... 2
18. A. V. Sumner (3^ Ariel) ... 1

Orde

Jack Woodhouse (3^ Ivy-Precision) 1

C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph) ... 1
*21. J. A. CarviU (3i Triumph) ... 1

*22. H. H. Bowen (4 Bat) 2
*23. Robert Nixon (4 Matchless) ... 2

24. Eric Myers (5 Scott) 2
*25. Vernon Tavlor (3^ Rudge) ... 1

26. 0. C. Godfrey (3| Indian) ... 2

27. F. VV. Barnes (3^ Zenith-Gradua) 1

28. John Gib.son (3-L Rudge)
'

•29. W. Johnson (4 Matchless)
30. W. Creyton (3i Triumph)

*31. A. J. Woodhouse {3J Indian) ...

32. Boldt (N.S.U.)
33. P. Weatherilt (3^ Zenith-Gradua)

*34. J. Prendergast (3^ Rudge)
35. Gassert (N.S.U.)
36. Jas. L. Norton (3^ Norton)
37. Dreclisler (N.S.U.)
38. C. G. Garrard (4 Blumfield) ...

39. Frank Philipp (5 Scott)
•40. Percy Butler (4 Dot)
41. J. H. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.) ...

*42. John Lang (4 Matchless)
43. Jake De Rosier (3 J Indian)
44. J. Healy (3i- Rudge)
45. F. 0. North (3^ Ariel)

•46. W H. Bashall (4 Bat)
*47. W. H. Elce (3Jr Rudge)
48. P. Brewster (3^ Norton)

•49. J. T. Bashall (4 Bat)
*50. J. W. Adamson (3^ Triumph) . .

.

51. (Moto-Reve) ...

*52. W. Stanhope Spencer (3i- Rudge)
53. A. H. Ale.xander (Rex)"

54. Hugh J\[ason (4 Matchless)
•55. J. R. Alexander, iun. (3J Indian)

56. T. L. Rankin (3^ Singer)
57. Harry Martin (3^ Singer)

*58. J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph) ..

59. W. L. T. Rlrys (4 Bat)
60. R. Lord (3i Rex)
61. F. Maclean (3^ Singer)

62. Norman P. Holder (4 Blumfield)
*63. H. Lister Cooper f3i Triumph) ...

64. A. J. Sproston (3^ Rudge)
*65. G. Fenton (3^ Zenitlr-Gradua)..,
*66. F. P. Johnson (4 Matchless) ...

67. G. E. Stanley (3^ Singer) ...

68. B. Plews (3^ Calthorpe)

xoa
70 x76
86.4x85
90 x77.5
85 x88
85 x88
76 x64
76 x64

85 x88
70 x76
85.5x85
85 x88
76 x64
85 x88
70 x76
85 x88
85.5x85
85 x88
85 x88
76 X 100

85 x88
67 x83

80 x58
85 x88
76 x64
70 x76
85 x88
86 x85
76 x64
85 x88
79 xlOO
76 x64
85 x88

85 x88
84.5x89
76 x64
70 x76
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
76 x64
84.5x89
85 x88
67 x83
85 x88
85 x88
85 x85
76 x64
85 x88
90 X 78^

580
498
499
499
499
499
580
499

499
499

499
499
584
498
496
499
499
580
580

499
584
488
499
580
499
584
499
488
499
499
454
499
583

582
499
580
584
499
498
580
499
490
580
499

499
499
580
584
499
499
499
580
499
499
583
499
499
482
580
499
496

Entries for Junior Race.
*1. Hugh Gibson (2J New Hudson)... 1 76 x65.5 297
2. J. Heslam (23 Zenith-Gradua) ... 1 76 x65.5 297

,i8

of

starting.
No. of

Rider and machine.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

•10.

•11.

12.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

•25.

•26.

27.
•28.

29.

•30.

31.

32.

33.

•34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

VV. Heaton (N.S.U.)
,

G. E. Stanley (2^ Singer)
Gassert (N.S'U.)
FranQois Sain (2 Alcyon)
H. V. Colver (2| Enfield)

Michel Canale (Alcyon)
H. Rem Fowler (2| New Hudson
F. Percy Johnson (2| Humber) ..

David G. Bolton (2 Martin) ...

Sam Wright (2| Humber)
H. G. Dixon (2-| New Hud.son
H. A. Collier (2 Matchless) ..

A. H. Alexander (2| Rex) ..

P. J. Evans (2| Humber)
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) ..

Harry Martin (2 Martin)
J. Garbero (Alcvon)
F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith-Gradua'
S. T. Tessier (2| Bat) !

A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)
D. Brown (2J Humber)
E. Kickham (2| Douglas)
Harold J. Cox (2| Forward) ..

Drechsler (N.S.U.)
J. D. Cooke (2^ A.J.S.)
Baldt (N.S.U.)
V. Wilberforce (2^ N.L.G.) ..

L. Fletcher (2J Douglas) ..

R. Collier (2 Matchless)
J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)
Wray (2| Humber)

J. Bell (2 Moto-Reve)
Greaves (2J En-field)

Griffiths (2J Moto-Reve) ...

F. Sirett (N.S.U.)
•Denotes private owi

Bore
cyls.

. 1

. 1

. 2

. 1

. 2

. 1

)
1

. 2

. 1

, 2

)
1

. 1

. 2

2
. 2
. 1

. 1

I
1

, 1

. 2

. 2

. 2

. 2

. 1

, 1

. 1

, 1

. 2
. 1

. 1

. 2

. 1

, 2

. 2

. 2

and
stroke.

69 x79
53.6x75

54 x74

76 x65.5
60 x60
76 x60
60 x60
76 x65.5
76 x65.5
60 x60
60 x60
60 x60
76 x65.5

76 x65.5
76 x65.5
60 x60
60 x60
60 x60
56 x69
69.8x78
70 x77.5
69.8x78
76 x65.5
60 x60
76 x65.5
70 x77.5
60 x60

54 x74
52 x80
53.6x75

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3
3

3

2

2

2

2

3
2

2

3

2

3

3

STEAMER SAILINGS TO THE ISLE
OF MAN.

The following particulars of sailings from Liverpool to t

Isle of Man and back ha\e been issued by the Isle of Mi
Steam Packet Co. The rates for the carriage df motor cycl

accom.panied by passenger are: Motor bicycle—2s. 6d., wi
sidecar 5s. ; tricycle—one seat 5s. , two seats 7s. Tickets f

these are purchased at the booking office alongside t

steamer. Petrol tanks must, of course, be emptied befo

going on board :

From LrninrooL.
June.

22na.— 10.30 a.m.; 2.45 p.m.; 12.60
niglrt.-

23rd,-10.30 a.m. ; 2.45 p.m.; 12.60
night.

24tli.-10.30 a.m.; 2.45 p.m.; 5.30
p.m. ; 12.50 ni;;bt.

26tb.— 10.30 a.m.; 2.45 p.m.
27th,— 10.30 a.m.; 2.45 p.m.
28tll,-10.30 a.m.; 2.45 p.m.; 12 50

ni'jht,*

29th,-10.30 a.m.; 2:45 p.m.; 12,50

June.
niiht.'

30tli.—10 30 a.m.; 2.45 p m. ; 12.

Disht.
July.

l5t.— 9.45 a.m.; 10.30 am,; 2.

p.m.; 5.30 pui.; 12.

nii^lit

3rd.— 1 a.m. {Sunday nii,'ht) ; 10
a.m.; 2.45 p.m.; 12 iiisL

4tli.— 10.30 a.m. ; 2.45 p,m,

;

iiiglit.*

From Douglas.

22nd,-9
23rd,-9 1

24tli.-9
26th.-12

9
27th.-
28th.-

a.m.

;

a.m.

;

a.jn. ;

,30 i

a.m.
a.m.

;

a.m.

;

June.
4 p.m. ; 6 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

.m. (Sunday
;

4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

night)

;

29th.-
30th.-

1st.-
3rd.-

-9 a.m.
9 a.m.

9 a.m.
12.30
9 a.m.

.Tune.

; 4 p.m.; 12,30 nijlil

4 p.jm; 12,30 mghl
July.
4 p.m. ; 12.30 nigl

a.m. (Sunday niglit

4 p.m. : 12 night
4th.—9 am.; 4 p.m.; 12 night

' Passengers and cargo steamers.

Fleetwood and Douglas.—From Fleetwood : Every wet'l

day, 10.30 a.m. Froni Douglas : Every week-day, 4 p.m.

, Extra Services.—Fridays, Saturdays, and Mondays, con

mencing June 30th; From , Fleetwood, after arrival i

through trains due about 3.30 p^m. From Douglas, 8.^

a.m.
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TOURIST TROPHY NOTES.
Brief Pars ot Interest.

entry list No. 13 has been
The following additional prizes

ounced : Senior Race—Ist, £40

;

5 ; 3rd, £10. Junior Race—1st,

id, £20; 3rd, £10. Gold medals
awarded to the riders of those

which finish within forty-five

of the winner's net tirne.

lica of the existing trophy has
de, and will be presented to the

the Junior race;

question which is puzzling all

d in the T.T. Races is, " Will

e-speed geared machine win the

i year? " Last year the question

Will a- chain-driven machine
and the year before the burning
Will a single-cylinder machine
at all the twins?"
Rudge T.T. machines, nine of

le lepreseiited in the race, follow

lines very closely, the differ-

the eye being the large tank with
he machines are fitted. These
capacity of 2^ gallons, and the

'

i of enormous size,

sing on the course commenced
uibday morning, and quite a

were out on the first morning,

; Triumph, Rudge, and Indian
'i lie course is generally agreed
uilficult one.

Rudge representatives finally

iqioii are V. J. Surridge and J.

,he Irishman.
ets favour a twin-cylinder victory

enior Race, and a single-cylinder

in the Junior T.T.

for engine dimen.«ions the Bat
whicli have been entered for

I'aces are exactly the same as

ii performed so notably in last

ice. The engine i.s a twin J. A. P.

ooie and stroke of 76 x 64 mm.
,-, has overhead valves, and is

a .J.A.P. automatic carburetter,

ch magneto is placed in front of

ine and is driven by chain in

stinction to the touring model,

as a gear-driven magneto in a

niPiil of the petrol lank. The
on is accomplished by pump
his being placed in a horizontal

on the top of the oil tank and
jiass sidef.

ightweight model has a J.A.P.
vitli a bore and stroke of 76 x

and overhead valves, and dilfers

lly only in the power plant from
or machine. It is not yet decided
oy a change-speed gear on the

ght, but if its introduction is

x) be necessary an Armstrong
three-speed hub will be used.

)f the Senior machines will pro-

:njoy the distinction of having
ne the severest trial of any
in the race, as it- was on the
March, and has since figured in

er of events.

medical men who may bo present
'ss the Tourist Trophy Races who
le willing to render assistance, if

, should report themselves to the
the course, Mr. J. R. Nisbet.

Hotel, Douglas, when they will

ted soecial positions on the route.

accomplished by means of a milled thumb
nut. which is furnished with a groove
which can be brought against one or other

of the graduations marked on the carbu-

retter body. The sharp edge of the jet

cap in conjunction with the cylindrical

Details of new T.T. Mounts and Fittings

T. T. Nortons.
On the Nortons to be ridden by J. L.

Norton and P. Brewster Druid spring

forks are used, which differ from
the standard pattern, as the links aie

so set as to be exactly at right angles

to the line of thrust from such
shocks as are encountered. This arrange-

ment, together with the facts tliat the

rake has been very carefully set out

and springs of suitable compression care-

fully chosen for racing work, makes the

forks ride extremely easily at high speeds,

and 5Ir. Norton informs us that he finds

the strain of steering when going fast

over rough roads reduced to a minimum.
A wide and shallow tank is used, which
holds one and threequarter gallons of

petrol and about half a gallon of oil.

The latter is fed to the engine through
an ordinary plunger pump and also

through an auxiliary drip feed lubricator

worked by the partial vacuum in the

crank chamber.

NeiJV B. and B. Carburetter.
The latest carburetter which has re-

cently been introduced by Messrs. Brown
and Barlow is on lines' which are quite

distinct from anything that has yet been
turned out 'by this firm, but the instrument
itself is to all a[>pearances scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the usual B. and B. It

has been selected by a number of T.T.
riders. The principal feature of the instru-

ment, a sketch of which is given in fig. 1,

is the adjustable jet, which is shown in

more detail in fig. 2. The base ol the car-

Fig. 2.—The B. and B. variable jet

adjustable from the outside.

Fig. I.—A new
design B. and B.

carburetter with
variable jet, which
will be used by
many T.T. com-
petitors.

buretter body is a cylindiical piece of solid

metal containing a serni-cixcular ring of

fixed air holes which emerge into a
crescent shaped open slot. The cylindrical

body also contains a jet, which is formed
by drilling down the metal in the same
way as the air holes. The size of the jet

can be adjusted from the outside by a

circular cap which has an eccentric spindle,

and which, when turned round, either

uncovers or covers up a portion of the
jet orifice as the case may be. This is

bore of the jet itself produces a particu
larly effective spiay as the petrol stream
is very abruptly broken up.
This jet arrangement lends itself admir-

ably to the provision of a variable choke
lube effect, which is very simply obtained
by using the slide which covers and un
covers the throttle orifice for this pur-
pose. When the throttle is almost closed

the base of the slide is close down directly

over the jet. and all the air drawn in is

therefore taken past the jet at a high
velocity. The result of this is an appro.\i-

mately correct mixture at all speeds,
which, it should be noticed, does not
require a constant alteration in adjust-

ment of the air slide. To a certain extent
the carburetter is, tlierefore, automatic

;

at all events considerably more so than
the usual type. At the same time, tlie

air lever allows circumstances to be met
and overcome which would otherwise
perhaps be beyond the range of a purely
automatic carburetter.

The instrument, it need hardly be said,

is up to the usual B. and B. standard of

excellence in woi-kmanship and finish.

The Lloyd T.T. Models.
The T.T. L.M.C. is a departure from

ordinary standard practice. The prin-

cipal feature is undoubtedly the new two-
speed gear, which has been specially

designed for the purpose of being tried

out thoroughly in the race, and we do not
doubt will figure prominently on futuie

L.M.C. models. The Lloyd gear differs

from most -of the T.T. gears in being
mounted upon the engine-shaft outside of

the belt pullev, and it is so short and
stubby, and also so light, that there is

no need. for the pi'ovision of extra bearings
to support- the overhang. It works on the
ordinary epicyclic principle, and comprises
three star pinions. A specially notable
point is its small size ; it measures only
5in. in diameter, with a width of S^in.,

this being the result of connecting the gear

directly to the engine-shaft, and using

small light pinions.
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Road Dangers.

I was glad to see a correspondent calling attention

to the number of tipsy cyclists about at holiday

times. Many narrow escapes have convinced me that

it pays to scan approaching cyclists rather closely at

festive seasons, and in general to be prepared for any

on-coming traffic to do foolish things w^henever the

least excuse exists for potations.

Here are some examples : Last Easter I en-

countered the home-going traffic after a small steeple-

chasing meet, when about half the trap drivers and
I yclists were irresponsible. Later in the season I

^et the stream of mixed traffic emerging from an
agricultural exhibition ; again most of the drivers

were three sheets in the wind. At Whitsun I narrowly

escaped colliding with half a dozen thirsty cyclists

who wobbled across as I drew close to them.

About two years ago I was driving a tricar by

lamplight when I suddenly saw a dark object under

my front wheels. Pulimg up I found I had run over

a riderless push-bicycle, which had been left lying

in the centre of the road. Its inebriated Jehu vas
snoring stertorously on the bank. It is not only

drunken humans who make the road perilous. Only

last week I had two narrow shaves. I was riding from
Buxton to Ashbourne, and while scrapping over the

moors saw what looked like a bough of a tree in the

road. At the last moment it turned out to be a

scythe blade, and I just avoided it by a violent

swerve.

Within five miles I met a solitary cow. At least I

thought it was a cow u i^-' I got fairly close up, when
it put its head down i ,a its tail up, advancing the

spark rather freely meanwhile. Notic'ng a broken
chain depending -from its nostril, I slid my
machine into the ditch at an acute angle, and skipped

over the wall with some celerity. The bull luckily

neither charged my machine nor gored the tank. It

retarded the spark, trotted majestically up to my
recumbent bicycle, smtlt it, and then proceeded on
towards Buxton in stately fashion.

Firmax as a Puncture Sealer.

The above-named preparation was recommended
by several correspondents when I drew attention to

the pinhole puncture bogey, and I instantly used it

in a pair of tyres without troubling to patch three

small punctures existing in the ^ rear tube. After

inflating the tube, which prior to inserting Firmax
would not remain "up" for half an hour, I drove
the machine sixty miles at high speed; it was board
hard when I finished the run, but was flat next morn-
ing. I pumped it up again without repairing the

holes, and after another drive of sixty miles it was
still hard. I then left the machine standing for five

days, after which the tube was again flat.

After reinflating I drove 168 miles, spread out over
a period of twenty-six hours, at the end of which the
tube was still board hard. Evidently Firmax entirely

obviates the need for immediately repairing small

&22

punctures. The holes are partially sealed as soon

they are made, and the sealing becomes more perfe

as time elapses. I see no reason why this particul

sealer should interfere with the adhesion of patchc

as it consists of a dry powder, and is not a glutino

semi-liquid, like many of its ill-famed predecesso

But doubtless before long I shall enjoy practical

perience of its merits in this direction, as also of

usefulness in the case of larger holes. I am strong

inclined to think Firmax will prove to be a real bo
to us all.

Patching versus Vulcanising.

Riders who value their air-tubes should not rega

even the best patches as afi^ording a permanent rep

of a motor cycle tube. As soon as a convenient occ

sion arrives the patch affixed by the roadside shoi

be removed, and the tube should be properly repair

by vulcanising the patch. This was brought stron

home to me the other day when I overhauled 1

stock of odd tubes in s-earch of a spare to carry

an important run. I came across, an apparently sou
tube, decorated with half a dozen patches, and
fingering the patched portions it was evident all \\

not well beneath ttiem.

On soaking pff^ the patches it became quite ck
that the tube would soon have burst. It had acco
plished a fairish mileage with the patches in sn

and on removing the patches I found that the In

under each patch had become considerably enlargi

The rubber surrounding each hole had ripped

torn in every direction, and the bit of each pat

immediately over each hole was chafed and thin. T
tube was airtight under a water test, but was ab

lutely unfit for further use until it was vulcanised. -

A Jittle work with a vulcaniser restored each h'

to its pristine strength, when insertions of solid rubl

had been intimately welded into, the fibres of the tu

The same advice applies even more strongly to tul

used for passenger work if the maximum life of

tube is a matter of importance to the user.

* Irene" motor cycle, one of the few makes assembled in Australia. This intere

ing machine has a 7 h.p. twin-cylinijer N.S.U. engine and Chater Lea parts.
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>.WARDS in the LONDON-EDINBURaH RUN.
e M.C.C. Committee passed the following awards at its

ng last- week

.

NNER OF M.C.C. Challenge Cur.—G. Brough (3i
gh)j total error in punctualitj', 5m. 44s. This is the
d year in succession that h^ has won this trophy.

;OND FOR Cup.—Eli Clark (2| Douglas); total error.

5s.

IRD FOR Cur.—p. Shaw (3^- P. and M.) ; total error,

50s.

•:c'j..iL Gold JIedals for the double .jourxet, out and

Motor Cycle Cla.ss (continued).

A. Webster (3^ Hobarl)
G. W. Paper (6 N.S.U.)
G. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)
A. J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.;
A. Mabon (3^ Pudge)
S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)
W. Price (5 Rex)
H. E. Davison (5 Rex)

J. Culley (3i Triumph)
C. E. Lovett (3i Bat)
J. Haslam (6 Zenith-Gradual
H. V. Swift (2% Douglas)
X. D. Slatter (2 Alcyon)
A. J. Duncan (3^ Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (7 Indian)
J. De Rosier (7 Indian)

.. Hill (3i Rudge)
Bailey (3i Rudge)
umner (3^ Ariel)
'. Woodhouse (3^ ilead-
ecision)

i. Fletcher (2J Douglas)
Cooper (3^ Bradbury)

/'. Applebee (3i N.S.U.)
LeGrand (5 Rex)

A. Jacobs (5 Rex)
thite (7 Rex)
. Gray (3^ Rudge)
. North (3i Ariel)

ioswell (3^ Ariel)

?. C4uiver (3^ Kerry-
ingdon)

W. C. Hemy (3 Wanderei
W. B. Gibb (23 Douglas)
E. Kickham (2'- Douglas)
R. Ellis (3i B.S.A.)
R. Croucher (3^ Kerry-
Abingdon)

S. Webb (3i Bradbury)
C. S. Burney (3i Rudge)
G. A. Reed (SJ Scott)
G. Purchase (3i Triumph)
J. Holroyd (1| Motosacoehe)
W. H. 0. Elce (3i Rudge)
R. C. Owen-Wells (3^ Brad-

bury) e
3. L. Love (3i Triumph)
R. G. Mundy (3^ Triumph)

SroEcuts, Etc.

Jlorgan (Morgan
nabout)
rector (7 Indian and sc.)

LD Medals for outward journey only

Motor Cycle Cla.ss.

F. Smith (5-ff Clyno and .=c.l

E. B. AVare (8 Chater-Lea
and sc.)

V G. Bell (5-6 F.N.)
. Baddeley (4i Baddeley)
I. Baddelev (6 Baddelev)
'. Flint (3"i Zenith)

. Watson (5-6 F.N.)
Mav (5 Portland-Jap)
?. Clark (5 Indian)
.'lieriy (3^ Rover)
J. Price (3i Brown)
larians (3i P. and J(.)

arslake (4 Dreadnought)
K. R. Arbutlmot, K.N.
Triumph)

I. C. Scott (3i Rudge)
Wasling (2| Enfield)

Atkinson (4 Cheviot)
'eacock (4 N.L.(;.)

riffith (21 M.R.)
England (2| M.R.)

Siiiith Cii .\vi.-!)

Roy Walker (2i X. Hudson)
A. C. Robins i3i Humber)
J. P. Begg {21 Moto-Riive)
F. Mussell (7 Rex)
S. Sawer (3^ Premier)
F. Taylor, jun. (7 Indian)
H. C. ilaybuiT (3i ii.A.h.)
F. Gibbons (5^ Triumph)
G. A. E. Ward (3i Arno)
P. Bentley (3^ Triumph)
C. S. Lake (2| Arno)
M. Duke (3i Triumph)
E. Pond (3i Rudge)
E. B. Dickson (8 Bat)
V, Olsson (8 Oxted-Jap)
G. E. Higgs (3i Triumph)
J. R. Brown (3i Lincoln Elk)
H. R. Whitmore (3i Rudge)
P. Grout (2| Douglas)
F, Wals..ii [-', Ti inn. 1,1 1

George Brough and Ihe new 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Brough. The engine is o(
the V type and has side-by-side valves. The bore and stroke are 80 85 mm.
Brough is the winner of the M.C.C. challene? fup in the London-Edinburgh
run for the second year in succession.

Sidecar Class.
•A. Clayton (3^ Huniber & sc.)

G. Lee Evans (7 Indian & sc.)

A. Catt (3i Triumph & sc.)

H. Gibson (34 Bradbury & sc.)

G. Wray (3^ Bradbury & so.)

J. Steinberg (3| Scott & sc.)

.John Godsal (6-7 Bat & sc.)

C. Percival (6 Zenith and sc.)

W. G. Haines (8 Bat & sc.)

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-
Lea & sc.)

F. Thomas (7 G.O.K. & sc.)

Sti.vi.K Mkdai. WiN-Ni;n.—W. I' .rn.~liv l'4 TIh

Competitors and members ol the Westmorland H.C.C. alter the President's Trophy Hill-climb at Orton Scar.

A2 5
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THE SPIDER QUAD.
A reply !o "Car Designer."

JUNE 22nd, igi

// ^^AR Designer " has undoubtedly raised many
I weighty points, and I agree with liim that
^^ the future ' of these vehicles is distinctly

problematical—in fact,- my first article plainly said as

much—but I think I am a trifle more hopeful than

he is. He raises one or two points to which I desire

to make brief replies.

The appearance difficulty is already solved. The
majority of the twenty odd .spider quads and bucket-

seated tricycles now on the road have distinctly taking

aspects; and their outlines are not pure car outlines,

but are partly original, and involve no great

expenditure.

Old and Ne^v Methods of Production.

Secondly, the cost question is being brainily tackled.

It was sadly muddled in the old tricar clays. . Each
detail fitting was specially made and very expensive..

For instance, if a tricar designer -used a gear box, he

manufactured a special quadrant and lever, and as

perhaps only fifty or a hundred were made, tney "were

made by hand, and their cost was extraordinarily high.

The same applied to possibly several hundred similar

details.

The designers of the new spiders are working on
very different lines. Here are a couple of instances

culled at random from a hundred little cost anlil labour-

saving notions which have caught my e^e this year.

The first is a gear changing lever. On the machine I

have in mind there is in reality neither lever nor
quadrant. The fork which protrudes from the top

of the gear box would in standard car or tricar prac-

tice be the first unit in a complicated series of brackets,

rods, joints, and levers, terminating in a long lever

with a plated knob, a spring trigger, a ratchet, and a

quadrant. On the machine in question the gear

is, so placed that the fork on its lid is within

reach of the driver's hand, and an attachment cos

only a few pence to manufacture provides a loc

device.

The other notion has to do with the seating,

old tricar makers imitated the car designers, and \

to a coach-building firm with an order for minia

coach-built buckets. The spider designer uses a cl

pan seat, and makes it as cosy as any costly alurair

bucket by simply hitching a broad back leather b

strap between two short iron uprights. Similar

and labour and cost saving devices are incorpor

by the dozen into the b 't spiders ; and their tot

represents an economy which utterly transforms

problem. The 1911 spider designer can give the i

tricar designer points in cost saving-—hence his

prospect of some permanent success.

Comparisons of Cost and Weight.
The third point of the competition from the seci

hand car market is more serious, and the sf

designer's hope is found in the difference of upk
When all is said and done, a well-made simple sj

should be much cheaper to run than a 6 h.p. or 8

car, which may weigh anything from two and a

to three times as much. Users appreciate this

strongly. Here is the proof—the A.C. tricar

considerably more than .£,']o, but for several
3

past it has won and still holds a good market in

teeth of the second-hand car market. A new
car should be a better selling attraction than a sec

hand car; and with the added attraction of che

upkeep, it has a good sporting chance of findinj

own niche in the industry. B. H. Davie

THE END-TO-END RECORD.
THAT most intrepid of End-to-end record-

breakers, Ivan B. Hart Davies, called upon us

last Thursday, looking extremely fit and well

after his strenuous ride of 886 miles from John-o'-

Groat's to Land's End in 29 hours 12 minutes, the

announcement of which appeared in our last issue.

His lips were slightly blistered and his wrist was
wrapped up, otherwise he looked as well as ever.

In the course of conversation he gave us a few
particulars concerning the performance. First his

Triumph was sealed at Wick; by J. Robertson of that

town, who sent a fac siwiiile of the seal to Holman
and Sons, Penzance, and also timed him away from
John-o'-Groat's, the watch being set accurately to

Greenwich tmie and compared again a day later.

The check at Land's End was done by G. Priest, of

Holman and Sons, in conjunction with a local watch-
maker, the first named also verified the seals. The first

roo miles of the journey occupied 2^^ hours, Inverness

{146^/i miles) being reached in 4 hours. The road over

the Grampians was in bad condition, and, owing to the

shocking surface, a spill occurred at Dalwhinnie which
strained the rider's wri.st. A Scotch crilvert which
was taken at speed in the early morning caused

machine and rider to jump o\er a foot in the

fortunately the front wheel landed straight, but

crash broke both front fork springs. Rain fel

through Scotland, and at Beattock the belt pi

through and the first puncture was suffered. Cai

(412 miles) w^as passed through at 3 p.m.— 1\\

hours after the start. Through Lancaster
Preston pace was reduced, as the factory

Avere just leaving work.

At Bridgnorth the Premier head light was 11

use. of, but it was a glorious moonlight night wit

mist, and the lamp was only required to comply
the law. Unfortunately, two more punctures at

point meant some delay, although butt-ended t

Avere carried. At Gloucester it was found that

rear tyre had crept on the rim and pulled the a

out, so the wheeL was changed. Below GlouG

the high speed for upwards of 650 miles hai

effects on the compression, which became poor

caused an excess of petrol to he used, with the r

that the main tank ran dry near Penzance and

minutes were wasted in getting the petrol to flow f

the spare tank on top tube. Finally the last

was completed by the rider pushing his machine
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he End-to-end Record.

—

The T.T. roadster Triumph, used since February

St, was equipped with Dunlop tyres, Dunlop and

Itanley Dermatine belts and fasteners—the tyres

ehaved splendidly, and showed no cuts even after

laversing the bad surface of the Grampians. The
pnerator used was a Lucas, magneto and plug Bosch

;

Irice's oil and Shell spirit. Hart Davies plays cricket

id hockey, which keeps him fit when he is not riding,

id his splendid physique assists him in no small

bgree to accomplish his self-imposed tasks. Not the

last interesting accessory carried was a huge box

rench in a leather holster for rapidly undoing axle

pd brake nuts when removing the rear wheel.

I

Below we give the times on the route

:

MOND.IY, June 12th.
a.m.

JIONDAY (conlinutd).
p.m.

lin-o'- Groat's ... dep. 3.0 Wigan ... arr. 6.30

auly arr. 6.30 ... dep. 6.50

dep. 6.50 Gloucester ... arr. 11.30

nulree ... arr. 10.15 .J ... dep. 12.0

,, dep. 10.30 Tuesday June 13th.
p.m. a.m.

ukerbie

...

arr. 2.7

dep. 2.17

Okehampton

Land's End

... arr. 4.10

... dep. 4.20

... arr. 8.12
Fred Dover, the Coast rider, and his 31 h p. Premier.

THE COAST RIDE.
•RED DOVER is experiencing a most enjoyable

time during the progress of his I'oast ride, and

meeting with perfect weather. In our last issue

lis rider and his 3^^ h.p. Premier were shown by the

postcards received at the offices of The Motor Cycle to

be in the extreme North of Scotland. The particulars

of his daily rides up to and including June 141I1 are

given below, and are from the rider's own pen.

Route, Condition of Roads. CoDditioD of Hills. Condition ot Machine.

Liverpool to

Maryport

MaryporL to Ayr

Avr to

'Ballachulish

BallachuUih to

Achnasbeen

Kinlochewe to

Ullapool

-

I

Very Rood, except be-
j
A good many short

twcen Blackpool and steep gradients.
Fleetwood.

(

Very good, Utile dust*
_ None to-day.

Ullapool to
Wick

John-o*-Groat's to

Fraserburgh

Fraserburgh to

Edinburgh

Edinburgh to

Sunderland

Ayr to Inveraray (87
miles) fearful, 6 hrs. doing
70 miles, remainder fair.

Very bad, 85 miles
mountain track, 3in. deep
stones.

ii.| First 50 good, after

mountain tracks, loose

pebbles, and sand.

V*ery bad indeed, 80
miles loose pebbles, and
hardly rideable.

245 Very good indeed, no
loose stones, very little

dust, had the road almost
tc-i3\'".elf-

Very good.

Very good, except about
5 miles north of North
Shields.

Bad, scveralsmall Sutton
Banks, got up Rest and be
Thankful all right, 5J to i

gear, very loose.

Bad, Clunie Mountain
almost unridcabie and
very steep, hills all d;»y.

Very bad, 3 hrs. getting

up Glen Brae 2 miles, i in

3 to 1 in 5, loose stones, 6i

to I gear, had to carry
luggage up first.

Very severe hills from
quarter mile to 2 miles

long, all loose pebbles.

No hill?.

No hills.

Pulling like oiie o'clock.

No trouble lo-dav

Did all climbing, geared
5 10 I.

Very good. If I could
have kept on the machine
could have got up Glen
Brae, but came off eight
or ten times.

Had no trouble.

Not used a tool all day.

Broke inlet valve.

Pulling well, very dirty
outside, not cleaned it

yet, changing back t>Te
to-morrow.

Weather perfect, lots of dust, had a good friend

in Mr. lllingworih, of Millom, from Lancaster to

Workington.
Two punctures and lott exhaust pipe. Scenery

best I have ever seen, and I've scon Switzerland,
perfect weather. Had a bathe in sea outside
Girvan. Lost drain tap, engine seized, soon off

again. Got lost twice. Feel lit, but lonely.

Bad roads have made me rather tired, weather
cooler but line. Rode many miles alone. Milked a
cow on roadside, had real new milk, gummed a
postage stamp on cow's horn.
Roads so loose came off eight times, smashed back

brake. Rode 22 miles up .ind down hills without it

;

some mountain bills 3 miles long, average i in 6.

Broke belt.- Average speed, 15 m.p.h. Ihrco hours
rain. Lost way four times, went miles out.

Scores of horses on road and hundreds of sheep.
W'ent 20 miles wTong on fearful road. Do not hesi-

tate to say had it not been fine I could not have got

along at all. The scenery Is beyond my pen, and is

worth a lot of trouble to see. 10.30 p.m. and day-
light. Am well.

J am now out of the West, and am glad of it. ITie

roads are said by all to be the worst in Scotland. 1

met one, a mile long, pebbles ain. to jin. deep. Had
eighteen tries and came of! each time. Gamekeeper
came and fetched donkey and rope, and was puUed
up by I d.p. Engine would have gone up, but could

not keep in saddle. 11 hrs. doing 90 miles. Better

roads now.
started just before Hart-Da^-ies at 2.30 a.m., who

is out for the End-to-end record. At Berriedale my
speedometer twisted up, and although I tried for an
hour to put it right, could not do so. This coast is

very different from the West, Small towns every
fifteen miles or so, and perfectly flat. Have had a

fine day, but 3 strong cold head wind.
Up to noon a bitter head wind and se\'era] hail

showers, afterwards mixed sunshine and rain, and
following gale, W^as tempted to have a look round
and go to a music-hall, being first large town for

ten days. Rather tired of riding alone.

Easy day. Left Edinburgh 2.30 p,m. E. V.
Young, Morpeth M.C.C., picked me up near Aln-
wick, and rode with me 40 miles, entertained me to

tea at Morpelhright royally, and helped ^vith punc-
ture. No trouble all day, except the puncture.
Weather very fine and cool, following wind. Keep
very I'l t.

A paragraph mentioning the rider's position on the English e^ast early th's week and describing any exceptional
incident will be found in our Current Chai ^^\'-^:. A29
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n.C.C. TEAM TRIAL.
I ist of Competing Teams. The Contest is Described on our Centre Pages.

Birmingham M.C.C.
R. W. Duke (3^ Zenith-
Gradua)

J. L. Norton (3^ Norton)
P. J. Evans (3^ Humber)

H. D. Jones (3^ Zenith)

S. C. Ferryman (3i Ariel)

Dr. Pawce'tt (8 Chater-Lea-

Jap and sc.]

Reserves : W. H. Eggingtoii (6 Zenith and sc.) and A. M.
Lomax (3i B.S.A.)

Bristol B. and M.C.
E. Kickham (2J Douglas)
P. Grout (8 Ghater-Lea and

sc.)

W.' W. Douglas (2| Douglas
E. Clarke (2f Douglas)
P. C. Wasley (2| Douglas)
P. Phillips (2J Douglas)
Ueserves : M. B. Grace (3i Rudge) and E. J. Prosser {5

Rex and sc )

COVENTKY AND .WARWICKSHIRE MoTOR CluB.

Geoffrey Smith (Sj Triumph)
G. E. Roberts (3^ Rex)
A. Elson (3^ Triumph)

S. Wright (3i Humber)
B. Yates (ij Humber)
C. T. Lloyd (5 Rex and sc.)

Reserves : E. A. Isherwood (3^ Triumph) and A. C.
Riley (3^ Triumph).

Derby and Dlstrict M.C.C.
E. J. Boissier (3^ H. and M.;
A. Ainsworth (3^- Eudge)
H. Baker (3^ Triumph)

V. Clarke (3^ Bradbury)
A. Mitcham (3i H. and M.)
A. B. Bennett (5 Rex and sc.)

Reserves : J. W. Cox (3^ P. and M.) and E. Horton (3^
Horton).

Essex Motor Cltjb.

L. W. Bellinger (5 Indian)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
B. A. Hill (3i Rudge)

W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
J. C. Sweet (3^ Rex)
E. Lewis (7 Peugeot andsc.)

Reserve : W. C. Hemy (3 Wanderer).

Herts County A. and Ae.C. M.C. Section.

C. Down" (2i Royal Enfield)

P. H. Hardy (5 V.S.)
F. Mussell (5 Rex and sc.)

-C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
E. A. Colliver (3^ Zenith)
W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
Reserves : E. S. Lee {3^ Triumph) and J. A. Gutteridge

{3^ Triumph).

Leicester and District M.C.C.
A. L. Barker (3^ Clyde)
F. C. Poecher (3^ Triumph)
C. Bailey (3i Rudge)

H. Petty (3i- Rex)
W. Edwards (3^ Rex).
J. Findley (8 Bat and sc.)

Reserves: T. Ledham (3^ Clyde) and G. W. HiUyard
(6 Zenith and ec.;

M.4NCHESTER M.C.C.
Harry Reed (3i Dot)
Wm. Heaton (2^ A.J.S.)
C. E. Kettle (3^ Bradbury)
E. V. Stevens (3i Dot-.Jap)

Reserves : Fritz Sumner (3A Triumph) and H. J. Scale
jun. (3i J.A.P.) -

G. Castagnoli (3i L.M.C.)
W. Hougliton (3^ Bradbury
and sc.)

The M.C.C.
L. A. Baddeley m Yelle-

dab).

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas).

H. Karslake (3^ Rover)

E. Pond (3i Rudge)
B. Marians (2J P. and M.)
W. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea

and sc.)

Reserves : J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea and sc.) and W.
S. May (5 Portland-Jap.)

Norfolk M.C.C. (Great Yarmouth).
A. Wyatt (3i Ariel)

F. C. North (3-L Ariel)

S. J. Allen (3^ Triumph).

R. 0. Clark (2a F.N.)
C. Duberly (3^ Ariel)

H. Collins "(8 Bat and sc.)

Reserves: Dr. V. H. Blake (2| Anglian) and R. Walker
(3J Scott and sc.)

Northamptonshire M.C.C.
Rev. B. H. Davies (3^ Rudge)
C. Underwood (3^ Bradbury)
A. E. Catt (3^ Triumph)
W. Lees (3i Triumph)
Reserves : C. Harris (3^ Triumph) and P. T. Cole

Matt:hless and sc.)

A. Webster (2^ Hobart)
Rev. P. W. Bischoff (6

Zenith and s.c.)

North Middlesex M.C.C.
E. C. Jarvis (3^ Triumph)
ii. A. Grose (8 Chater Le;

and sc.)

H. H. Chews (5 Indian)
W. L. J. Rhys (3i Triumph)
D. Noble (3i Rover)
A. V. Deacock (4 N.L.G.)

Reserves : J. H. Hilyer (3^ Humber) and P. Dangerfiel

(3^ Zenith and s.c.)

Norwich and District M.C.C.

H. G. Browne (3^ Triumph)
A. B. Everard (3^ Triumph)
C. B. Coleman (3^ Triumph)
F. Brighty (3^ J.A.P.)

Reserves: H. Duge (3^ N.S.O.) and J. Boddy (7 B;

and sc.)

Oxford M.C.C.

H. Chapman (3^ Crown
Precision)

A. W. Lincoln (7 Morga
runabout)

H. 0. Beard (2i New Hud-
son)

A. G. Davis (3^ Triumph)
H. Asker (3^ Triumph)

H. G. Hill (3i Bradburv)
J. Webb (3i Triumph)
W. A. Matthews (7 - India

and sc.)

Reserves : A. D. Arter (3^ James) and R. H. Viggers (2

Enfield).-

S.E. London M.C.C.

N. Daintree (5 Peugeot)
H. J. Hamilton (10-12

Lagonda tricar)

S. Browne (3i Bradbury)
G. Brown (3^ Zenith)
H. Paul (3^ Rex)
J. A. Pell m Humber)

Reserves :-E. H. West (3^ Bradbury) and E. S. Vanhout

(5 Rex).

North-West London M.C.C.

Sheffield and. Hallamshire M.C.C.

T. Durant (3^ J.A.P.) I A. T. Smith (34 Zenith)

C. Bellamy (3^ Zenith) J. A. Stacey (3^ Rudge)
S. Sawer (34 Premier)

|
J. Haslam (6 Zenith and sc

Reserves :"H. Swift (2| Douglas) and H. Short (6 t!liate

Lea and sc.)

STRE.-iTHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C
S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)

A. Bright (2i New Hudson)
H. Johnson (3i Triumph)

R. G. Mundy (3i TriumpI
W. Oldman (5 Bat and sc.

E. Ware (8 Chater Lea, sc

Reserves : H. Hunter (5 Bat) and J. W. Ayres (4 Osborne

Surrey M.C.C.
A. Ommaney (3^ Rudge)
G. Pine (3i Triumph)
G. Williams (3^ Arno)
CJ. Higgs (6 A.C. Sociable

J. Kennedy, jun. (3v^ Brad-
bury)

F. A. McNab (3^ Trump-
Jap)
Reserves : C. J. Perry (3i Triumph) and A. J. Atkii

(6 A.C. Sociable).

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

E. M. Lake (3^ Triumph) Howard Smith (3i TriumpI

F. P. Mayell (3i Triumph) J. Woodhouse (3 Calthprp

H. E. Di.xon (3^ Triumph) W. Mist (5 Mist and sc.)

Reserves : E, Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) and W. I

Eggington (3^ Zenith).

-

Walthamstow Motor Club
A. Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury)
H. T. Broweti (8 Minerva)
F. W.-'Applebee (3^ N.S.U.)

J. H. Kerr (3^ Zenith)

F. A. Applebee (3^ Scott)

G; West (5-6 A.C. Sociabl

Reserve : J. W. Percival (6 Fafnir Royal tricaT).

^

NEXT WEEK!
" The Motoi- Cycle " T.T. and Summei'' Mumbep.

SPECIAL ARTICLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

ENLARGED ISSUE.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE, THURSDAY, JUNE 2Sth, 1911.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Insurance.

[5581.]—Unfortunately I recently met with an accident

to my motor cycle, which is insured with the A. A. and
M.U., and I wish to thank them for the very prompt and
most satisfactory way in which they settled my claim.

FRANCIS B. DUMBELL.

Beware Wax Vestas.

[5682.]—^The following account of a rather peculiar
incident may interest your readers. I was using a motor
bicycle with sidecar attached, in which was carried a suit

case containing clothes and a box of wax vestas. Happening
to glance down at the sidecar when going along, I was
amazed to see flames issuing from the body. Pulling up, I

was just in time to stop all the body (a torpedo one) from
being burnt up. As it was, the suit case and clothes were
ruined, also half the body and an overall jacket used for

beating out the fire.

Was it spontaneous combustion (being a very hot day), or
was it friction of the vestas rubbing together? Anyhow,
beware wax vestas. R. G. NYE.

Of Interest to Hnzuber Users.

[5683.]— I have a Humber two-speed of this year. One
or other of the two levers which compress the high-speed
hand kept breaking away from the centre pulley.

Neither an e.xpert firm nor myself discovered the cause
till it had happened tlu-ee times. The trouble was due to

a bent stand. A part of it projected and caught the tips

of the bolts on which the levers revolve whenever I started
the engine on the stand, causing the bolts eventually to

break through the metal centre.

I thought the matter might interest some of your readers,
as I have since my trouble discovered a similar case, due.
though the rider was in blissful ignorance, to the same cause.

I should like to pay a small tribute to the Humber people.
\\ho three times sent me a new centre pulley without charge.
I'hough as an old motorist I do not blame myself in Uie
lotter, I appreciate their generosity.

W. H. S. OULTON.

The Vicious Dog.

[5684.]—I suggest that .^ome concfrted action be taken
by the general body of cyclists and any others who like to

join in to obtain some moderate and reasonable legislation

by which owners of dogs would be compelled to keep them
under proper restraint when on the highway. I believe
thousands of cyclists would pay a small subscription to a

league for getting the matter before Parliament. G. P.

[5685.]—ilay one who has ridden for five years in the
Ea.st. where almost all the myriads of "pie" dogs think it

their duty to rush at motor cycles, offer your correspondent
the result of his experience as to the best means to defend
himself against the trouble.

I find that a long thin rattan cane with a lumpy heavy
head is the best weapon of offence and defence. The sight
of it is usually enough to keep the dogs away, but if they
come too near one can hit them with the heavy end and
give them cause to remember that motor cycles are not made
for their particular benefit. An extra long cane should be
chosen, as thin in the stem as possible, and with as hea\'y
a head as possible. I fancy bundles of them could be found
near the docks. They can be bought at stick shops, but
these are shortened and polished. •

These canes are not at all in the way when riding, as the

head sits quite comfortably in the arm-pit. and the weight
of the arm keeps it there, and if the stem is put over the

handle-bar both hands are left quite free for the manipulation
of the machine. It is also a useful weapon against charging
cattle. LA 2825.

[Many Continental riders carry a riding whip in clips on the
handle-bar, and the Continental Tyre Co. and the Hanover
Rubber Co. sell a rubber " sjambok " specially made for

the purpose.

—

Ed.]

Preserving Plated Parts from Rust.

[5686.]—Vour correspondent, '•SA644." will have no
difficulty in making a celluloid varnish if he thoroughly cleans

both sides of the films and then dissolves them in acetoiie!

ANOTHER CHEMIST.

[5687.1— In conjunction with letter No. 5652 of .June 8tli.

I should lilie to point out that celluloid varnish may be very
easily pre])ared from old photograph films or picture films.

First wash in warm water to remove the prepared surface
until film is quite clean and transparent, then scrape into

fine flakes or cut up exceedingly small, place in a test tube,
and cover with amvl acetate (obtained for a few pence), and
allow to stand (solution can be accelerated by standing in

hot water) ; density should \ie about that of glycerine. The
plated parts of niacliine should be thoroughly clean and free

from grease and moisture, when the above preparation can be
painted on with a small brush. Acetone is also a solvent.

I have tried the above ou my machine with very gratifying
results, and have also used it as a skin paint to cover
finger cuts. C. R. HAHLEY.

Combined Handle-bar and Lamp Bracket.

[5688.]— I enclose a sketch of a combined harrdle-bar ami
lamp and generator bracket which has been protected.

The stem tube of the handle-bar is carried up through
the lug. and projects above a sufficient height to form a

bracket for lamp and generator.

This design provides a bracket of great strength, rigidity.

and lightweight, and is exactly what is wanted for the forked
bracABt now in "ereral use
for carrying Ta:v;p and
generator in combination.
It also simplifies the
clamping arrangements of
forked brackets, as is

shown in the accompany-
ing sketch of one de-
signed for the new
handle-bar, in which one
bolt and nut only are
necessary to secure both

^^ lamp and generator.
-— Fewer parts are required,

and attachment and de-
tachment are simple in

J comparison with the

rrRrr-

A suggested design tor a combined lamp present system of fixing
and generator bracliet for the handle-bar. the split" clamp on the

stem below the handle-bar.

Another and not the least important feature of this

bracket is the low cost of manufacture, which amounts,
practically, to the price of tube required.

Lamp brackets as now generally fitted to motor cycles are
useless for an up-to-date lamp, and ars usually dispensed
with, if possible. .JOHN MHvNE.
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Garage Experiences.

[5689.]—I sympathise with your coi-respondent "R910."
I Jiave been tlie victim of a worse overcharge,

A week ago, after being caught in a heavy storm, I left

ray " Moto Velo " at the shop of a repairer, asking him to

wipe it down to prevent rust.

ThB next morning I called for the machine. It had not

been thoroughly cleared. It had only been wiped down
hastily and superficially. Parts of it were red with rust, and
others muddy and oily. I could have- cleaned it as well

in twenty minutes.
The repairer charged 2s. 6d. and, when I refused to

pay, threw my machine roughly in his shop again, and
would not let me have it.

I went out and consulted a policeman, who hesitated z.nA

finally said that he couldn't get my machine for me, and
that, as I had made no previous agreement as to the charge,

the repairer conld charge what he liked, and could keep my
machine until the 2s. 6d. had been paid.

Finally I had to pay, as one can't be deprived of one's

machine indefinitely, and go to the law courts for the sake of

2s. 6d.
"

A.A.

[The repairer has a lien on the machine until the amount
claimed is paid, but if name and address and a reason-

able sum are tendered the machine cannot be withheld,

and damages can be claimed for its detention. If the

owner was afterwards sued he would have to prove that

the amount tendered was a reasonable sum.

—

Ed.]

Is the Spider Quad Coming to Stay?

[5590.]—Though admiring Dr. Patterson's whole-hearted
championship of the motor bicycle, and especially the

Douglas, I cannot quite agree with him on all poinfi. He
begins by allowing a little lukewarm praise to flow gently

around the "Spider" quad, but at the end of his letter he
covers it in invective, heaps abuse upon it, and metaphoric-
ally scraps the entire insect.

At first we find that it may have a future, that it must
be light, and air-cooled, and that the driver can keep warm
and clean in it ; but reading on we are told not to be
"fobbed off" with a "nondescript vehicle" which is full

of "vice." In fact, nothing is bad enough for it.

Now I think the writer, if he takes himself to task severely

enough, will admit that there have been occasions when a
nice little four-wheeler with room for a passenger or some
luggage would have been acceptable. I have myself owned
a Douglas, and during the nine months I had it I never
knew what a breakdown was, but at the same time I can-

not admit that it, or any other machine I have had, entirely

filled the bill for a professional man.
However many cars I might own I should hope never to

be without a motor bicycle, and my ideal for a man with
a shortish purse would be a medium-powered motor bicycle,

and one of the much maligned new quads of about 8 h.p,

I firmly believe that if the price could be got down to £80,
and the ideas of the various firms could be more or less

crystallised and put before the eyes of the public in frequent
tests and trials, these little vehicles would have a great
future before them, far greater than the tricar had, or ever
will have. But what we small buyers want is half a dozen
more firms like the Humber and Chater Lea people to evolve
an air-cooled quad, and then to test it as well and thoroughly
as motor cycle makers test their new ideas before marketing
them, and then to put them before us in all their glory at
Olympia. With regard to the machines themselves, I think
the less spiderish they look the more people will like
them—they should be faked to look as much like a little

car as possible. Then the seats should be long and have
plenty of back rest. In conclusion, I differ entirely from
Dr. Patterson on the pedal question for bicycles. I would
never have a machine under 5 h,p. without "pedals.

H. S. GASKELL, M.B.Ch.B.

[5691.]—In reading that interesting letter [No. 5663] / <•

the Spider quad, I have come to the conclusion that Dr.
Patterson has overlooked one overwhelming advantage
possessed by the Spider quad when used for professional or
business purposes that is not possessed by any motor
cycle now on the road. I refer to the ability to appear
before one's clients in correct attire.

Of course, Dr. Patterson having, as I assume he has, a

large and scattered country practice, a two-speeded light-

weight machine no doubt is entirely satisfactory, because
his visits will be of a more or less informal character, and
not of the " silk-hatted " variety.

I do not mean that it is impossible to keep clean on a

single track machine. It is, but the clothing one has to

adopt to ensure this quite precludes a call on a client in such
attire. At the best of times one cannot wait on a firm

in a cap and mud-bespattered overalls, neither can one go
through a " quick change " act outside every customer's
premises. The only way in which a motor cycle can be
used for business travels is when visiting big towns, where
it is possible to drive straight to a garage, store the machine,
discard one's overalls, and, after donning a " bowler," the
desired visits can be made in proper manner, and even
this method is not ideal, as I know from experience.

But when small towns are to be visited, and perhaps only
two or three calls made, such procedure is not possible.

It is here where the Spider quad scores by enabling a

visit to be made just as one steps out of the machine, and
it is an easy matter to have under the seat a cap, goggles,

and a pair of gauntlet gloves for driving between towns.
In addition, anyone knowing the road conditions round
and about the manufacturing towns of Lancashire, with their

countless miles of tramlines and greasy setts, would never
wish to ride a single track machine day in day out in these
districts, not to speak of the comfort and sample-carrying
qualities offered by the quad.

In conclusion, may I say that I most emphatically dis-

agree with Dr, Patterson's opinion that light weight and low
power spell reliability.

Far better have a machine with an engine well up to its

work and with substantial parts that will stand plenty of

knocks and hard wear, but " multi-speeded " by all means.
CECIL KIMBER.

American Records. A Scottish Rider bears Testimony to

their Authenticity.
[5692.]—Allow me a little space in your valuable paper

regarding English and American motor cycle racing. I was
one of the most successful riders in competition in Scotland

Mrs. Staeey, on ber 3} b.p. Radge and sidecar, who has been presented with a

gold medal b; the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. for being the only lady to
drive snccesslully to Bridlington and back in the club reliability competition.
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Frank Fhilipp and his new T.T. two-stroke Scott

during 1909 and 1910. I had a desire to go to the United
States, and at the same time had no intention of following

the racing game. However, I landed in New York about
the middle of April, and having my 7 h.p. Rex, with which
I won several scratch hill-climbs in Scotland last season, I

got to know about a race meeting to be held on May 30th,

at Springfield, the home of the Great Indian, and entered

the lists. Having found my belt no good, I fitted a chain,

which was a great success, and got as good as one mile in

49s., and could average mile after mile in 50s. But, to my
.iurprise, I learned something when the famous Nos. 21 and

23 Indians turned out, and reeled oft mile after mile in 45s.,

nnd in fact when their riders, letting them out with the last

grip, did 43is. and 44s., which I think is a great speed on a

three laps to the mile trock.

Now, once and for all, believe me, the American recmds

are correct, and cne thing I would
like to see is a few of our riders visit

the States on a racing tour, an(3 they

will find out what Americans can do
nil board or dirt tracks to their sur-

prise, I am sure, and no doubt they

would hold their own along with the

majority of the Americans.
I myself have ordered an 8 h.p.

J. A. P., which I am sure will hold its

own, built into a set of Chater-Lea
fittings, suitable for board track

racing. There is plenty of racing all

over the country, and they are all

sportsmen here, not afraid to meet
oach other in a race, as I have noticed

occasionally at home. When a good
man turns out here, the novice turns

out against him to try and beat him.

Every motor cyclist here has the speed
craze, which will last for many a year
to come, and any motor cyclist or firm

that wishes to know anything regard-

ing weight, gear ratio, and type of

machine that is used. I will only be
too glad to give all information I can.

JAS. BAXTER.
(Late of Edinburgh).

Springfield, Mass.

roughness. The two-speed gear has never failed me but
once, and then I broke a cog owing to my own foolishness
in fouling the two levers at once. On dismantling I found
the gears otherwise in excellent condition. This was a
month ago, after three years' wear. During the time I

have done two trips of 600 miles across England. I agree
with 5676 that tyres are somewhat expensive.

H. W. SOLLEY.

[5594.] — Replying to No. 5676, regarding speed gears
aud sidecars, I think he is a little unfair on those firms who
do make a really good machine with geairs that will

stand anything. I have a No. 7 7-9 h.p. Chater-Lea and
rigid sidecar, with handle starting, two-speed gear and clutch
lined with Ferodo. Their gearbox is, I think, too well-known
to need description ; suffice to say that there is no hill in the
world which this machine will not climb, that is, if it will
hold the surface. I have climbed 1 in 3^ with passenger
:iiid self weighing 23 stones, and 1 in 5 with two passengers,
total weight 51 stones. I do about 400 miles per w-eek, over
all kinds of roads ; can start on any hill even on 1 in 3^
portion with passenger in car. My frame has certainly not
broken yet, and I do not think anyone who knows this
district (the Peak of Derbyshire) will say the roads are the
best, or that we are free from hills.

The only part I can agree with him is his reference to

tyi-es. I have yet to find the maker who can supply me with
a tyre, rubber, which I can expect to ride for 2,000 miles on
the driving wheel. I find that I am ready with my tyres for

retreading before I have done 600 miles.

I have no interest in any firm, but after fourteen years
of motoring, and this is my eighteenth machine, I must admit
I never rode one which gave me greater pleasure, and
I have ridden all horse-powers from one-third to twelve,
so think I may be allowed to judge a little.

J. W. BROWN.

Hill-climbing.

[5695.]—It may be of interest to your readers to know
that while touring in North Devon at Whitsuntide on a 1911
two-speed pedal Douglas I succeeded in climbing both Poilock
and Lynmouth-Lviiton hills at the first attempt without a

dismount. I used the pedals on both climbs, Porlock requiring
hard pedalling, but Lynton I got up comparatively easily.

Change-speed Gears and Sidecars.
[5693.]—In reply to letter 5676 last

week, I think if he will try once more
and get a 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe with the
makers' two-speed gear, he will have no more trouble. My
machine is a 1908 5 h.p. Rex. I am using it constantly over
the hilly counties of Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset, which
include Dartmoor hills, and they are up to the average

Practising on the T.T. course was commenced on Tliursday last. The scene above is near Glen Helen.

My machine was in full touring trim, with a parcel on the

back, both tanks full, and complete tools and spares outfit.

Adding the usual disclaimer,

L. W. SPENCER.
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T
I HE eighth annual inter-club

team contest for The. Motor
Cycle fifty-guinea challenge

cup was even more successful

than its predecessors, the twenty-one

? clubs entering creating a new record.

Last year, it may be remembered,
' eighteen teams of six riders took

part. The conditions were revised

o tor Saturday's event, for although

A reliability was the outstanding
^ feature of the contest, regular run-

ning without the aid of watches,
speedometers, or mileage recorders decided
the winning team.
Previous winners of the club champion

ship—for such it is generally regarded—are

given hereunder

:

1904.—Coventry M.C.C.
1905.—M. CO. walked over.

1906.—M.C.C.
1907.—Coventry M.C.
1908.—Coventry M.C. won old trophy

outright.

1909.—M.C.C.
1910.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
A new course was necessary in view of

the fact that the conditions were altered
well-kept secret up to the start. Competitors were asked
to assemble at the M.C.C. headquarters, the Crown Hotel,
Bicester, Oxon, at 12.30 p.m. last Saturday, where num-
bered cards were dealt out to the participants. A move
was then made to the Middleton Cross Roads, a mile out-
side the town, and the long line of competitors extended
for a considerable distance, and formed an impressive sight.
The list of competing teams will be found on page 620.
Mr. F. T. Bidlake held the watch, and Messrs. E. H.
Head and J. Van Hooydonk having marshalled the com-
petitors, prompt at 1 p.m. R. W. Duke (No. 1, Birming-
ham) led off the ball. He was followed at half-minute
intervals by P. F. Davis (No. 1, -Bristol) and G. Smith (No.
1, Coventry), and so on to the end of the list, when the
No. 2 men were despatched.

A Slightly Longer Course.
The course was as follows : Middleton, past Lord Jersey's

seat, Hopcrofts Holt, Deddington, sharp right in village

to Aynho, Croughton, Barleymow, past 'Tusmore Park (the

Earl of Effingham's estate), on to the Banbury-Bicester
road, when a sudden turn to the right was taken, avoiding
the town and bringing the competitors to the starting

point. The contest created a great deal of interest along
the route, and was closely followed throughout. The
course was by no means severe, and measured 26^ miles.

Some competitors guessed twenty miles, others thirty,

proving how easy it is to be misled without any guide
whatever. There were no church clocks this time ! The
M.C.C. officials had been too careful for that. The roads
were very loose and lumpy in places, especially off the
main roads, and many were the puncturing implements
dropped from farmers' waggons strewn here and there. As
an exhibition of reliable running the result was not strik-

mg, only three complete teams surviving the course. The
clubs to share that honour were the Derby and District

M.C.C, the North-west London M.C.C, and the South-
east London M.C.C. One club—the Surrey M.C.C—
scratched, leaving twenty clubs in the competition, and of
the 120 riders engaged there were seventy-six actual non-
stop runs recorded, representing 63%.

Competitors Early in Trouble.
Reverting to the start, the weeding-out process com-

menced early. It was noticeable that practically all had
adopted an old Coventry club rule—new tyres to start with
—but despite this precaution not a lap had been completed
before failures were ascribed to the puncture fiend. Others

i

THE MOTOR CYCLE" CHAUENGE CUP

and it was a

accidentally rode off the course,

although it had been' efficiently

marked with arrows mimediately prioi

to the start. It is said that some
mischievous country boys thought the

arrows were done with and altered

their position. Besides the three

teams already mentioned, the follow-

ing clubs had complete teams in the

running at the completion of. the

first circuit: Bristol, Coventry,
Leicester, Manchester, Yarmouth,
Northants, Streatham, and Waltham-
stow. Baddeley (M.C.C.) v. as early

trouble, as also F. Mussell (Herts County
A.c;

It is a rule of this competition that at

least one machine be a passenger-carrying

motor cycle. The Norwich M.C.C., having

no sidecar, relied upon A. W. Lincoln to

carry a passenger on his Morgan runabout.

The passenger was seated over the rear

mudguard, high up above the driver's

head, reminding one of a look-out man on

board ship. Mascots were plentiful. The
Y^armouth men, those old supporters whom

we were glad to see once again, carried bloaters, the Nor-

wich riders canaries—not to mention the musical exhaust

whistles—and quite a number carried tiny Union Jacks on

the handle-bars.

A Succession of Tyre Troubles.
There was no ce.^sation to tyre troubles throughout the

competition. We passed Howard Smith (Sutton Coldfield)

tyre repairing, and the holders of the trophy, the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C—whose team this year was mainly
compose! of amateurs—suffered a reverse at the sixtieth

Scene outside the Ciowa Hotel, Bicester, at midday on Saturday last.
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F. T. Bidlake s [arlirii^ W. Hou-htoi. sin^lu-^ear

ol tne Manchester team
;ii Biadhurv and sidecar)

mile, £. A. Isherwood puncluriiig, whilst at the seventy-

sixth mile Geoffrey Smith also picked up a nail, but com-

pleted the third circuit on the rim. G. West (Walthaiii-

sto v) experienced hard luck, for he came to a standstill

with his A.C., but could find nothing wrong, and ihe

engine at once responded to a turn of the starting handle.

At the eighty-si.\th mile, C. E. Kettle (Manchester) ran

out .of petrol, which fate befell several others. A few

miles further on C. T. Lloyd (Coventry) broke an inlet

valve, and J. H. Kerr (Waltharastov\) punctured the front

tyre but he pluckily continued on the rim, swerving all

ver the road. But he was shedding bits off his Zenith
towards the end, for his silencer struck the ground and
disappeared, the brackets were trailing along, and the lamp
was shaken o.f by the vibration. However, he achieved hi.'^

ambition and finished without a stop. The Sheffield, Nor-
wich, and Essex clubs performed very poorly, for only one
representative of each of these clubs gained the maximum
narks.

Excitement ran high towards the conclusion, for the

jirevious winners and holders (the M.C'.C. and Coventry)
were known to be out of the running, and for the first time
since the original contest of 1904 an outside club was to

carry off the coveted tropliy. Cheer after cheer was raised

as each little group of club members recognised their last

man in the distance, and ultimately it was found that the

62^

three clubs already enumerated had covered the course without
an involuntary stop. An examination of the timekeepers'
notes revealed the fact that tlie Derby and District Motor
Cycle Club members had deviated the least from the
schedule speed of 20 m.p.h., and they were therefore
declared winners of The Motor Cijrh Gup". The team was
as follows :

Dkkbt xnn District M.C.C.
Error in time

m. s.

E. G. Uoissier (H. and M.-Jap) 6 55
A. Ainsworth (Si Rudge) 4 49
J. W. Cox {3i P. and M.) 19 26
E. Vernon Clarke (3^ Kradburv) 12 41
Edgar Kussell (3i Bradburv) ... 10 22
A. n. Bennett (5 Rex and so.) F.' Sharpe

passenger 12 19

Total errors 66 52

Second—Silver Medal Winners.
NoiiTH-wEST I.,o.n'1jo.n" -MoTOii Cyci.k C'l-rii.

Error in time.

G. Kowden (3i Triumph] 10 10

C. BUJey Uicester) and D. Noble iNortli Middlesex) passing the timelieeper a(

.

the Hiddleton cross roads.

U. L. Printz (5 Bat-Jap)
Hal Hill (5 Bat-Jap)
\V. H. Kerlindina (Indian)

6 15
•42 58
2 43
5 55

11 9

79 8

1. Steinberg (Scott)

U. Hill'tS Bat and sc.)

Total errors

•Early.
The N.W. Londoners were unfortunate. I'heir team

included the most regular and the most erratic riders, though
in fairness to Hal Hill it should be mentioned that he was
pressed into the team at tlie last moment, and his difficulty

was to keep his 5 h.p. T.T. Bat-Jap down to the required
pace. W. H. Berlindina's performance was a really wonder-
ful one.

Third—Silver Medal Winners.
.Sr,uni-i-;.\.sT [^ci.suox .M.C.C.

Error in time.

m. s.

8. Browne (3i Bradburv) 8 57
G. Browne (3i Zenith)' 1113
H. Paul (5 J.A.P.) 10 36
J. A. Pell (5i Humber) 20 29'

v. Daintree (5 Peugeot) 11 20
H. J. Hamilton (10-12 Lagonda tricar) ... 21 14

S. Wri^til 'Humber . ol the Covenirv and War\'.ickihire M.C. U-'am, wllieh

usually successful club was a long way down Itie list this year owing to

punctures. .

Total errors 83 49
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M.C.C. Team Trial for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.—

The following aie riders who made non-stop runs:

Birmingham M.C.C.
W. Duke (3i

JUNE 22nd, igii

S. A. Rowlandson (3i Rudge)
Dr. Pawcett (8 Chater-Lea-
Jap and sc.)

E. Kickham (2j Douglas)
F. Bevan (5 Rex)

R W. Duke Chi, Zenith
Gradua)

A. M. Lomax (3^ B.S.A
K. Holden (3^ B.S.A.)

Bristol B. and M.C
P. F. Davis (3i Rudge)
Eli Clarke (2| Douglas)
F. C. Wasley (2f Douglas

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
A. Elson {3i Triumph) I Bert Yates (3^ Humber)
S. Wright (3i Humber)

I

Essex M.C.
B. A. Hill (3i Rudge)

Herts Cjonty A.C.
C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph) I C. Down (2^ Royal Enfield)

E. A. Colliver (3i Zenith) I F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)

Leicester and District M.C.C.
A. L. Barker (3i Clyde) I C. Bailey (34 Rudge)
F. C. Poecher (3^ Triumph)

|

Manchester M.C.
Harry Reed (3^ Dot) I J. Findley (8 Bat and sc.)

T. Nedham (3^ Clyde) I

Motor Cycling Club.
B. Marians (2| P. and M.)
J. Chater Lea (8 Chater Lea

and sc.)

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
H. Karslake (3^ Rover)
W. Pratt (P. and M.)

Norfolk M.C.C.
A. Wyatt (3i Ariel) I R. 0. Clark (34 L.M.C
S. G. Allen (34 Triumph)

|
C. Duberley (34 Ariel)

Nobthami'ionshire M.C.C.
C. Harris (34 Triumph
W. Barratt (34 Zenith)
D. Barratt (34 Triumph)

North Middlesex M.C.C,

W. H. Lees (34 Triumph)
C. H. Jolly (34 Triumph)

H. A. Cheers (5 Indian)
J. A. Hilyer (34 Humber
D. Noble (34 Rover)

Norwich and District M.C.C,
A. W. Lincoln (7 Morgan Runabout)

Oxford M.C.C.

E. C. Jarvis (34 Triumph)
H. A. Grose (8 Chater-Lea
and sc.)

H, G. Hill (34 Bradbury)
W. A. Matthews (7 India
and sc.)

H. 0. Beard (24 N. Hudson)
R. H. Vigger.s (2i Enfield)
G. F. Cooper (34 Triumph)

Sheffield and Hallamshike M.C.C.
S. Sawer (34 Premier)

Streatham and District M.C.C.
S. T. Tessier (5 Bat) I R. G. Mundy 434 Triumph)
H. Johnson (34 Triumph)

|
E. Ware (8 Chater Lea&ec.)

Sutton Coldfield Automobile Clots.
F. P. Mayell (34 Triumph)
H. E. Dixon (34 James)
W. Mist (5 Mist and sc.)

Walthamstow M.C

J. Woodhouse (34
Precision)

Mead-

J. H. Kerr (34 Zenith)
F. A. Applebee (34 Scott)

A. Peppercorn (34 Bradbury)
H. T. Browett (8 Minerva)
F. W. Applebee (34 N.S.U.)

The judges were Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker (A.C.U.), Rev.
B. H. Davies (for the donors), and Dr. J. C. O'Rafferty
(M.C.C.) J

chief marshal, Mr. F. J. Jenkins, besides a

number of stewards and clerks of the course. Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk is to_ be congratulated on the excellent entry,
achieved by no small amount, of work.

WINNERS OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE" CUP—THE DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

J. W. Cox
(P. and M.)

E. Russell
(Bradbury.)

A. Amsworth
(3i h.p. Rudge.)

E G Boissier

(3J h.p. J.A.P.)

A. B. Bennett
'(5 h.p. Rex and sidecar.)

Vernon Clarke

(3i h.p. Bradbury).

->—•••—<-

SIX DAYS' RIDE ON A LIGHTWEIGHT.
IT. V. Swift, a member of the Sheffield and Hallamsliire

M.C.C, started on Wednesday last week to establish a
six days' record on a 2| h.p. Douglas, riding 350 miles a
day. He left Sheffield at 3 a.m., checked by the Sheffieh!
Dailji Telegra'ph, en route for Holyhead, and returned the
same day—347 miles. The following daily rides ended each
night in Sheffield. Thursday, London—356 miles; Friday,
Newcastle-on-Tyne—333 miles ; Saturday, Yarmouth— —

~

miles ; Sunday, London—356 miles ; Monday, Bridlington

and back twice. At the time of writing he was about
fifteen miles to the good with one day's ride to complete.
The machine is a 1910 model fitted with Rich tyres and
detachable tubes. He is being checked by members of liis

club, who receive information showing the time he passed
through the various towns, with checkers' signatures and
addresses. The little Douglas he is riding had given un-

qualified satisfaction. No trouble at all had been experienced
up to the end of last week.
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THE NEW SIX DAYS' RECORD.
Our announcement of W. J. Clarke's six days' ride last

week caused a considerable amount of surprise, as A. E.

Catt's figures were considered to be well nigh invincible.

Clarke, it will be remembered, rode a 3^ h.p. Rex with
Hutchinson tyres, his route being between Doncaster and
Mablethorpe. A correspondent tells us that his machine was
not sealed and that he rode without a silencer.

Clarke has sent us a full detailed list of his times at

various stopping places and the namee of the checkers, and
ahhough we have no space to spare to publish it, it may be

examined at our offices. The start was at 12.15 a.m. on
Tuesday last week, a distance of 492 miles being covered by
10.5 p.m. Wednesday's total was 450 miles, between 3.55

a.m. and ]1.45 p.m. On Thursday 429 miles were covered
between 3.55 a.m. and half an hour after midnight. A start

was made on Friday morning at 8 and by 12.30 a.m. 450
miles was added, Saturday another 450 miles between 3.45

a.m. and 8.45 p.m., and the last day 429 miles between 8

a.m. and 11.55 p.m., a grand total ot 2,700 miles in the six

davs. .June 6th to 11th.

THIRD SHORT HANDICAP AT BROOKLANDS.

ONE of the most brilliant meetings ever witnessed on
the famous track was held on Saturday last. Shortly
after 2 p.m. there entered several hundred of His
Majesty's Indian guests, representing nearly every

dependency of the Indian peninsula. The cTdef notabilities

were Lord Mayo, the Sultans of Perak and Kedah, and the
Maharajah of Tikari. These gentlemen lent a touch of colour

to the throng, and a picturesqueness which the sombre
English crowd would not otherwise have possessed. Despite
all these attractions, there was but one motor cycle race.

The motor cycle race was the fourth event on the pro-

gramme, and was down as the Third Short Motor Cycle
Race (a handicap). The entrant of the winner to receive

8 sovs. or a cup at option, the entrant of the second 4 sovs.

or cup at option, and the entrant of the third 2 sovs. or

cup at option. Distance, about 5| miles. The machines were
started at the fork, passed the fork once, and then entered
the straight. The order at tlie end of the first lap was
Shanks, Baker-White, Captain Harkness, McNab, Harrison
Watson, Haswell, Surridge, Johnson, Forgan-Potts, Schmidt,
Luce, Godfrey, and Ainshe. Result:

Kider and machine.

1. F. A. McXab (1-cyl. Trump-Jap)
2. A. Kaker-White (1 Trump-Jap)
3. V. J. Surridge (1 Rudge)
4. O. C. Godfrey (2 Indian)
5. P. Schmidt (2 N.S.U.)
6. J. Harrison Watson (1 Rudge)
7. J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph) ...

8. J. Forgan-Potts (2 Indian)
9. W. Johnson (1 Buchet)

10. Captain P. Y. Harkness (1

Triumph)
11. M. L. Ainslie (1 Zenith)
12. A. J. Luce (2 Bat)

There was a strong wind blowing, wliich rendered the
bulky McXab's task of winning all the more difficult. He
won by three lengths, and covered the course at a speed of

58| m.p.h. Godfrey came down the straight at a splendid

pace, probably over 80 m.p.h.

Bore
and stroke. c.c. H'cap.

90 x77.5 492 1 12

85.5x85 488 1 26

85 x88 499 50

82.5x95 994 scr.

75 x90 796 40

85 x88 499 1 16

85 x88 499 1 16

70 x83 639 1 2

76 x73 351 1 54

85 x88 499 1 32

85.5x85 488 1 16

85 x65 740 54

A TRIAL OF THE ROC TRICYCLE.

WE had an opportunity a few days ago of a trial spin

on the Roc tricycle which has undergone several

important improvements since it was exhibited at

Olympia. The idea of the firm of A. W. Wall,
Ltd., whose works are at Tyseley, near Birmingham, is to

market a light tricycle chassis constructed to carry one
passenger in front and a box for goods behind. The same
chassis also lends itself to a light side entrance body for

iiue, but at any rate for the present there ie no intention

(if marketing the machine as a sociable, although the one we
drove had a two-seated test body. We purposely refrain

from publishing a photograph of the complete vehicle, be-

uiiuse it was not at tho time of our visit absolutely what
the finished article will be. However, we give a line plan

Plan view ol the Roc tricycle chassis showing anaDgemeDt of

propeller shaft, etc.

view to enable the description to be fully understood. The
general design of the chassis remains as before, i.e., it has

a single steering front wheel and two rear wheels connected
by a channel steel frame and strengtheped girder spring

front fork, one rear wheel only is driven by a propeller-shafl

on the left side, but the other wheel is, however, connected
to the axle by means of a friction clutch which allows the
-wheel to be driven when the vehicle is moving in a straight

line, but when rounding corners the clutch slips and allows

one wheel to overrun the other. The 90 x 95 mm. single-

cylinder aii-eoolod engine is centrally placed with its axle

across the franie^ a bevel gear being fitted at both ends of

the universally-jointed propeller-shaft, the gear reduction
to back axle of 5i to 1 being by two steps. The usual Roc
two-speed gear is on the propeller-shaft and revolves with
it close to the rear a.xle. The engine being central and the
gear drive at one end of the back axle, the propeller-shaft

is inclined at an angle of about 35°. This arrangement
enables easy access to shaft and gear, and leaves the centre
free for operating pedals and body, the last-named being
lower than would otherwise be possible.

With regard to the running, we found the Roc tricycle

quite a good hill-climber, as it took all hiUs on the main
Birmingham-Coventry road at a fast speed on top gear with
a combined weight of 25 stones. We only used the low speed
for starting. Sitting in a chair body and steering by a tiller

with spade handle connected directly to the front fork stem
is strange after the usual motor cycle handle-bar, but steering

is not at all difficult, and the narrow space in which the
machine can be turned is surprising. The comfort of the
passenger is provided for by springing the body on C springs.

The frame, wheels, engine, gear, etc., represent unsprung
weight, ilr. Wall's opinion being that if this type of vehicle

IS to have a future it must be cheapened where possible,

and springing the whole entails too much complication and
expense ; also it is unnecessary if the body be sprung and
the speed limited.

Altogether we were favourably impressed vpith our trial

run, and wish the firm every success in their new venture.

Mr. Owen, one of Jlr. Wall's partners, is convinced that there
is a big market for a runabout on these lines, and, judging
by the number of similar front steering tricycles one sees

in the streets of German cities, we are inclined to agree
with him.
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Putney and District M.C.C.

A members' reliability trial to Salisbury and back will
be held on July 2nd, the winner to receive a pair of Kemp-
shall tyres iiindly presented by the Kempshall Tyre Co.

Walthamstow M.C.
A penalty run was held recently. Non-stop runs were

made by A. Baker-White (3^ h.p. Trump-Jap), C. E. Gammon
(3^ h.p. Triumph), L. Kennard (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), and
G. Pine (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

Edinburgh and District M.C, Ltd.

The Amulree open hill-climb fi.xed for 17th June has been
postponed to August or September on account of the scarcity

of entries due to the close proximity of the T.T. and other
races. Due notice will be given when the new date is fixed.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The club has decided to enter a team of three amateur
riders to represent the club in the forthcoming six days'
trial. The . following are the three nominated : E. A.
Colliver, 0. 0. Cooke, and Victor Wilberforce.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The CoUier-Kempshall reliability trial to Hythe and back
recently held was won by A. Gallway on 5 h.p. M.O.B.iM.
W. Williams (3^ h.p. Rex) being second, and J. Tassell

(6 h.p. Matchless) third. The President's cup will be com-
peted for over the same course on July 9th, and entries close

on July .7th.

Essex M.C.

For the 200 miles non-stop trial on Saturday next, in

addition to those already advertised, special prizes are being
given for the best performances by. private owners in the

single and passenger classes, also silver medals will be
presented to the best team performance from any club

entering six or more competitors.

The Motor Cycling Club,

Admission tickets Is. each for the ftlotor Cycling Club's
annual race meeting and gymkhana at Brooklands on July
8th may be obtained from K. J. Jenkins, 35, Loveday Road,
Ealing. The programme includes the Oxford and Cambridge
inter-'Varsity race, an attack on the world's record for

motor bicycles by Jake de Rosier, and flying by the Brook-
lands airmen, in addition to five motor cycle and three

car races.

Ukley and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the President's trophy was held

on the 11th inst. to Newark and back. There were ten

entries. The result was as follows :

1st, Chas. Thackray (3^ h.p. Contrast-Jap), 2 marks start.

Total error, ^ = -|-1|. President's trophy and gold medal.

2nd, J. Norman Longfield (T.T. Triumph), scratch. Total

error. = 0. Silver medal.
3rd, A. Glaughton (T.T. Triumph), 1 mark start. Total

error, 1| = —J. Bronze medal.

Leeds M.C.C.

The competition for the club challenge shield, value forty

guineas, will take place next Saturday with a run from Leeds
to London and back. Any club is invited to send three

motor cyclists to join in the competition, with or without
sidecars, for which a special class has been arranged.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire, Harrogate, Huddersfield,

Pontefract, and Doncaster clubs are sending riders, and it

is hoped that the number will be increased. Full par-

ticulars can be obtained from J. R. Kelly, 25, Bridge End,
Leeds The start is at 10 p.m.

Sydney (N.S.W.) M.C.C.

A record entry was made for the hill-climb at Eastwood,
N.S.W., in April, and the winners proved to be—1, H. G.
Clements (8 h.p. T.T. Clement-Jap); 2, E. Cooper (3i h.p.

L.M.C.); 3, D. St. Clair (5 h.p. Rex).

Mersey M.C.

The second team trials of the year were held on Saturday
last, and, in spite of a break in the glorious weather, there
was a good muster. The winning team consisted of V; E.

Horsman (Bradburv), S. W. Phillpott (2 h.p. Huraber), and
W. C. Smith (3i h.p. Singer).

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A penalty run to Reading was held on the 11th inst., and
the foUbwing completed non-stop runs to time : Miss R.
Hammett (2| h.p. Douglas), -A. E. Jeimings (3^ h.p. Win-
cycle), J. A. Hilger (3i h.p. Humber), T. R. Williams (3^

h.p. Premier), S. F. Garrett (5 Indian), and H. C. Mills

(3^ h.p. Premier and passenger).

West Essex A.C.

The competition for the President's trophy was success
fully competed for on the 11th inst. over a 100 mile course,

including two well-known test hills. The result proved to be
a win for the motor cycles, as follows : 1, W. E. Gunnett
(T.T. Triumph), trophy and gold medal ; 2, S. B. Wood
(3i Triumph), silver medal ; 3, G. Glenny (Darracq), bronze
medal.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A novel competition was decided early on June 14th, in

the form of a flying half-mile trial over a deserted road in

the neighbourhood of Dublin. The competing machines were
divided into two classes, the first machines not exceeding
520 c.c,, the second unlimited. The fastest time in the
smaller class was made by R. Dunphy (3^ h.p. Triumph).
F. J. Walker made the fastest time in the unlimited class

on an 8 h.p. J. A. P., Franklin on a 7 h.p. Indian was second,

and Dunphy on a 3^ h.p. Triumph was third.

Falkirk and District M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial on the 7ih inst. have
been v orked ont as follows ;

Rider and machine. Marks.
M. Turnbull (Rex) 300
J. McKendrick (Triumph) 300

J. Prenties (Triumph) 298
A. Smith (Triumph) 298
J. Cameron (Ariel) ... 298

A. McLachlan (Rex) ... 291

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The results of the recent speed trials are as follows :

Class I.

Rider and machine.
T. Guise (2| h.p. Enfield) ...

Myatt (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W! Viles (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

CL-4SS II.

Sealey (3i h.p. B.S.A.)
Bryant (3^ h.p. Triumph)
-Myatt (3i h.p. Triumph)

Class III.

V. Colver (2| h.p. Special Enfield)

Bassett (3^ h.p. Norton)
T. Guise "(2-1 h.p. Enfield) ...

Fastest time prize, L. Sealey, riding a 3,

machine.

1. H.
2. A.
3. F.

1. L.

2. H.
3. .A.

1. H.
2. P.
3. H.

Fig. of merit

. 12,880

. 14,453

14,887

. 13,608

. 14,375

. 14,453

. 10,800

. 14,17ff

14.547

h.p. B.S.A.
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Club News.—

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.
The result of the petrol consumption test, held on Saturday

last over a route vid Wawne anl Leven to Hornsea and
back to Hull, a total distance of about 38J,- miles, was as
follows; 1, A. L. Brown (3^ h.p. Rex); 2, T. Holden (3i

h.p. Triumph) ; 3, A, E. Tuton (3i h.p. Bradbury). The
winner's petrol consumption for th*; distance was only
38 ounces = X{ji pints.

Al the start of the Hull and East Riding A.C.C. Reliability Trial.

The reliability I rial held on Thursday last wa« another
unqualified success, there beinf; fourteen enlrauts, of whom
seven completed the course, a distance of abont eighty
miles. The winner was found to be J. Fletcher Walton
(5^ h.p. Triumph), 6m. out; 2, E. L. Browr, (5i h.p. Rex),
7im. out; 3, J. L. E. Emmerson (3^ h.p, Norton), 8 minutes
out.

Belfast and District MC.C.

The winners of the petrol consumption trial over a fifty

miles course to Rallywalter and back via Bangor to Beltest
were : 1, T. Mallow (3^ h.p. Premier); 2, J, Graham (2 h.p.

Humber) ; 3, W. A. Conn (32 h.p. Humber).

629

Cork and District M.C.C.
In the last issue R. S. Rennie was given as winner of the

trial from Cork to Waterford and back. This should read
R. S. Russell (3i h.p. Matclijess).

Bolton and District M.C.C.
The result of the two dajs' reliability run to Keswick and

back on Saturday last was as follows ; 1, P. J. Foster (3^
h.p. P. and ]\'I. and sc), non-stop; 2, H. Leadbetter (3i
h.p. Bradbury), non-stop; 3, J. Fishwick (3i h.p. Triumph),
stop, sooted ping. First and second prizes were tyres eiven
by the Kempshall Tyre Co.

Derby and District M.C.C.
The order of merit in the Whitsuntide reliability trial is

as follows :

1. E. G. Boissier (3i h.p. H. and M.), cup and heavy
Kempshall cover.

2. G. Taylor (34 h.p. Triumph), Kempshall anti-skid cover.
3. H. Baker (3i h.p. Triumph), heavy cover, presented by

Mr. E. V. Clarke.
4. J. Betts (34 li.]i. Campion), Lyso rubber belt,

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
Results of speed-judging competition, .June 15tli, Doncaster

to Worksop, via Tickhill ; distance. 16 miles :

Average error.
Rider and machine. Difference from schedule

1. F. H. Dunstan (3i Bradbury) ... . *0m 50-i

2. E. Brock (3i B.S.A.) ... ' ... t4m lis
3. L. Bassett (3i Rudge) *4m. 15s.'

•Late. tEarly.

Camberland County M.C.C.

^
At the hill-climb at Warnell Fell on June 15th, R, Drinkall

(3^ h.p. Rex) proved the winner of the single-cylinder class,
also making fastest time. Owing to lack of entries, the tw^in-
cylinder class had to be abandoned. Results

:

1. R. Drinkall (34 Rex) 694,3. 10
2. F. Young (34 T.T. Triumph) ... Tlfs. ... 10 3
3. .J. W. .Moffet (34 Triumph) ... 72is. 10 8

K. McXeill (34 Zenith) 77|s. .:.' lO^S

North StaflEordshire M.C.C.
The first reliability trial was held on the Ulh iiist. over

a 140 milo course from Hanley to Leek and back. Result-
1, H. Madeley (54 h.p. Lincoln Elk), gold medal ; 2, C E
Fowke (34 h.p. T.T. Triumph), silver medal ; 3, A. Miller
(54 h.p. Triumph).
The thanks of the club are due to the Manchester M.C.

who checked at Hazle.sjrove. and to the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C, who took charge of the controls at Bakewell
ftwice) and at Sheffield.

OSS—<-

MONDAY'S PRACTISING ON THE T.T. COURSE.
Practising for the forthcoming Tourist

Trophy Races continued on Monday
morning at 3 o'clock in ideal weather.
j\Iany competitors completed two cir-

:uits, including De Rosier, who took
only 43m, to complete a circuit on his

7 h.p. Indian (which he is using for prac-
tice), hitting some sheep which strayed
on to the mountain road. On Monday
riders of Rudge, Triumph, Douglas, En-
tield, and New Hudsons were in the island.

F. Straight, secretary of the Auto Cycle
i'nion, arrived in the island on Sunday,
iiid examined the wai'ning flags which
HP placed before every bad corner.
Elaborate arrangements are being made
for the safety of the competitors in view

the difficult course, and very rough
road surfaces owing to continued drought.
Snaefell is particularly bad and strewn
with loose stones. Every morning
:Towds watch the practising.
The Humber, Ariel, Bat, Matchless,

and Premier riders were expected to com-
once practice yesterday (Wednesday).

There were twenty competitors practis-
ing on Monday, and still more on Tuesday. M. Gassert and the twin-cylinder Ughtweight N.S.U. he has entered lor the Junior T.T. Race.
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JUNE 22nd
24th
26th
28th

9 19 p.m.
9 19 ,.

9 19 ..

9 18 ,.

Next Week.
The Motor Cycle T.T. and Summer

Number. This issue will be greatly en-

larged, and will contain special articles

and illustrations of current interest.

R.A.C. Associates' Race Meeting.

The Motor Cycle has offered a cup for

the Short Distance Motor Cycle Race,

which will be held at the above meeting

at Brooklands.

Ike Coast Ride.

F. Dover left Southend on_ the 18th

inst. on his journey South, having ridden

on the three previous days from Sun-
derland to Bridlington, firidlington to

Kings Lynn, and Kings Lynn to South-

end. Details of his daily journeys from

Liverpool up to and including Sunder-
land, will be found on page 619. The
distance from Sunderland to Southend
by the coast road is 483 miles.

Excursions to the Isle of Man.

E. G. Young, Trent Bridge, Notting-

ham, is again organising a party for the

T.T. races in the Isle of Man. The train

leaves Nottingham at 7.20 on Satur-

day and Sunday nights, July 1st

and 2nd, catching the midnight boats at

"•< «*Sf /

W. W. Douglas on the 23 h.p. two-speed Douglas
on wliich he is practising for the Junior T.T.

THE TEAM TRIAL

-

TOURIST TROPHY NOTES.

Liverpool. Tickets Saturday to Monday,
14s 6d., Sunday to Monday 14s. 2d.

The hon sec. of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. is also endeavouring
to organise a saloon party for the week-
end.

The Harry Smith Gold Cup.

This handsome trophy has been pre-

sented to the Motor Cycling Club by
Mr. Harry Smith,

the managing
director of the ^^^s^as^^aaMS^
Rover Co., Ltd. | ^ ?

It is to be com-
peted for as a
challenge trophy
for motor cyclists,

to become the
property of the
rider winning it

three times in all,

not necessarily in

succession. The
first contest for
it over a distance
of ten laps— __ :

twenty -seven ,

miles—will take
place at the
M.C.C. Brook-
lands meeting on
July 8th. The winner, besides holding
the cup for a year, will become the
possessor of a replica in silver, given by
the M.C.C.

Derby Club's Preparatiorfi.

A letter from the hon. sec. of the
Derby club relates how his team pre-
pared for the Team Trials. Entries were
invited from all club members, and the
committee selected a dozen as the likely

team. The team and reserves finally

chosen were all out to win the cup. New
plugs, tyres, belts, and nail catchers were
compulsory, and the equipment of each
machine had to undergo a rigorous in-

spection by a sub-committee. The Red
Lion, Banbury, was selected as the head-
quarters. At the start the sidecar driv-

ing wheel tyre was quite flat and a

hurried repair was effected. The Derby
team had a flying relief column who
handed up supplies of refreshment on the

run. Mr. A. B. Bennett, the seci'etary,

concludes: "The success of the team is

attributed to careful organisation,

thorough overhauling and preparation of

machines, and the keenness and deter-

mination of each man to win a trophy
which we rightly regard as the Blue
Riband of the motor cycle world."

The Ten Feet Line at Brooklands.

On Saturday last one of our staff took
special observation of the men parsing

under the members' bridge, the point

where the Brooklands authorities state

that the men ride furthest from the

20 CLUBS COMPETE.
LONG DISTANCE RIDES.

edge of the track. Careful notes were
made on both sides of the bridge, and it

was found that most of the competitor;
ride from twenty-five to thirty feet from
the edge, one man alone kept inside thf

line, and Godfrey who was mounted 01

the fastest machine in the race, wa;
quite twenty-five feet from the edge
On the second occasion on which the mei
passed under the bridge the leader wa:
well outside the fifty feet line, and Su
ridge, Forgan-Potts, and Godfrey wer<
between twenty-five and thirty feet awa\
from the inner boundary. Touching this

question McNab. who, by the way, ha
been doing wonderfully well lately

assured us that no rider travelling a

record speeds could help riding far out

near the members' bridge, and, more
over, the top end of the track was far to<

rough to allow one to keep inside the tei

feet line.

The De Rosier v. Collier Match.
At the B.M.C.R.C. meeting which wil

be held at Brooklands on Saturday, thi

15th July, the long talked of matcl
between C. R. Collier and Jake A'

Rosier will take place. This will be th

first important international match whicl

has taken place in this country for som
years, and some exciting contest

between the two craek men are antici

pated. De Rosier will ride his famou:
No. 21 7 h.p. Indian racer, which he ha

had for tiiree years, and on which all hi

noteworthy performances have beei

accomplished. There will be three race

of five, ten, and twenty-five mile

respectively, the winner to be he win

makes the iDest two performances out o

the three. The p.-ize put up will bi

£130, the winner to take seventy-five pei

cent, of the total.

A. H. Alexander and the 2:1 h.p. Junior T.T. Res

he will ride in the Isle of Man. The same rider

will testride a water-cooled i\ h.p. Rex in the

Senior event.
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Bll-deserved Sentence.

S. Thomas, M.R.C.V.S., Chi-

er, was riding his motor bicycle

e .Maj-ket, Road, Chichester, when a

rer named Macdonald Icicked at

rent wheel of the motor bicycle, and

the motor cyclist dismounted to

what the man meant by such con

lie- was met with abusive language

Macdonald. who attempted to

It him. Mr. Thomas summoned the

in the public interest, and the

I sentenced him to a month's hard

News for Motor Cyclists, g^
tor'cyclists will welcome the news
the Commissioner of Metropolitan

has decided to take steps to

1 slow traffic to keep to the kerb.

:ounc:ls of Kensington, Westminster,

Hammersmith, have been notified

if they will affix notices to drivers

lamps on refuges the Commissioner
rovide mounted ix)licemen to keep

ye on drivers of slow-moving

es and will also instruct constables

oint duty to direct slow-moving

to hug the kerb. As soon as the

lis mentioned have given their

nt and the notices are affixed, the

iment will begin.

Traps.

the Rickmansworth-Slough Road,

side of the hill between Hyde and

am.
the village of Compass three miles

Launceston on the main Launceston-

in Road.
B police are very active in the

bourhood of Blackburn. Two traps

are moved frequently are in work-

order between that town and

on, and one on the Longsight Road
the village of Meelor Brook to Bil-

n. It is said that proceedings are

for any speed in excess of twenty
per hour.

tor cyclists are advised to drive with

me caution both in Richmond (the

ile limit, throughout the whole
:>{ the latter) and on the Sheen
The police are very active, and

Bencli fine motorists in the most
itant manner. Recently a motor
was fined £5 for exceeding the ten-

limit in Richmond and £2 for not

a licence, and an ordei was made
le endorsement of any future licence

ight take out.

lurs' Trial in New Zealand.

;orrespondent sends us an interesting

nt of the New Zealand Motor Club's

twenty-four hours' reliability trial,

1 took place at the end of April, and
d to be a severe test both for

nes and riders. The start was from
iigton, and the furthest outward
Waipawa, and competitors were to

e to a pace of 14 m.p.li. during dark-
and 20 m.p.h. in daylight. The
:r proved to be R. S. Bender, with
islop a very close second. Apart
the general reliability of modern
cycles and the splendid pluck -and

ance of the riders who finished, the
demonstrated the shocking state of

3ads in New Zealand at this time of

ear and the necessity for proper sign-

, some riders having failed through
their way on the narrow and ofteti

dangerous roads. A movement is now on
foot to establish a governing body on the
lines of the A.C.TJ. in England, to which
all clubs will be affiliated and the sport
generally benefited by a large increase

in local clubs and proper and effective

organisation at headquarters. Road im-
provements would probably be one of

the first objects for which such a con-

trolling body would bring its undoubted
influence to bear upon the Government
and local authorities.

July

FUTURE EVENTS.

June 29—"THE MOTOR CYCLE" SUMMER
AND T.T. NUMBER.

,, 30—Junior T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.
3—Senior T.T. Race in the Isb of Man.
4

—

Kilometre Speed Trial on the
Douglas Promenade, Isle of Man.

8—A-C.U. Met. Centre Eliminating
Trial for Club Championship.

,, 15—A.C.U. Mid. Centre Open Hill Climb.
22—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial iNorthern).

., 28—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb
and suggested speed trials.

29—R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day at

Brooklands. Cars and Motor Cycles
Aug. 7-8—Dublin and District Open Two Days

Reliability Trial.

14-19—A.C.U. ANNUAL SIX DAYS'
RELIABILITY TRIAL. HARRO-
GATE AS A CENTRE.

Disaualifications in London-Edinburgh.
Quite a number of competitors who

reached Edinburgh within schedule time
in the M.C.C. London-Edinburgli run
will be surprised to lind they are not
included in the medal list on page 617
of this issue. The M.C.C. committee dis-

qualified upwards of a dozen competitors
who were found to be more than fifteen

minutes ahead of the time schedule at

some point on the route.

63 1'

Lightweight Long Distance Record.

An Edinburgh motor cyclist, A. A.
Hay, is contemplating an attempt to set

up a six daj's' lightweight long distance

record on the road, and may ride an
A.J.S.

Auto Cycle Union News.

The p. and .M. Trial.—W. Pratt's

postponed long distance trial on a P.

and M. will commence on Monday, July
10th, and will end Saturday, July 15th.

JI. G. Duncan will act as the official

observer.

Timekeeper.—F. T. Bidlake has been
appointed a timekeeper to the Auto
Cycle Union.

The R.A.C. .ind Assooi.\ted Clubs'
Race Meetlng.—On the occasion of the

Royal Automobile and Associated Clubs'

race meeting, which will be held at Brook-
lands on July 29th. there will be two
motor cycle races. The first will be a

short distance event of one lap open to

any type of machine, owned and ridden

bv a member or the member of a club

affiliated to the .^.C.U. The second event

will he the Auto Cycle Union inter-club

team race, to be competed between teams
of three riders named by each affiliated

club, of which one rider shall be mounted
on a single-cylinder machine not exceed-

ing 500 c.c, the second on a multi-cylin-

der machine not exceeding 670 c.c and
the third on a passenger motor cycle up
to 1.000 c.c. Competitors' machines must
be in full touring trim. The entrants will

be given marks according to their relative

finishing position, i.e., the first man over

the finishing line one mark, the second
two marks, and so on, the winning club

to be the one the team of which obtains

the least number of marks.

Persut.—A permit has been granted
to the Cambridge Flower Show to hold

motor cycle races on July 7th.

H. V. SwUt I3i h.p. Doaglasi, a successful competitor in the H.C.C. London to Edinburgh run, who is

attempting a six days' record, riding 16 hours per day, not exceeding the 20 miles per hour limit. Our
photograph was taken as he started from ShefOeld early on Wednesday morning last week.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
lOn one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Embarrassing Explosions.

I have a 3^ h.p. Minerva motor^ cycle, 1904 pattern, and I am
^ troubled with it banging off when
_2J I lift the exhaust valve. Some-

times it will bang off half a

dozen or more times in rapid succession,

which is very annoying in traffic.

Shutting oft' air does not seem to make
any difference. Could you tell me how
to alter it?

—

Novice.
The trouble may be due to the fact that

the exhaust valve lifter does not lift the

valve sufficiently high. We take it that

you switch off the current and close the

throttle.

Licence Duties.

(1.) What will be the licence

duty for a car made on the prin-

ciple of the tandem-seated run-

about illustrated in a recent

number of The Motor Cycle,

about 5 h.p.? Also are motor cycle

tyres strong enough? (2.) Also what is

the licence duty for a tricar?—A.W.
(1 and 2.) The licence duty will be

exactly the same as that for a car. namely,

£2 2s. local taxation licence, £1 registra-

tion. The licence duty for a three-

wheeled vehicle would be £1. If -it

weigh over 3 cwts., it has to carry car

numbers and car registration fees must
be paid. (3.) If the vehicle is not over

4 cwts. 2^va. motor cycle tyres should be

strong enough.

Lubrication.

(1.) How much oil should I

^ give my 3^ h.p. machine when
% taking a sidecar ; that is, what
_LJ proportion more than when

driving solo? (2.) Is it well to

try and oil the engine when it is

climbing a hill, rather than just to

give it oil in relation to mileage? (3.)

I have had my cylinder head oft to

clean, and I find the valves very black,

and around the inlet especially there is

a lot of oily matter. Is this because

I nearly always put in some paraffin

after coming in so as to make starting

easy, or should I try thinner oil? I use

Vacuum B brand oil.—W.D.
(1.) It all depends upon the work you
give the engine to do. Half a pumpful
every five miles when you are using a

sidecar ; about one pumpful every fifteen

miles when driving solo. (2.) You should
oil the engine just before beginning to

climb a hill, if the hill is likely to be a

severe one. (3.) Probably the oily con-

dition of your valves is due to the oil

leaking past the pi-ston rings.

Gear Changing.

I have recently purchased a

new No. 7 Chater-Lea and side-

car with a J. A. P. engine. There
is just a question or two I should
like to ask you. (1.) Directly I

put the machine on top gear after it

has run about a mile or so it jumps
out of gear by itself. (2.) It is also

very difficult to change into the low
gear. Do you think the clutch is set too
tight? The pedal is very stiff, also the

lever in quadrant on top of the

machine.—F.C.
The jumping out of the gear is generally

caused by the change-speed mechanism
being strained. You should see that
when the lever is in the top gear notch
the dogs are fully engaged. It they are

not, set the adjusting lug on the rod

that slides in and out of the gear box
until the desired result is obtained. Be
sure to declutch when changing speed.

Perhaps if you slack out the clutch

spring a little until you get the knack of

changing speed it may help you. Also

take care that the changing mechanism
does not foul the footboards.

Raising the Petrol Level.

My machine is a 3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph, 1911. (1.) If I fit a

larger jet, could I raise the petrol

level by putting weight on top

of carburetter float, and if so

about what weight would be required?
I know it can be done by altering

weights on needle, but prefer not to

disturb the adjustment. (2.) If I were
to advance exhaust timing wheel by,

say, one tooth, leaving inlet wheel as

at present, what would be the result?

1 understand that the exhaust valve

would open and close earlier than at

present, but would like to know it it

would give any increase of speed or

better hill-climbing results.—H.W.B
Ves, you can alter the level of the

petrol in the carburetter temporarily by
putting a weight, such as a small washer
on the top of the float. As to what
weight is required, this can only be

found out by careful experiment. We
should not recommend you to interfere

with makers' setting of exhaust timing
which has been arrived at after years of

exoerience.

Ivan B. Hart-Davies at the start of h-s End-to-end Record Ride on a 3J h.p. Triumph, Jolin-

o'-Groat's 3 a.m., June 12fh. His time was 29 hours 12 mins.
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Misfiring.

I ride a 3^ h.p. Fafnir with
sidecar, and I have had fitted

a twu-sjjfc-Bd gear and free engine,
also new rings. I am troubled
with constant misfiring ; the engine

will run on the high gear only for a
few yards or so and then stops. Have
tried magneto, compression, the old
rings, spark, and different sizes of
jets in carburetter—all to no good pur-
pose. I should be mueh obliged if you
could enlighten me on same.—H.S.H.

The only cause of the trouble of which
we ca.n think is that in taking down
the engine you have not seen that the
inlet pipe joints are airtight In conse-
quence the engine draws air partly
through the joints instead of through the
orifice below the jet. If you have not
done so, try a change of sparking plugs,
and examine the magneto carbon brush.

Obstruction" in Petrol Pipe.

My machine is a 1908 Vindec,
1911 B. and B. carburetter, and
I have been troubled lately with
occasional misfires and refusal
to take as much air at slow

speeds as formerly. I have had new-
contacts (Jebron) fitted, and a new fibre
ring. This has stopped the misfiring,
Init still the machine will not take as
much air as formerly. I notice that
after twenty miles' running the new
contacts are black and slightly pitted.
If I pre.ss the button on the top of the
lloat 'chamber petrol issues out around
the lid of same, whereas it used to drip
from the hot air funnel. At higher
speeds the machine runs very well, but
when going slowly e,\plosions are much
louder than previously.—C.W.F.

The trouble is undoubtedly due to a
partial obstruction in the jet or petrol
(jassages, probably the jet. The pitting of
the contact points is due to a bad con-
nection between the condenser terminals,
namely, the flat spring holding on the
cover and the brass cap.

Carelessness of Repairers.

Being unable to remove the in-

?"| let inspection cap of my 3| h.p.
motor cycle engine, I took cylin-

-I der and piston to the makers for
them to remove cap (the hexa-

gon top of same being partly broken
away) and to fit a new gudgeon pin,
the old one being loose. After about
ten days I wrote asking if the repairs
had been done, and received the fol-
lowing reply : " lu reference to the
cylinder left to have the inspection
caps removed and new ones fitted, one
of these caps was so firmly rusted in
that the cylinder broke in attempting
to remove it. The cost of a new cylin-
der will be 30s., inspection cap for ex-
haust valve 3s. 2d., piston complete
193. 3d. If you will send remittance
for these items w.e will send them
along " The work I asked them to do
was a matter of a few shillings only,
and now they ask me to pay in all

£3 15s. lid., which is entirely owing
to their having bioken the cylinder;
I presume I should have a further ex-
pense in the way of valves. I)o you
not think they should supply me with
cylinder and piston at the price of
the repairs I asked them to do '; I
might mention the engine was in good
running order, and was run up to the
night before I took it to them? I
should be glad if you will tell me my
legal position, as l" do not feel inclined
to go to the expense of purchasing a
new cylinder, etc.. in consequence ol

the carelessness of people employed to
effect repairs.

—

Litcikn Atjfholz."
Our legal adviser writes: If Mr. Aufholz
satisfies the Court that the expense he
is asked to go to is in consequence of the
carelersness of the repairers, he has d
good cause of action. They doubtless
take the opposite view, as "their letter
shows. Your correspondent must prove
negligence to enable him to be successful
in a, legal action.

6JJ

Misfiring at Low speeds

(1,) I have a twin machine of
recent date which goes well, but
I cannot get it to fire evenly
under thirty miles an hour with
magneto fully advanced. Can

you tell me how to make it run more
elowly without retarding magneto, it

it is possible? (2.) Can you tell me
how I can cut out one "

cylinder for
running through towns, etc,? If so.
does this do any harm?—A,B,

(1.) There are several reasons why a
machine might not fire at slow speeds :

(a) Too much air to the- carburetter when
trying to run slowly—as much air as
possible should be excluded

; (b) too wide
a gap at the sparking plug; (c) too strong
inlet springs, (2.) This can be done by
adjusting your exhaust valve lifter so
that one cylinder is cut out, before the
other. Exactly how to do this we can-
not tell you without knowing the details
of your machine. Any motor cycle ex-
pert would show you how to effect this
alteration. It does no harm, but the
working cylinder gets hot.

Engine Stops on Opening Throttle.

Will you help me with my
Motosacoche? The facts are as
follows : Engine runs on stand,
but won t run twenty yards on
the road. There is a loss of

power. Compression is good, and the
back wheel skids on road with exhaust
valve down, but the engine will not
answer throttle. I start with the
throttle just open, and when opened
wide the engine either stops or it

.

makes no difference in speed. I have
tried it with the silencer off, but it is

still the same. I can only come to
the conclusion I haven't timed the
magneto right. I timed as follows :

Piston dead centre, ignition retarded,
points of magneto just separating, bub
I find in fitting contact breaker on
armature shaft I have to work
engine pulley round a bit, then the
piston must be going down again. I
sent magneto to Bosch Co. to have
same re-magnetised. Do you think
they have altered it?

—

Novice.
We think it qiute possible that the
troubU might be due to your not open-
ing the air after you have started.
Naurally, with the small air lever closed
and the throttle open the carburetter
immediately becomes choked, and this
would quite account for the symptoms
you refer to. Evidently you have timed
the magneto quite correctly, and we do
not think this is at fault.'

Mr. De Pevrecave and kistwin-cylinder'Bedelia at the'meetingotcTubs affiliated to tlie MctropoUtan Centre
of the A.C.U. at Caversham-on-Thames.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.L.L.S." (Oxon). Binks two-jet

carburetter. Is it suitable for a Lagonda
tricar, and can the change from Longue-
mare to Binks be easily made?
"H.B." (Putney), 7 h,p, T,A,C, and

7 h,p, Indian two-speed with sidecar,
particularly as regards control in traffic,

hill-climbing, flexibility, and tyre up-
keep,

"E.O," (Barnsley), T,A,C, 1910 and
1911 models,
"G,D,E," (Dublin), Automatic car-

buretter of 1911 3i h,p, N,S.U.
"A.S.H." (West Africa). 8 h.p.

Chater-Lea, Matchless, and Bat, par
ticularly with regard to tyre wear.
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B
OF INTEREST TO CONTINENTAL TOURISTS.

SOUTH-EASTERN AND CHATHAM RAILWAY.
QuEENBOEo' -Flushing (Zeeland line) for

—

EING situated as we are on an island, it is neces-

sary whenever we wish to extend the scope of

•DUr tours to, go down to the sea and take ship.

I believe that this fact has been the means of pre-

venting many a motor cyclist from going abroad for

the pleasurable experiences that are bound to be met

with in a foreign country—a strange people and

different manners. Some fight shy 'of the crossing

because they have an idea that it is expensive and

entails much worry and bother, whilst others—^well,

lots. of us know' what it feels like and can sympathise!

- Mis obviously beyond the scope of such a short

article as this for me to deal with all the many and

various ways it is possible" to cross from England to

the Continent, and to Ireland ; any attempt, to be at

all adequate, would, I think, fill up a whole issue of

The Motor Cycle. Tlie following routes are confined to

the recognised cross-Channel packets belonging to

the various railway companies -•

GREAT EASTERN. RAILWAY.
Harwich to

—

Hook of Holland, for Holland and N. Germany.
Antwerp for Belgium, the Ardennes.

Luxemburg, C. and S. Germany, and the Rhine.

Time of Passage.
To the Hook about seven hours. Fares (single) 19e.

1st, 13s. 2nd.

To Antwerp about eleven hours. Fares (single) 16s. 1st,

lOs. 2nd. Motor cycle, 4s. 6d. Tricar, lis. \ 3d.

Steamers.
Largest, 2,600 tons. Smallest, 1,300 tons. Turbine

service to the Hook.
Sailings.

Every night at 10 o'clock.

DANISH ROYAL JIAIL STEAMERS (Del Forendi line).

Harwich to

—

Esjberg, Denmark, for Copenhagen.
N. Holland, N. Germany, Norway and Sweden.

Time of Passage.
About twenty-four hours. Fares (single) £1 15s. 1st,

steerage "l5s. jMotor cycles, 7s. 6d. and 10s.

Steamers.
About 2,000 tons.

Sailings.

Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, at 9.45 p.m.

GENERAL STEAJI NAVIGATION CO.

Harwich to

—

Hamburg for N. Germany.
Ti7ne of Passage.

About thirty hours.
Sailings.

Wednesday and Saturday, 10.30 p.m.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
Pltmouth-Brest for

—

Brittany and West France.
Fares.

Saloon 17s. 6d., 3rd 12s. 6d. Motor cycle, about 7s.

Sailings.

Saturdays at 8 a.m.
WEYMOUTH-CH^iNNEI, ISLANDS

—

In conjunction with L. and S.-W.R. steamers.

A36

Holland, Belgium, Germany, Ruesia, etc.

Steamers.
Night—three of 3,000 tons, 10,000 h.p., twin screw

(turbine). Day—three of 2,000 tons, 9,000 h.p.,

paddle. Wireless telegraphy. Passage 7-8 hours.

Fares-
Motor bicycle, 7s. 6d. ;

included, at 11.10

tricar, 30s.

a.m. and

Crossing about four hours.

lstt£16s.; 2nd, 15s

Sailings.—Daily, Sundays
10.15 p.m.

DOVEK-OSTEND for

—

Belgium, etc.

Steamers.
'jTurbine and paddle

Fares.
1st, 9s. ; 2nd, 7s. Motor cycle, 4s. per 112 lbs.

Sailings.—Daily at 11 a.m., 4.30 p.m., and 11 p.m.

Dover-Calais for N. France, Paris, Belgium, etc.

Steamers.
1,500 tons. Wireless telegraphy. Crossing, one hour.

Fares.
1st, 10s. lid. ; 2nd, 8s. lid. Motor cycle, 6s. ; side-

car, 3s.

Sailings.—Daily at 11.5 a.m., 1.0 p.m., and 11.5 p.m.
Folkestone-Boulogne for France gen.5rally.

Steamers.
Same as Dover-Calais.

Fares.
1st, 9s. 5d. ; 2nd, 7s. 5d. Motor cycle same as Calais.

Sailings.—Twice daily at 11.55 a.m. and 4.10 p.m.

LONDON AND SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.
SOUTHASIPTON to

Havre, for Normandy, Paris, etc.

Cherbourg, Normandy.
St. Malo, Brittany, and West of France.
Channel Islands and Granville.

Fares (Single) and Motor Cycle Carriage.
Havre.—1st 24s., 2nd 18s. Motor cycle, 5s.

Cherbourg.—1st 21s., 2nd 15s. Motor cycle, 4s.

St. Malo.—1st 24s., 2nd 18s. Motor cycle, 6s.

Channel Isles.—1st 20s., 2nd 14s. Motor cycle, 5s.

Steamers and Ti7ne of Passage.
Havre.—1,150 tons. Passage, seven hours.

Cherbourg.—700 tons. Passage, six hours.
St. Malo.—1,200 tons. Passage, ten-eleven hours.
Channel Isles.—1,200 tons. Passage, six hours.

Times of Sailinqs.

Havre.—Midnight Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
Channel Isles.—12.30 a.m.
St. Malo.—Tidal.
Cherbourg.—Same as Havre.

LONDON, BRIGHTON, AND SOUTH COAST RAILWAY.
Newhaven-Dieppe for

—

Normandy, Brittany, Paris, and Continent.
Steamers.

3,500 h.p. -6,500 h.p. Crossing, about four hours.

Fares.
1st, 17s. lOd. ,• 2nd, 15s. 6d. ; 3rd (night only), 10s.

Motor cycle up to 120 lbs., 8s. ; 6d. per extra 10 lbs.

Tricar or sidecar, 21s.

Sailings.—Daily at 11.30 a.m. and 10.25 p.m.
There is also a service -vid

Newhaven-Caen for

—

Lower Normandy and Upper Brittany. Fare, 15s.

Pbteolia.
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A NEW MODEL-THE 3i h.p. ALLDAYS.
DURING a recent visit to Birmin^

ham we liad an opportunity of
inspecting the 3i h.p. machine
which Messrs. Alldays and Onions

ai J placing upon the market. " This machine
was designed some months ago, but it has
since undergone long road tests and
several alterations, and is now thoroughly
up to date in every respect. The lii.es

of the design are conventional, and com-
prise an 85 x 88 mm. engine with ball
bearing crank.shaft, Amac carburetter,
chain-driven Bosch magneto, Druid spring
forks, and two-speed gear and free engine
hub. The last is the well-known Mil-
lennium, and a very notable feature of the
machine is that with the two-speed gear
it is produced at a price whicli compares
very favourably with that of almost any
ordinary single gear model.

box type castings, wliich serve as lugs
for -the attachment of the cycle tubes to
the crank case. This point is brought
out, together with the arrangement of the
silencer and cut-out, in the second illus-

Design of valve cam and tappet.

\Ve illustrate herewith tlie complete
niiichine and two or three ' small details
wliich seem to us worthy of note. The
illustration representing tlie arrangement
of tlie valve tappets shows that no rock-
ing, lever is interposed between the cam
and the push rod. The latter is furnished
with a liardened shoe, which falls direct
on the face of the cam. The sketch also
shows tlie nteat manner in whicli the
exhaust valve lifter is applied to this shoe.
Ihe engine is held in the usual vertical
position in the frame, a verv good point
I'piiig tlie use of stroiiLT and" iiT.ji -lunkin^

Position of silencer and cut-out.

fiation, wliich also indicates the [Kisition
of the neat rubber-covered aluminium
footboards. The tliird sketch shows the
manner in wliich the front mudguard is

mounted so that its Slavs do not intei-fore
with the detachment o'f the front wheel.
It will be seen that no disadvantage what-
ever accrues from placing the stays as
sliown, whilst, on the otiier hand, in case
of a puncture, a great deal of time and
unnecessary trouble is likely to be avoided.
To remove the wheel, it is not necessary
to touch the mudguard in any wav.

Another very excellent point " which
shows that the" 3^ h.p. Alldays has been
designed by men with practical road
experience is that the larger half of the
back mudguard is rigidly attached to
the tubular carrier, and in the case of a
puncture both carrier and guard are
completely and immediately detachable
by merely slackening four' small bolts.
It is not necessary (., undo the bolts

completely, as the legs of the carrier
have their ends slotted and countersunk.
To remove the carrier and guard is a
matter of a very few seconds, and when
they are out of the way access to the
tyre is practically complete.
A handle starti"ng device is used. This

is mounted on a bracket attached to the
right side of the rear saddle stav, the
transmission from the detachable handle
to the belt rim being by chain.

Altogether, the 3J- h.p. Alldays is a
machine which is very complete" in all
respects. No pains ha"ve been spared to
make it thoroughly efficient, as well as
comfortable ajid reliable. As we have
inferred, the price is remarkably low

Arrangement of front
fork and mudguard

attachment.

considering the general finisli and work-
manship, and we have no doubt that it
will appeal strongly to a large section
of motor cvclists.

Whitsuntide Wins.
Ariel successes at Whitsuntide included

tlie Ivondon-Edinbuigh run, four gold
medals ; Ixindon-Edinburgh and back,
three gold medals; Birmingham-Land's
End and back. Lycett trophy and two
gold medals ; and fir'st in the Burnley A.C.
reliability trial. In hill-climbing, third
place on formula in the single-cylinder
class, and fastest time of the day were
accomplished on these machines at - the
Newcastle and District ^M.C.C.'s event.

A New Fastener.

Herwin. Canny, and Co. 36, William
Street, Woolwich, S.E., who were early
in the field with a satisfactory belt
fastener for V belts when the latter first

came into vogue, have just brought out a
new form of their Simplex fastener, which

•The Alldays 3S h.p.'two-speed.moSel with m.o.i.v. 85 x-88 mm., ball beating engine.

New Simplex detachable fastener.

should appeal to our readers. It is made
detachable, and the upper portion of each
Imk is capable of being hinged open, so
that it can easily be placed on the belt.
The fastener is well made of steel stamp-
ings. The screws employed are, it will be
seen, square-headed.
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Insurance.
Among those insurance brokers who

have arranged for a special policy for

competitors in the forthcoming Tourist
Trophy Races is Mr. E. J. Bas«, Bishojos

Stortford, Herts.

" Motoring in Lakeland."
The Anglo-American Oil Co. have

just issued a booklet of motor trips in

the Lake District which will be found
of service to those who contemplate tour-
ing in this lovely portion of the British
Isles.

Brooklands Successes.
It is worthy of note that the first,

second and third machines in four of the
races at the A.C.U. raee meeting at
Brooklands had Bosch magnetos fitted.

Shamrock Gloria belts were very much
to the fore at the A.C.U. race meeting,
these belts being fitted to machines which,
gamed four first places out of five races.

Out of the four races held by the Auto
Cycle Union at Brooklands, three first

and three second places were secured by
machines fitted with Hutchinson tyres,
and we are assured that not the slightest
hitch was experienced by any of the
riders.

A Good Test Run.
The 3^ h.p. New Hudson three-speed

motor cycle had a good testing during
Whit-week, as it was ridden about a
thousand miles in six days. The route
taken was Birmingham to London,
through the London-Edinburgh run (an
ascent of Arthur Street, with its steep
gradient), Edinburgh to Glasgow and
Stranraer, then boat to Larne, Lame to
Belfast and Dublin, boat to Holyhead,
Bangor, Corwen, Bala, up Dinas Mawd-
dwy Hill, through South Wales and back
to Birmingham. During the run demon-
strations were arranged before local motor
cyclists at Balmano Brae, Glasgow, and
on a hill on a by-road in Ireland near
the Creagh rifle range. The rider, Roy
W. Walker, weighs about 13 stones, and
carried in addition about 35 lbs. of

luggage.
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A Sidecar Mat.

One of the best means of absorbing
vibration arising from the footboard of

a sidecar is to provide the footboard
with a fairly thick cocoanut mat.

_
Maude's Motor Mart, 136, Great Port-

' land Street, London, W., have sent us

an example of a neat mat for this pur-
pose which they have just introduced.

It sells at a very reasonable price, and
will doubtless fill a strong demand
among sidecar owners.

Catalogues Received.
No enthusiastic motor cyclist should be

without the pocket edition of. Brown
Bros.' mjotor catalogue, one of the most
complete compendium,? of motor acces-
sories, fittings, and sundries. Copies can
be obtained on application to the firm at.
Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.

New Home of P. and M.
Phelon and Moore, Ltd., have moved

their London depot to 4, Percy Sitreet,

Tottenham Court Road, three minutes
from the tube station. These premises
will constitute one of the largest motor
cycle depots in London fitted with a fully

equipped workshop and hydraulic lift for

handling machines. In o^ddition, arrange-
ments are being made to exhibit a full

range of Montgomery sidecars for which
this iirm are sole London agents. :

J. D. Mitchell (35 h.p. Triumpw a! !u!! speed in the Clipstone speed trials described in our last issue

.

He covered a mile at 54 m.p.h. from a standing start.

A Hub Plate Clutch.
This clutch is somewhat similar

construction used on the Triumph
bicycle with the main
difference that the clutch
plates, etc., are arranged
outside the hub shell.

The hub shell is shown
at, A, being mounted
upon a fixed spindle, and
the shell is extended to
form a sleeve B. This
carries rotating with it a
sleeve on which - are
mounted rods C, upon
which the driven clutch
plates are threaded. The
driving clutch plates are
threaded on rods D carried
by the sleeve E, which
forms the driving clutch
member, and to which the
belt pulley spokes F are
attached. The clutch
plates are pressed to-

gether by springs G, and
the pressure of these
springs is removed by

A40

to the
motor

PATENTS.
moving to the left a plate H by means
of the lever J. The free-wheel clutch
is mounted at K on the driving member

E. so that when pedals are used the
engine is always rotated, and when the
clutch is disengaged the engine alone is

driven. It will be noticed that the
pedalling chain runs between the belt

pulley and the wheel.—Abingdon-Ecco.
Ltd., and J. Gray, No. 10.110, 1910.

The B.S.A. Filler Cap.

The filler A is foinied with an annular
receptacle B, and its cap carries Hanges,
the inner one C of which is screwed to
engage the filler, and the outer ones D E,
so spaced as to lie one on either side of

the outer wall of

the receptacle B.
A vent F is pro-
vided, and "holes G
are formed in the
bottom of the re-

ceptacle. Thus, any
jetixil or oil escaping through the vent, or

past the thread, is caught in the annular
receptacle, and, when the cap is un-
screwed, returns to the tank by way of

the holes G.—Birmingham Sniall Arms
Co., Ltd., and R. Nicholls, No. 9,312.

1910.
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Comparisons.
'T is an old saying that comparisons are odious, but

we do not think anyone will accuse us of un-

pleasantness if we animadvert upon the remark-
able differences in the ways in which prominent
motor cyclists seek their pleasures and satisfy

leir ambitions in the use of their machines. The
nd-to-end record-breaker's idea of the finest sport

existence is to cover the classic route from north to

)uth or vice versa in the shortest possible time. A
:w tumbles do not upset his equanimity or rufRe his

lelings, so long as the coveted record is_ achieved
id a halo of evanescent brilliance surrounds

s name. He goes without sleep, and exists prac-

cally without food for about thirty hours, to prove
lat he has sat his machine for 900 miles while it

jrtled him along at an average of thirty miles an
3ur. Contrast the above with the six days' record-

reaker; he wishes to prove his staying powers at a
ower average speed spread over a longer time,

robably he would fail to secure the record for the

lorter distance because he w'ould just fall short of

le requisite dash to maintain a verv high average
leed. Again there is another type: the rider who,
hile absohing himself from all semblance of a record
erformance, has an ambition to traverse the whole

the coast line of the kingdom at average touring

Deeds, using one machine throughout, and recording
is various days' journeys on postcards which he posts
us each night to verify his statements.

In all this there exists a tinge of desire for fame,
ut above it stands pre-eminent the "lofty aim ' to

low the public what can be done on a motor cycle—

-

"uly a most wonderful niece of mechanism.

We have evidence before us that a goodly pro-

portion of motor cycli-sts who read of these perform-

ances but do not come in contact with the men who
accomplish them, are inclined to think that the nervous

strain must be considerable, at any rate in connection

with the two first-named rides, and have asked us to

ascertain if continuous motor bicycle riding has any

deleterious effects on the nervous .system.

Medical opinion says it depends on the man, and
doubtless this is the correct solution. Ordinary con-

tinuous riding like the coast ride referred to must
be beneficial, because the rider obtains a normal
amount of rest and sustenance at usual hours—a ride

of this description is akin to ordinary touring w'ith a

spice of the strenuous added. No one wouJd assert

that an A.C.U. six days' trial, for instance, would
affect the nervous system of a motor cyclist in good
health beyond a little anxiety as to loss of marks.

Therefore we have no hesitation in saying that con-

tinuous riding under ordinary conditions is beneficial,

particularly if another form of recreation be combined
with it. With regard to the more exacting forms of

competition to be met wdth in the compilation of the

greatest number of miles in six days or the End-to-end,

they are best left alone except by the hardiest and
strongest riders, and certainly should not be attempted
without a strict examination by a medical man, other-

wise the after effects might be disastrous.

It should be clearly understood that we are referring

only to strenuous motor cycling. So far as ordinary

daily riding and touring are concerned they are among
the most health-giving and delightful recreations

known to man. Thev are a tonic alike to mind and
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THREE NOMADS IN NORMANDY.

"T
HE Crock," "The Terrier," and I decided

on a week's tour in France, and our ideas

on the subject being of a rather general and
hazy nature, we deputed " The Crock " to write to the

A.C.U. to obtain more exact information.

We were informed that it was necessary, or at any

rate advisable, to obtain an International Pass, a

plaque bearing the mystic letters "G.B.," and also

a card to get our machines

through the Customs (without

paying duty) on landing in

France. To obtain the Inter-

national Pass and plaque, it is

necessary to take your motor

cycle to any one of the ex-

aminers appointed by the

R.A.C., and having given par-

ticulars of your machine and

supplied a couple of photo-

graphs of yourself, you

are given, on payment of

los. 6d., the said pass and
plaque. Armed with these

and your Customs card, you

can start without fear of

any trouble on the other

side.

We had mapped out a

rough programme and time-

table, and this " The
Crock" sent up to the

A.C.U. , who were good
enough to send, through the

Touring Department of the

R.A.C., full particulars and
distances, etc., also a little

map with our route marked
out, and several guide

books, including the Miche-
lin Guide to France.

Start from Southampton
to St. Malo.

Saturday, August 27th.

was the day we had fixed

upon for our departure, and
the afternoon of that day
saw us all three converging

on Southampton. " The
Crock " w^as on his 1909
Triumph, "The Terrier"
on his 1908 ditto, and I on
mv brand new four-cylinder

F'.N.

On arrival at the South-

ampton Docks "\ve were
met by an official of the

A. A., who saw our ma-
chines safely on board the

boat for St. Malo, where
we disembarked about ten

o'clock Sunday morning,

and our passes, our few
,i> -Th^ crock" and the writer (on the

I* rench sentences, and the (2) Laniing the writer's

little humour advised by the guide book soon got u

through the Customs. "The Terrier" supplied most

of the French, "The Crock" the humour, while I

dabbled a little in both. We filled up our tanks on the

Quay, and then, garaged our machines before strolling

round the town and wall. ,

We were all for pushing on promptly, so we fetched

out our machines and took them across (petrol and alf

to Dinard by one of the little steam boats plying be

tween St. Malo and that town. There is a steep ascent

from Dinard's pretty little Quay up through the town,

and we had a fine view across the water to St. Malo
Our idea was to get to Dinan, and if possible on to

Mont St. Michel, but the weather, which had been

doubtful .for some time, gave up its feeble efforts to

keep fine, so we decided to remain till the morrow in

Dinan. Our introduction to French roads was not \ery

as the nineteen miles from Dinard to

Dinan are as bumpy as any

Yp one would, wish to meet, or

/ rather to avoid.

To Dinan and Mont
St. Michel.

Dinan is a typically

French town, with some
quaint old streets and fine

ramparts. Its inhabitants

would seem to take a lead-

ing line in making old furni-

ture, and my impressions
of the place are a hazy
memory of rain, ramparts,
and old furniture, more
particularly of rain.

It w^as not until about the

middle of the next day that

we were able to get away.
If eloquence could subdue
the elements "-The Crock "

would be a \'ery useful man
to have in place

, of an
umbrella; his oratory of the

fiery kind may have helped
to dry the roads. Our
objecti\-e was Mont St.

^Michel, and our Avay took

us o'i'er the \iaduct, and
thence through pretty

country to Dol, where the

])ave shook us up and the

sun and huich did much to

improve om- general outlook

on life.

The start after lunch was
noteworthy on account of a

free circus performance on

the part of " The Terrier,
'

'

who, in mounting, caught

his- mackintosh in the pedal

of his machine, and, slip-

ping on the wet 2^««''5) sat

down in the road with his

Triumph in his lap. "' The
left) on board the boat tor Dinard.

F.N. at St. Malo.
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Crock " thought it a very praiseworthy and successful

attempt on the part of " The Terrier " to obtain local

colour. After he had recovered his balance and a few
scattered portions of his belongings, we slid into our

saddles and pushed on to Pontorson, and then turning

off to the left were soon careering merrily along the

causeway that leads to Mont St. Michel. It was low
tide, and as we approached, we got a magnificent view

(1) Washing clothes at St. Lo.

of the famous mount rising

up in solitary grandeur in

its waste of sand and sea.

On our arri\al there wc
were greeted by a bevy of

ys and men, all anxious
lor our custom. We put
rward " The Terrier,

'

'

\vho has more of the
anguage, to parley with
them, but at that moment

I rii.)tice over a door about
amous omelette caught

the . keen eje of "The
Crock," and under the
lead of "The Terrier"
we beat a masterly retreat

through the doorway.
Tea on the terrace over-

looking a wide expanse of
sand and the dark rock
of Tomljelaine, w i t h
Avran(-hes in the far distance, a visit to the museum,
1 walk round the ramparts, and an excellent dinner
;ompleted our day.

Wc were called about 6.50 next morning, as we
wanted to have a good look at the Abbey, and, owing
to the rain, were considerably behind our time-
table.

The Abbey seems to have undergone a good deal of
alteration from time to time, and we were a little dis-

appointed with parts of it, but it occupies a position
that is unique, is redolent with historical associations

and reeking with romance. Eleven o'clock saw us on
ur way back So Pontorson, where we struck the main

road for Avranches.

6J9

We took in petrol on the way, and this was served
to us by three smiling little maids> who seemed greatly

impressed by "The Crock's" frantic efforts to be
pleasant in the French language.

The road was a good one, and there is a winding
ascent to Avranches, while the dejeumr there was a
dream. We then sauntered round the town, and
among other things saw the stone where Henry II. did
penance before the Papal legates for the murder of

Thomas a Becket. About two o'clock we left again
for Granville. It was a pretty run through picturesque
pastoral lanes till we reached the summit of a fairly

stiff hill. Here we had a magnificent view of Mont St.

Michel and Tombelaine. "The Crock" named it

aptly " The Wash of Brittany,
'

' and as none of us had
seen the original, and it was really Normandy, we
agreed with him. Having smoked our pipes in peace,
we again put our noses to the magneto. " The
Crock's " Triumph hereabouts started to jib, and he

had to put in some useful work
with his legs. We found that a

bolt had come out of the brake,

which left it perpetually on. This
was remedied in Granville, and
after tea in that town we headed
for Coutances. It is a fine

straight road all the way from
Granxille to Coutances, and a
very interesting one. We sailed

along at a pleasant pace, and as
we approached had a grand view
of Coutances and its cathedral
on the opposite side of the valley.

Down a windintr road into the

(2) stone marking the spot where Henry II.

penance for the murder of Thomas a Becket.

(3) Mont St. Michel at low tide.

(4) Avrancbes. Monument to heroes who
fell in the Crimea.

valley, then up again, and we were right in the town.

We had no definite plans on the subject, but all liked

the look of the place, so decided to stop there for the
night.

The day's run wa.s, I believe, about sixty miles, and
well worth it.

We were up again soon after seven o'clock next

morning, more fully to explore the town. First of all

we visited the cathedral and the churches of St.

Pierre and St. Nicholas, the exteriors of which are

extremely beautiful, but of all three of them we
were more impressed by the work of the interior

A2^
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of the two latter. Altogether Coutances is a dear old

place, but we had other worlds to conquer, and it was
striking ten o'clock as we left. Our programme for

the day included St. Lo, Bayeux, Caen, and anything

else w'e felt inclined for.

St. Lo and the French Peasants.

It is a typical French road from Coutances to St.

Lo, and for miles we passed hundreds of peasants,

men and women, all leading cattle. (Evidently there

was a fair in St. Lo.) It was an instructive and whole-
some sight to see these sturdy sons and daughters of

the soil in their picturesque smocks
and caps taking their kine to market.
How contented and strong they look,

these peasants who are the backbone
of France.

All the same, this sort of thing has
its disadvantages to motor cyclists.

You are just congratulating your-

self on successfully negotiating a too

curious cow, when you find yourself

heading straight for some bellowing
bull, who, with lowered head, awaits

your advent. " The Crock '

' nearly

came a cropper in this manner. It

was a case of " all

butt," and had he not

dismounted he might

JUNE 2gth, igii.

was we saw our first fellow motor cyclist. We onl

spent half an hour or so here; "The Crock '\ was al

for pressing forward while there was yet light, as w
wanted to spend our night at Dives. Passing alon

by the side of the canal. We came upon a quaint hous
whose owner was evidently in the pottery line. The
were china dogs in kennels and on the lawns, chin

cats on the roof of the house, and the trees were fu

of cliina birds. Arrived at .Dives, we sought out th

" Hotellerie de Guillaume le Conquerant," and th

ended our day's run of about ninety miles. Th
above mentioned hostelry is a truly lovely ol

inn. Its one fault is, perhaps, tliat it has bee

made too perfect ; this gives

a certain air of artificiality, but

should not be missed by anyone :

the neighbourhood.
It, was from near by Dives th;

AVilliam the Conqueror set out wit

his men to conquer England.
On going into the garage ne;

morning I found the garage gargc

gazing transfixed before my fou

cylinder F.N. Nor could all tl

arguments of " The Terrier
'

' or ti

wiles of " The Crock " persuade hi

to look at their Triumphs. " Quat
cylindres ver' good," I

murmured. " Un cylii

dre—non." I began

I

(1) "Terrier'* and

(2) "The Crock" disembarking at Dinard.

have found himself on the horns of a very solid

dilemma.
Passing 'twixt cows and cottages we soon arrived at

St. Lo, stopping there only for a few moments before

continuing on our way. The road ran straight as an
arrow through the ancient Forest of Bayeux. It was
a road to dream about. On reaching Bayeux itself we
first proceeded to satisfy our inner men, and then, of

course, the famous tapestries had to be seen. This
took us some time, and we could give no more than a
cursory glance at the cathedral, which is a very fine"

one, differing from those we had seen up to the pre-

sent, in that it has a central dome (or spire) in addition

to the two usual spires.

We took in petrol before starting for Caen, which;
was now our objective, and again we had a road such
.".s delights the heart of mortal motorists. In Caen it'

in tlie forest at Bayeux.

(2) The Nomads cross the Seine at Caudebec by ferry.

lo\-e that boy. Shortly after starting, in endeayourii

to gyrate round the usual bull, Ihit the pavement ar

bent my front mudguard.
The machine then started misfiring, and on a hill

had to dismount ignominiously. Perspiring, but pe

severing, I arrived at the summit, to be greeted wi

cries from "The Crock" and "The Terrier"
" Quatre cylindres ver' good." " LTn cylindre-

non.
'

' I told them they had no souls, and proceed(

to locate my trouble. It was our friend the bull th

Avas to blame ! The bent mudguard, wdien the whe

w^as in certain positions, just touched the clip holdii

on the magneto cap, and a " short
'

' was the resul

The road was not a good one to Trouville, and afti

that fashionable watering place, through " Cornis

Normandy, "though very pretty, it is bumpy all th

way to Honfleur.
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Honfleur and Perfect Forest Roads.
A quaint old fishing town is Honfleur. From tlie

errace outside tlie Hotel St. Simeon, where we
unched, we got _a grand view across the estuary of the

seijie to Havre. We then set off for Pont Audemer,
;nd after a bit of uphill work descended into the valley,

md then up and down again into Pont Audemer. A
ine road with some grand views into the valley of the

.iisle. On leaving Pont Audemer, a town of tanneries

md quaint gabled houses, we had a little excitement in

;etting past a string of half

. dozen or so restive horses

tied head of one to tail of

he next). The business

:nd of the string waved
ibout from one side of

he road to the other in

1 way most disconcerting

;

lowever, w^e successfully

legotiatedthis, and climb-
ng something of a hill,

vere soon in the Forest of

rot(inne. Emerging on
o heather-clad moors we
cached the banks of the

ieine and took our

nachines over by the

jaddle ferry to Caudebec,
estling between wooded
ills on the other side.

Tea at the Marine Hotel,

imost on the banks of the

iver, a visit to the church
one of the best), a ramble
ound this beautiful little

own, and we were off

gain for Rouen. Follow-
UK more or less the course

the Seine, glimpses of

vhich we caught here and
here, we entered the

orest of Roumare. A
ong winding ascent
hrough avenues of pines,

straight stretch, and then

little later on a curving

lescent, a mile or two of

rams and pave, and we
vere in the heart of

•louen. What a wonder-
ully varied run we had
hat day, and oh ! those

[lorious roads through the

ranch forests, with the

lark pines on either side

md only the thrc6 and purr of our engines and the

)ccasional s.hriek from the siren of some car as it sped
)ast to break the sylvan silence.

'The Crock'' was early at work next morning
itting a new inner tube to his back wlieel, as his old
me. showed signs of a leakage. This successfully

complished, w'e found a nail for him in his front

yre. He can be quite eloquent can "The Crock,"
)ut we soothed him and helped to push his machine to

garage while we proceeded to ewxploce Roue«i.

(1) "The Terrier"
and the writer in

front of the Hotel
du Cj'gnc.

The cathedral, with the tomb of Richard Coeur de
Lion, the Church of St. Owen, the statue of Jean
d'Arc, and the Hotel Bourgherie, were among a few
items we ticked off our list.

Some very beautiful, all are very interesting, and any
guide book on the subject will tell you all about them.
I am ^\Titing for the motor cyclist; and to the motor
cyclist jywr et sinrple, I w'ould say, " Rouen with its

tramlinesand its pave is not Paradise." We had about
ten miles of both out of the city. (There is a back
road to Maromme which avoids most of the pave.—Ed.) After a wind-

ing hill there Avas not

much of note till we
reached Totes, but there

we lunched at an interest-

ing old inn, the Hotel du
Cygne. A gentleman (an

architect) would appear to

run the hotel as a hobby;
it is full of pictures and
ol>jets d'art. ' Altogether

we had a very enjoyable

hour or so in Totes. We
were ad\ised by our host

to leave the main road for

Dit-ppe and " trek " thither

along the valley, in'd

AufFay and Longue\ille,

so we turned off the main
road to our right, and
shortly after this " The
Terrier '

' broke an exhaust

valve. It was wonderfully

pleasant, that peaceful

pipe that "The Crock "

and I enjoyed while we
watched "The Terrier"
at work. However, we
were soon on our way
again, and following pretty

orchard - lined country

lanes we got back into the

main road just before

reaching Dieppe, our jour-

ney's terminus. Our tour

in France was ended.

Features that Impress
the Motor Cyclist.

For one thing, the

straightness of the national

roads of this part of

France, and absence of any
really stiff gradients. At
any rate, in our short tour

we met no hill that the powerful modern motor cycle

with full touring kit could not climb with ease, and a

two-speed gear is quite unnecessary. Even where there

is a considerable rise the road is so well engineered that

a gradient of, say, 1 in ro seems quite the exception.

The absence of the motor cycle, too, at once strikes

you ; we saw not a single machine till our tour was
nearly over. I have heard its absence explained by

the pave, and truly this is very terrible m the towns.

Even cars do not appear to be anything likf> so

A27

(2) A brealtdown after

leaving Totes. " The
Terrier" has to re-
place a valve.
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numerous as in England. We noticed, too, that they

ahiiost all carry a siren instead of our more frequent

born, a.nd would seem for the roost part to eschew

silencers

Petrol is put up in neat little cans of five litres (just

over one gallon), but the cost works out a few pence

more per gallon than we pay at home.
It may have been partly due to the roads, but our

macliines certainly ran beautifully on the French spirit,

and my F.N. did ten to fifteen miles more per gallon

than the best Irome brands will take it.

_We had no trouble of any kind with ofiicialdom, and

found everyone most obliging. Only once—at a

garage in Dieppe—had we cause to complain of the

charges.

The hotels and inns we found -very comfortable, and

they do you extremely well in 'the matter of meals.

Breakfast off rolls and coffee may be somewhat of a

thorn in the flesh to the uninitiated Englishman, but it

undoubtedlv chasteneth his spirit.

The Things that Count.

. Certainly we took things easily, but perhaps when
looking back on a tour such as ours, moving as we did

from place to place and condensing so much '" 1 so

5hort a time, one is a little apt to forget details, j. nings

and places lose to some extent their individuality. The

@T©]SC(Y€IL1 JUNE 2gtli, igii.

memory of one town is swallowed up by the nex

Churches seem all alike ; one road seems but a repe'

tion of! another, till one's impressions get blendt

together into a kindly and homogeneous who-le.

But the atmosphere always re.maius, and against tl

somewhat blurred background of these mists <

memory, there .stand,out clearly the. thing" that math
most: the peasant life of France, the country's hi^tor;

its associations, its romance, certain beauty spots <

nature, certain handiworks of men, and then tl

hundred little incidents that leave an indelible in

pression upon one's memory. All these are the thin

that count afterwards.

So charge your glasses, fellow motorists, and dr'n

with us to Normandy and Brittany, twin sisters, who
history has been our, history, and whose dukes ha\

been our' kings, and let us take off our hats to tl

"Man of Destiny," who made the roads to run HI

ribbons through the land, so that France has beion
the Mecca of the motorist.

Oh ! you proud peasants of Normandy, with yoi

strong brown faces, may you prosper and your cow
give good milk. And to you ! bonny Breton maid
in your dainty caps and gowns, I drink " a vos lieau

yeux "
; and " The Terrier " and " The Crock " an

I refill our glasses and cry anew " Aii reroir ''
to th

country and the people, lor we shall assuredly \is

vou again.

A CONTRAST. Pleasure without pain.
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Alternative Magneto Timings.
I suggested on June 15th the usefulness of provision

for a quick change of the magneto timing for sprint,

touring, and climbing work. A reader sends details

of a cute arrangement for the old pattern magneto
fitted" with a fibre ling cam. These cams slide into

a brass ring, and their position is determined by a

brass dowel on the inner periphery of the brass ring
'

and a nick to match in the outer edge of the fibre

cam. My correspondent files two extra notches in the

fibre, one for faster and one for slower timing, and ..

when he wishes to alter his timing he simply pulls out

the fibre ring and engages the dowel with a fresh

nick as desired.

The "Lightweight" T.T.
I am not alone in hoping that some prominence

will be given by the A.C.U. to the actual weights of

the machines which compete in the Junior T.T. As
far as I can judge, some of the machines may actually

scale a few pounds more than the lighter machines

in the Senior T.T. Of course the heavier these

machines are the more creditable will their perform-

ances be; nor do I wish to blame the A.C.U. for

refusing to impose a weight limit.

The first necessity is to develop the small engine.

When the makers have discovered how to extract the

maximum efficiency from a 300 c.c. or 340 c.c. engine

it will be time enough to refine a lightweight

"chassis" in which to mount the engine, and the

majority of makers may be trusted to do so.

But we must remember the crass ignorance of the

general public, who have a notion that the Junior

T.T. will be contested by genuine lightweight

machines, and must in some instances fancy that the

junior racers will weigh between 80 and 100 lbs.

Nor must we forget that some of the machines will

be genuine medium weights of settled design, scaling

about 115 lbs. in racing form or 120 lbs. in touring

trim, whereas others will weigh as much as the crack

3^ h.p. tourist types.

Those makers who have already evolved a genuine

medium weight deserve the credit of their achieve-

ment, and ought not to be put in the shade by the

somewhat meretricious performances of competitors on
heavier machines. Here is the point in a nutshell :

The lightweight enthusiast is not a man who is

clamouring for a smaller engine, he is a man who is

demanding a lighter machine.

The Use of Two Adjustable Fasteners.

I continue to see many riders who ought to know
better stopping by the roadside, both on tour and in

trials, busy Avith knife and punch shortening their belts.

Such habits were not reprehensible a year or two back,

but to-day they are unpardonable.
^

The name of adjustable fasteners is legion, and an

up-to-date rider ought never to require knife and punch

on the road except when a fastener snaps or an ill-

made joint " pulls- through." As soon as I receive

a new machine I scrap Jhe non-adjustable fastener

with which its belt is fitted, and I substitute a couple

of adjustable fasteners, inserting them at some distance

from each other, and adjusting the belt so that the

longest link supplied is in use. As each fastener is

provided with two shorter hooks, I have four adjust-

ments of the belt in re'serve without using knife or

punch, and if the belt stretches on the road, it is only

the work of a second to remove the long hook in use,

and fit a shorter hook" carried in the vest pocket.

Crude Adjustable Pulleys.

It remains a matter of astonishment that so many
firms—and those among the foremost in the industry-

continue to retain the pattern of adjustable pulle>

which requires a couple of spanners to vary the gear

Whenever one wishes to alter the gear thetoolbag
must be unpacked, and if the threads on locking nut.

ring, or boss are a trifle on the tight side, or a speck

of dirt has found access to them, much clumping with

a big \yrench or hammer may be required to unfasten

the locking arrangement and screw the flange in or out

Three years ago I started using a toolless finger-

operated pulley, and that- pulley is still in use; con

sequently I resent a relapse into inferior methods. It

is true that some of the hand-operated pulleys develop
wear rather rapidly, but the cost of replacing some
small item is amply repaid by the economy of time

and temper procured by a patent adjustment.

I sincerely hope that at the next Olympia the

spanner-operated type of adjustable pulley will be

replaced in all instances by a hand-operated ty]ii'.

Our humorous artist's suggested riding positions for T.T. competitors, said to reduce wind resistance to a minimum.

^32
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Advancing the Spark.

My old 1| h.p. Minerva, after

being laid up for the winter,
gives me a good deal of trouble
to get started when the engine
is cold, and I have read a good

many answers to the same purpose, but
1 aiinot quite understand some of the
explanations. One of the answers in

The Motor Cycle a few weeks ago was
partially to exclude air from the car-
Ijuretter, flood the same, inject a little

paraifin, and advance the spark ; this
is the mosi. likely one to suit my case,

but will you please state where to ilrop

the paraifin? I have tried the throttle,
but without results. You might also
e.icplain what advancing the spark
means, and how it is done? I am
reading weekly in The Motor Cycle
about advancing and retarding the
spark, but I am yet at sea in this

respect.—J.K.
With regard to the injection of petrol.

This is inserted for the purpose of free-

ing the piston rings, wliich become
clogged with oil. A few drops are
squirted from an oilcan into the com-
pression tap—that is. the tap on the top
of the cylinder. In your particular

machine you must not advance the
spark very far, as the ignition is by accu-

Making a mascot for the T.T.

mulator. It should be not quite half-

way. The advance spark lever is the

lever connected to the contact breaker.

Advancing the spark means timing the

ignition to take place early or late in the

stroke. Full advance would mean that

the spark took place a little before the

piston reached the top of the compres-
sion stroke, so that the full force of the
explosion is utilised. A retarded spark
means that tlie spark takes place late in

the stroke, that is, when the piston has
already begun to descend on the firing

stroke. See "Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them."
charging an Accumulator.

I have been so badly used by

_| the accimiulator cliargiiig people'

> that I have decided to charge
-iJ iny own. I have a ^ h.p. motor

in the works, and have procured
a small dynamo to run from it. I find

I can get any volts from it according
to the speed it is run, but the amperage
seems very small. Can you inform
me whetlier the amperage drops
with the voltage on a dynamo'.' Tu
illustrate, suppose a dynamo running
at 3,000 revolutions a minute gives
20 volts and 1 ampere, and running at

1,500 it gives 10 volts, does it give

j ampere or still the 1 ampere? The
voltage having been halved, does the

ampiirage do tlie same? Does it matter
how many volts an accumulator has
when Ijeing charged? When connect-
ing my dynamo up in series I get

12 volts, when in parallel 6 volts.

running at the same speed, and a friend

of mine tells me that this does not
affect the amperes. They remain the
same so long as the speed does not
alter. Is this so? I will just mention
for your guidance that tlie dynamp I

have was bought as a motor, and is

registered to take 100 volts and .26

ampere, and to give 3,000 revolutions

at this. I have tried getting a light

with a 4-volt lamp when running the
dynamo, and the voltage does not seem
to affect the light. It is an Ofrani
lamp, and I have passed 5, 10, 15, and
20 volts through it, but the light it

gives is not quite so good as when I

connect it to two of the t-erminals of

the accumulator, which gives 2 volts

(one cell). Is this because the amperage
is low? (It is an ordinary 4-volt c.p.

lamp.) As long as the amperage is not

too high, need I trouble about the

volts, provided they are higher than
that shown bv the accumulator?— .A.H.

In the Hrst place, your dynamo appears
too small for charging a 4-volt accumula-
tor. You should, at least, be able to get
2 to 5 amperes in order satisfactorily to

charge an accumulator. Provided that the
resistance is the same, tlie voltage and the
amperes will drop proportionately. No
matter at what voltage you try and
charge your accumulator, if you do not
have the amount of current behind it

your rate of charging will be extremely
slow. Neither can you get a satisfactory

light on your 4-volt lamp if you do not
have the supply, or if you cannot obtain
sufficient amperage from your dynamo.
The proper cliarging rate for a 20 ampere
motor cycle accumulator is one-tenth of

the capacity, say 2 amperes: the
voltage does not matter as long as

it is above that of the accunmlator
to be charged. If you are connected
to the town electric light main, you
could not do better than use it for

charging purposes, provided it is a con-

tinuous or direct current. You can easily

rig up a small charging board by putting
a number of lamps in series ; this number
will vary inversely to the voltage of the
main. If you have had no experience in

tliis matter, however, it would be better
policy for you to get assistance, as witli-

out some experience von might spoil your
accumulator by charging too rapidly.

.«i^

Heavily handicapped
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Troublesome Big End Bushes.

I am experiencing some trouble

with my 6 h.p. twin Phanomen.
Tlie trouble is cliiefly with the

connecting rod bushes (big end),

which I have had to get renewed

on two occasions. If the engine is run

for a short time with the present bushes,

the crank case gets too hot to toucli. Do
you attribute the above to inefficient

lubrication, or to any defect in construc-

tion of engine, or to any carelessness, on

my part?—E.b.D.
We should say that the trouble is due

either to want of lubrication or to the

fact that the bushes are too small, or

possibly the bushes were too tight a fit

in the' first place. Leaky piston rings

account for heated crank cases.

Exhaust Whistle or Horn?

As I have found the ordinary

@ motor cycle horn inefficient to

reach the ears of people driving

in carts, I have been consider-

ing having an exhaust whistle

fitted to my machine, and would be

grateful for your opinion. Is it more
penetrating than a horn? Does it

interfere in any way with the engine?

—

Thos. p. McCDann.
The drawback to an exhaust-blown

method of warning is that at the time

one wants to use it most it is at a dis-

advantage. For example, you turn the

corner of a road and find a cart block-

ing the way. You are then slowed down
to about six miles an hour, and the

explosions are so feeble that the whistle

is hardly heard ; in about two seconds

time you have to dismomrt simply because

you are unable to give any warning at

all, wliereas with horn or mouth whistle

you can usually call the attention of the

driver of the cart. In full swing, of

course, a whistle is more penetrating

than the ordinary horn. The whistle

exerts a certain amount of back pressure

on the engine, and when you are

travelling fast, if the whistle is applied,

you feel the machine perceptibly slow

down, but no harm is done.

Gear Adjustment.

I have a second-hand 4 h.p.

Orient engine (air-cooled), and
epicyclic gear fitted on the

engine-shaft. The gear ratios are

5 to 1 and 12^ to 1. The engine

runs well on the top gear, but gets

nearly red-hot on tire low, and, of

course, is terribly slow. Would it be

possible to have the low gear altered

to about 8 to 1, which I think would
be low enough ? It is fitted with a cone

and leather clutch, which drives the

top gear direct. The carburetter also

wastes a lot of petrol, and is always

wet, and does not give more than

twenty miles to the gallon.—E.A.S.

You cannot raise the low without also

raising the high gear, and we fear

that the trouble will, in consequence, be

difficult to cure. The fact that the

carburetter wastes a lot of petrol seems

to indicate that too rich a mixture is

being given off, and this accounts for the

overheating. You might try using a

slightly smaller jet ; also, if the inlet

alves' are automatic, reduce the opening.

A Capricious Starter,

I have a 3^ h.p. magneto
^T] motor cycle which has until

^ just lately given every satisfac-

-iJ tion. It new runs very well for

about 100 yards and then stops,

and when I get off I can start it again
with no trouble for about another 100
yards. I have thoroughly cleaned the
carburetter, and the magneto is spark-
ing all right.—W.G.

If the carburetter is clean there may
possibly be an obstruction in the petrol

tank or petrol pipe. Everything points

to this being the cause. Foreign matter
in the tank will settle just on the
pipe orifice and stop the machine. As
soon as the suction on the jet ceases the
obstruction is washed away, and this

may wen account for the erratic running.

READER'S REPLY.
Engine Knocking.

Be "P.M.P.'s" letter about engine
knocking on a 3A h.p. Humber, I have
had similar trouble on my 1911 3^ h.p.

Humber and sidecar. The engine used
to knock on the slightest provocation,
and would . take very little extra air.

At last I discovered that I was riding
with the spark lever too far advanced.
With the spark lever half retarded, the
engine takes much more extra air and
does not knock and runs much more
smoothly. On the other hand, my little

li h.p. -JNIoto Velo—on account of its very
low gear, never knocks, even if one
rides slowly with the spark fully ad-
vanced.—A. Ahgenti.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.G." (Leeds). 1911 3-| h.p. Scott

and sidecar as to reliability, etc.

"A.B." (Lines.) T.A.C. machines as
to ease of steering when riding solus,
and reliability.

(2) A motor cyclist*s camp. (3) A camping outfit and utensils mounted on an Enfield.
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THE large number of readers of The Motor Cydt
who took advantage of my offer of informa-
.tion on the subject of motor cycle camping

contained in my article in the issue of the 4th May
is ample proof of the general interest in the pastime.

I find that the cost of the camp kit is the prospec-
tive motor cycle camper's first consideration, and,
below, I give the cost and weight of the essential

items

:

"A" tent, in lawn ...

Poles and case
Paint proofed ground sheet
Cashmere ground blanket
Aluminium pegs
Eiderdown quilt, 5ft. x 4ft.

Lawn pillows stuffed with down
COOKINO OtITFIT.

Primus stove
Canteen, consisting of three saucepans and

one fry-pan with detachable handle...
Condiment box, three compartments
Sheath knife, in leather case
Aluminium dessert fork and spoon

,, teaspoon ...

Eggcups
Milk can, li pint
Tea infuser, egg shape

Toilet Requisites.
Mirror, aluminium frame
Tooth brush case, to protect bristles

Shaving soap case

Comb ...

r'anvas wash basin

„ bucket, 3 gallons

MiSCEIi.VNKOUS.
Enamelled butter bowl

,, plate

,, mug (large)

Pannier bags, for use on back carrier, in

brown canvas, 12in. x S^in. x Z\m. 11 6

£ s. d. lbs. )/.S.

19 6 2 9

8 2 5

8 J 1 6

7 13.

5 9 11

18 6 2 1

2 2

8 11 1 6

10 6 1

1 6 1

2 6 ^
6 1

2 OA
8 Oil

3 5^
9 Oi

2 2A

1 1

1 6 1

8 1

1 J U
2 9

10 o\
4 4

5 4

2

£5 17 3 16 14.'.

PacKing the Kit on Machine.
The motor bicycle does not lend itself quite so

readily to the carrying of luggage as the humble
pedal cycle, since the back carrier only is available ;

the photograph on opposite page of my Royal Enfield

shows how the most can be made of this limitation,

also within how small a compass the impedimenta can
be brought.

The free engine, with which this machine is fitted,

prevents the risk of fouling the panniers which is

more or less contingent on a running pedal mount
on a machine without this device.

Camping Solus.

One of my correspondents asks if the whole kit

can be carried on a Douglas, and, while the joys of

camping are best appreciated in cqmpany, I have,

on many occasions, proved the capabilities of this

machine to carry a full camp kit in addition to its

rider, my weight being 11 stones and the kit from 30
to 35 lb's._

There is, I am aware, sometimes a difficulty in

inducing one's friends to take to the open-air life,

and the best advice I can give—and have given to

my correspondent—is to join the Amateur Camping
Club, which now boasts over 1,000 members, a fair

proportion of whom are motor cyclists, when he wll
be brought into touch with others of kindred tastes

and, if his e.xperience is that of others, he will find

that campers will go to any amount of trouble when
it is a question of initiating likely participants of

their favourite pastime. I know of several cases in

which ladies have cut out and made tents for their

male acquaintances from sheer enthusiasm. This-

was, admittedly, in the early days of cycle-camping
and before such facilities for the purchase of camping
kit. as at present, were available.

Garaging of Motor Cycles on Tour.
This, also, is a point raised In more ih.in one of

my correspondents. As farms generally provide the

site for the temporary camp, chosen owing to the

necessary eggs, milk, and butter being procurable,

provision for the motor cycles and .sidecars Will be
found in the outbuildings.

The charge made by farmers in contract with the

club above referred to is 6d. per tent per night, while

no payment is asked for the garaging of the machines.

When this is contrasted with the item on some hotel

bills of " IS. for motor cycle in yard," it will at once

be seen that the c-ost of camp kit is soon recovered.

Fixed Camping.
I am writing this article in camp, having made

arrangements for a fixed camp for the whole of the

summer months ; the only buildings in sight are those

attached to the farm, whilst ten minutes' ride covers

the distance between tent and home.
Here, with other friends, we are camping en famille,

and, as will be seen in the accompanying photograph,

we enjoy all the comforts of home with the additional

benefits of the open air life. Our tent door is never

closed at night, but, with straw mattress spread on

top of rubber ground sheet, and covering of eider-

down quilt, we sleep as warmly as at home.
The independence enjoyed by the motor cycle

camper is one of the greatest advantages of the pastime,

as there is no need to leave a beautiful site to return

to town for meals and sleeping accommodation. This

is never more appreciated than in the early morning,

when the sun is shining on the tree tops, and the walk

across the meadow to the farm for the morning's milk

and eggs whilst one's companion is getting the stove

going adds zest to the appetite.
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OVER five years ago the motor cycle industry

was not what it is to-day, as it was just

recovering from the bad times of the previous

two years. Road racing was all but dead, and there

was every prospect of the International Cup Race of

1906 being a fiasco. There were those, however,, who
did not look upon things in such a gloomy light. At

the annual dinner of the Auto Cycle Club, as the

A.C.U. was then called, Mr. H. Walter Staner, the

Editor of The Autocar, the parent journal of 2'/?e

Motor Cycle, said he hoped " that some competition

could be arranged on the lines of the Tourist Trophy
for motor cycles." Little notice was taken of the

remark at the time, but it bore good fruit, and imme-
diately after the International Cup Race, the last of

its kind, Mr. H. Collier, sen., suggested to that

most excellent of sportsmen the Marquis / de
Mouzilly St. Mars while in the train on the way back

to England from Austria that a motor cycle com-
petition on Tourist Trophy lines should be run. The
Maiquis was greatly struck by the idea, and in our

issue of December 12th, 1906, it was definitely

announced t^hat such a contest would be held.

At this early period the A.C.C. had no basis on

which to work, so to follow as closely as possible

the regulations governing the car race it was decided

to employ a petrol consumption limit as a means of

curtailing the speed. This idea of restricting the

speed was to render the race as safe as possible

without detracting in any way from the 'sporting side

of the competition, and it was decided to presume
that an average speed of 30 m.p.h. would be main-
tained, and to allow a requisite amount of fuel for

this purpose.

After much discussion, over which the writer spent

many late hours, the allowance for single-cylinder

machines was fixed at one gallon for ninety miles, but
unfortunately the donor had apparently forgotten the

existence of the multi-cylinder machines, and for these
it was eventually decided to offer a special prize, while
their fuel allowance was arranged to be at the rate

of one gallon for every seventy-five miles. The
triangular course in the Isle of Man, from St. John's

C. R. Collier (3^ Matchless)

J. Marshall (3j Triumph)
F. Hulbert (3^ Triumph)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
M. Geiger (3 N.S.U.) ...

in. s. ni.p.li. sis. pts. OZS. m.p.p

8 8i 38.5 5 10 94i

19 47| 36.5 3 2i 114

27 49| 35.5 6 Oi 90
3 56i 31.4 1 15 129

10 26 30.6 5 3 96

to Ballacraine and on to Kirk Michael and Peel, was

chosen, the same course which has been utilised for

the past three years. Each man had the requisite

amount of fuel allotted to him (plus one pint to allow

for leakage or wastage) placed in a can -which he could

seal if he Uked. He took in as much as he could carry

at the start, and at half-time he was allowed a stop

of ten minutes in which to take in the rest. The
course, which was fifteen -and a half miles in extent,

was covered ten times. The only foreign competitor

was Geiger, on a 3 h.p. N.S.U., wdio, of course,

represented Germany. The results were :

Eider and mnchino ]i.

4
4

4
5

5

Brice 's petrol consumption is worthy of note, while

Geiger won the St. Mars prize for the best performance

of a foreign rider. Multi-cylinder results :

1. H. R. Fowler (5 Norton) 4 21 52| 36.2 1

2. W. H. Wells (5 Vindec) 4 53 44| 32.3 2

3. H. Heaton (5 Rex) ... 5 11 3| 30.5 1

This, the first Tourist Trophy Race,

May 30th, 1907.

In the following year, since the competitors had
done so well on their petrol allowance, it was decided

to curtail this to even a greater extent, and so single-

cylinder machines were allowed fuel to the extent of

one hundred niiles to "the gallon, and multi-cylinder

machines to the extent of eighty miles to the gallon.

It must be borne in mind that what is commonly known
as a " freak " was entirely barred, and the competing

machines were made to conform as closely as possible

to touring conditions. But while pedals were allowed

in 1907, they are excluded the following year.

6 13

7
3 17

87
•77

107

was run on

September 22nd, 1908.

Rider and mafliiiu'.

1. J. Marshall (3^- Triumph)
2. C. R. Collier (34 Matchless)
3. Capt. Sir E. K. Arbuthnot, Bt.

R.N. (3i Triumph)

Pctro'
left ill

h. m. s. m.p.h. tank,
ozs.

3 54 50 401 38

3 57 40 22

4 7 57 38i IB
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The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races.

—

MtTLTI-Cn-INDEB ClASS.

Rider and maciine. h. nj. s.

1. fl. Reed (5 Dot-Peugeot) 4 5 58
2. W. H. Bashall (6-7 Bat-Jap) ... 4 8 15

*3. R. 0. Clark (5 F.N., 4-cyl.) ... 4 11 2

m.p.h-

38i
38
371

Surplut.
petrol

2i
21

58
• Lowest consumption in the whole competition.

Marshall's win was quite as popular a one as that

of Collier the year before, while quite a feature of the

second T.T. race was the ariival of Sir Robert Arbuth-
not, that most popular of amateur riders, in the third

place. As regards the international side of the com-
petition, Clark (riding a F.N.) represented Belgium,
and Bell, Geiger, and Lang (N.S.U.'s) Germany.

For the third Tourist Trophy Race the limit of

speed by petrol consumption was abandoned. It was
felt that it compelled manufacturers either to produce
a special engine or run a standard engine under its fuel

erticiency, while, furthermore, it necessitated tw^o

classes, only one of which could compete for the

trophy. In consequence an effort was made to " level

up " the chances of the single and multi-cylinder

machines, and a cubical capacity limit was installed.

The limit for single-cylinder machines was 500 c.c.

and for multi-cylinder machines 750. The machine
had to conform to the definition of a touring machine,
and had to be " without pedalling gear, fitted with two
brakes, tool bag weighing (with contents) not less than

5 lbs., motor cycle tyres (not less than 2in.), metal
mudguards (not less than z^/^'m.), touring motor cycle

saddle, and tank to hold not less than one and a

i|uarter gallons of petrol.

It will be seen that imder the new conditions the

results were completely altered, and that the singles

and multis were not levelled up. as the latter class

was represented in the first two. Result

:

September 23rd. 1909.
Rider and muchiue. li. lu. >.

1. H. A. Collier (5 Matchless) 3 13 37|
2. G. Lee Evans (5 Indian) 3 17 35i
3. \V. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 3 31 10

The increase of speed is noteworthy. Though twin-

cylinder machines held the first and second places,

Marshall put up an excellent fight, and was even
second in the seventh lap, passing Lee Evans, who
during the early part of the race appeared as if he
would be a certain winner.

For last year the single-cylinder dimensions still

remained at 500 c.c, but an effort was made still

further to handicap the multis in an endeavour to

level them down to the singles, and 670 c.c. was the

limit adopted. As regards the regulations, the com-
petitors were not unduly hampered. Silencers had
to lie fitted during practice but not during the actual

race. Machines had to conform more or less to

touring conditions, no pedalling gear was fitted, but

each motor bicycle had to have two brakes, a tool

bag weighing with contents not less than 4 lbs., motor
cycle tyres not less than aj/j^in., metal mudguards not

less than 3^in. across, and a tank of a capacity of

not less than i}i gallons. The levelling up effort

pro\'ed again to be unsuccessful, as will he seen by

the results given below:
May 26th. 1910.

Rider and uiai liino

1 r. R. Collier (5 Matchless. 2-cvl.)

2, H. A. Collier (5 Matchless; 2-cyI.)

1. W. Creyton (3i Triumph. 1-cyl.)

It was pleasing to note that both Colliers finished

;irsf .nnd second. Thev deser\'ed success, as in the

tii-p.ii-

49.04
48
44.92

fl- m- --

3 7 24

3 12 45
3 17 58

lU p.li-

50.627
49.221

47.925
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dark ages when international competitions were first

started they were the first to come forward and fight

for the old country and the only representatives of

England to make any showing at all. Creyton made
a gallant fight, but the twins were too much for him.
In this race, Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) represented
America and A. Oberlander (5 h.p. N.S.U.) rode for

Germany.
We are now looking foryvard to the 19:1 T.T.

Race, which is on the eve of being contested. Several

notable alterations have been made in the conditions,

and much wordy warfare has been yvaged before these

reached any degree of finality. The "levelling up"
difficulty has been obviated by the Marquis de St.

Mars giving a replica of the original trophy to the

winner of the twin-cylinder class, and while the

cubical capacity for the singles remains at 500 the

capacity limit for the multi-cylinders is 585 c.c. The
other conditions remain practically the same. There
was considerable opposition to the inclusion of a multi-

Hu^h GibsoD embarking on the ** Viking '* at Liverpool last week with his Junior

T.T. New Hudson. These machines have 2i h.p. overhead valve J.A. P. engines.

cylinder class of this size, but it was eventually

agreed to. Quite an innovation is the inclusion of

a Junior T.T. Race ; limit for single-cylinders

300 c.c, and for multi-cylinders 340 c.c, pedals

barred, machines to conform to touring conditions,

and to have t\vo brakes, motor cycle tyres not less

than 2in., metal mudguards not less than 3in. across

the chord, and tanks to carry not less than i gallon

of petrol. The same course as that used in the T.T.
and Four-inch Car Races has, after much discussion,

' been adopted, the "senior" machines cover it five

times— 187 J4 miles—and the "junior" competitors

four times. The length of each circuit is 37 miles

4 furlongs. It is difficult and necessitates the climb-

ing of the mountain road on each occasion, and will

be one of the most severe courses ever used for a

motor cycle road race. Most of the competitors in

i last year's race opposed the use of this course,

but the A.C.U. adhered to its original decision,

thinking that the new course would be a splendid test

for the machines. The foreign countries represented

in the race will be France. Germnnv. and America.
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This morning (Thursday) every Junior

T.T. rider must be a, the Woodlands.
Douglas, at ten o'clock for the purpose ol

having his machine examined and sealed.

Students in engine construction will

closely follow the performances of the

various types of Senior T.T. engines.

Practically all the J.A.P. engines have

bigger bores than the stroke measure-

ment, and there is a new short .stroke

Precision single-cylinder engine out for

the first time, measuring 90 X 77.5 mm.
Then there are the opposite extremes, the

Norton.* having a bore of 79 and a .stroke

of 100 mm., and the Blumfleld twins

67 X 83 mm. The 70 x 76 mm. Indian

engines have also been specially designed

for the race, and the trio of two-stroke

Scotts add a further touch of variety

Kach competitor has to wear ear-rolls

during practice and the races in order to

facilitate his hearing when being over-

taken by another.

Metal-studded boots are not permissible

owing to the risk of puncturing other

competitors' tyres.

The banners on the course are to

denote the approach to dangerous corners

and bad stretches of road.

Entries for the Junior Race are divided

as under: Humber, 6; N.S.U., 5; New
Hudson. 3 ; Alcyon, 3 ; Douglas, 3

;

Enfield, 2; M.R., 2; Martin, 2;

Zenith-Gradua, 2; A.J.S., 2: Match-
less, 2 ; and the following one repre-

sentative : Rex, Forward, N.t.G., Singer,

and Bat-Jap.

JUNE 2gtk, igii.

A meeting of competitors and officials

will be held at the Hotel Sefton,

Douglas, this evening at six o'clock, to

give competitors an opportunity of asking

questions on any point in connection with

the ruler.

There are sixty-seven entrants for the

Senior T.T. race, and thirty-seven in the

Junior event In each case the unlucky
number thirteen has not been allotted.

There are twenty-five private owneis in

the Senior, and eight in the Junior race.

To all intents and purposes there are

four series of rac in the Isle of

Man. In past years the battle of the

cylinders has proved almost as exciting

as the race itself. The single-cylinder

riders consider tlia^ they are too mucli

handicapped against the twins of 85 c c.

Three T.T. machines on the Liverpool landing stage prior to bein? taken to the Isle of Man. The owners are getting ticliets for the machines, one of

which is a New Hudson and the other two Humbers— all with three-speed gears. One of the latter caught fire in starting on the Douglas promenade.

In the Junior T.T. there are twenty
one single-cylinder machines out of the
thirty-seven entered, and the Senior T.T.
Entries are divided into forty-three

singles and twenty-four twin-cylinder
machines.

It has been estimated that it is worth
nearly £200 to a trade rider to win the
Tourist Trophy. Apart from the £40
cash offered by the A.C.U., a windfall
from the makers of the tyres, belt, mag-
neito, carburetter, petrol, and the oil

employed by the winner usually follows.

In the Senior event entries are split

up as follows : Triumph and Rudge, 9 ;

Matchless, 7; Indian, 5; Bat-Jap, Ariel,

and Singer, 4; Scott, N.S.U., Zenith,

and Dot, 3 ; Blumfield. Premier, Norton,
and Rex, 2: and 1 Bradbury, L.M.C.,
M.R. , Calthorpe, and Ivy-Precision.

Examination and sealing of the Senior
T.T. machines takes place on Saturday
at 10 a.m. at the Woodlands, Douglas.

The three German riders of N.S.U.'s
have brought over very fast machines,
and with Jake de Rosier—the American
who has come over specially for the race

—

so confident of sucess, an Englishman
will have to put forth all he knows to

win. The Collier brothers are again
favourites with the crowd.

The kilometre speed trials to be held

on the Douglas promenade . next Tuesday
include the following four classes : (1.)

A handicap race tor local residents.

(2.) For machines conforming to the
Junior T.T. regulations. (3.) For
machines conforming to the Senior T.T.
regulations. (4.) All comers race.

Engines up to 1,000 c.c.

greater capacity, and consequently fight

out a little duel of their own for first

place. It will be a big honour for the

single-cylinder rider who finishes first of

the forty-three entered.

On the race davs there will be depots

at Douglas and Ramsey at which spare

tyres, petrol, water, arid lubricating oil

may be taken in during running time.

One of the printed instructions issued

to competitors was : Although silencers

are not compulsory in the actual vaces.

they must be fitted throughout the whole
of the practising. Any competitor driving

a machine without a silencer or with a

cut-out during practice, or whose machine

makes any noise likely to inconvenience

other users of the highway, will render

himself liable to disqialification. How
manv heeded the warning?
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W. E. Grange with the special 85 x 88 mm. Brad-
bury, which he will ride in the Senior event.

The New Hudaons have everythinjg
brazed on and every nut is split-pinned!

His Excellency the Lieut. -Governor
will present the Junior Tourist Trophy
to the winner at the Douglas Palace on
Friday evening, and the Senior T.T. on
Monday evening.

A doctor has been in attendance with
his motor car at Quarter Bridge during
the practising in case of accident.

We predict that one of the biggest sur-
priseo will be the speed of the Junior
T.T. machines. Some of them will
attain a speed of over 55 m.p.h., and
speeds of 50 m.p.h. are quite common
with these diminutive engines.

The Armstrong-Triplex three-speed gear
is strongly represented in the Junior
Race. The H«mber, Matchless, New
Hudson, Martin, etc., have this increas-
ingly popular hub gear, the middle direct
speed of which is found to be especially
useful in the ascent of Snaefell and Cree
Willey.

After seeing the course, .M. Gentil
decided not to use a variable gear on
the T.T. AlcTons, but had the back
hub fitted with a chain wheel on each side,
one large and the other small. By
means of reversing these, in cases of
emergency the gear may be reduced
about seventeen per cent. A special
arrangement is made whereby the change
can be effected in a few "seconds, and
the chain may be tightened at the same
time. The headquarters of the Alcvon
firm will be the Sefton Hot-el, Douglas.

Asked what he thought of the course
Jake de Rosier, who has been in the
island since the first practising morning,
said: "Well, I think the course is an
idea! one for testing a motor cycle, and
the man who wins deserves all he gets."
He did not consider it a strain on the
rider, as the race was not long enough.
De Roeier has practised on a two-speed
7-9 h.p. Indian, his T.T. machine not
having arrived from the States until
this week. He sustained three falls the
second day out—one rather serious
tumble which cut his arms badly—but
resumed practising two days later.

Ariel.
The most obvious T.T. development in

the Ariel racing machines is the employ-
ment of a dropped top tube, used for

.
the first time on this make of motor
cycle. In addition to being low the
frame is also considerably shorter, and
the engine is thereby brought a good
deal nearer the rear "wheels than is the
case on the touring model. The wheel-
base is only forty-nine inches, so that the
machines may be expected to show up
well on corner work. The only differ-
ences in the engine are in the 'employ-
ment of larger valves and ports, the
design of the epecial timing gear, and
the use of a very large outer pulley
flange. The last is a direct result of last
year's experience, as in the 1910 T.T. a
good deal of time was lost by the bell
jumping the pulley. Evidently it is not
intended to allow the same thing to occur
again.

The carburetter is a new type B. and
B., and is fitted with an extremelv long
e-xtra air intake tube which stretche"s back
from the engine to a supporting clip on
the saddle stay.

Lubrication is by a very large Best and
Lloyd hand oil pump with drip-feed tap.

L.M.C.
We have already mentioned the new

two-speed engine-sh"aft gear to be used by
J. H. Slaughter on his L.M.C. We notice
that the belt pulley is adjustable in a very
simple manner, and is capable of giving "a

tolerably large range of gears, apart from
the positive gear box altogether. The
outer tiange is screwed left-handed on the
sleeve, and the drive brings it up against
a lock-nut which can be set with a
spanner, or even with the finger and
thumb, to any position.

The engine is the standard L.M.C.

Fred Mackay with his 3J h.p. T.T. Singer. This
machine has covered-in valves. Mackay will use
his own special design of carburetter.

85 X 88 mm., and lias the special con-
necting rod and piston attachment recentlv
described in these columns. The pistoii
has only one ring at tlie top, and, thanks
to the arrangement of the gudgeon pin,
which with its brackets is bolted to the
piston head, is remarkably light.
Rigid forks are used. The tank capacitv

IS li gallons of petrol and 1 quart <,f oil"

Special Points of the Rudge.
It would be hard to devise a more

thoroughly business-like .scheme than that
with which the Rudge people are tacklinj>
the T.T. The entire accommodation
the- Glen Helen Hotel has been taken
and an outhouse has been turned into
practicable garage. Near to the R.-W
headquarters (Glen Helen Hotel) an
rooms containing a store of spare parts

The Rudge-Whitworth headquarters in the Isle of Man. the Glen Helen HoteL
Mr. V. A. Holroyd, who is in charge of affairs, standing outside the hotel with soaie ol the Bndga riders.
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etc., and quite a useful workshop full of

tools. The Rudge machines are of

numerous kinds, all of which are receiving

a thoroughly sound testing, which, hew-
ever, has not at the moment of writing

||©T«(JaL2

Novel type of " cellar flap " filler cap on the T.T.
Rudges.

been carried to the stage at which it is

possible to say what models will be used
in the race. In addition to the ordinary

3i h.p. standard T.T. model (single

geared), there are similar machines fitted

with Armstrong-Triplex three-speed gears

in the back hub, some with N.S.U. two-
speed gears on the engine-shaft, some
ordinary clutch models, and one with a

Mabon infinitely variable gear. Thus in

the Rudge entries one may see all three
different methods of attaching the change
speed gear, and it will be extremely inter-

esting to see which type proves the most
effective.

The Mabon gear consists of a chain-
driven expansible pulley arranged upon a
radial arm in such a manner that as the
pulley is expanded the arm is operated
to bring the pulley farther and farther
away from the belt rim. Thus the belt

Method of mounting the foot-brake pedal indepen-
dently of the foot-rest to avoid damage in case of a
tall.

is at all times in uniform tension. The
gear is controlled by a long lever which
works in a five-slotted quadrant arranged
underneath the tank and on the left-

hand side. One of these notches gives a
free engine position, the other four posi-
tive gears in proportionately decreasing
ratio.

Although the Rudges are practically
standard practice, one or two refinements
and racing "touches" have been added.
The most noticeable departure is the
employment of large filler caps both for
petrol and oil. The hole opened up by
the " cellar-flap " spring door measure's
a,\ least l|in. The tank capacity of the
R.-W.'s is two gallons of petrol and a
half gallon of oil.

The foot brake, which actuates a fibre
shoe working in the V of the belt rim. is
not carried upon the bar of the foot-rests,
but upon a spindle of its own, which is

considerably shorter than the foot rest

crossbar, and is therefore almost perfectly

protected from damage by the latter. In

the same way, the handle-bars have been
cunnuigly curved and proportioned, so

that when brought into an extreme posi-

tion, as they would be if a toss were
taken, the end of the grip misses both
tank and engine, and is consequently
capable of doing no harm.
A particularly neat and decidedly

original method of actuating the N.S.U.
gear has been devised. This gear is

thrown in and out by a horizontal
sliding sleeve, and the latter on the
Rudges is operated by an ingenious form
of scissors-lever which works on the cam
principle. It will be seen from the sketch

that there are practically two sets of

cross levers, the extremity of each one
of which on its inner and shorter end
is provided with a rounded cam formation
which bears against the end of the

sliding sleeve. The levers are connected
by vertical cross pieces, one of which is

attached to the inner cable of a Bovvden
wire mechanism, whilst the other is

brought to the end of the outer cable.

Thus a perfectly even and balanced pull

JUNE 2gth, igii.
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Michel Canale and the chain and gear-driven

Alcyon he will ride in to-morrow's race.

their preliminary canters previous to

taking the road at practice. The most
noticeable feature of the Indians—after
their striking colour—is their compact-

ONE OR TWO DISTINCTIVE COSTUMES SUGGESTED BY VARIOUS RACING GARBS
SEEN AT BROOKLANDS.

Mephisto. The Silent Knight. The North Pole. The Diver. The Bogeyman.

is given to the toggles. At the same
time, a large overhang from the pulley
is avoided, and maximum amount of
accessibility is available. Should this
method of operation prove satisfactory,
it may be adopted as standard.

The Red Indians.
The smart-looking bright red Indian

machines arrived at their quarters, the
Quarter Bridge Hotel, last Thursday, and
at the time of writing are going th,rough

New method of actuating the N.S.U. gear, operated
by Bowden wire from the handle-bar.

ness and remarkably clean design ; in-

deed, it is something of an achievement
to have got a counter-shaft gear box into

a short wheelbase frame without imbuing
the whole affair with any suggestion of
clumsiness. The neat litfle twin engine,
rated at 4^ h.p., is practically a reduc-
tion of the 5 h.p. or 7 h.p. model, and
is furnished with the characteristic
Indian features—overhead inlet valves,

mechanical oil pump, detachable cylinder
heads, etc. To allow for the introduction
of a two-speed gear, the flywheels and
crank chamber are considerably smaller
than in the ordinary 5 h.p. model, but
in spite of this the engine runs with
remarkable smoothness and balance, and,

of course, its power of rapid acceleration

—a valuable quality over a course that

abounds in bad corners—is decidedly
enhanced.
The gear box is situated in the usual

Indian position, and, as shown in the

accompanying sketch, the rear chain

stays have been upturned to afford it a

snug cradle. The actuation of the gear

box is the same as usual except that the

latch, which is of rather different design

to standard, is situated close up to the
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handle-bars so as to avoid the necessity
for the rider to sit back when changir.g
speed. A jointed handle-bar of tlie older
Indian type is used, and, it goes almost

Showing arrangement of Indian extra oil tank
and two-speed gear box.

\vii;noiit .-raying, the control is by means
of the well-known twisting grips.

As ordinary footrests are used, a rock-
ing clutch pedal of the ordinary type is
out ol the question, and instead a. side
hand lever is employed. Tliis is placed
on the right-hand side of the large two-
gallor petrol tank, and is connected
directly to the internal quick thread drum
wliich actuates tlie clutch. The lever,
Uianks to this arrangement, can be set in
any position so as to admit of any
required. amount of slipping.
As indica-ted in the sketch, an additional

oil tank 'ias Lieen instalfed between the
.seat tube and '-he mudguards, and ha.-^

its outlp* connected ap to the (irdinarv
sloping tank At €lie same time, a pipe

taken straight to the. gear box, and the
tap liaving been correctly adjusted tlie

atter is served steadily ind uni-
formly on th( drip principle In
contradistinction to the exhaust
piping arrangement of the 7 h.p.
model, the 3] h.p. T.T. engine has
its forward exhaust pipe brought
sharply downwards almost parallel

fj^^(JeiLE
to the cylinder walls, and passing behind
tjje magneto is swept backwards 'into the
silencer The cylinder head is held down
by tliree bolts instead of the usual four,
this being practically the only point in
which the design of the engine differs from
standard practice. The bore and stroke
are 70 x 76 mm. The sparking plugs are
carried in the cylinder heads.

Spring forks of the latest leaf spring
type are used.
The gears are 3i to 1, to]), the second

gear giving a forty-five per cent, reduction.
The Indian is strongly represented.

Foui of oui best known riders, as well
as tho American champion, will strain
every eitort to capture the coveted trophy.

The Two-speed T.T. Douglas.
The Douglas two-speed luacliines are

standard—even to the stand, carrier, and
tool cases—in every respect but two, one
of the exceptions being the long extra air
pipe lying parallel to and above the

Rex twin radiators which are mounted pannier
fashion on the front down lube.

hot air main intake which abuts close
against the radiating flanges of the rear
cylinder head. Although the stroke of
tl>e engine is on the short side—the
dimensions are respectively 60 x 60 mm.
—the large oul.side flywheel is immensely
valuable in hill-climbing. and the
machines, in spite of a moderately high

PRACTISING IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

top gear, have done some fine wcrk up
Snaefell. At the same time, extiemelv
high speeds have been reached—a result
which is no doubt largely traceable to the

Rex switch for triple set of 5p.arl(ing plugs.
It is attached to the seal lube.

fact that the diameter ol the inlet valves
has been increased about 6 millimetres.
W. W. Douglas's machine has been on
the road some weeks, and he has ridden
it in several reliability trials, so he is a
practically certain survivor.

The Rex Water-cooled Engine.
A photograph of this interesting ex-

perimental machine will be found on
page 671 this week, and the accompany-
ing sketches are therefore, directed to
wards some of the details oi the design.
The honeycomb radiator consists of two
self-contained units each complete in
itself with water tank and filler caps. The
outlet pipe from the engine is branched
up to them as shown in the first figure,
the joint at the cylinder head being made
with a neat dome.
The cylinder, in addition to having the

usual four bolts passing through the
Hange at the base of the liner casting, is

for additional security hell down with
two long external bolts.

There are .10 le.ss than three in-

dependent sparking plugs, one in

eack of the side by side valve caps,

and a third in the cylinder head
on the opposite side. The plugs
are not intended to be used all at

once—that would be beyond the

H. A. Collier (Matchless-Jap) pajjing through
Union Mills.

H. H. Bowen (Bat), S. Wright (Humberi, and B. V.
Jones (Premier) nearing Union Mills.

W. W. Douglas (Douglas) slowing down for
Ballacraine Corner.
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Eric S. Myers and the T.T. Scott he will ride in

the Tourist Trophy Race. This is the third year

Myers has ridden a Scott in the T.T. Race.

limit of working of any ordinary mag-
neto—but are controlled by a simple
high tension switch which directs the

current to either of them as desired.

The switch, a sketch of which is given,

is carried on the down tube just below
the saddle, and is quite a neat little

fitting in easy reach of the rider's hand.
The lubricating oil is carried in a

torpedo tank fitted above the main tank

jet, to a certain extent forcing mixture
into the cylinder. A similar device is

used on a large number of Brooklands
racing cars, and there is no doubt at all

that it has decided advantages in ordinary
circumstar)ce3 and when the port areas,

etc., have been calculated to a nicety.

To make the forced draught idea as

efficacious as possible, the carburetter

choke tube has been reduced in length, so

that the jet orifices .are aboj*t a quarter
of an inch only below thS transverse pas-

sage through which the air enters, and
hence the moving air has all the better

chance to eject petrol from the jet, and
so throw it into the cylinder directly the
valve opens, without having to wait for

the engine suction to come into operation.

The jet, as sliown in the smaller

sketch, has undergone alterations, con-

sisting of plugging up the original orifice

and drilling four proportionately smaller

holes through the walls at right angles

to the jet colunm. Tliis allows the petrol

to flow out at right angles to the column
of fixed air admitted below the jet, and
it is thought that thereby the vaporising

qualities are considerably enlianced. The
lubrication is by means of a J. A. P. drip

feed with visible. flow.

At the time of writing it has not yet

been decided whether to employ a Mil-

lennium two-speed hub or a single gear.

PRACTISING FOR THE TOURIST TROPHY IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

The trumpet-shaped extra ail inlet on the N.L.G.
It has the eSect of forced induction.

The New Hudson.
Like the majority of machines in both

the Senior and Junior T.T. races, the
New Hudson motor bicycles are almost
exactly standard in every detail, excep-
tions being the employment of a com-
bined petrol and oil tank of somewliat
larger capacity than usual. This, on H.
Rem Fowler's machine (which is extrei ely

fast and capable of giving a remarkably
good account of it-

self up Snaefell), is

furnished with
special filler caps
to both compart-
ments, a sketch of

which is given on
next page. These
are quite on car
lines, and, whilst
of large diameter,
are of the quick
detachable variety,

and consist of a
bayonet joint,

which can be
screwed up for

greater security.

Tiie lid is shown
inverted in the

and provided with a glass-covered lid

through which the amount of the contents
may be seen at any moment.

N.L.G.
The N.L.G. lightweight which is being

ridden by V. Wilberforce in the Junior
race is a machine on thorougiily standard
lines, with the motor in the accepted
vertical position. The engine is a J. A.P.,
76 X 65 mm., with overhead valves, and
is fed by a B. and B. carburetter with
some notable points, one of which is

sufficiently obvious from the sketch. The
extra air port is led to a belled trumpet
mouth, which is pointed forward in such a
way that in theory the air pressure induces
a rapidly moving column of air across the At Kepple Gate on the run down the mountain side.
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The special filler cap on the New fludsons.

sketch, and carries a screwed stud, which
engages witli a tripod bayonet piece ; the
latter, wlieri held by friction against the
underside oi the small lugs inside the Used
body of the filler, holds the lid firmly in

position, and it is only necessary after in-

serting the cap to screw its head around a

turn or two for the cap to be absolutely

locked in position. To avoid any possi-

bility of trembling fingers losing hold of

the caps, the two are connected together
with a brass chain fixed to the upper frame
bar.

The second sketch depicts the way in

which the rigidity of the New Hudson
frame has been increased hy the addi-
tion of a pair of connecting links which
form a triangulation between the chain
stays and the engine crank chamber.
The links are further strengthened by
being joined with a short crossbar.
Simple as the attachment is it is of great
use to a frame where many corners nave
to be taken, as it greatly enliances the
machine's lateral strength.

Extra engine supports to give maKimum rigidity

as atted to the Junior New Hudsons.

Anotner excellent point on 3lr. Fowler's
Xew Hudson ts the arrangement of the
loot brake, wnich. as demonstrated in the
third illustration, is capable of being
operated by either foot, and is placed close
behind the bar which carries the foot-
rests. The latter, therefore, form a pro-
jection for the brake. The idea especially
shows its value when sharp corners are
oeing negotiated, for it ;s often necessary
for tlie rider to swing out his loot to
help pull him round, and, of course, if

this foot happens to be the one which is

used to -ipply the brake, the latter be-
comes temporarily of no use, and at a
time when it is particularly wanted

—

when, in fact, a brake on anything but
the back wheel is apt to prove positively
dangerous. The sketch shows how the

brake is mounted by simply passing the
crossbar through the " ears " of the plates
which support the crank chamber from the
bottom bracket. The pedals are worked
by the heels of the rider, and are in such
a position that the maximum thrust on
them is available. The shoe of the foot

brake works upon the outside of a special
belt rim spoked to the tyre rim, and is

placed aoove the chain stay, so that it

tends in actual operation to force itself

harder and harder " on." The value of

this point is making itself more and more
apparent, to judge from the fact that on
one or two machines the shoe, which was
previously t>elow the chain stay, has now
been placed alx)Te it.

New T.T. Lodge Plug.
An additional type of the Lodge spark-

ing plug has been specially made for this

year's races. The insulation is of steatite

instead of porcelain, and this is cemented

--^v-iJEjJ

A. V. Sumner and his three-speed Senior T.T.
Ariel.

up solid with the steel body of the piug.
The three sparking points are in one
piece of pure nickel, and the centre rod
is of a substantial thickness and also of
pure nickel. 'J he special construction of
the plug enables it to be formed with a
long insulating sleeve without increasing
the total length. The Lodge plug is

specially suitable for engines which are
copiousty lubricated, and a considerable
number are, xc understand, being used
on the T.T. mounts.

The twin pedal toot-brake on Rem Fowler's
New Hudson. ^

Section ol the new Lodge three-point steatite
plug, showing its construction.

The A.K. knee srips are now well
established as an aid to motor cycle
racing. These grips will be seen on
many machines in the two laces, and a
number of riders testify to the ease with
which they can steer when using them.
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The Ariel.
The accompanying sketches show the

two sides of the new brake arrangement
which has been fitted to the Ariel

machines so as to allow the foot brake
shoe to be applied tt the special brake
rim used in conjunction with the

ubiquitous Armstrong-Triplex hub. In

Pedal side of the Ariel brake, showing mounting
independent of foot-rest.

the ordinary way the brake takes effect

upon the driving belt rim, which is on
the left hand side With the Arfnstrong
gear, however the biaka rim is nn the
right, and the brake iuis, thcrelure, to

be carried across tne frame. Here,
again, the mounting of tiie pedal is com-
pletely independetit ot the tootrests—

a

desirable point frequently urged in thesx;

columns even in the ordinary touring
machine. There are already numetous
signs that the use of a really difficult

course is being productive of decidedly
good Tesulte in the brakfl line especiaJly,

Shoe side of the brake and fltlings on the
T.T. Arlels.

and it is not unnatural to find that a
great deal of attention is being focussed
upon this vital part of the machine which
might otherwise have been le<!£ close if

the course had not been so abundant in

difFiciilt corners and sharp pitches.

ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW
COURSE.

There is little doubt that great as
was the outcry that was raised when the
Snaefell course was cosen by the A.C.U.,
everyone concerned with the race is now
persuaded of the general desirabOity of

the 1911 T.T. course, and we are assured
that its use must not only result in a race
that wil' provide exciting going and a

test of the machines that should satisfy the
most exacting critics, but also prove "most
beneficial to the development of a variably
geared motor cycle, capable of going any-
where and doing anything. When the
practising first commenced it was generally
heard on all sides that the course was
too difficult, and, indeed, there is no
masking the fact that it is perhaps a
little more trying to the man than to the
machine Opinions have, however, been
rapidly modified by experience, and prac-
tically everyone is now agreed that the
route is all the better for being longer,
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and more full of incident than that of last

yeai-, and more sporting. Some have gone
so far as to describe the course as

jlangerous, but to a level-headed rider

it is -certainly not so. Some motor cyclists,

it will be agreed, can make danger where
none previously existed, and, unfortu-

nately, the list of competitors includes

one or tvuo of this description, but, so

long as nobody is heedlessly reckless,

there is no reason why any hut the most
trivial mishaps need occur.

Concerning the lightweights, it is just

possible that the new course wiU prove a

little bit too tough for a type of machine
wliich has not shown a remarkable rate of

development along the lines of a road
racing mount. There is, however, every
indication that these little fellows—they
are a sturdy and strong pulling little crew
—will surmount all the difficulties quite
successfully. Practice, and especially T.T.
practice, is not-orioiisly deceptive ; hence
it is not possible to know all the ins and
outs of what is going on.

Surprising Speed of the Juniors.

it IS common knowledge that some of

the "lightweights," so-called, come very
near to holding some of the Senior
machines, and their performances have
opened the eyes of a good many of tlie

heavyweight brigade on the Snaefell
up grade. In both races it i? more
than probable that the mountain
climb will weed out a goodly number ot

the competitors, and this even if the
weather be clement. The prevalence of

a wind, however, will very seriously

affect the number of men who complete a

couple of circuits—a fact which seems
inevitable after what has been disclosed

during practice Hereabouts the wind
is tantalisingly deceptive, and more than
a few riders in practice have returned
to Ramsey full of surprise that their

engines have coughed themselves to a
standstill on a gradient The course,
which is 37^ miles long, comprieing prac-
tically an inner circle of the northern
half of the island, starts at Woodlands,
about half a mile north-east of Quarter
Bridge, on the mountain road from
Douglas to Ramsey.
The first notable incident is

Quarter Bridge, a sharp right-

handed turn which is hidden by
trees and approached by a stiffish

down grade that makes careful
driving a paramount necessity

;

from here the Peel road is

taken, and witliin a few hundred yards
a second bridge—hard by Kirk Braddan
—has to be negotiated. This is a
sweeping bend which brings the speed
down eomewhat, but it can be taken
tolerably freely. The road twists and
turns through Crosby to Ballacraine
Hotel, where the well-known right-

hand turn is taken on the road to Glen
Helen. Ballacraine Corner is approached
from a different direction from last year,
and the result is that whilst the
actual turn is much the same it is far

more easily eeen, and can therefore be
taken at a sufficient speed to give one a
good start up the ensuing gradient. It

will be remembered that last year an
artificial banking was erected at Balla-

craine, but this year, thanks to the
wisdom of the A.C.U., the course is

entirely innocent of impedimenta, al-

though it has been seriously suggested
by several competitors that Sulby Bridge
would be all the better tor a few bundles
of hay and a feather mattress or two
to take ttie stmg out of the stone para-

pets !

Baltig Bridge, a Favourite Point
of Vantage.

After leaving Ballacraine the road
passes over Ballig Bridge, where it is

quite the usual thing for the faster

machines to leave the ground completely
for a yard or two, and twists and twirls

through the narrow valley until Glen
Helen is reached, where it turns off to

the left, and rises abruptly over Greg
Willey—a trying gradient, quite capable
of taking a lot of the tune out ot a

macliine unless it is going in tip-top form.

Along the level at the summit the course

is very fast, and the road in excellent

condition down the hill to Kirk Michael,
where the course bends eastward through
Ballaugh (with a nasty twisty bridge at

the entrance to the village) and Sulby
(with perhaps the most difficult piece of

corner work in the whole course). Be-
tween ' Ballaugh and Ramsey the road is

really execrable, full of pot holes for mile

after mile, and treacherously greasy under
the trees, but it improves considerably on
leaving Ramsey on to the Snaefell road.

For the last seven or eight miles the course

T.T. PRACTISING IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
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has been almost dead level, but Snaefell
soon provides a strong contrast to this

sort of going, and once round the vil-

lainous hairpin at the foot it is nothing
but a steep, steady climb, averaging in

gradient about 1 in 10 to 1 in 12, until

the summit is reached. After that the
road dives down into the valley again,
with many nasty twists and deceptive
gradients. It is hereabouts that some
extraordinarily high speeds will be
achieved, for to a really good rider the
water riven surface is not sufficiently

terrifying to warrant any cutting out
except at corners, of which there are
many, the worst being at Hillberry and
Wiilaston.

Willaston Corner and its Diffi=
cutties,

Willaston corner is a left-hander of the
worst sort, as it has to be taken quite
blind, and at the turn the road, besides
being narrow, is banked the wrong way,
and to make matters even worse the trees
at the angle are inclined to make the
surface rather greasy. After Willaston
comes another sharp angle turn, this

time to the right-hand, leading to a very
fast stretch of^broad up and down road
which brings- one out again at Quarter
Bridge. At the time of writing (i\londay

morning) the practice has up till now
been decidedly uninteresting and feature
less for these two reasons, firstly, the
number of competitors who have been
over in the island during the past week
has been, comparatively .speaking, small,

and secondly, the course is so long thai

unless there are a large number of riders

out the machines appear only at Ions;

and irregular intervals. To make things
even more tame, most of the riders, real-

ising, wisely, that such a long route is

not to be learnt in one lap, have con-
tented themselves with taking things
quietly. So many have been the stoppages
for one reason or another that up till now
it has been well nigh impossible to get
a reliable estimate of what sort of time-;

are being made.

Frequent Tumbles during
Practice.

Tumbles due to various causes ha^'e

been frequent, but no one has done much
damage either to himself or to his

machine. The best acquaintai.,".?

with the road surface has prohabh
been made by the redoubtable .Tal j

de Rosier, and that his experiments
have borne good fruit is evide^'ced
by the fact that, in . the opinion
of many, he is already streets

Ballacraine Corner, Approaching Sulby Bridge. H. A, Collier coming over Quarter Bridge.
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ahead of most of the competitors at

cornering, and quite the equal of such
artists as Bowen and Moorhouse. Both

The single ring piston on the 3J h.p. Premiers,
The walls are liberally drilled, and the gudgeon
pin is also drilled right through.

these riders have been putting in a lot

of fine work, and the latter is already
credited witli the unofficial time of 42ni.

for the lap ; this takes a bit of svvallow--

ing, it must be admitted, but it should
be borne in mind that he, together witli

all the others of the Indian team, has
been learning the course on 7-9 h.p.

machines, the 3| h.p. models having only

recently arrived. The Colliers have
been going quite steadily, not attempting
anything secsational at all as yet, and
most of the others l}ave wiselj- taken a

leaf from what has proved a very success-

ful book. The RuJoe contingent have
been up betimes, and ^ave put in some
fine performances, a; have also the
Triumph riders. The rivalry between the
competitors on single-cylinder machines is

likely to prove very keen. The water-
cooled Rex has been travelling very satis-

factorily, as have also some of tlie Ariels

and the Bats. Lightweights have not
been very much in evidence, but those
that have turned out, viz., X.S.U., New
Hudson, Matchless, Humber, and Douglas,
have been doing very well, especially the
new twin 2| h.p. Humber with its offset

cvlinders, which has a tine turn of speed.

Monday Morning's Practising.

In spite of driving rain and a bitter cold

north-west wind, there was a good turn-
out of competitors on Monday morning,
and, in view of the weather, the crowd
of spectators at Quarter Bridge was quite

a creditable one. Nobody attempted to

do any very fast running, but Franklin
managed to get round in 68m., and several

others took only a little more than an
hour, some of the lightweights, notably
the N.S.U., doing quite well. The bad
weather of Sunday had brought down
some of the red flags erected by the
A.C.U. to mark the approach of bad
corners on Snaefell, and their posts had
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carried away some telegraph wires, one
of wliicli Bowen very thoughtfully placed
on the riglit side of the hedge. The
Scotts appeared for the first time on
Monday, and Myers did a very good
round, considering it was his maiden trip
on the new course. The following new
points are embodied in the T.T. Scotts

:

the dimensions have been increased to

U.R. double pedal
brake.

74 mm. bore by 62 mm. stroke, and a
chain-driven rotary distributing valve has
been introduced into the transfer ports.
The carburetter is quite new and has
two separate jets and two independent
automatic air valves; both throttle and
air are now worked on the same side ot

the carburetter. The radiator is rather
smaller than that on tlie standard 3J h.p.

model, and must be very efficient, for

after a fairly quick lap Applebee's wai^

scarcely lukewarm. The crank chamber
is now almost globular, having been con-
siderably rounded off in front. The
transmission is standard, but the gears
have been raised to 3i to 1 on the tO[>

W. F. Newsome (Triumph) taking Ballacraine Comer.

C. B. Franklin (Indian) Dealing Crosby, three miles
£rom the starting point.

,

Hugh Mason (4 h.p. Hatchless-Jap) leaving Ramsey
on the Orst ascent of Snaeiell.

K. Gassert (N.S.U.) passing through Union IHIIh,

Early morning scene at Quartet Biidg«.
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and 4i to 1 on the low. Owing to the
small size of the rear wheel sprocket the

usual internal expanding brake is out of

the question, and in its place a rim brake
is installed on the right hand side, and
takes effect on a special belt rim carried

by the spokes. The way in which the

Scotts get away from the mark is quite

sensational, and the busy hum of tlieir

engines, far and away the quietest of the

competing machines, is admirable. Other
machines to turn out for the first time

were the 2| li.p. Martins with 75 x 55.5

J.A. P. overliead valve engines and Arm-
strong triplex hubs.

Tuesday's Practice—A Fine
Turnout.

Tuesday, so far as weather and road
conditions were concerned, was quite the

finest since practising began. The roads

were dry and sufficiently recovered from
the deluges of the past three days to be

bard without being dusty, and now that

nearly everybody concerned in the racing

is over in the island no one was sur-

prised to see a record turn-out of com-
petitors and a good crowd of spectators.

Something like seventy riders were going

round the course, and the result was a

good indication of Avhat the Senior, race

will be like. Waits of as many as five

minutes were not infrequent, but they

were alternated by brisk moments bring-

ing forth three or four men in a bunch.

The Alcyon team were out for the first

time, and contented themsalves with
touring round. They arrived last night,

.and are riding standard machines (ex-

cept for the transmission), which are

noticeable for the smallness of the wheels.

An illustration of the Alcyon to be
ridden by Gabero appears on page 552

of this issue.

Thanks to good racing conditions and
an absence of wind, some good times were
put up, the star performer being D. C.

Bolton, who on a Martin-Jap 2J h.p.

lightweight completed the course in a

shade under 50m. (unofficially timed).
Godfrey on a 3| h.p. Indian did two
steady consecutive taps at 50m. also,

whilst Sam Wright, who never made any
attempt to get down to the last second,
made a couple of good circuits of 57m.
each. Colver on the Enfield was travelling

very fast and uniformly, while Philipp
hummed along at a tremendous speed on
his Scott, which make of machine seems
to stand as good a chance as any, as it

is phenomenally fast Op the mountain. As
in the case of the Indian machines, the
difference between the high and low
gears is comparatively small, and the
machine is almost as fast on the one as

on the other ; the Scott, for instance,
does under favourable conditions rather
more than sixty miles per hour on low
gear.

Accident to Surridge.

V. J. Surridge had a bad spill near Glen
Helen, and is reported to be dangerously
injured. Tessier on a Junior Bat had a
front tyre blown off in coming down the
mountain, and received a severe shaking,
whilst one or two others met with trouble
at various places without doing themselves
or their machines much harm.

The Track for the Speed Trials.

The speed trials of July 4tli are to be
held upon the long strip of concrete that
stretches along Douglas Bay and forms
the outer promenade. It is not particu-
larly wide, but has a good surface, and
where it is intersected by cartways down
to the beach the track has been made up
with asphalt. De Rosier, by way of
testing it, has ridden along at about
sixty miles an hour, and reports it to

be, in his opinion, safe for anything up
to 90 m.p.h. The track has a bend from
start to finish, and has, properly speak-
ing, no " straight," but the radius of

the curve is so larg that this fact should
scarcely affect the speed at all, especially

as the concrete is slightly banked in the
right direction.

Tuesday, 9.30 a.m.

We regret to announce that the first

reports of this morning's accident have
proved too sanguine. In attempting to
take at too high a speed one of the turns
with which the twisty road to Glen Helen
abounds, Surridge fouled a grass bank,
was thrown into the middle of the road,
and instantly killed. The fatality has
cast au indescribable gloom over everyone
concerned in the race, and has dashed to
the ground the well-founded hope that
this year tlie T.T. would be free from
any serious mishap. The cause of the
accident may clearly be put down to an
error of Judgment.

Victor J. Surridge is dead. The
sympathies of the whole of the motor
cycling world will be deeply stirred.
Victor Surridge was quite in the prime
of his youth, and for that reason
inclined, perhaps, at times to allow his
enthusiasm to outrun his discretion. He
had jiad, however, some considerable
experience of motor cycle racing on the
track, but this year's 'tourist Trophy
Race was to have been his first important
contest upon the road. He was but nine-
teen years of age, and was a fearless
rider.

It was only a few weeks ago that he
broke the hour single-cylinder record at
Brooklands, and although comparatively
a new comer, that wonderful performance
gained for him a position amongst the
leading riders of the day. His quiet un-
assuming personality made him popular
and beloved amongst all his fellow riders
and his numerous friends, and his loss is
an irreparable blow to the sport of motor
cycling. In particular we offer our sin-
cerest sympathies to his parents and rela-
tives, and also to his employers, the
Rudge-Whitworth Co., who regarded
him as a most promising young rider and
set a high value upon his performances.
On Monday Surridge was suffering from
a severe cold, and by no means feeling
in the best of health.

ANNOUNCING THE T.T. RACE RESULTS.
Where to see " The

As we mentioned in a previous issue,

arrangements have been made by 2'Ae

Motor Cycle with a number of firnis in

London and the leading provincial

centres to display a series of telegrams

on Friday, June 30th, and Monday, July
3rd, stating the names of the leading

competitors at the end of each lap. This

method of announcing the results, which
we first adopted last year, is greatly

appreciated by motor cyclists, and on
this occasion we have considerably

increased the number of receiving points

for the telegrams. The following is a

complete list of the firms with whom
arrangements have been made for show-
ing the wires, up to the time of going
to press :

London.
JE.C—A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn

;

Hutchinson Tyre Co., 70, Basinghall
Street; J. Piggott, Ltd., Cheapside

;

Richford and Co., 153, Fleet Street;

Price and Co., Rosebery Avenue.
E.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate.
S.E.—Collier and Sons, Ltd., 18, Herbert

Road, Plumstead.

Motor Cycle " telegrams, giving the leaders at

W.—Godfrey and Applebee, Great Port-
land Street ; Maude's Motor Mart,
Great Portland Street ; Selfridge's,

Oxford Street.

W.C.—Hunt's Stores, 117, Long Acre;
Service Co., Ltd., 292-3, High
Holborn.

N.W.—Dunhills, Ltd., 359, Euston
Road.

S.W.—Auto Cycle Union, R.A.C. Build-
ings, Pall Mall; G. N. Higgs, 31,
Vauxhall Bridge Road ; Michelin
Tyre Co., Ltd., 81, Fulham Road,
Chelsea.

Birmingham.—T. Clayton and Sons,
125, New Street; Bruce, Ltd., 81,
New Street ; Colmore Depot, 35,

Colmore Pvow ; Para Rubber Co., 93,
John Bright Street ; Premier Motor
Co., Aston Road.

Bkistol.—Eli Clark, 223, Cheltenham
Road.

Bradford.—Eric S. Myers, 62, Manning-
ham Lane.

Cardiff.—Rurrelli and Co., 2, Albany
Road.

GovENTHT.

—

Midland Daily Telegraph,
Hertford Street.

the end of each lap.

DuiiLiN.—F. A. Wallen and Co., 4,
INiassau Street.

EDiNjitrnGH. — Alexander's Garage,
Lothian Street.

Halifax.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 15,
Westgate.

Hull.—Embro Cycle Co., 191, Holder-
ness Row.

Leeds.—F. Greenwood, 212, Woodhouse
Street.

Leicester.-Tom Cann, Ltd., High
Street; T. H. Wathes and Co., 88.
High Street.

Llandridod Wells.—Tom Norton, Ltd.
Liverpool.—Reliance Engineering Co.,

29, Manchester Street.
Manchester.—St. James Cycling Stores,

34, Oxford Street; L. F. Harvey
and Co., 227, Deansgate ; H. Reed
and Co., 206, Deansgate.

Newcastle-on Tyne.—Rover Depot, 86,
Northumberland Street; Percy Cycle
Co., 87, Percy Street.

Nottingham.—Bentinck Motor and Cycle
Co.. Trent Bridge

St. Axb-ans.—New Century Motor Co.
Sheffield.—Roper and Beeston, 166,

London Road.
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The Coast Ride Successfully Completed.
SINCE the particulars regarding Mr. Dover's c:ast

ride were published last week (see pages 619
and 630), he has continued his journey down

the East Coast, has crossed Londoji, visited the whole
of the South-east and South Coast watering places,

touched Land's End on the 20th and 2Tst inst., and
Bideford (Devon) the same evening. Here he found a

telegram summoning him to

Sheffield on important private

jusiness. This occasioned a

iireak in the ride of about
twenty-four hours' duration.

Catching a train from Bide-

ford at 8 p.m. he reached
Sheffield at 7.15 next

morning, attended to the

urgent business for which he
had been recalled, and re-

turned by train to Bide
ford, continuin

t h e journey

northwardson Friday, the 23rd inst., reaching Cardiff
the same night. Next morning a new move was made
for Aberavon, vid Aberystivyth, and the day following
Llandudno was safely reached in spite of cold and wet
weather. The last stage of the long journey of appro.xi-
mately 3,400 miles was commenced on Monday morn-
ing, via Oueenferry Bridge and Birkenhead. Liverpool

was reached at noon, and here
our representative was in wait-
ing to examine the seals of Mr.
Dover's 3j^ h.p. Premier,
which has behaved magni-
ficently throughout. Dover
left for his home at Sheffield

lire same afternoon, complet-
ing 3,396 miles on arrival there
I he same evening, the time
elapsed since the start being

exactly three

weeks.

(2) Partaking ol an appropriated basket ol slrawberrlei on tlie (erry across the Hnniber. (3) Leaving Hull. Dover erAssing the Mumber by ferry.

IMiles.! Condition of Roads. Condition of Hills. Condition of Machine.

June
15

and
19

Sunderland to

Bridlington
BridJington to

King's Lynn

King's Lynn lu

Southend

Southend to

London, and
London to

Wareham

Wareham to
Truro

Truro to

Bideford

Bideford to
Cardiff

Cardiff to

AberajTon

AberajTon to

Llandudno

Llandudno to
Liverpool and
.<:heffield

Good, except near
Middlesbrough.
Surface good. Between

Hull and Lynn ver>* diffi-

cult to find and very
winding. Lost way.
Good,

Very fair. Had con-
siderable diiiicuHy
negotiating London traffic.

Very good, except round
Weymouth.

Very good all the way,
and well signposted.

Very good, easy to find,

rather twisty.

Fair.

Fair, but winding, rather
loose in places.

Fair, sonic stiff short
climbs near Whitby.
No hills.

No hills.

172 Very good.

No hills.

A good number of
nice clinibs, particularly
Abbolsbury. fair condition
but rather loose.

No hills.

Good, except at Lynton,
were loose surface and
deep ruts, Countisbury a
httle better. Raining all

day. Wet through.

Good, Fishguard, just a
little loose. -

No hills.

Cat and Fiddle (hardly a
hill after Scotland).

Pulling well. Done no-
thuig to it yet.
Not used any tools (ex-

cept for punctures and
belt) for over 600 miles.

Not yet cleaned it.

Still good.

Pulling as well as ever.
Not yet done anything
except supply oiL

Good.

Not yet given it any
attention whatever, ex
cept the usual oil.

Very good, went up
Fishguard first attempt, 4A
to I gear, in pouring rain.

No trouble, except slip-

ping belt owing to ex-
cessive rain.

No tool used on engine
as yet.

Had half a day off, met some Sheffield Iriends.

Fitted new back tjTe, weather fine and warm.
A very une\'entful day, fine, strong head wind.

Have been unable to make 20 m.p.h. on these
twisty roads. Rather Urcd of riding alone, want
someone to dust up with.
This morning very wet, but cleared off about

1 1 o'clock, rest of day very fine. Koads quite safe

when wet. This part of coast not ncirly so interest-

ing as the North, more traffic and less scenery.
A very mixed day—fine, wet, aiui strong wind all

in turns, but nothing to cause serious inconvenience.
Portsmouth was very gay with bunting for the Coro-
nation, and was rather difficult to get through owing
to wet tram-lines.

Heavy shower, rest of d;»y fine. Met a good many
pimples, but nothing to cause trouble. Had to gear
6 to I at Abbotsbury. To-day"s run been most en-
joyable on account of variety of co iditions.

A perfect riding day—no sun, no dust, and no
traffic. Regret to say found a telegram here (Bide-
ford) summoning me home on important business.
Left Bideford for Sheffield by train 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Got to Sheffield 7.15 a.m. Thursday,
attended to the business which called me home,
hunted up my clubmate Shep Sawer, and persuaded
him to return with me. Arrived Bideford
9.30 Thursday night, and started again Friday
7.45 a.m., having travelled 508 miles by trai 1.

A very trying day, fine up to noon, but after that
pouring rain up to finishing point. Intended doing
250 miles, but was wet through and had to give up.
Rain, rain, rain ! A very strong head wind all day,

and bitterly cold.

Arrived Liverpool 12 noon. Met by om: corres-

pondent, who found frame and engine seals intact.
Wet all day.
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

T.T. AND SUMMER NUMBER.
Piiotographs and Latest Details of the Practising

for the Tourist Trophy.

THREE NOMADS IN NORMANDY.
THE PROBLEM OF TIMING SPEED EVENTS.

TOURING TIPS.

Army Manoeuvres.

As in previous years, the A. A. and
M.U. has again been called upon by
the War Office to supply a contingent of
molci' cyclists to act as despatch carriers
during the progress of the manoeuvres.

BMC R.C. Open Meeting.

The following events are down for
the B.M.C.R.C. Open Race Meeting, to

be heid on July Ibth : De Rosier-Collier
matches first I'ace 2 laps (Sj miles),

secund race 5 laps (13^ miles); tliird race
10 laps (27 miles). In addition there will

be a 10 laps open scratch race and an all

comeis' open handicap.

The Barnet Shooting Case.

What is described in the daily papers
as "The Barnet Highway Outrage"
reached another stage in the proceedings
last week when, at the Barnet Police
Court, Douglas Hay, of Angell Road,
Bri.xton, was charged on remand with
feloniously shooting Saul Splitters, of

Stoke Newington. on the morning of the
3rd inst. Our readers will remember
that Snlitters was pushing his motor
cycle on the road near Barnet on the
date mentioned and was overtaken by a

pedal cyclist who, after robbing him,
shot him with a revolver. The prisoner

Hay was committed for trial at the Old
Bailey, and afterwards handed up a

statement to the magistrates asking for

legal aid under the Poor Prisoners'

Defence Act. The Chairman of "the

bench said such aoolication musfa be
made to the judges at the trial.

JUNE sgth, j(jji.

Ch-at

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

9.18 p.m.
9.18 p.m.
9.17 p.m.
9.16 p.m.

more accurate in their reckoning this
year without any assistance at all. It
goes to sliow that 20 m.p.h. is such a
common speed among motor cj-clists that
it is less difficult for riders to average
this speed than any other, whatever may
be said to the contrary

E. Pond (Rudge) advises us that he
rode in place of B. Marians in the M.C.C.
team and accomplished a non-stop run,
and incidentally made the best time of

hi"? team.

An Important Case. Zenith v. Matchless.

An application was made in the

Chancery Division on the 21st inst. for

an interim injunction on behalf of Zenith
Motors, Ltd., and others, against H.
Collier and Sons. Ltd. The motion was
to restrain the defendants until after the

trial of the action from infringing a

certain patent for a variable gear.

Justice Warrington refused to grant

the interim injunction, on the condition
the defendants kept an account pending
the trial of the action.

M C.C. Team TriaL

We have received a detailed list of the

times "taken by competitors in the above
competition on the 17th inst., and it is

indeed remarkable the regularity with
which some of the competitors rode.

Errors of less than one minute in the

26^ mile course are quite common, and
it is a strange fact that some competitors
who rode last year with watches were

The Honourable Artillery Company during recent training at Fargo Camp, Salisbury Plain.

Names reading from left to right : Private Townsend ( ), Private W. G. Hoare (35 h.p. Triumph),

Gunner G. M. Locks (31 h.p. N.S.U.), Private W. D. Cliffen (3J h.p. Triumph), Bombardier G. F. J. Jarvis

and Driver Williamson (5 h.p. V.S. and Mills-Fulford), Corporal Wheeler JEvered (2,i h.p. Douglas), Private

L.V.Benham (31h.p. B.S.A.). Private J.P.Hart (31 h.p. Triumph), and Gunner Edmondson (Metallurgique).

Fred Dover at Liverpool at the end of his Coast
Ride on a 3.1 h.p. Premier. He started on Whit
Monday, finishing at noon on Monday this week
—exactly three weeks later. (See previous page.)

Motor Cy. lists in the Royal Navy.
Ever since the inception of the pastime,

motor cycle riding has been most popular
with the practical naval officer. On the
occasion of a visit to one of our latest
" Dreadnoughts," we saw stowed away
above the torpedo fiat two Douglas,
machines and a Triumpli. On this par-

ticular ship, the commander, the chaplam,
and one, of the assistant paymasters are,

among other officers, keen riders. Those
who keep their machines on board are
real enthusiasts, when it may be realised

that to enjoy a day's ride their mounts
have to be lowered by bluejackets into a
pitching picket boat, stood up on its

scanty deck, and be protected from the
spray during the passage. Then they
have to be put ashore, and the same pro-
cedure has to be gone through when the
day's ride is over.
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The Edinbur-h and District team which won the competition (or the Hamilton Shield. Reading Irom
lell to riglil : R. H. Mouat (3J h.p. B.W.), J. H. Forrest (3i h.p. Triumph), T. B. Chalmers (5 h.p. Bat),
R. Dobson (5h.D. Indian), J. R. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian).

Ladies and the Motor Cycle.

I'liotographs of eight lady motor
yclists appear in this issue, a proof that
now reliable change speed and clutch
machines are available, the fair sex are
not slow to grasp the opportunities

loft'ered of health and enjoyment.

|A Nominal Fine.

The secretary of Rudge-Whitworth,
I Ltd., was haled before the Petty Ses-

Isional Court at Warwick, on June 21st,

the charge of nding his motor
Icycle over the foot-bridge at Kenihvorth
ICastle. As there was water in the ford

land no foot passengers in eight he
liiaturally preferred to Rudge it than
Itrudge it. The bench inflicted a nominal
|fine of 2s. 6il. and costs.

low the T.T. Race Results will be made
known.

The results of the Motor Cycle Tourist
Trophy Races will be announced to the
aotor cycling world by a series of tele-

grams arranged by T/ie Motor Cycle.
These wires will be despatched immedi-
litely at the conclusion of each lap, and
b.Nhibited by leading firms throughout
Ihe country. The list of addresses are
given on another page of this issue.

pe Motor Cycle Thief Again.

The following is a description of a
liiacbine which was stolen late on Friday
Veiling in S.E. I.K)iidon : 2 h.p. Quadrant,
J'almer tyres 26 x 2in., B. and B.
Iiaiidle-Lar control carburetter, adjustable
Tulley. Whittle lielt, belt rim brake, large
luggage carrier with teak wood case con-
jaining dry battery, side mud shields
llted all round botli mudguards, registra-
|ioM number LC 865.

The frame number of the Bradbury
iiotor cycle stolen from Brooklands "a

|ew weeks ago is 32009, not 32029 as
riginally stated. The machine was
rovided with sidecar lugs, and had a
unlop tyre on the back wheel and
lini'her on the front. The owner is R.
Prestnn. Clevedon House. Essex Road,

iasinsstoke.

24 Hours Trial in New Zealand.

R. S. Bender, the winner of the twenty-
four hours' trial in New Zealand reported
in last week's issue, rode a 5 h.p. Rex
with two-speed gear and free engine; the
second man, W. Hyslop, was on a 3^
h.p. Triumph. Hyslop arrived at the
journey's end first, but his running time
was not so near to schedule as Bender's,
so the watch decided the winner.

Extra Prizes in the T.T. Races.

Competitors in this year's races whose
mounts may be fitted with Bosch magnetos
will be intere.sted to hear that the Bosch
Magneto Co. are offering most valuable
prizes, viz., £25 each to the first arrival
using Bosch magnetos in the two
classes, and £10 each to the second home
in each clase using Bosch magneto.

66i

Road Repairs.
Over two hundred and fifty replies have

so far been received by the Roads Im-
provement Association to its circular to

the highway authorities in regard to

loose metal upon road surfaces and road-

side grass verges.

London-Edinburgh Run.
H. R. Pratt (3i h.p. Arno), 'W. Cooper

(3i h.p. Brown), and H. W. Turner
Turner-Triumph), have each been

awarded single journey gold medals in

the above run. Unfortunately, their names
were omitted from the list of medal
winners published last week.

Six Days' Ride on a Lightweight.
H. V. Swift, of the Sheffield and Hal;

lamshire M.C.C., completed his six days'

ride on a 2| h.p. Douglas at 9.30 p.m.
on the 21st inst. , having covered 2,025
miles. The daily distances, routes,

etc., were given last week, see page
626. In a telegram handed in at Shef-

field within a few minutes of the com-
pletion of the ride, he says ;

" Finished
9.30 p.m. 2,025 miles in six days. Little

Douglas stood the great test remarkably
well." Mr. Swift was checked by mem-
bers of his club and timed bv a member
of the staff of the fUtcffdd 'Daily Tele-

graph.

The 50 Miles Class C Record Beaten.
On the 2l6t inst. at Brooklands G. E.

Stanley, on a 3j h.p. Singer, 85 x
88 mm., 499 c.c, made a successful

attempt on the fifty miles Clas.>^ C record
of 49m. 2s. held by V. Surridge on a

Rudge-Whitworth. 'The evening was not
favourable for record work as a strong

wind was blowing down the railway
straight. Stanley got inside record al

the eighth lap, but plug trouble in the

ninth lap cau.'^ed him to drop outside.

Gradually improving he was inside record

again at the thirteenth lap, and con-

tinuing inside he beat the fifty miles

record bv twenty-five seconds. Time for

fifty miles, 48m. 37s. A. 'V. Ebblewhite
timed. ,3

Inter-club meel 01 t.he Hull and LlncolDshae Motor Cycle Clubs at

participants interested in Miss Queenie Davy's 2 ii.p. Singer Moto-Velo.
only lady motor cyclist in Lincolnshire.

Jrus. Lines. Some 01 in

Miss Davy is said to be the
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THE PRIVATE RIDER AND THE A.C.U.
By '

weekly postbag continues to

bring me denunciations of the

Auto Cycle Union, and as

some of the letters exhibit a

lamentable lack of jjublic

spirit, much muddy thinking,

and a yearning for impracticable ideals, I

desire to comment on some of the commonest
criticisms.

"fhe Public Spirit of the A.C.U.
The most frequent criticism is that of the man who

is " on the make," and desires the maximum of per-

sonal benefit at the minimum of expense. It is

probably the fact that the A;C.U. still offers these

greedy individuals more than any other body, but it

was founded and is run with more, public spirited

motives. It does not pretend to be a mutual benefit

society, a small clique of men banded together for

what they can get. It has done an enormous work,

and all its workers have been honorary, with the

exception of two or three salaried officials, who receive

what is merely the stipend of a skilled clerk. Greater

benefits could conceivably be provided by a body
which devoted its funds to the interests of a clique

hmited to its members. The A.C.U. prefers to

cater in a most public spirited way for the sport and
industry as a whole. . Its work affects the entire body
of motor cyclists, and when there is a chance to

provide a benefit, as in the T.T. race, the benefit is

provided at a loss, and the loss is borne by the

a!tn.iistic riders who comprise its membership. To
take a single example, if the majority of the A.C.U.
trials were organised by a journal or a social club,

the entry fees would be higher and the management
less impartial and efficient. The greedy, grasping

type of rider will always be a malcontent member of

the A.C.U., nor is his subscription desired.

Criticisms of A.C.U. Competitions.

The remaining criticisms are mostly concerned with

tlie various A.C.U. competitions. For instance, one

correspondent complains that the A.C.U. favours the

trade as against the users. This is almost impos-

.sible, and certainly untrue. The interests of the

trade and of the user are ultimately identical, as are

the interests of capital and labour. Temporarily

antagonistic, tHese interests mutually adjust them-

selves by degrees, but the help of an impartial

mediator vastly accelerates the adjustment. If there

were no A.C.U. we should see competitions organised

by the trade and by the users separately. The trade

would organise over-easy trials, which would teach

us little and retard development. The users would

organise now over-easy competitions, now over-difficult

competitions; the former would be useless, the latter

would disgust entrants and die a natural death after

choking off much interest among potential buyers.

The A.C.U. is practically an impartial amateur body,

possessing just enough technical knowledge and pro-

phetic judgment to fit it for the delii\ite task of per-

forming these adjustments. It stands as a buffer

between the interested motives of the. trade and the

crass ignorance of the keen but irexjserienced users.

Next, it is asserted that the A.C.U. trials test the

IXION."

men too much as contrasted with the machines. I

am glad to say that if a trial could be so arranged as

to ehminate the personal factor, the sporting amateur
would be the first person to express his disgust and
withhold his support. If the machine only is to

be tested, the engines must be run to destruction in a

bench test, the fittings awarded marks in a room after

the fashion in which poultry shows are run, and the

machine as a whole tested by being violently
" dithered " on a mechanical oscillator. Such a
trial would indeed eliminate the personal factor, a.s

sundry shallow critics demand, but it would be les.s

efficient and less popular than our present trials. The
way to improve machines is to confront them with

ta.sks which tax both man and machine to the utter-

most. In time these trials will evolve machines
which will rise superior to any inefficiency on the part

of the jockey. Trials which do not test the men can
only lead to stagnation.

The Amount of Entry Fees.

Lastly, it is asserted that the A.C.U. charges too

high an entry fee to the private owner. These fees

could be, perhaps would be, reduced to-morrow if one
of two things happened. A reduction would be pos-

sible if it led to an increase of entries, or if the

number of subscribing members were vastly increased.

Practical experiments have proved that the reduction

of private owner entry fees does not increase the num-
ber of entries, which continues fairly constant under
any scale of fees. The sole result "is that occasionally

undesirable individuals compete under a lower scale,

and both drive away the best type of private owner,

and make it increasingly difficult to secure the men ol

high standing and character whose honorary services

are essential to the efficient conduct of the events.

Certain private owners desire to secure cheap meals,

complicated organisation, and a gold medal at a total

cost to the A.C.U. of perhaps ;£^ per entrant, in return

for a dollar fee. Such gentry are cadgers, not sports

men ; and their proper place is in the queue at a

pauper soup kitchen rather than in an A.C.U. trial.

H. V. Swift, who, riaing a 2? ti.p. Douglas,

covered 2,025 miles in six days. (See

Current Cliat.1
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Northamptonshire M C.C.

A speed-judging trial was held over a 17^ miles course
on Saturday last. A heavy Kempshall tyre, presented by
the Kempshall Tyre Co., was the first prize, and was won
by C. T. Underwood (Z'^ h.p. Bradbury), error 18s. : 2,
club medal. \V. J. Moore (Matchless), "41s. slow; 3, X).

Barratt (Triumph), Im. 586. fast.

Manchester Wednesday M.C.O.

In the very successful club hiU-climb at Woodhead Hill
on the 14th inst. the results on formula were: 1, Jack
Smith (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph); 2, J. \V. Davenport (3J h.p.
Triumph) ; 3, E. V. Stevens (3i h.p. Dot).
Any motor cyclist having Wednesday afternoons and

living in or near Manchester is requested to communicate
with Mr. E. V. Stevens, 100, High Street, Manchester.

Exeter and District U.C.C.
At the monthly general meeting the hon. secretary, Mr.

A. M. C. Scott, owing to his pending departure from the
district, tendered his resignation, and a resolution was
carried unanimously that the be.'it thanks of the membere be
conveyed to him for the able manner in which he had carried
out his onerous duties. Mr. T. H. Birdsall, of the Exeter
Garage Co., Paris Street, E.xeter, was elected to the vacancy.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
A twelve hoars' reliability run to Bath and back vid the

Cotswold Hills will be held on Saturday, July 15th, for a
silver cup and medals.
The route is vid Warwick, Wellesboume, Moreton-in-

the-Marsh, Stow, Gloucester, Birdlip, Nailsworth, and Cold
.\ston. The arrangements at the turning point at Bath will

bo in the hands of Mr. H. W. Duret.
The trials hon. sec. is Mr. A. Elson, " Kilworth," Marl-

lx>rough Road, Coventry.

Herts. County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Arrangements are in the making for a competition in

Ireland, some time during August, with headquarters at
Helfiist. The visit will e.ftend to about four or five days,
and among those who are going are : Messrs. H. Lister
Cooper, W. G. S. Carter. VV. E. A. Colling, F. A. Hardy,
C. M. Down, W. Cooper, Victor Wilberforce, and C. C.
Cooke. It is probable that the Bradford M.C.C. will take
part in the August Kendal tour this year, which will be
6.Ktended to Alston (the highest market town in England).
A novelty of the competition will be a class for light four-

wheelers.

Newcastle M.C.

A successful all day run was held on Friday in the annual
reliability trials from Newcastle-on-Tyne to Dunbar and
back, a distance of 180 mUes, the weather being fine and
the roads good. Of the prizes offered for competition the
.\rtliur Lucas challenge bowl was the principal trophy, and
seventeen out of the twenty odd starters qualified for prizes

or medals on the time limit, but the actual results will not
be declared until the times have been officially worked out.

Messrs. S. Oliphant, T. W. Wilson, Arthur" J. Lucas, A.
L. Armstrong, and William Dunn, the hon. sec, were the
ufficials. and the starters on motor cvcles were as follows

:

T. W. Hilton (3i h.p. Bradbury). W." H. Peel (5 h.p. Peel-

Jap and sidecar), J. C. Bennett (5 h.p._ Matchless and side-

car). W. Atkinson (8 h.p. Peel-.Tap and sidecar), W. F.
McCullagh (3^ h.p. Scott and sidecar), G. C. Irwin (3^ h.p.

Dene), iiS Osborne .Morgan (2f h.p. Roval Enfield). John
Burn (3^ h.p. Dene), J. S. Rees (3;^ t.p. Triumph), J.

Adams (3^ h.p. Rover), 0. E. Slater (4^ h.p. Dene), E.
Evison ^3^ h.p. Singer). A. Clarke (3>i h.p. Dene). J. H.
Wood (3^- h.p. Dene). B. Cooper (3^ fi.p. Premier), D. J.
Wright (3i h.p. JIatchleas-Jap), an'' W. Appleby (3^ h.p.

Dana).

Victoria (N.S.W.) M.C.C.
In the annual 100 miles road race, held early in May, two

records were broken, H. Jenkins (3^ h.p. T.T. Tri"umph)
covering the distance in 2h. 11m. 50s., and C. R. Cooke on
the same type of machine broke the fifty miles record by
doing that distance in Ih. 3m. 26s.

On May 13th there were over sixty entrants for the hill-

climb at Geelong, of whom J. Stooke (o^ h.p. Premier)
proved to be the winner, the second and third being H.
Hurst (3i h.p. Brown) and E. Taylor (3^- h.p. Triumph).
The Amateur Sports Club, with which the V'..M.C.C. is

affiliated), is now building a track at Melbourne capable of

holding a speed of 70-75 ra.p.h. It is expected to be ready
in August, and has resulted in several orders being placed

for track machines.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.
The results of the hill-climbs held on Quarringlon Hill

have been worked out as follows.

SlNGLE-CYUNDEE CLASS.
Position

Bider and machine.

C. W. Smith (3i h.p. Zenith)

H. B. Dicker (3^ h.p. Ariel)

C. Bone (3i h.p. Ariel)

T.T. Class up to 500 r.c.

J. P. Forster (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. W. Smith (3^ h.p. Ariel)

C. Bone (3i h.p. Ariel)

TWTNS UP TO 1,000 C.C.

H. Mason (5 h.p. Matchless)

E. V. Firth (7 h.p. Rex de Luxe)

on
time.

. 1

. 2

. 3

. 2

. 1

. 3

. 1

. 2

Poiition
on

formula.

1

2
3

1

2
3

1
2

Airro-cvcLE union

SUMMER QUARTERLY

TRIAU

NORTHERN CENTRE

SMuxi^t July aaiul. ipu.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
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Club News.

—

Essex M.O.

Owing to lack of entries for the 200 miles trial fixed for

June 24th the committee have postponed it to a later date,

due notice of which will be given to entrants and members.

Cathcart District M.C.C.

A new motor cycle club lias been now formed in the

Cathcart district, Glasgow, called the Cathcart District Motor
Cycle Club. This club first originated'

a few weeks ago, and the membersliip

is gradually increasing. Motor cyclists

in tills district desiring inforu;atioii

regarding membership are requested to

communicate with the lion, secretary.

S. R. (iibson, 9, Merrylea Road, Ne^^
lands.

Walthamstow M.C.

A silver cup is being presented to

every competitor who succeeds in

riding from London to Norwich and
back, 200 miles, in twelve hours,
adhering strictly to schedule time and
checking in at prearranged places.

The competition is open until October
1st, and competitors can choose their
own time, provided they give the
necessary four days' notice.

Two valuable silver cups are to be
competed for next month, of which
particulars may be obtained from the
secretary, T. W. Percival, 13, Church
Hill, Walthamstow.

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

The open speed trials at MagUligan on Saturday last
marked a most successful innovation. The events included a
five miles scratch for engines of 750 c.c, and a ten miles and
fifty miles handicap.

In the five miles the results were : 1st, J. R. Thompson
Qi h.p. B.S.A.), 5m. 23^s. ; 2nd, A. Kirk (3i h.p. T.T.
Triumph), 5m. 29s. ; 3rd, C. R. Martin (3i h.p T.T. Triumph),
5m. 32s.

In the ten miles handicap Messrs. Kirk and Thompson again
accounted for all comers, though Kirk was first and Thompson
second, and J. Stewart (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) third.

The fifty miles handicap provided some thrilling racing
and a severe test for all the machines. Eighteen started, of
whom nine had to retire at intervals for various minor mis-
haps. The final placings were ; 1st, W. J. Chambers (3i h.p.

B.S.A.), handicap Im. 10s., time 71m. 2|s. ; 2nd, J. Lavery
(3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), handicap 3m. 30s., time 77m. lOfs. ;

3rd, L. M. Kisach (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), handicap 2m.
30s., time 77m. 53s.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The awards in the President's Cup Competition held on
the 22nd are : 1, H. S. Wallis (3^ h.p. Bradbury) lost one
mark ; 2, A. B. Hurry (3^ h.p. Triumph) lost four marks.
B th competitors made non-stop runs.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

On July 2nd will be run the 150 miles reliability trial for
the President's cup, and in view of the many applications
received from men residing outside the proposed ten miles

Satuiday*! Sfe«d tilsU o< tbt Uotot eyele Union ol belaud (Ulster C«D«ie)

at MagUligan.

Members wbo attended the otienuig run ol the Cathcart District M.C.C. (Glasgow).

radius, who are desirous of competing, it has been decided
to extend the radius to fifteen miles, which will include the
towns of Kidderminster, Evesham, Tewkesbury, Droitwich
Bromsgrove, Stourport, Malvern, Bromyard, Ledbury, etc.

Full particulars will be sent on receipt of membership (for

one day) and entrance fees. Is. and 2s. 6d., by the hon. sec.
Mr. Ernest W. Cool: The Foregate Press, Worcester.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

A pair of Kempshall non-skid covers kindly presented by
the Kempshall Tyre Co. will be the award in the petrol con-

sumption test on Saturday next at the five roads circuit, St.

Fort. A record entry is expected, as all machines compete
in one class.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

It has been decided to hold a hill-climb on .July 8th on
Walesby Hill, about two miles from Market Rasen, com-
mencing at 3.30 punctually. Entrance fees and the entry
forms, which will be ready shortly, must be sent in early to

the hon. secretary, the Union of London and Smith's Bank,
Ltd., at Market Rasen, as the lists will close definitely after

first post on Thursday, the 6th prox.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The committee has arranged a hill-climbing competition
for Thursday, July 13th, a speed-judging competition for

Thursday, August 17th, and a 100 miles reliability trial for

Thursday, September 14th, for which latter event the presi-

dent of the club, Col. D. F. Boles, has presented a silver

cliallenge cup.

West Essex A.C.

The competition for the M.C. cup has ..been fixed for

July 16th, 'and takes the form of a reliability run to

Clacton-on-Sea. Also Miss Dendy's cup will be competed
for on July 29th, covering the Chelmsfoid and Ongai
circuit for speed-judging. Full particulars will reach
members in due course.

Mersey M.C.
There are some good fixtures arranged for July. On the

9th a non-stop run of 100 miles from Birkenhead to Llan-

dudno and back is to take place.

On the 15th and 16th there wiU be a twenty-four hours'

reliability trial from Liverpool to Newcastle, vict Kendal and
Carlisle, returning viit Harrogate, Clitheroe, and Preston.
(iold and silver medals will be awarded as prizes. Motor
cyclists mterested should communicate early with F. Rees,

79, Lime Street, Liverpool
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THE PROBLEM OF TIMING SPEED EVENTS.
THE AWARD IN OUR RECENT COMPETITION.

IN
the issue of March ^oxh last we offered, on behalf

of the Northern League, a prize of ^i is. for

the best solution of the problem of timing speed

events, realising that hand timing by stop watches is

subject to errors. It was with the object of eliminating

as far as possible the personal element in timing that

we doubled the Xorthe;;i

League offer, and the large

immber of replies which ha\e
been received prove conclu-

sively the interest in the sub-

ject. After carefully going

through the heap of replies,

some of which we ha\e ahead)
referred to briefly, we selected

eight for further consideration,

and of these we deem the con-

tribution of Mr. R. H. Williams,

of Great Yarmouth, the best.

Mr. Williams describes his elec-

trical timing scheme very clearly

and to the point, also illustrates,

and gives evidence of the appara-

tus having worked successfully.

In this system the human ele-

ment is entirely eliminated, and
whatever error there mav be in

the scheme is common to every

machine. The system, of course,

would be rather cumbrous,
except for short distances, such
as hill-climbs and circuit events,

where the starting and winning

tapes coincide. We [nililish

Mr. Williams's letter am! con-

tribution in tfjio :

"
'SS" Newmarket Road.

" Norwich. April 20th.
" Dear Sir, 1 enclo.se a

description, photographs, and
particulars of my electrical timing apparatus lor the

solution of the problem of timing speed events. I max
say that the Norfolk Motor Cycle Club (formerly the

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.) have one of m\
sets of' apparatus, which they use for their race meet-
ings over a mile course, and also for their hill-climbs,

with perfect success and satisfaction. — I

Showing the eleotrlo magnet working the stop watch.
The relay is at the top.

yours faithfully.

" An Electrical Timing
Apparatus for Speed
Events and Hill-
climbs.

" The apparatus consists

o( a stop watch worked bv
an electric magnet, as seen
in the accompanving
photograph. .At the start-

ing point a switch is

placed on one side of the

road, and on the other side

is a stake with a reel of

R. H.
remain.

Williams.
"

The switch as Oxed'jat the start
and flnish of course. N.B.—The cover
ot the switchbox has been removed
For photographing purposes.

line cotton fixed to it, as shown in the .smaller photo-

graph. The cotton is stretched across tlie road about

a foot from the ground, the end being attached to the

switch.

The operation is as follows : When a motor
c\cle comes into contact with the cotton it gives a

slight pull, which is sufficient to

work the switch, after which the

cotton breaks. There is a

switch at each end of the course.

The first switch works the mag-
net which starts the watch, and
the switch at the finish operates

the magnet through a relay seen

above the magnet and stops the

watch. A mile of twin wire, or

whatever length may be re-

quired, connects the switch at

the finish with the magnet at

the start. The whole apparatus

can easily be set up in an hour
and a half by three men for a

mile course, and about the same
time, or rather less, to lake it

up again, the wire being

mounted on a drum on wheels.

Two four-volt i2-amp. hour
accumulators are re(|uired to

supply the current. The price

of the complete apparatu'-

would be about ^£20."' Mr. A.

H. Walker (Hull) has sent us

details of a very similar scheme,
liut it is not so well described or

worked out as the winner's, and
.Mr, Walker does not give any
instance of its having operated

satisfactorily. Dr. Selby Clare

sends details of an electrical

timing apparatus, which is very

iike tlie Brooklands method, but in our opinion the

.system is too cumbrous and complicated for outdoor

work on the roadside. Mr. Gossland, jun., and Mr.

T. G. Brough.—After putting down elaborate

.ipparatus for signallins the start and finish, these

competitors introduce the chances of human error by

the fact that the timing watch is struck iiy a time-

keeper to the sound of the bells. Other competitors

give suggestions which
necessitate the carriage of

the timing watch on the

machine— an altogether

undesirable and impractic-

able notion. To sav

nothing of the harm which
would be done to a good
watch, there is the objec-

tion of having to return

it to the starting point, as

it would not be reasonable

to time competitors with

different w'atches.
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Assembly at the opening run of the newly-formed Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C. to Cranbrook.

Torbay and District M.C.C.
The open hill-climb takes place on Saturday, July 22nd,

and full particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
secretary, A. Powell, 37, Fleet Street, Torquay.

Motor Cycling Club.

The Motor Cycling Club will hold its annual petrol con-

sumption trial on Saturday, July 15th. Meet at the Hotel,
True Lovers' Knot, Northwood. Weigh in at 4 p.m. Start

at 5 p.m.

Ripon and District M.C.C.

The petrol consumption test, held on Friday, June 16th,

brought ten entries, with results as follows : 1st, F. Topham
(5 h,p. V.S. and sidecar) ; 2nd, N. Barker (3^ h.p. Res) ;

3rd, W. Awmock (6 h.p. N.S.U.)

Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C.

The opening run was held on Saturday, June 10th, to

Cranbrook, and proved to be a great success. The club has
started in a very promising fashion, and fills a long-felt want
in a district covering a considerable area, members joining
from Tonbridge, Marden, Cranbrook, Wateringbury, and
even, Sheerness. All those interested w-ho desire particulars

of membership should apply to the hon. sec, A. R.
Courtenay, Hazelhurst. Frant, Tunbridge Wells.

Bradford M.C.C.

The following results of the 200 miles reliability trials,.

Bradford-Keswick and back, have been passed by the com-
mittee : 1st, J. N. Longfield (3^ h.p. Triumph), N.S.U. Cup
and gold medal ; 2nd, T. Bullus (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore),
silver medal; 3rd, C. Sidney (3i h.p. Triumph), bronze
medal. There were twenty-three competitors.

Surrey M.C.C.

The following is the result of the Exeter reliability triat

held on the 14th and 15th insts. for the Triumph Challenge
Cup : 1, J. H. Sparks (3^ Trump-Jap), error 70 seconds

;

Triumph Challenge Cup and Kempshall tyres. 2, G.- Pine
(3^ Triumph), error 75 seconds

;
gold medal. 3, C. E.

Gammon (3^ Triumph), error 158 seconds; silver medal.
Bronze medals won by H. Mitchell (3^ Huraber). H. R.
Owtram (3^ Triumph), J. Manners-Smith (3^ Triumph), C.

J. Feeny (3^ Triumph), and G. S. Williams (3^ Arno). A
petrol economy competition will be held on Wednesday, July
5th next, starting at 3 p.m.

Hampshire M.C.U.
In connection with the recently formed Hampshire Motor

Cycle Union, a speed-judging competition was held at Ower,
near Romsey, on the 14th inst. , the arrangements for which
were in the hands of the Southampton section of the Union.
There was a good number of entries, competitors journeying
from Bournemouth, Portsmouth, Southampton, and Win-
chester. The winner proved to be G. E. Eyston. of Bourne-
mouth (3^ h.p. Triumph), 7s. too fast ; 2, K. Dickson, of

Southampton (5 h.p. V.S.), 47s. slow ; 3, W. G. Styles,

of Southampton (2-J h.p. Scott), 4m. 9s. fast.

PRACTISING FOR THE T.T.

A bit of a flier (down SnaefelK, The jockey style. fA T.T, competitor's nightmare.
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Touring Tips.

—

nate well below the top of the leggiug,

and the whole provides the best combina-
tion I have ever tested. As the thigh
overalls do not extend to the calf and
ankle, the,v can be made so wide at the
bottom end that there is no fear of
ripping them when the boot is thrust
through. Seatless leg-overalls are radi-

cally bad. as they afford no protection
from a soaked saddle.

The T-wo=bag System of Luggage.
As regards luggage^ riders continue to

follow their own tastes. In a go-as-you-
please tour, luggage has to be carried
on the machine, and must be kept as

small and light as possible. Personally,
1 ride tc a fixed programme, and use
the "two-bag" system. I possess two
small telescopic bags or cases, made from
ime leather substitute, and obtainable

at motor cycle shops. Eacfi contains a
implete outfit—pyjamas, celluloid collar,

spare studs, safety razor, sponge, sock.s.

etc.—and each morning one case is

posted on ahead to the destination for

the next night but one. Post is surer
than rail, and cheaper. The sponge is

always the most precious item. After
long day on the road nothing freshens

up one's face and back-hair so nicely as

a good sponging with cold water. By_
this plan the machine travels light, and
i limbs well, while I avoid trouble with
festoons of straps and a pile of odd
parcels and cases. Ladies should tie

their heads in oiled silk bag-veils, or
their heads will never feel comfortable.

SOLITUDE A DEUX

IJ^OT^ILE
Final Snips.

The rider who dreads side-shps should
remember to lower his gear when he has
to face a prolonged rmi on treacheroiK
surfaces. He can average legal limit
after screwing down his pidley to 5i to

1, and with this gear he will find 'the
tendency to skid vastly reduced. If the
studs on the back cover are badly worn
he should change the covers over before
he leaves home. A studded retread can
be procured very cheaply, and will wear
very well on the front wheel, whereas it

might give trouble on the driving w'heel
unless securely vulcanised. The machine
will probably not be cleaned regularly on
tour, and it will save much trouble if all the
metallic interstices are painted over with
a brush dipped in hub lubricant or vase-
line thinned out with paraffin. It makes
the machine look disgusting on starting
out, but after 100 miles it looks no worse
than it would have done in any case,
and on returning home a mop with a rag
fetches off dirt and grease together,
leaving no trace of rust beneath. If this
precaution is ignored the machine will

have to be cleaned at night whemver it

runs through rain ; if not, every chink
and cranny will be full of rust. "Finally,

the wise tourist takes precautious against
running out of petrol. The cheapest
plan is to use a three-way tap. which
can be bought and fitted' to existing
tanks for a shilling or two. With the
tap in the second position a quart or so
of petrol remains in the tank when the
engine stops, and the reserve can be
drawn on by turning the tap to the
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third position. All makers will fit

some device of the kind as a standard
next year. One make of machine has a
small partition rising an inch from the
floor of the tank. When the engine stops
one dismounts and lifts the front of the
machine so that the petrol trapped
behind the partition runs over to the.
feed pipe.

A TALE.
Juvenis Algy's motor-bike
Had equus power of septem.

In colour 'twas a rufus hue

;

And as for hills—it leapt 'em.

In pensive mood perambulans,
Percepit limit

—"Decern,"
Then shoved a pump, connected to

His cylinders, to grease 'em.

By now he'd reached a praeceps hill„

Proclivitatis shocking.
Discovered, consternatio,

His machina was knocking.

Then scintillam retardavit,
Rededit " L.P.A."

Infirme, turned his currus round,
Pergavit t'other way.

The causa for the clamor
Emissus by his motor,

Was that proportio magna was,
Between id et his rota.

Moralis of this p.-irvus talis,

Is nunquam gea^ for velox.

bikePraeterquam
Efficient! gear

armatur
box.
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HDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Dangerous Tramlines.

[5696.]—We should like to call your attention to the
very dangerous state of the L.C.C. tramlines, especially at

the points. One of our staff, who. does a great deal of

riding for us with a view to testing accessories, has drawn
our attention to the subject, as he has had several accidents
from this cause lately, in spite of being a rider of many
years' experience and well accustomed to traffic.

We invite any of your readers who have had accidents

from this cause to comnrrmicate with us, giving time and
place of accident, with a view to preparing a list to "submit
to the Local Government Board, to see if they can compel
the L.C.C. to carry out these much-needed repairs.

BOWEN ANLi ODEEY MFG. CO.

Is a New 'Formula Wanted?
[5697.]—There seems to be an opinion of late as to the

adaptability of the A.C.U. formula to the lightweight and
heavyweight motor cycles, but, to my mind, tlris outcry of

the heavyweight champions is one-sided indeed. After being
satisfied vjith the formula for a number of years, they suddenly
decry it, because in some cases of late the heavyweight has
been outclassed by the lightweight in the same events. They
do not stop to consider that the lightweight of to-day is quite

a different machine from that of twelve months ago, and
because the design and efhciercy of these machirjes have been
so improved as to become a dangerous opponent, the heavy-
weight champions then blame the formula, which for so many
years has satisfied them.

It is pointed out that the formula favours the lightweight
and a heavy rider. Well, supposing this does happen, surely

if the small engine fitted to these machines can be loaded
with heavy riders to such an extent as to make no appreciable

difference, more credit to them, and if they do gain a success

under such conditions, do they not deserve it? For esam,ple,

let us take a machine of 200 c.c. It climbs a hill in 74s., and
C X T

weighs 260 lbs. By the A.C.U. formula, —w~ > "'^ §^^ 57. P.

A heavyweight machine of 500 c.c. climbs the same hill ii:

56s., weight 553 lbs. This, worked out by the same formula,
gives 78.4. According to formula the lightweight wins, and
rightly too, when we consider that the heavyweight has over
twice the h.p. and only 93 lbs. more vfeight, but climbir.g

the hill 18s. only faster than the lightweight machine.
Now look at the successes of one well-known firm's light-

weight this season, and these successes have not all been
attained with the A.C.U. formula, and again take one of the

same firm's riders. He himself is a lightweight, but, in spite

of what some riders say about light machines and heavy
riders, he has gained his full share of the successes.

Does not this go to prove that the A.C.U. formula is an
equitable one, and that if the heavyweights fail to show up
well against the lightweight the cause should be looked for

in some other direction than trying to takeifrom the champions
of the lightweight the success that is due to them for pro-

ducing an engine so wonderfully efficient for its capacity ''.

Another point greatly in its favour from a competitiors

point of view is that the result can be worked out on the

spot, and the results known at the close of the meeting. If

we have another formula which is so complicated that tlir

results have to be worked out after the meeting, and the

result known a week hence, all interest will have been lost.

LESLIE M. LAXE.

Change-speed Gears and Sidecars.

[5698.]—I was very surprised to read the letter froin

"Never Again" [No. 5675] giving his sidecar experiences.

Will you permit me to give mine?
I have a two-speed 3^ h.p. Humber motor cycle with a

locallv made jS6 6s. rigid sidecar attached, and during Whit-

MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.

Mr. and Mrs. Atkinson of Aston, Birmingham. The machines are a Douglas and a B.S.A.
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week alone rode over 600 miles on not always the best of

roads. I am fond of hilly country, and only once had to

drop my passenger, and that was through bad driving on
Cromford Hill, Derbyshire. I am highly delighted with my
"turn-out," and would not exchange it for any other com-
bination on the market (the total cost was only about £67).
The weight of the bicycle is about 2401b.s., and I suppose the
eidecar will be about 75 lbs., myself and passenger add
266 lbs., making a total of 5 cwts. 21 lbs. Previous to my
present mount I had a 3^ h.p. a.o.i.v. Quadrant with a
Roc conve_r.sion set fitted, also a sidecar, and never experi-

enced trouble in any shape or form. Jlaybe I'm lucky, but
I think it is the result of "care."
Does not "Never Again's" trouble with the "balls

wearing into the spindle" point to under-lubrication? 1

am pretty generous in this respect, preferring a three

minutes' stop on the road for a sooted plug to a breakdown
and train journey home. Tyres on ray machine wear very
well. The engine stiirts with two turns of the handle,
and runs about 50-70 miles per gallon of petrol. I have
nothing but praise for the external band brake as fitted by
Humbers'. N 5529.

[5599.]—May I, as a contented user of a heavy two-
speeder with sidecar, reply to " Never Again's " letter in

your issue of the 15th. "Never Again" has been unfortu-
nate, but ho should not condemn the type on that account.

My experienci.s have been quite different. Machine 7
h.p.. J.A.P. engine, pulley shaft, epicyclic two-speed gear,
Wlrittle belt drive. On the road early in 1909, Fitted
Ghater-Lea rigid sidecar middle of last season. Mileage to
date 14,000, including 8,000 with sidecar.

As to repairs to gear, I have had one new pinion and some
half dozen ball races, all of whicli were replaced quietly at

home during the annual overhaul. At present the gear lever

quadrant is worn and will have to be replaced soon. That
mine is not a purely church parade machine is amply demon-
strated by the long-distance trials in which it has competed,
and picked up its share of awards, from the London-Ply-
mouth in 1909 to the last London-Edinburgh, with all sorts

and conditions of competitions in between. JIv belt (lin.

Whittle) was not touched during the 800 miles between
Ijondon and Edinburgh and home again. "Never Again"
touches a real sore spot when he mentions the expense of

tyres with this type of machine.
I have never had an acrobat as passenger, and rather

flunk that for all ordinary riding I should not care about it,

but new experiences are always interesting, so perhaps
someone will oblige. £110 for an outfit is quite beyond me,
so I must consider mine cheap at £70 odd.

G. 0. K. THOMAS.

[5700.]—Please excuse my troubling you, but I feel

bound to reply to "Never Again," who wi-ote a grumble re

change-speed gears and sidecai's.

My experience has been quite the opposite to his. Some
three months ago I bought a 7 h.p. Indian with two-speed
gear and free engine, and a Millford rigid sidecar, which
has given my wife and myself, as well as two of my boys,
any amount of pleasure and satisfaction.

I have to confess that at the first only I had some little

trouble with the clutch, to which I had to do a good deal

of adjusting, but now that I have ridden the machine for

three months I put that trouble down to absolute inexperi-

ence, never having had a motor cycle before, and had I

known then as much as I know now, I would not have had
even that trouble.

I have already ridden 3.500 miles, and that over some of

the heaviest roads in Northumberland, such as the Carter
Fell, the extremely heavy bad roads between Newcastle and
Rothbury, fid Scots Gap, to say nothing of fairly heavy
c limbs like Hartside on the road to Penrith, although I went
up with four passengers on top gear all the way from Alston,
and very easily on second gear back from Melmerby,

I and my wife and two boys, one aged six the other eleven,

tour regularly, and carry a luggage case and a two-gallon
tin of petrol, too, and we have no trouble whatever. We
have anv amount of power, and the machine works like a

motor car. W. B. ELLIS.

6yi

[5701.]—We are not surprised to notice "Never
Again's " disastrous experiences with the ultra-heavy high
power and expensive sidecar outfit in a recent issue of

The Moior Cycle.

The attempt to turn the light, cheap, and handy motor
cycle into a species of mongrel light car will fail again in

the case of sidecars and quadcars, in the same dismal w'ay
that it failed in the case of tricars.

We have backed up this opinion by offering the trade an
enlarged and strengthened type of the well-known three-
speed motor cycle gear. This larger gear has been
thoroughly tested, and is amply strong enough for any com-
bination with engines of 3-^ h.p, A clutch alone with a
single fixed gear is practically useless for restarting a
double load up hill, and the unfortunate rider is faced with
the humiliating alternatives of going down again to get a

flying start, endeavouring to push off single-handed, or else

asking his passenger to get out and help him, and then to

execute a flying leap into the sidecar after the machine is

under way.
We venture to assert that the advent of this really efficient

three-speed gear and free engine clutcli will revolutionise

the capabilities of the 3^ h.p. single and sidecar in the same
wav that it has enabled the motor cycle of moderate power
and weight to tackle the worst hills with ease and certainty.

THE ARMSTRONG TRIPLEX THREE-SPEED
CO., LTD.

J. H. Price, Managing Director.

Great Reforms in the Scottish Six Days' Trials.

[5701. J—In your issue of the 15th just. I notice a letter

from Mr. W. Pratt regarding Scottisli six days' trials. He
wishes the trials made more severe, but, judging by the way
the competitors climbed Amulree last year, I think they
had more than enough.
As regards the hill-climbs, he says: "The machine which

will go up a liill like Amulree at a slow speed is the machine
which is more likely to appeal to the touring rider than the

machine which flies up liills like those met with in Scotland
at well over the legal limit."

Well, I suppose I have seen as many riders go up Amulree
as most motor cyclists, having been a spectator at the six

days' trials and also at several open hill-climbs, and I fail

to see where Mr. Pratt finds thenr going up at well over the

Sliced limit : most of them are lucky if they reach the top

at all.

There is certainly one rider (Mr. James A damson, of

Perth) who can tackle it at speed limit, and it might
int-erest Mr. Pratt and others to know that he made a clean

ascent with heavy passenger on carrier immediately the
trials' riders were over. His mount was his ordinary T.T.
Triumph. This is certainly a performance wlJch few (if

any) 3^ h.p. two-speeders could accomplish.

The competitors in last year's trials were certainly never
near the legal limit, and I suppose they tried their best.

The 31 h.p. water-cooled Rex to be
ridden by R. Lord in the Senior T.T.
A. H, Alexander will ride a similar
mount. The performances o( this

Dew model will be watched with
interest. In practice it has proved
very fast and a powerful hill-climber.

A^3
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While 1 am on the subject of hill-climbiiigj and being
now in Yorkshire, might I say that I have climbed most
of the famous test hills here, and the other day attempted
Staxton Brow with its 2J gradient. My machine (a 3^ h.p.

two-speed Hiimber) took me up uiitil my crank case stuck

on the fawioiis hump. I think this would be an ideal hill on
which to hold a hill-climb, as the hill is straight, the
svirface fair, and the gradient would be a good test of the
motor cycle and also of its crank case clearance.

'

Hoping the English trade, will support the Scottish six

ilays' trials more than ever, as it is one of the.best tests to

which a motor cycle can be put, TS 345.

Nail Catchers and Damage to Tyres.
[5702.]—On getting home after a recent journey, I found

a cut right round my tyre, in one or two places -i^in. deep,
undoubtedly caused by a nail or piece of wire getting fixed

between nail catcher and mudguard. It would be interesting

to hear if other riders have experienced anything of the
same nature.

• After damage to cover was discovered, I removed the
catcher, and have had two punctures in about two hundred
miles ; with catcher on I drove my present mount between
four and five thousand miles without a single puncture in the
back wheel. R. H. ADAMS.

Insurance.
[5703.]—I note in your issue of the 15tli inst. that

" Adsum " in letter 5655 states the ordinary motor cycle
insXirartce 'policy is nullified in the; event of an accident
whilst carrying a passenger on the carrier of the motor cycle
insured. It is evident from the tone of this letter that
your correspondent has been insured with some company who
put in a very peculiar clause, and I can at once assure him
and all other motor cyclists insured under the Auto Cycle
Union insurance scheme, that no such condition appears in .

the policy, and the benefits would apply if an accident
did occur when a passenger was being carried on the
carrier. A. H. PRIESTLEY.

Petrol Supplies in the Isle of Maii.
[5704.]^Upon previous visits with my motor cycle to

the Isle of Man T.T. Races. I have, in company with others,

experienced much difficulty in obtaining petrol after dis-

embarking- from the steamer, both at Douglas as well as at

Liverpool.

The midnight boats, which arrive at Douglas on June 30th
and July 3rd between 5 and 6 in the morning, should be
met by some enterprising Manxman, and I for one would
prefer to pay extra for my petrol rather than trundle, a

heavyweight motor cycle in search of an early rising dealer.

This same enterprising Manxman would be welcome to tlie

contents of my tank just previous to embarking upon the
return steamer. Perhaps some one in Liverpool will emulate
the Manxman's example, so that we shall not be forced to

depend upon the "Mersey of Neptune" to care for our
wasted petrol. H. W. TURNER.

Stolen Machines. A Suggestion.

[5705.]—I am glad to see that Mr. White has recovered
his motor bicycle, notice of the theft of which you pub-
lished. I venture io send you an idea which has occurred
to me, and which, if the makers would put it into practice,

would. I believe, put a stop to these thefts, or at any rate

increase the chancer ol discovery. At present the number
of the engine is stamped on in small figures, and it is the
easiest thing in the world to a.lter or obliterate them.
Now if the mal*ers would have the number of each engine

cast in large figures on the crank case it would be impossible

to alter them, and as I suppose that ninety-nine out of a

hundred motor cyclists either take in your paper or see it

at their clubs, the publication of the theft, giving the name
of make and number, would make it extremely difficult for

the thief to keep the machine for his own use or dispose^of.

it, especially if the A.C.U. or A. A;"' and M.U. could be
induced to notify all dealers and known repair shops.

ALEX. BEC4BIE.
[Our correspondent has evidently overlooked the fact that his

suggestion, if carried out, would necessitate an alteration

to tt>e pattern for every different number, which, of course,

would result /in ai considerable! increase in cost.

—

Ed.]

A34

A Lady Motor Cyclist's Experience.
[5705.]—I am enclosing herewith a photograph of myself

and my 2| h.p. two-speed Douglas, which I think must be
the very best lady's machine made.

I have never ridden a motor cycle before this one, and I

find it perfect—no trou'ole at -all.

My first run was about eighteen miles from Erdington to

Stonebridge. My next run was about twenty miles. It was
so fascinating that I thought it would be nice to have a

run as far as North Wales. It was susgested by my son,

who wasriding a P.M.C. two-stroke, that we should go as

far as Capel Curig, which I think is about 113 miles. I did

this very comfortably and felt as fresh when I arrived as if

I had only ridden a few miles. Mv friends were very much
surprised at my going such a Tong run, having had no
experience. I only used my low gear once the whole of the

way, and that was going through Shrewsbury. This was
necessary, as the traffic was very heav_v, being market day,

but I soon got through and went sailing merrily along. All

the hills the machine romped up. We went on to Corwen,
stopped for lunch, which we .enjoyed very much. We were
soon onthe road again, feeling quite fresh. The only thing

that troubled us was the dust. We found the roads very

rough, aiid many dangerous corners from Corwen to Capel

Mrs. A. Pilkington and her new two-speed Douglas

Curig. We stayed two days with our friends, and returned

the third day. I do not think we ever enjoyed a holiday so

much before. I was also very much surprised at the low
consumption of petrol.

I think that if ladies knew how easy it is to manage a

motor cycle, and the pleasure it is to ride one, many ladies

would go in for motor cycling.

(Mes.) a. PILKINGTON.

SUMMARY OP CORRESPONDENCE.
If "B.M.I." will kindly send his name and address we

will reply to his letter of the 19th inst.

Will the motor cyclist who lent a tyre lever to anotliei

rider on the Southport-Ormskirk Road on the evening of tlie

13th inst. kindly communicate with W. Webster, 52,

Virginia Street, Soiithport?

NEXT WEEK I

A COMPLETE AND
description of the

GRAPHIC

TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
Illustrated by

SKETCHES AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE ACTUAL
EVENTS.
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LONDON - EXETER - LONDON
24 hours* run. 322 miles.

ANOTHER 100% RESULT FOR

kERRY-ABINCDON
ONE KERRY-ABINGDON
ONE KERRY-ABINGDON

The reason is because KciT>'-Abingdon
Motor Cycles are made with absolute
precision in the famous Abingdon
Works, This year's models include
ever>* known good point and exclude
the many bad ones seen in other makes.

Write for full particulars

—

EAST LONDON RUBBER CO.,

29 & 31. GREAT EASTERN STREET,
LONDON, E.G.

Branch Depots:
Kerry Hou-o, Fumival btTLc-i, Sln'JDt.'Id.

lOl-lL.a, St, Tbunma Street, l^iiatol.

ENTERED.
FINISHED.

pe ^fx,^

London No. 7
Again the Chater Lea No. 7 sidecar machines were the only team to finish al! winners. Four entered,
three started, all amateur riders, two gentlemen showing perfect confidence in their machines by taking
lady passengers through this severe test. Note the result—the only machines with three Gold Medals

—

deeds not words. Remember the Chater Lea No. 7 is specially designed for sidecar work, and is not
merely a solo mount patched up. Write for the 191 1 Motor Handbook and complete specification.

The performance of the Chater Lea No. 7 Sidecar machine beats all other Sidecar machines combined.

CHATER LEA, LTD., GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.G.

S started
Judge by performances-

3 Gold Medals
Not by empty claims.

Zn answering these advertisemp.nl.i it us .desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

The r>f
Motof Car- ^—-^^ IVl ot or Oycles.

iii^^^M_^BaSnxw^MTK
_
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W REFINEMENTS
FOR 1911.

low riding position.

specially designed fooiboards to all

models. Rex registered design,

gear-driven m agneto, with magneto placed
behind engine,

feeder caps with glass tops, obviating
the necessity of petrol or oil gauges.
Rex registered design,

extended mudguards, freedom from all

mud-splashing. Rex registered design,

specially designed spring fork (under
Druid patent),

two speed gear and clutch, worked with
one lever (clutch made under Roc patent)

twin cylinder forked connecting rod,
giving exceptional bearing surface,

gudgeon pin fixing by means of a spring
and plunger,

unbreakable valve springs which cannot
lose their tension. Rex registered design,
unbreakable valves,

patent cone clutch, handle-bar control.

mechanically operated twin cylinder
inlet valve.

patent cantilever seat.

system of timing gear, giving silence
without loss of power.

patent automatic lubrication from crank
case to piston head.

specially designed tanks, giving one-and-
a-half gallons petrol supply.

automatic drip and push-pump lubrication

front wheel detached by simply withdraw-
ing one bolt after removal of a single nut.

1911 adjustable pulley.

1911 stayed cylinder.

1911 silencer, giving double capacity for

exhaust gases.

oil grooved pistons.

improved carrier, bag and tools.

patent side car steering, by which the

side wheel steers in conjunction with
the front wheel.

THE REX MOTOR MANFG. Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.

Fit your mount with a

DUNLOP
Motor Cycle Belt.
It transmits every ounce of your engine's energy—because of its master grip,

and the fact that stretching is reduced to a minimum.

The following extract from Mo' or Notes in the "Scottish Cyclist" of 31st

August, 1910, further proves the remarkable qualities of the Dunlop Belt :

3,000 MILES WITHOUT SHOWING A CRACK.
" One of our staff covered practically the whole of Scotland north of Glasgow
during the past few months on a 32- h. p. Rex. He has used a |in. Dunlop
Be't, which has run fully 3,000 miles, and is still in excellent condition. It

has not a single crack in the upper surface. It has taken some of the worst
hills in the country, and is still good for service. We have never yet seen
another belt presenting such a good appearance after such a mileage, and in

this case there is no doubt as to the genuineness of the performance."

Let us send further particulars, also our Book on Motor
Clothing, in which you are sure to be interested. : : :

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Manor Mills, Aston, Birmingham.

In an-ncerinff //lese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A7
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^SBB

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES,
Studded and Fluted Patterns.

Developed to a degree of tough, strong, wear and shock-

resisting excellence, greater than ever before attained.

Prices upon appliaition :

W. & A. BATES, Ltd., LEICESTER.
LONDON : St. John's Sqnare, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

GLASGOW: 10, Bridge Street.

In ar fring these advertisements it if dcsirahle to ment'^n "The Motor Cycle. A
-J
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Best
Goods.
Endless
Variety.
Lowest
Prices. GAMAi

groove, and when down form

THE
GAMAGE
MOTOR
CYCLE

CUT-OUT.
One of the most
useful fitments
i\et designed for

the motor
cyelist. Quickly
nd easily fitted.

t mnot get out
of order. The
bli utter fits
snugly in the

a perfectly gastight
joint. Strongly made and beautifully finished off.

THE "BRITISH" PLUG.
British make. Does not soot up. Every Plug
guaranteed. Extra strong Electrodes, and best

porcelain. Price 1 /9. Postage 2d.

Complete Motor Cycle

TOOL KIT BAG.

Very handy and compact in solid
leather case. Contains 14 best qual-
ity tools. Price complete, 12/9 post

free.

The • COMPACTUM ' MOTOR CYCLE HORN
The Latest Idea in

Motor Cycle Horns.

Takes up very little

loom, and has a deep,
•sonorous note.

S t rongly
made in
Nickel and
well finish-

ed through-
out.

BEST MOTOR CYCLE TYRE
YET MADE.

Tive
«GAMAGE'

New Model
for 1911.

At present in
26in X 21in.

only.

Also special 26
X 2Hn. to fit 2in.

rim.

Price of
Cover,

each.

Extra heavy
rubber and

3=ply canvas.

No. 21

GAMAGE MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMP.
Fitted with Hood and genuine MaiiRin Lens
Mirror. Splendid light-giver. Lamp only. Brass

or Plated, 21/-.

5/9, small size ; 7/9, large i

Postage 4d.

THE COWEY MOTOR CYCLE
SPEED INDICATOR.

Can be fitted to any machine, either spring or
rigid forks. Will fit on either right or left-

hand side. Will register up to bo miles per
hour, guaranteed. Price, with Odometer,
£* 4s. When orderin:;, please give the fol-

lowing particulars : Name of machine, horse-
power of machine, front wheel, whether spring
or solid forks • if spring forks, name of make.

If you would
save on the

cost of upkeep
you cannot do
better than

give us a call.

The Stopping

That Stops.

'PHILKUT-
Only to be bad

from

GAMAGES.
Small tube, 1/3
Large tube, 2/9

Tou can repair your tyre^ with " Philktit" any-
where—at any time- No electrle current—no
heat. Vulcanising cannot make a better job of it.

In a few minutes " Pbilkut " becomes as touph
as the tyre, and equally elastic It actually
becomes part of the tyre, and resists wear as weil
as the tyre itself. It will double the life of your
tyres-

Carnage's Original fatchquick'Patches

thoroughly amalgamate with the tyres, and will
neither creep nor come ofiE when the tyres get hot.
They require no vulcaniser, are fixed in five

minutes, and will expand when tyres are inflated.

Patches, 2d., 4d., 6d., and lOd. each, according to
size and shape. Beware of imitations they may

let you down.

Price Pd. and 1/- per tube. Repair Outfits, 3/-,
5/9, .0/6. Can be sent by post or rail.

Mr. Chas. Larrette, the famous writer, says:
" ' Patchquick ' Patches are simply perfection,'*

Mr. Fred. VT. Jane, in "The Motor." says : "I
^ee someone else writes about inner tubes. One
of my back ones has one nip and two punctures
with PATCHjnCKS' on froad repairs), and
holds dir perfectly- The covers .-rpt very h t and

'

that appears to vnl nul^f nT^^--^--'-' i"-' T (^+'-

cally wrong, and done in the first place out of
sheer uecear^iiy ; Uui iio^v j. ..^.n. ^l.^.. im wn-
canising inner tubet. till such time as 1 am do
my own- Trusting \-ulcanising to the casual re-
pairer is the most certain method of ruining
tubes that I have yet come across-"

FOOTREST AND BRAKE.

Ths Matchless.

No. 2 Pattern.

Absolutely reliable and extremely
powerful. Footrest, brake complete.

Price £17 Footrests only, price 13/-
With ijin. or rjin. clips.

"MATCHLESS"
SPRING FORK
ATTACHMENT.

Converts an old pat-

tern motor C5''cle into

an up-to-date luxu-

rious motor. Thou-

sands in use, giving

every satisfaction.

Price 15/6

Postage 6d.

6AMA!5ES»|\lMETriNHS.

A4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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"SELF COOLING" PLUG
(Designed for Maximum

Power).

BRITISH MADE.

Identical plugs to

those used by
Thomas Sopwith
on his record
Cross-C h a n n e 1

flight, Sunday,
18th December.

Excellent for use on all air-

cooled engines, especially
where overheating is ex-
perienced.

Can be obtained price 6/-
each, post free, direct from
the Makers

—

LODGE BROS. & CO.
Dcpt E,

New St., B RMINGHAM.

u

-STEADY AS A ROCK-
Accnrate as the Greenwich Time Ball,

"JONES"
MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDOMETERS

are :

Unapproachable
for

RELIABILITY,

ACCURACY, AND

GOOD SERVICE.

MODELS :

26. Speed to 60 m.p.h., and
Season's Mileage 10 10,000
mills .. .. .. £3 3

31. Includes also trip mileage
and automatic reset

£4 4

32. Above with addition
of maximum speed
band £5 5

FULL PARTICULARS OP

MARKT & Co (London), Ltd.,
6. City Roa-l, LONDON. E.";.

^be oil ibat lubrtcates most.

LONDON to EXETER
and BACK.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' run

ON

acuum

Mobiloil

B
Copy of telsgrarr1 received from

Mr. F. A. McNab.

Liphook,

Vacuum Oil Co., Dec. 28th, 1910.

Ccixton House,

Westminster.

Baker White and I both won Gold Medals

M.C.C. 24 hours' trial on VACUUM OIL.

McNab.

VACUUM OIL Co.,Ltd.,

Caxton House, Westminster, S.W.

In anjwtring l/icee advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle." A5
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34 H.P. SINGLE

CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE

IN THE M.C.C. 24 HOUES* WINTER TRIAL

QUALIFIES FOR

GOLD MEDAL
MR. S. SAWER, OF SHEFFIELD, WHO RODE
A STANDARD SINGLE CYLINDER PREMIER,

Telegraphed as follows:

"M.C.C. 24 HOURS' TRIAL LONDON TO EXETER
AND BACK. GOT THROUGH TO TIME. PREMIER
WITHSTOOD SEVERE CONDITIONS IN MOST
SATISFACTORY MANNER, RAN SPLENDIDLY
THROUGHOUT."

The machine referred to is a 1911 Mode], fitted

with improved auxihary exhaust -release.

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR PARTICULARS AND LIST.

THE PREMIER CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.
20, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. ; 64, Holdenliurst Road, Bournemouth; and

Hertford Street, Coventry.

a6 /n answering tlr's nch-erlhement it is rhsirnhh' to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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"Out

ana
Home.M

^

That is the quality which dis-

tinguishes the

CALTHORPE
MOTOR BICYCLE
There are no "ifs" and "buts"
about it—it is just "Out and
Home."

Maybe you've experienced all

the terrors ol the machine that
takes you out. and— leaves you
there

—

-

Not so with the Calthorpe

—

it takes you out. and brings you
home, not once, but every time.

That is reliability, and it is that

same reliability which has made
its success ensured.

Note these details

—

It is 33 h.p., is Dtted with Bosch Marncto,
Bo vden control, Brown and Barlow Carburet-

tor, Druid Spring Forks, and Standard Tyres.

Then ask for fuller particulars.

Calthorpe Motor Cycle Works,

Barn Street, Birmingham.

Jf

—It's tiie new

44 If

Try this TIRE
,e promise, with every confidence, that you will be t

led with it.

the new

PEDLEY
3-rib Motorcycle Tire
— tije Utc:,! and mo-.t perfect Tire of to-day—is "uite the riders*

idc;ii in every respect—the outcome o( scientific analysis of

actual riding needs.
— It is not an cx.Tcgcralcd cyck- tire, but a tire (and the onlv

onei made on notomobilc lim-s—moulded to riding shape, which

it alwa\^ r«iains—havinji an abnormally Ihi- k non-s!iidding treao

of tou;:h "pure Para" rubber ba<cd with extra strong lounda-

tion. consisting of lour pivs special canvas with layer ol rub-

ber between each ply—thick walU—and corrccily-sha^d

bead' d edg<^ which entirely eliminate " tube-iiippmg.

'

Standard Size 26inx2]in.

Price - - Covers only, 52/6 each.
Inner tubes, 11/9 each ; extra heavy lubes, 13 9 each.

—Thi-Sf prices Iht.UKh hiyh'-r ilian usual are the low-

est at which it is ro-sille lo produce -^uch "cxira-

quahty"goodsasPHDLl:-V's Covers and Tubes.

SPECIAL OFFER.
—To indue a trial of these Tires, and to

enable us lb keep a number of lliem un-

der our observation,we aremaking '.00

*'Te?t Kidere" a special gill of /,i

per lire, lill up Coupon at :out

and get paniculars oi tl

ceptional and valuable offer.

J. PEDLEY
& SON, LTD.,
Gt. Charles
St., Birm
ingham.

-rfessrs.

J. Pedley
is. Son .Ltd.,

T;ie Manu-
laciuiers, Ox-

Jord Works, Great
Charles Street, Birm-

ingham.
I'lease forward me leaflet

and particulars ot your
.pecial Tesi Riders'" Scheme

regarding your PEDLEY Motor
Cycle llRE

Name
,

Dl*KtSS
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ffrC ..<̂ r^\^
Tooi^ov^

:5^,
"c^^

NOT AN CU^CE
of engine power waited, side-
slipping practically eliminated,
petrol consumpfibn brought to
the lowest possible margin, a con-
tinuous grip all round the belt
pulley, these are benefits to be
derived from the

VATAVATA
THE BEST BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE BELT

due to its unique design and skilful con-

struction of the best selected materials.

Write for Booklet B,

O. 6 W. ORMEROD, LTD., ROCHO'VLE
London . W. B. Brooke, I6a, British Grove, Hamiiiersinith, W.

¥.

»;it^.^'BJV^UA•..__

TH€ UNIVERSAL.
Blow Forge.

Anvil.

Beak.
Cutter.

Price £11 lis.

Patent Lever Attachment^

15/- extra.

|°'-/,Ts- L.. D. Gl

Vice.

Tube Vice.

Drill.

Emery Wheel.

^ 00., I.1:gI., 166,

Measurement—Length, 4ft.

Height, iiin.

Total Weight, 160 lbs.

\Ai Telephone—350iMayfair.
J

w» . Telegrams—" Birdlin!j;s."

Motor cyclists interested in the

camera will find this journal

interesting a d instructive.

Every Tuesday—One Penny.

aS In answering these advertisements it is dcsiralh to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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NEW
BOWDEN
WIRE
Buildings.

TO BE UP-TO-DATE YOUR MOTOR
CYCLE MUST BE CONTROLLED
BY BO«vDEN IVIECHANISIVI.

VB.

mi^m
to the universal use of Bowden Wire Mechanism greatly

enlarged n - mises have become necessary. Every up todate

motor cycle i- now fitted with Bowden Control. Write for Ust.

OUR NEW ADDRESS—AFTER JANUARY Tth, 1911— "JjioS

BOWDEN WIRE, Ltd., 37-41, Pratt treet, Camden Town, UONDON. N.Vtf.

In answering this advertisement it is desirahh to mention "The Motor Cycle." 49
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1911 "OUADRANXS" 1911

NFW MnriKI «;. 2 h.p. lightweight.
I

3i h.p. STANDARD.
l^i-.VV 1V1V^1-^JCL.0 . Engine 70 X 76 m/m. i Engine 83x88 m/m.

4 h.p., with Free Engine and 2 Speed Gear.
Han le Starling. Engine 84 x 100 m/m

Embody mure distinctive features and practical improvements than any other motor cycle.

tliVIPLE. EFFiCIENT. ACCESSIBLE. SILENT. POWERFUL.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE FROM

"QUADRANT" (New Works), 45 to 53, Lawley St., Birmingham. (Coventry Works : Earlsdon.)
Agents please communicate from centres where we are not represented.

.C.€. 24 HOURS' WINTER RUN.

\
THE AetJ.S* LIGHTWEIGHTS

were as usual on top.

3 GOLD MEDALS awarded

The sensible all British Motor Cycle built on standard lines %
with NO experiments.

^
Catalogues free from

^ A. J. STEVENS & Co., Ltd., Retreat Street, Wolverhampton
JW London Agents :

—

t H. TAY1.0R & Co., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road.
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M.O.O. 24 HOURS' TRIAL,
7 BRADBURY RIDERS, NO FAILURES. The following riders competed success.

fully in the LONDON TO EXETER TRIAL and qualified for Gold Medals. We give below an

extract from Mr. Hugh Gibson's letter, and bear out his statement as to his motor being a Standard

3| Horse Power. Further comment is needless.

Bradbury
£48

M.C.C. Trial, London
Exeter and back

Names of the Bradbury Riders : A Brittain, L. Browne, W. Cooper,
H. A. Cooper, A. Deacock, Hugh Gibson, S. Webb.

EXTRACT FROM MR. HUGH GIBSON'S LETTER.
49, Chap;l Street,

Southport,

December 28/10.

J. Howarth, Esq., Wellington Works, Oldham.

Just a line or two to show j'ou that I can still hold a pen, although my wrists are stiff and sore. We had a wet night on

Monday and a head wind, and the conditions were bad for a small powered engine that had to drag along 19 stone weight of

passengers, 90 lbs. sidecar, and luggage, and 195 lbs. weight of the machine, that's about .550 gross weight, on heavy sticky

roads. Of course we failed to climb every hill, but we were not the only ones, both solo and sidecar machines even with two and
three-speed gears failed on several hills. My (or rather our) great achievement was to climb (in the dark) Yarcombe Hill over 2

miles long, gradient is 1-12 at the bad corneis. We cUmbed this hill absolutely without a stop, or dropping the passenger.

Over a score of solo riders filled on this hill, and our performance dumbfounded a large number of the competitors. Several people

questioned the engine, stating that it was not standard. Will you put in the advt. that the engine was absolutely standard (1910)

in every respect, fitted in 1911 frame and without pedal gear. Yours faithfully, HUGH GIBSON.

In the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. ReliabiUty Trial, Mr. J. Ardern on a 3^ H.P

BRADBURY was equal first with a rider of another make. There were 17 competitors

but only nine finished.

BRADBURY & CO. LIMITED, OUDHAIVI.
xn answering this advertisement it is desirable to /iicntioii "The Motor Cycle." Ail
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LONDON — EXETER — LONDON
M.C.C. WINTER RUN, Dec. 26-27.

Mr. Be ALAN HILL
with his

54 K.p. Rtidge

Fixed Engine,

it48:I5:0.

Free Engine,

JL55.

SCORED THE FIRST TIME OF ASKING
Taking GOLD MEDAL, the highest possible award.

WRITE FOR MOTOR BICYCLE CATALOGUE, POST FREE FROM—

R-udge - '^VKitviTortK, Ltd.g
(Dept. 600), COVENTRY.
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MOTOR
Acquits itself

well on

Winter Roads.

Dec. 26th.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Run, London to Exeter and

back, 322 Miles.

Mr. C. C. Cooke

Mr, R. Mundy

Mr. J. R. Haswell

Mr. A. E. Catt

3.\ h.p. TRIUMPH

31 h.p. TRIUMPH

31 h.p. TRIUMPH

3.V h.p. TRIUMPH

Completed the

double journey

in schedule
time.

All Amateur
Riders.

1911 Prices.

Roadster Model

£48 15s.

Roadster Model with

Free Engine £55.

T.T. Models £50.

Dec. 27th.

N.W. London 12 Hours' Winter Run, Gloucester

Mr. Eric Rose

and back.

31 h.p. TRIUMPH 3rd Silver Cup.

New Booklet, "Hints and Tips for

Triumph Motor Cyclists," post free.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
LONDON : 4-5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

GLASGOW: 101, Mitchell Street.

LEEDS : 4, King Edward Street

MANCHESTER: 160, Deansgate.

2n answering this advertisement it is dcsiral/f. to mention "The Motor Cycle." A15
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\.

The ^

FREE ENGINE CLUTCH

IS RIGHT -1 n

It

every particu
the result ofIS

years constant study and experiment, backed by all the re-

sources of the great Indian factory. It has been thorough-

ly tested under every condition and over a long period

IS IN THE RIGHT PLACE
just behind the engine and not in the

hub, which is wrong for many reasons.

Catalogue Free.

lar.

three

Advertisements. 17

The one
thing need-
ed to make
the Indian
an ideal
motocycle
is now
real ised.

Hendee Manfg. Co..

184. Gt. Porti and St., LoNnoN. W.

PALMER
-*-IOR-CYCLE

'TYRE

MOTOR CYCLE CORD TYRES
are the most efficient

because they are made
OR the right principle.

' Did you see the enormous superiority of

PALMER CORD TYRES over CANVAS TYRES
demonstrated at the Olympia Cycle and
Motor Cycle Exhibition ?

It was an eye-opener !

PRICES of Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres GREATLY REDUCED. Write for new list.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.. 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbnry Avenue, W.C.

//( an-if, rhnf tht^'i a-i iC i-i dt-mahU to /n^-iUioiu " 'I'/it Mo/or (Ji/cie. AI^
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The M.C.C. LONDON -EXETEfi WINTER RUN.
DEMARKABLE EFFICIENCY UNDER ATROCIOUS WEATHER CONDITIONS.

3 STARTED- 3 FINISHED.

One Gold & Two Silver Medals
Mr. Eli Clark, 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, completed the journey in the 24 hours,

thus qualifying for a Gold Medal.

Mr. E. Kickham, 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, arrived seven minutes only outside

time, qualifying for a Silver Medal.

Mr. J. V. Robinson, 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, also succeeded in gaining a

Silver Medal for his performance.

These riders were riding single-geared machines.

The Motor Cycle says :
" The lightweights climbed well and steadily, particularly

on the greasier and muddier sections, and altogether performed excellently."

The steadiest motor cycle in grease ever built.

END to END
Lightweight Record,

39 hours 40 minutes.

Mr. Eli Clark on 2^ Douglas.

Full particulars from

:

DOOGLAS Bros.,

Kingswood, BRISTOL.
Telegrams: "Douglas, Kingswood, Bristol."
Telephone No. 51, Kingswood, Bristol.

LONDON OFFICE :

336. Goswell Rd.. E.G.
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SA MOTOR
,t\, BICYCLE" Constructional Refinements.

No. 3.-COMPRESSION COCK.
iR.j. .No. 5n5.jio.l

A specially designed Compression Cock, consisting of

lever and cover combined, is fitted to the B.S.A.

Motor Bicycle. The opening of the Cock uncovers

the cup, and vice versa.

Other features of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle include the Aluminium Magneto Cover,

Special Spring Fork, Patent Gudgeon Pin to Piston, B.S.A. Locking Screw to Pedal,

all of which are fully illustrated and described in the new Catalogue of the

13 CA ^ MOTOR
i3.\^./l.BICYCLE

"PERFECT IN EVERY PART."

Note the following Press comments :

"Notable for its clean design and e.xcellent and elegant finish, the engine being an

especially fine piece of work."

—

The Motor Cycle, 24th Nov., 1910.

" To one who looks carefully, a number of clever and practical features at once

become apparent."

—

Motor Cycling, 22nd Nov., igio.

" Magnificent workmanship, and many detail ingenuities hoist the machine clean

out of the ruck."—Dai'/y Mail, 23rd Nov., 1910.

"Still further enhances the reputation of the B.S.A. Company."
—Daily Express, 23rd Nov., 1910.

Write for Catalogue Now,

THE
BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS
CO., LIMITED,

102,

SMALL HEATH,

BIRMINGHAM.

The B.S.A. 3h h.p. Motor Bicycle _ £50
If fitted witli Free Engine £56 10s.
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USE ONLY B.S.A. SPECIALLY PREPARED CYLINDER OIL FOR MOTOR BICYCLES.

Jh aiiswerino l/iis adcarllsement it is desirable to mention "T/k Motor Ci/cle." A23
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The BROOKS BOOK tells you all about it-

ask for copy.

J. B. BROOKS & Co , Ltd.,

49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.

THE BROOKS B104 P. Price (padded top) 29/=.

A24 Ik ai,.-<ii-4.,n,u iii,.< <iJi.rp.rLLStiine.nl it is d^-^i.iabU to lueiUioiL "Tli^ Motur Cycle."
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Mr Harry Martin, The WORLD'S RECORDS HOLDER, writes :
—

" Dear Sirs,—I have pleasure in stating that the ' Wakefield Oil ' supplied to me during the

present season has given me entire satisfa'^tion, the ' Castrol C in particular being most

efficient, and is eminently suitable lor air-cooled engines. Since April 13th I have won
fifteen Firsts in Open Competition for speed (five of which were at Brooklands), and beaten

World's Records on six diflerent occasions, and I largely attribute my continued success to

' Wakefield Castrol C " Yours faithfully. Hurry Manin, World's 200 miles Record Holder.

ZENITH-GRADUA
FOR RELIABILITY

Sheffield and Hallamshire Club's Winter Run :

Mr. J. Haslam on a 3i h.p. Zenith

Mr. C. Bellamy on a 3^ h.p. Zenith

1st

2nd
Out of 17 Starters only 9 finished in Schedule time.

Out of 4 Zenith Starters, all 4 finished in Schedule time.

Securing 1st, 2nd, and 3rd positions, and Silver Medal.

The Gradua Gear is infinitely variable between the high and low limits.

ZENlTH MOTORS Ltd., WEYRRIDGE.

In amioering these adverlisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
"
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M.C.C. WINTER TRIAL.
ALL EYES have been on the M.C.C. LONDON-
EXETER AND BACK RUN—the first Winter

Trial ever held. What has been the result ? - - -

THE

LIGHTWEIGHTS
all went through without a hitch and won

3 GOLD MEDALS
An M-R. was the first lightweight to arrive at

Exeter and also the first to arrive back in London.

Moreover, the M-R. was THE ONLY COMPLETE
LIGHTWEIGHT TEAM OF MORE THAN ONE
TO FINISH AT ALL much less all win GOLD
MEDALS with plenty of time to spare.

HE M-R'S DID IT i

New South Wales M.C.C.
Hill Climb, M-R. tied for

fastest time. 1st on formula
easily.

Catalogue Free.

Moto-Reve Co., Ltd.,

Dept. A, Acton Vale,

London, W.
S. &H.

In answering this advertisement it is denrablt to merdlon " Tkt Motor Cycle.'
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These are the

first Winter-

Trials ever held

in this Country

and have proved

the superiority

of the Bat for

all - the - year -

round service.

A SILVER
CUP AND
GOLD .

.

MEDAL
won respectively in the N.W. London
M.C.C. Winter Run and the M.C.C.
London- Exeter and Back Winter Run
prove the

BAT
to be an absolutely reliable all-weather

motor cycle. Prospective owners now
have these splendid performances as a

guide in selecting a weather-proof mount.

The BAT protected Magneto, Auto-

matic Lubrication, BAT-J.A.P. Engine,

Spring Frame and Forks, all helped.

LIST SENT FREE.

31-4 h.p., £48 - 10. 5-6 h.p., £58.
7-8 h.p., £60.

THE BAT MOTOR
MANUFACTURING CO.,

PENGE, LONDON, S.E,

Darkness, Rain,

Sleet, Mud,
Grease, and

every condition

of road surface

v^^ere experi-

enced and con-

quered by the all-

conquering Bat.

In wu'wrrinrj fhh nfivrfi.-Finpjif u js r/ciiahU fo inriilhiti " The Motor f'lfff.*'
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"«ROM TYRES
AGAIN LEAD
The above telegram (also reproduced below) is

yet another testimony of the excellence and
superiority of "ROM" Tyres.

Romdon, London.

M C C 24 hours' trial successful with side
car, one hour to spare. "ROM" Tyres used
never touched throughout the journey.

HUGH GIBSON.

Altogether 15 competitors using " ROM
All • British Tyres finished and gainec
gold medals. These trials represent
the greatest test that has ever been
demanded of Motor Cycle Tyres.

-SEE YOU GET "ROM" TYRES. •

/ilMThe Rom Tyre & Rubber Co. Ltd^^i^^^
(•'^^-8^^^^ '-'^^^I^S.

^^' ^'f^OQKE STREET JV/^ ^^^^^^^^:\:
'^W^^^m^'-^^^^^ HOLBORN, LONDON ^^/^ /m^tK-:''

-. / ••v-'y:^'-.^':J^%^^T^ •-- -'^'»^^ .^^^>^^<^ y--^<i^c^^?r<v'::

COHds'- agency B'HAH '

In answering this adTei'tisement it is dcsirahn' to wenfion. " T}i^ Motor Cycle.'*
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The " B.B." Pushon Instantaneous
Pump Connector.

Fits all sizes and makes of valves,
thus dispensing with different
adapters. Makes a perfectly air-

tight joint.
jj^^^

No. I2g92da. Motor cycle size, 9d.

,, l.-!992db. ,, refills, 2d.

RONT
Burner.

Plire . . 8d.

" B.B.L." Motor Cycle Number Plate.

A very neat type for fixing to the front

mudguard. Enamelled. Piice 1/- each.
Without lettering.

Motor Cy:Iists

Emergency

Outfits.

Containing ;—Self-adhesive plaster, lint,

safety pins, bandages, sponges, needles,
thread, tape, C.H. brush, carton oil for

burns, ammonia for insect bites.

No. 12630a 1/- each.

* Cowey' Motor Cycle Speed Indicator
with Distance Recorder.

No. iisSgk. The "Cowey" Motor
Cycle Speed Indicator is suitable for

any make of motor cycle, with rigid

or spring forks, and correctly regis-

ters speed up to 60 miles per hour.
Price : Brass or Nickel . . £4 4s.

Write for

1911 Pocket
Catalogae
of "Duco"
Accessories

B R^O -r' H & R^& L*T^D. .^^ ^^ ^
15, Newman S reet, Oxford Street, W.

Wholc«:ale r»nlv— GT. EASTERN ST.. E.G. 271-273, Dpan-^^gatc, Manchester.

Accumulator
Ignition, ea. 2/6

^

Magneto Ignition, each 1

Swan-ne:k Seat Pillar.

Allows a low back position. Best make.
Price 3/6 each.

No. 10286c. The " Ceteris" Belt Fastener.

A thoroughly reliable belt hook which can be

quickly detached, but will never sUp apart at
any speed.

W'ill fit Z and rin. bells 9d. each.

^ GOGGLES.
W'e have a large

stock of these.

Price from 1 /6
per pair.

Celerio

Motor Cycle

Exhaust Whistle.

This is a splendid road

clearer and is foot oper-

ated. Suitable for one

or two eylindercd ma-

chines. Easily fitted.

No. 141961 . . each 7/6

No. io::99S.

'* King Dick"

Belt Drill,

each . . 1/6

No. 102 loi.

"King Dick"

Belt Punch,

each . . 1/6

VALUABLE
FEATURES

OF THE

"LOOP" FRAME.

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LTD,

MOTOR CYCLE.
THE "LOOP" FRAME.

Quick and easy removal of the engine is made
possii'le by the improved design of the frame. The
engine is fixed with three lugs, and it is necessary

to remove only the nuts and bolts, and detach the

control—less than ten-minute job. The security of

the frame and the mechanism is in every wav
perfectly assured. The pressed steel steering head

adds strength to an already exceptionally strong

frame. Look out for the next " valuable feature"

—

another good one. N.S.U. machines are the most
convenient, and by far the most reliable and capable

at high speeds upon rough roads. Let us tell you
more about our 1911 models—full details for the

asking. Weights and powers to suit all riders.

offices and Showrooms— 186, Great Portland Street, London, W.
Goods and Repairs—83-85. Bolsover Street London. W. a.j w.

In answering Ihtse aduertiscincnts it U desirable to mention " The Mulov Cycle." A25
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O^^ MADE like a Motor Cycle should be made
'^^

and MADE by men who made the FIRST

LIGHTWEIGHT in the world—the Motosacoche

was FIRST then, is FIRST now, and will be FIRST

always. It was FIRST in the Scottish Trials ! !

!

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

Telegrams
—
"Motosacoche, London.'* Telephone—5439 Holbom.

DUNHILL'S MOTORITIES — For
Motor Cyclists.

Trouser Overalls, in double texture

waterproof. 13/6. 16/6, and 21/-

In Dunwear. lined camel, 30/-

The Perfect Lamp
For Motor Cycles-

DunhtU's Acetylene Motor Cycle Lamp,
Lens Mirror, Adjustable Focus, 18/6.

Solid Brass Exhaust Whistle,

Very mellow note, 7/6.

The
RIGHT GOODS

|

at the
RIGHT PRICES.

I DUflHILL'S CATALOGUE.

mSeIteT 359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W. ^2, s..yh,cent street.

In answerinq theae. advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cvcle.'
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world/
, WORLD?

THINGS
YOU
WILL
WANT
FOR

WINTER
RIDING.

Service Lamps and Generator—best quality Mirror Lens, gives a powerful light, heavily
plated and riveted throughout, 17/6. Generator for same, 9/6. The Famous F.R.S.
Lamp Sets, 1911 models, comprising lamp, bracket, generator, and tubing, 50/-, 52 '6, 56/-
and 58/6 set. C.W. Electric Headlight, single lamo, 11/6. C.W. Electric HeadUgiit. twin
lamp. 22 6. Glare Electric HeadhKht, 10/6. Glare Accumulators, in metal cases, for
attaching to down tube of machme. 20/-.

The Service Handle-har Muff. Covers all levers on handle-bar and keeps hands warm, a
perfect boon. 9/6, 15/6, 22/6 pair. Magneto Terminal Covers, for protection from wet.
9iJ. each. Rubber Magneto Covers, 2/6. Entirely protects magneto from wet, and of best
quality.

Service Leather Belting, absolutely the best and most flexible bi-It, |, 1/9; ^,2/-; J, 2/3
lin., 2/6 foot. Also a large stock of Belts at lowest prices. Bekicum, for preventing'belt
slipping, 6d. bar. Liversidge .Mtemate Rubber and Steel-studded Non-skid Cover, 26X 2,
52/-; 26 <2i.55'-; 26X2J.57/6. Good Service Rubber Stud Non-skid Covers {E:^tra
Heavy) 26*; 2i- 35/-; Kempshall, Dunloo, Michelin, Continental, Palmer, and all leading
makes. Service tJutted Tubes, 2''. x 2. 10'6 ; 26 x 2J, 11/6 ; 26 ' sj, 12 '6 ; also Rich's
Detachable Tubes, Michelin, Continental, Butted Tubes in sio"k. Holdtite Repair Outfits,
1 /6 and 2 '8 ; Patent Holdtite Patches from 1 /B doz. Handle-bar Watches with weather-
proof case, nickel-plated and spring back. 5/6. Handle-bar Insocction La nps. nickel-
plated. 15 '-. Spare belt and Tube Cases. 9 6 and 10/6. Spare Tube Cace, 5/-. Service
Carrier Bag (waterproof), 12 6. Brooks Carrier Ba?, 21'-. Brooks Carrier Bag, «ith
inside case, 27 '6. Service Pannier Bags, 12 '6. Service Tube and Tool Bags. 12 '6.

Brooks Frame Bags, 8/9 and 11/6. Every mike and design of Motorcycle Bags and
Carriers. MudQaps for front mudguards, 2/9 ; with side wings 5/-. Dall Adjustable Belt

Fasteners, 1/6; Forward ditto, 1/6; Sentinel
ditto. 1 /6. Every make stocked.

AT THE
SERVICE

CO., LTD.,

292293,
HIGH

HOLBORN,
LONDON,

W.C.

Motor Cycles, Accessories and
Clothing, Cash, Exchange, or

Gradual Payments.

You will be satisfied with the

31 h.p.
if your desire is for an absolutely up-to-date motor cycle—a handsome, thoroughly
dependable machine, economical to run and moderate in price.

Both Roadster and Tourist Troph}^ models are 3J h.p., fitted with single-

cylinder Singer engine ; both have enclosed valves, repeating cut-out, and ratchet

handle-bar control.

Back tyre punctures can be readily got at, lor rear mudguard and carrier

are quickly and easily detachable.

Singer motor cycles, in short, are soundly practical, workmanlike machines,

thoroughly reliable under all conditions.

Let us send you full particulars.So /^ /1 rtr\r\\ T j. J /'~^ j. London Showrooms :

mger & Co. [l9(J9), i^td., Coventry. 17, Hoibom viaduct, e.g.

In answering these advertisemenU it is desirable to mention " Tht Motor Cycle." A29
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HAVE YOU SEEN
THE NEW TYPE

COMBINATION RUBBER
AND STEEL STUDDED

FOR MOTOR CYCLES?

It is the finest non-skid yet devised,

practically unpuncturable, resilient

and fast. Scientifically constructed

fron^i the finest materials. Demand

it from your Agent for your new

mount, or full particulars will be

forwarded on receipt of a postcard.

"Contirental " Road Atlas of the British

Isles now ready, price 4/- post free.

The Continental Tyre & Rubber Co. (Gt. Britain), Ltd.,
102-108, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.

B'i'ANCHES: Birmingham. Newcastle. Glasgow. Manchester. Bristol. Dublin.

A^O In answering this advertisement it is desirahle. to wAntion " The Motor Cycle.'
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re \

Another Royal Enfield Success

!

In the M.C.C. 24 Hours' Winter Trial,

London to Exeter and Back,

the new

2f" Royal Enfield
eKe^iii driveiv ligKtweigKt,

the only Royal Enfield which took part,

Completed the journey

within schedule time
and qualified for

Gold Medal.

Particulars of previous victories are given in Pamphlet F—sent post free with our

new lists on application.

Enfield Cycle Co., Limited,

Redditch, — and — 48, Holbom Viaduct, E.G.

ill andwtiiino this advertisement it is dtsiraUe. to mention "The Motor Cyr'e.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns — Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements 'n this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be aodressed

to the offices of " The Motor Gycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to rsach the offices of " ihe Motor Cy.le,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the Drit post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All Is'iters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what

issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY,
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cyclc-s, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers Hkc to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going

further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancasliire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbi2;h, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampt"in,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon^ and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, ^onmouth,

Glamorgan, CarmarthSn, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
ttloucester, O.^ford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surreyt Kent, and Susse-v

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sol land.

SECTION. XT.
liTelnnd and Isle of Man.

WAUCHOPE'S.
No. 3083.—7 h.p. 1910 REX DE LUXE, latest model

;

£47 10s. Guaranteed.
No. 3084.—5 h.p. REX Litette, two speeds, water-

cooled ; £35. Guaranteed.
No. 3085.—3 h.p. 1910 Twin WOLF; £28 IDs. Guar-

anteed.
No. 3099.—4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto; 18 Guineas.

Guaranteed.
No. 3100.—3I h.p. 191D Standard PREMIER; £35.

Guaranteed.
No. 3102.—7 h.p. 1910 Twin REX DE LUXE, M.O.V.,

latest model ; £47 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 3103.-34 h.p4i9io Standard TRIUMPH ; £38 IDs.

Guaranteed.
No, 3104.—8 h.p. 1910 Standard BAT; £40. Guar-

anteed.
No. 3105.—3^ h.p. 1908 Magneto BROWN; £18 lOs.

Guaranteed. -

No. 3107.—3^ h.p. 1909 P. and M. Standard Model;
38 Guiners. Guaranteed.
No. 310S.—7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S. ; £48 IDs.

Guaranteed.
No. 3113.—34 h.p. 1910 Free-engine TRIUMPH; £45.

Guaranteed.
No. 3116,—7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S., with Millford

spring wheel sidecar; £55. Guaranteed.
No. 3117.—4i h.p. 1909 Twin MINERVA, magneto;

£25. Guaranteed.
No. 31TQ.—5 h.p. 1908 Twin REX, magneto; £22.

Guaranteed.
No. 3127.— 3 J h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON and side-

car ; 3D SuinCaS. Guaranteed.
No. 3130.—4 h.p, 1910 Two-speed ROC ; £35. Guar-

anteed.
No. 3133.—3^ h.p. igog Standard TRIUMPH; £3D.

Guaranteed.
No. 3134.— 2j h.p, 1909 Standard MATCHLESS;

£22 10s. Guaianteed.
^^o- 3135-— -S h,p, igoq Two-speed V.S. ; 40 Guineas.

Guaranteed,
No. 3136.—3J h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH; £30.

Guaranteed.
^'o- 3137-—2^ h.p. 1910 Two-speed F,N. ; £32. Guar-

anteed.
No. 3139.—3^ h.p. igio Standard P. and M. ; £45.

Guaranteed.
No. 3141.— ijh.p, 1908 MOTOSACOCHE; £14 lOs-

Guaranteed.
No. 3142.—3J h.p. 1910 Standard Tourist REX ; £30.

Guaranteed.
No. 3i43.—3h.p. 1910 Standard INDIAN; £36 lOs.

Guaranteed.
No. 3144.—5-6 h.p. igio Four-cylinder F,N. Standard

Model ; 30 Quiness. Guaranteed.
No. 3149.— 3i h.p. igio I'ree-engine TRIUMPH,

speedometer, horn, lamp, etc. : £43. Guaranteed.
No. 3150.—3^ h.p. 1910 Standard P. and M. ; £47 IDs.

Guaranteed.
No. 3,060.—2i h.p, igio ROYAL ENFIELD, standard

;nodel ; £29. Gnai-anteed,

I

No. 3,066.—3J h.p. 190S TRIUMPH, spring forks,
jmagneto, adjustable pulley, etc. ; £26. Guaranteed.

No. 3,065.— 2I h.p. lyio' Two-speed F.N., shaft drive-
•£30. Guaranteed.

No. 3,051.— 3i h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH, standaid
model ; £37 IDs. Guaianteed.
No. 3,064.— 3 J h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH; £35 IDs.

Guarnntoed.
No. 3058.—8 h.p. MATCHLESS J.A.P., M.O,V,, Nala

two-spe.;d model, with coach-built combination Millford
sidecar, castor wheel ; £48. Guaranteed.

No. i,74r.— 3^ h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks,

good tyres ; 16 GuineifS. Guaranteed,
No. 3152.—3^ h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, magneto, "Chater

Lea No, 9 frame, latest mode! ; £25. Guaranteed.
No. 3153.—3! h.p. 1910 P. & M., standard model;

£47 IDs. Guaranteed.
No, 315^.—5-6 h.p. 1910 MATCHLESS, two-speed gear,

and Chater-Lea sidecar; £45. Guaranteed.
No. 3156.—3i h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, spring forks;

£18 IDs. Guaranteed,
No, 3157.—3i h.p. 1908 Two-speed N.S.U., magneto,

spring forks ; £22 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 3130.—2 J h.p. 19 10 Two-speed F,N., standard

model; £27 lOs. Guaranteed.
No, 3160.—3^ h.p. igog Standard Tourist REX

;

£27 IDs. Guaranteed.

Machines quoted in this column are uusold when sent
to the paper for publication, and are offered for sale

subject to being unsold on receipt of cheque^ Each
inachine carries our own guarantee.

VITAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe La.ne, Fleet Street. LONDON, E.C.

Telegrams, "Opificer London." 'Phone, 5777 Holbom,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may h

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration

and three stamp d and ad'Tessed envelopes must be sen
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ii

the advertisement. Re'-lies should be addressed, " No
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

, or it
'* London'

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/(
" The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

g^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons' who "hesitate to send money to unknown person

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Thi

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised oi this receipt

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of thf

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remi

the amount to the seller, but if not we return the amoun
to the depositor and each party to the transaction pay

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^10 i

value, a depo:iit fee of 23. 6d. is charged. All deposi

matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheiues am
money orders should be made payable to lliffe and Sons

Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive do

answer to their eniuiries aro requested to re-ard th(

idence as an indicr.ti.'n that tr,e ?>,cols advariis-d havf

already been disposed oI. Advt^rtissri oftsn receive so

many enqu ries that it is quite impossible to reply to each

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cuinberlaud, Durham, and

Westmoreland.
13.h.p. Ligli'tweii^bt F.N.. magneto, .'ipring forks, good
4 condition; £14 10s.—Shaw, 11, Feindale Av., " '

Baidon, Sunderland.

83.h.p. N.S-XT-, magneto, two-speed and free engine,
4 Brown and Barlow, h.b. control, larg'e fcotboards,

new Whittle belt, sound reliable mac-bine; £25,—Cowper,
4, Thorburn St., Fulwell, Sunderland.

Qih.p". N.S-TJ., Model Luxe, brand new, guaranteed;
tJ>2 list price £46, our clearance sale price £37. great

bargain-—Tarvey and Co., sole ai,'ent3 for Triumphs and
numbers, the motor cycle people, Sunderland.

Oh.p. Humbei LightweiRht, new, not even shop-soiled.
"V magneto i^uiticn. best li.^htweight on the market;
(learance sale, price £32.—Tnrvey and Co., sole agents foi

Triumphs and Humbers, The Motor House. Sunderland-

3ihp. Enfield Lightweight, twin enpiue. magneto
4 ignition, practically new Palmer coid tyrei^, model

luxe : a bargain to clear, £26.—Turvey and Co-, gole

asents for Triumphs and Hmubers, The Motor Honse,
Sunderland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

10 5h-p. Rex de Luxe, run very few miles, bettei

than new; £47.—BeLw-

10 5h p. Rex Tourist, un^cratched. very fine ma-
chine. Palmer cords ; £57-—Below-

LATE 1908 Rex, 3i-h.p,, Mabon clutch, everything'

first-class condition ; £25-~BeloTv.

REX, 3i-h-p., just enamelled and plated, one of the

best; £10.-Below.

MINERVA. 3ih.p., £12; F-N-. 13b.p., Mabon clutch,

Whittle belt, £7--Stanley Motor Garage. W^est-

brook St-, Bolton.

BRADBURY. 1911 machine; send for listi early de-

livery— Golby, Bradford Rd., Eatley-

DOUGLAS, 1910, excellent order, spares; £32, or

exchange 1911 Scott—24, Lathom Kd . Sonthport-

JtJLT, 1910. Humber, two-speed, equal to new: £37
10s.—Full particulars, Henry Gariortb, Anvil St..

Bricrbouse.

1 Q08 Triumph, good order throughout, back -b're and
J-tJ belt nearly new. lamp, and spares.-Simp=on, c/o

Park Road Garage, Ormsikirk-

TRIUMPH Free Engine, 1911. in stock, also

Hxmiber lightweight; early deliveries B.S.A. and
Rovers.—Hainsworth, Ltd., Batley.

Oih.p. Royal Enfleld, 1910 model, shop soiled. £30;
/W4 3Vhp. N.S.U., 1908 model. mac:neto, good run-

ning order, £10.—A- B. Wardman, 19, Princes St.,

Harrogate.

r-N-, 4-cyl-, 5-6h.p., splendid condition, £25; also

FN., 4-cyl., 3Ah.p., £12 10s.; both machmes in

good running order.—Tattersall, 48, Ayresomo 0*.-

Middlesbrough.

19
19
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PANIC PRICES.

NEW 1910 REXES
BEARIX'G MAKERS' FULL GUARANTEE.

Brand New and Unused. Makers'
Price.

3J h.p. Speed King —
5 h.p. Speed King, M.O.V —
2I h.p. Tourist £46 o
5 h.p. Twin Tourist £51 o

3^ n.p. Plate Clutch £54 o

5 h.p. Dc Luxe £62 o
5 h.p. Sidctte f7S o
loi r De Luxe Sidecars to lit the^e nodils

Our
Price.

£39
£42
£42
£45
£47
£54
£64
£6

SECOND-HAND REX BARGAINS.
igro 3^ h.p. Rex Speed King, a gem £32
1910 3I h.p. Rex Speed King, " grey" £33
igro 3j h.p. Rex Speed King, spring forks £34
loio Special ^J h.p. Rex, rhain drive, plate clutch £36
igio 3} h.p. Tourist Trophy Rex £34

(This is one that finished the course.)

1910 5 h.p. Rex Speed King, " grey " £34
igio 5 h.p. Rex Speed King, M.O.V £36
1910 5 h.p. Rex Speed King. M.O.V., spring forks £37
1910 3j h.p. Tourist Rex, grand order £32
19 10 5 b.p. Tourist Rex. crand order £35
1910 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, "two speeds, M.O.V £47
1909 3i h.p. Rex Tourist, smart and good £28
1909 3* h.p. Rex, two speeds £32
iQOQ 5 h.p. Rex Tounsi, splendid machine £31
1909 5 b.p. Rex de Luxe, two speeds £38
190^ 5 11. p. Rbx, Roc clutch, two speeds £32
1908 5 h.p. Rex Tourist £26
1905 7,^ h.p. Rex Tourist, magneto £24
1908 3-6 li.p. Rex Lightweighti magneto £16
1907 3A h.p. Rex, magneto, spring forks £19
''•y-*7 5* h.p. Tula ftex, specially good £16
1906 3 j h.p. Rex, ^LO.V., spring forks £16
3J h.p. Light, Low Rex, free-engine clutch £14
Lii^hi, Low Rex, with 3 h.p. Humber engine

3i h.p. Rex, b,b. control, long bars, low saddle
£12
£9

SPECL^L BARGAIN.
5i h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, and wicker sidecar, £18 lOs,

First cheque secures. Guaranteed.

TRIUMPHS.
1907 3^ h.p. Triumph, spring forks, magneto .... £25
1908 j,\ h.p. Triumph, spring forks, magneto .... £29 10
1909 3^ h.p. Triumph, spring forlcs, magneto .... £35
iqro 3.1 h.p. Triumph, spring forks, magneto, new £43

OTHER MAKES.
1910 5 h.p. Indian, green, like new, triaU only , . , , £46 10
4 b.p. Twin N.S.U., two speeds £33 10
190S 5 h.p. V.S., TruhauU tork.^ £29 10

3 J h.p. Two-speed Brown, chain drive, handle start
ing, sGin. wheels £25

3A h.p. Magnt'io L.inerva, ver>' powerful £18 10
i)m7 3^ h.n. Quadrant, spring forks, grand machine £16 10
Phelon and fti . - j e, : wo speec3s £22 1

3J b.p. N.S.U5, magneto, lamp, bom. stand, spares,
adjustable Dtillev. Whi'.tle's belt £19

3I h.p. Magneto Quadrant, spring forks £24
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, good value £17 10

-Twin-cylinder Magneto Werner, lightweight £22 10
?, h.p. Quadrant: cash onlv ; untested : bargain £5 15
zi h.p. Bradbury, h.b. control; casri ; bargain .. £5 15
2i h.p. Singer, trembler coil, qoc<: weil £4 15

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q 10 Hobart Lishtweigbt, 2ih p.. very little used
-Lt/ ptrfHft condition: approval with pleasnre: bar
gain. 27 guineas.—70. WorL-ester St-, Gloucester.

Ob.p.. Chater-Lea frame, low position, Kerry engine,
'^ F.M. carburetter, accumulator, pxiellent condition
£12.-R. P. Aldersey, ~
MEsERVA,

Amac.
Brooks 105P

Enapton, \\'alton-on-Thame.^.

2;b.p., magneto, spring forks, latest
new tyreri, belt, .switch, N.A.P. pillar
carrier, gTX»d condition; £18, lowest.^

Jones, draper, Fordingbridge.

TBITJMPH. 1909, only used three months, owing tf

, illnes.'-, excellent Londition : expert examination ii

desired; price, intluding large number of acces^orie.-
lamp, macneto spare part.s. ?pare belt, etc. : £35-
Apply, Capt. Gardiner, Mooltan Barracks, Tidworth.
Wilts.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex,
and Sussex.

Ees, gcod order; £9 IO3.

Surrey, Kent,

Si"-'

2ihp.

'pHE

Werner: £7 lOs-

Minerva ; £7-

Hammerdmitb ilotor Exchange, 178a, King
St.. Hammersmith. 'I'bone 716 Hauinieriyuitb

real gem; £32-—Bunting, "Weald-

bargain, 28 guineas- —

T QlO Douglas
J-v stone.

J 010 Fnfi.-Id
J-*7 Bunting,

Li;:htwpiffbt

;

\\ ealdstone.

1 QIO Triumph, been kept as on ornament ; wcrth
cept £40.— Bunting, ., ealdsione.

WILTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S-W.-See bargain^
below; all best mokes in »-tock.

Matchless; sole S.W. Lomton agents.-^ILTON

WILTOX.-Bradburys district iigcntd; 1911 free
gme inodfl in stock-

en-

TTTILTOX-
V\ ,to.k.

Triumph agent*; 1911 standard mcdel in

WILTOX.-Clyno. sok S\V. London agents: early
deliveries of pf\tent two-.^peed chain driven models,

also belt driven ntodel.s.

WILTOX.-Kcrry-Abingdon ayents; 1911 rfandurd
rncdcl in stock.

^TT'ILTON'-—Enfield ayents; delivery from stcck.

\\7ILT0X.-Karly deliveries 1911 VS.. Singer. A-C
V T Sociable, etc-

T\7"ILTOX.-1910 Triumph clutch incdtl. with accc.-^-
TV ^-orics; £45. u^ new.

WILTO>;.-1910 Triumph, clutch model, with acccs-
scni'd and >purcs, splendid condition; £43-

WILTON.-1910 Bat-J.A.P.,
forkn. Palmer cords, etc.

-1910 V.S.. 5b.p.,
:pdic3. cte-: £49.

WILTON-

TTSTILTOX.-Ariel-Minerva. 2)b.p..
VV new tyred and belt, accessories

8hp.. spring frame nnd
splendid conditi-.n; £45

new, splendid for sidecar

hnndlc-bar control
,
adjustable pulley

:

1 Shop-soiled (unused) Sidecars, rigid type, 2^1 x sin,

\ beaded edge motor cycle tyre, art cane body, wcM
sprung. Price for speedy clcaraace, £1 7s. 6d.

£3 DOWN

WILTOX.-Chater-Lea-Minfrva. 2Jh.p.. Palmer tyre-s
and accessories, good order: £8 lOs-

WILTOX.—Keleconj, Sih-p., new tyres, accessories

:

£7 10s.

TX/'ILTOX for best exchanges : Instalments arranged.

WILTOX Cycle C:).. 110. Wilton Ed- Vii-toria. Lon-
do::. SW. 'Phone. 5115 Westminster.

1911 A.C. Sociable ; January deliveriesTATLOU-
L-n;inuitt

TAYLOES-
Llut.h.

-1910 3ib.p. Triomph, Mal>on free engine
not nin 100 miles; £42.

and 5/- Weekly secures prompt
despatch of any of these machinc-s.

3 h.\.i. Brown, ^p^ay, Watavvata £9 10
1907 3* b.p. Bradtiury, Dunlop non-skids £15 10
2} h.p.'Br'adlJury, ^ood order £8 15
3 h.p. Brown, \ erlical. spray, smart £9 10
3 li.p. Ariel, M.O.V., 26in. wheels, spray £10
3 h.p. Quadrant; cash only; untested; bargain £5 15| X
3i h.D. Werner, lieht, low. and powerful £13 10 I ™^ . ,-^ .-.^^ - . „
si h.p. Bradouty, h.b. control ; cash ; bar:;ain . . £5 15 'pA\LOES.-1910 2;h.p. Dongla.s. little n.«ed; £31 10s

i h.p. Quadrant, vertical, spray ; bargain £9 i

3 A b.p. Excelsior, sprav. goes well £6 101 T^ATLOES.—1910 5h p. Hex de Lose, two-speed, sidc-

3 b.p. Quadrant Tricycle, free engine £9 10,
*- '^'^ machine; £44-

3^ h.p. Light, Low kex, special en^;ine £12 10 nnATL0ES.-6h.p. Bat-J-A-P., twin, spring frame and"'*
"" fcrk>: £19 10s.

TAYLOES—1910 79h.p.
dition: £52.

I

'PATLORS.-
mer tyres

Indian, very fast, fine con-

1910 Irh-p. Motosacoche, magneto, Pal-
: £26 15s.

3} b.p. Liqht, Low Rex, free engine £14 10
3^ h.p. Humber, vcr>- smart machine £11 10
3I h.p. ReX) 22irt. frame, goes well £9 10

The Halifax Motor Exchange:

Largest Rex Dealers
16, Westgate, HALIFAX.

Pbone. 76G. Telegrams : " PertectioQ."
Busint-ss Hours—ga.m. to 6 p.m.: Thursday i p.m.

TATLOES—191X 211i.p F.N.. two-speed, plate clntcli,
not run 10 mile.*: £42.

TAYLORS—5h.p, tirin

10s.-21a. ,-K.re St.,

Ecx,
W.C.

just overhauled: £15

F.N.. 2;h.p..
£28.-52.

1910. perfett, all acces>:orie3

:

Pirr.v Hill. Catford.

TEIUilPH, 1911. in stock, for immediate deliveij-.-
Eev, 5. Heath St., Hampstcod-

ROC 4b.p., m.o.v . magneto, two speeds, fine order

;

£26.-7, Trewint St.. Eurlsfield.

OSh.p. F.N.,
<I4, oVlotk:

in perfect running order: seen after 8
£9.-104, Valletta Ed., Acton.

Siemens-Objich

DRY BATTERY

IGNITION
and the

WINTER
TRIAL.

Message from Mr. Harold

Karslake

:

"No trouble all the way.

Ignition and lighting ex-

cellent. Arrived back one

hour before schedule time.

No failures on hills."

Mr. Karslake used one
Siemens-Obach Dry Cell

I gnition Batte'-y all the way

(322 miles), and carried no

stand-by. His electric head

lamps, inspection lamp, and

sling lamp were all lit with

Siemens-Obach Dry Bat-

teries.

Please write for Ccdalo^ue No. 37 M.

Siemens Brothers and

Compiny, Ltd.,

CAXTON HOUSE,
WESTMI/nSTER, s w.

In answering iliesc advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlte Motor Cycle.' A37
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''WHAT A 'MUG'
not to have had one Icng ago—they are splendid

I
in grease."

j SO WRITES A USER OF—

FARkAk'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS,

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.

SPRUNG L!KE A CAR.
FARRAR'SSIDECARS::ire sprung botb fore and
alt, CLEAR OF TH£ FRAME, on special springs

which are UPTURNED C shape at both ends, a
T tiiieiiient found on no other make. THEN AGAIN,

i
Note where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar frame, and compare this with the lobsided

attachment adopted by some makers.

Price ^& 5s.
compiete with Mudguard and

I

HUTCHINSON or CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery from stock 1o suit TRIUiMPHS. REXES,
P. and M.'s, N.S.U/s, etc. ' ^____

ENGINES. ENGINES.
3A-4 h.p. PEUGEOT, variable pulley £4 10

I

4 h.p. Twin MINERVA, M.O.V £6 10
BRAND NEW 8 h.p.. Twin MINERVA,

M.O.V.
,
guaranteed si,-i months £11 1

1

BRAND NEW 5^ h.p. Twin N.S.U £9 10

I

5 h.p. Twin, air-cooled £4
4 h.p. Water-cooled Ens;ine, vertical £5 5
Phelon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10

Other Engines accepted Part Payment.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
CLINCHER, rubber studded, 26 x aim. .. 25-'-

HUTCHINSON, beaded. 28x2 or 2i 18 V

„ „ 26 X 2iin 18/0

„ „ a6x2^in 22/-

CONTINENTAL, beaded. 26 x 2in 17 /

1

GORTON, beaded , 26 x 2iin 14/£
Guaranteed Tubes, HUTCHINSON, 26x2! 8/t

CONTINENTAL, 26x2 7 1'.

750 >: 75 mil. CLINCHER Car Covers, new 39 /(

750x75 mm. DUNLOP Car Covers, wired 30/-

We supply ail makes. Good allowance on your
old ones. Let us quote you.

CARBURETTERS. CABURETTERS.
1911 B, & B., new, h.b control 25/-
igio B. & B., new, h.b. control 22/-
irjio Amac, new, h.b. control, vary jets. . . . 22/-

MISGELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bioo Saddle, good 9/6
Fit-All Two-speed Gear, new £4 4
24. X 2i Rich Detachable Tube 7/6
28 X 2i Hutchinson Butted Tube, new .... 9/6
Mabon Clutch, fit Triumph ^0/-
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new 4/11
Fulmen High Tension Magneto 45/-
Price's Stands per pair 5 /-

Kerry Latchbar Stands, new. ... ,, 7/6
Two Speed and tree engine gear box, new .

.

£3 10
Tricar Frame, wheels, etc. £4
New Lvcett's Saddle, coil spring?, L/109 15/-
New L\'cett's Saddle, platerl, L/76 8/6
New Lvcett's Carrier Toolbag 6/-
Goodlad's Speed Indicator 15/-
" Prested " Accumulators, new 9/6
New Frame for vertical engine 30 /-

New Bosch Plugs Dost free 3 /6
New Sidecar Baskets, green or red. 23 /-

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils 15/6
300 Mirror Lens Lamps, separate generator.

.

12/6
New XL'All Spring Forks, latest pattern. . ,

.

14/-
Rex Pattern Patent HandJe-bars, new 5/6
Sidecar Aprons, with straps and hooks 7/6
Re:: Pattern Foot Braise, new 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 50/-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
|

ST. ALBANS.-1908 S.Jh.p. Quadrant, magneto, good
condition; fl7 10s.

,

ST. ALBANS -1910 Sih.p. Biadbuiy. perfect liill

'

cater; £32 10s.
-

ST. ALBANS.-1910 Sh.p. twin Ked Indian, good as
new; £45.

ST. ALBAN,S.-1908 Sli.p. fwin Bex, grand sidecar
machine; £22.

QT. ALBANS.-Sli.p. late 1909 Eex, nearly new; £30.

GT. ALBANS—Agents for the famons Silent Indiana.

GT. ALBANS—Agents for the hill eating Bradbuiys.

ST. ALBANS.—Agents for Triumphs and all leadinsr
makes ; order new and get early deliveries.

GT. ALBANS.-AIl accessories in stock. .

ST. ALBANS — Officially appointed repairers to EA-C.
(Motor Cycle Section) ;

- no repair too small or
large.

HUMBERS, 1911, in stock; give immediate delivery.

—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargain„.-Heath Street Motor
Works, 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678, 1>.0.

HAJSIPSTEAD.—1910 Douglas, splendid condition,
all accessories; £27; good tyres; special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Douglas, with all accessories,

nice condition ; £24 ; a fine machine.

HAMPSTBAD.-4.cyl. F.N.. 4ih.p., with side Cowey
speedometer, 4-note horn; £20.

HAMPSTEAD—1910 Tnu.uph, almost new. soiled

condition only, with accessories ; £42 ;
guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Triumph, splendid condition,
all accessories; £30. great bargain; good tyres.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Kerry-Abingdnn, few weeks old,

all accessories
;

great bargain, £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London wholesale and retail

,T,L^ent3 for Lincoln Elks; all models in stock.

HAMPSTEAD,—Indian, 5h.p., 1910, lew weeks old;
£38, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD —Triumph, 1911, now in stock; no
waiting; give immediate delivery.

HAMPSTEAD.- 3-;h.p. Quadrant,'" spring forks, good
condition, all accessories; great bargain, £15.

H.^MPSTEAD.- 3ili,p. magneto Brown, two-speed
gear, special for sidecar; £18.

HAMPSTEAD,—1910 31h,p. Ecx, grand condition,
all accessories, £29; 5h.p.. 1909, £26.

HAMPSTEAD,—Sh.p, twin Peugeot, Ohater frame;
£13; all accessories, fine order,

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 3h.p. Lincoln Elk, magneto, all

ai'cessories, splendid condition; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—1907 Triumph, magneto, and spring
forks, all accessories; special bargain, £24.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin Kerry, special, for sidecar, all

accessories; great bargain, £10.

HAMPSTEAD.—2Jh-E. 1911 F.N., two-speed and free

engine, as new, all accessories; £42.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 P.N"., 4-crl.,

few weeks old; £44.
latest type, only

I

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX •'""'"'"'"'^

Telephone gig.

A38

from G.P.O.)

HAMPSTEAD.-19I1 2ih.p. two-speed P.N.'s; £45;
no extra f.jr easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD-Douglas, 1911, from stock; 5 pel
cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD—Triumphs, 1910, in stock, free engina
models and standards; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—F.N.'s, latest models, 1911, in stock;
no extra for easy payments,

H.iMPSTEAD.-1909 Triumph, splendid condition,
with i accessories, good tyres ; special bargain,

£29 lOs.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 3h.p. Lincoln Elk, magneto
good condition, all accessories: £18.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1911 models, in stock (Tri-

it i> IS, liidiiui!. Premier, Douglas, Rexes, Uumoei,
ptc- ; exchanges or gradual payments—Rey, 5. Heath St

Tel,: 2678 P.0-, Hampstead-

NEW Century Motor Cycle Co., pr.^prietor, Dudley R,
Clarke. 96. London Rd., St. Albans.

"I OlO Douglas, almost new, many extras: £34.—
-L«7 Wrench's, 388, Euston Ed., N.W.

3ih,p. Triumph, 1907, magneto, speedometer, etc.;

2 £25.—Churchill, Park St.. Croydon.

SCOTTS and Zeniths, Bradburys; immediate delivery

in January,-Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead-

DOUGLAS, 1911, all models; immediate delivery:

no waiting,—Rey. 5. Heath St.. Hampstead

TRIUMPH, 1910 (October), headlight, accessories-

nearest £40.-74, Croydon Ed,. Beckenhum.

BAT, 3-lh.p., spring frame, genuine De Dion engine
perfect: £13.-302. Earlsfleld Ed,, Wandsworth

'f^EIUMPH, 1909}, clutch model, perfect, headlislr
A ;icce3sories; nearest £36—52 Pcrr H^n, Oritfnrd

BUY NOW.
Prices are sure to Advance.

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
\ h.p. 1909 Bradbury, fine goer £27
)iii.) Clutch Tr.umpii, new back tyre £40

i'-jio i^ t»iinerija, Bosch magneto, h.b. con-
trol £28

j 6 Rex de Luxe, Roc clutch, magneto £24
'.)io Clutch Triumph, splendid order .... £48
tciio Rex Sidette Sidecar £8
I'jio P. and M. Two-speed Lightweight .. £40
i9io5-6h.p.RexdeLuxe, two speeds, M.O.V. £47
i9i0 5-6h.p. Rex de Luxe Sidette Sidecar,

M.O.V £55
i9i0 5-6h,p. RexdeLuxe, twospeeds,A.I.V. £44
lyio 5-6h.p. Rex Sidette, two speeds, A.I.V. £52
3M1. p. 1908 Rex, magneto, Amac £24
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, V belt £16
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, low .... £15 10
5-6 h.p. Twm J.A.P., veiy good £13
1910 5 h.p. Rex, spring forks and Cantilever £35
1909A 5 h.p. Rex. splendid traveller £33
6 h.p, AntOJne, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £20
1909 3J h.p. Rex de Luxe, two-speed model £34 10
i_9i.o 4 h.p. N.S-U., single- cylinder, new . . . £40
1906 3J h.p. Rex, m.o.v., 26in. wheels .... £14
19 10 3^ h.p. Rex Tourist, good .£33
iQio Rex Speed King, extra good £33
igog Rex Speed King, 24.in. wheels £27

3I h.p. Rex, Bosch magneto £15

3 J h.p. Peugeot, Rip spring frame £16
3* h.p. 1909 Rex, Mabon clutch £29 10
3* h.p. 1907 Rex, splendid puller £15 10
igog 3J h.p. Rex Tourist, good order .... £20 10
190N RCK, maenetc, h.b. control ,.. £19
rgop N.S.U. Lightweight.magneto- £19
3^ h.p. Rex de Lujie, two speeds, handle

starting, magneto, h.b. control £27
One ditto, igio'cyliiider £35
igogTwin Rex, special,good £29
D h.p. Twin Rex, spring torks, 26in. wheels £16 10
Twin Fairy, h.b. control £14
3^^ h.p. Clyde, M.O.V., magneto ignition . . £14
2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., spray £7
3 h.p. Rex, Amac, h.b. control £9

.0/1 DOWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.^*Hr BALANCE 6/- PER WEEK.
3^ h.p. Low Rex, M.O.V., Druids, igio Amac £14
3i h.p. Low Rex. M.O.V., aiin. frame £11
3I h.p. 1906 Rex, spring forks, 26in. wheels £14
4 h.p. King, vertical engine, h.b. control. . £11
Twin Fairy, very low, h.b. control £14
2| h.p. Minerva, spray carburetter,good value £9

3I h.p. Clyde, M.O.V., magneto ignition £14

.fk e DOWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
dC#9 BALANCE 7/- WEEKLY.
3J h.p. 1907. Rex, grand goer £15 10

3I h.p. Rex, vertical, Bosch magneto £15

3I h.p. Peugeot, Rip spring frame £16
3 h.p. Singer, V belt, Bosch magneto £16
5 h.p. Twin J.A.P., very good £18

OARS AND TRIOARS.
5J-6J h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty . . £24
Humberette Car, 6 h.p., three speeds .... £25
6 h.p. Rover Tricar, good goer £17
5-6 li.p.Litette Tricar, water-cooled. Roc two-

speed gear, handlestartin-.?, magneto igni-

tion, a beautiful light tricar S35 _C

5 h.p. Bradbury, twospeeus, handlestacting £19 19

CLINCHER RUBBER-STUDDED " TYRES,
26 X 2i only, 25/- each.

Magnetos. Magnetos.
LARGE STOCK,

ALL MAKES.
Shall we quote you ?

WANTED. WANTED.
Triumphs, Rexes, Minervas, N.S.U. '5, Douglas's,

Moto-Reves, and other magneto machines.
Cash Waiting.

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,

19, 21, 23, and 25, Hopwood Lane,

HAUFFAX.
Tcl=^phone ylq. (Two mmutes from G.P.O.) m

In answertni} thase advertisement^ i! f' rh'sirablc to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The following are

Plums from the

Morecambe Christ-

mas Pyildlng:
I s. d.

100 Belt Punches 1 1

50 Brass Exhaust Whistles 6 6
50 Large Twisted Horns, deep note .... 4 IIV
50 pairs Wool-lined 'Gauntlet Gloves .... 4 11\
20 Second-hand Lamps from 7 6'

100 New Lamps from 5/- to 50
30 Silver-plated Swan-neck Seatpillars .

.

2 9
100 Silver-plated Long Handle-bars .... 4 11^
100 Amac 1910 h.b.c. Carburetters 19 9'

100 B. & B. 1911 h.b.c. (6/-allowed for old)

Carburetter 110
11 Second-hand Matchless Spring Fo.k. 12 6
2\ Harrison Backrests 10 6
4 Second-hand XL' .Ml Spring Forks 12 6
2

1

Separate Generator Lamps 18
So Trembler Coils, second-hand , 7 6
75 Non-tremblers, second-hand 6
-U pairs Heavy Leather Gauntlet Gloves 3 6
luo Triumph Reducing Compression Domes 2 2
25 1909 Triumph Valves, complete .... 4 6

5,noo Vulcan Belt Fasteners post free 1H
ino Valves to suit all machines 2 9'

500 E.LC. Plugs, 2/0 size 1 6
400 E.LC. Plugs, 5 /6 si^e 2 9
100 Bray's Burners Z\
50 Chemico Carbide Carriers 1 lof
90 Rubber Goggles, with two glasses 1 IO4
12 28 X2i and 2j A Won Covers ./ 15 6
36 assorted New Covers from 10 6
60 Dunlops, wired-on, 28 x 2^ 10 6
4S Reflex, 24x2^ 12 6
luo Tubes, new, all sizes from 7 6
30 Butt-ended Tubes, S.H j assorted 8 6
80 Whittle Belts, all sizes, .from, perfoot 1

30 Lengths Shamrock-Gloria lin. Belling 12 6
40 Odd Bag5, various makes from 3 6
50 pairs Horn Grips 2 6}
z\ Watches, with holder 3 1l|

Second-hand F.R.S. Lamps 24
5 Second-hand Lucas Lamps 22 6

40 S.H. Bosch, Lodge, Oleo, and L.M.
Plugs, guaranteed right 2

12 Leather and Steel-studded Bauds,
26X2J 19 9

i: Jones' Speedometers, S.H from
30/- to 2 10

1 Musical Horn 7 6
50 Switches 2 3
6 S.H. Nab Seat-pillars 7 6 ,

r Extra Big Lucas Horn 7 6
20 Cowey Speedometers, S.H. 47/6 to 3 3
24 Millennium Stands 2 6
12 Leather Coats 10 6
1 2 Mudflaps 1/6 and 2 9

1 Veeder Cyclometer 7 6
5 Safes (Walker's) from 3

15 Dr>- Cells, S.H 4 6
100 Tank Control Carb 6 6

2 Tube Case 2 6
I pair Couplers, Liberty 1 5
I pair Couplers 17 6
I Large Oil Lamp 4 6

so Pumps 1
2 4 Assorted Saddles 12 6

I Magneto (not guaranteed) 19 6
1 .\ccumulator and Coil, Box 2 9
I Wood Belt Bo.x 2 6

2o Car Coils each 10 6
50 Suits Winter Waterproofs 1 5 6

f300 worth of good things besides motor cycles.
\\ hy buy new goods, when I can supply second-
hand at half the price and just as useful ?'

C. H. HITCHEN,
THE STOCK HOLDER,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.
Telephone 112. Wirc5 : ".Motor."

I
MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.

GTEELIA'G'S Motor Kxclian^e. 230, Clapham Ed.^J fttockivc-ll, S-W. Tel.: 1730 Brixton.

STEELIXG'S for 1911 Triumplls,
V.S., ail models in stock.

Eradburys, F.N.

STERLING'S for Bradbnrys; no extra for extended
liaymeats; 1911 macLines actually in stoik.

STEE1ING'S.-1909 Trimnph, CUncher tyres, fine
condition ; £31 ; all accessories.

STEELING'^. 1909 Trininpb, clutch model. Palmer
cords, practically nen-; £36.

CTEELING'S. -1910 Triumph,
gain, £36 10s.

Clincher studs : bar-

STEELING'S.— Sli.p. Minc-n-a, fine condition: £19;
all spares.

STEELrNG'S.—Triumph. 3;h.p., good condition, all
, accessories, h.b, control; £23.

STERLING'S.-Mincrvu. 3.'h.p.. new condition, Ealmci
cords; £14; h.b. control.

gTEELIN0'S.-3!h.p. Quadrant; bargain at £13 10s.

STEELING'S.-Tvro-spced F.N., 1910, 2;h.p , new
tyros; £29,

S'^'^S,!;'^''?,'^—
"11 ™='''^' ^^- 6b.p., sliop-sciled;

£44 ; all spares.

CJTEELING'S for Rood second-hand machines, all*J m u'uurantPed order.-230, Clapham Ed., S.TV.
Tel.: 1730 Brixton.

1 Oil Hmnbcrs, tiro speed and lijbtiveight models, fromJ-t' stdk: no waiting— Bel..w.

IQll Bradbnrys. all modeLs, from stock; Exeter andJ-t' lia. k nil dcls.-Bulcw.

'T'EIUMI'HS, free engine mcdelii, from stoik: the
J- much fancied.—Below.

"IQIO Douglas, £32; 1910 Motosaroche, £28- IJh.p.

r; ,, I'"-^- "lagneto. £15; Sihp. Brown. Clinter-Len.
£7 153.: 2ib.p. Ariel, £12: 1910 Triumph, new hearr
tv-res. £38 10s. ; 3;hp. NS.C. magneto, two-speed gear""" 1909 two-speed Humber, Whittle. £30: hvin ma;£22:

EAGLES.-
magneto, spring forks

ueto Ecx £18 lOs.j IJh.p. Minerva, 70$. : Sbp. Werner
90s. ; 51i.p. magneto twin Siirolen. £20. Cash, deferred
r oxelianKC—Stiimford Hill Motor Co., 128. High Ed.
Tottenham. Tlione 1982.

WANDSWOETn Motor E.xchangc, Ebnor St.. Wands-
worth, have great bargains this week-—B.-low.

WAND-SWOETH—Minerrn, 3;h.p., m.o.T., ht. mag-
neto, h.b.c, spring forks, good order; £16 10s.

WANDSWOKTH.-Hoo S-6h.p. twin. li.t. magneto,
free engine elutcb, perfect order; £23 10.<.

WANDS^WOETH. F.N.. 1908. 4i-5h.p . 4-ert., h t.

magneto, spring forks, perfect; £19 19?!

WANnSWOETH.-Moto-Ecve. latest 1910. 2Jli P
magneto, Dmids, nearly new; sacrifice £26.

WAND.5W0ETH.-Kex, lat« 1909, 5-6hp.. twin, mag-
neto, two speeds, practically new; £32 10s.

|X7ANDS-W0ETH.-Bat, 3ih.p., magneto, £18 lOs.

:

,' ' „ Ktchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebncr
?^t., Wandsworth.

EAGLES—Triumph, 1909, free engine model, per-
fect condition, all accessories; £37 io.s.

N.S.tr., SJh.p, Model de Luxe, 1910, Bosch
£32.

EAGLES.—Enfield 2ih.p. twin lightweight. 1910
slightly used, Boseli magneto. M.O. ralres, speed-

ometer, all accessories; £28 IO3.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1909. standard,. Dunlop tyres
perfect condition, all accessories ; £32.

EAGLES—Kerry. 23b p.. vertical engine, low built.
I'almer t.vres; £9 10s.

EAGLES.—N.S.TJ,. 3Jh.p.. magneto, spring forks, h.b
control, lin. belt, 26 by 2i P.tT. tyres; £22 lOs-

EAGLES.-Indian, 5h.p. twin, 1910, green finish
competition winner; £42. as new, exchange lower

power.

I;iAGLE3.-^We have a few brand 'new N.S.TT.'s. fitted
J with magneto, spring forks, m.o.v.. h.b control

finished in latest style; 3h.p., £27: 3ih.p.. £31- two-
-peed gears. £5 153. extra; exchanges "entertained ; de-
ferred payments.

EAGLES—Any of the above can be had on approval-
deposit system.

EAGLES and Co.. High St.. Acton. N.S-TT. West
London district agency.—Early delivery of I911

models; liberal allowances now for machines in part
pa.riMent.—Tel. : 556 Chiswiek.

CLEMENT-GAEEARD Lightweight, just overhauled
machine and tyres good as new; nrst comer, £8

lOs.-Bunting, 'Weaiastone.

1Q09 Triumph, fully equipped, and been overhauled

:

-Itf £33.—Bunting, \\ealdstone.

1 q08 Triumph:: this is one of the renowned 1908
-»-t/ models; bargain. £27 10s—Bunting. Wealdstone,

^lip. Vindec. late 1909. handle-bar control, Eom, e.x-^ cellent con«lition, spares, tools, lamp; £27.—Nest,
Warren Av., Charlton, S.E.

MOTOSACOCHE, lib p.. magneto, late 1909, con-
dition equals new: £23—B. B. McJiean. Abbots-

Held, Lond..n Ed., St. Albans.

The following are

a few Speaking
Points about my

Stock :

MAGNETO MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, 19TO, free engine, line model £48
TRIUMl^H, 1910, free engine £46
TRIUMI'H, 1910, as new £42 10
TRIUMPH, 1910, grand condition £40
TRIUMPH, 1910, good order £38
TRIUMPH, J909, lirst-class condition ... £38
TRIUMPH, igog, grand order £37
TRIUMPH, igoS, fine sidecar macliine . . £32
TRIUMPH. igoS £29 10
TRIUMPH. 1907 £26
ROYAL ENPiELD, igio, as new £30
ROYAL ENFIELD, jglo, fine order .... £28 10

DOUGLAS, 1910 £32
DOUGLAS, igio £30
MOTO-REVE, 1910, shop-soiled £33
MOTO-REVE, 1910, as neiv : ... £30
MOTO-REVE, igogi, first-class condition £26
MOTO-REVE, igogi, beautiful order ..£25
MOTOSACOCHE, igio, tree engine, as new £32
MOTOSACOCHE, igio, free engine £30
MOTOSACOCHE, igog, fine order £27 10
MOTOSACOCHE. igog, good macliine ..£25
N.S.U., 5 h.p., twin, two-speed gear £27 10

N.S.O., 5 h.p., twin, tsvo-specd gear .... £30
N.S.U., ; h.p £27
N.S.U., 5 b.p. £25
N.S.U., igioj, two-spccd gear £40
N.S.U., igio, two speed gear £38 10

N.S.U.. 3J h.p £25
HUMBEK, igio, two-speed gear £38
HUMBER, igogj, two-speed £35
HUMBER. igogj, two speed gcir £32 10

'BRADBURY, 1910, two-speed gear £39
KOC, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed gear £35
REX, igog, 5 h.p., twin, 2-spced gear,

grand order £38
REX. 5 h,p., twin, tree engine £28
REX, 5 h.p., twin £25
REX, 5 h,p,, twin, free engine £25
REX, igioJ. 3l h.p., two-stroke, T,T. . . £32
BROWN, igog, 3j h.p., grand model . . £30
BROWN, igog, 3* h.p £27 10

MINERVA, 3l h.p., grand model £27
MINERVA, 3J h.p £25
MINERVA, 3l h.p., grand model £22 10

SINGER, 3i h.p £22 10

V.S., Igio, 7 h.p., two-spccd gear £50
SCOTT, ig 10, fine order £45
SCOTT, 1910, good model £42 10

PHELON & MOORE, igogJ, newly
enamelled, overhauled £45

CENTAIJR, beautiful order, chain-driven £27 10
REX Lighlweight, useful model £17 10

SI.MMS, 3l h.p £18 10

HUMBEK, 2* h.p £17 10

SINGER, 2ih.p £18
CLYDE, 3J h.p £17 10
F.N., 2i h.p., nice little model £17
F.N., four-cylinder, grand model £35
F.N., four-cyUnder £30

All the above machines are waiting your
inspection in Morecambe. Besides these, we have
others, also FIFTY ACCUMULATOR MODELS.
Our stock is always the largest and most varied

in the country.

MORECAMBE SIDECARS.
Fi'fty to clear, a.t £4 15s.

RROr/IRT DELIVERY OF

1911 Models.
We have in Morecambe or for aliiiosl immediate

delivery RIotosacoche, Moto-Reve, DougUs,
Enfield, P. and M., Scott, Bradbur>', Humber,
Bat, Matchless, and await your esteemed orders,

on cash or exchange terms, for all and everything.

You may go further, you cannot do better,

and may very easily do worse. Write for

anything and everything you may want to buy
;

lists awaiting your acceptance ; write to-day.

Read the other column.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to vieniicnt "The Motor Cyde.' ASQ
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Collier's Motories,

Westgate, Halifax, England.

NOW THE holi-DAY'S OVER YOU WANT
A MOTOR.

SEE BELOW.

BRAND NEW 1910 3| REX,
GUARANTEED.

Complete with Tools, carrier, stands, etc., £42.

3^ h.p. igio Speed King REXES from £39 10
5 h.p. igio Speed King REXES from £42 10
5 h.p. Twin Tourists £45
3J h.p. Tourist REX, with plate clutch £47
5 h.p. Twin Two-speed REX DE LUXE . . 52 Guineas
5 h.p. Twin Two-speed REX DE LUXE,

M.O.V 54 Guineas
Special 3J h.p. REX, 84^ x 8g, with pedalUng gear.

Full description on request £39 10

THE ABOVE ARE ALL BRAND NEW.

Two-cyhnder w.c. Daimler Engine, with carburetter £18 10
3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V., detachable valve seats £4 10
'2} h.p. Humber, a.c, good order £3
z^ h.p. Echpse in good order £3
4.-5 h.p. Coronet, w.c, M.O.V., new £6 15
2^ h.p. Engine Set, part finished £1 15

WE STOCK WHITTLf^ BELTS. ALL S'ZE ^

SPECIAL CLEARANCE.
26X2in. Continentals, 17/6 ; 26 x z^in 22/6

20 X 2in. CUncher Covers, rubber-studded 25/-
26X 2iin. CUncher Covers, rubber-studded 27/6
CUpper-Reflex Beaded-edge Covers, 26 x 2in 17 '6

cupper-Reflex Beaded-edge Covers, 24 x 2iin 10/6
28 X 2in. Calmon and CUncher Covers 17/6
New Inner Tubes, all sizes each 7/6
New Shamrock-Gloria Belting, 8ft. 6in. x |in 11/6
igio Rex SpringsForks, 29/6 ; igog pattern 19/6
Forecar, less seat and tyres, fits twin Rex .... 17/6
Mabon Clutch, nearly new, complete, fits 1909 Rex 39/6
20 hour Fuller Accumulators, uncharged 10/9
Few nearly new lin. Whittle Belts .... per foot 2/9

F.N., magneto," tour-cyl., goes splendidly £19 13
N.S.U. Twin 4 h.p., two-speed, and Sidecar . . 35 Guineas
N.S.U. 3* h.p., 2^in. tyre, B. and B. carb., magneto £22
N.S.U. 3i h.p.. M.O.V., magneto, Whittle £19 19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

19 10 Rex, S^h.p., two speeds, brand new, unridden;
£43, coat £59.—Matthews, pawnbroker, W. Croy-

FINE STOCK OF REXES, igo5 to 1910.
LISTS FREE.

INDIAN 1910 5 h.p., beautiful, trials only £46 15
V.S. s h.p. Twin. "Greybeard," Peugeot engine, . £29 19
HUMBER, 3^ h.p., two speeds, late type, Whittle £33 10
HUMBER 3A h,p., accumulator, extra good £11 10
TRIUMPH, '1908, 3^ h.p., abeauty £30
QUADRANT 3^ h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

26in. wheels £16 16
QUADRANT 3 h.p., vertical, Vaurscarburetter . . £9
QUADRANT 3 h.p., long bars, low £7 19
QUADRANT Trike, 3 h.p., B. and B., cheap lot ..£80
MINERVA 3^ h.p., B. & B.raagneto £19 10
BROWN 3^ h.p., two-speed, M.O.V., h.b. control £19 19
BROWN 3 h.p., footboards, specially fitted engine £11 10
CENTAUR 3i h.p. M.O.V., Dunlop non-skid £17 10
BRADBURY 1907 3^ h.p., photo stamped envelope £15 15
BRADBURY 2i h.p., vertical, sorav, Amac £7 17
BRADBURY 2I h.p., at a rightprice £5 15
PHELON AND MOORE 22 h.p., two speeds £18 10
WERNER 4 h.p., two-cyhnder, magneto, etc. .. £19
WERNF.R, 3:1 li.D., vertical, low, easy starter. . .. £10 10
SINGER 3 h.p., vertical, V belt, h.t. magneto £15 10

WE HAVE NO ROOM for SIDECAR BLOC:<, but we shall

be pleased to demonstrate OUR LATEST patterns to you if

you WILL CALL UPON US. Price £6 6s. BEST SPRING-
ING. EASIEST TO FIT. EASIEST TO DETACH, in fact
every desirable feature incorporated.

£45 10s., igTo Two-speed SCOTT, two-stroke, kick
starting, easy starter, powerful.

C^ 3.h.p. F-N.. splendid condition, new accimmlator

;

'V 4 genuine bargain ; nearest £1G-—43, Bond Bd-, Sur-
biton-

r^-<ROTDON. —Churchill and Ca, Park St. and White-

j

V^* horse Rd., sole district agents for Bradbury motor 1

cycles.

5 h.p. Res, 1909. in good condition, fitted with Mabcn[
free engine clutch; accept £28,— Wrench's, 388,'

Euston Bd.
j

5 h.p. Rex 1909 de Luse, two speeds, excellent order;
accept £32, with sidecar £37-^ 10s.—Wrent^h's, 388,

Euytdn Rd.

3ili-p. Chater-Lea, Fafnir engine, good running order;
2 £15, or nearest ofler.—Lewer, Oakfield, London

Rd., Dorking.

TRIUMPH, 1909, 3-ih.p., recently overhauled, war-
ranted good as new; £32.—H.F.C., 7, Croom'a

Hill, Greenwich.

3 h.p. Humber, chain driven, good running order; must
sell; seen by appointment; £6 10a.—G- Coles, 194,

Commeicial Rd-, E.

INDIAJ??, green, 5h.p^ 1910, new condition through-
out; £44.—Dr. Eelsey, Princes St., Harrogate.

Machine in London.

ft h.p. Twin Genuine Peugeot, Truffault forks, Brooks
<-^ non-iskid back; £12, or offer.^Harvey, Hudson, and
Co., Sontli Woodford.

COOPER'S 3ih-p. Triumph, Palmers, complete with
lamp and spares, guaranteed perfect; 28 guineas-

-Cooper, Workhouse, Lewisham-

DOUGLAS, late 1902, re-enamelled, new rings, new
valves, et-e., like new; £26, lowest.—Grafter, Green

Street Green, Orpington, Kent.

3h-p. Calvert, hand.some, to be sar-rificed; no reason-
able Gfier refused; after 7; Saturday 2 till 6.—

Wat'.on, 19, Bangalore St., Putney-

SCOTT, 4h.p-, new August. 1911 improvements,
numerous spares: £50. or exchange 8h-p. two-speed

j-A.P.—Birch. Aldenham. Watford.

3ih-p. Quadrant, spring forks, every accessory, nice
2 condition, guaranteed sound running order; "£5

ISs-- 12. Market Sq.. Horsham, Susses-

TEITJIVIPH, two months old, sWghtly used, with horn,
laiup. spare parts; £40.—Liddiard, 86, York Man-

sions, Prince of Wales Rd., Battersea^

CHATER-LEA-MINERVA, 2h-p., h-b-c. vertical, low
built: £3. or will exchange with cash for higher

power--Taylor. 69. Grove Lane, Camberwell.

3h-p. Kerry, 1910 B. and B-, new Michelins, low built,
perfei't condition auaranteefl : £11 ; push bike

part.—Sinclair, Walton Rd., East Molesey.

"1 10 Standard Trimnph, condition as new, ridden
-L9J 1.000 miles, lamp, and all spares; £40; owner
buying car.—Lynwood, Bessborough Rd,. Harrow.

5 h.p. Rex, accumulator ignition, in thorough good
order, two belts, two accumulators, lamp, and ac-

cessories; £17 lOs—12, Westward Rd-, Chingford.

3ih.p. Tmperi. handle-bar control, good tyres, every-
2 tiling guaranteed scund. ready for season's riding;

£12, or offer-— 34, Meanley Rd-, Manor Park, Essex-

5-6h.p. Kerry Twin, magneto in tank, two-speed gear,
chain drive, French grey, magnificent mai/hine.

as new; £27 10s.—Taylor, motorist, Westerham, Kent.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand m,jtor cycles,
you can get them at Wauchope's-—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St-, London, E-C, just of? Lud-
gate Circus-

6h-p. Twin Rex, Eoseh, h-b-c, spring forks, cantilever,
Osborne four-.speed, free engine, splendid condi-

tion; £24; lower power part- — Stewart, Market Sq-
Horsham. Sussex.

PHELON and Moore, Ltd-, 12, Mortimer St., W-, have
for disposal .several second-hand P. and ai-'s. with

and without sidecars, all in splendid conaition, and in
perfect running order-

31h-p. Zenith. J.A-P-, very fast, will do 60, medal
2 winner, world's record breaker, recently over-

iiauled, pedigree machine; bargain, £30.— Smith, Oat-
lands Grange, Weybridge-

3ih-p. Eat, spring frame; 3^h-p- Excelsior, re-
2 modelled ; both good running order, new accu-

mulators ; sell either cheap. £10 10s-—Tnomas Martin,
51. Manaton Rd-. Peckham Rye-

01h,p. Rex, good running order, overhauled October,
tP-4 Longuemare, Clincher, studded Michelin, new
spare apcumulator; £9 10s-—Box LI -396, 2'he -^Motor
Cych Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C-

PREMIER 1910 5-7h.p. Motor Cycle, new August,
scarcely soiled, spares, lomp. horn, etc-; cost £61;

climb an>'thinff; any trial given; price £50.—S. G. Hills.
11, London Rd-. Sevenoaks. Kent.

TRIUMPH. 1909 (late), just been thoroughly over-
liauled. perfect condition, headhght. horn, spare

valve, and all tools, guaranteed; £33 IO3-—Goodmayes
Motor and Cycle Works, Goodmayes-

5 h.p- Twin Alcyon, fine running order, just the ma-
chine for side^'ar work, plenty power, starts while

walking with it: must sell; best offer over £10 gets
it--Annanville, Landgrove Rd-. Wimbledon Park.

Size:

overall.

SUCCESS
AGAIN FOR THE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

IN THE

London-Exeter

SZZ miles in 24 hours.

TWO RIDERS OG TRUMP-J.A.P.S

GAINED

GOLD MEDALS
EACH USED A SINGI,B

' D.H." Hellesen " FLASH"
' Dry Battery Thronghont

!

AND NEVER HAD A MISFIRE !

WHICH IS

CONCLUSIVE PROOF
OF

RELIABILITY.

iVrite to-day for new 1911 Catalogue,
lealing with tliis ideal system, to tlie

SOLE SELLING AGENT,

A. H. HUNT.
115-117, Cannon Street.

E.G.

A40 In ansxoerina theip adrertisemenfs it is dt^irable to mcatinn, "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Oili.P- J.A.P., 19ia. Chater frame, 26in, wbeeU. B.B.,
/W2 liandle-bar coutroIlL'd. Druid fcrk=. Bruul;-; B105.
diip lubrication; £10 53-— 1, Gascoigne Ed., Barkins.

TEIUMPH. late 1907, raagnet,\ spring forks. 1910
handle-bar control earburrjtter, 1910 adjustable pul-

ler, in splendid condition, en^me receutiy overliuuied by
makers: £25.-Wallis Beer, 28. Victoria lid-. Deal.

MUST be Sold—3ih.p. M-M-C. grey. long', low,

spring forks, Davison's tank, footboards ; 2ih.p-
Eucliet. low. good gcing machine, new Dunlop, new
Stanley-Dermatmo belt-—681. Salisburj- Hou:=e, E.G.

1 Q 10 Trimuph, delivered July, new condition, only
JitJ ridden 5U0 miles, enamelling and plating perfect,
tools, box of magneto ^piueis etc-: £36. no offers; trial

by appointment-— 6, Tresunter Ed., Soutn Kendingtou.

1 Q07 3;h.p. Minerva, spring forks, footboards, low,
JLi/ enajielliug and plaring sound, en^'ine liearing.-i

and compression perfe<'t, tyres uncut, new mirrc'r. lau.p,
bora, spares: trial: £14.-229 Burdett Ed., London, E.

DOUGLAS, 1909, splendid condition, lamp, born.
tools, etc.. Druids, carrier, stand, couiplete ma-

chine. £27 cash; also 3 guinea special overalls and cap
cover, good condition, £1 Is-—Mac, 190, xugu St., St>be
Newington-

"IQlO Triumph, 3jh.p., had scarcely any use, in mag-Xv niti.ent condition, tools, and accessories: £42:
would entertain exchange.- JJ.uglas and Oliver, Ltd. 90-
91, High Holborn, W-C 'i'hone 2387 Eolborn- T-A-:
Kxiiaust. London-

4h.p. 1909 No. 6 Chater-Lea-J.A-P.. with 1910 BoBch
and Brown and Burlow, Druids, I'nlmer and

Micbelin 2i tyres. Brocks B105, enamelling as new. fast
and reliable, spares, etc- ; £28 cash.—Busbridge, Gras-
mere. Plumstead-

DO You Want a Motor Cycle?—If so. =eud require-
ments to the Nottine Hill Gate Cycle Mart. 108a.

High St., Netting Hill Gate, and we will send y-u
particulars of our stock which would suit you. Large
eelcction always available-

3 lb.p. Bradbury, only been in use three months, and
2 not been driven 1.000 miles, in beautiful con

dition ; £38 ; would entertain exchauj:e — J tonglas and
Oliver. Ltd- 90-91. High Holborn, W-C 'i'lione 2387
Holborn. T-A-; Exhaust. London.

MOTO-EEYE, 1910. twin, adjustable pulley, cnrrier.

\Uiittle belt, Continental tyres, paint and plating
as new. new separate generator lamj) many extras fitted

:

any trial or examination: getting sidecar-—M..torist, 10
Cavendish Ed-. Brondesbury, London.

31 h p. Ees-Antoine, fitted with BlOO saddle. Amac.
2 sprjni;; forks born, handle-bar mirror, switch,

tamp, generator. S.N.P. stand, Icotrests. ou rna<l sincf

August, fast and good hill-climber, condition like new;
sell or exchange-- i-'. Kestcrton, 13, Priory Purk Ed.
Ivilburn.

N.S-U-, 2:h-p., twin, late 1910, better than new, run
^nly 200 miles, new Miclielin non-skid, gpare ncn

Peter-Uuion. belt lamp separate generate r. tcols. ar-

cessories, waterproof suit: sacrifice £36; reason selling

health: any trial -Swainaton, 89. Southfield Ed-. Bedford
I'ark. Chiswick, W-

1 009 Triumph, in splendid order, tamp, horn.
i-*y numbers. £32; 1909 Humber. two-speed, in per-

i'^:t running order, £27 10^.; 1910 Tourist Trnphy
Triumph, prarti-ally nt'w a real tlicr. £37 10s.; I9ii
Triumphs, Brudburys, Premiers, and Endfields in stock.

—Batehetor, Clarence St., Kingston.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

-| O08 ^-^'^'l- FN-, perfect. £20; 2;h-p. Moto-Ecre. a
Jl*7 ll;lr^'aiu. £^5.-1^ B- Adams, Crediton-

N.SIT., 3ih.p. mode] de luxe. 1910. a« new. not done
100 miles; £32.—Eeynolds, Broadwey. Dorset.

FOR Sale, Triumph motor cycle, magneto, in good
going order ; £19 10s.—H- D..dimead. Sliepton-

3ih.p. L-M.C. 1910. two speeds and free engine,
2 non-skid tyres, as new; £35.—E. A. Miller,

Crewkerue.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

TEIUIIPH, magneto, good condition, spare variable
£13.-Scobbie, 59. Mollinsburn St., Springburn.

I^XCEPTION-AX Bargains in reliable perond-hnnd
-J riiotiT cycles always at Alexander's Motor Ex-

rhan'^f, Erlinburgh.

TWIN Ecs, 6h-p.. thoroughly overhanled, very fa^
Hint ri-iiabl'', good t'altner tyres ; accept £14.-

Hamilton. 46. High St., Paisley.

6h.p. N.S.U.. 1903. B. and B. 1911 carburetter, new
Whittle belt lamp, and generator, spares and tools.

£28: .Tl-^n 5'b.p Eex. in fir^-class condition, new Pal-
ijipr ford bark tyre. £10—Eussell. 97. Hi::h St.. I'aisley

"1 Q0° 31h.p. Triumph, perfect condition, fitted with
Xt/ ni'w 1911 Roc two—pend gear and free engine,
handle-starting, new back Palmer cord tyre, new belt,
lamp. gcn*Td.tor. spares, accessories ; £4o.—Hutcheon

,

3, Ea.-it Rein>.-ter St.. Edinburgh.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.-Rex. V.3
Indian, Moto-Eeve. I'helon and Alni^re ZenUh

Douglas. Eoo. Griflon. B-S.A- N.S.U-. Norton, and
Lincoln Elk ; we stork all these, and con supply
nr\y ctt'pr make —Alexander's M^tor Exchange. Lothian
Ed.. Edinburgh.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF
THE

EASTERN
GARAGE

COY.

During the coming season we
shall carry a representative stock

of all the best motor cycles.

Our large contracts with manu-
facturers enable us to give

definite dates for delivery
of machines such as

PHELON & MOORE
MATCHLESS
BRADBURY
TRIUMPH
INDIAN
SCOTT
REX
F.N.

V.S.

BAT
ZENITH
HUMBER
DOUGLAS .

A.C. TRICAR
KERRY-ABINGDON

We are Sole Essex Agents for

Millford Sidecars,

and specialise in motor cycle

accessories and requisites.

V/e will quote you an allowance

price for your old machine, which
cannot fail to satisfy you, and

Onr " Exchange Form "

will enable you to furnish us

with the necessary particulars with

a minimum of trouble to yourself.

Well equipped workshops and
careful attention to customers' re-

quirements have secured for us the

appointments of official repairersto

"The Royal Automobile Club."

"Essex County Automobile Club."

"West Essex Automobile Club."

Romford Road,
ForestGate.E.

Telephone

:

Stratford lo.

Telegrams:
'* Egaraco, London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION XL

Ireland and Isle of Man.
IQlO FN-. 2ih.p.. lightweight, two-speed, five raontlia
JLt/ in use, perfect, 26 guineas: also 1910 Scott,
4ii p.. special, offers wanted-—Launeview, iiillorgliu. Ccf^
Kerry-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
9h-p. Roya! Eiley Tricar, in first-class condition, tyrea

excellent, all spares, etc.; xrial; £45.-58, George
rit.. Cambenvell.

C HATER-LEA Triear, 6-8h.p. twin Stevens fcngine,
w.e., three speeds, reverse, open frame ; sacrifice,

£26.-1. Ebner St.. Uandswortli.

ARIEL-MINEEVA Tricar. 4ili.p., two speeds, free
engine, good condition ; £25. or exi-uauye for light-

weifiht and cash-—17a, Old Gravel Lane, E-

6 b. p. Antoine Tricar, wheel eteering, open frame,
Ciiuter-Lea 2->peed gear b.x. finished grey, up-

holstered creeo, in first-class condition: £23 10s.

4XU.p. Auto Motor Forecar, two speeda, handle etart-

2 ing; £14 IO3.—The Hamuier=mith Motor Ex-,
.riiaugc. 1 /8a. liing St., Hammeriuiitu- Tiion© 716
Hammersmith.

3ih-p. Raleigbelte, w.c., two speeds, coach 6oat*^

3 chain drive, gauges, complete, and iu splendid:
crder; £25.—Henshaw, Wheelwright, StocUport-

61i.p. Tncar. coachbuilt. two speeds, foot clutch, w-c.

;

any trial; magnetj; £36, or exchange-—Lee, 21,
Uevonshire St.. Cambridge Rd-, Whitocuupel. London.

41h.p. Phccnix Trimo, coach-built, pan seat, magneto,
5 two spuuJs, chain drive, Palmer cords, perfect

ondition, fa&t and reliable: £25.-249, Purk Rd., Liver'
IiooL

TRICAB, Riley, three-spocd, reverse, free engine,
water cooled wheel steering, three lamps (electric!,

accessories, icquires overhaul; £20.—Richardson's Motoi
Wki, North l-'incJiIey-

41 Up. Cliater-Lea Tricar, water-cooled. Stevens engine,
2 Palmers front, gtuddcd Continental back, wing

mudguards, mahogany ftctboarda, sound running con*
dition; £17.—Bishop. Highfield. Epsom.

LATEST 3;h.p. Rateigliette, two speeds, water cooled,

open frame, climb anything, absolute new con-

dition throughout, not mn 800 milet; saLrifice. £25,
take magneto cycle cichange.—R. Elso, Leawood, Mat-
lock.

4ih.p- Riley, water-cooled, frco engine. £18; 3ih-p.
'2 Triuuipli. waler-cot/lcd. cane body. £18; 6hp-

Liti'tte, twin, twc-^pecd magneto, free engine. £35.
-Stamford Hill Mutor Co-, 128. High Rd.. Tottenham-
'Phono 1982.

6h-p. Tricar. Fofnir twin engine, two-speed gear, two
ignititns (Bosch magneto and nci-muulator). Pal-

lif-r cord tyics, spares; a bargain, £35. or exchange
TritiTHph motif (.yde. — Turvcy and Co.. s-le agents

uT Tiiumphs and Humbers, The Motor House, Sunder-
luud-

LCXURIOUS Eagle Tandem Tricar, SJh.p. De Dion
engine, two speeds, 750 by 85 tyres, wheel steering,

lOlrur engiucerH' grey, numerous spares ; thi^ muihine
iiiis been well cared for and driven only by owner, thor-

i.ii^hly reliable; expert examinalion invited; cost £160,
1. tept £50: '^e^n by appointment.—Whittaker, 33, Bir-

Ii;y St., Blackpool

''PRICAR. open frame, wheel steered. 3ih.p. water-
-L cooled Fafnir engine. Chater-Lea two-<pc-ed gear

box, clutch, etc., chain drive, electric and gay lamps.

Palmer cord tvres, butt-ended tubes, also -pare covers,

tubes, and chains, tools; great bargain; climbs Kings-ton

nill on top gear; £22 lOs., or near offer.—Olphert,

JL-wcIler, Barnes, S.'W.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
TRIMO Forwar, Palmi:'r tyre,^ cane seat; £4 lOs.—

Jones, draper, Fordingbridge-

T3IGin Sidecar, 26in. tyre, guaranteed perfect: £2 7a.

Xv 6d-— 1. Gascoigne Rd.. Barking.

SIDECARS, brand new, beautifully npholitered. fit

any make; £3 lOs.—Rey, 5, Heath St.. Hamy-

MILLFORD Rigid Sidecar, in good condition; £4;
exchange kit bag—Buckeridge, optician, Calne,

Wilts.

FARRAR'S.—Sidecnrg, best, safest, finest value, Hut-
L-binson or Continental tyres; £5 Ss.—Farrar, Hop-

wood Lane, Halifax.

MILLS-FULFORD, rigid, new £9 9s., fitted with
heavy tyre; sacrifice £7-—Goodmayes Motor ana

Cycle Works, Goodmayes-

£6 secure.^ £10 lOs- Montgomery flexible cane and
green leather -iidei-ar. not run 100 miles.—Crichton.

iJonnerS Field. Sunderland-

STANDARD 8 Guinea Model Sidecar, 1911, Chater-

Lea fittings. Continental tyre; 5 guineas—Mat-
tliews. pawnbroker, W. Croydon.

6h-p- Antoine and eidecar; £17 10s.—The Hammor-
.;mith Motor Exchange. 178a, King St., Hammer-

smith. 'Phone 716 Hammersmith-

BRAND New Near Side Rigid Sidecar, plated tele-

5ioplc joints, mapniflcent art cane body, beauti-

fully upbol'^ttred with apron and cmthjon; 7 guineas;

photo: approval—229. Burdett Rd-, London, i;.

In answerhtg these advevlisemcnts it is desirable to mention ^* The Moror Cj/de.** A4I
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SIDECARS AND FCRECAHS.
•piGID Sidecar, £3; ditto. £4 lOs.-'ilie Hammer-
SX smith Motor Exebange, 178a, King St-, Hammer-
fiiiitli. 'Phone 716 Hammersmith.

DE Luxe Sidecars, beautifully finished to fit any
machine; £5 5s.—Send for illustration to the

North Wales Motor Exchange. Wreshaiu.

SIDECARS-—Wholesale and retail manufacturers;
trade specially catered for.—Middleton's. Watson

St., Newington Green, London. N- 2126 Dalston.

MONTGOAIEEY fiidecor, coach built, plated springs,
tyrts tube^ upholstery as new; £5 10s.—Rawlings

Brof^., Motor Garage, Houghton-le-Spring, Co. Durham.

BEWARE of Fraudulent Advertisements in second-
hand columns trading on popularity of genuine

Chater-Lea sidecars and frames; examine all parts
carefully, and when in doubt write Chater-Lea, Golden
Lane. London.

SIDECARS.—Don't forget that ours is the best on the
market, no matter what the price; best wicker

body, extra strong tubing. 4in. mudguard. 26 by 2

J

Miihelin tyre. £5 5s. : art cane body, £6;, free gift (f
Q 12s. 6d- back rest for one month only; trade sup-
plied.—Jaek Cairns, London Ed-, Preston.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
7h.p. J-A.P.. Roc two-speed, Chater .sidecar, as new,

Cowey ; £40.—Varney, 40, Angel I^ne, Stratford.

TWIN Rex, magneto, four-speed, and sidecar; £25.—
St;imfoTd Hill Motor Co.,- 128, High Rd-, Totten-

ham. 'Phone 1982-

TRITIMPH, 3ih-p-, late 1908, and sidecar, splendid
couiiition; £35, or offer- — AtJiinson, plimiber,

Mapplewell. near Barnsley.

5h-p. Twin Rex and sidecar, perfect condition, tyres
excellent. 1908. guaranteed; sacnlice £17.-44.

Liverpool Rd-, Stoke-on-Trent.

IMPROVED 1909 Twin Res, two-speed, and castor
wheel sidecar, with lamps and many spares; £35.

—Leycester's Lodge, Eenilworth.

5]i.p. Twin Rex, 1908, Roc two speeds, magneto, E
and E. carburetter, complete with Montgomery

flexible sidecar; £23.— 3a, Bridge ifit., Cambridge.

HUMBER, 1911, two-speed, and sidecar, with acces-
sories, new; wanted. 1910 or 1911" clutch Tri-

umph.—-Box 6,312, The Moior_ Cycle Offices, Coventry.

V.S., 5h.p., two-speed, new engiue October. 1910. Clair,
latest fitments, perfect, Millford sidecar, all acces-

Bories, spares, complete; sacrifice £37.—Grocer, Wall-
neuk. Paisley.

TRIUMPH (Fafnir engine), and sidecar. B- and B.,

Micheling, Whittle, whole machine perfect ; bar-
gain, £23 cash, no ofleri! —Harold Addis, St Stephen's
Rd-, Hounslow.

5-6h.p. N.S.U. Twin, magneto and free engine. 24
-by 2i wheels, 'spring front forks, handle-bar con-

trol, complete with sidecar; a bargain, £25 10^.—
I

Taylor, motorist, "SVe'^terbam, Kent.
j

PHELON and Moore, S^h-p.. 1910, spares. F-R.S.
lamp. Cowey speedometer, in good condition, with

Millford rigid sidecar, Kemp-shall tyres, and butt-ended
tubes; £52, or near offer—Box LI,386, 'ine Motor Cycle
OSaces. 20, Tudor St., E-C.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

3h.p. Quadrant Tricycle, two speeds; £5 IDs.—3a,
Bridge St., Cambridge.

RUNABOUT, 6h.p,, open frame, bucket seat, wheel
steering, two speeds; £17; motor bike part.-Ill,

Walton Rd-, East Moiesey-

THE 1911 2ih.p. Two-speed- Shaft-driven F.N. Tri-
cycle, with the latest refinements; prompt de-:

livery; full particulars--Manning, St. John's. South End
Ed-, Hampstead, London-

CARS FOR SALE.
TOURING Car. late model, minus engine; 50 guineas.

—Student, 2, Studley Rd., Clapham. u

BELSIZE. 14h.p., 5-seated. tonneau, perfect 35
giiineas.—W. Swan, Stockwell Green, S- ••

O {\iiV- 4-cyl. Daimler, side entrance, cardan drive,^\F dual ignition; £100, smaller car part.— 128. High '

Rd., Tottenham.

PEUGEOT. 6h-p-, 2-seatGr, live axle, wind screen,
lamp.s, splendid condition; £27 IDs.-60a, Trinity

Rd-. Upper Tooting-

MAUDSLAY Landaulet. 16-20h.p-, seats five inside,
highly recommended; £95.—Dr. Sutton, Stratli-

ville Rd., Wandsworth, S-W.

5i-6h-p- Humberette 2-sGater Car, in very good order,
2 with lamps, horn, pump, tools, etc-; £24-—Ap-

ply, H- Cosens, 8, Airlie Gardens, Xensington, Lrjndon.

LEON BOLLEE. 16-20h.p., limousine, seats five in-
side, dual ignition, gate change, magnificent car;

125 guineas—Mrs. Bishop, 43. Mayflower Rd.. Clapham.

P.M.C. Motorettes. the neatest little vehicle on the
road, inexpensive to run, comfortable, quiet, early

delivery.—Perfecta Accessory Co., 174, Upper Richmond
Rd., Mortlake, S.W.

"CiOR Sale, 2-seatGr Riley car, 9h.p., spare wheel and
-- lamps complete, price £45: also motor cycle, 2^
h.p., £10: both in first-class condition —Applv Barras=5
and Dixon, South View, Tantobie, S-O.

Premier Motor
Company, Ltd.
Quickest Delivery of
TRIUMPH, EEX, N.S.U., F.N., SCOTT,

ARIEL, INDIAN, DOUGLAS, etc.

Also the P.M.C. 6-7 h.p. MOTORETTE.

EXCHANGES.
LIBERAl. ALLOWANCES.
WITH

GENERATOR
COMPLETE

ON
APPROVAL.

ON
APPROVAL

The Famous P.M.C. Searchlight is BRITISH.
Our own make. Sturdily constructed of
Brass with first-class generator and tube, 21/-

HOLLOW CUTTER
BELT DRILLS reduc-

ed to 1 /-, postage Id.

This is 50";, off list

price.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER-— Bedelia cars, the new &uc"r

immediate deliveries only from

PALMER,
ivrite,

-Bedeliaa, 59.
or better call.

-" TIlDCJlj:

;

69, 79 guineas ; in stoi;k

;

PALMER.—Bedelia, 2-seater, 6h.p. J-A.R. engine, mag-
neto; delivery sis days; 85 guineas-

PALMER.-
en^ine

;

-Bedelia, 2-seater. 12h-p. Anzani, 3-cyl.
quick delivery ; 90 guineas-

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, 1909, perfect £35
TRIUMPH: rgoS, just enamelled, plated,

and o\erhau]ed £30
TRIUMPH, rgo8, exceptionally fine con-

dition, first-class accessories .. .. £28
REX, new, rgio, plate clutch £43
REX, new, 1910, tourist £36
REX, 5 h.p., New Special Speed King,

French Grey £44>

REX, 3^ h.p. rgog Speed King, as new £30
SCOTT, 1910, soiled only £48
F.N., iQog. 5-6 h.p., guaranteed . . .

.

£29
F.N., i^ h.p. Lightweight £18
N.S.U., rqio, 6 h.p., perfect £30
N.S.U., 190Q, 6 h.p., 2-speed £32 10
N.S.U. Lightweight, 2^ h.p.. new . . .

.

£27
HUMBER, 1909, 3| hTp., Two-speed . . £29

ALSO NUMEROUS OTHER BARGAINS.

PALMER.—Special agent Bedejias ; motor cycles taken
part- Write particulars ; trials free-

PALMER.— 6h-p. De Dion engine car, runs excellently;
must sell: £15.

PALMER.—12h p. side entrance car, 2-cyl-, hood,
screen; clearance £35-

PALMER.—12hp. Sunbeam, 4-cyl., hood, Bcreen,
beautifully silent; cheap, £65.

PALMER.— 12h. p. Radium, 4-cyl., loomy body, live
axle; bargain, £55.

modern type, i^teel frame,

hill-

steel

PALMER.-8hp. Darracq.
guTr-rned inlet; £75-

PALMER— 15h-p. Darracq, 4-cyl., very fin

climber, extremely reliable; £95.

PALMER—16-20h.p. Martini chassis, 4-cyl
irame, make splendid van ; £60.

PALMER.—30h. p. Peugect, long, low, side entrani e.

gate change, magneto ; £165.

PALMER.—40h-p. Darracq, double landaulet, 6-ryt.,

dual ignition; £275-

PALMER.-40-50h,p-
vehiule, very powe

:hasMs. 6-cyl-, beautiful silent
very powerful; £130-

PALMER.-30-35h.p. Vertex, double landaulet. 6-cyl.,

gate change, like new; £250.

PALMER.—20h-p. Germain side entrance, 4,-cyl-. h-t
magneto, hood, screen ; £100.

PALMER.—14-1 6h.p. Brouhot chassis, 4-cyl., mag-
neto, gate change: bargain, £65-^ -

PALMER.—14-20h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich,
medium size car ; £245.

PALMER— 16-22h-p. Lorraine-Dietrich.
gate, full touring car; £225.

PALMER.-12-16h-p. L rraine-Dietrich,
type, 45 mph. ; £150-

PALMER.-14-16h.p. Motobloc, 4-cyl..

really good hire car; £120.

hood, screen,

hood, sLTi;fn,

4-cyl., racing

roomy body,

magneto.

taxicab. 1908,
£150.

PALMER— 151i.p. Vinot, very smart, h-t.

just re-painted and overhauled; £125.

PALMER —20h-p. motor car, 4-cyl., standard eiigine,

very fine, side entrance; £50.

PALMER-— 10-12h.p. Darracq
change, 2-cyl., very silent;

PALMER.—35-4511. p. Argus, superb limousine, dual
ignition, gate change; £225.

PALMER.— 12-1 6h-p. box van. 2-cyl., steel frame,
roomy body, curry 18 cwt- ; £65-

PALMER —24-50h,p. Napier lorry. 4-cyl., very power-
ful and useful vehicle: £85-

PALMER —All above and many others, with huge
stock new and second-hand accessories, seen-

PALMER—L. N. Tahner's Gara-:?e, 9a. Trevelyan Rd-,
Merton Tram Terminus. Tooting. 'Phone 208

Streatham. 8 minutes Ualham L.B.S-C. Rly- Easy
terms ; exchanges-

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h.p. Darracq. 1908, dual ignition,
long chassis, bood, screen, beautiful order; £98.

THE FAMOUS P.M.C.
SIDECARS.

:OM STC'CK, to fit all makes of machines.
Right or left hand side.

EOLIPSE.-
bargain.

14h.p.
£65.

Iden, 4-eyl., 2-seater, live axle; a

ECLIP=3E.-10-12h.p.
.-;;unrt, reliable; £1

Regal type, 2 cyls., 2-seater,

E^^

ECLIPSE.-16-2011.P.
Older; X45.

—42h-p. Daimlef. limousine. Stepney, speed-
dual isnition; a gUt, £226.

Scout Chassis, cardan, good

ECLIPSE.—28-3611. p. Daimler, side entrance, dual igni-

.^,- tion, screen; a bargain. £145.

ECLIPSE.-18-22hl!.
neto, long chassis,

Clement, side
hood; £125.

entrance, mag.

ECLIPSE.— 18h p. Siddeley, side entrance, howl, screen,
tvo ipnitions, perfect; £115.

A42 In answeriiii/ these

With Coacta-buiU Body - £7 12 6

With Wicker Body - - - £6 2 6

Fitted with 26 x 2,1 Beaded Michelin or Continental
tyre, equipped ready for the road.

LIST POST FREE.

The Premier Motor
Company, Limited,
Aston Roa.cl, BIFcnniNGe-IAtVI.

advertisements it is desirable to mention "

ECLirsE.-
screen, ;

Ij^CLirSE.-
-J canopy

;

EOLirsE.-
bargain.

-20-32h.p. Darracq, two
plcndid order; £145.

-ISh.p.
£100.

ignitions, hood,

Darracq, two ignitions, long chassis,

side entrance, hood; a151]-p. Humber,
£110.

ECLIPSE. -10-1211. p. Gladiator, tonneau, hood
• MiKUi, perfect; £55.

very

detachable tonneau, smartE.-8h p. Matliew,
tile runabout; £40.

CLIP8E.-8h.p. M.M.O. runabout, four seats; £29.

JgOLI

E
ECLIPSE.-4h.p. Sunbeam-Mabley

unod order; £15.

ECLIPSE.-10.12h.p
car: £65.

ECLIPSE Ensineering and Motor O ^b5.
Rd.. WajidsMorlh. 'Phone, 1135 P rtney. Earhifleld

Station. T.

The Mntor

Tie Dion enirice,

Darracq. 2-seatcr fa^t reliable

EarlsfleW
Hlh. 'Phone, 1135 P rtney.

W-R-. 15 minutes frouj, Waterloo. -

Cvde."
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ACCUMULATORS

Afe SENT TO US.

DON'T BE WORRtED BY CONTINUAL MIS-
FIRING & SLUGGISH RUNNING OF YOUR
ENGINE. IT UAN BE EASILY & EFFECTUALLY
REV'EDIED BY SEi^DlNG U? YOUR OLO
EATTERY TO US FOR EXAMINATION. WE
WILL GIVE YOU AN HONEST REPORT &
QUOTE YOU FOR THOROUGHLY REPAIRING
YOUR ACCUMULATOR.

REPAIR WHEN FIMSHED.

SEND AT ONCE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE A.<D AD..RE3SE3 REPAIR
LA EL, GiVNj full INSTRjCTIONo FOR
SENJING UP YOUR FAULTY AjeUfrtULATOR.

N.B.—NON-CORROSIVE TERMINALS & SPLASH
PROOf VENTi FITTEJ TO ALL REPAIRE3
AOCU.-.IULATO^S VViTHOUT EXTRA CMARoE.

RlCHFORD&GOY.,
DEPT.
A.R..

FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.G.

CARS FOR SALE.
LANCHESTER, 12-181i.p., water cooled, worm drive,

three speeds and reverse, two igDitions, with hood.
Stepney, five lamps, seats five, in perlect condinun

;

any reasonable trial; £75,—Taylor, motorist. Westerham,
Kent.

1 Ah. p. White Steam Car. hood, lampg. spares, spien-
J-\f did condition, silent. £48; 6h.p. A^-ter 2.seuter,
three speeds, revcrsi>. lamps, exrellent condition. £43;
6;h.p. Humber 2-scater. three spceda, reverse, very reli-

able, £36.-20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

ENGINES.
6]i.p. Twiu-cyl. Steain Enijine; £5, or exchanfre any-

thing useful-—rovey, itibbleton Lane,^ Preston-

5-6h.p. Twin Antoinc, carburetter. Bosch mapncto;
can be seen runniny ; £12.—Holmes, l-'loming Rd-,

Kennin^ton-

NYE'S.—rreei.sion. J.A.P.. Pciifreot: splendid oxchnngc
term.^- Apply for list—69. Leather Lane, Holburu

London, E.G.

8b. p. twin Miner\'n, brand now, 1910 make, mechanical
valves. 6 months' guarantee; £11 lis.—Furrar,

Hopwood Lane. Halifax.

41_h.p. Twin Minerva, inlet pipe.=i. silencers, cradle
2 platt.-s adjustable pullev. overliauled ready f.^!

frame: £8 103.-25, Dangan Ed.. Wanstciid, N-E.

3h.p. Engine, water-cooled head. He iJion pattern.
70.S ; large Chater-Loa cliitcJi, fit i-'afnir, 35s.

:

both splendid conditicn-—Kniglit, Bromsgrove, Pulucc
Kd., Crouch End, London.

GREAT Bargain.—400 Clement oncincs, air c(>oIed,

I'h.p., complete with carburftter. j^iloncer, flywheel.
ri^ady to put on bicycle frame- £3 cadi.—L. Sonciu. 3,

Charles Lane. St. John's Wood. Loudon.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO. Coil srid Accumulator repairs in two

days; euarantued; low prices. —l-'ellows, 26i.
Clarges St., Mayfair.

JEBROX, Reei^tercd 291-289. vastly superior to
platinum, cure.>) misfiring; .Telirou has no equal for

blades, screws, rockers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON. 28. 6d. each rivct fitted; .Tebron trimmers,
9d. : Jebron screws fit Bosch mngnetcs. Ss. 6d.

pair; old screws Jebronised, 29. 6d, each. Over 10,000
fitted. Try it

JEBUOX. fitted return post free.—From the invontor
Jebron, 58. Herbert Rd.. Pluinstead.

JEBRON Contacts used by Messrs. Collier Bros,,
Colver, and Martin, in making their recent worldV

records.

PKEl-'ECT.—40 (imp. arc umuhitor. 10s. ; twin plain
coil, 12s. ; twin Peugeot i-outact breaker, 48.—

Windsor, Charing Cross. Birkenhead.

MAGNETO and Accumulator Repairs by experts: new
and second-hand good.s always in stock ; list —

The Tictoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.. Coventry.

MAGNETOS, Coils, nnd Accumulators repaired : re*
magnetising, re-winding, re-plntinising; repairers to

trade ; latalct-'ue- — The Hiv:h Tension Co.. Browulow
Works, la. Guildford St., London. 1409 Holbom.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts.-Any parts fitted re-
turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;

special iridium trimmers. 9d. : magneto screws rctitted.
Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St.. Woolwich.

WHITE'S Famou.") High-grade Accumulators; limited
quantity of the-ie to clear at fllowing remark-

able prices: IS a-h-. 9s. 6d- : 20. lis, 3d.: 30. 13s.:
40. I5s.: 45. 17^.; 50. 18i- ; 60. 22s.-Henshaw, Wheel-
wright, Stoi-kp' rt.

TYRES.
TWO Dunlcp Cross Gro-.ved Covers. 650 by 65, one

IJiiDlf p motor cy<le cover. 26 by 2.1, for sale-
—Law and Son, Motor Engineers. Arbrcnth-

MICHELIN Tyre.s, irired. 26 bv 2, 12s. 3d-: 26 by
21. 14s.; 26 by 21. 16s.: beaded, 26 bv 2. 14.^-

8d : 26 bv 2^ 17s. : 26 by 2i, 21s.-Jack Cairns. Lon-
don Rd-. Preston.

CLINCHER, brand new. rubber studded covers. 26
by 2i. 25s.: stutldel Dreadnjught. all sizes, 30s.;

Clincher tubes, 6s. 6d.—Scottish Motor Agency, 167-
Morrison St., Edinburgh.

ARDEA Co.'s retreading.—New patent atl-rubber non-
skid, three ribs, centre one hiu'h and soft, ^queegee-

iu^j action. 17s. 6d. : plain, lis. 6d. ; ribbed, 12s- 6d.

;

rubbcr-stndrled, 15s. 6d : tubes made butt-ended.—331a,
luug St.. Hammersmith.

MICHELIN Tyres, brand new, guaranteed heavy
tread*; cash, approval, carriage paid; wired— 26

bv 2 12s- 3d.. 2: 143., 2i 16s.. 28 by 2 13s.: beaded-
26 by 2 14s. Bd.. 2i 17-^., 2J 21.s., 28 by 2 16s. 9d.-
Stewarfs Cycle Wki., Horsham, Susses.

MICHELIN Tyros, brand new, reduced prices: wired.
26 by 2, 12s. 3d.: 2i. 14s.: 2J. 163.; 28 by 2,

13s.: beaded, 24 by 2i. 19s.: 26 by 2. 143. 8d. : 2i.
'17s.; 2i, 2l3.: 28 bv 2. 163. 9d. : steel studded non-
-kids, wired, 26 by 2i. 54s. 6d.: beaded 26 by 2i. 563-
6d : cash; approval —Stamford Hill Motor Co-. 128.
High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone 1982-

See our

Patent Process

NO MORE

GOOD TYKES
ON THE

SCRAP HEAP
AFTER
RFI'AIR

BCFORE
REPAJR

HEAVY STUDDED
BANDS
\ ULCANISED
O.N TYRE :

/). 'Ill/ those advertisements it is desirallc to mcnlion "The Motor Cycle." A.t3
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AMAG WARNING
To those who, finding they were unable to buy
AMAC Belt Fasteners {made from the solid) from our
Stand at Olympia, all being sold, and who appro-
priated some SAMPLES from the Stand that were
not hardened, if they will kindly send them back
we will harden them, free of charge, as we have a
reputation to safeguard.

Price 5/- each.

AMAC Carburetters.

Type 5B. Semi-Automatic 32/-
,, 6b. „ • „ Lightweight 28/-
„ 15. Non-Automatic 30/-
„ 6. ,, ,, Lightweight 28/-
„ 5F. Lever-controlled 28/-

AMAC Belt Punch.
Does not cut the belt, but forces the way through, leavin;

the strands intact. Price 2/-.

AMAC Tell-tale Petrol Cock,
which warns when petrol is running low. Price 2/6 each.

AMAC Spring Filler Covers 9d. each.
AMAC Universal Magneto Control .. 12/- ,,

AMAC Compression Cocks 1/6 „
AMAC Spring Terminal Clips, 9-12 mm. 6d. „
AMAC Switches, all combinations.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,
LTD.,

Talford Works, ASTON. BIRMINGHAM

TYRES.
"DASTONE'S, London, lor value in covers and tubes.

BASTONE\S.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed pattern

;

wired edge— 26 bv 2, lis. 9d. ; 26 by 2i, 12s. 9d. ;

26 by 2;, 135- 9d. ; 28 bv 2, 12s. 6d. : 28 by 2J, 14s. 6d.

;

beaded edge—26 by 2, 13s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 14s. 6d. ; 2e
by 2.}, 16s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 14s. 6d. ; 28 by' 2{, 16s. 6d

BASTONE'S.—New motor cyi.le covers, rubber studded

;

wired edse, 26 by 2, 17s.; 26 by 2J. 18s.; 26 bv
2S. 193.; 28 by 2, 18s.; 28 by 2i,. 193. 6d. ; beaded
edge-26 by 2, 19s.; 26 by 2i, 20s.; 26 by 21, 21s.;
28 by 2, 20s.: 28 by 2i, 2I3.

BASTONE'S.-New Michelin, Micbelin, Mioheliii
covers, brand new and latest pattern ; wired edge—

26 by 2, 125. 3d.; 26 by 2;, 14s.; 26 by 2i, 16s.; 28 by
2, 13s.; beaded edge— 26 by 2, 14s. 8d. ; 26 by 2i, 17s.
26 by 2;, 21s.: 28 by 2. 16s. 9d. ; steel-studded covers
wired edge-26 by 2i, 54s. 6d. : beaded edge, 56s. 6d

BASTONE'S.-New Hutchinson Undine covers, beaded
edge; 26 by 2. 25s.; 26 by 2J. 26s. 6d. ; 26 by

2J, 27s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 26s. 64; 28 by 2i, 28s. 6d.

BASTONE'S.-New Palmer ribbed tread covers;
headed edge, 26 by 2. 27s. 7d. ; 26 by 2;, 30s- ; 2E

by 2, 29s. 8d-: new Pahuer cord, 26 by Zi, 50s. 5d.

BASTONE'S.—New mi.si;ellaneous covers; new Peter-
Union reinforced covers, 26 by 2i, 22s.: 26 by 2.

covers, 22s. ; new soiled Coatinental rubber non-skiu
cover, 26 by 2i, E.E., 38s. ; new Hutchinson reinforced
cover, 28 by 2. 30s. ; new Avon rubber-studded, 26 by
2g, 22s. ; new Hutchinson Tourist Trophy ribbed pattern,
26 by 2, 38s.; ditto new Brooklands non-skid, 26 by
2. 343.

BASTONES'.—Tubes with valves, best quality, and
guaranteed, 26 by 2. 8s. ; 26 by 2:. 8s. 6d. ; 2(

bv 2;-, 9s.; 28 by 2, 8s. 6d.—Bastone's, 215 and 217
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N. 'Phone, 2481
North. T.A. : Ba,stone's, London.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERT Tyre Eepairer, with Harvey-Frost and Co

3; years, can build anO repair motor cycles.—Ad-
vertiser, 156. Hackney Rd., London.

WELL-KNOWN Motor Cyclist wants a p~Et as com-
mercial traveller or deiiot manager ; pre-

pared to ride in cnmpetitfons and ceinonsirate if nei es-

sary-—Apply, 6,195. The Motor Cycle Oiiices, Coveutrv

WELL-KNOWN Jtotor Cyclist, who has inaraged
motor cycle new and second-hand, accessories,

and repair business for past seven years, is open for
entfa-gement as manager of London depot, defiling in

all ma.ke3 new and second-hand and accessories pre-
ferred.—Apply, 6,313, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, clerk, capable dictate letters, and as sales-

man: st-ate particulars-—Hitchen, 163, Euston
Rd., Morecambe-

INSURANCE.
THE " Essex " Pjlicy gives unlimited third party

rat>?s from 10s. per annum. — Bass, Insurance
EioUer, Ongar-

FINANCIAL.
VACANCY Occurs for partner in old-established motor

cycle business, good orders on hand for novel litrht
weight motor cycle recently introduced ; otner profitablt
lines ready to be manufactured; accountants' balance
sheet shows over 20 per cent, profit; money needed
for extension; excellent opportunity for energetic younp-
man with knowledge of the trade: full details at inter
view.—Box LI,400, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St.. E.C.

PERSONAL.
WANTED, companion, capable of driving one of

advertiser's sidecar combinations, mostly Sun-
days, no running expenses (Bingle)-- 177, l^hilip Lan-;.
Tottenham.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OH WANTED
A GENUINE Bargain—Motor and cycle business for

sale, near London, N., no oppo.sitiofl, turnover
£950; price, including stock, fixtures, etc, £300; other
busiuess abroad.—Box 6,329. TIiq Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

WANTED.
6h.p. Twin, 1909 model, two speeds

nold, draper, Folkcstone-

QIDECAR; exchan;

QX. or 3h.p^l9l0 J-A-P. Motor Cycle-

£25.—James Gos-

31i-p, Tfp Dion engine, silencer,
etc. ; approval.—Evers, Wath.

-Write, 4, Nor-

oil old Humbei
2 folk House Rd,

^LTJTCH._lin. by Hn-

Streatham.

bjre. 37 teeth,
Melksham.H Spencer,

SECOND-HAND 3^h.p. single-eyl. engine, cheap for
.ash.— F. Pikesley. Woburn Sands-

WANTED, magneto single-cyl-, high tension; ap-
proval.—Dickinson, Avening. Glos.

WANTED. 1910 or 1911 Kerry-Abingdon, for cash.
-Beit. EHis. i. De Beauvoir Ed.. N-

A44

WANTED. 50od 3,;h.p. magneto motor cycle.—Par-
ticulars to 64, Rhosddu Rd., Wrexham.

In ansioering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

Hp Taylor & C<
ANOTHER SUCCESS.

3GOLDIVB€DAU
for the M.C.C.

24 Hours' Trial awarded to|
A.J.S. (Sensible Lightweigl-

machines.

Write for Lists and dates for deliveries.

Prices froin 37 Guineas-
Sole London and District Agents.

We ha\e 13 REX IVIOD^.I-S to
from 2:f-h.p. to 7h.p. for solo or'sidecar vi^ork. W
Slating your requirements, and when delivery is

quired. The noted house for Rex spare parts, Tr
and Retail.

^^lOEOARS by the best makers from £6
fully guara.nteed.

A fine selection of high-class second-hand mach
in stock.

Useful accessories can be selected from our List
unable to call. Our offer of lO/- for your old
still stands good. Hundreds have taken advant
ot it. May we include you ?

2l£L, STORE STR€E1
THE CENTRE FOR ALL MOTORISTS,

Tottenham Cojrt Ruad, LONaO <i, W.C-
Phone: 10957 Central. Telegrams: " Dynametr

A FEW "FOX
Standard 40/- Knbber-stndded Covei

slightly Staop-soiled,

TO BE
CLEARED

AT 25/- EACH.

26/2i Beaded Edge.

Also a few plain rib patterns a

- 20 - -

Send for Price List.

FOX T YR ES
30, John Bright St., BIRMINGHAM.

The Motor Cycle."
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IT'S NICE TO KNOW
B HOW FAR YOU GO.

Every Motor Cyclist must keep a
tab of his mileage -

The wear of the machine and its

parts—petrol consumption per

mileage,tyre records,and for meas-

uring daily trips and season run.

The "VEEDER"
Motor Cycle Cyclometer
IS THE LAST WORD.

Specially designed,
large substantial
case construction,
stronger mechan-
ism, large and
stronger star wheel,
cranked adjustable
bracket to suit
cU;arance.

Write tor Booklets.

MARKT&Co.
(London), Ltd.

6, City Rd.,Finsbury,

LONDON, E.G.

WANTED ! ! !

good second-hand Motor Cycles.

vi^^iL will be

WELL fiEWABDED
ing your machine to us if you want to sell it quickly,

MONEY WAITING.

A few of the machines wc have for sale,

BRAND NEW.

1910 Bradburj-s and Moto-Rcvis at reduced prices.

SECOND-HAND.

_9. Twin REX, 5 h.p.. Magneto S.B., H.B.C.,

jpring forks, very powerful, smart looking . . £23
ot). TRIUMPH, Standard model, 3J h.p., Dnc
ortlur, good t>Tes . . .

.

,

.

.

.

. . £33
10. N.S.U. Model deLuxe, two-speed, 3J h.p.,

grand machine for sidecar, nice order .

.

. . £32
10. MOXO-REVE, 2 h.p.. very Uitleu5ed, fast

and powerful .

.

. .

.

.

.

. . £23
10. DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p. Model C, in nice order,

Cowev speed indicator, horn, lamp, and spares £32
o&. ROC, S.B. magneto, H.B. control, handle
starling, nice looking, poweriul machine, i'.H.

lamp £20

Many others, equally good value, all tested.

WANTED.
WA2sTED, motor cytle, any condition, for cash-—

Letter^. Spencer, 45. Church Kd-, Acton-

T.T. Twin 1909 Yindec, Dot. Peugeot; exchange
Triumph.—Mo j;ridge, West Derby. Liverpool.

HUBS ;Chater-Lea) Wanted; also 26 by 2 covers

and tubes-—Kuig^ht, Maypole House, Bexley.

WANTED, anrtbing in the motor cycle line, cheap
for cash—W. England. 38. Shirlock Ed., N.W.

WANTED. 1910 T.T frame, with wheeU. brakes,

und tank; iipproval.— 11, Swift St., Biirudlcy.

CAEBURETTER. for old IJh.p. Minerva, must be sent
on appfLVLd— S- Fenn, Church Ed-, lirigiitling:fea-

WANTED. 1910 Douglag, perfect condition essential-

-Gilbert Thomus. Dyfiryn Viwirugc, Neath,
Glamorgan-

WANTED. 1910 two-.-^peed twin, perfect; cheap for

spot cash; state particulars.—Farrell, Lowerbead
Row, Leeds.

FIRST-CLASS Modern Motor Cycles and 2-seated cnr>

. purchased for casli-—Box 6.267, Tne Motor Cyclt

Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, -mngneto machines, magnetos. two-«pooil

gears, and mot^r goods lor euah.—128. High
Ed-. S. Tottenham

WANTED, motor cycles of nil mokes.—Send full pnr-

ticular.s, witli lowe?-t prices, to Jcnkiusou, 108a
High St.. Nottins Hill Gate-

TRIUMPH Mr.tfr Cycle wanted, firyt-closs order—Par
ticular^ and priie to Eubiusou uod Co-, Motor Gar-

age. Belfcrd. Nortiiumbcrland.

WANTED, a Hutnberetto steel steering wheel, and
two front wing mudtruitrds-—J. Gardiner, engineer,

Waldndge Colliery. Che^ftcr-le-Stn'et-

MODEEN Motor Cycle or Tricar; exchange 6h.p. 2-

seater car, in exiolli-nt londition, or sell £35.—
Eodway. Horsetair, Birmingham,

WANTED, second-hand modurn powerful single-cyl.

motcr bicycle engine; approval, cheap for cash--
George Collier. Eepton, Derhysairo.

WANTED. Montgomery sidecar, either flexible or

ri^'id. to suit right jiide. 26in. or 28in. wheel—
Scott, cycle agent, Inmrleithcn, N.B.

WANTKD, two water-cooled cylinders, 3iin. bore,

Fafnir preferred, must be sound and cheap-—
Bond, 186, Gloucester Ed., Bri^tok

"117ANTED. threoK-onipartment tank. 25i by 61 ;
sell

VV old iKittern Eux frame 'lew head), iwiir tanks;

offers.- 5, Kingcroft Ed., Hurpeudcn.

CLAIE Silencer and pipes for V-S- : Ejm ronibinntion

cover, 26 by 2i : ilitchless or similar lootre.tt

brake.—Dugmore. 8. Cavcrsham Ed., N-W-

WANTED, mod(>rn 6b. p. two-speed free engine. 1910
B;it-J-A.P. preferred, also sidecar ; ^pot cash;

arprovnl; carriage pidd one way.—R. Roberts, 13. Craven

St.. Colne, Lanes.

WE have many onqutries for motor cycles, tricars,

and small ears, and if yon have a second-hand
machine to dispose of. please send it along to ns to

be bought for rash or sold on coumiiusion; quick sale:

utmost value given and obtained: no sale, no cbarge:

exclmuges arranefd.—E. M. Pullman and- Bros., Motor
Engineers and Salomon. London Ed., Norbury, London.

EXCHANGE.
Go to Alexander's for exrban^o; they save you money.

Lothian Ed-. Edinburgh.

2ih-p- Quadrant, new condition, for push bike and
2 eosli.-163. High Ed-. Lee-

3Xh.p. B.SA-, White and Poppe. low; £15, cycle

2 part.—48, Pentney Rd., Balbnm.

LATE Tvpe Rnnaboot, new condition; £28. or with

cash for modern car.—265, Lewisham High Ed.,

S.E.

6h p. Tricor, two speeds, complete, perfect, for good
motor hievrle; particulars, photo, stamp-—Higgen.

L.nvn St.. I'aisloy-

3ill. p. Brown, little ca^'h. for sidecar combination, or
2 >eU £12; lirst-rate condition.—Sparrow, Hayes-

thorpe. Hnli;ate, York.

ft' h-p- Twin Alcyon. perfect running order, for lower
t* power and small cash balance.—Annanville, Land-
prove Ed., Wimbledon.

3lb. p. Hobart, h.b. control, nccunudator, and ea«h
2 for up-to-dato mogneto machine.—Deane, Mat-

lork Bath, Derbyshire.

WILL cive 1910 3;h-p. free engine Quadrant and £1^
lash for 1911 free ensine Triumph--Eeginald

("-. P:.rk^r. St. Ives. Hunts-

1?SCHANGE Litrhtweight twin Enfield, four month.:
-J old. and little cash, for Triumph or Phelon and

Mfure, 1910.~Tiuimon3, Mau^field-

ff^VRTETDGE Kodak, 7 by 5, with daylight fle-^ vnlopin'.; machine, for Bosch DA2 magneto, or sell

£7 15s.: Bowdcn back wheel brute, 5s. 6d.—Evana,
JViuningtou, Northwieh.

EXCHANGE 12-16h.p. 2-cyl. M.M.O.. touneau, three
speeds and rever.^e, C.C. hood, fine condition,

smaller car or motor cycle, cash adjustment either wny
-128. HiKh Rd., Tottenham.

^
-2Q8. Qt. Portland 8t.. W.

Sole London Agents for

SCOTT MOTOR CYCLES.
Sole West End Agents for

ZENITH & BRADBURY (in stock).

All other makes supplied,

EXCHANGES, CASH OR EASY TERMS.

ACCESSORIES. — — REPAIRS.

GODFREY & APPLEBEE
conduct their business on absolutely

Straight Lines .

It you want a New Machine we can advise you.

If you want a Second-hand Machine we caa
supply you,

SPECIAL BARGAINS THIS WEEK:
1910 SCOTT £45
19D9 TRIUMPH £35
Two-speed TWIN KE.X and Sidecar.. £33 10
ClIATIiR LLA F.\1NIR £18 10
Four-cylinder F.N £20

YOU CAN RELY ON OUR JUDGMENT.
Telephone 4350 Mayfair.

A NEW YEAR.
Why not a New Mount ?

You cannot do better than arrange your

next deal with

NYE'S
For liberality and fair dealing they are unsur-
passed. Agents lor all the first-class makes.
Their Exchange Form free on application.

1910 MACHINES TO CLEAR
All guaranteed 3 months.

3 1910 T.T. TRIUMPHS £40 each.

2 1910 RC jS, two speeds £33 each.

1 2! ENFIELD. Palmers £27
1 SCOTT, tvo speeds, as new . . .

.

£50

1 1911 TRIUMPH and 1 ZENITH-GRADUA
for delivery in January.

NYE'S,
69, Leather Lane, Holborn,

LONDON, E.C.

Tel. 6299 Holborn.

se advertisements it is desirable to mention " 2'ht Motor Cvcle." A45
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ESTABUSHED 20YEARS |N THE HEART
OF THE TRADE

iCbiMdiffiDEPor

Birmingham,

Triumph Agents,
Enfield Agents,

Humber Agents,

Also Sole District Agents for

:

SCOTT
DOUGLAS
MATCHLESS
PREMIER
P. & M.

Any other make supplied.

CASH or
TERMS or

EXCHANGES.
RANGE of SECOND-HANDS

Any of these sent on "The Motor Cycle's"

Deposit System.

The Colmore
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT,

35, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.

CARDAM'S MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES
6ft.x3ft. X 6ft. high, £1 9 6

5ft. X 4ft. X 7ft. „ 115
Sft. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 12 6

Qft. X 7ft. X 7ft. „ 3 12 6
12ft.x8ft.x7Jft. „ S 5
Wule double Liiiovs (a3 ilUis

tratwi) 2/6 extra
Priccs'tv onrai StaimsStntioii

These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted

together hi a few minutes.

THev are m-dAe of sound,

welt-seasoned matchboard,
and complete with floor.

Window can be any desired size. Roofs of Stoniflex Felt.

We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum, which
Tenders it damp anti vermin proof.

Catalii^iio, itli niitiotiiar of ottier sizes, froe.

W. GARDAM & SONS, LTD., The Wharf, STAINES.

10
EXCHANGE.

li-p. Tricar. 3-eeator. Itr firstrL-las3 motor cycle, or
sell cheap.— 106. Albert Rd-, Peckiiam.

61i-p. Vauxhail Car. -wheel steering, two speeds, good hill- i

climber, tyres good, for twin cycle- — Burrows.
; |

Uelverlere.

FOR Tncar, Vft. 6in. billiard table, all accessories.
\
I

and 23h-p. motor cyi^Ie^ Kerry engine, B-S-A.
frame, speedy, good climber, low. good tyres-—W. Will-
sou. 180. AVidmore. Erjmley, Kent.

EAUHANGE good HghtweiKht, vertical engine, goodi
tyres, splendid condition, silver English Hall

liji-irked lever Tratch, double barri^I gnin, lot for good
f,.^ ...-Q r^rp-lrPl] St., H' r>(-i; T.c--'^^

HAE.IJMAN I'lanu Player, mth Z'A rolls of music.
gent's Aero Special Eudire I'ytle. total cost £55,

for a 1910 free engine Triumpli and sidecar; must bear
expert inspection.—T. Smith. Hoibury.

3ihp. Minerva, iate 1 908. and cash, " in good nin-
2 ning order, spring forks, b-b. control, lamp, and

spares, for 3;l).p. 1909 or 1910 magucto machine-—
Aldiidge, Arundel, Lcwer Gordon Ed-. Camberley.

EXCHANGE 2-seater car. three speeds and reverse.

hood, and glass screen ; any expert examination

;

lor good sidcv-ar combination, or 'iriumpli M-C-, or

similar machine ; £50 cash- — Williams, lady's tailor,

Evesham-

BRAND New Solid Silver Cigar and Cigarette Box
{or can exchange for silver or plate, etc., equal

catalogue value £9 12s-. first-class shop; for modern
luotor bike, or Sunbeam, 23-25in-—P.A., 13, Ganton St..

Regent St., W.

FOLDING Hand Camera, postcard, morocco covered,
BausL'h and Lomb shutter, rapid aplanat lens, three

D.D. slides, aluminium, and ease, equal to new; Bell

£4 lOs-. or e-xcJiange 2J to 3;h.p. engine, Fafnir or

I-A-P- preferred.- 7, Kiiig.<fii-ld Rd.. SouTiiampton-

P^

REPAIRERS.
iREMIEE Motor Co. for all reiiaira.

THE BIGGEST
and most representative high grade stock
of motor cycles and accessories in the North
of England, is and always has been carried
at the " No Worry" Depot.

JUST NOW
many new things are on view, including the

1911 MODELS OF
SCOTT," TRIUMPH," DOtGLAS.'
(f you want a bargain, send for these—

7

days' approval

—

igog "Triumph," free engine, over-
hauled, perfect £38

1910 "Triumph," brand new, in crate,
studded tyres £45

1910 "Enfield," lightweight, khaki
quite new, de luxe type, reduced

from £42 to £32

Sole Agent for MiUford, Miller, and Gloria
Sidecars. All in stock.

ERIC S. MYERS,
"No Worry" Depot.

BRADFORD.

N

Castings of
CYLINDESS,

PISTO.^S, RINGS,
BUSHES, Etc..

for REPAIRS.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,

BiRM'.NGHAM.

TAIL POUGS^
as illustrated 8/6 each.

iSend for Lists.

REG. SAMSON,
LAOYWOOD ROAD,

BIRMINQHAM.

PREMIER Motor Co. for Antoine parts—Aston Rd .

ij..iuiingharu.

ANTOINE Cvlinders, Pistons, etc. ; prompt delivery.—
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and now pistons

fitted, 24s-; oldest engines restored to highe^^t

vitality-~Premier Motor, Birmingham-

OBSOL]i:TK Parts acf.urately duplicated; irreproach-.

able work; quotations free for, all repairs.-Pre-
mier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

7E'S Repair List will interest yon; ll.'v.ed prices foi

all work. Send to-day-—69, Leather Lane. Holborn

LIVERPOOL—Climax Motor AYorks, Rice Lane—Re
boring, re-bushing, pistons, rings, valves, pulleys.

magnetos repaired- - -

CYLINDERS Lapped out or re-bored; new pistons
supplied, auv size ; send for prices-—Barton and

Co., Sudbury. Suffolk.

CRACKED Cylinders, etc.. of motors successfully re-

paired by Lea.'s metallurgical process, -r Lea and
'>nn. Enuineers, Rnnccrn.

WELDING— Broken cylinders, crank cases, flanges.
valve seats, water jackets; delivery in two days-

-KirkstaH Motor Co.. Leeds-

ELECTRO Plating Co. (The Economic), 42. Nicolson
St.. Edinburgh, replate and re-enamel your old

cycle equal to new; price list free-

FEAMES. engines, sidecar:^, etc-, manufactured, re-

paired, wholesale and retail-—Middleton's. Watson
St. Newington Green. London. N. Dalst.m 2126-

1

MOTOR Repairs, replacements, cylinders, pistons,
rings, valves, etc ; all w.rk guaranteed-—The Vic-

toria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.. Coventry-

WEST London Welding Co.—Broken cylinders, flanges.
pistons, valve seatings, cast-iron and aluminmm

ciank cases, etc., repaired and machined; work guaran-
teed,

WEST London Welding Co. —Cylinders trued by
grinding, new pistons fitted, valves, rings, re-

bnshings, scored cylinders filled in and re-groiind, en-

L^nes completely overhauled.—Essex Place, Chiswick.
Tel.: 536.

MOTOR Repairs.—Cylinders ground, new pistons fitted.

re-bushing, adjustable pnlieys, new valves to pat-
tern. 2,^. 6d., any size; quick delivery.-Kirk.qta)l Motor
Co.. Leeds.

KINGSWOOD Eng. Wks., Bristol.-Rock bottom
- prices for repairs and replacements; 'cylinders re-

bored, new pistons and rings fitted; wbate\^er your re-

quire 'nents, let us quote you.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cylinders
rebored and new pistons fitted ; guaranteed fit

4-1 OOOin-. bears 15 stone on pedal ; write for list.-

Gradior Macliiue Co-. Compression Specialists. Stafford

MAGNETO Repairs--We guarantee our repairs 25
per cent, cheaper than thuse of anyone else;

every repair luHj guaranteed twelve months; quota-
tions £riven— Maudes' Motor Mart, 136. Great Portland
St.. London, W-

CTLINDERS Re-bored and ground, the only method by
which cyhnders can be made dead true, and new

pistons fitted, complete, 25s- 6d. iuclusive. for any motor
cycle size—Tlie Laystall Motor Engineering Works. Ltd .

Automobile Repairers, 34, Queen St-. London, E.C

N

Of course you want all

the Power and no Noise.

Then fit the "CLAIR SILENCER."

90%
Silence

Fitted to Douglas Machines in 2 minutes by anyone.

J. C. LYELL & CO., Ltd.,
113, Great Portland Street, W.

'THERE IS NOTHING LIKE LEUTHER"

PRIME HIDES Oi- tNGLISH CHI.OiViE TAN-

NAGE. SOLIU CCPPEH RIVETS & WASHEhS
and a reputation from Anno Domini 1901.

"In fact it is a difi&cuit matter to thoroughly wet

through Chrome Leather when it is once dry."
—Text Book by C. T. Davis-

Specially treated and stretched.

fin. 1/6. Jin. 1/9. ^in. 2/- rin. 2/3. lin.,

4-ply 3»- per foot.

Cleaned by vkrashing: or brushing^ only*
Manufactured by EDW. & JAS. RICHARDSON,
Elswick Leather Works. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

Sole Sales Agent,

F. L.. ANDERSON,
1, Furnlval Bt., kONDON, E.C.

A46 In answering fJieac adretrisements it h desirahh to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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L " RfeG-TRADEHApk;]

N.S.U.
BETTER THAN
SECOND-HAND.
We have a few N.S.U. machines, shop-soiled, but
otherwise in perfect condition, for disposal at
much reduced prices. This opportunity to secure
a new mount at practically second-hand cost
should not be missed. Prompt application neces-
sary.

We have also a quantity of Jin. and lin.

Watawata Belting,
new and in e:?cellent condition, for immediate
disposal, at realiy bargain prices. Orders in
strict rotation. Write

—

N.S U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
186, Great Portland Street, London, W.

M

REPAIRERS.
STOCKPORT.~Ed-e and Dawson, WelUnc,'ton Rrt.-

Cylinders rebor^d and ground, pistons, rings, re-

bushing reliable n pairs, any make two-speed gears
fitted; prompt delivery and reasonable charges; special
trade terLUH; agents for U.S.A. and Caltborpe; sidecar
mauufacturera.

BIRMINGHAM.—We have 12 years' experience a.=i

motor engineerd, and ive again challenge any firm
in oiu line to produce a longer or more honourable
rec.rd- Old frames altered to 1911 patiorn ; damaged
Iraoies repaired ; wheels fitted v.itli stouter epckes

:

cylinders re-bored aud fitted mth new pi.-'ton.^. rings,
valves, gears, cams, etc ; out of date parts duplicated,
and every description of mc/tor work uutiertaken at com-
petitive prices.— I'riest and Co., 66, Ui.^jiop St-

MISCELLANEOUS.
IYCETT Belting, iin., la. 4d. foot, brand new-—Eey.

J 5, Heath St., Hamp-rtead.

2ih-p. Engine and frame, good condition; 50s.— S-

4 Ffun. Church Ed.. Brightliug.^ca-

DON'T Scrap that crn;:ked cylinder; try Barker's iron
cement; Is. tin.—Oxford Ud-, Worthing.

"\;\7HITniE Belt. 8ft. 6in. by Jin-, good condition:
VV 12s.. oK.rs—210. Underbill Rd-. iiulwich.

TWIN Plain Coil, Ss-: nictor cycle frame, 18.^- : 28
by 2 back wheel, 6s-—Minshall, Stonewuy. Bridg-

north-

TOLLEY Link.'j. prevent belt fasteners pulling
through; 6d. pair-—Scndall, Tower St., Stock-tou-

on-Tees-

FRAMES, including girder forks nnd eneine lugs, £2
IDs.; wheels, 173- 6d-; lista free.-MilUird, Bclve-

uere, Kent.

INERVA and Rex Spares; large stock; aceumulu-
tors for hire.—Cookson Bros., 511, Chester Rd.,

Old Traflord.
^

BELTING.-Jin., 6d. ; iin.. 8d. : Jin.. lOd. ; lin.. Is.

pi r foot,—Jowett and Baillie, 145, Manninghaui
Lanr'. Bradford.

1 QIO Mabon Clutcli, complete, fnnltlefl.<! condition
-Li/ >iiiit 8h-p. Minerva; sacrifice, 35s.—229, Bnrdett
Rd,. London, K-

ANTOINE imd Kelecom Cylinders, crank ciise.s timin:.;
wi;cel.s. and all parts from stock-— Crypto Co., 14.

Mrrtimer St.. W.
EVERYTHING Made in tanks, radiators, bonnets, and

wings exiept u f^-rtune—A- I'hiilips. 112. Lyutoi
I. ^ Bennond-ey.

MOTOR Cycle, lesa engine, Obater thronghout Dnvi
,-on's tank 2G by 21 wheels, etc-; £10 lOs-—Holmes.

I'leining Rd., Kennington-

SPEFDOMETERS. Cowey 505.. Jones 359-: F.ES
autoionti'- ba- krest, 20s. ; all perfect and piiu-

tiially new.— Mos.s, Wem.

F-N. Automatic Stand catches. Is. 6d. ; Inrge car-
rier f.ttensions, .--tav.s, etc., 79. 6d-—F.N. Repairs

liipt.. Highbury Barn. N-

LEATHEE Logging.^ to measure : illuirtratcd list and
meti.iurement instnntions free- — County Legging

I «.. Franchi(io St.. Bir.ninglmm-

BEANI) New 1911 Brown and Bnrlow^handie-bar con-
trolled Lnrbutetter : 25s ; approval, app.,intmeut.

— Lyie. 26a, Turner'.* Ed . London. K-

SIDECAR, 26in. wheel, bargain, £3; Longnemaro car-
buretter, h.b. control. 14s. : trembler coil, Nil-

nielior, 6s.. good.—45, Charles St.. E.

5h,p. Allday.'* Light Car. £19 10s.; Osborne four-
speed gear, 25s,; new Tariablr* speed free engine

iMiH'T. 15s.—20, Potterne^ton Lane, Leeds.

C HATER-LEA No. 6 Frame. £2 17.'*.: pair of Ccn-
tiueutal tyres. 26 by 2i. £3: twin Kerry engine.

Oil. p., £7.-283, Claphnm Ed-. London. S.W.

NO. 9 Chater-Lea Frame. 58s. : pair of wheels, 28s.

;

pair of tanks, 25.s. ; Auiac larburetter. h.b.C;, 2l3.
— Whitmore, 6, Melbourne Sq., Brixton, London, S.W.

A MAC Carburetter, handle-bar contr >!, 1910 nearly
new. variable jet. tco large for my lightweight ma-

'liine; 20s-—Ranger. JJovedale, Sydney Ed-, Guiidfnrd.

COWEY Speedometer. nnu.«ed, 3 guinna>: : Malinn
clutch, 20s.; Avon 26 by 2i nibber-.'-iudded tyre,

bi-uded, 183., new.—Clapbam House, St. Annes-on-Sea.

PROTECT Your.'clf.-Motor cycle wind screen, at-
tucbed to handle-bars in two minutes, adjusrtable

.'iny auele-—Perfe<ta Accessory Co., 174, Upper Eich-
uiond Rd-, Mcrtlake.

Mr. A. E. CATT
used one belt only

on his record ride of 1,882

miles in SIX DAYS.
A

Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt

The World's Best Canvas and Rubber Belts.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
The standard belt that is adopted hy all leading

manufacturers.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

.-^ .'^ /^ J^
The New Pattern

Stanley Detachable Fastener.

iin., i.,iu.

Wnoiesale and Retail.

The Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
.si.iij|.-y \\<.-hb, Maji.i^cr.

ii

THE

P. B."

B-B- Car Carburetter. 273. 6d. : trembler coil. 73.
40 auip. accu.uulator. 7s. 6d. : 6b.p. Vauxlinll

£17. or ex'iiFin:;e 42h-p. Benz engine, £3.—ilins
Mill St.. Bridgnorth-

O AS. Secures 52s. Lake nnd Elli3t brazing lamp
OVf nl.-o flr.>,t cfler aci-epted for 150 copies of
M( tor Cycle" and " M.-tor Cycling-"—cricuton,
ner'.s Field, Sunderland.

LUCAS Acetyphote, as new. 8.s, 6d. ; 63. 6d.
meter, new, 3,s. 6d- : h-b. magneto control

new f r-.nt brake, 4s- ; wanted, long handle-bar^.—

P

14. Nelson Ed-. Chatham-

AT the- Expter Eun. 12/11 Dartmoor motor cycle
suit.s, black cr yellow, were in evidence; handle-

b;ir muff, lined wool, waterproof, 23. 6d. pair.—E. E.
Stranger, Tavistocfe, Devon.

6d-:
car,

hall,

(oil).

The
Bon-

volt-

3s.:
'arke.

SPECIAL POLICIES
COVERING

Third Party, Ace. Damage,

and Fire.

LIGHTWEIGHT 23/-

MIBDLEWEIGHT 35/-

ANY H.P. machine 40/-

Ditto excess first £5 20/-

Jn answering these advertisements it ie desirable to mention

AGENTS APPOINTED WHERE NOT REPRESENTED.

Apoly to

PERCY BUTLER & Co.,
65, KING STREtT. MANCHESTER.

Telephone: 2675 City, Telegrams :
'* Butlerisms"

34, CASTLE STREET, LIVERPOOL.
Telephone: 203 Cent. Telegrams: " Fanum."

Tli^ Motor Cucle." A47
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DINNA FORGET!!
STANLEY SIMPLEX

BELTS
GIVE SATISFACTION.

2 4 per ft.

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.

SIMPLEX
(NEW PATTERN).

—WHOLESALE AND EXPORT.—
SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST.

All Sizes, 9d. each.

36, William Street, WOOLWICH.

SPARE BELT CASE
4/- each.

SAVING YOU

WAUCHOPEWONT
£:s:d

ON EVERY EXCHANGE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AUSTRALIA-—Triumph motor cycles; perfect con-

dition, Fox and Hntchinpon new covers, Poivell
lamps, new Amac carburetters, etc-—Offers to Allen, 17,
Robert" St.. PetersliEim, Sydney-

2ih-p. Riley Engine, .silencer, etc-, perfect, 45s-

;

4 N-S.U. carburetter, complete, 5s- : spring fork
attai^hment?, 5:^- : band brak^, less Bowden iever. 2s.
—Stiles, liOTver "Wicl!:, "Worcepter.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ih-p. Electric Motor, 230 volts, Tdtli Rheostat, ewitch-
4 board, complete, £4 lOa. ; dynamo, 50 TOlts. 30
urap., enclosed ring bearings, splendid condition, £8-—
60a, Trinity Rd-, Upper Tooting. .

A2-SPEED Gear (fitting in place of pedalling wheel)
for chain drive, complete with lever; accept 25<.,

or would exchange for a complete ba<.-k wheel ,
chain

drive.—Bos 6,330, The Motor Cycle 0,tficea, Coventry.

ABSOLUTELY Brand New Continental Tyre, 26 by
2i wired edges, 25s. ; also practically new F.R-S

laiup, with bracket, fine condition, gives very powerful
light. 25s-—W. Bewicke, 51, South St-, Mayfair, London.

PHOTOGRAPHIC Enlargements, best Quality (bro-

mide), from amateurs' own negatives ; 8i- by 6i,
2d.; 10 by 8, lid-; 12 by 10, Is. 2d..: 15 by 12, Is-

6d- : from prints 6d- estra-—Green, Wellesley, Whyte-
ieafe-

WATER-COOLED Engine, 4h.p., mechanical valves,

free eluti'.h, £6 lOa- ; tricar radiator. 15s.; coil

7s. 6d. ; tricar irame, with wheels, wheel brakes, £5

:

BlOO saddle, lOs- 6d. : forecar seat, 20s-~lJarke. draper.
Sutton

MOTOR Cycle Suits, double breasted coat, and over-
alls, 2I3-.; guaranteed waterproof oilskin suit,

superfine quality, 21s. ; genuine 4in. Mangin leas lamp,
las. 6d. ; belt and tube case, 7a. 6d. ; write for list.-

Para Rubber Co., John Bright St., Birmingham.

PULLETS for any motor. De Dion, M-M-C. 68. 6d.

;

Antoine. Kelecom, N-S.U., 5s. 9d. ; Peugeot
lirown. 5s- , Triumph. Pafnir, Sarolea, Minerva. 4s
9d- ; Res, 5s- 9d. and 4s. 9d- ; plated, guaranteed, car
riage paid-— J- Perkins, 299, High Rd-, Leyton, London

ACETYLENE Gas Plant, Triumph sts light, autO'
matic. elticieut, reliable, suitable lighting countij

house or shop, guaranteed new condition, perfect ordei
cost £5 iOs., saeriliee 30s.— Proctei, 15, Noah's Ai.
Rd., Dover.

CARBIDE, guaranteed quality, ISs. 6d. per cwt., free,
kegs delivered ex-storea London, Manchester, Bris-

tol, Swansea, Cardiff, Exeter, Belfast, Newcastle. Dub-
lin. Preston, Aberdeen, Glasgow," Grimsby, Hull- Dis-
count to trade. Ask for burner list and generators.-
Stansell's Acetylene Co., Exeter. -

BROOKS-Triuiuph, £1 Is.; carrier bag, 10s. 6d.

;

exhaust whistle, 4s. ; Trimnph 1909 valve, com-
plete, 3s. ; Challenge reinforced 26iB. by 2iin, tube.
Qt'.used, 8s. ; waterproof overall suit, cost 36s., good
condition, 13s. 6d- , the lot. 35s.—Sydney \vood. Broom-
lull Lodge, Goodiuayes. Essex.

EXHAUST Wliistles. complete, 6s. 6d., advertised else-
where 8s.; Unity roller belt fastener, 6d. ; volt-

meters, 4s. 6d. ; Triumph pattern horns, 7s. 6d- ; cable
terminals, assorted, 4d. per dozen ; 15 amp- accumu-
lators, IOs- 6d- ; 20 amp. accumulators, 12s.—Liberty
Motor Accessories, Summer Lane, Birmingham-

PLAIN Coil, "Ss- 6d- ; Nilmelior, 6.s. ; Nihuelior trem-
bler, 6s. 6d- ; brass horn, no bulb. Is- 6d- : Chater

girder forks, 6s. ; 20 amp. accumulator. 4s. 6d- ; 10 amp.,
nearly new, 7s.; 1906 Rex 85 by 90 engine. 12in, crank
case, suit monocar or tricar, exchange for twin, cash
adjustment, or sell £3; all bargains-—34, Meanley Rd-,
Manor Park, Esses-

BARGAINS to Clear—Simplex spring forks, 35s.;
Rex girder forks. 7s. 6d. ; 24 by 2s steel studded

cover, 30s.; 26 by 2i Palmer, 30s-; coils, twin Fuller
trembler. 15s.; twin trembler. 12s. 6d. ; twin Fuller
plain, 12s. 6d. ; ditto, single, 8s. 6d- ; twin plain, 5s
6d.; accumulators, 20 amp., 8s. 6d- ; ditto. P. and R-.
12s. : ditto, 40 amp-, 1 6s- ; ditto, 60 amp-, 20s- ; ex-
haust M-C- whistles, 6s. 6d- : ditto, cut-outs, 4s. ; belt
punches. Is. 6d. ; carburetters, Longuemare E., 9s-

;

twin Amae (new), 14s. 6d-;-2ih.p. Minerva cylinder,
15s-; searchlight, with large generator, 15s. 6d- ; iiw:
Stanley belt. Triumph length, 12s. 6d- ; magazine camera.
8s., quarter-plate; 1908 Bosch contact. 12s-; 3h.p. en-
gine, 25s-; gauntlet gloves. 56. 6d. : gauntlets. Is- 6d-

;

leather lined motor coats. 22s. 6d. ; motor cycle suit-s-

25.g. (usual price 35s.); tank.s. from Is. 6d. ;. toolbags,
from 3s- to 6s-; forecar attachment. 25s.; switch handles,
2s. pair: mudguards, 4in.. Is. 9d- ; 3iin-, Is- 6d- ; wings,
tricar, 6s. 6d. pair; calf jacket. 12s. 6d- : H.T. mag-
neto, 35s.; Express voltmeter. 5s. 6d. ; good inner tubes,
4s. and 5s- each; new sidecar body, upholstered, 21s.;
28 by 2i A Won, 15s-; 180 degrees twin magneto, £3;
first-class leather belting, § lOd-, i Is-, I Is. 2d., and
lin. Is. 4d- per fcot; fin. AVhittle belts, 3s. 4d. per
f.ot: Standard sidecar, 75s- : new ditto, 903-: Herald
sidecars- 6 guineas; cash, approval. — Stamford Hill
Motor Co-, 128, High Rd-. Tottenham. 'Pnone 1982.

"BLUMFIELD
PULLEYS

AND

ENGINES.
Send for Particulars-

BLUMFIELD, Ltd.
70, Lower Essex Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

LumiK^
FIEPAIBH

LARGE & SMALL IN PUREiHARpEN

;^K r6bert.w.coan^''is:„ss,'^sis

r
IKUJM CyLilnJ>£RS AI.60 REPAIRED

MAGNETO REPAIRS
Don't have your magneto tinkered with by in-

competent mechanics. Have it put right by men
skilled in the work. All repaired magnetos of our

own make guaranteed to be as eE&cient as new,

B050H IVIAGNETOOO., LTO.,
40-42, Newman St.i London, W.C.

ĈHEAP MOTOfi CYCLE HOUSE
THE

BEST IN ENGLAND.
write foi- illustrated
catalogue post free to

South Western
Timber Co.,

35, West Hill,

Wandsworth, London

PEUGEOT—
SINGLE and TWIN ENGINES are LOW
PETROL CONSUMERS with a WORLD-
WIDE REPUTATION for EFFICIENCY and

SPEED.
Full particulars from:

—

J'PAVi f\D 3IK, PERCY KOAD.
• X n. 1 i^XJIrL, BIRMINGHAM.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGK^T.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
TBANSt'EES, Is. dozen; lining, complete set, Is

llumbold Transfer Co., 52, Green St., Forest Ga

IN Tanks we specialise; No. 9 or any shape; prif

by return.—Winder Eros.. Woodhouse St,, Leet

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut: IOs. 6(

write for patterns.—Booth, tailor, Longton, Stal

The 'Mabon' Multiple Disc Clutch (E^ne).
Among the many users of the Mabon Clutch in the London-Exeter Winter
Trial, the most notable was Alan Hill, Esq., who, being lame, found the Mabon
Clutch, fitted to his Rudge-Whitworth, an absolute necessity for starting and
safe driving along the greasy roads encountered, and at the finish assured

his hearers that he certainly could not have completed the run without it.

Price iS3 3 O complete.
In siooJo to fit all leading makes, including Sudge-Whitworth. Write for particulars.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
54, High Road, North Finchley, N.

A48 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to rtiention " lie Motor Cycle.''
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